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UNIVERSITY OFFICE HOURS
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES ARE OPEN DAILY
FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY,
BUT NOT ON SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS, AND LEGAL HOLIDAYS.
DURING REGISTRATION PERIODS THESE OFFICES ARE OPEN ON SATURDAYS.
THE ILLINI UNION BUILDING MAINTAINS AN INFORMATION
SERVICE AVAILABLE TO VISITORS TO THE CAMPUS.
THIS OFFICE IS OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 10:00 P.M. DAILY,
INCLUDING ALL DAY SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS.
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July 31, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not at-
tended a college or university in the United
States to apply for admission in September, 1968.
Aug. 28, Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign stu-
dents who have attended a college or university
in the United States, to apply for admission or
readmission in September, 1968.
Sept. 10, Tues.-Sept. 22, Sun New Student Program.
Sept. 11, Wed., 2.30-5:00 p.m Preregistration (special permit required).
Sept. 12, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-
Sept. 14, Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents.
Sept. 14, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 16, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 21, Sat "I" Men's Day (Football: Illinois vs. University
of Kansas).
Sept. 23, Mon., 4: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Sept. 26, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from
the University or reducing program range.
Sept. 28, Sat Chicago Campus Day (Football: Illinois vs. Uni-
versity of Missouri).
Sept. 30, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to add a new course.
Oct. 14, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Oct. 15, Tues October graduation date (no Commencement Ex-
ercises).
Oct. 26, Sat Homecoming (Football: Illinois vs. Ohio State
University).
Nov. 4, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
from the University for military service (seven
weeks completed).
Nov. 7, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 8, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date to withdraw from a course without
penalty.
Nov. 8, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range.
Nov. 11, Mon Veterans Day observance (classes dismissed 10:45
to 11:15 a.m.).
Nov. 11, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Nov. 16, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Northwestern
University).
Nov. 19, Tues., 1:00 p.m.-
Nov. 27, Wed., 1:00 p.m Advance enrollment advising of continuing students
for February, 1969, registration.
Nov. 23, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Iowa)
.
Nov. 27, Wed., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Dec. 2, Mon., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Dec. 3, Tues Illinois Day (State admitted to the Union, 1818).
Dec. 9, Mon., 4: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Dec. 11, Wed Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
Dec. 1 3, Fri Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from
the University for military service (twelve weeks
completed).
Dec. 21, Sat., 1:00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Jan. 2, Thurs., 1:00 p.m., Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 2, Thurs Latest date for special examinations.
Jan. 1 1 , Sat Last day of instruction.
Jan. 13, Mon. -Jan. 21, Tues Semester examinations.
Jan. 19, Sun Convocation for February graduates.
Feb. 10, Mon., 4: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 1 5, Sat February graduation date (no Commencement Ex-
ercises).
Feb. 15, Sat Latest date for students currently enrolled to apply
for student teaching assignment in the fall or
spring semester, 1969-1970.
SECOND SEMESTER 1968-1969
Jan. 27, Mon. -Feb. 3, Mon New Student Program.
ian. 29, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Preregistration (special permit required).
Jan. 30, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-
Feb. I, Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents.
Feb. I, Sat., 8:00 a.m. -12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Feb. I , Sat Earliest dale for special examinations.
Feb. 3, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Feb. 10, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 13, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date lor full refund of tuition and lees (e\
cepl nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from
the University or reducing program range.
Feb. IS, Sat Latest date for students currently enrolled to apply
for student teaching assignment in the fall or
spring semester, 1969-1970.
Feb. 15, Sat Graduation date (no Commencement Exercises).
Feb. 17, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to add a new course.
Mar. 2, Sun University Day (University opened, 1868; not a
holiday).
Mar. 10, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Mar. 24, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
from the University for military service (seven
weeks completed).
Mar. 27, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Mar. 28, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date to withdraw from a course without
penalty.
Mar. 28, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range.
Mar. 29, Sat., 1:00 p.m Spring vacation begins.
Apr. 7, Mon., 1:00 p.m Spring vacation ends.
Apr. 14, Mon., 4: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Apr. 23, Wed. -Apr. 30, Wed Advance enrollment advising of continuing students
for September, 1969, registration.
May 2, Fri Honors Day (classes dismissed at noon)
.
May 2, Fri.-May 4, Sun Campus Mother's Day weekend.
May 5, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
May 6, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the
University for military service (twelve weeks
completed).
May 12, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
May 14, Wed Latest date for special examinations.
May 22, Thurs.-May 23, Fri Registration for 1969 Summer Session off-campus
courses, College of Law, and registration staff,
including payment of tuition and fees.
May 24, Sat Last day of instruction.
May 26, Mon.-June 4, Wed Semester examinations.
May 30, Fri Memorial Day (holiday)
.
June 2, Mon., 3:00 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
June 14, Sat Commencement.
EIGHT-WEEK SUMMER SESSION, 1969
May 22, Thurs.-May 23, Fri Registration for 1969 Summer Session off-campus
courses, College of Law, and registration staff,
including payment of tuition and fees.
June 2, Mon., 3:00 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
June 13, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from first College of Law five and one-half week
session. (First five days.)
June 16, Mon Earliest date for special examinations.
June 16, Mon Registration of Summer Session non-degree candi-
dates, undergraduate students, continuous grad-
uate students, and new and readmitted graduate
students who have been issued permits to enter
by Thursday, May 29, except graduate institute
participants.
June 17, Tues. (tentative) Registration for summer session institutes and new
and readmitted graduate students issued permits
to enter after Thursday, May 29.
June 17, Tues., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
June 17, Tues.-July 31, Thurs Advance enrollment advising for September, 1969,
registration of new students.
June 19, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from eleven-week College of Law term. (First
ten days.)
June 23, Mon Latest date to add a new course.
June 23, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range
in eight-week session. (First five days.)
June 25, Wed., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half of tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from first College of Law five and one-half
week session. (First fifteen days.)
July 4, Fri Independence Day (holiday)
.
July 14, Mon Beginning of second four-week courses.
July 15, Tues Latest date to withdraw from a course without
penalty.
July 15, Tues., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range
in eight-week session. (First four weeks.)
July 16, Wed Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
from the University for military service (four
weeks completed), except College of Law.
July 18, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from second four-week courses only. (First five
days.)
July 21, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from eleven-week College of Law term. (First
six weeks.)
July 22, Tues., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from second College of Law five and one-half
week session. (First five days.)
July 24, Thurs Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
July 25, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from second four-week courses only. (First
two weeks.)
July 28, Mon Latest date for special examinations.
July 30, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not at-
tended a college or university in the United
States to apply for admission in September,
1969.
July 30, Wed Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from
the University for military service (six weeks
completed), except College of Law.
Aug. 1, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from second College of Law five and one-half
week session. (First fifteen days.)
Aug. 7, Thurs Last day of instruction.
Aug. 8, Fri.-Aug. 9, Sat Summer Session final examinations.
Aug. 11, Mon August graduation date (no Commencement Ex-
ercises).
Aug. 20, Wed Earliest date for special examinations.
Aug. 27, Wed. . Latest date for domestic students, or foreign stu-
dents who have attended a college or university
in the United States, to apply for admission or
readmission in September, 1969.
FIRST SEMESTER 1969-1970
July 30, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not at-
tended a college or university in the United
States to apply for admission in September, 1969.
Aug. 27 , Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign stu-
dents who have attended a college or university
in the United States, to apply for admission or
readmission in September, 1969.
Sept. 8, Mon. -Sept. 13, Sat New Student Program.
Sept. 10, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Preregistration (special permit required).
Sept. 11, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-
Sept. 13, Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents.
Sept. 13, Sat., 8:00 a.m. -12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 15, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 20, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Washington State).
Sept. 25, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range.
Sept. 29, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to add a new course.
Oct. 4, Sat Chicago Campus Day (Football: Illinois vs. Iowa
State University).
Oct. 11, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Northwestern
University).
Oct. 13, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Oct. 15, Wed October graduation date (no Commencement Ex-
ercises).
Nov. 1, Sat Homecoming (Football: Illinois vs. Purdue Uni-
versity).
Nov. 3, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
from the University for military service (seven
weeks completed).
Nov. 6, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 7, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range.
Nov. 7, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date to withdraw from a course without
penalty.
Nov. 8, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Michigan).
Nov. 10, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Nov. I 1 , Tues Veterans Day observance (classes dismissed 10:45
to 11:15 a.m.).
Nov. 22, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Iowa).
Nov. 26, Wed., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Dec. 2, Tues., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Dec. .5, Wed Illinois Day (State admitted to the Union, 1818).
Dec. 4, Thurs., 1:00 p.m.-Dec. 11, Thurs.. . .Advance enrollment advising of continuing students
for February, 1970, registration.
Dec. 8, Mon., 4: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Dec. 12, Fri Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
Dec. 16, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from
the University for military service (twelve weeks
completed).
Dec. 20, Sat., 1:00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Jan. 5, Mon., 1:00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 8, Thurs Latest date for special examinations.
Jan. 17, Sat Last day of instruction.
Jan. 19, Mon.-Jan. 27, Tues Semester examinations.
Jan. 25, Sun Convocation for February graduates.
Feb. 9, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 16, Mon February graduation date (no Commencement Ex-
ercises).
Feb. 16, Mon Latest date for students currently enrolled to ap-
ply for student teaching assignment in the fall
or spring semester, 1970-1971.
UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE HALLS
Allen Hall 1005 W. Gregory Dr
Babcock Hall 902 College Ct
Barton Hall 1215 S. Fourth St
Blaisdell Hall 906 College Ct
Busey Hall 1 1 1 1 W. Nevada St,
Carr Hall 902 College Ct
Clark Hall 1215 S. Fourth St.
Daniels Hall 1010 W. Green St.
Evans Hall 1115 W. Nevada St.
Flagg Hall 1215 S. Fourth St,
Forbes Hall 209 E. Gregory Dr
Garner Hall 209 E. Gregory Dr.
Hopkins Hall 209 E. Gregory Dr.
Lincoln Avenue Residence 1005 S. Lincoln Ave.
Lundgren Hall 1215 S. Fourth St.
Noble Hall 1215 S. Fourth St.
Oglesby Hall 1001 S. College Ct.
Saunders Hall 906 College Ct.
Scott Hall Peabody Dr.
Sherman Hall 909 S. Fifth St.
Snyder Hall Peabody Dr.
Taft Hall 1215 S. Fourth St.
Townsend Hall 1010 W. Illinois St.
Trelease Hall 1001 S. College Ct.
Van Doren Hall 1215 S. Fourth St.
Wardall Hall 1010 W. Illinois St.
Weston Hall Peabody Dr
EXPLANATION OF LISTING
This directory includes all students registered in the Urbana-Champaign
departments of the University of Illinois on September 20, 1968. Each
student's entry shows his college and class, local address and phone
number, and home address. An asterisk (*) precedes the names of stu-
dents who are married. All addresses in Urbana have zip code 61801,
those in Champaign 61820. Telephone numbers for both Urbana and
Champaign have area code 217. A few entries are incomplete because
information was lacking on the student's registration card.
Names of the colleges and schools are abbreviated as follows:
AGR College of Agriculture
AVI Institute of Aviation
BUS College of Commerce and Business Administration
COM College of Communications
ED College of Education
ENG College of Engineering
FAA College of Fine and Applied Arts
GRAD Graduate College
LAS College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
LAW College of Law
PE College of Physical Education
VM College of Veterinary Medicine
Class years for undergraduate students are indicated following the
college or school in which the student is enrolled. Class years are not





5 Unclassified (not candidates for degrees)



































































































COM4 URH HOPKINS 200 C 915 S 6TH ST
ENGl URH BABCOCK 309 U 332--3786 6106 N WINCHESTER
AGR2 URH SAUNDERS 409 U 332--3682 1374 N 5TH AV
ED 4 URH WESTON 352 c 332--2018 RR 1
BUS4 106 S 4TH c 352--6865 1127 FERGUSON ST
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 111 u 344--6990 HAJI MOHD YOSUF RD
LAS1 URH GARNER 110 c 332--0688 5230 N OKETO
ED 6 2409 MELROSE c 3 59--2673 2409 MELROSE
GRAD 1903 SOUTHWOOO c 352--5986 436 S SEIGEL
ENG2 URH FORBES 312 c 332--1022 300 STAHL ST
LAS I URH TAFT 27 c 332--0586 1105 GOLF VIEW LN
GRAD 802 W GREEN u 367--0428 URH SHERMAN 348
GRAD 2102 ORCH ST 204 u 344--7072 2102 ORCH ST 204
GRAD STA A BOX 2149 c 356--5132 MESSELANIYA
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 228 u 3.44--4090 1107 W GREEN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 211 u 344--5833 20 OAR EL-SALAM
GRAD STA A BOX 2149 c 356--5132 % MNSTRY OF FINANC
GRAD 1104 W SPNGFLD u 1104 W SPNGFLD
LAS6 1104 W SPRINGFIELD u 344--0346
GRAD 1102 W GREEN 633 u 344--5604 1107 W GREEN 633
GRAD 406 E STOUGHTON c 356--7107
BUS3 910 S 3RD 606 c 544 LANTERMAN ST
GRAD 1612 W WILLIAM c 352--7978 372 BATH AV
LAS4 911 S 3RD c 344--0408 RR 1
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 214 u 332--4059 1231 W FARWELL
ENGl 110 S DODSON u 367--5648 110 S DODSON
AGR3 URH WARDALL 923 u 332--4499 RT 2
LAS1 URH WARDALL 923 u 332--4499 ROUTE 2
GRAD 911 S MATTIS c 359- 1981 10 WATSON AV
GRAD 409 W COLUMBIA c 356--4047 11 THOMSON ST
ENG6 2303 S 1ST 204 c 344--3481 2303 S 1ST 204
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 542 u 220 S STATE ST
GRAD 507 E HEALEY 7 c 352--2321 11101 LANDSEER OR
FAA1 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 1717 MULFORD ST
8US3 I HOLLY c 359--4793 1 HOLLY
GRAD 1 HOLLY c 359--4793 9657 OGLESBY
ED 1 1 HOLLY c 359--4793 1 HOLLY
GRAD 307 E JOHN 610 c 352--4264 38 KALI FAT MAAMOUN
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS c 344--7232 1535 S MAPLE AV
LAS4 1606 MAYNARD c 4041 CLAUSEN
LAS1 URH BUSEY 357 u 3 32--2661 2910 ELLIS AV
BUS1 910 S 3RD 603 c 344--5000 5252 N CALIFORNIA
LA S3 1205 W MAIN 3 u 367--6078 3540 N RETA AV
GRAD URH LAR 121 u 332--2823 6328 N RICHMOND
GRAD 805 S MATTIS c 359--4962 3558 DEAN DR
LAS2 601 S 4TH c 6149 N WOLCOTT
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 345 c 332--1290 2538 W ESTES
LAS4 713 W ILLINOIS 1 u 344--6314 9217 N ODELL
ENG4 904 W GREEN u 6956 N KENTON
LAS1 URH NOBLE 209 c 6956 N KENTON
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1023 u 332--5699 9011 S EUCLID
ENGl URH BABCOCK 427 u 332--3835 662 CINDY LN
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 710 u 332--5597 8908 OCTAVA
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7874 8720 KEDVALE
FAA4 910 S 3RD c 344--1041 8418 CRAWFORD
AVI1 URH BABCOCK 323 u 332--3800 3527 CROSBY ST
FAA4 908 W NEVADA u 344--4888 908 W NEVADA
ED 1 URH ALLEN 78 u 332--3269 4418 W CHURCH ST
LAS3 211 E JOHN c 8319 KILPATRICK
ENG4 925 HELEN DR
LAS3 URH CARR 302 u 332--3914 4507 S LEAMINGTON
GRAD 2020 A ORCH ST u 344--5973 106 E HEALEY 12
ENGl URH OGLESBY 311 u 332--5123 1715 W 17TH ST
GRAD 707 S 6TH 217 c 344--7048 10 NORTH RD
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS u 902 W ILLINOIS
GRAD 16412 BARUIPARA LN
BUS1 URH FORBES 252 c 886 PARKSIDE AV
LAS1 311 E GREEN 205 c 8311 CARMEN AV
ED 2 URH LUNDGREN 304 c 320 EAST AV
AGR4 309 E CHALMERS c 3 56--1894 RR 5
LAS3 GRANITE CITY ILL 2908 STATE ST
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--5992 7406 N KARLOV
GRAD 707 S 6TH c 344--4459 20 PINE TREE DR
LAS2 URH WESTON 417 c 332--2065 3018 W GRANVILLE
AGRl URH TRELEASE 1127 u 319 STONEGATE RD
ED 3 URH WARDALL 1116 u 332--4540 2741 W CHASE AV
ENGl 604 E ARMORY 243 c 812 AUGUSTA ST
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 122 u 332--5075 RR 3
BUS2 308 E ARMORY c 344--9742 2620 7TH ST
AGRl URH FORBES 296 c
LAW1 907 S MATTIS c 356--1930 506 W LANG RD
AGR4 409 E CHALMERS c ROUTE 3
COM4 1404 S LINCOLN u 344--3821 3205 MORKEL DR
GRAD URH SHERMAN 106 c 332--4610 432 N LOMBARD AV
GRAD CHICAGO ILL 4453 N HAMILTON AV
GRAD BOX 2397 c 333--0890 BOX 2397
LAS3 509 E GREEN 302 c 610 W HICKORY
ENG4 509 E GREEN 302 c 227A S MAPLE AV
AVI2 512 S 4TH c RR 2
GRAD 215 HESSEL c 359--4331 6602 W 175TH PL
AGR4 1008 S 4TH c 344--1207 RR 2
AGRl 1008 S 4TH c RR 2
GRAD 2 JUNIPER c 356--3046 2 JUNIPER
LAS1 URH WARDALL 819 u 332--4471 RR 1
GRAD DAVENPORT HALL 167 u 344--0622 52 E GREEN
GRAD 811 W MAIN 4 u 367--4288 811 W MAIN
































































































ADAMS EARL L JR GRAD
ADAMS HENRY R GRAO
ADAMS JOHN M LAS1
ADAMS KENDRA LEE GRAD
*ADAMS KINNY G S LAS3
ADAMS LARRY LANE FAA4
ADAMS LEITH SAWYER LAS3
ADAMS LEMOND BUS1
ADAMS MICHAEL JOHN ENG2
ADAMS MICHAEL RAYMON VM 2
ADAMS NANCY ED 3
AOAMS RICHARD GARY LAS4
*ADAMS RICHARD J GRAD
ADAMS RICHARD LEIGH LAS3
ADAMS ROBERT DARYL FAA2
* ADAMS ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
ADAMS ROY D GRAD
ADAMS STEVEN P FAA1
ADAMS VERNON ARDELL GRAD
ADAMS WILLIAM RAY LAS3
ADAMSKI MARY A ED 2
ADANIYA BETTE A LAS3
*ADAY DOUGLAS M BUS1
ADDAMS JAMES C GRAD
ADDIS MARK D LAS1
ADDIS STEPHANY LEA LAS3
ADDIS WILLIAM HENRY ENG4
AODISON DAVID NATHAN LAW1
ADDISON EDWINA B FAA1
ADDISON HOWARD A LAS1
ADOY SANDRA TURNEY GRAO
AOELMAN BETTE O LAS3
ADELMAN LINDA GAIL ED 4
ADELMAN MELVIN LEONA GRAO
ADELMAN MYRA VEE PE 4
ADELMAN RONALD STEVE BUS2
ADELSON MARLA KATHRY LAS4
ADELT RICHARD ALLEN ENG2
ADEN VELVI G PE 3
ADENSAM MARILEE C GRAD
ADERHOLD GAIL LESLEY LAS2
ADES TRUDY SUSAN ED 3
ADHAM SAHAR MOHAMMED GRAD
ADKINS ALBERT S III BUS1
ADKINS CLIFTON RAY AVU
ADKINS OWAIN LEE AVU
ADKINS MICHAEL D ENG1
ADKINS WILMA C LAS1
ADKISSON CHERYL W LAS4
ADKISSON REOITH FAYE GRAO
ADLER BEVERLY BILLIE ENG2
ADLER CAROL JOAN ED 4
AOLER JOHN STUART BUS3
ADLER RICHARD RAYMON GRAD
ADLER STEVEN GEORGE LAS3
ADLER THOMAS ALBERT LAS4
ADLER THOMAS PETER GRAD
ADOLFSON ANDREW LENN GRAD
ADOLPH KRISTIN MARGA LAS2
ADORJAN MARK LOUIS LAS2
ADRIAN PHEBE KAY LAS3
ADRIGNOLA LEONARD J LAS3
AFRICK HENRY LOUIS GRAD
AFT KENNETH FREDERIC GRAD
AFT MARTHA IZEN GRAD
AGAMl ABDELMONEIM M GRAD
AGARWAL VIJAY KUMAR GRAD
AGASTE RAMAKANT P GRAD
AGER BONITA M LAS1
AGES KAREN MARIE LAS2
AGGARWAL NARINDAR K PE 5
AGGERTT KRISTINE LUC GRAD
AGHETTA ANTOINETTE GRAD
AGHETTA VIKI BUS4
AGINS ANN S LAS1
AGLER THOMAS CHARLES ENG3
AGNELLO FRANK R JR GRAD
AGNELLO NINFA LAS3
AGNEW HARLAN CHARLES LAS3
AGNEW JACQUELINE MAR LAS3
AGRAN RHONDA MARLENE FAA2
AGRAWAL PRATHIMA GRAD
AGRAWAL VISHWANI DEO GRAD
AGRE NORMAN EUGENE ENG2
AGREST GARY WARREN BUS3
AGRON EDYTHE ROSE LAS4
AGUET HENRY V GRAD
AGUSTO ELAINE P LASl
A IK. IN ALAN JOHN LAS4
AHtARN JOSEPH P III GRAD
AHERN KATHLEEN ANN AGR3
AHERN KEVIN CHRISTOP LAS2
AHfcRN RICHARO C JR BUS2
AHERN THOMAS J ENG1
AHL KAREN L LAS2
AMI in KG JAMES EDWIN GRAD
AHLBERG MARY FORD GRAD
TULSA OKLA
1410 BRIARWOOD C
URH TOWNSEND 552 U
URH WARDALL 714 U
123 S DEWEY U
102 E CHALMERS C
805 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 423 C
URH WESTON 440 C
903 S MATTIS 6 C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 212 U
1408 MCKINLEY 1 C
1009 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 395 C
2013 A ORCH ST U
601 N LYNN C
URH WESTON 494 C
OTTAWA ILL
1009 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 348 U
910 S 3RD C
205 COUNTRY FR 46 C
POTOMAC ILL
1105 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 229 U
URH BABCQCK 205 U
1107 W GREEN 221 U
1107 W GREEN 221 U
URH TOWNSEND 215 U
1806 GOLFVIEW U
910 W WHITE C
409 E CHALMERS C
208 E CLARK C
910 S 3RD 1016 C
706 W OHIO U
ROUEN FR
1105 S 4TH C
OGDEN ILL
403 BRIAR LN 215 C
1008 S WRIGHT C
47 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 527 U
URH OGLESBY 216 U
URH CARR 322 U
URH SCOTT 262 C
URH SCOTT 238 C
1111 W NEVADA U
709 W NEVADA 5 U
208 E GREEN C
URH BARTON 425 C
1963 A ORCH ST U
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
1963 A ORCH ST U
CHICAGO ILL
308 E HEALEY C
105 E CHALMERS 201 C
55 E SPNGFLD C
URH BARTON 19 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 319 U
URH HOPKINS 460 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
1904 COUNTRY SQI U
1904 COUNTRY SQ U
102 E ARMORY 9 C
707 W SPNGFLD 2 U
617 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 2 U
904 S LINCOLN U
1914 S VINE U
URH DANIELS 294 U
707 S 6TH 411 C
707 S 6TH 411 C
URH ALLEN 478 U
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
404 BRIAR LN C
URH ALLEN 443 U
711 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
300 S GOODWIN 506 U
300 S GOODWIN 506 U
7 HERITAGE C
503 E WHITE 7 C
902 S 2ND C
803 N LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
URH CARR 121 U
205 S 6TH C
URH CLARK 238 C
1005 S 2ND C
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 471 C
102 N GREGORY U
1606 HOLMSTROM C
1606 HOLMSTROM C
2805 E 39TH CT N
359-•1240 3323 TUDOR
332--4279 235 N WASHINGTON
332--4442 214 KAREN DR




332--2082 811 W 15TH ST
359-•5690 820 20TH AV
7191 W ARACOMA DR
332--5094 1445 N HURON ST
356--7744 1015 UDELL DR
344--95 18 411 S PEARL ST
332--1325 1701 SCHOBERT DR
344--4283 241 PROSPECT




332--3216 1019 WOODLAND AV
344--5000 1617 W GRANVILLE
359--4990 USS DAHLGREN SOAP
BOX 375
RR 1
332--3640 RR 2 BOX 90
332--3751 RR 2 BOX 90
344--5966 1107 W GREEN 221
344--5966 191-44 113TH AV
3 32--4060 8621 S EUCLID AV
365--2162 1806 GOLFVIEW DR
359--1256 910 W WHITE
6624 N KIMBALL AV
356--0629 208 E CLARK
344--5000 5733 SHERIDAN
344--9519 8341 N KOLMAR AV
9217 N LAWLER




356--7663 1345 W LUNT
GEOLOGY
332--5097 604 N PROSPECT MNR
332--3934 BUNKER HL RD 22614
RR 1
332--1456 26W152 GRAND AV
332--2657 424 N ASHLAND
344--5920 709 W NEVADA
359--3068 208 E GREEN
332--0192 4529 N FRANCISCO
344--4632 1965 B ORCHARD ST
359--3724 1603 VALLEY RD
344--4632 1963 A ORCHARD ST
136 W 107TH ST
352--9652 8846 S CNSTNCE AV
344--7961 105 E CHALMERS 201
352--1929 2622 SCOTT
332--0101 1315 MONOMOY 28C
901 WOODWARD
RR 1
332--1367 504 FURMAN ST
344--976 5 144-53 COOL IDGE AV
367--8886 1904 COUNTRY SQI
367--8886 1904 CNTRY SQUIRE
344--7740 ALEXANDRIA
365--2600 707 W SPNGFLD
352--0242 5149 MAILWADA
332--3084 1439B FAITH DR





332--3480 7838 S KILBOURN
332--5337 12628 LAFLIN
352--40 8 8 404 BRIAR LN
332--3249 498 KINKAID CT
546 24TH ST
344--7746 8526 S HONORE
344--7144 8448 N DRAKE
55 BLK 5 KUMARPK W
7 CY CHINTAMANI RD
2207 W ALICE ST
352--4365 8924 N ODELL AV
344--6647 342 BROOKSIDE
220 NE 48TH ST
8042 S EVANS







1107 1/2 W OREGON





































































































AHLF ANN JUNETTA LAS3
AHLGRIM CHRISTINE M LAS1
AHLM TIMOTHY ALLAN LAS2
AHMED MAHMOUD EL TAY GRAD
AHMER DOUGLAS WALTER ENG4
AHNGER SUSAN E ED 3
AHRENS DAVID A AGR1
AHRENS ERIKA M GRAD
AHRENS ROBERT MERWIN BUS4
AIDEM DIANE M ED I
AIELS MARTHA JO ED 3
AIKEN RICHARD CHALON LAS3
AIKUS ALBERT J ENG1
AINSWORTH REGINALD M GRAD
AIRAUDI JESSE TERRY LAS4
AIRDO FRANCES ELIZAB AGR2
AIROLA JOHN ALLEN ENG4
AITKEN JAN A GRAD
AIUPPA THOMAS A GRAD
AIYER ARUNACHALAM K GRAD
AJZEN ICEK GRAD
AJZEN RACHEL KLOTZ GRAD
AKATSUKA NORIKO GRAD
AKEMANN JOHN FRANK BUS4
AKERHAUGEN ELLEN A LASl
AKERS LINDA SUSAN ED 3
AKERS LYNN ROBIN LAS4
AKIN JOY GREENSLADE GRAD
AKIN RICHARD ELLIS GRAO
AKRIGHT GAYLE L AGR1
AL-HAKKAK MOHAMMED J GRAO
AL-KISHTAINI SABAH F GRAD
AL-TALIB NIZAR M GRAD
ALAM ANWAR GRAD
ALBAN LAURIE S LASl
ALBAN SCOTT HOWARD LAS3
ALBANESE JANICE A ED 1
ALBANO DANIEL V GRAD
ALBANO EDYTHE ANN LAS2
ALBERS ARDYTHE ANN GRAD
ALBERS BRIAN ELMER VM 4
ALBERS NANCY ELIZABE LAS3
ALBERT GORDON K LASl
ALBERT JEROME BERNAR GRAO
ALBERT JOSEPH ALASON GRAD
ALBERT RICHARD NORMA GRAD
ALBERT SHARON LYNNE LAS4
ALBERTINE JOHN MARTI LAW2
ALBERTS MICHAEL JOHN FAA4
ALBERTSON BARBARA JI FAA2
ALBIN BENNY GRAD
ALBIN LYNN HOWARD AGR2
ALBIN WILLIAM BRUCE ENG1
ALBRECHT DAVID WALTE LAS2
ALBRIGHT FRED RONALD GRAD
ALBRIGHT JOHN B GRAO
ALCORN GARY L PE 3
ALCORN WINIFRED LINN LAS5
ALDANA ADELFO LEOW GRAD
ALDEN GARRY BENNETT LAS3
ALDEN JOHN F LASl
ALDEN JOHN WEIDMAN GRAD
ALDERMAN BRENDA E LASl
ALDERSON ARTHUR NORM ENG2
ALORICH ERIC L LASl
ALDRICH ROBERT A VM 1
ALDRIDGE AORIANA G GRAD
ALDRIDGE EVERETT G GRAD
ALDRIDGE MARGARET B LAS5
ALEAMON1 MARJORIE C GRAO
ALESANDRINI CAROL JE LAS3
ALESANDRINI KATHY AN LAS3
ALESSANDRI EDWIN T GRAD
ALESSANDRI KATHRYN H AGR2
ALEXANDER ALBERT W J LAS2
ALEXANDER CHARLES A ED 1
ALEXANDER CHARLES RE FAA2
ALEXANDER DEAN NICHO FAA4
ALEXANDER OEBORAH J LASl
ALEXANDER GLENN M LASl
ALEXANDER GREGORY LE ENG2
ALEXANDER GREGORY S LAS3
ALEXANDER HAROLD WAY ENG4
ALEXANDER HILOA R GRAD
ALEXANDER JAMES N LAW3
ALEXANDER JAMES OREN ENG3
ALEXANDER JANE M GRAD
ALEXANDER JEFFREY C PE 1
ALEXANDER JOHN ALLEN GRAD
ALEXANDER KENNETH JO ENG4
ALEXANDER MARJORIE A GRAD
ALEXANDER MARY E LAS3
ALEXANDER MARY RACHE LAS4
ALEXANDER MICHAEL M LASl
ALEXANDER NANCY KAY LAS2
ALEXANDER PATRICK L GRAD
ALEXANDER REX W ENG1
312 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 112 C
310 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 433 U
311 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 705 U
URH FORBES 363 C
1860 VALLEY RD C
801 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 194 U
611 E DANIEL C
505 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 304 C
2205 HAZWD 104 U
411 W GREEN C
URH LAR 408 U
FARMINGTON ILL
URH DANIELS 311 U
110 ENNIS LN U
300 S GOODWIN 414 U
2021 A ORCH ST U
2021 A ORCH ST U
URH CLARK 240 C
718 S STATE C C
URH FLAGG 329 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1822 B ORCH PL U
707 S 6TH 212 C
707 S 6TH 212 C
URH NOBLE 418 C
URH DANIELS 528 U
1811 B ORCH PL U
408 E GREEN C
909 W CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3R0 C
401 E CHALMERS 414 C
URH ALLEN U
501 E DANIEL C
302 ARMORY C
504 S 5TH C
301 E UNIVERSITY C
1102 S LINCOLN C
URH SNYDER 439 C
107 E CHALMERS C
DECATUR ILL
NORMAL ILL
URH WARDALL 419 U
URH SHERMAN 746 C
418 LANDO PL C




206 E GREEN C
701 W CHURCH U
AUGERVILLE RO U
102 1/2 E HEALEY C
2103 LANTERN HILL U
102 E OREGON U
1008 W NEVADA 10 U
URH SCOTT 436 C
310 W WASHINGTON C
URH SAUNDERS 125 U
URH TOWNSEND 217 U
910 S 3RD 315 C
4 SALEM RD U
101 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 527 U
401 E OREGON U
1802 BELLAMY C
611 E DANIEL C
302 E ARMORY C
624 E GREEN 6 C
624 E GREEN 6 C
105 E HILL C
URH GARNER 344 C
904 W GREEN 605 U
108 E WHITE C
URH CLARK 226 C
URH CARR 406 U
URH BABCOCK 015 U
24 SALEM RO U
403 S 8USEY U
615 W JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 117 U
808 W NEVADA U
909 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
604 E ARMORY 417 C
409 E CHALMERS 711 C
1976 C ORCH ST U
806 W PENN U
1807 MELINDA C
611 W GREEN 3 U
801 W ILLINOIS U
611 E DANIEL C
135 M CLARK 308 C











531 S EDGEWOOD AV



































































































4623 W 89TH PL
198 N ELMWOOD RD
45 ELM ACRES DR
122 BEAUTEAU
NAGERCOIL





919 N STONE AV
1822 B ORCH PL
132 MORNINGSIDE RD





J N AGRIL U
3126 W JARVIS AV
421 GREENWICH ST
322 W EDSON PL
514 CORRINTHIA CT
3733 N KENNETH
RR 2 BOX 128
147TH STREET
312 S WILLIS













1 N CAMPUS DR
















1804 S 50TH CT
5215 W CARMEN
105 E HILL
421 S 12TH ST
1908 E RIVER OR
7325 S LUELLA
RR 1








1908 E RIVER DR

































































































ALEXANDER ROBERT J ENG4
ALEXANDER STEPHEN D LAS3
ALEXANDER THOMAS A ENG4
ALEXANDER THOMAS H GRAD
ALFINI JOHN ALFONSO FAA2
ALFORS DOUGLAS SHELD GRAD
ALFORS INEZ LARSON GRAD
ALFREDSON THOMAS V LAS1
ALGUERO MANUEL S GRAD
ALHALEL NORMAN D BUS1
ALI LATIF HASSAN GRAD
ALIABADI YOUSSEF S LAS2
ALISON IDA KATHLEEN AGR4
ALISON SUSAN C AGRl
ALLAMAN GAIL LEE GRAD
ALLAMAN ROGER BLAINE GRAD
ALLARD DENISE M P GRAD
ALLARDICE ROBERT D COM3
ALLARDYCE LINDA C GRAD
*ALLEE GARY LAYTON GRAD
ALLEGRE NICOLE G GRAD
ALLEMS LINDA GAIL GRAD
ALLEN ARTHUR L GRAD
ALLEN BERNARD J AGR2
ALLEN CAROL ELIZABET LAS4
ALLEN CLAUDIA L LAS1
ALLEN CONSTANCE IRIS LAS1
ALLEN CYNTHIA JEANNE LAS2
ALLEN DEBORAH L GRAD
ALLEN DIANE HECKERT GRAD
ALLEM EDWARD LEE GRAD
ALLEN ERIC LAS3
ALLEN GARY BRUCE LAS2
ALLEN GEORGE JAMES GRAD
ALLEN GERALD WAYNE ED 3
ALLEN JACQUELINE RAE LAS4
ALLEN JAMES F ENG1
ALLEN JAMES RICHARD ENG3
ALLEN JANIS BIEROD GRAD
ALLEN JARY A GRAD
ALLEN JAY F AGRl
ALLEN JESSE DAVID JR LAS3
ALLEN JOHN Q ENG2
ALLEN JOHN W ENG1
ALLEN KATHLEEN LEE LAS4
ALLEN KAY D AGR2
ALLEN KENNETH B LASl
ALLEN LARRY L FAA1
ALLEN LEWIS GRANT LAS3
ALLEN LYNNE F GRAD
ALLEN MARIBETH FAA2
ALLEN MARK E AGRl
ALLEN MARY K LASl
ALLEN MICHAEL B ENGl
ALLEN NEIL KEITH GRAD
ALLEN PARIS MARSHALL GRAD
ALLEN PRISCILLA B GRAO
ALLEN RAYMOND THOMAS BUS4
ALLEN RICHARD BLAIR LAS2
ALLEN RICHARD CLARK COM4
ALLEN RICHARD CLINTO GRAD
ALLEN RICHARD GEURGt ENG4
ALLEN SAMMY KAYE VM 2
ALLEN SANDRA C GRAD
ALLEN SItVEN F PE 2
ALLEN TOMMY U ENGl
ALLEN TRACEY LfcE LAS3
ALLEN WILMA ARMSTRGN GRAD
ALLtNSWORTH THOMAS E LAS3
ALLER JOHN EARL ENG4
ALLERS KENNETH W AGR3
ALLES PATRICIA LUU1S PE 4
ALLGAIfcR GtUkGt JOHN GRAD
ALLGA1ER JANET LEE GRAD
ALL It BARBARA S GRAD
ALLIc GARY RUSSELL ENG4
ALL1E GLEN LEONARD PE 4
ALL IN JOHN TRUMAN GRAD
ALLISON HERMAN DEAN ENG4
ALLISON TONI JEAN PE 4
ALLSPACH PAMELA JILL LAS4
ALLSWANG BARRY S LASl
ALLUEISS PEPI RACHEL ED 2
ALMARIO CONRADO M GRAD
ALMUEKG MARK J ENGl
ALMENLINGEK ROSEMARY GRAD
ALMGKEN NANCY ANNE LAS2
ALMUN GEuRblt L Pt 1
ALMON RICHARD R GRAD
ALMON SUSAN TROMBLEY FAA4
ALMS RONALD C AGRl
ALMY KATHLEEN MARY LAS2
ALMY ROBERT LUU1S JR AGR2
ALOIA CAROLYN J AOK4
ALOIA RICHARD T i.HAli
ALONAS HARGARfcT RITA FAA2






705 W ELM 6













182 D ORCH PL
508 E STOUGHTON
URH DANIELS 292






1111 S 3RD 3 03
1115 W UNION
801 S MATTIS C
1010 E COLORADO U
URH SNYDER 366 C
2006 B ORCH ST U
402 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 208 U
URH GARNER 443 C
1101 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 117 U
806 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1106 U
308 E ARMORY C
201 E HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 423 U
409 E CHALMERS C
509 S 5TH 22 C
409 E CHALMERS 403 C
URH HOPKINS 439 C
URH WESTON 365 C
2006 B ORCH ST U
1404 S LINCOLN U
58 E GREGORY C
307 S WRIGHT 2 C
URH SCOTT 156 C
2311 S 1ST 203 C
1965 C ORCH ST U
1909 HARDING U
404 E STCUGHTON C
URH GARNER 372 C
202 E OAMEL C
302 W NEVADA U
URH TCWNSEND 541 U
URH TRELEASE 117 U
1106 S 2ND 3 C
2118 NOEL C
URH SCOTT 232 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH TLKNSEN 272 U
MAHOMET ILL
311 E ARMORY C
616 E OAMEL C
1008 E DELAWARE U
1008 E DELAWARE U
20 MAYSICE RD U
20 WAYSICt RQ U
2 WAYSIDE U
URH SHERMAN 1261 C
606 SCOTISWOOD U
MORTON GROVE ILL
611 E OAMEL C
907 S 4TH C
904 S 3RD C
1002 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD 303 C
406 W OREGON 4 U
115 W GREEN 202 C
URH SAUNDERS 110 U
30B W WASHINGTON U
308 W WASHINGTON U
412 bREEN C
URH BARTCN 218 C
1010 S 2ND 218 C
502 fc HEALEY 204 C
502 E HEALEY 204 C
URH TAFT 408 C
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
u 32 ARTHUR
u 332--4217 1911 N EASTWOOD DR
u 367--7249 RR 2
c 1309 TRAPP LN
u 365--2574 705 W ELM 6
u 365--2574 705 W ELM 6
u 332--3857 815 RICHARDS ST
u 365--2279 PANAMA 8 65A
u 9448 KARLOV AV
u 903 W OREGON
u 332--3040 168 DAROUS HEDAIAT
u 332--4419 RR 2
u 332--3312 RR 2
c 3 56--2665 RR 2
113 PARKVIEW DR
c 332--4688 956 EVE ST
u 332--5131 2944 APPLEGATE RD
C 600 FOREST AV
U 344--6376 RIVIERA APTS 3
c 359--4203 27 CITE BENOIT
u 332--2487 56 LYNDHURST DR
u 344--1038 BOX 322
114 ARIZONA
C 3 56--2328 1001 SENECA PL
u 332--4328 15443 PARK LN
u 332--3696 4108 W AOAMS ST
u 332--5477 103 N MAPLE AV
c 4231 LANDER RD
c 3 56--2602





332-4316 1014 WILLIAM ST
RR 1
344-9469 603 E DAGGY
332-5428 128 POWDER HSE LN
356-3496 RR 1
RR 2
344-9742 RR 2 BOX 32A
352-5004 709 GLENVIEW AV
332-6154 810 MULBERRY
1907 W ACRES RD
RR 1
344-6313 420 HUNTINGTON RD
7003 CLAREMONT
RR 3





344-7402 2311 S 1ST 203
344-1491 1965 C ORCHARD ST
365-2419 1909 HARDING DR
1706 74TH AV
332-0826 116 W MARION ST
352-5151 OAKVIEW DR
ALBANY TURNPIKE
332-4270 2311 S GOEBBERT RD
332-5428 RR 1
344-7517 1106 S 2ND 3
359-3997 635 N HIGHLAND
332-1454 1350 W MACON ST
344-9892 105 MAIN ST
505 S JOHN






367-6938 20 WAYSIDE RD
367-6938 2343 W 120TH ST
367-0907 2343 W 120TH ST
332-5022 RR 4
367-7020 113 N HICKORY
8109 CENTRAL AVE
344-1840 RR 1
344-9694 9048 S CHAPPEL AV
344-9579 638 w GRACE ST
344-5772 CUMDON
344-5000 911 SPENCER ST
367-7690 406 W OREGON
352-0898 409 NE 2ND ST
332-3592 4645 LEVIS LN
308 W WASHINGTON
LEVIS LANE
182 GURLER RD RR 1
332-0142 19 N WILLE ST
356-0521 RR 1
352-2876 2596 HOGAN RD



































































































ALONZQ AlLiA MAKGUtKl LAS2
ALPERN MICHAtL ENG2
ALPERN RONALD STUART LAS3
*ALPERT NATALIE BOYLE FAA3
ALPERT RENEE SUSAN LAS1
ALSBERG PETER ALLYN 6RA0
ALSBERG TERRY WAYNE FAA4
ALSBROOK ELEANOR Y GRAO
ALSIP RUSSELL H BUS1
ALSTER LOUIS GREGORY ENG4
*ALT KLAUS F GRAD
ALTENBAUMER LARRY F ENG3
ALTENHOFF ROBERT R ENGl
ALTGILBERS MARGARET LAS3
ALTHAUS OAVID GEORGE AGR3
ALTHAUS JOAN EVA LAS3
ALTMAN BRIAN GEORGE BUS3
ALTMAN IRVING GRAD
ALTMAN PAUL STEPHEN LAW3
ALTMIX AMY LOUISE COM3
ALTON TERRI E GRAD
ALTROGGE DENNIS MICH ENG4
ALTSCHUL BETTY JEAN LAS1
ALTSTEIN HOWARD GRAD
ALTSTIEL LARRY D LAS1
ALVARES KENNETH MICH GRAD
ALVAREZ FRANCISCO ENG4
ALVERS JACK HAROLD GRAD
ALVEY CONSTANCE JOY LAS2
ALVEY LARRY RUSSELL LAS2
*ALVEY ROBERT A ENG3
ALVIS JERRY RAY AGR1
ALWARD PHILLIP DOUGL ENG4
AMADO RICHARD STEVEN LAS3
AMADON CYNTHIA LAS2
AMAN MICHAEL GEORGE GRAD
AMANN PETER CHARLES BUS3
AMATO ENZA ELISA FAA1
AMBERG ARTHUR ALLEN GRAD
AMBERG ELIZABETH ANN LAS3
AMBERG STEPHEN CHARL BUS3
AMBERG SUSAN JEAN LAS2
AMBROSE SHARON KAY LAS3
AMBROSINI ADELINE DI LAS4
AMBROSIUS JAMES MILL GRAD
AMBUEHL JERALDINE GRAD
AMDAL JAMES RUSSELL FAA2
AMDOR JOHN DAVID BUS4
AMDOR PHILIP KAY AGR4
AMEEL JOHN JULES GRAD
AMENT RICKEY JEROME LAS4
AMENT STEVEN LESLIE AGR4
AMENT SUSIE LAS2
AMERMAN JAMES DAVID GRAD
AMES CAROL ANNE GRAD
AMES JACK M PE 1
AMES RAY STEPHEN LAS4
AMESQUITA MARSHALL D LAS4
AMIDEO WILLIAM FRED LAS4
AMIDON GEOFFREY RICH LAS3
AMIDON RUTH ELLEN LAS2
AMIS MILDRED M GRAD
AMLING JOHN RICHARD AGR2
AMLING KAREN S AGR1
AMLING ROBERT M AGR1
*AMLUNG ALBERT THOMAS VM 2
*AMMADI MOHAMMAD ALI GRAD
*AMMIRATI JAMES LOUIS VM 2
AMMONS EDSEL ALBERT LAS3
AMORE FRANCIS JOSEPH GRAD
AMORIN JOAO NEWTON E GRAD
AMOROSi BARBARA JOAN LAS3
AMOS JANICE K FAA1
AMOSU JAMES OLAKUNLE GRAD
AMOTH BENJAMIN OWIRA GRAD
AMRAM ROBERT MICHAEL LAS4
AMSTADTER JOHN K LAS3
AMUNDSEN GARY PAUL ENG2
AMUNDSEN STEVEN BREN FAA3
AMUNDSEN THOMAS A ENG2
AMUSA ADEMOLA GRAD
*AMYX HERBERT LEE VM 4
ANAGNOSTIS ARISTIDES GRAD
ANCHOR CHARLENE K FAA3
ANDALMAN DAVID AARON ENG4
ANDALMAN JUDITH JEAN ED 4
ANDERBERG THOMAS A ENG3
ANDERER RICHARD E JR BUS2
ANDERMAN DAVID BRUCE AVI2
ANDERMANN RONALD E AGR1
ANDERSEN CAROL HELEN ED 4
ANDERSEN CAROL J GRAD
ANDERSEN CORINE RYAN GRAD
ANDERSEN OAVID BALDW LAS4
ANDERSEN DAVID M ENGl
ANDERSEN DAVID RAY LAS3
ANDERSEN JEAN A BUS1
URH TAFT 416 C
URH TGwNSENO 152 U
411 E GREEN C
402 W PENN U
409 E CHALMERS C
5 BUENA VISTA CT U
2020 N MATTIS 101 C
URH DANIELS U
201 E GREEN C
1852 VALLEY RO C
2108 ORCH ST 201 U
URH WESTON 420 C
909 S 3RD 1 C
501 E SPNGFLD 12 C
804 W OREGON U
611 E DANIEL C
108 N GOODWIN C
2060 C ORCH ST U
310 S PRAIRIE 203 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS U
904 W GREEN U
URH BARTON 423 C
1807 SOUTHWOOD C
106 E DANIEL C
2301 S 1ST 202 C
505 E GREEN C
OANVILLE ILL
URH LAR 460 U
URH FORBES 388 C
10 TULIP TREE C
1004 S 4TH C
1204 STOUGHTON 21 U
URH TOWNSEND 104 U
URH EVANS 111 U
808 E OREGON U
1008 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 16 C
2204 E UNIVERSITY U
URH BLAISDELL 330 U
URH OGLESBY 609 U
URH TRELEASE 123 U
1606 PARKHAVEN C
URH BLAISDELL 430 U
406 E GREEN C
1613 W CHURCH C
309 E CHALMERS C
FARMER CITY ILL
29 RAINTREE C
1106 W UNIVERSITY U
503 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 702 C
910 S 3RD 915 C
2103 S BURLISON U
905 S BUSEY U
URH SCOTT 476 C
URH WESTON 316 C
URH TOWNSEND 522 U
URH HOPKINS 328 C
411 E GREEN 9 C
710 W OHIO C
URH DANIELS 338 U
1004 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 431 U
505 E GREEN 314 C
WILSON TRLR PK 40 U
203 W STANAGE C
2116 ORCH ST 302 U
URH WESTON 363 C
1975 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 966 C
901 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 418 C
713 W ILLINOIS 3 U
URH SHERMAN 566 C
404 E GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
URH HOPKINS 220 C
402 E DANIEL C
209 E ARMORY C
403 N HARVEY U
18 WAYSIDE RO U
803 N LINCOLN U
409 M UNIVERSITY 6 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
904 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 624 U
URH WESTON 215 C
409 E CHALMERS 710 C
URH WESTON 446 C
706 S MATHEWS U
NORMAL ILL
2203 HAZWD U
3 HILL CT U
604 E ARMORY 215 C
404 S LINCOLN U





































































402 W PA AV
2144 BRUMMEL ST
5 BUENA VISTA CT
5 BUENA VISTA CT





416 S RAYNOR AV
W WASHINGTON RD
1907 NIVA CT
2060 C ORCH ST
7809 PAXTON AV





1116 N CHURCH ST
825 LOMA ST
743 MICHIGAN AV
52 COUNTRY CLUB DR
RR 4
603 W MILLER ST
1105 S EUCLID
RR 1 BOX 27
RR 4
305 FORESTWAY DR
525 E COLLEGE AV





298 W GUERTIN ST
298 W GUERTIN ST
1606 PARKHAVEN












































3544 W 111TH ST
151 N KENILWORTH
601 S 9TH AV
10563 S DRAKE AV







































































































ANDERSEN ROY ROBERT GRAD 2203 HAZWD 302 U 344--7966
ANDERSEN RUSSELL M LAS1 URH GARNER 252 c 332- 0937
ANDERSEN SAYRE DUNBA GRAD 1001 E PENN u 367--4832
ANDERSEN SUSAN S LAS3 3 HILL CT u 367--9404
ANDERSEN WAYNE ROBER LAW2 508 W ELM u 365--1637
ANDERSON BARBARA GA
I
LAS4 URH EVANS 302 u 332--2729
ANDERSON BARBARA JAN LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--348 7
ANDERSON BARRY BRIAN BUS4 1 SAFFER CT u 344--6038
ANDERSON BASIL L GRAD URH DANIELS 175 u 3 32--2434
ANDERSON BASIL H GRAD URH SHERMAN 257 c 332--4798
ANDERSON BfcRNADETTE LAS3 URH TAFT 127 c 332--0608
ANDERSON BETSY LEONE LAS4 URH BUSEY 329 u
ANDERSON BEVERLY ANN LAS2 307 E JOHN c 344--2129
ANDERSON BRENDA LEE FAA2 312 E DANIEL c 344--0671
ANDERSON CARL MICHAE ENG2 910 W CALIFORNIA u
ANDERSON CARL V ENG3 902 W CLARK u
ANDERSON CARL M ENG4 1212 W CLARK u 367--7877
ANDERSON CAROLYN B GRAD 1934 D ORCH ST u 344--5136
ANDERSON CATHY AGR3 URH LUNDGREN 111 c 332--0221
ANDERSON CHARLES E FAAl URH HOPKINS 432 c 332--1351
ANDERSON CHERYL LOUI AGR4 405 E JOHN c 344--0556
ANDERSON CHRISTINE E LAS3 1207 W SPNGFLD u 344--0511
ANDERSON CLYDE LYCUR GRAD URH SHERMAN 561 c 332--4868
ANDERSON CLYDE R AGRi B01 W NEVADA u
ANDERSON CONSTANCE L PE 1 URH NOBLE 118 c 332--0374
ANDERSON CRAIG JOSEP LAS2 410 E JOHN c 344-9744
ANDERSON CYNTHIA J BUS3 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--1947
ANDERSON DALE H AGRI URH HOPKINS 409 c 332--1331
ANDERSON DANIEL JULU AGR2 1008 S LINCOLN u 344--3901
ANDERSON DAVID EDWAR FAA3 MONTICELLO ILL
ANDERSON DAVID RONAL ENG4 1806 VALLEY RD c 356--8638
ANDERSON DAVID M ENG2 206 E GREEN c
ANDERSON DEAN ELIOT ENG2 910 S 3RD 507 c
ANDERSON DENNIS CHAR BUS3 410 E JOHN c 344--9477
ANDERSON DIANE RUTH LAS2 URH EVANS 302 u 332--2729
ANDERSON DON LEROY GRAD 604 N MAPLE 6 u 367--8949
ANDERSON DONALD WAYN ENG2 409 E CHALMERS 709 c
ANDERSON DOUGLAS ART LAS4 804 S LOCUST c
ANDERSON DOUGLAS R FAAl URH GARNER 317 c 332--1876
ANDERSON EDWARD TWEE GRAD 2612 WILLI AM V c 359--1349
ANDERSON EDWARD V LAS1 URH HOPKINS 412 c 332--1334
ANDERSON ESTHER BOS ED 4 207 N CENTRAL u
ANDERSON ETHEL E GRAD 2021 B ORCH ST u 344--4858
ANDERSON FORREST W LAS1 URH GARNER 386 c 332--0834
ANDERSON GAIL M PE 1 608 W WASHINGTON u 344--690 8
ANDERSON GAIL MARIE LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 208 u 332--3619
ANDERSON GARY N GRAD 611 W GREEN 4 u
ANDERSON GARY W FAA3 210 E GREEN c 3 56--7979
ANDERSON GEORGE E JR ENG1 402 E DANIELS c 344--1056
ANDERSON GEORGE PAUL LAS4 312 S COLER u 367--5327
ANDERSON GERALD H GRAD 2021 B ORCH ST u 344--4858
ANDERSON GLEN WAYNE AGR2 URH GARNER 225 c
ANDERSON GORDON WOOD GRAD 207 S BUSEY u 367--0428
ANDERSON GREGORY C BUS2 1004 S 2ND c 356--7683
ANDERSON HAROLD A LAS1 URH BABCOCK 329 u 332--3806
ANDERSON HELEN MAURE AGR4 GIBSON CITY ILL
ANDERSON HOWARD L JR ENG1 URH HOPKINS 491 c 332--1391
ANDERSON JACK D GRAD 208 E MAIN u
ANDERSON JACK KIRK GRAO 400 BRIAR LN 8 c
ANDERSON JAMES A LAS1 305 E JOHN u
ANDERSON JAMES CLIFF ED 4 907 W STOUGHTON u 367--0820
ANDERSON JAMES D GRAD 1003 W ILLINOIS u 344--1062
ANDERSON JAMES HOWAR GRAD URH SHERMAN 1054 c 332--4971
ANDERSON JAMES W BUS3 202 E DANIEL c 352--5151
ANDERSON JAMES WALLA FAA2 106 E ARMORY c
ANDERSON JAMES WESLE GRAD URH SHERMAN 1362 c
ANDERSON JANET CAROL ED 4 1102 S LINCOLN u 344--4205
ANDERSON JEFFREY EUG ENG4 1203 W MAIN 3 u
ANDERSON JENNY SUE GRAD 702 S LYNN c 352--6819
ANDERSON JOHN H JR ENG1 910 S 3RD 512 c 334--5000
ANDERSON JOHN L ENG1 URH FORBES 124 c 332--0936
ANDERSON JOHN LEONAR GRAD 808 W CHURCH c 356--3640
ANDERSON JUDITH ANN AGR3 URH LAR 374 u 332--3020
ANDERSON JUDITH MARY LAS3 URH LAR 272 u 332--2980
ANDERSON JUDITH R GRAD 2412 E ELM u 367--7324
ANDERSON KAREN ANN LAS2 URH TRELEASE 618 u
ANDERSON KAREN LOUIS LAS2 URH EVANS 328 u 332--2748
ANDERSON KAREN MARIE LAS4 1768 VALLEY RD c 359--1150
ANDERSON KAREN MARY LAS2 URH ALLEN 413 u 332--3228
ANDERSON KENNETH WAL GRAD 1001 W OREGON u 344--4723
ANDERSON KENT VRUWIN FAAl 409 E CHALMERS c
ANDERSON KERRY CRAIG PE 3 710 VENTURA c 356--3489
ANDERSON KIM P ED 1 URH TRELEASE 830 u 332--5646
ANOERSON KIMBERLY KA LAS4 800 W CHURCH 10 c
ANDERSON KIRK P LAS1 URH WESTON 262 c 3 32--1954
ANDERSON LARRY CHARL LAS2 801 W ILLINOIS u 344--7544
ANDERSON LARRY E GRAD 2201 HAZWD 302 u 344--6829
ANDERSON LEIF R LAS1 URH TQWNSEND 314 u
ANDERSON LYNN ADELE ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--9892
ANOERSON MARGARET G ED 1 URH ALLEN 194 u
ANDERSON MARGO SUZAN PE 4 URH WARDALL 416 u 332--4371
ANDERSON MARILYN EVA FAA3 URH FLAGG 330 c 332--0317
ANDERSON MARK ALLEN LASl 211 DANIEL c
ANDERSON MARY C LAS1 URH WARDALL 804 u 332--4457
ANDERSON MAXINE LASl 409 E CHALMERS c 344--3046
ANDERSON MICHAEL MIL FAA4 404 E ELM u 367--2216
ANDERSON MILDRED F GRAD DANVILLE ILL
4327 W DICKENS AV
10563 S DRAKE AV
53 E DANIEL
614 GROVE AV
5348 N OSCEOLA AV
7640 W PETERSON AV
1301 COPPERFIELD










1934 D ORCHARD ST














6859 N ORIOLE AV
18347 DUNDEE AV








2021 B ORCHARD ST







2021 8 ORCH ST
ROUTE 1
207 S BUSEY
BOX 189 RR 2






12 GLEN OAKS AV














311 N MINERAL SPRS
426 LINDEN
43 N COUNTRY CLUB
904 A ST
1001 W OREGON


















































































































ANDERSON MONTE W ENG1
ANDERSON NEAL G ENG1
*ANDfcRSON NEIL ORREN GRAD
ANDERSON PAMELA K LAS1
ANDERSON PAMELA KAY LAS1
ANDERSON PAMELA SUE AGR3
ANDERSON PATRICIA AN LAS4
ANDERSON PATRICIA J GRAD
ANDERSON PATRICIA L ED 1
ANDERSON PAUL BRYAN ENG4
ANDERSON PAUL D ENG1
ANDERSON PAUL E LAS1
ANDERSON PETER G FAA2
ANDERSON RANDY MICHA FAA2
ANDERSON RICHARD A ENG4
ANDERSON RICHARD C FAA3
ANDERSON RIChARD CON FAA4
ANDERSON RICHARD ERN GRAD
ANDERSON RICHARD F AGR1
ANDERSON RICHARD G ENG2
ANDERSON RICHARD W AGR3
ANDfcRSON RICK JAY ENG5
ANDERSON ROBERT LAS1
ANDERSON ROBERT ALAN GRAD
ANDERSON ROBERT ALTO LAS3
ANOERSON ROBERT CHAR BUS2
ANDERSON ROBERT D GRAD
ANDERSON ROBERT E GRAD
ANDERSON ROBERT EVAN ENG2
ANDERSON ROBERT R JR BUS2
ANDERSON ROBERTA S LAS1
ANDERSON RONALD DAVI LAS3
ANDERSON RONALD WILL ENG4
ANOERSON ROSS BYRON AGR2
ANDERSON RUSSELL D LAW1
ANDERSON SALLY LOU LAS4
ANDERSON SAMMY L ENG1
ANDERSON SHERYL ANN LAS3
ANDERSON SIBYL ANNET LAS4
ANDERSON SIDNEY DWIG PE 3
ANDERSON STANLEY E J GRAD
ANOERSON STEPHANIE L AGR4
ANDERSON STEVEN R BUS3
ANDERSON SUE MARIE LAS4
ANDERSON SUSAN DIANE LAS2
ANDERSON SUSAN LEAH GRAD
ANDERSON SUSAN M LAS1
ANDERSON TERRY CAHIL BUS4
ANDERSON THOMAS CARL LAS3
ANDERSON THOMAS CHAR ENG4
ANDERSON THOMAS E GRAD
ANDERSON THOMAS RICH GRAD
ANDERSON TIMOTHY LEE FAA2
ANOERSON WILLIAM FLO BUS4
ANDERSON WILLIAM L ENG1
ANDERT KATHERINE P GRAD
ANDORF DIANE LYNN LAS3
ANDREAS NANCY E LAS1
ANDREASEN ALAN JAY GRAD
ANDREONI LINDA ANN PE 3
ANDRES ALLAN CLETUS ENG4
ANDRES ROBERT J ENG1
ANORES SANDRA JEAN LAS4
ANDRES SUSAN C LASl
ANDRESEN RICHARD JAM FAA4
ANDREW RICHARD HARLA GRAD
ANDREWS AUSTIN M II GRAD
ANDREWS BRUCE ROLF LAS4
ANDREWS CONNIE SUE LAS2
ANDREWS DALE RUSSELL ENG3
ANDREWS DONNA SMITH GRAD
ANDREWS GAIL LYNN LAS2
ANDREWS GEORGE JAMES LASl
ANDREWS HERROLD D LAWl
ANDREWS JEFFREY L GRAD
ANDREWS JOHN E LASl
ANDREWS MARSHA SUE AGR2
ANDREWS MICHAEL JOHN ENG2
ANDREWS MICHAEL LEE LAS4
ANDREWS PAMELA LYNN FAA3
ANDREWS PATRICK PAUL LAS4
ANDREWS PEARL T GRAD
ANDREWS ROBERT JAY ENG2
ANDREWS SHARON HOOE GRAD
ANORICHIK DAVID WESL FAA1
ANDRICK STEPHEN C BUS1
ANDRIETTE SUSAN J LAS3
ANDRIS RUSSELL LORAN PE 4
ANDRIST ANSON HARRY GRAD
ANDROS ALICE G ED 1
ANDRYSIAK DAVID M LAS2
ANESTOS THEMISTOCLES GRAD
ANFINSON CAROL LOUIS LAW2
ANGEL LESLIE A LASl
ANGEL ICH DAVID LAWRE PE 1
ANGEL INI ROXANNE S LAS3
ANGELL PATRICIA JANE PE 2
URH GARNER 220 C
URH GARNER 456 C
2412 E ELM U
URH TRELEASE 1124 U
URH LAR 112 U
1207 W NEVADA 16 U
404 E GREEN 103 U
51 E DANIEL C
URH 8LAISDELL 110 U
404 E STOUGHTON 11 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 219 C
615 W HEALEY C
205 E ARMORY C
401 S LINCOLN U
49 MAPLEWOOD U
1007 W OREGON U
1934 D ORCH ST U
313 E ARMORY C
1108 SPNGFLD U
604 N MAPLE 6 U
2113 KIRBY C
2027 C HAZWD CT U
409 E CHALMERS 710 C
402 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN 628 U
112 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 291 C
504 S BUSEY U
URH NOBLE 309 C
313 E CHALMERS C
503 W COLUMBIA C
803 W OREGON U
524 FAIRLAWN U
URH SAUNDERS 205 U
URH GARNER 342 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1305 W CLARK C
103 E ARMORY C
1010 S OAK C
URH ALLEN 427 U
URH FORBES 408 C
URH SAUNDERS 205 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH SHERMAN 124 C
URH ALLEN 463 U
1204 E STOUGHTON U
1009 W PENN U
DANVILLE ILL
URH DANIELS 68 U
205 W HILL C
604 E ARMORY 233 C
2307 S 1ST 204 C
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
402 S HIGHLAND C
410 E GREEN C
URH VANOOREN 422 C
URH DANIELS 79 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
BELLEVILLE ILL
URH SCOTT 238 C
URH VANOOREN 123 C
URH TRELEASE 1119 U
205 E ARMORY C
712 W OHIO U
901 S MATTIS 1 C
806 W OHIO U
URH SAUNDERS 322 U
URH SNYDER 372 C
1109 W CHURCH C
302 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1007 U
1109 W CHURCH C
URH DANIELS 522 U
URH SCOTT 356 C
URH TRELEASE 318 U
URH HOPKINS 266 C
1105 4TH C
URH EVANS 241 U
51 E JOHN 6 C
URH SHERMAN 406 C
URH GARNER 490 C
DECATUR ILL
201 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 409 C
URH CLARK 439 C
604 E ARMORY C
LONG BEACH CAL
409 E CHALMERS C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
512 E WHITE C
URH SHERMAN 107 C
313 E JOHN 8 C
1001 S 1ST C
URH VANDOREN 120 C
508 E CHALMERS C
332--0719 119 GARDEN
332--088 1 415 E FERNWOOD
367--7324 2431 SILVER CRK DR
3 32--5730 617 BURNING TREE
332--3280 1425 BOLKINWOOD DR
1803 N GILBERT
367--4548 400 S 1ST ST
356--0393 51 E DANIEL
332--3457 2231 S 25TH AV
356--7463 1017 18TH ST
129 WESTWOOD DR
3 32--0958 110 N ILLINOIS
356--8803 755 OAK ST
3N520 ROUTE 53
344--6486 606 N GALENA AV
49 MAPLEWOOD
17536 SYCAMORE OR
344--5136 1934 D ORCHARD ST
PLAINFIELD RD RR
344--1743 RR 1
367--6034 604 N MAPLE
359--408 2 2113 KIRBY
3517 S FEDERAL
344--4631 2027 C HAZELWD CT
4116 BEVERLY RD
344--9713 116 ROSETREE LN
2595 DEVONDALE
356--1918 10015 MEDILL AV
332--1734 7837 SUMMERDALE AV
344--6364 301 S ALBERT ST
332--0407 908 E LOCUST
SCOUT RD
352--3916 1109 KOEHN
RR 1 BOX 20
367--2761 1612 MAYNARD
332--3616 508 W 3RD ST
332--0804 2008 PERKINS
344--6150 702 W ROCKWELL ST
356--3201 1305 W CLARK ST
344--7175 390 E 4TH AV
359--4465 7804 NORA AV
332--3237 801 N LINDEN
332--1088 328 WILLARD
332--3616 508 W 3RD ST
344--0695 147 SHADYWOOD LN
332--462 8 605 NIAGARA ST






344--1266 619 BRYAN AV
344--7514 333 S MICHIGAN
BOX 57
356--5619 402 S HIGHLAND
5336 S ASHLAND AV
332--0553 17807 LARKSPUR LN
3 32--240 5 5053 W HUTCHINSON
344--3616 1627 MONROE ST
800 E D ST
332--1456 26W064 ARMBRUST AV
332--0488 LEE ST
332--5725 36 OXFORD AV
356--1847 743 DUNDEE AVE
344--4081 712 W OHIO
359--1573 724 HIGHLAND PKWY
344--1736 200 EVERGREEN
332--3664 318 E JASPER
332--1793 3833 E WILLIAM ST
359--2998 1109 W CHURCH
344--0510 200 EVERGREEN
332--5329 392 E CHURCH ST




332--1233 513 N KANKAKEE
344--7945 1600 BROPHY
1011 LEBANON ST
356--0042 51 E JOHN 6
1058 SILVERWOOO DR
106 MELVIN ST
1382 W WOOD 2
20 W 431 MARLBROGH
39 HILLCREST OR
332--0084 1417 S 9TH AV
344--3426 8153 S PAULINA
3062 PALO VEROE AV
151 N LOMBARD
8931 S MAIN ST




-2093 7017 S OAKLEY AV
332--0485 1220 PIACENTI LN
344-


































































































ANGERAME WAYNE MICHA FAA2
ANGERER NANCY LAGER GRAD
ANGERER RONALD CLYDE GRAD
ANGEVINE ROGER L GRAD
ANGLEN DAVID MAX LAS4
ANGLES ROBERT L BUS3
ANGLESANO ANNETTE M LAS3
ANGULO NESTOR G GRAD
ANGUS KENNETH EDWIN PE 4
ANIMAGI CARMEN LAS4
ANKENY PETER RALPH GRAD
ANKIN MICHAEL GARY LAS2
ANKLESARIA BEJUN N GRAD
*ANNIN WILLIAM C GRAD
ANNIS DAVID BOYDEN GRAD
ANNIS LINDA FERRILI GRAD
ANNISS JANICE KAYE AGR4
ANNISS WILLIAM THOMA AGR3
ANSEL MARC JOEL LAS2
ANSELMO FRANK MICHAE BUS4
*ANSON JULIA ANN ED 5
ANSPACH KARLYNE A GRAD
ANTAL JOEL ALAN GRAD
ANTCZAK JAMES THOMAS ENG4
ANTHON CHRISTOPHER GRAO
ANTHONEY DEANNA JO LAS4
ANTHONY JULIANNE V GRAD
ANTHONY LINDA DIANNA ED 1
ANTHONY PAUL J ENG1
ANTHONY ROSEMARY GRAD
ANTHONY WELLINGTON F GRAD
ANTICOL BONNIE DALE ED 2
ANTIPA GREGORY ALEXI GRAD
ANTLE EDITH L LAS1
ANTLEPT GARY ALAN LAS2
ANTONIU KATHLEEN R LAS1
ANTOS JOHN JEFFREY LAS2
ANTOSZ THOMAS RAYMON COM3
ANTRIM GAIL L LAS1
ANTROBUS GERALD C ENG4
ANTROBUS THOMAS DARR AGR2
ANZINE PAUL CHARLES COM3
AOKI KENJI RICHARD ENG4
APGOOD ROBERT DALE GRAO
APKE THOMAS LEE BUS2
APPEL ANNETTE BUS1
APPEL CURTIS H LAS1
APPEL SUSAN CARRIE LAS3
APPELMAN LAURA J LAS1
APPLE ROCHELLE LAS1
APPLEBAUM JOSEPH AUS GRAD
APPLEBAUM MORRIS DAV FAA4
APPLEGATE JAMES R FAA3
APRILLE THOMAS J JR GRAD
APSEY STEPHEN HALL ENG4
*ARAKI CHARLES T GRAD
ARAMOVICH MICHAEL P BUS3
ARANDA RICARDO LAS5
ARANDA THEODORE R GRAO
ARAZI JULIE FAA2
ARBEEN DONALD A VM 1
ARCESE JOSEPH FALBOT BUS2
ARCHAMBAULT CAROL R LAS3
ARCHER LINDA D LAS3
ARCHER ROBERT LUTHER LAS4
ARCHER ROBERT RICHAR LAS4
ARCHER ROBERT STANLE AGR2
ARCHER SANDRA D AGR1
ARCHIBALD HELEN A GRAD
ARCHIBALD MALCOLM A GRAD
ARDAUGH JANICE M LAS4
ARDIZZONE ANTHONY VI LAS1
ARELLANO-ABARCA P GRAO
AREND ROSS ALAN LAS3
ARENDS CRAIG WARREN ENG4
ARENDS WILKE D AGR2
ARENDT JAMES WILLIAM BUS4
ARENTZ JOAN M LAS1
ARFA SARA EO 1
ARGO THEODORE FRANCI FAA1
ARHART RICHARD JAMES GRAD
ARIAGNO RICHARD PAUL ENG3
ARIANO VAUGHAN GRAD
ARIENT PATRICIA A LAS3
ARIEW ROBERT ABEL GRAO
ARIEW ROGER LAS4
ARINZE JUSTIN C GRAD
ARKES MICHAEL ALAN LAS3
*ARKIN GERALO F GRAD
ARKISS GENISE JOY FAA2
ARL SUSAN PATRICK LAS4
ARLT STEPHANIE KAREN LAS4
ARMATO KEITH C BUS1
ARMBQRST DAVID EDWAR GRAD
ARMBRUST DENNIS W BUS1
ARMBRUST RONALD ORAN ENG3
ARMENGOL ARMANDO LAS4
604 E ARMORY C
2604 CARRELTON C
2604 CARRELTON C
707 W CHURCH U
604 E ARMORY 134 C
URH WESTON 420 C
409 E CHALMERS C
2104 ORCH ST 102 U
609 W MAIN 16 U
1202 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 511 C
907 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 630 U
710 HAMILTON C
8 SUTTON PL U
8 SUTTON PL U
410 E GREEN C
611 S STATE 2 C
904 S 4TH C
707 S 6TH 503 C
704 FAIRLAWN U
624 E GREEN C
1004 S 4TH 11 C
104 S GROVE 5 U
810 N COLER U
109 E CHALMERS 1 C
1005 W GREGORY 153 U
URH NOBLE 307 C
URH FORBES 219 C
608 S RIDGEWAY C
1005 W GREGORY 153 U
1106 S 3RD C
505 1/2 ROBINSN CT C
URH LAR 378 U
1111 S 2ND C
URH LAR 399 U
112 E DANIEL C
901 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 1127 U
721 W WASHINGTON C
721 W WASHINGTON C
606 W WASHINGTON U
505 E WHITE 7 C
2084 C ORCH _ST U
411 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 121 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1017 U
URH TRELEASE 530 U
910 S 3RD 1029 C
509 S 5TH C
404 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 339 C
URH DANIELS 405 U
907 DOGWOOD C
1507 W PARK C
904 W GREEN 526 U
306 SCOTTSWOOD U
1805 A ORCH PL U
901 LINCOLN 2 U
URH BABCOCK 429 U
209 E CLARK 4 C
1207 W SPNGFLD 1 U
409 E CHALMERS C
803 LA SELL C
309 E HEALEY 15 C
URH WESTON 438 C
URH BLAISDELL 112 U
2305 S 1ST C
306 N MATHEWS U
616 E DANIEL C
310 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1151 C
URH TOWNSEND 576 U
311 E JOHN 12 C
WASHBURN ILL
310 E GREGORY C
URH NOBLE 327 C
URH LAR 107 U
URH SNYDER 294 C
808 N LINCOLN 4 U
106 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 1211 C
910 S 3RD 116 C
400 BRIAR LN C
400 BRIAR LN 3 C
405 N MATHEWS U
URH OGLESBY 1010 U
1406 N MCKINLEY 3 C
47 E CHALMERS C
602 W OREGON 2 5 U
508 E ARMORY C
1004 S 4TH C
909 S 1ST 19 U
306 E GREGORY C
410 E JOHN C
2111 S ORCH ST 303 U




344-1266 506 N DOUGLAS
332--2068 738 S SYCAMORE
8614 W N TERRACE
2104 ORCH ST 102
367--4857 1306 ONEIDA
6148 S DAMEN AV
11 PASFIELD PK PL
344--9693 625 BRUCE AV
332--2354 PAKISTAN CHOWK
359-
-4371 1732 S LINCOLN
367--0865 8 SUTTON PL
367--0865 8 SUTTON PL
356--9733 RR 2
356--8564 611 S STATE 2
344--9693 9157 S CHAPPEL AV





367--8179 810 N COLER
344--6006 503 W JEFFERSON
332--3276 BOX 71
332--0405 122-19 MILBURN ST
332--0958 351 N MISSION AV
356--3401 RR 1 BOX 266
332--3276 1106 S 2ND
344--9636 6215 N FAIRFIELD
356--9286 803 W GREEN
332--3023 7258 W 72ND ST
3356 GREENLEAF
332--3041 3127 N SAWYER
356--7936 3325 S 59TH CT
109 SANDALWOOD DR




352--2755 2854 W AINSLIE ST





332--5556 1788 RICHFIELD AV
344--5000 7909 KEELER
356--8026 64 ELDORADO ST
2458 W BERWYN AV
332--1527 RR 1
332--2265 URH DANIELS 405
356--9130 366 W DAYTON
45-567 ANOI RD
1924 HILLSIDE DR
367--90 51 306 SCOTTSWOOD
344--0245 1805 A ORCHARD PL
9263 COURTLAND DR
332--3837 2933 SHERIDAN RD
356--9562 301 PLEASANT VIEW
344--0511 4954 N KOSTNER
BOX 374
352--2077 803 LA SELL
352--2573 15 SUNSET DR
332--20 79 612 E ILLINOIS ST




344--9442 1443 W OLIVE AV
332--4990 CARRERA 15 93A-10
332--4295 923 BROADWAY
344--5385 311 E JOHN 12
RR 1
356--6112 252 W KENILWORTH




332 S MAY ST
344--5000 5455 S EVERETT
344--5000 4124 N MENARD
356--2053 400 BRIAR LN
653 W BUENA
367--4809 BOX 411 ONITSHA
332--5332 7824 S PAXTON
352--4830 190 BAXTER DR 404
356--7663 7321 S SHORE DR
9741 S HAMLIN
344--0501 1101 ELIOT DR
7131 N MELVINA
306 E SOMNER AV
344--9795 BOX 153
344--9477 418 N ELM ST



































































































ARMES WILLIAM DAVID GRAD
ARMETTA NANCY A LAS1
ARMIN PETER JOHN LAS4
ARMITANO-MATHEOS A GRAD
ARMON ELIZABETH ANN FAA2
*ARMON ROBERT ANOREW FAA3
ARMON WILLIAM JOHN J ENG2
ARMOUR KEITH SCOTT LAS4
ARMSTRONG CHERYL J AGR1
ARMSTRONG CHRISTINE ED 2
ARMSTRONG CLINTON L ENG1
ARMSTRONG DONALD ALB ENG4
ARMSTRONG JOHN PHILI LAS2
ARMSTRONG PETER DAVI LAS4
ARMSTRONG PHILLIP G ENG3
ARMSTRONG ROBERT ALA LAS2
ARMSTRONG THOMAS W GRAD
ARMSTRONG VICKIE LYN AGR3
ARNE BARBARA R LAS1
ARNETT EDWARD FRANCI LAS4
ARNETT KATHLEEN ANN LAS2
ARNETT ROY ALBERT PE 1
ARNEY KATHLEEN JUNE COM4
ARNOFF HOWARD JOEL LAS2
ARNOLD CLIFTON BUS1
ARNOLD DEAN EDWARD GRAD
ARNOLD HARRY B FAA3
ARNOLD JAMES FLOYD FAA4
ARNOLD JOSEPH AYLSWO LAS2
ARNOLD JUNE TROTTIER GRAD
ARNOLD KENNETH RAY AGR3
ARNOLD PHYLLIS JEAN GRAD
ARNOLD ROBERT JAMES GRAD
ARNOLD RONALD G ENG1
ARNOLD STANLEY BEVIN AGR4
ARNOLD TERRY GENE LAS4
ARNOPOL SHERYL A LAS1
ARNOULD CAROL FOSTER AGR3
ARNSTEIN GARY ARTHUR LAS3
ARNTZEN ROBERT M ENGl
ARONIN MARC JAN BUS4
ARONSON ANN GRAD
ARONSON CAROLYN J FAA3
ARONSON LARRY LAS4
ARONSON MARTIN ALAN LAS2
ARORA BR I J MOHAN GRAD
ARORA SATYA PALL GRAD
ARR THOMAS NORMAN LAS4
ARSHAM GARY MARTIN GRAD
ARSLANER MELIH ESEN GRAD
ARSONS GEORGEAN M GRAD
ARSONS ROLAND ENGl
ARTABASY THEODORE J GRAD
ARTEBERRY JOAN K GRAD
ARTER DENNIS ROYCE LAS4
ARTHUR ALICE ANNE LAS4
ARTHUR BARBARA A ED 1
ARTHUR DAVID A LAS1
ARTHUR RICHARD ALAN LAS4
ARTHUR ROBERT BRUCE ENG3
ARTRIP JAMES MICHAEL LAS2
ARWAY KENNETH MICHAE FAA2
ASAKURA KOKI T GRAD
ASANO KAZUTOSHI GRAD
ASATURIANS ARMEN ENG3
ASBURY CHARLES WADE ENG4
ASBURY THOMAS SCOTT LAS3
ASCHER JANICE ELLEN ENG2
ASCHMAN MICHAEL PETE LAS4
ASCHOBER RENATE MARI GRAD
ASCHOFF JOHN GEORGE LAS3
ASH ANTHONY DECOSTA ED 4
ASH JAMES R LAS1
ASH JOHN FREDERICK LAS4
ASH THOMAS MICHAEL ENG3
ASHAMY SHARON A GRAD
ASHBROOK JOHN M FAA1
ASHENFELTER JOHN WAL GRAD
ASHER JONATHAN ELLIS LAS1
ASHER LOUIS TOPPY LAS1
ASHER SHARON KAY LAS1
ASHFORD JOHN LEWIS FAA1
ASHKINAZ MARK D LAS1
ASHLEY IRVIN ESTER J GRAD
ASHLEY RICHARD FRANK GRAO
ASHLEY SYLVIA M GRAD
ASHMAN JOHN ERNST GRAD
ASHMAN SANDRA F GRAD
ASKENAZI MARC FAA4
ASKEW CHARLES P FAA1
ASKEW PATRICIA DAVIS LAS4
ASKREN CORA L LAS3
ASLAKSEN JAMES GILES LAS2
ASLAKSEN LINDA K GRAD
ASOPA VIJENDRA NATH GRAD
ASPER GLORIA E LAS1
ASPROOTH ELLEN MARIE LAS4
602 E STOUGHTON C
URH CLARK 237 C
302 W LOCUST U
1205 W MAIN 3 U
504 S LINCOLN U
805 E MAIN U
504 S LINCOLN U
207 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 520 U
URH WARDALL 711 U
URH OGLESBY 1127 U
11 RAINTREE C
URH GARNER 438 C
URH HOPKINS 236 C
URH OGLESBY 509 U
URH BABCQCK 305 U
1304 W CLARK 2 U
805 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 2 U
1106 S EUCLID 201 C
URH TRELEASE 505 U
URH GARNER 200 C
CALUMET CITY ILL
1105 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 459 C
807 W ILLINOIS 9 U
509 E STGUGHTON C
802 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 173 U
807 W ILLINOIS 9 U
URH CARR 402 U
URH DANIELS U
URH DANIELS 85 U
URH GARNER 341 C
604 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
URH BARTON 202 C
1111 W WILLIAM C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 425 C
108 N GOODWIN U
707 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 63 U
406 E GREEN 104 U
706 W OHIO U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
STOCK PAVILION 106 U
URH CARR 104 U
CHICAGO ILL
1601 W JOHN C
305 W PARK 8 U
305 W PARK U
URH SHERMAN 1057 C
502 W MAIN 130 U
58 E DANIEL 4 C
800 S 1ST C
1211 WILLIAMSBURG C
URH WESTON 419 C
URH WESTON 430 C
URH OGLESBY 811 U
501 E DANIEL C
910 W CALIFORNIA 4 U
2103 HAZWD 302 U
2077 C HAZWD CT U
1728 VALLEY RD C
212 E DANIEL C
2206 BRETT C
URH CLARK 439 C
305 E GREEN 5 C
URH DANIELS 269 U
803 W OREGON U
1003 W ILLINOIS U
URH SNYDER 210 C
312 S COLER U
URH TOWNSEND 449 U
58 E ARMORY 7 C
402 E ARMORY C
1803 PARKHAVEN C
306 1/2 E GREEN C
POTOMAC ILL
URH VANDOREN 324 C
910 S 3RD 227 C
311 W GREEN C
1502 W COLUMBIA C
311 W GREEN C
915 W HILL C
915 W HILL C
400 BRIAR LN 2 C
313 E ARMORY C
1221 GERTRUDE C
1712 CRESCENT C
1780 VALLEY RD C
1778 VALLEY RD C
909 W CALIFORNIA U
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
URH CLARK 208 C
352-9425 5818 UNIVERSITY
332-0031 2950-16TH AV
5514 S MENARD ST
PRSDOS DEL ESTE
344-5103 504 S LINCOLN
17 GRANDVIEW DR
344-5103 504 S LINCOLN
BOX 146
332-5545 1104 S FELL AV
332-4439 2026 FLOWER CIRCLE
901 EDGEHILL RD
359-3550 11 RAINTREE
332-0870 14426 UNION AV
445 WILDWOOD DR
1838 W RIVERVIEW
332-3782 30 NORWOOD DR
1415 W 41ST ST
344-4784 RR 1 BOX 53
332-3084 RR 2
344-6136 259 MAYWOOD
332-5531 2814 8TH AV
442 GARFIELD AV
344-9770 6123 N CENTRAL PK
332-0883 2515 W JACKSON
344-5469 702 5TH ST
356-5734 2800 W ALBION
344-0646 RR 4
332-4037 7713 GRANGE HL RD




332-0803 2819 29TH AV
344-1266 BOX 327
344-0662 517 E WILCOX
332-0128 5148 N LONG AV
359-4097 1111 W WILLIAM




332-3259 418 S QUINCY
367-1305 808 DODGE AV
344-7792 8335 LAWNDALE
367-7236 % M/S H R AMARNATH
305 MAIN ST
332-3856 80 WESTWOOD
2231 N BISSELL RD
352-9231 1601 W JOHN
367-0754 305 W PARK 8
367-0754 305 W PARK
516 N WESTLAWN
367-9477
356-8594 6971 MALALEUCA RD
356-3496 902 MONROE AV
352-3308 1211 WILLIAMSBURG
332-2067 2809 S LAKE DR
332-2076 409 LOCUST ST
332-5273 409 LOCUST ST
344-1510 MERIDIAN RD RR 4
344-7841 2734 S RIDGEWAY AV
344-6087 1110 N WILSON AV
344-3369 2287-1 TSURUM-MCHI
BOX 3042
352-2783 5728 N WOODLAWN CT
359-1063 2206 BRETT
332-0084 1018 N 9TH
305 E GREEN 5
332-2466 221 LOCUST RD
344-2346 920 CIRCLE AV
2321 FORREST ST
332-1676 308 ORR~ AV
367-5327 2747 ORCHARD LN
332-4212 201 CARSON DR
611 W PALLADIUM
344-9317 333 LINCOLN DR
356-2003 1803 PARKHAVEN




344-5000 3930 W CHASE AV
352-2401 311 W GREEN
359-4483 11695 FUERTE DR
352-2401 311 W GREEN
352-3525 915 W HILL
352-3525 915 W HILL
359-4944 400 BRIAR LN 2
317 KENYON DR
356-1581 DUNN APTS 13





































































































*ASSELL WILLIAM LEE GRAO
ASSINK ANNE LAS5
*ASSINK ROGER ALYN GRAO
*ASTON ALAN RONALD GRAO
ATCHISON PEGGY J AGR1
ATE LYNN MARIE LAS2
ATEL BASHIR AHMAD GRAD
ATEN WILLIAM H AGR1
ATHERTON CHARLES R08 GRAD
ATHERTON JAMES H ENG1
ATHERTON KIRBY KATHR LAS2
ATHERTON MICHAEL J AGR1
ATHERTON RONALD LYNN AGR1
ATHEY MICHAEL K LAS1
ATKENSON LINDA A ED 1
ATKENSON SUSAN JEANN ED 4
ATKIN SUSAN JEAN LAS1
ATKINS DALE LINDA AGR2
ATKINS DANIEL EWELL GRAD
ATKINS DAVID BUFORD LAS4
ATKINS JEFFREY ALAN LAS2
ATKINS KENNETH LEE GRAD
ATKINS MARIA ANTONNE LAS1
ATKINS MONICA MEYER GRAO
ATKINSON JAMES M BUS1
ATKINSON MICHAEL BRU FAA4
ATKINSON RUSSELL R ENG1
ATLAS DIANE L LASl
ATLAS MARILYN J LASl
ATLAS SUSAN MIRIAM ED 3
ATOLS MARGARET HELEN PE 4
ATTAJARUSIT T GRAD
ATTAWAY CAROL J GRAD
ATTERMEYER MARY LILL GRAO
ATWOOD DOUGLAS WAYNE GRAD
ATWOOD FREO CONNELL FAA6
ATWOOD HERBERT JR GRAD
ATWOOD HERBERT JR GRAD
ATWOOD JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
ATWOOD KAREN E GRAD
ATZ JANET SUE LAS3
AUDIA LINDA M LASl
AUDO ROSILLA BARR FAA3
AUERBACH ELIZABETH S GRAD
AUERBACH STEPHEN D GRAD
AUGER SUE SARGENT GRAD
AUGER TERRANCE JOHN GRAO
AUGITTO JOSEPH ANTHO FAA2
AUGUST RICHARD LEE LAS4
AUGUSTIN ADRIAN ROBE ENG4
AUGUSTINE ALGIS KASI LAW3
AUGUSTINE CAROLE ANN GRAD
AUGUSTINE WILLIAM L AGR1
AUKERMAN ROBERT GRAD
AUKERMAN RONALD KEIT ENG2
AUKERMAN TRENNA W GRAD
AUKES LEWIS EHME GRAD
AULBACH JOHN ROBERT ENG2
AULD RICHARD JOHN GRAD
AULT CLIFFORD S ENG1
AULT DAVID EARL GRAD
AULT JAMES LEONARD AGR4
AULT MARGARET JEAN PE 2
AULT MARTHA JANE AGR2
AULTZ CAROL LOUISE LAS2
AUMENT HARRY GLEN GRAO
AUMILLER BILL J FAA1
AUNSNUNTA VIROCHANA GRAD
AUPPERLE DALE EUGENE AGR1
AUPPERLE RANDALL J GRAD
AURENCHE JEAN-PIERRE GRAD
AURIEMMO LANA PATRIC LAS3
AURIENE BARBARA GRAC AGR3
AUSLANDER CARTER JAY LAS2
AUSTENSEN ROY ALLEN GRAD
AUSTIN BEVERLY LUE LASl
AUSTIN BOBBY W LASl
AUSTIN DENNIS K ENG1
AUSTIN JAMES CHARLES ENG3
AUSTIN JOYCE D ED I
AUSTIN MARVIN LEE ENG4
AUSTIN PETER F ENG1
AUSTIN ROBERT H GRAD
AUSTIN STEVE EARL LAS4
AUSTIN WILLIAM W1NTE LAW2
AUSTMAN JERRY PAUL AGR2
AUTH PHILIP A ENG1
AUTMAN JESSE JAMES PE I
AUTOR STEPHEN ROGER GRAD
AUTRY OWEN THEODORE BUS4
AUVIL ELEANOR JEAN LAS3
AVALOS OIANA E LASl
AVCIN MATTHEW JOHN GRAD
AVCIN SUSAN BOSWORTH GRAD
AVERBUCH AARON JOSEP GRAO
AVERY DOUGLAS P LASl
501 1/2 E GREEN C
1303 MAYFAIR RD C
21 OAKWOOD U
21 OAKWOOD U
2087 A ORCH ST U
URH BARTON 103 C
3 PENN CT U
705 W CALIFORNIA 5 U
1004 S 4TH C
1813 CLOVER LN C
URH GARNER 441 C
URH EVANS 219 U
305 E JOHN 6 C
305 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 386 C
URH LAR 301 U
706 S MATHEWS U
313 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 14 U
1009 W STOUGHTON U
404 E STOUGHTON 7 C
713 W OHIO U
TOLONO ILL
URH NOBLE 318 C
1009 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 317 C
1828 VALLEY RD C
URH CARR 201 U
URH FLAGG 425 C
1106 S 3RD C
302 E ARMORY C
URH WAROALL 213 U
1114 W SPNGFLD 5 U
2101 W WHITE 116 C
1201 W OREGON U
312 W WHITE C
CHIEF ILLINI MOTEL U
1004 W HILL C
1004 W HILL C
204 E CLARK C
312 W WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 729 U
URH VANDOREN 310 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
604 S GREGORY PL U
604 S GREGORY PL U
2607 E HIGH U
2607 E HIGH U
URH SNYDER 245 C
106 N GREGORY 10 U
810 W CHURCH C
URH OGLESBY 414 U
806 S 1ST 1 C
311 E ARMORY C
309 S STATE C
URH TOWNSEND 107 U
309 S STATE 1 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTGN 465 C
1003 FRANK U
URH SCOTT 415 C
1005 S 6TH 18 C
1826 VALLEY RD C
312 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 303 U
URH LUNDGREN 322 C
URH DANIELS 711 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 520 U
1301 S BUSEY U
501 S ELM 2 C
URH DANIELS U
BROADVIEW ILL
309 E JOHN C
901 S 4TH C
1002 W SPNGFLD 6 U
URH SAUNDERS 423 U
URH GARNER 422 C
URH SNYDER 342 C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 223 U
508 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 362 C
602 S STATE C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
1011 1/2 N COLER U
706 W CHURCH 4 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 282 C
DECATUR ILL
604 E ARMORY 341 C
URH TAFT 112 C
URH LAR 478 U
1005 S 6TH 23 C
1005 S 6TH 23 C
800 S MATTIS C
URH WESTON 486 C
BOX 2195
352-3836 1027 GROVE ST
367--9835 301 S 1ST 4
21 OAKWOOD
344-
-0281 2087 A ORCHARD PL
332--0108 RR 1
365--2691 3 PENN CT
344--5768 GUZAR-GAH
356--8919 120 HERMAN ST
3 59--4442 1813 CLOVER LN
1508 GUILES AV
332--2711 18 S 4TH ST
BOX 43
344--9424 RR I BOX 43
5317 RIVERVIEW OR
10207 S SAWYER AV
344--0136 8210 W 131ST ST
3012 BALMORAL CRST
332--3582 BOX 332
367--2170 1009 W STOUGHTON
9401 UNION
359--4108 1308 W PARK ST
1584 B WHITE OR
332--0414 9401 S UNION
367--2170 1009 W STOUGHTON
332--1994 310 N EMERSON ST
RT 7
332--3882 62 OAKWOOD CT
829 WASHINGTON
352--2058 5318 N CALIFORNIA
344--7393 829 WASHINGTON
332--4321 6056 N KIRKWOOD
237-239 SRIKULCHRN
359--4218 1729-B VALLEY RD





352--8138 204 E CLARK
352--6722 823 MADISON ST
332--5615 163 E RUEHL
332--0523 9517 S CENTRAL AV
106 S 6TH ST
344--5508 604 S GREGORY PL
344--5508 604 S GREGORY PL
367--9750 2607 E HIGH ST
367--9750 1629 RAINBOW OR 2
332--1703 9204 S MASSASOIT
301 MELODY LANE
352--5613 810 W CHURCH
332--5156 2228 W 69TH ST
356--3496 BOX 714
344--4983 RR 2 BOX 156
356--9456 309 S STATE
332--3989 9013 FAIRWAY DR



































324 W LOTUS ST
26W265 TOMAHAWK DR




228 S WILLIAM ST














4106 W CERMAK RD
BOX 221
4944 W 91ST PL
155 BROWN
220 W WABASH AV
PEARL 304
RR 4
RR 4 BOX 317































































































8799 BANBRDG-AUBRN CHAGRIN FALLS OHIO
800 S MATTIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
822 MEADOWLARK LN GLENVIEW IL
10
AVERY THOMAS A BUS1
AVNER RICHARD ALLEN GRAO
AVOLT MARTIN DAVID VH 4
AVRUCH SUSAN ED 3
AWAD MOHAMEO ELMUSTA GRAD
AWALT SUSAN LISBETH ENG2
AWE CARL FREDERICK GRAD
AmKER RANDAL U ENG1
AWSIENKO NINA GRAD
AXELSON BETTY MAUREE PE 4
AXELSON NANCY L ED 1
AXT RANDOLPH W LAS1
AYANOGLOU GRACE LAS4
AYCOCK ROBERT FIELDI GRAD
*AYER JUDITH GOODRICH GRAO
AYER NATHAN JOHN JR GRAD
AYERS JAMES LESLIE AGR3
AYERS JAMES R ENG1
AYERS MARK ALAN AGR3
AYERS RONALD ALAN AGR3
AYERS STEPHEN ROBERT AGR2
AYLSWORTH JAMES QUEN GRAD
AYLSWORTH JEAN GRAD
AYRAULT GUY GRAD
AYRE ALBERT G LAW1
AYRES ROBERT A LASl
AZBELL RONALD KELSO 8US4
AZERIS IVAR ROLAND LAS2
AZIM AHMED NAGUIB AB GRAD
AZOFF GARY I LASl
AZZARELLO ELLEN J BUS1
BABAKHANIAN GRACE S GRAD
BABB JAMES LOWELL LASl
BABBITT JULIET C LASl
BABCOCK ALAN SEARCH FAA3
BABCOCK BETH ANN AGR3
BABCOCK BRET S LAW1
BABCOCK EARLENA SUE AGR3
BABCOCK MIKE WARD GRAD
BABCOCK NEDRA SUE LAS5
BABEL ANGELA JANE ED 4
BABIARZ THOMAS JOSEP AVI2
BABICH SANDRA A BUS1
BA8IKAN KENNETH JAME BUS4
BASIL SIMON GRAD
BABKA JANE E GRAD
BABKA MARIANN ELIZAB PE 2
BABKA MICHAEL E GRAD
BABLER ROBERT BOYD ENG2
BACCOUChE MUSTAPHA GRAD
BACH CATHERINE M LAS3
BACH ERIC LAWRENCE COM4
BACH JANICE A AGR1
BACH MICHAEL WILLIAM LAS2
BACH VIRGINIA ANNE GRAD
BACHMAN DALE A AGR2
BACHMAN GEORGE T LAS4
BACHMAN ROBERT LEROY LAS4
BACHRACH ROBERT ZELM GRAD
BACHTA JOSEPH K ENG1
BACKOVITCH DAVID G LASl
BACON NANCY A PE 1
BACON ROBERT LOUIS ENG3
BACUS JOSEPH A LAW1
BACZYNSKI JAMES MICH LAS2
*BADAME ANTHONY J LAS4
BADE JOHN MARK GRAD
BADENOCH BRUCE DONAL LAS3
BADESCH ROBERT T BUS1
BADET HENRY S III LAS3
BADGER BARBARA J LASl
BADGER EARLADEEN T GRAD
BADNER HOLLY SUZANNE ED 2
BAECHLE ROBERT LOUIS ENG2
BAEDER ARTHUR III VM 1
BAER CHRISTIAN PE 4
BAER DAVID MICHAEL ENG4
BAER JANE ELLEN ED 4
BAER LAURIE J LASl
BAER MICHAEL BUS1
BAER ORA JAMES II LAW2
BAGAASEN MELVIN SANF GRAD
BAGGOT ATMORE L LAW3
BAGLEY KATHY ANNE LAS2
BAGSBY DAPHNE R LASl
BAHL LAL1T RAI GRAD
BAHN STEVEN R BUS1
BAHNKE JOHN EMIL LAS5
BAHR RANDOLPH CHARLE FAA4
BA1ER JON DAVID GRAD
BAIL JAMES LEE LAS3
BAILEN DENNIS MARC LAS3
BAILEN FRANK G GRAD
BAILEY ALLEN ROGER ENG4
BAILEY BARBARA ANN LAS2
BAILEY BEVERLY M LASl
BAILEY CLAUDIA LYNN LAS4
URH GARNER 123 C
1607 VALLEY RO 1 C
2211 PHILO RD U
1104 W NEVADA U
1107 W GREEN 436 U
URH TRELEASE 127 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 406 U
URH OANIELS 383 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 110 C
URH SNYDER 161 C
1110 STOUGHTON 203 U
1950 B ORCH ST U
105 E JOHN C
105 E JOHN C
106 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 407 U
26 SALEM RD U
810 W OREGON U
106 E OANIEL C
317 AVONOALE C
317 AVONOALE C
208 W GREEN U
2112 ORCH ST 103 U
URH FORBES 121 C
307 E WHITE C
212 E DANIEL C
BOX 2141 C
910 S 3RD C
URH FLAGG 414 C
1003 S BUSEY U
URH CARR 401 U
URH CLARK 424 C
110 W CHARLES C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1511 KIRBY 12 C
910 S 3RD 1122 C
408 W ELM U
1660 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 422 C
URH TAFT 8 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
512 E STOUGHTON C
107 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
508 W MICHIGAN U
URH TOWNSEND 468 U
407 W GREEN U
URH CLARK 338 C
401 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 406 U
604 E ARMORY 301 C
106 N GREGORY 7 U
604 E ARMORY 307 C
804 W OREGON U
907 WESTFIELD C
2702 E CALIFORNIA U
310 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 452 C
URH ALLEN 102 U
URH OGLESBY 1224 U
209 E CLARK 3 C
604 E ARMORY C
302 HOLIDAY PK 230 C
610 1/2 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
301 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 521 C
URH FLAGG 327 C
2103 POND U
902 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 456 C
RR 1 U
103 N NEW C
205 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 411 U
URH TRELEASE 726 U
110 E ARMORY C
713 DOVER PL C
RANTOUL ILL
2215 S 1ST 201 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 316 U
COORD SCI LAB U




507 S ELM C
105 E ARMORY C
1905 N CUNNINGHAM U
1010 E COLORADO U
URH WARDALL 909 U
URH NOBLE 322 C
URH WARDALL 426 U
332--0695 4612 RED BLUFF OR
1607 VALLEY
367--0994 2309 S 1ST 204
344--1006 4211 26TH AV
344--7250
332--5435 5104 RAPP RD
1205 FALCON DR
332--5148 492 OAK ST
332--2518 751 NE JEFFERSON
344--1173 2147 BENNETT AV
11536 S EGGLESTON
332--1656 1708 E 6TH ST
367--0585 513 LAKE ST
1950 B ORCH ST
356--0471 953 DIESTEL RD
356--0471 105 E JOHN
3 56--1166 448 N PIATT ST
332--39 50 805 W MILBURN
367--0626 415 S RIVARD AV
RR 2
352--3867 448 N PIATT ST
352--5849 317 AVONDALE
352--5849 RR 1
367--8996 208 W GREEN
25 FAIRMONT ST
332--0933 200 E AIRLINE DR
356--9888 307 E WHITE










































































12 ELLAN ST KOUBRY
3045 W LOGAN BLVD
5929 W 16TH ST
1003 S BUSEY
1404 N SCOTT ST
7010 N TETON DR
6128 N SHERIDAN RD
329 N SYCAMORE ST
















2534 N CENTRAL PK
3 KASKASKIA DR
606 S MOORE ST
RR 1

























760 MORNINGS IDE DR
15 SUSSEX AV
18 COLORADO DR
7719 S EAST END
28 CANNING LN




6709 W 89TH PL
8309 CHRISTIANA
903 S MERCER
1010 E COLORADO AV


































































































FOX RVR GR ILL
11
BAILEY DAVID LEE GRAD
BAILEY DEAN J GRAD
BAILEY GLENN EDWIN LAS1
BAILEY JAMES HECTOR LAS3
BAILEY KATHLEEN C LAS2
BAILEY KATHLEEN DAY LAS2
BAILEY KEITH DONALD GRAD
BAILEY LEONARD ROBER ENG4
BAILEY MARTHA JANE ED 3
BAILLARGEON DOREEN C FAA4
BAILLIE ROBERT JOHN LAS3
BAIMA JOLENE C LAS1
BAIN ALAN L GRAD
BAIN HOWARD M LAS1
BAIR BETTY JANE LAS4
BAIR STEVEN L LAS1
*BAIRD BRUCE WALLACE LAW2
*8AIRD CURTIS JAMES GRAD
BAIRD GEORGE I JR BUS3
BAIRD JAMES CLARK ENG4
BAIRD JAMES DOUGLAS COM3
BAIRD RAND JAMES LAS3
BAIRD STUART TYSON GRAD
BAITS KATHY DIAN LAS2
BAITS ROBERT HAROLD LAS3
BAIZER ROBERT STEVEN LAS4
BAKALOR BARRY MELVIN LAS4
*BAKER ALBERT C JR GRAD
BAKER BARBARA CAROL LAS2
BAKER BARBARA E LAS1
BAKER BRUCE K ENG1
BAKER CANOACE GALE LAS4
BAKER CAROL ANN ED 2
*BAKER CRAIG CARLTON GRAD
BAKER DAVID SPENCER LAS3
BAKER DEAN NOEL SR GRAD
BAKER DEBORAH A ED I
BAKER DEBORAH LOU ED 1
BAKER DONNA L LAS5
BAKER EDWARD KIRK LAS4
BAKER FELIX J BUS1
BAKER FRANK EDWARD GRAD
BAKER FRANK MATTOON LAS2
BAKER GARY G AGR1
BAKER GREGORY STEVEN FAA3
BAKER JAMES A LAS1
BAKER JAMES EDWARD BUS4
BAKER JAMES WILLIAM BUS4
BAKER JO ANN LAS1
BAKER JOHN ALAN LAS2
BAKER JONATHAN READ ENG2
BAKER JUDITH ZAGNONI GRAD
BAKER KEITH R LAS1
BAKER LARRY DALE VM 4
BAKER LAURA ANN GRAD
BAKER LAURA ELLEN LAS2
BAKER LAURENCE D LAS3
BAKER LINDA E AGR1
BAKER LYNOA K LAS1
BAKER MARILYN BONNIE LAS2
BAKER MARTIN GREGORY LAS4
BAKER MARVIN JOEL LAS2
BAKER MICHAEL EARL ENG2
BAKER PAUL ALLEN ENG1
BAKER PHILLIP EUGENE ENG4
BAKER RALPH EARLE GRAU
BAKER RANDEE JO LAS3
BAKER ROBERT CLAY LAS3
BAKER SAMUEL KEMP GRAD
BAKER SUSAN DENGEL GRAD
BAKER SUSAN M GRAD
BAKER TERRY LYNN ED 2
BAKER THOMAS EDWARD LAS2
BAKER WILLIAM BRADFO GRAD
BAKHREBAH SALEH A GRAD
BAKIZADA MOHAMAD S GRAD
BAKKER JONATHAN ARTH LAS4
BAKRI MAARIB L GRAD
BALACHANDRAN M LAW1
BALAGNA WILLIAM ALDO LAS4
BALASUBRAMANYAM V N GRAD
BALBACH JUANITA J H LAS3
BALBACH STANLEY B JR LAW2
BALCAR KAREL GRAD
BALCH ROBERT WILLIAM BUS4
BALDING JEFFREY H LAS1
BALDONI JOSEPH GARY ENG4
BALDRIDGE BARBARA LO GRAO
BALDRIDGE DALE R GRAD
BALDWIN CHARLES GORD PE 4
BALDWIN CLAYTON LEE FAA2
BALDWIN DOROTHY ESTH LAS4
BALDWIN ELDON DEAN GRAD
BALDWIN GERALD E LAS1
BALE LINDA LEE AGR4
BALIGA KALYANPUR Y GRAD
BALIN PAULA MERLE ED I
DECATUR ILL
2025 ORCH ST U
OAKLAWN ILL
111 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 603 U
1404 S LINCOLN 208 U
17 DUNELLEN U
401 BUENA VISTA C
313 E JOHN C
1208 S VINE U
URH TOWNSEND 415 U
901 S 1ST C
209 W JOHN C
105 E ARMORY C
2102 ZUPPKE U
604 E ARMORY 311 C
607 W UNIVERSITY C
2112 W WHITE 162 C
308 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 172 U
1209 W CLARK U
212 E CHALMERS 2 C
URH DANIELS 705 U
URH EVANS 109 U
910 CALIFORNIA U
57 E JOHN 1 C
910 S 3RD 414 C
106 S URBANA U
601 E PENN U
URH BLAISDELL 8 U
URH GARNER 442 C
URH WARDALL 1002 U
312 E OANIEL C
2307 S 1ST 303 C
604 S RANDOLPH C
DANVILLE ILL
URH ALLEN 432 U
313 JOHN C
2108 NOEL C
809 W PENN U
URH FORBES 373 C
BOX 393 U
URH OGLESBY 622 U
1732 LINCOLN NPL C
809 S 5TH C
URH GARNER 354 C
106 E HEALEY 10 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 279 U
308 E ARMORY C
LINCOLN ILL
1811 REBECCA C
URH FORBES 312 C
34 CARRIAGE PL U
2313 S 1ST 103 C
URH ALLEN 34 U
907 S 3RD 2 C
1727 PARKHAVEN C
URH SAUNDERS 429 U
904 S 3RD C
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH HOPKINS 311 C
URH FORBES 265 C
URH WESTON 2 54 C
201 E JOHN C
1302 WESTFIELD C
409 E CHALMERS C
205 E ARMORY C
602 W UNION U
610 W STOUGHTON 1 U
URH DANIELS 477 U
1404 LINCOLN U
801 W ILLINOIS U
610 W STOUGHTON 1 U
1963 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 661 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
1515 KIRBY C
605 W MAIN U
1 N ROXBURY RD U
COM W 330 U
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
802 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 411 C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
1008 S BUSEY U
811 S MATTIS 3 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 391 C
409 E CHALMERS C
808 SHERWOOD TERR C
1004 S 4TH C
610 S 4TH C
300 S GOODWIN 510 U
URH TAFT 419 C
1078 N LINDEN AV
344-58 54 BOX 292
9401 S TULLEY AV
344-0614 114 W NORTH ST
332-5560 711 S CEDAR
344-3821 4020 N PIONEER AV
367-8569 RR 3 BOX 144
352-7765 RR 1
344-9705 1622 VERMILION
367-7732 5106 W PENSACOLA
332-4188 2914 SHERIDAN RD
356-2862 440 N COLUMBIA AV
352-6160 811 E MULBERRY ST
8450 TRUMBULL
365-1270 2102 ZUPPKE DR
2102 ZUPPKE
359-1807 607 W UNIVERSITY
356-9830 2112 W WHITE 162
344-9742 7726 LATALPA
332-4036 122 N HIGHLAND
367-7085 525 W CLOVERNOOK
344-3250 155 N 20TH
332-2361 525 W CLOVERNOK LN
332-2691 RR 1
RR 1
356-6915 366 PARK AV
344-5000 11842 SPRUCE HAVEN
367-1096 1664 WHITWOOD LN 4
367-0395 601 E PENN
332-3441 1419 JOAN DR
332-0874 500 S ANITA
1394 GLENCOE AV
344-0671 1426 CATALPA




1016 N STATE ST
356-4885 2108 NOEL
344-4069 RR 1
332-1068 2811 W WARREN BLVD
BOX 393
1414 CHARING CROSS
356-3335 311 W CLARK
RR 2
332-0810 124 6TH ST
359-1957 220 W 6TH ST
344-9766 1207 W ASH ST
332-3328 1131 N MAIN







































































407 1/2 E STOUGHTN
6730 E PRAIRIE
283 N POPLAR ST









610 W STOUGHTON 1
COL OF PET £ MIN

















































































39 HANUMAN RD N DELHI INDIA
1609 VALLEY RD B-2 CHAMPAIGN IL
1609 VALLEY RD CHAMPAIGN ILL






603 TURTLE CREEK S
457 W FULLERTON
808 SHERWOOD TERR


















BALINSKI KENNETH A ENG1
BALK MELVIN WALKER VM 4
BALKE GARY LEE AGR4
BALKE NELSON EDWARD AGR2
*BALKEY WILLIAM CLAUD FAA4
BALKONIS JOHN ANTHON ENG3
BALL JUDITH POLLATZ LAS3
BALL KATHRYN J LAS1
*BALLAGH THOMAS MICHA GRAD
BALLANCE ELIZABETH J LAS4
BALLARD CYNTHIA LASl
BALLARD JOHN RICHARD ENG4
BALLEW BARBARA KAY ED 4
*BALLWAY PATRICIA ANN GRAD
BALLWEG LEO H LAS2
BALLY JOY D AGR1
*BALOG CYRIL EDWARD GRAD
BALOGH RONALD C PE 2
BALSANO BRUCE ENG1
*BALTAXE JAMES BERNAR GRAD
BALTAXE WENDY G GRAD
BALTER ARNOLD JOEL LAS2
BALTER MICHAEL. H LAS3
BALTZ JOSEPH MICHAEL GRAD
BALTZ RICHARD H GRAD
BALZ DANIEL JOHN GRAD
BANACH CECELIA MARY COM3
BANBURY RICHARD H ENG4
BANDERA CHARLES F ENG4
BANDERA JOHN ANGELO ENG4
8ANOSTRA BARRY L LASl
BANDY BETH RAE ED I
BANDY DALE GLEN ENG3
BANDY THEODORE RAY AGR2
BANGA ANGELA R ED 1
BANGERTER LOWELL ALL GRAD
BANGHAM MARY R PE 1
BANGSTAD GARY P GRAD
*6ANGURA EDRISA T GRAD
BANHOLZER RICHARD T ENG4
BANIASSAOI NASROLLAH GRAD
BANK DONNA RfclSLER GRAD
BANKENDORF ELLIOTT C LAW3
BANKOFF JOSEPH R LAW2
BANKS LINDA DIANE LAS3
BANKS NATHANIEL C FAA1
BANNER DAVID L GRAD
BANNER DELMAR KEITH LAW1
BANNER HARVEY ALLEN ED 4
BANNISTER LINDA LEE GRAD
BANNON JOSEPH JOHN GRAO
BANNON KENNETH GERAR GRAD
BANSE DEBRA J AGR1
BANTZ STEPHEN EARL LAS2
BANYS RASA TERESE LAS3
BAQUERO INES LASl
BARABOLAK ALEX ENG1
BARAGLIA JAMES PASQU LAS2
BARAN LESLIE HUGH BUS2
BARAN SANFORD B ENG1
BARANOV DAVIDA ALINE ED 2
BARBAKOFF ADRIENNE J ED 2
BARBARO CHARLES PETE GRAD
BAR8EE DIANNE EUNICE LAS2
BARBER CAROLYN PE 2
BARBER CYNTHIA R FAA1
BARBER DONALD R GRAD
BARBER DOROTHY LEE COM3
BARBER JANE SHARON LAS4
BARBER JERRY GAIL ENG1
BARBER JOHN JAMES JR BUS3
BARBER MARSHA ANN LAS2
BARBER PAULA J EO 1
BARBER PENNY SUZANNE LAS2
BARBER SARAH FRANCIS LASl
BARBER STEVE EUGENE LASl
BARBERA LINDA MARIE LAS4
BARBER IE ANNE M AGR1
BARBOUR WENDELL A GRAD
BARCELO LORENZO GRAD
BARCH BRIAN MICHAEL ENG2
BARCLAY DENNIS JAY LAS4
BARDELMEIER DENNIS G AGR2
BARDOLPH RUTH E LAS3
BARE NANCY DIANE GRAD
BAREITHER CHARLES H BUS3
BAREITHER DANIEL J LASl
BAREN TERRY ALLEN LAS2
BAREN TOBEY L AGR1
BARENFANGER CHARLES ENG1
BARENGOLTZ JACK BENN GRAD
BARENHOLTZ JOAN A GRAO
BARFIELD HENRY H LASl
BARFUSS BONITA MAE LAS2
BARGER NANCY KAY FAA4
BARGER ROBERT KNIGHT LAS2
BARGER SHIRLEY M LASl
201 E GREEN C
URH BLAISDELL 129 U
URH OGLESBY 506 U
URH OGLESBY 731 U
2219 S 1ST 201 C
310 E CHALMERS C
3203 SYLVAN C
URH WARDALL 1223 U
TURNER HALL 411 U
58 E ARMORY 4 C
URH NOBLE 322 C
209 E ARMORY C
1005 S WRIGHT C
203 1/2 M MAIN 1 U
709 GREGORY PL U
URH EVANS 209 U
2311 S 1ST 202 C
URH SNYDER 322 C
URH BABCOCK 4 U
311 W CLARK C
311 W CLARK C
URH SNYDER 369 C
1010 S 2ND C
913 W CHURCH C
2109-102 HAZWO U
512 E JOHN C
802 W OREGON 34 U
1009 S 2ND C
408 E GREEN C
PARK RIDGE ILL
URH SNYDER 371 C
URH ALLEN 457 U
URH WESTON 300 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 424 C
1970 A ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 417 C
2 SAFFER CT U
301 S 1ST 3 C
URH OGLESBY 1228 U
505 E STOUGHTON C
57 E JOHN 12 C
305 E GREEN 9 C
URH OGLESBY 114 U
URH WARDALL 712 U
407 N 3RD C
807 W ILLINOIS 3 U
708 S FOLEY C
753 S MATTIS C
DANVILLE ILL
515 S RIDGEWAY C
701 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 109 U
1114 ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 1022 U
CICERO ILL
505 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
706 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMERS C
1104 W NEVADA U
309 S MCKINLEY C
URH LUNDGREN 217 C
URH BLAISDELL 331 U
URH TRELEASE 931 U
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
1207 W NEVADA U
1202 W NEVADA U
205 E ARMORY C
106 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 469 U
URH LAR 298 U
1217 W SPNGFLD U
URH WARDALL 607 U
604 E ARMORY 120 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH TRELEASE 1002 U
614 COLORADO U
910 S 3RD C
209 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 316 U
URH SNYOER 291 C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1101 W PENN U
URH WESTON 278 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1131 U
URH TOWNSEND 164 U
1107 W GREEN 326 U
1111 1/2 S 3RD 302 C
910 S 3RD 416 C
URH WARDALL 1210 U
711 W CHURCH 8 U
URH SNYDER 295 C
URH EVANS 309 U
314 S PRINDLE AV
332-3476 6829 N OTTAWA
332-5178 RR 3 BOX 65
332-5262 RR 3 BOX 65
643 SARATOGA DR
344-9442 1645 N LATROBE AV
1520 MARIGOLD LN
ROUTE 1 BOX 182
359-4348 7717 W STATE ST
352-0747 400 HACKBERRY DR
332-0418 1935 POLK ST
344-7733 101 W LESLIE LN
344-0571 2007 EOWARDSVILLE
367-4405 1203 1/2 W MAIN
1619 TWINING DR
332-2707 RR 2
344-7234 3636 STATE ST
332-1758 12206 S LASALLE ST
332-3707 935 S 8TH AV
356-2014 311 W CLARK 201
356-2014 311 W CLARK
332-1790 4837 N AVERS
344-9776 11040 S KEELER
600 BUELL AV
3936 GATEWAY CT
1702 S CARROLL AV
4945 S LOREL AV
344-7549 7733 S SHORE DR
9724 HOUSTON AV
710 N WESTERN AV
332-1792 10500 S STATE ST
332-3391 1611 CORONADO
1228 E 2ND ST
RR 1 BOX 102
332-0439 533 E 168TH PL
344-4733 564 N MAIN ST
332-0433 1918 76TH CT
344-5370 ROUTE 3
TAIAMA VIA MANO
332-5409 3369 S 69TH ST
352-1466 20 SEPAHBOD ST
352-0366 57 E JOHN
344-4617 5400 SHERIDAN RD
332-0571 1616 AS BURY
332-4440 2151 ST LOUIS AV
356-7154 407 N 3RD




359-3769 515 S RIDGEWAY
344-0876 600 E 21ST
332-2230 509 N GROVE AV
344-4316 807 W HESSEL
330 S BARNEWOLT DR
332-5698 20 MERIDIAN TERR




344-5992 2632 W MORSE
344-9617 2829 W COYLE
356-0001 309 S MCKINLEY
332-0249 665 GREENLEAF AV
1009 E WASHINGTON
332-5677 1519 W CLAREWOOD
17059 WAUSAU CT
344-1459 10704 MCCONNELL
344-117 3 120 N LINCOLN LN
RR 1
356-7869 10558 S CHRISTIANA
332-3051 2230-LYNNHAVEN RO
332-3005 2230 LYNNHAVEN RD
1519 W CLAREWOOO
332-4411 944 W 59TH ST
344-1266 RR 1





332-5127 2085 N CHURCH ST
332-1734 RR 4




8632 N OLCOTT AV
332-5737 4820 WRIGHT TERR
212 GRANOVIEW DR
344-1539 1107 W GREEN 326
344-4027 444 ROSEDALE RO
344-5000 14415 STATE ST
332-4559 9600 S MAPLEWOOO
352-8477 1815 HOLLYHOCK OR
332-1738 BOX 14 SPRINGVALE



































































































8ARGER0N CECIL BRENT GRAD
BARGO KENNITH RAY P£ 3
BARGREN CHARLOTTE DI ED 4
BARK MARLA E LAS1
BARKAN MYRA BETH ED 4
BARKEI CAROLYNE JOY LAS3
BARKER AVIS E ED 5
BARKER BARBARA ED 1
BARKER JANICE FORMAN FAA4
BARKER JOHN LENNARD LAS4
BARKER NANCY LEE ENG4
BARKER RICHARD DEAN BUS6
BARKMAN JOEL IVES GRAD
*BARKSTALL CAROL B GRAD
BARLOW DONALD MARCUM ENGl
*BARLOW WILLIAM JEAN GRAD
BARMANN KELLY M LAS3
BARNABEE JAMES J II LAS2
BARNAK CHERYL ANN LAS4
BARNARD CHRISTIE K LAS1
BARNARD JAYNE KEEKS COM3
BARNARD MARY A COM3
BARNARD MARY ELIZABE LAS1
BARNARD MARY KAY LAS2
BARNARD STEVEN C LAS2
BARNES BRUCE CALVERT LAS3
BARNES CARL BAIRD BUS4
BARNES CRAIG MARTIN FAA2
BARNES DAVID R AGR1
BARNES DEBORAH K AGR1
BARNES DORIS D LAS1
BARNES GARY LAS1
BARNES GEORGIA ANN LAS3
BARNES GREGORY D GRAD
BARNES JAMES E II LAWl
BARNES JUDITH A S GRAD
BARNES KENNETH R GRAD
BARNES MALCOLM D H LAS2
BARNES MARILYN JOYCE BUS3
BARNES MARTHA S GRAD
BARNES SIDNEY EDWARD ED 4
BARNES STEVEN RESSOR FAA2
BARNES WALTER R LAS1
BARNES WILLIAM HUBBA LAS2
BARNETT CAROL B GRAD
BARNETT CAROLINE ANN LAS3
BARNETT DAVID HOWARD AGR2
BARNETT ELLEN L GRAD
BARNETT GEORGE AARON LAS2
BARNETT J BRIAN LAS2
BARNETT JANE E LASI
BARNETT JO A LAS1
BARNETT JOHN C LAS4
BARNETT JORETTA L PE 1
BARNETT RICHARD JAY LAW3
BARNEY CAROL ANN GRAD
BARNHART HAROLD FRAN FAA4
BARNOW MARLA S LASI
BARON JAMES FRANK JR LAS4
BARON JOANNE LAS2
BARON LAWRENCE LAS4
BARON LOUIS PHILIP BUS3
BARON MICHAEL ALLEN LAS4
BARON MICHELE ANN ED 4
BARONA HUMBERTO E FAA4
BARONE MARTIN RALPH GRAD
BARONE MICHAEL RAYMO ENG4
BARR ANDREW MCBEATH ENG4
BARR DAVID J ENG2
BARR JASON ROGERS GRAD
BARR JOHN R BUS1
BARR KENNETH H ENGl
BARRA JOHN ANTHONY ENG2
BARRAGREE KENNETH E BUS3
BARRERA PEREZ RUBEN GRAD
BARRETT ANNA K LAS3
BARRETT ARTHUR KENNE LAS3
BARRETT JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
BARRETT MARILYN GAIL LAS3
BARRETT MICHAEL P LASI
BARRETT ROBERT LEWIS BUS2
BARRETT THOMAS JOSEP LAS4
BARRETT-SMITH C W ENG2
BARRICK WILLIAM HOWA BUS4
BARRIGA OMAR OSCAR GRAD
BARRON DAVID MILTON GRAD
BARRON JAMES ALDEN GRAD
BARRON LESLIE MARGAR LAS4
BARRON MARGARET M LASI
BARRON MICHAEL ANTHO LAS2
BARRON NORMAN A GRAD
BARRON SHARON COX GRAD
BARROS NICOLAS R A GRAD
BARROW COLLEEN MARIE LAS4
BARROW MICHAEL ALAN BUS1
BARROWS BETTI B GRAD































2037 C ORCH ST U 344-5170
6 APRICOT C 352-6789
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C 344-
URH EVANS 426 U 332-
207 E JOHN C 356-
914 CRESCENT C 356-
1507 S MATTIS C 356-
709 W ILLINOIS U 442-
1507 S MATTIS C 356-
URH BUSEY 104 U 332-
1620 W WILLIAM C 356-
718 S BROADWAY U 367-
704 ARLINGTON CT C 356-
URH OGLESBY 1216 U
MANSFIELD ILL
510 E HEALEY C
1009 W PENN U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 419 U
URH ALLEN 419 U
502 W ELM U
313 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 331 U
502 W ELM U
1206 W MAIN U
706 HESSEL C
URH OGLESBY 923 U
311 E ARMORY C
2408 WILLIAM C
URH WARDALL 311 U
53 E GREEN C
611 E DANIEL C 344-
307 BLISS U 344-
608 S RANOOLPH C 359-
703 S BROADWAY U 365-
2007 S PHILO RD I U 365-
1103 W OREGON U 344-
URH WARDALL 618 U 332-
608 S RANOOLPH C 359-
703 S BROADWAY U 365-




1 SAFFER CT U
3014 VALLEY BROOK C
MAROA ILL
URH BABCOCK 9 U
URH WARDALL 1114 U
SAFFER CT 1 U
301 £ ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 508 U
URH FLAGG 320 C
402 W CLARK C
URH ALLEN 317 U
400 BRIAR LN C
905 S 1ST 8 C
RR 2 C
910 S 3RD C
1400 N MCKINLEY 4 C
47 E CHALMERS C
309 E HEALEY 10 C
URH FORBES 112 C
404 E DANIEL C
904 S 3RD C
1013 S 1ST C
705 S 1ST C
URH CARR 314 U
311 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD 412 C
1509 WINSTON C
URH OGLESBY 116 U
URH TOWNSEND 124 U
1110 S 2ND C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
URH EVANS 203 U
623 1/2 S WRIGHT C
CHICAGO ILL
409 E CHALMERS 814 C
URH GARNER 286 C
313 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 300 C
410 S BUSEY U
2083 C ORCH ST U
305 1/2 W OREGON U
1604 CORONADO 8 C
URH SAUNDERS 231 U
URH LUNDGREN 112 C
URH OGLESBY 1120 U
1803 PLEASANT U
1604 CORONADO 8 C
806 W IOWA U
URH BLAISDELL 224 U
1009 W SPRINGFIELD U
909 S 1ST 13 C
URH OGLESBY 918 U 332-5309















1946 N EDWARD ST
7030 TOBI LN
5552 S MOODY AV
























633 S EDWARD ST
356-4613 3014 VALLEY BROOK
405 N PINE ST
332-3712 RR 2
332-4539 3417 OCTAVIA ST
344-5659 1122 W LUNT
356-7606 5505 MONTCLAIR
332-4388 610 S LOUIS ST
332-0307 437 FLORA AV
332-3215 BOX 222
359-4658 600 RAMBLER LN
352-0836 1222 SHELDON ST
RR 2
344-5000 8849 KENTON AV
1400 N MCKINLEY
356-766 3 9584 S COLFAX
356-5398 8215 N HARDING
332-0930 10 10TH AV
344-5335 5323 ROCKWELL
344-7121 6855 LOREL
356-6920 CARRERA 27 08-36
359-4725 119 AROMORE ST
332-3925 320 TERRACE DR
344-9659 425 BLODGETT
344-5000 RR 1 BOX 419
1509 WINSTON
332-5072 120 POINT BLUFF DR
332-4005 518 S WILLE
303 E WOODFORD ST
356-6009 1609 VALLEY RD 2
367-0147 1165 CUAUHTEMOC
332-2701 RR 1
3 59-2337 2145 E 87TH
2937 N MELVINA




25 W 646 DURFEE RD
67 N ALFRED ST
344-7718 SAN PABLO 1370 14
365-1520 305 1/2 U OREGON
352-9579 1604 CORONADO
332-3642 316 GUTHRIE
332-0222 6810 N OLCOTT







































































































BARRY JAMES EDWARD ENG4
BARRY JANE OAGUE GRAD
BARRY JOAN CATHERINE ED 2
BARRY JOHN EDMUND GRAD
BARRY LOIS E GRAD
BARRY LYNN W GRAD
BARRY PATRICIA E ED 1
BARRY PETER JAMES GRAD
BARRY SUSAN LORRAINE LAS3
BARSHEFSKY ALVIN ENG3
BARSHINGER JOAN RUTH AGR1
BARSTIS LYNN GRAD
BART JOSEPH JAMES ENG4
BART-WILLIAMS E GRAD
BARTEE NEALE KING FAA4
BARTEL BARBARA ANNE LAS2
BARTEL BARBARA M GRAD
BARTEL LANCE BRIAN LAS2
BARTEL RICHARD J ENG
1
BARTEL RONALD F GRAD
BARTELMAY JUDITH LYN LAS3
BARTELS HERBERT D JR LAS1





BARTH CAROL ROSANNE PE 4
BARTH JUDITH ANN LAS3
BARTH MARGARET DOROT LAS4
BARTH RODNEY JOSEPH LAS2
BARTH WILLIAM MICHAE ENG2
BARTHOLOMEW CHARLES GRAD
BARTLETT EDWIN T JR GRAD
BARTLETT ELSIE JANE ED 4
BARTLETT GEORGE R GRAD
BARTLETT JOSEPH F JR ENG1
BARTLETT JUDITH JEAN LAS3
BARTLETT JUDY E LAS3
BARTLETT PAMELA ANN ED 3
BARTLETT PAMELA F LAS5
BARTLETT SANDRA JOAN LAS2
BARTLETT TERRI DALE LAS4
BARTLEY BETTY LUCILL LAS3
BARTLEY JOHN LESLIE AGR3
BARTLEY MICHAEL FEIL GRAD
BARTLEY ROBERT W LAS1
BARTLING BRUCE M ENG2
BARTLING CHRISTINE E FAA1
BARTO IRENE CAROL BUS1
BARTO KENNETH VERN ENG4
BARTQCCI FRANCIS DEN ENG4
BARTOLI CONSTANCE IR LAS2
BARTOLOMEO DAVID GRA LAS4
BARTON CHRISTINE A LAS1
BARTON DAVID ROBERT ENG3
BARTON ERIC MCMILLAN GRAD
BARTON EUGENE EDWARD GRAD
BARTON JAMES DEREK LAS2
BARTON JAMES MICHAEL LAS2
BARTON KAREN A LASl
BARTON RICHARD T ENGI
BARTON WILLIAM W ENG4
BARTULIS DEBORAH S LASl
BARTUSKA FRANCIS JOH ENG3
BARTZ EDWARD AUGUST ENG4
BARYLSKE JUDITH K LAS3
BARYLSKE THEODORE E LAS2
BARZILAI EL IAS ENG4
BASALAY PAUL R FAA1
BASALAY ROBERT JOSEP GRAD
BASH JAMES W BUS1
BASH WAYNE ROBERT LAS4
BASHA LEROY CONRAD ENG4
BASIL LAWRENCE P FAA1
BASKERVILLE MARY ANN LAS4
BASKIN HOWARD M FAAl
BASKIN LAWRENCE A GRAD
BASKIN NEIL MARCUM PE 3
BASLAW LOUIS LAS3
BASOFIN RICHARD LAS4
BASS MARY KAYE LAS3
BASS MIRA JOY LAS4
BASS MURRY ALAN LAS3
BASS RAYMOND CHARLES LAS3
BASS ROSANNE TILLES LAS4
BASSETT DENNIS GEORG LAS4
BASSETT JOHN K LASl
BASSI DALE ALBERT LAS3
BASSO JAMES A GRAD
BASSO RONALD W FAAl
BASTERT LINDA KATHLE ED 4
BASTIAANS GLENN JOHN LAS4
BASTQNE ROBERT PETER LAS2
BASTRON VICTOR C GRAD
BATALIA BARBARA LAS3
BATCH BARBARA A LASl
4 NEWPORT RD U
703 E COLORADO 305 U
904 S LINCOLN U
304 W LOCUST U
709 W CALIFORNIA 4 U
1203 W MAIN 2 U
1604 S PROSPECT C
703 E COLORADO 305 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 122 U
URH LAR 478 U
URH DANIELS 474 U
URH OGLESBY 110 U
1114 BROADMOOR 3 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
410 E GREEN C
905 S 1ST C
312 E ARMORY C
1101 W PENN 22 U
905 S 1ST C
MORTON ILL
URH SNYDER 460 C
401 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 1003 C
URH TRELEASE 802 U
URH TRELEASE 307 U
URH SNYDER 438 C
URH EVANS 223 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 909 U
URH HOPKINS 161 C
URH HOPKINS 368 C
1001 RAINBOW VIEW U
THOMASBORO ILL
411 W SPNGFLD U
401 EDGEBROOK 304 C
URH HOPKINS 394 C
URH TRELEASE 619 U
URH ALLEN 274 U
316 S PRAIRIE 204 C
THOMASBORO ILL
URH ALLEN 243 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
307 S LINCOLN U
506 E GREEN U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 408 C
904 W GREEN 317 U
URH FLAGG 324 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1788 VALLEY RD C
910 CALIFORNIA U
904 S LINCOLN U
210 E GREEN C
URH NOBLE 112 C
108 E JOHN C
509 S 5TH 18 C
MET £ MIN BLDG U
211 E JOHN C
1402 S PROSPECT C
URH FLAGG 320 C
307 S 3RD C
105 E GREEN 32 C
URH ALLEN 132 U
URH OGLESBY 208 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH LAR 295 U
URH GARNER 312 C
503 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 259 C
606 W OHIO U
502 HESSEL C
URH WESTON 258 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 245 C
URH WARDALL 611 U
910 S 3RD 419 C
807 S RANDOLPH 8 C
307 E HEALEY C
106 N GREGORY U
URH TOWNSEND 154 U
URH BUSEY 233 U
1104 H NEVADA U
103 E ARMORY 10 C
907 S 4TH C
408 E MAIN 3 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U
URH TOWNSEND 310 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 355 C
URH GARNER 416 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH SNYDER 275 C
URH OGLESBY 1102 U
URH SHERMAN 552 C
URH TRELEASE 601 U
URH LAR 417 U
367--3318 4 NEWPORT RD
365--2354 703 E COLORADO 305
344--1391 7007 DOWNEY LN
367--0730 570 WEBSTER ST
136 MANHATTAN AV
367--0283 307 E HEALEY
352--7495 1604 S PROSPECT
365--2354 703 E COLORADO 305
344--1391 7007 N DOUNEY LN
332--4004 5716 N KIMBALL
332--3058 922 BIRCHWOOD DR
332--2547 93 VILLAGE GREEN
332--5067 4519 BUTTERFIELD
356--8585 1012 S 1ST
1635 SOUTH AV
619 WHITMAN ST
3 56--4347 905 S 1ST
413 E ARCHER AV
344--9469 619 WHITMAN ST
356--4347 905 S 1ST
208 KAY ST
12931 70TH CT
344--1261 310 S PROSPECT
344--5000 20301 STRELNA PL
332--5619 7711 S KINGSTON AV
332--5473 7711 S KINGSTON AV
332--1871 2623 FLORIBUNDA DR
332--2714 1017 16TH AV
344--3616 710 SHERMER RD
332--4486 14530 D03S0N AV
332--1773 RR 2




2610 SW 3RD PL
332--1324 25 ST MARYS CT
332--5575 4125 COMPTON AV
714 LIBERTY ST
352--9681 1321 8TH ST
714 LIBERTY ST
344--420 5 241 LINCOLN PKWY
344--0020 717 DRESSER DR
367--6398 BOX 164
3027 N BIGELOW ST
332--5131 717 DRESSER DR
1507 CRESTVIEW
332--0311 507 SHADY LN
124 W CLEVELAND
359--3083 1204 14TH ST
8138 W 45TH PL
613 6TH ST
332--0370 OS-481 CORNELL AV
359- 1579 705 S 3RD
356--1185 5817 S BLACKSTONE
333--3080 1814 LARCH PL
605 S NA-WA-TA AV
352--9861 1402 S PROSPECT
332--0307 RR 3
11442 S EMERALD AV
122 S HUDSON ST
332--3135 8225 N OZARK AV
332--9050 9117 NEW ENGLAND
344--9783 524 COUNTRY CLUB
332--3002 3001 PERSHING BLVD
3001 PERSHING BLVD
344-•6329 8420 S JEFFERY
332--1951 413 7TH ST
344--5812 3216 N PITTSBURGH
352--5491 502 HESSEL BLVD
332--1950 219 E CARROLL ST
367--3518 3905 FOREST AVE
332--1220 1690 CLAVEY" RD





















































































































































BATDORF DONNA LOUISE EO 4
BATES DENNIS J AGK1
BATES FREDERICK N LAW3
BATES GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
BATES JOHN BRADLEY BUS2
BATES LOU A LAS1
BATES MARK C PE 1
BATES PAULA LEE LAS2
BATES PETER ALLYNN GRAD
BATES PRESCOTT EDWAR LAS2
BATES RANDALL E ED 2
BATES ROBERT EARL COM3
BATES WILLIAM R LASl
BATH BEVERLY T LAS4
BATH KENNETH LINCOLN ENG4
BATH STANLEY ROBERT GRAD
BATISTA DAVID E AVIl
BATISTA JANICE M LAS3




BATRA HARISH CHANDER GRAD
BATRA TILAK RAJ GRAO
BATSCHA PAUL L GRAD
BATT DENNIS FREDERIC LAW3
BATT JAMES CLELAND BUS2
BATTEN RICHARD DANIE BUS4
BATTERHAM ROBERT L GRAD
BATTERMAN KEITH H ENG1
BATTERSHELL LARRY JO LASl
BATTI JAMES ANTHONY GRAD
BATTINUS JAMES RICHA BUS3
BATTISTE CYNTHIA ELA LAS4
BATTLE GREGORY PETER ENG2
BATTLE PORTER LEON LAS4
BATTLE VUANITA RENE ED 1
BATTUELLO PAUL JOSEP BUS4
BATTY PAUL WESLEY GRAD
BAUCH WILLIAM J BUS1
BAUCOM DONA GANSMAN LAS5
BAUCOM EVERETT IRA GRAD
BAUDINO LOWANDA FAY LASl
BAUDINO REBECCA LYNN ED 4
BAUDINO RODNEY JAY ENG3
BAUER CAROL A ENG1
BAUER CELESTE L FAA2
BAUER OARRYLL RAYMON ENG3
BAUER DAVID CARL LAS2
BAUER FRANKLIN SAMUE GRAD
BAUER HAROLD W JR LAS4
BAUER JERRY LLOYD GRAD
BAUER JOAN LOUISE LAS4
BAUER MARVIN EUGENE GRAD
BAUER NANCY ANN LAS3
BAUER RAINER L LASl
BAUER RICKY K 8US1
BAUER ROSELLA SCHUPB ED 6
BAUER SCOTT J AGR2
BAUER STEPHEN MARK ENG2
BAUERNFEIND OEBANEY LASl
BAUERNFEIND ROBERT A LAS4
BAUGH CHARLES RICHMO GRAD
BAUGH GAIL IRENE AGR4
BAUGH GARY NORMAN LAS3
BAUGHMAN ANN SMITH GRAD
BAUGHMAN JAMES EDWIN AGR3
BAUGHMAN KATHY ANN LAS2
BAUGHMAN SHERRI ANN PE 2
BAUM GLENN AUBRY LAS6
BAUM SUSAN MARIE ED 4
BAUMAN BETTY GANO LAS4
BAUMAN DALE ELTON GRAD
BAUMAN HENRY LOUIS J ENG4
BAUMAN JON WARD GRAD
BAUMANN JOHN LEONARD VM 2
BAUMANN RICHARD ALLE ENG4
BAUMER ROBERT WALLAC LAS2
BAUMGARTEN DEAN JOSE FAA2
BAUMGARTNER FREDERIC AGR2
BAUMGARTNER RICHARD ENG4
BAUMGARTNER RODNEY G BUS4
BAUMGARTNER ROWENE F AGR3
BAUMGARTNER WILLIAM GRAD
BAUMLER BRETT E LASl
BAUMRUCKER JANICE MA ED 2
BAUMSTEN MARC I A ELAI COM3
BAUSER JOHN EDWARD FAA2
BAVOR HERBERT J JR GRAD
BAVOUGIAN KAROP T PE 4
BAWDEN RALPH E LAW1
BAXA ROBERT M BUS1
BAXENDALE RICHARD N LAS4
BAXTER ANN C GRAD
BAXTER HARRY LONG FAA4
BAXTER JAMES RICKARD AGR3
309 E HEALEY 9 C




URH GARNER 444 C
511 N CARSON C
URH WESTON 291 U
302 E ARMORY C
1010 W CHURCH C
URH FORBES 243 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
1101 W PENN U
2303 S 1ST 201 C
508 W ILLINOIS U
508 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 609 U
URH FORBES 463 C
URH LUNDGREN 309 C
52 E ARMORY C
1410 W UNIVERSITY U
1410 W UNIVERSITY U
1410 W UNIVERSITY U
310 E CLARK C
300 S GOODWIN 310 U
911 S LOCUST C
1410 W MCKINLEY 10 C
URH SNYDER 343 C
801 W I LLINOIS U
URH SHERMAN C
URH CARR 304 U
URH OGLESBY 807 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
102 CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 403 U
URH SNYDER 293 C
1107 W GREEN 130 U
URH ALLEN 71 U
201 JOHN C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH HOPKINS 413 C
502 W ILLINOIS U
502 W ILLINOIS U
URH FLAGG 329 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 222 C
URH BLAISOELL 104 U
URH BUSEY 360 U
11 DUNELLEN U
URH GARNER 246 C
302 W LOCUST 4 U
804 E ARMORY C
804 S LOCUST 4 C
710 W OHIO U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
902 S 2ND C
ELK GROVE VI L ILL
URH SCOTT 272 C
CISSNA PARK ILL
103 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 242 C
URH TRELEASE 724 U
903 WESTERN U
2016 D ORCH ST U
207 E JOHN C
2502 ROLAND C
PESOTUM ILL
802 S LINCOLN U
907 S WRIGHT C
907 W ILLINOIS U
1014 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 912 U
910 N BUSEY U
1972 C ORCH ST U
910 N BUSEY U
618 E DANIEL 2 C
911 S 4TH C
1816 VALLEY RD C
401 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 528 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH WESTON 308 C
1822 VALLEY RD C
805 W OHIO U
106 N VINE U
211 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 913 U
1104 W NEVADA U
1006 W NEVADA U
105 E GREEN C
905 N CUNNINGHAM U
307 W CLARK 103 C
URH FORBES 491 C
106 E DANIEL C
611 W SPNGFLD 2 C
606 N LINCOLN C
305 S 3RD C
352-3760 1247 CRANE BLVD
367-6465 1405 MARGRET ST
BOX 14
359-2037 69 DALES RD
352-7460 1918 WINCHESTER




352-5949 1986 WARSON RD
332-0974 1445 W GALENA BLVD
355 S WESTOALE
344-0057 1986 WARSON RD
344-6393 2303 S 1ST 201
367-5254 940 INDIANA
367-5254 940 INDIANA AV
332-2333 URH DANIELS 609
332-1129 3 WOODHALL PL
8 S 680 LINDEN AV
356-7715 4239 BOBOLINK TERR
367-9673 1410 W UNIVERSITY
367-9673 1410 W UNIVERSITY
367-9673 1410 W UNIVERSITY
356-2093 B III 1265
344-3168 300 S GOODWIN 310
356-1086 3115 N 20TH
356-3928 1410 N MCKINLEY
332-1771 402 S 3RD ST
344-7544 219 RICHARDS
332-4931 URH SHERMAN
332-3916 633 MEADOW LN









332-1335 11705 S KEDVALE
367-3680 502 W ILLINOIS




332-3568 32A CEDAR ST
332-2664 BOX 256
367-3575 11 DUNELLEN
332-0738 213 S PEACH ST




367-45 97 RR 2
344-7000 360 WELLINGTON
815 BRANTWOOD AV
332-1482 510 N 3RD ST
15240 S 108TH AV
332-0734 506 WABASH AV
332-5610 306 FAIRMONT DR
344-1255 306 FAIRMONT DR
344-1434 2016 ORCHARD ST
356-2945 493 W CRYSTAL LK
356-0037 2502 ROLAND
100 E 1ST ST
344-1187 9217 HAMLIN AV
344-0695 100 E 1ST ST
1014 W MAIN
332-5659 2900 OAK AV
365-1832 1785 MORSE AV
344-6874 1972 C ORCH ST
365-1832 1785 MORSE AV
344-1872 3650 W LINVALE PL
344-9560 ROUTE 2 BOX 808
10806 S HOMAN AVE
344-1650 SUGAR CREEK OR
311-0443 9800 UTICA
344-5217 RR 2




344-9583 7952 N NORA AV
332-5660 9106 FAIRVIEW AV
344-9617 3644 VIRGINIA ST
2424 N TUCKAHOE ST
845 W PERSHING RO
367-3728 905 N CUNNINGHAM
356-0003 1062 W COLUMBIA
2556 HAWTHORNE AV
356-8876 718 S MONROE ST





































































































BAXTER LAWRENCE W LAW1
BAYER BARRY DAVID LAW3
BAYER EDWARD ANTHONY BUS4
BAYER PATRICIA A ED 1
BAYLY DEBORAH ELAINE LAS4
BAYMILLER JAMES BOWT LAS4
BAYNE MARILYN T LAS1
BAZIL CHARLES E LAS1
BEACH CYNTHIA JEANNE AGR1
*BEACHEY OALE EDWIN BUS4
BEAK SANDRA BURNS GRAD
BEAL DAVID W AGR2
BEAL RICHARD LEE LAS2
BEAL SARELL WOOD LAW2
BEALL ANNE WHITE ED 4
BEALL JAMES FIELDER GRAD
BEALS ALAN JAMES GRAD
BEALS CAIRN MARIE BUS2
BEALS DENNIS MELVIN ENG1
BEAM BARBARA S GRAD
BEAM JOHN THOMAS ENG4
BEAMER NORMAN H GRAD
BEAN DAVID LEE GRAD
BEAN JAMES MICHAEL LAS3
BEAN PHILIP GARTH GRAD
BEANEY WILLIAM DEWEY GRAD
BEARD PAULA GWEN LAS3
BEARDEN HAROLD K LAS1
BEARDEN KAY B LAS1
BEARE JANIS GAY LAS3
BEARE STEVEN DOUGLAS GRAD
BEASLEY BEVERLY H GRAD
BEASLEY DANIEL STARL GRAD
BEASLEY PATRICIA G LAS1
BEASLEY RAYMOND ELI GRAD
BEASLEY RONALD DEAN AGR4
BEATO ADELINA ISABEL GRAD
BEATTIE MARGARET H GRAD
BEATTIE RANDALL C GRAD
BEATTY ROBERT CHARLE ENG4
BEATTY STEPHEN EDWAR LAS3
BEATY JOHN HOWARD GRAD
BEATY WILLIE M ENG1
8EAUDWAY JANET ANN LAS3
BEAUMONT GARY LANE FAA3
BEAUMONT JAMES ALAN ENG2
BEAUMONT KATHERINE S ED 3
BEAUPRIE SCOTT EDWIN ENG2
BEAURLINE SALLY ANNE LAS2
BEAVERS JAMES FRANKL ENG3
BEAVERS JOHN A ENG1
BEAZLEY JOHN KENNETH GRAD
BEBERMAN JOHN RUSSEL LAS3
BECHEM ANTHONY JOSEP ENG2
BECHER ANDREW C LAW1
BECHER KENNETH R AVU
BECHLY CAROLYN JANE PE 1
BECK BARBARA JO PE 2
BECK BRUCE A PE 1
BECK DALE ALLEN LAS2
BECK OANIEL LAS2
BECK DENVER MAURICE PE I
BECK DONNA MARIE AGR2
BECK GERALD PAUL JR LAS4
BECK JACQUELINE RUTH LAS4
BECK JAMES F LAS3
BECK JOHN LEONARD LAS2
BECK STEPHEN CHARLES ENG2
BECK WALTER EDWARD GRAD
BECK WILLIAM A ENG1
BECKEMEYER RONALD E ENG3
BECKEN CHRISTINE L FAA2
BECKER BARBARA ANN PE 4
BECKER BARBARA B ED 5
BECKER BRIAN ELDEN BUS2
BECKER BRUCE CARL II ENG3
BECKER CAROL ANN AGR4
BECKER CHERYL A AGR1
BECKER CYNTHIA L PE 1
BECKER DEROLD WAYNE GRAD
BECKER DWIGHT L VM 4
BECKER ETHEL ANN ED 2
BECKER HAROLD GLENN LAS3
BECKER HAROLD R GRAD
BECKER JAMES LEO GRAD
BECKER JAN A LAS2
BECKER JANET J LAS1
BECKER JOHN PETER LAS2
BECKER JOSEPH A LAW1
BECKER KATHERINE T AGR1
BECKER KATHLEEN ANN LAS3
BECKER KENNETH MICHA LASl
BECKER LINDA LAS2
BECKER LINDA H LAS3
BECKER LINDA M BUS3
BECKER MICHAEL WAYNE LAW2
BECKER NANCY ELLEN ED 4
107 E CHALMERS C
707 S MATTIS C
407 S RANDOLPH C
URH ALLEN 79 U
BARTLETT ILL
312 ARMORY C
1209 W CLARK C
311 E GREEN 305 C
URH BLAISDELL 212 U
1011 S LOCUST C
505 W INDIANA U
412 W GREEN U
202 E DANIEL C
602 E STOUGHTON 24 C
2033 B ORCH ST U
2033 B ORCH ST U
203 S CQLER 4 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 218 C
URH SHERMAN 111 C
303 KELLY CT C
URH DANIELS 192 U
506 W CLARK C
BARTLETT ILL




2320 E UNIVERSITY U
802 W OREGON U
803 HAWTHORNE U
1501 S STATE C
1501 S STATE C
URH SAUNDERS 327 U
207 W WILLIAM C
2 PERSIMMON C
URH DANIELS U
909 W OREGON U
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 416 U
408 E GREEN 17 C
MARTINSVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 466 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY C
112 E DANIEL C
508 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
URH TRE LEASE 106 U
URH TOWNSEND 470 U
2505 STANFORD C
37 E GREEN 3 C
606 S HIGHLAND C
URH BABCOCK 429 U
602 S STATE 4 C
URH GARNER 326 C
URH BLAISDELL 223 U
URH LAR 302 U
URH HOPKINS 252 C
604 E ARMORY C
1005 S 2ND C
URH SAUNDERS 413 U
MAHOMET ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U
MAHOMET ILL
801 W ILLINOIS U
404 S BUSEY U
802 CENTENNIAL C
205 E ARMORY C
34 ROXBURY RD U
URH BARTON 301 C
605 COLER U
WHITE HEATH ILL
312 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 256 C
URH ALLEN 411 U
URH BARTON 104 C
URH ALLEN 351 U
501 WILDWOOD CT C
2418 E ELM U
URH TAFT 316 C
URH OGLESBY 516 U
404 EOGEBROOK 114 C
MATTOON ILL
URH FORBES 244 C
URH TRELEASE 709 U
201 E GREEN C
508 W GREEN U
URH BARTON 223 C
URH BLAISDELL 320 U
URH TOWNSEND 451 U
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
URH TRELEASE 508 U
512 W GRIGGS U
310 E CLARK C
1106 S 3RD C
344-7374 107 E CHALMERS
359-4085 707 S MATTIS
228 8TH ST
332-3270 5455 W GRACE ST
ORCHARD LN
344-7961 322 HOLLYRIDGE
356-9255 1209 W CLARK
344-9818 312 DUNDEE RD
332-3488 RR 3
359-3788 1011 S LOCUST
344-6856 505 W INDIANA
RR 3
352-5151 830 N 11TH ST
923 MICHIGAN
344-4923 2033 B ORCHARD ST
344-4923 2033 B ORCH ST
367-6782 203 S COLER
344-1840 122 KENWOOD
332-1923 1002 OGDEN AV
332-4615 204 CRANMER OR
356-9894 572 E ASH ST
332-2449 406 DREXEL AV
352-1415 506 W CLARK
29W760 SCHICK





344-3117 3247 ANN ST
365-2300 803 HAWTHORNE
1501 S STATE
356-9872 1501 S STATE
332-3669 710 COUNTRY CLUB
356-8258 207 W WILLIAM
352-9350 RR 3
332-2519 CALLE 7-X2 J M
344-5320 125 LIMESTONE AV
800 1/2 PERRYSVILL
332-4189 115 W ALLEN
151 N ELMWOOD
332-0890 741 N 39TH ST




356-7766 10142 DORA ST
332-5418 180 OLIVE ST
332-4225 2505 STANFORD DR
352-8820 2505 STANFORD
352-2406 409 E JEFFERSON
356-6124 S HIGHLAND 606
332-3837 224 S HACKMAN
910 GAMON RD
332-0795 2408 N 48TH ST
332-3499 5 WESTWOOD CT
332-2871 5108 OAK CENTER DR
332-1222 3400 W SPRAGUE RD





344-9892 331 COTTAGE HILL
6950 W 107TH ST
3520 S 55TH AV
1508 E CAMPBELL
352-7702 802 CENTENNIAL
344-7847 1109 PRAIRIE VIEW
367-9069 707 W MAIN ST






332-3345 2408 S WHITTIER
352-8338 2356 S TERRACE
367-0386 2418 E ELM




321 S HAPPY HOLLOW
332-5596 2520 DORA ST
6530 W 167TH
2313 SHERIDAN RO
332-0145 310 N 4TH AV
332-3527 RR
332-4214 9343 KENNETH AV
332-3652 234 N MAIN ST
332-5534 7 DEVONSHIRE DR
512 W GRIGGS
356-2093 201 2ND ST
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BECKER RICHARD A FAA3
BECKER RITA LYNN ED 4
BECKER STEPHEN VAUGH AGR2
BECKER SUSAN M LAS3
BECKER TERRY LEE VM 3
BECKER TESSIA RUTH LAS2
BECKER WILLIAM S LAS1
BECKERMAN GRACE E LAS1
BECKES PATRICIA L AGR2
BECKETT JOHN STEVEN ENG3
BECKETT LINDA SUE LAS1
BECKMAN BRUCE R ENGl
BECKMAN GARY ALLEN BUS4
BECKMAN JEAN ANN LAS4
BECKMAN JUDITH LEE PE 4
BECKMAN KATHRYN V LAS1
BECKMAN MARGARET £ LAS2
BECKMAN PEGGY OLSON LAS3
BECKMEYER BARBARA FAA4
BECKWAY GERALD W LAS4
BECKWITH PETER III LAS1
BECKWITH ROY IAN GRAD
BECVAR JUNE S PE 3
BEDARO JAMES R BUS3
*BEDELL GLENN WESLEY GRAD
*BEDELL MARION CARTER LAS4
BEDFORD ELLEN LOUISE LAS4
BEDFORD ERIC DOUGLAS LAS4
BEDFORD NORTON MARK BUS2
BEDIENT JOHN D LAS1
BEDNAR SUSAN GAIL LAS1
BEDOWS ELLIOTT DAVID LAS3
BEOOWS STANLEY MARK LAS3
BEEDIE LINDA J FAA1
BEER DEBORAH R LAS1
BEER JOAN LOUISE LAS3
*BEER MARY ANNE LAS3
BEERMAN ROBERT PHILL ENG2
BEERS TERESA J PE 1
BEETNER EMMET GENE GRAD
BEGANDO OEVILLO JOBA LAS4
BEGICH MICHAEL T FAA1
BEGITSCHKE RAYMOND P ENGl
BEGLEY DOUGLAS G FAAl
BEGLEY JAMES B PE 1
BEGLEY THOMAS R ENGl
BEGOUN AVIS J LASl
BEGUN PEGGY JOY ED 4
BEHARIE NEVILLE GRAD
BEHENSKY JAMES F JR LASl
BEHGOOY MOHAMAD J FAA3
BEHM RITA ANNE GRAD
8EHMER CARL F FAAl
BEHNKE DONALD PAUL ENG3
BEHR WILLIAM CARLTON LAS4
BEHRENDS GARREL K ENGl
BEHRENS JACK H BUS1
BEHRENS JAMES WILLIA ENG4
BEHRSTOCK BRUCE ALAN BUS4
BEHYMER JANICE MARIE ED 1
BEILSTEIN STEVEN PAU LAS3
*BEIMAN ABBIE W LAS3
*BEIMAN IRVING H JR GRAD
BEIN RICHARD P LAS3
BEIRIGER SUSAN C FAA3
BEISEL ROBERT H GRAD
BEISER DONALD GLENN GRAD
BEISNER STEVEN D GRAD
BEITZ RICHARD WAYNE BUS4
BEJROWSKI JAMES JOSE BUS3
*BEKEMEYER DENNIS LEE LAW3
BEKERMEiER LINDA A LASl
*B£K1ARES SUSAN B GRAD
BEKIER JANINA MARGAR LAS2
BEKOWSKY LEORA MARIO LAS2
BELAK BARBARA JEAN LASl
BELCHIK BONNIE LOUIS LAS2
BELDEN JOHN PHILLIP ENG3
BELDIN JOAN EVELYN LAS3
BELEM WALTER E ENG2
BELGRAD BARBARA ILEN LAS2
BELGRAM WENZEL ENG2
BELINOFF ROBERT JAY GRAD
BEL ISLE ROBERT OGLE GRAD
BELKAOUI AHMED GRAD
BELKIN GARY GENE LAW3
BELL ALLEN P LASl
BELL CATHRYN A GRAD
BELL CHRISTOPHER JOS LAS2
BELL CONSTANCE PAULA LAS2
BELL CRYSTAL CAMILLE COM4
BELL DONALD MAURICE LASl
BELL DOROTHY EILEEN GRAD
BELL EMILY R LASl
BELL FRANK E III GRAD
BELL GERALDINE LASl
BELL GREGORY SCOTT LAS3
902 S 2ND C
MINONK ILL
508 E ARMORY C
VET CLINIC SA U
URH BLAISDELL 122 U
714 W ELM U
URH ALLEN 11 U
URH ALLEN 203 U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 310 C
305 E JOHN C
1107 S 3R0 304 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH EVANS 326 U
URH WAKDALL 622 U
URH ALLEN 440 U
1107 S 3RD 304 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
SAVOY ILL
URH FORBES 420 C
205 E HEALEY 34 C
URH VANDOREN 318 C
2317 S 1ST 302 C
309 S COLER U
309 S COLER U
409 E CHALMERS 913 C
203 N HARNEY U
1208 BELMEAOE C
TOLONO ILL
URH WARDALL 312 U
409 E CHALMERS 705 C
URH HOPKINS 223 C
409 E CHALMERS 909 C
PAXTON ILL
URH WARDALL 422 U
PAXTON ILL
607 S 2ND 3 C
URH NOBLE 119 C
BONDVILLE ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 439 C
URH SNYDER 4'40 C
URH FORBES 489 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1111 U
URH TRELEASE 825 U
910 S 3RD 923 C
807 1/2 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 410 C
STA A BOX 2438 C
URH SHERMAN 515 C
807 S BUSEY U
806 W MAIN U
WAUKEGAN ILL
URH BABCOCK 8 U
URH OGLESBY 716 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
301 E ARMORY C
207 E JOHN C
501 E DAMEL C
FAIRFIELD ALA
3209 KIRBY C
904 W GREEN 321 U
106 E GREEN C
URH DANIELS U
610 W STOUGHTON 3 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1900 S PHILO RD U
104 E GREEN C
610 HARWOOD CT C
URH ALLEN 287 U
613 M HILL C
URH VANDOREN 409 C
802 W OREGON 22 U
URH ALLEN 117 U
URH WARDALL 206 U
URH TOWNSEND 476 U
410 E GREEN C
904 W GREEN U
URH TAFT 216 C
1105 S 4TH C
111 E HEALEY 10 C
POTOMAC ILL
URH DANIELS U
310 S PRAIRIE 203 C
301 E CHALMERS 2 C
URH SHERMAN 206 C
URH SNYDER 270 C
410 E GREEN C
URH EVANS 427 U
URH SCOTT 345 C
532 FAIRLAWN U
URH TRELEASE 722 U
URH SHERMAN 350 C
URH WARDALL 1107 U
2112 S ORCH 102 U
617 S MISSOURI AV
344-6064 8320 KNOX
RR 2
344-1223 720 LINDEN AV
14459 LAWNDALE
332-3469 RR 4 BOX 393
367-3276 714 W ELM
332-3092 3841 N KASTNER
332-3144 1305 OAK
344-7377 703 FAIRLAWN DR
332-0408 192 THOMAS & TERRY
344-2494 RR 1
352-0346 1107 S 3RD 304
344-6150 710 E INDIANA ST
332-2746 710 E INDIANA ST
332-4425 1104 OAK LN
332-3246 1104 OAK LANE




352-6640 901 S 1ST
332-0527 3137 W 85TH ST
344-1378 440 SOUTH ST
367-2318 309 S COLER
309 S COLER
BOX 177




5724 N BERNARD ST
332-1205 7927 N KENTON
3177 S MACARTHUR
557 W ORLEANS
332-4377 557 W ORLEANS
557 W ORLEANS
128 N WILLIAM
332-0375 2623 HIGHCREST RD
106 E CHESTNUT
842 WASHINGTON
322-1112 7275 W CLARENCE
332-1838 1809 PAPOOSE RD
637 LAKE RD
712 GREENWOOD AV
332-5363 3132 MARYLAND RD
332-5641 5307 JARVIS
344-5000 7215 W PONTO DR
FELLOWSHIP P
332-1575 2313 S 61ST CT
192 SHAHPR VZRNZM
332-4753 228 WASHINGTON SQ
104 E SPRING
4925 S DAMEN
137 N PARK AV
332-3711 RR I
332-5247 701 S OWEN ST
344-3901 115 N UNION
344-6063 7822 CHAPPEL AV
356-2945 RR 2
344-1510 492 T HACKER ST
5119 FARRELL AV
352-9469 414 LAKEWOOD DR
4516 LINSCOTT AV
352-0693 725 S GRANT ST
332-2157 49 E SUSQUEHANNA
367-6382 2419 2ND ST
6566 ESPLANADE AV
367-1123 7439 N OCTAVIA
359-2549 104 E GREEN
359-3755 610 HARWOOD CT
332-3332 204 WOODLAND
356-9837
332-0544 227 S CEDAR
344-6608 6523 N HOYNE
332-3126 1000 HARVEY RD
332-4314 3802 WESTERN AV
332-4231 1011 N MAIN
443 N ALDINE
17100 GRANT ST





359-4460 3033 N SHERIDAN RD
356-7675 27 E ROSS AV
332-4641 2735 W NORTH SHORE
332-1721 102 VERONICA WAY
8835 OLCOTT AV
332-2773 7333 N RIDGE 201
332-1533 14 W 141ST ST
367-0539 37 HUDSON AV
332-5608 2735 W NORTH SHORE
332-4823 10 DRURY LN



































































































BELL HENRY PERRY BUS1
BELL IRA M EO 1
BELL JAMIE MAUREEN LAS4
BELL JOHN EDWARD GRAD
BELL LARRY SPENCER GRAD
BELL MARK ALAN LAS3
BELL MARTHA SUSAN ED 4
BELL MARVIN LEE JR BUS2
BELL PATRICIA M LAS1
BELL SAMUEL KENNETH LAS4
BELL SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
BELL SUSAN KAREN ED 2
BELL SUSAN LEE ED 2
BELL THOMAS MACK GRAD
BELL WILLIAM D BUS1
BELL WILLIAM H BUS1
BELL WILLIAM HOWARD LAS1
BELLAIRS JERALD MICH FAA2
BELLAMY EDWARD E GRAD
BELLER GEORGIA TRUDY LAS4
SELLER IRIS RUTH BUS4
BfcLLER STEPHEN MARK LAS3
BELLESON GEORGE A LAS3
BELLETIRE STEVEN P FAA2
BELLIS MARILYN LEE ED 1
BELLISARIO LARRY R ENG1
BELLOCU JEAN-MICHEL GRAD
BELLUCCI THOMAS LOUI FAA2
BELMAN RICHARD ROMAN ENG4
BELMAN SHELDON LARY GRAD
BELMONT FREDRICK ALA LAS1
BELMONT JOSEPH PAUL LAS3
BELOFSKY ALAN LEE LAS4
BELOKON ELAINE A LAS2
*BELOTE JAMES D JR GRAD
BELOTE LINDA SMITH GRAD
BELOVARAC KENNETH J ENG3
BELOW KLAUS GRAD
BELPULSI ALONDA LAS4
8ELSLEY KATHRYN G LASl
BELSSNER CHARLES NOR PE 2
*BELSSNER ELMER CHARL AGR4
BELTRAMINI RICHARD F LASl
BELTZ WILLIAM F ENG1
BELZ DANIEL JOSEPH ENG2
BEMI MICHAEL JOSEPH LAS2
BEN-JONATHAN NIRA GRAD
*BEN-ZVI ARIE GRAD
BENARD BRUCE R ENG1
*BENARD DAVID JAMES GRAD
BENARD MARY ELLEN R LAS4
BENASSI JOHN MARIO ENG3
BENBERRY HERSHEL CLA PE 2
BENCHIK BARBARA ANN LASl
BENDA RUDOLPH JOSEPH COM4
BENDEL ANDREW ALAN COM3
BENDER ALAN HOWARD LAW3
BENDER BERT LESLIE FAA4
BENDER CAROLYN AMELI LAS2
BENDER JEFFREY JAY BUS4
BENDER MICHAEL HERBE LAS4
*BENDER PAUL ELLIOT GRAD
BENDER RICHARD WILLI ENG4
*BENDER ROBERT LARUE GRAD
BENDRICK MARLA JEAN ED 4
BENEDICK LINDA JEAN EO 4
BENEDICT WILLIAM MAI LAS2
BENELL MARSHA LEE LAS3
BENENSON HARVEY LEON LAS3
BENES ROBERT J PE 1
BENGTSON JUDITH D GRAD
BENINGO GRACE MARY VM 2
BENITZ PETER AGR2
BENJAMIN GARY L GRAD
BENJAMIN PAUL F LAS4
BENN EDWIN HOWARD LAS2
BENN HOWARD PHILLIP LAS3
BENN MARVIN N LAW1
BENNASSI PATRICIA C LAW3
BENNER BARRY WILLIAM AGR4
BENNER DENNY RAY GRAD
BENNETT ALBERT GEORG GRAD
BENNETT ALICE BERNIC LAS3
BENNETT ANGELA JUDIT LASl
BENNETT BARBARA A FAA2
BENNETT BARBARA S GRAD
BENNETT BONNIE GAIL LAS5
BENNETT BRUCE K AGR1
BENNETT CHRISTINE PE 3
BENNETT DONALD WILLI BUS4
BENNETT ELIZABETH AN LAS3
BENNETT KATHLEEN M FAAl
BENNETT KATHRYN JANE LAS2
BENNETT MARILYN THER FAA2
BENNETT RICHARD DOUG GRAD
BENNETT RICHARD P ENG1




URH GARNER 314 C
URH ALLEN 419 U
URH WARDALL 1009 U 332-4510
1008 S BUSEY 6 U
1310 MITCHEM U 367-0304
207 W HEALEY 4 C 359-2006
409 E CHALMERS C 344-5779
505 E GREEN C
URH NOBLE 404 C 332-0424
907 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 328 C 332-4700
910 S 3RD 910 C
1207 W NEVADA U 344-4259
2901 1/2 CLIFTN RD U 367-0573
URH GARNER 374 C
URH OGLESBY 1127 U
CHICAGO ILL
201 S WRIGHT C
HARRIS8URG ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
710 W CALIFORNIA U
311 E GREEN 403 C
URH OGLESBY 30 7 U 332-5119
URH CARR 321 U 332-3933
URH BLAISDELL 124 U 332-3471
URH SNYDER 292 C 332-1735
307 E HEALEY 15 C 352-3568
712 W WHITE C 356-1015
URH CARR 403 U 332-3946
404 S LINCOLN U 344-0381
907 S 4TH C 344-9496
907 S 4TH C 344-9693
904 W GREEN 526 U
URH WARDALL 326 U
2114 ORCH ST 101 U
2114 ORCH ST 101 U
URH SNYDER C
URH DANIELS 197 U
URH TRELEASE 513 U
URH TRELEASE 1203 U
1111 S 1ST C
29 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 468 C
907 S 3RD C
911 S 4TH C
801 W ILLINOIS U
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
2072 C ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 2 73 C
300 S GOODWIN 507 U
300 S GOODWIN 507 U
206 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 223 C
URH TRELEASE 906 U
409 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 239 C
CHICAGO ILL
306 N MATHEWS U 367-9924
URH TRELEASE 804 U 332-5621
58 E ARMORY 12 C 359-2045
301 E ARMORY C 344-7506
6 PLYMOUTH RD U 367-9074
313 E CHALMERS C 344-7713
1956 A ORCH ST U 344-6997
URH WARDALL 1126 U 332-4550
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-0585
910 S 3RD 615 C 344-5000
URH SNYDER 232 C
URH TAFT 403 C 332-0654
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 310 C 332-1262
2024 D ORCH ST U 344-6892
1009 CALIFORNIA U 356-8833
309 E HEALEY 9 C 352-7774
508 E WHITE C 356-9570
807 S MATTIS C 359-4887
LEXINGTON ILL
1002 S 2ND C 344-7876
MT ZION ILL
1708 ALTON C 359-4169
ROUEN FR
409 E CHALMERS C
709 S GROVE U 367-7646
314 S ELM C
1202 W MAIN 2 U
URH SCOTT 394 C 332-1567
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
29 LINDEN C
URH WARDALL 212 U 332-4320
URH FLAGG 413 C 332-0329
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
URH BUSEY 333 U 332-2651
602 W ALABAMA C 356-6033
306 E GREGORY C















714 N 3RD AV
2450 W MONROE




108 S 8TH AV
RR 1
2532 2CTH AV
644 N TAYLOR AV









502 W MAIN 324
710 W CALIFORNIA
121 S LAGRANGE RD
454 S WISCONSIN AV
1923 N 75TH AV
9032 W 27TH ST











607 E 31ST ST
URH DANIELS 197
268 E DUNDEE RD
3815 OAK PARK DR
4557 N OVERHILL AV
4557 OVERHILL





2072 C ORCH ST
2305 E GROVE ST
300 S GOODWIN 507
300 S GOODWIN 507
940 WINDSOR RD
1508 PORTLAND AV
1800 S CLARENCE AV











765 N 80TH ST
4914 CHATEAU DR













ROUTE 4 BOX 4








2110 IRVING PK RD
2308 38TH ST
2 MAPLE LN





































































































BENNETT STEPHEN A GRAO
BENNETT STEPHEN EARL GRAO
BENNETT STEPHEN LEE BUS4
BENNETT STEVEN B LAS1
BENNETT THOMAS D JR ENG3
BENNETT THOMAS R III FAA4
BENNETT WAYNE BURBAN BUS4
BENNETTS DAVID PAUL GRAD
BENNINGFIELD LONNIE GRAD
BENNIS JOHN MAXWELL PE 2
BENNISON MARCIA K LAS1
BENOLKEN SARAH L LAS1
BENOUIS MUSTAPHA KEM GRAD
BENSEMAN SALLY ELLEN AGR2
BENSEN LINDA L LAS1
BENSEN ROBERT R GRAD
BENSON ALLAN SIGVARD BUS4
BENSON ANITA N GRAD
BENSON ANTHONY LAS1
BENSON BARRY DANIEL LAS4
BENSON BRADLEY HANCE ENG2
BENSON CONSTANCE C ED 2
BENSON GORDON JOHN VM 2
BENSON JAMES E AGR1
BENSON JAMES ROBERT AGR4
BENSON LELAND NATHAN LAS3
BENSON LOUISE E LAS1
BENSON NORMAN VICTOR GRAD
BENSON RICHARD CHARL GRAD
BENSON RICHARD DOUGL ENG4
BENSON ROBERT KENT AGR3
BENSON ROBERT LELAND GRAD
BENSON SWAN WILLIAM LAS2
BENTCOVER TERI LYNN LAS1
BENTE JUNE EILEEN GRAD
BENTE ROSS J FAA1
BENTEL HENRY W III LAS1
BENTEN JAMES S ENG2
BENTKOVEK MYRNA L GRAD
BENTLEY JENNIFER C FAA2
BENTLEY JOHN PHILLIP LAS4
BENTLEY LINDA ANN BUS3
BENTLEY RICHARD S BUS1
BENTON ANTHONY STUAR LAS2
BENTON JAMES WALKER GRAD
BENTON RONALD L LAS1
BENZ STANLEY RAYMOND AGR2
BENZ STEVEN EARL BUS2
BENZIGER JAMES B LAW3
BEOLETTO JAMES ANTHO GRAD
BERBAUM MICHAEL L LAS3
BEREGSASI ADALBERT AGR2
BEREITER DAVID ALLEN LAS4
BERENS JEROME JAY BUS2
BERESOFF ALEX JOHN LAW3
BEREZIN MARC FREDERI LAS2
BERFIELD MARGO LAS1
BERG ALLEN C BUS1
BERG DAVID KEITH GRAD
BERG JEAN CAROL COM3
BERG LINDA ANN ED 2
BERG MARCIA J LAS1
BERG MARY SECAREA GRAD
BERG MICHAEL J LASL
BERG REBECCA HEIBNER GRAD
BERG RICHARD ALAN LAS2
BERG RICHARD LAVERNE BUS4
BERG WILLIAM D GRAD
BERGAN BARBARA A BRU LAS1
BERGAN BARRY R ENG3
BERGAN JAMES GARTH GRAD
BERGDOLT ANITA LOUIS ED 2
BERGE JAMES JOHN ENG2
BERGEN MARY JO LAS4
BERGENS CATHERINE AL LAS3
BERGENS JEAN ANN LAS4
BERGER BRIAN BERNARD LAS2
BERGER DANIEL B LAS1
BERGER DAVID ALLISON FAA4
BERGER DEBORAH RAE ED 3
BERGER DEBRA E LAS1
BERGER ELLEN R ED 1
BERGER GARY LEE ENG2
BERGER JACK HAROLD FAA4
BERGER JOEL EMANUEL LAS3
BERGER JOEL ROBERT BUS4
BERGER LORELLE H LAS2
BERGER MICHAEL F ENG2
BERGER RENEE I LAS1
BERGER STUART H GRAD
BERGER SUSAN MARIE LAS2
BERGER THOMAS LEE GRAD
BERGER WILLARD FRED GRAD
BERGERON EUGENE L GRAD
BERGERON KATHLEEN RA LAS4
BERGFELD VINCENT M AGR3
BERGHORN GEORGE L1SS LAS4
106 W POPLAR U
1001 CRESTWOOD U
FAIRBURY ILL
URH 0GLES8Y 605 U
311 E ARMORY C
1202 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMERS 705 C
907 S 2ND 3 C
CHARLESTON ILL
309 E CHALMERS 910 C
URH NOBLE 112 C
URH VANOOREN 223 C
2038 C HAZWD CT U
URH ALLEN 407 U
URH ALLEN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
406 4TH C
URH GARNER 304 C
205 E GREEN 14 C
URH HOPKINS 36 C
314 PRAIRIE 104 C
314 PRAIRE C
904 W GREEN 326 U
URH BABCOCK 110 U
910 S 3RD 216 C
URH NOBLE 115 C
RR 3 C
502 W GRIGGS 201 U
1104 S BUSEY U
URH SCOTT 324 C
1107 W GREEN 529 U
URH OGLESBY 910 U
URH TRE LEASE 520 U
URH SHERMAN 108 C
604 E ARMORY 207 C
URH SNYDER 49 C
311 GREEN 304 C
907 W OREGON U
508 E ARMORY C
1002 W OREGON U
508 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 458 C
URH TOWNSEND 252 U
801 E SUNNYCREST U
URH SCOTT 261 C
311 E GREEN C
211 E ARMORY C
307 W ELM U
2078 D HAZWD CT U
URH SNYDER 226 C
212 E CHALMERS C
408 W ILLINOIS U
URH GARNER 358 C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 102 U
706 W OHIO U
106 N VINE U
1102 S LINCOLN U
805 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 450 U
507 W OREGON U
604 E ARMORY C
502 E HEALEY 209 C
706 W OHIO U
903 S MATTIS 2 C
404 E GREEN 201 U
1206 N BUSEY U
OGDEN ILL
1206 N BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 7 U
URH HOPKINS 369 C
URH LAR 313 U
1107 S EUCLID 4 C
1107 S EUCLID 4 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 486 C
1008 S 4TH C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 319 U
URH BLAISDELL 106 U
URH TOWNSEND 152 U
518 1/2 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 263 C
2020 N MATTIS C
409 E CHALMERS C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH ALLEN 209 U
URH SHERMAN C
907 W ILLINOIS U
54 E JOHN C
2901 W WILLIAM C
710 S FOLEY C
908 S LINCOLN U
1301 S BUSEY 31 U




























































































441 W EMPIRE ST
965 10TH
20 E WOOOLAWN RD
16W155 TIMBER TRL




1006 N PRAIRIE AV
324 W JACKSON
1010 S 6TH AV
4018 W ADAMS

























818 W 4TH ST
240 N WILLIAMS DR
RR 1
RR 1
404 W WALNUT ST
2078 D HAZELWO CT
2 3RD DR
5234 N ASHLAND AV
190 MAPLE



















6043 S 74TH COURT
117 N CATHERINE
102 N HIGHLAND AV
102 N HIGHLAND AV
1512 DEVON
2928 W MORSE AV
RR 6






















































































































BERGLUND DAVID C JR AVI2
BERGLUND MARCELYN J GRAD
BERGLUND MARY KARIN GRAD
BERGMAN ANITA ROHRER AGR4
BERGMAN EVELYN K GRAD
BERGMAN FERN A EO 4
BERGMAN MARC LAWRENC LAS2
BERGMAN ROBERT ALLEN ENG2
BERGMAN ROBYN ANN PE 2
BERGMANN JOHN H GRAD
BERGQUIST MARY E GRAD
BERGQUIST PETER C LAS3
BERGREN CHARLES L FAA1
BERGSTEDT CYNTHIA R LAS4
BERGSTRAND STEPHEN C ENG1
BERGSTROM ERIC KENNE ENG2
BERGSTROM JULIE ANN LAS4
BERGSTROM PAMELA JEA ED 4
BERGSTROM RICHARD LE ENG2
BERGTHOLOT HARRY T GRAD
BERICK JO ANNA LAS1
BERK MITCHELL LEWIS LAS2
BERK ROBERT A GRAD
BERKEL EDGAR LEONARD LAS2
BtRKENSTADT DEBBIE S AGR1
BERKENSTADT GAIL JEA ED 3
BERKEY MARY KATHLEEN GRAD
BERKEY VICTOR GRAD
BERKLANO JEAN E GRAD
BERKUVER ROBERT LEWI LAS4
BERKOW PETER FREDERI LAS2
BERKOWITZ JUDITH BUS1
BERKOWITZ RHONA SOND COM3
BERKOWITZ RICHARD A LAS1
BERKSON ANDREA J LAS1
BERLE JAMES A FAA3
BERLINER DONALD DENN LAS3
BERLINER RONALD RICH GRAD
BERMAN BARBARA H LAS2
BERMAN DAVID ELIOT ENG2
BERMAN DAVID MICHAEL FAA4
BERMAN DAVID SAMUEL FAA2
BERMAN ELAINE BONNIE LAS4
BERMAN GLENN M BUS1
BERMAN JOANN ED 4
BERMAN MARIE E LAS3
BERMAN MARNA ANN LAS2
BERMAN MONA RITA FAA2
BERMAN RONALD CHARLE BUS2
BERMAN SCOTT Z BUS1
BERMAN STEPHEN A LAS4
BERMAN STEVEN P LAS3
BERMINGHAM CHARLES E LAS1
BERNACKI MARYLOU LAS1
BERNAL-ROSA EMILIA GRAD
BERNARD JOYCE LYNNE LAS4
BERNARDI JOHN V LAS1
BERNARDINI CHARLES R LAW1
BERNBAUM ADRIEN S LAS1
BERNBERG FLORENCE SU LAS4
BERNOT ALEXANDER GRAD
BERNDT HELEN NOTT GRAD
BERNER GERALD R ENG4
BERNER GREGORY PETER LAS3
BERNER WILLIAM SHERM GRAD
BERNGARD GLEN A FAA1
BERNHARD WINFRJED H LAS4
BERNHARDT STEPHEN A LAS1
BERNHARDT STEVEN H GRAD
BERNI WINIFRED A GRAD
BERNOTT BRUCE ALLEN GRAD
BERNOVER ROSANNE H ED 2
BERNS FRANCIS HENRY AGR4
BERNS FREDERIC J LAW1
BERNSEE FREDERICK R ENG3
BERNSEE ROBERT W LAS1
BERNSTEIN ALEXANDER LAS3
BERNSTEIN ANNE L GRAD
BERNSTEIN AVIS M LAS1
BERNSTEIN LYNN PAULA LAS3
BERNSTEIN MELVIN S LAS2
BERNSTEIN MELVYN C FAA4
BERNSTEIN MERYL GRAD
BERNTHAL DAVID G LAS1
BERNTSEN DENIS ALAN ENG4
BERNTSEN DENIS ALAN ENG4
BEROWSKI DONALD F FAA1
BERRAFATO FRANK A GRAD
BERRIE NANCY JEAN BUS4
BERRIOS-ORTIZ ANGEL GRAD
BERROYER JAMES LEROY ENG4
BERRY BONNIE JEAN LAS2
BERRY FREO LAS2
BERRY JACQUELINE L LASl
BERRY JAMES MACALIST GRAD
URH VANDOREN 309 C
409 E CHALMERS 805 C
713 W OHIO U
URH SHERMAN 501 C
ROSSVILLE ILL
1826 B ORCH PL U
221 ARCAOIA C
601 S MITCHEL CT C
301 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 242 C
910 S 3RD 924 C
411 W ILLINOIS U
2320 E UNIVERSITY U
308 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 495 C
URH TRELEASE 917 U
URH WESTON 440 C
310 E JOHN C
1012 S 1ST C
1207 W NEVADA U
211 E DANIEL C
25 MAGNOLIA C
URH VANDOREN 407 C
URH OGLESBY 909 U
2039 A HAZWD CT U
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
URH TRELEASE 1223 U
47 E CHALMERS C
1011 W ILLINOIS 3 U
1011 W ILLINOIS 3 U
URH DANIELS 394 U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
901 SUNNYCREST U
URH NOBLE 420 C
307 E JOHN C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 133 U
103 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 136 U
511 E MITCHEL CT C
910 S 3RD 827 C
103 E ARMORY C
509 E STOUGHTON C
589 E CHALMERS C
914 W HILL C
907 S 4TH C
1106 S 3RD C
205 W ELM U
1106 S 3RD C
108 S GOODWIN U
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
105 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 507 C
408 E SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 106 C
URH NOBLE 313 C
910 S 3RD 814 C
503 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 422 C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
URH LAR 391 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1833 A ORCH PL U
713 BALBOA C
902 S LOCUST C
910 S 3RD 421 C
2031 D ORCH ST U
110 E ARMORY C
1113 W GREEN 219 U
URH OGLESBY 703 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 170 U
URH DANIELS 185 U
902 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 225 C
206 E GREEN C
201 E GREEN 11 C
910 S 3RD 620 C
URH DANIELS 246 U
URH FLAGG C
409 E CHALMERS C
512 E STOUGHTON C
604 S BUSEY U
707 S 6TH 214 C
911 S 4TH C
310 S PRAIRIE 103 C
310 S PRAIRIE 103 C
URH OGLESBY 231 U
URH SHERMAN 1161 C
URH ALLEN 101 U
URH SHERMAN 1066 C
409 E CHALMERS 607 C
910 S 3RD 1322 C
URH TOWNSEND 380 U
URH BARTON 125 C
2017 1/2 CURETON U









332--1217 1122 THEODORE ST
344--5000 222 N MARION
2381 VALENTINE AV
367--3389 53 1/2 PROSPECT
563 MILLER RD
332--1153 1102 GAROEN RD
3 32--5664 1860 KAREN LN
809 E PENN ST
344--9752 111 S STOUGH ST
344--7916 3403 CAROLINA
344--7716 182 SUNSET AV
344--9583 182 SUNSET
352--3721 707 W UNIVERSITY
332--0542 7409 KEELER AV
332--5301 5823 S KENNETH
5435 SE 44TH AV
332--4047 1512 FOSTER ST
332--5759 3130 NINA
356--7663 3130 NINA AV
344--0063 1011 W ILLINOIS 3
1011 W ILLINOIS 3
332--2527 616 BONNIE BRAE
7245 N KILPATRICK
901 SUNNYCREST
332--0436 10 ELM RIDGE
344--3635 5053 W HOWARD
6515 N KNOX AV
332--2833 441 SUNSET DR
361 BUSHY HILL RD
332--4010 6856 N KILDARE
356--1907 511 MITCHEL CT D
344--5000 660 GREEN BAY RD









332--4273 3555 LYONS ST
5047 N RIDGEWAY
344--5000 905 WHITNEY BLVD
6136 N MOZART ST
332--0924 17043 ANNETTA
332--0411 6337 W HOLBROOK




332--3032 860 OLD TRAIL RD
6301 N SHERIDAN RD
344- 0696 RUA AMARAL GURGEL
356--4851 713 BALBOA
359--1255 15400 S OAK PARK
344--5000 1240 WINWOOD DR
344--1772 2031 D ORCHARD ST
8915 S MERRILL AV
344--3877 1113 W GREEN 219
332--5235 9526 LEXINGTON AV
359--3004 512 E STOUGHTON
332--3282 5946 S KENNETH AV
332--2444 402 PHILIP
344--0170 2609 W LUNT
344--1612 RR 1
344--0611 362 E STATION
356--7794 7943 S KOMENSKY
356--7794 7943 S KOMENSKY AV
6025 N KIMBALL







365--7315 1546 W 187TH ST
365--7315 1546 W 187TH ST
332--5112 7214 N OVERHILL AV
332--5000 1370 CLAY ST
2107 S MADISON
332--4983 22 AQUADILLA ST
105 MAPLE ST
344--5000 8822 S RIDGELAND
332--4171 338 BELLWOOD AV




































































































BERRY JAN F LAS2
BERRY JANETTE MARIE ED 4
BERRY LETHA DARLENE GRAO
BERRY LINDA CARLENE GRAD
BERRY LINDA RACHEL LAS2
BERRY LOIS BARBARA LAS2
BERRY MARCIA ANN ED 4
BERRY MARGARET P GRAD
BERRY MICHAEL GRAYDO ENG2
BERRY MICHAEL LEROY LAS2
BERRY RICHARD C GRAD
BERRY RICHARD HILL ENG4
BERRY SUSAN E LAS1
8ERRY SUSAN LYNN LAS2
BERRY WILBUR E JR GRAD
BERRYMAN JOHN MYRON LAS4
BERS ALAN BARNETT LAS4
BERS HOWARD MARTIN GRAD
BERS TRUDY HAFFRON GRAD
BERSCHE GERALD LOTZ LAS3
BERSON BRUCE A ENG1
BERSTED AUDREY B LAS5
BERSTED BRUCE HOWARD GRAD
BERT JOHN CARL BUS4
BERTELSEN WILLIAM D LAS2
BERTHIA BARBARA K LASl
BERTHOLD ROBERT PAUL ED 4
BERTHOLD THOMAS ROBE ENG4
BERTHOLF CYNTHIA T GRAD
BERTINE MARCIA R BUS1
BERTNESS CHARLES H GRAD
BERTOGLIO MARK RAYMO LAS2
BERTOLEIT SUE TAYLOR GRAD
BERTOLET JAMES CECIL LAS2
BERTQN SALLY A GRAD
BERTRAM AUGUST MATTH LAS2
BERTRAM CAROLYN M LASl
BERTRAM EDWARD FRANK GRAD
BERTRAM JANET SUE LAS2
BERTRAM PAULA J PE 1
BERTRAM SHEILA KELLE GRAD
BERTRAND CHRISTINE F LAS4
BERTSCHI JANE FUNK AGR4
BERTSCHI LARRY ENG4
8ERTUCCI DOLORES J LAS4
BERZINS MARIS LAS2
BERZINSKI BARBARA JE COM4
BESIG JON KENNEY GRAD
BESS ROBERT MONROE BUS3
BESS RONALD WARREN BUS4
BESSE ANITRA KAIJA FAA2
BESSE ROBERT W III LAS4
BESSETTE ROBERT C BUS3
BEST SUZANNE E GRAD
BESWICK DONALD DEWIT AGR2
BETCHART MARGARET E GRAD
BETCHART WILL B GRAD
BETHARDS BRANDON CRA ENG4
BETHUNE DONNA JEAN LAS4
BETKA LOIS EMELE LAS3
BETKA SUE ELLEN LAS4
BETLEY MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
BETTEN THOMAS WILLIA ENG4
BETTINGER KARL KEITH FAA4
BETTIS GREGORY STEVE AVI2
BETTISCH ALAN GEORGE ENG4
BETTISWORTH DONALD GRAD
BETTNER ALLEN WAYNE ENG2
BETTS JAMES F PE 3
BETZ KAREN MARGARET LAS3
BETZ LYNN M LASl
BEUERLEIN JAMES E GRAD
BEUK ELSA KATHARINE LAS4
BEULIGMANN PAULA J LASl
BEUTH RICHARD IRVIN AGR2
BEVELANDER CHARLES GRAD
BEVERIDGE JAMES R ENG2
BEVILL RICHARD F JR GRAD
BEWERSDORF JAMES W LASl
BEWERSDORF ROBERT C LAS4
BEY RAVANNA SANDERS FAA1
BEYER ANTHONY THOMAS ENG2
BEYER GERALD D JR BUS4
BEYER JOHN ALBERT LAW2
BEYER MARIAN LOUISE BUS4
BEYER SHARON E LASl
BEYERLEIN ROBERT ALL GRAD
BEYERS RICHARD DUANE ENG4
BEYERS ROBERT JOSEPH BUS4
BEYNON ROZAMUND L G LAS4
BEZDEK ANNA M GRAD
BEZOEK ROGER HUGH GRAD
BEZMAN ROBERT BRUCE LAS4
BHANOS ALEX PARIS GRAD
BIABANI JAMIL H GRAD
BIAG1NI BRUCE J LAW1
BIAL RAYMOND STEVEN LAS2
902 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1003 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
VILLA GROVE ILL
907 S WRIGHT C
910 S 3RD 819 C
802 W OREGON 24 U
URH TOWNSEND 410 U
URH TOWNSEND 321 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 416 U
URH TRELEASE 916 U
802 W OREGON 22 U
214 W JOHN C
108 E HEALEY 12 C
706 W OHIO U
1007 FRANCIS C
1007 FRANCIS 3 C
URH SCOTT 226 C
910 S 3RD C
58 E ARMORY 3 C
58 E ARMORY C
205 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 364 C
URH WARDALL U
309 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 330 U
URH DANIELS 270 U
227 S DEWEY U
1916 A ORCH ST U
1301 S BUSEY 1 U
1107 E MICHIGAN U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
603 S 5TH 1 C
904 W GREEN U
URH TAFT 119 C
807 W ILLINOIS U
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
URH SAUNDERS 402 U
807 W ILLINOIS 10 U
604 W HEALEY C
1005 S 6TH ' C
1005 S 6TH C
909 CRESTWOOO U
URH OGLESBY 818 U
508 E WHITE C
908 1/2 W CAL U
1101 W PENN U
312 ELM C
2048 A HAZWD CT U
2048 A HAZWD CT U
1010 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 288 U
58 E GREGORY C
1805 B ORCH PL U
1805 B ORCH PL U
910 S 3RD 617 C
URH BUSEY 203 U
URH EVANS 340 U
URH EVANS 325 U
GLENVIEW ILL
1104 S BUSEY U
1603 S LINDEN U
205 E ARMORY C
901 S 2ND C
410 ELLS C
URH TOWNSEND 322 U
507 E GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 1103 U
URH VANDOREN 419 C
1203 1/2 COLER U
508 E WHITE 10 C
URH ALLEN 489 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 1364 C
206 E JOHN C
24 MAGNOLIA C
102 E CHALMERS C
707 S 6TH 307 C
URH FORBES 382 C
URH HOPKINS 282 C
202 E GREGORY C
105 E JOHN 202 C
910 S 3RD 909 C
URH NOBLE 309 C
808 N LINCOLN 3 U
PANA ILL
505 E GREEN 307 C
DANVILLE ILL
205 COUNTRY FR 41 C
205 COUNTRY FR 41 C
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
404 EOGEBROOK 108 C
617 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH SHERMAN 548 C
106 E ARMORY C
344-7558 342 CUSTER AV
332-4504 PO BOX 66
RR 1
RR I
344-6283 65 LONGCOMMON RD




332-4130 210 HARLAN ST
223 LILAC ST
2021 S WALNUT ST
332-5662 739 E BENTON ST
344-6608 RR 1
352-2887 214 W JOHN
352-7780 940 E PRAIRIE AV




344-5000 8814 CENTRAL PARK
356-2913 58 E ARMORY 3
356-2913 408 CANDOTA
356-1847 564 TAYLOR AV
332-1544 2720 31ST AV




367-0435 227 S DEWEY
344-3134 1916 A ORCHARD ST
39 COUNTRY CLUB OR
367-2990 1107 E MICHIGAN
234 E 2ND SOUTH ST
359-4165 1005 E 9TH ST
244 N SUMMIT
332-0600 244 N SUMMIT AV
344-6194 807 W ILLINOIS
206 S CHICAGO ST
332-3675 410 W 4TH ST
344-6194 807 W ILLINOIS




332-5279 509 BUCHANAN ST
5304 S AVERS AV
344-3795 1451 BALMORAL AV
344-9469 214 MAGNOLIA DR
356-5280 214 MAGNOLIA DR
2048 A HAZELWO CT




344-4311 770 18TH ST
344-4311 770 18TH ST
344-5000 RR 1





365-2926 1603 S LINDEN




367-4441 507 E GREEN
332-5710 3024 MAGNOLIA PLZ
332-0550 3024 MAGNOLIA PLZ







344-7232 17 GILBERT AV
344-7619 17 GILBERT
6445 S MINERVA
332-1246 6044 W HENDERSON
BOX 323
359-1908 105 E JOHN 202
344-5000 BOX 256





356-8987 205 COUNTRY FR 41
356-8987 8131 SALISBURY AV
332-4045 8038 N KENTON
352-3496 404 EOGEBROOK 108
MANICKGARH
1909 N ARCADE DR





































































S CHICAGO HTS ILL





























































































































LAS1 URH WARDALL 1121 U 332--4545
GRAD ARCH BLDG 106 u 333--2599
LAS4 1110 S 2ND C 344--7222
FAA4 207 E JOHN c 356--8738
GRAD 309 E WHITE c
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 125 u 332--5078
LAS1 URH LAR 311 u
GRAD PARIS ILL
BUS3 205 S 6TH c
LAS3 URH SCOTT 432 c 332--1594
LAS4 URH TAFT 227 c 332--0630
COM3 802 E GREEN u 367--7214
ENG3 1004 S 2ND c 3 56--7683
ENG4 110 E JOHN 2 c 356--9454
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7210
LAS1 URH SNYDER 338 c 332--1766
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 719 u 332--52 50
AGR1 805 W OHIO u 344--4784
AGR3 801 W NEVADA u 344--3410
GRAD 401 E GREEN c 344--1616
AGR2 URH BLAISDELL 322 u 332--3529
PE 3 URH WARDALL 1017 u 332--4517
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 6 c
ENGl URH GARNER 243 c
ENG4 2006 VAWTER 10 u 365--1508
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 292 c 332--1252
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 205 u 332--5441
BUS3 106 E DANIEL c 356--7869
FAA4 1108 W NEVADA 7 u
ENG4 604 E ARMORY 118 c
GRAD LAPLACE ILL
ED 1 910 S 3RD 910 c 344--5000
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 17 c
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 111 u 332--5423
LAS1 URH ALLEN 238 u 332--3168
FAA1 URH GARNER 224 c 332--0723
LAS1 1010 S 2ND 207 c
PE 3 310 E CHALMERS c 344--9442
AVI2 URH WESTON 289 c 332--1974
LAS2 903 W NEVADA u 344--1931
PE 1 URH BLAISDELL 310 u 332--3517
BUS1 310 E JOHN c 344--9752
AGR3 705 W OREGON u
PE 2 URH ALLEN 115 u 332--3125
GRAD 203 COUNTRY FR c 356--6281
FAA4 907 S 3RD c
ENG4 URH SCOTT 282 c 332--1489
LAS3 2102 WHITE 95 c 356--2375
LAS4 604 E ARMORY c 344--1266
LAS1 1702 W WHITE c 356--2360
BUS1 512 E ARMORY c 356--7961
LAS4 911 S 4TH c 344--9560
GRAD 1940 B ORCH ST u 344--3706
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 620 u 332--5576
ED 5 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 709 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG4 CAMARGO ILL
ENGl URH GARNER 110 c 3 32--0688
LAS1 URH ALLEN 222 u 332--3156
AGR1 URH GARNER 288 c
ENGl URH WESTON c 332--1921
LAS4 809 W PENN u 344--4070
ENGl 604 E ARMORY HO c 344--1266
ENG4 MAHOMET ILL
LASl 801 ILLINOIS u
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1109 u 332--4534
PE 4 106 N GREGORY 11 u 365--3270
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 420 u 332--3693
BUS1 301 E ARMORY c
ENG3 URH 8A8C0CK 306 u 332--3753
LASl 1113 W GREEN 120 u 344--0006
AVI2 706 S 1ST 201 c
ENGl 1010 S 2ND c 344--9776
GRAD 1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 u 367--1985
ENGl URH BABCOCK 102 u
LAS4 2319 S 1ST 103 c 344--7878
AGR2 305 E JOHN c
ENGl URH WESTON 275 c 332--1967
FAA2 310 E JOHN c 344--9752
8US4 505 1/2 E SPNGFLD c 3 56--0419
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 477 u
AGR3 702 W WASHINGTON u
AGR3 907 W STOUGHTON u 367--4204
LAS4 212 W WHITE c 352--0777
ENGl URH HOPKINS 217 c
ENG2 URH FORBES 468 c 332--1134
LAS4 URH CLARK 311 c 332--0042
AGR1 907 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD 908 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 2034 D ORCH ST u 344--0497
GRAD 2034 D ORCH ST u 344--0497
GRAD 503 E WHITE 7 c 352--4365
ED 3 409 t CHALMERS c 344--2258
ED 1 URH VANDOREN c
GRAD 109 E JOHN 6 c
ENG3 302 E GREGORY c 344--7511






306 E BERKSHIRE LN
2512 S RIDGEWAY







612 WEST N 5TH ST
31 E CRYSTAL LAKE











RR I BOX 90
11 LORING ST
1002 W 55TH PL




6010 W BYRON ST
809 S CHICAGO AV
4837 W MEDILL AV
840 S KENSINGTON






456 S YATES AV
2221 CUMBERLAND ST






































808 S 25TH ST













































































































































































































































ENG4 2315 S 1ST 302 C 344-0233
LAS1 URH SCOTT 368 c 3 32--1548
ENG3 311 E GREEN 105 c 344--9818
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 149 u 332--4021
LAS4 410 E JOHN c 344-9477
AGR2 1002 W OREGON u 344--4109
VM 4 2410 E MAIN 2 u 367--1534
ENG2 52 E ARMORY c 356--7715
GRAD 606 S LOCUST c
LAS4 105 E GREEN 6 c 352--7363
ENG2 URH WESTON 422 c 332--2070
ENG1 URH SCOTT 290 c
GRAD 1108 E MICHIGAN u
GRAD URH DANIELS 72 u 332--2398
LAW3 505 E WHITE 2 c
FAA2 911 S 4TH c
ENG2 1004 S 4TH c 344--3687
FAA2 910 CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 907 S 2ND 11 c 344--7368
BUS2 910 S 3RD 217 c 344--5000
GRAD 704 W STQUGHTON 1 u 367--6907
GRAD 216 1/2 W MAIN u 367--4875
ENG4 505 E CHALMERS c 344--4600
ENG3 505 E CHALMERS c
ED 1 910 S 3RD 927 c
GRAD 2070 B ORCH ST u 344--5503
GRAD 2070 B ORCH ST u 344--5503
ED 3 502 W MAIN 329 u 367--5088
GRAD 107 E WHITE c
GRAD 1912 D ORCH ST u 344--3445
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS c
PE 2 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571
AGR2 604 E ARMORY c 344--1266
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7449
LAS2 312 E ARMORY c
LAS3 212 E DANIEL c 356--7908
LAS1 URH VANDCREN 20 u 311--0661
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS c 344--1170
GRAD 2014 C ORCH ST u 344--6326
BUS4 1106 S EUCLID 304 c 344--1823
ED 4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7210
LAS1 URH SNYDER 417 c
ED 4 904 S 3RD / c 344--9579
GRAD 506 S MATHEWS u 344--792 5
LAW1 1730 VALLEY RD c 359--2583
LAS2 603 S BUSEY u 344--5386
LAS2 URH EVANS 224 u 332--2715
LAWI 58 E ARMORY c 352--3143
FAA2 604 E ARMORY c 344--1266
GRAD RR 4 c
PE 1 108 ELMWOOD c 356--3809
ENG1 URH SNYDER 242 c 332--1700
COM4 107 E CHALMERS 7 c 344--7206
AGR2 810 W OREGON u 344--6485
LASl URH VANDQREN 306 c 332--0519
LAS1 URH GARNER 338 c 332--0800
ED 4 108 ELMWOOD c 356--3809
FAA4 509 E GREEN 301 c 344--7102
BUS1 URH GARNER c
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 308 u 332--5120
AGRl 110 E CHALMERS c 356--7659
LASl 311 E ARMORY c
ENG3 1612 FAIRLAWN u 367--5667
FAA4 509 E GREEN 301 c 344--7102
FAA1 205 E ARMORY c 356--1847
GRAD 1607 VALLEY RD c 356--6381
BUS3 1004 S 2ND c 356--7683
GRAD 1607 VALLEY RD c 356--6381
GRAD 507 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD 804 W PARK 4 c 359--4184
LAS3 601 S 4TH c 352--0646
LAS4 1510 KIRBY 6 c 352--4836
LASl URH TRELEASE 916 u
COM3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344--3616
LAS4 URH BUSEY 327 u 332--2645
BUS4 2309 S 1ST 204 c 344--6871
GRAD URH DANIELS 375 u 332--2510
AGRl URH NOBLE 317 c 332--0413
GRAD 1003 S ANDERSON u 367--1760
LASl 604 E ARMORY 242 c
FAA3 URH WESTON 359 c 332--2022
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 403 u 332--5499
LASl URH HOPKINS 475 c
COM3 107 1/2 E JOHN c
LAS2 URH GARNER 446 c
GRAD DECATUR ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 386 c 332--1800
GRAD 512 E WHITE c
LAS4 DANVILLE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 507 c 332--4745
FAA4 URH SNYDER 309 c
GRAD 51 E JOHN 3 c 352--9704
LASl URH WESTON 470 c 332--2104
AGR4 MAHOMtT ILL
LAS4 URH FORBES 258 c 332--0982
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 927 u 332--5673
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 412 u
14715 DEARBORN
BOX 25
3530 W HIRSCH ST






















2070 B ORCHARD ST
5704 E ST CLAIR ST





2600 S 59TH ST
315 E CHAMBERLIN
1011 E LA FAYETTE
611 E FAIRVIEW ST
18657 COWING CT
1324 MANDEL
2014 C ORCHARD ST
3305 15TH ST A




501 S MAIN ST
5930 N MAPLEWOOD
1301 COVINGTON RD
858 E JACKSON ST
1408 S 26TH ST
433 LAWNVIEW DR
108 ELMWOOD DR
9955 S TRUMBULL AV
4843 N DRAKE
ROUTE 1
167 N MAYFAIR PL
9108 N LAWLER
108 ELMWOOD
12217 S 68TH CT
914 E 48TH ST




12432 S 75TH AV
15 LAKE ZURICH DR
1607 VALLEY RD
161 LANSDOWNE RD












817 BEE TREE LN
211 E CENTER
18 BLAIR
RR 1 BOX 286






BRIARWOOD LN RR 1









































































































BLAKE DAVID BARNARD BUS2
BLAKE DENNIS MICHAEL BUS3
BLAKE HARRY C LAS4
BLAKE JANA L PE 1
BLAKE JUNE E SWANGO COM4
BLAKE LINDA CHEN-VU LAS4
BLAKE MARTHA ABEL GRAD
BLAKE MERRY ARLENE LAS2
BLAKE RHONDA L PE 1
BLAKE ROGER EVANS BUS4
BLAKELY NORA B ED 1
BLAKELY STEPHEN WILL ENG4
BLAKEMAN CLYDE T LAS1
BLAKEMAN JACK BENJAM LAS3
BLAKER ALLEN HELLS FAA3
6LALOCK ARTHUR LAS1
BLALOCK KARL E BUS1
BLAN KENNITH WILLIAM LAW1
BLANAR GEORGE JERRY ENG4
BLANCHARD ANN ELIZAB LAS2
BLANCHARD JAMES D ENG1
BLANCHARD JOHN RICHA BUS3
BLANCHARD RAY MILTON GRAD
BLANCHARD TERRY MICH BUS4
BLANCHET NANCY A LAS1
BLANCK JOHN E AVI I
BLANCO ELLEN AURORA BUS2
BLANCO JAIRO LAS4
BLANCO JIM LOUIS LAS4
BLANCO JOSEPH ANTHON LAS3
BLANCO MARIA ELENA LASI
BLANCO SANDRA K LASI
BLANCOOELATORRE E ENG4
BLAND DIANNA SUE LAS3
BLANDA JANET MARIE COM4
BLANDA WILLIAM MICHA BUS4
BLANDFORD DICK K GRAD
BLANDFORD JAMES B ENG2
BLANDING BONNIE JUNE LAS3
BLANE DONALD J LASI
BLANE NANCY A AGRI
BLANK CAROLYN ANN LAS2
BLANK PHILIP JAMES GRAD
BLANK RICHARD GERALD LAS3
BLANK WILLIAM CHARLE FAA3
BLANKENSHIP LARRY L GRAD
BLANKENSHIP MICHAEL ENG1
BLANKENSHIP RALPH L GRAD
BLANKENSHIP SHARON R GRAD
BLANKENSHIP SHIRLEY GRAD
BLANKENSHIP WILLIAM LAS3
BLASDELL JUDY ELLEN COM4
BLASER JANET LEE GRAD
BLASKEY BETH A LAS4
BLATH BARBARA ANN LAS2
BLATTER ALFRED WAYNE GRAD
BLATTER MARILYN D GRAD
BLAUERT GARY THOMAS AGR3
BLAYLOCK BARBARA A H GRAD
8LAYLOCK ROBERT L LAS2
BLAZEK RONALD DAVID GRAD
BLAZIER MICHAEL WAYN LAS4
BLAZIER RICHARD A GRAD
BLECH FREDERICK C AGRI
BLECHA MICHAEL JOHN AGR2
BLEFFER MICHAEL JOSE LAS2
BLEHA WILLIAM PAUL J GRAD
BLEHM BARBARA JO FAA4
BLEHM HAROLD EMANUEL LAS2
BLEM CHARLES ROBERT GRAD
BLESS IN ROBERT ALLEN ENG3
BLESSING VICTOR I GRAD
BLESSMAN BARBARA K LASI
BLEVINS JACK LOUIS ENG4
BLEVINS MARY S GRAD
8LEYMAN MICHAEL ALAN GRAD
BLICK FREDERICK WILL AGR4
BLIGH THOMAS JAMES GRAD
BLILER JENNIFER L LAS3
BLISS DAVID FRANCIS LAS2
BLISS FRED CHARLES ENG3
BLISS SUSAN MAE GRAD
BLISS WELDON EARL GRAD
BLITSTEIN MARK D LASI
BLITSTIEN LORI SUE ED 2
BLOCH DANIEL RICHARD GRAD
BLOCH ERIC MARSHALL GRAD
BLOCH MADELYN IRENE LAS3
BLOCH ROSANNE LOUISE LAS2
BLOCK ALVIN G LAW1




BLOCK NORMAN MARK LAS3
BLOCK PATRICIA L LASI




211 E OAMEL C
313 E CHALMERS C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 1226 U
707 S 6TH 507 C
300 S GOODWIN 412 U
909 W OREGON 101 U
URH ALLEN 127 U
URH ALLEN 364 U
707 S 6TH 507 C
URH LAR 264 U
209 E CLARK 3 C
401 E DANIEL C
2305 S 1ST 102 C
103 N NEW C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SCOTT 491 C
611 S STATE C
1010 1/2 CHURCH C
612 BREEN C
112 E DANIEL C
309 E CHALMERS C
1109 S ARBOR 1 C
612 BREEN C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
URH TOWNSEND 271 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
5 SAFFER CT U
21 TULIP TREE C
3 ROSEWOOD PL U
URH WARDALL 823 U
URH ALLEN 304 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH WARDALL 720 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 126 C
URH DANIELS 533 U
604 E ARMORY 244 C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
URH HOPKINS 336 C
405 E JOHN C
URH LAR 331 U
707 S 6TH 207 C
1009 W PENN U
205 E ARMORY C
801 S GROVE U
URH GARNER 332 C
802 S ELM C
802 S ELM C
801 S GROVE U
505 E CHALMERS C
309 E HEALEY 2 C
502 W MAIN 129 U
37 E GREEN C
904 S 3RD C
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
802 S LINCOLN U
1704 PARKHAVEN C
1009 W PENN U
OAKLAWN ILL
URH OGLESBY 1105 U
2104 W WHITE 99 C
1004 S 4TH C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 507 U
807 W ILLINOIS 5 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
505 E CHALMERS C
1974 D ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 726 U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 294 U
URH GARNER 324 C
URH DANIELS 276 U
804 W HILL C
1003 W MAIN U
508 W ELM U
DECATUR ILL
URH BABCQCK 121 U
URH TOWNSEND 145 U
204 S DEWEY U
204 S DEWEY U
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
201 S GLOVER U
110 E JOHN C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 308 U
910 S 3RD 24 C
604 N MAPLE 19 U
604 N MAPLE U
1503 KIRBY 7 C
URH OGLESBY 812 U
URH BABCQCK 223 C
ROCK ISLAND ILL
312 E ARMORY C
344-9583 1667 W 105 ST
344-9716 811 N ALLEN AV
107 RUTH DR
332-5762 107 RUTH DR
344-6467 707 S 6TH
9932 LITZSINGER RD
344-0708 909 W OREGON 101
332-3133 406 W CENTER ST
332-3358 9023 KENTON AV
344-6467 707 S 6TH
332-2975 7428 EVANS
356-6379 1703 KAREN CT
1220 KEMPT
344-4039 3031 PRINCETON AV
352-1098 2260 BRACKEN LN
4049 W 21ST PL
332-1634 2233 WHITTIER AV
359-1694 611 S STATE I
352-4990 331 CUSTER AV
356-9571 612 BREEN DR
356-7936 546 HACKBERRY RD
227 S ELMWOOD AV
344-7071 780 CENTRAL AV
356-9571 612 BREEN OR
332-5706 1075 ROSE LAWN DR
332-4098 2032 EASTMORELAND
344-2831 228 MARTANA ST
344-0748 CRA 23F 33-90 SUR
525 ST MARYS
365-1351 2122 14TH ST
332-4475 GUADALUPE
332-3182 2122 14TH ST
367-8167 GUADALUPE 19
332-4448 103 ALBERT ST




344-0511 166 N HARVEY AV
332-1282 6 GILBERT
334-0556 528 W JACKSON
332-2895 101 N DIVISION ST
344-0320 4765 A W LEON TERR
344-7919 422 E KENWOOD AV
344-7488 208 ELMWOOD AV
365-1449 801 S GROVE
332-0798 814 N 6TH ST
359-3453 802 S ELM
359-3453 2805 IOWA
365-1449 801 S GROVE
344-9741 RR 2
352-8600 919 FOSTER ST
502 W MAIN
352-2510 135 CROSSHILL RD
344-7369 8736 TEASDALE
344-7054 1107 1/2 W OREGON
344-7054 1107 1/2 W OREGON
RR II
356-1058 1704 PARKHAVEN
344-9518 724 SEVILLA AV
8029 S MASSASOIT
332-5357 662 JAY ST
359-3678 RR 2
1003 E FORREST HL
811 S CLAY ST
332-5179 623 GREEN VALLEY
344-6046 807 W ILLINOIS 5
344-3821 517 W CHAMPAIGN
517 W CHAMPAIGN
344-2381 1974 D ORCHARD ST
2327 DRESDEN AV
3345 N OCONTD
332-3338 3825 LAWN AV
332-0793 60 ALKEN CT
332-2473 RR 1
356-0830 804 W HILL
367-1583 102 N GREGORY
170 ARDEN BLVD
8 EWING PL
8828 S HARPER AV
505 S MOORE ST
367-7938 204 S DEWEY
367-7938 204 S DEWEY
344-9770 203 TODD ST
344-5000 2724 W GRANVILLE
365-1990 202 S LYNN 5
352-3842 BOX 1681
356-7663 423 ASHLAND
332-5474 1107 SKOKIE RDG DR
344-5000 617 W HULBURT
367-2880 604 N MAPLE
367-2880 RR 1
359-4440 STA A BOX 2011
332-5274 6244 N CAMPBELL AV
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BLOCK RICHARD N BUS3
BLOCK RONALD PHILIP LAS4
BLOCK THOMAS LYNN AGR2
BLOCK INGER MARLA ANN LAS1
BLODGETT DENNIS J LAS1
BLOEMER ROBERT WILLI ENG2
BLOHOWIAK JANET A GRAD
BLOMEYER EDWARD CART ENG4
BLOMQUIST JOANN LAS2
BLOMOUIST LINDA J LAS1
BLONG BEATRICE ANN GRAD
BLOOM AUDREY E LAS1
BLOOM ELLYN J FAA1
BLOOM GEORGETTE E BUS2
BLOOM IRVING AARON LAS2
BLOOM JANET L ED 3
BLOOM MARK L LAS1
BLOOM MICHAEL JAY LAS3
BLOOM PRESCOTT ELLER LAW2
BLOOM ROBERT A BUS1
*BLOOME PETER DALE GRAD
BLOOMFIELD RICHARD W AGR2
BLOSSEY DANIEL F GRAD
BLOUKE MORLEY MATTHE GRAD
BLUCK ELLEN M AGR1
BLUCK JOHN GEORGE COM3
BLOCKER JAMES DWIGHT FAA2
BLUE BARRY R COM3
*BLUE DOROTHEA LONG GRAD
BLUE GREG T ENG1
BLUE KEN ALAN GRAD
BLUE WILLIAM THOMAS LAS3
BLUEM MELVIN FRANCIS GRAD
BLUHM DONALD ROBERT LAS3
BLUHM KAREN L E LAS1
BLUHM KENNETH ROBERT FAA4
*BLUHM LOUIS H GRAD
BLUHM ROBERT LOUIS FAA4
BLUHM RONALD RAY LAS3
BLUM ALAN L FAA4
BLUM ARTHUR LEE LAS2
BLUM CAROLYN IRENE PE 4
BLUM EUGENE JAY LAS2
BLUM JANET HELEN EO 4
BLUM JOHN H GRAD
BLUM MARADANA LAS2
BLUM MARLENE JOYCE LAS3
BLUM ROSANNE D LAS1
BLUM SHARON D LAS1
BLUM SHERI JOYCE ED 4
BLUMBERG FRED A FAA1
BLUMBERG MARGARET LO LAS4
BLUMBERG RICHARD PAU ENG3
BLUME KAREN E GRAD
BLUME VERNA CLAUDIA ED 2
BLUMEN EDWARD ASHER LAS4
BLUMENFELD BARRY H LAS1
BLUMENFIELD SHELLEY LAS1
BLUMENSHINE GARY BAK GRAD
BLUMENTHAL DIANE H FAA2
BLUMENTHAL MICHAEL E ENG3
BLUNCK WILLIAM T LASl
BLUNIER LARRY GENE AGR3
*BLUNK JAMES R LAW1
BLUNK MARY TURNER GRAD
BOAS LINDA ANN LAS2
BOB SUSAN LINDA FAA3
*BOBAK MARILYN M LAS4
BOBBITT JOHN FRANKLI GRAD
BOBBITT JOHN LESLIE LAS4
BOBBITT LINDA W LAS3
BOBBITT NORMA SMITH GRAD
BOBERG THOMAS E ENGi
*BOBERT DAVID LLOYD PE 3
BOBIS BARBARA S LAS4
BOBISUTHI JAMES F FAA1
BOBISUTHI WILLIAM P LAS4
BOBORCI JOSEPH F LASl
BOCHEK JOHN JOSEPH I ENG3
BOCHNER EVE GAIL ED 4
BOCK JEAN L LAS2
BOCK KAREN L LASl
BOCK MARY E JOHNSTON GRAD
BOCK REBECCA D GRAD
BODANIS MYRA ANNE PE 2
BODDY MICHAEL S AGR1
BODE JOSEPH D ENGI
BODENSTEIN ANNE H PE 1
BODIFORD SANDRA JEAN LAS4
BODLE MARGERY A FAA1
BODNAR PETER D FAA1
BODNAR SUSAN M FAA1
BODOH CAROL MARIE LAS2
BODOH JAMES MICHAEL FAA3
BODRY PENELOPE A GRAD
BODY BARBARA ANN LAS3
BODZNICK DAVID ALAN LAS3
52 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 222 C
URH BABCOCK 301 U
307 E DANIEL C
206 E JOHN 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 174 U
KEWAUNEE WIS
212 E DANIEL C
URH WAROALL 218 U
URH VANDOREN 427 C
808 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 1013 U
URH LUNDGREN 323 C
1750 VALLEY RD C
URH CARR 104 U
URH FLAGG 308 C
110 E CHALMERS C
110 E CHALMERS C
1730 VALLEY RD C
105 E ARMORY C
RR 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 251 U
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
TUSCOLA ILL
GLEN ELLYN ILL
URH OGLESBY 229 U
ARTHUR ILL
103 E ARMORY C
406 N PROSPECT C
URH TOWNSEND 521 U
406 N PROSPECT C
201 E GREEN C
807 W NEVADA U
ST JOSEPH ILL
HOMER ILL
1108 S 1ST C
HOMER ILL
1828 VALLEY RD C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1416 N MCKINLEY C
CHICAGO ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 1112 U
URH OGLESBY 424 U
910 S 3RD 915 C
902 S 2(D C
URH TRELEASE 726 U
URH TRELEASE U
47 E CHALMERS C
310 E JOHN C
1104 W NEVADA U
110 E CHALMERS C
1106 S EUCLIO 303 C
URH TRELEASE 831 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH CARR 324 U
URH FLAGG 333 C
2107 HAZWD U
409 E CHALMERS C
201 E GREEN C
211 E DANIEL C
1103 S BUSEY U
TOLONO ILL
TOLONO ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
2108 RODNEY C
2075 D ORCH ST U
53 E JOHN C
53 E JOHN 1 C
2075 D ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 292 C
603 S BUSEY U
602 E WHITE 4 C
URH SCOTT 359 C
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 111 C
URH OGLESBY 318 U
105 E CHALMERS 305 C
910 S 3RD 804 C
URH ALLEN 343 U
406 E GREEN 302 U
URH BLAISDELL 316 U
47 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 106 C
URH BABCOCK 204 U
910 S 3RD 1111 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 6 U
RR 2 U
URH LAR U
706 S MATHEWS U
209 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 519 C
URH LAR 106 U
1103 BUSEY U
356-7715 3009 W JEROME
332--1688 1130 S MICHIGAN AV
332--3778 RR 2
344--1779 8455 S MARSHFIELD
908 MADISON AV
332--4038 212 SUNSET OR
209 W IOWA
356--7908 110 KENILWORTH
332--4325 5306 W 91ST ST
332--0558 319 N PATTON AV
344-
-3727 808 S LINCOLN
332--5690 287 CEDAR
332--0275 7434 N FRANCISCO
359--2302 7549 CRANDON
332--3856 1324 FRANKLIN AV
RR 1
356--7659 6415 N KILPATRICK
6525 N RICHMOND
359-
-2583 415 W CRESTWOOO DR
3180 LAKE SHORE DR
356--5718 ROUTE 2 BOX 46
332--4086 RR 1
344--5649 60 5 W INDIANA
214 E NEWKIRK
21 W 444 FAIRWAY
332--5110 21 W 444 FAIRWAY
RR 2 BOX 44
360 WELLINGTON AV
406 N PROSPECT












344--3821 4300 WOLF RD
1146 W MORSE
332--5719 R 1 163A FOX RIVER
332--5165 4444 RIVERSIDE DR
344--5000 2707 ASBURY
344--7965 9761 S MERRION AV
332--5612 5838 N KENMORE AV
332--5657 9761 S MERRION
356--7663 7058 N GREENVIEW
329 S JEFFERSON
8124 PHILLIPS
356--7659 3039 W JARVIS
344--2363 225 LINCOLN PK DR
332--5647 1713 W TETON OR
2940 W GREENLEAF
332--3936 607 DODGE AV
332--0320 8901 OLCOTT AV
842 S WHEATON
2755 W BERWYN AV
352--0484 6236 N SACRAMENTO




344--0425 843 HUTCHISON RD
344--5000 69 WELLINGTON RD
3 56--9465 2108 RODNEY
344--4219 615 N 8TH ST
352--0860 53 E JOHN 1
352--0860 53 E JOHN 1






-5000 809 S KENSINGTON




332-•3211 917 SUMMIT ST
367--6364 1517 WINSTANLEY
332--3523 RR 1
356--7663 2856 W JARVIS
332--0924 RR 2
332--3750 1435 N LAKE ST
9124 KILBOURN
359--4480 1809 HARLEM AV
332--3088 1375 VALLEY RD
367--3848 RR 2
332--3075 1222 BRASSIE AV
344--7173 213 BIRCHWOOD LN
356--8833 213 BIRCHWOOO LN
333--4757 1084 RAVEN AV
332--2811 10029 S COOK AV



































































































BOEDECKER MARGARET E GRAD
*BOEHLER JESSE WAYNE GRAO
*BOEHM EDWARD ALLAN GRAD
BOEHM ROBERT EUGENE ENG3
BOEHM RONALD EDWARD COM3
BOEING CHARLENE ADEL VM 1
*BOEKE LLOYD WYNN LAS2
*BOEKE LYNN HARLAN FAA4
BOEKELMAN JOHN R LAS1
BOEKHOFF PETER GLENN LAS4
BOELENS HENRIETTE M LAS3
BOELTER VIRGINIA M LASl
*BOERMA CYNTHIA WURTH LAS5
BOERMA HENRY R GRAD
BOESDORFER GARY WAYN AGR2
*BOETTCHER JOHN W GRAD
*BOETTCHER RITA F LAS4
BOETTCHER ROBERT CAR LASl
BOGAERTS STEPHEN C LASl
BOGARD DAVID L LAS8
BOGARD WILLIAM T ENG2
BOGART GARY LEE GRAD
*BOGARTZ LORRAINE W GRAD
BOGDAN LINDA ESTHER FAA2
*BOGE DAVID S GRAD
BOGG JOSEPH JAMES ENG4
BOGNER DEAN L AGR1
BOGNER DUANE THOMAS LAS4
*BOGNER JOHN HELMUT FAA4
BOGORAD PHYLLIS LYNN ED 2
BOGUE JAMES FALVEY GRAD
BOGUE TAMARA CLAIRE FAA4
BOGUMILL MICHAEL P J ENG4
BOHAN DANIEL JAMES LAS2
BOHAN RUTH LOUISE LAS4
BOHAT CHERIE ANN LAS4
BOHBRINK CLARK G AVI 1
BOHLEN CHRISTOPHER W LAS2
BOHLEN GEORGIA ANNE PE 3
BOHLEN LINDA L LASl
BOHLEN PATRICIA ANN LAS3
*BOHLEN THOMAS DOUGLA FAA4
BOHLIN GAREN GENE BUS4
BOHLING JANET E GRAD
*BOHM ROGER WILLIAM GRAD
*BOHN ROBERT ERNEST GRAD
BOHNHOFF ROBERT JOHN AGR1
BOHRER DOUGLAS R LASl
BOIES JOHN HENRY LAW3
BOIES MARY ANN GLYNN GRAD
BOIME SUSAN ILENE LAS2
BOIN ROBERT GEORGE ENG4
BOJANOWSKI HELEN ANN LAS3
BOJANOWSKI ROBERT JO GRAD
BOLAND DENNIS EOGAR GRAD
*BOLAND JOHN E LAS3
BOLAND KATHLEEN U LASl
BOLANOS JOHN H ENG1
BOLCHERT JOHN PAUL FAA2
80LDEN EDGAR L JR LASl
BOLDREY VALORIE A LASl
BOLDT ROBERT CURTIS BUS3
BOLDUC ROBERT GILES ENG3
BOLEF JUDITH MIRIAM LAS3
BOLEN GARY LEE LAS4
*BOLEN KENNETH R GRAD
BOLHUIS JAMES BRIAN ENG4
BOLIAN CHARLES EDWAR GRAD
BOLIAN DONNA BESS DE GRAD
BOLIN JACQUELINE KAY LASl
BOLIN MICHAEL BROWNI COM4
BOLIN MICHAEL F AGR1
BOLINE PETER OTTO ED 4
BOLKE RICHARD GALE AVI2
BOLLET JANET ANN LAS2
BOLLINGER DEAN HERMA AGR3
BOLLINGER LYNN DAVID GRAD
BOLLMAN TERRY LEE BUS3
BOLLMEIER JAMES A VM 2
BOLLQW RICHARO CHARL LAW2
BOLMEY CARLOS A LASl
BOLNICK RICHARD NEAL LAS3
BOLOTIN JUDITH DALE LASl
*BOLOZKY SHMUEL GRAD
*BOLTE STEVEN BERNARD GRAD
BOLTON TERRY L VM 1
BOLTZ DIANE M LASl
BOMBACH BARBARA A LAS4
BOMBERG WILLIAM H ENG1
*BOMKE ARTHUR A GRAD
BOMKE JOHN CHARLES J LAS4
BONACC1 JOHN LOUIS ENG4
BONAOEO VICTOR JULES GRAD
BONADONNA RONALD V GRAD
BONAGURO MARY JANE LASl
BONALDI ALFRED RONAL LAW3
BONANNO ERNEST JOHN ENG4
URH DANIELS 363 U
2101 HAZWD 101 U
1006 HOLLYCREST C
205 E ARMORY C
106 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 210 C
601 W SPNGFLD 5 C
617 W CHURCH C
URH FORBES 256 C
DCL 31 U
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
URH TRELEASE 1124 U
2044 D ORCH ST U
2044 D ORCH ST U
106 E DANIEL C
1107 W GREEN 531 U
1107 W GREEN 531 U
URH WESTON 127 C
URH SNYDER 160 C
WILSON TRLR PK U
505 E GREEN 326 C
SAVOY ILL
706 OOVER PL C
910 S 3RD C
2112 ORCH ST 303 U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 410 U
312 S PRAIRIE 102 C
504 E CHALMERS 7 C
URH TRELEASE 108 U
205 E GREEN 15 C
611 DANIEL C
212 E DANIEL 202 C
URH TOWNSEND 338 U
URH WARDALL 1112 U
505 E UNIVERSITY 3 C
URH HOPKINS 163 C
URH FORBES 224 C
410 E GREEN C
407 KERR U
URH WARDALL 809 U
LA NAPOULE FR
410 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 291 U
1309 M COLUMBIA C
1838 B ORCH PL U
URH CARR 307 U
URH OGLESBY 817 U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH LAR 324 U
URH OGLESBY 417 U
207 E JOHN C
904 W STOUGHTON U
1801 VALLEY RD C
2103 HAZWD 204 U
URH ALLEN 225 U
212 E CHALMERS U
URH GARNER 278 C
URH FORBES 432 C
URH TRELEASE 525 U
1009 W PENN U
212 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 529 U
2319 S 1ST 102 C
OE KALB ILL
2107 W WHITE C
14 HERITAGE C
14 HERITAGE C
URH LAR 361 U
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
309 E CHALMERS C
101 W PENN U
URH BABCOCK 213 U
410 E GREEN 17 C
URH OGLESBY 1028 U
URH DANIELS 235 U
URH OGLESBY 407 U
508 W MICHIGAN U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SCOTT 340 C
1010 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
2079 B HAZWD CT U
709 W CHURCH 5 C
2 LORAL PK U
URH TRELEASE 431 U
URH FLAGG 323 C
URH OGLESBY 331 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
403 BRIAR LN 217 C
611 W HEALEY 9 C
707 S LOCUST C
URH SAUNOERS 224 U
URH SNYDER 230 C
URH TOWNSEND 471 U
332--2498 6327 N OKETO AV CHICAGO IL
344--5993 RR FARMERSVILLE ILL
352--6943 1006 HOLLYCREST CHAMPAIGN ILL
344--7488 4201 JOHNSON AV WESTERN SPRS ILL
344--7879 4201 JOHNSON AV WESTERN SPRS ILL
332--0134 123 E HELLEN RD PALATINE ILL
352--7486 BOX 555 WINNEBAGO ILL
617 CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
332--0981 135 E GRANTLEY ELMHURST ILL
332--4456 1407 W GREENLEAF CHICAGO ILL
1510 DAWSON DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
509 N WRIGHT NAPERVILLE ILL
344--1676 2044 D ORCH ST URBANA ILL
344--1676 RR I EMOEN IL
356--4951 RR 1 PLEASANT PLNS ILL
344--0080 3437 N HOYNE CHICAGO ILL
344--0080 2235 W WILSON CHICAGO IL
332--1904 1308 PENNSYLVANIA JOLIET ILL
332--1655 91 PLEASANT HILL PALATINE ILL
925 E STATE ST BRIDGEPORT IL
700 E 6TH ST METROPOLIS IL



































































2112 ORCH ST 303
7900 DEERWOOD DR
RR 1 BOX 74













1410 W MAIN CROSS
115 S EAST ST
216 S COOK ST
914 E COLUMBIA
105 S CAROLYN






4310 N CENTRAL PK




404 S CAN-DOTA AV
1653 W ADDISON































905 E PARK 40
10 LAUREL CT
81 MERLIN ST

















































































































































































LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1123 U 332--5174
ENG4 204 W PENN u 365- 1125
LAS3 URH VANDCREN 8 c 332--0455
BUS1 402 E ARMORY c
GRAD 1108 DUNCAN RD c 359--4847
GRAD 1210 W MAIN u 367--0861
GRAD RR 2 u 367--3782
FAA4 208 E STOUGHTON c
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON 8 c
GRAD 307 1/2 w ELLS c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 554 c 332--4861
GRAD 1511 W WHITE c 359- 1529
ENG1 305 E JOHN 10 c
LAS3 910 S 3RD c 344--5000
LAS2 GAYS ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 351 c 332--4814
LAS4 212 E DANIEL c 356--7908
BUS3 909 S 3RD 3 c
GRAD 2302 S ANDERSON u 367--3458
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 490 c 3 32--1390
BUS2 URH SNYDER 267 c 332--1718
FAA3 1108 S 1ST c 344--2011
ENG4 274 S DEWEY u 367--0589
LAS1 URH NOBLE 111 c 332--0364
GRAD 1906 CYPRESS c 356--0076
AGR3 800 S MATTIS 29 c 356--5480
LAS5 DANVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 312 c 332--0158
PE 3 URH ALLEN 377 u 332--3367
LAS1 URH ALLEN 343 u 332--3211
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1217 u 332--4565
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS c 334--6071
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
AGR1 58 E GREGORY c
GRAD 113 S 2ND c 344--7030
PE 1 URH GARVER 369 c
LAS1 URH ALLEN 319 u
BUS4 URH GARNER 228 c 332--0726
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 713 u 332--5245
LA S3 910 S 3RD 1303 c 344--5000
FAA4 1304 W CLARK u
GRAO 1013 W CHURCH c
FAA1 URH NOBLE 212 c 332--0390
GRAD 2804 SANGAMON c 356--9361
LAS3 1304 S VINE u 356--4137
AGR3 910 S 3RD 606 c
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID 2 c 344--7005
AGR3 55 E DANIEL c 356--3987
LAS4 URH WARDALL 423 u
ENG4 2101 HAZWD 203 u 344--6206
LAS4 58 E DANIEL 2 c
AGR1 1002 LINCOLN u 344--3533
LAS2 1106 S 3RD c 344--9636
LAS4 URH GARNER 311 c 332--0780
GRAD 1111 ARBOR c
GRAD HOOPESTON ILL
LAS3 805 W OHIO u 344--4784
PE 1 URH EVANS 317 u 332--2739
LAS4 1004 S 3RD c
FAA2 URH WARDALL 220 u 332--4327
ENG4 1110 S 2ND c 344--7222
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 1406 W CLARK c 359--4083
LAW2 315 S STATE c
LAW2 1406 W CLARK c 359--408 3
GRAD 1836 VALLEY RD c
BUSI 1010 S 2ND c 356--0521
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c
BUSI URH GARNER 344 c 332--0806
LAS1 910 S 3RD 1025 c 344--5000
FAA3 713 W OHIO u
BUS3 410 E JOHN c
GRAD 1819 B ORCH PL u 344--5850
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 225 u 332--5460
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 709 u 332--5241
AGR4 809 W PENN u 344--4070
ENG2 310 E JOHN c 344--9752
GRAD 2410 E MAIN 6 u 367--8948
ENG4 105 E GREEN C-5 c
GRAD 110 S GOODWIN u 344--3684
GRAD 502 W MAIN 322 u 367--6233
LAS2 EVANSTON ILL
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 364 c
GRAD 807 1/2 W MAIN u 367--8593
LAS1 URH SNYDER 345 c 332--1773
AVI3 311 E ARMORY c 344--7706
LAS1 URH ALLEN 340 u 332--3208
VM 2 802 1/2 W GREEN u
LAS4 URH WARDALL 821 u 332--4473
GRAD 1709 VALLEY RD c 352--8693
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 326 u 332--3803
LAS1 URH ALLEN 251 u 332--330 5
GRAD 800 S MATTIS 26 c 352--8355
GRAD 800 S MATTIS 26 c 352--8355
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c
LAS3 203 E ARMORY c 344--7559


























800 S MATTIS 29
16 W 5TH ST














1104 S 15TH ST
2804 SANGAMON
498 FLAX HILL RD
RR 3
BANGKHEN










3221 N TWELVE OAKS
3221 N 12 OAKS DR




140 6 W CLARK
435 LOCUST
1905 E CHESTNUT
5625 N ST LOUIS
1500 S 17TH ST
2818 W CHASE AV
5521 N SNTA MONICA
223 PARKVIEW RD








502 W MAIN 322
407 CUSTER AV
2435 ERSKINE RD
6419 W 27TH PL













































































































BORUTTA ROBERT ALLEN ENG4
BURYK ANN WILSON LAS4
BORYS CYNTHIA A LAS3
BORYSOWICZ JOSEPH A LAS4
BORZONI CHRISTINE E LAS2
*BORZONI JOHN TREVOR ENG4
BOSANAC ROBERT EDWAR LAS4
BOSKEY JAMES ALBERT LAS3
BOSLEY DEBORAH SUE LAS4
BOSLEY JANET GAIL LAS2
BOSS EDWARD MICHAEL LAS3
BOSSERT RALPH ENG4
BOSSHART CLARA S GRAD
BOSSHART DONALD ARTH GRAD
BOST BARBARA A LAS1
BOSTIC GENEVA FOOTE LAS2
BOSTIC VICTORIA E LAS1
BOSTON MARY ELIZABET GRAD
BOSTROM SUSAN GAIL LAS3
BOSTROM WILLIAM JAME LAS3
BOSWORTH BARBARA RUT AGR3
BOSWORTH JOYCE A AGR1
BOTHUN EUGENE L. GRAD
BOTTARELLI BRUNO N FAA2
BOTTERBUSCH CORINNE PE 2
BOTTERON MARY A LAS1
BOTTUM GREGORY ELISH GRAD
BOTZEK SONJA C LAS4
BOUCEK CAROL L LAS1
BOUCHARD EMERSON M LAS4
BOUCIAS THEODORA GRAD
BOUDREAU CHARLES ART COM4
BOUGHEY JAMES DENNIS LAW3
BOUGHEY NANCY L GRAD
BOUGHNER JAMES DANIE LAS2
BOUGHNER JILL BUS4
BOULA JAMES EDWARD ENG4
BOULE MELVIN VICTOR LAS4
BOUNDY ROGER EVAN LAS4
BOURGART LINDA J LAS3
BOURKE BRIAN EDMUND FAA4
*BOURN JOHN EDWARD VM 2
BOURNE ALICE M ED 3
BOURQUE SYLVIA L ED 1
BOURQUIN STEVEN BRUC LAS3
*BOUSEMAN JOHN KEITH GRAD
BOUSLOG LYLE EUGENE ENG2
BOUTON LAWRENCE FRIS GRAD
BOUWKAMP JAMES WILLI LAS2
BOUXSEIN JOHN PIERRE LAS3
BOVA BARBARA LYNN LAS3
BOVA CHARLOTTE ANN LAS3
BOVINET SHERRY LYNN GRAD
BOVIO THOMAS A BUS1
BOW ROUH TYAN GRAD
*BOWEN BONNIE JEAN GRAD
BOWEN EDWIN E AGR1
BOWEN EVELYN ROSE LAS2
BOWEN GARY KESTER BUS6
BOWEN JEAN GERBER GRAD
BOWEN JO ANNE FAA4
BOWEN MACK L GRAD
BOWEN MAX EDWARD GRAD
BOWEN PAMELA S LAS3
BOWEN RONALD CHARLES VM 2
BOWEN STEPHEN J AVU
BOWEN STEPHEN P LAS1
BOWEN TARNELL LAS1
BOWER CHARLES ROBERT ENG4
BOWER CHRIS A LAS3
BOWER DAVID PAUL LAS3
BOWER GORDON L GRAD
BOWER KATHERINE K LAS4
BOWER LARRY OWEN ENG4
BOWER PETER LYNN BUS3
BOWER PETER BUS1
BOWERS DAVID A FAA1
BOWERS JAMES L JR LAS1
BOWERS JOHN EDWARD ENG4
BOWERS KENNETH R GRAD
BOWERS MARY JO KAMP GRAD
BOWERS NORMAN EDWIN GRAD
BOWITZ HELEN LAS4
BOWLER KATHLEEN ANN AGR2
BOWLES JAMES EDGAR LAW3
BOWLES MARLIN LYNN AGR4
BOWLIN DAN OWEN LAS3
BOWLING JACQUELINE L FAA4
BOWMAN ALFRED C LAS1
BOWMAN JEANNE ANN LAS2
BOWMAN JEANNE MARIE LAS3
BOWMAN JOHNNY D LAS3
BOWMAN LINDA ANN LAS2
BOWMAN LINDA MARIE LAS1
BOWMAN ROBERT III BUS3
BOWSER NANCY JEAN ED 3
BOWSHER STEVEN JAY BUS2
URH SCOTT 252 C
ROUEN FR
URH FLAGG 430 C
502 E WHITE C
URH VANDOREN 103 C
202 S LYNN 6 U
903 S MATTIS 2 C
URH WESTON 132 C
102 N LINCOLN 3 U
1106 S 3RD C
800 W CHURCH 16 C
1415 KIRBr C
801 W SPNGFLD C
801 W SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 1 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH ALLEN 219 U
808 OAKCREST C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH BABCOCK 430 U
1109 S 3RD 101 C
URH ALLEN 226 U
821 W MAPLE C
1004 S 4TH C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH CLARK 231 C
806 W IOWA U
URH WARDALL 911 U
URH TRELEASE 1119 U
206 E GREEN C
603 S 5TH C
604 E ARMORY C
1007 S MATTIS 3-5 C
1007 S MATTIS 3-5 C
URH HOPKINS 268 C
502 W MAIN 101 U
1110 S 2ND C
907 W STOUGHTON U
1004 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 417 C
URH WESTON 480 C
1310 CENTENNIAL C
710 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMERS 909 C
1209 W OREGON U
1806 KIR8Y C
1006 W NEVADA U
2612 SHERIDAN C
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
310 E JOHN C
FRANCE
URH TRELEASE 212 U
CHARLESTON ILL
604 E ARMORY 227 C
URH DANIELS 703 U
814 W CHURCH C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
URH LAR 125 U
1105 S ANDERSON U
1105 S ANDERSON U
410 E GREEN C
602 E STOUGHTON 16 C
1970 B ORCH ST U
508 E ARMORY C
308 E HEALEY C
URH 0GLES8Y 1130 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 206 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
312 ARMORY C
211 E DANIEL C
1972 A ORCH ST U
1972 A ORCH ST U
110 E JOHN 2 C
604 E ARMORY C
401 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
URH WESTON 460 C
711 S RANDOLPH 11 C
2104 ORCH ST 301 U
1106 W SPNGFLD U
1106 W SPNGFLD U
910 S 3RD 917 C
508 E ARMORY C
501 S ELM C
802 S LINCOLN U
102 E CHALMERS C
1101 S EUCLID C
URH WESTON 473 C
1509 MAPLECREST C
URH LUNDGREN 405 C
910 S 3RD C
201 N GOODWIN 2 U
URH ALLEN 409 U
602 E STOUGHTON 12 C
508 E CHALMERS C
1111 S 1ST C
332--1465 303 S 17TH ST
216 I ST NE
332--0854 2313-2ND ST
2536 S HAMLIN
332--0472 972 3RD AV
972 3RD AVE
359--2888 2930 N 75TH AVE
332--1907 11644 S LOWE AV
130 N OAKCREST
344--9636 9434 LATROBE
352--5805 800 W CHURCH 16
352--6808 1481 S 7TH
356--0951 801 W SPNGFLD
356--0951 427 9TH ST
332--3083 320 MAIN ST
344--0765 706 S MATHEWS
1718 N TANEY ST
352--0215 808 OAKCREST
344--0546 28 WILLIAMSBURG
332--3838 6836 EDGEWOOD RD
245 EVERGREEN
332--3160 351 DRAKE
352--6461 ROUTE 2 BOX 108
10948 EGGLESTON AV
344--0695 1620 N 19TH
332--0026 118 N STATE ST
344--3738 2453 GUNNISON
332--4488 1057 W COLUMBIA
332--5725 210 MIDDAUGH RD
3 56--4014 13837 STATE ST
18 SPICER ST
605 S POPLAR
356- 1374 620 E 102ND PL
356--1374 1163 RIDGEWOOD DR
332--1235 710 E KENILWORTH
367--3972 710 E KENILWORTH
344--7222 711 S 2ND
359--1631 1030 W HICKORY
344-
-7081 210 E WAUPANSIE
327 N CORNELL
332--2112 55 WILLIAMSBURG RD
356--3918 1310 CENTENNIAL
344--6212 3010 N STPHILOMENA
1240 EDGEWOOD
344--1176 15 RIDGE DALE DR
359--3705 1806 W KIRBY
344--1400 RR 5
352--0268 2612 SHERIDAN DR
332--4132 1033 S LESLIE LN
344--4461 106 ARTHUR AV
621 S MADISON
373 W 4TH ST
1803 MADISON
1523 26TH ST
332--2359 23 LN 16TH TAISHUN
356--6874 1209 W WASHINGTON
16 LAKEWOOD PL
332--2827 1035 MASON ST
365--2375 1105 S ANDERSON
365--2375 410 S 3RD
356--3569 RR 2 BOX 99
ROUTE 1
344--1895 1970 B ORCHARD ST
344--1223 101 LINDEN LANE
16 LAKEWOOD PL
332--5358 BOX 223
344--9583 101 LINDEN LN
332--0946 349 E 58TH ST
516 S MOORE
11 LAUREL AV
344--9583 1843 FIELD MOOD
344--4420 RR 3
344--4420 5626 FAIRMOUNT AV
356--5494 1204 ATLAS LN
385 S ELM AV
1115 E MONROE ST
1804 MEADOWLAKE DR
332--2094 1227 E JEFFERSON
352--3869 787 KIMBALL RD
2075 RAVINIA
344--5841 1106 W SPNGFLD
344--5841 1106 W SPNGFLD
344--5000 2551 W COYLE
344--1223 536 S CRAIG PL
205 WOODLAWN
501 MAIN AVE
105 S MCKINLEY ST
344- 1299 5510 N SPAULDING
3629 S PARK
356--7040 1509 MAPLECREST DR
BOX 154
RR 4
365--3225 3731 CHILI AV
332--3226 228 W WILSON
356--6066 6429 S FAIRFIELD




































































































BOWTON DAVID LOWELL LAS2
BOXDORFER DEBORAH LO ED 4
*BOXER MALCOLM GRAD
BOXERMAN KEITH ALAN LAS2
BOXLEY MARK LANE LAS2
BOYCE CHARLES RAYMON VM 4
BOYCE HENRY FAA4
BOYCE JAMES BUCKLEY GRAD
BOYCE KATHLEfcN D GRAD
BOYCE RICHARD P FAA4
BOYCE WALTER LEE LAS4
*60YD ALVIN LYLE GRAD
BOYD ARTHUR LEE JR LAS4
BOYD BRIAN E BUS1
BOYD DAVID GERALD LAS4
BOYD ERNEST JAMES LAS4
BOYD GAIL L ED 1
BOYD JOHN A LAS1
BOYD KENNETH RICHARD GRAD
BOYD LARRY A LAS1
BOYD LILLIE GAIL PE 1
BOYD MARY L LAS1
BOYD PATRICIA ANNE LAS2
BOYD ROGER EUGENE AGR2
*BOYD STEPHEN DEAN GRAD
BOYO THOMAS E GRAD
BOYER BARBARA J AGR1
BOYER BRAD HALL LAS1
*80YER DIANE W FAA4
BOYER GARTH A JR LAS3
BOYER MICHAEL RAY AGR3
BOYER PAUL RICE GRAD
BOYER PETER W ENG4
BOYER ROBERT VICTOR VM 4
BOYER WILLIAM DAVID FAA3
BOYLE BONNIE LEE LAS4
BOYLE DANIEL PATRICK VM 4
BOYLE MARTHA ANN LAS3
BOYLE WALTER DURLEY AGR2
BOYLES DAVE A ENG3
BOYLES MADELON M AGR1
BOYLES NANCY J FAA4
BOYNTON SAMUEL EARL GRAD
BOYSEN JEAN L ED 1
BOZARTH JOHN LUTHER FAA3
BOZENICH JEROME MICH LAS4
BOZINOU EFTHIMIA T GRAD
BRACE SHARON MARGARE FAA2
BRACEY ROY W AGR1
BRACHA AMNON GRAD
BRACHA NURIT GRAD
BRACKE MYRNA JOYCE GRAD
BRACKEN MICHAEL LEE COM3
BRACKETT JERRY RAY BUS2
BRACKETT ROBERT LEE LAS2
BRACKIN WILLIAM PAGE LAS3
BRAOAC JUDY WILD GRAD
BRADAC RONALD KEITH GRAD
BRADACH GREGORY M 8US1
BRADBURY ANDREA RHEA GRAD
BRADBURY EMMETT L LAS1
BRADBURY PETER J LAS1
BRADBURY PHILLIP JAM ENG3
BRADBURY STEVEN RUSS LAS1
BRADBURY TERRY L FAA3
BRADD KAREN SMITH GRAD
BRADEMAS DAVID J GRAD
BRADEN PHYLLIS M LAS1
BRADFIELD BONNIE CAR GRAD
BRADFIELD REX RAY A ENG3
BRADFORD JACQUELINE LAS3
BRADFORD PAMELA S LAS3
BRADFORD QUENTIN E LASl
BRADFORD VIRGINIA M GRAD
BRADHAM CHARLES F ENG1
BRADLE WILLIAM R LASl
BRADLEY ADDIE B BUS1
BRADLEY ANNE FERRELL AGR4
BRADLEY BARBARA B GRAD
BRADLEY CAROLYN J LAS3
BRADLEY CYNTHIA R ED 3
BRADLEY E RAYMOND II GRAD
BRADLEY HOWARD LESLI BUS4
BRADLEY JAMES S III GRAD
BRADLEY JANE ANN GRAD
BRADLEY MELVERINE LASl
BRADLEY RITA DELORIS GRAD
BRADLEY ROBERT GOULD ENG4
BRADLEY ROSEMARY SUE ED 4
BRADLEY SHEILA K GRAD
BRADSHAW KRISTEN A PE I
BRADSHAW ROBERT LEE BUS3
BRADY AMYLUE H LAS4
BRADY BONNIE JEAN PE 2
BRADY JOHN CHARLES LAW2
BRADY JOHN K ENG3
BRADY LYNNE KATHLEEN GRAD
URH GARNER 445
508 E CHALMERS






























135 W CLARK 204
WILSON TRLR PK
201 W CLARK 1




604 E ARMORY 114
URH BARTON 208
107 E DANIEL 3













624 E GREEN 2
801 W HILL 7
801 W HILL 7





















502 W MAIN 311
URH VANDOREN 125
URH DANIELS















C 332-0877 5250 EL ROBLE ST
c 344-668 3 1025 GEORGE ST
c 352-7168 26 DE HAAS ST
c 356-7715 2016 POPLAR ST
C 332-0850 301 G08LE AV
U 367-3583 1104 BRUMMEL
c 356-7358 333 LAFAYETTE AV
u 365-2605 716 S EUCLID
u 365-2605 406 W MAIN
C 244 S PROSPECT
c 10E SAMUEL GOMPERS
RR I
u 302 CHANDLER AV
u 332-3716 741 S ANDMORE
c ROUTE 2 BOX 960
c 356-5433 612 N 4TH 10
u 215-07 HOLLIS AV
c 352-7342 BOX 182
u 367-7326 1108 RAINBOW VW DR
u 332-4051 1291 CLINTON ST
c 308 E OAK ST
u 332-3486 ROUTE 2 BOX 172
c 251 BERKLEY
c 1291 CLINTON ST
1017 Q ST
u 332-2177 1126 N CUSTER
u 332-3163 1230 E LAKE SHORE
c 202 N HORRELL AV
c 2028 S 22ND AV
u 356-7428 57 E CHALMERS
c 352-7202 RR 1
u 1096 OAK ST WINNET
c 352-5605 1230 E LAKE SHORE
u 367-2287 RR 4
c RR 1
c 719 HAWTHORNE
c 359-1279 203 S 6TH
u 332-4369 1401 GRAND AV
u 344-4069
c 344-3426 2709 14TH AV
c 332-0133 1416 E LAKE
c 344-4681 1416 E LAKE AV
c 352-9009 511 W WASHINGTON
u 332-2828 454 PORTER AV
c 344-7267 801 S COURT ST
c 488 W 13TH ST
u 344-5687 908 W CALIFORNIA
u 332-3180 652 EUCLIO
c RR 1
u 344-7804 9 BEERI ST
u 344-7804 9 BEERI ST
147 RUSSELL ST
c 344-9766 3909 GRAND AV
c 332-0852 RR 2
c 332-0930 319 W 3RD S
c 624 E GREEN 2
c 359-1067 801 W HILL 7
c 359-1067 801 W HILL
u 344-1266 4 THOMAS DR
u 367-6791 702 W GREEN
c 332-1687 9205 S MICHIGAN AV
u 332-3804 1203 EMERSON AV
c URH SCOTT 226
c 904 JEFFERSON ST
c 602 E WALNUT ST
RR 1
c 359-1821 14733 JANICE DR
u 332-3031 5100 S STATE ST601
u 332-2481 2001 W OMAHA ST
c 359-1995 RR 1
u 344-3821 221 W 18TH ST
% BERT BRADFORD
u 332-376 7 350 W 94TH PL
u 367-0034 908 S LYNN
c 359-2170 6212 KAMET CT
c 356-9646 1401 W HEALEY
u 1612 E JACKSON
u 344-0426
c 352-7273 1513 GATES PL
u 367-3497 M T D 18
c 332-0490 4101 35TH AV
u 332-2377 419 GILHAM ST
c 356-0734 5609 WESTVIEW LN
u 344-2090 4101 35TH AV
3409 S SPRING
c 356-8716 501 E WHITE
u 332-2195 240 W 4TH ST
c 356-8638 79 PERTH RD
c RFD
c 332-4620 1248 N WATER ST
u 367-7609 906 SUNNYCREST
c 344-9752 8 CRESTWOOD CT
c 356-1254 28 BLUE SPRUCE
u 4114 OLYMPIC LN
u 367-1592 608 W LAWNDALE


































































































BRADY MIChUEL EDWARD LAS4
BRADY MICHAEL MELVIN GRAD
BRADY NANCY CAPPEAU PE 2
BRADY NELVIA MOORE LAS2
BRADY PAUL ANTHONY LAS4
BRADY RICHARD A LAS1
*BRAGG JAMES ROBERT GRAD
BRAGG MARGARET GATES GRAD
BRAHILL STEPHEN BEN LAS3
BRAIMAN BONNIE H LAS3
BRAINARD MARY E GRAD
BRAINERD SUSAN ELLEN LAS3
BRAITHWAITE EDWIN S GRAD
BRAKMAN CARL LEE LAS2
BRALLEY PATRICIA LAS1
BRAMHALL JASON C V ENG2
BRAMMEIER WILLIAM T GRAD
BRAMSON SUSAN JEAN LAS2
BRANAM MICHAEL LEE BUS2
BRANCA THOMAS REGINA GRAD
BRANCH JAMES H PE 1
BRAND RICHARD DANIEL LAS3
BRAND RUSSELL M LAW1
BRANDABUR AGNES E M GRAD
BRANOEL ROBERT JOHN FAA2
BRANDENBURG DOUGLAS ENG4
BRANDENBURG JAY WALL ENG2
BRANDNER THOMAS C LAS4
BRANDON LAWONDA Q ED 1
BRANDON OTHA L LAS1
BRANDSTADTER SHARON LAS2
BRANOT GARY WAYNE GRAD
BRANDT JOHN W LAS1
BRANOT LINDA RUTH ED 2
BRANOT MARY E ENG2
BRANFMAN ALAN R GRAD
BRANIA KATHLEEN MART LAS4
BRANKIN JAMES T GRAD
BRANNEN PETER DAVID FAA4
BRANNON JAY LLOYD LAS2
BRANSKY JEFFREY DARR FAA4
BRANTNER BONNIE L AGR1
BRANTON MARILYN B GRAD
BRANZ JEANNE L AGR1
BRAR SHARON KAUR AGR2
BRASH RICHARD A LAS1
BRASKY CYNTHIA LOUIS LAS4
BRASLEY MONROE GRAD
BRASS DANIEL JOSEPH LAS4
8RASWELL JOYCE R LAS1
BRASWELL ROBERT L ENG1
BRATRUOE PAMELA S LASl
BRATTON DAVID KEITH LAS4
BRATTON DONALYN H FAA2
BRATTON JAY PHILIP LAS2
BRATTSTEN LENA B GRAD
BRATU RANDALL PETER LAS3
BRATU ROBERTA A LASl
BRAUCHT ELLEN IRWIN AGR4
BRAUER DAVID JOHN GRAD
BRAUER KENNETH RUSSE PE 3
BRAUER LOIS MARIE LAS4
BRAUER MARY ALICE LAS2
BRAUER MARY JANE PE 3
BRAUGHAM CHARLES E GRAD
BRAULT LAWRENCE E JR LAS2
BRAUN BONNIE SUE LASl
BRAUN BRIAN ALAN COM4
BRAUN DAYNA LEIGH AGR3
BRAUN DONALD P LASl
BRAUN JEROME SHELDON LAS2
BRAUN LESLIE ALLEN ENG4
BRAUN NANCY E ED 1
BRAUN TIMOTHY A LAW1
BRAUN WILLIAM D LASl
BRAVE KATHLEEN ANNE AGR4
BRAVERMAN MARLA D LASl
BRAWAR WENDY FAY LAS3
BRAY NORMAN W JR GRAD
BRAY ROBERT M GRAD
BRAYBOY MADELINE E LASl
BRAYMAN PAUL MARSHAL LAW3
BRAYTON DONALD MAX GRAD
BRAZAITIS EDNA C LASl
BRDA MARILYN THERESE PE 2
BRDLIK DEAN M LAS3
BREADEN RONALD P LAS3
BREAKENRIDGE MYRNA L LAS4
BREAKSTONE MELANIE L FAA4
BREBACH RAYMOND T GRAD
BRECHER JAMES ROBERT LASl
BRECK JAMES E GRAD
BRECKENFELD BRUCE H ENG3
BRECKENFELD JOANNA N ED 4
BRECKENFELD SUSAN M FAA5
BREDWELL THOMAS EUGE ENG2
BREED NANCY J LAS2
807 W SPNGFLD U
509 W I LLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 813 U
1011 S OAK 2 C
1011 S OAK C
URH TOWNSEND 178 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U
1106 W STOUGHTON U
503 E STOUGHTON 4 C
910 S 3RD C
1107 W GREEN 128 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SHERMAN 752 C
706 W OHIO U
DECATUR ILL
URH TOWNSEND 266 U
TAYLORVILLE ILL
URH LAR 405 U
904 W GREEN C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 393 C
110 E ARMORY C
104 E ARMORY C
1206 S ELM C
306 E DANIEL C
12 SALEM RD U
409 E CHALMERS 701 C
RR 2 U
URH BARTON 10 C
URH GARNER 421 C
URH BARTON 123 C
MAHOMET ILL
1004 S 4TH 103 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1106 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 223 U
503 E WHITE 3 C
URH SHERMAN 660 C
209 E CLARK 8 C
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
2110 ORCH ST 204 U
URH TRELEASE 1122 U
801 FAIROAKS C
URH WARDALL 624 U
URH WARDALL 612 U
910 S 3RD 502 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
101 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 332 C
URH NOBLE 321 C
URH WESTON 219 C
URH TRELEASE 128 U
807 S 1ST C
807 S 1ST 24 C
URH SNYDER 267 C
905 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER 311 C
URH BUSEY U
205 E GREEN 1 C
58 E ARMORY 10 C
211 E ARMORY C
805 W OHIO U
URH LAR 213 U
805 W OHIO U
618 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
902 S 2ND C
2315 S 1ST 202 C
904 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 296 C
305 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSENO 438 U
URH BARTON 4 C
112 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 492 C
URH ALLEN 13 U
URH TRELEASE 708 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1804 B ORCH PL U
601 W SPNGFLD 1 C
URH TRELEASE 202 U
URH TOWNSEND 326 U
811 S LOCUST C
URH ALLEN 468 U
URH BUSEY 345 U
904 W GREEN 325 U
2114 ORCH ST 202 U
707 S 6TH 402 C
802 W OREGON U
209 E CLARK 3 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 1056 C
311 E JOHN 2 C
311 E JOHN C
710 W CALIFORNIA 6 U
URH FORBES 318 C
367--8937 807 W SPNGFLD
367--4364 759 S 22ND ST
332--4466 945 PINE TREE LN
356--2333 1011 S OAK
356--2333 8416 S MAY
332--4042 807 N STRATFORD AV
BOX 334
367--8968 1106 W STOUGHTON
6326 N FRANCISCO
344--5000 9433 N KEDVALE
3532 167TH ST
344--0136 1021 MEMORY CT
332--4903 549 VISTA DR
344--9519 8534 KIMBALL
2415 S ANGLE CT
332--4093 1104 QUINCY CT
RR 2 BOX 288
332--2908 9419 LEAMINGTON
232 BEUNA VISTA ST
367--6365 2512 BURRMONT RD
332--1806 1050 E 134TH ST
352--3457 656 WENTWORTH AV
8822 S MERRILL
356--6398 506 N EDWIN
700 E 106TH ST
17 W 375 KARBAN RD
4806 CONRAD
13811 S 80TH AV
332--0093 410 N 23RD ST
332--0860 538 OLD MONTGOMERY
332--0123 6056 N ALBANY
RR 1
1929 W FARRAGUT AV
4 KATEER DR
344--9636 709 MAGNOLIA RD
332--2178 239 PARK PL
352--5667 226 E MAIN
















































































6128 N CENTRAL PK
RR 4
101 E ARMORY








2250 S 11TH AV




RR 1 BOX 17













RR 1 BOX 642
2754 W ESTES
505 LAKE SHORE DR
420 S 3RD ST
2000 OVERLAND AV




















































































































































































































LAS2 706 W OHIO U 344-•9519
ENG2 212 E DANIEL U 356--7908
ENG3 708 W HIGH u 367--3958
LAS3 STALEY RD c 352--5493
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 303 u 332--4112
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON u 367--3415
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS c 3 56--7663
BUS2 1101 W PENN u 344--9469
GRAD 511 W GREEN u 367--0738
GRAD 511 W GREEN u 367--0738
LASi URH OGLESBY 1011 u 332--5333
ED 2 312 E DANIEL c 344--0671
GRAD 805 W ILLINOIS u 344--3363
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 404 u 332--3812
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 334 u 332--4135
ENG4 2109 W WHITE 201 c 359--2567
AGR2 910 S 3RD 705 c 344-5000
BUS1 URH TOWNSEND 570 u 332--428 9
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 310 u 332--5476
ENG2 904 W GREEN 403 c
LASi 1902 BROADMOOR c 352--8124
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS 303 u 367--1775
LASI 505 E GREEN 317 c 344--0382
FAA3 1102 S 2ND c 344--7333
GRAD 706 W CHURCH 9 c 3 52--7761
BUS1 URH VANDOREN 207 c
FAA1 713 W OHIO u
LAS4 910 S 3RD 1121 c
ENG2 1004 S 4TH 8 c
ENG2 1101 W PENN u
ENG2 910 E CHALMERS c
BUS3 URH WESTON 466 c
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 107 u 332--3889
LAS2 URH LAR 366 u 332--3013
ED i URH ALLEN 248 u 332--3178
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 724 u
PE 3 1404 S LINCOLN u 344--3821
LAS2 307 E JOHN c
FAA1 604 E ARMORY 122 c 344- 1266
LAS3 901 S 2ND c 352--9541
BUS2 URH GARNER 242 c 332--0734
ENGl URH GARNER 392 c 332--0839
GRAD URH SHERMAN 412 c 332--4717
BUS4 906 W HILL c 356--7153
COM3 52 E ARMORY c 356--7715
GRAD 806 N IOWA u
LASI URH FLAGG 324 c
ED 4 1202 W NEVADA u 344--1173
ED 4 1102 S LINCOLN u 344--7417
BUS1 309 E CHALMERS c
COM3 URH WAROALL 805 u 332--4458
LASI 1105 S 1ST c 344--9770
AGRi URH SNYDER 496 c 332--1879
AGR4 316 S PRAIRIE c 352--3640
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 512 u 332--5184
ED 3 SIONEY ILL
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 216 u 332--3762
LAS2 PHILO ILL
LASI URH SAUNDERS 227 u 332--3638
GRAD 1106 W HEALEY c
AGR4 2203 HAZWD 303 u 344--7429
LAS2 PHILO ILL
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 1001 u 332--5678
AGRI URH BLAISDELL 212 u 332--3488
AGR2 URH BABCOCK 124 u 332--3741
GRAD 1305 E PENN u 367--8243
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 25 c 332 -0213
ED 4 508 E CHALMERS c 344--1170
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 360 c 332 -2197
BUS2 603 S BUSEY u 344--5145
FAA4 1108 W NEVADA 7 u
LAS4 707 S 6TH c 344--7361
GRAD 1106 W CLARK 2 u
GRAD HOMER ILL
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT c 344--0545
GRAD 1505 WILEY u 367 -9082
AGR3 RR 3 u 367--5506
ENG3 903 W ILLINOIS u
LASI URH NOBLE 420 c 332--0436
FAA5 608 E WASHINGTON c
FAA2 URH WESTON 360 c 332--2016
LAS2 1009 W PENN u 344--9158
AGR3 604 E ARMORY c 344--1266
BUS3 1008 S LINCOLN u
ENGl URH CARR 205 u 332--3886
LAS3 109 E CHALMERS 3 c 344--5887
ED 3 109 E CHALMERS 3 c 344--5887
GRAD 105 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD 901 S 6TH c 344--1875
LASi URH FORBES 263 c 332--0987
LAS3 URH FORBES 218 c 332--0957
LAS3 711 W GREEN u
ED 3 805 W OHIO u 344--4784
LAS2 805 W OHIO u 344--4784
FAA4 405 W ILLINOIS u 365--2922
LAS2 1009 W PENN u 344--3906




RR 1 STALEY RD
1026 N BROADWAY
1346 HICKORY ST








5110 S LINDER AV
2109 W WHITE 201
2153 CHESTNUT








ROUTE 1 BOX 149
532 S CEDAR ST
320 CHESTER











6902 W A ST






860 N DEWITT PL
1555 W EDWARDS ST
1555 W EDWARDS
8554 S PAULINA ST











RR 1 BOX 286
308 N JOSEPHINE













432 S 6TH AV











2859 S LOWE AV
3933 N TRIPP AV
1503 S 57TH CT
RR 1
405 W ILLINOIS






























































































































BRISCOE CHARLES E JR










BRITO SERGIO N A
BRITSKY ANTHONY M
8RITSKY MARINA A

























































GRAD 1005 PHILO RD U 367-0097 1005 PHILO RD URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH FLAGG 328 C 10532 S LAWLER AV OAKLAWN ILL
FAA2 312 E DANIEL C 344-0671 517 N 1ST ST PRINCETON ILL
GRAD 609 W GREEN U 367-9866 609 W GREEN URBANA ILL
LAS1 609 W GREEN u 367-9866 609 W GREEN URBANA IL
PE 3 303 E JOHN c 344-1103 1709 VALLEY RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 1005 W OREGON u 245 PARKER AV MAPLEWOOD N J
GRAD 502 E HEALEY 209 c 352-0765 84 ROCKHILL RD ROCHESTER N Y
LAS1 910 S 3R0 1320 c 344-5000 4646 GROVE SKOKIE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN c 333-0984 710 GERARD AV NEW YORK N Y
ENG1 1005 S 2ND 5 c 1014 S 2ND ST DE KALB IL
ED I URH NOBLE 110 c 332-1068 RR 2 BOX 16 TOLONO ILL
FAA3 URH FLAGG 434 c 332-0350 18519 CLYDE RD HOMEWOOD ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 912 u 332-5304 561 WINSTON DR MELROSE PARK ILL
BUS! 1507 MAPLECREST c 352-0790 1507 MAPLECREST CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG4 805 W OREGON u 2616 JERDEN AV GRANITE CTY ILL
GRAD 1805 BROADMOOR c 359-3284 1805 BROADMOOR CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 342 c 332-1770 10244 S 81ST AV PALOS HILLS ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 121 c 332-1898 1886 ILLINOIS ST OES PLAINES ILL
COM3 1008 W NEVADA u 344-9710 4815 N NATCHEZ AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 802 W OREGON 16 u 3244 SUMMIT AV HIGHLAND PK ILL
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 1058 c 332-4975 1445 S PLUM FREEPORT ILL
AGRI URH WESTON 390 c 332-2046 RR 1 MOMENCE IL
BUS3 URH CARR 401 u 332-3944 3435 N MARSHFIELD CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1308 GRANDVIEW c 367-8769 RR 3 DECATUR ILL
FAA2 URH WARDALL 511 u 332-4391 5808 MAR VISTA PEORIA ILL
ENG1 313 E CHALMERS c RR 3 FLORA ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 306 u 332-3648 156 MARK AV DECATUR ILL
BUS4 907 S 4TH c 344-9694 2912 W DEVON AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 105 E GREEN 15 c 359-4794 105 E GREEN 15 CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 105 E GREEN 15 c 359-4794 105 E GREEN 15 CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 105 E ARMORY c 356-7986 5010 RIDGEWAY CHICAGO ILL
AGRI URH TRELEASE 209 u 332-5445 5010 N RIDGEWAY CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 105 E ARMORY c 356-7986 4828 MULFORD SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 1202 W GREEN u 333-1275 129 RYAN B DUNDEE ILL
GRAD 1006 S LOCUST c 352-1858 1006 S LOCUST CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW3 1111 W DANIEL c 890 PARKS IDE AV ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 2107 HAZWD u
LAS3 209 E ARMORY c 344-7678 1410 S VINE URBANA ILL
LAS1 1410 S VINE u 367-0854 1410 S VINE URBANA ILL
GRAD URH TRELEASE 1214 u 332-5751 808 CRAWFORD AV AUGUSTA GA
AGR3 807 S BUSEY u RR 1 SMITHBORO ILL
GRAD 1204 1/2 W CAL u 1234 PARTRIDGE AV BELOIT WIS
LAS3 910 S 3RD c 604 BARTON EVANSTON IL
ED 3 2 CANTERBURY CT c 356-9507 2 CANTERBURY CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 503 E WHITE 11 c 356-8463
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 618 u 332-5129 120 MIDDLE PK DR CANTON ILL
BUS2 1606 W HEALEY c 352-2485 1606 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS* 910 S 3RD c 2800 OAK MATTOON ILL
LAS4 907 S WRIGHT c 344-0545 RR 1 MANHATTAN ILL
GRAD RANTOUL ILL 717 RIVER ST ALMA MICH
GRAD 105A WOODSHOP u 333-1775 1514 SCOTTSDALE CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH CARR 328 u 332-3940 3712 N NOTTINGHAM CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 3712 N NOTTINGHAM CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 910 S 3RD c 344-5000 3711 ARTHUR AV BROOKFIELD ILL
COM4 613 W SPNGFLO 4 c 359-1088 RR 2 MT CARROLL ILL
LAS4 805 W GREEN u 344-7219 433 S 4TH WATSEKA ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 61 u 332-3008 14508 WOODLAWN AV DOLTON ILL
FAA4 URH LAR 205 u 332-2841 RR 1 WESTFIELD ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 302 c 332-1982 RR 3 ENFIELD ILL
ED 4 706 S MATHEWS u 344-0136 111 E 2ND ST GENOA ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 346 u 332-3214 121 E CHAMPAIGN AV RANTOUL ILL
ENG2 309 E CHALMERS c 356-1894 138 W HINES AV PEORIA HTS ILL
AGR4 RR 2 u 367-0277 RR 2 SCHIFF ESTS URBANA ILL
GRAD 605 W INDIANA u 344-1685 605 W INDIANA URBANA ILL
LAS3 112 E DANIEL c 356-7936 518 POPLAR ST SAVANNA ILL
LAS3 212 E CHALMERS 6 c 344-3782 513 NORMAL RO DE KALB IL
ENG2 URH FORBES 262 c 332-0986 9217 MASSASOIT OAKLAWN ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 313 c 332-1990 3221 W 66TH ST CHICAGO ILL
AGRI URH GARNER 309 c 332-0778 RR 1 SAVANNA ILL
LAS4 610 W HILL c 356-4292 610 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 911 S 3RD c 344-0408 1601 SOUTH RR 12 INGLESIDE ILL
LAS3 108 E HEALEY c 411 N PINE AV ARLINGTON HTS ILL
BUS2 110 E ARMORY c 356-2762 7327 N KILBOURN LINCOLNWOOD ILL
FAA2 1108 S 1ST c 344-1140 710 LASELL OR CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 710 LASELL c 356-8108 710 LASELL DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS 814 c 344-1318 141 HIBBARO RD WILMETTE ILL
LAS1 706 W OHIO c 7101 TRIPP LINCOLNWOOD IL
FAA2 101 W GEORGE HUFF u 344-5391 101 W GEORGE HUFF URBANA ILL
ED 3 101 GEORGE HOFF u 101 GEORGE HUFF DR URBANA IL
LAS3 WINFIELD ILL 27W380 MANCHESTER WINFIELD ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD 204 c 344-5000 6337 N TALMAN CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 503 E STOUGHTON 7 c 7061 N KEDZIE CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD 326 c 333-5000 5733 N SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 266 u 5800 CRAIN ST MORTON GROVE ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 345 c 332-1047 8824 CHERRY ST RIVER GROVE IL
ED 3 2002 HEMLOCK c 356-6154 2002 HEMLOCK CHAMPAIGN IL
LAW3 2020 N MATTIS c 356-4777 260 E CHESTNUT CHICAGO ILL
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 1217 u 332-5398 RR 1 BOX 214 WAUCONOA ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 404 c 332-1571 457 BENNETT PALATINE ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 408 c 332-1330 DIVISION ST 653 MOODHULL ILL
VM 4 705 W HIGH u 365-1958 2025 REGENT PL BROOKLYN 26 N Y
FAA3 112 E DANIEL c 359-1220 160 DEERFIELD RD DEERFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH BUSEY 159 u 332-2595 1203 W EUCLID AV ARLINGTON HTS IL
LAS1 910 S 3RD c 344-5000 8925 S PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 508 W MAIN u 367-2529 508 W MAIN URBANA ILL
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u 344-4320 807 W NEVADA URBANA ILL
33
BROOKHART WILLIAM E ENG4
BROQKMAN BARBARA JEA LAS3
BROOKRESON WILLIAM E GRAD
BROOKS ALBERT CONRAD GRAD
BROOKS CARSON CRAIG PE 4
BROOKS CONSTANCE JEA ED 3
BROOKS DANNY PAUL LAS3
BROOKS EILEEN D EO 1
BROOKS GARY ALLAN BUS4
BROOKS JAMES ALAN LAS4
BROOKS JANICE FAA3
*BROOKS JEFFREY DEAN AGR3
BROOKS JENNIFER G GRAD
*BROUKS JOEL BENNETT GRAD
BROOKS JOEL BENNETT GRAD
BROOKS JOHN K LAS4
BROOKS JOSEPH JORDAN GRAD
BROOKS JUANITA GRAD
BROOKS JULIA W GRAD
BROOKS LARRY D GRAD
BROOKS LESLIE ANN LAS4
BROOKS MARCELLUS GRAD
BROOKS MONTEL TYRONE LAS2
BROOKS NANCY SUE FAA2
BROOKS PATTY LAS4
BROOKS RICHARD L FAAL
BROOKS RITA M PE 1
BROOKS RONALD JAMES GRAD
BROOKS SANDRA MILLER AGR3
BROOKS SUSAN ADLER LAS3
BROOKS THOMAS G VM 1
BROOKS TONI LORRAINE GRAD
BROOKS WILLIAM FORDY GRAD
BROOM BETTY BOLLINGE LASl
BROOM CLAUDIA BOVEE ED 3
BROOM GORDON RALPH LAW3
BROOM WILLARD LESLIE AGR2
BROOM WILLIAM LEWIS BUS4
BROOME ROBERT MURPHY ED 4
BROOME SHIRLEY LOUIS LAS4
BROQUARD VICTOR EUGE ENG4
BROSCH BARRY A GRAD
BROSE WILLIAM R ENGL
BROSEY VIVIAN LOU ENG3
BROSI BRUCE LEE LASl
BROSSART DAVID ERNES FAA4
BROTHERS POLLY LYNNE AGR2
BROTINE BRENT ABRAHA COM3
BROTMAN ERICA FAA2
BROUDO MARC LAS2
BROUHARD JACK WILLIA ENG3
BROUWERS ELISABETH M LASl
BROWER ROSS DEAN GRAD
BROWN ADA JOHNSON GRAD
BROWN ALAN W LASl
BROWN ANTHONY LELAND ENG3
BROWN BARBARA JEAN LAS3
BROWN BARBARA LEE LAS4
BROWN BARRY WAYNE LASl
BROWN BELINDA CAROL LASl
BROWN BEVERLY A LASl
BROWN BRENT W GRAD
BROWN BRUCE ALEXANDE LAS4
BROWN BRUCE STILWELL GRAD
BROWN CARLA JO LAS3
BROWN CAROL L LAS3
BROWN CHRISTINA R GRAD
BROWN CYNTHIA J LASl
BROWN DALE W FAA1
BROWN DALE WAYNE AGR4
BROWN DAVID E ENG1
BROWN OAVID HAROLD BUS2
BROWN DAVID K LAS3
BROWN DAVID SMITH GRAD
BROWN DAVID STANLEY ENG4
BROWN DEBORAH C LASl
BROWN DEBORAH S LASl
BROWN DENNIS GLENN GRAD
BROWN DENNIS VARNER BUS3
BROWN DONALD LEE GRAD
BROWN DONNA LEE LAS2
BROWN DOROTHY SMITH GRAD
BROWN ELEANOR CLAYTO GRAD
BROWN ELEESE VIRGINI GRAD
BROWN FRANCIS JANUS GRAD
BROWN FRANKLIN HAYES LAS2
BROWN GARY ALBERT AGR2
BROWN GARY GENE BUS4
BROWN GERALD ALBERT VM 1
BROWN GERALD C GRAD
BROWN GERALD DOUGLAS LAS4
BROWN GERALD WILLIAM FAA3
BROWN GLENN C BUS1
BROWN GLORIA J PE 1
BROWN HARLOW RICHARD ED 4
BROWN HAROLD T GRAD
BROWN HAROLD WAYNE GRAD
501 E DANIEL




1301 S BUSEY 34
URH TRELEASE 628


















1215 S 4TH 322
1834 C ORCH PL
1009 S 1ST 3
509 S 5TH 3
3 DUNELLEN
909 W OREGON 104
109 E HEALEY 5
904 HOLIDAY
1005 S 6TH 17
910 S 3RD
809 W PENN
1005 S 6TH 17
102 N GREGORY 8
214 E STOUGHTON
409 E SPNGFLD
1414 N MCKINLEY 3
URH SCOTT 386





910 S 3RD 801
URH HOPKINS 325










EAST ST LOUIS ILL





























106 N GREGORY 1






c 344--1510 533 S HARVARD
246 BILTMORE OR
U 119 SAMISH WAY 34
c 356--4556 2510 SHERIDAN
c 1080 LINCOLN HWY
U 344--3263 320 W HICKORY ST
u 1410 N 5TH ST
u 332--5584 6715 N KEDVALE
c 356--0318 509 S 5TH 3
c 356--7901 203 W NORTH ST
c 356--7663 6715 N KEDVALE
c 352--2334 RR 1
c 352--0158 307 ELLS
c 352--2272 909 W OREGON
c 352--2272 909 W OREGON
c 356--6619 1112 W NORTH SHORE
u 344--4861 4804 COOPER CHAPEL
u 3 32--2464 ROUTE 2 BOX 35
u 332--5601 ROUTE 3
c 3 56--7462 909 W OREGON 103E
u 332--2747 526 MALLORY
u 926 17TH AV N
c 332--1225 7249 S INDIANA
c 332--0659 516 MALLORY LN
c 344--1840 809 N SCHOOL
c 332--1808 735 A FRANKLIN ST
c 332--0309 205 N HUMPHREY
u 344--4190 1834 C ORCHARD PL
c 352--2334 RR 1
c 356--0318 509 S 5TH 3
u 367--0777 1520 E STATE ST
u 303 W SOUTH
c 356--1673 714 RIDGE RD
c 356--6505 904 HOLIDAY
c 344--2298 705 S 3RD
c 344--5000 609 E VINE AV
u 344--406 9 609 VINE
c 344--2298 705 S 3RD ST
u 365--3153 2615 N STATE RD
c 352--3648 2615 N STATE
c 352--8080 409 E SPNGFLD
c 356--7145 14205 KENNEROOWN
c 332--1560 35 DIERKS ST
c 312 LEHIGH AV
c 2100 LINDSAY RD
c 344--7350 1842 ALTA VISTA
u 332--5508 220 N ELMHURST AV
u 332--5280 260 E CHESTNUT
c 344--5000 18637 DIXIE HWY
c 332--1277 4654 N LAWNDALE
u 367--6789 702 1/2 E UNIV
c 332--00 53 1438 BLANCHAN
c 352--9540 1501 HOLLY HILL
u 367--7188 1604 S GROVE
c 332--0858 2104 S VINE
c 356--3314 427 GREENWOOD
c 204 48TH ST
u 4722 N CAMPBELL




u 122 BENTLEY ST
u 367--9685 106 N BUSEY
u 332--4441 412 N CHERRY ST
u 332--5427 5277 W OTTO PL
u 1308 ATLANTIC AV





c 1129 CATALPA LN
u 344--472 5 1970 C ORCHARD ST
u 367--2115 RR 6 BOX 315
u 332--4546 735 W 80TH ST
u 332--2928 905 WESTFIELD
u 367--8219 RR 2
c 356--4883 1467 WINONA
u 367--5896 2011 E VERMONT
c 356--3390 7556 KARLOV
u 367--3271 2012 S ANDERSON
c 2101 28TH ST
c 332--4709 6 BERKSHIRE ST
c 356--5370 2311 SOUTHMOOR
c 6205 S ELLIS
c 352--9350 RR 1
308 E ELM ST
u 413 BLACKHAWK OR
c 359--4932 CAPE COD HILL
u 365--2064 1106 HELEN AV
c 10420 S TRUMBULL
c 344--9732 12512 S 73RD AV
u 332--4333 4810 SANSOM ST
u 304 1/2 BARR
c 352--4718 BOX 5



































































































BROWN JACK KfcNNETH LAS2
BROWN JAMES MARCE GRAD
BROWN JAMES MITCHELL LAS3
BROWN JANICE KAY 8US1
BROWN JAY RANDY AGR3
•BROWN JEANNE C LAS3
BROWN JEFFREY PAUL LAS2
BROWN JERRY JOHN FAA2
BROWN JOHN K JR GRAD
BROWN JOSEPH N LAS1
BROWN JOSEPH W JR ENG1
BROWN JUDITH MARIE AGR4
BROWN JUNE T LAS1
BROWN KAREN A PE 1
*BROWN KAREN SOLBERG GRAD
BROWN KAREN SUZANNE AGR2
BROWN KATHLEEN M LAS3
BROWN KENNETH DEMPSI 8US3
BROWN KENT BOGERT LAS4
BROWN KERRY M GRAD
BROWN KEVIN P LAS2
BROWN KIM STUART AGR2
BROWN LAURA ANN FAAl
BROWN LAURIE ANN LAS3
BROWN LYDIA LOUISE LAS3
BROWN MARGARET ELLEN LAS2
BROWN MARGARET KAY LAS4
BROWN MARGARET LEE EO 4
BROWN MARK L FAAl
BROWN MARLENE J GRAD
BROWN MERRAS VERNELL AGR1
BROWN MICHAEL EDWARD PE 3
BROWN MICHAEL ELLIOT LAS1
BROWN MICHAEL G COM4
BROWN MICHAEL LAUREN ENG2
BROWN MIRIAM P LAS4
BROWN MORTON NATHAN ENG3
BROWN NANCY GAY PE 2
BROWN PAMELA R LAS1
BROWN PAMELA RUTH LAW1
BROWN PATRICIA C FAA4
BROWN PATRICIA LEE AGR4
BROWN PEARLENE LAS1
BROWN PRISCILLA J LAS1
BROWN RANDALL S BUS1
BROWN RAYMON MICHAEL BUS3
BROWN REBECCA LEE AGR4
BROWN RICHARD E JR FAA4
BROWN RICHARD H JR GRAD
BROWN RICHARD W LAS1
BROWN ROBERT B BUS1
BROWN ROBERT E ENG1
BROWN ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
BROWN ROBERT GENE GRAD
BROWN ROBERT J AGR3
BROWN ROBERT LEE GRAD
BROWN ROGER MARK FAA2
BROWN RONALD CONKLIN GRAD
BROWN ROSEMARY A AGR1
BROWN RUTH E GRAD
BROWN SANDRA L GRAD
BROWN SHARON SUE LAS4
BROWN ShERRIE A GKAD
BROWN SHERYL YVONNE PE 1
BROWN STEVEN MERLE ENG2
BROWN STEVEN N ENG1
BROWN SUE T GRAD
BROWN SUSAN MERRILL ED 3
BROWN THOMAS HENRY PE 4
BROWN THOMAS ROBERT FAA3
8ROWN TIMOTHY W ENG1
BROWN VERNADEAN LAS1
BROWN WARREN R LAS1
BROWN WILLIAM FRANKL GRAD
BROWN WILLIAM M ENG3
BROWNE DALLAS L GRAD
BROWNE JANE CARROLL LAS2
BROWNFIELD ROBERT L GRAD
BROWNING HARRY E JR GRAD
BROWNING JAMES ARTHU BUS2
BROWNING JAMES R GRAD
BROWNING SUE MARY LAS3
BROWNRIDGE ENOS A BUS1
BROWNSTEIN ANDREA K LAS4
BROWNSTEIN CAROL SUE FAA3
BROWNSTEIN KENNETH R LAW3
BRUBAKER CRAIG LAS1
BRUBAKER JAMES CLARK COM4
BRUBAKER JOHN GRAHAM LAS4
BRUBAKER NANCY ED 1
BRUBAKER POLLY BRIST LAS2
BRUCATO CYNTHIA A LAS1
BRUCE CHARLOTTE R GRAD
BRUCE DENNIS M ENG1
BRUCE FRANK NEELY GRAD
BRUCE KENNETH EUGENE GRAD






1107 W GREEN 234
URH 0GLES8Y 1112
909 S 3RD



























1106 S 3RD 19
608 S STATE 2
611 E DANIEL
1802 CARLE














8 BEL AIRE CT
809 W PENN
1002 W SPNGFLD 1
705 W ILLINOIS
904 W GREEN 519
URH WARDALL 226
1107 W CHURCH


















2108 W WHITE 142
DANVILLE ILL

















C 332--1990 3719 W 70TH ST
c 359--3162 ROUTE 5
u 367--7143 205 W PENN
c 332--0579 607 TULANE DR
c 344--7152 RR 2
u 6247 W PETERSON
u 332--5364 7419 ARCAOIA ST
C 6420 S KEATING
c 356--1284 34800 VINE ST 208F
c 332--1666 RR 3 BOX 312
1004 W OREGON
u 344--0695 BOX 158
c 332--0373 16357 S MARSHFIELD
u 332--3192 14131 LASALLE ST
u 367--2169 360 SAN ANTONIO 6
u 332--3576 438 WILDWOOD DR
u 365--2614 6 WEAVER PL
c 3812 S 57TH CT
c 356--7908 TAYLOR RD
c 332--4743 2776 SONATA DR
c 356--9119 1503 S MATTIS
c 344--7152 RR 1 BOX 95
c 5648 HILLCREST RD
u 5717 W VIEW LN
u 332--2693 4636 MICHIGAN
u 332--2817 310 W 4TH ST
u 1753 LINCOLN
c 352--2509 1503 S MATTIS
c 332--1840 8603 OLEANDER AV
u 367--9685 1408 N MCKINLEY 10
c 7656 S DANTE AV
c 344--7182 807 CRESTVIEW DR
c 6240 N CLAREMONT
c 1000 BRYN MAWR
c 332--1081 240 SHARON DR
c 344--9636 5946 W FILLMORE ST
c 352--0570 905 MALTA LN
c 344--1840 927 E 1ST N
u 344--5906 1802 CARLE
c 801 S HARVARD AV
c 344--7136 1306 W COLUMBIA
u 332--446 3 W 4TH
c 356--0858 208 E VINE
u 332--2947 361 MERRIMAN RD




311--0981 503 ORCHARD AV
367--3168 522 FAIRLAWN
u 367--2169 360 SAN ANTONIO
c 332--2094 217 MEADOWBROOK DR
c 332--1542 4 WOODRIDGE
c 332--0784 414 E FERNWOOD ST
BOX 146
c 352--8873 8 BEL A I RE CT
u 344--4069 S MALTA RD
u 367--4505 1002 W SPRINGFIELD
u 344--5366 65 E 3RD ST
u 344--7399 21W050 KENSINGTON
u 332--4333 1214 S 46TH ST
c 356--0874 1424 W 8TH
u 365--3119 302 S COTTAGE GR
c 344--7244 RR 3 BOX 209
c 315 E 7TH ST
u 332--3701 8044 S ADA
u 332--3908 1505 GARDEN HILLS
u 332--5122 7411 OXFORD
c 356--1284 34800 VINE ST 208F
c 1007 W TETON DR
u 367--2846 1106 N LINCOLN
c 344--0540 4550 TELLER
c 344--1266 4278 WILSON AV
c 332--0255 1546 S CENTRAL PK
u 332--4185 12115 S STEWART AV
c 352--6339 1101 MATTIS 1-8
u 5248 S MERRIMAC
c 250 W SWANN
c 344--0543 910 E PENN ST
c 359--2270 2305 WOODCREST DR
202 CRONKHITE
u 2158 N MARIANA AV2
u 332--4325 1655 WALNUT HTS DR
c 4918 TUDOR
c 356--8860 1709 TARA
c 344--7732 5654 N SPAULDING
c 352--2833 1003 S MATTIS 1-3
u 332--3943 362 NIAGARA
c 356--7557 1508 N CLINTON
c 344--9645 362 NIAGARA ST
c 332--0304 805 E UNION AV
u 344--0695 362 NIAGARA ST
u 7210 W BALMORAL
c 344--7282 320 E LAFAYETTE
6604 W SCHREIBER
c 359--2230 523 CARSWELL ST
c 352--7194 618 W SPRINGFIELD


































































































BRUCE ROBERT WILLIAM ENG3
BRUCE ROSALIND C GRAD
BRUCE TERRY LEE LAW3
BRUCKMAN CARL JOSEPH FAA4
BRUCKMANN GUfcNTER ENG6
BRUECKNER PAMELA J LAS1
BRUEGGEMAN ROBERT NE LAS4
BRUEMMER JOHN JOSEPH ENG4
BRUGENHEMKE MARY JAN LAS2
BRUGGEMAN LINDA SUSA COM3
BRUHN JOANNE E LAS1
BRUHNKE PAUL EDWARD BUS4
BRULL JOHN J ENGl
BRUMBACH JOHN C LAS1
BRUMIS GAY LAS2
BRUMLEY WILLIAM CLOY LAS4
BRUMM DOUGLAS A LAS1
BRUMMER TERRY EDWARD BUS4
BRUMMET COLIN KELLY BUS4
BRUMMET PATRICIA B GRAD
BRUMMETT MELLODY LYN LAS3
BRUNDERMAN JOHN MART LAW2
BRUNE JOAN H GRAD
BRUNE MARTHA FAA1
BRUNER CAROL L LASl
BRUNER HAROLD STANLE GRAD
BRUNER PAUL M LASl
BRUNET EDWARD JOHN LAW3
BRUNET ROBERT WALTER LAS2
BRUNING JOHN HENRY GRAD
BRUNK CHARLES LEE GRAD
BRUNKOW DAVID ALLAN ENG2
BRUNNER MICHAEL KRAI FAA2
BRUNNER SHERRY DEE VM 2
BRUNNER STEVEN MARK BUS3
BRUNU JOHN C LASl
BRUNO MARY ANN LAS2
BRUNO NICHOLAS J GRAD
BRUNO ROUUE JR LASl
BRUNO STEPHEN J GRAD
BRUNO WALTER VM 4
BRUNS CATHERINE ALIC LAS3
BRUNS DIANE VARGO GRAD
BRUNS JAMES WAYNE AGR1
BRUNS JULIE A AGR1
BRUNS PETER JOHN GRAD
BRUNTON BYRLfc BARRON AGR
1
BRUSH JAMES R LASl
BRUSH JAMES R LASl
BRUSKI SANDRA LYNN LAS3
BRUSMAN MAYNARD MORR LAS3
BRUYN ROGER L ENG2
BRYAN DARRELL EUGENE FAA3
BRYANT CRAIG D ENGl
BRYANT DANIEL CURRIE LAS4
BRYANT DONALD EUGENE GRAD
BRYANT MARGARET P LAS4
BRYANT MARY C LASl
BRYANT TERRY LYNNE LAS3
8RYANT WILLIAM E AGR1
BRYDEN TOMMY WILLIAM LAS4
BRYNER JAMES MARTIN LAS2
BRZECZEK MARTIN EDWA ENG4
BRZEZ1NSKI THOMAS A BUS1
BUBENZER GARY DEAN GRAD
BUBOLZ CARL G ENG3
BUCH LEE DAVID LAS3
BUCHA JUDITH KAE FAA3
BUCHANAN ARTHUR DON ENG2
BUCHANAN OORICE LASl
BUCHANAN ERNEST T BUSl
BUCHANAN GARY J FAA3
BUCHANAN ROBERT CARL GRAO
BUCHANAN WARNER D AGR4
BUCHAR ANN L PE 1
BUCHER CRYSTAL D LASl
BUCHER RONALD G GRAD
BUCHHOLZ BRUCE LEONA ENG4
BUCHHOLZ EUGENE KENN GRAD
BUCHHOLZ LYLE A LASl
BUCHSBAUM MARGALIT C ED 2
BUCHWALTER CYNTHIA S GRAD
BUCK ANN C LASl
BUCK CATHERINE RUTH LAS4
BUCK GLORIA JEAN AGR3
BUCK JOHN E AVU
BUCK MARY E PAYNE LAS4
BUCKEL MARJORIE GRAC LAS2
BUCKEL MARY G AGR3
BUCKHOLDT HENRY PAUL FAA2
BUCKINGHAM BARBARA F LAS2
BUCKLER DENISE T LASl
BUCKLES CHARLES L JR LAS3
BUCKLES NEIL EUGENE LAS2
BUCKLEY COLLEEN M COM3
BUCKLEY GLENN R GRAD
BUCKLEY LARRY JAY FAA4
308 E ARMORY C
1719 1/2 LYNWOOD C
103 E CHALMERS C
311 E JOHN 4 C
1010 E CCLCRADO 30 U
URH LAR 105 U
1109 S 3RD C
306 E GREGORY C
508 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN C
1005 S LINCOLN U
2309 S 1ST 301 C
URH HOPKINS 478 C
303 N HARVEY U
903 W NEVADA U
601 W HIGH U
URH GARNER C
URH OGLESBY 201 U
205 E HEALEY 26 C
205 E HEALEY 26 C
409 E CHALMERS C
310 E CLARK C
2105 HAZWD 301 U
URH FLAGG C
URH ALLEN 23 U
606 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 267 C
911 S MATTIS 2 C
1301 S BUSEY U
1016 W FRANCIS C
2020 B ORCH ST U
202 S DRAPER C
106 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 418 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 473 C
URH NOBLE 124 C
1505 GARDEN HILLS C
CHICAGO ILL
URH DANIELS 427 U
URH SCOTT 180 C
URH EVANS 104 U
1302 W CLARK U
URH ALLEN 266 U
1302 W CLARK U
URH GARNER 422 C
URH HOPKINS 158 C
URH SNYDER 244 C
1104 W NEVADA U
1110 E STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 224 C
URH WESTON 439 C
URH GARNER 443 C
61 E JOHN C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1003 S ORCH U
URH ALLEN 391 U
302 E ARMORY C
113 ENNIS LN 3 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
1004 S 2ND C
512 E STOUGHTON C
501 W SPNGFLO C
1003 E FLORIDA U
409 E CHALMERS 706 C
615 W UNIVERSITY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 444 C
URH BLAISDELL 210 U
URH GARNER 390 C
61 E JOHN C
2046 B HAZWD CT U
2307 MANOR APTS C
URH LAR 298 U
506 W UNION C
URH DANIELS 736 U
1203 W GREEN U
1617 WILLIAMSBURG C
URH GARNER 238 C
1005 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 303 C
URH ALLEN 350 U
410 E GREEN C
URH LAR 460 U
URH FORBES 492 C
907 S WRIGHT C
903 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 123 C
409 E CHALMERS 709 C
URH LAR 463 U
URH LAR 3 75 U
61 E JOHN C
1111 S 1ST C
706 S MATHEWS U
910 S 3RD 2 C
311 E JOHN 3 C
344-9742 10338 S HAMLIN
352--7194 618 W SPRINGFIELD
344--7282 320 E LAFAYETTE ST
344-•7989 10411 WOODSTEAD




344- 1223 442 LAGESCHULTE ST
122 S BRIGGS ST
332--2898 2763 PRAIRIE AV
344--3392 909 N SPRING AVE
2900 S LINCOLN AV
365-
-2344 7736 N HARLEM
99TH AND KEAN AV
344--9874 20 EAST DR
3 32--0682 RR 1 BOX 112A2
3 32--5083 BOX 157
356--0108 120 N SPRING ST
356-
-0108 300 HASTINGS
107 S ALFRED AV
7008 N KEATING AV
2704 N LEHMAN RD
3525-14TH ST
332--3098 1125 E CORRINGTON
344-
-5812 606 W OHIO
550 SURF ST
35 2--3779 823 S ELMWOOD AV




356--9681 202 S DRAPER
435 W 7TH ST
332--3691 16530 GR CREEK CR
3205 GREENLEAF
332--1864 10124 S TORRENCE
332--0379 307 W NAPERVILLE
352--8725 1307 N 23RD AV
2848 N BURLING
332--2287 1125 TROUT BROOK
5704 N ORIOLE AV
332--2686 2221 E CONVERSE AV
367--7572 4339 E 175TH
ROUTE 3
332--3319 5136 CENTRAL AV
365--7572 211 GOODRICH AV
332--0861 RR 1




332--1449 726 JOHN ST
332--2081 1402 W DELAWARE
332--0875 634 S PLEASANT ST
356--0024 350 LINDEN ST
106 E DOUGLAS
344--6895 1003 S ORCHARD ST




344--9783 1223 LARKIN AV
356--0291 1541 GRANT
22 W 350 GLEN VAL
367--8945 1003 E FLORIDA
344--7428 122 STONEGATE RD
113 GREENCASTLE CR
344--3616 15W664 59TH ST
201 GUN ION
ROUTE 4 BOX 221
332--0837 915 PRAIRIE AV
356--0024 1273 COLUMBIA ST
344--0220 2048 B HAZELWD CT
344--6845 RR 1
6 COUNTRY CLUB DR
352--3257 RR 1 BOX 686
332--2390 690 WOODLAND AV
344--1120 BOX 109
359--3890 1617 WILLIAMSBURG
332--0730 520 N EMERSON ST
332--2809 2139 E 96TH ST
332--4675 RR 1
332--3344 234 N 7TH
459--4185 450 RIVERSIDE DR
332--3042 RR 4
868 1ST ST SW
344--0545 1339 COVENTRY LN
344--0776 475 MILLER DR
332--0604 475 MILLER DR
2412 S 7TH
332--3045 1307 KENNORE AV
332--3021 9 E 140TH CT
530 S DOUGLAS
356--3314 RR 1
344--0136 1202 NORTH AV
160 E NEVADA



































































































BUCKLEY STEPHEN S LAW3
BUCKLIN ROBERT S BUS1
BUCKMAN DORIS M EO 4
BUCKNER JOHN DAVID BUS2
BUCKNER ROY BERNARD GRAD
BUCZYNA KENNETH W ENGl
BUOO GARY A LAS1
*BUDD HARRY E C JR ENG6
*BUD0 SANDRA DOWNS GRAD
BUDDE MICHAEL ENGl
BUDDE RONALD LARRY FAA2
BUDNIK JUDITH ANN LAS2
BUDNIK PAUL PETER JR GRAD
BUDZ JACK THEODORE LAS3
BUDZ JEROME T LAS1
BUDZIK DENNIS MICHAE ENG4
BUDZ IK KENNETH FRANK ENG3
BUDZINSKI ROBERT L ENGl
BUDZINSKI RONALD JAY FAA3
BUEHLER ARNOLD A BUS3
BUEHLER MARTIN G ENGl
BUEHLMANN DAVID M GRAD
BUEHRING ARTHUR W ENGl
BUERCKHOLTZ MARGARET LAS3
BUERCKHOLTZ PAUL J ENGl
BUERGO JOSE GRAD
*BUFFA ANTHONY JOHN J GRAD
BUFFEN JUDITH LYNN ED 3
*BUFFINGTON ROBERT E LAS4
BUFFORD RODGER KEITH GRAO
BUFORD JANE ANN AGR4
BUFORD MARGARET JEAN AGR3
BUFORD ROBERT JOHN ENG3
BUGOS DAVID JAMES AGR2
BUHAI BETSY E ED 2
BUHMANN CAROLYN JEAN LAS4
BUHNER ELIZABETH A LAS1
BUHR MARCIA MAXINE LAS3
BUHR MARVIN D AGR1
BUHSE RICHARD LEE LAS2
BUICK KATHRYN ELIZAB LAS2
BUIKEMA ROBERT W BUS1
BUILTA STEVEN S AGR2
BUIS REBECCA JANE LAS2
BUJALSKI JANICE MARI LAS2
*BUKAUSKAS LOUIS J JR GRAD
BUKOWSKI RIChARD S GRAD
BUKVICH GAEL MARILYN LAS2
BULAN GLORIA CUMAGUN GRAD
BULANOA JOHN JEAN ENG4
BULANDA ROBERT JOHN LAS3
BULAWA DENNIS EDWARD LAS3
BULL CHARLES HERBERT COM4
BULL JAMES ARTHUR LAS4
BULL JAMES E ENGl
BULL MARGARET ANN L ED 4
BULL REX W LAS3
BULL THOMAS EYVIND GRAD
BULLARO CLARK WESLEY GRAD
BULLARD DAVID EDWIN LAS2
BULLARD MARSHALL E ENG3
BULLEIT TEM D GRAD
BULLER RALPH L ENG4
BULL IS GRANT M BUS1
BULLMAN BRUCE DAVID FAA4
BULLOCK GREGORY HERB AVI 2
BULLOCK JEANNE ELLEN LAS4
BULLOCK RANDALL CURT BUS2
BULLWINKLE LARRY JOE FAA3
BULMASH ANN LYNN LAS2
BULMASH SHARI LINDA ED 2
BUMGARNER SALLY LAS2
BUMPUS STANLEY EUGEN ENG4
BUNCH EDWARD ALEC AGR4
BUNDA MARY A V GRAD
BUNDA ROBERT VINCENT FAA2
BUNGER AUBREY DEAN ENGl
BUNKER BARBARA KAM LAS3
BUNKER LINDA K GRAD
BUNKER RICHARD MASON GRAD
BUNN DEANNA SUE ED 2
BUNNING DONALD LEROY LAS4
BUNSELMEYER ROBERT D AGR1
BUNSHAFT GILLIAN ANN GRAO
BUNTIN MICHAEL L BUS3
BUNT IN SARA B LAS2
BUNTING DAVID ROY FAA2
BUNTMAN ALAN DAVID LAS1
BUNTON EUEL BRADLEY LAS1
BUNTON GERALD PAUL GRAD
BUNTON WILLIAM L JR LAS3
BUONAURO KATHY MARY FAA4
BURANABANPUTE J GRAD
BURATTI KENNETH J GRAO
BURBICK JOSEPH M FAA2
BURCH CLARENCE LEWIS PE 4
BURCH GARY EUGENE BUS4
607 W SPNGFLD 9 U
URH WESTON 225 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 200 C
1713 VALLEY RD C
910 S 3RD 626 C
URH OGLESBY 121 U
304 W WHITE C
304 W WHITE C
1004 S 4TH C
209 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 407 C
42 MAPLEWOOD U
URH SCOTT 219 C
URH FORBES 461 C
URH TCWNSEND 424 U
URH BABCOCK 107 U
URH FORBES 264 C
312 W CLARK C
509 S 5TH 8 C
URH FORBES 441 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH SNYOER 463 C
409 E CHALMERS C
209 E ARMORY C
806 S 3RD C
502 W MAIN 228 U
URH BLAISDELL 314 U
404 W GREEN C
604 N MAPLE 27 U
URH BUSEY 335 U
URH WARDALL 1019 U
1009 W PENN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 112 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 217 U
THOMASBORO ILL
LUDLOW ILL
URH FORBES 314 C
URH LAR 235 U
URH SCOTT 469 C
809 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 326 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1105 BLOOMINGTON C
URH SHERMAN 447 C
URH LAR 365 U
URH DANIELS 469 U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
311 E GREEN 407 C
409 E CHALMERS 414 C
809 W CALIFORNIA U
906 W SPNGFLD 6 U
112 E DANIEL C
906 W SPNGFLD 6 U
1004 S 4TH 203 C
1803 W JOHN C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
803 W OREGON U
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 293 U
STA A BOX 2469 C
URH SCOTT 308 C
105 E GREEN 16 C
URH BUSEY 603 U
URH WARDALL 403 U
412 E GREEN C
URH TAFT 303 C
URH TRELEASE U
URH TRELEASE 1020 U
URH TOWNSENO 534 U
214 E GREGORY C
301 W GREEN C
311 DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 247 U
312 E DANIEL C
606 W ELM U
702 SCOTTSWOOD U
308 EVERGREEN CT U
39 BLUE SPRUCE C
URH OGLESBY 421 U
URH WARDALL 314 U
2113 ORCH ST 203 U
2113 HAZWD 203 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 220 U
URH FORBES 354 C
1722 N NEIL 5 C
208 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 225 U
906 1/2 W NEVADA 4 U
2309 S 1ST 101 C
URH GARNER 350 C
903 W ILLINOIS U





































































1113 S 16TH ST
414 S KNOLLWOOD DR













6020 N NASSAU AVE
5332 W 30TH PL
5413 N NEENAH AV
917 ST JAMES D-l
9545 MEADE AV










RR 3 BOX 37
RR 3 BOX 37
18561 POPLAR AV
RR 1 BOX 30
3131 DATO AV









2634 N LAWNOALE AV
23 B HATCHEE RD
5010 N CENTRAL PK












3967 N NEELY AV
222 LEAFLAND
547 HILLCREST PL
5327 W BERENICE AV
1067 N CHERRY ST
1541 SPEECHLEY




332--0632 3200 N LAKE SHORE
332--5622 3540 ARCADIA
3 32--5696 3426 WASHINGTON
332--4263 RR 1
344--7363
352--7557 5411 S KEELER AV
344--4942 3217 ADAMS ST
332--4082 OAKHILLS RR 2
344--0671 610 BOYS ST
365--1068 606 W ELM
367--6405 66 SOUTH ST
367--1020 308 EVERGREEN CT W
359--4292 1601 S NEIL
RR 1 BOX 446
332--4346 97 HARTMANN RD
RR 1
602 W MARKET
356--8833 723 HALE ST
5637 N CHRISTIANA
332--1051 2051 W LAKE 112
359--4913 13 S BROADWAY
3921 W 14TH ST
936 HILLCREST
344--6295 MISSION HOSPITAL
344--4077 56 RIOGEWOOO ST
8321 KIL BOURN
1020 N FRANKLIN




































































































































































































FAA3 406 E FLORIDA U 367-2591
GRAD 712 W OHIO u
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 503 c 344-6242
GRAD 311 KELLY CT c 359--2327
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 810 u
LAS3 702 W WASHINGTON u 344-1970
PE 1 URH VANDOREN 107 c
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 305 c 332--0518
GRAD 1004 HOLLYCREST c 352-7190
GRAD ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 605 S DRAPER c 352-0703
LA SI URH FORBES 346 c 332--1048
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 335 c
ENG4 401 E JOHN c 344--1650
LAS1 URH GARNER 417 c 332--0856
LAS3 906 S 1ST c
AGR3 URH LUNDGREN 219 c 332--0250
ENG1 904 W GREEN u
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON c 359--3004
GRAD 907 S 2ND 6 c 344-4080
LAS3 1110 h NEVADA u 344--0425
FAA4 307 E HEALEY 14 c
LAS4 5 SAFFER CT u 344-0748
GRAD 2101 POND u 367--8065
LAW2 URH SCOTT 380 c 332--1558
LAS1 212 E DANIEL 201 c 356--7908
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 720 u 3 32--5606
GRAD 1810 KIRBY c
ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--4274
FAA3 910 S 3RD 1113 c
FAA4 URH EVANS 237 u 332--2724
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 821 u 3 32--5637
8US2 URH OGLESBY 425 u 332--5166
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 830 u 332--5291
LAS1 1105 S 1ST c
AGRl 505 E GREEN c
ENG6 1503 WESTFIELD c 356--4191
LAS2 URH TAFT 312 c 3 32--0640
GRAD 722 S BROADWAY u 367--1806
LAS1 310 E CHALMERS c 344--9442
VM 2 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--3492
LAS2 410 E GREEN c
8US4 URH WARDALL 904 u 332--4481
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 103 u 332--3450
LAS4 URH WARDALL 324 u 332--4355
LAWl URH FLAGG 405 c 332--0 322
ED 2 URH LUNDGREN 2 c 332--0196
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 424 u 332--5165
LAS2 802 W OREGON 14 u 344--1873
GRAD 1324 GRANDVIEW c 3 59--4161
GRAD 603 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 505 E GREEN c
ENG4 908 E PARK u 367--3788
ENG6 1104 W CLARK u 367--2375
GRAD URH DANIELS 462 u 332--2535
LAS3 211 E ARMORY c 344--7324
AGRl 1001 S WRIGHT c
FAA3 907 W ILLINOIS u 344--0695
LAS1 URH SNYDER 473 c 332--1864
ENG3 1001 S WRIGHT c 344--1351
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 722 u 332--5253
LAS3 1806 DIANA LN c 356--1632
LAS4 102 E CHALMERS c
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
AGRl URH CLARK 214 c 332--0017
GRAD 1803 B ORCH PL u 344--2249
AGR4 201 N BUSEY u 367--2948
ENGl URH OGLESBY 1123 u 3 32--5174
GRAD 410 W JOHN c
PE 3 URH LAR 335 u 332--2899
ENGl URH GARNER 361 c
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN 6 u
LAS1 207 E JOHN c 356--8738
LAS3 910 S 3RD c 355--4000
LAS2 URH TAFT 418 c 332--0665
LAS4 206 S CEDAR u
GRAD URH DANIELS 606 u 332--2330
LAS3 URH LAR 216 u
LAS3 803 W ILLINOIS u 344--1097
GRAD 504 W ELM u 365--2341
GRAD 1108 W SPNGFLD u 344--1743
GRAD 1108 W SPNGFLD u 344--1743
LAS4 906 N LINCOLN u 367--2712
ENG4 46 ROXBURY RD u 367--7507
LAS3 URH WARDALL 711 u 332--4439
LAS4 URH BARTON 308 c 332--0155
LASl URH LAR 392 u 332--3034
LAS2 URH WARDALL 320 u
FAA4 505 E WHITE 8 c 356--3610
GRAD 724 S BROADWAY u 365--1588
ENG2 910 S LOCUST 2 c 352--8157
AVI I 912 S 2ND c 344--9732
LAS2 STA A BOX 2329 c
ENGl 610 W CALIFORNIA c 344--52 94
GRAD STA A BOX 2329 c
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS c 344--7232
406 E FLORIDA
712 W OHIO
412 W WALL ST
311 KELLY CT
RR 1
305 £ OWEN ST
2312 S 58TH CT
1235 MAIN ST







145 S OAK ST
RR 1 BOX 29
22 LAMBERT LN
512 E STOUGHTON










137-B W GRAND AV





1204 E 85TH ST




234 N BROADWAY AV
3213 YORK RO
4829 W 97TH PL
1834 S 18TH AV
712 LEXINGTON DR
403 N LEWIS AV
8425 KENWOOD





5807 S PARK AV
908 E PARK




















123 SHADY LANE OR
21228 JEFFERY DR
516 W EASTMAN ST
145 KING ST
2009 W LAURA AV






842 TIMBER HILL RO
415 W DIVISION
316 WAYNE ST
842 TIMBER HILL RD
2707 HAMPDEN CT
724 S BROADWAY








































































































BURNS MARSHA JILL COM4
BURNS MARY MARGARET LAS4
BURNS PATRICK GRADY ENG2
BURNS PATRICK MAURIC BUS4
BURNS ROBERT BRUCE ENG2
*BURNS RUBERT PATTEN FAA4
BURNS SARITA P LAS1
BURNS THOMAS EDGAR BUS3
BURNS THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
BURNS THOMAS SCOTT GRAD
BURNSIOE BARBARA B GRAD
BURNSIDE JONELLE GRAD
BURR DAVID J GRAD
*BURR JOHN GARRIE ENG4
*BURRELL DUDLEY B GRAD
BURRELL JAMES ED 1
BURREN BRIAN T LAS3
BURRIER JAMES A GRAD
BURRIGHT JAMES L ENG1
BURRIS DARRYL LEROY ENG4
BURRIS SHERYL ANN ED 2
BURRIS WILLIAM STEVE LAS1
BURROUGHS DAVID GEOR COM4
BURROUGHS EILEEN F LAS2
BURROUGHS JUDY LANIE ED 3
BURROUGHS STACY R GRAD
BURROUGHS SUSAN LEE PE 4
BURROW BRUCE ALAN BUS2
BURROW DANIEL C AGR1
BURROWS STEPHEN DALE LAS3
BURRUSS LINDA F BUS2
BURRZINSKI WILLIAM J ENG4
BURSCH WILLIAM G GRAD
BURSON CRAIG NIMAN LAS2
BURSON GARY HERBERT ENG2
BURSTEIN MARK HOWARD ENG4
BURSTEIN MAURICE IRW LAS2
BURSTEIN TOBY LAS3
BURT JAMES VINTON GRAD
BURT TIMOTHY E BUS1
BURTLE PAUL W AGRl
BURTON BARBARA ANN LAS4
BURTON BRUCE JAY 8US3
BURTON CHARLES A BUS1
BURTON CHARLES MARVI LAS2
BURTON DIANE S GRAD
BURTON RAYMOND G BUS4
BURTON ROY NICHOLAS BUS3
BURY BRUCE B ENG3
BURY SHARON LEE LAS3
BURZYNSKI RICHARD HE ENG4
BURZYNSKI WILLIAM J GRAD
BUS KENNETH P AGRl
BUSBOOM DEBRA J LAS1
BUSBOOM LESLIE GENE AGR4
BUSCH BARBARA ANN GRAD
BUSCH BONNIE JO LAS2
BUSCH CHARLES DOUGLA FAA3
BUSCH DAVID CARL BUS3
BUSCH ERIC STEPHENS LAW3
BUSCH MICHAEL GEORGE LAS4
BUSCH ROBERT EARL II BUS3
BUSCHBACH SUSAN K ED 1
BUSCHBACH THOMAS R ENG3
BUSCHMANN RAYMOND PE LAW3
BUSCHMANN ROBERT JOH GRAD
BUSH BARBARA LOIS LAS2
BUSH DOUGLAS JAN BUS2
BUSH ELLEN SUZANNE LAS4
BUSH GARY ALLAN ENG3
BUSH HARRY P III LAS1
8USH KATHLEEN MARY LAS2
BUSH LARRY YALE LAS3
BUSH NANCY JEANNE LAS4
BUSH WILLIAM JOSEPH COM4
BUSHBY PHILIP ASA VM 1
BUSHING ROBERT LOUIS FAA1
BUSHMAN JOSEPH EDMUN ENG4
BUSHMAN MARY ANN LAS2
BUSICK STEPHEN LEE AGRl
BUSINARO GERALD RICH LAS3
BUSING SUSAN C GRAD
BUSS DONALD C ENG1
BUSS STEPHEN ALAN ENG4
BUSS WALTER RAY LAS2
BUSSAN DAVID NICHOLA VM 4
BUSSE DONALD FREDERI AGR3
BUSSE MILDRED ARLENE COM4
BUSSELL DIANA BOLZ LAS2
BUSSELL RODNEY LOUIS ENG4
BUSSERT JOHN RUSSELL ED 4
BUSSERT MARGARET ROS LAS3
BUSSEY RONALD DAVID BUS2
BUSTOS ANGELA D GRAD
BUSWELL ARTHUR STOBI LAS4
BUSWELL BARBARA A LAS1
BUSWELL JANET LOUISE LAS3
508 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMERS C
1009 W PENN U
1007 W MAIN U
1101 W PENN U
401 S WEBBER U
URH BARTON C
309 E CHALMERS C
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C
211 W ILLINOIS U
2074 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 503 C
605 S 4TH 203 C
509 N MCKINLEY C
1322 HONEYSUCKLE C
URH SNYDER 432 C
505 W SPNGFLD C
2103 HAZWD 304 U
URH GARNER 306 C
URH BABCOCK 419 U
URH SAUNDERS 226 U
706 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 153 U
207 E JOHN C
RR 3 U
RR 3 BOX 10 U
URH EVANS 324 U
URH HOPKINS 268 C
URH SNYDER 390 C
18 MONTCLAIR U
1106 S LINCOLN U
105 E GREEN 14 C
1407 1/2 W PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 277 U
212 N MCCULLOUGH U
711 S RANDOLPH C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 324 U
814 1/2 W CHURCH U
URH FORBES 432 C
URH OGLESBY 105 U
5 BURCH VILLAGE C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 217 C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
2101 HAZWD CT 204 U
URH BABCOCK 105 U
207 E GREEN C
907 S WRIGHT C
105 E GREEN 14 C
105 GREEN 16 C
URH FORBES 486 C
805 W OHIO U
509 S STOUGHTON U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH SAUNDERS 326 U
604 E ARMORY C
406 W GREEN C
1118 W CHURCH 3 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH OGLESBY 1006 U
604 PARK LN C
604 PARKLANE C
605 W UNIVERSITY 6 C
2221 S 1ST C
URH BLAISDELL 6 U
501 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 1306 C
NORMAL ILL
URH SCOTT 366 C
URH LAR 481 U
URH TOWNSEND 215 U
706 S MATHEWS U
101 S BUSEY U
820 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 409 C
URH TOWNSEND 380 U
URH LAR 188 U
URH HOPKINS 346 C
611 W ELM U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SNYDER 312 C
URH SCOTT 218 C
PHILO ILL
604 S RACE U
1004 W NEVADA U
DECATUR ILL
301 W GREEN 2 C
301 W GREEN C
135 W CLARK 303 C
307 E DANIEL C
1008 W NEVADA U
1201 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 409 U
URH TRELEASE 527 U





















































































I CNTRY CLUB ACRES




203 S 7TH AV
835 CHARLES ST
629 CRANFORD AV
RR 1 BOX 217
2613 GODDARD
8811 CALIFORNIA AV
1ST ST BOX 266
509 N MCKINLEY
838 N WILDWOOD AV
13139 S CORLISS
619 CENTER ST
16 ROCK HILL RD
RR 2
HIGH RD RR 3
34 MIDWAY CIRCLE




RR 3 BOX 11
213 WASHINGTON





1407 1/2 W PARK
917 KENYON ST
9 S WEST ST
3004 W TOUHY AV
925 N ALPINE
7557 N KEDVALE




















302 E ROOSEVELT RD
604 PARK LN
604 PARKLANE

























709 N 11TH AV
100 N PROSPECT
RR 3 BOX 239
MANCO CAPAC 1502
217 HOMESTEAD RO






























































































LA GRANGE PARK ILL
GALESBURG ILL
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
39
BUTERA NATALE AGR4
BUTERA RuY THOMAS LA S4
BUTH DONALD GEORGE LAS2
BUTIKAS WILLIAM A LAS4
BUTITTA JOHN MICHAEL LAS2
BUTKUS PATRICIA ANN LAS4
BUTLER ALAN BERNARD GRAD
BUTLER ALAN LEE LAW2
BUTLER DAVID CHARLES ENG1
BUTLER GERALD JOSEPH ENG2
BUTLER JAMES F ENG1
BUTLER JAMES MARTIN LAS3
BUTLER JOHN ALAN LAS2
BUTLER LOIS ANN LAS3
BUTLER MARIE LAS3
*BUTLER MICHAEL DOUGL GRAD
BUTLER PATRICK CHARL LAS3
BUTLER ROBERT PERRY LAS3
BUTLER ROBERTA L AGR1
*BUTLER RONALD EUGENE GRAD
BUTLER THOMAS RICHAR ENG3
BUTOWSKY HARRY ALLEN GRAD
BUTT SHELDON H LAS1
BUTTER PAUL S ENG1
BUTTERFIELD BRUCE A GRAD
BUTTERFIELD CAROLE D LAS1
BUTTERFIELD CHARLYN LAS4
BUTTERWORTH DOUGLAS GRAD
BUTTON RICHARD BRUCE LAS4
BUTTS BROCK TAYLOR PE 4
BUTTS GERALD W PE 1
BUTTS JOYCE ANN LAS1
BUTTS LARRY JOHN ENG3
BUTTS PATRICIA ANN BUS4
BUY KAREN A ED 1
BUYSSE JAMES L GRAD
BUZZARD MICHAEL H ENG1
BYARS ROBERT STAFFOR GRAD
BYCZEK SUSAN LINDA LAS2
BYCZYNSKI DENNIS J GRAD
BYCZYNSKI EDWARD F LAW1
*BYERLY CHARLES S GRAD
*BYERLY FLOYD C LAS3
*BYERLY LAURA LEMON ED 4
*BYERLY STEPHEN L FAA4
BYERS EDWARD FAA2
BYERS GAYLE DIANE GRAD
BYERS JOHN GEORGE ENG2
BYERS RANDY EUGENE AGR2
BYERS RONNIE DEAN AGR2
BYLINA DENNIS T ENG1
BYMAN ROBERT LESLIE LAW2
BYON JAE HWANG GRAD
*BYRAM DONALD R LAS2
*BYRO JOHN WESLEY VM 2
BYRD LYNDA RUTH GRAD
BYRD WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
BYRKIT ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
BYRN STEPHEN ROBERT GRAD
BYRNE BARBARA L AGR2
BYRNE CHRISTOPHER M FAA1
BYRNE DAVID UDELL LAS2
BYRNE ROBERT J ENG3
BYRNES DANIEL A FAA2
BYRNES HELENE MARIE LAS3
BYRNES JOHN MARTIN ENG2
BYRNES KEVIN C FAA1
*BYRNSIDE RONALD LEE GRAD
BYSIEK THADDEUS HENR GRAD
BYVIK RICHARD LEROY LAS4
CABALLERO DAVID LAS1
CABALLES ELMA Z GRAD
CABAN GLORIA LUCILLE ENG4
CABANA AUGUSTO GRAD
CABAY BARBARA L LASI
CABAY TERRENCE A ENGL
CABAYAN HRAIR GRAD
CABEEN ROBERT LAWREN ED 4
CABLE ANN E ED 1
CABLE NANCY DEVEREAU LAS4
CABLK MARTIN JEROME LAS4
CABRERA EDELBERTO JO GRAD
CACCIATO OARLENE LASI
CACCIATORE RAIMOND J LAS2
CACHEVKI KAREN LASI
CADE LILLIAN FERRARA GRAD
CADEK CAROL MARIE ED 3
CADMUS SALLY F LAS4
CADO KENNETH KEMP LAS2
CAOWELL GARY REGINAL ED 3
CAOY ALFRED WILLIAM GRAO
CADY RALPH LOWELL LAS2
CADY WAYNE ALLEN GRAD
CAGLE NANCY OYER LAS5
CAHALAN ROBERT F GKAD
CAHILL ANNE LOUISE LAS3
CAHILL EDWARD C JR BUS3
310 CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 153 U
URH FORBES 111 C
202 E GREGORY 101 C
604 E ARMORY 101 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS U
URH OGLESBY 1014 U
URH GARNER 121 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 236 C
106 E ARMORY U
409 E CHALMERS 709 C
302 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON U
606 E STOUGHTON C
1008 S 4TH C
211 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 405 C
HARTS8URG ILL
313 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 949 C
URH CARR 321 U
URH CARR 203 U
705 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 291 U
405 E JOHN C
904 SUNNY CREST U
310 E JOHN C
1101 W PENN U
1108 MCHENRY U
URH WARDALL 619 U
211 E DANIEL C
707 S 6TH 514 C
URH TRELEASE 221 U
507 E CLARK C
URH SNYDER 390 C
203 N NEW C
URH BLAISOELL 304 U
URH SHERMAN C
2315 S 1ST 201 C
403 E ELM U
17 CARRIAGE ESTS U
1010 E COLORADO 43 U
1010 E COLORADO U
505 W MAIN 308 U
502 W MAIN 209 U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
1003 W CALIFORNIA U
1002 S LINCOLN U
201 E JOHN C
1005 FRANCIS 2 C
URH DANIELS 233 U
DANVILLE ILL
RR 3 C
1201 1/2 W PARK U
611 W HEALEY 12 C
DECATUR ILL
50 E HEALEY C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 539 U
URH GARNER 470 C
311 E GREEN 208 C
109 W JOHN C
108 E HEALEY 7 U
URH WESTON 450 C
URH FORBES 494 C
905 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 115 U
1213 W CLARK U
URH HOPKINS 263 C
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
URH CLARK 43 8 C
URH DANIELS 326 U
URH FLAGG 314 C
201 E GREEN C
URH DANIELS 216 U
305 E JOHN C
URH LAR 301 U
URH TRELEASE 703 U
904 M GREEN U
2015 B ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 102 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH FLAGG 314 C
703 M NEVADA U
URH LAR 28 3 U
604 S 1ST C
1109 S 4TH C
URH CARR 303 U
MOKENA ILL
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
710 W CALIFORNIA 5 U
FOOSLAND ILL
2205 HAZWD 301 U
309 E JOHN C
2307 S 1ST C
344--9442 GRATERFORD HOTEL
332--40 2 5 13250 S 80TH CT
332--09 29 317 S 48TH AV
201 CLARK ST
18320 MORRIS
3611 W 69TH PL
332--2414 9 SIMPSON TERR
332--5336 1120 WESLEY AV
332--0693 RR 2 BOX 208
356-




911 N MAIN ST
BOX 56
356-1593 606 E STOUGHTON





-7227 4224 N UNIVERSITY
332--4944 7262 HANFORD ST
332--3933 1904 ARROWHEAD LN
2330 FIR ST
344--5275 1505 W 41ST ST
332--2998 1719 W AYRES AV
344-0557 RR 1
904 SUNNYCREST
344--9752 4059 WOLF RD
344--9469 S MADISON PK
367--8826 1108 E MCHENRY
332--4422 7645 CALUMET
344--8395 22281 LARKELLEN LN
344--0889 1220 PIATT AV
332--5456 7900 W 131ST ST
352--6653 RR 1 BOX 66
332--1803 RR 3
352--3087 203 N NEW
332--3511 2236 S LEAVITT
332--49 59 5721 S WINCHESTER
344--7287 5721 S WINCHESTER
515 W CHESTNUT
367--5196 17 CARRIAGE ESTS
367--5246 1010 E COLORADO 43
367--5246 1010 E COLORADO
367--2273 202 S LINCOLN 9
367--5922 RR 4
367--2112 416 S YORK ST
RR 2
344--3532 RR 2
356--7857 3937 W 57TH ST





3285 N BARTLETT AV
18 CARROLL DR
359--445 9 1802 WOODLAND RD
125 JEANETTE RD
332--4268 809 LAKE AV
332--0894 3824 N LAKE BLVD
344--3803 413 HOWARD AV
8105 BULL VAL RD
232 HICKORY
9308 S FRANCISCO
332--1152 9716 VAN VLISSINGN
367--6926 905 W STOUGHTON
332--2412 8301 W FARRAGUT AV
105 S CHICAGO AV
3216 W NORTH AV
344--4238 1206 W CALIFORNIA
332--00 83 1409 RHODES ST
CALLE 18 N 11-42
332--0305 6804 W HOBART AV
356--7794 5136 N NATOMA AV
333--4342 ELEC ENG BLDG 155
344--9424 468 E LOSEY ST
332--2870 620 TERRY DR
332--5590 620 TERRY DR
344--4265 6240 N LEONA
344--0723 2015 B ORCHARD ST
332--3449 3834 W 153RD PL
344--9783 6254 N GLENWOOD AV
332--0305 6355 W RAVEN ST
344--6769 703 W NEVADA
332--2989 612 FREDERICK AV
35 RIVERVIEW RD
344--7311 1620 PFINGSTEN RD
332--3915 RR 1
187TH ST
332--4043 606 FOREST AV
1652 S HUMBOLDT
7189 PADDISON RD
344--9814 425 E JEFFERSON



































































































CAHILL JOHN A LASl
*CAHILL MICHAEL EDWAR GRAO
CAHILL ROTRAUT G GRAD
CAHILL SUE ANN FAA2
CAHILL M R LASl
CAIN BRIAN WILLIAM GRAD
CAIN JAMES WARREN LAS4
CAIN JOHN DAVID FAA4
CAIN MICHAEL L BUS3
CAIN PATRICIA JO LAS2
CAINE JANET A LASl
CALARCO JOHN RICHARD GRAD
CALCAGNO PHILIP M GRAD
CALCAGNO ROBERT SAMU ENG2
CALCESE WILLIAM G LASl
CALDER JUDITH A FAAl
CALDWELL CAROL LINDA ED 4
CALDWELL DONALD GRAH GRAD
CALDWELL ELIZABETH I ED 1
CALDWELL ELOISE P GRAD
CALDWELL MICHAEL WAR ENG3
CALDWELL NATHANIEL ENG1
CALEBAUGH DONALD L LAS3
CALHOUN GWEN GUILLET GRAD
CALHOUN ISAAC FRANK LASl
CALHOUN JAMES FRANK GRAD
CALHOUN RICHARD E VM 4
CALHOUN TOMMIE W GRAD
CALIENDO ALBERT JOHN ENG4
CALL EILEEN JO LAS3
CALLAGHAN DENNIS J GRAD
CALLAGHAN TERRENCE J LAS4
CALLAHAN JOHN PATRIC LAS4
CALLAHAN MICHAEL P LAS3
CALLANAN MARTHA ANN LAS3
CALLANAN THOMAS PATR GRAD
CALLAWAY CAROL SUE AGR4
CALLEN JOHN B GRAD
CALLEN PETER WILLIAM LAS4
CALLION ETHEL YN MILD LAS3
CALLISS WILLIAM ALLE ENG4
CALLOWAY JON WILLIAM LAW1
CALSYN LEE ANDREW GRAD
CALTON DAVID WARREN LASl
CALVERT ANNE WALLACE GRAD
CALVERT CLAY A VM 1
CALVERT DAVID MICHAE ENG3
CALVERT DENNIS WAYNE FAA4
CALVETTI PAMELA J ENG1
CALVI DIANE V ED 1
CALVO MARY ELIZABETH AGR2
CALZA THOMAS JOSEPH BUS3
CAMAC DAVID EUGENE AGR4
CAM8IER NORA JANE GRAD
CAMERON DON RANDOLPH LAS2
CAMERON EDMUND SIMON GRAD
CAMERON NANCY S LASl
CAMERON THOMAS BARRY ENG3
CAMERON WILLIAM J GRAD
CAMMON DALE L LASl
CAMMON HIRAM C 11 BUS4
CAMMON MARCELLUS LASl
CAMP GEORGE CARR GRAD
CAMP RONALD LEE FAA3
CAMPA PEDRO FRANC ISC GRAD
CAMPANELLA LOUISE M GRAD
CAMPANINI SUSAN MARI GRAD
CAMPBELL BARBARA J LAS4
CAMPBELL CARLENE V LASl
CAMPBELL CAROLINE AN FAA4
CAMPBELL CHARLES A LASl
CAMPBELL CHERYL LEE LAS4
CAMPBELL CON BARTON ENG4
CAMPBELL DAVID A LAW3
CAMPBELL DAVID B LAS3
CAMPBELL DEAN C ENGl
CAMPBELL DIANE B LAS4
CAMPBELL DONALD LERO GRAD
CAMPBELL DONALD T JR BUS1
CAMPBELL ELISA K GRAD
CAMPBELL FRED CHARLE ENG4
CAMPBELL GEORGE R VM 2
CAMPBELL JAMES EARL LASl
CAMPBELL JAMES EMERS BUS1
CAMPBELL JENNIFER C LASl
CAMPBELL JOE DAVIS GRAD
CAMPBELL JOSEPH M LASl
CAMPBELL LARRY LEE GRAO
CAMPBELL LIONEL T II LAS3
CAMPBELL LOIS ELLEN LAS4
CAMPBELL MARGARET RO FAA2
CAMPBELL MARY CATHER LAS3
CAMPBELL MICHAEL A PE 1
CAMPBELL OVERTON C GRAD
CAMPBELL RAND ALAN LASl
CAMPBELL RICHARD DEN LAS2
CAMPBELL SAMUEL WHIT COM3
URH SCOTT 490 C
406 E GREEN C
406 E GREEN 301 C
1108 S FOLEY C
604 E ARMORY 120 C
2410 E MAIN 11 U
1111 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 395 C
URH SCOTT 480 C
URH TAFT C
URH ALLEN 444 U
309 GLENN U
URH SHERMAN 254 C
URH FORBES 265 C
URH HOPKINS 424 C
1215 S 4TH 23 C
910 W 3RD 907 C
1209 N DIVISION U
URH LAR 399 U
1209 N DIVISION U
2315 S 1ST 203 C
1003 W MAIN U
308 E ARMORY C
2020 D ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 219 C
2020 D ORCH ST U
BONDVILLE ILL
2716 E ILLINOIS U
1306 WINDING LN C
URH BUSEY 105 U
2215 S 1ST 203 C
URH SNYDER 243 C
106 E HEALEY 8 C
411 E GREEN C
URH BARTON 204 C
707 S 6TH C
410 E GREEN 5 C
406 E STOUGHTON 4 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 333 U
2109 HAZWD 203 U
STA A BOX 2138 C
1406 N MCKINLEY C
URH SCOTT 416 C
ROCKFORD ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 260 C
2009 PHILO RD 15 U
URH WARDALL 224 U
URH ALLEN 311 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1007 S 1ST 7 C
710 1/2 S RACE U
403 BRIAR LN 216 C
URH FORBES 121 C
1313 LARKSPUR LN C
URH LAR 128 U
107 E CHALMERS 2 C
902 KIRBY C
URH SNYDER 478 C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SNYDER 326 C
1411 W CHURCH C
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
1105 S 4TH C
714 W WHITE C
904 1/2 S LOCUST C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH BARTON 305 C
201 N GOODWIN 1 U
1008 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 408 U
1103 S EUCLID C
400 BRIAR LN 7 C
211 E DANIEL C
SHAWNEE MO
624 1/2 S 5TH 1 C
601 W SPNGFLD C
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 478 U
209 W GREEN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 315 C
URH SCOTT 256 C
1215 S 4TH C
1827 W JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 159 C
1011 S MATTIS C
910 S 3RD C
110 S GREGORY U
URH CLARK 233 C
URH WARDALL 626 U
401 E JOHN C
2033 A ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 482 C
106 E DANIEL C




























































































2020 D ORCHARD ST
416 CONCORD DR W








7127 W 51ST PL
606 SUNNYHILL TERR
707 S 6TH
960 S 18TH ST
639 W SHERIDAN RD
639 W SHERIDAN RD
7433 S LUELLA AV
420 S 13TH ST
605 S 4TH 208
420 FAR HILLS DR
207 N LONDON AV
201 GILLESPIE AV






710 1/2 S RACE
RR 1





312 N MILL ST
107 W CALIFORNIA
4021 W 21ST PL
1411 W CHURCH
620 N 3RD ST
645 SW 7TH CT
501 N 45TH ST









4600 W 56TH ST
624 1/2 S 5TH 1
108 6TH AV SW
111 WESTVIEW


















































































































CAMPBELL STEVEN D FAAl
CAMPBELL TED SCOTT BUS2
CAMPBELL THOMAS JOHN FAA4
CAMPBELL TIMOTHY R GRAO
CAMPBELL WILLIAM D LAS1
CAMPBELL WILLIAM K LAS1
CAMPBELL WILLIAM P ENG3
CAMPBELL WILLIAM ROB GRAD
CAMPEGGIO FRANCIS M ENG3
CAMPIN FRANCOISE M LAS5
CAMPOS FERNANDO RICH FAA4
CANADY BLANTON T LAS2
CANAVAN MARGARET C LAS1
CANEL ROBERT L LAS1
CANELOS MARY ELIZABE FAA2
CANELSTEIN RIKKI SUS LAS2
CANGELOSI LARRY FRAN FAAl
CANHAM JEFFREY ROBER LAS3
CANNAN JUDITH ANN LAS2
CANNELL LYNELL EARLI LAS4
CANNELL SHEVA R LAS1
CANNON DOUGLAS CHARL LAS2
CANNON RICHARD L GRAD
CANNON SUSAN E LAS1
CANTERBURY SARAH E AGR2
CANTILLON WATT JOSEP GRAD
CANTLIN JOHN LAWRENC AGR2
CANTOR LINDA C GRAO
CANTOR MIRA T GRAD
CANTORE PRESTON HOPK LAW2
CANTRALL WILLIAM R I LAS4
CANTRELL GARY NED ENG4
CANTRELL MICHAEL ALA LAS3
CANTWELL MICHAEL N GRAD
CANTZLER KENNETH W PE 3
CAPADONA CAROL ANN LAS2
CAPERELL CHRISTINA A LAS3
CAPLAN SHELDON ALAN LAS2
CAPON ROSS BERTRAM LAS4
CAPPIELLQ RICHARD M ENG4
*CAPPS KENNETH LEE GRAD
CAPRILE JOSEPH P FAAl
CAPUTO MICHAEL ARTHU ENG4
CAQUELIN HOWARD J GRAD
CARACCI PETER ANTHON LAS2
CARAVELLI ALFRED L PE 1
CARAVELLI JAMES F LAS3
CARAWAY WILLIAM L GRAD
CARDENAS RUDOLPH S P FAA4
CARDONI ROBERT L AGR3
CARDONICK LARRY LAS1
CARDWELL ROBERT T ENG3
CAREY BELINDA MACK LAS1
CAREY DOUGLAS L LAS1
CAREY KENNETH DEE VM 2
CAREY RICHARD P LAS3
*CAREY RONALD E LAS3
CAREY STEPHEN LEE PE 1
*CAREY SUZANNE FULTON GRAO
CARGILE BARNEY RAY BUS2
CARGILL GREGORY DEAN ENG3
CARICO JOHN WILLIAM ENG2
CARINO SOCORRO BABAR GRAO
CARITINOS GEORGE EDW ENG3
CARIUS TERRY LEE LAS4
CARLBERG KRISTINA L LAS1
CARLE STEPHEN DOUGLA LAW2
CARL ETON JOHN CHARLE LAS4
CARLINO NANCY ANNE LAS3
*CARLOTA ANNADAISY J GRAO
*CARLOTA S T GRAO
CARLS ERNEST GLENN GRAD
CARLS RAYMOND WILLIA ENG4
CARLSEN CHRISTOPHER GRAD
CARLSEN DEBORAH LYNN PE 2
*CARLSEN JOANNE T GRAD
CARLSON ANN M AGR1
CARLSON ARTHUR C JR ENG1
CARLSON BRENT FEILIN LAW2
CARLSON BRUCE ELBERT LAS2
CARLSON CHERYL LYNN AGR3
CARLSON DANNY LEE BUS4
CARLSON DAVID HAROLD ENG4
CARLSON DONALD A ENG3
CARLSON DONALD L AGR3
CARLSON EUGENE LEONA EO 3
CARLSON EVELYN LOUIS LAS3
CARLSON GEORGE NOEL GRAD
CARLSON GLENN E LAS1
CARLSON HILARY L LASl
CARLSON IRENE ROSANA LAS4
CARLSON JAMES ROBERT BUS4
CARLSON JOAN DIANE PE 2
CARLSON JOAN M ED 1
CARLSON JOHN H JR LAS4
CARLSON JOHNNY AVI2
CARLSON KAREN SUE LAS3
313 E ARMORY C
505 E CHALMERS C
106 E DANIEL C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH OGLESBY 1206 U
URH WESTON 388 C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
815 N MCKINLEY C
3 ROSEWOOD PL U
901 LINCOLN U
4 SAFFER CT U
1012 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS 909 C
110 E CHALMERS C
513 BASH CT 2 C
910 S 3RD C
1004 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 1119 U
URH WARDALL 1119 U
313 E ARMORY C
FITHIAN ILL
907 W ILLINOIS U
110 E GREEN C
202 E GREGORY C
801 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 520 C
314 S ELM C
URH SHERMAN 1255 C
713 W SPNGFLD U
1834 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 134 U
403 S RANDOLPH C
1004 S 3RD 4 C
URH LAR 314 U
706 S MATHEWS U
409 E CHALMERS 501 C
URH CARR 315 U
1001 S 1ST C
1315 S STATE C
URH HOPKINS 495 C
MARSEILLES ILL
BONOVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 388 C
310 E GREGORY C
909 S 3RD C
404 BRIAR LN 6 C
307 E HEALEY 7 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH HOPKINS 178 C
112 E JOHN 15 C
URH WARDALL 313 U
URH FORBES 295 C
WILSON TRLR CT 130 U
URH HOPKINS 390 C
207 W GREEN C
316 S PRAIRIE 104 C
902 S NEW C
URH HOPKINS 152 C
308 E ARMORY C
909 S 3RD 8 C
908 W OREGON U
912 S 2ND C
1111 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 223 U
302 E PARK 304 C
705 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 1116 U
1107 W GREEN 226 U
1107 W GREEN 226 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
609 W MAIN 6 U
603 W CHURCH 1 C
409 E CHALMERS C
603 W CHURCH C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 208 C
805 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 406 C
URH LAR 228 U
URH GARNER 322 C
203 N HARVEY U
4 ROSEWOOD PL U
409 E CHALMERS 713 U
URH TOWNSEND 249 U
URH LUNDGREN 317 C
508 W GRIGGS U
311 E GREEN C
URH NOBLE 22 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 716 U
URH LAR 399 U
35 E HEALEY C
URH WESTON 396 C
URH LAR 228 U




332--5388 1399 N MONROE
RR 2
3 32--1355 5411 HOLMES
352--0672 2834 TILLETT RD
365--1351 1802 STROBLE AV




356--7659 6101 N SHERIDAN
513 BASH CT 2
344-5000 7227 FOSTER
11122 MANDEL
332--4044 1714 W WOOD ST
344-
-0571 1124 GRANT ST
332--4543 2119 MONTAGUE RD
2119 MONTAGUE RD




344--7864 1624 LINCOLN AV
344--3410 RR 2
332--4758 240 FRANKLIN AV
356--9443 160 BUSH ST
332--5016 717 S 3RD AV
367--4756 811 MAPLE AV
3 56--3820 DRAWER 7
332--4008 DRAWER 7
602 RIVER LN
359--2829 340 WESTGATE DR
332--2882 4450 ALTGELD
344--0136 8 HALSTEAD RD
344--6449 4433 W LYONS
332--3927 17 DUFFIELD RO
3 59--2093 136 MORSE DR
359--3008 298 HILLCREST CR
3324 N CENTRAL PK
525 ILLINOIS
LASTLANDING PL
3 32--1318 1828 N 17TH AV
344--9810 4116 N ATLANTIC AV




332--1184 1127 WELLINGTON ST
4859 N KILDARE
3 32--4345 1000 18TH ST NE 2
332--1012 221 N LOUISIANA AV
332--1320 749 COUNTRY DR
356--6961 2728 SEARLES AV
352--0255 1821 E SPRUCE
352--4951 902 S NEW
332--1166 501 E BLACKBURN ST
332--1519 175 N DENNIS
16 W 460TH 3RD AV
344--1963 15 4TH CAMARILLA
352--7256 3800 S 84TH ST A-6
344--7267 RFD 1
332--3157 610 S MICHIGAN
359--3262 410 N 6TH ST
344--5366 RR 1 BOX 197
836 S GLENWOOD
344--5479 1107 W GREEN 226
344--5479 10-A PAL AN AN
352--5327 RR 2
367--0968 239 LINDEN
356--3073 603 W CHURCH 1
611 DODSON
603 W CHURCH
2720 F CHAYES CT
332-0707 1351 W GALENA BLVD
2146 N LAVERGNE AV
332-1813 228 S STOTT ST
332-2861 14126 CLARK ST
332-0791 1510 S 8TH ST
367-9236 404 SW 4TH AV
367-6133 2219 S 24TH AV
RR 1
332-4084 115 W MACOMB ST
332-0271 7935 BURNHAM AV
367-7173 508 W GRIGGS
344-0582 338 DELCY DR
BOX 117
356-4066 129 HEMLOCK
442 S CORNELL AV
332-4443 2601 PARK PL
332-3041 1711 W OAKTON
619 SHERIDAN RD




































































































CARLSON KENNETH WAYN ENG4
CARLSON KRISTINE MAE LAS2
CARLSON LINDA JEANNE ED 4
*CARLSON LYNDA TEPFER GRAD
CARLSON MARCUS EUGEN LAS2
CARLSON MARKIE LOUIS ED 3
CARLSON MARY JEAN LAS3
CARLSON MARY VIVIAN LAS3
CARLSON NANCY GWENDO LAS4
CARLSON NANCY LEE LAS3
CARLSON PHILIP ARNOL LAS4
CARLSON PHILIP C LAS1
CARLSON PRISCILLA EL ED 2
CARLSON RICHARD ALAN BUS4
CARLSON RICHARD ALLE BUS4
CARLSON RICHARD ALLE LAS2
CARLSON RICHARD H LAS1
CARLSON RICHARD JOHN GRAD
CARLSON RICHARD M GRAD
CARLSON ROBERT EARL VM 4
CARLSON ROBERT RAYMO ENG4
CARLSON ROBERTA DIAN LAS4
CARLSON RODNEY WAYNE LAS4
CARLSON ROSS BRADLEY LAS4
CARLSON SHARLENE HEL LAS3
CARLSON SHARON J LAS1
CARLSON SIDNEY VIRGI AGR2
CARLSON STEVE CARL ENG2
CARLSON THERON DAVID GRAD
CARLSON WAYNE CURTIS GRAD
CARLTON BRUCE ERICH LAS4
CARLTON WILLIAM D ENG1
CARLYLE SANDRA RAE LAS3
CARMEAN ELMER ARTHUR GRAD
CARMELL TIMOTHY H LAS4
CARMEN DIANE M LAS3
CARMEN JOHN MICHAEL COM3
CARMEN KATHLEEN MARI LAS2
CARMICHAEL JAMES DAV AGR4
CARMICHAEL THOMAS A GRAD
CARMODY LAURENE S FAA1
CARNAHAN JOSEPH EDWA LAS2
CARNEIRO ANAMARIA M GRAD
CARNEIRO GILSON M GRAD
CARNER VIRGIL L GRAD
CARNEY EDMUND JEREMI GRAO
CARNINE DOUGLAS WAYN LAS4
CARNOW BARRY STEVEN LAW2
CARNS CAROL ANN LAS2
CARNS ELIZABETH J LAS1
CARON BARBARA JOAN FAA3
CARON JOEL FULTON GRAD
CAROZZI VIVIANE S FAA1
CARPENTER ARTHUR WAD ENG4
CARPENTER BARBARA W LAS2
CARPENTER DAVID EARL LAS4
CARPENTER DONALD L J FAA3
CARPENTER FREDA H GRAD
CARPENTER HENRY A ENG1
CARPENTER KATHERINE AGR1
CARPENTER LYNN ALLEN GRAD
CARPENTER MICHAEL L AGR2
CARPENTER RICHARD AL LAS4
CARPENTER ROBERT E ENG1
CARR ANDREA R ED 1
CARR EDWARD ELLIS ENG6
CARR FRANKLIN DEAN LAS3
CARR HAROLD W JR GRAD
CARR JOHN F ENG4
CARR JOSEPH CONRAD I ENG3
CARR JUDITH FAYE LAS4
CARR LAWRENCE DEAN BUS4
CARR LEONARD THADDEU GRAD
CARR ROBIN R AGR1
CARR RONALD FLOYD LAS3
CARRARO ROBERT EUGEN LAS3
CARREN HOWARD LEWIS FAA3
CARRERA NICHOLAS JOH GRAD
CARRICK JONATHAN R ENG1
CARRIERE DIANE L GRAD
CARRIERE LOLITA ED 4
CARRIGAN MARY ELAINE LAS4
CARRIGAN PATRICK L ENG1
CARRILLO JOSEPH M VM 1
CARROLL ARTHUR BRUCE GRAD
CARROLL BRUCE J GRAO
CARROLL CHRISTINE LAS1
CARROLL DAVID J III GRAD
CARROLL DEBORAH D AGR2
CARROLL ELEANOR C GRAD
CARROLL ELIZABETH AN BUS1
CARROLL JOHN R GRAD
CARROLL JOHN STYLES LAW2
CARROLL LEO FRANCIS LAS3
CARROLL MARGARET SUE ED 3
CARRON NEAL JAY GRAD
CARRUTHERS SAMUEL E ENG4
URH TOWNSEND 205 U 14126 CLARK ST
URH ALLEN 285 U 332--3331 RR 1
1813 VALLEY RD C 352--9882 3312 MINNESOTA OR
508 W GRIGGS U 367--7173 508 W GRIGGS
URH WESTON 128 C 332--1905 1441 JACKSON ST
907 S WRIGHT C 344--0545 2511 CNTRY CLB TER
802 W OREGON 36 U 17928 GLEN OAK AV
URH LAR 304 u 332--2873 3812 ST MICHAEL AV
212 W WHITE c 352--0777 5114 CONRAD
1202 NEVADA u 344--1174 529 ORCHARD CT
401 E JOHN c 602 13TH AV
URH HOPKINS 467 c
URH TRELEASE 1130 u 332--5736 2612 BUCKINGHAM DR
53 E GREEN c 18005 RIDGEWOOD
URH OGLESBY 224 u 332--5105 7301 W FITCH AV
URH HOPKINS 358 c 857 W 107TH ST
URH HOPKINS 272 c 3 32--1239 14303 STATE
408 W HILL 23 c 352--6016 1711 W OAKTON
URH SHERMAN 67 c 332--4984 2105 42ND ST NE
706 S MATHEWS u 344--5248 419 W WASHINGTON
1203 W MAIN 2 u 367--0283 345 S EDSON AV
URH CLARK 208 c 332--0012 122 N ADDISON ST
1834 VALLEY RD c 356--3820 559 LAWRENCE
ALGONCUIN ILL 115 OAK RD
802 W OREGON 13 u 344--0616 1610 18TH STREET C
URH CLARK 219 c 332--0019 2820 W 85TH PL
311 E GREEN c RR 1
402 E DANIEL c 1118 BROWN AV
403 W HEALEY c 356--1065 403 W HEALEY
607 W HEALEY 16 c 352--7751 RR 1
407 STOUGHTON c 356--0614 407 STOUGHTON
2307 SLAYBACK u 365--3285 224 CENTER
1106 E MUMFORD u 367--2635 1106 E MUMFORD
3215 CAMERON c 359--2843 3216 S 2ND
604 E ARMORY 106 c 3131 CHICHESTER
URH TAFT 207 c 332--0614 100 LITTLE CREEK
LOCKPQRT ILL 14800 S KEYSTONE
URH ALLEN 477 u 332--3407 CENTRAL AV BOX 291
809 W PENN u 344--4069 RR 1
URH SHERMAN 1063 c 332--4980 RR 4
URH TRELEASE 710 u 332--5597 336 NIAGARA
604 E ARMORY 212 c 344--1266 3413 52ND ST
300 S GOODWIN 311 u 344--4987 RRAIA DO RUSSEL
300 S GOODWIN 311 u 344--4987 RIO DE JANEIRO 406
2116 ORCH ST 202 u 127 BLUFF ST
NORMAL ILL 809 BROADWAY
104 S GROVE u RR 2
2219 S 1ST 101 c 5215 GALITZ
URH NOBLE 125 c 332--0380 402 W GREEN
402 W GREEN c 356--3643 402 W GREEN
108 S 4TH c 1S-484 WAINWRIGHT
1944 A ORCH ST u 344--6526 4 ANDOVER ST
URH BLAISDELL 224 u 709 W DELAWARE
1204 W STOUGHTON u 4920 N SHERIDAN RD
701 W ELM u 367--0933 701 W ELM
803 W OREGON u RR 1
1101 PENN u 344--4046 22 MAYWOOD DR
1940 C ORCH ST u 344--6822 1940-C ORCHARD ST
URH FORBES 274 c 332--0998 1109 S 7TH
URH TRELEASE 1211 u 332--5748 22 MAYWOOD DR
1940 C ORCH u 344--6822
URH BABCOCK 424 u 332--3832 RR 3
412 W ELM u 367--2803 412 W ELM
910 S 3RD 411 c 344--5000 4920 N SHERIDAN RD
URH ALLEN 344 u 332--3212 1217 LAFAYETTE ST
403 N DRAPER c 356--9679 403 N DRAPER
801 W IOWA u RR 1
2309 S 1ST c 344--1589 2309 S 1ST
211 E DANIEL c 344--9583 4113 N DAMEN
URH TOWNSEND 177 u 332--4041 42 ST ROSE
URH WARDALL 512 u 332--4392 1616 E HENDRYX LN
305 S MCCULLOUGH 4 u 1917 ROBERT ST
1012 S 1ST 5 c 3428 WRIGHTWOOD
URH TOWNSEND 508 u 332--4245 831 MONROE
1105 S 4TH c 356--7645 1705 GEORGE ST
URH OGLESBY 429 u 332--5170 922 LAWN CIRCLE
909 W MAIN u 9438 LOWELL
2719 E CALIFORNIA u 367--6047 2243 N COLUMBUS ST
URH WESTON 492 c 332--2119 RR 1
709 W CALIFORNIA u 2191 MAPLEWOOD 32
1106 S LINCOLN u 2423 COLLINS ST
410 E GREEN c 620 S GRAND W
606 1/2 W WHITE c 352--9352 1207 JAMES
MAHOMET ILL 7505 S WINCHESTER
DCL 285 u 1012 W STOUGHTON
705 W CALIFORNIA 6 u 344--5755 275 WEBSTER AV
URH WARDALL 1221 u 332--4569 1110 W KERN ST
907 S MATTIS c 356--1930 1409 N MACHIN
910 S 3RD 1220 c 344--5000 BATEMAN RD
509 W NEVADA u 367--0475 509 W NEVADA
URH CLARK 424 c 332--0076 795 COSMAN RD
2111 HAZWD 102 u 535 FRIES RD
URH SHERMAN 1350 c 332--5033 8932 S BELL AV
907 DOGWOOD c 356--9130 116 W GREENWOOD
1113 ARBOR c 344--7570 613 2ND AV
515 BASH CT 4 c 356--2413 102 N GREGORY A


































































































CARSQ NICHOLAS DONAL ENG4
CARSON ALAN NIGEL ED 3
CARSON OAVIO A LAS1
CARSON GLADYS B FAA6
CARSON MARK HERBERT 8US4
CARSON THOMAS E ENG1
CARSTENS RICHARD STO ENG3
CARSWELL GWENDOLYN J LAS1
CARSWELL JAMES CLIFF BUS*
CARTER CAROLYN MAE FAA3
CARTER CAROLYN T BUS4
CARTER CLAUDIA SUE LAS2
CARTER DAVID A LAS1
CARTER FREDERICK E J BUS2
CARTER GLENN LAS2
CARTER HAZO W JR GRAO
CARTER HENRY EDWARD BUS2
CARTER JAMES H III GRAD
CARTER JANICE L LAS1
CARTER JOE LUTHER GRAD
CARTER JOEL STEVEN ENG3
CARTER LARRY LEE AGR2
CARTER MARK JOEL LAS4
CARTER MARK L ENG1
CARTER MICHAEL W LAS1
CARTER PATRICIA HOPE LAS2
CARTER SARA J PE 1
CARTER SHARON K LAS1
CARTER STEPHEN RICH LAS2
CARTER VIRGIL R GRAD
CARTER WILLIAM HENRY LAS3
CARTER WILLIE JAMES GRAD
CARTMAN CECELIA P LAS1
CARTWRIGHT MAX D LAS1
CARUANA ROGER JAMES ENG2
CARUS KATE B FAA2
CARUSO ANNE T LAS3
CARVALHO CELIA N AGR2
CARVER HELEN S GRAD
CARVER MARGARET M LAS3
CARVER RICHARD ALLEN BUS'4
CARY GAYLE ANN GRAD
CARY JOHN HOWARD BUS2
CARY LINDA KATHLEEN GRAD
CARY MARGARET ELLEN FAA2
CARY PHILIP STEPHEN FAA3
CASABURRI ANGELO AND GRAD
CASAGRANDE MARY LEON LAS3
CASASENT DAVID PAUL GRAD
CASCIO ANTHONY T ENGl
CASE CAROL KATCHER AGR5
CASE JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
CASE ROBERT FRANK ENG2
CASE ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
CASE WILLIAM ROGERS BUS4
CASELLI DAVID K ENGl
CASEY EVA W GRAD
CASEY LARRY LEE GRAD
CASEY ROBERT JOHN BUS2
CASKEY ALAN RICE GRAD
CASON MICHAEL R BUS1
CASPER DAVID ROBERT AGR2
CASPER DENNIS JOHN GRAD
CASPER ELAINE L BUS1
CASPER JEAN BRAXTON GRAD
CASS CYNTHIA LAS2
CASSADY PATRICK DAVI GRAD
CASSEL ELISE BARBARA COM3
CASSEL ROBERT R LASl
CASSELL MARTIN LEROY LAW3
CASSEM GARY A LAS3
CASSIOY DANIEL JOHN ENG3
CASSIDY THOMAS GEORG LAS4
CASSINELLI PETER J FAA2
CASSON RICHARD THOMA LAS3
CAST DICK LIONAS GRAD
CAST FREDERICK A JR BUS4
CAST JOHN M BUS1
CASTAGNO BARBARA ANN LAS3
CASTAGNO KENNETH A BUS1
CASTAN ALLAN HILLARD BUS2
CASTEEL DIANA B LASl
CASTELLANI JERRY ALA BUS2
CASTELLANO BARBARA J FAA3
CASTILOW DAVID HUNTE LAS4
CASTLE DEAN LOWELL GRAD
CASTLEBERRY CAROLYN GRAD
CASTLEMAN DAVID GALE AVI2
CASTLEMAN LINDA M LAS2
CATALANO ANTHONY F LAS3
CATALANO JOHN G BUS1
CATALDI DAN J LASl
CATALFANO HELENA ANN LAS4
CATCHING REBECCA S LAS4
CATCHINGS MARY JEAN BUS1
CATES MARSHALL LOUIS GRAD
CATHCART DARLENE MAR LAW3
URH WESTON 382 C
URH WESTON 211 C
URH WESTON 244 C
203 W HIGH U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
714 W IOWA U
412 E GREEN C
URH LAR 277 U
1509 KILER 8 C
309 E JOHN C
1415 DOBBINS C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 206 C
404 E CHALMERS 408 C
URH WESTON 338 C
URH DANIELS 633 U
1305 W UNIVERSITY C
2 017 D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 356 U
1415 DOBBINS C
506 S MCKINLEY C
URH WESTON 368 C
105 E GREEN 6 C
URH GARNER 293 C
URH SCOTT 320 C
URH LUNDGREN 417 U
URH ALLEN 256 U
URH CLARK 228 C
910 S 3RD 316 C
606 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 450 C
2069 A HAZWD CT U
URH ALLEN U
URH SCOTT 396 C
1004 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 201 U
URH TRELEASE 826 U
1914 DAVID C
309 E JOHN 12 C
603 S BUSEY U
2317 S 1ST 102 C
URH OGLESBY 822 U
DECATUR ILL
URH LAR 386 U
307 E HEALEY 309 C
URH DANIELS 111 U
URH SAUNDERS 408 U
1727 LINCOLN RD C
URH SCOTT 486 C
CATLIN ILL
800 W CHURCH 14 C
URH FORBES 232 C
2204 RODNEY C
211 E DANIEL C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 475 U
NEWTON ILL
206 CEDAR U
1666 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 294 C
URH GARNER 440 C
305 S URBANA U
URH ALLEN 183 U
305 S URBANA U
409 E CHALMERS C
1976 B ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 1353 C
410 S BUSEY U
URH CARR 218 U
505 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 322 U
1004 S 2ND C
ST JOSEPH ILL
101 S COLER U
URH SCOTT 414 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 308 C
URH GARNER 390 C
URH WARDALL 617 U
URH OGLESBY 425 U
409 1/2 W PARK U
202 E DANIEL C
2002 A ORCH ST U
707 S 6TH 314 C
1109 W MAIN U
URH BUSEY 416 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 440 C
URH FORBES 289 C
107 E CHALMERS C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR U
713 S WALNUT U
910 S 3RD C
332-2040 10221 MCNERNEY DR
2837 S 4TH
332-1943 BOX 102
367-0939 203 W HIGH
344-4531 502 W WOLF RD







332-1189 417 POLK ST
4042 ALPINE CT
332-2009 8900 PRAIRIE
332-2355 1108-33RD AV N
356-3294 1305 W UNIVERSITY
2408 CRESTVIEW CR
332-3350 924 S WAIOLA
356-2444 1415 DOBBINS
356-2208 506 S MCKINLEY
BOX 115
356-7409 5033 N SPRINGFIELD
332-0770 234 TEE LN
332-1515 553 N POPLAR
332-0284 101 S INDIANA
332-3309 RR 1
332-0024 4042 ALPINE CT
344-5000 4 S EDISON AV
359-4495 964 SEAPALM
6609 N OPAL ST
344-4383 2069 A HAZELWD CT
332-3318 8901 S WALLACE
332-1569 3719-15TH AV
344-0676 1316 SCOTTSWOOD RD
1307 7TH ST
332-2699 1725 GRANDLE CT
8237 KILPATRICK
356-2803 1914 DAVID
334-9814 747 W JUNIOR TERR




332-3028 203 2ND AV
1308 HILLCREST
332-2138 1913 W CORNELL
332-3681 302 W FLORIDA
359-2108 1727 LINCOLN RD
332-1630 1816 N RUTHERFORD
RR 1 BOX 501
356-2963 1321 BOONE ST
AF14004999HQ USAFE
359-3548 2204 RODNEY DR
344-9583 2917 25TH AV A
812 VIVIAN
332-2548 2719 E 75TH PL
515 W REYNOLDS
367-0083 10359 S CALUMET AV
1666 VALLEY RD
332-1011 2402 QUAIL RUN
332-0872 207 ORCHARD PL
365-1887 305 S URBANA
332-2891 207 ORCHARD PL
365-1887 305 S URBANA
8 DAWES PL
344-5542 1976 B ORCHARD ST




332-3899 6912 W 91ST ST
344-3580 RR 1 BOX 21
332-5133 11520 PRINCETON PK
356-7683 ABERDEEN DR
RR 1
367-2012 101 S COLER
332-1579 BOX 97
344-1223 1109 N 12TH
332-1744 1109 N 12TH
332-0837 4309 OLEANDER
332-4420 BOX 506
332-5166 325 E CIRCLE AV
367-7875 4734 N LEAMINGTON
352-5151 1025 4TH
344-1762 1316 AV MANANA NE
344-4772 10028 SAN LORENZO
464 W COOK
332-2666 806 N 9TH
5705 COACHMAN CT
332-1598 5705 COACHMAN CT
332-1006 5884 KELLY RD
3RD ST CT 38TH AV
344-3616 446 N PARK RD
3134 W 15TH ST
365-2068 STA A BOX 2143



































































































CATLETT MARK JAMES LAS3
CATLETT STEVEN TILTO BUS2
CATOUR PENELOPE J COM3
CATT PAULA JANE LAS3
CATTELL MARY DIANA LAS4
CATTO LORETTA LAS1
CATTOEN RICHARD A JR ENG1
CATURIA CALVIN LEE GRAD
CAUDLE NORMAN E AGR3
CAUGHEY PATRICIA ELA AGRl
CAUGHLAN JAMES GLOVE LAS2
CAULFIELD EDWARD M ENG2
CAVALLO LOUIS JOSEPH GRAO
CAVANAUGH DANIEL E BUS4
CAVE CHARLES C LAS1
CAVE GEORGE EDWARD LAW1
CAVE JOHN S VM 1
CAVENDER GERIANNE LAS1
CAVINS MARK KING LAS4
CAWLEY GEORGIA L FAAl
CAWN GARY MARC FAA3
CAYTON JANET LYNN BUS4
CAZIER MILDRED EILEE AGR4
CECCHINI ALANA RAE LAS3
CECCHINI GARY L GRAD
CECCIO JOSEPH F JR GRAD
CECH JANE ANN LAS2
CECH THOMAS JOSEPH ENG2
CEDENO LUIS VERA LAS3
CEDERHOLM FRED W LAS1
CEGLINSKI EUGENE W AGRl
*CELIO WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
CENGEL THOMAS A LAW1
CENKNER MARIE MATILD GRAD
CENSOR ALEXANDER GRAD
CENTER ROBERT ALLEN BUS3
CEPEK CARL ANTON LAS4
CEPICKY JACQUELYN L LAS3
CERAJEWSKI PATRICIA ED 4
CERCONE DAVID JOSEPH LAS2
CERDA JANE ELIZABETH LAS2
CERDA MARTHA ANNE FAA4
CERIANI GIANCARLO GRAD
CERKAN FREDERICK W ENG4
CERMAK ROBERT D AGRl
CEROVICH VLASTIMIR J LAS3
CERVERA LOUIS FRANCI BUS4
CESAK LINDA L ED 1
CETERA WILLIAM JOSEP FAA2
CETWINSKI EUGENE SAM GRAO
CHA WE I- YUAN GRAD
CHABAN MARY ELLEN LAS2
CHABEN JANET R FAAl
CHABIOR RICHARD S GRAD
CHABOT RONALD THOMAS AVI 2
CHACE CHARLES A GRAD
CHACE JOHN EDDY ED 4
CHACE RAYMOND LAWREN LAS4
CHAET RICHARD SCOTT LAS4
CHAFETZ BARRY R LAS4
CHAFETZ SUSAN FRAN LASl
CHAFFEE VINCENT W GRAD
CHAFFIN TOMMY LYNN GRAD
CHAIEB MOHAMED GRAD
CHAIKIN JUDY S LASl
CHAJA JOHN J ENG1
CHAKRABARTI DHRUBAJY GRAD
CHAKRAVORTY SUDHANSU GRAD
CHALBERG ROBERT KENT BUS4
CHALCRAFT JOYCE K LASl
*CHALFY FREDERICK GRAO
CHALMERS HELEN PE 4
CHALUPNICEK ALAN J LASl
CHALWICK DENIS WILLI ENG4
CHALWICK JEROME THOM ENG2
CHAMBERLAIN BRYCE B AGR4
CHAMBERLAIN JEAN OLI LAS2
CHAMBERLIN CHARLYNN LAS2
CHAMBERLIN JOHN G LAS3
CHAMBERLIN THOMAS L GRAD
CHAMBERS CRAIG R FAAL
CHAMBERS JAMES THOMA GRAD
CHAMBERS MARTHA DUNN GRAO
CHAMBERS ROBERT SLOA GRAD
CHAMBLESS LLOYD ELLW GRAD
CHAMBLESS MARIANNA M GRAD
CHAMBLISS CARROL GEN GRAD
CHAMLESS JOHN PAUL LAS4
CHAMOT DENNIS IRA GRAD
CHAMPION MICHAEL JOS LAS4
CHAMPION PAUL MORRIS GRAD
CHAMPION WILLIAM D FAA5
CHAMPION WILLIAM D FAA4
CHAMPLEY THOMAS H VM 2
CHAN CARMELITA GRAD
CHAN CONWAY GRAD
CHAN DANIEL H M GRAD
URH HOPKINS 278 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 427 U
802 W OREGON 14 U
615 KIRBY C
URH WARDALL 607 U
URH SNYDER 214 C
RANTOUL ILL
505 E GREEN C
405 E JOHN C
410 S BUSEY U
904 W GREEN 408 U
1411 ROSE C
1007 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 460 C
202 E GREGORY 102 C
408 W ILLINOIS U
URH BARTON 18 C
507 W ELM U
URH SAUNDERS 9 U
301 E ARMORY 6 C
URH BLAISDELL 413 U
207 E JOHN C
1016 FRANK C
403 W HILL 2 C
URH SHERMAN 1149 C
URH VANDOREN 204 C
URH HOPKINS 282 C
805 S LINCOLN 7 U
904 W GREEN 608 U
904 W GREEN U
406 W CLARK 204 C
MAHOMET ILL
506 E HEALEY C
1213 W MAIN U
706 W OHIO U
404 E STOUGHTON 3 C
1215 S 4TH 204 C
URH VANDOREN 116 C
801 E ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 416 U
409 E CHALMERS C
301 W ILLINOIS U
2410 E MAIN 12 U
URH HOPKINS 428 C
AUGERVILLE RO U
910 S 3RD 618 C
URH ALLEN 79 U
URH SCOTT 309 C
509 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 264 C
313 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 324 C
210 N MCCULLOUGH U
505 E GREEN 2 C
300 S GOODWIN 607 U
13 MAGNOLA 13 C
809 S 5TH C
910 S 3RD C
808 S LINCOLN U
47 E CHALMERS C
2068 A HAZWD CT U
1952 D ORCH ST U
105 S WRIGHT C
URH NOBLE 111 C
URH SCOTT 471 C
1114 W SPNGFLO 4 U
401 S 6TH C
904 W GREEN 623 U
URH SAUNDERS 217 U
107 E DANIEL 1 C
1113 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 225 C
505 E WHITE 6 C
401 E JOHN C
106 N GREGORY 4 U
PARK RIDGE ILL
105 E DANIEL C
308 E ARMORY C
501 S ELM C
URH SCOTT 443 C
2023 D ORCH ST U
2023 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 1355 C
1803 D ORCH PL U
1803 D ORCH U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
58 E DANIEL C
1203 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 282 C
1604 CORONADO 3 C
1601 S ANDERSON U
1010 E COLORADO U
1201 W OREGON U
808 W NEVADA U
















































































509 N BAT AVI A AV
410 W MAPLE DR
656 S COLONY RD
RR 2 BOX 162
1016 FRANK
3257 SAN SIMEON ST
404 HIGHMEADOW RD
8341 KENNETH AV
3012 N MASON AV











907 N 21ST AV
E RIDGE RD
E RIDGE RD
VIA G VERDI 74
2410 E MAIN
3443 OAK PARK AV
1442 N KEELER AV
121 COUNTRY CLUB
5169 MOREL AND DR
14455 GREEN ST
509 W MAIN
4 N POINT TERR 1
434 N MAIN ST





344--0378 117 MAIZEFIELD AVE
344--5000 2920 BIRCHWOOD
344--3068 1641 W FARWELL
178 GROVE PARK CR
344--1232
344--1874 1952 D ORCHARD ST
105 S WRIGHT
332--0369 8904 CATALINA
1718 N 22ND AV
344--0837 CIT BLDGS
359--2128 15A/1 WEA KARL BGH
111 N 1ST ST
332--3628 329 W WASHINGTON
669 E OLIVE ST
1504 W JARVIS






139 SUNSET RDGE RD
619 DICK AV
2028 N 22ND
344--4879 2023 D ORCHARD ST
344--4879 2023 D ORCHARD ST
332--5038 541 TREMONT AV
344--1275 281-1 CORRY VIL
344-
-1275 1803 D ORCH PL
367--4597 TURNER HALL 306
58 E DANIEL
367--8605 1203 W MAIN
12439 S 69TH CT
HIGHVIEW
1601 S ANDERSON
365--2225 1601 S ANDERSON
RR 3
333--1714 432 JABONEROS ST



























































































































CHANG JAMES SHIH TSI
CHANG JAMES SHIN-SIN
CHANG KUO-CHENG





































































LAS1 1215 S 4TH C
GRAD 706 S 6TH C
BUS1 1010 S 1ST 8 c
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 211 u
GRAD 407 E STOUGHTON c
LAS4 506 S GREGORY PL 1 u
GRAD 210 N HARVEY u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 166 c
GRAD 700 S GOODWIN 2 u
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u
LAS1 URH TAFT 410 c
GRAD 806 S 3R0 c
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 173 c
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA u
LAS1 URH GARNER 409 c
GRAD 703 W ILLINOIS u
LAS1 907 S 3RD c
GRAD 1608 MAYNARD c
LAS1 CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1005 S OAK c
GRAD 615 1/2 S WRIGHT c
GRAD 1738 VALLEY RD c
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 273 u
GRAD MORRILL HALL 349 u
GRAD 103 S GREGORY u
GRAD 1106 W MAIN u
LAS3 106 N GREGORY 12 u
GRAD 1103 W OREGON u
FAA4 303 W AVONDALE c
FAA3 1106 W MAIN u
GRAD URH DANIELS 93 u
GRAD 104 W OREGON u
GRAD 1 DUNELLEN u
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA 2 u
GRAD 1102 W CLARK u
GRAD URH DANIELS 730 u
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 909 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 493 u
LAS1 URH FORBES 306 c
LAS3 601 W GREEN u
GRAD 404 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD 306 S GREGORY PL 3 u
GRAD 909 W ILLINOIS u
LAS4 601 W GREEN u
GRAD 309 S NEW c
GRAD 507 WESTLAWN c
LAS4 URH WARDALL 316 u
PE 1 URH ALLEN 256 u
GRAD 2028 A HAZWD CT u
LAS4 312 E ARMORY c
ENG4 6 WESTWOOD u
ED 4 910 1/2 S LOCUST 3 c
ENG1 910 S 3RD 411 c
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1212 u
ENG3 210 E JOHN c
BUS2 212 N MCCULLQUGH u
GRAD 509 S 5TH c
GRAD 1108 W SPNGFLD u
FAA1 URH GARNER 132 c
LAS2 904 S 3RD c
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS 503 c
BUS3 203 E CHALMERS c
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 128 u
ENG1 URH SNYDER 464 c
ENG3 412 E GREEN c
LAS1 URH LAR 369 u
GRAD 105 S LYNN u
LAS4 908 W NEVADA u
BUS2 URH CARR 113 u
LAS3 502 E WHITE c
GRAD 2082 D ORCH ST u
GRAD OGDEN ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 104 u
BUS2 311 E ARMORY c
AGR1 311 E GREEN 306 c
COM3 609 W MAIN 4 u
GRAD 703 E COLORADO 201 u
FAA6 2008 W GREENDALE c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 766 c
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 u
BUS4 207 E WASHINGTON 2 u
LAS2 203 COUNTRY FR 22 c
BUS4 SIDNEY ILL
GRAD 1806 D ORCH PL u
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 505 E GREEN c
LAS2 505 E GREEN 323 c
GRAD 1806 D ORCH PL u
GRAD 2055 ORCH ST u
GRAD URH DANIELS 374 u
GRAD 504 W ELM 9 u
LAS4 601 W GREEN u
GRAD 504 E GREEN i c
GRAD 1206 W MAIN LI
FAA2 1310 W GREEN c





















































































































27A SEYMOUR RD LG2
B65-67 KIMBERLEY
4J SEYMOUR RD 4/F



















1 A FOR FAR RD 4F
2 LN 122 KAISHAN
15 KAI YUEN TERR
1106 W MAIN
2 YUAN SHAN TSUEN
7 TUNG HSING ST
320 LN KUN-MING ST
123-1 CHEKI 2-00NG
192 TONG-HUAH ST
5842 N ST LOUIS
36 HSU CHOU RD
945 COACH RD
601 W GREEN
LN 191 WU HSING ST






69 E DIVISION ST






















2082 D ORCHARD ST
401 S MAIN
ROUTE 1 BOX 397
6101 SHERIDAN
RR 3
227 S SLUSSER ST




9 1/2 VIGEANT ST
136 ST BARBARA
203 COUNTRY FR 22
RR 4 BOX 385




1806 D ORCHARD PL
2055 C ORCHARD ST
BOX 516
4074 N CENTER RD
7442 CHURCHILL ST




































































































CHAUNCEY JANE MARIE GRAD
CHAVARRY RUBERTO G LAS5
CHAVENGSAKSONGKRAM C GRAO
CHAVIN HENRI ETA EO 2
CHAWLA KRISHAN KUMAR GRAD
CHAZIN MICHAEL FRANK COM3
CHE FRITZ LEE-CHAO ENG4
CHEAOLE GEOFFREY JR LAS3
CHEATUM KAREN ANN LAS2
CHECK GEOFFREY DAVID ENG1
CHECKANOW YEHUDA S LAS1
CHEE WILBERT C FAA2
CHEEK BECKY JOANNE LAS2
CHEEK CHARLES E LAS1
CHEEMA LAKHVENDAR SI GRAD
CHEEVER SHERYL LYNN LAS2
CHEIKROUHOU MONCEF M GRAD
CHELCUN GREG M LAS1
CHELIN HARTLEY A GRAD
CHELNEK CLAIRE MARIE LAS4
CHEN ALAN W ENG1
CHEN ALICE KAO GRAD





CHEN CONRAD K GRAD
CHEN DAVID HAROLD ENG4
CHEN EDWARD S ENG1
CHEN FAR-CHUNG GRAD
CHEN FRANK T L GRAD
CHEN HEN-CHIE GRAD
CHEN HUI-WEN GRAD
CHEN JAMES LINSHENG GRAD
CHEN JUDY SOONG GRAD
CHEN JULIA TSE-YEE GRAD
CHEN KWAN-SHEI GRAD
CHEN LANI ROW LAS2
CHEN MELISSA MAY-TZE GRAD
CHEN MING-CHUNG GRAD
CHEN NAI-FUNG GRAD
CHEN ROSITA S GRAD
CHEN SHAU-TSYH GRAD
CHEN THOMAS TAR-FEI GRAD
CHEN WEI-HO GRAD
CHENAULT ORA S B BUS3
CHENAULT W C JR GRAD
CHENEY DOUGLAS ALAN LAS2





CHENG MEILING A GRAD
CHENG PETER JAMES LAS2
CHENG TIEN-REN R GRAD
CHENG YUEH-YUN GRAD
CHENOWETH AMOS JUNIO GRAD
CHERIKOS MARGO CHERI LAS4
CHERIKOS WILLIAM JR BUS1
CHERNEY DAVID T PE 1
CHERNIET RHONDA I LAS I
CHERNOW JERROLD LAS3
CHERNYSHEV VICTOR GRAD
CHERO THOMAS H AVI1
CHEROT B ANTONIO PE 2
CHERRY THORNTON EUGE LAS2
CHERTKOW FERN J ED 1
CHESLER STEPHEN NORM GRAD
CHESLEY PATRICK JOHN ENG2
CHESNA BARBARA LYNNE COM3
CHESNEY LEE ROY III FAA4
CHESROW GEORGE W LAS1
CHESROWN KAREN ANN LAS4
CHESSMORE RONALD B GRAD
CHESTER JOANNE MALVI LAS2
CHESTER MARY M GRAD
CHESZEK ANDREA JOYCE LAS4
CHEUNG SI-MAN LAS*
CHEVALIER GILLES GRAD
CHEVALIER MARY MARGA LAS2
CHEVERUD THOMAS R LAS1
CHEVILLE JON PAUL FAA4
CHEW GREGORY S LAS1
CHEW KENG-JUEA BUS3
CHEY MYUNG GRAD
CHIA SWEE PING GRAD
CHIAFFREDO ROBERT J ENG4
CHIANG KIARL KIU-KAO GRAD
CHIANG ROBERT LING GRAD
CHIAPPE BARBARA L AGR1
CHIAPPETTA MARY L LAS3
CHIBNIK HERMAN BART LAS2
CHICHESTER KATHY-LEE FAA4
CHICOINE STEPHEN D LAS1
CHIOLEY DOUGLAS JOSE ENG3
CHIOLEY LYNNE B ED 3
CHIEN ANDREW KMANGNI GRAD
URH ALLEN 430 U 332-3238
815 N MCKINLEY C 356-8980
300 S GOODWIN 102 U
904 S 3RD C
1206 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 378 C 332-1072
210 E GREEN C
312 W ILLINOIS U 367-4285
URH TRELEASE 519 U 332-5544
URH TOWNSEND 241 U 332-4078
PEORIA ILL
604 E ARMORY C 344-9712
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
URH CARR 220 U 332-3901
707 W SPNGFLD U
URH WARDALL 707 U 332-4435
401 S 6TH C
URH SNYDER 288 C 332-1731
2103 WHITE C 359-2876
1104 W NEVADA U
904 W GREEN U
300 S GOODWIN 202 U 344-3356
1813 B ORCH PL U 344-0763
406 E GREEN 203 U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C 352-8583
404 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
URH HOPKINS 269 C
1212 W UNIVERSITY U
404 E DANIEL C
204 E JOHN C 356-7769
306 S 5TH C 359-3387
300 S GOODWIN 202 U 344-3356
1813 B ORCH PL U 344-0763
403 EVERGREEN CT W U 365-3164
300 S GOODWIN 301 U 344-4403
URH WARDALL 820 U 332-4472
506 S LINCOLN U
205 E UNIVERSITY C
URH DANIELS 81 U 332-2407
URH DANIELS 256 U
TAIPEI TAIWAN
606 S PRAIRIE 10 C
603 W NEVADA 3 U 344-3163
808 S RANDOLPH C 352-2237
808 S RANDOLPH C 352-2237
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
300 S GOODWIN 204 U 344-6477
300 S GOODWIN 204 U 344-6477
706 W GREEN U 367-1933
URH ALLEN 446 U 332-3252
704 W STOUGHTON 4 U 367-7524
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 422 U
2035 C ORCH ST U 344-3670
URH DANIELS 251 U 332-2204
417 FAIRLAWN U 367-5357
CHARLESTON ILL
212 E DANIELS C 356-7908
110 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
URH SNYDER 304 C 332-1742
URH SHERMAN 555 C 332-4862
604 E ARMORY 416 C
URH SNYDER 318 C
802 S LINCOLN 11 U
URH ALLEN 209 U 332-3150
909 S 5TH C 332-4797
706 S 2ND C
908 W NEVADA 2 U 344-4188
210 E GREEN C
904 W GREEN U 344-4297
409 E CHALMERS C 344-3046
404 E MAIN U 367-2067
URH CLARK 331 C 332-0055
504 W PENN U
408 E HEALEY C
URH WARDALL 222 U 332-4329
209 N COLER I U
1102 N DIVISION U 367-5548
URH GARNER 492 C 332-0909
707 S 6TH 509 C 344-7086
1106 FOOTHILL C 356-8047
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C 352-0626
URH DANIELS 517 U 332-2309
1202 1/2 W PARK U
307 HEALEY 11 C 352-6051
URH DANIELS 80 U 332-2406
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C 359-1284
910 S 3RD 1001 C 344-5000
URH BARTON 112 C 332-0114
URH CARR 425 U 332-3968
302 E ARMORY C 344-7274
URH FORBES 414 C 332-1094
2106 ORCH ST 204 U 344-6544
2106 ORCH ST 201 U 344-6544
706 W GREEN U 367-1933










2505 N SHERIDAN RD
1630 FROG LN
1110-3 BARCLAY CR








300 S GOODWIN 202
PINGTUNG SUGAR MIL
TA LI ST 1 LN 160
615 1/2 S WRIGHT
107 JAO-HO ST
5831 N ST LOUIS







403 EVERGREEN CT W
29 NORTH ST
6427 N GLENWOOD
6 LN S-6 ANLO RD
68 TUNG SUNG RD
ZZ CAUSEQAY RD 2F
TAIPEI
SEC 3 CHI-NAN RD
68 RULAND
126 KWANGMINGHSIN




91 CHUNG CHENG RD
8 LN 80 HUEY-CHUNG
1444 W GRANVILLE
704 W STOUGHTON








5042 W CHASE AV
2441 W MORSE





3201 DONA MARIA DR
3254 WESTERN






416 W ST LOUIS
4842C LOUISE AV









4-1 LN 37 LIEN-YUN
404 E STOUGHTON 10
4029 W EDDY








































































































CHIEN LIEN Q LAS1
CHIEN YOEN Q ENG4
CHIEN YUEH-HSIU GRAD
CHILDERS CHARLOTTE L GRAD
CHILDERS RICHARD K LAS4
CHILDRESS DANIEL GEN AGR4
CHILDRESS NEIL BAKER ENG2
CHILDRESS ROBERT E J ENG4
CHILDS CONSTANCE REN ED 3
CHIN BENJAMIN H ENG2
CHIN CATHERINE HUIE GRAD
CHIN DUDLEY ST ALYOS GRAD
CHIN GEORGE LAS1
CHIN GEORGE MIN LAS2
CHIN IAN ROOSEVELT FAA4
CHIN RICHARD YING LAS3
CHIN ROBERT MIN LAS2
CHIN SAM YUEN GRAD
CHIN SUSAN MEE LAS4
CHIN TING-YUN GRAD
CHIN WILLIAM S N ENG1
CHIN YUK-ON GRAD
CHINELL JACQUELINE S FAA4
CHIOU CHUNG-YI GRAD
CHIPMAN CHARLES H ENG2
CHIPMAN JOHN A FAA1
CHIRBAN ANGELO L LAS1
CHIROLAS DARLENE JEA AGR2
CHISHOLM JALAINE ED 1
CHISLER JAMES MARTIN AGR4
CHIU CHUNG-KWONG GRAD
CHIVERTON EDWARD M ENG3
CHMELIR LYNN KAY GRAD
CHMURNY WILLIAM WAYN GRAD
CHO HAN-RU GRAD
CHOATE SHARON MARIE LAS4
CHODERA SUSAN MARY LAS2
CHOI IN CHUNG GRAD
CHOI TATYIN BONIFACE LASI
CHOISSER JAMES D LAS1
CHOISSER STEVEN CARL LAS4
CHOLLET RAYMOND GRAD
CHOMACKE ARTHUR C GRAD
CHOMKO DANIEL S BUS1
CHONG DIANNE LAS2
CHOOKASZIAN DONALD C PE 1
CHOU CHENG KWEI GRAD
CHOU HELEN HUANHUAN GRAD
CHOU IIH-NAN GRAD
CHOU KUO-HOWERE YU GRAD
CHOUBEY CHUNNI LAL GRAO
CHOUDHURY TARUN K GRAD
CHOUINARD BRUCE A LAS1
CHOUINARD PAUL LEWEL GRAD
CHOW CHING KUANG GRAD
CHOW JAMES CHEH-MIN GRAD
CHOW TSEN GRAD
CHOW WINNIE C GRAD
CHRABASZCZ EDWARD J ENG2
CHRAMOWICZ GEORGE FAA1
CHRISMAN ALAN LAMQNT LAS4
CHRISMAN BRUCE CHARL ENG2
CHRISMAN BRUCE LOWEL GRAD
CHRISMAN CLIFORD CLE GRAD
CHRISMAN RICHARD ED 3
CHRISMAN RICHARD A LAS1
CHRIST ALAN R ENG1
CHRIST DEAN WAYNE LAS2
CHRIST RUTH ANN BUS2
CHRISTEN DARRYL K LAS1
CHRISTENSEN ALICE FA LAS2
CHRISTENSEN BARRY HA ENG3
CHRISTENSEN DONALD M GRAD
CHRISTENSEN FRANKLIN LAS4
CHRISTENSEN GARY M ENG1
CHRISTENSEN GENELLE GRAD
CHRISTENSEN JAMES E ENG1
CHRISTENSEN KAREN M LAS4
CHRISTENSEN LAURA H FAA4
CHRISTENSEN OLAV H LAS3
CHRISTENSEN ROSE A BUS1
CHRISTENSEN SUSAN L LAS5
CHRISTIAN ERIC DANIE GRAD
CHRISTIANSEN JOHN H LAS3
CHRISTIANSEN LIZA GE FAA2
CHRISTIANSON CHERYL GRAO
CHRIST I ANSON DUANE R GRAD
CHRISTIANSON MARY A GRAD
CHRISTIANSON RANDOLP ENG4
CHRISTIDES DEMETRIOS ENG4
CHRISTIE DONALD EARL GRAD
CHRISTIE LINDA CAROL LAS3
CHRISTIE PATRICIA J LASI
CHRISTINE DAVID F GRAD
CHRISTMAN JAMES NELS LAS4
CHRISTMAN KATHY L LASI
CHRISTOE BARBARA JEA LAS4
URH NOBLE 308 C
1102 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 485 U
806 S MCCULLOUGH U
CATLIN ILL
OVERMANS TRLR PK 5 U
604 E ARMORY 132 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
506 E SPNGFLD 2 C
810 HOLIDAY C
300 S GOODWIN 212 U
1812 A ORCH PL U
1101 U PENN U
URH BABCOCK 117 U
1816 B ORCH PL U
URH GARNER 323 C
URH OGLESBY 1219 U
300 S GOODWIN 212 U
URH LAR 282 U
1102 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 423 C
615 1/2 S WRIGHT 6 C
URH EVANS 139 U
706 W GREEN U
1706 W PARK C
URH HOPKINS 445 C
301 E CLARK C
URH CLARK 313 C
URH SAUNDERS 9 U
411 E GREEN C
504 E WHITE C
311 E GREEN C
216 E GREGORY 304 C
712 W HILL C
1114 W SPNGFLD 6 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1207 NEVADA U
1211 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 454 C
1111 S 1ST C
401 S 6TH C
205 W DELAWARE U
502 W GRIGGS 213 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 104 C
URH SCOTT 42 8 C
URH DANIEL 84 U
309 E GREEN C
1107 W GREEN 429 U
1107 W GREEN 429 U
909 W CALIFORNIA 1 U
1206 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 446 C
707 W CALIFORNIA U
201 N LINCOLN U
1008 W STOUGHTON U
1107 W GREEN 122 U
207 S WRIGHT 4 C
URH GARNER 388 C
910 S 3RD 628 C
106 E ARMORY 4 C
URH SNYDER 215 C
711 W WASHINGTON U
1502 ROSE C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 461 C
URH HOPKINS 482 C
409 E CHALMERS 413 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 415 C
URH LAR 233 U
401 E JOHN C
1011 W ILLINOIS U
710 W IOWA U
604 E ARMORY 112 C
307 S STATE 2 C
URH CARR 202 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDQREN 127 C
DANVILLE ILL
910 S 3RD 813 C
1011 W ILLINOIS U
202 WOOD U
URH SCOTT 213 C
URH BLAISDELL 321 U
411 E HEALEY C
1107 W GREEN 125 U
102 E DANIELS C
106 N GREGORY 5 U
608 E STOUGHTON C
U OF I ANTHROPOLOG U
710 W OHIO U
202 S MCKINLEY C
HOOPESTON ILL
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
URH WAROALL 519 U
409 E CHALMERS C
332--0406 1680 LONGVALLEY OR
1680 LONGVALLEY DR
332--2558 HSIN I RD SECT 4
367- 2265 806 S MCCULLOUGH
604 VERMILION
367--0156 RR 3
912 S JOLIET ST
2015 BELMONT AV
352--1428 6732 LOLETA AV
352--3108 810 HOLIDAY
344--7434 766 9TH AV
344- 1138 ELM CRESCENT 7
403 N EDWIN
332--3734 9023 S HOUSTON AV
MONEAGUE
332--0792 3517 MARTIN OR
332--5400 9023 S HOUSTON AV
344--7434 5 1ST AV 82-57 A
332--2988 9023 S HOUSTON AV
333--2123 8 J ALAN SHELLEY
407 CENTRAL PK AV
88 ELIZABETH ST 9
332--2696 IS 132 BUTTERCUP
367--1933 43-6 PO-I RD
356--2620 309 CHERRY ST
332--1360 8801 NORTHCOTE AV
352--9420 409 S CENTRAL
332--0044 613 N JACKSON ST
332--3577 6645 N GRATZ ST
344--3494 RR 2
359--4259 955 VIOLET ST
212 S DEMENT
344--7435 216 E GREGORY 304
359--4767 1342 NEWCASTLE AV
344--1913 1114 W SPNGFLD 6
344--7836 145 PINE ST
1216 MARION RD
14 KUMHODONG
332--1122 151 3RD ST
205 E CHURCH ST
205 E CHURCH ST
3 67--2968 23 HILLTOP RD
365--1577 2726 N 72ND CT
352--5151 4937 CENTRAL AV
332--0109 315 N ELMWOOD AV
332--1592 6308 W BARRY AV
332--2410 NO 8 LN 22
36 LANE 4
344--7816 33 FU DEH NORTH RD
344--7816 44 SHEN TJI TIG
344--7992 % CHOUBEY ADVOCATE
17 BEPIN RD
332--1361 421 HILLSIDE AV
344--6932
367--3514 420 CHUNG SHAN RD
367--9026 34 KENNEDY RD B-12
300 S GOODWIN 607
352--4862 119 LEIGHTON RD
332--0835 2603 N MENARD
344--5000 558 CENTER ST
344--2803 519 W 10TH ST
315 W SUMMIT ST
344--6815 711 W WASHINGTON
359--1084 2805 W RICHMOND AV
359--3232 1242 HAASE AV
332--1127 519 W 10TH ST
332--1386 9002 ROUTE 176
921-36 AVENUE A
107 S PENNSYLVANIA
332--1095 2503 TERRACE LN
332--2865 LIGHTFOOT LN RR 2
11 N DRYDEN 3D
344 -3563 1011 W ILLINOIS
9545 S GREENWOOD
1107 RIDGE LN
545 S SMALL AV
332--3883 443 N STONE AV
344 -9892 2635 MCAREE
332 -0492 10434 S CHURCH ST
113 CRONKHITE
344 -5000 927 HULL AV
344 -3563 502 E DOUGLAS
N JACKSON
332 -1438 1216 SIMPSON ST
332--3528 554 CHIPPENDALE CT
356 -1560 RR
344 -3219 4003 SHIRLEY RD
352 -9000 312 SUMMIT
367 -2383 309 E HEALEY 4
608 E STOUGHTON
356 -8848 309 E CLARK
344 -6212 656 COURTLANO CR
356 -8126 202 S MCKINLEY
620 E ELM
332 -4044 1920 W WOOD













KINGSTON 10 JAM WI
CHAMPAIGN ILL
CHICAGO ILL




















































































CHRISTOE CHARLES M GRAD
CHRISTOE DIANE M GRAO
CHRISIOFANELLI ROBIN LAS2
CHRISTOFERSEN LOIS M LAS1
CHRISTOFF DOUGLAS NI ENG2
CHRISTOFF JOHN J JR BUS2
CHRISTOFF RICHARD W LAS1
CHRISTOPFEL WILLIAM GRAD
CHRISTOPHER GUY T AVI2
CHRISTOPHER JAMES LE GRAD
CHROMEK JAMES T LAS1
CHROMEK PAUL GEORGE LAS4
CHROMIK PHYLLIS ANN ED 1
CHU CHING-LAN GRAO
CHU FA-MEI ELAINE GRAD
CHU HELEN FAA2
CHU JANE HENG LAS3
*CHU KAMHAAR CHAN LAS4
CHU MEL CHIHYU GRAD
CHU MICHAEL PAUL ENG3
CHU SHIH-CHI GRAD
CHU TZU-CHENG GRAD
CHU WEI HANG JACOB GRAD
CHUBBUCK JUDSON IV AGR1
CHUBINSKI ADAM GEORG ED 4
CHUCHRO CHRISTINE MA LAS2
CHUDNOW DAVID L LAS3
CHUN HYOCK GRAD
CHUNG ANA CHIN GRAD
CHUNG CHEUNG-WO LAS4
CHUNG CHIN BANG GRAD
CHUNG KAI-YUAN GRAD
CHUNG KIN CHUEN ENG4
CHUNG PO SHEUN ENG4
CHUNG SUNG KEE GRAD
CHUNN CAROL MARIE ED 5
CHURCH CHARLES F GRAD
CHURCH LAUREL MADSEN GRAD
CHURCHILL GARY R LAS3
CHVOSTA RUTH A R LAS1
CHWIERUT LINDA SUSAN LAS2
CHYUN YONG CHOL FAA4
CICERO PAUL RICHARD LAS3
CICERONE CAROL M GRAD
CICERONE RALPH JOHN GRAD
CICH JOSEPH ANTHONY ENG4
CICHOWSKI STANLEY T LAW1
CIELLO RICHARD ANTHO ENG3
CIEPLY BRIAN ANDREW LAS2
CIES JANET L LAS1
CIESA JACK C ENG3
CIHLA VIRGIL F ENG1
CIHLAR RONALD L LAS1
CIMINO MICHAEL WILLI BUS2
C1NCINELLI LINDA MAR LAS4
CINI VLADIMIR M GRAD
CIOPER ANTHONY P LAS1
CiPRIANO MARY LYNN LAS3
CIRANGLE ERNEST FRAN FAA4
CISEK STEPHANIE C LAS1
CISNEY MICHAEL SCOTT LAW3
CITERMAN HARVEY GRAD
CIUCCI CEASER ENG2
CIULLA FRANK JOSEPH BUS2
CIZMAR DAWN K LAS1
CLAAR NANCY JILL LAS3
CLAESON CAROL ANN LAS4
CLAtSSENS TERRENCE T PE 2
CLAEYS GARY JOSEPH LAS3
CLAGETT EVANS LAS3
CLAIR WILLIAM P VM 1
CLAMAGE ARTHUR E BUS1
CLANCY MICHAEL J BUS1
CLANCY MICHAEL JOHN LAS2
CLAPMAN MYRIM LAS2
CLAPP THOMAS WILLIAM ENG4
CLAPPER STEVEN LYNN ENG4
CLAREY WILLIAM PATRI LAS4
CLARK ALAN LEROY LAS1
CLARK BARTON M GRAD
CLARK BRUCE ARTHUR GRAD
CLARK CALEB MORGAN GRAD
CLARK CAROL ANN LAS2
CLARK CAROLYN ANN GRAD
CLARK CHARLES F LAS1
CLARK CHERYL JEAN LAS2
CLARK CHRISTINE E LAS4
CLARK CHRISTOPHER G BUS3
CLARK CLARETHA A LAS1
CLARK DANIEL F BUS2
CLARK DONALD D BUS2
CLARK DONALD GEOFFRE LAS2
CLARK FREDERICK A JR GRAD
CLARK FREEMAN GERALD GRAD
CLARK GEORGE BYRON ED 4

















707 S 6TH 503
URH FORBES 432













2075 C ORCH ST
TAIPEI TAIWAN






1008 1/2 W GREEN 3
207 N GOODWIN
1102 W CLARK





























2029 D HAZWD CT































307 E HEALEY 7









u 344--4136 1433 LAUREL
C 359--3033 109 E SPNGFLD
C 359--3033 109 E SPNGFLD
c 344--1170 283 HOMEWOOD CT
C 332--0507 5222 10TH AV
u 332--3760 21 W 113 KENSINGTN
c 344--4834 2749 GRANO AV
C 13304 AVENUE L
c 397 PURCELL
C 344--6213 600 W MILL
C 301 TALCOTT RD
C 332--0886 445 AVERY ST
u 445 AVERY
u 332--5481 5515 S ST LOUIS
U 20-3 LN 61 LING-YI
u 332--249 5 URH DANIELS 360
u 367--5155 307 W OREGON
c 344--5859 429 CALLAN AV
u 95 MATAUCHUNG 6/F
c 359--4517 2904 ALTON DR
256 W 24TH ST





C 1516 STATE LINE AV
u 332--2856 5021 N OLYMPIA
c 5542 W JACKSON
u SUNGOONG-KU
u 1514-D DART ST
u 367--4545 4 HOITAI ST 4TH FL
u 365--2972 2832 3-KA PIL-DONG
u EAST HOPING RD
c 332--1069 3 WONGNEICHONG RD
c 359--3387 GREAT GEORGE BLDG
u 332--2289 44 DONGKYO-DONG
162 KIERNAN DR
u 9247 S WINCHESTER
u 367--8765 511 W CALIFORNIA
c 359--2912 202 S LYNN 4
u 332--3319 7010 HILLSDALE RD
c 352--8355 5414 S KEDVALE
c 344--3872 3626 VEAZEY ST NW
c 344--9741 1903 BOSCOBEL CT
u 367--0101 312 W SPNGFLD 7
u 603 W HIGH
c 332--1096 2639 N MELVINA AV
c 7510 LOWELL
c 344--7541 6210 W BARRY AV
c 344--0244 8228 S COLES AV
u 332--5682 410 E MAUDE
c 3009 WOODWORTH PL
c 332--0898 110 CRAIG RD
c 332--1349 6455 W 28TH ST
u 323--3708 34 4TH
u 6147 W WARWICK AV
c 352--5475 142 W AREBA AV
c 332--1064 738 BRYAN
u 332--4512 26 THOROUGHMAN
u 127 WAYNE AV
u 332--3143 5838 RIDGE AV
u 344--6258 2029 D HAZWD CT
c 344--6094 757 SYRACUSE
2840 N WOLF RD
u 332--3939 2411 BELL AV
u 332--3401 1800 W 96TH ST
c 359--2165 3329 STONEYBROOK
u 332--4342 3108 12TH AV
c 332--1649 2101 LILAC LN
c RR 1
u 332--5070 2524 MARIAN LN
u RR 2
c 344--5000 9841 S CENTRAL PK
c 332- 1357 487 PROSPECT
c 332--0826 934 S 2ND ST
u 332--4227 5742 N KIMBALL
c 352--1743 301 E WHITE 1
c 857 EMERALD LN
u 344--9876 3607 JACKSON ST
u 3 32--40 75 8101 S PRINCETON
u 373 ARAPAHOE
u 344--5456 12285 VALLEY LN DR
u HIGH ST
u 34 WILLIAMSBURG LN
u 367--9909 509 W ELM ST
c 332--1176 RR 2 BOX 94
u 332--3597 422 W FRANKLIN ST
c 344--0545 4123 HAWTHORNE
c 356--9766 392 E FORESTWOOD
c 332--0531 832 NW 12TH TERR
c 11 N MCLEAN BLVD
c 902 KIRBY
c 332--1961 185 N WOLF
c 352--2123 2802 ALTON
u 344--4162 8038 24TH NW
u 367--9937 703 S WALNUT






























QUARY BAY HNG KONG
SEOUL KOREA
TAIPEI TAIWAN
HAPY VAL HONG KONG























































































































CLAVELL LAWRENCE J J
CLAVEY FREDERICK D
CLAY ERNEST HEDRIC







































PE 1 URH NOBLE 118
LAS2 907 W ILLINOIS
ED 4 910 S 3RD
BUS4 106 N MCCOLLOUGH
GRAD 303 1/2 E UNIV
LAS3 URH CLARK 222
AVI4 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 54 COACHMAN
GRAD 2007 S VINE
GRAD 1400 N MCKINLEY 10
LAS3 1007 S 1ST 11
LAS1 URH GARNER 224
LAS2 URH WARDALL 518
LAS* 404 E S TOUGH TON
GRAD 408 E FAIRLAWN
ENG4 404 E FAIRLAWN
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1103
LAS2 STUDENT SERV 420
LASi 2708 SANGAMON
ED I URH BARTON 416
LASI URH SAUNDERS 102
BUS4 312 E ARMORY
LASI URH ALLEN 248
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 128
LAS4 URH WARDALL 211
LAS3 602 E WHITE
GRAD URH SHERMAN 566
FAA2 1111 S 1ST
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 403
GRAD 807 SCOTTSDALE
GRAD 1916 D ORCH ST
LAS2 URH LAR 282
LAS3 910 S 3RD
LAS4 201 E JOHN
LAS4 1111 S 1ST
LAS3 2003 LYNWOOD
GRAD 1115 W GREEN 117
COM4 202 E DANIEL
GRAD URH DANIELS 308
ENG4 506 E WHITE
GRAD
GRAD 2078 C HAZWD CT
PE I URH TRELEASE 1123
GRAD 811 S LOCUST
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 8
GRAO 1710 CAROLYN
LAS2 910 S 3RD 716
ENG4 710 W CHURCH
LASI URH ALLEN
LAS3 606 E COLORADO
LASI URH OGLESBY 321
LASI URH TRELEASE 204
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 371
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS 408
GRAD URH DANIELS 333
LAS4 505 E STOUGHTON
LASI URH WESTON 290
FAA4 CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 204 E ROPER
FAA2 704 S 3RD
LAS3 URH WARDALL 902
LAS3 1008 W NEVADA
FAA2 RR 1
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 508
GRAD 412 W ELM
ENG4 311 W CLARK 302
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1102
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN
AVI2 603 S 4TH
LASI 604 E ARMORY 409
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1004
GRAD 501 S HIGHLAND
LAS4 706 S WALNUT 2
ENG4 1107 W MAIN
LAS4 207 E HEALEY 3
GRAD URH DANIELS 608
LAS4 207 E HEALEY 3
BUS2 310 E CHALMERS
ENG2 URH SCOTT 388
LAS3 URH WARDALL 413
ENGl URH SCOTT 238
LAS2 1009 W SPNGFLD
GRAD 2003 C ORCH ST
FAAl URH SCOTT 432
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN
ENG2 312 E ARMORY
PE 3 1107 N 6TH
GRAO 207 W VINE
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS
GRAO 303 W ILLINOIS
COM3 608 FAIRLAWN
LAS3 1010 S 2ND
GRAO 700 S GOODWIN 2
LASI URH HOPKINS 254
6US4 205 E HEALEY
ENG4 512 N STOUGHTON
























































9828 N GLENDALE LN NILES ILL
210G E PARK AV ELMHURST ILL
SPRING CREEK BX 97 ROCKFORD IL




































































237 S 20TH AV







1903 N WARNOCK ST
505 BUCKEYE DR
260 E MADISON










306 N 27TH ST








* W K KELLOGG FDT
13072 S EVANS









2724 W SUNNY SIDE
506 S MAIN ST
RR 1 BOX 166A
6418 S CAMPBELL




606 N 7TH ST
2001 GROVE ST
RR 1
7433 W ARGYLE ST
412 W ELM









609 S PARK ST
215 N KANSAS
207 E HEALEY 3
1011 S HARVEY AV
312 CREVE COEUR CT
1131 BLACKHAWK DR
308 W SEMINARY AV
8130 S EXCHANGE AV
3243 COLQUITT DR












907 S KANKAKEE ST































































































































































































BUS1 URH OGLESBY 227 U 309 E VANBUREN PHILO IL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 321 C 7945 S JUSTINE CHICAGO ILL
6RAD 210 W HEALEY C 210 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 4 URH WARDALL 919 U 332 -449 5 351 CLYDE AV CALUMET CITY ILL
FAAl URH GARNER 425 C 332--086 5 5-E VILLA GRIFFIN EAST ST LOUIS IL
LAS2 URH LAR 309 u 332--2878 RR 2 PONTIAC IL
LAS3 ROLLING MDWS ILL 2407 CEDAR ST ROLING MEADOWS I
8US2 1004 S 4TH c 146 THELIN CT WILMETTE ILL
PE 2 1008 S LINCOLN u 344--3901 RR I HARVEL ILL
AGR4 URH EVANS 239 u 332--2725 113 N PEARL ST HAVANA ILL
BUS1 URH LUNDGREN 312 u 2920 S STATE 308 CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 413 c 332--1819 DALLAS CITY ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 604 u 332--4408 2920 S STATE 308 CHICAGO IL
LAS4 305 E JOHN u 2311 SAUBER AV ROCKFORD IL
GRAD 1113 WESTFIELD c 2601 CIRCLE DR MAPLEWOOD MO
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c 1321 PEORIA ST PERU ILL
LAS3 310 E JOHN c 344--9752 RR 4 FREEPORT ILL
8US4 306 N ROMINE 1 u 367--8507 306 N ROMINE 1 URBANA ILL
GRAD 406 W SPNGFLO u 9310 EASTERN KANSAS CTY 38 MO
LASl URH SNYDER 469 c RR 1 DUNLAP ILL
LAS3 411 E GREEN c 344--9434 660 PROSPECT DR ELMHURST ILL
AGR1 SIDNEY ILL SIONEY IL
LASl URH OGLESBY 208 u 332--5090 10 LOCUST OR BELLEVILLE ILL
ENG1 2202 HAZWD 101 u 344--5596 RR I BOX 171 LOWELL IN
LAS2 809 S 5TH c 344--5202 115 S PIATT ST MONTICELLO ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 210 u 332--3621 302 GRANADA RO BLOOMINGTON ILL
FAA3 505 E CHALMERS c 344--9741 2001 W DES PLAINES PARK RIOGE ILL
LASi URH SAUNDERS 3 u 332--3571 5236 N OLEANOER AV CHICAGO IL
LASl URH NOBLE 23 c 12 N COUNTRY CL8 DECATUR IL
GRAD 1819 D ORCH PL u 344--7092 345 SCENIC AV PIEDMONT CAL
GRAD 1819 D ORCH PL u 344--0092 ROUTE 2 BOX 288 ACAMPO CAL
LAS2 302 E ARMORY c 344--7244 11 PHEASANT LN CASTLETON N Y
LASl URH BABCOCK 114 u 332--3731 12603 RICHARD PALOS HTS IL
ENG3 801 W IOWA u 12603 RICHARD AV PALOS HTS ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 271 u 332--2468 2270 ROBERTS ST PASAY CITY PHIL
LAS4 815 W PARK u 367--9575 815 W PARK URBANA IL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--3046 1445 CULLOM AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 809 W ILLINOIS u 344--0850 809 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
ENG4 809 W ILLINOIS u 344--0850 809 W ILL INOIS URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH WESTON 266 c 332--1958 906 WESTGATE RD MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 372 c 332--1067 4519 N VIRGINIA AV CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH TAFT 120 u 332--0601 2245 W LAKE ST1102 CHICAGO IL
PE 1 URH SNYDER 302 c 322--1741 1234 N MARION CT CHICAGO ILL
VM 2 308 E CLARK c 356--8141 308 E CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 906 S VINE c 3 56--7357 RR 4 BOX 167 DECATUR ILL
LAW1 407 S STATE 3 c 356--7357 RR 4 DECATUR IL
ENG1 URH WESTON 372 c 332--2035 6401 N BROOKWOOD PEORIA IL
GRAD DECATUR ILL 716 E WHITMER DECATUR ILL
LAS4 807 W I LLINOIS 7 u 344--6923 6401 N BROOKWOOD PEORIA ILL
LAS3 811 W CLARK u 3135 INDIANA CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2109 HAZWD u 150-07 58TH AV FLUSHING N Y
GRAD URH SHERMAN 530 c 1410 OAKWOOD AVE RALEIGH N CAR
VM 2 U OF I VET MED u 2061 HUNTLEIGH RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1401 BRIARCLIFF u 367--2086 729 CHAPPELL DR RALEIGH NC
GRAD URH DANIELS 105 u 332--2132 2854 STRATFORD RD COLUMBIA SC
FAA3 URH WARDALL u 332--4492 7911 W 45TH ST LYONS ILL
LASl URH FORBES 217 c 117 N MADISON TAYLORVILLE ILL
GRAD 1702 ANTHONY 3 c 353--3132 1702 ANTHONY 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1107 HOLIDAY PK c 356--1512 1107 HOLIDAY PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR4 508 W GREEN c 356--29 14 RR 1 MT AUBURN ILL
GRAD 18 COACHMAN u 365--3144 18 COACHMAN URBANA ILL
GRAD 508 W GREEN c 356--2913 508 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG3 1008 W CLARK 1 u 365--1437 711 S HIGH WASHINGTON ILL
GRAD 216 E GREGORY 204 c 344--6910 1010 WILLIAMS BLVD SPRINGFIELD IL
ENG4 701 N COLER u 367--2520 701 N COLER URBANA ILL
FAA3 URH CARR 415 u 332--3958 2053 N COLLEGE ST DECATUR ILL
AGR3 1905 N CUNNINGHAM u 356--9289 1905 N CUNNINGHAM URBANA ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 304 N EASTWOOD AV MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG1 112 E DANIEL c 1108 WINTHROP AV JOLIET ILL
GRAD 205 E CALIFORNIA u 367--7137 205 E CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
GRAD CHICAGO ILL 4612 S MICHIGAN AV CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 604 N MAPLE 15 u ROUTE 1 WEST PADUCAH KY
GRAD URH TURNER S 513 u 333--3405 TRANING DIV US AID WASHINGTON D C
BUS3 3 SALEM RD u 367--7984 NEW CANTON ILL
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 114 u 332--3596 137 N PEORIA BRADFORD ILL
FAAl 1106 S 3RD c 344--9636 409 E CHALMERS1203 CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG1 URH WESTON 217 c 332--1922 4022 S STATE 401 CHICAGO IL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 548 u 3 32--42 75 RR 1 HAMILTON ILL
ED 1 306 N CARSON c 356--5705 306 N CARSON CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 581 u 332--4300 1515 BRENTWOOD OwENSBORO KY
AGR1 URH ALLEN 136 u 401 REBECCA DR OFALLON ILL
GRAD 1612 MAYNARD c 352--6267 1003 W COLLEGE ST PEORIA ILL
GRAD 1814 C ORCH ST u 344--4123 1814 C ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL
ENG1 1509 ROSEWOOD c 352--8394 2112 W WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 405 E JOHN c 344--0557 IND1AN0LA ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 429 u 10430 S LEAVITT ST CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 206 E GREEN c 60 N COUNTRY CLUB DECATUR IL
ENG2 204 E JOHN c 60 N CNTRY CLUB RO DECATUR ILL
AGR2 508 E ARMORY c 344--0501 5979 NEBESHONEE ROCKFORD ILL
LASl URH GARNER 300 c 5449 CORNELL AV CHICAGO IL
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 1026 u 332--5702 6624 N MAPLEWOOO CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 208 E STOUGHTON c 352--0770 18304 STRATHMOOR DETROIT MICH
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 310 u 332--5476 9517 N LOREL AV SKOKIE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 234 u 332--2187 538 N ALTA VISTA LOS ANGELES CA
LAS2 910 S 3RD 202 c 344--5000 7659 S LUELLA CHICAGO ILL
VM 2 1423 CAMBRIOGE c 660 HIGH ST HANSON MASS
GRAD 901 S 1ST c 359--4694 43 LYNWOOD RD STORRS CONN
51
COHEN DAVID A LAS1
COHEN DEBRA JOY PE 3
COHEN GERALD A LAS1
COHEN HOWARD J LAS2
COHEN HOWARD STEPHEN LAS4
*COHEN HUGUETTE S GRAD
COHEN ILONA R GRAD
*COHEN JERRY L GRAD
COHEN JORDAN R GRAD
COHEN LAWRENCE MICHA BUS*
COHEN LINCOLN PAUL LAS4
COHEN LINDA LEE COM3
COHEN MARLENt E ED 1
COHEN MARSHALL DAVID LAS2
COHEN MICHAEL PAUL LAW3
COHEN MITCHELL R LA$1
COHEN MYRON S LAS1
COHEN NEAL IAN BUS1
COHEN PAUL EDWARD GRAD
COHEN PAUL FREDERICK GRAD
COHEN SHELDON BRUCE 3US2
COHLMEYER MARILYN SU LAS4
COHN ARNOLD KEITH LAS2
COHN DELILAH RACHEL FAA3
COHN LINDA SUE FAA3
COHN PAULA B ED I
COHN RALPH MICHAEL LAS2
COHN RONALD HERBERT GRAD
COHN RONALD JAY LAS4
COHN SANDRA LEE ED 2
COIL ANNA L PE 1
COIL GEORGE LEON LAW3
COKER PATRICIA A LAS3
COKER RICHARD NORMAN ENG4
COKER VIRGIL MORRIS LAS2
COLAN RICHARD VINCEN LAS4
COLBERG ANNE IONE LAS2
COLBERG ARLEN G BUS3
*COLBERG JANICE M ED 2
COLBERG THOMAS PEARS LAS3
COLBERT GREGORY A AGR2
COLBERT MARC H LAS1
COLBERT STEVEN J GRAD
COLBERT SUSAN ELYSE LAS2
COLBRESE WILLIAM LAR PE 4
COLBURN RENEE C LAS1
COLBURN STEPHEN GRAD
COLBURN THERE SE J LAS1
COLBY CAROL JEAN AGR2
COLBY VIRGINIA G LAS1
COLE BRADLEY GENE FAA3
COLE CLAYTON CAMMETT FAA4
COLE CONSTANCE LOUIS ED 3
COLE EDYTH LUTICIA GRAD
COLE GARY NEAL ENG2
COLE GWENDOLYN D ED I
COLE JEROME F AGR1
COLE JOHN RICE GRAD
COLE LYNDA LORRAINE FAA4
*COLE MAGNUS JONATHAN GRAD
COLE MARY ELIZABETH LAS3
COLE NANCY RUTH LAS2
COLE NANCY S LAS1
COLE ROBERT WILLIAM LAS4
COLE RODNEY W ENG1
COLE SUZANNE LAS4
COLEAN GLORIA MARIE LAS2
COLEGATE ROBERT L GRAD
COLEMAN ALLEN KENT ENG4
COLEMAN BARRY LEWIS LAS1
COLEMAN BRUCE E PE 3
COLEMAN UIANN A LAS1
COLEMAN DONALD LEWIS EO 3
COLEMAN HAZEL M GRAD
COLEMAN JAMES HAROLD ENG2
COLEMAN JAMES J ENGl
COLEMAN JAMES PATRIC ENG2
CULEMAN JUDITH A PE 3
COLEMAN LARRY ROSS LAS2
COLEMAN LYNN A ED 1
COLEMAN MARK E ENGl
COLEMAN MICHAEL THOM LAS3
COLEMAN NORR1S E PE 2
COLEMAN REED ELLIS GRAD
COLEMAN ROBERT GLENN AGR2
COLEMAN STANLEY PE 1
COLEMAN SUSAN DARE LAS4
COLEMAN THOMAS MARIO AGR2
COLES MARILYN P GRAD
COLEY BASIL GLASFORD GRAD
CULGAN CONSTANCE K AGRl
CULLER ALAN ROSS GRAD
COLLEY JOHN DAVID GRAD
COLLIER ANN LAS1
COLLIER CARUL A LAS3
CULLIER GLENN H LASl
COLLIER JAMES F AGRl
1105 S 1ST 10 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 312 C
105 E ARMORY C
211 E CALIFORNIA U
303 BURKWOOD CT U
507 E GREEN U
2116 ORCH ST 301 U
904 W GREEN 419 U
903 N COLER U
907 S 4TH C
1104 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD 724 C
206 S GREGORY U
102 E ARMORY 8 C
409 E CHALMERS 412 C
907 S 4TH C
52 E ARMORY C
404 N GOODWIN U
URH DANIELS 234 U
1105 S 1ST C
URH BLAISDELL 328 U
910 S 3RD 323 C
410 E GREEN C
47 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 170 C
111 E HEALEY C
309 E HEALEY 10 C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH FLAGG 318 C
URH DANIELS 33 U
309 E JOHN C
1801 AUGUSTA C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
DANVILLE ILL
URH LAR 439 U
8 POMPTON PL U
8 POMPTON PL U
1006 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY C
1412 W CLARK C
1104 W CLARK 2 U
URH SAUNOERS 419 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 113 U
1306 N EASTERN U
URH CLARK 322 C
URH LAR 463 U
URH ALLEN 492 U
904 W GREEN 425 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 207 U
901 S 1ST 30 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
URH GARNER 478 C
LINCOLN NEB
202 S LINCOLN 4 U
2001 C ORCH ST U
802 W OREGON 12 U
910 S 3RD 1225 C
URH SAUNDERS 305 U
2215 S 1ST 102 C
URH SCOTT 460 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 202 U
WILSON TRLR CT 23 U
URH TOWNSEND 575 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH SNYDER 317 C
URH WARDALL 726 U
112 W IOwA U
1831 C ORCH PL U
URH OGLESBY 210 U
URH SCOTT 440 C
URH WESTON 410 C
1101 N MCKINLEY C
112 W IOWA U
URH ALLEN 446 U
URH HOPKINS 226 C
1006 W NEVADA U
903 W ILLINOIS U
2030 A ORCH ST U
305 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 406 C
710 PARK LN C
1604 W WASHINGTON C
URH DANIELS 348 U
URH ALLEN 25-i U
2706 CARRELTUN C
URH SHERMAN 346 C
URH WARDALL 804 U
URH FLAGG 434 C
URH FORBES 276 C
URH SNYDER 446 C
344--9770 6741 N FRANCISCO
344--5000 4457 GREENLEAF
332--1507 9314 N KEELER AV
356--9644 6540 N HOYNE
9729 MERRION AV
303 BURKWOOD CT W
367--2544 25846 LATHRUP
344--6981 346 WINDSOR PARK
344--7814 118 SCOTT DR
367--7384 713 BETHEL
344--9693 1414 CLARK LN
344--9617 1006 OLD ELM PL
344--5000 9332 N LOWELL AV
865 OLD TRAIL
344--7366 1918 FARWELL
5722 N DRAKE AV
9740 S MERRION
356--7715 2839 W MORSE
365--2655 1712 LEAD AV S E
332--2187 538 N ALTA VISTA
6825 N LOWELL AV
332--3535 RR 1
344--5000 641 ROMONA RD
356--6233 7838 S PHILLIPS AV
8600 LILLIBET
344--5000 8621 KEDVALE AV
332--1659 1310 5TH AV 601
8358 S DORCHESTER
356--5398 8621 KEDVALE AV
344--7161 8601 LILLIBET TERR
332--0306 2610 ETHEL AV
3 32--2409 510 W HILL ST
206 S CEDAR
352--8935 1204 S JACKSON






344--7336 458 VALLEY DR
352--5047 1412 W CLARK
6720 N ST LOUIS
332--3692 6720 N ST LOUIS
356--5424 1840 187TH ST
332--3124 4920 W 142ND
367--7318 105 E CONOVER AV
332--0048 12406 S 91ST AV
332--3045 502 7TH ST
3815 10TH ST
RR 1
356--7936 FURNACE DOCK RD
332--2043 2321 W 120TH PL
6629 S GREEN
344--9783 1507 20TH
332--0259 1000 5TH AV
1614 5TH AV S
800 EL DON DR
367--2594 6008 S KILPATRICK
344--4610 15 CIRCULAR RD
344--3766
344--5000 134 W ANDREWS
332--3647 RR 1
1834 RICHFIELD
332--1610 209 N KENT RD
344--3616 506 S RIDGEWAY
332--2838 RR 1
367--06 97 9050NATURAL BRIDGE
338 HILLSIDE AV





332--5092 1170 N BEVERLY LN
332--1598 5220 S NATOMA AV
332--2060 1695 SPRUCE ST
356--9737 1101 N MCKINLEY
367--0609 6120 CARPENTER













RR 3 BOX 395



















































































































cullins ctc il eugene
















collins naji 1 dyanne
collins pamela joy
Collins Patricia ann
cull ins rhunda l








































































































































































910 S 3RD 311 C 344--5000 412 VAN BUREN
705 W OREGON U 7624 WOODLAND TERR
1202 a MAIN 5 U 6650 S SEELEY AV
URH TRELtASE 430 U 332--5525 16C4 MAPLE ST
URH LAR 362 U 332--3009 249 S STEVENS AV
1003 W ILLINOIS U 344--1062 324 W 100TH ST
312 S LYNN c 356--7210 312 S LYNN
URH GARNER 474 c 332--0898 1010 IRENE ST
903 W NEVADA u 851 E 76TH ST
207 COUNTRY FR 32 c 359--2713 207 COUNTRY FR 32
213 E CLARK c 715 GARFIELD AV
URH WARDALL 312 u 332--4344 7807 SUNSET DR
URH ALLEN u 332--3336 1510 W 14TH PL
URH SNYDER 160 c 1919 HIGHLAND
112 E DANIEL c 2703 27TH ST
URH LUND6REN 20b c 332--0239 6327 N KEDZIE AV
URH CARR 201 u 332--3882 2724 CHARIOT LN
URH WARDALL 626 u 332--4429 RR 1 BOX 263
RR 3 c 365--2177 RR 3
102 E CHALMERS c 110 E ADAMS ST
CLINTON ILL 909 E MACON
URH VANDQREN 16 c 332--0460 112 N GROVE AV
URH BARTCN 313 c 332--0159 1486 E 56TH ST
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE c 352--6662 1460 W DECATUR
URH SAUNDERS 225 u 332--3636 112 N GROVE AV
URH LAR 215 u 332--2850 RFO 1
URH TCWNSEND 221 u 332--4066 1311 26TH ST
310 E GREGORY c 344--7113 1011 GARDEN AV
LEWISTOWN ILL RR 2
URH LUNDGREN 124 c 534 W DIVISION
2032 C ORCH ST u 78 SUBUR6A AV
1806 CLOVER LN c 352--8653 1806 CLOVER LN
248 DEWEY u 365--2798 248 S DEWEY
URH LAR 362 u 332--3009 2205 FARRELL AV
URH BUSEY 102 u 3 32--2580 1700 MENARD DR
1204 S LINCOLN u 261 N CHARLOTTE
URH BUSEY 227 u 332--2611 320 S MONROE
609 W HEALEY 16 c 352--1868 1317 N 9TH 1
URH DANIELS 620 u 332--2344 3126 WISCONSIN
611 E DANIEL c 3744 HIGHLAND
1005 LINCOLN u 13724 TROY
1906 C ORCH ST u 344- 1732 1906 C ORCH ST
1906 C ORCH ST u 344--1732 1906C ORCHARD ST
1701 S ANDERSON u 367--6973 1701 S ANDERSON
1701 S ANDERSON u 367--6973 1701 S ANDERSON
309 E HEALEY 14 c 2919 COMPTON RD
8L00MINGT0N ILL 1602 N FELL AV
URH TRELEASE 630 u 332--5586 1139 COBB BLVD
1103 W HILL u 367--2769 1223 W MAIN ST
200 7 SANGAMON c 352--3487 2007 SANGAMON
URH TOWNSfcND 503 u 332--4240 1313 1S1 AV
URH DANIELS 481 u 3 32--2554 22 RIDLON RD
URH CARR 103 u 332--3855 20C0 SPRING
211 E ARMORY c 344--7424 7621 BECKWITH RD
URH LAR 208 u 332--2844 1202 WOODWARD AV
URH CLARK 206 c 429 E OAKWOOD DR
1109 S 4TH c 356--0311 RR
UR.l DANIELS 327 u 332--2235 6633 CORNELIUS ST
URH TRELEASE 121 u 332--5429 109 S DELPHIA
112 E DANIEL c 356--7936
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN c 356--0504 106 WASHINGTON AV
1107 W GREEN 322 u 344--4167 115 NEVADA
709 W CHURCH u 709 W CHURCH
702 N LINCOLN u 321 WILCOX ST
URH LAR 238 u 332--2869 2014 BRIARCL IFF OR
2009 A HAZWD CT u 344--0596 2009 HAZELWOOD CT
URH TUWNSEND 526 u 352--42 61 1515 LATHAM ST
2011 PHILO RD 7 u 1206 N CLINTON
907 3RD 28 c 827 PARKSIDE DR
204 E JOHN 5 c 265 RIVERSIDE OR
OANVILLE ILL 1237 PERRYSVILLE
713 W OHIO u 213 W LINCOLN AV
1008 W HILL u 365--3104 1008 W HILL
1101 E EUCLID c 7237 N ORIOLE AV
1005 S 6TH 24 c 344--5262 5801 S WHIPPLE ST
53 E SPNGFLD c 359--4100 RR 2
1010 S 2ND c 356--0521 10818 ALBANY
311 E GREEN 206 c 15740 LAMBERT
URH GARNER 352 c 332--0809 10359 S SPFD AV
URH SCOTT 390 c 2424 7TH AV
URH WESTCN 445 c 332--2087 2424 7TH AV
URH SNYOER 469 c 332--1860 RR 2
1106 S LINCCLN u 1524 SEXTON OR
URH FORBES 361 c 332--1056 2308 S DAMEN
2311 ROLAND c 356--5807 2311 ROLAND
712 W GREEN u 365--1805 18 1ST ST
URH LAR 368 u 332--3015 7721 N OCONTO AV
URH BARTON 105 c 332--0110 144 WINSTON DR
1216 w CHURCH c 1216 W CHURCH
724 S ELM c 356--8509 724 S ELM
URH TRELEASE 706 u 332--5593 1807 AVENUE K
URH SCOTT 344 c 332--1532 262 MIDDAUGH
706 W CHURCH c 7439 YATES
706 W CHURCH 1 c 7439 YATES BLVD
307 DANIEL c 344--1779 135 LA RUE ST
URHHUPKINS 102 c 332--1163 8344 S BLACKSTJNE































ROCHESTER 17 N Y
CHAMPAIGN ILL
URBANA ILL

































































*CUNN NANCY RAMSEY AGR3
CONN RICHARD LESLIE AGR4
CONN SHEILA M AGR1
CONN WILLIAM L ENG1
CONNELL JAMES L LAW1
CONNELL KAREN THOMAS GRAO
CONNELLY BARBARA ANN PE 3
CONNELLY DENNIS E GRAD
CONNELLY TERRANCE JO COM4
CONNELLY TIMOTHY LEE LAS2
CONNER APRIL L LAS1
CONNER DANIEL K GRAD
CONNER JIMMY DON GRAD
CONNER PATRICIA M LAS4
CONNERS JERRY PATRIC LAS2
CONNERS PATRICIA ANN PE 1
CONNOLLY JOHN FRANCI LAS2
CONNOLLY JOSEPH W GRAD
CONNOLLY LAWRENCE E GRAD
CONNOLLY MARTHA J AGR1
CONNOLLY YOLANDA E GRAD
CONNOR CAROL L PE I
CONNOR JOHNNY MOORE GRAD
CONNOR THOMAS E ENG1
CONNOY PHILIP MICHAE ENG4
CONOUR JOHN FRANKLIN ENG3
CONOVER DONALD ANDRE GRAD
CONRAD ALAN B LAS1
CONRAD ELIZABETH ANN GRAD
CONRAD JAMES RICHARD LAS2
CONRADS NANCY ALICE GRAD
CONROY JEFFREY JOHN FAA4
CONROY LUCY VIRGINIA ED 4
CONROY MICHAEL E GRAD
CONSIDINE DANIEL V J LAW2
CONSOER GEORGE L BUS3
CONSTAN ATHANASEA NA LAS2
CONSTANTINE ANNETTE GRAD
CONSTANTINE CAROL A LAS1
CONSTANTINE PAUL E GRAD
CONTRERAS BEN GRAD
CONVERSE JAMES CLARE GRAD
CONWAY BONNIE M GRAO
CONWAY GEORGE EDWARD ENG3
CONWAY MICHAEL ANTHO LAS4
CONWAY NADA CORA GRAO
CONWAY PETER N LASl
CONWAY STANLEY CURTI AGR4
COOK ALICE ANN LAS2
COOK DAVID M ENG1
COOK GEORGE N JR GRAD
COOK GERALD WILLIAM GRAD
COOK IDA ELIZABETH LAS4
COOK JAMES CARL BUS2
COOK JEAN HALL GRAD
COOK JEFFREY ALLAN PE 3
COOK JOEL ENGl
COOK JOHN GREGORY ENG4
COOK LARRY GENE ENG2
COOK MARILYN K EO 1
COOK MICHAEL WILLIAM FAA3
COOK NINA ELLEN PE 3
COOK RQNNA JOY LASl
COOK SANDRA KAY ED 3
COOK TERRY ALLEN ENG2
COOKE DAVID H LASl
COOKE PHILIP ROGER LAS2
COOKS MARY LOUISE FAA4
COOL MICHAEL L ENGl
COOLEY BENEDICT B GRAO
COOLEY ROBERT JOSEPH ENG2
COOLEY TIM ARTHUR GRAD
COOLICAN BRYAN FRANC 8US3
COOMBE WILLIAM D AGRl
COOM8ER VICTORIA E AGR4
COOMBES DANIEL JAMES ENG4
COOMBS NANCY SUE GRAD
COOMBS VIRGINIA M GRAD
COOMES BARBARA A GRAD
CUON CARULYN LOUISE LAS3
COON DAVID LEROY GRAO
COON DELBERT LEE LAS4
COONEY MARGARET HELE GRAD
CUONEY RAYMOND PATRI LAS4
COONEY RAYMOND PAUL BUS2
COONEY THOMAS JAMES GRAD
COONS KATHLEEN LAS3
CUONTZ DONALD LEE ENG2
COOP NEL M LASl
COOPb CAROL ARIAN FAA4
COOPE DANIEL FREDERI GRAD
COOPER BOBBY GENE GRAD
COOPER BRUCE ELWOOD AGR3
COOPER CHARLES ROBER ENG3
CUOPtR CHERYL D LASl
COOPER DAVID MARTIN LAS3
COOPER DIANE M BUS!
704 S BROADWAY U
704 S BROADWAY U
URH BLAISDELL 221 U
URH 0GLES8Y 813 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
901 S BUSEY U
907 S WRIGHT C
1962 A ORCH ST U
106 E HEALEY 8 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 210 C
26 LEXINGTON U
2071 B ORCH U
2071 B ORCH ST U
URH SNYOER 359 C
309 E JOHN C
URH CARR 126 U
URH DANIELS 65 U
NORMAL ILL
URH LUNDGREN 104 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH ALLEN 35 U
1107 W GREEN 236 U
URH WESTON 343 C
2215 S 1ST 101 C
510 £ HEALEY U
1001 S OAK C
URH HOPKINS 261 C
URH SHERMAN 119 C
112 E JOHN C
203 1/2 E HEALEY C
1007 S 1ST 10 C
409 E CHALMERS C
2202 HAZWD U
201 COUNTRY FR 12 C
407 W WHITE C
910 S 3RD 708 C
1211 W UNIVERSITY U
URH BARTON 124 C
1211 W UNIVERSITY U
2 DONELLEN U
2033 D ORCH ST U
1410 1/2 W CHURCH U
1008 S 4TH C
307 S PRAIRIE 13 C
409 E UNIVERSITY C
604 E ARMORY 418 C
404 DUNCAN RO C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 213 C
2109 WHITE 198C C
606 W OHIO U
URH WAROALL 512 U
402 E ARMORY C
401 N MCKINLEY C
312 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
901 W SPNGFLU U
URH FORBES 386 C
URH LAR 434 U
308 E GREEN C
904 S LINCOLN U
47 E CHALMERS C
1301 N NEIL C
305 E JOHN C
907 S 4TH C
805 W OREGON U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 321 C
804 E WASHINGTON U
911 4TH C
1826 VALLEY RO C
708 S PROSPECT C
1008 S LINCOLN U
608 S STATE C
URH TGWNSEND 511 U
116 W FLORIDA U
URH DANIELS 279 U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1405 N DIVISION U
URH FORBES 268 C
1010 W GREEN 346 C
URH TOWNSEND 312 U
URH BABCOCK 215 U
1405 E FAIRLAWN U
URH TAFT 108 C
URH FORBES 242 C
URH FLAGG 21 C
2109 HAZWD 304 U
2109 HAZwO CT U
409 E CHALMERS 606 C
810 W OREGON U
URH TUWNSEND 137 U
URH ALLEN 271 U
409 E CHALMERS 508 C



























3822 W 81ST ST
537 S BOWMAN AV
RR 1
1829 BEECH DR
8425 A GARDEN VIEW





403 W SUMMIT ST
RR I
303 FLETCHER HILLS






651 W HARDING RD
2149 S 86TH ST





356--8805 390 E ONWENTSIA
356--4981 407 WHITE 7
344--5000 221 N EDWARD
367--3149 1211 W UNIVERSITY
332--0124 1512 N UNDER
367--3149 1211 W UNIVERSITY
367--4880 2106 CIRCLE OR
344--44 7 2033 D ORCH ST
367--1011
344--1207 3720 23RD AV
344--9560 1001 S W 3RD AV
344--5658 329 W HIGH





344--5812 E 2128 COLUMBIA
332--4392 1502 TALCOTT RD
344--0031 76 N DREXEL AV
352--7128 401 N MCKINLEY
2811 KENMORE AV
1602 E GLEN AV
2024 STATE ST
332--1074 190 EDWARDS ST
189 W 158TH ST
352--2935 1203 LAURA LN
344--1391 11309 HERMOSA
352--3259 4726 MAIN ST
356--3044 1301 N NEIL
64 N CNTRY CLB RD
344--9694 2118 E 100TH ST
2825 WELLER
7307 N GREENVIEW
3 32--1273 18113 OAK WOOD AV
367--3098 33 ETHEL AV
2225 OVERHILL
352--6122 603 N MAPLE ST
352--8015 708 S PROSPECT
RR 1
1113 S 3RD
332--4248 312 FOREST AV
367--6777 1226 JOANNE LN
332--2476 1886 5TH AV
2002 FLORADORA DR
344--3616 1615 S CHESTERFLD
367--1053 1405 N DIVISION
332--0992 10937 AVENUE C
2257 EDGEBROOK
332--4212 1327 SHERWIN
332--3761 11132 S CHAMPLAIN
367--5956 1405 E FAIRLAWN
332--0593 1912 FAIRMONT DR
332--0973 RR 1
332--0334 300 SIOUX ST
344--3825 116 BOULDER RO
344--3825 17 COURT ST
344--6485 RR 3
332--4011 811 N ORANGE ST
3918 DENKER AV
344--4837 8710 DRAKE AV

































































































COOPER GAIL H ED 6
COOPER GAIL L 8US1
COOPER JAMES E JR LAS1
COOPER JAMES MARCUS ENG4
COOPER JOE L 8US1
COOPER JUDITH BARBAR LAS4
COOPER KATHRYN U LAS1
COOPER LANCER M GRAD
COOPER LARRY ALVIN GRAD
COOPER LARRY P ENGl
COOPER LAWRENCE C GRAD
COOPER LAWRENCE G LAS1
COOPER LEE GORDON GRAD
COOPER MARJORIE RHEA ED 2
COOPER MARSHA FLORA LAS1
COOPER MEHERNOSH N GRAD
COOPER MICHAEL EUGEN LAS4
COOPER MICHAEL JON LAS4
COOPER MITCHELL BARR LAS3
COOPER NANCY J AGR1
COOPER PHYLLIS SWANS LAS4
COOPER ROBERT C LAS1
COOPER RONALD D GRAD
COOPER SALLIE QUINN LAS2
COOPER STEPHEN M LAW1
COOPER SUZANA R GRAD
COOPER THOMAS LEIGH GRAD
COOPERMAN JANE SARA FAA2
COOPRIDER DAVID OLEN GRAD
COOPWOOD GLORIA T LAS1
COOTS LARRY H GRAD
COPE DOUGLAS ANTHONY GRAD
COPELAND WILLIAM EDW BUS4
COPPER JAMES DAVID PE 4
COPPER KEVIN B LAS1
CORADINI TERRENCE D FAA2
CORAM PHILLIP M AVI 1
CORBETT CANDACE CECI COM3
COR8ETT STEVEN ARTHU BUS3
CORBIN COLETTE FRANC LAS4
CORBIN EDDIE MAC GRAD
CORBIN NANCY S LASl
CORBIN RUTH ANN LAS2
CORBOY ANNABELLE P GRAD
CORCORAN DARRELL JOS COM4
CORCORAN GREGORY EDW COM4
CORCORAN JAMES PATRI GRAD
CORCORAN ROBERT FRAN GRAD
CORCORAN ROBERT JOHN FAA1
CORCORAN WILLIAM E ENG2
CORD CAROLINE D PE 2
CORD GLEN MARK LAS4
CORDOGAN WILLIAM C LAS2
COROTS THOMAS M GRAD
CORDULACK JOHN HERBE GRAD
COREY NANCY DIANE AGR4
CORFIELD LINN THOMAS BUS2
CORK TIMOTHY RYAN LAS2
CORL CATHY FLORENCE LAS4
CORLEY JOHN WILLIAM LAS3
CORLEY LESLIE MAYNAR ENG4
CORLEY SUSAN GRIFFIN GRAD
CORMAN ILENE ESTHER FAA1
CORN LAWRENCE A 8US1
CORN STEPHEN LESLIE LAW3
CORNELIUS JANET D GRAD
CORNELIUS JOSEPHINE LAS1
CORNELIUS MICHAEL L ENGl
CORNELIUS SALLIE P LAS4
CORNELL EDWARD KEVIN GRAD
CORNER BRADLEY R BUS1
CORNETT JOANNA L GRAD
CORNS DAVID WAYNE GRAD
CORNWELL ANN CLARKSO LAS3
CORNWELL DAVID RAY AGR4
CORNWELL RICHARD E LAS1
CORNWELL STANLEY AME LAS3
CORONA ARIAS JOSE M LAS6
CORONA DAVID ANTHONY FAA2
COROUTHERS MABEL A GRAD
CORRELL COY BOOTH LAS3
CORRELL MARIAN CLARE LAS4
CORRIE JAMES ALAN AGR4
CORRIE JAMES MICHAEL LAS4
CORRIGAN DENNIS MICH GRAD
CORRIGAN MARY F ED 3
CORRY FRANCIS EDWARD BUS2
CORSETTI VICTOR CARL GRAD
CORSO ARTHUR J ENGL
CORTES CARLOS H AGR1
CORTES JEAN MICHEL BUS3
CORTES-RIVERA G GRAD
CORUM SHIRLEY RHODES LAS3
CURUSH JERROLD STEVE FAA3
CORWIN DEBORAH WELLS LAS2
CGRZATT CLIFTON E GRAD
CORZINE BEVERLY R PE 1
2116 ORCH ST 304 U
URH 8LAIS0ELL 219 U
URH OGLESBY 322 U
2301 S 1ST 103 C
1006 N LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 412 U
URH TRELEASE 1110 U
604 E FLCRIDA U
2902 CLIFTON U
URH OGLESBY 1119 U
407 W SPNGFLD U
910 S 3RD C
305 W PARK 3 U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 609 U
URH SHERMAN 853 C
106 S 4TH C
608 S STATE 14 C
1105 S 1ST C
URH NOBLE C
918 W DANIEL C
URH FORBES 364 C
905 S MATTIS 3 C
313 E JOHN 8 C
2116 ORCH ST 304 U
312 E WHITE 1 C
2 SOUTHWOOD CT C
URH VANDOREN 18 C
2106 RODNEY C
URH TAFT 121 C
BEAVER DAM KY
URH SHERMAN 446 C
1111 S 1ST C
102 N GREGORY 4 U
URH HOPKINS 391 C
201 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 486 C
URH BUSEY 321 U
URH FORBES 475 C
URH 8USEY 103 U
POTOMAC ILL
URH CLARK 328 C
URH WARDALL 409 U
1211 W CLARK 13 U
URH GARNER 322 C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
107 1/2 E JOHN C
2014 CURETON U
URH OGLESBY 106 U
URH OGLESBY 106 U
1727 LI NCOLN RD C
1727 LINCOLN RD 4 C
202 AVONDALE C
1719 1/2 LYNNWOOD C
1006 S 3RD 2 C
1207 NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 117 U
URH TOWNSEND 168 U
URH TAFT 210 C
N MARKET ST RD C
1802 D ORCH PL U
1802 ORCH PL U
409 E CHALMERS C
706 W OHIO U
800 S MATTIS 40 U
PENFIELD ILL
URH BARTON 102 C
URH BABCOCK 229 U
RANTOUL ILL
U OF I PHYSICS U
313 E ARMORY C
1107 W GREEN 127 U
27 WOODHAVEN PARK U
1207 W NEVADA U
39 SYCAMORE C
URH CARR 217 U
ARTHUR ILL
1107 W GREEN 424 U
401 E JOHN C
406 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
URH FORBES 221 C
URH EVANS 407 U
205 E ARMORY C
504 W WASHINGTON C
107 E CHALMERS I C
URH BLAISDELL U
URH WESTON 391 C
306 W THOMPSON U
910 S 3RD 624 C
URH HOPKINS C
306 E WHITE 1 C
2016 A ORCH ST U
RR 2 C
206 S GREGORY 23 U
URH LUNDGREN 222 C
603 W GREEN U









































































305 W PARK 3
505 W MORO OR
6221 S CARPENTER
URH SHERMAN 853
6620 W RT 120
608 S STATE 14
8933 N EWING AV








2241 E 78TH ST
51 LASALLE DR
1429 EAST END AV
RR 1
3510 JAEGER RD



























N MARKET ST RD
1802 D ORCHARD PL
1802 D ORCH PL
7806 N KEELER AV










RR 1 BOX 68
9961 ELM CR DR
623 W PARKVIEW ILL
1107 W GREEN 424
517 N MAPLE ST
RR 1 BOX 168
303 WALOMANN


































































































DIAGONAL 59#19-71 BOGOTA 2 COLOMBIA
RR 2 CHAMPAIGN ILL
6035 N CAMPBELL AV CHICAGO ILL
1449 W WOOD DECATUR ILL
603 W GREEN URBANA ILL
705 S OAK ST WEST CHICAGO ILL
55
CORZINE JOANNE LAS4
CORZINE JON STEVENS LAS4
CORZINE LEON C AGR1
CORZINE SUSAN IRENE LAS2
COSER RICHARD J LAS1
COSER ROBERT EMIL ENG4
COSGROVE DAN T LAS3
COSGROVE MARY F ENG1
COSGROVE VIOLET K COM3
COSMAS STEPHEN C BUS4
COSTA EUGENE ANTHONY GRAD
COSTA JUDITH LYNN COM*
COSTANZO JAMES J ENG3
COSTELLO DAN D ENGl
COSTELLO GEORGE A GRAD
COSTELLO JAMES J JR LAS2
COSTELLO JEANNE A PE 1
COSTELLO MELVIN LEE 8US4
COSTELLO SUSAN E LAS3
COSTELLO THOMAS STEP ENG4
COSTINESCU LUCIA P GRAD
COTE WILLIAM EMERSON GRAD
COTNER ROBERT L ENG3
COTTER CATHY SUSAN LAS1
COTTER PATRICK M ENG2
COTTERELL LOUISE MAR PE 1
COTTERMAN ROBERT FRA LAS4
COTTINGHAM JOHN T LAS2
COTTLE CAROLYN J ED 3
COTTON BEVERLEY L LAS1
COTTON CLENCIE LEWIS LAW1
COUCH JOHN A GRAD
COUCH WILLIAM DONALD GRAD
COUGHENOUR GREGORY A BUS2
COUGHLAN MARY ELLEN FAA4
COUGHLIN DENNIS M ENG3
COUGHLIN MARY M LAS4
COUGHLIN PATRICIA AN LAS3
COUGHLIN WENDY RITA ED 2
COULMAN DEBORAH DORO LAS3
COULSON JAMES HILTON GRAD
COULSON PATRICIA BUN GRAD
COULSTQN JOHN W ENG3
COULTAS JANIS A FAA1
COULTER GEORGE ALBER ENG3
COULTRIP MARY KATHER LAS4
COUNIHAN TIMOTHY C FAA3
COUNTE MICHAEL ALAN GRAD
COUNTRYMAN CONRAD" M AGR4
COURI JOANNE MARIE GRAD
COURSON MELVA M GRAD
COURT CHARLES MICHAE ENG2
COURT IAN GRAD
COURT MARGARET R GRAD
COURT STEPHEN PAUL FAA4
COURTNAGfc SUSAN LOUI LAS2
COURTRIGHT ROBERT LE LAS2
COURVOISIER JCAN MAR LAS3
COUSINS EDWARD A GRAD
COUTURE GAETAN YVES GRAD
COVELLI CHRISTINE J LAS2
COVEN DONALD WILLIAM LAS4
COVENTRY CHARLES DEN LAS2
COVENY DEBORAH SUSAN LAS2
COVERT DONNA JOYCE AGR3
COVEY KARLEN ROBERT LAS3
COVINGTON VICTORIA L GRAD
COWAN JOAN LOUISE LAS3
COWAN LETA C LAS1
COWAN MARTHA ANN LAS2
COWAN STEPHEN DAVIS LAS2
COWARD JOAN SUSAN LAS4
COWART ELIZABETH ROS GRAD
COWELL JAMES L GRAD
COWELL RONALD J ENG2
COWEN NEIL RICHARD LAS1
COWES MARIA FERRER GRAD
COWGILL CYNTHIA A GRAD
COWGUR BRUCE ERWIN ENG2
COWLING DAVID HAMILT GRAD
COWLING FRANCES HULE GRAD
COX BARBARA HELEN LAS4
COX CHRISTOPHER FRAN GRAD
COX DARRELL EUGENE GRAD
COX DAVID WALTER GRAD
COX DtlRORE D Z A LASl
COX DIANE MARGARET ED 3
COX DORRIT S GRAD
COX ELEANOR S ED 3
COX ELLEN MARY LAS3
COX GRACE E LASl
COX JAMES E JR ENG2
COX JOHN C ENGl
COX KATHLEEN RAE ED 3
COX LAWRENCE ALAN ENG4
COX MARJORIE J GRAD
COX MICHAEL LEE AGR2
101 W PARK 101 U
101 W PARK 1011 U
809 W PENN U
405 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 317 C
URH TOWNSEND 212 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 162 U
2107 PLYMOUTH C
509 W NEVADA U
1107 W GREEN 323 U
58 E ARMORY 13 C
904 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY 424 C
URH DANIELS 706 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 494 U
720 S ELM C
7204 S LINCOLN U
606 SCOTTSWOOD U
URH LINCOLN 361 U
1810 LARCH PL U
URH TOWNSEND 353 U
URH TRELEASE 427 U
URH FORBES 482 C
URH WARDALL 1009 U
312 E ARMORY C
705 S 3RD C
902 CLARK U
URH LAR 334 U
URH SHERMAN 248 C
DECATUR ILL
2309 S 1ST 101 C
URH TOWNSEND 346 U
409 E CHALMERS 808 C
404 S 6TH C
URH BUSEY 230 U
907 S WRIGHT C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 14 C
611 W INDIANA U
611 W INDIANA U
904 W GREEN 402 C
URH ALLEN 74 U
313 E CHALMERS C
1404 S LINCOLN U
510 W GREEN C
2319 S 1ST 204 C
306 E DANIEL C
EAST PEORIA ILL
URH DANIELS 265 U
904 W GREEN U
2001 D ORCH ST U
2001 D ORCH ST U
LA NAPOULE FR
URH TRELEASE 122 U
URH HOPKINS 371 C
URH TRELEASE 1003 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1601 VALLEY RD C
URH CLARK 420 C
URH TOWNSEND 479 U
410 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1021 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
302 E JOHN U
URH ALLEN 66 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 220 U
URH TRELEASE 521 U
URH TOWNSEND 465 U
508 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 416 U
URH DANIELS 626 U
713 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 905 U
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 467 U
URH TOWNSEND 438 U
1017 S ANDERSON U
1017 S ANDERSON U
603 W GREEN U
312 W CALIFORNIA U
SAVOY ILL
3209 CAMERON C
207 E JOHN C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 349 U
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH LAR 271 U
URH LAR 293 U
URH WESTON 206 C
URH GARNER 214 C
410 E GREEN C
1 1 10 S 2ND C
307 W CLARK 202 C
708 W WHITE C
101 W PARK
367-8635 101 W PARK
344-4069 RR 2
344-0556 RR 1
332-1269 1529 BENTON ST
332-4057 1529 BENTON ST
229 S ROSEDALE AV
332-3277 637 MAYWOOD LN
352-5953 2107 PLYMOUTH
367-7333 STA A BOX 2465
331 CONCORD ST
352-1178 3129 LELAND AV
910 RIDGE
344-1266 218 W 2ND ST
332-2362 6852 W DICKENS
1116 WAVERLY DR
332-3070 621 LEONARD PKWY
352-5967 4832 W 144TH ST
344-9892 336 PENNSYLVANIA 2
367-7020 10537 S TRIPP AVE
4646 N WOLCOTT
365-2644 1810 LARCH PL
332-4152 RR 1
332-5522 14937 HALE DR
2047 W 82ND ST
332-4510 3525 N CLAREMONT
4 S 575 SUMMIT OR
359-4538 906 WESTWOOD
1202 PERRYSVILLE
332-2898 2332 LEYDEN AV
ROUTE 2 BOX 69





332-2614 2239 W 80TH PL
344-0545 612 W PARK
344-1166 5427 N ROBINHOOD
332-0459 7814 CLARENDON HLS
344-7098 1600 RIVER ST
344-7098 611 W INDIANA
316 S 24TH AV
332-3265 ROUTE 2
344-7613 1723 N BUFFALO GR
344-3821 44 NORWOOD DR
356-2708 510 W GREEN




344-2216 4425 HARLEM AV
344-5185 2001 D ORCH ST
344-5185 300 S GOODWIN 614
2131 N AVERS





332-0073 302 S WESTERN
332-4234 511 W GLEN AV
344-9477 18013 SACRAMENTO
332-4521 201 BRIAR LN
344-0695 RR 1
970 S SHORE DR
332-3261 ROUTE 3
344-0571 326 S TAYLOR
332-5455 5015 N HARDING
332-5546 300 N PROSPECT
332-4220 1425 JACKSON ST
344-0501 1142 N DRYDEN
332-3689 BOX 66
332-2350 170 BOLAND AV
1736 PAPOOSE RD
332-5297 5028 N RIDGEWAY
344-7977 705 W OHIO
332-2540 1718 MARGIE DR
332-5402 RR 1
365-2172 1017 S ANDERSON
365-2172 1017 S ANDERSON
365-1447 77 BERRY HILL RD
367-0145 1722 ALCOA DR
BOX 4
352-9703 3110 BROWNFIELD RD




332-2979 225 NELSON BLVD
332-3000 225 NELSON BLVO
RR 2 BOX 132
RR 4
356-3569 1612 CUYLER AV
344-7222 2205 E COUNTRYSIDE
359-205? 912 DUBOIS ST




































































































































































































ENG2 URH SNYDER 158
ENG2 1211 W CLARK 33
PE I URH ALLEN 351
LAS* 605 S FAIR
AGR2 URH GARNER 362
ENG4 1727 HENRY 5
GRAD RR 2
AGR2 205 E ARMORY
PE 3 910 S 3RD
BUS4 1009 S 2ND
FAA2 CHARLESTON ILL
GRAD 1406 N MCKINLEY 5
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
GRAD CHARLESTCN ILL
AGR1 URH NOBLE 422
AGR3 106 N VINE
LAS3 610 S 4TH
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 504
ENG4 804 S LOCUST 55
AGR3 904 W GREEN
LAS3 2804 £ WASHINGTON
LAS3 URH ALLEN 278
AGR1 58 E GREGORY
LAS1 URH SNYDER 416
LAS4 1208 W CLARK
LAS1 URH NOBLE 23
GRAD 1115 W GREEN 218
ENG1 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR 45
GRAD TWIN ORCH MBL PK
ENG4 606 1/2 W WHITE
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 113
LAS3 904 W GREEN 510
LAS5 1315 W COLUMBIA
GRAD 509 E GREEN 201
ENG2 313 E CHALMERS
GRAD 509 E GREEN 201
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 110
LAS2 410 E GREEN
ENG4 904 W GREEN 510
LAS1 910 S 3RD
LAS4 308 E ARMORY
ED 4 URH TRELEASE 1004
FAA4 309 S VANDOREN
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 320
LAS1 URH SNYOER 461
LAS4 412 E GREEN
BUS2 411 S 4TH
LAS1 1111 S 1ST 103
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 316
BUS4 URH OGLESBY 1007
GRAD 2106 ORCH ST 103
BUS3 52 E ARMORY
GRAD 501 W SPNGFLD
PE 4 2110 LANTERN HILL
FAA4 710 S GOODWIN
AGR1 809 W PENN
LAS3 809 W PENN
GRAD ARCOLA ILL
LA SI URH LAR





LAS4 206 S CEDAR
ENG1 604 E ARMORY 423
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 507
PE 2 404 COLORADO
BUS1 URH SNYDER 182
GRAD SAVOY ILL
GRAD 402 E GREEN
ENG3 206 S CEDAR
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS
GRAD SAVOY ILL
FAA2 URH CLARK 230
ED 4 710 W OHIO
PE 3 911 S 3RD
GRAD URH DANIELS 75
BUS1 URH FORBES 440
LAS3 207 W OREGON
LAS2 802 W OREGON 12
LAS2 204 BARR
LAS! URH SCOTT 150
ENG3 URH FORBES 300
LAS3 1006 W NEVADA 4
FAA4 1511 KIRBY 9
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS
LAW3 1107 1/2 W OREGON
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA
GRAD 2015 A ORCH ST
AGR2 2010 JOANNE LN
ED 2 URH BUSEY 430
LAS1 URH WESTON 224
BUS1 309 CHALMERS
c 332-1653 220 S MIDLAND AV
u 367-7136 1211 W CLARK
u 332-3345 2709 SCOTT ST
C 356-0715 605 S FAIR ST
c 332-0816 BOX 176
c 356-1635 RR 2
C RR
c 352-6294 RR 1
C 344-5000 293 BOYD
c 344-7549 2905 WAYNE AVE
1106 S MCKINLEY




u 106 N VINE
C 359-2420 2012 DIAL CT
c 344-7204 325 CANTERBURY
u 332-5176 1300 OAK RIDGE
C 356-4983 RR 1
u RR
u 367-1518 2804 E WASHINGTON
u 15 CHARLES DR
c 335-7152 RR 2
c 1817 W INGERSOLL
u 367-2468 1208 W CLARK
c 332-0361 BOX 74
u 344-5355 1115 W GREEN
1434-B FAITH DR
C 356-2895 205 COUNTRY FR 45
c 356-2895 205 COUNTRY FR 45
u 367-3345 TWIN ORCH TRLR PK
c RR 3
u 332-5425 43 EMERY DR
u 344-7628 5735 DEARBORN PKWY
C 359-4238 1315 W COLUMBIA
C 344-3026 509 E GREEN 201
C 344-5631 224 AMHERST LN
C 344-3026 509 E GREEN 201
u 332-5422 RT 6 BOX 118
C 379 BLUFF ST
u 344-7628 5735 DEARBORN PKWY
c 1480 W MACON
c 344-9742 78 GREENWOOD
u 332-5681 118 WE GO TRAIL
c 356-1476 309 S VAN DOR EN
u 332-5485 2101 VAWTER
c 332-1852 810 DEAN AV
c 356-7901 708 OAK PARK
c 344-4560 217 S ROSEDALE
c 9336 OZARK ST
c 332-0526 3232 MAPLE AV
u 332-5329 430 N PARK
u 344-7281 5170 CAMPANILE DR
c 356-7715 9017 EWING
c 3106 SHERWOOD LN
u 367-6508 2110 LANTERN HILL
u 344-3684 616 N PENFIELD ST
u 344-4069 RR 1
u 344-4070 115 S LINCOLN ST
217 N RIDGE ST
u 332-2845 8126 S DANTE
c 1053 W CERRO GORDO
u 367-5927 54 MAPLEWOOD
c 2422 W HOWETT
u 367-5927 54 MAPLEWOOD
c 3 59-4713 906 MAPLE AV
u 367-7915 206 S CEDAR
c 1002 LEWIS AV
u 332-5533 1418 ANDERSON DR
u 367-2427 404 E COLORADO
c 1842 GEORGES LN
208 JACKSON ST
u ROUTE 1 BOX 298F
u 367-7915 206 W LEWIS ST
c 1219 GREENWOOD RD
10 GOLFVIEW CT
c 332-0025 401 E GIBSON
u 344-6212 9 ASHBEL AV
c 7847 INGLESIDE
u 332-2401 URH DANIELS 75
c 332-1113 BOX 206
u 367-0449 RR 2
u 1229 CLEVELAND
u 367-1905 204 BARR
c 332-1408 1429 S KOMENSKY
c 2120 BIRCHWOOD AV
u 1357 EMPIRE CT
c BOX 392
c 344-9741 ROUTE 1 THISTLE CK
u 344-3108 290 SOUTHCOTE RO
u 344-4550 929 PROSPECT
u 344-3206 2015 A ORCHARD ST
c 352-9044 2010 JOANNE LANE
u 332-2672 6111 N PAULINA ST
c 332-1929 8328 S VERNON AV



































































































CREW STEVEN THOMAS AGR2
CREWS ALAN S BUS1
CREWS RANOOLPH WILLI PE 3
CRICHTON LESLIE SWAN LAS3
CRICHTON TIM GREGORY LAS4
CRICKMAN ROBIN D GRAD
CRIOER PATRICIA ANN LAS1
CRINER JOHN LEE ENG4
CRISEL JERRY EARL LAS2
CRISP BARBARA J LAS1
CRISP CHARLES C JR ENG2
CRISP RAYMOND OWIGHT GRAD
CRISSEY FAITH LENORE GRAO
CRIST CAREY ROTHROCK AGR3
CRIST JANET LORRAINE GRAD
CRITCHFIELD MILTON GRAD
CRITES ELLEN CARROLL LAS2
CRITTON MELISSA ANN FAA3
CRNEKOVIC VICTORIA E LAS1
CRNKUVICH CHARLES M FAA4
CROCKER JAMES E LAS1
CROCKETT DAVID F ENG1
CROCKETT DEBORAH M LAS1
CROCKETT JERRY LLOYD AGR3
CROCKETT SHARON LYNN LAS1
CROISANT WILLIAM JR LAS3
*CROMBIE HOWARD F GRAD
CROME VICTOR PAUL JR ENG2
CROMLEY JOHN T ENG1
CROMLICH JOYCE R FAA1
CROMWELL DUANE FRANC LAS3
CROMWELL GEORGE RAY LAS5
CROMWELL STEVEN R ENG1
CRONAU EDWARD WILLIA LAS3
CRONE JAMES LEE FAA3
CRONE RICHARD L LASi
*CRONEN MYRNA PAOAWER GRAD
CRONEN VERNE EARL GRAD
CRONIN MARY A GRAD
CRONIN PAMELA E FAA3
CROOK BETTY JO LASI
CROOK tUGENE JOSEPH GRAD
CROOK LOUISE E GRAD
CROOK SHARON K ED 1
CROOK WILLIAM HENRY ENG2
CROOKER WILLIAM STOR LAS3
CROOKS BARBARA JEAN LAS2
CROOKS KENNETH R LAS3
CROOKS ROBERT F GRAD
CROOKS WILLIAM HENRY GRAO
CROOM PAULINE LASI
CROPPER DONALD VOLNE BUS1
CROPPER JAMES BENNET GRAD
CROPPER MARTHA GRAD
CROSBY WILLIAM R LAS3
CROSS ALICE JEAN LAS2
CROSS JANET A LASI
CROSS JEFFREY F LAS3
CROSS RONALD E ENG3
CROSS STANLEY A GRAD
CROSSLAND WILLIAM J GRAD
CROTTS GLENNA GAIL GRAD
CROTTS NANCY GWEN GRAD
CROUCH JAMES ROLLA FAA4
CROUSE ANNETTA MARIE AGR3
CROUSE MICHAEL C LASI
CROW DAVID LEE ENG2
CROW RANDALL KENYON FAA1
CROWDUS CLARK LAS2
*CROWE DONALD OSBORNE GRAD
CROWE DONALD R LAW1
CROWE KENNETH R GRAD
*CRUWE LINDA DASKAL GRAD
CROWLEY CATHERINE C LASI
CROWLEY MAUREEN ANN COM4
CROWLEY ROBERT FRANC BUS4
CROWLEY ROCCO EUGENE BUS4
CROWLEY TIMOTHY JAME LAS2
CROWSON CYNTHIA DEAN AGR2
CROWSON DONALD E ENG2
CROWSON ROBERT E JR BUS4
CROXTON BONITA K PE 1
CROZIER TERRY ERNEST ENG3
CRULL STANLEY W GRAD
CRULL SUE ANN RAMSAY GRAD
CRUM DONALD JAY BUS4
CRUM THOMAS FRANKLIN PE 4
CRUMBAUGH LEE FORRES COM4
CRUMP JOHN GEORGE ENG2
CRUMP SHEILA MARINDA FAA3
CRUSIUS ANN BERNICE LAS5
CRUSIUS RICHARO LLOY BUS4
CRUZ CARMEN A I DA EO 1
CRUZ GERMAN TADHEO FAA3
CRUZ RAMON JANSUY GRAD
CUAURA PALAFOX M A GRAD
CUDAHY JUHN E ENGl
2503 W JOHN C
URH SNYDER 325 C
303 E CHALMERS C
1514 GRANDVIEW 7 C
1514 GRANDVIEW 7 C
506 E GREEN U
2010 C ORCH ST U
URH TCWNSEND 352 U
604 E ARMORY 144 C
URH FLAGG 433 C
313 E CHALMERS C
2101 POND U
503 E WHITE 3 C
RR 2 U
URH BARTON 108 C
URH DANIELS 106 U
URH BLAISDELL 412 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 108 C
207 COUNTRY FR 27 C
5 S 2ND C
301 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 316 U
URH GARNER 266 C
URH FLAGG 334 C
904 W GREEN 129 U
703 S FOLEY C
URH HOPKINS 326 C
604 E ARMORY 335 C
2506 MAPLEWOOD C
1304 W CLARK U
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH OGLESBY 431 U
1605 JEANNE C
URH OGLESBY 801 U
URH SNYDER 202 C
2020 N MATTIS 304 C
2020 N MATTIS 304 C
URH DANIELS 355 U
URH VANDOREN 303 C
URH BLAISDELL 210 U
401 AVONDALE C
401 AVONDALE C
URH FLAGG 410 C
313 E JOHN C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 64 U
211 E JOHN C
111 1/2 S BUSEY U
1711 PRINCETON C
105 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1020 U
URH DANIELS 712 U
502 W MAIN 109 U
806 W OHIO C
508 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 717 U
309 KELLY CT C
URH SCOTT 223 C
904 W GREEN 528 U
211 W ILLINOIS U
307 W CLARK 202 C
307 W CLARK 202 C
205 E GREEN 8 C
801 S RACE U
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
302 E GREGORY C
410 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 411 C
S 1ST RD C
URH SHERMAN 767 C
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
S 1ST ST RD C
URH VANDOREN 111 C
URH ALLEN 335 U
312 E ARMORY C
508 E WHITE 7 C
205 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1010 S 2ND C
1105 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 493 U
402 S 6TH C
1725 PARKHAVEN C
1725 PARKHAVEN C
1105 S 4TH C
907 S LOCUST C
310 E GREGORY C
211 E ARMORY C
207 E KERR U
610 W STOUGHTON U
501 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 921 U
210 N HARVEY 3 U
909 W CALIFORNIA U
MEX
URH SCOTT 442 C
356--5567 2503 W JOHN




6 W MAPLE RD
711 S RANDOLPH 6
332--4151 440 POMBROOK DR
344--1266 RR 1
712 PARKSIDE DR
356--7946 1432 NOYES ST
367--5991 14430 S KOLINX AV
352--5667 409 E BEECHER ST
367--9777 RR 2
332- 0111 BOX 164
565 LIN-WAL RD
332--3550 301 PARKVIEW RD
344--1459 1430 KENSINGTON
332--0366 1928 W CULLERTON
352--5935 9518 W ST MARTINS
344--1530 230 LAUREL LN
356--7675 352 E BERNICE DR
332--2884 301 S 40TH ST
332--0750 RR 4
332--0296 1454 S BLUE ISLAND
RR 1





407 1/2 E STOUGHTN
332--5172 RR 1
352--1383 1605 JEANNE ST
332--5263 231 N LINCOLN
231 N LINCOLN ST
356-
-2057 1822 BROWN AV
356--2057 2020 N MATTIS 304C
332--2261 164 E CLEVELAND RD
4560 W 88TH PL
365--1919 1306 W DUBLIN
356--6594 401 AVONDALE
356--6594 401 AVONDALE PL
332--0236 508 W WASHINGTON
238 WESLEY
242 N SEMINARY
1417 W 1ST AV
223 S PECK
367--6570 309 RIDGE AV
359--4062 1311 1/2 W CLARK






332--4445 2130 N HAMPTON CT
2130 N HAMPTON CT
RR 1
930 SAN MATEO DR
367--4410 274 COLONIAL BLVD
359--2057 2202 W WINDSOR AV
359--2057 2202 W WINDSOR AV
215 W WASHINGTON
365--1119 801 S RACE
3750 N WOODFORD ST
344-
-7511 329 MAYFAIR PL
344--9477 2336 FLOSSMOOR RD
3 32--1091 5605 BROOKBANK
344--4637 S 1ST ST RD
332--4918 3530 W 80TH PL
356--5773 OAKBROOK SUBD RR 3
344--4637 S 1ST ST RD
1900 SYCAMORE RO
332--3203 979 SAYLOR
344--9761 1846 OAK LN RD









356--7645 825 N 32ND ST
356--9798 907 S LOCUST
344--7351 22 INDIAN OR
344--4979 1211 N CHESTNUT AV
365--2450 237 S 20TH ST
367--2558 RR 1
344--1510 1418 N CLINTON
1218 N CLAREMONT
210 N HARVEY 3
909 W CALIFORNIA
ALPES 475




































































































































































































LAS2 URH TCWNSEND 119 U
LAS2 1010 2ND C 344--7818
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 584 u 3 32--4303
AGR3 907 S WRIGHT c 344--1617
AGR4 58 E GREGORY c 344--7152
FAA4 1208 W CLARK 3 u
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 290 c
LAS4 904- W GREEN u 344--7291
PE 4 205 E ARMORY c 356--1847
BUS1 URH GARNER 469 c 332--0893
GRAD 514 FAIRLAWN u 365--2006
GRAD 905 S 6TH c 344--4487
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
LAS'* 404 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD URH TAFT 126 c 332--0607
GRAD 508 W GREEN c 352--3328
LAS4 CINCINNATI OHIO
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN u
GRAD 104 S GREGORY 2 u 344--1454
ENG1 URH FORBES 211 c 332--0950
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 212 u 332--5448
LAW1 314 COTTAGE CT c
BUS2 809 W STOUGHTON u
ENG2 401 E DANIEL c 344--1261
LAS1 URH LAR 435 u
BUS4 203 E ARMORY c
LAW1 58 E DANIEL C-2 c
AGR1 URH ALLEN 495 u 332--3419
LAS2 URH WESTON 412 c 334--2060
LAS3 URH WESTON 271 c 332--1963
GRAD URH DANIELS 337 u 332--2243
AGR1 URH WESTON 346 c
BUS3 URH FORBES 125 c
BUS4 URH SCOTT 352 c 332--1535
ED 2 611 E DANIEL c
BUS2 1101 W PENN u 344--9469
LA S3 URH TRELEASE 1129 u 332--5235
ENG4 212 N MCCULLOUGH u 367--0421
GRAD 1208 E FLORIDA u 367--7398
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
FAA4 309 E HEALEY 14 c
FAA4 DANVILLE ILL
ENG4 1010 S 2ND c 344--9776
GRAD 3 PATRICIA CT c 356--2869
ED 3 URH TAFT 102 c 332--0587
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 916 u 332--5307
GRAD 1208 E FLORIDA u 367--7398
GRAD 606 W OHIO u 344--5812
8US2 803 W STOUGHTON u 367--3561
BUS1 1004 S 4TH c 344--5902
PE 5 1722 VALLEY c 352--3430
LAS1 URH GARNER 354 c 332--0810
ENG3 URH WESTON 402 c 332--2053
GRAD 204 W PENN u 367--7355
GRAD 502 E HEALEY 308 u
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 8 u 332--3441
GRAD URH SHERMAN 160 c
ED 5 TOLONO ILL
BUS4 1101 S EUCLID c 344--1968
GRAD 6 CALIFORNIA CT u 367--8838
LAS4 1007 W ILLINOIS u 344-7047
LAS1 URH TAFT 20 c 332--0579
LAS4 509 STOUGHTON MNR c 359--4117
GRAD 1507 CURTISS u 367--1665
LAS1 910 S 3RD 426 c
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 222 u 332--5103
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 509 u 332--5181
PE 3 211 E ARMORY c 356--5424
GRAD TOLONO ILL
AGR4 58 E GREGORY c 344--7152
ENG4 9 OAKWOOD u 365--3276
GRAD OGDEN
LAS1 URH SNYOER 217 c 332--1683
PE 4 1001 W OREGON u 344--2295
GRAD 618 W GREEN c 356--6841
GRAD 1006 S ANDERSON u 367--3928
FAAl URH HOPKINS 43, c 332--1353
LAS3 313 E JOHN c 344--7917
LAS1 505 S VICTOR c 359--3153
AGR4 1752 VALLEY RD c
ENG4 RR 1 c 356--4467
LAS4 505 S VICTOR c 352--3153
FAA4 108 E HEALEY 12 c 352--7780
LAS2 922 W VINE c
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS4 1113 S 3RD 203 c 344--3400
GRAD 510 S 4TH c
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 212 u 332--5094
LAS2 URH SNYDER 208 c 332--1674
GRAD 103 S POPLAR u 367--7700
LAS3 410 E GREEN c
ENG1 313 E CHALMERS c 344--7613
ED 1 919 W WILLIAM c 352--3811
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT c 344--0545
LAS4 905 S 6TH c
ENG1 URH GARNER 315 c 332--0784


















183 W MAIN ST
1802 JEFFERSON
1459 E OLIVE ST
510 W SEMINARY
2N256 PRAIRIE AV
9949 HARNEW RD W




430 N VAN ST
300 MELODY LN
17 CROSMAN HALL










































RR 2 BOX 246
10433 HAMLIN






5808 W 93RD ST
2148 S GLENWOOD
133 S EAST AV
909 S 3RD
404 ASH ST










































































































































































































GRAD 713 S COTTAGE GR U 367--4653
GRAO URH DANIELS 362 U 332-•2497
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 819 U 332--5280
LAS2 301 E ARMORY C 359--9506
LAS3 213 E CLARK C 356--3624
LAS3 213 E CLARK C 356--3624
BUS2 URH ALLEN 64 u
LAS1 URH LAR 134 u 332--2834
LAS1 URH ALLEN 225 u 332--3159
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1026 u 332--4526
ED 3 URH BUSEY 337 u 332--2653
LAS4 907 S 3RD c 344--1912
LAS1 URH ALLEN 315 u 332--3191
FAA1 910 S 3RD 1228 c 344--5000
ENG1 URH SCOTT 342 c 332--1530
BUS! 1911 DAVID c 356--9308
GRAD 2208 BARBERRY c 352--0211
GRAD NEW YORK N Y
AVI1 URH CARR 430 u 332--3973
AGR4 209 E GREEN 5 c 356--0803
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 213 c 332--0245
ENG4 607 W HEALEY 6 c
AGR2 604 E ARMORY c 344--7007
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 319 u 332--4128
ENG2 805 W OREGON u
ENG2 211 E ARMORY c 344--4656
BUS3 507 W COLUMBIA c 356--0039
AGR2 910 S 3RD 925 c 344--5000
GRAD 1021 S ANDERSON u 36 7--6886
LAS4 1408 N MCKINLEY c 356--5915
8US4 1408 N MCKINLEY 8 c 356--5915
8US1 402 E GREEN 5 c 35 9--449 8
FAA3 611 E DANIEL c 344--1846
LAS1 311 E GREEN 405 c 344--9760
LAS4 RR 2 u 367--6510
LAS3 904 W GREEN 508 c 344--7291
BUS1 RR 2 u
LAS3 302 E ARMORY c
ENG4 805 E MAIN u
ENG4 305 E JOHN c 344--3705
ENG4 VILLA GROVE ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 2 74 u
AGR1 URH NOBLE 325 c 332--0420
GRAD 1603 W WILLIAM c 359--2676
FAA3 5 BLAIR c 352--4851
BUS4 201 E GREEN c
LAS3 URH TOWNSENO 584 u 332--4308
LAS1 1005 S 2ND c
ENG2 URH WESTON 126 c 332--1903
LAS1 URH WESTON 323 c 332--2001
LAS2 302 E ARMORY c
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 453 u 332--4216
FAA2 URH CARR 214 u 332--3895
LAS1 URH ALLEN 208 u 332--3149
LASl URH LAR 118 u 332--2822
GRAD 3939 S 1ST RD c
AGR4 2114 ORCH ST 303 u
GRAD 1724 HENRY 4 c 356--6789
GRAD 201 1/2 N LINCOLN u
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7461
GRAD 2201 HAZWD 101 u 344--0427
BUSl 401 E JOHN c 344--1650
ENG6 502 W MAIN 123 u 367--7381
LAS3 505 E GREEN c
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 824 u 332--5285
ENG1 313 E ARMORY c 344--9760
ENG2 1709 W JOHN I c
LAW1 404 E STOUGHTON c 356--7463
BUS4 1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 u 365--2322
LAS4 705 W SPNGFLD u
LASl URH LAR 32 3 u 332--2893
AGR1 904 W GREEN u
LAS3 DANVILLE ILL
ED 4 604 E ARMORY c 344--0633
AGR2 807 S BUSEY u
LAS2 URH EVANS 417 u 332--2766
LAS3 1101 W PENN u 344--4418
LAS4 207 M COLUMBIA c 356--800 1
LAS3 207 W COLUMBIA 2 c 356--8001
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 258 c 332--1225
LASl 901 S 2ND c
GRAO 1510 LINCOLNSHIRE c 356--4851
ENG2 URH SCOTT 462 c 3 32--1612
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 114 u 332--3461
LASl URH SNYDER 425 c 332--1831
LAS3 URH WARDALL 509 u 332--4389
ENG2 212 E DANIEL c 356 -7908
LAS3 910 S 3RD 901 c 344--5000
AGR4 URH SAUNDERS 106 u 332--3588
ENG1 URH SCOTT 221 c 352--1443
GRAD 1109 S ARBOR 5 c
GRAO 1963 C ORCH ST u 344--1365
AGR4 58 E GREGORY c 344--7152
AGR1 URH WESTON 411 c
COM4 1110 W NEVADA u 344--0425
BUSl URH FORBES 293 c 3 32--1010
713 S COTTAGE GR
7409 ALABAMA AV
8557 SE 76TH PL








2113 N 74TH AV
5336 N OCONTO AV
425 WASHINGTON
4828 JEROME
2556 W HADDON AV
1911 DAVID
5131 MAYVIEW RO




6947 W NELSON ST
70-46 66TH ST
5537 S MULLIGAN
2709 W 99TH ST
369 MAY AV
507 W COLUMBIA
131ST & MAPLE AV
1400 12TH ST N
RFD
331 N 7TH ST
2823 SUNSET
310 MAYFAIR RD



















7804 W OLIVE AV









4201 S PARK DR
220 N LOUISIANA
2334 S OAKLEY


















4634 W DEMING PL
1090 S HARRISON
104 N 1ST ST
25 KIMBERLIN LN
EAST ST BOX 244
815 SAYBROOK LN
BOX 1
80 BRUCH HILL AV
RR 2
RR *,
7323 W 61ST PL



































































































DAMHORST DONNA MARIE LAS4
DAMHORST MARY L LAS1
DAMICO JOSEPH LAWREN BUS2
DAMKO KAREN ANNE ED 2
DAMKO MICHAEL ANDREW LAS4
DAMLER JAMES MICHAEL LAS3
DAMMANN LAURENCE G GRAD
DAMOS DIANE LYNN LAS3
DAMOS DONN S P£ 1
DAMOS JAMES ROBERT LAS3
DAMSKY MICHAEL A LAS1
DANA KENT OLIVER LAS1
DANCA COSTANTINO BEN FAA4
DANCASTER LINDA S LAS1
DANCEY DAN CHARLES ENG4
DANDURAND LARRY KENN FAA3
DANEK JOHN F ENG1
DANESH KAMALODIN B GRAD
DANFORTH CRAIG PAUL AGR2
DANFORTH HARRY DALE LAS*
DANGERFIELD PHILIP L FAA3
DANHAUS JEANE KAY BUS4
OANHAUS PAUL EDWARD LAS2
DANIEL JAMES RICHARD BUS4
DANIEL JANET E GRAD
DANIEL JESSICA H GRAD
*DANIEL JUDITH MCLANE LAS4
DANIEL KAREN JOYCE AGR2
DANIEL LYNN B GRAD
DANIEL ROBERT EARL GRAD
DANIEL SAM MORDOCHAI GRAD
DANIELS BARBARA ROSE LAS4
DANIELS BELINDA SUSA LAS2
DANIELS DAVID E ENG1
DANIELS FERN E BUSl
DANIELS JOSEPH ROBER BUS3
DANIELS MICHAEL G ENG4
DANIELS PATRICIA ELA LAS2
DANIELS RICHARD ARMA ENG4
DANIELS RICHARD EARL LAS2
DANIELSON CHARLES F FAA2
DANIELSON CHRISTINE PE 1
DANIELSON JAMES ENG1
DANIELSON LINDA S LAS3
DANIELSON WILLIAM E BUS2
DANISCH BRYANT JAMES PE 2
OANLEY ANN LAS1
DANLEY ROBERT BRUCE LAS3
DANN MICHAEL HARLEY LAS2
DANNEBERGER EVELYN D ED 4
DANNEHL WAYNE EDWARD GRAD
CANNELLS GEORGE WESL LAS3
DANNELS DAVID ALLEN LAS2
DANNENBERG LINDA S LAS1
DANNENFELDT DIANE S LAS1
DANNER GREGORY JAMES ENG3
DANS GERARD CHARLES GRAD
DANSEREAU ALFRED JR GRAD
DANUSER STEVEN ALAN BUS3
DANZ STEPHEN FELIX LAW1
DANZIGER MICHAEL T GRAD
OANZIGER NIRA GRAD
DAO FU SHING FAA3
DAOUST RAYMOND W JR GRAD
DAPKUS PAUL DANIEL GRAD
DAPOGNY DAVID ALLEN GRAD
DAPRON HARRY LEE LAS2
DAPSER WAYNE ROBERT LAS1
DARBY THOMAS PAUL GRAD
DARCY WARREN J GRAD
DARDA LARRY ALAN GRAD
DARDING ALVERTA E GRAD
DAROING ROGER LEE GRAD
DARKEN WENDY K ED I
DARLEY PAMELA SUE PE 2
DARLING JAMES S JR LAS1
DARLING JAMES SHERWO GRAD
DARLING JANINA K GRAD
DARLING MARK EDWARDS LAS4
DARLING SYLVIA LAS1
DARLINGTON JAMES D PE 1
DARM MARY JANE LAS1
DARNELL CAROL LYNN LAS2
DARNELL DAVID LEE ENG2
DARNELL WILLIAM EDWA LAS4
DARO DEBORAH ANN LAS2
DARR LANA ELAINE LAS3
DARR WILLIAM ARTHUR LAS3
DARROCH DOROTHY B GRAD
DARROCH RUSSELL KENT GRAD
DARROUGH NANCY S LAS1
DARROW RUTH EVELYN LAS4
DARZINSKIS KAZIMIR R ENG4
DAS BUOY K I SHORE GRAD
DAS PINAKI RANJAN GRAD
DASENBROCK LOUIS W AGR2
DASHNER MICHAEL LEE ENG4
205 E GREEN 17 C
URH FLAGG 421 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 126 U
203 E ARMORY C
102 E CHALMERS C
1111 W GREEN C
URH DANIELS 252 U
URH GARNER 375 C
URH FORBES 416 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 123 C
213 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 181 U
402 S LINCOLN U
705 W STOUGHTON 4 U
201 E GREEN C
610 W ELM 4 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 224 U
104 E JOHN 3 C
508 E ARMORY C
1004 S 2ND C
1215 W WASHINGTON C
URH SHERMAN 414 C
1942 A ORCH ST U
2207 POND U
URH ALLEN 385 U
502 E HEALEY 103 C
502 E HEALEY 103 C
2207 POND U
508 E ARMORY C
307 N MCKINLEY C
URH GARNER 373 C
MAHOMET ILL
WALTON 6 C
1012 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS C
311 E GREEN 212 C
211 £ DANIEL C
803 HAMILTON C
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH FORBES 478 C
URH VANDOREN 304 C
INMAN HOTEL 626 C
308 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN U
211 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 107 C
1212 W BEARDSLEY C
1318 1/2 ALMS C
714 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 481 U
URH BLAISOELL 225 U
URH TAFT 218 C
1016 W UNION C
307 E HEALEY 15 C
URH DANIELS 330 U
505 E CHALMERS C
618 W GREEN C
1825 C ORCH PL U
1825 C ORCH PL U
303 W AVQNDALE C
1003 W MAIN 5 U
406 W ELLS U
102 E HEALEY C
URH CARR 221 U
604 E ARMORY 241 C
707 S 6TH 518 C
URH DANIELS 611 U
AUGERVILLE RD U
708 M STOUGHTON U
708 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 905 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1009 PENN U
305 CCUNTRY FR 83 C
1804 A ORCH PL U
1804 A ORCH PL U
URH WAR DAL L 217 U
URH WESTON 291 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 325 U
URH BABCOCK 14 U
210 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 318 U
URH TAFT 420 C
303 E CHALMERS C
1402 S RACE U
1402 S RACE U
URH ALLEN 127 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
209 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 420 U
1107 W GREEN 333 U
URH BABCOCK 220 U
















221 S ILLINOIS AV
614 SANGAMON
115 WELLER LN
115 S WELLER LN







340 8 N OKETO
1523 6TH AV
608 HILLYER ST
608 S ROSEWOOD AV
204 S ELIZABETH ST
419 S 5TH AV
1101 S 21ST
18 W 220 STANDISH
21 GLEN OAKS AV
344--446 3 1942 A ORCHARD ST
367--8834 2207 POND
5428 S SPAULOING
356--4850 502 E HEALEY 103
3 56--4850 13026 1 NE
367--8834 2207 POND
344--3289 5547 S AUSTIN AV
356--6908 307 N MCKINLEY






344--9583 103 N BEVERLY
356--5110 803 HAMILTON
332--5465 612 KENWOOD AV
332--1143 16955 SHEA AV





344--6615 1812 HIGHLAND TERR
352--2423 1212 W BEARDSLEY
359--4018 1318 1/2 ALMS
367--0951 408 W SPRINGFIELD
332--4236 503 CROSS ST
332--3501 RR 2 BOX 171
3 32--0621 6712 N 2ND ST
1016 W UNION ST
352--3568 307 E HEALEY
332--2238 623 HARPER AV
4337 PRESCOTT AV
4543-52ND NE
344--3678 1825 C ORCHARD PL
344--3678 1825 C ORCHARD PL
359--1251 162 BOUNDARY ST
367--3279 313 BOYS ST
356--7532 406 W ELLS
233 55TH PL
332--3902 9517 LINCOLN TRAIL
4827 S KEDVALE AV
601 7TH ST
332--2335 418 W DELAVAN AV
367--1063 828 FOXWOOD CR
367--3494 708 W STOUGHTON
367--3494 708 W STOUGHTON
332--5652 435 ELM ST
344--1239 RR 5
17830 CHERRYWOOD
359--2094 11561 FOLKSTONE DR
344--0912 1804 A ORCHARD PL
344--0912 1804 B ORCHARD PL
2701 S DEARBORN ST
941 WASHINGTON ST
344--1045 511 S MONROE
332--2891 1920 GLENWOOD AV
332--3717 RR 1
356-3675 313 MELODY LN
332--3660 1045 N MENARD
332--066 7 600 BOWMAN AV
344--9861 1920 S 49TH CT
365--2635 1402 S RACE
365--2635 1402 S RACE





344-0343 X N B DAS






















































































































DAVENPORT LYNN A JR
DAVEY GERARD PAUL












































































LAS3 URH WARDALL 516
ED 4 611 E DANIEL
GRAO 1107 W GREEN 425
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 42 5
LAS1 URH LAR 431
LAS2 URH EVANS 109
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 316
LAS2 URH GARNER 107
GRAD URH DANIELS 99
ENG1 URH FORBES 236
LAS4 URH SCOTT 158
FAA2 401 E DAMEL
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 436
ENG3 1008 S 4TH
LAS3 URH TAFT 112
LAS5 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 901 W SPNGFLD 9
GRAD 703 W HIGH 2
LAS2 LA GRANGE ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 373
LAS2 107 N BUSEY
ED 4 DANVILLE ILL
LAS4 604 N MAPLE 20
ENG4 604 N MAPLE 20
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1011
GRAD 1004 S 1ST
GRAD 1212 PAULA
LAS1 URH LAR 497
LAS2 705 S 3RD
ENG4 28 MAPLEWOOD CT
LAS2 706 S 2ND
LAS1 907 S 4TH
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 204
BUS2 URH WESTON 443
AGR1 1632 VALLEY RD
GRAD 608 S STATE 10
BUS2 911 S 4TH
AGR3 313 E ARMORY
AGR1 1005 S 2ND
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
LAS4 URH BUSEY 106
FAA3 907 S WRIGHT
LAS2 URH CLARK 321
GRAD 2079 A HAZWD CT
BUS1 911 4TH
LA S3 503 E WHITE 10
AGR1 SIDNEY ILL
FAA3 210 W UNIVERSITY
LAS2 2103 HAZWD 201
ED 2 907 S WRIGHT
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
PE 1 URH WARDALL
GRAD 1113 FAIRVIEW
GRAD 105 E JOHN 203
LAS3 802 W OREGON 23
FAA4 5 SAFFER CT
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 290
LAS1 URH ALLEN 295
LAS2 310 W IOWA
GRAD 1006 S 1ST 5
PE 4 306 E GREGORY
LAS1 URH SCOTT 213
ED 4 910 S 3RD 1021
ENG4 1752 VALLEY RD
GRAD 1006 S 1ST 5
AGR3 URH WARDALL 1126
LAS2 URH LAR 211
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1050
FAA3 908 S LYNN
GRAD 2205 HAZWD 102
LAS2 710 W OHIO
LAS1 URH WARDALL 220
LAS3 URH TAFT 326
BUS3 604 E ARMORY 431
GRAD 605 S 4TH 204
GRAD 1932 B ORCH ST
GRAD 44 GREENCROFT
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 823
AGR3 603 S 8USEY
LAW1 1520 MARIGOLD LN
ENG4 410 S 8USEY
GRAD 55 E CHALMERS
AGR2 1202 W NEVADA
ENG1 URH GARNER 472
FAA4 410 S BUSEY
FAA4 2110 W WHITE 148
LAS4 URH FLAGG 309
GRAD 2205 HAZWD 102
BUS1 1009 W PENN
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
ENG4 104 N LINCOLN
LASl URH BARTON 23
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT
VM 1 801 W IOWA 202
GRAD 1109 S 4TH
LAS4 1505 W KIRBY 1
ENG2 SIDELL ILL
u 332-4395 4323 N MULLIGAN
C 344-1840 308 LINO AV
u 18 C TAMER LN
C 332-0290 16840 WILLOW LN
u 332-2929 1201 ALBANY RD
u 332-2691 501 NE 2ND ST
c COURT 208
c 332-0685 614 E PARKVIEW
u 332-2423 1331 E 26TH ST
c 332-0968 4341 W 99TH ST
c 332-1413 4341 W 99TH ST
c 344-1261 693 COOPER AV
c 332-1352 14428 JEFFERSON
c 344-1207 14425 S JEFFERSON
c 332-0596 917 LINCOLNSHIRE
1101 E CHAMPAIGN
u 367-7546 307 E HEALEY 10
u 367-4351 703 W HIGH 2
1004 S 4TH 216
c 332-1553 RR 1
u 367-3585 107 N BUSEY
907 KOEHN OR
u 367-8640 637 S 22ND
u 367-8640 1924 S 12TH AVE
u 332-5688 6835 N KEELER
c 344-7586 1004 S 1ST
c 359-4700 1212 PAULA
u 332-3073 2845 W FARGO AV
c 356-7676 108 N WALNUT ST
c 356-1685 529 AMERICAN AV
c 16 WILSON CT
c 1228 W PRATT BLVD
u 332-3615 1250 E CALUMET
c 332-2085 3516 GREENWOOD
c 359-4706 1632 VALLEY RD
c 356-5868 608 S STATE 10
c 344-9560 4113 LAWN AV
c 352-2272 ROUTE 1
c 4817 PAGLES RD
u 344-2258 4750 CUPPLES PL
u 332-2584 2604 PELHAM RD
c 344-0545 1611 HABBERTON
c 332-0047 428 INOIANWOOD
u 344-20 57 64 WHITEHAL PARADE
c 708 S 6TH ST
c 212 S LA GRANGE RD
BOX 174
c 5406 MARYLAND
u 344-4752 2103 HAZWD CT 201
c 344-1617 314 BUENA VISTA
PARKHILL MBL ESTS
u 332-4405 2112 S CENTRAL PK
u 367-4502 1113 FAIRVIEW
c 352-8479 9040 N KENNETH AV
u 344-3117 1718 LYDIA
u 344-0748 1106 S GREENWOOD
c 332-1250 RR 2
u 332-3339 1056 WAVELAND RD
u 367-7338 310 W IOWA

























1006 S 1ST 5
916 S 11TH ST
4951 BRUMMEL





2145 S MILLARD AV
1056 WAVELAND RO
826 DOVER AV







405 W 3RD ST
728 N 24TH ST
3324 S EUCLID AV





2307 E JACKSON ST
906 N BEVERLY LN







































































































DAVIS JOEL J LAS1
DAVIS JOHN BRYAN LAS4
DAVIS JOHN F LAS1
DAVIS JOHN THORNTON COM4
DAVIS JUDITH MOODY GRAD
DAVIS JUNE ELIZABETH GRAD
DAVIS KAREN VEAZIE GRAD
DAVIS KATHLEEN ANNE LAS2
DAVIS LARRY ERNEST ENG4
DAVIS LAURA REBECCA LAS3
DAVIS LEONARD GEORGE LAS4
DAVIS LEROY GRAD
DAVIS LINDEN GLENN LAS3
DAVIS LOUIS JAY LAW2
DAVIS MAER IRWIN LAW3
DAVIS MARILYNN M GRAD
DAVIS MARTHA E GRAD
DAVIS NANCY M LAS1
DAVIS PAMELA KAY LAS3
DAVIS PATRICIA ANN COM4
DAVIS PAUL H AGR4
DAVIS PAUL R GRAD
DAVIS PAULA WINSOR LAS2
DAVIS RALPH S GRAD
DAVIS RAYMOND STUART LAS2
DAVIS REBA J GRAO
DAVIS RICHARD EARL PE 3
DAVIS ROBERT F LAS1
DAVIS ROBERT LEE AGR3
DAVIS ROBERT M ENG1
DAVIS ROBERT W LAS1
DAVIS ROGER LAVERNE GRAD
DAVIS RONALD DEAN ENG4
DAVIS RONALD L LAS1
DAVIS SAMUEL CALVIN GRAD
DAVIS SELINA GRACE LAS4
DAVIS SHARON F GRAD
DAVIS SHELLEY S AGR3
DAVIS SHERYL JEAN LAS3
DAVIS SIDNEY L LAS1
DAVIS STEPHEN C ENGl
DAVIS STEPHEN DONALD LAS4
DAVIS STEVEN LEROY BUS3
DAVIS STEVEN LEWIS GRAD
DAVIS STUART ALLEN LAS2
DAVIS SYLVIA A GRAD
DAVIS THOMAS P ENGl
DAVIS WESLEY R JR ENG3
DAVIS WILLIAM ARTHUR ENG4
DAVIS WILLIAM C JR LAS3
DAVIS WILLIAM KEITH ENG2
DAVIS WILLIAM ROBERT ENG6
DAVIS WILLIAM STEPHE LAW3
OAVIS WILLIE ANDREW LAS3
DAVISON KATHLEEN SUE LAS4
DAVISON MARK CHARLES FAA2
OAVISON RICHARD EARL ENG2
DAVISON STEVEN C FAA1
DAWES PHILLIP LYNN ENG4
DAWSON BERNARR E JR ENG2
DAWSON CARLEE E ED I
DAWSON CHARLES DAVID GRAD
DAWSON DEIDRE MAE LASI
DAWSON ELLEN S FAA2
DAWSON HUGH JOSEPH GRAD
DAWSON JULIAN R FAA1
DAWSON LAWRENCE H GRAD
DAWSON MARY F GRAD
DAWSON NANCY J LAS3
DAWSON PHILLIP BUS1
DAWSON ROBERT EUGENE ENG4
DAWSON ROBERT W GRAD
DAWSON SUSAN H AGR1
DAWSON WILLIAM E LASI
DAY CAROL BRINKMANN FAA4
DAY DALE R LASI
DAY DOUGLAS J ENGl
DAY DOUGLAS STEPHEN FAA3
DAY EMMETT BUNCH BUS4
DAY GEORGE WILLIAM LAS4
DAY GORDON WAYNE GRAO
DAY GREGORY LLOYD LAS2
DAY JAN M LASI
DAY JOHN DOUGLAS ENG4
OAY LARRY DON ENG4
DAY MICHAEL S BUS1
DAY MICHAEL THOMAS LAS3
DAY NANCY LOU COM4
DAY RAYMOND E II LASI
DAY ROBERT GEORGE JR LAW2
DAY ROBERT STEPHEN LAS4
DAYTON ELIZABETH A LAS2
DEAK CAROL C FAA4
DEAK JON C GRAD
DEAN DAVID WALTER GRAD
DEAN DONALD LEROY GRAD
DEAN HAROLD BERNARD ED 1
URH GARNER 494 C
2103 HAZWD 201 U
211 E DANIEL C
707 W SPNGFLD C C
2509 HATHAWAY C
704 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
1005 S 6TH 21 C
URH LUNDGREN 323 C
412 E GREEN C
1106 S 3RD C
510 E STOUGHTON C
1932 B ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 1210 U
1706 W UNIVERSITY C
105 E JOHN C
1005 W GREGORY 370 U
506 E GREEN U
URH LAR 472 U
802 W OREGON 25 U
1207 W NEVADA U
811 W HILL 6 C
2509 HATHAWAY C
URH BLAISDELL 217 U
310 W IOWA U
URH FORBES 266 C
12 DUNELLEN U
106 E ARMORY C
202 E JOHN C
808 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 244 C
URH OGLESBY 211 U
815 W VINE C
302 E GREGORY C
URH WESTON 222 C
1965 A ORCH ST U
904 S LINCOLN U
406 E SPNGFLD C
2 06 N NEW C
URH SAUNDERS 6 U
URH LAR 499 U
URH TOWNSEND 316 U
1110 S ARBOR 304 C
401 E DANIEL C
2064 C ORCH ST U
1706 W UNIVERSITY C
707 W OREGON U
211 E ARMORY C
44 ROXBURY U
802 S LOCUST 6 C
902 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 359 C
URH DANIELS 70 U
PHILO ILL
204 W UNIVERSITY C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMERS C
209 E ARMORY C
313 W CHALMERS C
501 HARDING U
URH HOPKINS 600 C
URH TRELEASE 1028 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH NOBLE 318 C
URH BLAISDELL 7 U
1103 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 488 C
1011 S MATT1S 5-5 C
URH SHERMAN 319 C
502 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 354 C
706 S WALNUT 2 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH NOBLE 427 C
URH SCOTT 170 C
312 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 368 C
URH SCOTT 246 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 301 U
705 S 3RD C
704 N COLER U
URH OGLESBY 525 U
URH BLAISDELL 401 U
203 N HARVEY U
312 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 239 C
604 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 416 C
1111 1/2 S 3RD 102 C
909 E PARK U
URH LAR 261 U
302 W LOCUST 1 U
302 W LOCUST 1 U
URH SHERMAN 1352 C
HOQPESTON ILL
WILSON TRLR PK U
332--0911 1705 ALBION AV
344--4752 2103 HAZWD
426 N MERRILL AV
3 56--7557 7514 KILBOURN
3 56--2617 ROUTE 6 BOX 194
673 WRIGHTWOOD
344--4300 1005 S 6TH
332--0275 428 N VIEW ST
356--7901 POLAND RD BOX 204
344--9636 9408 N TRIPP
359--4432 11018 HERMOSA
344--7994 2624 E CAPITOL
3307 E WASHINGTON
356--2100 1706 W UNIVERSITY
352--8479 1325 W FARWELL
332--3362 4919 N CANFIELD RD





356--2617 ROUTE 6 BOX 194
332--3493 1801 N VERMILION
367--7339 310 W IOWA
332--0990 1231 10TH AV
365--2027 423 E NORTH ST
221 DENVALE DR
321 EAST ST S
RR 4
332--0736 2236 N NATIONAL
332--5093 1801 N VERMILION
352--6927 815 W VINE
344--7511 218 HYVISTA DR
1509 S G STREET
344--3916 1965 A ORCHARD ST
344--1391 1 STONEGATE RD
352--8161 ROUTE 2
352--7560 206 N NEW
332--3574 3320 E GREENLAKE
332--30 75 12433 RICHARD AV
915 S WAIOLA AV
344--7146 847 E LOCUST
344--1261 1500 MAIN
344--3372 2064 C ORCHARD ST
356--2100 1706 W UNIVERSITY
344--5975 5256 WILLIAMS DR
344--7424 16015 DREXEL AV
367--4474 2110 BROOKSIDE
802 S LOCUST 6
646 S 11TH ST
332- 1780 411 ROYAL DR
332--2396 UTICA JR COLLEGE
BOX 189
5406 MARYLAND
367--4298 1018 S MAIN ST
344--4563 3904 WARREN BLVD
344--7260 842 BELLVIEW PL
344--9747 679 E 5TH ST
365--3255 501 HARDING
8232 S INDIANA
332--5704 1133 S ALBANY AV
25 ROSE DR
3 32--0414 6745 S CLYDE
332--3440 502 E STOUGHTON
344--7867 1103 S 1ST
332--1146 6134 S INDIANA AV
352--5957 22 LAKEVIEW AV
RR 4
352--6804 502 E STOUGHTON




322--1419 3900 MILLBROOK RD
367--3433 322 N DIVISION
332--1305 1140 S EDGEWOOD
332--1464 524 BARDEN ST
344--7733 2601 N KINGSTON DR
332--5113 539 W 57TH PL
359--4538 312 UNION ST
367--4990 ROUTE 1
332--5196 1301 WASHINGTON ST
332--3539
BOX 216
356--7961 1140 S EDGEWOOD AV
1223 EVERGREEN RD
344--5905 101 CRESTWOOD OR
344--3766 2534 35TH AV
332--1338 RR 1 BOX 192
2601 N KINGSTON DR
367--3915 909 E PARK
117 W ELLIOTT ST
367--8985 818 N CUYLER
367--8985 818 N CUYLER




































EAST ST LOUIS IL
URBANA ILL































































DEAN JAMES WILLIAM LAS2
DEAN KAREN A LAS1
OEAN KAREN W GRAD
DEAN SHARON 6 GRAD
DEANGELO ANTHONY B GRAD
DEARBORN FREDERICK T GRAD
DEARLOVE GEORGE E GRAD
DEARMOND JAMES DAVID ENGl
DEATLEY JERRY L ENG3
DEATLEY RICHARD DONA ENG3
DEBATES ANTHONY LOUI ENG2
DEBELAK ROBERT ANTHO GRAD
DEBENDER JOHN JEFFRE LAS4
DEBES SUE ANN AGR4
DEBOICE BENJAMIN ROB LAS2
DEBOLT ROBERT D ENGl
DEBORD ALAN BYRON FAA3
DEBORD BARBARA MARY ED 2
DE80RD JAMES ROBERT LAS4
DEBORD WILLIAM MERWI LAS4
*DEBRUIN JEROME E GRAD
DEBRUYCKERE DIANE M LAS2
DECARLO VINCENT RALP GRAD
DECESARE MICHAEL J BUS1
DECESARO GERALD LAS4
DECHENNE DAVID LEROY LAS4
DECHO ALAN RICHARD ENG4
DECHO JANET A LAS1
DECHOW CAROL SUE GRAD
*DECHOW JOHN PHILIP GRAD
DECK CAROL SUE LAS4
DECK WYMAN PARKS GRAD
DECKARD EDWARD LEE GRAD
DECKER DONITA INEZ LAS3
DECKER PAUL ALAN GRAD
DECKER PAUL OSBURN ENG3
DECOSTER CHARLES L ENG2
*DECOSTER STEPHEN M FAA4
DECOURSEY PATRICIA A AGR3
DECRAENE DENIS F GRAD
DEDERING GLENN ERIK LAS2
DEE BARBARA JEAN GRAD
DEE KENNETH BUS4
DEE MARGARET M LAS2
DEEGAN DEBORAH FAA4
DEEMS DOUGLAS LEE AGR4
DEERING CAROLE M GRAD
DEERING MICHELE D LAS3
DEETER EMILY L LAS1
DEETER ROSALIND L COM4
DEFALCO FRANK PAUL LAS3
DEFALCO SAMUEL C GRAD
DEFFENBAUGH RODNEY E ENG2
DEFORD HARVEY D ENGl
DEFOREST LEE ALLEN COM3
DEFRIES EILEEN SHARO LAS2
DEFRIES ROY ALLEN LAS4
DEGENER DENNIS ALFRE LAS4
DEGEORGE REBECCA A LAS3
DEGIOANNI JOSEPH J GRAD
DEGIOVANNI FRANCIS F GRAD
DEGLER MICHAEL A AGR4
DEGN DONALD WAYNE GRAD
DEGRAAF DOUGLAS MARR ENG3
DEGRANDE GARY G LAS3
DEGROOTE MARY LOUISE LAS4
DEGUIRE DENISE M ENGl
DEHAAN JAMES ENG4
DEHART DAVID G AGR3
DEHASETH DIANNE M AGRl
DEHEN KATHARINE L ED 3
DEHN JAYMA S LAS2
DEHN JEFFREY LEE LAS2
*DEHN MICHAEL MARK ENG4
DEILE ANDREW JOHN IV GRAD
DEISS DONALD DEAN AGR2
DEISSINGER JOYCE E LAS4
DEIT2 ROBERT G LAS6
DEJESUS NELSON LYNN GRAD
DEJESUS ROSANNE K GRAD
DEJONG ALEX C LAS3
DEJONG JOHN A LAWl
DEJONGE ROBERT R JR LASl
DEKAY DAVID EDWIN GRAD
DEKAY GILA G GRAD
OEKNOCK JANICE E AGRl
DEKNOCK MICHELLE ALA LAS3
DEKRAKER LYNN A LASl
DEKRUIF STEPHEN KNOX ENGl
DELABAR PAMELA ANN LAS2
DELAET ANNE LOUISE PE 2
DELAMAR JOHN ROBERT LAW2
DELANEY CAROL J LASl
DELANEY COLLENE JAYN GRAD
DELANEY EDMUND TOBIA GRAD
DELANEY MICHAEL J LAS3
DELANEY PATRICK RAYM GRAD
URH BABCOCK 420 U
URH SAUNDERS 121 U
207 W JOHN C
608 E CHALMERS C
311 E JOHN 15 U
URH DANIELS 230 U
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
604 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH OGLESBY 929 U
409 E CHALMERS 502 C
1836 VALLEY RD C
MELVIN ILL
URH WARDALL 621 U
URH TOWNSEND 209 U
URH HOPKINS 260 C
1101 W PENN U
611 E DANIEL C
1006 W STOUGHTON U
1101 W PENN U
115 W GREEN C
302 E ARMORY C
706 S 1ST C
604 E ARMORY 430 C
1110 W SPNGFLD U
2410 E MAIN 7 U
1503 KIRBY C
URH TRELEASE 218 U
412 1/2 W CLARK C
412 1/2 W CLARK C
110 S GREGORY 3 U
URH DANIELS 116 U
207 CRYSTAL LAKE U
802 OREGON 16 U
110 1/2 S AR80R C
112 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS C
1311 BERKELY U
URH ALLEN 379 U
2085 D ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 368 C
901 S 1ST 1 C
112 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1205 U
108 S 4TH C
807 S BUSEY U
107 E CHALMERS 10 U
URH WARDALL 824 U
URH CLARK 330 C
URH CLARK 312 C
1829 VALLEY RD C
904 W ILLINOIS 1 U
505 E GREEN 304 C
URH WESTON 372 C
310 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 1205 U
URH BABCOCK 205 U
URH WESTON 212 C
URH ALLEN 125 U
URH SHERMAN 1357 C
URH SHERMAN 362 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH SHERMAN 1251 C
URH TOWNSEND 110 U
409 E CHALMERS 713 C
URH CLARK 310 C
URH N08LE 107 C
1110 STOUGHTON U
1816 VALLEY RD C
URH CLARK 209 C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
312 N EDWIN C
312 N EDWIN C
1006 S 3RD 1 C
1638 VALLEY RD U
URH WESTON 352 C
313 E JOHN C
STA A BOX 2086 C
1509 N KILER 9 C
1509 N KILER 9 C
409 E CHALMERS 501 C
1005 FRANCIS 2 C
URH SCOTT 408 C
2055 D ORCH ST U
2055 D ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 212 C
URH LAR 294 U
URH TRELEASE 1204 U
310 E CHALMERS C
1110 W NEVADA C
URH BARTON 16 C
2103 W WHITE C
URH LAR U
102 N GREGORY 6 U
1001 W WILLIAM C
1010 S 2ND C
705 W UNIVERSITY C
332-3828 369 MARION ST
332-3603 369 MARION ST
3824 WEBB ST
344-0481 2718 RAWSON ST
344-5641 45 TOMPKINS ST
206 11TH ST
175 CREST RD





1029 W IRVING PK
332-4424 115 S VINE ST
332-4054 23 LARIAT DR
332-1227 7548 W CARMEN AV
344-6755 236 W DETWEILLER
344-1840 236 W DETWEILLER
367-5694 1006 W STOUGHTON




1131 N DRYDEN AV
344-1942 302 GREENWOOD AV
367-8874 2410 E MAIN
356-6815 5914 W SCHOOL ST
332-5453 1559 PORTSMOUTH
356-4669 412 W CLARK
356-4669 412 W CLARK
344-4534 105 W SUNNYLANE





344-6584 734 N BRAEBURN
344-9560 3340 16TH ST
332-3369 503 E SPRINGFIELD
344-385 7 2085 D ORCH ST
332-0822 826 N STRATFORD RD
344-2737 206 WAGNER RD
359-3711 7885 CIRCLE DR
332-4554 5630 S THROOP
1350 N LAKE SHORE
RR 1
344-7254 1328 ST JOHNS AV
332-4476 4031 N KOSTNER AV
332-0054 3725 N MADISON RD
332-0043 N MADISON RD
1267 HARDING
344-9742 2906 N SAWYER
344-3580 RR 1
3212 N STERLING
344-9752 134 S LEWIS
RR 1
RR 1
332-1917 411 W 3RD
332-3131 2116 W CONCORD PL
332-5040 6945 35TH AV 1
332-4825 186 ARBUTUS ST
344-715 2 RR 1
332-5012 841 GALENA ST
332-3992 16825 RIVERSODE
1418-15TH AV
332-0041 917 S ALPINE RD
332-0365 4504 JACKSON BLVD
305 SHERIDAN RD
359-4362 BOX 332
332-0013 310 W ONWENTSIA RD
206 S GRAND W
359-3583 312 N EDWIN
359-3583 312 N EDWIN
BOX 584
356-7554 1638 VALLEY RD
332-2018
344-9444 915 E ROSEDALE DR
352-6901 STA A BOX 2086
356-4235 1509 N KILER 9
359-4235 1509 N KILER 9
12834 WESTGATE DR
359-3695 PAXTON AV
332-1573 604 S GEORGE ST
344-6405 2055 D ORCHARD ST
344-6405 2055 D ORCHARD ST
332-0390 921 GUERIN RD
332-3001 921 GUERIN RD
332-5741 1701 OUTER PARK DR
344-9442 627 WASHINGTON
344-0425 1 SHERWOOD DR
332-0098 1372 EARL AV
352-5534 2142 W U1TH ST
826 INDIAN RD
367-2528 3602 BLOCKER DR





































































































DELANEY RICHARD M ENG1
DELANEY WILLIAM P GRAD
DfcLANOIS RITA RAKAUS ED 4
DELAROCHE IAN A GRAD
DELARQNDE GARY LAWRE ED 4
DELAROSA MOIRA DELSA LAS4
DEICARMEN ROLANDO V GRAD
DELEY MARGO CORONA GRAD
DELFIACCO LINDA M LAS1
DELGIUDICE CARMEN JO PE 2
DELGRECO ROBERT DAVI GRAD
DELHEIMER STEVEN CRA LAS2
DELIN BARRY STEVEN LAS2
DELISE WALTER E ENG4
DELISLE MICHAEL ROY LAS2
DEL ISLE SUSAN MARGER COM4
DtLL LINDA LOUISE LAS3
DELL RONALD MARK LAS4
*OELLER RICHARD WILLI GRAD
DELLES MARK W ENG1
DELMAN ELLIOTT R LAS4
DELOACH CHARLENE P GRAD
DELOACH WILLIAM B F GRAD
DELONG JOHN R GRAD
DELORIEA WILLIAM ROB COM3
DELP JAMES EARL AGR2
DELUCA JOHN JOSEPH BUS3
DELUCA JOHN PAUL GRAD
DELUGISH BRUCE GENE GRAD
OELUTRI JOSEPH RICHA GRAD
OELVENTO DENISE M LAS2
DEMARCO MARGARET SUE LAS1
DEMARCO WILLIAM GRAD
DEMAREE OARLENE P GRAD
DEMAREST ROBERT E GRAD
DEMARIA JAMES L AVI2
DEMARIS PHILIP JAMES GRAD
*DEMARTINI JOSEPH R GRAD
DEMAS THOMAS L BUSl
DEMENT HENRY ROBERT LAS1
DEMERS GERALD A ENG1
DEMETRAKOPOULOS T H GRAD
DEMETRULIAS GEORGE C ENG3
DEMICK RICHARD J AGR1
DEMKOWICZ JOHN ENG4
DEMMERT ROBERT EDWAR ENG2
DEMMIN JULIA LAKER GRAD
DEMOS STANLEY GEORGE FAA3
DEMOSS JON WENDELL AGR4
DEMOSS JUDY KAY LAS3
DEMPSEY BARRY JO GRAD
DEMPSEY JOSEPH JOHN BUS3
DEMPSEY OWEN EUGENE LAW3
DEMPSEY PAUL N LAS1
DEMPSEY PAULINE G GRAD
DENARDO KAREN M LAS1
*DENBY ROBERT V GRAD
DENEEN FRANK GREGORY LAS4
DENENBERG JEFFREY E LAS2
DENGEL ROBERT G FAA1
DENHOLM ROBERT H JR LAS1
DENIS RORY BRUCE LAS2
DENIS SUSAN M LAS3
DENISON FRANK W III LAS3
DENISON SHARON VIRGI LAS1
DENKER BERT R LAW1
*DENLINGER DAVID LAND GRAD
DENNARD RONNIE MIKE LAS3
DENNHARDT WALTER H J ENG3
DENNING THEODORE M ENG4
DENNIS CHERYL ANN LAS3
DENNIS MARY L LAS1
DENNIS PATRICK D ENG1
DENNIS RUSSELL EUGEN GRAD
DENNIS WILLIAM M LAS3
DENNY GERALD WAYNE GRAD
DENNY PHYLLIS MAE GRAD
DENNY STEVEN K ENG1
DENNY STEVEN ROY FAA3
OENSLOW DAVID ALLEN ENG2
DENSON GILLIAN FRANC LAS4
DENTON DENNIS WILLIA LAS2
DENTON DIANE L LAS1
DENTON MEDONA BONNER GRAD
DEOBLER ERIC BRUCE LAW2
DEOBLER HELEN KELLY GRAD
DEOREO KAREN DAVIS GRAD
DEPAIVANETTO JOAQUIM GRAD
DEPAUW MARY ANNE GRAD
OEPCZENSKI DIANE MAR AGR3
DEPINTO JACQUELINE M LAS1
OEPKE KATHLEEN ELLEN ED 3
DEPORTER DENNIS A LAWl
DEPORTER GREGORY L LAW3
DEPP BONITA SOLTZ GRAD
DEPP STEVEN WADE GRAD






1106 S EUCLID 204
300 S GOODWIN 515














1107 W GREEN 136





























































609 W MAIN 1
1106 S EUCLID 101
1106 EUCLID 101
1634 VALLEY RD


















c 356-1124 3417 W PIERCE CHICAGO IL
c 5027 GERALDINE ST LOUIS MO
422 N STATE ST WESTVILLE IL
U 367-3872 303 W ILL INOIS UR8ANA ILL
C BOX 366 NEWBERG RD ROCKFORD ILL
c 344-7754 CALLE F 46 ELCNLRJ PANAMA PAN
u SILLIMAN U DUMAGUETE CTY PHIL
c 344-7625 140 BIG SPRINGS RD RIVERSIDE CAL
u 332-3157 2644 CALWAGNER AV FRANKLIN PARK IL
c 344-944 2 281 BRADDOCK DR MELROSE PARK ILL
c 332-4842 1655 N MOBILE AV CHICAGO ILL
u RR 1 CORNELL ILL
u 5034 N TROY CHICAGO ILL
u 344-7255 2713 S LOMBARD AV CICERO ILL
c 332-0908 415 DOGWOOD PARK FOREST ILL
c 332-0068 2010 PINE ST 321 DES PLAINES ILL
u 344-0136 815 N BLANCHARD WHEATON ILL
c 344-9477 1517 BELLE PLAINE PK RIDGE ILL
c 30 JUNIPER DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332-2053 1026 99TH ST NIAGARA FALLS NY
u 9643 LUELLA AV CHICAGO ILL
u 344-632 5 519 PARK AV WAUSAU WIS
u 344-632 5 1107 W GREEN URBANA ILL
c 332-1144 1563 LINCOLN AV 12 SAN RAFAEL CA
u 344-3657 8154 S NEWLANO OAKLAWN ILL
u RR 2 LANARK ILL
c 356-7936 1320 W GRAND DECATUR ILL
PRAIRE DU ROCHR IL
c 356-0378 2113 34TH AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
u 344-4601 135-18 114TH PL SOUTH OZONE PK N Y
u 332-5585 8272 N MERRILL ST NILES IL
u 332-6318 221 W 15TH PL CHICAGO HTS ILL
u 365-2882 2101 POND URBANA ILL
11 COTTONTAIL LN SULLIVAN ILL
u 367-0881 2615 GUNSMOKE OR SAN ANTONIO TX
c 12157 PRINCETON CHICAGO IL
c 356-5043 705 PARK LN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-4852 1007 S 1ST 6 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332-1241 2432 N NEVA AV CHICAGO IL
c 441 MITCHELL AV ELMHURST ILL
c 332-2121 RR 1 CLIFTON IL
c 352-8495 7090 W N KALAMAZOO MICH
c 344-9477 805 CHAMPLAIN DR CAHOKIA ILL
c RR 2 SPARTA IL
c 356-3820 2730 S KEDVALE CHICAGO 23 ILL
u 332-5257 105 HI-LUSI MOUNT PROSPECT ILL
u 608 W HARRISON DANVILLE ILL
c 745 W GARFLD BLVD CHICAGO ILL
u 344-6515 BOWEN ILL
c 344-0671 118 POLLOCK DANVILLE ILL
u 367-2048 240 S DEWEY URBANA ILL
u 365-2708 536 N BATAVIA AV BATAVIA ILL
c 332-4989 6406 S SEELEY AV CHICAGO ILL
c 536 N BATAVIA AV BATAVIA ILL
u 367-2048 240 S DEWEY URBANA ILL
u 1200 MAYFIELD AV JOLIET ILL
c 352-3818 1405 KIRBY 9 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-1894 1108 E MONROE BLOOMINGTON ILL
c 356-7835 179 INDIAN TREE DR HIGHLAND PARK ILL
c 30 RUGBY RD LAKE ZURICH IL
u 332-5296 1420 WINDSOR CR CARPENTERSVL ILL
c 344-5000 16 S STONE AV ELMSFORD N Y
c 344-9636 6736 S CHAPPEL AV CHICAGO IL
c 356-7908 1009 KEITH WAUKEGAN ILL
c 332-0156 10441 GEORGIA LN OAKLAWN ILL
c GRINNELL COLLEGE GRINNELL IA
u 2112 ORCH ST 302 URBANA ILL
c 356-7908 339 E CAMPBELL RANTOUL ILL
1516 GLEASON RANTOUL ILL
c 15714 LOOMIS AV HARVEY IL
u 332-2608 9309 WALLACE CHICAGO ILL
u 332-3632 300 E^CORRINGTON PEORIA ILL
c 332-1784 RR 2 MOMENCE ILL
c 332-4876 4400 BUFFALO RD LEWISBURG PA
u 2318 FLOSSMOOR RD FLOSSMOOR IL
67 HILLCREST OR CLINTON ILL
u 367-2533 308 W IOWA URBANA ILL
c 344-7591 RR 1 AUGUSTA ILL
u 332-4003 811 CAROLINE ST PEKIN ILL
c 332-0772 4151 WOODLAND AV WESTERN SPRS ILL
u 332-4559 520 VINCENNES AV FLORA ILL
c 332-2074 2605 SPRUCE CT ROLLING MDWS ILL
u 332-3034 1323 S MAC ARTHUR SPRINGFIELO ILL
u 367-2029 6365 CALDER RD BEAUMONT TEX
c 344-7367 RR 5 BOX 55 EAST PEORIA ILL
c 344-7367 1106 EUCLID 101 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359-4328 529 MAIN ST 19C RAVENNA OHIO
u 367-3365 822 W HILL URBANA ILL
c 352-6184 7402 RANDY RD ROCKFORD ILL
c 17 MANOR DR CLIFTON N J
u 332-3320 843 N LOMBARD OAK PARK IL
u 220 EDWARDS DANVILLE ILL
c 352-2471 503 CLYDE AV 9 CALUMET CITY IL
u 367-4828 145 11TH ST SILVIS ILL
c 352-1940 1513 KIRBY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 352-1940 1513 KIRBY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344-6934 455 ELM ST GLEN ELLYN ILL
65
DERBY JEAN PENELOPE LAS4
DERBY RANDALL CRAIG GRAD
OERITA DAVID J GRAD
DERK RICHARD GEORGE BUS4
*DERMER ANITA LAMBERT GRAD
*DERMER JOSEPH DAVID GRAD
DEROSA MARILYN T GRAD
DEROSSET WILLIAM S GRAD
DEROSSI ROSANNE L LAS1
DERRER SHIRLEY A AGR2
DERRICK VICI GALE LASl
DERRIG JOHN M JR LASl
DERRIG ROBERT G ENG1
DERUS MICHELE L LAS2
DERUSHA DONALD LEE LAS3
OERZKO ZENON I GRAD
DESCH TERESA A LAS3
DESCHAMPS FRANCOIS A GRAD
*DESHPANDE S B GRAD
DESIMONE RICHARD EDW GRAO
DESPAIN WILLIAM J GRAD
DESROSIERS A E GRAD
DESROSIERS DORIS RIT LAS2
DETAR MARVIN 3RADF0R LAS2
DETELLA ALLAN EARL AGR1
DETENTE ANTOINETTE M FAAl
DETERS ROBERT LOUIS LAS2
DETRICH JEFFREY J ENG2
DETRICK THOMAS CHARL LAS4
DETTERBECK LESTER G LAS4
DETTNER ROBERT CLYDE LAS3
OETWILER TIMOTHY L ENG3
DEUTSCH DEBORAH LAS2
DEUTSCH HELGA META GRAD
DEUTSCH JOEL A LAWl
DEUTSCH PETER W GRAD
*DEVAISHER RONALD LEE GRAD
DEVENPORT SHARON R AGRl
DEVEREAUX JOHN S LASl
DEVERELL DAVID A LASl
DEVEREUX WILLIAM CON LAS4
DEVERMAN GEORGE GARY AGR4
OEVERMAN RONALD W ENG1
DEVILLIERS JOHAN PIE GRAD
DEVIN FRED ALEXANDER BUS4
DEVINE DANIEL JAMES LAS2
DEVINE LARRY R LASl
OEVINE PAUL JOSEPH J GRAD
DEVINE RUSSELL RANDO LAS2
DEVINE WILLIAM III GRAD
DEVITT MARY L LASl
DEVORE ARCHIE LEE GRAD
DEVORE CYNTHIA L LASl
DEVORE SAMUEL ARTHUR LAS3
DEVOS JOHN EDWARD BUS4
OEVOSS JOSEPH SHERRI FAA4
DEVOUTON THOMAS G GRAD
*DEVRIES DAVID LEE GRAD
DEVRIES DAVID ROY GRAD
DEVRIES JAMES HENRY GRAD
*DEVRIES RUTH KREMER GRAD
DEVUONO JOSEPH LAS2
DEVUONO MARY LASl
DEVUONO PATRICK M LASl
DEWALT STEPHEN RALPH LAS3
DEWAN MICHAEL R LAS3
DEWAR HOWARD L LASl
*DEWAR RONALD BRUCE FAA5
DEWEERTH JAMES DAVID AGR4
DEWES LESLIE JAMES FAA3
DEWEY HOMER HOVEY LAS4
DEWEY LEO GENE ENG4
DEWHIRST JOHN TREVOR GRAD
DEWITT JERALD RAY GRAD
DEWITT ROGER M AGRl
DEWITTE ELISABETH D LASl
DEWITTE MAARTEN J LASl
DEWULF GERALD MICHAE BUSl
OEXTER ALAN GERALO GRAD
DEXTER MARSHA LYNNE BUS3
DE YOUNG JAMES ARTHUR GRAD
DEYOUNG JOEL JASON LAS4
DEYOUNG THOMAS WAYNE AGR4
DEZORT TOMMY E BUSl
DHAESE MARIE JOSE GRAD
DHUSE RICHARD L AGR3
DIAL DAVID WILLIAM LAS2
DIAMENT FAYE H LASl
DIAMOND JUDITH SUSAN FAA4
OIAMUND MARGO IRENE PE 3
OIAMOND MARTIN A GRAD
DIAMOND NANCY ALTMAN GRAD
DIAMOND ROBERT LASl
DIAZ EVELYN LOPEZ 8US4
DIAZ LUIS CARLOS GRAD
DIAZ SAMUEL ISAAC GRAO
DIBDAVID NICHOLAS E GRAO
URH BUSEY 230 U
608 W ELM U
URH TOWNSEND 183 U
309 E CLARK C
1831 D ORCH PL U
1831 D ORCH PL U
713 S 6TH 201 C
1001 S OAK C
URH LAR 187 U
910 S 3RD 705 C
URH NOBLE 318 C
1003 OREGON U
URH SNYDER 411 C
URH TAFT 310 C
1008 W NEVADA U
502 E SPNGFLD C
URH VANDOREN 310 C
1008 W STOUGHTON U
1107 W GREEN 631 U
58 E ARMORY 10 C
1101 1/2 N COLER U
305 E GREER C
URH ALLEN 185 U
1006 W NEVADA 4 U
901 S 2ND C
URH LAR 436 U
313 E ARMORY C
210 E JOHN C
221 W MAIN 2 U
410 E JOHN C
411 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 250 C
URH BARTON 226 C
901 8 MUMFORO U
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 183 U
1120 W BRADLEY C
907 W ILLINOIS U
310 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 259 C
310 E GREGORY C
204 S HARTLE U
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 109 U
1009 W PENN U
206 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 391 C
711 W CHURCH 2 C
URH SNYDER 172 C
2113 HAZWD CT 104 U
URH LAR 401 U
2017 B ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 208 C
505 E GREEN 206 C
401 E JOHN C
707 S 6TH 2 06 C
20 DUNELLEN U
2010 B ORCH ST U
19 DUNELLEN U
904 N WILLIS C
19 DUNELLEN U
JEWETT ILL
URH VANDOREN 2230 C
1004 S 4TH C
401 E DANIEL C
305 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 441 C
302 W HEALEY C
1204 STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 364 U
1008 S 4TH C
408 fc GREEN C
1007 S OAK 3 C
110* ELIOT U
URH SCOTT 292 C
207 W PENN U
207 W PENN U
URH CARR 324 U
2209 PHILO RD U




URH SNYDER 391 C
URH SHERMAN 125 C
409 E CHALMERS 713 C
804 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 473 U
910 S 3RD C
508 E CHALMERS C
601 N ELM C
1406 1/2 GRANDVIEW C
1105 S 1ST C
1107 W GREEN 329 U
604 E ARMORY 6 C
1107 W GREEN 329 U





































1831 D ORCHARD PL
32 CEDARVALE AV




























9 WATCH HILL RD
77 LEABROOK LN










824 N PRESTON ST
6157 12TH ST N
332--1661 1820 S FOLKERS AV
136 MIDDLE ST 4
332--2904 321 AUSTIN AV
344--0457 2017 B ORCH ST
332--0836 1852 BALTIMORE AV
344--0424 709 S OAK
344--1650 1020 25TH AV CT
3829 RUE FLAMBEAU
20 DUNELLEN
344--0092 2060 B ORCHARD ST
367--6993 ROUTE 1 BOX 192





344--4793 10 LATEER DR
3065 LOUISE LN
12519 FAIRVIEW
359--4202 302 W HEALEY
RR 1
332--4155 RT 1 BOX 134
344--1207 901 W NORTHCREST
2N138 VIRGINIA AV
356--6394 1106 KINGS RO
367--7264 RR 1
332--1495
367--3103 207 W PENN
367--3103 207 W PENN
332--3936 205 N WAUKEGAN RD
367--2706 2209 PHILO RD
344--7426 508 S LYNNE
RR 1
11431 S YALE AVE
RR 3
724 HALE AV
332--4629 COUST PAR CHARENTN
RR 2
RR 2
332--3403 8835 S HARPER AV
344--5000 1837 N NEVA
344--1170 813 S CUMBERLANO
352--9219 7038 E PALM LN I
3 56--8581 1406 1/2 GRANDVIEW
6559 N KEOZIE AV
344--5671 1107 W GREEN 329
344--3350 604 E ARMORY
344--5671
332--4966 CRA 43 N 50-51
DEERFIELD ILL
































































































DIBIANCO DOUGLAS ROB GRAD
DIBRELL GLENNA A AGR1
DICE STEPHEN ROBERT FAA4
OICELLO ANTHONY T GRAD
DICHRISTINA SAMUEL J GRAD
DICK OLEVA LOVELACE GRAD
DICKER SUSAN LAS3
DICKERHOOF JEAN ALIC PE 4
OICKERSON DAVID P ENG1
DICKERSON KATHY RAE LAS2
OICKERSON LONNA JO H GRAD
DICKERSON REGINALO P LAS1
DICKERSON WAYNE BEAL GRAD
DICKEY ADELINE ELINO LAS4
DICKEY ELBERT CURTIS AGR4
DICKEY LAURA MEI AGR1
DICKEY LYNN ESTELLE LAS2
DICKEY MICHAEL DENE LAS2
DICKEY SARAJANE LAS2
DICKEY STEVEN L AGR1
DICKINSON JOHN LAWSO GRAD
DICKINSON RICHARD W AGRl
DICKIRSON RITA RAE COM4
DICKLER LINDA G LAS1
DICKLER NEAL STEVEN LAS4
DICKMAN BRUCE S LAS1
DICKMAN THETA A FAA1
DICKS ORVILLE W AGRl
OICKSON DIRK LAS1
DICKSON ELMER GEORGE GRAD
OICKSON SYDNEY S GRAD
DIDECH DEAN MICHAEL LAS2
DIDERICH ROBERT A ENG3
DIDERICH RONALD OEAN ENG4
DIOIER JOHN LINK AGR2
DIDOMENICO RAMONA M LAS1
DIDOMINICK ERNEST C AGR3
DIECK JAMES BERNARD BUS3
DIECK RONALD LEE GRAD
DIECKMANN WALTER PAU GRAD
DIEDRICH LINDA MARGA LAS3
DIEHL OARLENE P LAS3
DIEHL JEFFREY ROBERT FAA2
DIEHL MARY ELIZABETH LAS2
DIEHL RANDY LEE LAS2
DIEHL RITA J LAS1
DIEHL ROBERT JOHN LAS3
DIEHL THOMAS STEWART FAA4
DIEKEN DOUGLAS HE YE PE 2
OIEKMAN CLINTON EARL LAS4
DIEKMAN KATHLEEN A LAS1
DIEL STEVEN LYNN AGR2
OIELMAN ALICE KAY LAS3
DIERBECK LEIGH J LAS1
DIERCKMAN THOMAS EDW ENG3
DIERCKS DWIGHT R GRAD
DIERKS PATRICIA ELLE AGRl
DIEROLF GARY M AGRl
DIESTELMEIER JOAN E ED 1
DIETER HAROLD KEITH ENG4
DIETER JULIAN S ENG3
DIETER LEO ALBERT BUS3
DIETER LOIS IRENE AGR2
DIETER RONALD C GRAD
DIETERICH DAVID A GRAD
DIETRICH JOHN NORMAN BUS3
DIETRICH SHARON D AGRl
DIETZ ALLEN JOHN AGR3
DIETZ DWAYNE DENNIS ENG3
DIETZ JOHN EDMUND LAS6
DIETZ MICHAEL J GRAD
DIETZLER DANIEL PATR ENG2
DIFANIS THOMAS J LAW1
DIGGLE REBECCA LAS1
DIGIACOMO KRISTINE M LAS2
DIGIULA LEONARD ENG1
DIGIOVINE ANTHONY J LAS1
OIGIROLAMO JANICE LE LAS4
DIGMAN GRETCHEN ELLE LAS3
DIGMAN MARY ELIZABET LAS2
DILBA JOHANNE LAS4
DILL CARL FRANKLIN J GRAD
DILL JAMES R LAS1
DILL PATRICK JOSEPH LAS4
DILLAVOU MICHELE L LAS3
DILLENBECK DEWITT A FAA3
DILLER MARILYN ANN FAA3
DILLEY CLYDE ALAN GRAD
DILLEY GARY L ENG1
DILLEY LARRY DALE LAS2
DILLIE DONALD KNIGHT GRAD
DILLMAN TERRY WAYNE COM4
DILLON CHARLOTTE F LAS4
DILLON CYNTHIA MARIE AGRl
DILLON JOHN EDWIN GRAD
DILLON MARY LENORE LAS4
DILLOW CHARLES FORRE LAS4
URH DANIELS 404 U
URH LAR 101 U
708 W HIGH U
1971 ORCH ST U
433 FAIRLAWN U
NEWMAN ILL
URH LAR 426 U
1207 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 232 C
407 W UNIVERSITY C
502 W MAIN 203 U
URH FORBES 391 C
502 W MAIN 203 U
1401 MAYFAIR RD C
108 S GREGORY U
1102 S 2ND 4 C
URH ALLEN 75 U
URH SNYDER 344 C
1102 S 2ND 4 C
108 S GREGORY U
104 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 446 C
802 W OREGON 32 U
910 S 3RD 806 C
105 E ARMORY C
1105 S 1ST C
805 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 482 C
URH WESTON 238 C
1803 1/2 LYNWOOD C
1803 1/2 LYNWOOD C
52 E ARMORY C
1205 W MAIN 1 U
1205 W MAIN 1 U
URH WESTON 368 C
URH TRELEASE 217 U
106 E DANIEL C
LINCOLN TRLR CT U
409 1/2 N WILLIS C
110 E JOHN 8 C
URH LAR 162 U
1205 THOMAS C
909 S 3RD 11 C
URH BLAISDELL 423 U
4 SAFFER CT U
URH ALLEN 432 U
URH BABCOCK 11 U
1112 S ARBOR C
410 E JOHN C
801 W HILL 4 C
URH LAR 324 U
SAVOY ILL
408 HESSEL C
URH GARNER 102 C
211 E DANIEL C
504 W HEALEY C
URH SAUNDERS 312 U
URH WESTON 128 C
URH ALLEN 78 U
206 N GREGORY U
1004 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 343 C
URH TAFT 306 C
203 B ELM U
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
PESOTUM ILL
URH LAR 491 U
1109 S 4TH C
6 SAFFER CT U
1102 W NEVADA U
308 E GREEN C
106 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 714 U
URH ALLEN 317 U
URH VANDOREN 303 C
URH SNYDER 436 C
604 E ARMORY 419 C
609 HARWOOD CT C
313 E JOHN C
610 W STOUGHTON 4 U
707 S 6TH C
URH DANIELS 607 U
URH SCOTT 332 C
309 S NEW C
610 W SPNGFLD C
309 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 423 U
203 E MICHIGAN U
URH TOWNSEND 252 U
URH TOWNSEND 251 U
DECATUR ILL
1301 S BUSEY U
405 S MCKINLEY C
508 E ARMORY C
1303 BRIARWOOD C
URH BLAISDELL 222 U
408 M SPNGFLD C
332--2264 1330 N 24TH ST
332--2806 515 E MAIN ST
367--3958 315 W MCDONALD AV
344--6589 1221 RURAL ST
367--3740 433 FAIRLAWN OR
BOX 374
332--2926 6151 N HAMILTON
359--1450 13020 S 82ND CT
419 N 16TH ST
356--2484 407 W UNIVERSITY
367--3335 470 YALE AV
120 W 117TH ST
367--3335 470 YALE AV
356--5983 1401 MAYFAIR RD
344--4961 RR 2
344--7229 1102 S 2ND 4
332--3266 950 N CARRINGTON
909 E ALLEN ST
344--7229 1102 S 2ND 4
344--4961 RR 2
356--1992 104 E JOHN
332--1844 RR 1
344--5784 311 N LAKEVIEW OR
344--5000 6748 N MAPLEWOOO
4601 N DRAKE
344--9770 6244 N TALMAN
344--4784 RR 1
927 S 8TH
332--1936 11124 FOREST WOODS
356--8406 1803 LYNWOOD
3 56--8406 1803 1/2 LYNWOOD
356--7715 8928 KILPATRICK
367--5581 RR 1 BOX 187
367--5581 RR 1 BOX 187
RR 1 BOX 163
332--5452 792 FOREST AV
356--7869 518 51ST AV
367--3641 313 JULIAN ST
14435 EDBROOKE
5660 N NATOMA AV
332--2942 RR 2
356--4802 120 5 THOMAS DR
614 CONSIDINE RD
332--3561 119 LEE ST
225 S CHERRY









550 E MCKAY RD
352--7787 RR 2
332--3654 3106 STILLWELL DR
322--1905 RR 1 BOX 31
2911 19TH AV
367--4738 206 N GREGORY
760 S WASHINGTON
229 W SPRING
332--0635 RR 2 BOX 464
367--8971 9S350 AERO DR








332--5246 1014 W 103RD PL
332--3192 534 E 148TH ST
332--0516 4737 W 89TH PL
332--1835 176 E 4TH ST
2419 GRAPE ST
3 59--1467 2021 N 20TH ST
344--0680 7648 W 159TH
367--0345 610 W STOUGHTON
2427 61ST AV
332--2331 701 ROCKLAND AV
332--1524 701 ROCKLAND AV
352--5318 309 S NEW
352--1255 610 W SPNGFLD
344--2307 319 W REYNOLDS
332--9623 4231 REGINA RD
367--0895 203 E MICHIGAN
332--4087 413 N MORGAN
332--40 86 413 N MORGAN
1352 W SUNSET
344--7015 300 E WEST
356--3162 405 S MCKINLEY
344--0501 8232 S THROOP ST
352--0758 1303 BRIARWOOD




































































































OILLOW LESTER E JR FAA4
DILLUW WILLARD ALLEN LAW3
DILLS STEVEN MICHAEL LAS3
OIMIT JOHN HILL JR FAA2
DIMKE WILLIAM DAVID ENG2
DIMMITT LOUIS A ENG2
DIMOND DENNIS JAMES COM4
DIMOND JOHN RAY FAA4
DIMONTE ANGELO ANTHO ENG4
DINDINGER PHILIP M ENG4
DINGLE SUSAN M LAS1
DINGLEDINE LINDA SUE LAS3
OINOLFO CHARLES JOSE LAS2
DINOVO JOHN C LAS2
DINSMORE JEFFREY PAU ENG2
DINSMORE REBECCA E PE 1
DION GEORGE PHILLIP AGR2
DIORIO THOMAS JAMES PE 2
DIOTALLEVI RICHARD J ENG4
DIPASQUO DENNIS R BUS1
DIPPEL KATHRYN SUSAN FAAI
DIPPOLD JANE E ED 1
DIRKS JOHN ALAN LAS2
DIRKS TOSIAS FRANKLI GRAD
DIRKSEN DENNIS AGR1
DISABATO DAN MICHAEL LAS3
DISABATO MICHAEL D LAS1
DISCENZA TIMOTHY R LAS4
DISHKIN SHARON MAE ED 3
DISMUKES DONNA MARIE LAS1
DISZ THOMAS E GRAD
DITCH STEPHEN B ENG2
DITRAGLIA DAVID PAUL LAS2
DITTMER ARLIS DIANE GRAD
DITTMER DENNIS F LAS3
DITTMER ELAINE SUE PE 4
DITTMER GARY LEE ENG4
DITTMER JOY ELLEN LAS2
DITTMER LARRY JUNIOR ENG4
*DITTON ROBERT BROWNI GRAD
DIVER JOSEPH W LAW1
DIX RAY MCKINLEY LAS3
DIXON CAROL KATHRYN ED 2
DIXON CRAIG ROBERT PE 1
DIXON DANIEL GRAD
*DIXON DANIEL BENJAMI GRAD
DIXON ELIZABETH RUTH LAS4
DIXON JEAN C AGR1
DIXON JESSE THOMAS PE 3
DIXON JOHN TED LAS4
DIXON LYNNE N AGR1
DIXON MICHAEL ALBERT FAA3
DIXON STEVEN LEE ENG4
DIXON WESLEY G PE 1
DIXON WILLIAM C GRAD
DIZIKES GEORGE J ENG1
DIZIKES LOUIS JAMES LAS3
DLUGO MARVIN ALAN GRAD
DOAK ROBERT FREDRICK BUS2
DOBBINS JAMES GOOOMA GRAD
DOBBRATZ JOAN CAROL GRAD
D0B8S GRADY L LAS4
DOBBS LAURA ELLEN LAS2
DOBBS LEE DON ENG4
DOBROFSKY MARK LEE BUS2
OOBROVOLNY JAMES L ENG3
DOBROWSKI ALVIN DAVI ENG4
OOBRY DIANE GWINNE GRAD
DOBRYMAN FRIEDA LAS!
DOBSON CLAIRE E AGR4
DOBSON THOMAS K AGR1
OOBYNS MABEL FALBERG GRAD
DOCHERTY JOSEPH ALAN LAS4
DOCHTERMANN LUANNE E LAS1
DOCKENDORFF MARY E ED 3
DOCKERY PENNY L LAS3
DOCKSTADER DORAN R ENG3
DOCTER KATHY KUHNER COM3
OOCTER PAULA LAS4
DOCTER TIMOTHY ERNES ENG3
OODD SHARON LEE AGR2
*DODDS BERNARD FONOA GRAD
DODOS KENNETH GORDON FAA4
DODGE ELLIOTT GUI FAA4
DODGE WILLIAM JAMES GRAD
DODSON TERRI P LAS6
OOEMELT MARTHA JOAN GRAO
DOEPKE LYNN ANN GRAD
OOERGE GEORGE W FAAI
DOGGETT BONNIE LAS3
DOHE LANCE ALLAN AGR4
DOHMAN LAWRENCE JAME LAS2
DOHREN DAVID JOHN LAS2
DOHRMANN RICHARD M LAS4
DOHRN GREGORY N ENG4
OOHRN ROBERTA M BUSI
DOI KENICHI GRAO
22 E CHALMERS C 359-3522
WOODHAVEN TRLR CT U
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
305 E JOHN C 344-9424
706 S 2ND C
2101 HAZWD 202 U
28 SALEM RD U
106 E ARMORY C
311 E GREEN C 344-9818
911 S 3RD C 344-0408
URH LAR 293 U 332-3000
URH LAR 427 U
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
STA A BOX 2393 C 352-9362
URH SNYDER 208 C 332-1674
URH ALLEN 236 U 332-3166
URH FORBES 110 C 332-0928
1111 S 1ST C 344-7496
URH TOWNSEND 374 U 332-4165
URH FORBES 246 C
URH LAR 413 U 332-2915
URH FLAGG C 332-0341
310 E JOHN C 344-9752
19 SANDALWOOD C
911 S 3RD 3 C
URH SCOTT 306 C 332-1502
URH SNYDER 441 C 332-1839
1111 S 1ST C 344-7314
902 S 2 NO C 344-6064
URH ALLEN 64 U
1106 S CAMBRIDGE C 356-9567
URH GARNER 100 C
1010 W STOUGHTON U 367-3970
FAIRBURY ILL
509 STOUGHTON 101 C
805 OHIO U 344-4784
509 E STOUGHTON C
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
401 E GREEN C 344-1616
803 S CEDAR U 367-1869
205 E HEALEY 4 C 352-0682
204 E JOHN 6 C
URH WAROALL 1106 U 332-4531
505 E CHALMERS C
404 E STOUGHTON C
808 S LINCOLN 8 U 344-4047
URH BUSEY 106 U
URH NOBLE 115 C 332-0372
801 S WALNUT U 367-3209
801 S WALNUT U 367-3209
URH NOBLE 115 C 332-0372
206 E GREEN C 356-7738
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 472 C 3 32-1622
URH OGLESBY 614 U 332-5216
1009 W PENN U
206 S GREGORY U 344-5250
606 W CHURCH C
URH WESTON 311 C 332-1988
OGDEN ILL
NORMAL ILL
705 W OREGON U 344-5452
URH ALLEN 325 U 332-3197
1317 COMMANCHE C 359-2412
URH SCOTT 276 C 332-1486
1104 S PROSPECT C 356-3446
58 E ARMORY C
909 W OREGON 312 U 344-6523
910 S 3R0 C
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
URH SNYDER 496 C
2016 G HUFF U 367-0576
106 E HEALEY 8 C 359-4245
URH TRELEASE 124 U 332-5432
URH BARTON 2 C 332-0088
URH LAR 372 U
910 S 3RD 518 C
1103 W CHURCH C 359-2751
707 S 6TH 410 C
1103 W CHURCH 4 C 359-2751
URH LAR 183 U 332-2955
106 E DODSON U 367-3806
URH BABCOCK 7 U 332-3710
307 S VAN OOREN C
708 S 1ST C 356-5240
1006 HARRINGTON C 352-7162
CHARLESTON ILL
URH DANIELS 397 U 332-2530
1010 S 2ND C
URH LAR 307 U
URH CARR 14 U 332-3852
URH GARNER 436 C 332-0869
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
606 W WASHINGTON U 344-1598
303 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 707 U 332-5594
URH DANIELS 710 U 332-2366
22 E CHALMERS
705 W JUHNSON ST











STA A BOX 2393
920 PLEASANT LN
920 PLEASANT LN









2122 W GROVE ST
2122 GROVE


















808 S LINCOLN 8
2214 E 96TH ST
1322 W BAY RD
801 S WALNUT
801 S WALNUT
1322 W BAY RD
640 S EVERGREEN
QTRS 409














3828 S MAPLE AV
600 DEWEY













RR 5 BOX 235
307 S VAN DOREN
2945 MILWAUKEE ST








1849 N 72ND ST
8139 BRYN MAWR AV




































































































DOLAN JOHN STEPHEN LAS4
DOLAN JOSEPH MICHAEL FAA1
DOLAN MARILYN IRENE BUS4
DOLAN THOMAS JAMES GRAD
*DULO CHARLES N GRAO
OOLGIN MIRIAM AVIS LAS3
DOLL FREDOLIN M ENG4
DOLL JAMES MICHAEL AGR3
DOLL STEPHEN ALAN ENG4
DOLL STEVEN JOSEPH AGRL
DOLLAR DAVID L GRAD
DOLLARD SHARON ANN LAS4
DOLLENMAIER MARTHA A LAS4
DOLLINGER MARK J LASl
DOLLINS JAMES T LAS3
DOLMETSCH ROBERT CAR GRAD
DOMAGALA RONALD F GRAD
DOMAN LINDA LEE LAS3
DOMANICO DARYLE R ENG1
DOMBCHIK STEVEN ARNO GRAD
DOMBRQW RONALD EDWIN ENG2
DOMBROWSKI NANCY S LASl
DOMBROWSKI ROBERT JO ENG4
DOMINICK STEPHEN E LAS3
DOMINO DAVID ALLEN BUS4
DOMINO KAREN IRENE FAA1
DOMINY CHARLES ELGIN GRAD
DOMKE LANCE JEFFREY ENG4
DOMORADZKI JEANNE Y LASl
DOMOTO MARK LASl
DONAGAN BARBARA LYNN GRAD
DONAHOE THERESA MARY ED 2
DONAHUE JOSEPH W LASl
DONAHUE PATR1C M BUS1
DONAHUE RICHARD J ENG3
DONALD RICARDO LASl
DONALDSON ANTHONY R ENG4
DONALOSON TERRENCE L GRAD
DONASH DIANE FRANCES LAS3
DONAT PETER M LAW1
DONAT WALTER JAMES LAS3
DONELSON CHARLES JOS BUS2
DONINGER JOHN ALBERT ENG4
DONNELL LEE R GRAD
DONNELL NICOLE P GRAD
DONNELLY JOHN J JR 8US3
DONNELLY PATRICIA F LAS4
DONNELLY PATRICK M ENG4
DONOGHUE GEORGE T 11 LAS4
DQNOGHUE JOHN L JR LAS2
DONOHO JOHN JR GRAD
DONOHO LORA H GRAD
DONOHUE WILLIAM RICH GRAD
DONOVAN ERIC B LASl
DONOVAN JAMES FRANCI LAS3
DONOVAN JANIS P LASl
DONOVAN MARY C PE 1
DONOVAN MARY C GRAD
OONOVAN MICHAEL FRAN AGR2
DONOW KENNETH R GRAD
DONSBACH MICHAEL G ENGl
DONSKY AARON PHILIP GRAD
DONSKY WENDY ARBIT GRAD
DOOB DAVID GEORGE FAA4
DOQLEN LINDA CAROL LAS4
DOOLEY RUSSELL D FAA4
DOOLING NANCY L LASl
DOORNINK DEAN GRAHAM GRAD
DOOT MARTIN CLAUDE LAS4
OOPPELT SAMUEL H LAS4
OOPPELT SHARON RENEE ED 2
DORAN BERNADETTE J LAS4
DORAN CARLENE LENORE LAS3
OORBAND SUSAN L LASl
DORDAN PATRICIA A LAS3
DORDEK HARVEY JOEL LAS2
DORETHY REX EUGENE GRAD
DORF ROZ LYNN LAS2
DORF STEPHEN M BUS1
DORFMAN MARK STANLEY GRAD
DORMAN JANET ELAINE GRAD
DORN BRUCE FARREL LAS2
DORNBERGER DORIS ANN LAS3
DORNE DAVID JEFFREY BUS4
DORNFELD RICHARD LOU ENG4
DOROTHY JOHN J LASl
DOROTHY MORTON F III LAS4
DOROZYNSKY LEO G LASl
DORSCH ROBERT R FAA1
DORSETT DAVID MERRIM ENG3
DORSETT HAROLD L GRAD
OORSEY JAMES ROBERT LAW2
DORSEY KEVIN C ENGl
DORWARD TERRE L GRAD
DOST TED WILLIAM BUS4
DOTLICH DAVID L LASl
DOTY DAVID WARREN GRAD
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH GARNER HZ C
509 E STOUGHTON C
8 SALEM U
708 S BUSEY U
107 E CHALMERS 6 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH BUSEY 807 U
1008 W OREGON U
1002 S LINCOLN U
224 DEWEY U
1006 S 3RD 2 C
313 E JOHN C
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
704 W NEVADA U
1002 W HILL C
URH BLAISDELL 315 U
URH TOWNSEND 254 U
203 N LYNN 35 C
904 W GREEN U
URH NOBLE 211 C
URH SCOTT 208 C
1007 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1203 U
URH SAUNDERS 324 U
1723 ANITA C
WILSON TRLR PK 31 U
URH ALLEN 295 U
URH SCOTT 388 C
407 ELIOT U
1207 W NEVADA U
412 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 404 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH FORBES 232 C
606 W OHIO U
URH DANIELS 726 U
313 E JOHN C
2315 S 1ST 301 C
URH SCOTT 269 C
303 E CHALMERS C
510 E HEALEY C
103 E SPNGFLD C
103 E SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 125 U
207 E JOHN C
801 W ILLINOIS U
604 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 241 C
103 S LINCOLN U
103 S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 108 U
URH SCOTT 376 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 726 U
URH TRELEASE 731 U
URH DANIELS 255 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 961 C
URH WESTON 492 C
2719 E ILLINOIS U
2719 E ILLINOIS U
1108 S 1ST C
I860 VALLEY RD C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 725 U
7 WAYSIOE U
409 E CHALMERS C
301 E ARMORY C
47 E CHALMERS C
508 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 804 C
URH LAR U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 382 U
NORMAL ILL
808 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
709 S RANDOLPH C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 472 U
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
1830 VALLEY RD C
404 W SPNGFLD C
203 N HARVEY U
203 N HARVEY U
910 S 3RD 502 C
410 E JOHN C
1007 S 1ST C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 280 C
URH CARR 217 U
URH DANIELS 379 U
311 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 730 U
411 W GREEN U
5665 W MIL SPRING
1692 FARWELL
352-1167 415 LAWRENCE AV
365-2125 8 SALEM
344-3578 708 S BUSEY




344--3532 717 W ELK
367--4602 833 E 6TH AV
355 BRIAR LN
344--9444 DYMOND RD BOX 453
22 TOWER HILL CT
4525 WOLF RD
344--6775 2104 MILLERS RD
356--0967 1002 W HILL
332--3522 7320 N KENNETH AV
525 W FISK ST
352--6959 U OF I CHEM
344--2216 1642 SCOVILLE AV
332--0389 ROUTE 1 BOX 293
332--1433 2417 PARKVIEW OR
621 JUDGE AV
332--5385 7100 N OVERHILL
332--3666 7100 N OVERHILL AV
356--0353 3300 FOX MILL RD
367--2153 31 WILSON TRLR PK
332--3339 2700 N HARDING AV
332--1561 311 N RIVER RD
367--7159
344--1459 5239 MEYER DR
945 W GRANT DR
332--1571 49 N BENTON
211 PRAIRIE
9436 S WALLACE
344--5812 201 W 6TH ST
332--2382 RR 1
344--4503 BOX 77
344--7450 1034 WOODLAND AV
332--1479 1034 WOODLAND AV
344--7809 1301 E BROADWAY
352--1816 3857 N SOUTHPORT
352--8981
352--8981 103 E SPNGFLD
332--0937 150 BENTLEY AV
356--8738 7920 SUNSET DR
344--7544 2004 CAPRI
344--1266 1905 W 186TH PL
344--1266 1427 BLACKTHORN
103 S LINCOLN
344--1570 103 S LINCOLN
367--2354 108 N BUSEY
332--1556 4820 STILLWELL AV
344--7373 2108 W CUYLER
332--4454 1036 MEADOWLARK LN
332--5617 682 N 33RD ST
332--2208 620 NORTHSIDE OR
344--5727 703 SOUTH ST
332--4956 47 NOBHILL RD
332--2119 RR 2
365--3254 2719 E ILLINOIS
365--3254 2719 E ILLINOIS
359--2011 WARREN WILSON COL
4444 S STATE
332--4453 608 N WILLOW
367--6524 7 WAYSIDE
344--6449 9604 S TRUMBULL AV
352--9506 7218 N KEDVALE
352--6110 7218 N KEDVALE
356--9691 3935 -N PINE GROVE
310 W WILLE
332--2959 5447 HARVARD TERR
BOX 247




356--3937 709 S RANDOLPH
359--4203 2103 EVELYN ST
332--4227 4652 W HOWARD
332--3663 RR 3
352--2080 1139 LEAVITT AV
359--4943 1111 S HIGHLAND AV
367--6789 BOX 502
367--5378 203 N HARVEY
38 E ROBIN LN
7347 OSCEOLA
356--0773 7 FORESTVIEW RD
7 FOREST VIEW RO
3 32--1970 RR 1
332--3898 BOX 215
332--2514 619 W COLLEGE
344--7485 5200 N PIONEER
1240 S MAPLE

































































































DUTY JENIFER HOKMAN GRAO
DUTY RICHARD A ENG1
DOUBET THOMAS L GRAD
DOUCE PATRICK JAMES LAS1
DOUD GARY R ENG3
DOUGHERTY CHERYL ANN LAS2
DOUGHTY NEAL ALLAN ENG4
DOUGLAS CATHARINE T LAS2
DOUGLAS CHARLES R ENG1
DOUGLAS CONRAD EDWAR GRAD
DOUGLAS DAVID JOSEPH LAS2
DOUGLAS DAVID L LAS4
DOUGLAS DEAN ALAN ENG3
DOUGLAS GARY RAY ENG4
DOUGLAS JANET J LAS3
DOUGLAS JOHN G GRAD
DOUGLAS MARY WATTS ED 4
DOUGLASS ADELE S GRAD
DOUGLASS EDWARD F II GRAD
DOWDING CHARLES H II GRAD
DUWDLE JOHN A LAS3
DOWELL ALISHA JANET ED 3
DOWLING NORMAN EDWIN GRAO
DOWLING RICHARD N ENG1
DUWNEN ANN IRENE LAS2
DOWNEY JAMES MERRITT GRAD
DOWNEY THOMAS JOSEPH AVI2
DOWNING GLADYS REED GRAD
DOWNING REBECCA A FAA2
DOWNING STEPHEN D ENG4
DOWNING TERRY ROBERT LAS4
DOWNING TODD RALPH ENG3
DOWNS ALLEN B BUS1
DOWNS BENJAMIN E LAS3
DOWNS KENNETH D II ENG3
DOYLE DANIEL BISSELL VM 2
DOYLE DENNIS SEAN LAS4
DOYLE EDWARD CHARLES GRAD
DOYLE ELIZABETH A T LAS3
DOYLE JOHN THOMAS GRAD
DOYLE LESLIE ANN LAS4
DOYLE MARY MARGARET LAS2
DOYLE NANCY E LASl
DOYLE PAUL R ENG2
DOYLE ROBERT MICHAEL LAS4
DOYLE RONALD WAYNE AGR3
DOYLE TERRANCE A LASl
DOYLE THOMAS E LASl
DUZIER BENJAMIN A JR ED 1
DOZIER LARRY RAYMOND ENG4
DOZORYST NICHOLAS II LAW3
DRACHMAN CHRISTINA L FAA4
CRACHMAN DAVID A LASl
DRACKLEY JANICE C GRAD
DRAGER LOIS JEAN ED 4
DRAGISIC NICK PETER LAS2
DRAGO JOHN L LASl
DRAGO JOSEPH P LASl
DRAGUS JOHN NICHOLAS ENG4
DRAINE PAULARIE LASl
DRAKE BRADLEY KENT ENG3
DRAKE CALEB JOSEPH LAS2
DRAKE JUSTIN RIGGS BUS4
DRAKE MARGARET RUTH AGR1
DRAKE MICHAEL WILLIA LAS3
ORAKE STEPHANIE SUE LAS2
DRAKE SUSAN ELLY GRAD
DRANTZ VERONICA ELLE GRAD
DRAP ALBERT JOSEPH J FAA2
DRAPER JANICE ANNE LAS4
DRASSLER STEPHEN J BUS1
DRAUDE JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
DRAUGHN DOROTHY NELL LAS3
DRAYTON JANET A LASl
DRAYTON JOHN ROBERT FAA3
DRAYTON PATRICK ALAN LAS3
DRAZAN KAREN JOYCE ED 4
DRAZNER FREDRICK H VM 1
DRAZNIN ANNE L LAW1
DRAZNIN LOREN A LAS3
DRELL MARTIN JAY LAS3
DRELL SUSAN W PE 1
DRELLER ALETTA E GRAD
ORELLER GERALD GRAD
DRESDNER RANDY STEVE LAS2
DRESHAR KAREN L LASl
DREW NANCY ANN LAS3
DREW ROBERT N ED 3
DREW SHERRY KAY LAS4
DREW STEPHEN WALKER GRAD
OREW TODD S LASl
DREYFUS IDA RUTH LASl
DRICKAMER MAE E M LAS5
DRIEDGER ARNO GRAD
DRIES ALLEN GUSTAV GRAD































305 E JOHN C
509 S 5TH 9 C
502 E STOUGHTON 2W C
URH TOWNSEND 583 U
307 S WRIGHT C
URH BA6C0CK 417 U
506 W MICHIGAN U
313 E CLARK U
310 W EUREKA C
THOMASBORO ILL
1102 SPNGFLD U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 211 C
311 E GREEN 304 C
STA A BOX 2025 C
URH WESTON 414 C
604 E ARMORY 206 C
809 W PENN U
URH GARNER 400 C
ROUTE 45 N U
302 W WHITE C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 402 U
URH TRELEASE 914 U
URH LAR 492 U
URH OGLESBY 228 U
URH WESTON 286 C
604 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
URH BUSEY 256 U
URH TOWNSEND 548 U
103 E ARMORY C
706 S 2ND C
907 W ILLINOIS U
1101 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 283 U
507 W ILLINOIS U
204 W JOHN C
URH WESTON 209 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 296 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH TAFT 224 C
URH LAR 388 U
1004 S 3RD C
505 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 418 U
1503 KIRBY 7 C
URH SHERMAN 427 C
306 N MATHEWS 1 U
301 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 14 C
504 W BEARDSLEY C
504 W BEARDSLEY C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 631 U
URH VANDOREN 323 C
1010 E COLORADO 2 U
URH ALLEN 423 U
607 E WASHINGTON U
URH OGLESBY 1208 U
URH CLARK 204 C
405 W WASHINGTON U
2021 C ORCH ST U
1715 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 346 C































RR 1 BOX 13
RR 1






















1924 D ORCH ST




77 E 155TH ST
77 E 155TH ST
332--4302 706 PARK AV
352--2302 307 S WRIGHT
332--3434 1125 S WISCONSON
BOX 337
352--5904 313 E CLARK
359--4317 310 W EUREKA
600 EMERSON AV
344--1904 13059 BALTIMORE
344--3616 3601 W 116TH ST
344--3616 1430 HOOD AV
332--0389 890 W CHICAGO ST
828 N KASPAR AV
356--8110 STA A BOX 2025
332--2062 RR 1 BOX 171
344--1266 333 S EAST AV 211
344--4069
4927 FAIRMOUNT AV
359--4300 9356 S DAMEN AV
344-
-3616 825 N PATTON AV
332--3810 825 N PATTON AV
3 32--5661 120 W DOUGLAS ST
332--3068
332--5109 759 SWAIN
332--1972 1803 ELMWOOD OR
1088 RHINELANDER
344--3780 6030 ST LOUIS
332--2626 8313 S WABASH AV




344--9469 115 W HINES AV
3 32--3330 320 E HIGH ST
2911 24TH AV
352--9444 204 W JOHN
332--1914 225 S HOBSON ST
365--2614 1110 W STOUGHTON
332--1981 171 N GRAND
819 WISNER DR
332--0627 5326 S STATE 608
332--3031 337 MARY LN
356--3883 337 MARY LN
12 PENROSE DR
62 PINE AV
359--4440 105 E ARMORY
332--4732 752 S SPAULDING AV
908 BLENHEIM DR
356--9507 311 ELLSWORTH ST
332--0402 3016 WILMETTE AV
359--4274 504 W BEARDSLEY
359--4274 504 W BEARDSLEY
344--5000 6042 N CENTRAL PK
332--5587 6843 W ARMITAGE AV
332--0532 1916 N 6TH ST
367--3436 1237 PERRYSVILLE
332--3233 703 SEWARD ST
367--1613 607 E WASHINGTON
332--5390 62 MADISON ST
332--0009 7246 S COLES AV
344--5525 405 W WASHINGTON
344--5244 2021 C ORCHARD ST
359--3640 1715 VALLEY RD
3 32--1534 RR 1 BOX 178A



































































































DRIVER ROSALIND POPE GRAD
DROLEN RANDALL B LAS2
DROLET DOROTHY J LAS1
DROLET JOSEPH JAMES LAW3
DRONE FRfcO J ENG2
DRONE GARY CHARLES ED 4
DROP EILEEN SHARON LAS4
DROST DEBORAH A PE 1
DROWER STEVEN DAVID LAS4
OROZD MYROSLAWA LAS1
ORUE ABBY J GRAD
DRUKER PENNY L FAA2
DRUMHELLER RONALD LE LAW3
DRUMMINGS HARRIET BUS1
DRUMMOND FRED HENRY LAS2
DRUMMOND JAMES EVERE LAS4
DRUMMOND JAMES LAHRE ENG4
DRUMMOND NANCY GEORG EO 3
DRYSCH MARY ANN ED 2
DRYSDALE LINDA W LAS4
DRYSDALE RICHARD ALL BUS4
DRYSDALE WILLIAM H GRAD
DUBACH ELLEN JANE GRAD
DUBBS JUDITH CANDICE FAA1
DUBE JANA LAS4
DUBE VISHWA NATH GRAD
DUBERCHIN GAIL LAURA LAS2
DUBEY BHAGWATI P GRAD
DU8EY DENNIS R LASl
OUBEY SHAMBHU NATH GRAD
DUBEY STEPHEN ARTHUR BUS4
DUBICKAS GENOVAITE V LAS4
DUBIN BARBARA H GRAD
DUB IN DONNA SUSAN LAS4
DUBIN MAURY HOWARD LAS3
DUBOIS FREDERICK L GRAD
DUBOIS GASTON GRAD
DUBOIS JEANNE MARIE FAA3
OUBOSE CHARLES R ENG1
DUBREE THOMAS E ENGl
DUBROVICH MICHAEL A BUS4
DUBROW VICKI D FAA1
DUBS KATHLEEN ELLEN LAS4
DUBSON RONALD STEPHE LAS2
DUCAR ROBERT JAMES GRAD
DUCASSE EDGAR GEORGE GRAD
DUCEY ROCH ANTHONY FAA2
DUCHAMP THOMAS EUGEN LAS4
OUCHETTE EDWIN SCOTT AGR2
DUCHON METHOD A LAS2
OUCKETT TOBY HAUT ENG4
DUCKLES LEE ALAN FAA3
OUCKROW EDWARD LEE LAS3
DUCLOS TERRY WILLIAM LAS4
DUCOFF SANDRA ANN FAA2
DUDA ANTHONY GEORGE LAW3
DUDASH MICHAEL J ENGl
DUDEK DAVID FRANCIS ENG6
DUDEK VIRGINIA MARY LAS5
DUDKA LEONARD THOMAS GRAD
DUDLEY RUTH H GRAD
DUDLEY SHARON ANN LAS3
DUDMAN THOMAS EDWARD LAS2
DUDYCHA ALAN R AGR1
DUECKER DAVID F ENGl
DUELLO MARY BETH LAS2
DUENOW LARRY A ENGl
DUERINGER RICHARD L AGR4
DUERINGER WILLIAM J LAW1
DUFELMEIER JAMES L PE 1
DUFF DAVID POTTER' LAS4
DUFF MARY BLAKE 7
DUFFEY GEORGE LAWREN PE 3
DUFFY EILEEN L PE 1
DUFFY JOYCE ANNE LAS4
DUFFY PATRICK A GRAD
DUFFY PHILIP JEROME AGR3
DUFFY REID JOHN GRAD
DUFFY RUTH ANN ED 4
DUFFY THOMAS JOSEPH ENG4
DUFFY THOMAS MICHAEL GRAD
DUGAN MICHAEL C LAS4
DUGUID JOHN R LASl
DUIS LINDA LEE GRAD
DUIS ROBERT GENE AGR3
DUITSMAN DORIS ANN FAA4
DUITSMAN MARK W FAA1
OUKE LESLIE J LAS2
DUKE SIDNEY WALTER LAS2
DUKER GREGORY JAMES FAA1
DUKES JACK RICHARD GRAO
OULANEY DAVID JOHN FAA4
OULGAR KAREN BACY AGR4
DULKIN LINDA SUE LAS4
DULYS NANCY CAROL LAS4
DUMERER JAMES EDWARD LAW3
DUMERER LORRAINE F LAS4
1107 W GREEN 421 U
305 E JOHN C
URH LAR 435 U
505 BASH CT C
412 E GREEN 8 U
WILSON TRLR PK 15 U
710 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 297 U
2020 N MATTIS C
URH SAUNDERS 317 U
107 N BUSEY 3 U
URH ALLEN 404 U
5 WESTWOOO PL U
URH ALLEN U
313 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 210 C
508 E WHITE 8 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
2105 WHITE 172 C
1606 JEANNE C
2105 WHITE 172 C
111 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 328 U
313 E JOHN C
HORT FIELD LAB 102 U
URH TRELEASE 711 U
TURNER HALL 307 U
URH WESTON 338 C
1107 W GREEN 528 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 803 U
216 E GREGORY C
902 S 2ND C
908 S 1ST C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 1259 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 428 C
URH OGLESBY 619 U
208 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 491 U
STA A BOX 2446 C
URH GARNER 419 C
URH DANIELS 728 U
505 E GREEN 212 C
1212 W CLARK U
203 N HARVEY U
604 £ ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
904 W GREEN 626 U
1008 W NEVADA U
BLUE ISLAND ILL
708 W HIGH U
URH BARTON 113 C
1111 JOANNE LN C
URH FORBES 421 C
URH DANIELS U
506 E SPNGFLD C
2061 A ORCH ST U
1006 S ORCH U
URH EVANS 340 U
URH OGLESBY 1017 U
912 S 2ND C
URH BABCOCK 226 U
URH LAR 131 U
912 S 2ND C
801 W NEVADA U
907 E WATER U
URH HOPKINS 275 C
STA A BOX 2462 C
WATSEKA ILL
313 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 322 C
URH WARDALL 1220 U
502 W MAIN 320 U
URH SCOTT 208 C
107 E CHALMERS 1 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1109 W MAIN I U
2025 ORCH ST U
URH CARR 113 U
401 E JOHN C
1729 VALLEY RD C
904 W GREEN U
307 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 239 C
PARK FOREST ILL
1009 CALIFORNIA U
1108 S 1ST C
401 W MICHIGAN U
428 FAIRLAWN U
409 E CHALMERS C
902 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL
411 W COLUMBIA C
411 W COLUMBIA C
344-
-3268 1107 W GREEN 421
200 QUEENS LN
332--2933 709 W ROCKWELL ST





356--7350 2344 E 83RD ST
332--3659 727 N HOYNE AV
367--9949 244 FAIRVIEW RD
137 JOANNE LN
367--3127 166 CHESTNUT ST
213-26 NASHVILLE
344--9766 632 BLAKELEY ST
332--1915 9739 TULLEY AV
1639 CASS RD
344--4205 834 WOODLAND DR
344--0571 110 S ASHLAND AV
352--1600 2105 WHITE 172
356--8531 1606 JEANNE ST
352--1600 909 E CORRINGTON
352--4779 7927 MERRILL AV
332--5493 2329 WINNETKA CT
344--4677 812 CLINTON
109 E HEALEY
332--5598 1355 FERNDALE AV
333--3429 705 W CALIFORNIA
332--2009 7710 N MARSHFIELD
1107 W GREEN
356--3684 7710 N MARSHFIELD
332--4456 1707 N PARK DR
344--7305 1816 E HELEN ST
344--6866 7100 N WASHTENAW
4800 CHICAGO BRACH






332--3415 2527 W LUNT
524 ENGLEWOOD AV
332--0858 39 HARMON DR
332--2384 10208 S OAKLEY AV
1002 DUNCAN AV
367--7964 1212 W CLARK
367--5378 PO BOX 20 7
344--5786 RR 1
344--3005 6512 INVERNESS DR
344--2266 16 N KENSINGTON
344--9710 51 EUCALYPTUS PATH
12218 ANN ST
12537 MCVICKER
332--0119 1516 W CHARLES
359--3515 3229 N NEWCASTLE
332--1101 819 E WATER
332--2325 1608 3RD ST
9417 S 54TH AV
344--0206 140 FERRINI 16
1621 WILSON AV
332--2755
332--5338 RR 2 BOX 208
600 S 10TH AV
332--3772 BOX 46
332--2831 653 ELMGATE DR




344--7916 1023 S AUSTIN
320 E MULBERRY
344--7787 15W726 LEXINGTON
332--0309 121 S HARVEY
332--456 8 11427 S LOTHAIR
367--9527 3822 MISSION VIEW
332--1433 RR 1
1101 SARANAC LN
344--4205 537 MILLER DR
367--2063 2250 ALTA VISTA DR
344--1846 2025 A ORCHARD ST
332--3865 1177 TAYLOR AV
344-









RR 1 BOX 36





334 E 2ND AV







































































































OUMICH DONALD N ENG1
OUMSER MARGARET ANN FAA3
*DUNATOV ELAINE TISCH LAS3
OUNAWAY LAUREN EDWIN VH 4
DUNBAR GEORGE DOUGLA BUS4
DUNBAR GLEN BERRY BUS3
DUNBAR RANOY A GRAD
DUNCAN BRENDA JO LAS2
DUNCAN DANIEL MARTIN GRAD
DUNCAN JANICE KAY ED 4
DUNCAN JEFFREY LEE LAS4
DUNCAN MARGARET L S GRAD
DUNCAN SANDRA JEAN FAA4
DUNCAN TODD HAMMOND LAS4
DUNCAN WILLIAM K AGR2
DUNDORE MARCIA GALE FAA2
DUNGAN GERALD GRAD
DUNHAM BRADLEY WARRE LAW3
DUNHAM WAYNE C LAS3
DUNKEL WILLIAM WATTS ENG4
DUNKELD COLIN GEORGE GRAD
DUNKER LINDA S LAS3
DUNKER ROBERT E AGR1
DUNKER WILLIAM A LAS3
*DUNLAP MICHAEL RAY BUS4
DUNLAP MYRTLE ED 1
DUNLAP ROBIN A LAS1
DUNLAP THOMAS DONALD ENG3
DUNLAP WILLIAM HOWAR GRAD
DUNLOP BURTON DAVID GRAD
DUNLOP GARY ROBERT FAA4
DUNLOP PHILIP A LAS3
*DUNN DORIS MCDANIEL GRAD
DUNN GAYE L PE 1
DUNN JANIS ARLENE LAS2
DUNN JOHN RICHARD LAS2
*DUNN KATHLEEN M GRAD
DUNN LAWRENCE ARTHUR GRAD
DUNN PHOEBE E LAS1
DUNN RICHARD EDWARD GRAD
DUNN ROBERT M GRAD
DUNN STEVEN JOE BUS4
DUNN TERRY L LAS1
DUNN THOMAS JOSEPH J VM 2
DUNN TOM B ENG1
DUNNAN MELISSA JO PE 3
DUNNE EDWARD J GRAD
DUNNE JOHN DANIEL BUS4
DUNNE KATHLEEN T LAS1
DUNNING DAVID M GRAD
DUNNING THOMAS B GRAD
DUNNINGTON FRANCIS A FAA4
DUNPHY DENNIS JOHN AGR4
DUNSETH MAX ALLEN AGR2
DUNTEMAN PAUL L LAS2
DUNTON DENNIS D GRAD
DUNWOODY JOHN E GRAD
DUPONT JOHN R BUS1
DUPREE DOROTHY JEANN FAA4
DUPREE ELAINE P GRAD
DUPREE MARJORIE J GRAD
DUPUIS ROGER ALAN VM 2
DUPUIS RUSSELL DEAN ENG4
DUPUIS WILLIAM T LAS1
DURAN PAMELA RAE BUS1
OURANT REBECCA LAS3
DURBIN ELLEN JANE LAS2
DURBIN FRANCES I LAS2
DURBIN PATRICK LYNN GRAD
DURCHHOLZ DALE L AGR3
DURFEE DANA DOLORES AGR4
DURFEY DALE LAWRENCE ENG2
DURHAM DANNY ROSCOE ENG1
DURHAM GARY LEE ENG4
DURHAM LEONARD D FAA1
DURINSKI ARTHUR R FAA4
DURKEE THOMAS EDWARD LAS2
DURKIN JOHN FRANCIS LAS2
DURKIN LAUREL ANNE FAA4
DURKIN TERRENCE R GRAD
OURKIN WILLIAM THOMA BUS4
DURLACHER STEPHEN LO GRAD
DURLEY CHERYL ANNE LAS2
DURMENT NORMAN D LASi
DURON LILIA LAS3
DURRENBERGER E PAUL GRAD
DURRENBERGER WILLIAM LAS2
DURRER WILLIAM G LAS3
DURRETT RUSSEL DUANE GRAD
OURTSCHI WILLIAM GEO ENG3
DURWARD BRUCt S ENG1
DURYEA SYBILLA L GRAD
DUSEK DENNIS ANDREW LAS2
DUSEK JEROME BODAWAL GRAO
OUSSAULT THOMAS LEE BUS2
DUST MAUREEN LAS4
DUTCH WILLIAM A LASI
URH BABCGCK 412 U
URH VANDOREN 211 C
207 EDGE8R00K C
1409 HONEYSUCKLE C
905 S MATTIS 4 C
203 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
313 E JOHN 5 C
2114 ORCH ST 302 U
URH LUNOGREN 23 C
409 E CHALMERS 712 C
1201 1/2 N BUSEY U
505 S 4TH C
607 W ELM U
URH HOPKINS 367 C
URH TRELEASE 807 U
URH DANIELS 429 U
2206 SOUTHWOOD C
1110 S ARBOR 204 C
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
414 W ELLS C
URH BLAISDELL 119 U
URH HOPKINS 493 C
706 S 3R0 U
808 W ILLINOIS 6 U
URH TRELEASE 1128 U
URH ALLEN 38 U
URH TOWNSEND 480 U
1930 B ORCH ST U
508 W GREEN C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 249 U
1713 CRESCENT C
1404 ADAMS U
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 421 U
1519 W GREEN C
312 AVONDALE C
URH TRELEASE 731 U
1519 W GREEN C
806 W WILLIAM C
403 BRIAR LN 203 C
911 S 4TH C
107 1/2 E JOHN 304 C
URH WESTON 492 C
611 E DANIEL C
801 S MATTIS 1 C
1513 KIRBY 5 C
URH VANDOREN 21 C
406 E MAIN 1 U
RANTOUL ILL
1109 S ARBOR 1 C
1002 W OREGON U
809 W PENN U
URH GARNER 238 C
101 W PARK 104 U
URH DANIELS 112 U
URH OGLESBY 331 U
508 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
DANVILLE ILL
1111 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 169 U
URH TOWNSEND 450 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1115 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH CLARK 214 C
URH LAR 377 U
706 S 1ST 304 C
502 E SPNGFLD 203 C
URH TAFT 226 C
1004 W NEVADA U
30 LEICHNER C
806 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 394 C
307 E HEALEY 5 C
URH GARNER 112 C
URH SCOTT 304 C
409 E CHALMERS 808 C
2508 HATHAWAY C
406 E SPNGFLD C
107 E CHALMERS 1 C
URH TRELEASE 625 U
URH TOWNSEND 405 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
207 W HEALEY C
604 E ARMORY 212 C
1103 S BUSEY U
2005 E MICHIGAN U
URH HOPKINS 456 C
URH HOPKINS 468 C
404 E GREEN 103 U
501 E DANIEL C
205 E HEALEY 6 C
212 E CHALMERS 6 C
409 E CHALMERS 130 C
URH SNYDER 278 C
332--3820 230 N WESTERN AV
332--0502 1145 GORDON
3 59--4294 207 EDGEBROOK
356--4093 1409 HONEYSUCKLE
352--8844 DEWEY ST
344--5229 1204 S PARK ST
222 S STATE
344--7917 432 RUSSELL RD
344--7702 RR 1 BOX 258
200 MACK ST
38 GREEN OAK OR
367--3596 BOX 244
356--3108 505 S 4TH
367--1055 655 DUANE ST
3002 E STATE ST
332--5624 4857 BROOKVIEW
332--2289 387 LAKELAWN BLVO
352--3326 4619 8TH AV
344--7392 1110 S ARBOR 204
1623 S 8TH ST
356--9209 414 W ELLS
332--3466 RR
332--1393
2645 W 107TH ST
344--7416 917 LYNN DR
332--5734 1604 SHEFFIELD RD
332--3109 917 LYNN
332--4235 5115 WOODLAND AV
344--4828 1930 B ORCHARD ST
352--1703 13 BROWNS CT
1644 S 61ST CT




332--4194 2216 E LAWRENCE AV
356--9401 1519 W GREEN
352--0820 77 FAIRGROUND HTS
332--5617 1170 E COURT ST
356--9401 1908 S 4TH ST
359--1041 522 LOWELL DR
356--1469 403 BRIAR LN 203
6 PRESIDENT WAY
356--2866 107 1/2 E JOHN
332--2119 1339 DELTA AV
344--1840 342 W CENTER ST
359--1546 801 S MATTIS 1
10021 S CALIFORNIA
332--0464 1016 N ILLINOIS AV
367--2808 3348 ANDRITA 5
780 W MONTEREY
BOX 132
344--4714 816 N WORTH
344--4069
332--0730 1908 56TH ST
367--2924 482 S ALFRED AV
332--5142 362 E ST CHARLES




















RR 2 BOX 108
RR 2 BOX 108
1 S 465 LEWIS AV
122 ROSEWOOD LN
1115 HOLIDAY PARK
1108 E GLEN AV
RR 1
110 ST LEO DR
RR 1











165 W ELMWOOO DR
733 CENTRAL AV
402 N AUSTIN
5218 BRAE BURN DR
R I ARSENAL QTRS I
304 UNION ST
4 SHIRLEN DR
231 W MAPLE ST
213 GOODRICH ST
319 S TREMONT






































































































DUTHIE JAMES HUNTER GRAD
DUTRO GARY MICHAEL FAA4
OUTT VIKRAM GRAD
DUTTON STEPHEN H LAS2
DUVAL MICHAEL B LAS1
DUVAL MICHAEL CLAIBO LAS3
DUVAL WILLIAM J GRAD
DUVALL DAVEE A LASl
DUVALL WAYNE CHARLES LAS2
DUY GREGORY WILLIAM LAS4
DUZYNSKI SUSAN M LASl
DVORAK DARROW M ENG3
DVORAK DAVID A LAW1
DVORAK DAVIO VERNON COM4
DVORAK LINDA MAYE LAS2
DWORKIN ROBERT ALLEN LAS4
DWORKIN STEVEN N GRAD
DWYER JAMES FRANCIS AGR3
DWYER JAMES W ENG1
DWYER MARY GRAD
DWYER SHAUN P ENG2
DWYER SUE M FAAl
*DY RUTH CHEN GRAD
DYAL JAMES ALLAN GRAD
DYAR JANICE M FAAl
DYBA FRED COM3
DYE GREGORY D BUS3
DYER ERIC LEE LAS3
DYER JOHN R BUS3
DYER LEROY WILLIAM AGR2
DYER LYNOELL E BUS1
DYKINS MICHELE D LASl
DYKSTRA GREGORY LEE PE 3
DYKSTRA LARRY R ENG1
DYKSTRA ROGER EVERET ENG2
DYRENFORTH ROBERT H GRAD
DYSERT TERRY GENE ENG2
DYSON JANICE ELAINE LAS3
DYSON ROBERT L GRAD
DYSTRUP ANOREW C LAW2
DZIACHAN DAVID A GRAD
OZIEDZIC JANET MILDR LAS2
DZIELAK GEORGE STANL LAW2
DZIEN WALTER PAUL VM 2
DZURAK JOHN F JR GRAD
EADIE ROSALYN K ED 1
EAGAN CHERYL J LASl
EAGAN ROBERT JOHN GRAD
EAGLE CYNTHIA PE 4
EAKIN JUDITH ANN GRAD
EAKLE JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
EALEY PETER JOHN GRAD
EALY THOMAS J BUSl
EARDLEY VERNON JOHN GRAD
EARHART STEPHEN P BUS3
EARL RONALD K LASl
EARLEY DAVID EUGENE AGR3
EARLEY RHODA FAYE LAS4
EARLEYWINE MARY JO LAS2
EARLL THOMAS G AVI1
EARLY JOHN F LAW1
EARLY NORMAN S JR LAW2
EARNEST KEITH IRVIN GRAD
EARNEST MARGIE RUTH GRAD
EASLER DEAN EDWARD ENG2
EASLEY GLORIA A LASl
EASLEY TRUDY A LASl
EASON KAREN L LASl
EASTERBROOK GALE ELL PE 4
EASTERBROOK NANCY K PE 2
EASTES WALTER LAWSON GRAD
EASTIN LINDA DIANNE LAS2
EASTLAND NICHOLAS L COM4
EASTMAN PHILLIP M GRAD
EASTON CARL LEROY ENG2
EATMAN PAULA MAVIS LASl
EATON DENNIS HAMMOND GRAD
EATON FREDERICK GEOR COM3
EATON JAMES E GRAD
EATON KATHRYN ANN AGR3
EATON NANCY UDELL LASl
EATON WILLIAM LEE LAS4
EBEL RALPH ALBERT GRAD
EBELING FREDERICK J FAA4
EBENS SHARON K LASl
EBERHARD CHARLES ARN ENG4
EBERHARD DENNIS J GRAD
EBERHARDT ARTHUR CUR GRAD
EBERHARDT LUAN JOYCE AGR2
EBERHARDT MARY P ED 1
EBERLE WILLIAM M GRAD
EBERSOLE GARY L ENG1
EBERSPACHER EDWARD C LAS2
EBERT JAMES A ENGl
EBERT ROGER RAY AGR3
EBERT RONALD NELSON ENG4


















311 E GREEN 301
1007 S 2ND
URH VANDQREN 314
907 S 3RD 28
306 W NEVADA


































1106 M STOUGHTON i
611 E DANIEL













1011 S 1ST 3

















910 S 3RD 1102
313 E CHALMERS
1614 W WILLIAM
910 S 3RD 409
URH WARDALL 817
505 E GREEN 324






























































































1916 W CLARKE AV
10 PICTON RO
28229 BAYBERRY
6741 W 88TH PL
388 MONTCLAIR AV
8735 PORTLAND AV S
13661 S WALLACE ST
405 E CENTER ST
101 GLENCOE DR








8406 S CRANDON AV
277 E 239TH ST
7301 IRIS AV
210 E JEFFERSON ST
1206 W STOUGHTON
156 GLENWOOD AV
404 W MILL ST
112 W ST JAMES ST





2S 254 CENTER ST
1907 SPRINGBROOK
1907 SPRINGBROOK





307 E UTH ST
502 N BROAD
















103 CLARK CT MARQ
RR 1
21W282 WALNUT RD
PKHL MBL ESTS 258
101 RITTENHOUSE ST
5718 MANDEVILLE
% D L BERGEY
10054 S RHODES




600 E FRENCH BROAD
RR 3
1460 .25TH AV
ROUTE~ 1 BOX 16
2801 BIRCHWOOD







1338 W COLUMBIA CT
720 WOODLAND DR
RR 3 BOX 214

































































































































EBLER JAMES ROBERT LAS3
*EBLING JOHN CLEMETT LAS2
EBNER JERRY LAS1
EBNER PETER PE 4
EBRAHIMI BAHRAM ENG4
EBREY JOHN A VM I
EBY JUDY W ED 4
EBY RICHARD REIST 8US4
ECHELES SANDRA MARIL COM3
ECHERD LINDA LEE PE 3
ECHEVERRIAGOMEZ A GRAD
ECK MARGARET C LAS4
ECKARD BONNIE JEAN FAA2
ECKAUS LANI M ED 1
ECKE GARY J ENG1
ECKEL ALLAN D GRAD
ECKELMAN LARRY DEAN GRAD
ECKERING MARK A GRAO
ECKERLING JANET h GRAD
ECKERLING SALLY ELLE ED 2
ECKERS LARRY ALAN LAS3
ECKERT HOWARD JOSEPH GRAD
ECKERT JAMES ALVIN LAW3
ECKERT JUDITH H FAA4
*ECKERT MARY ELVIN GRAD
ECKHARDT LINDA LARUE LAS2
ECKHOUSE EILEEN SHIR LAS1
ECKMAN THOMAS JOHN ENG4
ECKSTEIN JAMES N GRAD
ED CAVID DEAN LAS2
EDDINGS NANCY L AGR1
EDDINGS PHILLIP ARNO LAS4
EDDLEMAN DIANA E PE 2
EDDLEMAN JAMES HARVE LAS4
EDDY CHARLES V ENG1
EDELHEIT ELLEN B LASl
EDELHEIT LEWIS SELIG GRAD
EDELHEIT SUSAN H GRAD
EDELMAN LINDA S ED 1
EDELMAN RUTH LYNN LAS3
EDELMAN SHEILA HELEN FAA4
EDELSON RICHARD I LAS4
EDELSOM STEVEN D BUS1
EOELSTEIN LENORE B LASl
EDEN CRAIG L ENG1
EDEN DAVID J BUS3
EDEN KEITH EUGENE ENG2
EOENSON GAIL JANET ED 4
EDGAR JAMES ROBERT GRAD
EDGAR JANICE ANN FAA4
EDGINGTON JOHN MARIO AGR4
EDINGER ALLEN WAYNE PE 3
EDISON PRESTON E LASl
EDMISON JANET ELIZAB ED 4
EDMISTON WILMA E GRAD
EDMONDSON JOHN BYRON GRAD
EDMONSON ROGER ALAN LAS4
EDMUND MARIE L LASl
EDSTRQM CARL ALFRED GRAD
EDWARDS ANN STRANG LAS2
EDWARDS BARBARA LEE LAS3
EDWARDS CAROL SUE AGR3
EDWARDS CYNTHIA ANN ED 3
EDWARDS DAVID EDGAR GRAD
EDWARDS DAVID LEE ENG4
EDWARDS DENNIS M GRAD
EDWARDS DIANE LYNN FAA5
EDWARDS JAMES FREDER LAS4
EDWARDS JANET L LASl
EDWARDS JESSIE MURLE ED 4
EDWARDS JOANNA LAS2
EDWARDS JOHN FRANCIS ENG2
EDWARDS JOHN M ED 3
EDWARDS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
EDWARDS JON JEFFREY ENG4
EDWARDS LARRY W LAS3
EDWARDS MARY B GRAD
EOWARDS MARY C GRAD
EDWARDS MICHAEL GEOR FAA4
EDWARDS PAMELA ARLIN GRAD
EDWARDS RALPH THOMAS GRAD
EDWARDS RANDA JEAN LAS3
EDWARDS ROBERT W BUS1
EDWARDS ROGER EARL AGR3
EDWARDS SANDRA B GRAD
EDWARDS SCOTT O GRAD
EOWARDS WILLIAM F ENG4
EDWARDS WILLIAM HENR FAA4
EDWARDS WILLIAM R GRAD
EOWARDS WILLIAM S ENG4
EEN ANOREA R FAA4
EERTMOED ELIZABETH G LAS4
EERTMOED GARY EUGENE GRAD
EFFLAND NANCY LOUISE LAS2
EFFLANOT ALAN LLOYO PE 3
EFFORT EDMUND DENORD ENG1
EFT JUDITH GAIL LAS2
508 E WHITE 1
901 S 1ST 24
URH 06LESBY 904
2315 S 1ST 302

















2004 D ORCH ST
501 S WILLIS
611 S EDWIN
















































































c 344--9644 404 E OVERTON
C 215 7TH ST 6
U 332--5296 6319 N TROY ST
c 344--7141 7715 W BERWYN AV
c 359--2461 17 ZAFERANIEH AV
C 215 MAIN ST
u 367--2810 1408 S MAPLE
u 367--2810 1408 S MAPLE
c 344--5646 1240 W FARWELL AV
u 344--4784 RR 1
u 344--1325 SEVILLA 1509
U 344--3616 235 S GILBERT
u 332--4447 577 POPLAR
u 332--3135 9532 FOREST PL
c 332--1957 306 N TAYLOR ST
c 352--2389 303 E HEALEY
U 344--4341 2025 D ORCHARD ST
c 352--1447 1727 LINCOLN RD
c 1727 LINCOLN
C 8957 SLEEPING BEAR
C 308 MARION AV
u 344--2162 2004 D ORCHARD ST
C ROUTE 1
C 352--8425 611 S EDWIN
u 344--2162 2004 D ORCHARD ST
u 332--3130 720 FOREST RIDGE
u 332--5518 545 CARTER ST
u 367--8987 2500 OAKWOOD OR
c 344--0555 802 BENNINGHAUS RD
c 723 N OSBORNE AV
u 207 W OLIVER
u 344--3772 1313 N CLINTON
u 344--3451 110 E 18TH ST
u 125 GEORGE ST
c 332--1805 1426 ELM ST
u 332--3420 5836 N DRAKE AV
c 3 59--4030 5836 N DRAKE
c 407 W GREEN
c 344--5000 611 ORCHARD LN
c 332--0233 3818 FARGO
c 2932 W JARVIS AV
c 359--4410 2600 BRINTON
c 5844 N VIRGINIA
u 332--2702 10100 PEACH PKWY
c 332--2020 RR 1
c 1063 JOHNSON ST
ROUTE 1
c 3114 W JARVIS
1400 18TH











































707 E CONGRESS 24
611 MORAN ST












5855 N SHERIDAN RD
URH DANIELS 399
1011 N COLER


















































































































EGAN PATRICK J PE 1
EGAN ROBERT ANTHONY AGR2
EGAN VINCENT A GRAD
*EGAN WILLIAM KEITH FAA4
EGDORF JOHN PATRICK LAS4
EGEL CAROL SHARON LAS2
EGELHOFF RONALD L AGR
1
EGENES MARY ANN GRAD
EGGEBRECHT JERRY DAV ENG4
*EGGEMAN GEORGE WAYNE GRAD
EGGEMAN MARY ELLEN GRAD
EGGENER RICHARD DAVI BUS4
EGGER CANDISS A LAS1
EGGERDING CARL LOUIS ENG2
EGGERDING STEPHEN F LAS3
EGGERMAN RICHARD WAY GRAD
EGGERS CHRISTINE E LAS3
EGGERS SHARON WEISKO GRAD
EGGERT CHARLES CURTI ENG3
EGGERT DONALD LOUIS LAS3
EGGERT LINDA RAE ED 4
EGGERT RONALD F LAS1
EGGERT RUSSELL RAYMO LAS3
EGGLESTON CONNIE J LAS2
EGGLESTON JAMES LAS3
EGIZIO PHYLLIS C AGR1
EGLI DENNIS BRUCE GRAD
EGLI JERRY DEAN ENG2
EGWIM PETER GRAD
EHLBECK MICHAEL W FAA3
EHLBECK STEPHEN JOHN LAS2
EHLEN CRAIG R GRAD
EHLER OAN DALE GRAD
EHLER DWIGHT R BUS1
EHLERS RANDALL BRUCE LAS3
EHMEN ELDRED E GRAD
EHRENTHAL THERA CHER LAS2
EHRET MARK ALLEN LAS3
EHRHARDT CAROLYN LAS1
EHRLER JOSEPH L III GRAD
EHRLINGER HENRY III GRAD
EHRMANTRAUT LYNN ANN LAS2
EICH EDWARD JOSEPH AGR2
*EICHELBERGER LILA J GRAD
EICHINGER HAROLD DAV LAS3
EICHMAN PAMELA KATHR LAS3
EICHMAN THOMAS LEE GRAD
EICHMANN CORADEL RUT LAS4
EICKHORST RONALD FRA AGR4
EICKMAN GARY EDWIN PE 6
EICKMAN JENNIFER S GRAD
EIDSON MARK EDMOND ENG4
EIDSVIK ANNA-MARIE S GRAD
EIDSVIK CHARLES VERN GRAD
ElERMANN MARY GLENN GRAD
ElERMANN ROBERT ARTH VM 2
EIFERT DAVID R BUS!
EIFLING JANICE KAYE GRAD
EIGEL JAY STANLEY AGR2
*EIGHMEY GEORGE VICTO BUS4
EIKE STEVEN E ENG1
EILBER DIANE CAROL PE 2
EILENBERGER SONJA JE GRAD
EILERS JAMES KENT FAA4
EILERS ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
EILKEN JUDY M LASl
EIMER NATHAN PHILIP LAS2
EIMER RONALD WILLIAM FAA2
EIMERMANN THOMAS E GRAD
EIMSTAO WENDY MAE LAS2
EINHORN HOWARD L LASl
EIPERS LYNNETTE E ED 2
EISEL DANIEL C LAS!
EISEL JOHN LESLIE BUS2
EISELE BONNIE JANE LASl
EISELE DIANE BRANDT LAS4
EISELE DONALD EDWARD LAS2
EISELE JOHN HARLAN ENG4
EISEMAN JANICE H GRAD
EISEMAN PETER ROBERT GRAD
EISEN JANET SUSAN COM4
EISEN LESLIE ES ED 2
EISENBERG ARNEE JAY LAS2
EISENBERG ILENE R GRAD
EISENBERG MARSHALL E LAW1
EISENBERG MARTIN L BUS1
EISENBERG MICHAEL JA LAS2
E1SENSTE1N ALAN H COM3
EISENSTEIN KAREN LYN LAS2
EISENSTEIN MARTIN I BUS1
EISENSTEIN PEGGY C LAS3
EISENSTEIN ROBERT AL COM3
EISINGER CAROL GRETC LAS2
EISMAN LAWRENCE RICH LAS4
EISNER NANCY LAS3
EISSFELOT THEODORE L BUS1
EITELBACH DAVID LOUI GRAD
412 E GREEN C
505 E CHALMERS C 344-4843
2305 S 1ST 301 C 344-7639
704 W NEVADA U
1506 KIRBY 1 C 359-4550
910 S 3RD 1302 C 344-5000
URH HOPKINS 468 C 332-1375
603 NEVEDA U 344-2098
901 S 2ND C
2209 PHILO RD U
2209 PHILO RO U 365-2203
1850 VALLEY RD C 356-8602
URH TRELEASE 622 U 332-5578
2 06 E JOHN C
1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
306 S GOODWIN 502 U
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
BLOOMINGTON ILL
105 E GREEN 12 C 359-4900
URH GARNER 424 C 332-0863
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
URH SNYDER 242 C 332-1700
URH BABCOCK 307 U 332-3784
URH WARDALL 604 U
URH WESTON 2 50 C
URH LAR 477 U
1110 STOUGHTON 102 U 367-4597
URH GARNER 276 C 332-0760
704 E CALIFORNIA U 367-9086
309 W WHITE C
4 SAFFER CT U
1822 VALLEY RD C 352-3906
URH SHERMAN 267 C
THOMASBORO ILL
1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
707 E MAIN U 367-6368
URH LUNDGREN 103 C 332-0216
URH CARR 414 U 332-3957
URH VANDOREN 416 C 332-0548
404 EDGEBROOK 103 C 352-6423
107 E MUMFORD U 344-5128
URH BLAISDELL 125 U 332-3777
58 E GREGORY C 352-3153
812 S FAIR C 356-8523
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1005 WRIGHT C 344-3142
710 S BROADWAY U 365-2241
URH BLAISDELL 424 U 332-3562
904 W GREEN 626 U 344-2266
509 W HEALEY C 352-4671
509 W HEALEY C 352-4671
1521 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-1326
803 W WHITE C 358-4818
803 W WHITE C 359-4818
1307 WESTERN C 359-4182
1307 WESTERN C 359-4182
URH FORBES 469 C
1201 W OREGON U 333-1578
401 E JOHN C
2 PLYMOUTH U
URH SNYDER 338 C 332-1766
URH SAUNDERS 320 U 332-3662
212 E CLARK C 356-8861
LA NAPOULE FR
MECH ENG BLDG 24 U
URH ALLEN 323 U
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
URH FORBES 495 C 332-1153
1601 VALLEY RD 1 C 356-2030
URH BARTON 218 C 332-0142
301 E ARMORY C
313 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 486 C
102 E CHALMERS C 359-2693
NAPERVILLE ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
URH SCOTT 212 C 332-1437
601 S 4TH C
411 E HEALEY 4 C 352-8245
411 E HEALEY 4 C 352-8245
309 E HEALEY 2 C 352-8600
313 E JOHN C
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
URH DANIELS 366 U
800 S MATTIS C 359-3017
URH SNYDER 420 C 332-1826
707 S 4TH C 344-9693
201 E GREEN C 356-7738
910 S 3RD 726 C 344-5000
URH GARNER 338 C 332-0800
402 W CLARK 10 C 356-0101
402 W CLARK 10 C 356-0101
URH WARDALL 406 U 332-4362
URH CARR 212 U 332-3893
812 W UNIVERSITY C 356-1248
602 E CHALMERS C 344-2061
502 W MAIN 112 U 367-0909
404 COOLIDGE ST
RR 1




213 E CARPENTER ST








RR 1 BOX 80 A 1
1109 BROADWAY
124 N GREENWOOD DR
1235 W 123RD ST
896 HERITAGE
124 N GREENWOOD DR
1333 WESTCHESTER
3548 S GILES AV
3548 S GILES AV
625 BOWLINGREEN CT
RR 1
202 S GAROENA AV
BURNSIDES RES LAB
614 E JEFFERSON
614 E JEFFERSON ST
567 ROSE AV
























3837 W 82ND PL
1358 BOLTON







7648 W FOSTER AV
2929 GREGORY ST





2848 W 84TH ST
5817 GIDDINGS AV
429 E 8TH AV
























































































































*EITER FRANCIS JOSEPH FAA4
EITZEN DENISE MARIE FAA3
EITZEN VINCENT GREGO ENG4
EKHOLM KAREN ANN LAS2
EKROTH ROBERT R LAW3
EKSTAM CHERYL ROY LAS4
EKSTAM FREDERICK S FAA2
EKSTRAND DANIEL ROSS ENG2
EKSTRAND RICHARD LEE FAA3
EKSTROM DAVID HAROLD ENG4
EKSTROM LEE MARTIN ENG3
EL-AOLY YOUSEF AWAD GRAD
EL-BADRAWY RIAD M GRAD
*EL-NASHARTY FARAG AB GRAD
ELBL MICHAEL WILLIAM ENG4
ELDER OLIVER D LAW1
ELDER PhlLLIP DALE AGR1
ELDER RICHARD KENT BUS4
ELORED NEAL WARNER LAS4
ELDRED RONALD JOEL GRAD
ELDRIDGE EDWARD WILL ENG4
ELDRIDGE JAMES LOUIS GRAD
ELDRIDGE JELUEAN LAS1
ELDRIDGE WILLIAM F BUS3
ELEGANT LINDA FAYE LAS2
ELEY OAVID FRANCIS BUS2
ELEY JANET SUSAN LAS4
ELGIN CHARLES E LAS1
ELGIN MARGARET JEANN AGR4
ELIAS DOROTHY K GRAD
*ELIAS JOEL H GRAD
EL IAS JOHN CHARLES FAA3
ELIASON NANCY H LAS2
ELIASON STEPhEN MICH PE 2
ELICH ELIZABETH C LAS4
ELKIN JANIS ED 2
ELLENBY MARC J LAS1
*ELLER CHARLES GRAD
ELLER JANET E LAS3
ELLERMAN PAMELA JOYC FAA2
ELLESTAD RICHARD K GRAD
ELLGASS MICHAEL G LAS1
ELLICOTT ALLEN RAY GRAD
ELLING MEMEL R LAS1
ELLINGSON JERRY WAYN LAS2
ELLINGWOOD BRUCE R GRAD
ELLIOTT ALLEN R LAS3
ELLIOTT BRAGE EDWARD BUS1
ELLIOTT CHARLES HERB FAAi
ELLIOTT CLIFFORD III ENGl
ELLIOTT JAMES EDWARD ENG3
ELLIOTT KENNETH RAY AGR2
ELLIOTT MARGUERITE PE 3
ELLIOTT MARILYN JANE BUS2
ELLIOTT MARY A BUS1
ELLIOTT MAUREEN KARE LAS1
ELLIOTT NANCY J AGRl
ELLIOTT RANDALL TODD BUS2
ELLIOTT RICHARD C GRAD
ELLIOTT -ROBERT JOHN LAW3
ELLIOTT ROBERT KENT GRAD
ELLIOTT ROBERT PATRI ENG4
ELLIOTT VERLIE JEAN FAAI
ELLIS ANN LOUISE LAS2
ELLIS CLARENCE ARTHU GRAD
ELLIS CYNTHIA B LAS1
ELLIS DANIEL JOSEPH BUS2
ELLIS DAVIS M GRAD
ELLIS DORRIS J LAS1
ELLIS EDDIE LEE LAS2
ELLIS HEATHER E LAS3
ELLIS JAMES HARLYN GRAD
ELLIS JAMES JOHN JR BUS4
ELLIS JEAN E LAS1
ELLIS JEFFREY JAMES LAS2
ELLIS JOHN CONARD LAS2
ELLIS JOHN RICHARD LAS2
ELLIS KEITH L LAS1
ELLIS LEONARD GRAD
ELLIS LINDA KATHLEEN LAS2
ELLIS MARK C AGRl
ELLIS ROBERT JOE GRAD
ELLIS ROSLYN ED 1
ELLIS SANDRA PAULA ED 2
ELLIS STEVEN ROY PE 3
ELLIS STUART HALL COM3
ELLIS WENDY L LASl
ELLIS WILLIAM R III LAS3
ELLIS WILLIAM THOMAS ENG2
ELLISON LAWRENCE ERN LAS4
ELLISON LINDA K LASl
ELLISON ROBIN MAE ED 4
ELLISON WAYNE DAVID LAS4
ELLISTON DIANE L GRAD
ELLISTON RONALD J FAA4
ELLMAN SHARYN GAIL LAS2
ELLOR JOHN BARCLEY J BUS3
106 E JOHN C
214 E STOUGHTON C
2307 S 1ST 204 C
910 S 3RD C
2 FISHERS CT U
1625 W CLARK C
1625 W CLARK C
107 2ND C
211 E JOHN C
801 W IOWA U
1111 S 1ST C
303 W HIGH U
2040 B ORCH ST U
300 S GOODWIN 308 U
801 N RANDOLPH C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
203 CCUNTRY FR 21 C
1711 PARKSIDE TERR C
503 W ELM U
DANVILLE ILL
301 E CHALMERS C
606 S BROADWAY U
URH LAR 127 U
211 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
308 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 414 U
URH HOPKINS 482 C
107 E CHALMERS C
2003 B ORCH ST U
2003 B ORCH ST U
2319 S 1ST C
611 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 478 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH EVANS 233 U
706 W OHIO U
2102 ORCH ST 203 U
307 E HEALEY 8 C
URH BLAISDELL 406 U
2102 ORCH ST 103 U
URH GARNER 373 C
2073 A ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 902 C
URH SNYDER 323 C
307 S LINCOLN 6 U
408 E GREEN 9 C
URH TOWNSEND 216 U
801 W ILLINOIS U
URH FORBES 465 C
URH SCOTT 288 C
404 S 6TH C
URH BARTON 116 C
706 S MATTHEWS U
URH TRELEASE U
URH BARTON 402 C
URH TRELEASE 827 U
308 E ARMORY C
1963 B ORCH ST U
58 E ARMORY C
413 GLENN U
502 S DODSON U
1316 FREDRICK C
1404 S LINCOLN U
300 S GOODWIN U
URH NOBLE 419 C
1101 W PENN U
1201 JULIE C
URH ALLEN 171 U
1105 S 1ST C
706 S MATHEWS U
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
URH NOBLE 321 C
910 S 3RD 211 C
310 E GREGORY C
308 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 316 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 623 U
1904 E VERMONT U
57 E JOHN 2 C
URH LAR 287 U
URH BARTON 123 C
53 E HEALEY C
106 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 302 U
GLENVIEW ILL
URH CARR 414 U
URH TOWNSEND 434 U
URH NOBLE 215 C
503 E WHITE 10 C
URH TOWNSEND 277 U
1010 S OAK C
1010 S OAK C
URH WARDALL 311 U






















































































300 S GOODWIN 308
1504 WEST WOOO
5 EASTVIEW DR




210 W BRIDGE ST
606 S BROADWAY
8327 S GREEN ST






2827 S MILDRED ST
2521 S FAIRHILL
5225 N LARNED AV
HWY HOST US 231 60
320 POPLAR AV
1903 BURTON LN






























6212 N 18TH RD
824 SUFFOLK
1201 JULIE







3406 N NORTH ST
319 S MAIN ST
RR 2 ANNA HTS




676 N BROOKLYN ST
6237 N FAIRFIELD
1904 VERMONT














































































































ELLSWORTH GLENN C LAW1
ELLSWORTH LINDA LEE LAS4
ELLSWORTH LOREL BETH LAS2
ELMALLAH AMIN ALY GRAD
ELMHORST RANDALL ALA LAS2
ELMORE CARROLL D GRAD
ELMORE MARK A FAA1
ELMORE RONNIE GENE VM 1
ELMOS GEORGE NELSON ENG4
ELMQUIST CHRISTINE L AGR2
ELOUL ROHN LAS1
ELPHINGSTONE GERALD GRAD
ELSAIEOI ALI FAHMY I GRAD
ELSESSER WILLIAM JOS ENG4
ELSKEN MARTHA A PE 1
ELSNER JOHN EARL GRAD
ELSNER WILLIAM RALPH BUS2
ELSON STANLEY W BUS1
ELSTNER MARK LEONARD FAA3
ELSTON JOHN MILTON ENG4
ELSTON TOOD W ENG1
ELTOFT CONNIE R LAS1
ELWESS LINDA NANCY PE 4
EMANUELSON DAVID NOR PE 1
*EMBERLIN RICHARD L GRAD
EMERICK RICHARD WARN ENG2
EMERICK WILLIAM E PE 1
EMERSON JAMES C BUS1
EMERSON KENNETH C PE 4
EMERSON TIMOTHY LYNN LAS3
EMERY BARBARA A LAS1
EMERY MARY KAY LAS3
EMERY SUZANNE ELIZAB LAS2
EMIG CHARLES D VM 1
EMIGH MICHAEL LEE BUS4
EMIL CARLA RUTH LAS2
EMKEN LESLIE JOHN AGR2
EMLING MARILYN A AGR1
EMMERT JOYCE ANN AGR4
EMMONS GEORGE HERBER GRAD
EMMONS SAMUEL MAULDI AGR3
EMOUNGU PAUL-ALBERT GRAD
EMRICH RONALD JULES LAS4
ENCHELMAYER VICTOR J LAS3
ENDELMAN SUE ELLEN ED 2
ENDICOTT SHERYN ELAI ED 2
ENDLER MARLENE LYNN BUS2
ENDO LAWRENCE PAUL GRAD
ENDRES ROSE MARIE GRAD
ENDRESS RALPH ALAN AGR2
ENG LINDA KATHLEEN LAS3
ENG OCK FAA1
ENGDAHL CYNTHIA L PE 1
*ENGDAHL WALTER ARNOL LAW3
ENGEL BARBARA ANNE LAS2
ENGEL DENISE K AGR1
ENGELBERG ALAN LINDS LAS3
ENGELBERG SUZANNE GRAD
ENGELGAU GARY RAY GRAD
ENGELHARD NANCY J LAS2
ENGELHARD PATRICIA C LAS3
ENGELHARDT JOHN PAUL FAA2
ENGELHARDT LUDWIG E LAS3
ENGELHART ROBERT R LAS4
ENGELHORN RICHARD DA PE 4
*ENGELING PAUL DOUGLA GRAD
ENGELKEMEIR RICHARD LAS1
ENGELMANN DENNIS LEE LAS2
ENGELMANN JOHN HUGH GRAD
ENGELMANN THERESE P GRAD
ENGELS BARBARA J LAS1
ENGELSTAD TERRY A FAA1
ENGERMAN GLORIA C ED 2
ENGERS THOMAS ALBERT ENG4
ENGLAND MICHAEL EUGE AGR4
ENGLE CAROL D GRAD
ENGLE DAVID C FAA1
ENGLE HOWARD STUART BUS2
ENGLER SHERI JARVA LAS3
ENGLISH LINDA ANN LAS3
ENGLOF ELLWYN CARL ENG4
ENGLUM AGNES AGR3
ENGLUM DONALD E AGR1
ENGLUM MICKI M M FAA1
ENGLUND CHARLES JEFF ENG2
ENGLUND DEAN BRIAN ENG2
ENGMAN RAYMOND LEE ENG4
ENGMAN RUDOLPH LEROY GRAD
ENGSTRAND THOMAS B FAA3
ENGSTROM JAMES C LAS3
ENGSTROM JOHN C FAAi
ENGSTROM LEE EDWARD GRAD
ENHOLM ELOISE LAS1
ENLOW MARSHA LOU LAS1
ENLOW WILLIAM RICHAR LAS2
ENNA BRAOLEY J LAS1
ENNENBACH JOSEPH P COM3
806 S RANDOLPH C
302 E ARMORY C
1404 S LINCOLN U
STA A BOX 2191 C
409 E CHALMERS 403 C
811 W HILL 10 C
305 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 353 C
1809 VALLEY RD C
1207 W NEVADA U
201 W WASHINGTON U
1207 PAULA C
300 S GOODWIN 210 U
106 E HEALEY 12 C
URH NOBLE 109 C
402 W MICHIGAN U
312 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
209 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 304 C
910 S 3RD 216 C
URH FLAGG 318 C
URH EVANS 333 U
201 E JOHN C
201 S BIRCH U
305 W WHITE C
URH FORBES 390 C
URH BABCOCK 421 U
804 S LOCUST IS C
1010 S 2ND C
1612 W HEALEY C
1612 W HEALEY C
904 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 734 U
2315 S 1ST 102 C
1104 NEVADA U
211 W SPNGFLD C
URH VANDOREN 309 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
904 W GREEN 602 U
URH TOWNSEND 120 U
URH DANIELS 118 U
112 E JOHN C
311 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 831 U
910 S 3RD 1019 C
503 E WHITE 2 C
1001 W OREGON U
6 SAFFER CT U
URH BUSEY 305 U
URH HOPKINS 393 C
URH CLARK 210 C
809 S 1ST C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 491 U
805 W OREGON 4 U
URH TAFT 327 C
2012 8URLIS0N U
702 W GREEN U
702 W GREEN U
1314 S STATE C
URH TOWNSEND 552 U
URH SCOTT C
106 E HEALEY 2 C
512 W PARK 3 C
URH WESTON 491 C
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
300 S GOODWIN 504 C
1224 JOANNE C
URH SAUNOERS 323 U
URH SNYDER 489 C
URH TRELEASE 1010 U
211 E JOHN C
801 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 356 U
1108 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 400 U
URH WAROALL 407 U
URH TRELEASE 808 U
URH TOWNSEND 222 U
709 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 390 C
URH TRELEASE 731 U
604 E ARMORY 309 C
206 S GREGORY 2 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
514 1/2 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 382 U
URH FORBES 400 C
1510 GRANDVIEW 8 C
URH LAR 134 U
1106 MITCHEM U
1101 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 175 C
























3799 W 78TH PL
801 W HILL 5
332 N SALEM AV




5244 SIR BORS DR


















352--5482 1612 W HEALEY
352--5482 1612 W HEALEY
ROUTE 1 BOX 207
332--2388 8042 BURNHAM AV
344--7894 975 S CURTIS AV
344--7460 5450 E VIEW PK
RR 1
332--0522 477 E EUGENE DR
344--0695 503 E 3RD ST
344--2755 3108 SOUTHLAND DR
332--4002
5110 S KENWOOD AV
9700 S YATES
344--7256 723 10TH ST
344--7270 6551 N ASHLAND
332--5647 325 S 14TH ST
344--5000 2923 W SHERWIN AV
359--4172 503 E WHITE
344--6167 2915 N AVALON PL
344--6817 RR 1
332--2636 1263 W WINNEMAC AV
332--1323 100 MAIN ST
332--0014 101 W RAND RD
359--3134 809 S 1ST
344--1170 126 LESLIE LN
332--3067 709 E MARSHALL
344--7550 2121 W 100TH ST





332--42 79 6912 W DOBSON




332--4240 506 E UNION ST
1814 E EDGEWOOD
352--1835 1224 JOANNE LN
332--3665 2827 MAYFAIR AV
332--1872 8711 N SPRINGFIELD
332--5687 8426 KEYSTONE
359--2170 733 S WISCONSIN AV
344--3410 RR 2
332--2262 4237 OLENTANGY
359--2011 538 W GARFIELD
2916 W FARRAGUT
332--4363 7000 N SHERIDAN RD
332--562 5 RR 3
332--4067 3017 BURRMONT RD
344--1177 RR 1
332--2046 RR 1
332--5617 RR 6 ANGLEWOOD
25W 306 CONCORD
344--5325 3405 W PIERCE AV




332--1084 216 S MICHIGAN AV
359--1235 1510 GRANDVIEW
332--2834 633 S YALE AV
367--4927 1106 MITCHEM
1106 MITCHEM
332--1424 322 N GARDINER
530 CREVE COEUR ST
APO SAN FRAN CA
CALEDONIA ILL
URBANA ILL































































































ENOKIAN LORNA MARGAR LAS4
ENOZAWA KAZUYOSH1 GRAO
ENSLIN BEVERLY A 3US1
ENSTROM KEITH ALLEN ENG3
ENSZER WILLIAM LOWEL LAS3
ENTRESS JOSEPH W JR FAA4
ENZINGER RICHARD SMI BUS2
ENZINNA CLAUDIA J LAS1
ENZWILER ROBERT N JR FAA1
EPHRON MARK S LASl
EPNER PAUL L LASl
EPPING MYRA L LASl
EPPLE RONALD GARTH GRAD
EPPLIN JEROME JOSEPH LAS2
EPPLIN MARGARET ANN LAS2
EPPLIN PATRICIA MARI COM3
EPPLIN STEPHEN CHARL AGR2
EPPSTEIN SAMUEL DAVI FAA4
EPSKY BARBARA S COM3
EPSTEIN ADRIENNE LEE ED 4
EPSTEIN DAVID A GRAO
EPSTEIN DAVID M GRAD
EPSTEIN EDWARD GRAD
EPSTEIN JANE ANN LAS3
EPSTEIN JUDITH MARIL ED 3
EPSTEIN MARIAN MARGA GRAD
EPSTEIN RYBA L T GRAD
EPSTEIN SHARON B GRAD
EPSTEIN STEPHEN LYLE LAS2
EPSTEIN STEVEN L GRAD
EPSTEIN SUSAN B LAS4
ERB BRUCE JOHN ED 3
ERBACH EDWARD ALAN FAA2
ERBES DAVID LEE LAS3
ERDE MARY ANNE LAS3
ERDELYAN SUSAN GAIL FAA2
ERDMAN CARL ARTHUR GRAD
ERDMAN RICHARD A AGR
1
ERDMAN WILLIAM A LAS4
EROMANN RICHARD OREN BUS4
ERENBERG GERI ANN PE 4
ERHARDT PENNY JANE LAS2
ERICKSON BRUCE CARL LAW2
ERICKSON CAREY V LASl
ERICKSON CLARK ERWIN LAS3
ERICKSON DAVID E AGR3
ERICKSON DONALD J JR LAW2
ERICKSON EDWARD J JR LASl
ERICKSON ELIZABETH B GRAD
ERICKSON FRANK ALAN GRAD
ERICKSON GARY CARL ED 4
ERICKSON GEORGE LARR ED 4
ERICKSON JAMES E LASl
ERICKSON JANET KAY LAS4
ERICKSON JOHN EDWARD GRAD
ERICKSON JOHN EDWARD GRAD
ERICKSON JOYCE B GRAD
ERICKSON LINDA ELLEN FAA2
ERICKSON LINNEA LEE ED 4
ERICKSON LYNNE S FAA3
ERICKSON MARY M PHEL ED 4
ERICKSON PHYLLIS H GRAD
ERICKSON RICHARD JON ENG4
ERICKSON RONALD H LASl
ERICKSON SALLIE J LASl
ERICKSON STEPHEN BAK LAS4
ERICKSON STEPHEN LEE ENG2





ERION JAMES D PE I
ERKERT ALLEN CHRISTI LAS2
ERKERT ROSEMARY L 8US1
ERLANDSON CHARLES S AGR3
ERLANDSON DAVID ALAN GRAD
ERLANOSON DAVID KEIT AGR2
ERLANDSON GWYNETH JO GRAO
ERLENBUSH WILLIAM D BUS2
ERLICH BARRY A LAW1
ERLICH RICHARD DEE GRAD
ERNAT JOHN ROBERT AGR3
ERNEST PAMELA JANE LAS3
ERNST CARL HAROLD JR GRAD
ERNST DAVID EARL LAS2
ERNST GREGORY JOHN ENG2
ERNST JACUUELYN ANN LAS4
ERNST JEFFREY L LASl
ERNST KENNETH ARTHUR LAS3
ERNST LINDA JO LAS3
ERNST MICHAEL E AGRl
ERNST ROBERT M BUSl
ERNSTEIN BARBARA JEA LAS2
ERNSTEIN KATHLEEN B LAS4
EROS LARRY PAUL LAS2


























2301 S 1ST 101
2108 ORCH ST 101
707 S 6TH 319
409 E CHALMERS













509 W MAIN 5
URH GARNER 486
URH CARR 8
106 E ARMORY 8
















































910 S 3RD 918
401 E DANIEL
MAHOMET ILL
u 3613 W 81ST ST
C 332--5042 NERIMA-KU
u 332--2609 18529 STEWART AV
3217 37TH AV
c 344--6633 15 S EDWARD ST
u 4122 OAK
c 24 PHILLIPS RD
u 332--5580 411 E PARK AV
769 N 74TH ST
u 344--7139 56 SAUK TRAIL
c 3 32--1941 472 LAKEWOOD BLVD
U 332--3060 305 60TH ST
U 344--7650 10511 S HALE AV
u 332--4267 204 S BEAUCOUP ST
c RR 1 BOX 106
c 344--6563 RR 1
c RR 2
c 401 WALLACE ST
u 344--3656 913 E OLIVE ST
c 344--6289 7128 COLES AV
1116 E 48TH ST
u 344--7635 1518 1/8 BROCKTON
c 352--6116 307 W CLARK
c 344--5000 322 SKOKIE CT
u 332--3249 6607 N SEELEY
c 344--6784 3160 SW 25TH TERR
u 344--7635 2744 VIA ANITA
c 344--7361 6726 N MAPLEWOOD
c 3701 GREENLEAF
c 356--7473 116-15 223RD ST
u 367--3415 8227 CHAPPEL
c 356--3314 1633 IMPERIAL DR
c 356--0880 513 S MAIN ST
c 332--1791 1402 W HAWKINS
c 344--5000 1640 E 50TH ST
c 344--1840 297 WOODSTOCK AV
PKHL MBL ESTS 319
c RR 2
c 344--6241 RR 2
c 344--1510 4909 W MAIN ST
c 4958 N ST LOUIS
u 332--4380 308 S MAPLE
u 367--8851 666 PARK AV E
c 332--0904 865 S WRIGHT ST
u 332--3846 RR 2
c 3244 N SCHULTZ DR
c 356--0787 137 SHERIDAN
u 1507 S FAIRVIEW
u 333--2638 312 E WHITE
c 359--2929 BOX 74
1303 N HARMON
c 344--1207 9215 N LINDER
c 332--0792 ROUTE 1
c 344--9970 84 PIFERS LN
u 344--4384 303 BLISS
c 352--4039 RR
u 344--4384 303 BLISS
u 332--4423 2235 RIDGELAND AV
c 118 E 13TH ST
u 367--8851 ROUTE 4
118 E 13TH ST
u 344--6568 2021 BURLISON DR
u 367--2253 126 DEWEY
u BOX 265
c 332--0122 323 DAWSON
c 3 32--1984 2140 S 109TH ST
c 332--1953 3408 WESLEYAN AV
u 332--3083 266 TERRY LN
c 344--1039 251 S RICHMOND
c 332--0780 OS 629 FOREST ST
c 332--1541 0S629 FOREST ST
u 332--2352 STA A BOX 2089
c 322--0969 12410 S 82ND AV
c 332--1423 4517 NELSON DR
c 332--0325 4517 NELSON, OR
u 344--3532
c 352--1061 2912 MAPLEWOOD
u 344--3901 RR 1
c 352--1061 2912 MAPLEWOOD
c 332--1915 RR 2
c 332--4822 905 N CURSON AV
c 352--5359 309 E HEALEY
u 365--2637 RT 1
u 344--3830 21 EASTMORELAND LN
616 S DEW
u 3410 MILTON DR
u 724 CASTLE ST
u 344--2076 RR I BOX 74
c 332--1412 811 HILLCREST DR B
c 333 BOHLAND AV
I) 344--2076
c 1225 S PENN AV
u 332--3833 333 BOHLAND AV
u 344--7132 7238 S SHORE DR






































































































ERVIN ALEXANDER MACK GRAO
ERVIN EILEEN LAVONNE GRAO
ERVIN YVETTE LAS1
ERWIN BENNIE GROVE GRAO
ERW1N LELAND R AGRi
ERWIN MEREDITH K LAS1
ERWIN THOMAS K BUS1
ERXLE8EN RITA L LAS1
ESCAT CRISTINA G AGR4
ESCH CECELIA A LAS1
ESCH JOHN WILLIAM GRAO
ESCH MARY ELLEN LAS3
ESCH ROBERT WILLIAM AGR2
ESCHENFELDT WILLIAM LAS1
ESCHER JOHN STUART GRAD
ESCHER NANCY WALCH GRAO
ESCHMANN PAUL LEE LAS4
ESCHMANN PAULA LEAH LAS4
ESENTHER BARBARA E ED 2
ESKER KATHRYN JANE LAS2
ESKER STEPHEN CHARLE LAS3
ESKRA FRED JOSEPH LAS3
ESKRIDGE SAMUEL EDWA ENG2
ESMQN CHARLES THOMAS LAS4
ESPADAS ELIZABETH Q GRAD
ESPADAS JUANDELACRUZ LAS4
ESQUERRA ROLAND F GRAD
ESSENPREIS PATRICIA LAS2
ESSER DALE L LAS1
ESSER NICHOLAS M GRAD
ESSERMAN BONNIE ROSE LAS1
*ESSEX JOHN DOUGLAS FAA4
ESSIG DEAN R LAW1
ESSINGTON TERRY KENN ENG4
ESTERL SUSAN KATHLEE LAS2
ESTERMAN ALAN STUART LAS3
ESTES WILLIAM LEON ENG4
ESTRADA-URIBE G GRAD
ESTRELLA RUBENS E S ENG4
ESWORTHY DENNIS DEAN LAS4
ETCHISON JAMES ELDON LAS2
ETHER INGTON THEODORE GRAD
ETHERTON JANIS KAY AGR3
ETHERTON TERRY DEAN AGR2
ETHRIDGE JAMES IVAN AGR3
ETNYRE VANCE ALLEN GRAD
ETQ HEIDI FUMIKO LAS4
ETSCHEID WYLIE E JR BUS2
ETTEMA WAYNE LAS4
ETTER CONSTANCE A GRAD
ETTER PAMELA JANE LAS4
ETZKORN JOHN FREDERI LAS3
EUBANK ALICE R ED 1
EULENBERG DIANE ELLE COM3
EVANICH SHEILA ARLEN LAS4
EVANS BERNARD ENG1
EVANS BRUCE DAVID BUS2
EVANS CAROLYN S LAS4
EVANS CHARLES DAVIS PE 1
EVANS CURTIS E ENGl
EVANS DORRETTA J LAS3
*EVANS JOEL E GRAD
EVANS JOHN EDWIN LAS4
*EVANS KAREN KIBLER GRAD
EVANS KENNETH EDWARD GRAD
EVANS LARRY EUGENE LAS3
EVANS LARRY MARVIN ENG2
EVANS LYNNE ANN LAS2
EVANS MARGARET ANN LAS2
EVANS MARILYN L LAS2
EVANS MICHAEL BLAKEM GRAD
EVANS PAMELA A FAAl
EVANS RONALD JAMES GRAD
EVANS SANDRA KAY LAS2
EVANS SCOTT CRAIG FAAl
EVANS SCOTT W LASl
EVANS STEPHEN G LAW1
EVANS SUZANNE FINK GRAD
EVANS TERRY LYN BUS4
EVANS THOMAS EARL JR LAS4
EVANS WILLIAM FRED BUS4
EVANS WILLIAM G BUS3
EVANS WILLIAM THEODO ENG2
EVE OONALD G ENG3
EVELAND LARRY WAYNE GRAD
EVENS WAYNE C GRAD
EVERETT PATRICIA A PE 1
EVERETTE WALTER A BUS3
EVERHAM WILLIAM FRAN LAS4
EVERHART BARBARA EIL LAS3
EVERHART WILLIAM D ENG6
EVERLING BRUCE M GRAD
EVERS LARRY MARTIN AGR4
EVERS LARRY WILLIAM LAS2
EVERSOLE JAMES JOSEP COM4











409 E CHALMERS 912




606 1/2 E STOUGHTN







412 E GREEN 21








54 E JOHN 5
SAVOY ILL




























211 W SPNGFLD 104
URH FORBES 204




805 W OREGON 36
URH WARDALL 910
312 E DANIEL





















1009 S MATTIS 4
801 W NEVADA
URH OGLESBY 718













































































U OF I OH 100B





5844 N ORIOLE AV
10932 S DRAKE







606 1/2 E STOUGHTN
RR 3 BOX 208






























41 W 113TH ST
5705 COACH







































38 N MCKINLEY 106
RR 2











































































































































































































































ENG3 112 E DANIEL C 356--7936
FAA4 1208 E MAIN U
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 104 C 332--0473
AGR1 URH NOBLE 117 C 332--0373
LAS3 URH SNYDER 226 C
LAS1 URH SNYDER 244 C
LAS2 209 E ARMORY c
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1218 u 332--4566
ENG2 507 E UNIVERSITY c
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT c 344--0545
ENG4 106 E HEALEY 17 c
LAS1 401 E DANIEL c 344--1261
LAWI URH SHERMAN 966 c 332--4961
LAS2 2016 SOUTHWOQD c 352--6088
ED 1 URH LAR u 332--29 50
AGR4 805 W OHIO u 344--4784
ENG3 302 E GREGORY c 344--7511
GRAD 2212 COTTAGE GR u 367--447
GRAD 211 HESSEL c 352--6767
ENG2 URH CARR 426 u 332--3969
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 109 u 332--3991
LAS1 URH NOBLE 217 c 332--0393
ENG4 402 E ARMORY u
BUS3 URH SCOTT 288 c 332--1491
LAS4 MATTOON ILL
LAS4 608 S STATE c
PE 3 URH ALLEN 201 u 332--3142
LAS4 CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 503 E JOHN c 344--1328
FAA4 408 E HEALEY c
ENG2 1009 W PENN u 344--9518
LAS4 1110 H STOUGHTON u 367--3218
ENG1 URH SCOTT 342 c 332--1530
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 109 u 332--3591
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c
GRAD URH DANIELS 703 u
AGR3 1009 w CALIFORNIA u
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS c 344--5630
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 103 c 332--0216
FAA4 1108 W NEVADA 1 u 344--1884
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON c 3 59--3047
PE 2 910 S 3RD 916 c 344--5000
FAAl URH TRELEASE 1211 u 332--5748
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS4 108 E OREGON u
GRAD 209 W ILLINOIS u 367--8033
GRAD 209 W ILLINOIS u 367--8033
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 704 u 332--5236
GRAD 201 N GOODWIN u 367--5604
GRAD 606 1/2 E STOUGHTN u 356--8182
LAS1 URH GARNER 128 c 332--0700
GRAD 614 W CHURCH c 356--6702
GRAD URH SHERMAN 313 c 332--4685
LAS2 URH SNYDER 209 c 332--1675
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN u 344--4552
GRAD 2401 HATHAWAY c 359--2249
BUS2 309 E CHALMERS c 356--1894
GRAD 905 S MATTIS 5 c 359--3315
ENG1 1006 W NEVADA u
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 231 u 332--5466
FAAl 402 E ARMORY c 344--9713
ENG2 410 E JOHN c 344--9477
ENG4 715 M IOWA u
AGR3 313 E JOHN c 344--9444
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 604 u
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON u
ENG3 806 W MAIN u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 549 c 332--4856
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--3010
AGR2 URH LUNOGREN 309 c 332--0263
GRAD 1922 D ORCH ST u 344--3312
GRAD 1922 D ORCH ST u 344--3312
ENG1 URH SCOTT 421 c 322--1586
LAS2 611 E DANIEL c
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571
AGR1 URH ALLEN 109 u 332--3321
LAW2 315 1/2 S STATE c 359--2129
LAS1 1107 RAINBOW VIEW u
ENG4 406 E GREEN 104 u 367--1305
LAS2 506 N WILLIS c 359--1198
AVI4 108 S GREGORY u 344--4961
GRAD 807 W ILLINOIS 2 u 344--6626
GRAD 409 E HEALEY c
GRAD 2104 ORCH ST 304 u 344--2382
LAS4 212 E DANIEL c 356--7908
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS 308 u 365--1504
GRAD 502 STOUGHTON 1 c 359--4784
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 306 u 332--5472
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 231 u 332--5466
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 480 c
ENG2 609 S 4TH c 356--7809
LAS1 URH ALLEN 408 u 332--3225
AGR2 1202 W NEVADA u 344--1173
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS 712 c
LAS4 108 E HEALEY c 356--5113













8449 S VERNON AV















105 W NORTH AV
RR 2





2905 W NORTH SHORE
22 W FAIRVIEW
1631 PRATT 3E












ROUTE 1 BOX 273












RR 8 BOX 294
1709 S COMMONWLTH
S T ERIKSPLAN 6B
9953 S HOXIE
1776 BEAVER POND








115 N DOUGLAS ST
506 N WILLIS
3013 ELIZABETH AV
807 W ILLINOIS 2
242 NATHAN RD 3/F
BOX 25
519 S WISCONSIN AV
120 RANOOLPH RD 1
711 SUNNYCREST
6911 N KILBOURN
7822 S LUELLA AV
306 E IOWA







































































































FARLEY PATRICIA M LAS1
FARLIK RICHARD GEORG LAS1
FARLOW IRL RONALD COM4
FARMER MICHAEL A GRAD
FARMER ROGER ALAN ENG4
FARMER STEPHEN D 8US1
FARMER VIRGINIA GRAD
FARNER SUSAN MARIE LAS2
FARNEY JAMES EUGENE PE 3
FARNEY JOHN F FAA2
FARNEY ROBERT FRANCI GRAD
FARNHAM LINDA JANE LAS2
FARNHAM NANCY E LAS1
FARNHAM WENDY S FAA1
*FARNSWORTH GEOFFREY FAA3
FARNSWORTH HELEN KAY LAS4
FARQUHAR CAROLE C GRAD
FARQUHAR LEWIS RONAL GRAD
FARRAGHER EDWARD J GRAD
FARRAR BARBARA LOU LAS4
*FARRAR JOEL CRAIG GRAD
FARRAR RAYMON S GRAD
FARRELL ALICE LONG GRAD
FARRELL GEOFFREY L AVI1
FARRELL JANICE LOUIS LAS2
FARRELL JAY ARTHUR LAS3
FARRELL LARRY D LAW!
*FARRELL MICHAEL F GRAD
FARRELL NANCY S GRAD
FARRELL WILLIAM M LAS3
*FARRINGTON HENRY PAU GRAD
FARRINGTON THOMAS A LAS3
FARRIS CATHLEEN L LAS1
FARRIS WILLIAM D JR ENG1
*FARRUGGIA JOSEPH L GRAD
FASANO SUSAN JANE LAS1
FASH RUTH E GRAD
FASS TIMOTHY LEE BUS4
FATHAUER DALE W GRAD
FATHERREE ROBERT P AGR2
FATTEN PATRICIA JEAN LAS*
FAUGHT JOHN BRIAN GRAD
FAUGHT SALLY BLAZIC LAS4
FAULDS DOUGLAS R BUS1
FAULMANN ROGER RAY GRAD
FAULSTICH GRETCHEN A LAS1
FAULZ CATHEEN LINDA GRAD
FAUST DALE A ENGi
FAUST ELIZABETH H GRAO
FAUST THOMAS W LAS1
FAUSTINI LOYDE A GRAD
FAVERO KEVIN T ENGI
FAVUS PHYLLIS INET ED 3
FAY JAMES PAUL COM4
FAY MARSHA IDELL LAS2
FAYHEE MICHEAL RAY BUS3
FEBRES-CORDERO EDGAR GRAD
FECHTER ANITA S FAA3
FECHTIG JAMES EDWIN ENG2
FEDER ALVIN BARRY LAS4
FEDERINKO DENNIS M LAS1
FEDOROW BRADLEY T LAS3
FEDRIGON GERALD GENE GRAD
FEOYNIAK MICHAEL T LAS2
FEE GARNET JAMES AGR4
FEEHAN MICHAEL JOSEP LAS1
FEELEY DONNA L AGR1
FEELEY RAYMOND A PE 3
FEELEY TONI MARTIN EO 4
FEHLBERG KEITH D ENGI
FEHLNER WILLIAM ROBE GRAD
FEHR DANIEL C AGR1
FEHR DOUGLAS WAYNE AGR3
FEHR EDWARD T LAW1
FEHRENBACHER P H LAWl
FEHRENBACHER RAY LEE LAW3
FEHRMANN THOMAS JOSE AGR3
FEHST GERALDINE RAE LAS3
FE1CHTER MELANIE L BUS1
FEICKE ETHEL G GRAD
FEICKERT ELISSA ANN GRAD
FEICKERT JOHN C LAS3
FEIERBERG MARK BARRY LAS3
FEIERSTEIN GENE M GRAD
FEIERTAG ROBERT HICK GRAD
FEIGEN ZANETA B LAS3
FEIGER KATHERINE J LAS3
FEILEN MARTIN F ENGI
FEIN BOBBI SHARE LAS3
FEIN MARCIA PROCTOR GRAD
FEIN MICHAEL EDWARD GRAD
FEIN VERNON DONALD GRAD
FEIN VICTOR DOUGLAS PE 3
FEINBERG ELEANOR K GRAD
FEINBERG STEPHEN J ENGI
FEINER HELENE LAUREN LAS2

























1916 C ORCH ST
906 1/2 S VINE



















2084 B ORCH ST
















1011 S LOCUST 6








1007 S 1ST 4
1007 S 1ST 4
URH CARR 22L
9 RAINTREE





604 E ARMORY 431
602 W OREGON 21


























u 332--3590 RR 1 LELAND ILL
c 2731 S RIDGELAND BERWYN ILL
u 407 E JEFFERSON ST MCLEANSBORO ILL
u 367--0242 4410 SKYLAND DR ATLANTA GA
c RFD 1 GIBSON CITY ILL
u 367--7201 112 W FLORIDA URBANA ILL
u 365--2282 118 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
u 332--3331 RR 1 LEXINGTON ILL
c 723 W MAIN DECATUR ILL
c 1100 FOWLER AV EVANSTON IL
u 332--2282 RR 1 ELLSWORTH KANS
c 344--0043 1202 S ELM BLVD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332--0258 FERRY RD ROUTE 2 NAPERVILLE IL
c 332--6308 600 S PRINCETON AV VILLA PARK ILL
c 359--3667 1224 MAPLE AV EVANSTON ILL
u 344--4205 501 MANCHESTER RD NORMAL ILL
c 352--2413 806 W DANIEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 352--2413 806 W DANIEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--6332 15058 VAUGHAN DETROIT MICH
u 2411 PACE AV MT VERNON IL
u 344--3197 1916 C ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
u 367--2018 7216 N ODELL CHICAGO ILL
u 367--7041 1012 2ND AV DES PLAINES ILL
c 332--1341 225 TROWBRIDGE ELK GROVE IL
c 344--0450 1427 W WOOD ST DECATUR ILL
u 344--6613 1016 DEMPSTER EVANSTON ILL
c 359--3734 46 BON AIRE LODGE IOWA C ITY IA
c 352--8268 1114 BROADMOOR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 352--8268 1114 BROADMOOR 2 CHAMPAIGN ILL




c 6241 N WINTHROP CHICAGO IL
c 352--9591 1725 ANITA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 352--9591 1725 ANITA CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 352--2953 1400 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332--2330 2560 W 83RD ST CHICAGO ILL
u 367--7514 1003 W SPNGFLD URBANA IL
c 332--1798 3735 N LAKEWOOD
32 DIXIE ACRES RD
CHICAGO ILL
DANVILLE ILL




u 344--2034 34 ROSEDENE AV HAMILTON ONT CAN
u 344--2034 2084 B ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
c 352--5151 836 SHERWOOD RD
403 MILES LN
LA GRANGE PARK IL
NORMAL ILL
u 332--3603 3208 ROSEMONT DR JOLIET IL
u 332--3583 4TH ST BOX 599 SMITHTON PA
c 332--1555 994 OXFORD LN NEW MILFORD N J
c 344--5000 6538 N LAKEWOOD AV CHICAGO IL
u 1314 W CLARENDON ARLINGTON HTS ILL
c 332--4706 CAIXA 9384 SAO PAULO BRAZ
u 332--3876 2619 E KEYS SPRINGFIELD IL
c 344--7563 113 MERLE LN PEORIA ILL
u 367--1901 RR 1 BEMENT ILL
c 1379 N RANDALL RD AURORA ILL
u 367--3374 783 DEAN ST BUSHNELL ILL
u 809 U N PLAZA NEW YORK N Y
c 332--0299 7721 N TRIPP AV SKOKIE IL
c 352--42 50 BOX 193 ENFIELD ILL
c 344--1506 8528 CENTRAL PARK SKOKIE ILL
c 5430 S WOOD CHICAGO IL
c 4116 S MAPLE AV
2505 ESSEX AV




c 3 CHEVOIT DUXBURY ROLLING MOWS ILL
u 332--3866 7415 W MAIN ST NILES ILL
u 332--2579 170 NANTI ST PARK FOREST ILL
c 356--2287 1007 S 1ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356--2287 1007 S 1ST 4 CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 3 EDGEWOOD DR QUINCY ILL
c 356--43 81 9 RAINTREE CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 344--6875 RR 2 ROANOKE ILL
u RR 2 ROANOKE ILL
u 365--1664 2939 OANIELS DALLAS TX
c 356--9867
c 356--9867 INGRAHAM ILL
c 344--4935 RR 1 BARTELSO ILL
u 711 CORNELIA ST JOLIET ILL
u 332--2927 RR 4 BOX 187 WATSEKA IL
c 332--4642 31 PAYNE PL NORMAL ILL




c 356--7435 5555 S EVERETT CHICAGO ILL
u 332--2392 621 AVENUE Z BROOKLYN NY
c 333--3509 222 W FOREST ST MARENGO ILL
c 344--2129 9822 N KARLOV SKOKIE ILL
u 344--4205 309 SE 7TH ST FAIRFIELD ILL
c 7616 S MARSHFIELO CHICAGO IL
u 344- 1932 402 S LINCOLN URBANA ILL
c 359--3134 309 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359--3137 309 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--1932 5101 W 147TH ST MIDLOTHIAN ILL
u 344--1932 402 S LINCOLN URBANA ILL
c 359--4284 1824 ALDER LN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 8030 S YATES AV CHICAGO ILL
c 43 TURF LN ROSLYN HTS N Y



































































































ED 3 URH VANDOREN 321 C 332--0530 19 E 70TH TERR
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 312 U 332--5274 2836 W ARTHUR
ED 1 910 S 3RD 1109 C 344--5000 321 W WESTWOOD DR
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617 3600 LAKE SHORE
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS c 356--7663 6061 N WHIPPLE
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 728 u 332--5614 6521 N MOZART ST
GRAD 503 E STOUGHTON c 629 OCEAN PKWY
LAS2 904 S 3RD 8 c 344--7242 16 BRIARCLIFFE DR
ENG3 505 E GREEN 20 c 41 SIGNAL HILL
GRAD 407 S POPLAR u 367--9725 RR 1
ENG4 1004 W NEVADA u 367--7303 303 N ORCHARD
FAA4 URH SAUNDERS 307 u RR 2
FAA4 2006 VAWTER 10 u 365--1508 14530 JEFFERSON
GRAD 604 S RANDOLPH c 359--4761 221 S 4TH ST
ENG4 604 E ARMORY 303 c 344--7202 RR 1
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS 607 c 70 WATER ST
ED 4 902 S 2ND c 344--4424 2133 W HIGHLAND
LAS4 911 S 1ST c 359--3158 7337 SOUTH SHORE
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--6687 5251 W GALITZ 202
FAA2 904 W GREEN u 3 34--1694 8537 ORCHARD AV
GRAD 1114 BROADMOOR c 352--4569 7403 N KARLOV
LAS3 URH FORBES 221 c 332--0960 7719 LAKE ST
ENG4 110 E CHALMERS c 344--9459 6600 N SEELEY
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1223 u 332--5759 2908 CENTRAL AV
ENG2 505 E GREEN c 344--0929 208 SW 11TH ST
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS c 5522 N SPAULDING
ENG2 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 8325 N CHRISTIANA
LAS3 URH ALLEN 107 u 332--3120 10140 S STLAWRENCE
BUS1 1105 S 1ST c 344--9770 6644 N ARTESIAN
BUS3 URH SNYDER 308 c 332--1744 5934 CAPULINA
LASl URH TOWNSEND 381 u 332--4172 6422 N CLAREMONT
GRAD 502 E SPNGFLD c 352--8760 5934 CAPULINA AV
FAA4 URH GARNER 424 c 332--0863 7911 LUNA
LASl 1004 S 4TH c 16W500HNYSCKL ROSE
FAA1 URH FORBES 496 c 332--1154 RR 1
LAS4 URH ALLEN 426 u 332--323 6 3 NEAL ST
COM4 1003 W OREGON u 576 HICKORY
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 522 u 332--4259 RR 2
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 1312 ELMWOOD
LAS2 907 S 4TH c 344--9694 876 KIMBALL RD
LAS4 201 S WRIGHT 10 c 401 BRIARGATE
GRAD CISSNA PARK ILL BOX 267
ENG3 112 E DANIEL c 356--7936 3010 GREENBRIER LN
AGR1 URH ALLEN 642 u 332--3396 3010 GREENBRIER LN
GRAD 606 W OHIO u 344--5812 6304 COLORADO
LASl URH TRELEASE 606 u 332--5563 1031 BELLWOOD AV
BUS3 910 S 3RD c 9128 S EUCLID
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS c 344--9459 9455 LAVERGNE AV
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7990 670 HINMAN
LAS4 306 E ARMORY c 344--3392 3811 ROSEMEAR
LAS2 URH CARR 323 u 332--3935 1350 S WAYSIDE DR
BUS1 URH BABCOCK 403 u 332--3811 206 BRIAR LN
AGR3 URH SCOTT 154 c 332--1410 RR 1 BOX 201
BUS3 201 E JOHN c 356--7857 206 BRIAR LN
PE 1 910 S 3RD 405 c 334--5000 421 W MELROSE ST
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7855 4433 W EMERSON
ED 4 902 S 2ND c 344--6647 6439 N CLAREMONT
GRAD 812 N MCKINLEY c 352--3488 840 W DOWNER PL
GRAD 704 WESTERN u 365--1239 704 WESTERN
GRAD 704 WESTERN u 704 WESTERN
LAS2 1311 HONEYSUCKLE c 1311 HONEYSUCKLE
ED 1 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 6737 LEMAI
LAS3 URH ALLEN 224 u 332--3158 4711 W MAIN
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 203 u 332--3479 RR 3
LAS2 911 S 4TH c 339 W ADAMS
FAA2 311 E DANIEL c 344--4249 1326 SUFFOLK AV
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS c 344-1170 105 E OAK ST
GRAD 1207 PHILO RD u 365--2976 1207 PHILO RD
GRAD URH DANIELS 324 u 332--2232 AR JAU 670 71
FAA4 URH CARR 3 u 332--3841 342 WILLOW GLEN
GRAD 1004 S GARFIELD u 365--2659 1004 S GARFIELD
GRAD 308 W ELM u 367--5048 308 W ELM
FAA4 406 BRIAR LN 4 c 352--6734 2407 WESTBROOK
ENG2 URH GARNER 272 c 332--0756 1209 LOIS AV
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 120 POPLAR DR
LASl 1105 S 1ST c 344--9720 3056 CHASE
GRAD URH DANIELS 408 u 332--2268 1952 LOCHMOOR
AGR4 313 E JOHN c 344--0680 615 N JEFFERSON
FAA4 405 E GREEN c 405 E GREEN
LASl 5715 W GIRARD AV
FAA1 505 E CHALMERS c 344--5791 334 MANOR PL
AGR1 URH GARNER 288 c 311--2368 RR 2
GRAD URH SHERMAN 327 c 332--4699 1718 TAHITI LN
LAS4 1008 W NEVADA u 344--9710 190 WESTERFIELD PL
FAAl URH CARR 15 u 375 ALLAN DR
BUS1 URH WESTON 496 c BOX 14
LASl URH SNYDER 374 c 3536 W 13TH PL
LASl URH ALLEN 342 u 332--3210 ROUTE 1 BOX 280
ENG4 1836 VALLEY RD c 323-H S WEST AV
LAS4 503 W GREEN u 367--2991 7100 JOL IET RD
GRAD 903 ADA c 352--4700 4218 ROSE AV
GRAD 1403 HONEYSUCKLE c 352--9532 607 HESTER AV
LAS4 412 M ELM u 365--2056 412 W ELM
GRAD 307 W COLOMBIA B c 1506 DAWSON
LAS4 412 W ELM u 365--2056 3007 GLADSTONE
ED 3 DANVILLE ILL 439 FRANKLIN ST



































































































FERRERO JAMES ALBERT LAS2
FERRERO JOSEPH DAVID LAS4
FERRETTfc DOUGLAS R BUS3
FERRILL CHRIS ALLAN LAS3
FERRIS CHRISTINE A AGR1
FERRIS JAMES L GRAD
FERRIS JOHN PETER LAS2
FERRIS MERLE WILDEY GRAD
FERRIS ROGER ALAN LAS3
FERRO PETER A JR ENG1
FERROLI MARGARET R COM3
FERRY CAROLE LYNN LAS3
FERRY JAMES G GRAD
FERRY JAMES ROBERT LAS4
FERRY JOHN D FAAl
FESL JAMES J ENG1
FESLER ELMA DAVIS GRAD
FESSER DALE JOHN AGR2
FETHERL1NG DIANE LYN ED 4
FETT FARADAY A LAS3
FETTERS NANCY ELLEN LAS4
FETZER LARRY GILBERT BUS4
FETZER LARRY LEE VM 2
FEUCHUK LINDA S LAS1
FEUCHUK MICHAEL JAME ENG2
FEURER WILLIAM E JR LAW1
*FEVER LEO WILLIAM GRAD
FEWELL THOMAS WILLIA AGR2
FEY JEANNE T ED 2
FEY JUSTINE L LASl
FIALA THOMAS JOSEPH FAA3
FIARMAN LAWRENCE MOR LAS2
FIBEGER FRED MICHAEL GRAD
FICHTE ROYCE JAY LAW2
FICHTER JOHN K 8US3
FICKEN JANET L ED 4
FICKLEN JOSEPH 8URWE GRAD
FIDELER LOUIS E III ENG1
FIEDLER DANIEL JOHN ENG2
FIEDLER ELLEN V LASl
FIEGEN LETTY R FAA4
FIELD ANN E LASl
FIELD DONALD MARTIN ENG2
FIELD MARGARET ELLEN LAS4
FIELD RUTH VERONICA GRAD
FIELD SHERI JOY PE 2
FIELD SUSAN FRANCES LAS2
FIELDEN DONALD WAYNE ENG4
FIELOING GAYLE F AGR1
FIELDMAN LARRY GENE ENG3
FIELDS ALICE KATHRYN GRAD
FIELDS BETTY CAROL PE 2
FIELDS DONALD BRUCE ENG2
FIELDS JACQUELINE E LAS2
FIELDS JQNLYN C LASl
FIELDS ROBERT LEWIS LAS3
FIELDS STEPHEN DAVID PE 4
F1ENE MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
FIESELER LINDA M LAS3
FIFIELD BARBARA JEAN LAS2
FIGATNER JOEL GARRET LAS2
FIGERT DANIEL W FAA4
FIGGE CYNTHIA LAS2
FIGGE DONALD V FAAl
FIGGE FREDERICK H GRAD
FIGURA RICHARD F LAS4
FIGURES THOMAS HENRY LAW1
FIGUS THADDEUS STANL ENG4
FIKE DONALD EDWIN LAS4
FILAS RENEE MARLENE AGR3
FILBEY MARGARET JEAN LAS4
FILBEY MARY J GRAD
FILBEY MELISSA A LASl
FILOES ROGER ENG1
FILE DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
FILECCIA ROBERT JOSE GRAD
FILICSKY MICHAEL BYR LAS4
FILIP RUSSELL L ENG1
FILIP SUSANNE ROSE AGR2
FIL1PEK DAVID M GRAD
FILIPOWICZ MARY S A LASl
FILIPPI LAWRENCE PAU FAA4
FILL DIANE EVA FAA4
FILL JOHANNA I LASl
FILLER RONALD HOWARD LAS3
FILLIPO JOHN A BUS3
FILLIUNG JAMES JOHN GRAD
FILSON CINDY S LAS3
FILSON ROY GLEN LAS2
FIMOFF MARK J ENG1
FIN TERESA M FAAl
FINCH ANGELINE LASl
FINCH ANNA L LASl
FINCH JAMES BOSS BUS4
FINCH JAMES K GRAD
FINCH PAUL WEDGE LAS3
FINCH ROBERT MUNRO LAS4
604 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY C
501 E DAMEL C
320 E GREGORY C
URH BUSEY 225 U
URH DANIELS 233 U
910 S 3RD C
610 LA SELL C
URH WESTON 271 C
910 S 3RD 303 C
URH EVANS 301 U
URH SAUNDERS 208 U
2102 ORCH ST 104 U
209 E JOHN C
202 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 421 C
1107 W GREEN 225 U
1004 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 222 U
313 E JOHN C




205 E ARMORY C
812 FAIRVIEW U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH FORBES 366 C
URH BUSEY 429 U
URH LUNOGREN 302 C
URH 0GLES8Y 625 U
112 E JOHN C
FARMER CITY ILL
105 E CHALMERS C
1010 S 2ND C
1813 VALLEY RD C
508 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 446 C
2014 ZUPPKE U
909 W CALIFORNIA U
URH EVANS 103 U
URH SNYDER 2 59 C
URH CLARK 407 C
URH TRELEASE 614 U
MORTON GROVE ILL
410 E GREEN C
WILSON TRLR PK 34 U
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
URH HOPKINS 464 C
509 E GREEN 7 C
800 W CHURCH C
804 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 205 C
URH GARNER 200 C
503 STOUGHTON C
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
809 S MATTIS 5 C
URH WARDALL 703 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 244 C
1914 C ORCH ST U
URH LAR 395 U
1108 S 1ST C
TWIN CTY MBL HME 8 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 153 C
805 W OREGON U
209 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 231 U
305 W PENN U
305 W PENN U
URH BUSEY 432 U
URH FORBES 226 C
903 BELLE PK C
301 CCUNTRY FR 54 C
6 06 W HIGH U
910 S 3RD 428 C
URH TRELEASE 617 U
1709 W JOHN 7 C
URH TAFT 124 C
LA NAPOULE FR
508 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 902 C
907 S 4TH C
208 E JOHN C
316 S PRAIRIE 103 C
802 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 392 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 218 U
URH BUSEY 432 U
URH ALLEN 442 U
615 W HEALEY C
1611 VALLEY RO C
LAKE BLUFF ILL



































































































1005 E 1ST ST
6304 KIRSCHOFF ST
513 E HARDING AV





333 W SUNSET AV
4526 GROVE
1825 N RAYNOR AV
1404 EAST AV S
18 WILDWOOD DR N
3N619 WEST AV












34 WILSON TRLR PK
1014 DEVONSHIRE
RR 1 BOX 162
509 E GREEN
1801 S PROSPECT AV






SCHOOL ST BOX 91
2942 MADISON AV
9144 S PAXTON AV
633 SUTHARO DR
7300 2A TALCOTT AV
1900 S PASFIELD
GREEN LAWN TRLR PK
2890 DUFFY LN
5909 W HAVEN DR






RR I BOX 436
ROUTE 3 BOX 49A




1802 NW 38TH TERR
5806 S MEADE AV
522 W WENNES CT
642 N BEVERLEY AV
2107 PRAIRIE AV
ETHERIOGE LN
13915 W 147TH PL














































































































































































































LAS4 URH ALLEN 279 U 332--3328 319B W CHURCH
AGRl 907 W ILLINOIS U 406 N GALENA AV
FAA3 307 E HEALEY 6 c 352--0940 1052 FLORENCE AV
GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS 4 u 344--5489 6022 S WOODLAWN AV
GRAD 2061 C ORCH ST u 344--4079 C/0 M F FINDLAY
GRAD 1220 W CHARLES c 356--6209 1412 WAVERLY
GRAD 2104 ORCH ST 103 u 4811 CALVERT ST
ED 1 URH SAUNOERS 328 u 332--3960 5489 CORNELL
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS c 356--7663 6201 N KENMORE
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 7814 S ESSEX
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS c 9137 KOSTNER
GRAO 501 S PRAIRIE c 356--2313 501 S PRAIRIE
LAS3 URH WAROALL 824 u 332--4476 8001 S PAULINA
ED 4 1903 GEORGE HUFF u 367--6432 1903 GEORGE HUFF
LAS3 1011 FRANCIS 2 c 359--3091 4225 ENFIELD
BUS3 301 E ARMORY c 344--0129 1224 HILLSIDE AV
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617 13821 CEDAR
LAS2 904 S 3RD c 344--7309 6439 N ROCKWELL ST
GRAD 606 E STOUGHTON c 356--0598 4324 S WENONAH
FAA3 511 BASH c 3 56--7334 1314 BENTON
ED 1 910 S 3RD 1126 c 344--7846 4340 CLEVELAND
GRAO 606 RICHARDS LN c 356--2904 606 RICHARDS LN
FAA4 1112 S ARBOR c 1715 E 84TH PL
GRAD OAKWOOD ILL RR 1
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617 3855 COVE DR
LAS3 411 E GREEN 8 c 344--9434 ROUTE 1 B 263
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1220 u 332--5401 550 CLAVEY LN
ENG2 506 E SPNGFLO 5C c 402 S HIGHLAND
LAS2 904 W GREEN 412 u 10314 S OAKLEY AV
COM4 URH OGLESBY 1205 u 3730 N LAKE SHORE
COM3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7754 250 RICH RD
GRAD 2024 BURLISON u 344--6226 1234 KNORR ST
8US1 URH SCOTT 159 c 332--1414 1970 BERKELEY
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 704 u 332--5236 RR 1
ED 2 URH SAUNDERS 6 u 332--3574 1274 E LAKE SHORE
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--1470 817 SUNSET RD
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS 902 c 344--7940 817 SUNSET RD
BUS1 URH LUNDGREN 125 c 9544 S EMERALD AV
VM 2 1010 E COLORADO 5 u 367--0417 RR 2
LAS1 URH WAROALL 619 u 902 E 40TH ST 204
LAS2 804 W OREGON u 344--5165 333 CENTRAL AV
LAS1 URH LAR 224 u 332--2587 4022 BROOKMONT
LAS2 URH SNYDER 374 c 332--1795 4022 BROOKMONT RD
GRAD URH DANIELS 365 u 332--2500 1411 PITTSTON AV
LAS1 URH WESTON c 332--1935 1523 ESTATE LN
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 265 c 332--1232 203 E SHERMAN
AGR2 702 W WASHINGTON u WESTBROOK ADDN
ENG2 URH WESTON 472 c 332--2016 1830 N KENNECOTT
GRAD 909 S 2ND c 344--7981 909 S 2ND
LAS3 URH LAR 193 u 332--2964 2820 W 83RD PL
GRAD 503 E WHITE c 359--4122 341 WILKINS ST
GRAD 505 E WHITE 5 c 359--4879 613 LAFAYETTE AV
AGR4 908 S LOCUST c 359--42 87 OAKWOOD RD
FAA3 301 CGUNTRY FR 57 c 10619 S OAKLEY
LAS4 301 COUNTRY FR 57 c 301 COUNTRY FR 57
FAA1 1215 S 4TH 218 c 332--2419 1702 OLD STAGE RD
LAS4 1008 S 4TH c 344--1707 811 FIFTH ST
ED 1 URH ALLEN 254 u 332--3307 1625 DOBSON ST
LASl URH LUNDGREN 101 c 332--0214 9653 S CRANDON AV
FAA2 1108 S 1ST c 2556 WOOOLAND PARK
GRAD 1706 W CHURCH c 356--2620 549 NEVADA ST
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7739 270 W WALNUT
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 438 c 332--1353 6524 N TROY
LAS4 URH SCOTT 162 c 332--1417 611 MAPLE ST
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 327 u 5324 MEADOW LN
ED 3 URH WARDALL 412 u 332--4368 4712 N ORIOLE BLVD
LAS3 907 S 4TH c 344--9693 64 GREEN BAY RD
ED 2 URH LAR 263 u 332--2974 1021 N RACE
LAS4 109 W CALIFORNIA u 5432 W 26TH ST
GRAD MAHOMET ILL RR 1 281
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 377 u 332--4168 176 MAPLE GROVE
LAS4 1204 W STOUGHTON u 107 W 8TH ST
LAS3 910 W CALIFORNIA u 9919 S CHARLES ST
GRAD 24 SALEM RD u 365--1279 24 SALEM RD
FAA4 1504 WILLIAMSBURG c 352--5841 1906 PATTERSON
GRAD 907 SPNGFLD u 3 ARNON ST
GRAD URH SHERMAN 403 c 332--4708 906 ELM ST
GRAD 2102 S ORCH 302 u 7045 HAWTHORN AV
LASl URH VANDOREN 407 c 332-0542 1562 SHIRLEY DR
GRAD 1606 SANGAMON c 356--8296 1606 SANGAMON
LAW3 1306 N NEIL c 356--0383 224 W 11TH ST
LAS2 910 S 3RD 817 c 344--5000 9216 N KOLMAR AV
GRAO 1410 N MCKINLEY 5 c 1004 W WILLIAM
LAS3 508 E SPNGFLD c 352--8814 RR 1
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 572 u 332--4291 912 WASHINGTON
BUSI URH SAUNDERS 218 u 332--3629 406 NE 7TH AV
GRAD 1944 B ORCH ST u 344--4307 1944 B ORCHARD ST
GRAD 403 S COLER u 365--1088 101 KNIGHT ST
LAS4 907 W ILLINOIS u 344--0695 1823 CHRISTINE
LASl URH BLAISDELL 231 u 332--3507 10201 S MAY ST
GRAD 1823 ORCH PL u 344--0854 1823 ORCHARD PL
FAA4 RR 2 c RR 2
LAS2 URH ALLEN 303 u 332--3180 BOX 88
LAS4 908 W NEVADA 4 u 344--7725 803 S LOCUST
PE 4 401 E JOHN c 344--1650 630 DEAN CT
FAA4 1202 W NEVAOA u 344 -1173 1708 AVENUE F





































































































































































































LAS3 701 MCKINLEY C
PE 1 910 S 3RD 1016 C
LAS1 2115 BURLISON U
LAS4 301 E WHITE C
LAS3 1508 KIRBY C
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 334 U
LAS2 907 S 4TH C
AVI2 URH WESTON 438 C
GRAD 403 S COLER U
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
ED 4 904 S 3RD C
AGR3 SAVOY ILL
ED 4 310 E JOHN C
ENG2 URH WESTON 456 C
FAA6 2505 W SPNGFLD C
GRAD 320 MILLER C
AGR1 URH HOPKINS ^76 C
LAS3 ROUEN FR
GRAD 1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA U
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 384 U
GRAD 303 COUNTRY FR 62 C
GRAD 221 W MAIN 1 U
GRAD 1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
ENG3 URH SNYDER 214 C
AGR3 805 W OHIO U
COM4 2020 N MATTIS 101 C
LAW2 1801 C ORCH PL U
LAS1 URH FLAGG 311 C
BUS4 705 S 3RD C
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 271 C
ENG4 CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 365 C
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 549 U
LAS1 1207 W SPNGFLD U
FAA3 309 E JOHN C
ENG4 1209 W CLARK U
LAS4 1101 S EUCLID 12 C
LAS3 1004 W OREGON U
LAS2 801 W I LLINOIS U
FAA4 3C9 S STATE 24 C
AGR1 604 E ARMORY 143 C
BUS3 601 S 4TH C
LAS1 URH LAR 473 U
LAS6 309 S STATE 24 C
LAS4 212 E DANIEL C
LAS1 URH SNYDER 475 C
AVI1 URH SCOTT 200 C
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 241 C
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 296 C
GRAD BONDVILLE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1267 C
LAS1 URH BARTON 17 C
FAA1 URH CARR 419 U
ENG4 2109 W WHITE C
ENG4 606 S PRAIRIE 1 C
LAS2 911 S 4TH C
GRAD 705 W MICHIGAN U
ENG3 1109 W MAIN U
LAS2 URH SNYDER 272 C
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 825 U
ENGl URH FORBES 209 C
GRAD 1004 BROADMOOR C
ED 1 309 S JOHN C
ENG2 URH WESTON 432 C
LAS2 URH LAR 402 U
GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL
FAA4 410 E GREEN U
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
ENG4 1101 W PENN U
GRAD 808 FAIROAKS C
GRAD 808 FAIROAKS C
GRAD 107 W CHARLES C
EO 4 7 NEWPORT RD U
PE 1 1101 PENN U
GRAD 311 S PRAIRIE 11 C
FAA3 410 E JOHN C
VM 4 URH SHERMAN 148 C
LAS3 110 E ARMORY C
LAS1 URH BARTON 5 C
LAS4 312 PRAIRIE 202 C
AGR1 URH LUNDGREN C
PE 1 1101 PENN C
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA U
LAS2 405 E JOHN C
LAW1 1822 VALLEY RD C
GRAD URH DANIELS 482 U
ED 2 904 S LINCOLN U
ED 2 1204 S LINCOLN U
ED 4 URH TAFT 207 C
PE 4 312 W SPNGFLD 8 U
LASl URH TRELEASE 818 U
LAS1 DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 624 E GREEN C
LAW2 910 S 3RD C
COM4 509 E GREEN 202 C
RR 1
352-2473 727 W BROADMOOR
344-5000 9156 KILPATRICK
344-5962 2115 BURLISON
356-6721 304 BOND ST
2212 ILES BLVD W
332-4135 5952 LIEBER RD
3923 JEROME
332-2079 1212 NAPERVILLE RD
365-1088 14339 OAKPARK BLVD
1055 OAK SPRING RD
344-9579 237 E 150TH ST
207 W GREEN
344--9752 4250 SARATOGA
332--2091 9127 HOME AV
356--3827 2505 W SPRINGFIELD
359--'683 605 W BLUFF




332--4175 2870 ARLINGTON AV
356--6346
367-
-023 7 2528 CATALINA LN
317 W TUPELO
332--1680 320 STATE ST
344--4784 ROUTE 5
405 COURTLAND AV
344--0098 1801 C ORCHARD PL




226 N MAIN ST
332--4276 315 E MULBERRY
344-
-0511 315 E MULBERRY
344--0082 1417 GRANT
367--7085 3622 LESH RD N E
344--4588 90 ARCHER AV
243 ADAMS ST
66 MARNEL RD
356--4721 309 S STATE 24
RR 1
W MAIN ST
332--3054 15421 BIRCH RD
356--4721 620 S KENSINGTON
356--7908 1521 S SPRING
332--1866 402 N LAUREL DR
216 DODGE
332--1216 3144 DAVIS AV
332--1256 108 E VIRGINIA
BOX 134
332--5028 24 PARKVIEW AV
332--0099 135 W 110TH ST
332--396 2 626 FAIRVIEW
402 E CLEVELAND ST
356--0146 BOX 345 RT 2
344--9560 1901 SHADOWLANE
344--5073 705 W MICHIGAN
BOX 83
332- 1723 1150 N RIVER RD
RR
RR 1
3 52--4881 1004 BROADMOOR
344--4491 220 S JUDSON
3 32--20 77 4953 EDDY ST




344--4366 204 W DETWEILLER
352--5088 808 FAIROAKS
352--5088 808 FAIROAKS
359--3476 107 W CHARLES





344--7709 451 W ALDINE AV
332--0091 8642 BENNETT
150 GRANT AV
332--0232 1042 N FRANKLIN
344--4418 114 W MAIN ST
344--0425 120 W JEFFERSON AV
344--0556 1009 HARRINGTON
352--3906 URH OGLESBY 124
332--2555 1041 S GILPIN
344--1392 3514 WOODWORTH PL
344--7971 435 W DRUMMOND DR
332--0614 1028 S 5TH ST
367--0964
332--5634 3021 E MICH BLVD
801 N KIMBALL ST
356--4738 3229 N W 25TH




































































































FLERLAGE ELLEN P GRAD
FLESHMAN JAMES PAUL PE 1
FLESS CATHY DILLON LAS4
*FLESS GUNTHER MICHAE GRAO
FLESSNER DARWIN LYNN AGR2
FLETCHER DEBORAH M LAS1
FLETCHER HAROLD DAMO GRAD
FLETCHER HERTICENE L LAS1
FLETCHER JAMES L GRAD
FLETCHER JANET C LAS1
FLETCHER KENNETH LEE LAS4
FLETCHER MICHAEL STE FAA1
FLETCHER RANDALL W LAS1
FLEWELLING TERRY LYN ED 4
FLIB3ERT JOSEPH THOM GRAD
FLICHT MICHELLE PE 4
FLIOER DAVID KENT ENG4
FLIESSER MARGARET L LAS1
FLINT PHILIP W GRAD
FLINT SADIE M LAS1
FLISS JOHN STEPHEN LAS4
FLISS MARY S AGR2
FLOOEEN GWENDOLYN D AGR4
FLOOD JAMES RICHARD ENG4
FLOOD SUSAN JANE LAS2
FLOORE CHARLES LAS1
FLUORE RODERICK T LASl
FLOR PHILLIP RUSSELL LAS2
FLORA JANICE ELAINE BUS3
FLORCZAK GISELA C COM4
FLORENCE ELEANOR D LAS3
FLORENCE ROBERT WAYN AGR4
FLORES CHRISTOPHER A BUS1
FLOREY RICHARD C GRAD
*FLOTTMAN WILLIAM K GRAD
FLOWERDEW STANLEY J GRAD
FLOWERS ELLIOTT G JR GRAD
FLOWERS JEANENE SUE LAS2
FLOWERS STEVEN D ENG4
FLOWERS WALTER R GRAD
FLOYD BRUCE M LASl
FLOYD JUDITH ANN GRAO
FLOYD ROBERT BENNETT GRAD
FLUEGGE MARYLOU C LASl
FLUHARTY DAVID H GRAD
FLYNN EDITH ELISABET GRAD
FLYNN GEORGE RICHARO LAW3
FLYNN GERALDINE M LAS4
FLYNN KATHLEEN T FAA2
FLYNN MICHAEL COLIN LAS3
FLYNN THOMAS F ENG4
FLYNN WINSTON EMERY LAS4
FOAT GALEN DELBERT LAS3
FOBBS JOE LLOYD JR GRAD
FOCHTMAN MARY KATHRY ED 4
FOCHTMANN DAVID PAUL BUS4
FOCKS CLAUDIA ANN LE AGR2
FOELBER MARGIE M GRAD
FUGEL DOUGLAS JOHN LAS3
FOGEL MAUREEN G LASl
FOGELBERG PETER KENT LAS3
FOGERSUN THOMAS B JR AGR3
FOGLE JANE LESLIE AGR2
FOGLE RICHARD EUGENE GRAD
FOGLER ROBERT ARDEN ENG4
FOHRMAN LINDA L LASl
FOHRMAN LYNN A PE 1
FUHRMAN MONICA MARCI LAS2
FOHRMAN PHYLLIS R FAA4
FOIT NANCY JOYCE AGR3
FUJTIK ALEX JOHN ENG4
FOLEY FRANK W JR GRAD
FOLEY JAMES MICHAEL COM3
FOLEY KEITH PAUL PE 4
FOLEY LEROY VINCENT COM4
FOLEY LINDA SUZANNE LAS3
FOLEY MARGARET A GRAD
FOLEY MICHAEL J LASl
FOLEY STANLEY EDWIN AGR3
FOLEY TERRENCE JOHN ENG4
FOLKERS EDGAR R JR VM 4
FOLKERS JOHN BENARO LAS4
FJLKERTS CHARLES H ENG1
FOLLIS WILLIAM JOSEP ENG2
FOLLMER LEON ROBERT GRAD
FOLTIN BELA JR GRAD
FONG DAVID YUEN-YAU LAS4
FONG MARGARET GRAD
FUNNER MARY K DORRIS ED 3
FONTANA THOMAS P ENG1
FONTS BRIGIDO CASTIL BUSl
FONWEARINGA LUCY LAS2
FOOSE JOHN EDWARD ENG3
FOOTE JEFFREY H FAA4
FOOTE JOHN ROBERT COM3
FOOTE MARIE LAS2
FORBER PATRICK JAMES BUS4
311 E JOHN 11 C
URH FORBES 339 C
1107 S EUCLID 8 C
BURNSIDES RES LAB U
FITHIAN ILL
URH EVANS 204 U
URH SHERMAN 1165 C
URH BLAISDELL 231 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH VANDOREN 409 C
1105 S 1ST C
URH WESTON 239 C
URH FORBES 4 76 C
MAHOMET ILL
2051 C ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 902 C
311 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL U
506 SUNRISE U
URH SAUNDERS 424 U
3 HILL ST CT U
URH BLAISDELL 108 U
URH WARDALL 913 U
907 S 2ND 9 C
910 S 3RD 1127 C
URH OGLESBY 319 U
URH OGLESBY 319 U
URH GARNER 332 C
URH WARDALL 1010 U
55 E GREEN C
706 S MATHEWS U
211 W JOHN C




203 COUNTRY FR C
313 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 228 U
502 W GRIGGS U
URH SNYDER 340 C
2313 S 1ST 202 C
URH DANIELS 108 U
URH BLAISDELL 104 U
2507 LAWNDALE C
1717 VALLEY RO C
908 N MCKINLEY C C
URH CLARK 213 C
409 E CHALMERS C
310 E CHALMERS C
1405 KIRBY 14 C
1717 VALLEY RD C
809 W PENN U
803 W MAIN U
URH WARDALL 903 U
URH BABCOCK 431 U
URH LAR 184 U
1004 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 224 U
204 E JOHN 11 C
URH GARNER 266 C
508 E CHALMERS C
ANTIOCK ILL
502 E HEALEY C
URH WARDALL 622 U
URH NOBLE 215 C
47 E CHALMERS C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 192 U
415 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 262 U
401 E DANIEL C
201 E JOHN C
201 E GREEN C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SHERMAN C
URH WESTON 323 C
58 E GREGORY C
302 E GREGORY C
110 E CLARK C
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 375 C
1508 WILLIAMSBURG C
1601 N KILER 6 C
1010 W SPNGFLD U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 6 U
1212 N BERKLEY U
604 E ARMORY 135 C
URH WESTON 466 C
207 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 274 C
1305 N HICKORY C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 412 U
211 E DANIEL C
344--0625 216 S EDWARD ST
332--1041 RR 1
344--7066 424 46TH AV
333--1874 1107 S EUCLID
RR 2
332--2702 5602 N ST LOUIS
332--5004 3321 LESTER
332--3507 7914 S MICHIGAN AV
1708 W ALBION
332--0 544 156 SHERRY LN
344--9770 6541 N HOYNE
511 E ELM ST
17807 GRANDVIEW DR
SPRING LAKE 68
344--6230 26 HIGH ST
344--0107 8052 TRIPP
344--9818 2627 9TH ST
332--4506 423 E PENN ST
365--1795 5234 PORTLAND AV
1160 N SEDGWICK
102 ALTHEA DR
332--3455 102 ALTHEA DR
332--4490 11322 EWING AV
344--9741 1305 E ELM ST
1305 E ELM ST
332--5130 14 F S GOMPER HMS
332--5130 2016 TRENDLEY
332--0798 17708 67TH AV
332--4511 609 W JOHN
3 59--4760 2439 HAWTHORNE AV
344--3382 304 S MERRILL AV
359--2220 211 W JOHN
332--2077 2770 N 44TH ST
1165 EASTVIEW DR
2812 PINE
3 52--0820 312 AVONDALE
356--6037 2633 STEEL
837 S 4TH ST
332--5109 512 WATER ST
367--8034 5917 CONWAY RD
RR 1
344--5299 2313 S 1ST 202
332--2135 2607 BRASSIE ST
332--3451 ROUTE I BOX 393
356--4102 608 S 11TH ST
352--0260 1717 VALLEY RD
356--5397 908 N MCKINLEY
332--0016 208 VALLEY DR
5951 S MOZART




367--8678 803 W MAIN
332--4480 595 REX
332--3839 2900 S 14TH ST
332--2956 9328 ORIOLE
1911 28TH ST




344--1170 397 HOLLY AV
RR 4 BOX 446
700 W PRAIRIE
332--4425 9424 N HAMLIN
332--0392 221 SUNSET DR
356--7663 9424 N HAMLIN
9424 N HAMLIN AV
332--2963 7701 BAIMBRIDGE DR
367--5046 6232 W SCHOOL ST
332--4090 8918 COTTAGE GR PL
344--1261 7324 W MYRTLE
3 56--7515 5148 N KILDARE
1536 W ROSEMONT AV
344--3608 414 W CRAWFORD ST
332--4772 20 CAMELOT WAY
332--2001 10806 S CHURCH ST
344--7152 RR 1
344--7511 2327 11TH ST
356--0425 18460COWING CT
332--4193 200 W CHESTNUT
344--9776 314 BUR BANK AV
332--2280 524 BROADWAY ST
359--2090 1508 WILLIAMSBURG
1601 N KILER 6
4 KAI YUEN TERR
344--3968 AUSTIN RD 9F FLT A
367--00 2 6 1212 N BERKLEY AV
6663 CELESTINE ST
332--2100 8351 LASALLE
356--2945 2311 S 1ST 201
332--1966 260 N ADAMS ST
356--7430 1201 W CHURCH
344--0676 18047 SACRAMENTO
332--4368 11730 S JUSTINE


























EAST ST LOUIS ILL








































































FORBER SUSAN MARIA LAS3
FORBES OELROY JEFTAH GRAD
FORBES ERNESTINE N GRAD
FORBES GERALOINE H GRAO
FORBES JAMES DANIEL ENG4
FORBES LEONARO GRAD
FORBES RICHARD ALLEN ENG2
FORBES STEPHEN H LAS1
FORBIS RICHARD MARSH GRAD
FORCADE MICHAEL CHAR LAS3
FORD AVALON L LAS1
FORD CHARLOTTE A GRAD
FORD DEE ANN FAA4
FORD DIXIE LEE GRAD
FORD JOHN JAMES III GRAD
FORD JOHN LEARNED GRAD
FORD KAREN RUTH ED 4
FORD LORE H I II GRAD
FORD MARY G FAA3
FORD MARY S AGR1
FORD ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
FORD ROBERT WALTER FAA3
FORD RONALD NICHOLAS ENG2
FORD SHARON TENNEY GRAD
FORD SUSAN K GRAD
FORD WILLIAM HERSCHE GRAD
FOROEN CAROLE ELAINE LAS2
FORDHAM MARK EVERETT ENG3
FORGUS SILVIA PARVEI GRAD
FORMAN ROBERT M COM4
FORMELL JEFFREY J BUS3
FORNAGIEL MARLENE A FAA4
FORNANGO JAMES PEARC GRAD
FORRER KATHLEEN E GRAD
FORRESTAL FRANCIS T ENG1
FORRY SALLY J AGRl
FORSBERU THOMAS WAYN ENG1
FORSE ROGER JAMES ENG3
FORSSTROM KARL SOREN ENG4
FORSTER DALE DEUEL GRAD
FORSTER TOM JENNINGS GRAD
FORSTNER LORNE JOHN GRAD
FORSYTH ARTHUR H BUS1
FORT RANDY ALAN 8US4
FORT SCOTT DENNIS ENG4
FORTE CHRIST JOHN LAS1
FORT IN MAROLYN M GRAD
FORTINO DENNIS JOSEP ENG4
FORTINO JOHN GRAD
FORTINO NIELA ELTA AGR3
FORTMAN CHRISTINE M LAS1
FORTMAN JANIS LYNN FAA2
FORTNER MICHAEL WAYN LAS4
FORTSCHNEIDER DAVID ENG3
FORTSON IRMA G FAA1
FORTUNA GILEAD GRAD
FORTUNA WILLIAM F II FAA2
FORTUNE NANCY ELAINE GRAD
FORWARD STEVEN R PE I
FOSNAUGH JOYCE A LAS1
FOSS JOHN R FAA1
FOSS THOMAS H AVI 1
FOSS WILLIAM PATRICK PE 4
FOSS WILMA J J GRAD
FOSTER APRIL LEE FAA4
FOSTER BRUCE WILLIAM LAS2
FOSTER CHRISTOPHER A GRAD
FOSTER DAVID HERMAN GRAO
FOSTER DONALD WARD GRAD
FOSTER DOUGLAS LAYNE GRAD
FOSTER FRANK S LAS4
FOSTER GREGORY ALAN ENG2
FOSTER GREGORY F BUS1
FOSTER JAMES CAMPBfcL LASl
FOSTER JAMES MARK LAS2
FOSTER JAMES S AGR6
FOSTER JOSEPH FREDER GRAD
FOSTER JUDITH ANN LAS3
FOSTER LARRY EUGENE GRAD
FOSTER MARION RUTH LAS4
FOSTER MARY A LASl
FOSTER MARY L FAA1
FOSTER MARY LOUISE LASl
FOSTER MICHAEL JOE LAS3
FOSTER ORLAND T FAA4
FOSTER STEPHEN CHARL GRAD
FOSTER STEVEN D FAA1
FOSTER WILLIAM T LAS3
FOSTER WILLIAM T GRAD
FOTSCHKY PAUL R FAA2
FOTZLER NEIL MILAN AGR3
FOUGNIES ADEL MARIA PE 4
FOUNDOS KATHERYN P LAS3
FOURNIER MICHAEL R LASl
FOUTCH DOUGLAS ALLEN ED 3
FOUTCH EDWARD EPPERS ED 4




2010 8 ORCH ST
408 E GREEN
2010 B ORCH ST
URH TOWNSEND 545
URH FORBES 260






1808 D ORCH PL
706 W STOUGHTON
URH WARDALL 410







1808 D ORCH PL
502 E HEALEY 207
URH SAUNDERS 429
URH TOWNSEND 247
1961 C ORCH ST




909 S 1ST 9





















1902 C ORCH ST










2060 D ORCH ST
2106 ORCH ST 102



























105 E GREEN 7
URH HOPKINS 218
C 344--5000 900 33RD AV MOLINE ILL
U 101 S GREGORY URBANA ILL
U 509 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--1024 2010 B ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
C 356--1363 7902 CHICAGO AV RIVER FOREST ILL
c 344--1024 2010 B ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
u 703 CLEARWATER ROBINSON ILL
c 332 -0984 2005 S VINE URBANA ILL
u 344--0523 1916 B ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
c 332--0849 2333 WATERMAN GRANITE CITY ILL
u 332--2847 1345 S CAMPBELL WHEATON ILL
u 4807 WILL IAMS OLYMPIA WA
c 332--0155 42C S 23RD ST MT VERNON ILL
u 367 -3076 406 N MATHEWS URBANA ILL
u 344--4017 1808 D ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL
u 367--2324 1006 FRANCES CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332--4366 635 E 6TH MINONK ILL
u 344--1519 WHITEFIELD ME
u 907 MAIN ST NEW HARMONY IN
u 332--5568 RR 3 BOX 73 ROODHOUSE ILL
u 51 MAPLEWOOD URBANA ILL
u 332--3709 725 TIMBER BRANCH ALEXANDRIA VA
c 344--9424 72 GOLF VIEW LN CARPENTERSVL ILL
u 367--1088 2220 WILMETTE ST KALAMAZOO MICH
u 344--4017 1808 D ORCHARD PL URBANA IL
c 3637 W ECHO LN PHOENIX ARIZ
u 332--3702 GEN DEL SHERMAN ILL
u 332--4082 812 W 12TH ST STERLING ILL
u 344--4650 1961 C ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
u 367--7275 103 AUDUBON PL HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
c 3041 N UNDER CHICAGO IL
u 2111 S 58TH AV CICERO IL
c 356--7012
c 352--1876 2727 CENTRAL ST EVANSTON IL
c 344--5000 7209 S PAULINA ST CHICAGO IL
c 332--0090 18605 ASHLAND HOMEWOUD ILL
c 422 LOCUST LN ROSELLE ILL
u 401 W WASHINGTON PARIS ILL
c 352--0948 919 S 6TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
c 359--3049 1011 S MATTIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359--3049 605 N LYNN CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 367--1077 RR 2 LONDON ONT CAN
u 367--5577 1203 S RACE URBANA IL
c 352--7146 316 4TH ST LINCOLN ILL
c 352--406 7 814 EMERSON MORTON ILL
c 14226 S MICHIGAN RIVERDALE ILL
c 356--9708 5004 W ALTGELD CHICAGO ILL
u 2227 S BELL CHICAGO ILL
c RR 1 BOURBONNAIS ILL
c 3 56--5446 RR 1 BOURBONNAIS ILL
c 332--0550 5629 CAROL AV MORTON GROVE IL
c 207 FREDERICK LN HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
c 356--3280 61 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--40 44 330 GLAOSTONE RD JACKSONVILLE ILL
u 332--2819 6450 S PARK AV CHICAGO IL
u 344--1067 36 ZALMAN SHUEWR HAIFA ISR
c 3048 N 15 1/2 ST TERRE HAUTE IN
c 332--0296 10343 S FAIRFIELD CHICAGO ILL
c 2316-29TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
c 332--0391 302 S SCHOOL COLFAX IL
c 37919 VALLEY RD OCONOMOWOC WI
c 331 W HAROING RO LOMBARD ILL




c 1423 BLANCHAN AV LA GRANGE PARK ILL
u 344--3887 7711 BROADWAY SAN ANTONIO TEX
u 344--0670 2060 D ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
u 344--4202 703 HIGH ST WESTWOOD MASS
u 344-710 3 440 W FOSTER AV STATE COLLEGE PA
u 367--8654 BRUCE S D
c 352-•2175 1117 FOREST AV EVANSTON ILL
u 332--5157 BOX 18 DELAND ILL
u 367--5361 1501 S ANDERSON URBANA ILL
c 932 S MICHIGAN VILLA PARK ILL
u 21204 DORION ST CLAIR SHRS MICH




c 1916 E CHESTNUT ST KANKAKEE ILL
u 367--3730 805 S 11TH 4 LINCOLN NEB
c 2211 EDWARDS ALTON ILL
u 332--2900 1916 E CHESTNUT ST KANKAKEE IL
u 367--8901 302 KERR URBANA ILL
u 3 32-•4413 657 W 62ND ST CHICAGO ILL
u 332-5127 2207 HAMPSHIRE ST QUINCY ILL
c 714 LANNING SIKESTON MO
c 359-2187 3207 KIRBY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-5025 711 W COLUMBIA CHAMPAIGN IL
c 344- 9713 954 CLEARBROOK PK MUNDELEIN IL
c 175 N 11TH AV ST CHARLES ILL
u 367-•7085 3303 BERNICE RO LANSING ILL
c RR 2 BOX 167 PROPHETSTOWN ILL
u 344- 1730 205 W MAPLE AV LIBERTYVILLE ILL
u 7955 S YATES CHICAGO ILL
u RR 2 BOX 158 LONG GROVE ILL
u 344- 4475 399 LINCOLN ST MARSEILLES ILL
c 359- 3414 BRADFORD ILL
c 332-•1200 335 N JEFFERSON BATAVIA ILL
87
FOWERAKER JOSEPH W GRAD
FOWLER CHARLES F GRAD
FOWLER HARLAND WADE GRAD
FOWLER LORETTA KAY GRAD
FOWLER ROBERT R LAW1
FOX ANDREW MULVEY LAS4
FOX ANN SANDBERG GRAD
FOX CAROL ILENE FAA1
FOX DANIEL BRYAN ENG4
FOX OAVID J ENG1
*FOX GARY ALLEN GRAD
FOX JAMES WILLIAM ENG4
FOX JEFFREY WILLIAM LAS2
FOX JERRY CULLEN LAS3
FOX JERRY D GRAD
FOX KAREN WENDY LAS2
FOX KATHLEEN ZOE LAS3
FOX KATHRYN MARY LAS2
FOX MICHAEL D LAS3
FOX PHILIP MICHAEL GRAD
FOX ROGER ALLYN GRAD
FOX SHERYL DIANE LAS2
FOX STUART ALAN COM2
FOX SUSAN N LAS1
FOX WALTER JOHN LAS4
FOX WILLIAM J III BUS4
FRAADE MAXINE HOPE LAS2
FRACK EUGENIA IRENE LAS2
FRAHM ERIC J LA S2
FRAILEY MAX LEE ENG2
FRAKER PAMELA JEAN GRAD
FRAME CHARLES EDWARD ENG2
FRAME RHONDA LEE LAS2
FRAME SUSAN C LAS1
FRANCE BARBARA J AGR2
FRANCESCATO MARTHA P GRAD
FRANCIS JACUUELINE A PE 4
FRANCIS LAUREL K LAS4
FRANCIS MARY ANN LAS2
FRANCIS NORMA J GRAD
FRANCIS OLIVER KEITH ENG4
FRANCIS ROGER GLENN BUS3
FRANCIS ROGER WILLIA AGR3
FRANCIS WILLIAM ARTH AGR2
FRANCISKOVICH P P LAS1
FRANCK ALLEN RAY GRAD
FRANCK KAREN MARIE W LAS4
FRANCK THOMAS C FAA1
FRANCKOWIAK RICHARD ENG3
FRANCO CLARE J GRAD
FRANCO ERWIN JULIAN GRAD
FRANCO SERGIO GRAD
FRANCOEUR ROGER T ENG1
FRANCOIS DUANE L AGR3
FRANDSEN RICHARD ALA LAW3
FRANK CLARENCE C LAS2
FRANK CURTIS WOODROW GRAD
FRANK DALE EDWIN ENG4
FRANK EDWARD M GRAD
FRANK ELAINE M LASl
FRANK ERIKA A FAA1
FRANK GERI PE 2
FRANK JAMES ANTHONY GRAD
FRANK JAMES SIDNEY GRAD
FRANK JERON M LASl
FRANK JO ANN KENNY GRAD
FRANK JOHN PETER LAS3
FRANK MARILYN DENISE LAS4
FRANK MARTIN LAS4
FRANK NANCY JANE COM3
FRANK RICHARD DAVID LAS3
FRANK RUBY ANN GRAD
FRANK STEVEN L LASl
FRANK WILLIAM ALAN BUS4
FRANKE MICHAEL A FAA4
FRANK EL JOHN HERMAN BUS2
FRANKEL LAWRENCE J LASl
FRANKL ERIC GRAD
FRANKLIN ADRIENNE LE ED 1
FRANKLIN CAROLYN JAN FAA3
FRANKLIN DANIEL PAUL BUS3
FRANKLIN DANNIE E GRAD
FRANKLIN DAVID GRIFF GRAD
FRANKLIN FRANK JR ENG1
FRANKLIN JANET C GRAD
FRANKLIN MICHAEL LEO GRAD
FRANKLIN MICHAEL STE ENG2
FRANKLIN PAMELA S LASl
FRANKLIN RICHARD D LASl
FRANKLIN SHERWOOD J AGR3
FRANKLIN STEPHEN L GRAD
FRANKS DEBRA M LASl
FRANKS DOROTHY KEMBE GRAD
FRANKS LYNN A LAW I
FRANKS LYNNE R AGR4
FRANKS RICHARD M LAS4
FRANKS ROBERT DAVID GRAD
URH SHERMAN 259 C
808 N LINCOLN 6 U
2303 BRETT C
CHICAGO ILL
901 S 1ST 25 C
312 E ARMORY C
610 W HEALEY C
910 S 3RD 820 C
1313 1/2 BERKLEY U
URH SCOTT 476 C
1965 ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 352 U
208 JOHN C
2313 S 1ST 102 C
1509 N KILER 4 C
URH DANIELS 506 U
DECATUR ILL
313 E JOHN C
SCHIFF ESTATES 5 U
1310 E PENN U
202 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
910 S 3RD 1213 C
1105 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 496 U
URH TOWNSEND 106 U
802 W PARK 5 C
URH BARTON 217 C
910 S 3RD C
TUSCOLA ILL
904 W GREEN 501 U
BURRILL HALL 131 U
306 E GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 439 U
URH LUNDGREN 304 U
313 E JOHN 7 C
208 W INDIANA U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 208 U
URH BLAISDELL 409 U
106 W WHITE C
URH CARR 318 U
904 W GREEN U
10 ROXBURY RD U
58 E GREGORY C
CAWTON ILL
WILSON TRLR PK 3 U
WILSON TRLR PK 3 U
URH SNYDER 439 C
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
307 E WHITE 3 C
307 E WHITE C
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 202 C
409 E CHALMERS 713 U
1403 MUMFORD U
110 S GREGORY U
2084 D ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 564 U
311 E GREEN 412 C
URH ALLEN 308 U
URH ALLEN 64 U
URH TRELEASE 809 U
2008 E MICHIGAN U
606 S BROADWAY U
110 E CHALMERS C
2084 D ORCH ST U
708 W ELM U
URH VAN DOREN 104 C
206 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 460 C
SKOKIE ILL
URH OGLESBY 917 U
1850 VALLEY RD C
806 W IOWA U
804 OREGON U
409 E CHALMERS 410 C
1203 W MAIN 36 U
307 E JOHN C
URH LAR 22 5 U
URH SNYDER 375 C
ST LOUIS MO
1406 SCOTTSOALE C
412 E GREEN 14 C
1406 SCOTTSDALE C
407 FAIRLAWN U
505 E GREEN C
URH FLAGG C
URH SNYDER 450 C
URH OGLESBY 222 U
306 N MATHEWS U
URH ALLEN 489 U
1114 W PARK C
907 S MATTIS 3 C
1103 W CHURCH 3 C
1103 W CHURCH 5 C
1114 W PARK C
332--4800 URH SHERMAN 259
367--6837 808 N LINCOLN
352--6323 2303 BRETT OR
DAVENPORT HALL 109
352--9464 404 E STOUGHTON 3
344--5129 8947 S HOYNE AV
352--6678 610 W HEALEY
8605 N TRUMBULL
406 N ROSLYN RD
332--1626 8033 S MCVICKERS
344--2243 502 W GRIGGS
332--4151 9528 RUTHERFORD
8936 CRANDON
118 E 2ND AV





367--463 5 1310 E PENN
356--1401 202 1/2 E SPNGFLD
344--5000 8716 KIMBALL AV
352--2908 7016 GREENVIEW AV
332--3420 1515 W BRUMMEL ST
332--3988 1801 W SHERMAN
352--2508 122 S CHASE ST
332--0141 60 CREST RD




344--9575 2001 JONQUIL PL
332--3245 414 W LAUREL AV
332--0258 2001 JONQUIL PL
408 E VERNON AV
365--3152 208 W INDIANA
344--9892 1104 TIMBER TR
332--4316 714 INGALLS




367--0886 RR 1 BOX 40
344--7152 RR 1
816 N 6TH AV
367--2673 WILSON TRLR PK 3
367--2673 WILSON TRLR PK 3
332--1837 1080 WASHINGTON
332--5351 4516 S SPAULDING
484 N LONG BCH RD
3 52--8257 307 E WHITE
367--1859 405 W ILLINOIS
332--1910 412 S GRAND
RR I
367--7749 2169 S 6TH ST
110 S GREGORY
344--4480 2084 D ORCH ST
332--4283 1031 MAPLE AVE
344--0308 740 GRAND AV
332--3187 740 GRAND AV
2835 N RACINE AV
332--5626 5401 N KIMBALL
367--9840 2008 E MICHIGAN
367--9680 606 S BROADWAY
7610 SUFFIELD ST
344--4480 2084 D ORCH ST
624 MEMORIAL OR
332--0473 1755 E 55TH ST
356--7794 6407 HAMILTON AV
2340 MAPLE LN
332--1367 305 E PENN
8733 TRUMBULL
332--5308 2035 W 99TH ST




367--8605 52 MARCH LN
344--2129 4239 CHURCH ST
332--2858 1615 W WILLCOX





367--4779 RR 3 BOX 53
107 CARRIGAN ST
332--0318 1429 S CHRISTIANA
332--1845 240 S MADISON ST
332--5103 208 ILLINOIS DR
1722 FREOONIA
332--3414 519 VINE ST
356--4767 1114 W PARK
356--1930 HQ CO EASCOM/SPO
352--6240 2605 BAINTER LANE




































































































FRANSOIM JOHN K GRAD
FRANTZ LARRY THOMAS LAS3
FRANTZ NORMAN RAY BUS3
FRANZ ELDON HENRY GRAD
*FRANZ JANICE 6 AGR4
FRANZ JOHN FAA1
*FRANZ JOSEPH ALBERT BUS4
FRANZEN JAMES JOSEPH GRAO
FRASER GOROON S GRAO
FRASER IRENE GRAD
FRASER ROGER ALAN ENG4
FRASER STOLP DALES LAS2
FRASER WILLIAM E GRAD
FRAUENFELDER ULI H LAS1
FRAUNDORF PHILIP B GRAD
FRAZEE CHARLES JOSEP GRAD
FRAZEE MARY LOUISE ED 2
FRAZEE ROBERT W JR BUS1
FRAZER JANA L LAS1
FRAZER MARC CAMERON FAA4
FRAZIER CAROLYN F ED 3
FRAZIER JANE ANN VM 2
FRAZIER MARK LEE FAA4
FRAZIER NATHANIEL GRAD
FRAZIER RODNEY LYNN AGR3
FRAZIER WILLERMA GRAD
FRAZIN BRUCE EDWARD LAS3
FRECH MARY LOUISE LAS4
FREDERICK ALLAN WAYN AGR3
FREDERICK DAVID M LAS4
FREDERICK NANCY RUTH LAS3
FREOERICK RICHARD C LAS1
FREDERICKS GEORGE E GRAD
FREDERICKS STEVEN R ENG3
FREDERIKSEN MARK JOH ENG2
FREDING PENELOPE ANN LAS4
FREDING RANOALL WAYN ENG3
FREDLUNO JANET K LAS3
FREDLUND SUSAN LYNN LAS4
FREDMAN LYNN ELLEN LAS4
FREDMAN MARK STEVEN BUS1
FREDRICKS BRIAN C BUS1
FREDRICKS JEFFREY RE LAS2
FREDRICKSON JACK MAR BUS4
FREDRICKSON JEANETTE GRAD
FREDRICKSON LARRY R LAS4
FREORICKSON STANLEY GRAD
FREDRIKSON JEAN M FAA1
FREDRIKSON JO ANNE LAS2
FREEBURG DIANE M LAS1
FREED JAMES MELVIN GRAD
FREED RICHARD CURTIS LAS4
FREEDLAND MICHAEL N GRAD
FREEDLUND JAMES ARTH AGR2
FREEDMAN ALAN HOWARD LAW3
FREEDMAN NANCY C FAA1
FREEDMAN SUSAN RUSSE LAS1
FREEHILL BARRY W LAS1
FREEHILL JOHN ALPHON LAS3
FREELAND KATHRYN ANN AGR4
FREEMAN DONNA JEAN LAS3
FREEMAN LANCE D LAS1
FREEMAN MAYNARD L LAS1
FREEMAN PAUL GLENN BUS1
FREEMAN RANDOLPH M ENG1
FREEMAN ROBERT N GRAD
FREEMAN SHERILYN HOP LAS4
FREEMAN STEVEN DALE LAS2
FREESE GEORGE THOMAS GRAD
FREESE KATHRYN K AGRl
FREGEAU JOHN CHARLES BUS3
FREIBOTH WILLIAM H ENG2
FREIDIN JAY DAVID LAS3
FREIDINGER JOY L LAS1
FREIDINGER ROGER MER LAS4
FREISE WAYNE H AGRl
FREISINGER SHELDON D LAS2
FREITAS CLAUER T GRAD
FRELS MARTHA ELLEN LAS2
FREMIN HERBERT JOSEP FAA3
FREMONT LORA R PE 1
FRENCH CATHERINE L PE 1
FRENCH DAVID A COM3
FRENCH EDWARD HARRY LAS1
FRENCH JAMES R LAS1
FRENCH JAMES WILFORD LAS3
FRENCH PAUL D ENG1
FRENCH WILLIAM GREGG AVI3
FRENSKO SANDRA GRAD
FRESKO DAVIT GRAD
FRETZ KARL BYRON COM4
FREUND ADRIAN P FAA1
FREUND ROBERT B GRAD
FREVERT TOBY DEL ENG4
FREW STEPHEN A LAW1
FREY BILLY RAY LAS3
FREY DIANE ELIZABETH GRAD
2201 HAZWD CT 102 U
311 E GREEN 112 C
1301 S BUSEY U
2064 B QRCH ST U
4 SUTTON PL U
URH SCOTT 459 C
4 SUTTON PL U
606 W ELM U
710 W CHURCH 4 C
903 S 4TH 3 C
URH BABCQCK 9 U
DECATUR ILL
803 S MATTIS 5 C
8 HAGAN U
U OF I PHYSICS U
135 W CLARK C
508 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
URH EVANS 439 U
700 S GOODWIN 1 U
URH NOBLE 224 U
URH LAR 315 U
406 E GREEN U
2080 C ORCH ST U
58 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 238 U
910 S 3RD 201 C
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
1006 W NEVADA U
1010 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 92 U
905 S CARLE U
212 E WHITE C
511 W NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 314 U
URH WARDALL 603 U
URH SNYDER 2 89 C
302 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
303 E JOHN C
907 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 464 C
1101 W PENN U
1104 S BUSEY U
506 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 324 U
506 W STOUGHTON 1 U
URH ALLEN 345 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 234 U
1106 W UNIVERSITY U
EVERGREEN PARK ILL
303 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 816 U
208 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 221 U
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 411 C
604 E ARMORY C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 404 U
URH GARNER 374 C
URH SNYDER 238 C
URH SNYDER 182 C
URH SNYDER 408 C
1114 BROADMOOR 4 C
URH LAR 197 U
110 E ARMORY C
CERRO GORDO ILL
URH NOBLE 413 C
211 E ARMORY C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
110 E ARMORY C
805 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 482 U
URH GARNER 259 C
105 E ARMORY C
ARGONNE ILL
URH SAUNDERS 223 U
URH FORBES 220 C
910 S 3RD 1305 C
URH LUNDGREN 702 C
604 E ARMORY 310 C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 238 C
410 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 291 C
608 E CHALMERS C
509 S 5TH 11 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
ELMHURST ILL
503 E MUMFORD U
107 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1103 U
415 W MAIN U
505 E GREEN C
205 E HEALEY 21 C
344-6789 2126 FAIRPARK OR
344-9818 4605 HELEN PL
344-5877 MACKINAW VAL TRLR
344-6640 2374 S 87TH ST
367-3540 4 SUTTON PL
332-1609 8536 N CLIFTON
367-3540 4 SUTTON PL
365-2903 606 W ELM
359-4514 1101 BIRCHDALE DR
1022 SUTTER RD
201 E PINE ST
356--2626 1708 HIGHWOOD AV
365--2829 8 HAGAN
2021 RHODES ST
356--8132 U OF I TH 411
344--5855 250 W ST CHARLES
250 W ST CHARLES
332--2779 ROUTE 2
420 KINGSWAY DR
311--2549 206 N ORCHARD
332--2883 401 W SPRUCE
367--1305 222 TURNRON PL
DEL STATE COLLEGE
344--7152 RR 1
332--2191 520 N RAILROAD AV
344--5000 2821 JARLATH
352--3041 904 W NEVADA
344--0772 RR 2
169 E HILLSIDE RD
332--3272 206 PEARL
344--6210 905 S CARLE
352--4076 4560 AMESBOROUGH
367--7103 902 ELM AV







322--2098 6844 N WILDWOOD AV
344--9469 716 E EVERGREEN ST
319 N SEMINARY AV
367--2734 506 W STOUGHTON
332--3801 1691 KIMBERLY
367--2734 506 W STOUGHTON 1
332--3213 2734 HOLLYDALE DR
2734 HOLLYDALE DR
332--3164 220 E OAK ST
367--3948 1106 W UNIVERSITY
2912 W 97TH PL
367--2046 3325 1/4 ROWENA AV
332--5277 RR 1
356--2682 974 SKOKIE RIDGE
332--3155 9533 LOWELL
344--5000 974 SKOKIE RIDGE
332--1091 5230 SUFFIELD TERR
344--1266 RR 1
344--5111 BOX 508
332--5500 1717 SUNSET AV
1134 S 60TH ST
332--1696 6311 N AVERS
332--1669 3645 N 15TH ST
332--1814 1109 LASALLE ST
YEISER ST
332--2968 3137 21ST ST




-7424 1261 DARTMOUTH RD
344--0203 1185 W NORELIUS AV
344--7709 306 DOUGLAS
344--4784 2437 WILLOW ST
332--4237 2437 WILLOW ST
332--0743 RR 1 BOX 30
7906 N CRAWFORD
332--3634 3750 N WOODFORD
332--0959 BOX 387
344--5000 501 SHERIDAN RD
332--0215 2708 GRANT ST
416 N HAZEL ST
344--5000 828 GRAND BLVD
332--096 9 610 EVERGREEN CT E
344--9477 RR 1
332--1008 184 N PLEASANT AV
344--0583 604 E CHALMERS
2342 N DAMEN
344--9765 SISLI SRACVZLR CAD
15W753 DIVERSEY
367--9696 503 E MUMFORD
344--7320 4416 N KOSTNER
332--5355 1914 PRINCETON ST
367--5046 1926 N CHURCH ST
227 S LOCUST















































































































































































FRITZ MARY CLARK H
FRITZ STEPHEN GLENN
FRITZEN JORJA CAROL
















LAS3 2206 S COTTAGE GR U 367--3712 2206 S COTTAGE GRV URBANA ILL
LAS3 716 S BROADWAY U 367--0489 RR 2 HIGHLAND ILL
BUS6 1816 LARCH PL U 365--2078 1816 LARCH PL URBANA IL
GRAD 109 E SPNGFLD C 359--4776 1322 WHEELER ST WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS6 2114 ORCH ST 104 U 344--7475 2114 ORCH ST 104 URBANA ILL
FAA4 2114 ORCH ST 104 U 344--7475 307 W CLARK 104 CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 723 U 332--5254 132 WALTHAM ST CALUMET CITY ILL
AGR4 604 E ARMORY C 344--1266 RR 1 MINOOKA ILL
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1023 U 332--5344 RR 6 NEWTON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1048 C 332--4965 302 W BUTLER ST OLNEY ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 104 C 332--0217 409 E 6TH ST MT CARMEL IL
ENG2 URH WESTON 366 C 332--2029 SIDNEY ILL
FAA4 901 S 1ST 27 C 359--3693 153 WEDGEWOOD DR BARRINGTON ILL
ED I URH FLAGG 410 C 104 E AOAMS PETERSBURG ILL
FAA1 URH SNYDER 339 C RR 1 PETERSBURG ILL
LAS3 302 E ARMORY C 344--7244 RR I PETERSBURG ILL
LAS4 404 DANIEL C RR 2 REEDS FERRY N H
LAS2 312 E ARMORY C 640 ENTERPRISE RD CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAD 505 E HEALEY C 359--3745 2409 3RD AV N GREAT FALLS MONT
BUS3 44 ROXBURY RD u 367--44 74 44 ROXBURY RD URBANA ILL
LAW3 1107 1/2 E WASH u 367--8618 1107 E WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
GRAD 1101 1/2 E WASH u 1107 E WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
AGR3 2 MAYFAIR CT c 356--7092 2 MAYFAIR CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGRl 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 6629 IONIA AV LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 611 N BUTRICK ST WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS4 2215 S 1ST 302 c 611 BUTRICK ST WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1210 u 332--5392 5644 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 105 E ARMORY c 7932 S KINGSTON AV CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 473 c 332--08 97 5 DELANO DR CAHOKIA ILL
LAS3 707 S 6TH 410 c 2936 CENTRAL AV WILMETTE ILL
LAW1 502 W MAIN 209 u 367--5922 68 E HAZEL DELL SPRINGFIELD IL
LAS4 802 S 3RD c 1334 WOODVIEW LN GLENVIEW ILL
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u 367--5416 11 BEVERLY PL MUNSTER IND
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 6 c 352--4695 28-22 210TH ST BAYSIDE N Y
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 911 u 3 32--5658 8900 S RIDGELAND CHICAGO ILL
BUS2 910 S 3RD 528 c 344--5000 8927 E WASHINGTON NILES ILL
LAS3 410 E GREEN c 359--4185 805 OAKBROOK LN UNIVERSITY CTY MO
BUSl URH OGLESBY 1010 u 332--5332 272 GREEN ST PARK FOREST ILL
LAS2 URH BUSEY 433 u 332--2675 1600 NW 22ND OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA
BUS4 105 E ARMORY c 352--1379 8623 COTTAGE GROVE CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 301 ARMORY c 344--7556 9812 N KARLOV SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 308 W ILLINOIS u 365--3247 308 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
LAS4 303 E JOHN c 344--1855 6143 N MOZART ST CHICAGO ILL
BUS4 1106 S EUCLID 203 c 344--7437 12900 NE 12TH AV NORTH MIAMI FLA
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 328 u 332--3805 1625 CLEVELAND ST EVANSTON IL
GRAD 907 W OREGON u 102 W 75TH ST NEW YORK N Y
PE 2 52 E ARMORY c 356--7715 9101 KOSTNER AV SKOKIE ILL
LAW3 URH TOWNSEND 103 u 333--4646 1600 NOBLE AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 526 u 332--5551 9306 KOSTNER SKOKIE ILL
LASl 901 S 2ND c 344--7541 2621 VARONEN WAUKEGAN IL
COM4 1806 W WILLIAM 4 c 352--440 9 6133 N CAMPBELL CHICAGO ILL
LASl 907 W OREGON u 344-0115 907 W OREGON URBANA ILL
GRAD URH OGLESBY 314 u 332--5126 618 JEROME AV JOLIET ILL
BUSl 907 S 4TH c 344--9694 2748 W GREENLEAF CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617 4050 W CHURCH ST SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 611 E DANIEL c 344--6446 321 N HOME AV PARK RIOGE ILL
LASl URH LAR 322 u 332--2888 414 S WILLE ST MT PROSPECT ILL
ED 4 910 S 3RD 1201 c 344--5000 5251 W GALITZ 205 SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 104 S GREGORY u 344--1454 2239 S 21ST AV BROADVIEW IL
LASl URH BLAISDELL 410 u 332--3548 106 W ROSEMONT ROSELLE ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 425 u 332--5520 2447 HARRISON ST GLENVIEW ILL
FAA4 1106 S 1ST c 344--7507 106 W CYPRESS ST NORMAL ILL
ED 4 910 S 3RD 1001 c 344--5000 4934 KOSTNER CHICAGO 30 ILL
ENG2 1004 S 2ND c 344--9783 916 FOREST DR ELGIN ILL
FAA1 210 E JOHN c 193 S HARRISON AV PALATINE IL
LAS4 203 E ARMORY c 114 GREENWOOD BLOOMINGTON ILL
FAA1 1109 W CLARK c 352--1949 1109 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 412 c 332--0663 4229 S VERNON AV BROOKFIELD ILL
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON 25 c 356--2707 602 E STOUGHTON 25 CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON 25 c 356--2707 602 E STOUGHTON 25 CHAMPAIGN ILL
BUS2 410 E JOHN c 344--9477 2033 CEDAR ST DES PLAINES ILL
ED 1 URH ALLEN 195 u 332--3299 511 SIEGMUND JOLIET ILL
AGR2 305 E JOHN c 344--9424 RR 2 JERSEYVILLE ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 456 c 332--209 1 1616 S WESTERN AV PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 2505 ALTON c 356--2081 250 5 ALTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR4 412 E GREEN c 359--4337 5024 GREENLE'AF ST SKOKIE ILL
LASl URH SAUNDERS 307 u 332--3649 18442 GLEN OAK AV LANSING ILL
GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL 1504 WHITTIER SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 2505 ALTON c 356--20 81 2505 ALTON DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 209 c 332--1191 914 N WALNUT ST ELMO ILL
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN u 344--1391 122 FRANKLIN URBANA ILL
LASl 607 W STOUGHTON u 367--0614 607 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
FAA4 1008 W OREGON u 9705 W MAIN BELLEVILLE ILL
PE 3 512 E STOUGHTON c 352--1200 512 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 207 W VINE c 352--6269 207 W VINE CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 708 W ELM u 13242 EXCHANGE AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2005 B ORCH ST u 344--4528 RR 2 FLANAGAN ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 322 u 332--5487 2212-39TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
FAA1 910 S 3RD 419 c 1111 VOLTZ RD NORTHBROOK IL
ENG2 501 E DANIEL c 21 N LOWELL ST IOWA CITY IA
AGR2 904 W GREEN 615 u 400 AUGUSTINE WAY NORMAL ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 74 u 332--3265 1346 S COLUMBUS ST ARLINGTON VA
LAS2 910 S 3RD 520 c 344--5000 1019 PACIFIC AV WAUKEGAN ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 475 c 332--1625 2608 W 47TH ST CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 425 c 3 32--1347 602 E ERIE ST SPRING VALLEY ILL
LASl 1402 WAVERLY c 356 -5897 1402 WAVERLY CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 904 S 3RD c 344--7369 465 MONACO PKWY DENVER CO
90
FROST EDGAR LEE GRAD
FROST JAMES LEROY ENG2
*FROST JOSEPH MICHAEL VM 4
FROST PHYLLIS ELLEN GRAO
FROST THOMAS J FAA
1
FROWEIN KAREN L LAS1
FRUCHTER JONNIE E GRAO
FRUCHTL BELINDA GAIL COM4
FRUIN PATRICIA ANN GRAD
FRUIN RONALD JOSEPH LAS4
FRUIN STEPHEN FRANCI LAS2
FRUIT MADISON HUBERT GRAD
FRUMP ROBERT ROY COM4
FRY DOROTHY E GRAD
FRY FREDERICK STEELE GRAD
FRY JAMES M GRAD
FRY NORMAN J ENG1
FRY ROBERT CARL LAS2
FRYE DAVID CHARLES LAS1
FRYE ROBERT DEAN LAS3
FRYKMAN DANIEL PAUL ENG2
FRYKMAN DUANE V LAS1
FRYZEL THOMAS WALTER LAS3
FTACEK ANDREW P JR ENG2
*FU HORNG-SEN GRAD
*FU WEl-HSUN GRAD
FUCHS ELAINE V LAS1
FUCHS GORDON NEAL BUS4
FUCHS MANFRED LAS4
FUCHS MARC ELDON BUS3
FUCHS MARION RONALD GRAD
FUCHS RICHARD C FAA1
FUCHSEN MARY JUDINE ED 2
FUENTECILLA JOSE V GRAD
FUENTES RENE FRANCIS ENG4
FUERMANN WARREN BRYA GRAD
FUGATE ELLEN RAE AGR4
FUGIEL PETER J JR GRAD
FUGIT BRIAN BLAIR GRAD
FUGMAN ROBERT EDWARD FAA4
FUJII JAMES AKIRA COM3
FUJII MIDORI LAS1
FUJIMOTO PATRICIA Y LAS4
FUJITA YUKIO GRAD
FUJIWARA TOM TADAAKI ENG4
FUKA STANLEY LAWRENC FAA4
FUKUMORI SEIKO GRAD
*FULFORD ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
FULFS DENNY REED AGR4
FULGENZI JAMES LAWRE FAA4
FULKERSON ALAN LEE LAS3
FULKERSON DON K ENG1
FULKERSON JAMES GRAD
FULKERSON MARY GRAD
FULL MILDRED LOUISE LAS4
FULLER DANIEL LEROY AGR2
FULLER DONALD B LAW1
FULLER EDWIN R JR GRAD
FULLER FAYE IRWIN LAS2
FULLER FOSTER DEVINE GRAD
FULLER JACK MORRIS GRAD
FULLER JAMES F GRAD
FULLER JAMES STUART FAA4
FULLER JOHN ERWIN ENG3
FULLER KIM F ENG2
FULLER MICHAEL K BUS1
FULLER PATRICIA ANN LAS1
FULLER RICHARD N GRAD
FULLER ROB ALAN ENG1
FULLER STEPHEN F PE 1
FULLERTON DAVID S LAW1
FULLERTON LINDA C GRAD
FULLERTON PAUL BUSH GRAD
FULMER ANTHONY T AGR1
FULMER RUSSELL F GRAD
FULTON CINDA LOU ED 4
FULTON DARREL LEON GRAD
FULTON JOE ALAN LAS4
FULTON MARCIA J LAS1
FULTON PHILIP ANDREW AVI1
FULTON ROBERT EDMUND ENG3
FULTON SUSAN MARIE ED 2
FULTZ BONNIE R LASL
FUNG LANCE D FAA1
FUNG MATTHEW KEN LAS2
FUNG SHUN CHONG GRAD
FUNK BARBARA A PE 1
FUNK CARL JOHN ENG2
FUNK CONNIE SUE LASl
FUNK DAVID B LASl
FUNK JAMES EUGENE LAS3
FUNK JAMES LORAINE AGR2
FUNK JOHN FRANK ENG4
FUNK JOSEPH WILLIAM AGR3
FUNK PHILIP OKE ENG4
FUNK ROBERT L ENG2
FUNK WILLIAM JAMES BUS4
109 S BUSEY 1 U
URH BABCOCK 4 U
624 E GREEN 17 C
URH CLARK C
URH SNYDER 459 U
URH ALLEN 338 U
1203 W PARK U
907 S WRIGHT C
904 W NEVADA U
409 E SPNGFLD C
604 E ARMORY 139 C
503 S PROSPECT C
2219 S 1ST 204 C
904 W NEVADA U
606 W OHIO U
608 S STATE 2 C
URH OGLESBY 1126 U
URH BABCOCK 230 U
910 S 3RD 617 C
ROUEN FR
URH OGLESBY 923 U
URH CARR 218 U
URH OGLESBY 808 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
714 W CALIFORNIA U
1107 W OREGON 4 U
URH TRELEASE 406 U
801 S MATTIS 2 C
803 W OREGON U
604 E ARMORY C
1952 C ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 492 C
URH LAR 104 U
URH DANIELS 621 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 451 C
405 E JOHN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1905 N CUNNINGHAM U
707 S 5TH 206 C
URH BABCOCK 313 U
URH WARDALL 505 U
URH WARDALL 1212 U
URH SHERMAN 956 C
503 W ILLINOIS U
204 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 486 U
1934 A ORCH ST U
URH BABCOCK 114 U
9 LEMON TREE C
202 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 421 C
803 W HEALEY C
803 W HEALEY C
URH TAFT 226 C
URH OGLESBY 304 U
612 1/2 W GREEN C
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TAFT 302 C
809 HAWTHORNE U
MUMFORD HALL 205 U
2205 HAZWD CT 204 U
104 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 350 U
904 W GREEN 303 U
URH GARNER 459 C
URH NOBLE 310 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
URH SCOTT 341 C
401 E JOHN C
2305 S 1ST 204 C
2305 S 1ST 204 C
515 S ELM C
506 S DRAPER C
605 S 4TH 101 C
909 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
ILLIOPOLIS ILL
URH GARNER 108 C
URH ALLEN 38 U
URH SNYDER 241 C
206 E CLARK C
URH ALLEN 203 U
URH TAFT 22 C
URH SNYDER 459 U
408 E STOUGHTON 3 C
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH LAR 217 U
URH SCOTT 210 C
URH LUNDGREN 305 C
1006 W NEVAOA U
URH WESTON 373 C
1006 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 373 C
801 W IOWA U
401 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS 502 C






































308 S MAPLE AV
140 S WESTLAWN










344--3077 307 1/2 N 4TH ST
305 FOREST AV
332--3062 753 S WATER ST
332--2345 7 DUMAGUETE RD




367--2535 907 S MATTIS
344--1089 3242 W BELLEPLAINE
332--3790 2608 N DAYTON
332--4385 827 MONROE
332--4561 2023 W BALMORAL
5-CHOME SAKURADAI
367--7149 244 19TH ST




356--5135 2112 N 6TH ST
352--5151 RR 2
332--1343 109 E 1ST ST
356--0872 803 W HEALEY
352--08 72 803 W HEALEY
332--0629 517 22ND ST
332--5116 2613 MOULTRIE
359--4315 104 ARCADIA
356--7373 302 HOLIDAY PARK
332--0631 888 MASON LN
365--2421 520 4TH AV
333--1076 RR I
4446 S TALMAN AV
707 TAHOE TRAIL
332--4149 3010 HOME AV
209 MISKELL RD
1846 WESLEY AV
332--0408 191 THOMAS & TERRY
1 MILL ST
501 W 10TH ST
518 W DOWNER PL




352--1953 218 ST PETER ST
344--0589 909 W CALIFORNIA 3
1005 E MADISON
322--0686 117 DUDLEY AV
332--3109 1545 KEMMAN AV
3260 E FITZGERALD
RR I BOX 124
332--3144 346 S CEDARWOOD OR
332--0581 303 HAMMES AV
332--1850 134 ALGONQUIN
356--6053 4970 GREENLEAF ST
352--2249 91 PARKER ST
332--2852 307 S FAIRFIELD
332--1434 314 NORDICA AV
332--0261 RR 2
344--3915 RR 1




344--1616 301 VIOLA LN
3109 W LINCOLN RD


































































































FUNKE LOIS CLAIRE GRAO
FUUCG LINDA MARIE LAS2
FUQUA DIRK BRIAN ENG2
FUQUA RANDALL LEE AGR2
FURAR CAROL ANN LAS2
FURKERT RICHARD EUGE ENG3
FURLAN CAROL JEANNE LAS3
FURLAN JAMES E ENG1
FURLONG JOANNE C LAS1
FURLONG TERR I M ED 1
FURR JOHN EDWARD AGR4
FURREY CHARLES WALMO LAS4
FURUTO DAVID MASARU GRAD
FUSS SUE ANN FAA2
FUTTERMAN MARSHA REN LAS4
FYALKA JOHN FRANCIS LAS3
FYFE MARY LYNN FAA2
FYIE JAY HERBERT BUS3
FYIE JOHN PAT ENG2
*FYIE VINCENT LUKE JR ENG4
GABAY SUSAN JEAN GRAD
GABBARD KRIN E LAS3
GABEL ALLAN A GRAD
GABEL ANDREW D ENG1
GABRIELSE JIM STEPHE FAA3
GABRY MICHAEL R ENG1
GACEK KATHLEEN LORET LAS2
GADBOIS RICHARD ALLE BUS1
GADDESS TERRY GENE GRAD
GADOW KENNETH DEAN LAS3
GADSBY MICHAEL ALAN COM3
GADY LINDA J GRAD
GAEBLER FREDERICK J LAS3
GAFFNEY ANGIE L GRAD
GAFFNEY DENNIS JOHN GRAD
GAFFNEY EZELL C FAA1
GAFFNEY JOHN LAWRENC GRAD
GAGERMAN JANICE R LAS1
GAGERMAN JEROME STUA GRAD
GAGNERON LOUISE E COM4
GAGSTETTER KAROL SUE GRAD
GAHLON JAMES MAURITZ 8US3
GAHWILER BARBARA L ED 1
GAIKOWSKI THOMAS E LAS4
GAILIUN JEFFREY J AGR4
*GAIN WILLIAM ROLAND GRAD
GAINER BRONNA LAS3
GAINER ROBERT GRAD
GAINES BRENDA JOYCE LAS2
GAINES HARRIET R LAS1
*GAINES RICHARD DAVID LAW2
GAINES RICHARD LEROY FAA2
GAINSBURG CAROLYN LAS2
GAIROLA CHANDRACHURA GRAD
GALANDAK EMIL R FAA3
GALBRAITH SUE Z LAS3
GALBREATH TERRY S AVI I
*GALE CATHY LATUS FAA2
GALE PRESTON LEE ENG4
GALEN EDWARD E LAS1
GALEN WALTER E LAS4
GALFORD KAREN LESLIE LAS3
GALFORD TERESE LINDA LAS2
GALINDO SHIRLEY D LAS1
GALL ARTHUR ENG3
GALL BARBARA C GRAD
GALL RONALD JOHN FAA4
GALLAGHER ANNE M AGR1
GALLAGHER BRIDGET V AGR3
GALLAGHER DANIEL THO ENG2
GALLAGHER JOAN SHODD GRAD
GALLAGHER KENNETH A BUS3
GALLAGHER MAURICE J BUS2
GALLAGHER MICHAEL JO LAS4
GALLAGHER NANCY JUNE LAS4
GALLAGHER ROBERT W ENG1
GALLAGHER SUSAN MAE LAS1
GALLAGHER TANYA M GRAD
GALLAGHER THOMAS GER ENG3
GALLAHER STUART ALLA GRAD
GALLANT CHARLES D GRAD
GALLATI TIMOTHY CYRI BUS2
GALLICCHIO RICHARD W LAS3
GALL IS PAUL LOUIS FAA4
GALLISATH KAREN S LASL
GALL IVAN MARILYN S FAA3
GALLO KATHLEEN F LAS4
GALLORO NICHOLAS ENG4
GALLOWAY DAVID ARTHU FAA1
GALLOWAY JOEL DAVID GRAD
GALLOWAY JOHN CLARK GRAD
GALLOWAY PHYLLIS ANN FAA2
GALOFF FREEMAN N GRAD
GALT ENONE S ED 1
GALUS KENNETH WAYNE LAS2
GALUSKA RAYMOND J ENG1
GALVANONI ROBERT JAM ENG4
URH LAR 171 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1111 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1204 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1010 S 2ND C
URH SAUNDERS 228 U
URH FORBES 202 C
URH WARDALL 209 U
URH ALLEN 304 U
15 RAINTREE C
RR 1 U
2073 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 309 U
47 E CHALMERS C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
302 E ARMORY C
401 E DANIEL C
505 E GREEN C
50 ROXBURY U
404 W MAIN U
CHARLESTON ILL
508 W UNION C
URH SNYDER 410 C
609 W MAIN 22 U
URH BABCOCK 225 U
URH LAR 308 U
604 E ARMORY C
2059 D ORCH ST U
35 E GREEN C
URH WESTON 318 C
1754 VALLEY RD C
1004 S 2ND C
606 W HILL C
1727 LINCOLN RD 1 C
URH HOPKINS 356 C
606 W HILL C
URH ALLEN 385 C
2104 W WHITE 107 C
107 E DANIEL 3 C
1005 S 6TH 16 C
URH GARNER 382 C
URH TRELEASE 406 U
1105 S 4TH C
400 E CLARK C
509 N WILLIS C
URH WARDALL 1225 U
201 W WASHINGTON U
105 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 468 U
2410 BROWNFIELD U
1108 S 1ST C
501 E HEALEY C
HORT FIELD LAB 1 U
306 E GREGORY C
RANTOUL ILL
URH FORBES 444 C
2103 WHITE 124 C
2103 WHITE 124 C
URH SCOTT 211 C
URH GARNER 371 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BUSEY 337 U
URH LAR 409 U
903 OREGON U
903 W OREGON U
207 E HEALEY 1 C
URH ALLEN 498 U
URH TRELEASE 112 U
URH GARNER 378 C
204 W NEVADA U
206 E GREEN C
504 S BUSEY U
502 E STOUGHTON C
508 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 444 C
URH LUNDGREN 313 C
1215 JOANNE LN C
604 E ARMORY 218 C
1601 N KILER C
2071 A ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 505 C
609 S 4TH C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 204 U
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
705 W ILLINOIS U
211 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
739 S MATTIS C
311 S PRAIRIE 9 C
1803 C ORCH PL U
URH ALLEN 45 U
URH GARNER 270 C
604 E ARMORY C
209 E GREEN 5 C
332--2946 440 N LECLAIRE AV
8 LINDEN AV
344--7900 347 N MOZART
332--5386 RR 2
344--0571 293 BLOOM INGBANK
5449 N ARTESIAN
1532 ST VINCENT AV
332--0944 2243 3RD AV
332--4317 7348 N RIDGE BLVD
332--3183 154 N LOREL
352--1363 15 RAINTREE
RR 1
344--3900 55-202 KAM HWY
332--5475 15126 MYRTLE AV
356--7663 6308 N ROCKWELL
344--3716 2148 S WALNUT
344--7244 1016 E ROCKWELL
344-
-1261 201 SW 11TH ST
RR 1
RR 1
367--5296 2115 34TH AV
4 ORCHARD DR
352--4607 2405 MARION AV
332--1816 RR 1
367--3242 1632 MULDOON DR
332--3771 10321 S PEORIA
332--2877 2527 S 9TH AV
SINGAPORE 9
344--0 22 5 2059 D ORCH ST
359--2926 2607 COLORADO
332--1993 1731 CHESTNUT AV
356--3623 RR 1
344--9783 3306 COVENTRY CT
3 59--2207
352--3230 9433 W PALMETTO AV
114-94-180TH ST
359--220 7 606 W HILL
332--3372 6918 N LOCKWOOD
359--3175 2104 W WHITE
344--4681 RR 3 POWELL RD
344--4729 1406 8TH ST
332--0833 4616 FOREST AV
332--5502 6045 ESSEX RD
344--7977 119 E 122ND ST
352--7523 8728 S 50TH AV
356--9823 509 N WILLIS
4427 N FRANCISCO
367--1663 31-03 23RD ST
344--9723 1619 ELIZABETH AV
332--3050 8223 S EVANS
365--1776 310 E LOCUST
344--7011
356--0081 501 E HEALEY
HORT FIELD LAB 1
3418 MADISON ST
421 BROADMEADOWS


























BAUER RD RR 4















300 W FREMONT ST




BOX 77 ST F X U
508 E 231ST ST




16024 S KEDZIE AV
2349 W GREWSHAW
324 WINNEBAGO
203 W MAIN ST
124 HARDING ST
200 E 13TH ST
432 WISCONSIN AV
478 N ELM BLVD





































































































































































































FAA6 5 SAFFER CT U
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 373 U
FAA3 URH TRELEASE 929 U
BUSl URH SNYDER 474 C
LAS1 URH NOBLE 22 C
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 266 C
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
GRAD URH TRELEASE 114 U
GRAD 2113 HAZWD 101 U
LAS1
GRAD 708 S 3RD C
LAS2 1006 W NEVADA U
ED 3 47 CHALMERS C
BUSl 907 S 4TH C
GRAD 205 W DELAWARE U
ED 4 812 W PENN U
GRAD 812 W PENN U
AGR2 409 E CHLMERS 1409 C
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 312 U
LAS3 809 W ILLINOIS U
ENG4 809 W ILLINOIS U
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 157 C
PE 4 URH LAR 109 U
GRAD 410 W HIGH U
GRAD 209 W CALIFORNIA U
ENG1 URH SNYDER 419 C
GRAD 712 W GREEN U
GRAD 1009 W CALIFORNIA U
GRAD 510 E HEALEY C
ENG4 1408 MCKINLEY 10 C
LAS2 URH WESTON 471 C
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 575 U
ED 2 URH BUSEY 259 U
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 912 U
GRAD 807 W INDIANA U
LAS2 807 W INDIANA U
LAS4 URH CARR 107 U
GRAD 800 1/2 W WHITE C
LAS3 URH NOBLE 21 C
LAS1 707 S 3RD C
GRAD 814 W MAIN U
LAS4 301 E ARMORY C
AGR3 504 W DELAWARE U
£D 1 URH TRELEASE U
FAA3 URH FORBES 263 C
ENG4 2106 S VINE C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 663 U
GRAD 1211 W UNIVERSITY U
FAA3 URH TOWNSEND 441 U
GRAD 515 BASH CT 5 C
GRAD 2101 W WHITE 114 C
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 454 U
GRAD 611 W GREEN 1 U
VM 1 2101 W WHITE 114 C
LAS2 URH GARNER 308 C
LAS1 URH TRELEASE U
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 125 U
BUS3 1503 KIRBY 2 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 753 C
GRAD 2101 HAZWD 301 U
LAS4 2317 S 1ST 202 C
ENG2 1109 W MAIN U
GRAD 429 FAIRLAWN U
BUS3 1009 W CALIFORNIA U
AVI3 1727 LINCOLN RD 7 C
GRAD 808 W SPNGFLD U
ENG3 211 E JOHN 11 C
BUS3 1517 W JOHN C
GRAD AUGER VI LLE RD U
GRAD 2106 ORCH ST 304 U
GRAD 55 E SPNGFLD C
LAS1 URH ALLEN U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 250 U
ENG1 URH GARNER 341 C
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
LAS1 URH BUSEY 341 U
BUSl 1517 W JOHN C
GRAD 402 W ILLINOIS U
ED 4 1007 S 1ST 11 C
LAS1 URH FLAGG 415 C
LAS1 URH NOBLE 122 C
LAS3 URH SNYDER 316 C
FAA2 LOAMI ILL
PE 1 RANTOUL ILL
BUSl URH OGLESBY 106 U
LAW3 502 S ELM C
LAS2 URH TAFT 324 C
ENG1 1110 S 2ND C
ENG3 URH SCOTT 258 C
ENG2 URH FORBES 250 C
LAS2 301 E ARMORY C
LAS3 910 S 3RD 917 C
GRAD U OF I VET MED U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 521 C
LAS2 URH GARNER 223 C
LAS3 904 S 3RD C
PE 3 URH TRELEASE 421 U
502 S 6TH ST
332--4164 RR 1
601 WASHINGTON ST
332--1865 1316 PARK DR
332--0360 728 GRANT ST
7818 W 83RD ST
BOX 13
332--5426 5504 HAZELWOOD RD
344--5882 224 COLUMBIA AV
7741 INDIANA
344--0570 11 IYAM DISTRICT
344--3657 314 N LARKIN
356--7663 4843 W LUNT AV
4843 W LUNT AV
367--2968 205 W DELAWARE
344--0623 812 W PENN







367--9004 818 S LAGRANGE RD
367--9408 209 W CALIFORNIA





332--2105 10614 S ALBANY AV
332--4294 281 FOREST
332--2629 1785 MORSE AV
332--5304 1078 DES PLAINES
344--3971 807 W INDIANA
344--3971 807 W INDIANA
332--5589 2042 ESSEX CT
352--6340 140 5 LOGAN AV
332--0359 543 W FAYETTE
5250 S INDIANA
367--1725 814 W MAIN
344--7556 2804 W FARGO AV
344--6389 HWY 47
332--5677 9036 NILES CNTR RD
3 32--0987 10644 S PEORIA
359--4117 6228 N OAKLEY AV
332--4892 18347 S GLADVILLE
367--8854 1023 E HORTTER
332--4206 8632 S JEFFERY AV
356--9141 48 STEDMAN ST
359--4130 2101 W WHITE
332--4217 1700 W WALLEN AV
367--8979 48 STEDMAN ST
359--4130
332--0841 905 CARTER AV
332--5697 2651 W THOMAS ST
332--3472 104 PHILECIA DR
356--8566 631 GREENVIEW
332--4904 95-11 CRESSKILL PL
AV TULIO FEBRES
344-30 3 104 PHILECIA DR
1308 SHARON LN
367--6180 429 FAIRLAWN AV
344--6613 1613 HOLMES AV
447 COTTAGE HL AV
367--8965
1508 N 9TH ST
352--1216 1517 W JOHN
RR 1 BOX 178
344--7612 356 SUNFLOWER DR
1323 N FRANKLIN
332--3400 812 W-14TH ST
332--3304 4219 W SOLON RD
332--8030 3819 N COLUMBUS
356--1230 19820 BASSETT ST
1407 S AVERS
352--1216 1517 W JOHN
367--0357 402 W ILLINOIS
356--2212 4219 W SOLON RD
332--0331 8517 S PHILLIPS AV
332--0378 1031 E JACKSON ST
332- 1752 585 S ELIZABETH
2209 MAKEMIE AV
840 E WASHINGTON
332--5063 7012 W NEWPORT AV
356--4764 421 W GROVE
332--0649 8214 N SOLON RD
403 E PRAIRIE ST
332--1468 SYCAMORE DR BOX 98
7332 N ORIOLE
344--9506 8923 S MERRILL
344--5000 9048 S YATES AV
ADVOCTE TILAK-DWAR
332--4759 1360 S YORK
332--0722 366 MARION AV



































































































GARLAND LAWRENCE W LAS4
GARLAND MICHELE M LAS2
GARLANGER JOHN E GRAD
GARL ISCH LARRY A ENGl
GARMAGER KRISTINE LY EO 2
GARMAGER KRISTOFER LAS2
*GARMAN JONATHAN D GRAO
GARMARNIK MICHAEL GRAD
GARNER JAMES M ENGl
GARNER MARSHALL D BUS1
GARRELTS JOHN ROBERT ENG4
GARRET DIANA R LAS5
GARRET ESTHER LEE FAA4
GARRETSON SARAH M LAS1
GARRETT BETTY GRAD
GARRETT DANE WILLIAM LAS3
GARRICK MARSHALL LOU ENG2
GARRIGUS BETH ELLEN LAS1
GARRIGUS MARK TYLER LAS2
GARRISON CARL ELMO GRAD
GARRISON GARY D ENG4
GARRISON GEORGE C JR LAS3
GARRISON MARTHA E FAA2
GARRITY KIM A LAS1
GARROTT FREDRICK C ENG2
GARRY DONNA MARIE ED 2
GARST MICHAEL ELWOOD LAS4
GARTH GERTRUDE OLIVE GRAD
GARTLEY EDWARD P JR LAS2
GARTMAN DONALD GARY LAW3
GARTON GREGORY A PE 1
GARTON INA MALINDA LAS2
GARTON RICHARD DEAN LAS4
GARTON WILLIAM W GRAD
GARVERICK KENNETH B ENGl
GARVEY MICHAEL S LAS1
GARVEY NANCY ANN LAS2
GARVIN NORMA JEANNE FAA2
GARWOOD CARL DONALD AGR4
GARWOOD GREGORY FRAN AGR2
GARWOOD PAUL ARTHUR LAS4
GARY BRUCE WILLARD ENG2
GARY JON D 8US5
GASIOR ALOYSIUS STEP GRAD
GASKE MARGARET A LAS1
GASKILL NANCY CHARLE LAS4
GASKiNS RUSSELL TOD LAS2
GASPARO JAMES THOMAS ENG3
GASPARRO GRACE LUCIL LAS3
GASPEREC LOUIS STEPH LAW2
GASPERICH FRANK J JR LAS4
GASS CECELIA CATHERI LAS3
GASS LEIGH GARY VM 4
GASS PAMELA LOIS LAS4
GASS ZACHARY IRVING LAS2
GASSEN GWENDOLYN A LAS3
CAST DWIGHT V LAS1
GAST JAMES ALAN ENGl
GAST MICHAEL J LAS3
GAST STEPHEN R LAS1
GAST WARREN G GRAD
GASTON ROLAND BRUCE ENG2
GATES GREGORY C LAS1
GATES JAMES T GRAD
GATES MARKLAND T ENG6
GATEWOOO JOHN BROOKI LAS2
GATHARD DENNIS RAY ENG2
GATS JAMES PAUL ENG3
GATS ROBERT J ENGl
GATSIS RENEE FAA1
GATZIOLIS SOPHIA LAS2
GATZKE KEN WALTER GRAD
GAU FRED LOUIS GRAD
GAU GEORGE WILLIAM BUS4
GAU JOYCE ANN LAS2
GAUDUTIS DONALD JOSE LAS2
GAUEN KEITH ALAN ENG2
GAUEN RALPH ERVIN LAS3
GAUGER GREGG AMES LAS2
GAULT GORDON FRANK BUS4
GAULT JUANITA VANCE LAS4
GAULT REBECCA S LAS4
GAUNTLhTT CARLE H GRAD
GAURUN LELAND ROBERT AGR4
GAUTREAUX RANDOLPH M FAA3
GAVARES NICKI J LAS1
GAVENDA ROBERT ANTHO ENG3
GAVIN CHERYL A LAS1
GAVLINSKI PATRICK JO PE 2
GAVLINSKI TONY PAUL LAS4
GAWALUCK LINDA MARIE LAS3
GAWEL ROSEMARY ANN LAS4
GAY DENNIS ROMAIN BUS4
GAY THOMAS L JR ENG4
GAYDEN LOU W LAS1
GAYOOS LADONE LASl
GAYE BARBARA ANN LAS2
URH OGLESBY 224 U
URH WARDALL 203 U
9 SALEM RD U
URH SCOTT 461 C
URH SAUNOERS 7 U
505 E GREEN C
2111 HAZWD CT 104 U
907 W STQUGHTON U
505 E GREEN 309 C
URH SNYDER 321 C
URH BABCOCK 211 U
910 W HILL C
910 W HILL C
901 S LINCOLN U
606 W VERMONT U
202 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 138 U
811 W WILLIAM C
501 E DANIEL C
2808 ALTON C
508 E WHITE 5 C
211 E DANIEL C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 226 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 806 U
URH TOWNSEND 172 U
1416 W EAOS U
2 SAFFER CT U
58 E HEALEY C
604 E ARMORY 221 C
URH BUSEY 303 U
URH TOWNSEND 339 U
2110 ORCH ST 103 U
URH GARNER 206 C
URH FORBES 315 C
URH BUSEY 433 U
1702 PERKINS U
URH BABCOCK 118 U
809 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 396 C
308 E GREEN C
RANTOUL ILL
URH SHERMAN 262 C
410 E GREEN 13 C
405 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 627 C
310 E CHALMERS C
1404 S LINCOLN U
1101 S MATTIS 1-8 C
409 E CHALMERS 710 C
URH LAR 227 U
804 W VERMONT U
910 S 3RD 802 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 704 C
804 W OREGON 5 U
URH GARNER 212 C
URH TOWNSEND 349 U
URH WESTON 263 C
707 W WHITE C
ROCKFORD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 240 U
405 W HEALEY C
505 E WHITE 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
911 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 1223 U
URH BABCOCK 202 U
URH LAR 116 U
URH TRELEASE 811 U
TOLONO ILL
1830 VALLEY RO C
URH FORBES 330 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 418 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
509 E STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 314 U
805 W OREGON U
1516 SCOTTSDALE C
58 E DANIEL I C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 2 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
212 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 631 U
URH SCOTT 282 C
URH BLAISOELL 420 U
1101 W PENN U
1207 W CLARK U
313 E JOHN C
715 W MICHIGAN U
500 N UNIVERSITY U
1306 W CLARK 2 U
URH LAR 213 U
URH WARDALL 725 U
URH VANOOREN 14 C
332--5105 8059 S BENNETT AV
602 S JAMES
367--4359 2308 CAHOKIA
332- 1611 RR 1
332--3575 1111 BROOKFIELD RD
892 WASHINGTON ST
344--7649 641 E YALE AV
3410 W CARMEN AV
112 W OAK LN
332--1757 6207 S BISHOP
332--3757
356--9397 910 W HILL
356--9397 910 W HILL
344--03 8 5 1249 B FINLETTER
344--4913 6797 NORTHLAWN AV
352--5151 405 WESTWOOD
332--4012 2800 W JEROME ST
352--4434 811 W WILLIAM
344-
-1510 811 W WILLIAM ST
356--5387 2808 ALTON
BOX 216
344--9583 821 OIANE CT
344--0695 318 N WARD
332--2859 2200 BLUEBIRD LN
344--1510 BOX 349
220 SHERWOOD WAY
332--4036 307 S MONROE
1416 W EADS
1724 GREENWOOD AV





332--0706 615 CEDAR ST
332--1025 11528 S NORMAL AV
332--2675 7145 S CAMPBELL
365--1845 1736 BELMONT AV
332--3735 RR 1
344--4070 RR 1
332--1569 2547 W 103RD ST
344--9583 3812 STERLING RD
940 E SANGAMON
332--4803 1901 DENISON AV
359--466 7 6743 S 78TH AV
344--0556 SOUTH MARKET ST
103 N WEBSTER
344--9442 2033 N KENNETH
344--3821 URH WARDALL 503
352--6339 12234 PRINCETON AV
922 CORA ST
332--2860 513 KANSAS AV
344--0 78 8 RR 1
344--5000 3328 S 59TH AV
9918 S BENSLEY AV
344--5000 2408 PAYNE ST
344--5113 232 HILLCREST DR
332--0711 344 INDIANWOOD
332--4148 344 INDIANWOOD




120 E 56TH ST
356--6830 215 GAYLE AV
359--3016 RR 1
1005 N STATE RD
RR 4
332--5404 7441 N KILBOURN AV
332--3748 7441 KILBOURN
2024 PLAINFIELD DR
332--5628 6631 N LIGHTFOOT
204 E THOMPSON
352--2080 400 ASCOT DR
3 32--1038 626 YALE AV
344--7874 626 YALE AV
332--2066 3812 W 148TH ST
3129 JILL AV
3129 JILL AV




344--1431 4535 ALTA CANYADA
356--5075 1 S 235 PINE LN S
352--5388 2270 LONGACRES
1331 CRESTWOOD OR
332--1436 390 W 14TH PL
332--3558 1410 W 14TH ST 603
3406 N SHERIDAN RD
367--9740 3406 N SHERIDAN
344--7272 323 S REDFIELD CT
344--6150 26 E WASHINGTON
8100 W 89TH ST
CMR 2 BOX B 8211
332--2848 2109 BAKER AV
332--4453 211 N CATALPA



































































































GAYHART ROBERT BRUCE GRAD
GAYNOR MA£ Y SARAH GRAD
GAYNOR RACHEL LOUISE LAS3
GAYNOR RENA LIBBY ED 3
GAZDA PHILIP ALLEN ENG2
GAZDIK RICHARD LEON ENG1
G8UREK LOUISE L GRAD
GEA JEROME ROY ENG4
GEAHIGAN HUBERT G GRAD
GEANIOUS MARY BETH LAS3
GEARHART JOHN RATHMA ENG4
GEARING DEBORAH J LAS1
GEARY MARY C LAS2
*GEBAUER DORIS S GRAD
*GEBAUER GARY N GRAD
*GEBAUER PETER ANTHON GRAD
GEBHARDS KAREN AGR4
*GEBHARDT RONALD JOSE GRAD
GECAN GARY JOHN ENG2
GEDDES BRUCE D ENG1
GEDEN WILLIAM FRANCI ENG2
GEDGAUDAS THOMAS V BUS2
GEDNEY ROY C JR LAS3
GEDZ PAUL LAS3
*GEERS JOE B AGR1
GEESEMAN RALPH H JR ENG4
GEHL SUZANNE JEANETT LAS3
GEHRIG DOUGLAS B ENG1
GEHRIG RAYMOND KARL LAS3
GEHRING JOHN J ENG1
GEHRING ROBERT ELLIO ENG3
GEHRKE SHERRY LYNN LAS3
GEHRS RONALD FERDINA BUS2
GEHRT CARL LEE ENG3
GEIBEL STEVEN RANDOL FAA3
GEIDERMAN GAIL LINDA LAS2
GEIDERMAN JOEL M LAS1
GEIGER CONSTANCE FAY AGR3
GEIGER ELLEN MARIE LAS3
GEIGER RICHARD C LAW1
GEIGER VIVIENNE L LAS1
GEIL WILMA JEAN GRAD
GEILS CORRENCE E LAS1
GEILS RONALD HENRY GRAD
GEIMER MICHAEL J ENG1
GEISEN RONALD GENE ENG2
GEISER DENNIS R VM 1
GEISLER HARLYNNE LAS1
GEISS ALBERT EDWARD BUS2
GEISSAL DRUSILLA B LAS3
*GEISSAL RICHARD L JR LAS3
GEKAS COSTAS JOHN LAW2
GELBER ERIC R GRAD
GELBRON VICTOR A LAS1
GELDZAHLER BERNARD J ENG3
GELFELD ADRIENNE R LAS1
GELLER MARTIN ISAAC BUS3
GELLER NAOMI GAIL LAS2
GELLER STEVEN CHARLE LAS4
GELLMAN JACK RANDOLP GRAD
GEMBUS ELIZABETH C GRAD
GENCHUR JOHN A LAW1
*GENGE JEROME VM 1
*GENGENBACH BURLE G GRAD
GENGLER MICHAEL RICH FAA2
GENGUL CAROL ANN LAS4
GENI LAWRENCE RYAN LAS3
GENISE LIVIA FAA2
GENISE VALERIE PE 1
GENNARO DAVID MIC-HAE FAA3
GENNARO VINCENT GRAD
GENOVESE THOMAS M LAS3
GENSEMER DAN W ENG1
GENT NANCY C FAA3
GENT WILLIAM JAMES LAS2
GENTEMAN KURT ALAN BUS4
GENTES JULIE LOUISE BUS4
GENTES LINDA GAY ED 2
GENTRY CATHI ANNE PE 2
GENTRY DANIEL HESLER ENG3
GENTRY DAVID A LAS1
GENTRY OAVID MASTON GRAD
GENTRY GARY LAMAR BUS4
GENTRY RICHARD NEIL LAW3
GENTRY SUE ELLEN LAS4
GEORGE CHRISTINE LOU LAS4
GEORGE DENNIS A AVU
GEORGE JOHN MARTIN J LAS3
GEORGE KENNETH R JR LASl
GEORGE LAVERNE MARIS GRAD
GEORGES CHARLES N II FAA4
GEORGIOU CHRISTOS G GRAD
*GERACI DANIEL V GRAD
GERAGHTY MARTIN P GRAD
GERALD NEIL DOUGLAS LAS2
GERBER BRUCE STEVEN LAS3
GERBER GARY E LASl
601 W SPNGFLD C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 464 U
URH LAR 360 U
URH GARNER 246 C
URH SCOTT 236 C
URH SHERMAN 209 C
713 W OHIO U
617 W SPNGFLD C
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH WESTGN 310 C
URH ALLEN 302 U
409 E CHALMERS C
807 S 1ST 34 C
807 S 1ST 34 C
502 E HEALEY 310 C
910 S 3RD 802 C
1101 S MATTIS 1 C
604 E ARMORY 201 C
URH GARNER 393 C
URH SNYDER 336 C
604 E ARMORY 312 C
910 S 3RD 307 C
ELMHURST ILL
2 WESTWOOD PL U
1315 S STATE C
URH VANDOREN 319 C
910 S 3RD 310 C
106 ARMORY C
505 E GREEN 320 C
26 SALEM RD U
URH BARTON 214 C
URH WESTON 396 C
1006 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 291 C
910 S 3RD C
907 S 4TH C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 287 U
1004 S 4TH 216 C
URH WARDALL 321 U
708 S COTTAGE GR U
URH VANDOREN 227 C
311 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 424 C
309 E DANIEL C
TAFT CAL
URH TRELEASE 1012 U
310 E JOHN C
302 HOLIDAY PK 231 C
302 HOLIDAY PK 231 C
910 S 3RD 509 C
614 N CUNNINGHAM U
URH SCOTT 444 C
URH CARR 424 U
URH WARDALL 1226 U
URH HOPKINS 200 C
409 E CHALMERS C
104 E GREEN C
1102 W NEVADA 2 U
1203 W MAIN 2 U
408 E STOUGHTON 12 C
2106 ORCH ST 303 U
2012 D ORCH ST U
1108 S 1ST C
802 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
1005 S ELM C
1005 S ELM C
TOLONO ILL
TOLONO ILL
911 S 4TH C
803 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 108 C
1004 S 4TH 114 C
310 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 160 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 317 U
URH CARR 9 U
URH FORBES 369 C
1005 OREGON U
URH BABCOCK 128 U
916 W DANIEL C
302 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 417 U
URH FORBES 492 C
URH WESTON 304 C
309 E CHALMERS C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 416 U
2301 S 1ST 102 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 219 U
306 E OANIEL 3 C




























































10522 S HOYNE AV
804 ELIOT DR
804 ELIOT DR
2956 N MASON AV
6302 N NORDICA AV
5625 W AINSLIE ST
529 WILCOX
11 MOHAWK OR
506 E CRUGER ST
2100 BEEKMAN
369 PATHWAY MANOR
229 N MASON AV
807 S 1ST
807 S 1ST 34
502 E HEALEY 310
2730 11TH AV B
APT Q14S SAXON HTS
8731 W 166TH PL
29 PATTEN AV
5270 N LIANO AV


















7073 E SHORE DR
758 LAUREL AV
708 S COTTAGE GR
116 S MAPLE AV
915 OXFORD LN









332--1602 603 W PALLADIUM DR
332--3964 1330 FARGO
332--4574 3104 W JEROME ST
8445 N LARAMIE AV
2715 OAK ST
352--3491 2715 OAK ST
8854 S BENNETT AV
365--2807 2524 W THOMAS ST
3 56--7501 216 S 6TH AV
344--7723 705 SINGER AV
950 24TH ST
344--3861 802 W ILLINOIS
332--4204 7915 LINDER AV
352--9751 21 ROGER ST
352--9751 1005 S ELM
RR 2 BOX 18
ROUTE 2 BOX 18
344--9560 3231 CLEVELAND AV
6869 N WILDWOOD AV
332--0593 2057 N 20TH ST
910 JUNIPER RD
344--9752 939 S 20TH ST
332--2596 RR 1
RR 1
332--2885 4985 BRIGADOON RD
3 GRAHAM AV
332--1064 17236 BURNHAM AV
242 ACTON AV
332--3745 2712 MAPLE AV
3 52--1825 916 W DANIEL
1419 TOWANDA AV
332--4372 401 STANLEY AV
332--1150 1844 KEPPEN
332--1983 206 PRAIRIE ST
4708 W 176TH ST
3771 PURDUE
344--1966 RR 4 BOX 203
44 SERIFOU ST
344--6903 3102 4TH 169
1918 W ADDISON ST
3 32--4064 1565 WALTERS AV
5253 JARVIS



































































































GERBER JOHN WAYNE JR AGR4
GERBER LOWELL IAN LAS3
GERBER NANCY L ED 1
GERBER PHYLLIS ANNET LAS4
GERBER RICHARD LARRY LAS2
GERCHES ROBERT RUSSE COM3
GERDEMANN JANICE GRAD
GERDES GARY L ENG1
GERDES JO ANN GRAD
GERDES LARRY GENE AGR1
GERDES LELA MAE LAS2
GERDES ROGER A LASl
GERDING ANN MARGARET FAA4
GERDING JANICE BONIT FAA4
GEREG MARY ANN LASl
GEREMIA NATALIE A LASl
GERENSTEIN JAN LOIS LAS2
GERGANS MARK A ENG1
*GERHART PHILIP M GRAD
GERIG REGINALD R JR LASl
*GERK ALVIN PHILLIP GRAD
GERKEN EDWIN J ENG1
GERLACH KARL R ENG1
GERLEVE FRANK JAMES ENG3
GERLOFF BARBARA A GRAD
GERMAN ERNEST CARL J AGR4
GERMAN SANDRA LYNN FAA2
GERMER ANDREW ROBERT BUS3
GERNAND MARK W GRAD
GEROW TRACY NELSON LAS4
GERRICK JEFFREY D LAS3
GERRIE GAYLE LYNN BUS2
GERRIETTS BARBARA W GRAD
GERRITY ANNE T LASl
GERSHENSON BERNARD LAS4
GERSHENZON BRUCE W BUS2
GERSHON MICHAEL R ENG3
GERSICH ANDREW J FAA1
GERSICH JOHN GUY LAS3
GERSICK SHELLEY A LASl
GERSON RONALD LEE LAS3
GERSTEIN JUDITH M ED 2
GERSTEIN MARK LOWELL LASl
GERSTEN JEFFREY L LAS3
GERSTENBERGER BESSIE GRAD
GERSTNER WILLIAM C LASl
GERTEN LAWRENCE J BUSl
GERTH STEPHEN B GRAD
GERULAT FERNE WINIFR PE 2
GERULSKI LINDA L ED 3
GESKE ROBERT WALTER COM4
GESKEY MARILYN ELFRI LAS2
GESKEY MICHAEL NUNES BUS4
GESSE MARK STEVEN BUS4
GESSLING MARY ELLEN LAS4
GETSON PAMELA R LASl
GETTINGS JANET P AGR2
GETTS KRISTY KAY LAS2
GETTY JOSEPH CLARENC LAS4
GETZ MARSHA ANN FAA4
GETZELMAN A R AGR1
GETZEN RUFUS THOMAS GRAD
GETZOFF WILLIAM M LAW1
GEUTHER HAROLD W JR LASl
GHAFFARI PARVIN GRAD
GHANDOUR MARWAN MUKH GRAD
GHARTEY JAMES B JR GRAD
GHAZI DJENAT M K GRAD
GHENT JOCELYN MAYNAR GRAD
GHERARDINI GERALD LE LAW3
GHERE DAVID LYNN LASl
GHORASHY SEYED REZA GRAD
GHOSH ASOK KUMAR GRAD
*GIACALONE DONNA M LAS2
GIACALONE JOSEPH JOH FAA4
GIACCAI GERALD JOHN GRAD
GIACOBE ANTHONY J LASl
GIACOMINI JOHN JOE ENG4
GIAMPOLI FRANK J BUSl
GIANNESCHI DANISE MA LAS2
GIANNETTI LINDA K LASl
*GIANNETTI RICARDO J ENG4
GIBALA ROCCO ENG2
GIBBONS GLENN ALLEN BUS4
GIBBONS JAMES HENRY GRAD
GIBBONS KATHLEEN K LASl
GIBBONS ROBERT W GRAD
GIBBS CHARLES MYRON LAS2
GIBBS DENNIS ALLEN AGR2
GIBBS EVERETT PAUL GRAD
GIBBS JONATHAN P BUS4
GIBBS RONALD THOMAS ENG3
GIBFRIED PAUL R ENG1
GIBLICHMAN MERLE BET LAS2
GIBLIN WILLIAM THOMA LAS2
GIBONS MARC HOWARD FAA2
GIBRICH CRAIG ELLIS LAS2
1004 S 1ST C
1121 WESTFIELD C
910 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 121 C
2008 CURETON U
URH HOPKINS 469 C
406 E GREEN 304 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH LAR 125 U
URH HOPKINS 416 C
URH LAR 285 U
URH EVANS 141 U
URH BUSEY 205 U
URH TRELEASE 121 U
URH VANDOREN 225 C
URH SCOTT 492 C
14 PERSIMMON C
505 E GREEN C
2042 D ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 425 C
URH SCOTT 420 C
201 E GREEN C
502 M MAIN U
1856 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 207 U
1004 W OREGON U
SIDNEY ILL
806 W MAIN U
1010 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 3 C
1308 W WASHINGTON C
URH VANDOREN 412 C
405 W ILLINOIS U
706 W OHIO U
112 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 245 C
URH FORBES 408 C
URH TRELEASE 509 U
URH SNYDER 322 C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 326 C
105 E ARMORY C
1309 W HEALEY C
URH GARNER 408 C
URH SCOTT 182 C
URH SHERMAN 12 50 C
URH TRELEASE 420 U
307 S STATE 21 C
408 E STOUGHTON C
904 S LINCOLN U
108 E HEALEY C
URH HOPKINS 402 C
910 S 3RD 1310 C
URH ALLEN 434 U
URH ALLEN 166 U
URH TRELEASE 1130 U
URH CARR 102 U
910 S 3RD 709 C
URH SCOTT 496 C
U OF I GEOLOGY 206 U
401 S 1ST 13 C
URH GARNER 214 C
52 1/2 E DANIEL C
300 S GOODWIN 513 U
URH DANIELS 191 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 7 U
203 E DODSON U
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
URH WESTON 223 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
102 S LINCOLN U
2102 ORCH ST 304 U
2102 ORCH 304 U
508 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH HOPKINS 426 C
311 E GREEN C
306 E GREGORY C
910 S 3RD 1120 C
508 E ARMORY C
2112 ORCH ST 201 U
506 BURKWOOD CT U
1107 S EUCLID 3 C
109 E CHALMERS 2 C
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
DECATUR ILL
URH OGLESBY 522 U
604 E ARMORY C
PAXTON ILL
54 DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 580 U
106 E DANIEL C
902 S 2ND C
505 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 256 C
410 S 3RD ST
359--4087 4506 N RICHMOND ST
344--5000 2B41 W CATALPA
344--9579 4506 N RICHMOND
3830 JEROME
344--1266 7434 W 63RD ST
367--6343 2008 CURETON
711 W 6TH ST




332--2993 101 W ALLEN
332--2698 101 W ALLEN ST
332--2602 145 COUNTRY CLB RD
332--5429 1860 STEWART AV
332--0512 1612 N 77TH CT









RR 2 BOX 89




344--9776 15895 AKINS RD
332--0197 130 PEACH ST
356--2388 1308 W WASHINGTON




332--1944 228 WASHINGTON PK
332--1088 228 WASHINGTON PK
332--5535 1212 42ND AV
332--1758 3309 W 66TH ST
1024 JUNIPER TR
344--5000 302 PINE ST
356--7986 5225 PALMA PL
507 TAFT
535 N COUNTRY CLUB
332--1429 226 W JEFFERSON
332--5011 722 WESLEY AV
332--5515 546 PARK AV
352--1566 424 PENN AV
359--3071 1706 ASH
344--3434 2918 W PARKRIDGE
352--406 7 2918 W PKRIDGE DR
5 AV PETITS BOIS
344--5000 2080 OLIVESBURG RD
332--3240 2308 DOUGLAS ST
332--3280 NUTWOOD RANCH RR 1
332--5736 2207 BITTRSWET ROW
4424 N OSAGE
344--5000 309 W ROTH RD
RR 2
ROUTE 1 BOX 9
352--6885 715 FOREST
332--0713 839 W DOUGLAS
356--5932 8 SHAHZADEH ST
344--6920 FARAH SIDENI ST
332--2448 % POSTAL AGENT
344--1025
365--3230 203 E DODSON DR
743 N MAIN ST
124 N WALNUT ST








344--5000 237 S PROSPECT
344--1223 754 WILLOW DR
352--9879 2112 ORCH ST 201
367--6715 506 BURKWOOD CT
344--7810 1107 S EUCLID
352--1283 707 FOREST AV
332--0254 505 BROADWAY
3750 N WOODFORD ST
332--5193 2202 OAKLAWN OR
RR 1 BOX 193
607 E PELLS ST
1716 BRADLEY RO
505 S ASHLAND AV
1939 PRAIRIE
334--4303 3138 HILL LN
BOX 9 5
7041 N WASHTENAW


































































































GIBSON GAIL ELAINE LAS2
GIBSON MICHAEL A FAA1
GIBSON MICHAEL OTIS LAW2
*GI8SON NATHANIEL GRAD
GIBSON PATRICIA ANN FAAI
GIBSON SUE ANN LAS1
GIBSON TERRENCE LYNN ENG1
GIEBELHAUSEN ERIC AL LAS4
GIEBELHAUSEN MARTHA AGR1
GIEGERICH CLARE ROBE LAS3
GIELOW BRUCE EDWARD VM 2
GIERINGER GEORGE J AGR1
GIERMAN MARY KAY LAS2
GIERMAN SHARON F LAS1
GIERSCH EILEEN F LAS3
GIES MARIE L GRAD
GIES THOMAS M GRAD
GIESE DOUGLAS DWIGHT ENG2
*GIESELMAN ROBERT DAL GRAD
GIFFHORN LOWELL WALT BUS4
GIFFIN DOUGLAS GEORG COM4
GIFFIN MARY DIANE AGR2
GIFFORD BERNICE ED 1
GIFFORD JOHN C LAS1
GIFFORD JOHN LYTTON ENG2
GIGER DONALD W ENG3
GIGLIO LORA F AGR1
GILBERT DONNA PETER LAS4
GILBERT HOWARD EARL ED 4
GILBERT JOHN L LAS1
GILBERT JOHN PHIL LAS2
GILBERT LAURENCE RAL ENG3
GILBERT LEROY EDWIN ENG4
GILBERT LINDA K LAS1
GILBERT STEVEN P LAS1
GILBERT TED BERNARD GRAD
GILBERT WILLIAM D LAS1
GILBRONSON ALAN L GRAD
GILCHRIST JANE MARIA ED 3
GILDE FRIEDEMANN LASl
GILE BETTY STOUT GRAD
GILE CAROL JEAN ED 4
GILES DAVID BUS1
GILES JOHN EDWIN FAA2
GILES LEON GEORGE GRAD
GILGENBACH JAMES EDW FAA4
GILKERSON GEORGE N J LAW2
GILKERSON NYLA MAE GRAD
GILKESON CONNIE H GRAD
GILL DAVID B LASl
GILL STEPHEN HAROLD ENG4
GILLAN LEONARD LEE ENG4
GILLELAND NANCY JEAN LAS4
GILLER SUSAN ANN LAS4
GILLESPIE BARBARA G AGR3
GILLESPIE BECKY LOU PE 3
GILLESPIE DANIEL L LASl
GILLESPIE DONALD J AGR2
GILLESPIE IRMA R GRAD
GILLESPIE JEFFREY H GRAD
GILLESPIE JO ALBERTS GRAD
GILLESPIE JOHN ROLAN ENG4
GILLESPIE KENNETH DA ENG2
GILLESPIE MARTIN P BUSl
GILLESPIE MARY FRANC AGR3
GILLESPIE MAUREEN F LAS2
GILLESPIE MONTE CRAI FAA3
GILLET GUY MARCEL M GRAD
GILLETTE DALE D AGR1
GILLEY HAROLD CREED BUS4
GILLHAM JAMES RAYMON GRAD
GILLHAM ROBERT W GRAD
GILLHOUSE LAWRENCE M FAA3
GILLIAM JAMES K LASl
GILLIAN HAROLD P ENG1
GILLIAND DONNA JEAN LAS2
GILLIARD DONALD W LASl
GILLILAND DEBORAH AN LASl
GILLILAND MARY E GRAD
GILLINGHAM JOHN CHAR LASl
GILL INGHAM ROBERT A BUS4
GILLIS ARTHUR LEONAR GRAD
GILLIS JAMES A ENG1
GILLMAN MARGARET MAR LAS3
GILLOCK LINDA SUE LAS2
GILMAN ALAN LEE LAS4
GILMAN JEFFREY S BUSl
GILMORE FREDERICK ED FAA4
GILMORE GRAEME M JR GRAD
GILMORE MERLE LEE ENG3
GILMORE ROBERTA J ED 3
GILMORE SUSAN AMBERS LAS3
GILMORE THOMAS G LASl
GILPIN MARIELLEN OWE GRAD
GILPIN PAUL C GRAD
GILSTER JOHN EDMUND ENG4
GILSTRAP NANCY J LASl
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 520 U
811 S MATTIS 5 C
109 ELLS U
URH LAR U
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
URH GARNER 258 C
URH SCOTT 430 C
URH ALLEN 240 U
310 E GREGORY C
809 W SPNGFLD U
505 E GREEN C
302 t ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 102 U
URH BLAISDELL 3 U
2107 HAZWD CT 204 U
2107 HAZWD U
URH SNYDER 215 C
3310 LANESHOPE C
3205 KIRBY C
208 E JOHN C
1202 W NEVADA U
1104 ALTON C
409 E CHALMERS C
1408 S GROVE U
305 E JOHN 1 C
URH CLARK 209 C
311 W ILLINOIS U
505 E DANIEL C
907 S 4TH C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 578 U
URH TOWNSEND 342 U
URH NOBLE 208 C
904 W GREEN 606 U
22 CARRIAGE ESTS U
URH TOWNSEND 513 U
1831 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 424 U
URH SCOTT 444 C
1403 BRIARWOOD C
203 S COLER 2 U
URH FORBES 336 C
809 S 5TH C
808 E PENN U
908 S 1ST C
1415 KIRBY C
58 E ARMORY 15 C
PEORIA ILL
URH SCOTT 463 C
604 W PARK U
TREMONT ILL
URH ALLEN 421 U
URH SAUNDERS 114 U
1214 W EUREKA U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH FORBES 340 C
RR 1 U
1401 PARKVIEW C
412 W CLARK C
1514 GRANDVIEW U
1401 PARKVIEW C
112 E DANIEL C
1111 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BARTON 208 C
URH HOPKINS 317 C
URH SHERMAN 1253 C
URH FORBES 417 C
604 E ARMORY C
LANSING MICH
1211 W BRADLEY C
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 354 C
912 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1225 U
1105 S 4TH C
1202 W NEVADA U
704 W GREEN C
205 E ARMORY C
205 E ARMORY C
1007 W FRANCIS C
804 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 517 U
URH BUSEY 257 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
311 E JOHN 5 C
URH DANIELS U
RR 3 C
1610 CHEVY CHASE C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSENO 583 U
605 S RANDOLPH C
2605 CARRELTON U
512 E WHITE 4 C
































































































717 S LINCOLN ST
1198 SW 5TH ST





























































1209 S 6TH AV
117 ST BARBARA LN




1500 W WHITE ST
39 METCALFE ST










6754 S 78TH AV
820 18TH ST














































































































GINCAUSKAS ROLAND J LAS4
GINDER GORDON DEAN AGR2
GINGERICH DOROTHY C LAS4
GINGERICH MARY TERES ED 2
GINGOLD ALAN ROBERT LAS3
GINGRAS RUSSELL EDWA ENG4
GINIOTIS ANThONY J LAS3
GINN DARYL LAS1
GINNETTI ANDREA ANNE AGR2
GINNIS RICHARD N GRAD
GINOS JANET LOUISE LAS2
GINSBERG LESLIE J LAS1
GINS8URG DEBORAH ANN LAS4
GINSBURG MARVIN L LAS1
GINTHER JAMES HAROLD ENG4
GINTZLER JANICE M LAS1
GINYOVSZKY ROLANDO GRAD
GIOBBI WILLIAM Q FAA1
GIORDANO JOSEPH A ENG2
GIRALUOMORENO OMAR ENG3
GIRARD WESLEY ROBERT AGR3
GIROLAMI ANTHONY G GRAD
GIROUD JORGE MANUEL LAS2
GISH SANDRA L ED 1
GISINGER JACK LORIN ENG3
*GISSING ROBERT ED 3
GITANY RAMSEY HAMID GRAD
GITIN SHARON RUTH GRAD
GITLIS KARYN R LAS3
GITNER LINDA YVETTE LAS4
*GIUFFRE MICHAEL CHAR ENG4
GIUNTOLI PHILIP ALFR FAA3
GIURATO ROBERT SANTO ENG3
GIVEN CHARLES MARTIN LAW3
GIVEN GAY P LAS1
*GIVENS DONNA STINE GRAD
*GIVENS ROBERT PARKER GRAD
GIVENS ROGER WAYNE GRAD
GIVENS SALLY LOUISE LAS2
*GJERSET DOUGLAS WALT GRAD
*GJETNES IVAR ENG4
GLABMAN ELLIOTT PE 4
GLAD JOSEPH A ENG3
GLADE DAVID JON LAS2
GLADSTEIN NANCY C LAS3
GLADZISZEWSKI CYNTHI BUS1
GLANNtR MONIKA GRAD
GLAS CORINNE LORRAIN LAS2
GLASCOTT KEITH FRAZI BUS2
GLASER CARL JAMES FAA4
GLASER CARY N LAS1
GLASGOW JAMES W AGR
1
GLASS LINDA SUE LAS4
GLASS LISHA A FAA1
GLASS MARK ALAN COM4
GLASSBERG BUOD S BUS1
GLASSBERG JOAN BETSY LAS4
GLASSCOCK ROBERT W ENG4
GLASSFORD ROBERT G GRAO
GLASSMAN HARRY W BUS3
GLASSMAN JAMES EUGEN LAS4




GLASSMAN STUART L LAW1
GLASSNER BARRY L LAS!
GLASSNER GEOFFREY R GRAO
GLASSNER LISA JILL FAA2
GLATTMAN ROSLYN L LAS3
GLAUM CARL P FAA1
GLEASMAN JOHN C GRAD
GLEASON BARBARA ANN LAS4
GLEASON JAMES N ENG1
GLEASON JANET GRAD
GLEASON PATRICIA A LAS1
GLEASON TERENCE BRUN LAS4
GLEASON VICKI L LASl
GLEAVE FREDERICK W FAA4
GLECKLER LARRY WINFR AGR3
GLEESON JOHN WILLIAM LAS4
GLEICHER MARVIN AVRU LAS2
*GLEIM GEORGE JR GRAD
GLEIM IRVIN N GRAD
GLENDE JON MARK FAA3
GLENN CHARLES EDWIN ENG4
GLENN DIANA L PE 1
GLENN NORMAN D GRAD
GLENN ROBERT ASHTON LAS3
GLENN SOSAN ELIZABET ED 4
GLENNER LINDA C ED I
GLENNON EILEEN A GRAD
GLENNON ROBERT E JR PE 3
*GLENNON SUSAN WILSON GRAD
*GLENNON WILLIAM BRUC GRAD
GLENNY DIANE LOUISE LAS4
GLEROM RILEY DONALD LAS2
402 S 6TH C
URH OGLESBY 720 U
309 E JOHN C
ORH ALLEN 441
409 E CHALMERS C
903 S MATTIS 2 C
1 SAFFER CT U
ORH WARDALL 1025 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 366 C
URH WARDALL 1220 U
910 S 3RD 1114 C
1106 S 3RD C
1105 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
URH LAR 398 U
1205 W MAIN 3 U
URH HOPKINS 239 C
103 E ARMORY C
105 E HEALEY 2 C
CORNELL ILL
103 E STOUGHTON C
1004 S 4TH C
ORH BUSEY 241
URH TOWNSEND 113 U
1004 COUNTRY SQI U
1107 W GREEN 533 U
URH GREGORY 309 U
910 S 3RD 1303 C
47 E CHALMERS C
409 1/2 W UNIV C
210 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL
2009 PHILO RD 15 U
URH LUNDGREN 207 C
300 S GOODWIN 406 U
300 S GOODWIN 406 U
1102 W SPNGFLO U
URH EVANS 335 U
2107 W WHITE 183 C
105 E GREEN C
903 S 4TH 6 C
604 E ARMORY 332 C
1004 W NEVADA U
303 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 402 U
URH DANIELS U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH SCOTT 370 C
2215 S 1ST 304 C
URH GARNER 124 C
604 E ARMORY C
505 E WHITE 3 C
URH ALLEN U
907 S 4TH C
1010 S 2ND 203 C
1106 S 3RD C
1111 M GREEN C
1920 A ORCH ST U
301 E ARMORY C
2319 S 1ST 302 C
904 S 3RD C
603 S BUSEY U
212 E GREGORY 201 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
508 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS 410 C
1003 S 1ST C
508 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH BA8C0CK 212 U
107 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 613 U
URH HOPKINS 238 C
907 WESTFIELD C
URH LAR 318 U
103 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 258 U
OAK PARK ILL
URH CARR 307 U
2219 S 1ST 203 C
110 E ARMORY C
2104 ORCH ST 201 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1218 W PARK C
1308 WESTERN C
URH NOBLE 320 C
URH DANIELS 215 U
904 W GREEN U
1018 LINCOLNSHIRE C
910 S 3RD 1214 C
URH DANIELS 399 U
URH BABCOCK 123 U
503 W SPNGFLO C
503 W SPNGFLO C
409 E CHALMERS C





332--3247 7 12 W CHANDLER ST
344--1443 8950 S LUELLA AV
359--2888 17955 OAKLEY AVE
344--6038 2621 N SHERIDAN RD
332--4525 4 WARWICK CT
344--3616 1801 BARTHELONE ST
332--4829 2647 S GREEN
332--4568 1447 VANOALIA RD
1340 W ARTHUR
344--9636 609 HIBBARD RO
344--9770 6148 N TALMAN AV
483 CRESCENT DR
332--3040 1150 W 104TH PL
367--8167 COLINAS OE B M
332--1214 711 ASHLAND AV
10123 PELHAM ST
359--2312 105 E HEALEY 2
356--5143 ROUTE 1 BOX 127
BOX 554
332--2620 1324 GRANDVIEW
332--3995 428 W ABRAHAM
367--4490 1004 COUNTRY SQ
344--45 8 3 56 E MUNOZ RIVERA
127 WINSTON RD
344--5000 9307 KOSTNER
356--7663 7617 F N EASTLAKE
352--9089 7608 GRENVILLE ST
12255 KENNY OR
1255 N AUSTIN
367--8072 725 N 2ND ST
332--0420 271 MAIN ST
410 CULLER AV
657 RIDGE CHAPEL
344--1904 657 RIDGE CHAPEL
332--2752 721 E MAIN
359--4020 2107 W WHITE 183
AROS ROYKEN
344--1809 7324 S MERRILL
BOX 253
344--0676 2993 CURTIS ST C46
344--3519 6725 N KEELER AV
332--549 8 1300 W 52ND ST
332--2457 TRIBUSWINKEL
344--0571 5822 N NAVARRE AV
332--1550 235 SERENA DR
6041 LONGVIEW DR
751 RICE ST
1000 W MARION ST
352--4541 1234 BACON ST
1935 W HILTON ST
359--4086 702 ST LOUIS RD
3355 W NORTH SHORE
344--3993 3355 W NORTH SHORE
352--3415 RR 3 W LARAWAY RD
344--3107 10437 87TH AV
344--9506 2011 LAKE ST
1234 HICKORY RD
344--775 L 3113 APPLE
344--1647 6306 N RICHMOND
344--4279 7532 S PHILLIPS
344--3508 6306 N RICHMONO
352--3172 6346 N TALMAN
9118 D SKOKIE BLVD
206 FIR ST
206 FIR ST
344--5000 8605 S JEFFERY
332--3758 327 MOHAWK
352--5494 1910 HANCOCK
332--4417 7117 S ARTESIAN
332--1213 225 S EDSON
332--2886 11516 FRONT AV
344--7175 10104 S CHARLES ST
332--3311 1204 FIELDHURST OR
706 N ELMWOOD
332--3919 RR 1
412 N HICKORY AVE
6236 N TALMAN
26 N GEORGE OR
515 FLORENCE
356--5917 1218 W PARK
250 W WILSON




344--5000 9313 KENNETH AV
332--2532 1052 W SHERIDAN RD
332--3740 201 S MORGAN ST
352--1025 503 W SPNGFLO
352--1025 RR 2
344--7626 9049 N MAIN RO


































































































GLESENKAMP DAVID L LASL
GLESNE CORRINE ELAIN LAS2
GLETTY BRUCE EDWARD ENG2
GLETTY GARY CLINTON FAA4
GLEZEN DEBORAH MADGE FAA1
GLICK DONALD LEE LAS3
GLICK JAMES RUSSELL LAS3
GLICK PAMELA L FAAl
GLICKMAN ARUN JEFFRE BUS2
GLICKMAN BARBARA MAY LAS4
GLICKSON SCOTT LESTE LAS1
GLICKSTEIN SUE A ED 3
GLIDDEN WILLIAM BARN GRAD
GLOBERSON TERRY L LASl
GLOCKHOFF PAUL R FAAl
GLODY MEREDITH LAS3
GLOEDE KLAUS GRAD
GLORVIGEN BRADLEY W GRAO
GLOVER DONALD RAY COM4
GLOVER JOHN FRANKLIN FAA3
GLOVER LAOUIDA LASl
GLOVER SUEANN LASl
GLOWACZ SUSAN GAIL LAS3
GLOWER LINDA LASl
GLUECK CAROLYNN R GRAD
GLUT PAULETTE A LAS3
GMITEREK HENRY STANL ENG2
GNIAOEK STEVEN JAMES LAS4
GOAD GAIL F LAS2
GOBEL MARY LOUISE GRAD
GUBLE VIRGINIA RUTH ED 4
GODDARD CAROL CHERRY GRAD
GODDARD DAVID M GRAD
GODELS GREGORY PAUL LAS4
GODLEWSKI PAUL S LASl
GODLEWSKI RICHARD JA ENG4
GODOW ANNETTE GAMM GRAD
*GODOW REW A JR GRAD
GODOWSKI THERESA L LASl
GODWIN RICHARD JOHN GRAD
GOEBEL DIANE L LASl
GOECKNER DANIEL J LASl
GOECKNER GARY GEORGE LAS4
GOEDOEL DAVID ALAN LAS3
GOEKE JOSEPH CONRAD AGR3
GOEKING BERNARD CHAR ENG2
*GOEL SURENDRA KUMAR GRAD
GOEPPINGER JOHN RALP BUS4
GOERS JOHN WALTER LAS4
GOERS MARTIN JOHN JR COM4
GOERS THOMAS LEE LAS4
*GOESSLING JOHN GREGO BUS4
GOETTER STEPHEN R LASl
GOETZ ELIZABETH ELLE AGR2
GOETZ JUDITH D LASl
GOETZ INGER JOANN KAY GRAD
GOETZKE MARK ALAN LASl
GOETZMANN JOHN P ENG1
GOEWEY CHARLES THOMA ENG4
GOGLIA STEVEN J BUS1
GOGOL SARA LOUISE LAS3
GOH KUAN MENG GRAD
GOHR DONALD LAWRENCE BUS2
GOIER RENEE SUZETTfc PE 4
GOLAND RENEE C GRAD
GOLAS DONALD DENNIS FAAl
GOLD BARRY HOWARD ENG4
GOLD DAVID EARL GRAD
GOLD DEBORAH T LASl
*GOLD ELIZABETH EVANS GRAD
GOLD HARRIET L LASl
GOLD JAMES H LASl
GOLD JEFFREY A LASl
GOLD MARC WILLIAM GRAD
GOLD MARJORIE LYNN EO 3
GOLD MARK ALAN LAS3
GOLD PENNY H GRAO
GOLD RUSSELL STUART LAS3
GOLDAS1CH JOHN G ENG1
GOLDBERG ANN BARBARA LAS2
GOLDBERG BOBBI LYNN ED 1
GOLDBERG CAROL ANN ED 3
GOLDBERG DEBORAH FAY LAS3
GOLDBERG DORIS LEE LAS6
GOLDBERG FRANK GRAD
GOLDBERG GARY JOSEPH LAS3
GOLDBERG HARLAN FRED LAS4
GOLDBERG IRENE TRUDY LAS3
GOLDBERG LARRY S LAW1
GOLOBERG LEE B LAW1
GOLDBERG LINDA G GRAD
GOLDBERG LORRAINE H GRAD
GOLDBERG MARLENE SUE LAS2
GOLDBERG MARTIN H LAS2
GOLDBERG MARVIN EARL GRAD
GOLDBERG MICHAEL BAR BUS2
GOLDBERG MICHAEL JER LAS2
URH WESTON 221 C
URH SAUNDERS 405 U
1004 S 4TH 106 C
304 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 123 U
URH CARR 301 U
310 E GREGORY C
910 3RD 1320 C
URH TOWNSENO 542 U
800 W CHURCH 10 C
110 E ARMORY C
1111 W NEVADA U
404 E WHITE C
105 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 2 82 C
507 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 864 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1760 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
402 W CLARK C
URH WARDALL 503 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 1001 C
907 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 68 U
302 E GREGORY C
902 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 703 U
URH DANIELS U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SHERMAN 522 C
209 E GREEN 4 C
903 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 202 C
206 N BUSEY U
207 COUNTRY FR 29 C
207 COUNTRY FR 29 C
URH BLAISDfcLL 414 U
URH DANIELS 174 U
URH ALLEN 338 U
URH GARNER 463 C
URH TOWNSEND 176 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 413 U
211 E JOHN C
1910 B ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 269 C
203 N HARVEY U
URH SNYDER 154 C
208 N HARVEY U
2201 HAZWD 304 U
310 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 813 U
URH TRELEASE 425 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH SCOTT 171 C
604 E ARMORY C
3048 W WASHINGTON C
702 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 906 U
2055 B ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 464 C
1110 W NEVADA U
909 S 1ST 13 C
312 W SPNGFLD 4 U
211 W SPNGFLD 203 C
103 S GLOVER U
URH BLAISDELL 404 U
103 S GLOVER U
URH TRELEASE 1227 U
URH TOWNSEND 267 U
110 E CHALMERS C
909 CHESTWOOD U
902 S 2ND U
110 E ARMORY C
1715 VALLEY RD C
907 S 4TH C
URH CARR 419 U
902 S 2ND C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
1104 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS C
1009 DEVONSHIRE C
2106 ORCH ST 302 U
907 S 4TH C
411 W WHTIE C
409 E CHALMERS C
58 E DANIEL 2 C
406 E GREEN 103 U
910 S 3RD 1121 C
2011 S VINE U
910 S 3RD 911 C
110 E ARMORY C
1733 VALLEY RD C
1105 S 1ST C






110 W LINCOLN ST
110 W LINCOLN ST
201 E IOWA
332--3913 503 N 16TH ST
344--4598 RR 4
344--5000 9314 TRIPP
332--42 71 9272 HAMLIN AV
352--9887 1304 W THORNDALE
356--7835 7845 KOLMAR




367--4867 507 W OREGON
332--4937 ROB SCHUMANN-WEG
344--9696 3648 S HIGHLAND AV
352--0329 RFD 3
324 S PROSPECT
845 E 88TH PL
630 W EVERGREEN ST
344--7244 1435 CAROL ST
4907 N BEACON
344--0328 907 W OREGON
4154 W FLETCHER
344--7511 3409 W 61ST ST
RR 1
332--5590 119 WOODDALE
332--2490 1208 NAVAHO DR
344-
-7173 5436 W WALTON
ROUTE 2 BOX 50
3 52--2231 500 ADAMS ST
344--1809 E 14TH ST
1501 SUFFOLK
367--5885 4120 PRESCOTT
356--3966 207 COUNTRY FR 29
356--3966 207 COUNTRY FR 29
332--3552 16201 EMERALD AV
332--2433 HENLEY-ON-THAMES
332--3206 1807 GUILES AV
332--0887 607 E VIRGINIA
332--4040 607 E VIRGINIA
344--9583 330 W 3RD ST
332--5155 RR 2
RR 3
344--3498 SDR BALWNT AGANVAL
332--1720 6818 N OLEANDER
367--9236 105 PARKSIDE
332--1650 211 W MAIN ST
RR 1 BOX 519
344--7069 2201 HAZWD 304
344--9752 1400 FRANKLIN AV
332--4466 8845 LUNA AV
332--5520 1332 N WESTERN AV
1105 GETTYSBURG
332--1420 3018 PEACHGATE LN
344--6869 2031 38TH ST
RR 3
367--2747 702 W ILLINOIS
332--44 3 8 6644 N WASHTENAW
344--3658 36A LORONG UN I V
332--2098 2047 W 83RD ST
344--042 5 1802 WENONAH
813-E UNIV PLAZA
2917 E 96TH ST
356--4185 6530 N HOYNE
367--1784 103 S GLOVER
332--3542 895 OAK DR
367--1784 103 S GLOVER
332--5763 1338 MCDANIELS
1422 MULFORD
3750 LAKE SHORE DR
365--2060 909 CRESTWOOD
500 OAK DR
356--8435 2511 GREENLEAF AV
359--2949 1715-B VALLEY RD
344--7440 2428 W FARWELL AV
332--3962 1616 VENICE AV
4415 W ESTES AV
7310 CRAWFORD
344--7056 6244 N CENTRAL PK
344--5453 6208 N CAMPBELL AV
352--0364 1009 DEVONSHIRE
344--7329 98-50 67TH AV
344--9693 2880 IOLEWOOD LN
359--2214 5525 W MAIN
344--5779 8050 OGLESBY
330 WILSHIRE DR E
367--4216 620 S MAPLE
344--5000 55 HIGHLAND HILL




344--7248 9221 KENNETH AV


































































































GOLDBERG MICHAEL L BUS1
GOLDBERG NEAL LAS2
GOLDBERG ROBERT C LAS3
GOLOBERG ROBERT E LAS1
GOLDBERG SHARON LESL LAS4
GOLDBERG SHEILA R GRAD
GOLDBERG STEPHANIE B LAS1
GOLDBERG STEVEN DENN COM3
GOLDBERG STEVEN E LAS2
GOLDBERG SUSAN ROCHE LAS3
GOLOBERG WILLIAM JAY ENG3
GOLDBERGER GAIL E LAS1
GOLDEN BARBARA BEAR ED 4
GOLDEN ELLEN PAULA COM4
GOLDEN IRIS GLAZER GRAD
GOLDEN JANIS L LAS3
GOLDEN KATHERINE MAR LAS4
GOLDEN MICHAEL DAVID LAW3
GOLDEN RONDA LANDON GRAD
GOLDEN STEPHEN D JR COM4
GOLDENBERG GAIL A ED 1
GULDENBERG LARRY S LAS1
GOLDENBERG LEON FAA3
GOLDENBERG MARK C BUS3
GOLDENBERG THOMAS E FAA3
GOLDEN8URG BARBARA R LAS2
GOLDFARB STANLEY M VM 1
GOLDFEIN MICHAEL R LAS1
GOLDFLIES MITCHELL L LAS2
GOLDING JOSEPH FORD LAS2
GOLDIS NORMAN Z FAA4
GOLDMAN ALAN LEE LAS2
GOLDMAN ALAN N LAS1
GOLDMAN BARBARA MAXI LAS3
GOLDMAN DAVID MARC LAS2
GOLDMAN DENNIS LAS4
GOLDMAN DIANE P ED L
GOLDMAN HILLIARD J GRAD
GOLDMAN IDENE MITZI LAS3
GOLDMAN JAMES N LAS3
GOLDMAN JANET A ED 1
GOLDMAN JOHN EDWARD ENG3
GOLDMAN KAREN B LAS3
GOLDMAN LYNN KARON ED 2
GOLDMAN MAVIS GERALD LAS2
GOLDMAN MYRNA LAS2
GOLDMAN PAUL MICHAEL VM 4
GOLDMAN RUTH SUSAN LAS2
GOLDMAN SHARYN H FAA2
GOLDMAN STEPHEN SHEP GRAD
GOLDMAN SUSAN ANN GRAD
GOLDMAN TOBY MARCIA LAS2
GOLDSCHMIDT JONA BUS1
GOLDSCHMIDT MICHAEL BUS2
GOLDSHOLL JUDITH L ED 1
GOLDSMITH CHARLES M LAW3
GOLDSMITH GEORGE LAS4
GOLDSMITH GWEN GRAD
GOLDSMITH MARLENE JO ED 2
GOLDSMITH SUZANNE E GRAD
GOLDSTEAD ROBERT W ENGl
GOLDSTEIN BARBARA A LAS3
GOLDSTEIN BETTY L LAS1
GOLDSTEIN CHARLES G ENGl
GOLDSTEIN ELYSE ED 4
GOLDSTEIN HARVEY JAY FAA2
GOLDSTEIN JAMES A BUS1
GOLDSTEIN JEFFREY IR LAS4
GOLDSTEIN JOYCE WILM GRAD
GOLDSTEIN JUDY ANN LASl
GOLDSTEIN LOIS GRAD
GOLDSTEIN MICHAEL J LAS3
GOLDSTEIN RICHARD H LAS2
GOLDSTEIN ROBYN E LASl
GOLDSTEIN RUTH E GRAD
GOLDSTEIN SUSAN ROYC LAS2
GOLDSTEIN WILLIAM M LAW3
GOLDTHWAIT SUSAN H PE 1
GOLEASH JOSEPH J JR LAW3
GOLEY ADRIENNE A LAS4
GOLF FRANK JR GRAD
GOLIGHTLY DANOLD W LAS6
GOLKOWSKI GREGORY E FAA1
GOLOFF ALEXANDER A GRAD
GOLSON JERROLD J BUS1
GOLUBA NICHOLAS W JR LAW1
GOMEZ HERNANDO FAA3
GONDEK THOMAS GEORGE GRAD
GONDO DEXTER ENG4
GONG NELLIE LAISAHN LAS3
GONGE JON LYNN LAS4
GONIA LAURENCE S FAA4
GONIS MARY P PE 4
GONKO JAMES ENG4
GONSETH STUART BEVAN BUS2
GONSOWSKI ROBERT F LASl
GONTERMAN KARA JEAN LAS3
URH OGLESBY 416 U
URH OGLESBY 805 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 214 U
URH TRELEASE 1217 U
24 GREENCROFT 8 C
910 S 3RD 820 C
CHICAGO ILL
910 S 3RD 327 C
URH NOBLE 227 C
URH TOWNSEND 553 U
URH LAR 497 U
406 W ELM 2 C
URH TRELEASE 918 U
1900 DIANA LN C
303 E JOHN C
1002 W NEVADA U
1204 STOUGHTON 22 U
CHANUTE AFB ILL
406 N ELM 2 C
URH ALLEN 448 U
URH OGLESBY 520 U
URH OGLESBY 1108 U
910 S 3RD C
1104 STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMERS C
753 S MATTIS C
409 E CHALMERS 402 C
105 E ARMORY C
1004 S 2ND C
1010 S 2ND C
907 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 473 C
URH EVANS 315 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSENO 341 U
URH TRELEASE 330 U
1003 W VINE C
1104 W NEVADA U
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 1210 U
26 ROXBURY RD U
URH WARDALL 1010 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 118 U
URH CLARK 323 C
2105 W WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 1220 U
910 S 3RD 1018 C
2221 S 1ST C
57 E JOHN 6 C
910 S 3RD C
1105 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 217 C
URH TRELEASE 506 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 250 C
703 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD 1318 C
URH SHERMAN 225 C
1004 S 4TH 101 C
910 S 3RD 821 C
URH NOBLE 308 C
URH OGLESBY 831 U
508 E CHALMERS C
110 E CHALMERS C
301 E ARMORY C
2011 PHILO RD U
101 N BUSEY 5 U
URH WARDALL 623 U
URH DANIELS 470 U
218 E GREGORY 302 C
1215 LINCOLNSHIRE C
910 S 3RD 1115 C
711 W STOUGHTON U
URH CLARK 333 C
502 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS 908 C
805 S MATTIS 4 C
1011 W CHURCH C
304 S BUSEY U
906 W SPNGFLO U
URH OGLESBY 231 U
409 E SPNGFLD C
110 E ARMORY C
411 GLENN U
806 W CALIFORNIA U
802 E GREEN U
609 E PARK C
URH ALLEN 63 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
208 N HARVEY U
207 E WHITE 5 C
1301 S BUSEY U
211 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 345 C
709 W CALIFORNIA U
332--5157 334 DARROW
332--5267 7220 N KILDARE
436 BROOKSIOE DR
332--4059 1802 SEWARD
332--5753 8056 S OGLESBY
359--3102 24 GREENCROFT
2752 W JEROME
7100 S SHORE DR
332--5000 9540 S PAXTON AV
332--040 2 8319 N RIDGEWAY
332--4280 5524 N CAMPBELL
332-
-3073 7644 N EASTLAKE
356--465 3 126 WOODALE
332--5664 2914 PINE GROVE
359-
-4026 1900 DIANA LN




356--4653 212 1/2 S WALNUT
332--3254 7646 KINGSTON AV
332--5191 3215 WALD
332--5360 7339 N KEELER
344--6660 9 SYLVANIA DR
367--2112 9948 S CLAREMONT
344--7990 445 ILLINOIS ST
1527 W KIRBY
334--3870 1718 E 87TH PL
356--7986 1435 LEE RD
RR 2 BOX 120A
344--9776 1031-10TH AV
344--969 3 4 SUNSET LN
332--1623 8318 E PRAIRIE RD
332--2738 35 WILMETTE AV
344-
-5000 1954 E 72ND PL
332--4142 272 WOODSTOCK AV
332--5495 9016 N LAMON
356--8548 303 PARK AV
344--0329 8030 S CLYDE
400 N JEFFERSON
332--5747 6101 SHERIDAN RD E
367--9915 26 ROXBURY RD
131 FIESTA CIRCLE
3200 LAKE SHORE DR
332--3465 5353 N VIRGINIA
332--0049 5003 N SAWYER AV
359--1954 2105 W WHITE
332--5756 259 FOREST
344--5000 3239 W BRYN MAWR
344--4542 62 ELLIS ST
359--1808 1510 W DOWNER
344--5000 7200 ONYX ST
344--9770 1209 E 85TH ST
332--0716 10400 LINCOLN TRL
332--5532 4848 MULFORD ST
1430 SEAGIRT AV
203 S ELIOT
344--0601 203 S ELLIOTT
344--5000 5427 N CHRISTIANA
332--4660 19360 KENTUCKY
913 REVERE RD
344--5000 7423 S BENNETT AV
332--0406 2010 W 103RD ST
332--5292 3512 DAVIS ST
344--4875 5129 SHERWIN AV
359--2161 4615 W DAVIS
1025 COURT AV
2508 37TH AV
367--6805 101 N BUSEY
332--4426 2010 W 103RD ST
332--2543 1741 E 5TH ST
344--4361 916 LONG RD
356--0737 1512 LINCOLNSHIRE
344--5000 3900 W ENFIELD
367--0857 6319 N TROY AV
332 -00 57 6844 RAYMOND AV
365--1058 502 M ILLINOIS
7 PEPPER RIDGE RD
356--1760 805 S MATTIS
352--8846 RR 1
367--2245 1304 CORA ST
367 -3343 906 W SPNGFLD
332--5112 7505 N OCTAVIA
352--8080 215 HOWARD ST
6452 N WASHTENAW




332--3257 410 W WALNUT ST
344--420 5 301 IMPALA DR
365--2088 9533 S LONGWOOD DR
356--3808 79 E 14TH ST
3021 PRAIRIE AV
3502 STONEYBRAE





































































































GONZALES JOHN I GRAO
GONZALES MELA PENA EO 5
GONZALEZ PAUL VICTOR GRAD
GONZALEZ REBECCA LAS1
GOOD ANN ED 3
GOOD DALE WARREN GRAD
GOOD JUOITH RICE GRAD
GOOD NICHOLAS EUGENE FAA2
GOOD SALLY J ED I
GOOD VERDA HERSHBERG ED 4
GOODAPPLE PAUL T ENG2
G00D8AN JOHN N GRAD
GOODBRAKE CHRIS JOE ENG4
GOODBRAKE TIMOTHY L ENG2
GOODE JOANNE L PE I
GOODE SCOTT ROY LAS4
GOODFRIEND ARTHUR A FAA1
GOODHART KAREN E LAS4
GOODHART MARGARETT G GRAD
GOODIN DEBRA K LAS1
GOODIN FRANK LEE LAS2
GOODING MICHAEL JOHN ENG2
GOODING RICHARD THOM AGR4
GOODISMAN JERRY FAA6
GOODLING MICHAEL D LAS2
GOODLOW GEORGE W LAS3
GOODMAN ARDEN PATRIC LAS2
GOODMAN BARBARA LYNN LAS2
GOODMAN BARBARA S GRAD
GOODMAN BARRY RAY ENG4
GOODMAN BRUCE DAVID LAS2
GOODMAN DOUGLAS PHIL FAA4
GOODMAN GARY CHARLES GRAD
GOODMAN JORDAN W LAS2
GOODMAN JUDITH SUSAN ED 2
GOODMAN MARK ALAN BUS6
GOODMAN RICHARD L LAS3
GOODMAN ROBERT ALLEN LAS2
GOODMAN SANDRA H ED 1
GOODMAN STEPHEN ELLI LAW3
GOODMAN SUE ELAINE LAS2
GOODMAN WAYNE MITCHE LAS4
GOODMON GREGORY G AGR2
GOOOWIN AMY LEE AGR3
GOODWIN CRAIG LOUIS LAS3
GOODWIN DAVID RALPH LAS4
GOODWIN LINDA LOU ED 4
GOODWIN MARY MARTHA LAS3
GOODWIN NANCY LEE GRAD
GOODWIN NANCY PEARL GRAD
GOODWIN ROSCOE AGR4
GOODWIN SARAH ANN ENG1
GOODWINE JOHN E LAS1
GOODYEAR JAN CLAIR BUS1
GOOLER DENNIS D GRAD
GOOLEY DORIS JEAN LAS3
GOOSSENS ELIZABETH A LAS3
GOOSSENS GREGG PAUL BUS3
GOOT ARNOLD L LAS1
GORAJSKI GEORGE A ENG1
GORAN MARK HOWARD ENG2
GORAN WILLIAM DAVID LAS4
GORDEN SUSAN ANNETTE LAS2
GORDLEY JANICE EVELY FAA2
GORDON AARON J FAA1
GORDON ALAN GRAD
GORDON ALAN ROBIN FAA4
GORDON DANIEL DOUGLA LAS3
GORDON DANIELLE D GRAD
GORDON EDWARD FRANKL LAS4
GORDON GARY DEAN GRAD
GOROON GLENDA G LAS1
GORDON GREGORY K PE 2
GORDON HARLAN MEYER GRAD
GORDON HOWARD ALLAN GRAD
GORDON IRENE ED 3
GORDON JAMES LEROY GRAD
GORDON JAMES P ENG1
GORDON JOHN PETERSEN GRAD
GORDON JOYCE KAREN LAS3
GORDON KENNETH PETER LAS2
GORDON LANE HERSHEY LAS2
GORDON LUKE ENG1
GORDON LYNNE MYERS LAW1
GORDON MARC L BUS1
GOROON MARCIA ANN LAS3
GORDON MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
GORDON MIRIAM SUSAN FAA4
GORDON NORMAN JAMES LAW2
GORDON PATRICIA GAYE LAS2
GORDON ROBERT DAVID GRAD
GORDON ROBERT SIMEON GRAD
GORDON RONALD DAVID GRAO
GORDON RUSSELL H LAS1
GORDON TONY MICHAEL AGR5
GORDON YALE MICHAEL LAS2
2107 W WHITE C
1912 C ORCH ST U
1912 C ORCH ST U
1400 N DIVISION U
URH LAR 409 U
1215 S 4TH C
1410 ROSEWOOO C
LARAMIE WY
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1907 S PROSPECT C
RANTOUL ILL
604 E ARMORY 340 C
URH DANIELS 172 U
URH TOWNSEND 482 U
VANDALIA ILL
910 S 3RD 926 C
1505 KIRBY 5 C C
URH HOPKINS 396 C
URH WARDALL 1002 U
2307 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 189 U
URH WESTON 393 C
URH WESTON 440 C
1010 S 2ND C
805 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SNYDER 159 C
1009 W PENN U
409 E CHAMERS 80 C
URH BLAISDELL 112 U
702 WESTERN U
706 W OHIO U
706 W OHIO U
702 WESTERN 2 U
905 W SPNGFLD U
URH FORBES 350 C
910 S 3RD C
EVANSTON ILL
URH BABCOCK 5 U
52 E ARMORY C
URH BROMLEY C
208 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 118 C
1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C
2303 S 1ST 301 C
LEMONT ILL
3 ROSEWOOD U
301 S WRIGHT C
312 E DANIEL C
URH VAN OOREN 311 C
OAK PARK ILL
403 S COLER U
2317 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 391 U
POTOMAC ILL
1713 COTTAGE GR U
2105 HAZWD CT 304 U
309 E JOHN C
710 S VINE U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
105 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 386 C
110 E CHALMERS C
307 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 21 C
405 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 442 C
501 MITCHELL CT C
1603 VALLEY RO 1 C
1002 W OREGON U
1 PATRICIA CT C
707 W HEALEY C
2107 WHITE 190 C
URH ALLEN 334 U
1009 PENN U
404 BRIAR LN 1 C
502 W MAIN 205 U
URH WARDALL 606 U
508 S RACE U
URH GARNER 342 C
1007 WESTFIELD C
URH EVANS 2 07 U
110 E ARMORY C
1105 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 226 U
502 W MAIN 205 U
URH OGLESBY 607 U
URH LUNDGREN 3 C
606 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 1120 U
MELROSE PK ILL
910 S 3RD 1301 C
711 W CHURCH 2 C
URH SHERMAN 656 C
1 PATRICIA CT C
URH TOWNSEND 371 U
PENFIELD ILL



































































156 E CHURCH ST
1210 W CHARLES ST
455 N 15TH ST








3180 LAKE SHORE DR





































123 N VERMILION ST
1713 S COTTAGE GR
351 74TH AV NE
10008 KILBOURN
1015 S ELMWOOD AV




5313 36TH AV CT
332--0580 RR 1 BOX 157
344--0557 206 E COURT
332--1840 835 VERNON AV
356--0236 501 MITCHELL CT
356--3150 1349 W ESTES
344--4714 5855 N CHRISTIANA
356--4630 611 W UNIVERSITY




367--5975 291 W DIVISION
332--4410 1015 N FRINK
6000 MCKINLEY AV
313 E WASHINGTON
356--4877 1007 WESTFIELD DR








332--4544 2821 W BIRCHWOOD
291 W DIVISION ST
344--5000 8221 DEARBORN DR
352--3315 4758 20TH AV
332--4885 2052 LINCOLN PK W





SIOUX FALLS S D
































































































































































































LAS4 904 S 3RD C 6029 N BERNARD
LAS3 904 S 3RD C 344--7413 9130 KENNETH
LASl 401 E JOHN C 344--1650 1805 STATE ST
PE 4 URH EVANS 223 U 332--2714 1805 STATE ST
BUS1 907 S 4TH C 4940 W PRATT
LAS3 URH ALLEN 66N U 332--3261 15090 W 29TH AV
LASl DANVILLE ILL 6125 N WASHTENAW
BUS2 706 W OHIO U 344--9519 6125 N WASHTENAW
LASl URH HOPKINS 158 c 332--1170 RR 1
ED 3 URH WARDALL 212 u 332--4320 15 HAMILTON AV
COM3 1102 S LINCOLN u 712 HAMILTON
FAA4 1005 S 6TH 26 c 344--2272 1720 N 1ST AV
LAS4 809 W SPNGFLD u 367--8907 555 POWERS LN
LAS4 DANVILLE ILL 1007 FRANKLIN ST
GRAD 1920 B ORCH ST u 344--4362 1920 B ORCHARD ST
GRAD 1920 B ORCH ST u 344--4362 1920 B ORCHARD ST
FAA4 URH TAFT 16 c 6721 LAMAI
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 613 u 344--0627 1372 E 57TH ST
ENG3 1111 S 1ST c 1322 S 11TH ST
AGR3 802 W OREGON u 344--1873 1004 LINCOLNSHIRE
GRAD 912 W CHURCH c
FAA1 URH GARNER 295 c 332--0772 1004 LINCOLNSHIRE
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 511 u 332--4248 2637 W 89TH ST
LAS3 110 E JOHN 9 c 3 56--1482 28W064 HILLVIEW
LAW1 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 RR 1 BOX 77
LASl URH NOBLE 426 c 332--0441 2532 S 14TH AV
PE 1 910 S 3RD 603 c 3800 N PACIFIC
GRAD 1008 W MAIN 2 u 367--5643 22101 EDISON
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 124 u 332--3606 712 CENTRAL AV
BUS1 URH SNYDER 426 c 332--1832 712 CENTRAL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 286 c 8717 S MOZART ST
LAS2 URH BARTON 323 c 332--016 7 2356 BELLEVUE PL
GRAD 1008 1/2 N HICKORY c 352--0769 508 E GRANT
LAS2 URH WARDALL 910 u 332--4487 8916 KARVER LN
ED 4 107 E CHALMERS 7 c 344--3702 9541 S BENNETT AV
GRAD 2509 POND u 367--7805 2509 POND
GRAD 1005 S 6TH 15 c 344--2309 905 NELSON ST
GRAD 1005 S 6TH 15 c 344--2309 8604 BAYARO ST
LAS3 702 W GREEN u 3605 W FOSTER
GRAD 911 W VINE c 911 W VINE
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 102 c 332--0471 8524 N CLIFTON
GRAD 506 W MICHIGAN u RR 1 BOX 196
LAS3 URH TAFT 203 c 332--0610 3909 FOREST AV
LASl URH OGLESBY 1225 u 332--5406 8944 KILBOURN AV
GRAD 102 N GREGORY 7 u 367--1252 14019 104TH AV
LAS3 URH TAFT 116 c 1719 N 77TH AV
ENG4 URH CARR 104 u 332--3861 RR 1 BOX 191B
COM4 509 E STOUGHTON c 359--8890 509 E STOUGHTON
ENG2 904 W GREEN 906 u 330 S BURTON
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 218 u 332--3494 1654 PEAR TREE RD
LASl URH ALLEN 409 u 332--3226 6538 N SPAULOING
LAS4 302 E ARMORY c 344--0153 6538 N SPAULOING
BUS3 501 E DANIEL c 344--1510 222 JOHNSON
LASl URH CARR 312 u 332--3924 169 KANKAKEE LN
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 1 u 344--3602 428 THOMAS AV
BUS2 URH SNYDER 276 c 332--1727 212 MCHAEL JOHN DR
ED 4 809 W ILLINOIS 7 u 344--5666 809 W ILLINOIS 7
GRAD 2023 B ORCH ST u 344--3072 2023 B ORCHARD ST
LAS4 1719 N NEIL c 352--2448 1719 N NEIL
LAS3 906 S 1ST c 106 S 7TH AV
FAA2 1106 S 3RD c 344--9636
ENG1 URH NOBLE 221 c 332--0397
GRAD URH DANIELS 320 u 333--6154 PUNDRI
GRAD MATTOON ILL 908 S 34TH
BUS4 1903 ROBERTA c 356--4119 13 SOUTHERN DR
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 222 c 332--1204 319 W CENTRAL
PE 2 URH EVANS 317 u 332--2739 292 N MYRTLE
GRAD 301 COUNTRY FR 52 c 359--4856 301 COUNTRY FR 52
LAS4 107 E CHALMERS 9 c 344--7516 6134 N CAMPBELL
LASl URH ALLEN 306 u 2212 ARDEN PL
LASl URH ALLEN 434 u 332--3240 2212 ARDEN PL
LAS3 URH BARTON 215 c 332--0105 31049 S WOODLAND
GRAD 808 W HEALEY c 352--4482 808 W HEALEY
BUS3 410 E JOHN c 344--9477 310 N MENARD
AGR1 211 E ARMORY c 334--7424 2712 UNION ST
FAA2 1004 S 4TH 205 c 1121 LOEB ST
LASl URH BUSEY 254 u 3 32--2624 216 S GENOA ST
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1102 u 332--5354 2059 ASCOT
GRAD 704 E CALIFORNIA u 367--8832 704 E CAL IFORNIA
LAS4 602 STOUGHTON c 352--8954 602 STOUGHTON
LAW1 312 S PRAIRIE 205 c 5430 W MONROE
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 805 FITZHENRY CT
FAA1 1105 S 1ST c 6121 N TALMAN
LAS4 2105 HAZWD 203 u 344--7539 1215 MULBERRY ST
AGR4 2105 HAZWD 203 u 2105 HAZWD 203
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 124 u 332--3741 1801 N LAWNDALE
LASl URH TRELEASE 431 u RR 4
LAS3 908 E FLORIDA u 367--6101 908 E FLORIDA
GRAD 419 FAIRVIEW c 352--6125 707 S 6TH
LASl URH WESTON 246 c 332--1945
LAS3 503 STOUGHTON 12 c 6622 39TH ST
LAS4 URH BUSEY 358 u 332--2662 631 W WASHINGTON
BUS4 1007 S 1ST 3 c 356--0773 640 DEE RO
LAS3 CHICAGO ILL 7522 S YATES AV
ENG3 604 E ARMORY 428 c 944 JEFFERSON DR
COM4 1110 W NEVADA u 344--0425 88 HOMESTEAD RO


































































































GRAHAM DENNIS A LAS1
GRAHAM DONALD WALTER FAA4
GRAHAM ELAINE LAS1
GRAHAM FRANKLIN EARL COM3
GRAHAM GARY LINN FAA4
GRAHAM GEORGE W ENGl
GRAHAM HAROLD M GRAD
*GRAHAM JAMES LAWRENC ENG4
GRAHAM JOHN M LAS1
GRAHAM JOHN MICHAEL BUS4
GRAHAM JUDITH LYNNE GRAD
GRAHAM KATHLEEN E LAS1
GRAHAM MARY JANE ED 3
GRAHAM MICHAEL F GRAD
GRAHAM MICHAEL PAUL BUS2
GRAHAM ROBERT S LAS1
GRAHAM VANESSA KAY LAS1
GRAHOVEC JOY D ED 1
GRAMLEY BILL A LAS3
GRAMLEY BOB LLOYD LAS4
GRAMLING WILLIAM EDG GRAD
GRAMM MICHAEL L AGR1
GRAMM PATRICIA MARLE LAS2
GRAMMER HARRY L III LAS2
GRAMMER PAUL C AGR1
GRAN GREGORY JOHN BUS2
GRANAT ALAN LESLIE LAS2
GRANAT DAVID JOEL BUS4
GRANAT KENNETH HOWAR LAW2
GRANAT MARTA ANDREA FAA6
GRANATH JAMES WILTON LAS2
GRANATH KAY VIVIAN LAS2
GRANDCHAMP ROBERT JO GRAD
GRANDCOLAS SHIRLEY A LAS1
GRANDLY ROBERT CLIFF GRAD
GRANDONE EUGENE BUS3
GRANDT ALTEN F JR GRAD
GRANDT BARBARA R ED 4
GRANDT LESTER LYN AGR1
GRANDT TERRENCE ALAN AGR4
GRANDYS ALVIN K BUS3
GRANER GERALD LEON ED 4
GRANO JOSEPH D GRAD
GRANROTH RICHARD T LAS4
GRANS SUSAN ELLEN LAS2
GRANT AUBREY URIEL FAA4
GRANT CHERYL KAY BUS2
GRANT CHRISTINE ANNE GRAD
GRANT DEBRA S LASl
GRANT DON T ENGl
GRANT GWENDOLEN J GRAD
GRANT JAMES KENNETH LAS4
GRANT LAWRENCE VERNO GRAD
GRANT MARY JANE LAS4
GRANT MICHAEL A COM4
GRANT SALLIE J GRAD
GRANT VICKI THOMAS LAS4
GRAS MARILYN A GRAD
GRASKE HENRY F JR VM 1
GRASS FRANK STEPHEN GRAD
GRASSEL KEITH A LASl
GRASSEL TIMOTHY MARK FAA2
GRATCH JONATHAN AGR1
GRATTEAU PHILLIP R FAA1
GRATZER ALAN FRANKLI LAS3
GRAU MAUD THEA LAS4
GRAUE JERALD CURTIS GRAD
GRAUEL NED WILLIAM LAS2
GRAUER PAUL WILLIAM LAW1
GRAVANDI FRANCES A ED 1
GRAVENHORST BRIANA ENGl
GRAVES BARBARA JANE LAS3
GRAVES BARBARA LANE ED 3
GRAVES BETTIt JEAN LASl
GRAVES CURLEY G GRAD
GRAVES JOHN HOBART BUS4
GRAVES LOUISE HARPER GRAD
GRAVES THOMAS WILLIA FAA4
GRAWEY MICHELE ANN LAS2
GRAY ALBERT ED 2
GRAY BERNARD WILLIAM LAS4
GRAY CHARLES H FAA1
GRAY CHARLES THOMAS AGR4
GRAY CLAUDIA PE 1
GRAY DALTON JAMES LAS2
GRAY DAVID LYNN GRAD
GRAY DIANE L GRAD
GRAY GEORGENE E FAA1
GRAY JAMES A ENGl
GRAY JOHN DENNIS LAS2
GRAY LAWRENCE JOHN GRAD
GRAY MARYON L LAS3
GRAY RUST FLUEKIGER GRAD
GRAY SHIRLEY LYNN LAS2
GRAY THELMA S LASl
GRAY WILLIAM ROYALTY GRAD
GRAY WILLIAM T IV GRAD
URH HOPKINS 259 C
LA NAPOULE FR
URH LAR 462 U
304 E FLORIDA U
703 COLORADO 308 U
URH WESTON 393 C
RR 2 U
207 E WHITE C
505 S LYNN C
304 E FLORIDA U
203 1/2 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 403 U
URH ALLEN 278 U
2087 C ORCH ST U
1001 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 212 C
URH NOBLE 310 C
URH TRELEASE 623 U
1007 N DIVISION U
1007 N DIVISION U
206 1/2 M GREEN U
1301 S BUSEY U
1005 S WRIGHT C
901 S 1ST 11 C
RR 2 C
409 E CHALMERS 512 C
1107 S 3RD 204 C
1107 S 3RD C
1733 VALLEY RD C
1603 VALLEY RD C
807 S BUSEY U
307 E JOHN C
604 N MAPLE 24 U
URH ALLEN 5 U
2013 D ORCH ST U
312 E ARMORY C
701 W CHURCH U
701 W CHURCH U
801 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1003 U
URH SCOTT 382 C
701 W GREEN U
3203 W KIRBY C
2317 S 1ST 204 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
807 S LOCUST C
URH TRELEASE 829 U
URH DANIELS 248 U
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
URH SCOTT 467 C
504 W ELM 4 U
501 E DANIEL C
1403 PHILO RD U
URH WARDALL 905 U
311 E SPNGFLD C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
1109 W BRADLEY C
1110 S ARBOR C
2311 S 1ST 104 C
705 W ELM U
201 E GREEN C
803 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 226 C
URH WESTON 292 C
902 W ILLINOIS U
802 W OREGON 23 U
2 PATRICIA CT C
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
1207 N BUSEY U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 442 C
URH TRELEASE 110 U
URH WARDALL 1008 U
URH NOBLE C
URH DANIELS U
1301 S BUSEY 33 U
910 S 3RD C
211 E ARMORY C
1202 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 116 U
URH HOPKINS 243 C
1111 S 1ST C
URH NOBLE 421 C
112 E JOHN 6 C
31 RAINTREE C
707 S 6TH 309 C
URH VANDOREN 425 C
1 PENN CT U
508 E SPNGFLO C
903 BELLE PARK C
ONARGA ILL
1735 VALLEY RD C
710 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 1204 U
501 1/2 W BEARDSLY C
RANTOUL ILL
332--1226 369 W FORTUNE
2338 WALTERS AV
332--3044 6551 S GREENWOOD
367--7977 304 E FLORIDA
367--7751 703 COLORADO 308
332--2049 RR 2
365--2076 279 DONCASTER RD
352--1443 722 S CLARENCE AVE
356--6626 505 S LYNN
367--1977 304 E FLORIDA
332--7701 415 FORD ST
332--3220 205 N EASTWOOD AV
516 E GROVE AV
344--3834 2087 C ORCHARD ST
359--2093 1001 S 1ST
322--0751 2336 WINDSOR RD
332--0408 308 CANAL
332--5579 135 20 HOWE DR
RR 1 BOX 118
RR 1 BOX 118
367--0997 212 W MITCHELL 15
RR I
344--0571 6551 CEDARBROOK
356--4092 7939 S ELIZABETH
822--5830 RR 2
1601 HENRY PL
344--7289 6536 N TROY ST
344--7289 6536 N TROY ST
359--4998 1036 ELM RIDGE DR
359--1517 18010 EUCLID AV
9124 LACROSSE
344--2129 2939 W HOWARD ST
367--4575 604 N MAPLE 24
120 N 46TH ST
344--1634 2013 D QRCHARD ST
344--7911





332--1559 4251 N SPAULDING
367--2564
352--4631 2234 S WOODSTOCK
344-
-6081 654 N MICHIGAN
344--4205 1212 LUNDVALL AV
359--2481 5 OAKDENE AV
1020 W VINE ST
332--2201 90 BLACKWD COALVL
332--0236 822 ROGERS ST
332- 1617 2239 LOREN
1977 ROOSEVELT PL
344--1510 16024 LATHROP
365--2507 1403 PHILO RD
332--4482 803 DOGWOOD LN
2406 LILLIAN LN
344--1034 1207 W SPNGFLD
356--2091 1109 W BRADLEY
344--0932 ROUTE 4 BOX 74



























1201 NE 4TH ST











107 S MEADOW ST
1104 ELMWOOD RD
16156 OXFORD OR










3443 DELL GLADE DR













































































































GRAYBEAL RUSSELL OAK PE 1
GRAYE CATHLEEN ELLEN LASl
GRAZIAN JAN ELLEN LAS2
GRAZIANO DAVID CHARL BUS2
GREAGER JOHN A II LAS3
GREAVES ELLEN C PE 1
GREAVES MARCIA ANN LAS3
GREAVES ROBERT PAUL LAS2
GREAVES WILLIAM M LASI
GREBENAR SANDRA LEE LAS2
GREBENAR TENNYSON W LAW3
GREBNER FLORENCE D GRAD
GRECO ERNEST A LASl
GRECO ROBERT J ENG2
GRfcDE MARY A LAS2
GREEN BETTE FRANCES GRAD
GREEN CAROL JOYCE PE 3
GREEN CAROLYN S GRAD
*GREEN DANIEL EMERSON GRAD
GREEN DENNIS to ENG1
GREEN DIANE MARIE ED 2
GREEN EDWARD JOSEPH COM4
GREEN EDWARD LLOYD ENG2
GREEN EDWIN JAY LAS3
GREEN ELIZABETH IREN LASi
GREEN FRANC INE N LAS3
GREEN GEORGE E ENG3
GREEN HAROLD KENNETH ENG3
GREEN HOWARD SHERWIN LAS4
*GREEN JAMES Q LASl
*GREEN JUDITH A GRAD
GREEN KAREN JOY LASl
GREEN KENNETH ALLEN ENG3
GREEN KENNETH J ENG2
GREEN LAWRENCE ARTHU BUS2
GREEN LINDA MARIE FAA4
GREEN MARGARET J LAS2
GREEN MARGARET YVONN COM4
GREEN MARGARETTE B LAS3
GREEN NANCY L ED 1
GREEN PAMELA A LASl
GREEN RICHARD D GRAD
GREEN RICHARD JORDAN LAS2
GREEN RICHARD PAUL VM 4
GREEN ROBERT FRITZ LAS2
*GREEN ROBERT GRAHAM GRAD
GREEN ROBERTA L ED 4
GREEN RONALD GRANT ENG2
GREEN RONALD MYRON LAS4
*GREEN SAMUEL ISAAC GRAD
GREEN SHARRI E BUS1
GREEN SOL BUS2
GREEN SUSAN MARGARET LAS2
GREEN THOMAS PATRICK LAS3
GREEN VONGALEE J PE 1
GREENBERG ALAN DAVID GRAD
GREENBERG ALBERT LOU 8US4
GREENBERG ALVIN JAY LAS4
GREENBERG BARRY ALLE LAS4
GREENBERG BARRY SCOT LASi
GREENBERG CAROL JUDI LAS2
GREENBERG DAVID JOEL GRAO
GREENBERG DEBORAH SU LAS2
GREENBERG HOWARD S BUS1
GREENBERG RANDEE H ED 4
GREENBERG RICHARD AL FAA4
GREENBERG ROBERT E LAS6
GREENBERG ROBERT LOU LAS3
GREENBLATT LEWIS BAR LAW3
GREENDALE SULIE A FAA1
GREENE GARY LEE BUS4
GREENE HOWARD C ENG2
GREENE JERRY ALAN AGR3
GREENE JOAN MARIS ED 1
GREENE THOMAS L AGR2
GREENER JANICE L PE I
GREENFIELD ANNE M FAA1
GREENFIELD DEBORAH N LAS2
GREENFIELD EDWARD AL LASl
GREENFIELD EDWARD M GRAD
GREENFIELD HAZEL G LASl
GREENFIELD JONATHAN VM 2
GREENFIELD PAUL STEV LAS2
GREENFOGEL STEVEN J LAS3
GREENHALGH DAVID ROB FAA4
GREENHOUSE JOSEPH N ENG4
GREENING ELAINE GRAD
GREENING LANCE R ENG1
GREENLEE WILLIAM EUG ENG4
GREENMAN STEVEN BARR LAS4
GREENSPAHN BRUCE ROB LAS2
GREENSPAN BENNETT S LASl
GREENSTEIN ALAN H AGRl
GREENSTEIN NANCY A ED 1
GREENWALD CATHY JO ED 2
GREENWALD LINDA MARY LAS3
GREENWELL JOHN ALAN BUS4
205 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 235 U
URH ALLEN 227 U
202 E DANIEL C
202 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 246 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 311 U
URH SNYDER 478 C
URH ALLEN 309 U
108 E JOHN C
1205 W CHURCH C
URH GARNER 417 C
609 S 4TH C
URH LAR 282 U
301 E WHITE C
1207 to NEVADA U
1811 VALLEY RD C
1202 N MCKINLEY C
412 E GREEN 11 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
310 E CHALMERS C
408 E GREEN C
907 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 432 U
URH SAUNDERS 126 U
1004 S 4TH 112 C
URH SCOTT 295 C
110 E ARMORY C
1973 C ORCH ST U
1813 D ORCH PL U
910 S 3RD 1202 C
URH TOWNSEND 108 U
1110 W SPRINGFIELD U
308 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON U
806 W INDIANA U
611 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 120 C
URH BARTON 410 C
URH WARDALL U
502 W GRIGGS 311 U
705 S 3RD C
605 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 112 C
DECATUR ILL
605 S RACE U
1004 W OREGON U
310 E JOHN C
1813 D ORCH PL U
910 S 3RD 813 C
508 E WHITE C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH TOWNSEND 449 U
URH ALLEN 71 U
URH DANIELS 729 U
503 S 5TH C
507 E BASH CT C
609 W MAIN 4 U
52 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
2028 D HAZWD CT U
URH TRELEASE 1222 U
URH FORBES 440 C
1104 W NEVADA U
408 N MATHEWS U
2006 SOUTHWOOD C
910 S 3RD C
911 S MATTIS 2 C
URH ALLEN 254 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD 612 C
URH SNYDER 328 C
NILES ILL
1004 S 4TH C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
910 S 3RD C
DANVILLE ILL
301 ARMORY C
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 822 U
1217 JOANNE LN C
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 314 C
405 E GREEN C
307 E HEALEY 9 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
706 S 1ST 301 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 525 C
910 S 3RD 319 C
URH WANDALL 204 U
1104 W NEVADA U
404 S LINCOLN U
618 E OANIEL 3 C
1004 N BUSEY
332--2867 1405 S 60TH CT
332--3161 9504 OLIPHANT
352--5151 1816 VICTORIA AV
352--5151 704 E OPDYKE ST
332--3176 516 COUNTY LINE CT
344--7630 1743 HAPP RD
332--3923 20 BRIARCLIFFE DR
332- 1868 20 BRIARCLIFFE DR
332--3188 2945 N MASON AV
356--4449 2819 N AUSTIN AV
359--3041 RR 2
332--0856 8652 N OZARK
356--7809 5337 W CRYSTAL ST
332--2988 3812 W 81ST ST
352--6146 15 W MONROE AV
344--3549 161 ALSCHULER DR
1850 VALLEY RD
356--0720 515 KIRK DR
356--7901 389 RIDGE AV
344--05 71 2001 GRANT
344--9442 7554 N CLAREMONT
3407 LAKE VISTA LN
344--9694 2187 VOLLINTINE AV
332--3239 509 N JEFFERSON AV
332--3608 485 JOYCE CT
2717 S PASFIELD
332--1498 6097 N NAVARRE
6800 N CALIFORNIA
3102 W JACKSON
344--4076 1813 D ORCHARD PL
344--2384 3750 LAKE SHORE OR
332--3990 620 THORNWOOD DR
RR 3
334--9743 4223 W JARVIS AV
310 W MIIN ST
344--0581 806 W INDIANA
344--1840 726 S MADISON
332--0121 212 DALE AV
920 COOK
332--4436 1060 GLENWOOD AV
356--1517 3159 WINLOW ST
806 W INDIANA
356--390 5 35 OVERLOOK RD
332--0690 955 JOHNSTON DR
1495 W DECATUR ST
367--0659 47 E CHALMERS
3310 MORKEL
344--9752 RT 1
344--4076 1813 D ORCH PL
9316 N HARDING
356--9570 5451 W WASHINGTON
344--0545 263 KEITH AV
332--4212 509 N JEFFERSON AV
3440 N 23RD ST
332--2385 9419 N KEDVALE
359--440 7 7337 SOUTH SHORE
356--0759 2055 LUNT 102
367--2290 1516 N AND S
356--7715 4300 W FOSTER ST
344--7245 3047 W BIRCHWOOD
344--4244 2028 D HAZELWD CT
332--5758 5943 N ARTESIAN
1631 S NORFOLK
344--9617 5251 W GALITZ
365--2731 3047 W BIRCHWOOD
356--2390 2006 SOUTHWOOD
344--5000 3137 W BIRCHWOOD




332--1763 7714 BAY PARKWAY
9286 WOODLAND DR
344--1272 418 54TH ST
725 COMMUNITY DR
344--7899 9245 N KOSTNER
1671 BRADFORD PL
344--1253 9245 N KOSTNER
344--9765 111-21 66TH AV
332--5638 9715 S OGLESBY AV
356--6695 1217 JOANNE LN




367--2906 327 S LOMBARD
367--2906 1204 W STOUGHTON
356--0142 1618 CRESTVIEW





344--7302 7545 S PHILLIPS AV
344--4168 9529B GROSS POINT
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GREENWOOD CRAIG H LAW1
GREENWOOD KENNETH M AGR1
GREENWOOO PAMELA M LAS4
GREENWOOD THOMAS R ENG4
GREENWOOD WILLIAM D ENG4
GREER DONALD JOE ENG4
GREER SHERRY L LAS1
GREER WILBUR CHARLES ENG2
GREFFE ANNETTA J LAS1
GREFFE RICHARD DALE LAS4
GREGER JANET LEE AGR3
GREGG CHARLES R GRAD
GREGG DAVID WILLIAM AGR2
GREGG DOUGLAS A VM 1
GREGG HARRISON LEWIS GRAD
GREGG JOHN LELAND BUS4
GREGG JUDITH L AGR3
GREGG KARYL L LAS4
GREGGA WILLIAM B LAS1
GREGORCY EDMAY MARIE LAS4
GREGORCY GLENN MARCE LAS2
GREGORY ADRIANNE D FAA1
GREGORY CAROLINE G LAS1
GREGORY DAVID ANTHON F'AA3
GREGORY ERIK S LAS1
GREGORY FLINT JOSEPH PE 3
GREGORY FRED ANDREW ENG2
GREGORY HARRY CLIFTO PE 4
GREGORY JULIA LYNN ED 4
GREGORY LANNIE JOE 8US2
GREGORY MICHAEL L ENG1
GREGORY STEPHEN ALBE LAS3
GREICIUS JUDITH L AGR2
GREIMAN DONNA TOBY LAS4
GREINER JAMES A LAS2
GREISDORF ANNA LAS3
GREIVE ANNETTE L LAS1
GRELLNER RICHARD J J ENG3
GREMER JOHN ANDREW GRAD
GRENINGER LARSON GRAD
GRENINGER LEONARD GRAD
GRENINGER SUE A GRAD
GRENNAN GERALD1NE AL LAS3
GRENNAN KEITH VINCEN AGR3
GRENNAN MICHAEL J AGRI
GRENNAN ROBERT DONAL ENG4
GRENOBLE DANE CLARK GRAD
GRESEY CASEY NORBERT BUS1
GRESH JOHN DALLAS ENG3
GRESHO PHILIP MARTIN GRAD
GRESKO LILLIAN MAY LAS3
GRESLIN ARTHUR F ENG1
GRESS DIRK WILHELM LAS1
GRETTENBERG JUDITH A GRAD
GREVAS GUST J PE 1
GREVE JAMES THOMAS LAS2
GREVE MARIE DORIS LAS3
GREVE PAUL EDWARD BUS4
GREVER GLENN ALBERT GRAD
GREVICE GARY STEVEN ENG2
GREY ARNO D GRAD
GRGAS JOHN MICHAEL ENG3
GRICE STEPHEN E BUS1
GRIEBENOW ROBERT R FAAl
GRIEGER RICHARD ALLE GRAD
GRIEME LINDA J LASI
GRIERSON ANDY RAY LAS2
GRIESEMER DONALD LEE GRAD
GRIESEMER LOIS R GRAD
GRIEVE WILLIAM G GRAD
GRIFFARD ROBERT PAUL LAS2
GRIFFEY JOHN JAY LAS2
GRIFFIN ANDRE LASI
GRIFFIN ANNA JUSTICE GRAD
GRIFFIN CLARENCE H ENG1
GRIFFIN EDWARD LAWRE ENG4
GRIFFIN GREGORY EDWA BUS4
GRIFFIN KATHLEEN JOA LAS3
GRIFFIN MARYANN K PE 4
GRIFFIN MICHAEL JAME LAW2
GRIFFIN ROBERT LEROY LAS3
GRIFFIN SHIRLEY A GRAD
GRIFFIN WOODSON JACK ENG2
GRIFFITH HOWARD EDWA LAS2
GRIFFITH JOHN P GRAD
GRIFFITH LAWRENCE B LASI
GRIFFITH PAUL THOMAS GRAD
GRIFFITH RICHARD A BUS1
GRIFFITH ROBERT ALAN GRAD
GRIFFITH WALTER E GRAD
GRIFFITHS KENT DUANE LASI
GRIFFITHS PATRICIA A PE 2
GRIFFITHS RICHARD W GRAD
GRIFFITHS SUSANNE K GRAD
GRIFFITHS WILLIAM E GRAD
GRIGALUNAS STEPHEN A ENG1
GRIGGS DONOVAN LASI
1902 S ANDERSON U
URH FORBES 358 C
108 E HEALEY 8 C
115 W GREEN 203 C
1702 WILLIAMSBURG C
DANVILLE ILL
URH NOBLE 221 C
URH GARNER 310 C
URH BARTON 311 C
309 E CLARK C
URH ALLEN 207 U
CHARLESTON ILL
801 W NEVADA U
710 S BROADWAY U
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 1209 U
616 E DANIEL 2 C
410 E JOHN C
1207 W NEVADA U
1009 W PENN U
URH BARTON 323 C
URH TRELEASE 216 U
1007 S 1ST 1 C
URH CARR 215 U
URH CARR 310 U
URH CARR 224 U
810 S 3RD 5 C
810 S 3RD 5 C
URH WESTON 110 C
URH SCOTT 438 C
URH OGLESBY 712 U
URH BUSEY 260 U
303 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 342 C
URH LAR 384 U
URH TRELEASE 609 U
212 E DANIEL C
212 W OREGON U
1827 B ORCH PL U
2704 ALTON C
1827 B ORCH ST U
706 S MATTHEWS U
809 W PENN U
809 W PENN U
506 E WHITE 3 C
2049 B HAZWD CT U
URH BABCOCK 122 U
409 E CHALMERS 414 C
7 PENN CT U
409 E CHALMERS C
205 E ARMORY C
106 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 231 U
505 E CHALMERS C
1007 S 1ST 7 C
URH WARDALL 1206 U
2219 S 1ST 302 C
NORMAL ILL
209 E ARMORY C
CHATHAM ILL
206 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 464 C
URH HOPKINS 295 C
809 S 1ST 31 C
URH ALLEN U
309 E CHALMERS C
SULLIVAN ILL
SULLIVAN ILL
1610 GLEN BURNIE C
URH SCOTT 214 C
URH GARNER 412 C
URH FORBES C
TWIN CTY MOBILE PK C
URH SNYDER 482 C
505 E WHITE 6 C
1770 VALLEY RD C
1012 S 1ST C
1012 S 1ST 3 C
102 E DODSON U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 1214 U
211 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 635 U
URH SNYDER 310 C
502 W MAIN 331 U
401 E DANIEL C
1101 E MUMFORD U
URH WESTON 450 C
313 E JOHN C
TOLONO ILL
807 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 340 C



























































2122 W 110TH ST























5830 S NORDICA AV








2111 N BONNIE BROK
6331 N CENTRAL PK
RR 1
72 GOLDEN LARCH DR
212 W OREGON
1827 B ORCH PL
2704 ALTON





2049 B HAZELWD CT
1214 N FORREST AV
515 FISK AV
7 PENN CT
1504 S AUSTIN BLVD
711 RAVINE AV


































304 S LINCOLN AV
11437 S LOWE AV










































































































GRIGGS KENNETH fcOWAR ENG4
griggs mildred 8 grad
grigsby gail ellen faa4
grimes bruce e grad
grimes david roy law3
grimes gene douglas bus4
grimes Gwendolyn a lasi
grimes james joseph faa2
grimes pamela l bus1
grimes robert john eng4
*grimm andrew d grad
grimm carole ann grad
grimm evelyn elizabe las2
grimm gretchen mary las2
grimm james william grad
grimmelbein mark w las2
grimmitz dale w grad
grimshaw william j grad
grimsley john e las4
grindal baard r grad
griskivich linda sue grad
grismer gayle w bus1
*griss martin lewis grad
griswold bradley lyn engi
griswold charles g j las3
gritchen lyle steven las2
gritzmacher glenn grad
grizzell lynn hantz las3
groban lee david las3
grody annette m faa1
grody edward h jr 8us6
*grodzinsky frances s grad
*grodzinsky stephen e grad
grue8e william bus4
groene charles stanl eng3
groener michael j avi 1
groenwald richard a grad
groeschel everett ly agr1
groff james joseph faa4
groff susan ellen las2
grogan david p grad
grom patricia a lasi
groman patricia lynn las4
grometer robert p law1
grummet allen carl agr4
groner michael irwin grad
gronewald john wayne agr4
gronewold david alle eng4
gronewolo lois kaye bus4
groom karen jeanne las3
groome david warren las2
groome judith kay las3
grooms richard barr eng4
grosboll sue ellen las4
grosch marilyn eilee faa3
gross allen f bus1
gross claudia cole grad
*gross daniel steven grad
gross david lee grad
gross dennis c grad
gross gary e lasi
gross howaro robert las4
gross jan m lasi
gross jqhann faa1
gross michael john 3us4
gross norma virginia las2
gross paul h grad
gross richard g ii faa1
gross sanda alcalay grad
gross susan fern ed 4
gross tod ronald grad
gross vivien cecily grad
grossberg stephen ja faa3
grossblatt arnold l lasi
grosse edward t lasi
grosse robert charle las2
grossel roger l grad
grosser alice margar grad
grossman larry herbe faa2
grossman marilyn sar las2
grossman neil marc las2
grossman roy lasi
grossmark marlene ly las3
groszczyk thomas pau grad
groszek john charles busl
grot sandra kay lasi
grotefendt richard a agrl
grotewqld herbert w eng4
grothe david michael grad
grothe james dennis faa4
grothendick linda le ed 2
grove richard l busl
grover joel william grad
groves david john las3
groves harold james eng3
groves joel lee grao
grow mary janice bus4
412 E GREEN 20 C
906 W HILL U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1367 C
URH SHERMAN 850 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 356 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 403 U
1004 S 2ND C
2104 ORCH ST 203 U
1824 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 484 U
URH ALLEN 122 U
706 S 1ST 103 C
URH OGLESBY 530 U
2029 A HAZWD CT U
407 LINCGLN U
505 E GREEN 315 C
3119 KIRBY C
URH DANIELS 370 U
1715 PARKHAVEN C
1962 C ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 404 C
901 S 2ND C
907 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 448 C
1005 WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 482 C
URH VANDOREN 21 C
DES PLAINES ILL
1975 B ORCH ST U
1975 B ORCH ST U
312 E ARMORY C
104 S DtWEY U
311 E GREEN C
34 FORSYTHIA C
URH WESTON 360 C
906 1ST C
LAKE FOREST ILL
1607 VALLEY RD C
URH SAUNDERS 128 U
URH BUSEY 436 U
218 E GREGORY 101 C
URH BABCOCK 102 U
403 BRIAR LN 117 C
904 W GREEN 625 U
401 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 402 U
305 E JOHN C
URH LAR 173 U
1204 STOUGHTON 23 U
505 E WHITE 3 C
URH BLAISDELL 214 U
URH OGLESBY 326 U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
503 BASH CT C
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 531 U
312 W SPNGFLD 2 U
URH LUNDCREN 18 C
URH GARNER 438 C
211 W SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 312 U
URH DANIELS 85 U
URH FORBES 375 C
503 BASH CT C
URH TAFT 116 C
508 W UNION C
1106 W STOUGHTON I U
58 E DANIEL C
301 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
313 E ARMORY C
2603 LAWNDALE C
URH DANIELS 275 U
1113 S ARBOR 3 C
URH BARTON 422 C
910 S 3RD 226 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 1005 U
404 E GREEN C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1019 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
210 W COLUMBIA C
509 E GREEN 203 C
313 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 646 C
2303 S 1ST 104 C
URH TOWNSEND 533 U
URH BABCOCK 408 U
605 S COLER U
1404 S LINCOLN U
356--7901 3301 PEORIA
367--0900 906 W HILL
344--0439 1301 RIVERVIEW DR
332--5050 6 BRANDING IRON LN
332--49 23 725 5TH AV
344--7424 104 MYRTLE AV
332--2660 905 A RENO PL
344--1266 4037 BUCKINGHAM




3 56--5565 1824 VALLEY RD
332-
-3062 8 N ELM ST
332--3128 205 E RICHMOND ST
3 56--7122 706 S 1ST 103
ROUTE 1 BOX 32 7
804 SUNSET RD
344--2090 1440 E 60TH PL
4127 APPLEWOOD
352--2557 1509 KIRBY 12
332--2505 4 NORTH ST
352--8473 1715 PARKHAVEN
3 44--5763 1962 C ORCHARD ST
332-
-3128 608 N TOWN AV
352--9541 RR 4
344--9693 9123 HOLLYBERRY
332--4833 1312 S MADISON
320 S 20TH
9656 S MERRION AV
570 S 4TH AV
570 S 4TH AV
344--4292 89 GATE LN
344--4292 89 GATE LN
344--9701 15022 LOOMIS AV
367--5303 104 S DEWEY
4108 N CLAREMONT
356--6613 34 FORSYTHIA
5852 N MANTON AV
GREY ROCK GARDENS
1451 N SHERIDAN RD
352--5439 475 S ROOSEVELT
3 32--3610 510 LAKE SHORE DR







-1392 403 PARK AV
332--5498 3806 S AUSTIN BLVD
344--9424 3012 N DELAWARE AV




533 W HICKORY ST
359--3777 1613 VALLEY RD 3
3 56--1115 503 BASH CT
359--3777 1116 JEFFERSON ST
332-5202 3223 W OLIVE ST
3630 GROVE ST
332-0208 2733 W CATALPA
332-0870 619 JEFFERSON AV
10441 S EBERHART
332-3152 3128 N MARMORA
392 CENTRAL PARK W
791 BLAIRMOOR CT
356-1115 503 BASH CT
332-0598 1411 N HARLEM AV
359-2372 20 AUDREY CT
367-1439 721 SHERIDAN RD
885 BLUFF ST
8130 PAXTON
332-4110 58 GREEN OAK DR
356-7766 5617 S ELM ST
352-6747 RR 2 BOX 7
FOREST AV EXT
3043 GRANVILLE
332-0179 2608 W PRATT
344-5000 81 BROOKDALE GRDNS
7448 KEDVALE
332-5682 6701 N ROCKWELL
8121 W BURDICK AV
4118 N TROY ST
367-5416 400 PARK AV
332-5340 2039 PONTOON RO
367-8958 203 S MAPLE ST
352-8454 210 W COLUMBIA
344-4471 1273 S SILAS
949 PROSPECT
332-1614 536 MORNINGSIDE DR
344-3810 5 GERSAM AV
332-4262 5249 PARK AV
332-3816 2806 NAMEOKI RD
344-3001 605 S COLER


































































































GRUBB HERBERT R ED 5
*GRUBB RICHARD DALE GRAD
GRUBBE JANICE CLAIRE LAS4
GRUBE DENNIS ARTHUR AGR2
GRUBE LINDA K LAS3
GRUBERG EDWARD RICHA GRAD
GRU8MAN LAURIE FAA2
GRUCZA DORCAS M FAA4
GRUENDEL JULIET E LAS4
GRUNDY HOWARD OLIVER LAS3
GRUNE CAROLYN FAITH LAS3
GRUNER BARBARA JUNE GRAD
GRUNEWALD ERNEST GRAD
GRUNEWALD GORDON JR ENG1
GRUNLOH DANIEL JOSEP LAS3
GRUSKIN MICHAEL MYRO LAS4
GRUSY JOYCE A GRAD
GRUSY WAYNE EDWARD GRAD
GRUTZIUS DAVID R BUS1
GRUWELL ROBERT EDWAR ENG2
GRYGA MARILYN A LAS1
GRYGOWSKI EDWARD A FAA1
GRYMALA JOHN P GRAD
GRZEBIK JOSEPH JOHN AVI 5
GRZEMSKI CHESTER FRA ENG4




GUAGLIARDO MICHELE A BUS1
GUALANO RICHARD L LAS3
GUBITZ CARLA SUE LAS3
GUBSER DONALD URBAN GRAD
GUCCIONE JOHN M LAS3
*GUCCIONE SAMUEL A GRAD
GUDGEL LINDA ANN ED 2
GUDGEON JOHN W BUS1
GUEBERT STEVEN RAY GRAD
GUEBERT THOMAS CARL LAS4
GUEDALIA LEONARD JOE GRAD
GUENGERICH FREDERICK AGR3
GUENTHER JAMES A FAA1
GUENTHER ROBERT KIM LAS3
GUENZLER JANE ELLEN PE 2
GUEQUIERRE JAMES SCO FAA3
GUERIN MICHAEL PHILL COM4
GUERIN ROGER J LAW1
GUERREIN ROBERT T GRAD
GUERRERO JORGE GRAD
GUERRERO JOSE LUIS GRAD
GUERRON LUIS ANTONIO AGR3
GUEST CHARLES ROGER FAA4
GUGELER UTAKO KIMURA LAS6
GUGLIELMI THOMAS LAS1
*GUHA DIPAK GRAD
GUIBOR MARY MELIKA LAS4
GUICE VIOLA MURIEL LAS1
GUIDA FRANK JOSEPH J FAA3
GUILFORD SARAH MORSE LAS3
GUILFOYLE THOMAS J GRAD
GUIMONT DONNA RAE AGR4
GUINTA MARILYN C GRAD
GULA PAUL PETER ENG4
GULDEN JAMES ROY GRAD
GULKAN POLAT GRAO
GULLAKSEN DAN JOHN ENG4
GULLANG DEBORAH JEAN LASl
GULLEOGE JOHN H ENG1
GULLEY JANE DONOSKY AGR1
GULLEY THOMAS PATRIC BUS4
GULLEY WILLIAM B LASL
GULVAS ELLEN LOUISE LAS2
GUMBEL MICHAEL CLAIR ENG2
GUMBEL THOMAS BRAOLE LAW3
GUMBINER KENNETH J LAWl
GUMMERSHEIMER JAMES LAS4
GUNOBERG CAREN MARIE LAS4
GUNOERSEN LEE K ED 1
GUNDERSEN MARILYN R LAS2
GUNOERSON MARK R LASL
GUNOLACH ANNE MARIE LASl
*GUNGOR ISMET GRAD
GUNJI KEN GRAD
*GUNJI KIMIKO Y GRAD
GUNKEL MARGUERITE AN LAS2
GUNKELMAN THOMAS M BUS3
GUNN JOEL DENNIS BUS2
GUNN NANCY ANN PE 2
GUNN SANOY KAYE LAS2
GUNN STEVEN C ENG1
GUNNARSSON THOR ENG2
GUNNING STEPHEN HOBA LAM3
GUNNISON FORREST E GRAO
GUNTER BERTON H GRAO
GUNTER CAROL G LAS3
GUNTHER JOANN E LAS4
GUNTHER ROBERT WILLI ENG2
RANTOUL ILL
1903 SOUTHWOOD C
505 E HEALEY 3 C
809 W PENN U
1106 S EUCLIO 301 C
212 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 1007 U
315 1/2 N WALNUT C
311 E JOHN 10 C
URH OGLESBY 702 U
URH WARDALL 323 U
HORT FIELD LAB 10 U
404 E WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 922 U
604 E ARMORY C
503 E WHITE 4 C
1606 CHEVY CHASE C
1606 CHEVY CHASE C
201 E GREEN C
2319 S 1ST 103 C
URH LAR 476 U
URH WESTON 336 C
URH DANIELS 415 U
SAVOY ILL
401 W GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
609 W MAIN 11 U
URH OGLESBY 201 U
URH BLAISDELL 121 U
URH BARTON 324 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 412 U
1002 W SPNGFLD U
206 E CLARK C
1513 HOLLY HILL C
208 W NEVADA U
211 E ARMORY C
803 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 386 C
1012 S 1ST C
801 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 392 C
URH SNYDER 178 C
URH WARDALL 1024 U
401 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 106 C
1202 N LINCCLN U
URH SHERMAN 450 C
URH SHERMAN 354 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 171 U
208 E GREEN C
1107 W GREEN 526 U
604 E ARMORY 143 C
2109 HAZWD 201 U
URH SAUNDERS 202 U
URH LAR 367 U
URH SCOTT 295 C
1008 W OREGON U
403 E MAIN U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH VANDOREN 202 C
1513 KIRBY 5 C
1806 C ORCH PL U
205 N BUSEY 3 U
URH TOWNSEND 175 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 830 U
1101 S MATTIS 2-4 C
1101 S MATTIS 2-4 C
411 E GREEN C
508 E ARMORY C
209 E JOHN C
602 FAIRLAWN U
58 E DANIEL 2 C
106 E DANIEL C
706 S MATHEWS , U
URH BLAISDELL 405 U
URH BLAISDELL 215 U
URH HOPKINS 272 C
URH ALLEN 113 U
1107 W GREEN 628 U
1009 KIRBY C
1009 W KIRBY C
URH SAUNDERS 308 U
911 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 318 C
302 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY 214 C
904 W GREEN U
312 W SPNGFLD U
RR 1 BOX 29 U
1724 HENRY 7 C
1724 HENRY 7 C
909 W CALIFORNIA U
209 E JOHN C
185 MICHELL CT
352--5986 1903 SOUTHWOOD
356--9621 432 S STEWART
344--4069 RR 1
344--7717 205 10TH ST
359--2981 212 E JOHN
332--5684 823 MICHIGAN
352--8692 315 N WALNUT
W COUNTYLINE RD
332--5234 1122 N 14TH ST
317 S 25TH AV
506 W ELM
356--0454 56-10 94TH ST
332--5313 728 N LOMBARD
344--7202 RR 3 BOX 229
2606 W GRANVILLE
3 56--5859 1606 CHEVY CHASE
356--5859 1606 CHEVY CHASE
1267 WALNUT AV
344--7878 146 GRACE
332--3057 8007 W LAKE ST
332--2008 2651 N KIMBALL AV
332--2275 ROUTE 2 BOX 191
209 W GREEN
11308 AVENUE G






332--4368 4849 WOLFRAM ST
367--2610 2911 EDWARDS ST
359--3346 640 CHERRY ST
352--0383 965 ST PATRICE
365--2281 208 W NEVADA
77 E LARKDALE RD
344--1416 RR 2
332--2043 RR 2
344--7370 140-45 69TH AV
344--3410 ROUTE 1 BOX 108
332--0839 4208 N BELT W
332--1667 9232 55TH COURT
332--4524 WOODSIDE DR
315 MAIN ST
519 E LINCOLN AV
10425 S TALMAN AV
529 BEVERLY OR




344--545 8 1107 W GREEN 526
10747 COTTAGE GR
344--5500 1010 W GREEN 522
332--3613 2743 W WILSON AV




344--0545 720 S CLINTON
332--0493 1907 LIBERTY OR
5925 GRAND AVE
344--6199 10618 AVONDALE RO
CANKY FARBI S 10-2
257 WALKER
561 S GRACE ST
332--5291 316 WARREN
352--5927 1101 S MATTIS 2-4
352--5927 107 LOST TREE RD





814 S RAPP AV
344--4842 411 HOMESTEAD RD
332--3543 213 N EMERSON ST
332--3491 229 GRANOVIEW AV
108 N SEMINARY
332--3124 589 LINCOLN AV
HINDIHAN CIVARI 77
356--0864 1009 W KIRBY
345--0864 1009 W KIRBY
332--3650 15312 INGLESIDE
344--9560 526 N KENSINGTON
332--1028 1706 JEFFERSON




405 E PARK AV
367--0798 1222 A BURNS ST
352--7390 55 LINBERT ST
352--7390 55 LINBERT ST




































































































GUNTHER WENDY LEE ED 3
GUNTHNER ANN BUS4
GUNTHNER ROBERT JAME LAS2
GUNTV ELIZABETH ANNE LAS2
GUNTZEL CORINNE ANN GRAD
GUPTA AJAYA KUMAR GRAD
GUPTA MAHENDRA KUMAR GRAD
GUPTA PHOOL CHAND GRAD
*GUPTA RAM KHILARI GRAD
*GUPTA SUDHIR KUMAR GRAD
GURECKI PATRICIA ANN LAS3
GURGA LEROY STEVEN FAA2
GURION HENRY B LAS1
GURR STEVEN HYATT BUS2
GURVITZ LAWRENCE IAN LAS4
GURWITZ DEBORAH SUZE ED 1
*GUSFIELD IRMA GELLER GRAD
GUSHEN VALERIE E GRAD
GUSS SYNTHIA RITA COM4
GUSSE GARETH RENE FAA4
GUSSIS ALAN HARVEY BUS2
GUSSIS LLOYD ELLIS LAS4
GUSTAFSON CATHERINE LAS2
GUSTAFSON CHARLES B LAS1
GUSTAFSON EARLE WAYN ENG2
GUSTAFSON ERIC SCOTT LAS3
GUSTAFSON JAY C ENG1
GUSTAFSON JUDITH C GRAD
GUSTAFSON JULIE RAE LAS4
GUSTAFSON LARRY WILL ENG4
GUSTAFSON ROBERT JOH AGR3
GUSTAFSON SARA M GRAD
GUSTAFSON WILLIAM B AGR2
GUSTAFSON WILLIAM H GRAD
GUSTASON RONALD W BUS3
GUSTAT FREDERIC JAME LAS2
GUSTAVSON DENNIS M LAW3
GUSTAVSON THOMAS ALL LAS4
GUSTIE KARLA KAY FAA3
GUSTITUS PAUL WILLIA ENG4
GUTEN SHARON EILEEN EO 2
GUTGSELL JOHN ANDREW LAS3
GUTGSELL JOSEPH R BUS1
GUTH NANCY J AGR1
GUTHRIOGE JIM ENG1
GUTHRIE GALE J LAS1
GUTHRIE JAMES ROBERT LAS1
GUTHRIE JANET ELAINE LAS2
GUTHRIE LARRY FIELDS GRAD
GUTHRIE LOIS N GRAD
GUTHRIE MARGARET W LAS4
GUTHRIE NANCY E GRAD
GUTHRIE RICHARD Y LAW3
GUTHRIE ROGER ALAN LAS2
GUTNIK SUSAN ILENE FAA2
GUTOWSKI THOMAS WALT LAS4
GUTSCHE ALLAN D LAS3
GUTSCHE GLENN E LAW1
GUTSHALL ARTHUR R BUS3
GUTSHALL CHRISTINE A AGRl
GUTTER ANDREW E VM 1
GUTTING JEFFREY S ENG1
GUTTING JOHN PHILIP FAA4
GUTTORMSEN CHERYL LY LAS4
GUTTU SHARA LEE LAS3
GUTZEIT DIANE LYNN LAS2
GUY DONALD COPELAND GRAD
GUY HOMER ROBERT GRAD
GUY JOSEPH FRANCIS GRAD
GUY SALLIE ANN GRAD
GUY SUZANNE WHITTEN GRAD
GUY THEODORE KING FAA2
GUYMON JOHN S ENG1
GUYMON MARK S ENGl
GUYNN GODFREY JOHN GRAD
GUYOT JEAN CHARLES GRAD
GUYTON THOMAS LEE LAS2
GUZASKI ROBERT MARK ENG2
GUZIK JOHN ENG2
GUZIK LINDA SUSAN LAS1
GUZLAS DONNA LYNN BUS4
GUZZARDO GEORGE RICH LAS2
GUZZO THOMAS CARMELO GRAD
GVILLO FREDRICK HENR AGR2
GWILLIM JERRY L AGRI
GWINN KAREN LEE LAS2
GWINNUP DENNIS ERNES ENG2
GWOZDZ PETER STANLEY GRAD
GYENES LAWRENCE A BUSI
GYLLSTROM THOMAS HAR FAA2
GYORY JACQUELINE JUD LAS4
GYURE KATHRYN MARIE LAS3
HAAG GREGORY R LAS1
HAAG RANDALL F ENGl
HAAG WILLIAM G LAS4
HAAKE MARTA CLAIRE GRAD
HAAKE MICHAEL LEE FAA2
47 E CHALMERS C
214 E GREGORY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 408 U
306 S LINCOLN U
605 W MAIN U
205 W HIGH U
TURNER HALL 307 U
406 E HEALEY C
300 S GOODWIN 511 U
URH BLAISDELL 226 U
103 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 415 C
212 E DANIEL C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 607 U
719 S ELM C
URH SHERMAN C
904 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 268 C
1105 S 1ST C
1011 FRANCIS 2 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY 108 C
302 E GREGORY C
907 S 4TH C
URH SNYDER 163 C
809 W ILLINOIS 8 U
508 E CHALMERS C
311 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 458 C
PERRYSVILLE IND
509 W MAIN U
809 M ILLINOIS 8 U
1111 S 1ST C
1008 S 4TH C
105 E CLARK C
206 E GREEN C
URH LAR 387 U
807 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 1010 U
URH GARNER 302 C
URH WESTON 265 C
URH WARDALL 102 U
212 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 306 C
610 HARDING U
URH BLAISDELL 217 U
215 S DEWEY U
215 S DEWEY U
1211 W CLARK 31 U
URH DANIELS U
1211 W CLARK 31 U
904 W GREEN 605 U
URH BARTON 326 C
1103 W OREGON U
1101 W PENN U
618 E DANIEL 3 C
TISKILWA ILL
307 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 354 U
URH OGLESBY 701 U
309 W UNIVERSITY 1 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 1121 U
1902 D ORCH ST U
804 S LOCUST 2 C
506 W MICHIGAN U
1008 S BUSEY 3 U
804 S LOCUST 25 C
URH HOPKINS 332 C
URH FORBES 425 C
URH TOWNSEND 440 U
RANTOUL ILL
109 S BUSEY U
1111 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 475 C
207 W GREEN C
910 S 3RD 712 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1005 S 2ND C
1103 W CHURCH 2 C
URH HOPKINS 308 C
305 E JOHN C
1003 S ELM C
112 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 203 U
URH FORBES 2 54 C
URH SCOTT 309 C
616 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 214 U
URH HOPKINS 392 C
URH HOPKINS 436 C
1110 S 2ND C
509 E GREEN 1 C
310 GREGORY C
356--7663 3133 W SHERWIN
344--4922 202 W FLORENCE AV
359--2234 202 W FLORENCE
332--2911 4552 W 89TH PL
344--4696 7420 W RIVER RD N
1018 MANSINGH GATE
367--1201 2 BAZARLANE BABAR
333--4373 TURNER HALL 315
NAGLAGALU
344-
-0177 702 W GREEN
332--3505 432 CHIPPENDALE RD




332--5564 8324 N CHRISTIANA
719 S ELM
39 ABERNATHY DR
344--9579 729 HIBBARD RD
332--1719 2904 12TH AV
6424 N KEATING
359--3091 3933 SHERWIN
344--9892 803 CARILLON CT
344--1266 200 GOODRICH ST
12616 ELM ST
344--9693 519 N GENESEE ST
332--1658 1103 W 3RD ST
344--5233 809 W ILLINOIS 8
344--5630 519 N GENESEE ST
344--0308 2407 N ROCKTON AV
RR 1 BOX 448 G
BOX 171
367--0372 9841 LONGWOOD DR
344--5233 809 W ILLINOIS 8
344--7231 918 N PRINCETON AV
344--1207 40 IRENE ST RR 4
1323 W MULBERRY
356--7794 847 E SLAYTON DR
332--3030 77 WILMOT RD
359--3773 332 WINDSOR LN
332--5687 6733 N CAMPBELL
3841 W 217TH ST
332--1957 3841 W 217TH ST





365--2778 215 S DEWEY
365--2778 215 S DEWEY
365--2373 547 BELLEFORTE
332--2536 120 LIBERTY ST
365--2373 547 BELLEFORTE AV
344--3084 1801 S STATE
332--0170 11863 FEATHERWOOD






332--5233 810 BRINSMERE DR
359--4374 1724 HENRY
344--3616 447 S EUCLID AV
3 44--1788 47 S MENDENHALL RD
332--4545 3937 JOHNSON AV
344--1771 1902 D ORCHARD ST
352--2888 ROUTE 3
344--3161 3108 CORNWALL RD
344--5678 1008 S BUSEY
352--2888 2321 NW 25TH ST
332--1281 700 OXFORD RD
332--1105 RR 2
332--4205 1323 E GARFIELD
RR
367--1558 14 RUE CHARLES
356--3314 306 W OLIVE ST
332--1141 16432 EMERALO AV
2113 W THOMAS
344--5000 3751 W AUGUSTA
344--0360 5529 S NEENAH
3041 LOUISE LN
352--7769 408 N HORACE














14222 S UNION AV
752 W DEMPSTER ST






































































































HAAKSMA LARRY ALAN LAS1
HAAR DONALD EUGENE ENGl
HAAS DANIEL DILLON LAS2
HAAS DANIEL LOUIS ENG2
HAAS JERYLL ESTELLA FAA4
HAAS JOHN C LAS1
HAAS KENNETH EDWARD ENGl
HAAS RICHARD J ENG2
HAAS RICHARD JAMES BUS3
HAAS ROBERT B BUS1
*HAASE M CRAIG LAW1
HAASE SUSAN MARY GRAD
HAASE VERNON FRANK GRAD
HABECOST CHRISTY CAR LAS3
HABERKORN MICHAEL HA FAA4
HABERMAN BERNARD HAR VM 4
HABERSKI ROBERT J GRAD
HABIBAGAHI KARIM GRAD
HABICH CHARLES LEE COM4
HABLEY WESLEY R GRAO
HACELAS JORGE E GRAD
HACKER IRVING NORMAN LAS4
HACKER TINA GRAD
HACKERSON MICHAEL W BUS1
*HACKETT BESSIE DIXON GRAD
HACKETT KATHLEEN T LAS1
HACKETT MAURICE R GRAD
HACKETT STEVEN DIXON LAS3
HACKLEMAN EDWIN C JR GRAD
HACKLEMAN MARY FRANC LAS4
HACKLEMAN ROSALIE Z GRAD
HACKLER CATHERINE F FAA1
HACKMANN JOHN MORROW LAS4
HACKMANN WILLIAM S LAS1
HAOAWAY STEVEN PHILI VM 4
HADJISTAVROS STAVROS GRAD
HADLEY JAMES CLEMENT ENG4
HADLEY JOHN STEPHEN GRAD
HADLEY LYNN LAS3
*HADLOCK CHARLES R GRAD
HAEFFNER SUSAN K LAS1
HAEFLINGER PAUL E LAS1
HAEGELE CURTIS FRANK LAS2
HAEGER ALLAN ROBERT ENG3
*HAEGER LINDA PAULEY FAA3
HAEGER RICHARD SCOTT FAA4
HAEGSTROM JOHN ARTHU FAA3
HAFENRICHTER KAREN L GRAD
HAFER NANCY LYNN LAS1
HAFNER JAMES M LASl
HAFNER LELA K LAS!
HAFNER THOMAS BENNET LAS2
HAFSTROM JEANNE LOUI GRAD
HAGA WILLIAM J GRAD
HAGAN ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
HAGAN SUSAN RUTH LAS3
HAGEDORN JOEL STEVEN LAS4
HAGEL JAMES JOSEPH BUS4
HAGELE WALTER CURT VM 4
HAGEMEYER LAWRENCE P ENG3
HAGEN CAROL ANN LAS4
HAGEN CHARLES ROBERT BUS2
*HAGEN DAVID WILLIAM ED 3
HAGEN GERRY ARTHUR ENG4
HAGEN KAREN LYNN GRAD
HAGEN MARY ANN LAS3
HAGEN RICHARD LIONEL GRAD
HAGEN STEPHEN H GRAD
HAGENBERG ROGER FRAN VM 3
HAGENBUCH DAVID GLEN AGR2
HAGENER ARTHUR W GRAD
HAGER JAMES BONNER GRAD
HAGER JEAN CAROL GRAD
HAGER VIRGINIA R GRAD
HAGERBAUMER BONNIE J LASl
HAGERBAUMER JAMES B BUS4
HAGERTY DONALD JOSEP GRAD
HAGERUP LYNN FAA3
HAGERUP MARK L BUS1
HAGGARD MARVELA J GRAD
HAGGARD ROBIN LEE LAS4
HAGGART NANCY JEAN AGR3
HAGGERTY DENNIS R VM 1
HAGGERTY TERRY LEE ENG2
HAGGETT MICHAEL JOHN 8US3
HAGNESS DON EDWARD GRAD
*HAGNESS REBECCA H GRAD
HAGOOD RICHARD A GRAD
HAHN CHARLES A BUS1
HAHN CRAIG LEIGH LAS4
HAHN FREDRICK W JR LAS4
HAHN GARY ARTHUR ENG4
HAHN HENRY ELMER AGR3
HAHN JESSICA MARGRIT LAS3
HAHN MEL V IN J AGR1
HAHN NORMAN FRANCIS ED 1
HAHN ROBERT HERMAN J AGR4
URH OGLESBY 418 U 332-5159
1114 W ILLINOIS U 344-4316
604 E ARMORY 411 C 344-1266
URH GARNER 108 C
1119 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-1575
209 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 236 C 332-1455
URH SCOTT 492 C 332-1635
305 E JOHN C 344-9424
1101 W PENN U
1017 W JOHN C 356-6643
1017 W JOHN C 356-6643
URH SHERMAN C 332-4911
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-2006
907 W STOUGHTON U 367-8696
URH DANIELS 707 U 332-2363
1208 W CLARK U
706 S 1ST 101 C 359-4725
704 LINCOLN U 344-0036
URH SNYDER 130 C 332-1647
2037 D ORCH ST U 344-5313
105 E SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 371 U 332-3017
URH SCOTT 311 C 332-1506
2313 S 1ST 102 C 344-2278
1603 KINGSTON OR U 367-9781
505 E WHITE 4 C 356-5575
ROUEN FR
608 S STATE 6 C 359-462 5
1404 S LINCOLN U
608 S STATE 6 C 359-4625
URH FLAGG 418 C 332-0332
205 E ARMORY C 344-7847
URH OGLESBY 930 U 332-5321
1010 E COLORADO U 367-0779
URH DANIELS 214 U
510 E HEALEY C 359-1838
802 W MAPLE C 359-4248
URH LAR 333 U
1834 D ORCH PL U 344-4652
URH SAUNDERS 230 U
URH HOPKINS 426 C 332-1348
URH TOWNSEND 417 U
209 E HEALEY 2 C 359-2010
209 E HEALEY 2 C 359-2010
408 W GREEN U
URH OGLESBY 312 U 332-5124
URH LAR 321 U 332-2887
URH LUNDGREN 325 C 332-0277
URH OGLESBY 1021 U 332-5342
DANVILLE ILL
310 E JOHN U 344-9752
5 KENT CT C
502 W GRIGGS U 365-2740
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
URH LAR 198 U 332-2969
301 E ARMORY C 344-9506
409 E CHALMERS 606 C 344-4082
VET CLINIC LA U 333-2000
URH SCOTT 315 C 332-1510
502 W MAIN 209 U 367-5922
912 S 2ND C
507 W OREGON U 365-2293
308 GREEN 10 U 367-2403
1005 S 6TH 1 C 344-0204
URH WARDALL 202 U 332-4310
1103 S BUSEY U 344-4157
305 S RACE 3 U 367-0643
509 W MAIN U 367-7114
58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
MANTENO ILL
1905 N CUNNINGHAM U 367-3840
URH SHERMAN 222 C 332-4657
NORMAL ILL
1001 E PENN U 367-4832
1007 W ILLINOIS U 344-7047
2206 RAINBOW VIEW U 367-0448
URH CLARK 206 C
URH HOPKINS 204 C 332-1188
URH DANIELS 266 U 332-2463
903 S 4TH C
1107 W GREEN 423 U 344-6579
1010 E COLORADO 37 U
303 E CHALMERS C 356-7863
2 06 S GREGORY U 344-4328
506 W STOUGHTON 3 U 367-1074
506 W STOUGHTON U
1972 D ORCH ST U 344-6008
604 E ARMORY 208 U
URH OGLESBY 902 U 332-5294
203 N HARVEY U
URH SNYDER 262 C 332-1713
311 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 121 U 332-3468
311 E DANIEL C 344-0761
URH GARNER 495 C 332-0912
809 W PENN U 344-4069
12221 S SANGAMON
812 MAGNOLIA LN




1054 N 3RD ST
502 E HOWARD
30 AUDUBON DR
910 N LAKE SHORE
1017 W JOHN
141 S COUNTY LINE


























1834 D ORCHARD PL
1401 BARBERRY LN




733 S MAPLE AV
6105 JOHN ST




929 S 23RD ST
5 KENT CT








220 W ADAMS ST
514 N WAIOLA AV













1537 MANOR HILL DR
3532 PLYMOUTH RD
123 N REGENCY DR W
238 S GREENWOOD AV
575 RIGGS RD
412 LINCOLN AV





506 W STOUGHTON 3












































































































HAHN ROBERT WILLIAM ENG3
HAHN RONALD LEE AGR
1
HAHN RUSSELL S FAA1
HAHN SANDRA JEANNE ED 2
HAHN SANDRA LEE LAS2
HAHN STEPHEN R FAA1
HAHN TERRI SUZANNE LAS1
HAHN THOMAS FREDRICK ENG3
*HAHN WILLIAM FRANK GRAD
HAHN WILLIAM S ENG1
HAHNENSTEIN DAVID JA BUS3
HAHNSTADT R FRANK AGR1
HAIDER S GULZAR GRAD
HAIDER SANDRA KAYE COM4
HAIDER SANTOSH J GRAD
HAIGH JAMES LOWELL LAS3
HAIGHT JENNIFER LEA LAS4
HAIN CHARLES RAYMOND BUS4
HAINAUT JOHN JOSEPH ENG2
HAINES ROGER F ENG1
HAINLINE RUSSELL T GRAD
HA ISLET DONALD J ENG4
HAITHCOX CARLTON L ENGI
HAJEK JUDY ANN LAS4
HAKE DONNA MARY LAS4
HAKIMIAN BEHROUZ ENG4
HALASA NICHOLAS A GRAD
HALBACH KENNETH J VM 1
HALBACH ROBERT W FAA1
HALBECK CHARLES SPRO LAS2
HALBECK HUGH JORDAN LAS2
HAL8ERT CAROLYN A GRAD
HALCROW BETH MARIE LAS4
HALCROW RONALD BRUCE ENG2
HALE LINDA W LAS1
HALE ROBERT MICHAEL LAS3
HALEK EILEEN OORIS AGR3
HALES JIMAL B LAS1
*HALEY ANNA MARGARET GRAD
HALEY CONNIE KAY ED 3
HALEY DIANNE E LAS1
HALEY PATRICIA K LAS2
HALFAR ROBERT JOSEPH ENG3
HALFAR STEPHEN A ENGI
HALFMAN CLARKE JOSEP GRAD
HALICKI ROBERT RAY FAA2
HALIK EDWIN J JR PE 4
HALL ALVA A LAW1
HALL ANN L LAS3
HALL BEVERLY KAY AGR3
HALL BEVERLY KAY BUS1
HALL CATHERINE JOANN FAA2
HALL CHARLES CLARK LAS4
HALL DENNIS DEE BUS3
HALL DENNIS G LAS3
HALL DIANA S LAS1
HALL DONNA M ED 1
HALL DOROTHY KAY LAS2
HALL JAMES LOWELL ENG2
HALL JAMES RICHARD FAA3
HALL JAMES ROBERT LAS3
HALL JANICE GRAD
HALL JEFFREY S ENGI
HALL JUNE P LAS3
HALL KENTON ALLEN JR PE 4
HALL KIM ALAN LAS3
HALL LINDA J COM2
HALL LOIS MARY GRAD
HALL LOUIS OLLMAN FAA3
HALL LOWELL RICHARD ENG4
HALL MELVIN EDDIE LAS2
HALL MICHAEL FRANK LAS4
HALL MICHAEL ROBERT LASI
HALL NANCY G LASI
HALL PATRICIA LYNN FAA3
HALL RALPH M BUS1
HALL RANDOLPH L ENGI
HALL RAYMOND I JR BUS4
HALL RAYNARD VILLA LASI
HALL RICHARD MORTON PE 4
*HALL ROBIN RIOGELY GRAD
HALL SHARON DOWERS LAS3
HALL SOPHIA JANE LAS4
HALL STEVEN B FAA1
HALL SUSAN JANE LAS2
HALL THOMAS LOUIS AGR4
HALL VERNON LASI
HALLA RUTH MILDRED LAS4
HALLADAY JOHN E GRAD
HALLAM KATHLEEN DELO PE 2
HALLBERG JOHN CHARLE LAS2
HALLBERG TERRY ALFRE LAW2
HALLER SUSAN K LAS3
HALLERUD DAVID M LASI
HALLEY DAVID ROSS ENG2
HALLGREN CHRISTOPHER LAS4
HALLGREN F DAVID LAS3
805 W OREGON U
311 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 489 C
URH SAUNDERS 308 U
409 E CHALMERS 809 C
URH WESTON 339 C
910 S 3RD C
211 E JOHN C
500 SUNRISE U
401 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 278 C
904 W GREEN 412 C
2075 A ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 335 U
2075 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 352 C
108 E PENN U
212 N MCCULLOUGH U
URH FORBES 464 C
URH SCOTT 342 C
CATLIN ILL
105 E GREEN 3 C
URH SCOTT 318 C
URH LAR 203 U
605 S COLER U
512 E STOUGHTON C
311 E SPNGFLD C
BRISTOL WIS
501 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 361 C
URH WESTON 361 C
1201 W OREGON U
706 S MATHEWS U
202 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 110 U
1105 S EUCLIO C
1007 S 1ST 12 C
URH SCOTT 241 C
2006 VAWTER U
7 06 S MATHEWS U
URH ALLEN 358 U
1212 GERTRUDE C
508 E GREEN C
URH BABCOCK 123 U
1216 W WASHINGTON C
604 E ARMORY 237 C
713 W OHIO U
1210 S DUNCAN C
URH BUSEY 217 U
URH WARDALL 522 U
URH ALLEN 204 U
1609 W WHITE C
1208 E MICHIGAN U
410 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 343 C
SAVOY ILL
URH BLAISDELL 401 U
802 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 318 C
910 S 3RD 527 C
URH OGLESBY 516 U
502 E HEALEY 107 U
URH FORBES 275 C
1106 S 3RD C
1101 W PENN U
211 E DANIEL C
URH EVANS 429 U
BROADWELL ILL
1109 W MAIN U
402 E DANIEL C
1003 W ILLINOIS U
106 N GREGORY 1 U
URH SNYDER 182 C
URH TRELEASE 830 U
409 E CHALMERS 913 C
URH WESTON 392 C
URH SCOTT 315 C
SAVOY ILL
URH SNYDER 324 C
310 E DANIEL C
800 S MATTIS C
1208 E MICHIGAN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 232 C
URH WARDALL 302 U
809 W PENN U
URH FORBES 382 C
URH WARDALL 1020 U
1724 HENRY 8 C
URH BLAISDELL 402 U
URH TOWNSEND 446 U
2104 ORCH ST U
302 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 336 C
URH FORBES 245 C
712 W HILL C
URH TOWNSEND 446 U
1491 JEFFERSON
344--0761 RR 2
332--1872 1541 COLES AV
332--3650 RR 1 BOX 117
344--6192 130 CHURCHILL LN
332--2010 RR 4
344--5000 5909 N VIRGINIA
356--3994 1301 E EASTMAN ST
365--1795 506 SUNRISE DR
1639 W RIDGEWOOD
332--1244 342 MARION AV
1625 W RIVERVIEW
344--2206 SE WAPDA
332--3203 2915 N ELSTON
344--2206 2075 A ORCHARD ST
332--1776 520 E HICKORY
365--1183 108 E PENN
212 N MCCULLOUGH
56 ARCHER AV
332--1530 570 BECKMAN DR
352--2216 2636 N 76TH CT







6840 W 29TH PL
6840 W 29TH PL
333--1714 440 S RIDGE AV
344--3070 1101 MAYFAIR RD
352--5151 1101 MAYFAIR
332--3457 711 ROYAL ST
344--6188 311 E SPNGFLD
4962 OCONTO HARWOD




3 56--879 7 1212 GERTRUDE
5309 W ADAMS ST
332--3740 408 W ELM
356--362 5 1216 W WASHINGTON
RR 1
344--3510 3643 RIDGELAND AV
356--8135 1210 S DUNCAN RO
3 32--2606 RR 3
332--4401 ROUTE 4
332--3145 306 WOODLAND RD



























1630 N GILBERT ST
309 RIDGEMONT
1600 WEST H ST
303 ELLEN AV
617 E WOOD ST






























4917 N NEENAH AV
ROUTE I BOX 342
37 BARCLAY DR
306 E LINCOLN ST







































































































HALLGREN LINDA MORRI LAS4
HALLINAN JOAN M LAS1
HALLMANN FARRELL K H LAS3
HALLMANN THOMAS ARTH GRAO
HALLMARK ROGER A FAA1
HALLOCK ROBERT WAYNE LAW1
HALLOCK RONALD A BUS1
HALLORAN TIMOTHY K ENG3
HALLSTEIN LYNN E LAS3
HALLSTEN EDWIN A JR GRAD
HALLSTRGM ARTHUR DAN ENG4
HALLSTROM NANCY ANN ED 3
HALLSTROM ROBERT G VM 1
HALLY RICHARD BRIAN BUS3
HALPER JOEL DAVID LAS3
HALPERIN BARBARA IDA LAS4
HALPERN BARBARA KAY LAS2
HALPERN RONALD JOSEP LAS3
HALPERN SHARYL A LAS1
HALPERT SYRIL LYNN LAS2
HALPIN DANIEL OMER ENG3
HALPIN DANIEL W GRAD
HALPIN JEFFREY G COM3
HALPIN THOMAS J JR BUS1
HALSKI ALMA LAS4
HALSTED JUDITH WYNN GRAD
HALTER PAUL HERBERT ENG4
HALTERMAN PAUL L JR LASl
*HALTON ROSALIE H GRAD
*HALUZAK MIKE GRAD
HALVERSON DON R GRAD
HALVORSEN WILLIAM T LAS4
HAM THERESA MARIE LAS3
HAMACHER JEANINE AGR2
HAMAND MARTHA CAROL LASl
HAMBLEN DAVID GORDON GRAD
HAMBOURGER ALAN C BUS1
HAMBURG MARC DAVID LAS2
HAMBURG SUSAN N FAA1
HAMDAN ABDULLATIF S GRAD
HAMEL CHARLES SCOTT GRAD
HAMENDE VICKI LARAYN ED 2
HAMER DIANNE L AGR1
HAMER RICHARD E BUS3
HAMICK DIANNE SUSAN LAS3
HAMILTON CHARLES THO BUS2
HAMILTON FRANCIS R ENG2
HAMILTON GLEN KEN GRAD
HAMILTON JANIS LEE ED 4
HAMILTON JEFFREY C LAS2
HAMILTON JOHN RICHAR BUS2
HAMILTON JOSEPH S GRAD
HAMILTON JUDY E BUS1
HAMILTON KENNETH G A GRAD
HAMILTON LEETA M GRAD
HAMILTON MICHAEL LAS2
HAMILTON MICHAEL RAY ENG2
HAMILTON PHYLLIS S GRAD
HAMILTON REED ALAN LAS2
HAMILTON ROBERT K ENG1
HAMILTON WANDA JEAN LAS3
HAMILTON WILLIAM F LAS4
HAMILTON WILLIAM S GRAD
HAMLET DESMOND M GRAD
HAMM CAROL JANE ED 4
HAMM JACK KENNETH GRAD
HAMM WILLIAM A FAA2
HAMM WILLIAM DAVID BUS1
HAMMA CHERYL GWEN FAA4
HAMMAN JOHN MILROY LAS4
HAMMEL JAMES EDWIN' ENG2
HAMMER CHARLES R FAA1
HAMMER CHRISTINE A ED 1
HAMMER RONALO RUSSEL AVI2
HAMMERS PAMELA SALLY GRAD
HAMMERTON DAVID ALAN FAA3
HAMMES ROBERT M JR ENG3
HAMMOND JAMES ROSS LAS3
HAMMOND JEFFREY KEIT ENG2
HAMMOND JOHN B ENG2
HAMMOND JOHN H GRAD
HAMMOND PATRICK RAYM LAS4
HAMMOND VINCENT ELWO LAS4
HAMMOND WALTER CECIL GRAD
HAMMONDS CLEVELAND GRAD
HAMPER GEORGE JOSEPH ENG3
HAMPTON EARLETTA KAY ED 4
HAMPTON TERRY G BUS1
HAMPTON VERN J III BUSl
HAMRICK KENDALL A LASl
HAMRICK LAURENCE T GRAD
HAMRICK LENA J GRAD
HAMRIN DAVID R LASl
HAMTAK JAMES ALAN LAS4
HAN MYUNG HEE GRAO
HANAGAN MICHAEL PATR LAS4
HANAMOTO CLAIRE MASA FAA3
712 W HILL C BOX 401 CHESTERTON IND
URH ALLEN 189 U 332--3294 700 CRESTVIEW DR WASHINGTON IL
314 S PRAIRIE 101 C 352--3952 314 S PRAIRIE CHAMPAIGN ILL
314 S PRAIRIE 101 C 352--3952 314 S PRAIRIE CHAMPAIGN ILL
URH SCOTT 474 C 593 S FAIRFIELD LOMBARD ILL
507 N WHITE C
URH FORBES 259 C 334--0983 RR I HILLVIEW ILL
904 W GREEN U 19 NOTRE DAME HLS BELLEVILLE IL
906 S OAK c 352--1414 1000 CHARLOTTE ST PEKIN ILL
3 WEAVER PLACE u 365--2173 3 WEAVER PL URBANA ILL
709 W ILLINOIS 17 u 344--9765 2530 LAWNDALE EVANSTON IL
1404 S LINCOLN u 344--6823 2530 LAWNDALE EVANSTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 1128 u 332--5379 BOX 182 CARY IL
NEW CANAAN CONN 727 5TH ST LASALLE ILL
1105 S 1ST c 344--9770 819 LAVERGNE WILMETTE ILL
303 E JOHN c 344--2107 744 CARROLL PL TEANECK N J
1102 S LINCOLN u 344--7690 1424 N OAK DANVILLE ILL
706 W OHIO u 344--9519 7042 W GREENLEAF NILES ILL
URH TRELEASE 502 u 332--5528 3268 SUMMIT AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
47 E CHALMERS c 6519 KIMBALL AV LINCOLNWOOD ILL
1304 E MICHIGAN u 367--7802 1304 E MICHIGAN URBANA ILL
2306 CARLISLE RD c 2021 SCOTT ST COVINGTON KY
URH OGLESBY 1031 u 7920 N KEYSTONE SKOKIE IL
310 E JOHN c 344--9752 5547 PECK LA GRANGE IL
904 S 3RD c 344--7136 283 AURORA CR MEMPHIS TENN
1603 SHERIDAN c 356--5085 1603 SHERIDAN RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
102 E CHALMERS c 359--3626 138 S 11TH ST CARMI ILL
URH FORBES 290 c 332--1007 RR 1 ANNA IL
1004 E MICHIGAN u 367--7283 309 W OREGON URBANA IL
MAHOMET ILL BOX 745 ERIE IL
URH SHERMAN 958 c 332--4953 730 N 13TH ST CLINTON IA
URH CARR 107 u 332--3856 9414 BELL CHICAGO ILL
409 E CHALMERS c 344--1318 322 S WHITTAKER ST TOULON ILL
805 FAIRWAY c 356--3644 805 FAIRWAY CHAMPAIGN ILL
URH TRELEASE 626 u 332--5582 8 ORCHARD DR CHARLESTON ILL
403 PFEFFER RD u 367--2168 403 PFEFFER RD URBANA ILL
URH FORBES 458 c 332--1124 9320 SAYRE MORTON GROVE IL
910 S 3RD 328 c 344--5000 10249 VANVLISSINGN CHICAGO ILL
605 S GARFIELD c 356--4433 605 S GARFIELD AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
300 S GOODWIN 413 u 344--1586 % SULIMN SAID HMDN SHOWAIKH PT KUWAIT
302 W UNIVERSITY u MEADOWBROOK MC LEAN VA
1110 W NEVAOA u 721 STOCKTON HTS BOURBONNAIS ILL
URH VANDOREN 26 c 332--0469 RR 3 BOX 207 ROCKFORD ILL
1010 S 2ND 204 c 1555 S WALNUT AV FREEPORT IL
ILLINI UNION u 16 E BRIDGE ST DANVILLE ILL
604 E ARMORY c 344--1266 3908 E 112TH CHICAGO ILL
FISHER ILL 12 ELMWOOD DR FISHER ILL
2109 WHITE 195 c 405-15A ASINIBOINE WINNIPEG MAN CAN
312 E DANIEL c 344--0671 407 LAFAYETTE DANVILLE ILL
405 S CHICAGO c 359--3805 405 S CHICAGO CHAMPAIGN ILL
TOLONO ILL BOX 404 TOLONO ILL
1909 ALTON c 359--4856 1909 ALTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
URH WARDALL 224 u RR 2 MCLEANSBORO ILL
URH SHERMAN 364 c 332--4827 246 HARVARD AV WINNIPEG 9 MAN CAN
1909 ALTON c 359--4856 1909 ALTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
TOLONO ILL 509 N LINCOLN TOLONO IL
URH OGLESBY 621 u 332--5222 17 GREER AV EAST ALTON ILL
611 HESSEL c 3 52--1892 611 HESSEL BLVD CHAMPAIGN ILL
1008 S 4TH c 344--1207 BOX 83 MONEE ILL
URH SNYDER 364 c 332--1785 802 W WASHINGTON HOOPESTON ILL
URH ALLEN 247 u 332--3177 RR 2 MCLEANSBORO ILL
743 S MATTIS c 356--2028 4519 FRANKLIN WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
707 S 6TH 511 c 344- 1737 707 S 6TH 511 CHAMPAIGN ILL
1942 C ORCH ST u 344--0048 1942 C ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
51 E JOHN c 352--2482 162 S 5TH ST SHELDON ILL
URH DANIELS 316 u 332--2224 162 N 5TH ST SHELDON ILL
503 W GREEN 10 u 534 S PRAIRIE AV MUNDELEIN IL
205 E ARMORY c 344--7847 162 N 5TH ST SHELDON ILL
URH EVANS 140 u 625 N 3RD MISSOULA MONT
205 E ARMORY c 2003 KEMMER LN BLOOMINGTON ILL
702 W WASHINGTON u RR 3 DECATUR ILL
URH OGLESBY 1012 u 332--5334 BOX 26 LATHAM ILL
URH SAUNDERS 203 u 332--3614 5724 AUBREY TERR OOWNERS GROVE ILL
URH WESTON 228 c 332--1932 RR 3 POLO ILL
901 S 1ST 5 c 352--5471 516 W WESTWOOD DR PEORIA ILL
I SAFFER CT u 344--0928 8 CHARLTON DR KANKAKEE ILL
URH OGLESBY 109 u 332--5066 2007 DRESDEN AV ROCKFORD ILL
URH FORBES 272 c 332--0996 194 MYRTLE AV ELMHURST ILL
URH SNYDER 370 c 332--1791 177 MARSCH AV AURORA ILL
910 S 3RD 613 c 10 POWERS LN PL DECATUR ILL
URH SHERMAN 1160 c 332--4999 BOX 75 TABLE GROVE IL
1418 LINCOLNSHIRE c 359--405 5 1418 LINCOLNSHIRE CHAMPAIGN ILL
URH FORBES 213 c 332--0952 1405 MATILDA PEKIN ILL
200 E ROPER c 352--6454 908 E MAIN URBANA ILL
2002 WINCHESTER c 352--6737 2002 WINCHESTER CHAMPAIGN ILL
1004 S 3RD c 228 THORNEWOOD LEMONT ILL
1215 HOLIDAY c 359--3862 1215 HOLIDAY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
URH SNYDER 458 c 5003 W LINDA CURVE PEORIA ILL
701 S PROSPECT c 352--5003 701 S PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN ILL
URH SNYDER 470 c 332--1861 602 S KING ST WYANET IL
804 S NEW c 212 S COOPER 204 ARLINGTON TX
1109 S 3RD 301 c 344--7599 304 S BIRCH PONCA CITY OK
URH OGLESBY 922 u 332--5513 1222 CLARA AV JOLIET ILL
908 S 1ST c 3020 S WISCONSIN BERWYN IL
URH DANIELS 240 u 333--092 5 EAST-WEST CENTER HONOLULU HA
505 1/2 E STOUGHTN c 1302 E MAIN ST WEST FRANKFORT ILL



































































































LASl URH HOPKINS *93 C 332--3259
LAS3 DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1205 M MAIN 3 U 367-•5080
COM3 60* E ARMORY *02 C
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 509 u 332--*2*6
ENG1 LEMONT ILL
LASl URH BARTON 325 c 332--0169
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS c 3**--206*
GRAD 61 E JOHN c 356-002*
GRAD 307 S WRIGHT c 352- 1028
LAS3 URH 8LAISDELL 122 u 332-3*69
LAS* 910 S 3RD c 3**--5000
LASl 910 S 3RD c 3**--5000
GRAD 706 W OREGON u 3**--5**8
LASl 105 E ARMORY c 3**--7875
FAA2 706 S 2ND c
LAS3 105 E HEALEY 7 c
FAA* 713 W CHURCH c
LAS* 713 W CHURCH 1 c 356--6388
ENG1 URH SCOTT 2*0 c
AGR2 512 E GREEN c
BUS2 312 E ARMORY c
ED 1 URH SNYDER c 332--1689
LAS* 1106 S 3RD c 356--**20
BUS* STREATOR ILL
AGR3 210 E JOHN c
GRAD 2111 HAZWD 103 u 3**--7199
AGR2 60* E ARMORY c
LAS2 *09 E CHALMERS c
LASl URH TOWNSEND 12* u 332--*005
AGR6 1*0* N MCKINLEY 5 c 359--31*1
AGR3 URH WARDALL 205 u 332--*315
LAS* 1111 S 3RD 20* c
GRAD 1206 W STOUGHTON u 365--178*
GRAD URH SHERMAN 260 c
AGR* 801 W NEVADA u 3**--3*10
LAS* 1206 W PARK u 365--1888
LAS2 302 E ARMORY c
ENG1 2211 PHILO u 367--9968
LASl URH TRELEASE 1128 u
LAS* 508 E STOUGHTON c 356--9691
AGR* 805 W OHIO u 3**--*78*
GRAD 1*06 E MICHIGAN u
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 33*--5000
LASl URH FORBES 372 c 332--1067
GRAD 711 DOVER PL c 352--8*00
LASl URH ALLEN 311 u 332--3189
GRAD 207 E STOUGHTON u 356--8777
GRAD 611 S RANDOLPH c 352--68*1
GRAD 608 1/2 E GREEN c 333--2337
FAA1 URH GARNER *39 c
LAS3 207 E STOUGHTON c 356--8777
GRAD 611 S RANDOLPH c 352--68*1
LASl URH VAN DOREN 19 c 332--0*6*
LAW1 19 APRICOT c 356--2772
LAS* 306 E GREEN c
BUS1 URH SCOTT 982 c 332--1629
PE * ELGIN ILL
GRAO 2112 W WHITE 165 c 359--2561
GRAD 2112 W WHITE 165 c 359--2561
GRAD URH DANIELS 77 u
LAS3 URH TAFT 2 5 c
LAS3 URH LUNOGREN 221 c 332--0251
GRAD TRANS BLDG 117 u 333--03*8
GRAO 112 E GREEN c
BUS2 URH GARNER 390 c 332--0835
PE I URH CLARK 221 c 332--0021
LAS2 *09 E CHALMERS c
ENG* 1110 W STOUGHTON u
AGR3 305 W PARK 5 u 367--169*
LAS3 *09 E CHALMERS c
LASl URH HOPKINS 200 c
PE 2 302 E ARMORY c 3**--7323
EO 1 URH CLARK 221 c 332--0021
LAS3 312 E ARMORY c 356--7961
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 276 c
LAS* URH OGLESBY 123 u
ED 1 URH BLAISDELL u 332--361*
ENG3 208 HARVEY u
ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 202 u 332--3*78
ENG2 112 E DANIEL c 356--7936
ENG2 706 S 2ND c
LAS3 506 E HEALEY c 359--22*7
FAA2 60* E ARMORY 322 c 333--1266
LAS3 URH CARR 312 u 332--392*
ENG3 910 S 3RD 612 c
BUS2 RANTOUL ILL
LAS* 110 W CHARLES c 359--2959
ED 2 URH BUSEY 102 u 332--2580
LASl URH ALLEN 187 u 332--3293
LAS* 212 E OANIEL c 356 -7908
LAS2 URH GARNER 210 c 332--0709
LAS3 URH ALLEN 235 u 332--3165
COM3 506 E HEALEY c 359--22*7
GRAO 1103 W CHURCH 5 c 356 -22*9
FAA1 URH ALLEN 32 7 u 332 -3199
BOX 522
1*08 1/2 OAKWOOD
1205 W MAIN 3





*06 N MICHIGAN MAR SHALL ILL
20* ASHBURY
1269 S LINCOLN AV
620 S 2ND ST
*5 HILLCREST DR
701 W UNIVERSITY
RR 3 BOX 300H
6*00 N KNOX AV
1617 XAVIER ST
706 W OREGON
61*6 N CENTRAL PK
1655 W FARWELL AV
2117 HENLY RD
2153 BEECHWOOD
502 W MAIN 110
19 N EVANSTON
RR 3








620 N RUSSELL ST
1*0* N MCKINLEY 5
123* BELLEFORTE
1206 W STOUGHTON
203 NW 11TH AV
BOX 1*3
5128 N AVERS AV
*61 LOMBARD OR




















2112 W WHITE 165
2112 W WHITE 165
118 W MAIN
207 FIR




585* N KEATING AV
2905 N 77TH AV
575 THORNOALE RD
305 W PARK 5
533 W BARRY
7580 PARKER DR
51*8 W 85TH ST
5310 CAROLINE OR
NOTTINGHAM WOO OS
1303 W 172ND ST
512 LONGVIEW DR
3*6 S BURTON PL
103 W 12TH ST
1215 E CAMPBELL ST
RR
29*1 N PRATER AV
506 E HEALEY











1103 W CHURCH 5





























































































HANSEN MICHAEL G GRAD
*HANSEN MICHAEL WAYNE GRAD
HANSEN RALPH G GRAD
HANSEN SUSAN MARIE LAS2
HANSER DAVID ALBERT GRAD
HANSMIRE WILLIAM H GRAD
HANSON ANN RITA LAS3
HANSON ANTOINETTE M AGRl
HANSON BETTE ANN GRAD
HANSON BRIAN A PE 1
HANSON CAROL JEANNE COM4
HANSON DOLORES M GRAD
HANSON DONALD ALAN ENG4
HANSON DONALD F ENG4
HANSON EDWARD V ENG1
HANSON EMILY FRANCES ED 2
HANSON EUGENE J JR LAS4
HANSON FREDERICK DAV COM4
HANSON GREGORY RING LAS3
HANSON HOWARD P ENGl
HANSON JERRY L GRAD
HANSON JOYCE SAMIA GRAD
HANSON JUDITH L BUS1
HANSON KAREN R ED 1
HANSON KLAUS DIETER GRAD
HANSON LOIS ANN FAA2
HANSON LORRAINE C GRAD
HANSON MARGARET ANN LAS2
HANSON PATRICIA L AGR3
HANSON PETER J LAS1
HANSON RICHARD DAVID GRAD
HANSON ROBERT KEITH GRAD
HANSON RONALD J GRAD
HANSON SUE ANN FAA3
HANSON SUSAN JO FAA4
HANSON SUSAN MARY LAS3
HANTMAN SUSAN JO FAA4
HANUS BERNICE LOUISE PE 2
HANZELIN FRED LEE GRAD
HAPAC DONNA MARIE FAA3
HAPP JAMES L ENGl
HAPPEL FREDERICK J ENG3
HAPPEL MARY L AGRl
HARA HUGH HIROMI LAS3
HARASEK ELIZABETH F AGR2
HARASEK LYNN LOUISE BUS2
HARAST SUSAN L VM 1
HARAZIN ROBERT J JR FAA1
HARBAUGH BARBARA ELL ED 2
HARBER KRISTINE E LAS2
HARBERT RICHARD A LAS3
HARBOUR 1RL D JR ED 2
HARBUZIUK ALEX DAVID LAS2
HARD WILLIAM TYLER BUS4
HARDACRE LOUIS NELLO ENG3
HARDEN KERMIT LAVERN GRAD
HARDER DEBORA J LAS1
HARDERS ROBERT T LAS1
HARDIN GEORGE C LAS2
HARDIN JOSEPH BYRON LAS3
HARDIN KANDY KAY FAA4
HARDIN LARRY LAVERNE AVI2
HARDIN LINDA PEGG LAS5
HARDIN MICHAEL W ENGl
HARDIN THOMAS LEWIS GRAD
HARDING GEOFFREY G LAS3
HARDING THOMAS NEIL LAS4
HARDINGER JOHN MICHA AGR4
HARDINGER RACHEL LAS3
HARDMAN OSWALD CLYDE GRAD
HARDT MILTON IRVIN LAS4
HARDT PEGGY ANN LAS3
HARDUVEL MARIA C ED 1
HARDY JOHN R FAA1
HARDY KAREN LEE FAA4
HARFORD DONNOLA SUE ED 4
HARFST WILLIAM F LAS1
HARGIS WARD DOUGLAS GRAD
HARGUS GREGORY C FAA2
HARIANI VASANT KUMAR GRAD
HARIED ANDREW AMIL GRAD
HARING CRAIG ROBERT LAS1
HARJES KEN A LAS1
HARJU MARK R LAS3
HARKINS SUSAN KAY LAS3
HARKNESS CAROL LYNNE LAS2
HARKNESS LOUIS GEORG LAS4
HARKONEN JAMES SUTTI LAS3
HARLAN RICHARD RONAL LAS4
HARLESS ALLEN EUGENE AGR2
HARLOCK ALLAN DALE GRAD
HARM MATT I ENG4
HARMANTAS FRANK B GRAD
HARMER RICHARD S GRAD
HARMESON JANET C LAS3
HARMESON LEIGH COLE FAA4
HARMESON TERRY ALAN ENG2
URH OGLESBY 214 U
1006 E DELAWARE U
URH DANIELS 303 U
409 E CHALMERS C
505 W UNIVERSITY C
1006 S ANDERSON U
URH WARDALL 522 U
URH TAFT C
605 S 4TH 212 C
409 E CHALMERS 403 C
608 W NEVADA U
604 HARDING U
URH DANIELS 635 U
707 W IOWA U
URH HOPKINS 256 C
610 BURKWOOD U
1015 W HARVARD C
MONTICELLO ILL
60 W ARMORY C
URH WESTON 290 C
RR 3 C
1015 W HARVARD C
URH ALLEN 178 U
RR 2 U
307 W ILLINOIS U
1102 S LINCOLN U
307 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 112 U
URH LAR 424 U
URH SNYDER 362 C
1836 A ORCH ST U
909 E DELAWARE U
502 E HEALEY 203 C
URH WARDALL 308 U
409 E CHALMERS C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH TAFT 14 C
1215 S 4TH C
2201 HAZWD 204 U
313 E JOHN C
505 E GREEN C
705 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 241 U
405 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 328 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH OANIELS 268 U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH LUNDGREN 209 C
URH WAROALL 307 U
1002 HOLMSTROM C
404 S 5TH C
URH SNYDER 204 C
URH GARNER 414 C
410 E JOHN C
307 EVERGREEN CT U
URH ALLEN 478 U
502 E WHITE C
410 E JOHN C
204 S GREGORY U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH HOPKINS 175 C
204 S GREGORY U
211 E DANIEL 3 C
202 WOODS U
2301 1ST C
1006 W NEVADA U
1101 W PENN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
2063 A ORCH ST U
312 S PRAIRIE 102 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 113 C
309 E CHALMERS C
303 E JOHN C
802 W OREGON 24 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
808 S LINCOLN U
1010 S 2ND 211 C
BOX 2424 C
1104 WESTFIELD C
URH OGLESBY 411 U
URH OGLESBY 1106 U
910 S 3RD 421 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 303 U
502 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 214 C
206 E GREEN C
311 E ARMORY C
1102 W NEVADA U
1105 S 4TH C
1108 W NEVADA U
401 EOGEBROOK C
2804 JUDITH C
2 804 JUDITH C





































































































440 N WILLIAMS DR
1506 LAKEVIEW DR












707 3RD AV NE




























23 W 687 GOODRIDGE
























8900 N CENTRAL PK
22 E VINE
4046 BUCKINGHAM DR




6712 N HAMLIN AV
624 S THURLOW ST













































































































HARMON ANTHONY FRANK 8US3
HARMON MARGARET SUE LAS3
HARMON MICHAEL DAVID ENG2
HARMS ALFRED GLEN JR LAS2
HARMS CHARLOTTE E LAS1
HARMS CLIFFORD HERBE AGR2
HARMS DANIEL C LAS1
HARMS DANIEL W AGR1
HARMS DAVID MICHAEL LAS4
HARMS DIANE SUE FAA2
HARMS HARVEY JOHN BUS2
HARMS JAMES EDWIN ENG2
HARMS JAMES JAY LAS3
HARMS KAREN LYNNE LAS4
HARMS MARCIA JANE LAS3
HARMS RICHARD PAUL GRAD
HARMS TED E BUS1
HARMS THOMAS E AGR1
HARNED WILLIAM HOWAR GRAD
HARNER JAMES L GRAD
*HARNER JAMES PHILIP GRAD
HARNESS KATHLEEN ANN FAA4
HARNISCH DOUGLAS ROB GRAD
HARNISCH ELIZABETH A FAA5
HARNLY JOHN CARROLL GRAD
HARPER DENVER LAS2
HARPER DOUGLAS JAY AGR4
HARPER DUUGLAS MICHA LAS4
HARPER JANICE P GRAD
HARPER JOSEPH DOYLE GRAD
HARPER JUDITH ANN PE 3
HARPER LEONARD F LAW1
HARPER PAULA M ED 1
HARPER ROBERTA C LAS1
HARPER WILLIAM W BUS1
HARPESTAD ONA B GRAD
HARRE CHARLENE M LAS1
HARRELL HARLAN L LAS1
HARRELL PAMELA SUE FAA3
*HARRELL TRUMAN BOYD AGR2
HARRIAGE ROBERT R II ENG1
HARRING MICHAEL A LAS1
hARRINGTON CLAIRE S ED 1
HARRINGTON DANIEL J GRAD
HARRINGTON HAROLD L ENGi
HARRINGTON JOAN ANN GRAD
HARRINGTON JOHN F JR GRAD
HARRINGTON JOHN S LAS1
HARRINGTON KENYON JR ENGI
HARRINGTON MICHAEL LAS4
HARRINGTON PATRICK A ENGI
HARRINGTON THOMAS A ENGI
HARRIS BETSY HOOD LAS2
HARRIS BONNIE JEAN FAA3
HARRIS BRENDA J LAS!
HARRIS BRUCE R GRAD
HARRIS DALE ALAN LAS3
HARRIS DAVID M BUS1
HARRIS DEAN N BUS1
HARRIS DONNA JEANNE LAS3
HARRIS FRED DAMON BUS4
HARRIS GARY B LAS1
HARRIS GEORGETTE NIN LAS1
HARRIS GERALD DAVID LAS4
HARRIS HARVEY LEIGH LAS2
HARRIS JAKE J GRAD
HARRIS JAMES EDWARD LAS3
HARRIS JAMES HERBERT ENG4
HARRIS JANET A GRAD
HARRIS JOANNE M GRAD
HARRIS JOHN BENJAMIN LAS1
HARRIS JOHN FRANK GRAD
HARRIS JOSEPH BAILEY GRAD
HARRIS JOSEPH ELLIS FAA4
HARRIS LEE BUS4
HARRIS LINDA LEE LAS4
HARRIS LYNDA JEAN LAS4
HARRIS MAIJA J GRAD
HARRIS MARY ELIZABET LAS3
HARRIS MICHAEL EUGEN ENG3
HARRIS MICHAEL LLOYD LAS3
HARRIS NANCY J GRAD
HARRIS NEAL MYRON GRAD
HARRIS OVID LISBERG GRAD
HARRIS PAULA RENEE LAS3
HARRIS PHILIP S LAS3
HARRIS PHILIP SHERID LAS3
HARRIS RICHARD DANIE ENG3
HARRIS RICHARD ELGIN GRAD
HARRIS RICHARD J LAS1
HARRIS RICHARD S ENGI
HARRIS ROBERT ALEXAN ENG4
HARRIS ROBERT COLE GRAD
HARRIS ROBERT WOODRU GRAO
HARRIS ROBIN G PE I
HARRIS SANDRA ANN ED 1



















58 E ARMORY 10





STA A BOX 2385
URH HOPKINS 296
509 E STQUGHTON
2219 S 1ST 304











































1952 A ORCH ST
1907 SOUTHWOOD
700 S GOODWIN 1
108 HEALEY
URH BUSEY 330



























u 344--9710 2825 W 40TH ST CHICAGO ILL
c RR 4 SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 3108 GARFIELD DR ROCKFORD ILL
c RR 1 CISCO ILL
u 332--4427 220 N GREEN ST MELVIN IL
u 332--3730 RR 2 RED BUD ILL
u RR 1 BONE GAP ILL
c RR 1 LANARK IL
u 367--0532 2206 VAWTER DR URBANA ILL
u RR 1 FAIRBURY ILL
u 332--3744 RR 2 CHENOA ILL
u 332--4228 RR 6 SPRINGFIELD ILL
u 367--7664 1529 WESTAIRE PEORIA ILL




u 367--8188 507 W GRIGGS URBANA ILL
c 3636 BLANCHAN AV BROOKFIELD ILL
c PLEASANT PLNS ILL
c 359--4263 RR 3 BOX 227H BELVIDERE ILL
u 367--0281 1603 GRAND AV WASHINGTON IN
u BOX 45 OLDWICK N J
u 332--2610 5007 CARMEL DR MOBILE ALA
c 356--6983 3006 BLAIR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356--6983 3006 BLAIR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c U OF I HIST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332--1256 212 N JACKSON ST WEST FRANKFORT ILL
c RR 1 OGDEN ILL
c 104 N BEARD DANVILLE ILL




u 344--6150 CHANDLERVILLE ILL
c 2412 BROADWAY GREAT BEND KS
u 332--5697 6368 S PARK CHICAGO IL
c 344--3976 10210 S KOLIN AV OAKLAWN ILL
c 332--1637 8620 S AUSTIN AV OAKLAWN IL
c 356--4336 1419 CAMBRIDGE CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--5000 RR 1 BROWNSTOWN IL
c RR 2 FORREST IL
c 356--6233 717 SALEM RD MT VERNON ILL
c 14 TULIP TREE CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--9518 RR 3 BOX 661 AURORA ILL
c 1501 N BANBURY RD PALATINE IL
u 332--3473 240 E JEANNETTE PL MUNDELEIN ILL
u 8112 S HERMITAGE CHICAGO ILL
c 318 BAIN ST DURANT MS
u 344--6167 3100 FARMINGTON DR GREENSBORO N C
c 352--2960 8605 W 31ST ST TACOMA WASH
u 332--5172 330 E SCOTT ST LAKE FOREST IL
u 104 ADRIENNE CT WAVELAND MS
c 3840 N MOZART ST CHICAGO ILL
c RR 2 KANKAKEE ILL
c 344--0865 8042 KILPATRICK SKOKIE ILL
c 332--0310 3402 GREENWOOD LN GODFREY ILL
c 356--9684 312 ILLINOIS DR RANTOUL ILL
u 332--2913 1848 S HAMLIN CHICAGO ILL
c 352--8916 9168 MERCEDES AV ARLETA CA
c 352--9284 524 PARKWOOD AV PARK RIDGE ILL
c 7 ARCHER AV SPRINGFIELD IL
c 332--1010 3918 NORTHWOOD PEORIA ILL
u 344--0136 2032 LAKE AV WILMETTE ILL
u 344--6239 158 W GLEN LANE RIVERDALE 27 ILL
c 3446 MAIN SKOKIE ILL
u 332--3230 11837 S JUSTINE CHICAGO ILL
u 332--3928 PO BOX 1 W SALEM ILL
c 8544 HAMLIN SKOKIE ILL
c 401 S 6TH CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332--1681 RR 1 OTTAWA ILL
u 365--2483 720 N JAMESON AV LIMA OH
u 189 CLAREMONT 43 NEW YORK N Y
c 332--1408 1956 S KEDZIE CHICAGO ILL
u 344--5777 LORIMOR IOWA
c 356--6246 1907 SOUTHWOOD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--5963 6 HILLCREST DR HAMILTON ILL
c 6161 N HOYNE CHICAGO ILL
u 332--2648 425 N MAIN ST LOMBARD ILL
c 352--8107 5731 N OZARK CHICAGO ILL
u 1902 E VERMONT URBANA ILL
c 344--0556 RR 3 EARLVILLE ILL
c 332--1419 2509 MANDRAKE DR ROCKFORD ILL
c 3201 WEST POINT COLLINSVILLE ILL
c 352--8077 3402 GREENWOOD LN GODFREY IL
u 367--3636 1902 E VERMONT URBANA ILL
u 2071 D ORCH ST URBANA ILL
u 332--3462 1848 S HAMLIN CHICAGO ILL
c 1703 KING ST DANVILLE IL
c 344--7878 W 272 FAIRVIEW DR MUNDELEIN ILL
c 8228 S COLFAX CHICAGO ILL
u 367--7352 504 W ELM URBANA ILL
c 7428 LOWELL SKOKIE ILL
c 3112 WALNUT AV MATTOON IL
c 332 -1515 RR 2 MACOMB ILL
c 332 -492 8 1321 MARSHALL 420 REDWOOD CITY CAL
c 352--9222 ROUTE 2 BOX 460 ACCOKEEK MD
c 148 GLENCOE RD GLENCOE ILL
c 1718 65TH AV PHILA PA
u 367--7009 2744 DREW AV S MINNEAPOLIS MN
114
HARRIS STEVE LAS2
HARRIS SUSAN HUNTER LAS2
HARRIS TIMOTHY JAMES VM 2
HARRIS TIMOTHY M LAS2
HARRIS TODD LEWIS GRAD
HARRIS VICKIE L LAS4
HARRIS WILLIAM HENRY LAS3
HARRIS YOLANDA LASl
HARRISON ARTHUR ELLI LAW2
HARRISON DANIEL JERO LAS2
HARRISON DAVID MERLE AGR3
HARRISON EDWARD ALLE LASl
HARRISON ELIZABETH J GRAD
HARRISON FRANK EDWAR LAS2
HARRISON GEORGE III ENGl
HARRISON GEORGE R BUS4
HARRISON HAROLD H LASl
HARRISON JAMES E PE 5
HARRISON KRISTINE LAS3
HARRISON PAUL J GRAD
HARRISON RODMAN PAUL GRAD
HARRISON ROGER R LAS3
HARRISON STEPHEN JAY BUS4
HARRISON STEVEN MICH LAS4
HARRISON STEVEN W ENGl
HARRISON WILBUR R II LASl
HARRISON WILLIAM S LAS4
HARRISS ALAN G LAS3
HARROD LYNNETTE JANE GRAD
HARROLD ARETHA LAS4
HARROLD DONALD LEE ENG2
HARRY DARIA S GRAD
HARSCH STEVEN MERRIL BUS4
HARSHA KAREN RAE LASl
HARSHBARGER ROBERT D LASl
HARSHBARGER ROBERT R COM3
HARSHBARGER W R GRAD
HARSHBARGER WARREN F AGR3
HARSZY ROGER CHARLES ENG4
HART CARL DUANE GRAD
HART CURTIS JOHN LAS2
HART DAVID RAY ENG2
HART DOUGLAS L BUS1
HART ERNEST CARROLL FAA4
HART GEORGE ROBERT GRAD
HART JOHN E LASl
HART JOSEPH PATRICK LAS2
HART KAREN MINCKLER GRAD
HART RICHARD WILLIAM LAS4
HART ROBERT MCDOWELL LAS2
HART ROBERT STANLEY GRAD
HART RONALD EUGENE ENG4
HART RONALD WILSON GRAD
HART SYLVIA ANN FAA4
HARTEKER JOEL ROBERT GRAD
HARTEKfcR LINDA R GRAD
HARTELIUS DEBORAH L FAA1
HARTER EDWARD DARCY GRAD
HARTER SCOTT ALLISON LAS2
HARTFORD ALLEN JR. GRAD
HARTFORD KATHLEEN MA LASl
HARTH WILLIAM A AGR
1
HARTIGAN JOHN F BUS1
HARTLEB JOANNE LAS4
HARTLEY JILL DEWINTE LAS3
HARTLINE EDWARD ERNE BUS4
HARTMAN ANN E LAS3
HARTMAN DEBORAH LYNN LAS2
HARTMAN DONN ALLAN ENG4
HARTMAN HAROLD B II LAS3
HARTMAN JILL ANNETTE LAS2
HARTMAN KERRY E LASl
HARTMAN ROBERT P ENGl
HARTMAN STEPHEN RAY AGR4
HARTMAN STEWARD R GRAD
HARTMAN WILLIAM H GRAD
HARTMANN CARL LEE FAA2
HARTMANN CARLOS R P GRAD
HARTMANN KENNETH ORV LAS2
HARTMANN LYNN CAROL LAS3
HARTMANN PAULA K LASl
HARTNELL THOMAS K LAS2
HARTNETT HARRY DANIE GRAD
HARTNETT ROSEMARY R GRAD
HARTOG CURT HARDIN GRAD
HARTRICK LARRY ALAN LAS3
HARTSHORN DONALD M LAW3
HARTSHORN MARTHA A LASl
HARTSHORN RONALD LEE AGR4
HARTSHORNE JOHN WARR AVI3
HARTSHORNE MARTHA L FAA3
HARTSTEIN ELLIOTT D LAS3
HARTT BERNARD ELTON LAS3
HARTWEGER ROSALIE M ED 3
HARTWIG GEORGE W JR LAS4
HARTWIG KENNETH JAME LAS3
HARTY DANIEL PATRICK ENG2
URH SNYDER 275
URH FLAGG 32 5































2007 S PHILO RD 7
URH GARNER 462
URH FORBES 100





















1611 VALLEY RD 3
URH CARR 330
1803 W JOHN
409 E CHALMERS 802




















502 E SPNGFLD 202
403 BRIAR LN
107 E CHALMERS
2202 HAZWD CT 102
1701 GLEN PARK











C 332-1726 640 VASSAR
C 332-0312 3402 GREENWOOD LN
u 344-3577 BOX 617
U 332-5066 1415 NORTH AV
u 367-2007 1117 S 8TH ST
c 359-3047 1412 W ELMDALE
u 7704 S NASHVILLE
u 332-4485 6827 S ADA
C 359-4887 9009 S PAXTON AV
c 332-0708 ROUTE 1
u 367-1288 703 E ROOSEVELT
C 4501 GROVE
c 332-4752 8235 S LAFLIN
c 356-6112 1925 N WOODLAWN PK
c 332-1066 803 W CHERRY
u 344-6863 616 W STANTON ST
u 332-3779 7323 N ASHLAND
c 356-8030 2402 KIRBY
u 367-1288 RR 2 BOX 146
c 356-7617 1475 SPRING DR
u 344-0835 902 W CALIFORNIA
C 344-7922 34 BIRCH GR
u 367-3104 1721 E 92ND ST
C 352-8138 620 N LINCOLN 106
u 6437 W 167TH ST
C 673 LESLIE AV
u 367-9289 7244 PAXTON
C 344-3306 305 N 41ST
u 985 W MAIN
c 344-9723 14815 SEELEY
c 120 TURNRON PL
u 2443 FLORIAN CT
C 356-1894 1202 E WILLOW AV
u 2007 PHILO RD 7
c 332-0886 223 KENTUCKY
c 332-0921 RR 3
u 344-7293 RR 2
c 344-7152 RR 3
u 332-4068 111 N 39TH ST
BOX 72
C 332-1991 819 S OAK PARK AV
c 332-0759 130 THOMAS MORE
c 334-5000 4923 W JARVIS
c 344-7365 163 E FREMONT
u 367-2096 3622 15TH AV CT
c 116 WISCONSIN DR
c 344-1266 541 N 6TH ST
u 344-0945 1107 W GREEN
c 352-1816 916 E WILCOX
u 344-1956 10120 S HOYNE AV
RR 1
c 365-7111 511 LINCOLN AV
u 344-094 5 118 S CRESCENT DR
u 344-3616 16 N CHANNING ST
u 344-4883 1008 S BUSEY
u 344-488 3 1008 S BUSEY
c 359-3339 3804 W 153RD ST
c 352-3235 6035 TARRAGONA DR
u 332-3942 1631 CHICAGO AV
c 356-5153 20317 WESTERIA ST
c 344-3638 1338 EVERGREEN RD
u 11637 S NATCHEZ
c 332-0813 908 N DRURY LN
u 332-2935 220 GETTYSBURG RD
u 332-3462 1303 59TH ST
u 3633 14TH ST
c 130 HELEN PL
u 332-3589 503 8TH ST
c 1918 MIDLAND AVE
c 356-7908 303 CARLYLE AV
c 344-0545 607 W CHURCH
u 815 N GALENA ST
c 199 S MAIN ST
c 2102 RODNEY DR
u 725 ASHLAND AV
u 332-2370 5 MARJORIE CT
u 332-4192 RR 1 BOX 51A
u 344-1904 1102 W SPRINGFIELD
u 361 MILBURN
u 332-2594 361 MILBURN AV
u 332-3257 GL1DDEN RD RR 1
c 420 E NORTH ST
c 359-4195 133 WASHINGTON ST
c 9537 S RACINE
u 344-5351 1700 DARBROOK DR
c 356-4876 1701 GLEN PARK
c 344-7715 1010 S 1ST
c 529 N 5TH
u 344-4069 RR 2
u 367-4882 408 WRIGHTWOOD
u 367-4882 408 WRIGHTWOOD
c 356-7715 4639 ELM TERR
u 332-4281 450 E PINE ST
u 332-3367 3801 W 57TH ST
u 332-4222 430 HARWOOD ST
c 344-9477 709 EXMOOR AV
u 332-4158 0S286 CHURCH ST



































































































































































































GRAD 1904 BROADMOOR C 359--3531 720 MAPLE AV
GRAD 1904 BROADMOOR C 359-3531 720 MAPLE AV
LAS2 206 W UNIVERSITY U
LAS3 URH SCOTT 293 C 3 32--1496 5205 PONDEROSA DR
GRAD 712 W CALIFORNIA U 344--5535 712 W CALIFORNIA
BUS1 1502 BRIARCLIFF U 365- 1823 1502 E BRIARCLIFF
PE 4 2309 S 1ST 302 C 344-1589 3300 LAKE SHORE DR
LAS3 URH WESTON 493 C 332--2120 1442 LA SALLE
ENG4 1212 W MAIN 5 U 756 MOSSWOOD AV
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 542 U 332--4371 11301 S COTTAGE GR
BUS1 804 FRANK C RR 2
GRAD 404 EDGEBROOK C 359-3078 348 HOWLAND AV
LAW1 2317 S 1ST 204 C 344--60 81 106 S HOME
LAS1 URH WESTON 244 c 380 W EVERETT RD
LAS2 URH WARDALL 702 u 332--4430 1422 DOROTHY DR
GRAD KANKAKEE ILL 810 PARK DR
GRAD 807 S 1ST 33 c 352--1240 807 S 1ST 33
LAW3 514 1/2 E JOHN c 1436 E 71ST PL
ENG3 URH SCOTT 365 c 332--1545 1143-B 7TH AV
ENG2 112 E DANIEL c 356--7936 396 S WEST
FAA3 URH BUSEY 202 u 332--2599 200 GRANDVIEW ST
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 1406 W WINNEMAC
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 578 u 332--4297 937 W LELAND
GRAD 1802 C ORCH PL u 344--3467 3849 SUNGAI ARA
GRAD 705 W GREEN u 8919 SW 9TH DR
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 262 c 332--1229 2813 EAST RO
LAS3 DANVILLE ILL 2813 EAST RD
BUS1 604 E ARMORY 316 c 815 W MINER
GRAD 604 E ARMORY 125 c 344--0608 563 SARATOGA ST
GRAD 2044 B ORCH ST u 344--4395 HALASKRGZ CAD 2242
PE 4 MAHOMET ILL PKHL MBL ESTS 184
GRAD OGDEN ILL 107 MAIN ST
GRAD 209 N GOODWIN u 367--5985 21C HAFIZ ST
ENG2 URH SNYDER 262 c 332--1713 CLINTON ST
LAS3 111 S BUSEY 3 u 365--1697 312 DETWEILLER DR
BUS* 201 E JOHN c 3 56--7857 EP £ S DIV P E
ENG4 409 W ELLS c 356--1191 409 W ELLS
GRAD 1723 VALLEY RD c 356--3074 ROUTE 2
GRAD 9 DUNELLEN u 367--9815 9 DUNELLEN DR
LAS2 203 E MUMFORD u 344--5695 203 E MUMFORD DR
GRAD GLEN ELLYN ILL 1136 LONDONBERY LN
FAA2 604 E ARMORY 139 c FRANKLIN AV
GRAD 1005 E DELAWARE u 365--1275 1005 E DELAWARE
LAS1 URH CLARK 234 c 322--0029 9423 S BISHOP
ENG3 307 W CLARK 303 c RR 1
FAA2 508 E CHALMERS c 344--1170 1807 GROVE AV
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 201 u 332--3477 RR 2
FAA4 2206 DALE c 344--1510 1807 GROVE
GRAD 3 HERITAGE c 352--9496 3 HERITAGE
LAS1 URH WESTON 486 c 905 SHERWOOD DR
LAS1 URH CLARK 207 c 332--0011 1206 W CLARK
LAS3 507 W ELM u 203 GLADSTONE
AGR2 1103 S WESTLAWN c 356--8600 1103 WESTLAWN
GRAD 1103 S WESTLAWN c 1103 S WESTLAWN
GRAD MAHOMET ILL BOX 399
LAS4 505 E GREEN 218 c 344--3475 725 LINCOLNSHIRE
AGR2 1103 S WESTLAWN c 1103 S WESTLAWN
LAW2 405 W HILL 5 c 359--2506 1103 WESTLAWN
LA S3 901 S LINCOLN u 2531 WILLOW DR
GRAD MAHOMET ILL PARKHL MOBILE ESTS
LAS4 1604 MAYNARD c 356--8883 1604 MAYNARD
GRAD MAHOMET ILL 230 PARKHL MBL EST
GRAD 202 S LYNN u 365--1643 1345 JARVIS
FAA2 1005 S WRIGHT c 1908 GARLING DR
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL 1601 UNIVERSITY
BUS1 URH WESTON 488 c 332--2115 154 N FREMONT ST
BUS4 604 E ARMORY c 344--7212 6958 W BARRY AV
GRAD 203 COUNTRY FR c 1929 S SPRING AV
GRAD 2508 SHERIDAN c 359--1291 2508 SHERIDAN OR
ENG2 509 RIDGEWOOD CT c 359--2978 1275 DENNIS PL
GRAD 208 E GREEN c 352--5330 208 E GREEN 5
LAS2 910 S 3RD 1228 c 5908 EDGEWOOD AV
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 511 u 936 BEACH AV
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 430 u 332--3838 6801 LODE DR
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 5 u 332--3573 1544 N KENNICOTT
LAS4 2309 S 1ST 103 c 402 FAIRBANK RD
LAS4 910 W CALIFORNIA u 178 W 157TH ST
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 926 u 332--5672 6 LOMBARD CIRCLE
BUS1 URH LUNDGREN 311 c 332--0265 846 S HARVARD AV
GRAD URH SHERMAN 558 c 332--4865 5 HICKORY LN
PE 2 UNIVERSITY CITY MO 7466 STRATFORD AV
GRAD BLOQMINGTON ILL RR 3
VM 1 URH DANIELS 226 u 4519 N RICHMOND ST
AGR1 URH VANDOREN 406 c 332--0541 4256 W IRVING PARK
LASl 910 S 3RD 1114 c 332 -5000 1515 FOREST AV
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--1708 BOX 162
ENGI 604 E ARMORY 421 c RR 1
ENG4 llll S 1ST c 356--3314 RR 3
LAS4 209 W SPNGFLD c 356--4141 3321 COLFAX PL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 754 c 332--4905 207 E EMBERT PL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 205 c 16W234 WALNUT LN
ENG4 302 HOLIDAY PK 239 c 909 FLOSSMOOR AVE
ENG4 URH WESTON 312 c 332 -1989 515 MULBERRY ST
LAS2 URH SAUNOERS 12 u 332--3580 515 MULBERRY ST
ED I URH TRELEASE 931 u 332 -5677 317 SOUTHCOTE RD
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 231 u 332--3777 1329 N 43R0
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 411 u 332--3549 425 WILSON ST
GRAND FORKS ND






























































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
OOWNERS GROVE ILL
116
HAWES HARDIN WILLIAM LAW2
HAWES ROBERT TURLEY LAS2
*HAWK DIANTHA S GRAO
HAWKING JAMES E GRAO
HAWKING KATHLEEN I LAS3
hAWKINS JOHN A GRAO
HAWKINS JOHN EOMOND ENG4
HAWKINS JONNIE KYLE ENG3
HAWKINS LINDA MARIE FAA2
HAWKINS MARY LOU PE 4
HAWKINS SHARNELL A LAS4
HAWKINS VICKI C LAS1
HAWKINS VICKIE LYNN PE 3
HAWKINS VIRGINIA K GRAO
HAWKINS WILLIAM ROBE ENG2
HAWKINSON WILLIAM W FAA3
HAWLEY BYRON RAYMOND ENG4
HAWLEY CLIFFORD B II LAS3
HAWORTH ROBERT H ENGl
HAWTHORNE STEVEN R AGR1
HAWTREE JAMES STEVEN LAS2
HAXEL BERNARD F ENGl
HAXEL GORDON BLAIR ENG4
HAY ALLAN LEE ENG2
HAY MARY ELIZABETH LAS4
HAY RODGER KENNETH AGR4
HAYASHI ELMER K GRAD
HAYASHI NANCY MASUMI LAS2
HAYASHI TOSHIO LAS2
HAYDEL RANDOLPH WAYN LAS3
HAYDEN CHRISTOPHER LAS1
HAYOEN JUDY LYNNE LAS1
HAYDEN RICHARD C GRAD
HAYES BARBARA SUE LAS4
HAYES DIANNE LYNN LAS3
HAYES DONALD MERWYN GRAD
HAYES ERIC JAMES GRAD
HAYES EUGENE MICHAEL LAW5
HAYES HARRY JOSEPH GRAO
HAYES HOWARD A BUS3
HAYES JAMES HENRY JR GRAD
HAYES JAMES RICHARD ENG3
HAYES JOHN OSCAR LAW3
HAYES JOHN PATRICK GRAD
HAYES JOSEPH E LAS6
HAYES PATRICK TIMOTH BUS3
HAYES PAUL A JR LAS1
HAYES RICHARD L LASl
HAYES ROBERT M GRAO
HAYES STEPHEN WALKER LAW3
HAYES STEVEN P LASl
HAYES TIMOTHY A GRAD
HAYES VERNEEDA P LASl
HAYES VIRGIS L FAA1
HAYHOE HENRY NELSON GRAD
HAYNES DAVID LEROY BUSl
HAYNES JOAN EMMERICH LAS2
HAYNES MICHAEL LEWIS ED 6
HAYNES ROBERT PAUL LAS3
HAYNES ROY A JR PE 1
HAYS CRAIG W BUSl
HAYS GARY M ENGl
HAYS MICHAEL RAY LAS4
HAYS PHILIP GRANVILL LAS2
HAYS STEVEN RAY ENG2
HAYSKAR BARBARA G GRAO
HAYTCHER GARY L LAW1
HAYTHORNTHWAITE PETE GRAD
HAYTON CHARLES ANDRE LAW3
HAYWARD LESLIE B LASl
HAYWARD SUSAN KAY LAS4
HAZAN JOSEPH MAYER BUS3
HAZARD DORIS MARKS FAA4
HAZE RONALD OAVIO LAS2
HAZEL JEFFREY RONALD GRAD
HAZEL JUDYTHE M LAS4
HAZELBAKER CHARLES H BUS4
HAZELKORN MICHAEL NE LASl
HEAD ADRIAN NICHOLAS FAA2
HEAD CAROLYN ANN LAS2
HEADS TOM BALDWIN GRAO
HEALY DAVID CHARLES ENG4
HEALY JOHN J LASl
HEALY KATHLEEN ANN LAS4
HEALY REBECCA SUE LAS2
HEALY THOMAS EUGENE LAS2
HEAP JOHN LEE ENG3
HEAP ROBERT ROYAL ENG4
HEAPS RICHARD WAYNE LAS2
HEARD ROBERT L LASl
HEARD RUTH RAMSTAO GRAD
HEARL RAYMOND EDWARD ENG2
HEARN KENNETH ROY ENG3
HEARN WAYNE MELVIN LAS2
HEATH DAVID CLAY GRAD
HEATH JOHN BREWSTER ENG4
HEATH ROBERT L GRAD
1415 KIRBY 5 C
URH OGLESBY 204 U
URH DANIELS 272 U
904 S LOCUST C
904 S LOCUST C
2501 PERKINS RD U
508 E STOUGHTON C
1713 WESTHAVEN C
910 S 3RD 1116 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
105 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 827 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH GARNER 376 C
1010 S 2ND C
403 S LINCOLN U
1004 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 265 C
505 E GREEN C
1203 W CLARK U
508 S 4TH C
508 S 4TH C
209 E JOHN C
801 KIRBY C
URH WESTON 214 C
2111 HAZWD CT 201 U
URH BUSEY 255 U
URH GARNER 345 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 476 C
902 S 2ND C
230 S GLENOAK C
307 E DANIEL C
1007 S 1ST C
2055 A ORCH ST U
704 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD 28 C
59 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
1101 W PENN U
2202 HAZWD CT 303 U
807 1/2 W MAIN U
314 ROYAL CT C
307 N PROSPECT C
201 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 516 U
807 W NEVADA U
402 FAIRLAWN U
URH HOPKINS 254 C
1827 W JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 120 U
URH HOPKINS 228 C
URH DANIELS 411 U
URH WESTON 371 C
2015 RAINBOW VIEW U
606 S LOCUST C
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
URH SCOTT 450 C
1106 S PROSPECT C
402 E ARMORY C
1008 S PINE C
URH SNYDER 274 C
501 E DANIEL C
302 FAIRLAWN U
902 W CLARK C
703 W CHURCH U
307 W ELM U
URH LAR 274 U
805 W OHIO U
110 E ARMORY C
604 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 176 U
1830 D ORCH PL U
183 D ORCH PL U
303 E CHALMERS C
52 E ARMORY C
106 E ARMORY C
URH VANOOREN 105 C
URH DANIELS 604 U
URH TOWNSEND 553 U
604 E ARMORY 334 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH WAROALL 523 U
305 E JOHN C
810 W OREGON U
1104 W MAIN U
209 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 204 C
910 S 3RD 1009 C
1210 W CLARK U
502 E WHITE C
URH FORBES 413 C
1509 KILER 3 C
108 S GREGORY U






















636 W MACON ST
201 PULTON RD
904 S LOCUST





402 N RANGE ST
8512 S MICHIGAN AV
51 STANTON PL
402 N RANGE ST
1104 N MCLEAN
540 S WALL





367--5094 RR 1 BOX 215





344--7749 4616 OHIO ST 2
332--2625 6315 N WAYNE AV











1921 N 7TH ST
212 WASHINGTON ST
4313 WILLOW WDS DR
957 24TH ST
367--8593 807 1/2 W MAIN
359--1080 314 ROYAL CT
352--4845 307 N PROSPECT
3 56--7857 RR 1 BOX 26




1921 N 7TH ST
332--3602 7120 PARK PL
332--1209 5041 S FEDERAL
332--2271 31 RIVER BEND DR
332--2034 RR 1
365--1924 2015 RAINBOW VIEW
216 S WOOD 156
5320 WAVELAND AV
7322 S RHODES
352--0724 1106 S PROSPECT
344--9713 405 W MARKET ST
1008 S PINE
332--1725 19110 PIERCE
344--1510 44 BEL-AIRE DR
367--1646 302 FAIRLAWN
3515 51ST ST
367--8992 107 A AOTEAST
367--6260 307 W ELM




332--4040 8922 S MERRILL
344--4670 3020 JAYCOX RD
344-4670 1830 D ORCH PL
208 SOUTH L
356--7715 3555 SUMMIT AV
356--1305 RR 1
332--0474 1030 PAM-ANNE DR
332--2328 1067 LOMOND DR
332--4280 403 EDWOOO CT
12513 75TH AV
344-
-0571 216 RIDGEWOOD DR
332--4405 603 BUELL AV
344--9424 403 EDWOOD COURT
344--6485 RFD 1
365--1877 1104 W MAIN
2N050 AMY
332--0705 208 N KIMBALL
344-
-5000 ROUTE 3
367--0770 316 BRAES IDE OR
729 N BRYAN
332--1093 BOX 295
352--1456 1509 KILER A3
344--4961 RR





















































EAST ST LOUIS IL
CHICAGO IL












































HEATLY BOBBY EDWARD GRAD
HEATON LEON S AGR
3
HEATON RICHARD C GRAD
HEAVENER ROBERT F GRAD
HEBERT RALPH HENRY GRAD
HEBRANK WILLIAM R ENG1
HEBRON WILLIAM STEPH LAS2
HECHLER LADINE C LAS1
HECHT LOUIS ALAN LAW3
HECHT PAMELA N LAS3
*HECHT ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
HECHT RONALD ALLAN ED 2
HECHT RONALD ANTHONY LAS4
*HECHT SANDRA OUZER GRAD
HECHT SIDNEY MICHAEL GRAD
HECK STEVEN M COM3
HECKER JOHN C FAA1
HECKERT VICKIE L ED 1
HECKMAN BARRY KENNET LAS3
HECTOR RICHARD E LAS3
HEDBERG BARBARA L LAS1
HEDDEN GARY LEWIS GRAD
HEDEEN HERBERT V JR LAW3
HEDGES ALLAN R GRAD
HEDGES DONALD G LAS1
HEDGES PAMELA SUE ED 3
HEDRICH NORMAN ENG1
HEDRICK JAMES ALLEN ENG3
HEDRICK JOHN R BUSl
HEDRICK LARRY ROSS VM 4
HEDRICK LINDA JEAN AGR2
HEDRICK ROBERT THEOD LAS4
HEDSTROM MARY LOU LAS3
HEENAN PATRICIA ANN LAS4
HEERDT GARY A ENG1
HEEREN ROBERT GENE GRAD
HEFFERNAN STEPHEN J ENG1
HEFFERNON GERALD HOW LAS4
HEFNER ROBERT EDWARD ENG3
HEGENBART GARY LEE ED 4
HEGER ANNEMARIE LAS1
HEGG JOHN MARSHALL J LAS3
HEGGEMEIER KATHY SUE LAS2
HEGGEN PATRICIA LAS2
HEGSTAD SVEN OLAF BUS4
HEIDARI MANOUTCHEHR GRAD
HEIDECKER JOAN MARIE LAS1
HEIDELBERG JAMES E LAS1
HEIDEMAN JACQUELYN S LAS2
HEIDEMANN STANLEY F ENG3
HEIDEN JOHN SCOTT LAS2
HEIDENREICH JAMES G LAS4
HEIDENREICH ROGER LE 8US2
HEIDER CHARLES HENRY GRAD
HEIDIG ROSEMARY F FAA1
HEIDKAMP EMIL N III PE 1
HEIDKAMP MARY J LAS1
HEIDKAMP PATRICIA K LAS3
HEIDMANN JOHN HAROLD FAA4
HEIDORN BARBARA ANN ED 1
HEIGOLO PAUL C GRAD
HEIKOFF SARA ELIZABE LAS3
HEILBRUNN JANICE HOP ED 2
HEILBRUNN RANDALL H LAS4
HEILIG SANDER NAT FAA4
HEILMAN DAVID LEE LAS4
HEIM ALICE LEDERMAN GRAD
HEIM HOLLY L LAS1
HEIMANN CONSTANCE E FAA1
HEIMBURGER DONALD JA COM4
HEIMDAHL PETER DAVID GRAD
HEIMERDINGER WALTER GRAD
HEIMLICH ESTHER LAS1
HEIMLICH SUSAN MARIL GRAD
HEIMSOTH LARRY HERBE BUS2
HEINECKE STEVEN AUGU ENG4
HEINECKE SUSAN LEE AGR3
HEINEKAMP ROBERTA M PE 2
HEINEMAN MARY CATHER LAS4
HEINES HENRY GRAD
HEINKEL JOAN E GRAD
HEINKEL RICHARD ALLE AGR3
HE INKING GARY ENG2
HEINRICH CARL ALBERT GRAD
HEINRICH DAVID G LAS1
HEINRICH PAUL OELBER BUS4
HEINRICH THOMAS H LASl
HEINRICH TOM D AGR2
HEINS BRUCE R LASl
HEINSEN LINDSAY W LASl
HEINZ JEROME EDWARD ENG4
HEINZ KENNETH JOHN LAS2
HEINZ MARY JO AGR2
HEINZ THOMAS A FAA2
HEINZEL JAMES THOMAS LAS2
HEISE GARY CHARLES BUS4
HEISE NORMA KATHRYN ED 2
1116 BROADMOOR 1 C
237 S DEWEY U
1806 VALLEY RD C
5 TULIP TREE C
604 E ARMORY C
2018 ZUPPKE U
1101 PENN U
URH TAFT 304 C
1412 N MCKINLEY C
910 S 3RD 1010 C
901 E DELAWARE U
URH OGLESBY 916 U
URH TCWNSEND 447 U
1971 B ORCH ST U
1971 B ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 511 C
804 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 206 U
2301 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD 212 C
URH LUNDGREN 1 C
1803 W JOHN C
402 E GREEN C
610 W CALIFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 1221 U
403 BRIAR LN 203 C
URH SCOTT 441 C
URH TOWNSEND 507 U
URH WESTON 236 C
715 W PENN U
802 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 921 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 305 U
URH TOWNSEND 306 U
507 W COLUMBIA C
604 E ARMORY C
308 W GREEN 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 233 U
1508 W COLUMBIA C
URH EVANS 335 U
URH WESTON 232 C
URH TRELEASE 501 U
URH LAR 405 U
2315 S 1ST 303 C
1803 VALLEY RD C
URH LUNDGREN 126 C
910 S 3RD C
1202 W NEVADA U
601 S 4TH 4 C
1004 S 2ND C
1109 W MAIN 4 U
1110 S 2ND C
909 MAPLE PARK C
URH EVANS 305 U
URH HOPKINS 294 C
URH WARDALL 326 U
URH TRELEASE 602 U
305 1/2 S NEIL C
URH BUSEY 307 U
1731 VALLEY RD C
1203 S ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 921 U
805 W OREGON U
908 W NEVADA U
503 E WHITE 5 C
607 W SPNGFLO C
URH ALLEN U
URH ALLEN 345 U
TOLONO ILL
SAVOY ILL
706 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 1131 U
2301 S 1ST 101 C
1008 S 4TH C
WILSON TRLR CT 49 U
WILSON TRLR PK 49 U
URH LAR 164 U
109 E CHALMERS 1 C
606 W OHIO U
1005 S 6TH 16 U
1004 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 260 C
2 SANDALWOOD C
910 S 3RD 216 C
909 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 375 C
1007 S 2ND C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 323 U
204 E CLARK C
604 E ARMORY 321 C
1207 W NEVADA U
1004 S 4TH 206 C
206 E GREEN C
1002 S 2ND C
URH VANDOREN 224 C
356--3678 1116 BROADMOOR 1
367--8597 RR 2




344--9469 330 COLLEGE AV
332--0633 12531 S 71ST CT
356--9847 1412 N MCKINLEY
344--5000 BRADFORD JR COL
365--2486 901 E DELAWARE
1616 OLIVE RD
332--4210 180 S CURTIS
344--4464 1971 B ORCHARD ST
344--4464 1971 B ORCHARD ST
1738 MELROSE ST
6309 REGAL RD
332--5442 808 W 13TH ST
2301 S 1ST
344--5000 928 S BRUNER
621 W PARK AV
356--5153 1803 W JOHN
352--7318 1643 W 63RD ST
344--5294 520 CONEWANGO AV
332--5402 509 MONTEREY
356--1469 403 BRIAR 203
2031 BALMORAL
332--4244 RR 3
332--1972 2574 HICKORY LN
344--0905 RR 3
344--1873 RR 6 BOX 219A
332--5312 626 S MAPLE AV
344--1840 213 N ELMHURST AV
332--2636 14413 ATLANTIC
211 E PARK




356--6709 1508 W COLUMBIA
332--2752 2208 N COLLEGE
332--1934 6901 N CORA
RR 1 BOX 112
332--2098 3324 VALDEZ CT
SREGNEVEGEN 18
352--7481 51 MEYGOON LN
332--0234 10210 S HOYNE
510 WALNUT ST





359--1494 909 MAPLE PARK
1300 WARWICK CT
5317 W BELLE PLN
5317 BELLE PLAINE
332--5559 5317 BELLE PLAINE
1515 FREMONT ST
332--2638 1029 ELIZABETH
356--4657 1731 VALLEY RD
344--5628 1203 S ORCHARD
332--566 7 7620 S PAXTON AV
7620 S PAXTON AV
344--48 8 8 2659 W CATALPA
211 MIAMI ST
356--1945 607 W SPNGFLO 5
368 LARKSPUR DR
18111 RIDGEWOOD AV
416 E WALNUT ST
511 N ARMSTRONG AV
3 59--1277 10515 S HOYNE AV
332--5737 8344 KENNETH
344--6784 85 WAPPANOCCA AV
332--1207 8401 N 47TH
367--8001 R R 1
RR 1
332--2944 916 MICHIGAN ST
344--6006 5044 CRAIN
344--5812 6 ARBIT RD
344--4729 1000 S GRANVILLE 8
344 -0700 RR 1




















































































































































































































FAA3 212 E CHALMERS U 1908 S 11TH AV MAYWOOD IL
LAW2 2203 1/2 LNTRN HL U 365 -1970 2203 1/2 LANTRN HL URBANA ILL
PE 3 409 E CHALMERS C RR 2 COLUMBIA ILL
LAS1 URH TAFT 319 C 332 -0644 OLD NAPERVILLE RD PLAINFIELD IL
AGR3 801 W NEVADA u 344 -3410 RR 1 BOX 162 PEOTONE ILL
AGR2 TOLONO ILL RR 1 ESMOND IL
ENG4 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 2818 GREENWOOD ROCKFORD ILL
ENG4 302 E PARK 301 c 2818 GREENWOOD AV ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 907 S 4TH c 344--9694 810 BURNS AV FLOSSMOOR ILL
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS c 356--7663 810 BURNS AV FLOSSMOOR ILL
LAS1 URH TAFT 118 c 35 VICTOR PKWY CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
LAS3 MT PROSPECT ILL 1117 DOGWOOD MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG4 311 E GREEN 102 c 344--8998 601 N 44TH ST BELLEVILLE IL
ENG3 609 S 4TH c 4041 W 106TH ST OAKLAWN IL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 355 u 332--3349 928 N EUCLID OAK PARK ILL
ENG2 201 E GREEN c 1032 N PLEASURE CT AURORA ILL
BUS2 205 E ARMORY c 3 56--1847 121 TERRACE LN EAST PEORIA ILL
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON c 359--3004 512 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 URH SNYDER 2 96 c RR 2 BOX 52 PROPHETSTOWN ILL
FAA4 908 S 1ST c 1013 N JACKSON LITCHFIELD ILL
VM 2 8 HERITAGE c 352--5621 1013 N JACKSON LITCHFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 321 u 332--4352 16016 DEBBIE LN SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c 359--2011 RR 1 WENONA ILL
LAS1 DANVILLE ILL 3826 N LAKE BLVD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 20 TULIPTREE c 20 TULIP TREE CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS c 356--7663 6159 FAIRFIELD CHICAGO ILL
BUS3 409 E CHALMERS c 8937 FORESTVIEW RD EVANSTON ILL
ED 3 1701 BURNETTA c 352--8867 1701 BURNETTA CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 4 706 W OHIO u 344--9519 5041 GREENLEAF SKOKIE IL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c 11 ELM DR BELLEVILLE IL
COM4 1101 W PENN u 344--9469 323 W WASHINGTON PARIS ILL
BUSl 1101 W PENN u 344--9469 323 W WASHINGTON PARIS ILL
GRAD 1612 W LOCKRAVEN c 1612 W LOCKRAVEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 509 E GREEN c 344--3397 509 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 105 c 332--4906 20 PLEASANT ST TOP SHAM ME
ENG4 904 W GREEN 509 u 30 N CHARLES AV VILLA PARK ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 437 u 332--4202 5010 34TH AV MOLINE ILL
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD c 356--6632 1611 VALLEY RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 504 u 332--5530 9452 N LOREL AV SKOKIE ILL
BUS3 URH SCOTT 382 c 332--1559 8015 N TRIPP SKOKIE ILL
ENG4 802 W ILLINOIS 1 u 344--3703 J M INFANTE 1960 SANTIAGO CHILE
FAA4 URH LUNDGREN 409 c 332--0282 5712 N SPAULDING CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS3 110 E CHALMERS c 356--7659 2652 FARWELL AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS c 356--7663 2437 W NORTH SHORE CHICAGO ILL
GRAD ESTEPONA SPAIN
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 534 u RR 1 PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 366 u 332--4157 215 S MAIN ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 925 u 332--4501 717 N KENSINGTON LA GRANGE PK ILL
ED 3 URH WARDALL 509 u 332--4869 1583 POAG RD EDWARDSVILLE IL
ENG4 MAHOMET ILL 924 CARLYLE AV BELLEVILLE ILL
LA S3 URH GARNER 291 c 332--0768 RR GERLAW IL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 542 u 332--42 71 9401 N KOLMAR SKOKIE ILL
ED 2 910 S 3RD 728 c 344--5000 235 SUMAC RD HIGHLAND PK ILL
ENG2 102 E CHALMERS c 106 WA-PELLA MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS3 105 E GREEN 10 c 105 E GREEN 10 CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 416 u 344--4817 22 EL-GUE1SH ST CAIRO EG
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 416 u 344--4817 ABOHARIRA 113 GIZA UAR EG
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 409 u 2302 KENSINGTON WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD 828 c 344--5000 14312 WALLACE ST RIVERDALE IL
LA SI 506 E WHITE 2 c 850 SANTA MARIA DR NAPERVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 122 u 2559 DELMAR GRANTIE CITY IL
GRAD 1403 W HEALEY c 356--3598 1403 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 324 u 332--3666 8712 W 121ST ST PALOS PARK IL
PE 4 208 E WASHINGTON 4 u 365--2763 1305 SHELBY MATTOON ILL
ENG4 401 BUENA VISTA c 352--7765 1814-17TH ST MOLINE IL
GRAD BOX 4 74 u 367--0214 BOX 474 URBANA ILL
LAS2 106 E DANIEL c 444 NORTH AV BARRINGTON IL
AGR1 URH LAR 461 u 332--3043 RR 5 JACKSONVILLE ILL
AGR4 905 S 6TH c 344--3139 RR 1 HUNTLEY ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 533 c 332--4771 33 9TH ST HARRE MONT
ENG4 1523 LINCOLNSHIRE c RR 2 BOX 82 GOLCONDA ILL
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS 606 c 344--4082 929 N-MAIN ST PARIS IL
LASl URH TRELEASE 824 u 332--5640 320 E LINCOLN FLORA ILL
GRAD 808 N LINCOLN 3 u 367--1426 RR 2 BOX 390 CHADDS FORD PA
ENG1 912 DOGWOOD c 352--3110 1711 TARA CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 13 OAKWOOD u 367--0904 13 OAKWOOD URBANA ILL
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL 536 N 74TH ST BELLEVILLE ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 182 c 332--1186 615 HILLSIDE RD GLENVIEW IL
LAS4 307 W CLARK 303 c IOLA ILL
LASl URH LAR 114 u 332--2818 1123 BAKER AV EAST ST LOUIS IL
LAS2 URH FORBES 302 c 332--1015 2444 DORA ST FRANKLIN PARK ILL
GRAD 2702 SHERIDAN c 352--9700 2702 SHERIDAN CHAMPAIGN ILL
BUSl 505 E CHALMERS c 20455 DORIA LN OLYMPIA FIELDS IL
LAS2 307 W CLARK 303 c IOLA ILL
LAS2 803 W OREGON c 2605 W OVERHILL RD PEORIA ILL
GRAD PAXTON ILL 801 S VERMILLION PAXTON IL
LAS2 105 E DANIELS u 15231 VINCENNES 1 HARVEY ILL
GRAD 606 M OHIO u 344--5812 406 E JACKSON ST MEBANE N C
GRAD 704 W OREGON u 333--0984 2209 GREY TWIG DR KOKOMO IND
LAS3 901 S LINCOLN u IS 141 PINE LN LOMBARD IL
AGR3 205 E ARMORY c 356-1847 TOWANDA ILL
LASl 105 E DANIEL c 356--7528 7947 S AVALON CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 438 c 332--1110 13613 CLAYTON RD MANCHESTER MO
FAA2 URH SAUNDERS 323 u 332--3665 1100 WILSHIRE DR MT VERNON IL
AGR2 401 E JOHN c 511 W CHARLES CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 URH WARDALL 710 u 332--4438 9616 S UNION AV CHICAGO IL



































































































ED 4 313 E JOHN C 620 E ROCKLAND RD
ENG5 107 N 6TH C 107 N 6TH
ED 1 1971 A ORCH ST U 908 W HILL
FAA4 308 E HEALEY C 13305 AV
ENG2 1010 S 2ND c 356-0521 9111 NORTH AV
ED 1 2044 A ORCH ST u 604 E CLARK
LAS2 URH ALLEN 257 u 1103 COUNTRY SQ
I
ENG3 102 E CHALMERS c 359-3232 1101 S STATE ST
LAS2 URH BARTON 10 c 26-F JOHN DE-SHLDS
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN u 316 S SEYMOUR
GRAD FISHER ILL BOX 143
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 417 u 332-3555 2203 WEBSTER AV
ENG2 1010 S 2ND c 356-0521 2203 WEBSTER
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3532 RR 2
ENG4 706 W CHURCH c 1613 77TH AV
BUS1 410 E JOHN c 140 S POPLAR
AGR2 URH CARR 121 u 332-3873
LAS2 URH OLGESBY 810 u 319 N MAIN ST
LASl 604 E ARMORY c 14327 S LOWE AV
ENG2 805 W GREEN 4 u 344-4524 805 W GREEN 4
LASl 410 E JOHN c 600 W SCHWARTZ
BUS4 205 E GREEN 11 c 356-2696 145 S MAPLE CT
LAS3 313 E JOHN c 6145 LALITE
GRAD 1805 LARCH PL u 367-8630 412 CUMNOR RO
LAS4 1805 LARCH PL u 367-8630 1805 LARCH PL
ED 4 508 E STOUGHTON c 318 W VICTORIA LN
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1222 u 332-5758 6304 N FRANCISCO
GRAD 711 W WASHINGTON u 344-6815 U OF I PHYCS
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616 1024 BONNIE AV
GRAD 105 S WRIGHT c 352-2425 443 N VIEW ST
ENG4 112 E OANIEL c 356-7936 203 W SOMONAUK ST
LASl URH NOBLE 22 c 332-0360 710 JOHNSON ST
GRAD 905 S 1ST 13 c 352-0768 1440 WALNUT ST
ED 5 1005 S ANDERSON u 365-3246
BUS3 408 E GREEN c 356-7939 6438 CHAMPLAIN
LASl URH LAR 211 u 1822 PRAIRIE RD
ENG2 803 W OREGON u 4417 W 101ST ST
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344-2128 2813 S TRIPP AV
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1002 u 332-5324 800 LONG
COM4 1004 W NEVADA u 344-0676
ENG1 807 S BUSEY u 344-4490 404 E BRAYTON RD
ENG4 807 S BUSEY u 344-4490 404 E BRAYTON RD
FAA4 601 W WASHINGTON c 354-1005 15050 GLASTONBURU
BUS2 52 GREENCROFT c 352-1692 52 GREENCROFT
FAA4 807 S RANDOLPH 6 c 807 S RANDOLPH 6
AGR3 1510 GRANDVIEW 5 c 359-4309 1510 GRANDVIEW 5
GRAD 802 S FAIR c 359-4258 409 WING PARK BLVO
GRAD 802 S FAIR c 359-4258 409 WING PARK BLVD
LAS3 URH LAR 216 u 332-2851 707 OAK ST
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 418 u 332-5159 1807 OLD ORCHARD
AGR4 URH BUSEY 429 u 332-2671 402 N CAIN
LAS3 702 W OHIO u 344-5212 702 W OHIO
ED 2 1008 S LINCOLN u 344-7589 RR 1
FAA2 912 S 2ND c 356-5300 3501 PHEASANT RUN
GRAD 305 W CHARLES c BOX 533
GRAD 1414 ROSE c 359-225 3 1414 ROSE DR
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1112 u 332-5717
BUS4 202 E DANIEL c 352-5151 4739 FRANKLIN AV
LAS4 312 S COLER u 4739 FRANKLIN AV
LASl 207 E JOHN c 356-2945 RR 1
GRAD 707 S 6TH 501 c 344-7651 1025 HIGHSCHOOL ST
LAS3 411 E GREEN c 411 E JEFFERSON ST
GRAD MAHOMET ILL RR 2
ED 1 1205 W DUBLIN u 367-9943 1203 W DUBLIN
GRAD MAHOMET ILL RR 2
ED 3 405 E JOHN c 344-0557 20421 KEDZIE
GRAD 810 W CHURCH c 344-1351 810 W CHURCH
LASl URH CARR 319 u 332-3931 605 N 4TH ST
LAS4 501 E DANIEL c 344-1510 20 BOYS RD
GRAD URH DANIELS 343 u 332-2249 7841 PLAINFLD PIKE
ENG3 2215 S 1ST 202 c 344-7365 8854 DEE RD
PE 2 URH BARTON 22 c 332-0102 7 LINCOLN ST
LAS2 URH GARNER 282 c 332-0763 1985 BAIRD AV
LASl URH ALLEN 94 u 332-3273 906 GARFIELD
LAS4 604 W HEALEY c 352-2195 1700 WAUKEGAN RD
AGR2 910 S 3RD c 344-5000 735 MAIN
VM 1 402 W CLARK 11 c 356-0332 4322 18TH AV
PE 3 101 W MEADOWS u 17W512 BELAIR
GRAD 311 W CLARK 102 c 359-4391
AGR3 URH BABCOCK 231 u 332-3777 212 S SEWARD ST
LAS3 URH SNYDER 290 c 332-1733 85 EVERGREEN ST
LAS2 URH SNYDER 369 c 332-1790 708 EMIL ST
LASl 1302 EASTERN u 367-8546 1302 EASTERN DR
LASl URH SAUNDERS 123 u 332-3605 RR 1
GRAD NORMAL ILL 315 OAKDALE AV
GRAD SPRINGFIELO ILL 6232 IDYLWOOD LN
FAA3 1108 S 1ST c 344-7011 4 TULIP LN
COM4 1211 W CLARK u 365-2067 630 S SPRING
LASl 910 S 3RD 1327 c 344-5000 630 S SPRING AV
LASl URH NOBLE 221 c 332-0397 2748 LINNEMAN
LAS3 110 E CHALMERS c 356-7659 6713 N MONTICELLO
LAS4 904 W GREEN 313 u 1305 W 41ST ST
LAS3 2315 S 1ST 204 c 344-5999 272 PLEASANT ST
LASl URH ALLEN 221 u 332-3155 106 N KASPAR
LASl URH SNYDER 404 c 332-1812 424 S GLADSTONE

































































































hERLIHY JAMES F GRAO
HERM JOHN WHITTON LAS3
HERMAN OAVID AARON LAS3
HERMAN JANE CAMILLE FAA4
HERMAN JEANNE BRETT GRAO
HERMAN JOHN M III GRAO
HERMAN MICHAEL J LASl
HERMAN RAY MICHAEL ENG2
HERMAN ROGER WILLIAM LAS4
HERMAN THOMAS EARL LAS2
HERMAN WILLIAM A LASl
HERMANN BRUCE RAYMON GRAO
HERMANN CHARLES FRAN AGR2
HERMANN ROBERT A AGR1
HERMANSON SANDRA LEE LAS3
HERMELE MORRIS SHEA GRAD
HERMSMEIER MARILYN S ED 1
HERNANDEZ DONALD JAM LAS3
HERNANDEZ EVANGELINE GRAD
HERNANOEZ ROSALBA AGR2
HERNANDEZ VICTOR LUI GRAD
HERNANDEZ-FACCINI A GRAD
HERNES ERIK ENG3
HERNING JOEL GREGORY ENG4
HERNON DAN P GRAD
HEROD MICHAEL D LASl
HERRICK ELIZABETH M LAS3
HERRICK KENNETH LEE ENG4
HERRING JAMES EARL PE 1
HERRIOTT LESLIE A AGR2
HERRIOTT MARILYN KAY ED 2
HERRIOTT MARK DANIEL LAS2
HERRIOTT RUTH B GRAD
HERRON BARBARA BUS1
HERRSTROM DALE HOWAR LAS2
HERRSTROM GAIL ADELE LAS2
HERSCHBACH DENNIS R GRAD
HERSEE STEPHEN ALLEN ENG4
HERSH ADRIENNE J ED 1
HERSH STEVEN HARLAN LAS4
HERSHBARGER MAX LESL GRAD
HERSHEY CAROLYN S GRAD
HERSHEY CHARLES BRAD ENG3
HERSON ALBERT I LASl
HERSTAD JAN T GRAD
HERTEL PAMELA ANNE ED 1
HERTER LARRY J LASl
HERTICH CHARLES J VM 2
HERTLING DAVID RICHA ENG4
HERTZ CAROLYN KAY GRAD
HERTZ DALLAS EDWIN FAA3
HERTZ JED BURTON BUS4
HERTZBERG PAUL STUAR BUS2
HERTZBERG SANDRA LEE LAS4
HERTZENBERG ELLIOT P GRAD
HERTZENBERG V L LAS5
HERVAS FRETHMAN A GRAD
HERZ THEDA M GRAD
HERZBERGER JOHN L BUS4
HERZBERGER MARGARET LAS4
HERZIG JOHN REX GRAD
HERZING SANDRA CROW AGR4
HERZMANN FRANK JUERG BUS1
HERZO DENNIS PAUL GRAO
HERZOG MARTHA L LASl
HERZOG STEVEN LASl
HERZOG WENDY A LASl
HESELOV CAROLE BONNI LASL
HESELOV JAMES W BUS4
HESS EDWARD F III LAS2
HESS ELIZABETH LEE LAS4
HESS PAMELA A LASl
HESS PAUL WAYNE VM 2
HESS RANDY K GRAO
HESSE CAROLYN SUE LAS2
HESSE MURIEL JUNE GRAD
HESSE NANCY JANE LAS3
HESSELL CHARLES BARR LAS2
HESSELSCHWERDT STEVE FAA3
HESTAD MARSHA A ED 1
HETKE RICHARD BRIAN COM3
HETRICK ROBERT EUGEN GRAD
HETT DAVID S LASl
HETT MARY MARGARET GRAD
HETTINGER DIANE KAWA GRAD
HETTINGER MICHAEL F GRAD
HETTINGER STEPHEN CR FAA2
HETTLER PAMELA LEE BUS2
HEUER DANIEL ALAN ENG1
HEUER MARY JANE AGR2
HEUER RONALD EUGENE GRAD
HEUMAN JOANNE KAY LAS3
HEUMANN GAIL N LAS3
HEUMANN PETER L GRAD
HEURING WAYNE ROBERT LAS4
HEURLIN REID G BUS1
HEUSEL GARY LEE AGR4
URH DANIELS U
401 E DANIEL C
206 E GREEN C
904 S LINCOLN U
906 1/2 S VINE 101 U
906 1/2 S VINE 101 U
604 E ARMORY 204 C
URH GARNER 321 C
URH SNYDER 266 C
DOLTON ILL
213 W JOHN 3 C
URH DANIELS 114 U
URH GARNER 362 C
604 E ARMORY 215 C
409 E CHALMERS C
RANTOUL ILL
URH LUNDGREN 212 C
401 E GREEN C
707 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN 401 U
URH SNYDER 170 C
115 W GREEN 205 C
307 W ELM U
URH SCOTT 330 C
503 BASH CT 1 C
URH SCOTT 240 C
STA A BOX 2016 C
STA A BOX 2016 C
URH GARNER 204 C
URH SAUNDERS 430 U
511 W GREEN U
307 W JOHN C
DEWEY ILL
1005 LINCOLN 127 U
URH GARNER 324 C
URH TAFT 322 C
201 COUNTRY FR 1 C
508 E SPRNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 368 U
211 W SPNGFLO C
RR 2 U
1009 S MATTIS C
112 E DANIEL C
301 E ARMORY C
1316 HEDGE RD C
URH WARDALL 518 U
604 E ARMORY 334 C
S 1ST MANOR C
106 E DANIEL C
1307 W CLARK C
1307 W CLARK C
604 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 412 U
2021 D ORCH ST U
2021 D ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 618 U
408 E STCUGHTON 2 C
209 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL
412 E GREEN C
503 W ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 284 U
URH FORBES 446 C
URH ALLEN 451 U
910 S 3RD 1119 C
910 S 3RD C
610 W MICHIGAN U
208 E GREEN C
1409 N CHAMPAIGN C
1423 CAMBRIDGE C
1406 MCKINLEY 6 C
URH BLAISDELL 423 U
1502 S VINE C
706 S MATHEWS U
105 E ARMORY C
710 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 502 U
211 E DANIEL C
703 E COLORADO 209 U
URH FORBES 404 C
908 W OREGON U
802 BREEN C
802 BREEN C
2206 DALE 6 C
1101 FOOTHILL C
URH SCOTT 442 C
URH ALLEN 359 U
1811 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 323 U
409 E CHALMERS C
508 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3R0 616 C
URH OGLESBY 230 U


























































































906 1/2 S VINE 101
906 1/2 S VINE 101
1105 JAMES PL





3 N 550 WILSON ST




27 W 062ND OAK ST
707 S 6TH
9740 S MASON AV
950 UNDERHILL AV
74TH ST N 3H-37
GRENSEGT 37













201 COUNTRY FR 1
RR 1 BOX 325
9700 KEELER















2021 D ORCH ST
2021 D ORCH ST
105 TROYA
RR 3 BOX 136
306 E MAIN
9716 S YATES AV
1032 W WILLIAMS
RR 7 BOX 23




888 BOB LINK RD
826 S OAK ST
301 S MAIN ST













122 S OHIO ST
80 RICHARDS AV



























































































































HEWITT WILLIAM G JR
HEWKIN GREGORY C
HEWKIN LILA DANNER
















































































HILDEBRAND ANNE E LA I
HILOEBRAND KAY ELAIN
GRAD 58 E ARMURY 6 C 356--3978 220 E JAMES
GRAD URH DANIELS 176 U 332--2135 3220 OTTO LN
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY u 344--4847 4221 HOWARD AV
GRAD 1005 HOLLYCREST c 359--4379 2451 SUSSEX RD
LAS3 309 E CHALMERS c 3005 KNOLLWOOD
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS 903 c 3005 KNOLLWOOD
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 359 c 332- 1296 611 W MASON
GRAD 906 S VINE 302 u 365--2380 906 S VINE 302
GRAD 2201 HAZWD 301 u 302 ACAPESKET RD
LAS1 URH CLARK 228 c 332--0024 231 CALUMET AV
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 317 u 332--3524 566 COVE CT
LAS3 910 S 3RD 1112 c 2904 N NEVA
LAS1 URH WESTON 246 c 332--1945 525 MEADOW LN
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 488 c 123 GRANVILLE AV
ED 4 106 N GREGORY 8 u 367--1530 106 N GREGORY
FAA4 104 E JOHN c 1003 S 3RD
LAWI 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 46 OTIS RD
AGR1 URH SCOTT 292 c RR 2
GRAD 58 E ARMORY c 359--9263 129 WESLEY
LAS3 106 E ARMORY c 651 E CLARENDON
LAS1 URH ALLEN 336 u 332--3204 2537 TENNYSON AV
FAA3 609 S 4TH c 356--7358 12019 HAROLD AV
GRAD URH SHERMAN 211 c 3 32--4646 3216-16TH AV
LAS2 URH GARNER 370 c 332--0824 3520 E 114TH ST
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN u 344--2090 401 S LINCOLN
LAS4 503 E WHITE 12 c RR 8 BOX 490
ENG5 301 COUNTRY FR 51 c 3 59--2797 301 COUNTRY FR 51
GRAD URH GARNER 26 c 332--0698 1416 B AV
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 122 u 622 E PERSHING RD
PE 1 CHICAGO ILL 400 S HOMAN AV
GRAD 404 E WHITE c 356--0296 335 S ASHLAND
GRAD 58 E ARMORY 15 c 533 E SOUTHERN AV
LAS3 URH LAR 399 u 332--3037 464 VERRET
ED 4 1105 E MUMFORD u 365--2782 1105 E MUMFORD
ENG4 URH WESTON 366 c 332--20 29 MUNCIE HALL
LAS4 1107 W GREEN 229 u 344--45 89 RR 3
GRAD 1001 S COTTAGE GR u 367--9526 502 W MAIN 314
FAA3 URH TRELEASE 1113 u 3 32--5720 61 LEGRANDE BLVD
FAA1 URH SCOTT 495 c 332--1638 702 W SYCAMORE
GRAD 1105 E MUMFORD u 365--2782 1105 MUMFORD
LAS3 URH LAR 337 u 332--2901 1100 14TH AV
GRAD 2701 E ILLINOIS u 367--7274 2701 E ILLINOIS
LAS1 URH GARNER 465 c 332--0889 923 33RD AV
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 229 u 332--5462 8151 S CARPENTER
GRAD 901 W SPNGFLD u 367--0176 3007 BAYSHORE RO
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN u 344--4205 4805 PARIS DR
LAW2 1400 N MCKINLEY 8 c 3 56--1427 307 SEVILLE RD
LAS1 URH WESTON 473 c 3 32--2210 617 E 37TH ST
LAS! 301 E CHALMERS 4 c 356--7675 3409 LINCOLN AV
GRAD 307 S PRAIRIE 12 c 356--2947 307 S PRAIRIE 12
AGRl 409 E CHALMERS c 307 SEVILLE RD
GRAD 817 BALBOA RO c 359--1038 7054 SHAULIS DR
GRAD 101 S BUSEY u KAGA ITABASHI-KU
GRAD 102 N GREGORY 11 u 367--6497 714 NORTH AV
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 1013 E MAIN
GRAD 2024 GREENDALE c 356--0176 2024 GREENDALE
ENGl URH SHERMAN 461 c 332--4846 909 S 5TH
LAS3 URH WARDALL 808 u 332--4461 RR 1
LAS4 1822 MAYNARD c 352--9791 1822 MAYNARD DR
AGR3 FOQSLAND ILL RR I
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 379 u 332--4170 266 BERYL WAY
ENG2 902 W CLARK u 413 MARY ST
GRAD 909 S 5TH c 3 32--8684 169 PUUEO ST
GRAD 2296 AKEUKEU ST
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN u 2448 A STREET
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 467 c 202 E JOHNSON ST
LAS4 URH LAR 305 u 332--2874 2326 RAMSEY RD
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 474 u RR 1 BOX 85
LAW2 1854 VALLEY RD c 359--2322 306 E OAK
LAS2 702 W WASHINGTON u RR 4
LASl 901 W SPNGFLD 7 u 367--0879 1205 2ND ST
GRAD 107 E DANIEL c 107 E OANIEL
FAA2 1010 S 2ND c 356--0521 1425 SEMINOLE DR
GRAD 107 E DANIEL c 107 E DANIEL
BUS2 309 E CHALMERS c 417 SPRUCE LN
LAS2 803 S MATTIS c 3 56--2976 701 S MATTIS'
GRAD 1102 W NEVADA u 344--9745 2251 SEDGWICK AV
LASl URH SCOTT 326 c 332--1521 507 S BLOOM INGTON
GRAD 1011 S ANDERSON u 367--8919 1011 S ANDERSON
ENG4 604 S 3RD c 7812 SUBURBAN LN
GRAD 1736 VALLEY RD c 356--0640 1736 VALLEY RO
GRAD 205 S WRIGHT c 356--4392 1512 WAVERLY
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 20624 PROMETHIAN
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 541 u 332--4270 11 KINGSBURY
PE 1 706 W OHIO c 344--9519 4331 ENFIELD
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 321 u 332--5486 733 RIDGE RD
LAWI 410 W ELM u 365--2407 807 S BUSEY
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN u 344--5132 732 N MAIN ST
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 312 u 344--5124 3027 CHATEAU LN
ENG4 403 S RANDOLPH c RR 1
GRAD 306 N MATHEWS u 306 N MATHEWS
LAWI URH DANIELS 256 u 332--2209 9221 S LAFLIN ST
BUS3 604 E ARMORY 318 c 344--1266 9221 S LAFLIN ST
GRAD 205 N BUSEY 5 u 367--3568 194 KENILWORTH AV
GRAO 205 N BUSEY 5 u 36 7--3568 194 KENILWORTH
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 3752 W 59TH ST



































































































HILUEBRAND SHIRLEY M LAS3
HILEMAN KATHLEEN ANN LAS2
HILEMAN WILLIAM PETE GRAD
HILER ALLISON G GRAO
HILER GEORGE MYERS AGR2
HILES CONNIE SUE LAS4
HILFIKER CAROL GRAD
HILFINGER DE ANNE KA LAS4
HILFRINK MICHAEL B COM3
HILGER JAMES BERNARD LAS4
HILL ALEXANDER GRAD
HILL ANDISON JR LAS1
*HILL ANN B GRAD
HILL CHERYL L LAS2
HILL DONNA L ED 1
HILL ELEANOR ANN AGR2
HILL ELIZABETH S FAA1
HILL EVELYN BUS1
HILL HAROLD WILLIAM ENG4
HILL JAMES MITCHELL PE 1
HILL JANET OEMETRA LAS1
HILL JENNIFER B ED 4
HILL JOHN C LAS1
HILL JOHN RICHARD GRAD
HILL KATHLEEN LASi
HILL MADELINE RUTH PE 3
HILL MARCIA S LASI
HILL NANCY JEAN LASI
HILL PATRICK D FAA4
HILL ROBERT ARTHUR VM 3
HILL ROBERT LEROY ENG4
HILL RUBY JEAN ED 1
HILL SANDRA LEE LAS3
HILL SANDRA MARIE LAS3
HILL STEVEN W FAA1
HILL SUSAN MCGUIRE LAS6
HILL TERREL MORGAN GRAD
HILL THOMAS A ENG2
HILL WILLIAM FRANKLI LAS4
HILLAN JUDITH LYNN LAS2
HILLARD KAREN S LAS2
HILLARY KENNETH D LASI
HILLEBRAND PETER ED 4
HILLEN LOWELL FRANCI GRAD
HILLIARD JOHN ANSON LAS3
HILLMAN GLENN ROBERT LASI
HILLMAN JAMES LEROY LAS3
HILLMAN JUDITH L LAS3
HILLMAN RONALD WALTE GRAD
HILLS LARRY A AGR1
HILLS MARK EDWIN LAS4
HILLS MARY L GRAD
HILSDORF JOAN BATES LAS4
HILST JAMES JAY LAS3
HILTENBRAND WILLIAM FAA1
HILTON CONSTANCE M LASI
HIMEL LORRAYNE V AGR1
HIMEL RAYMOND L LASI
HIMMEL CLARK E GRAD
HIMMELRICK LINDA ANN LAS2
HIMWICH HAROLD A GRAD
HINATA SATOSHI GRAD
HINCH DAVID L ENG4
HINCH JANE ANN LAS4
HINCHEE PHILLIP WAYN ED 2
HINDEN PAMELA LYNN LASI
HINDENBURG CHARLES E ENG1
HINDHEDE LOIS J GRAD
HINDHEDE UFFE GRAD
HINDIN RONALD BUS4
HINDLE LAWRENCE WILL ENG2
HINDMAN JOHN ROBERT LAS2
HINDS NANCY LEE LAS3
HINE MARK LANE ENG2
HINES BARRY OWEN BUS4
HINES JAMES JUNIOR GRAD
HINES JAMES M BUS1
HINES JAMES ROBERT AGR4
HINES LINDA LORRAINE AGR2
HINES MONTE P ENG4
HINKLE LARRY LEE GRAD
HINKLE RUSSELL DALE ENG3
HINNERICHS MARILYNN ED 3
HINO ELSBETH LAS2
HINO HENRY LAS4
HINRICHS PHILLIP M ENG4
HINSHAW PAUL ONEIL FAA2
HINSLEY SANDRA L LAS3
HINSON VICKI L LASI
HINTHORN JAMES LESLI LAS2
HINTON JANICE CAROL AGR1
HINTON JOSEPH ALLEN GRAD
HINTON PEGGY ANN LAS4
HINZ ZBIGNIEW JACK LAS2
HIRABAYASHI RICHARD GRAD
HIRANO BARBARA JILL ED 4
HIRCHERT KURT W LASI
URH SAUNDERS 231 U
URH BLAISDELL 413 U
1213 W CHARLES C
1107 W GREEN 335 U
801 W NEVADA U
802 W OREGON 24 U
102 N GREGORY B U
611 E DANIEL C
307 S STATE 23 C
URH TOWNSEND 347 U
102 N GREGORY U
URH TOWNSEND 240 U
902 S LINCOLN 107 U
URH TAFT 2 5 C
URH ALLEN 45 U
URH BLAISDELL 123 U
URH SAUNDERS 128 U
CHICAGO ILL
310 E CLARK C
1213 W BESLIN U
URH ALLEN U
1715 LYNWOOD C
URH HOPKINS 365 C
605 S CHICAGO C
URH VANDOREN 27 C
URH LAR 339 U
URH TRELEASE 216 U
URH TRELEASE 311 U
RR 2 U
URH OGLESBY 616 U
1206 W CLARK U
URH FLAGG 331 C
URH WARDALL 902 U
EVANSTON ILL
URH SCOTT 382 C
408 E SPRINGFIELD C
405 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 480 C
408 E SPNGFLD C
910 S 3RD 1005 C
221 W MAIN 2 U
URH SCOTT 414 C
206 S GREGORY 25 U
1808 CYPRESS C
URH HOPKINS 313 C
URH SCOTT 243 C
URH BABCOCK 222 U
URH WARDALL 1224 U
URH DANIELS 224 U
1008 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS 714 C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
1310 GRANDVIEW C
803 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
URH VANDOREN 302 C
409 E CHALMERS C
110 E ARMORY 30 C
2205 HAZWD 302 U
URH TRELEASE 907 U
911 W SPNGFLD U
806 W GREEN U
1107 W GREEN 629 U
1107 W GREEN 629 U
401 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
1207 W SPNGFLD 8 U
URH TOWNSEND 342 U
1008 N HICKORY C
1008 N HICKORY C
110 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 404 C
1006 S PROSPECT C
611 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 803 U
1101 M PENN U
1621 CLOVER LN C
URH FORBES 240 C
HESSEL MANOR APTS C
URH BLAISDELL 329 U
412 E GREEN C
CATLIN ILL
6 ROSEWOOD PL U
URH LUNDGREN 316 C
106 E GREEN C
106 E GREEN 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 220 U
URH WESTON 208 C
URH TRELEASE 408 U
URH ALLEN 59 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 217 U
404 DUNCAN RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 157 C
1835 A ORCH PL U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1225 U
332--3642 8517 VIRGINIA AV
332--3551 815 CAROL AV
352--4090 68 SUNRISE RD
52 KELLER AV
344--3410 202 W LEAFLAND AV
114 WILLARD
5510 CUMNOR RD
344--1840 44 COUNTRY CLB PL
356--7240 2017 HARRISON
332--4146 1609 W 3RD ST CT
367--2925 339 W GRAND AV 309
332--40 77 8118 S DORCHESTER
344--6227 336 E FOREST AV
612 S KNIGHT AV
332--3113 115 S MARION
332--3470 258 MINOCQUA
332 -3610 1515 BROOKSIDE AV
1423 S KEELER
2312 OHARE AV




352--9245 13 E 600RD N
332--0470 1423 S KEELER
332--2903 RR 2
332--5451 425 E STATE ST
332--5477 12 S COLUMBIA ST
367--0657 AUGERVILLE RD
332--5217 107 W MARSHALL AV
1206 W CLARK




359--2989 408 E SPNGFLD
BOX 221
332--1869 RR 1 BOX 81
356--0304 408 E SPNGFLD




332--1265 228 FOREST PARK PL
332--1461 RR 2
3 32--3768 12924 SYCAMORE
955 GREEN BAY RD
332--2179 WOOSAMONSA RD
344--1207 RR 2
344--6633 33 NORTHBROOK DR
365--1921 RR 2
356--8924 1310 GRANDVIEW
344--3773 504 19TH ST






2457 N BROAD ST
411819 HIGASHI-CHO
333--6901 410 S 7TH ST
344--6901 RR 1
359--3285 74 MAY ST
344--0516 1915 W WOOD ST
516 EDWARD ST
352--1924 1008 N HICKORY
352--1924 1008 N HICKORY
8637 ST LOUIS
332--2054 RR 2
356--9126 1006 S PROSPECT




332--0971 1015 MAPLE RD




367--4480 39 L AURAL EE DR
332--02 70 906 CRESCENT CT
HQ USAE AFCENT
356--8608 106 E GREEN 1
332--4065 2240 FAIRWAY DR
332- 1913 1312 THEODORE ST
1626 S 59TH CT
332--3257 1135 STAFFORD
1004 S UNIVERSITY
332--2710 1211 W DECATUR
352--2545 506 PICO
160 S COMMONWEALTH
332--1652 4825 W CRYSTAL
344--5664 5038 19TH NE
344-
-0825 2622 W WILSON AV


















































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
STEELEVILLE ILL
















































































































ENG1 904 W GREEN U
BUS3 804 W OREGON U
GRAD 509 E CLARK C
LA S3 910 S 3RD 1128 C 344--5000
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
LAS3 URH WARDALL 521 U 332--440
GRAD 1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U 367--014 7
LAW1 2112 W WHITE 158 c 352--0520
LAS1 URH WESTON 409 c 332--2057
LASi 1910 SANGAMON c 356--5911
GRAD 1910 SANGAMON c 356--5911
GRAD 704 W NEVADA 4 u 344--4339
ENG2 URH GARNER 2 72 c 332-0756
BUS2 706 S MATTHEWS u 344--0136
LASI URH HOPKINS 420 c 332--1342
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN u 344--6150
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT c
ED 2 313 E JOHN c
LAS2 806 W OHIO u 367--1055
PE 2 URH LAR 127 u 332--5520
ENG3 URH SNYDER 200 c
ENG4 901 S 2ND c
LASI URH WESTON 316 c
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS c
LAW2 404 E GREEN 304 u 367--9617
GRAD 23 RAINTREE c 359--3347
LASI URH EVANS 309 u
LAS2 501 E DANIEL c 344--1510
LASI 713 OHIO u
GRAD URH DANIELS 296 u 332--2491
GRAD 1733 VALLEY RD c
BUS1 URH EVANS 211 u 332--2078
BUS3 URH TRELEASE 525 u 332--5550
LAS2 508 E WHITE c
LAS4 909 W ILLINOIS u 344--9765
ENG1 URH WESTON 488 c
ENG1 306 S 5TH c
GRAD 1103 W OREGON u 344--5388
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 248 u 332--4083
GRAD 404 E STOUGHTON 10 c 359--1284
LAS4 URH TAFT 110 c
LASI URH LAR 336 u
GRAD 204 W HESSEL c 356--2854
VM 4 502 W MAIN 115 u 365--1177
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
BUS3 URH TRELEASE 111 u 332--5423
FAA4 1905 N CUNNINGHAM u 367--1698
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1152 c
PE 1 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 207 u 332--3618
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 316 u
AVU 306 DANIEL c
GRAD 707 S 6TH 416 c 344-4299
GRAD 512 W UNIVERSITY c
FAA3 URH VANDOREN 308 c 332--0521
PE 1 URH SNYDER 302 c
LAW1 803 S LOCUST c 356--7595
ENG2 401 E JOHN c
LAS3 910 S 3RD 505 c 344--5000
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 15 c
GRAD 806 W CHURCH u 367--2559
GRAD 806 W CHURCH u 367--2559
GRAD BEMENT ILL
AGR4 106 1/2 E ARMORY c 344--6875
AGR3 6 SAFFER CT u 344--0870
LAS3 307 E JOHN c 344--2129
ENG2 URH SNYDER 173 c 332--1662
AGR1 804 W OREGON u
LAS2 URH WARDALL 304 u 332--4336
GRAD 2307 S 1ST 104 c 344--6681
ENG3 1111 S 1ST 103 c 344--7314
ENG4 714 S RACE u 367--9747
LAS* URH TCWNSEND 308 u 332--4117
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 372 u 332--4163
VM 1 33 E CHALMERS 2 c 352--8893
FAA1 URH CLARK 302 c 332--0035
BUS2 211 E JOHN c
GRAD URH SHERMAN c 332--4769
AGR3 904 W GREEN u
BUS1 52 E ARMORY c 356--7715
GRAD 902 S LINCOLN u 344--0052
GRAD 503 E UNIVERSITY 4 c
GRAD 608 E CHALMERS c 344--0742
ED 2 URH SAUNDERS 109 u 332--3591
FAA4 410 E GREEN c
ED 3 2107 W WHITE 192 c 356--6048
ED 6 800 S MATTIS 15 c 359--2125
GRAD 800 S MATTIS c 359--2125
BUS3 URH OGLESBY 521 u 332--5192
ED 4 URH TAFT 212 c 332--0619
FAA3 211 E ARMORY c 344--7832
GRAD 723 S RANDOLPH c
AGR4 RANKIN ILL
GRAD 910 FAIRLAWN u 367--0669
BUS* URH SNYDER 175 c 332--1664








2112 W WHITE 158












861 N 73RD ST
2208 FLETCHER
814 ROBERT ST
6117 N OZARK AV
292 S VINE ST
23 RAINTREE
1311 BALMORAL
1611 W WINTHROP LN
4401 DOWNERS DR





79 HAU WONG RD
2 HIGHPOINT DR
170 MADISON ST 14C
1017 HARRISON ST


















7 S 150 MADISON ST
915 RICHMOND AV
2123 CENTRAL PK AV
8756 S PAXTON
915 E 6TH ST
806 W CHURCH
806 W CHURCH





521 W ALLEN ST
RR 1
317 W NORTH ST
322 CATALPA ST
1046 WADSWORTH AVE
648 S MONTEREY AV





1708 N STATE ST
8328 E PRAIRIE RD
902 S LINCOLN
414 E NORTH ST
3143 N 94TH ST
4628 JOHNSON AV













































KOWLON CTY HNG KNG
POUGHKEEPSIE N Y





















































MIDDLE VILLAGE N Y








*HOFF GEORGE C GRAD
HOFF HENRY ADOLPH LAS4
HOFFBERG JOSEPHINE PE 4
HOFFEE ELLEN ELAINE BUS3
HOFFEE JERRY GRAD
HOFFER STEFAN N GRAO
HOFFMAN ALAN D LAS1
HOFFMAN ALAN WAYNE LAS3
HOFFMAN ANITA ROSE EO 1
HOFFMAN ARLENE J LAS1
HOFFMAN ARTHUR C GRAO
HOFFMAN ARTHUR LEE AGR4
HOFFMAN BARBARA MAR I COM3
HOFFMAN BARRY JAY GRAD
HOFFMAN CHARLES WILL LAS2
HOFFMAN DANIEL ROBER LAS4
HOFFMAN DENNIS LASl
HOFFMAN DONALD LEE LAS3
HOFFMAN EDWARD FAA1
HOFFMAN ELLEN LOUISE FAA4
HUFFMAN ELOISE MARY AGR2
HOFFMAN EUGENE A GRAD
HOFFMAN IRENE M PE 1
HOFFMAN JAMES C BUS1
HOFFMAN JAMES AGR1
HOFFMAN JAMES EDWARD LAS3
HOFFMAN LEE ED 2
HOFFMAN LINDA S ED I
HOFFMAN LOIS MARIE GRAD
HOFFMAN MARK FREDRIC LAS2
HOFFMAN MICHAEL P GRAD
HOFFMAN NANCY J PE 1
HOFFMAN PATRICIA ANN LAS2
HOFFMAN PAUL G LASl
HOFFMAN PAUL MICHAEL BUS3
HOFFMAN PAULA L PE 1
HOFFMAN RICHARD BRUC ENG4
HOFFMAN ROBERT ALAN GRAD
HOFFMAN ROBERT CHARL BUS2
HOFFMAN ROBERT J LASl
HOFFMAN ROBERT PAUL ENG3
HOFFMAN ROBERT STEVE LAS3
HOFFMAN RONALD HARVE ENG4
HOFFMAN SUSAN J AGR1
HOFFMAN THOMAS CRAIG FAA3
HOFFMANN ALFRED GRAD
HOFFMANN CANDACE KAY LAS3
HOFFMANN JOSEPH RAYM GRAD
HOFFMANN ROGER OSCAR GRAD
HOFFMANN ROSEMARY B GRAD
HOFFMANN STEPHEN E BUS1
HOFFMANN STUART JAN LASl
HOFFMANN WARREN LEE ENG4
HOFFMEISTER JAMES R GRAD
HOFFME1STER ROBERT A AGR1
HOFFMEYER DOUGLAS PA BUS4
HOFMAIER THOMAS G FAA1
HOFMANN HELEN MARIA GRAD
HOFMANN JANICE MARY LAS4
HOFMANN RUSSELL JOHN BUS4
HOFMAYER CHARLES HEN GRAD
HOFMEISTER PATRICIA LAS4
HOFMEISTER RUDOLF AN GRAD
HOFSTATTER MARTA MAE LAS2
HOFSTETTER THOMAS R LASl
HOFSTRA ROBERT J LASl
HOGAN DONNA MARIE FAA4
HOGAN ELIZABETH A LASl
HOGAN LINDA EVELYN LASl
HOGAN MICHAEL JOSEPH LAS3
HOGAN STEPHEN J LASl
HOGINS MICHAEL THOMA GRAD
HOGLAN DONALD L GRAD
HOGREWE BONNIE SUE LAS2
HOGSETT LEANAH S GRAD
HOGUE MAURICE BARRY LAS2
HOH RONALD A BUS1
HOHENBERGER HENRY K GRAD
HOHENSEE HOLLIS A LAS3
HOHF MICHAEL HARRIS FAA3
HOHMANN KATHLENE ANN GRAD
HOHMANN LINDA M ED 3
HOHMANN SAMUEL F LAS4
HOHN MARTHA A LA S3
HOHN REBECCA GILES GRAD
HOHULIN KEITH RICHAR LAS2
HOIT MICHAEL IAN LAS2
HOJNACKI MICHAEL J FAA1
HOKE FRANCIS ELLET LAS2
HOLADAY ALLAN SCOTT AGR2
HOLADAY RICHARD L GRAD
HOLAWAY GARY JAY LAS3
HOLBERG BRUCE CHARLE FAA2
HOLCOMB KENNETH CARS ENG2
HOLCOMB RUTH ALICE AGR1
HOLCZER RUDOLF ENG2
HOLOEN CAROL DIANE GRAD
1809 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 121 U
303 E JOHN C
TOLONO ILL
TOLONO ILL
URH DANIELS 314 U
1005 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 517 U
910 S 3RD C
CHARLESTON ILL
2319 S 1ST 202 C
URH LAR 197 U
404 E WHITE C
URH BABCOCK 403 U
904 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY 105 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 146 U
508 E WHITE 11 C
URH BARTON 302 C
LUDLOW ILL
URH NOBLE 118 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 356 C
1002 W OREGON U
902 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 137 U
URH LUNDGREN C
804 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 165 U
URH ALLEN U
URH TRELEASE 1224 U
106 E ARMORY 5 C
401 E JOHN C
URH LAR 117 U
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
1806 W WILLIAMS C
901 S 2ND C
110 E CHALMERS C
112 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 8 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH EVANS 307 U
1108 S 1ST C
RR 1 U
207 E JOHN C
3 PERSIMMON CIRCLE U
1727 CRESCENT C
803 W GREEN U
310 E GREGORY C
1608 W UNION C
2006 VAWTER 8 U
1505 W CHARLES C
409 E CHALMERS 405 C
508 E WHITE 7 C
URH SCOTT 409 C
URH ALLEN 125 U
409 E CHALMERS 811 C
URH SNYDER 266 C
505 E WHITE 5 C
2034 C ORCH ST U
2034 C ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 306 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 386 C
URH TAFT 211 C
URH WARDALL 204 U
URH SAUNDERS 103 U
1101 W PENN U
305 E JOHN C
BURBANK CAL
1006 S ORCH U
URH ALLEN 181 U
2011 SILVER CT U
1009 W PENN U
604 E ARMORY 330 C
URH SHERMAN 1363 C
URH WESTON 226 C
URH WESTON 439 C
1768 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 327 U
URH OGLESBY 631 U
URH ALLEN 3 U
1404 W PARK C
1103 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 406 C
URH SCOTT 439 C
402 E ARMORY C
308 E COLORADO U
302 W CEDAR C
401 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 172 C
URH SCOTT 374 C
RR 2 U
URH GARNER 491 C
2015 CURETON U
352--5546 1203 ARLINGTON ST
332--4003 2007 22ND ST
344--3582 4175 MORSE AV
RR 1
RR 1
332--2221 2904 EAGLE ST
RR 2
344--1266 4220 7TH AV
332--4396 RR 1
344--5000 9020 W EMBASSY LN
1536 3RD ST
344--7278 7100 N SHERIDAN RD
332--2968 1913 GEORGE CT
1709 N 20TH AV
332--3811 1931 S 16TH AV
919 CHELSEA AV
3220 PEACH
356--7659 5215 N VIRGINIA
332--4018 2300 SHERIDAN RD
352--8702 2703 ROCKWOOD AV
332--0150 RR 2 BOX 364
BOX 37
332--0374 8744 OLEANDER




332--3139 1921 W HOOD
332--0262 5307 S SPAULDING
761 W KIRKHAM
332--2424 1913 GEORGE CT
332--3176 192 1 W HOOD
332--5760 1015 GRANT AV
RR 1
344--1650 138 N ROHLWING RD
322--2821 10837 SANGAMON
332--4193 316 CARTWRIGHT OR
352--5375 1075 GRAND CONCRSE
344--7541 974 SARATOGA
5215 N VIRGINIA AV
356--7936 2644 IND PRIVATE
332--3711 6147 N SHERIDAN RD
344--7301 106 E LEE
332--2734 402 N ORCHARD OR
344--7011 3425 N 67TH ST
365--3146 RR 1
356--8738 RR 4




356--5834 1608 W UNION
367--1553 2011 PHILO RD 5
352--9042 1505 W CHARLES
344--0819 2300 WESTVIEW DR
708 VINE ST
332--1578 716 SMITH AV
300 S GOODWIN
344--0436 242 S WESTERN AV
332--1717 3842 GROVE AV
359--4879 64-20 60TH PL




332--1800 10013 S SPAULDING
419 N HINKLEY AV
332--4312 2645 ADAMS
332--3585 1236 S CHESTER AV
344--3647 1314 JEFFERY DR
RR 1
1611 MAPLE
11930 NE 6TH AV
332--3290 458 S COMMONWEALTH
367--8587 2011 SILVER CT W
344--9518 TIMBERLANE RR 2
2325 YORKSHIRE DR
332--5046 202 SOUTH STREET
332--1931 1808 N 77TH CT
332--2081 V A HOSPITAL 29J
359-
-1150 307 WESTGATE AV
332--5492 BOX 12
333--5332 415 MADISON ST
332--3085 2206 BOUOREAU CR
359--2254 1404 W PARK
901 W DAVIDSON
332--0846 550 SUMAC RD
5556 S KOLIN AV
344--9713 3617 S 107TH ST
367--6156 308 E COLORADO
359--495 8 1644 W MORSE AV
344--1261 RR 3
332--1178 1205 ARBOR VITAE
5218 ENFIELD
367--6317 RR 2





























































































































































































hOLT WILLIAM CARL JR
HOLFAWAY THOMAS S
HOLTUN BARBARA ALICE




ENG1 URH SNYDER 263 C 332--1714
LAS2 307 E DANIEL C 344- 1779
GRAD 1813 A ORCH ST U 344--4037
LAW1 58 E ARMORY C 352--3143
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN U 344--3532
GRAD 3215 KIRBY C 359--2206
LAW2 3215 KIRBY C 359--2206
GRAD URH DANIELS 180 u 332--2439
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS 706 c
GRAD 135 W CLARK 202 c 359--4989
GRAD 135 W CLARK 202 c 359--4989
BUS4 713 OHIO u
PE 1 904 W GREEN 525 u
ENG2 904 W GREEN 603 u 344--2216




FAA4 910 SUNNYCREST u 365--1646
GRAD 1112 S ARBOR 103 c 352--1763
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1201 u 332--5748
GRAD NEW LENOX ILL
GRAD 1302 SILVER 11 u
BUS4 506 E GREEN u 367--6398
LAS4 806 S STATE c 352--0958
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
LAS2 604 E ARMORY 117 C
LAW1 810 N COLER u
ENG3 1005 S 2ND c 344--7712
PE 3 URH SAUNDERS 117 u 332--3599
LAS3 410 E JOHN c 344--9477
ENG4 204 N DRAPER c 352--8953
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS u 344--0136
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS c
ED 2 1110 NEVADA u 344--042 5
ENG1 911 S 4TH c
GRAD 105 E DANIEL 9 c
GRAD 1709 RIDGELAND c 352--1107
LAS4 806 W OREGON u
GRAD 1709 RIDGELAND c 352--1107
LAS4 1005 N ELM c 356--4980
FAA2 URH BUSEY 201 u 332--2598
GRAD 2102 ORCH 202 u 333--2090
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
FAA3 410 E JOHN c 344--9477
AGR4 807 S BUSEY u
LAS4 52 1/2 E DANIEL c 356--5932
LAS3 2703 WILLOW PARK c 359--3437
BUS4 206 S HARTLE u 367--6205
LAS1 809 W PENN u
LAS3 URH LAR 182 u 332--2954
BUS1 URH TOWNSEND 335 u 332--4136
GRAD 3 HILL CT u 367--9404
LAS2 URH GARNER 254 c 332--0740
ENG3 URH FORBES 474 c
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 577 u 332--4692
BUS2 904 W GREEN 427 u
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN u
LAS1 URH GARNER 450 c
GRAD 1310 S BROADWAY u 367--4189
LAS1 URH CARR 221 u 332--3902
GRAD URH DANIELS 238 u 332--2191
LAS3 508 CHALMERS c 344--1171
FAA2 URH ALLEN 24 u 332--3099
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
LAS3 405 E JOHN c 344--0556
GRAD 1306 SILVER u 367--3837
AGR3 501 E DANIEL c 344--1510
LAS2 116 E DANIEL u 344--1840
ENG1 505 E CHALMERS c 344--9417
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 121 u 332--5074
FAA3 906 1/2 W NEVADA 1 u
GRAD 906 1/2 W NEVADA u 333--3087
GRAD URH LAR 421 u 332--2921
LAS3 910 S 3RD 1112 c
LAS2 1101 W PENN u 344--9469
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 211 c 332--0502
PE 4 1204 S LINCOLN c 344--9892
GRAD 2030 BURLISON u 344--6593
LAS1 901 S 2ND c
BUS2 URH HOPKINS 463 c 332--1370
GRAD 505 S MCKINLEY c 352--0362
AGR1 URH WARDALL 511 u 332--4391
AGR3 URH HOPKINS 458 c 332--1365
GRAD 906 1/2 S VINE 201 u
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617
LAS4 910 N BUSEY u 367--6177
LAS3 505 E GREEN 223 c
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 315 u 3 32--3657
GRAD 2309 S 1ST c 344--0936
LAS4 URH SNYDER 268 c 332--1719
ENG2 URH SCOTT 314 c 332--1509
LAS4 URH LUNDGREN 310 c
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS c 359--3232
GRAD 515 BASH CT 7 c 359--4564
PE 2 1004 W NEVADA u 344--0700
ENG3 1008 W NEVADA u 344--9710
BOX 274





















RIVARD RD BX 25
201 ACKLEN PARK DR
RIVARD RD BOX 25
3106 HORTON ST
519 S LEWIS AV
1102 N HORACE AV
2716 S BIRMINGHAM
204 N DRAPER
36 BRIAR HILL RD
RR 1
1305 MICHELE DR
515 N VAN BUREN





ROUTE 2 BOX 89
2102 ORCH ST 202













6250 W HOLBROOK ST
6250 W HOLBROOK ST
38C J ROBINSON HMS
1310 S BROADWAY
7313 W FITCH AV









906 1/2 W NEVADA



















420 W CHICAGO AV
441 S OAK
1610 MEADOWS RD





































































































































































































LAS1 URH HOPKINS 308 C 332 -1260
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367 -7852
LA S3 910 S 3RD 609 c 344 -5000
PE 2 URH FORBES 243 c 322--0974
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 506 u 332--5532
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 324 u 332--5135
ED 2 URH FORBES 366 c 332 -1061
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 324 u 332--5135
GRAD 1002 1/2 W GREEN 7 u 344--6088
GRAD URH DANIELS 735 u
ENG4 1109 W MAIN 5 u 365--1057
ENG4 112 E DANIEL c 356--7936
LAS4 403 W SPNGFLD u 367--2649
GRAD 2040 D ORCH ST u 344--3744
GRAD 2040 D ORCH ST u 344--3744
GRAD TALBOT LAB 311 u 333 -1539
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 712 u 332--5595
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 116 c 332--0226
GRAD 1606 HENRY c 356--8846
ED 1 910 S 3R0 1104 c
ENG4 401 E JOHN c 344--1650
LASl
ENG1 URH GARNER 221 c 332--0720
AGR4 1202 W GREEN u
GRAD 306 W ILLINOIS u 365--2791
FAA3 209 E ARMORY c 344--7260
ENG4 1746 VALLEY RD c 344--9518
COM4 FORREST ILL
AGR4 FORREST ILL
GRAD 706 W GREEN u 367--1933
GRAD 624 E GREEN 10 c 356--7483
ENG4 711 S RANDOLPH 8 c 356--2890
GRAD 624 E GREEN 10 c 356--7483
GRAD 1827 C ORCH PL u 344--4439
LAS3 902 S 2ND c 344--7558
GRAD 1210 MIMOSA c 359--2769
FAA1 1210 MIMOSA c 3 59--2769
GRAD URH WARDALL 814 u 332--4467
ENG4 1ST S MANOR 304 c
LA S3 1005 W UNIVERSITY u
LASl URH SNYDER 350 c 332--1775
PE 1 URH LAR 396 u
AGR2 813 W COLUMBIA c 356--7005
ED 4 1603 VALLEY RD 1 c
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 432 u 344--5225
PE 3 409 E CHALMERS c
FAA4 306 E DANIEL c
FAA4 1106 S LINCOLN u 344--3617
GRAD 4 ILLINl CIRCLE u 344--6055
AGR2 907 W OREGON u 344--6279
AGR1 URH SNYDER 390 c
VM 3 907 W OREGON 3 u 344--6279
VM 3 907 W OREGON 3 u 344--6279
LASl URH ALLEN 293 u 332--3337
BUS1 URH TOWNSEND 571 u
LAS4 711 W ILLINOIS u 344--3262
LAS2 901 SILVER u 367--2203
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN u 344--3821
BUS1 URH WESTON 340 c 332--2011
GRAD URH SHERMAN 524 c 332--4762
BUS4 URH TOWNSEND 142 u 332--4016
VM 2 1825 W JOHN c
GRAD 309 S STATE 8 c 359--3345
COM3 URH FORBES 123 c 332--0935
LASl URH FORBES 123 c
LAS2 312 E ARMORY c
LA S3 713 OHIO u
LAS2 801 W IOWA u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 304 c 332--4676
PE 1 1010 S 2ND c
GRAD WILSONS TRLR PK 26 u 367--3985
COM3 210 E JOHN c
FAA1 1102 S LINCOLN u
GRAD 1774 VALLEY RD c 352--7531
COM3 501 E SPNGFLD c
BUS4 103 N NEW c 352--1210
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 442 u 332--4207
ENG3 907 1/2 S OAK c 352--9759
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 212 u 332--3758
VM 2 408 W ELM u 367--5716
LASl 1105 S 1ST c
FAA4 2113 HAZWD 204 u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 852 c 332--4925
GRAD URH DANIELS 460 u 332--2533
LAS 3 URH WESTON 266 c 332- 1958
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1354 c 332--5037
ED 4 1 WAYSIDE u 367--7679
GRAD 1 WAYSIDE u 367--7679
AGR1 907 S 4TH c
GRAD 711 S RANDOLPH 12 c
LASl URH WARDALL 306 u 332--4338
LAS4 901 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD URH ALLEN 70 u 332-3263
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 428 c
GRAD 105 S LINCOLN u 344-•1289
LAS3 1006 W NEVADA u









219 N HALE ST
12420 OAK PARK
603 N TAYLOR ST
97 N STATE ST
403 W SPRINGFIELD
2040 D ORCH ST
606 S BODIN






1422 S CENTRAL AV
208 JANA RD






316 N PRAIRIE ST
824 W ARMITAGE
316 N PRAIRIE
















RR 1 BOX 142
RR 1 BOX 105
RR 1 BOX 142
RR 1 BOX 142
414 W BLUFF ST














RR 1 BOX 104
3332 GREENLEAF
3225 CROOKS RD













321 N FAIRVIEW AV

















































































































HORNE SHERRY RENEE LAS1
HORNER LINDA SUZANNE LAS2
HORNEY JOYCE C LAS1
HORNICKEL DANIEL ROB LAS2
*HORNIK HEATHER M GRAD
*HORNIK JOHN ALAN GRAD
HORNING DARRELL GRAD
HORNKOHL RHODA GWEN LAS2
HOROWITZ AVIVA T GRAD
HOROWITZ GINA R GRAD
HOROWITZ JORDAN JAY LAS2
HOROWITZ SUSAN IRIS GRAD
HORRELL GEORGIA LAS4
HORSLEY MICHAEL L LAS3
HORSLEY PAMELA JANE LAS3
HORTIN CHARLES ROGER LAS2
HORTON ANN STEVENS GRAD
HORTON EDWARD MCCART BUS2
*HORTON JAMES F JR LAS4
HORTON JOSEPH P BUS1
HORTON JOYCE L LAS3
HORTON MARCIA D ED 1
HORTON NEAL REGIS LAS4
HORTON ROBERT GLENN LAS1
HORVATH JAMES LEE LAS2
HORVAY ROBERT F GRAD
HORVICH MICHAEL A LAS4
HORVITZ ARONA SHARON LAS2
HORWITZ CAROL ANN PE 1
HORWITZ JEROME R BUS1
HORWITZ SHELLEY MARL LAS1
HORYN DANIEL ENG1
HOSCHETT STEVEN F ENG1
HOSEK RAYMOND WILLIA LAS2
HOSKEN WESLEY ERNEST GRAD
HOSKIN JOHN H LAS1
HOSKINS GEORGIA J ED 4
HOSKINS JAMES R AGR2
*HOSKINS THOMAS HENRY AGR2
HOSKINSON RICHARD AL LAS3
HOST LINDA MARIE AGR1
HOST ROBERT S AGRl
HOSTERT JOHN D LAS1
HOSTETLER JOSEPH CRA LAS3
HOSTOVSKY RAPHAEL GRAD
HOSTOVSKY RIVKA K FAA2
HOTHAM JEFFREY ALAN LAW1
HOTOVEC SUSAN LOUISE LAS3
HOTTINGER WILLIAM LY GRAD
HOTZE JOHN KEITH ENG2
HOUCHENS ALBERT FAY GRAD
HOUCK JOHN DAVID ENG2
HOUFEK CAROLYN FAYE LAS3
HOUGEN GARY ALLEN LAS4
HOUGH ANN GUTHRIE LAS3
HOUGH LAURA JEAN LAS2
HOUGH RICHARD LOOMIS GRAD
HOUGH WILLIAM S GRAD
HOUGHAM MARTIN THOMA LAS3
HOUGHAM ROBERT G BUS1
HOUGHTON DELMAR D II AGR3
HOUGHTON JOHN M GRAD
HOUGHTON LINDA ANN ED 2
HOUK JAMES LAWRENCE BUS2
HOUK JOHN EDWARD BUS4
HOUK RALPH EDWIN FAA3
HOULETTE VICKI C LAS3
HOUSE ANNA CHRISTINE LAS3
HOUSE CARLA JEAN FAA4
HOUSE CHARLES KENNET ENG4
HOUSE JAMES EVAN JR GRAD
HOUSE LAURA S LAS1
HOUSE PAULA J LAS1
HOUSEHOLTER ELDO DEA AGR3
hOUSEMAN GERALD LAVE GRAD
HOUSER C SCOTT BUS2
HOUSER DAVID EUGENE ENG4
HOUSER SARAH ELIZABE ED 2
HOUSKA JOSEPH THOMAS GRAD
HOUSTON DOUGLAS LYNN FAA3
HOUSTON ELIZABETH G LAS2
HOUSTON ELOISE NORMA ED 5
HOUSTON JOSEPH H GRAD
HOUSTON MICHAEL J GRAD
HOUSTON PAULA ELAINE LAS3
HOUSTON WYATT J GRAD
HOUTKAMP FRANK EDWIN FAA3
HOUTZEL RAYMOND W BUS1
HOVDE RIEBER C JR LAS3
HOVE DIANE H LAS3
HOVESKELAND ARDELL S GRAD
HOVET ROBERT ALAN LAS2
HOVIOUS JOSEPH C GRAD
HOWALD MARY KATHERIN AGR2
HOWARD DAVID GEORGE LAS2
HOWARD DEBORAH R LAS1
HOWARD EDWARD LOUIS COM4
URH LAR 338 U
URH LAR 427 U
URH SHERMAN 229 C
URH HOPKINS 312 C
907 W OREGON U
907 W OREGON U
35 E HEALEY C
URH WARDALL 1226 U
URH SHERMAN 331 C
URH DANIELS 492 U
306 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 132 C
309 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 260 C
1010 S 1ST 7 C
1002 W OREGON U
116 SCOTTSWOOD U
URH FORBES 209 C
URH ALLEN 196 U
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
404 S 6TH C
URH HOPKINS 336 C
310 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1346 C
1006 FRANCIS LN C
URH WARDALL 903 U
URH FLAGG 318 C
URH OGLESBY 1220 U
URH TRELEASE 627 U
412 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 496 C
URH WESTON 325 C
1712 PRINCETON C
URH SCOTT 488 C
HOOPESTON ILL
809 W PENN U
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
1106 EUCLID 1 C
URH WARDALL 1118 U
1004 S 4TH 215 C
URH GARNER 452 C
209 E ARMORY C
1832 D ORCH PL U
1832 ORCH PL U
1806 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
2805 MAPLEWOOD C
112 £ DANIEL C
708 W SPNGFLD U
URH GARNER 245 C
URH VANDOREN 114 C
URH WESTON 122 C
809 W NEVADA U
URH BARTON 110 C
809 W NEVADA U
1920 WINCHESTER C
313 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 536 U
SAVOY ILL
URH BLAISDELL 201 U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
1104 W STOUGHTON C
306 E DANIEL C
1601 KILER 1 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
906 MAYFAIR RD C
1831 HESSEL MANOR C
NORMAL ILL
URH WARDALL 1024 U
URH EVANS 311 U
706 S GREGORY U
2014 A ORCH ST U
401 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 310 C
405 E JOHN C
MONTICELLO ILL
312 W SPNGFLO 5 U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
2022 A ORCH ST U
2008 B HAZWD CT U
906 S OAK C
URH ALLEN 64 U
2022 A ORCH ST U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 471 C
208 W WASHINGTON U
1407 COMANCHE C
209 E GREEN 4 C
1004 W NEVADA U
105 HARTLE U
309 E JOHN 5 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH LAR 114 U
105 E ARMORY C
128
332--2902 1001 S 16TH ST
344-
-5281 508 W FLORIDA
706 S STATE ST
332- 1264
344--2219 907 W OREGON
344--2219 2002 D ORCHARD ST
359--1127 BOX 2418
332--4574 2834 W AODISON
332--4703 8 NILI ST
332--2563 25-40 31ST AV
2942 W FARGO
3 32--4634 1277 E 22ND ST
807 S SCHOOL
344--7713 RR 2 BOX 181
344--0545 1011 LEXINGTON
332--0984 4 COLLEGE BLVD
344-
-7226 1010 S 1ST 7
905 B ST
367--1902 116 SCOTTSWOOD
332--0998 35 S 23RD ST
332--3300 833 BUENA 707
332 SAUK TRAIL
352--2188 1333 HILLTOP DR
332--1282 138 HOLLY AV
344--9442 8308 W ADDISON
332--5029 URH SHERMAN 1346
1006 FRANCIS LN
332--4480 5808 N CALIFORNIA
332--0 306 1086 MT PLEASANT
332--5401 3023 GREENWOOD
332--5583 8426 N KIMBALL AV
5163 LOCUST AV
332--0913 101 N LINCOLN AV
332--2003 3140 S EUCLID AV
359--2097 1712 PRINCETON
332--1631 1030 S 23RD AV
846 E LINCOLN





332--0879 506 W BROADWAY
344--7159 416 S 12TH ST
344--4199 504 W MAIN
344--4199 1832 D ORCH PL
356--8638 1310 CARMEL BLVD
825 E MCCLURE
359--4549 3 PELHAM RD
3 56--7936 10726 CANTERBURY
367--7235 708 W SPRINGFIELD
332--0373 5200 CUMNOR RD
332--0481 3614 WESTERN
RR 1 BOX 184-
A
344--4291 809 W NEVADA
414 N WEST ST
344-
-4291 809 W NEVADA
356--5231 1920 WINCHESTER





367--2112 329 WHITE AV
203 LOCKPORT ST
344--1287 534 TURNER AV
356--5290 205 E BROADWAY
344--4205 11 E CASEBEER
356--0959 906 MAYFAIR
RR 2 BOX 307
1013 BAKEWELL
332--4524 1436 LADD AV
332--2737 11 E CASEBEER
344--0743 RR 1
344--2012 2014 A ORCHARD ST
515 E THRUSH
332 -1987 RR 1
344--0557 RR 2
402 N STATE
367 -7107 840 E SUMMER ST
2704 BENNETT AV
344--4365 2022 A ORCH ST
344--7536 718 3RD AV NE
356--8778 46 MESA RD
1319 E EDWARDS




















































































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
CHICAGO ILL
HOWARD JUHN ANDREW GRAD
HOWARD JOHN FINLEY ENG4
HOWARD JOSEPH OMAR LAS2
HOWARD PATRICIA E LAS1
HOWARD THOMAS CHARLE LAS2
HOWARD VIRGINIA ANNE LAS2
HOWARTH DENNIS EDWAR LAS3
*HOWAT BRUCE B JR LAW2
HOWAT CLAUDE RICHARD BUS2
HOWAT JOHN DONALD BUS4
HOWE KEITH ALEXANDER ENG3
HOWE MARIAN JACKSON GRAD
HOWE STANLEY W AGR3
HOWELL HARDY MARC GRAD
HOWELL LARRY JAMES GRAD
HOWELL MELODIE W LAS1
HOWELL PERSHING LEE ENG6
HOWELL ROBERT LARRY LAS4
HOWELL SHERYL L LAS1
HOWELL THOMAS STEVEN GRAD
HOWELL WILLIAM C LAS3
HOWELL WILLIAM L JR FAA2
HOWERTON ROGER A' GRAD
HOWIE JAMES WARREN LAS3
HOWIE MARY JUDITH FAA3
HOWINGTON RUSSELL D LAS3
HOWL AND DENNIS RAY ENG2
HOWLAND STEVEN GREG LAS2
HOWLE BRUCE L FAA1
HOWLETT LARRY DOUGLA GRAD
HOWLETT SHIRLEY T LAS5
HOWSE KENNETH RAYMON ENG2
HOY MICHAEL LEE ENG2
HOYERMAN JANICE SUE LAS3
HOYNES THOMAS MAXWEL LAS2
HOYT DOLORES JANE GRAD
HOYT GILES REIO GRAD
HOYT JAMES WILLIAM ENG4
HOYT MORTON NICHOLAS BUS1
HOYT ROGER FRANKLIN ENG2
HRADEK ARTHUR THOMAS LAS3
HREHA KATHLEEN M LAS1
HRIVNAK JOHN GARY ENG2
HRONEK SALLY ANN GRAD
HROVAT DAVID JOHN LAS4
HRUBEC KENNETH J ENG1
HRUBY REBECCA A GRAD
HRVOL JOSEPH JOHN LAS3
HRYHORCZUK LEW MYKOL GRAD
HRYNCEWICZ CASIMIR V ENG1
HSI ANGELA NING-JY S GRAD
HSIA CHIH-YING GRAD




HSU CHAO KUANG GRAD
HSU CHEN HSUAN GRAD
HSU HEI-TI GRAD
HSU JOHN GRAD
HSU KARA MAY LAS4
HSU MING CHU GRAD
HSU SHIH LO GRAD
HSUEH LEE-SHENG GRAD
HU LORINDA CHENG GRAD
HU MIRANDA YING LAS4
HU SUSAN GRAD
HUANG OAVID Tl-SHIH GRAO
HUANG DEAN TAO-CHIEN GRAD
HUANG DER-SHING GRAD
HUANG FRANKLIN K GRAD
HUANG JIUNN WONG GRAD
HUANG KWO-TSAIR GRAD
HUANG MARGARET FERNA GRAD
HUANG MARIE W TING LAS5
HUANG MIN-NAN GRAO
HUANG Pl-YU CHEN GRAD
HUANG SHUEN-HWA J GRAD
HUANG STEVE SUE YUAN GRAD
HUANG THOMAS TAOSHIN GRAD
HUANG WALTER W GRAD
HUANG YUNG-FUH GRAD
HUBALIK JANET LOUISE EO 3
HUBBARD BARBARA L LAS1
HUBBARD BILLY WAYNE ENG4
HUBBARD JENNIFER V LAS3
HUBBARD JOHNNY RAY GRAD
HUBBARD JOSEPH D LAS6
HUBBARD JULIA ELLEN GRAD
HUBBARD KAY FRANCES LAS3
HUBBARO KENNETH RICH FAA4
HUBBARD LAURENCE R ENG1
HUBBARD MICHAEL VINC PE 2
HUBBARD NANCY VIRGIN AGR4
HUBBARD ROBERT PHILL GRAD
HUBBLE SHARA DIANE LAS2






602 E STOUGHTON 12 C
706 S 2ND C
URH VANOOREN C 332-0640
URH SNYDER 378 C
URH SAUNDERS 315 U 332-3657
URH OGLESBY 709 U 332-5241
707 S 6TH 205 C 344-4649
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH OGLESBY 213 U 332-5095
1401 HOLIDAY PARK C 352-0992
URH WESTON 215 C 332-1920
1820 VALLEY RD C 356-7012
2028 B HAZWD CT U 344-2157
URH TRELEASE U 332-5544
5 OAKWOOD U 367-2715
308 W GREEN 2 U
URH WARDALL U
1105 N COLER U
URH SNYOER 178 C
904 W GREEN 323 U
501 S MITCHEL CT C
VIOLA ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U
309 E HEALEY 4 C
URH SCOTT 358 C
URH OGLESBY 1228 U
904 W GREEN C
WILSON TRLR CT U
WILSON TRLR PK U 367-6185
URH SNYOER 318 C 332-1754
1010 S 2ND C 332-0435
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
310 E JOHN C 344-9752
1833 B ORCH PL U 344-2149
1833 B ORCH PL U 344-2149
311 W NEVADA U 367-7103
401 E JOHN C 344-1650
402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
412 E GREEN C
URH LAR 298 U 332-3005
803 W OREGON U
107 E CHALMERS 7 C 344-7206
912 S 2ND C 356-7432
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 360 U 332-2495
URH OGLESBY 219 U 332-5100
1212 W CLARK U 367-7877
310 E CHALMERS C
202 E CLARK C
1204 W UNIVERSITY U 367-7725
205 E UNIVERSITY 4 C
URH DANIELS 117 U 332-2144
300 S GOODWIN 505 U
2113 HAZWD 103 U
1410 E PENN U 367-3077
URH DANIELS U 332-2237
BOTANY ANNEX U 333-6443
1201 WILLIAMSBURG C 352-1176
URH EVANS 101 U
URH DANIELS 299 U 332-2494
URH DANIELS 733 U 332-2387
1105 W MAIN U 367-5659
606 S PRAIRIE 5 C 356-0061
507 E HEALEY 13 C 359-4373
TURNER HALL 109 U 333-4254
404 E DANIEL C
1107 W GREEN 235 U 344-3310
101 S BUSEY 3 U 367-3934
306 S 5TH C 359-3387
101 S BUSEY 3 U 367-3934
URH DANIELS 337 U 332-2243
904 W ILLINOIS 3 U 344-2013
1107 W GREEN 235 U
803 S 2ND C 352-6758
803 S 2ND C 352-6758
309 E GREEN 1 C 344-7168
1316 HEDGE RO C 359-2536
904 U ILLINOIS U 344-2013
1103 W OREGON U 344-5388
1108 W SPNGFLD U 344-1743
508 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 39 U 332-6110
708 S 6TH C
603 W GREEN U 367-4549
1511 WESTFIELO C 356-6119
706 S RACE U 367-1309
1002 E MAIN U 367-6141
303 E GEORGE HUFF U 367-5152
1510 GRANDVIEH 6 C 356-5743
URH FORBES 396 C 332-1089
311 E GREEN C
1002 E MAIN U 367-6141
207 7 HAZWD CT U 344-6209
313 E JOHN C 344-0032











304 NEW YORK AV
1401 HOLIDAY PK
RR 1
2607 W CHURCH ST
2028 B HAZELWD CT
1011 S QUENTIN RD
5 OAKWOOD DR
RR 2



















COLUMBUS RD RR 3
1 BRYAN PL
RR 3






1513 VAN BUREN AV




7 KWANG FU RD
TZUYUAN TSWAN 48
323 SAN FERNANDO
U OF I ENTOMOLOGY







27 LN 170 TUNGHUA
929 KINGS RD
22 AUSTIN AV 4
BOX 306
58 WANCHEN ST
SEC 3 KEELUNG RD





904 W ILLINOIS 2
1107 W GREEN 235
803 S 2ND
803 S 2ND





8150 S SAWYER AV
















































































































HUBELE GLEN EDWARD GRAQ
HUBER BRUCE ALAN ENG2
HUBER DAVID ALLEN BUS2
HUBER DENNIS MICHAEL BUS4
HUBER GRACE E LAS1
HUBER PHILLIP STANLE ENG4
HUBER ROBERTA S GRAD
HUBERT CRAIG DUNLOP PE 3
HUBERT LEONA F ED 5
HUBERT ROY GORDON VM 4
HUBLER STUART ALDEN FAA2
HUCHKO JOHN LAS2
HUCK JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
HUCK ROBERT LEO LAS2
HUDACHEK MARY A LASl
HUDDLESTON SUSAN E ED 4
HUDDLESTUN NANCY SUE LAS4
HUDGENS LARRY D BUS1
HUDSON EARL NELSON GRAD
HUDSON JANETTE CATON GRAD
HUDSON JOHN A LASl
HUOSON JOSEPH W JR GRAD
HUDSON LEE GRAD
HUDSON LINDA JEAN AGR2
HUOSON MARY J LASl
HUDSON MARY JANE LAS4
HUDSON PHYLLIS J GRAD
HUDSON RICHARD DEAN LAS2
HUDSON TIGHE FRANCIS LAS2
HUDZIK ROBERT JOSEPH ENG2
HUEGERICH ROGER THOM LASl
HUEHLS LLOYD BRIAN FAA4
HUEHNER DAVID ROBERT GRAD
HUELSKOETTER LYNN R AGR1
HUELSMAN LAWRENCE J FAA4
HUERNER MARTIN RICHA ENG4
HUEYYOU ALBERT JR ENG3
HUFF CHARLES EDWARD LAS4
HUFF DOROTHY JEAN LAS2
HUFF JOHN HAROLD COM2
HUFF JULIA B GRAD
HUFF JULIUS ALBERT GRAD
HUFF KARL A ENG1
HUFF MARY JOSEFOWICH GRAD
HUFF RAYMOND LEE LAS3
HUFF WESLEY AUGUSTUS LAS3
HUFF WILLIAM ANDREW LAW2
HUFF WILLIAM JACKSON GRAD
HUFFAKER JUDITH ANN GRAO
HUFFMAN DEBORAH KAY LASl
HUFFMAN LOUIS JAMES AGR4
HUFFMAN PATRICIA JAN LAS2
HUFFMAN THOMAS NEIL GRAD
HUFFORD SANDRA LEE LAS3
HUGASHIONNA RYOKICHI GRAD
HUGHES CAROL A LASl
HUGHES CHARLES E JR ENG1
HUGHES CHARLES GARY GRAD
HUGHES CLARENCE R GRAD
HUGHES DANIEL EDWARD GRAD
HUGHES HOWARD L ENG1
HUGHES JOHN MARTIN GRAD
HUGHES JOHN PATRICK ENG4
HUGHES KENNETH ROWLA LAS3
*HUGHES KENNY SCOTT GRAD
HUGHES MAUREEN T A LAS3
HUGHES MICHAEL EDWAR ENG4
HUGHES MICHAEL JAMES BUS4
HUGHES PAMELA KAY LAS4
HUGHES RANDALL EDWAR GRAD
HUGHES RENDA LAYNE LAS4
HUGHES RUTH ANN LAS4
HUGHES SUE HARLAN GRAD
HUGHES TOM D GRAD
HUGHES VARETTA LAS2
HUGI ROSS EDWARD VM 2
HUGLY MARGARET B GRAD
HUGUELET ERIC PAUL BUS1
HUHEEY CLARA C GRAD
HUINKER ARTHUR T GRAD
HUIZENGA JAMES A ENG4
HUIZINGA PAUL J GRAD
HULBERT RUTH LOUISE GRAD
HULING KEITH ROBIN ENG3
HULL DEBORAH SUE LAS2
HULL HARRY EDMOND JR BUS4
HULL JOHN BRADLEY ENG4
HULL LOWELL K LAWl
HULL SUSAN E ED 1
HULL WILLIAM DEAN GRAD
HULSBRINK LAWRENCE A GRAD
HULSE JAMES STEVEN FAA4
HULSEBERG JUDITH LYN LAS3
HULSEBERG RICHARD A GRAD
HULSEY LESLIE LYNN LASl
HULSKOTTER JAMES L ENG4













401 W GREEN I































112 E JOHN 2
URH LAR 386
212 E DANIEL






2007 S PHILO RD
1005 S MATTIS 2-5
503 W WASHINGTON
101 N BUSEY 3
502 W OREGON
410 E GREEN 21
1914 SOUTHWOOD
907 M ILLINOIS



































406 E GREEN 204









u 344--4026 514 S 3RD ST
u 344--4069
C 332--1834 PO BOX 165
c 332--0388 514 S 3RD ST
c 359--3171 4900 WESTMONT AV
u 1980 AQUEDUCT
706 S COTTAGE GR
418 S THOMAS ST
u 367--5280 705 W ELM
c 332--1934 94 DANBURY LN
10546 CALUMET AV
u 344--2072 2061 D ORCHARD ST
u 1006 E 2ND ST
u 301 W PELLS ST
u 344--0425 916 S HOLIDAY
u 344--6212 236 E 150TH ST
c 332- 0771 1807 W CHERRY ST
u 737 MILWAUKEE RD
u 365--1429 708 S BIRCH
u 413 WEST ST
c 356--8018 8 ACCOLOY WAY
c 352--5361 5224 W 58TH ST
u 332--3070 205 JOSEPH DR
c 1241 CATHERINE ST
c 344--0275 1141 S 4TH ST
u 367--7298 202 E THOMPSON
c 5720 MARVISTA DR
u 344--0417 7107 N MIRAMAR DR
u 3 32--3965 1128 WISCONSIN ST
c 352--5151 945 S PRING
u 367--6390 247 S DEWEY
u 365--2991 404 S WEBBER
u RR 1
u 344--5166 2017 S PASFIELD
c 731 ELFGEN ST
u 332--4224 3263 OFFUTT ST
c 14137 CALUMET AV
u 332--3029 RR 1 BOX 150
c 1851 W MAIN
c 356--1681 845 N GILBERT RO
1698 W CALISTA ST
c 332--1236 402 E 90TH ST
u 344--6381 805 S COLER
c 1832 W SMITH ST
u 332--3834 24 HARMON DR
u 365--1237 10447 S OAKLEY
c 356--1681 845 N GILBERT RD
c 356--9834 1336 W LAFAYETTE
u 211 S JEFFERSON ST
u RR 2 BOX 216
c 221 W JACKSON
c 352--9525 9187 BOYD
u 344--0695 310 E NORTH ST
u 344--5242
c 257 E 7TH ST
c 332--1576 602 CLEVELAND
c 352--2779 1523 KIRBY
c 344--9541 BOX 295
306 BUENA VISTA ST
c 3 56--7901 52 RAILROAD ST
c 356--9600 1904 GALEN
u 214 W 113TH ST
c 344--7101 603 N VICTOR ST
c 356--4834 1409 ROSEWOOD
c 344--7323 4525 REDWOOD
u 1428 TAFT AV
c 841 N HUMPHREY
u 332--3465 723 S TREMONT
u 367--3156 507 FAIRLAWN
u 332--3671 106 W OAK ST
u 332--3035 521 E 2N0 ST
c 356--4138 1822 CRESCENT
c 1404 S 7TH
u 332--3671 106 W OAK
u 4422 N LOWOL-L
c 352--3780 704 N CAYUGA ST
u 344--9518 2226 DOWNEY RD
u 332--2247 1016 BATAVIA PIKE
c 359--4390 RR 1
u 344--5654 909 S 5TH ST
u 344--4320 1600 EDGEWOOD SE
u 1004 E OLIVE
c 3 56--7794 5632 LEITCH AV
u 332--4410 917 N BROADWAY
c 312 IMPALA DR
c 344--7511 938 MCPHERSON AVE
c 332--4774 16 KEN MAR
LI 332--5761 2005 15TH ST A
u 365--1928 1905 S VINE
c 352--968 1 1321-8TH ST
1148 S 8TH AV
u 344--0136 732 MITCHELL
u 367--9087 503 W GREEN
u 332--5695 1815 3RD ST
u 367--3091 710 N 7TH ST


































































































HULT ELIZABETH LYNN LAS3
HULT KEITH C LASl
HULT RICHARD EMANUEL GRAO
HULT ROBERT JARMAN FAA4
HULT SHARON SMITH GRAO
HULTING ALBERT GEORG AGR3
HUME JAMES ROBERT VM 2
*HUME KATHLEEN GRAY GRAD
*HUME ROBERT BRANHAM GRAO
HUMENIK JAMES NOEL ENG4
HUMENUK STANLEY GRAD
HUMMA ELIZABETH ANNE GRAO
*HUMMEL BONNIE B ED 3
HUMMEL JOHN WILLIAM GRAO
HUMMEL PHILIP K ED 3
HUMMELAND PETER B GRAD
HUMMERT MARGARET M GRAD
HUMPERT DANIEL LEE ENG2
HUMPERT LAWRENCE JOS FAA4
HUMPHREVILLE MARILYN LASl
HUMPHREY BERNICE LASl
HUMPHREY JAMES EDWAR LAS3
HUMPHREY MERRIE L LASl
HUMPHREY RAY ENG1
HUMPHRIES BRUCE R LASl
HUNDLEY JOHN THOMAS AGR3
HUNLEY CHARLES J BUS1
HUNNES ROBERT BURTON ENG4
HUNNINGHAUS ROY ERNE ENG4
HUNSAKER ORVIL GLADE GRAD
HUNSBERGER DALE LYNN ENG4
HUNSINGER BILL JO GRAO
HUNSINGER CHARLES JR ENG3
HUNSLEY STEPHEN MINE AGR2
HUNT OEBORAH A LASl
HUNT DONOVAN J LASl
HUNT MARY A GRAO
HUNT PRISCILLA E AGR5
HUNT ROBERT JOHN FAA4
HUNT ROBERT L LASl
HUNT ROGER ALLAN ENG3
HUNT RONALD JOHN FAA2
HUNT STEPHEN RICHARD ENG2
HUNT THOHAS WAYNE FAA4
HUNTER CAROLE GAETZ LAS3
HUNTER DAVIOA L AGR1
HUNTER OORIS PAUL GRAD
HUNTER FRANK ED 4
HUNTER GLENN G LASl
HUNTER JANET C AGR2
HUNTER JUDITH ANITA ED 2
HUNTER MARILYN W GRAD
HUNTER RACHEL A PE 1
HUNTER RICHARD F GRAD
HUNTER RITA LOUISE LASl
HUNTER ROGER LEE VM 4
HUNTER SUSAN A GRAO
HUNTER SUZANN FAYE LAS3
HUNTER TERRY A GRAD
HUNTER THOMAS LEE LAS4
HUNTER VIVIAN ISAACS GRAD
HUNTER WILLIAM RALPH GRAD
HUNTLEY MICHELE A GRAD
HUNTLEY SHEILA M GRAD
HUNTOON ELIZABETH A GRAD
HUNTOON HARRY K ENG1
HUNTOON STEVEN MARAI GRAD
HUPFER HERBERT P GRAO
HUPP ROBERT MARION LAS2
HURD THOMAS R BUS1
HURIE JANE E GRAD
HURLEY BURTON EDWARD ENG2
HURLEY CATHY ANN COM3
HURLEY DANIEL S GRAD
HURLEY JAMES A BUSl
HURLEY JOHN F GRAO
HURLIMAN CHARLES EDW AGR4
HURLIMAN EDGAR RAYMO AGR4
HURLIMAN MARY ELLEN ED 3
HURLIMAN NANCY DAVIS AGR3
HURLIMAN WAYNE DAVID VM 2
HURSCH JULIE ANNA LAS2
HURSEY BETTY JEAN ED 4
HURST DENNIS TAYLOR BUS3
HURST JIMMY R LAS3
HURST PATRICIA LOUIS ED 2
HURST ROGER HAMLIN BUS3
HURST WALTER JOHN GRAD
HURT CHRISTOPHER ALL AGR2
HURT CONSTANCE M LASl
HURT PHYLLIS TILTON GRAD
HURT ROBERT FRANK GRAO
HURTADO FRANCES MARY LAS4
HURWITZ RICHARD D GRAD
HUSARIK STEPHEN JR FAA6
HUSFELDT JERRY JOSEP EO 4
HUSKISSON RICHARD VA ENG4
409 E CHALMERS
URH SCOTT 346
705 W NEVADA 2
206 S ORCH ST
705 W NEVADA 2
1005 S 2ND
1708 GOLFVIEW
2113 W WHITE 224



















707 S 6TH 401 C 344 -3417
802 W ILLINOIS 4 U 344 -7184
910 W CALIFORNIA U
616 W HEALEY 1 C
URH NOBLE 418 C 332--0434
1005 GREGORY 192 U 332--3296
URH OGLESBY 716 u 332--5247
URH BARTON 1 c 332--0087
URH WESTON 100 c
URH HOPKINS 376 c 332--1313
1002 S LINCOLN u 344--3532
URH BABCOCK 401 u 332--3809
HOUSTON TEX
408 E GREEN c 356--1363
1005 S MATTIS 1-1 c 359--4408
211 SPNGFLD 102 c
RR 2 u 362--5222
904 W GREEN 405 c 344--5240
501 E DANIEL c 344--1510
URH ALLEN 465 u 332 -3399
URH SCOTT 422 c 332--1587
107 E CHALMERS 10 c
1202 W MAIN 3 u 367--8783
LA NAPOULE FR
URH HOPKINS 474 c
1202 W MAIN 3 u 367--8783
1108 S 1ST c
104 W VERMONT u 367--2014
415 W MAIN u 367--5046
302 W LOCUST 9 u 367--7669
URH SAUNDERS 230 u 332--3641
1604 S HILLCREST u 367--0167
314 S PRAIRIE 103 c
505 E CHALMERS c
1106 S 3RD c 356--7636
1730 WESTHAVEN c 356--6658
OGDEN ILL
1108 W STOUGHTON u 344--7251
URH LAR 239 u
MARISSA ILL
URH EVANS 206 u 332--2704
URH SAUNDERS 223 u 332--3634
2114 ORCH ST 304 u 344--0015
302 W LOCUST 9 u 367--7669
1108 W STOUGHTON u 365--1404
808 N LINCOLN 5 u 367--3929
URH DANIELS 490 u 332--2561
406 E MAIN 5 u 367--1970
503 E STOUGHTON 2 c
904 W GREEN 613 u
205 W HILL c 356--5849
209 N CENTRAL u
URH GARNER 440 c 332--0872
URH HOPKINS 432 c 332--5131
102 E DANIEL c 352--9000
URH SNYDER 282 c
1110 W NEVADA u 344--0425
1930 A ORCH ST u 344--7325
505 E CHALMERS c
301 S 1ST c
RR 1 u
506 S MATHEWS 19 u 344--3677
URH LAR 464 u 332--3046
506 S MATHEWS 19 u 344--3677
711 W OHIO u 344--6118
313 E JOHN c
1408 W HILL u 367- 1087
109 E JOHN c
904 W GREEN 327 u
URH TRELEASE 925 u 332--5671
802 S LINCOLN u
1107 W GREEN 130 u 344-2286
910 W CALIFORNIA u
URH ALLEN 15 u 332--3069
1004 S LOCUST c 356-6441
501 MITCHELL c 356-6794
MOLINE ILL
URH DANIELS 195 u 332-•2452
1004 W OREGON u
URH CARR 122 u








2113 W WHITE 224
1206 N DR




2040 B ORCHARD ST
212 S SEMINARY ST
10517 BULL VALLEY
564 S 3RD ST
14 PAUL HESSER DR
14 HESSER DR

















10504 S OAKLEY AV
299 DIVISION ST
920 MADERA CR
10504 S OAKLEY AV




302 W LOCUST 9
2151 E 93RD ST
6959 EBERHART
2414-29TH ST
1035 E FREMONT ST
1730 WESTHAVEN DR
1108 W STOUGHTON











1848 25TH AV CT
1848 25TH AV CT
205 W HILL
2434 WEST BROOK DR


































































































































































HUSMAN STEPHEN ALBER 8US4
HUSS JULIE ADAIR LAS3
HUSS KAREN MARIE PE 3
HUSS PHYLLIS ELLEN PE 4
HUSSONG JEANNE E FAA3
HUSTEOT KATHERINE M ED 4
HUSTON JOHN MATHEW BUS3
HUSTON MILDRED J LAS3
HUSTON WILLIAM ERVIN PE 4
HUTCHCRAFT DEBRA L PE 1
HUTCHENS GORDON B PE 1
HUTCHENS JOHN MARTIN BUS4
HUTCHINS HARTLEY F J VM 2
HUTCHINS NANCY ANN FAA3
HUTCHINSON LELAND JR LAS1
HUTCHISON JUDY ANN LAS1
HUTER JOHN G LAS1
HUTNICK KAREN LEE LAS4
HUTSON MILES A LAS1
HUTTER GARY MICHAEL ENG3
HUTTER HAROLD BERNAR ENG3
HUTTER WAYNE ROBERT FAA4
HUTTON CATHY LEE LAS2
HUTTON KAREN J PE 1
HUTTON LESTER T GRAD
HUTTON MARIGENE R ED 3
*HUTTS MARTHA MALLORY GRAD
HUWEN JENNIFER GAIL PE 1
HUXTABLE TIMOTHY M AVI3
HWA NANCY J FAA1
HWANG LEILA LAS2
HYATT GARY W GRAD
HYATT WILLIAM DENNIS GRAD
HYBINETTE CARL SVEN ENG3
HYBLOOM KENNETH H GRAD
HYDE CHARLES ROBERT ENG4
HYDE DAVID A LAS1
HYDE JUDITH MARIE ED 2
HYDE MARY D GRAD
HYDE PETER GARN LAS3
HYDE THOMAS JAY FAA4
HYDE WILLIAM P LAS1
HYER ROBERT BENNETT AGR3
HYMEN ROGER J LAS1
HYNDMAN STEPHEN H LAS3
HYNDS SUSAN DIANE ED 4
HYNES CATHY H LAS4
HYNES JAMES W LAS4
HYNES KELLY THOMAS LAS4
IANNARELLI JOANN LAS2
IBER CONRAD LAS3
IBER JOAN HENDRICKS LAS3
IBRAHIM KHALID M GRAD
IBSEN PAMELA ANN PE 3
ICHINOSE MITSUKO GRAD
ICKES JEAN A GRAD
IOEN ALICE LUCILLE LAS2
IDEUS MARVIN DEAN LAS2
IEHL BRUCE HERBERT LAS2
IEHL WAYNE R AGR1
IFFT GARY JAMES LAS3
IFFT LARRY DEAN AGR2
IGLOW LAWRENCE IAN BUS4
IGLOW ROBERT ALLEN BUS2
IGNASIAK KATHLEEN A LAS1
IGNATOWICZ STEVEN A ENG1
IGOU WILLIAM M LAS1
IHNEN MERLIN W ENG2
IHRIG LLOYD R LAS1
1KLER WILLIAM JOSEPH FAA3
ILCHUK CHRISTINE F LAS4
ILGEN BARBARA GEISER GRAD
ILGEN BRUCE EDWARD VM 2
ILGEN DANIEL RICHARD GRAD
ILL JOHN ENG1
ILLING SUSAN MARY LAS2
IMANAKA MICHAEL M ENG3
IMBEAULT FERNAND A GRAD
IM8RIALE WILLIAM A GRAD
IMHOFF BRUCE LAING ENG2
IMIG DAVID GREGG GRAD
IMIG TERRY RAYMOND ENG4
IMMEL BARBARA CAROLY LASI
IMMEL IRWIN WESLEY AGR4
IMMELE JOHN DAVID LAS4
IMMER DENNIS L GRAD
IMPENS WILLIAM FRANC GRAD
INAGAKI MASAYUKI GRAD
INCAPRERO JOSEPH F LASI
INCE FUAT GRAD
INFAHSAENG AMPHAI GRAD
INFUSINO CATHY ANN ED 2
INGALLS CAROLYN LAS2
INGALLS SUSAN JANE ED 4
INGER SUE E LASI
INGERSULL JAMES W GRAD
INGERSOLL VIRGINIA H GRAD
1816 VALLEY RD C
611 E DANIEL C
108 S 5TH C
409 E CHALMERS C
811 S PINE C
LODA ILL
URH WESTON 414 C
409 E CHALMERS C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 108 U
2203 VAWTER U
313 E ARMORY C
804 W MICHIGAN U
1211 HOLLYCREST C
URH FORBES 256 C
1303 CARVER C
URH OGLESBY 112 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 410 U
804 W OREGON U
306 E GREGORY C
1405 STOUT U
URH ALLEN 245 U
URH LUNDGREN 13 C
410 STANAGE C
POTOMAC ILL
2425 E GREEN U
URH ALLEN 139 U
706 W CHURCH 7 C
URH BARTON C
URH BARTON 3 C
1211 1/2 JOANNE LN C
502 W GRIGGS 304 U
CHICAGO ILL
301 W BIRCH 9 C
202 S LYNN 6 U
URH TOWNSEND 166 U
508 E CHALMERS C
58 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1109 U
303 W AVONDALE C
URH OGLESBY 503 U
URH OGLESBY 1118 U
URH CARR 111 U
409 E CHALMERS 701 C
URH TRELEASE 426 U
502 E HEALEY 110 C
606 W WASHINGTON U
502 E HEALEY 110 C
URH TRELEASE 231 U
URH SCOTT 158 C
704 W CALIFORNIA U
1212 W MAIN U
102 N GREGORY 3 U
URH DANIELS 488 U
910 S 3RD 812 C
URH LUNDGREN 103 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 338 C
URH GARNER 288 C
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
506 W INDIANA U
1503 KIRBY C
706 W OHIO U
1512 HARRINGTON C
URH WESTON 202 C
URH FORBES 389 C
3A JUNIPER C
201 E JOHN C
812 W PENN U
1211 W MAIN U
506 W HEALEY 8 C
URH GARNER 3 30 C
506 W HEALEY C
1006 W CLARK U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 250 C
URH SHERMAN 1263 C
2111 HAZWD 304 U
505 E CHALMERS C
JOLIET ILL
609 W WHITE 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 205 U
URH TOWNSEND 404 U
URH TOWNSEND 533 U
502 HEALEY C
URH SHERMAN 1154 C
URH SHERMAN 761 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 307 U
URH DANIELS 491 U
1110 NEVADA U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1204 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD 716 C
2305 S 1ST 202 C
2305 S 1ST 202 C
359--4362
344--1840 6 EDGEWOOD CT
7001 W 29TH PL
175 W CONCORD
356--5653 811 S PINE
BAYLES LAKE
332--2062 BOX 1376
344--4716 5215 W CRYSTAL
356--1894 509 S PRAIRIE
332--3121 2104 BURLISON
367--3476 2203 VAWTER
356--7766 2019 MOUND RD
344--4769 8628 TAYLOR AV
352--1223 1211 HOLLYCREST
332--0981 292 E CHURCH ST
359--4853 1303 CARVER
332--5069 214 HICKORY LN
636 N ELMWOOD
332--3818 14936 HIGHLAND AV
36 W 155TH ST
344--9795 5805 CHICAGO AV
367--8717 4920 BIRCHWOOD
332--3175 1024 N DRURY LANE





359--4028 706 W CHURCH 7
332--0136 54 WESTHILL CIRCLE
332--0089 1338 CHESTNUT ST
356--1664 BOX 471
367--1036 502 W GRIGGS
9728 S CHARLES
352--1139 2742 HAMPSHIRE RD
2908 HYDE PARK
332--4030 2908 HYDE PARK
1531 HICKORY ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 574-A
3 32--5361 306 W 9TH ST
306 W 9TH ST
311--3845 306 W 9TH ST
332--5369 RR 2
332--3863 9054 S LUELLA AV
2729 S STATE
332--5521 1596 LA FAYETTE
356--1898 1722 LINCOLN RD
344--1598 3117 RUSSELL
356--1898 945 S SPRING
332--5466 1217 DAWN DR
332--1412 1000 FONDULAC DR
704 W CALIFORNIA
367--9044 P/366 FORST OFF RD
367--4877 1309 W EARLY AV
HIGASHINADA-KU
837 MAIN ST
332--0216 17 W GROVE
RR 2
4213 N RIDGEWAY
332--0765 4213 N RIDGEWAY
344--6875 RR 2
RR 2
356--2123 5500 S SHORE DR
344--9519 5500 S SOUTH SHORE
356--9421 1512 HARRINGTON
332--1910 277 S FULTON AV
332--1076 3219 WOOORIDGE OR
RR 4 BOX 173
RR 1
344--0623 933 N LINCOLN AV
1211 W MAIN













































1008 W GREEN 3
4628 OZARK AV


































































































2018 GLENVIEW RD GLENVIEW IL
132
INGLE DONALD LEE GRAD
INGLE LAWANA JEAN GRAD
INGLIS HUGH JAMES GRAD
INGLIS JANE WHEELER PE 4
INGOLD BETTY GOODWIN FAA4
INGOLD DOUGLAS AMIEL LAW3
INGOLD HENRY WILLARO ENG2
*INGRAHAM CLARENCE J GRAD
INGRAM MARY K GRAD
INGRAM PAMELA S LAS1
INGRAM ROBERT D GRAD
INGRASSIA PAUL J LAS1
INGRUM NATALIE SHANE PE 4
INGRUM RONALD OALE PE 4
INMAN DANIEL ROBERT GRAD
INMAN DAVID FOSTER PE 3
INMAN DAVID MARSHALL LAS2
INMAN STEPHEN J LAS1
INN ANDRES GRAD
INNES DAVID FORD FAA3
INOUE NOBUYUKI GRAD
INSKEEP LEROY GENE AGR3
INTINI ANTHONY I.I I BUS2
INTREPIDI LYNN ADELE LAS3
IOSCO ANTHONY ALFRED BUS2
IPPOLITO CHERYL D FAA1
IRACKI EDWIN STANLEY GRAD
IRELAN UNA MANETTA FAA3
IRELAND JUDITH ANN ED 2
IRELAND ORIN L GRAD
IRESON DIANE ELISABE GRAD
IREY ROONEY DOREN ENG4
IRION SUSAN E LAS1
IRISH RALPH E AGR
I
IRIZARRY JOHN ENG4
IRMO STEPHEN G LAS1
IRONS JAMES ROBERT ENG2
IRVIN CARL DAVID AGR4
IRVINE JEFFREY W LAS1
IRWIN ALICE ED 4
IRWIN DAVID FRANCKE LAS4
IRWIN DEBORAH ANN LAS1
IRWIN EDWARD R II VM 2
IRWIN LAWRENCE BURTO BUS4
IRWIN PATRICK H GRAD
IRWIN ROBERT PHILIP GRAD
IRWIN STACEY L AGR2
IRWIN-ZARECKI MAREK GRAD
ISAAC SHERWIN JEFFRE LAS4
ISAAC SUZANNE E AGRl
ISAACS SUSAN CAROLE LASl
ISAACS THOMAS W LAS3
ISAACSON HAROLD R GRAD
ISAACSON JAMES M GRAD
ISAACSON JAMES WESLE BUS2
ISAACSON LINDA SUE ED 2
ISAACSON RICHARD EVA LAS4
ISAACSON ROBERT EDWA ENG3
ISAACSON ROBERT PAUL BUS4
ISAACSON STEFANIA U LAS4
ISAAK EUGENE DENNIS LAS2
ISBELL BILLIE JEAN R GRAD
ISBELL WILLIAM H GRAD
ISHAM CANDACE J ED 1
I SHAM DOUGLAS LYNDON AGR4
ISHAM MARK FREDERIC LAS2
ISHAM RANDALL RAY AGR2
ISHERWOOD WILLIAM D ENG2
ISHIDA HIROTO GRAD
ISHIDA LYNN C ED I
ISHIGURO EDWARD EIIC GRAD
ISHMAEL LARRY ALLEN AGR3
ISKANDER SAMIA S GRAD
ISLAM MOHAMMED A GRAD
ISLER RICHARD E GRAD
ISMAIL BADR EL-DIN H GRAD
ISMAILA MARGARET H GRAD
ISOE MITCHELL A LASl
ISOME JACQUELINE SUE AGR3
ISRAEL CONSTANCE M LAS2
ISRAEL DIANE SHARON LAS3
ISRAEL MARVIN MYRON GRAD
ISSAK BARBARA ELLEN LAS2
ITAGAKI BRIAN H GRAD
ITAMI RICHARD JOSEPH BUS2
ITKIN NANCY ANNETTE LAS2
ITO FRANCIS KENICHI GRAD
ITOH TATSUO GRAD
IVACIC DONALO LEE GRAD
IVANCHICH DOLORES J GRAO
IVENER SHELLEY MADEL LASl
IVERS JAMES DAVID LAS4
IVERSEN DICK LASl
IVERSON BARBE S LASl
IVERSON NORMAN D ENGL
IVERSON STEVEN NELS GRAD
IVERSON THOMAS ELDEN FAA4
2069 C HAZWD CT U
2069 C HAZWD CT U
800 S MATTIS 27 C
800 S MATTIS 27 C
URH FORBES 182 C
URH FORBES 182 C
URH WESTON 2 93 C
1701 MELANIE LN C
2007 PHILO RD 2 U
URH ALLEN U
511 W UNIVERSITY C
URH HOPKINS 422 C
911 W MAIN U
911 W MAIN U
TH0MAS80R0 ILL
401 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 238 C
302 W ILLINOIS U
906 W SPNGFLO 4 U
URH GARNER 239 C
URH SHERMAN 266 C
TRIVOLI ILL
310 E CHALMERS C
509 E GREEN 202 C
401 E JOHN C
URH LUNDGREN 17 C
1203 W MAIN U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
URH TAFT 305 C
502 W MAIN 111 U
PEORIA ILL
706 WALNUT U
URH ALLEN 61 U
URH HOPKINS 423 C
URH TOWNSEND 450 U
URH SNYDER 488 C
URH WESTON 113 C
209 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 411 C
URH ALLEN 405 U
403 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 419 U
1708 GOLFVIEW U
410 E JOHN C
182 7 D ORCH PL U
212 HUFF GYMNASIUM C
910 S 3RD C
305 S ELM C
URH TOWNSEND 547 U
URH TRELEASE 330 U
URH FLAGG 423 C
410 E JOHN C
STA A BOX 2600 C
809 W ILLINOIS 12 U
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
910 S 3RD 1317 C
206 S GREGORY U
211 E JOHN C
301 E ARMORY C
809 W ILLINOIS 12 U
805 W OREGON U
718 S STATE C
718 S STATE C
URH ALLEN 321 U
58 E GREGORY C
SAFFER CT 4 U
CLARE ILL
URH GARNER 488 C
905 S 1ST 3 C
URH ALLEN 237 U
405 S 6TH C
510 E STGUGHTON C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 7 U
2112 ORCH ST 104 U
2107 HAZWD 304 U
501 S RACE U
707 S 6TH 301 C
URH FORBES 412 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1107 N CHAMPAIGN C
47 E CHALMERS C
1107 N CHAMPAIGN C
409 E CHALMERS 108 C
URH SHERMAN 1146 C
201 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 818 U
910 W NEVAOA U
814 W STOUGHTON U
1110 STOUGHTON 101 U
NORMAL ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
1209 W MAIN U
201 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 21 U
URH HOPKINS 246 C
URH DANIELS 716 U
LA NAPOULE FR
344-4497 ROUTE 2
344-4497 2069 C HAZWD CT
359-4446 800 S MATTIS
359-4446 800 S MATTIS
332-0916 131 N MAIN
332-0916 131 N MAIN
332-1978 RR 1
356-4515 5 THOMAS RD
367-4841 BOX 172
332-3335
359-4654 12336 S MCCARTH

































































202 W ELMORE AV
50 E NORTH AV
5916 FRANKLIN AV







1521 N 22ND AV
312 FARRAGUT ST
248 W MAIN ST
101 N CHASE AV
941 ROANOKE OR
502 W MAIN HI
21 SUNNYSIDE RD



































































































































































































































































LASl URH LAR 239 U
FAAl 301 E ARMORY C
GRAD 2203 HAZWO 104 U
GRAD 2071 C ORCH ST U
ENG1 CICERO ILL
LAS* URH OGLESBY 612 U 332--5213
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 631 U 332--5232
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 631 U 332--5232
LAS3 URH WARDALL 816 U 332--446 8
BUS4 URH GARNER 226 c 332--0725
GRAD URH DANIELS 719 u 332--2375
ENG4 2210 E UNIVERSITY u 367--8023
BUS2 105 E ARMORY c
PE 1 URH NOBLE 417 c 332--0433
GRAD 1605 HOLMSTRQM c
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 6 u 332--3439
GRAD 310 W ILLINOIS u
LAS3 URH TAFT 314 c 332--0641
LAS4 URH BUSEY 326 u
LAS4 904 W GREEN u
LAS3 502 W MAIN 101 u 367--3972
ED 4 702 W UNIVERSITY c
ENG4 702 U UNIVERSITY 6 c
LASl URH HOPKINS 302 c 332--1257
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 519 u 332--1590
LAS2 URH FLAGG 408 c 333--3024
GRAD 1002 CRESCENT c
ENG4 812 W MAIN u 367--8987
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 11 u 332--3579
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 219 u 332--5100
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 821 u 3 32--5637
LASl URH TOWNSENO 318 u 332--4127
PE 1 805 M OHIO u 344--4784
LASl URH EVANS 322 u 332--2742
LASl 1010 W ILLINOIS u 332--4485
LASl URH SAUNDERS 122 u 332--3604
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN u
GRAD NORMAL ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--4556
BUS4 708 S 6TH c
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 613 u 332--5570
GRAD 807 S RANDOLPH 4 c 3 56--5880
PE 3 903 W ILLINOIS u
LASl 413 E BEARDSLEY c 356--3849
GRAD 709 W CHURCH 6 c 3 59--3577
PE 2 202 E DANIEL c
LASl URH SNYDER 468 c 332--1859
LASl URH BLAISDALE 421 u
ENG4 STOUGHTQN GOODWIN u
GRAD 207 E GREEN c 356--7617
PE 2 404 HESSEL c 3 56--5809
COM3 URH LAR 228 u 332--2861
LAS3 805 W OREGON u
BUS1 URH FLAGG 334 c
FAAl URH WARDALL 523 u 332--4405
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c
LASl URH NOBLE 412 c 332--0430
BUS1 EAST ST LOUIS ILL
FAAl 1002 S 2ND c 344--7300
COM4 206 E WHITE 16 c
LAS3 URH TAFT 206 c 332--0613
LASl URH TOWNSENO 337 u 332--4138
GRAD 703 E COLCRADO 105 u 367--3820
LASl URH TRELEASE 1016 u 3 32--5692
GRAD 1827 W JOHN c 359--4589
LASl URH HOPKINS 494 c 332--1394
LASl 201 E GREEN c 356--7794
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON 21 c 356--4849
LASl URH NOBLE 412 c 332--0430
LAS2 URH FORBES 422 c 332--1102
LAS4 URH TAFT 323 c 332--0648
ED 4 1108 W NEVADA 2 u 344--3388
GRAD URH DANIELS 286 u 3 32--2483
AGR4 404 E OANIEL 2 c
LAS4 705 S RANDOLPH c
LASl URH TRELEASE 924 u 332--5670
FAA2 904 W GREEN 323 u
LAS2 URH ALLEN 261 u 332--3314
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 344--5000
LASl URH NOBLE 312 c 332--0410
BUS4 508 E WHITE 7 c 359--2867
ED 4 1782 VALLEY RO c 356--9530
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA u 344--7670
LAS3 410 E GREEN c
ENG4 110 ENNIS LN u 365--2998
LASl 1002 BURKWOOD u 367--6007
LAS4 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 0368 u 332--2503
AGR2 710 W OHIO u 344--6212
LASl 910 S 3RD c
LAS6 209 E WHITE c 359--4930
COM4 1002 S 2ND c 344--7099
GRAD 2107 HAZWD 301 u 344--6752
GRAD URH SHERMAN 343 c
ENG1 URH SNYDER 472 c 332--1863
FAA5 1003 W CLARK u 367--4781
FAA2 705 W OREGON u 344--5452
16225 CLEARVIEW AV
8511 S CREGIER AV
RR 1
33-11 82ND ST














3750 W 113TH ST
6228 CRESCENT DR
133 S GREENWOOD
415 W LEBANAN ST
RR 2
5856 N ELSTON AV
5856 N ELSTON AV
19044 CENTER AV
430 SW 62ND CT
365 MADISON
337 S 13TH ST
5545 S TRIPP AV
1641 FRANCIS ST
5613 LANSDOWNE AV


































1724 C STREET NE
13703 STEWART 3E
431 N MAPLE AV
5641 HOLLIS AV
KAIPPALLIMALIL







2801 E 77TH ST











11321 S WHIPPLE ST
322 SKYLARK DR
1003 W CLARK



































































































JACOBSON LORETTA J FAAl
JACOBSON PAMELA K AGR1
JACOBSON PAUL G LAS1
JACOBSON RICHARD J GRAD
JACOBSON ROBERT C GRAD
JACOBSON WAYNE STEVE LAS2
JACQUES JOHN DONALD ENG2
JADERNAK JOHN EDWARD AVI 1
JAEGER DAVID T ENG3
JAEGER FREDERIC W ENG2
JAEGER LAURA BILL AGR2
JAEGER ROBERTA LYNN ED 3
JAGLER THOMAS EDWIN AGR4
JAGMIN LAWRENCE E LAS1
JAGOE JOHN DAVID LAS3
JAHER SUSAN L GRAD
JAHN LAWRENCE E LAS1
JAHN MICHAEL H GRAD
JAHRAUS GARY EUGENE GRAD
*JAIN HANWANT RAI GRAD
*JA1N JAIN SWARUP GRAD
JAIN MARY ANNE FAA2
JAIN SURENDRA GRAD
JAKAITIS JOHN MICHAE LAS2
JAKES KATHRYN ANGELA AGR2
JAKLE CYNTHIA A ED 2
JAKOSA RICHARD NEAL ENG2
JAKSTYS BIRUTE PLESK GRAD
JAKUBAS RICHARD GEOR LAS2
JAKUPCAK JOSEPH M LAS1
JAMERSON MICHAEL AUS LAS3
JAMERSON STEVEN A ENG1
JAMES ALAN THOMAS GRAD
JAMES DAVID CHRISTOP ENG2
JAMES DONALD WILLIAM ENG4
JAMES ELEANOR KATHLE LAS2
JAMES GARY ARMON GRAD
JAMES GERALDINE SUE LAS4
JAMES GREGORY ROBERT LAS1
JAMES JENNIFER A LAS3
JAMES KENNETH ROBERT LAS4
JAMES NORMAN DALE LAW3
JAMES PAMELA AGR1
JAMES PAMELA K LAS3
JAMES PATRICIA ANN FAA3
JAMES PHILIP GRAD
JAMES RAYMOND SAMUEL GRAD
JAMES RICHARD LEE BUS4
JAMES ROBERT L LAS1
JAMES ROBERT MILFORD GRAD
JAMESON BRUCE FREDER BUS4
JAMESON GARY J FAAl
JAMIESON MICHAEL WAR LAS2
JAMISON GALE LEON ENG4
JAMISON GEORGE FRANK ENG4
JAMISON JAMES BYRON AVI6
JAMRISKO STEVEN FRAN LAS2
JAMSHIDI MOHAMMAD GRAD
JANA SUKUMAR GRAD
JANDESKA GERRY D ENG1
JANDESKA ROBERT NEAL ENG4
JANDESKA WILLIAM FRA GRAD
JANECEK BILL CHRIS PE 4
JANECEK PATRICIA LYN LAS3
JANECEK ROBERT FRANK ENG4
JANECEK SHARON LYNN PE 3
JANECEK THOMAS JOHN GRAD
JANEGA ROBERT L LAS3
JANERETTE HOPE E LAS1
JANES DAVID DEAN LAS3
JANES DONALD F ENG1
JANES ELIZABETH A LASl
JANES LEOTA MAE GRAD
JANES ROBERT H GRAD
JANICH MICHAEL GEORG AGR4
JANICKI ANTHONY J LAS3
JANICKI NICHOLAS LASl
JANICKI TERENCE LAS3
JANJIGIAN SONA A LAS4
JANKAUSKIS LINDA JEA LAS2
JANKE MARK C ENG1
JANKOUSKY EVELYN A AGR1
JANKOWSKI CHESTER F ENG1
JANOTA ROBERT RAYMON LAS2
JANOV RICKY ELLIOT BUS4
JANOVETZ GLORIA D AGR1
JANOVIC SANDRA LEE AGR2
JANSA LOREN L GRAD
JANSEN BERNARD JAN FAA2
JANSEN CHARLES MICHA LAS2
JANSEN LEONARD H ENG3
JANSEN THOMAS H LASl
JANSEN VIRGIL W ENG3
JANSSEN DENNIS A LASl
JANSSEN MARVIN LYNN GRAD
JANSSEN SHARON E LASl
JANUS GREGORY MARK BUS2
URH BUSEY 355 U
903 W NEVADA 8 U
1010 S 2ND 210 C
2201 ORCH ST 201 U
URH DANIELS 169 U
901 S 2ND C
306 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 318 C
505 E GREEN C
1008 S 4TH C
DECATUR ILL
802 W OREGON 34 U
909 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 418 C
713 W OHIO U
1823 W JOHN C
310 E CHALMERS C
403 BRIAR LN 213 C
1213 N REDWOOD C
BOX 2232 STA A C
1308 W MAIN U
URH TAFT 420 C
404 1/2 N ROMINE U
URH TOWNSEND 304 U
URH WARDALL 209 U
1105 BRIGHTON U
URH GARNER 292 C
209 N CENTRAL U
711 W ILLINOIS U
604 E ARMORY 425 C
URH BABCOCK 320 U
URH SNYDER 388 C
725 S LYNN C
URH GARNER 378 C
1301 EASTERN U
URH ALLEN 417 U
2031 C ORCH ST U
401 S GROVE U
URH GARNER 250 C
URH NOBLE 21 C
MONTICELLO ILL
URH CARR 129 U
URH BLAISDELL U
1106 S 3RD 13 C
409 E CHALMERS 803 C
EHLERS TRLR PK U
107 E HEALEY C
212 E DANIEL C
904 W GREEN 503 U
309 E DANIEL C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 208 C
URH BABCOCK 426 U
23 LINDEN C
703 W CHURCH U
48 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 272 C
406 E GREEN 202 U
901 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 376 U
2319 E MAIN U
805 W STOUGHTON U
309 E CHALMERS C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 281 U
802 M OREGON 26 U
307 E ILLINOIS U
1010 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 319 U
208 E JOHN C
212 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 321 U
1007 S LOCUST C
1406 S MAPLE U
10048 3RD C
URH WESTON 332 C
URH GARNER 123 C
1101 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 318 U
URH ALLEN 245 U
412 E GREEN C
URH VANDOREN 406 C
1004 S 4TH C
4 SAFFER CT U
410 1/2 W ELM U
1909 SANGAMON C
1202 W NEVADA U
2108 ORCH ST U
27 SALEM U
URH GARNER 262 C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH SCOTT 470 C
803 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 341 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 315 U





332--2428 URH DANIELS 169
344--7541 8003 LYONS ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 228
332--1270 8634 HOUSTON
800 MAPLE ST
344--1207 1435 S PROSPECT AV
RR 3
1875 THORNHILL RD
5752 W EDDY ST
332--1583 1021 CAMPBELL AV
344--958 1 1712 GRIFFITH AV
352 -6923 1823 W JOHN
344--9442 12525 WENTWORTH
LUEGERSTR 21
352--6058 1213 N REDWOOD
333--6164 IRWIN RD 20-C
KANOONGOYAN ST
332--0667 242 N SEMINARY
365--2491 666 JAWAHARGUNJ
332--4113 1035 JACKSON ST
332--4317 9136 S WINCHESTER
365--1514 1105 BRIGHTON
339--0769 79 S 51ST AV
209 N CENTRAL
2007 N WHIPPLE ST
STRICKER CTS
332--3797 3070 GLENWAY DR
332--1801 3070 GLENWAY DR
3 52--2821 725 S LYNN
3270 WALDRON RD
365--1942 1301 EASTERN
332--3230 166 E 16TH PL
344--5751 3538 MANDA DR
367--2481 401 S GROVE
908 N LAWRENCE ST
320--03 59 1705 N CHURCH
415 S BOULEVARD
332--3881 1118 MABIN ST
332--6947 840 N MOHAWK
369 HILLTOP DR
344--3418 101 ELM ST
RR 1
356--0006 4129 W CULLERTON
356 ILLINOIS DR
3230 WESTCHESTER
344- 1733 211 BELLAIR RD
344--0700 11431 S CHURCH ST
332--0707 145 S ELMWOOD DR
332--3834 1004 BLACK RD
BOX 113
367--8992 BOX 2
356--2982 48 E JOHN
332--0996 2110 S GROVE AV
367--0044 36 BUCK HILL RD
365--1244 56 CHINTAMONI DERD
332--4167 1738 E 83RD PL
367--5995 2319 E MAIN
367--1073 1738 E 83RD PL
356- 1894 8275 TENNESSEE AV
2240 S 3RD AV
332--4108 7213 W 109TH ST
344--7986 1317 MARLA TERR






352--8062 1934 W 5TH AV
367--4484 1406 S MAPLE
15661 ROSE DR
4329 MAPLE AV
332--0695 1112 RANDALL OR
1112 RANDALL DR
6750 N NEWGARD
332-3175 5249 S HARDING AV
122 ELA ST





344--1173 5209 S CHRISTIANA
1066 DANIELS ST NE
367--0765 325 SYLVAN RD
332-0746 471 W JUDD ST
RR 1
332--1620 471 W JUDD ST
RR 1
1005 S 22ND
ROUTE 1 BOX 21-13
332-3191 RR 3




































































































*JANZOW EDWARD FRANK GRAD
JAPP JOY ELIZABETH AGR2
*JARA JOSELITO B GRAD
JARAS RITA MARIA GRAD
JARBOE MARY RUTH LAS3
JARBOE ROBERT E GRAD
JARCHOW KATHLEEN ANN LAS2
JARED THOMAS BRYAN BUS3
JARES DANIEL JOHN LAS3
JAROM THOMAS LAWRENC GRAD
*JAROSCH LYNELL PLAS LASl
JARRATT ROBERT V JR GRAD
JARRELL BOYD JR LAS4
JARRELL KATHERINE LY AGR
1
JARRELL RONALD G LASl
JARRETT THOMAS KING BUS4
JARRETT WILLIAM B BUS3
JARVI ELLEN IRENE LAS2
JARVIS LARRY M ENG1
JARVIS LAURA GRAD
JARVIS SARAH LOUISE GRAD
JARVIS SUSAN EILEEN AGR2
JARVIS THOMAS LEE LAS3
JASIN PAMELA R AGR1
JASINSKI CLEMENTINE LAS2
JASIUWIENAS LEONARD ENG4
JASMICK ADAM W LASl
JASON THOMAS W ENG1
JASPER RUDY H F LASl
JASS RICHARD E ENG4
JASTRZEMBSKI JAMES E LAS4
JAUHOLA BARBARA ELLE LAS2
JAVA LINDA ANN COM4
JAVAHERI ALI RASOOL GRAD
JAVIER ADELINA C GRAD
JAVOR LINDA SUSAN ED 3
JAVORE JAMES STEPHEN GRAD
JAVUREK JEFFREY JAY ENG2
JAWORSKI ALLAN WILLI ENG3
JAWORSKI LAWRENCE P ENGl
JAY SANDRA JOYCE LAS3
JAYARAMAN SWAMINATHA GRAD
*JAYNES HUGH OLIVER GRAD
JEAKINS DANIEL LEE FAA3
JEANRENAUD CLAUDINE GRAD
JECMEN ROBERT MILTON ENG2
JEFFERIES DORIS GRAD
JEFFERS KEVIN D ENGl
JEFFERSON JAMES WALT LAS3
JEFFERY IRIS CATHERI GRAD
*JEFFERY RONDO NELOEN GRAD
JEFFREY JEANNE M LAS3
JEFFREY RONALD ROBER GRAD
JEFFREY TERRY DAVID LAS2
JEFFRIES WARNER S LASl
JEGL WILLIAM GUY COM4
JEMSEK JOSEPH G LAS3
JENEN PAUL RAYMOND BUS2
JENKINS DAVID R AGR2
JENKINS DOUGLAS RAY ENG2
JENKINS EDWARD S GRAD
JENKINS JERRY LEE ENGl
JENKINS JOSEPH J ENGl
JENKINS PHOEBE ED 4
JENKINS ROBERT WILLI LAS3
JENKINS STUART E GRAD
JENNE ROBERT C LASl
JENNE RONALD D GRAD
JENNER CAROL BETH LAS2
JENNETTEN ROBERT HEN LAW2
JENNINGS ELIZABETH A LAS2
JENNINGS FRANK W III LAS2
JENNINGS HUGH SCOTT LAS4
JENNINGS JERRY W ENGl
JENNINGS JOHN THOMAS ENG2
JENNINGS MARY ELLEN GRAD
JENNINGS PAUL A GRAD
JENNINGS RITA J GRAD
JENNINGS ROGER HAROL AGR4
JENNINGS THOMAS LEE LAS2
JENSEN BRYNN E FAA1
JENSEN CARL PETER BUS4
JENSEN CLARK DAVID LAS2
JENSEN CURTIS R FAA3
JENSEN DAVID B LAS5
JENSEN DAVID WILLIAM LAS4
JENSEN EDWARD CHARLE LAS2
JENSEN ELIZABETH ANN LAS3
JENSEN GERALD M ENGl
JENSEN JOHN R LASl
JENSEN JOHN WAYNE ENGl
JENSEN JULIE ANNE LAS2
JENSEN KAREN LYNNE LAS4
JENSEN LYNN M GRAD
JENSEN OWEN EUGENE FAA4
JENSEN ROBERT ALAN LAS2
706 S 3RD C
1108 N LINCOLN U
URH LAR 374 U
1837 D ORCH PL U
URH DANIELS 283 U
404 E STOUGHTON C
2118 ORCH ST 202 U
802 W OREGON 36 U
301 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 265 C
411 W ILLINOIS U
SAVOY ILL
1109 SCOVILL U
2017 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 241 U
URH SNYDER 338 C
1010 S 2ND C
1808 ORCH PL U
URH BLAISDELL 229 U
209 E ARMORY C
503 E STOUGHTON C
209 E GREEN C
URH LUNDGREN 416 C
301 E GREEN U
URH ALLEN 322 U
URH LAR 382 U
207 W GREEN C
URH WESTON 219 C
URH SNYDER 438 C
URH HOPKINS 413 C
URH BABCOCK 312 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 423 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
406 E GREEN U
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
302 E ARMORY C
304 W CALIFORNIA U
901 S 2ND C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 242 C
STERLING ILL
BURRILL HALL 524 U
801 ELIOT U
1111 S 1ST C
TOLONO ILL
1005 CALIFORNIA U
502 W SPNGFLD 4 C
RANTOUL ILL
1003 W ILLINOIS U
610 W NEVADA U
321 FAIRLAWN U
URH SAUNDERS 11 U
208 E GREEN C
308 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER C
203 W HARVEY U
401 E DANIEL C
201 E GREEN C
RR 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 114 U
1613 W WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND U
URH FORBES 428 C
309 E JOHN C
508 E GREEN C
1111 W CHARLES U
URH OGLE SB Y 708 U
URH DANIELS 0610 U
URH TRELEASE 919 U
801 W HILL 3 C
PARIS ILL
309 E CHALMERS C
512 E STOUGHTON C
205 E ARMORY U
CHICAGO ILL
910 S 3RD 814 C
606 W OHIO U
406 ROMINE U
58 E GREGORY C
206 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 220 C
106 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
312 W SPNGFLD U
MI NNE TONKA MINN
URH OGLESBY 1018 U
202 E DANIEL C
410 E GREEN U
URH CARR 214 U
604 E ARMORY 243 C
URH OGLESBY 205 U
910 S 3R0 707 C
1108 W NEVADA 2 U
URH DANIELS 254 U
606 E ELM U












































































2017 C ORCH ST
1204 CARDINAL LN
1510 WASHINGTON ST
1438 N 6TH ST
421 S OAK PARK AV




728 S LYMAN AV
301 E GREEN
1080 S FAIRFIELD
2218 S AUSTIN BLVD
3142 N MONTICELLO





5017 34TH AV A
2311 S 14TH AV
1379 GHAJARIEH
100 PULOG
2215 W 19TH ST
736 GREENWOOD AV




14 TANJORE TANK ST
801 ELIOT
4620 N WOODVIEW OR
BOX 1011





165 N 200 E












313 N 5TH ST
707 S RIOGE AV
1111 W CHARLES
64 ALLEN BEND OR
1705 SPRUCE ST
307 ALMA ST
311 NW 3RD ST
723 E CRAWFORD










3517 25TH AV A















































































































JENSEN SUSAN H AGR2
JENSKY LEONARD MARTI BUS1
JEPSEN PHILLIP RICHM LAS2
*JEPSUN KENNETH PAUL ENG4
JER MARTIN MING TAK ENG3
JERABEK JAMES S AGR1
JEROE SUSAN KAY FAA4
JERDEN BARBARA JO EO 3
JERINA KENNETH LAWRE ENG4
JERUTIS CYNTHIA ANNE LAS2
JERZYCKE CHARLES LEE ENG4
JESCHKE JOHN LESLIE ENG4
JESKt KENNETH LLOYD LAS2
JESKE RICHARD THOMAS LAS2
JESKE THOMAS E BUSL
JESKIE JUDITH LOUISE BUS3
JESKO KATHLEEN S GRAD
JESPERSEN DAVID NILS ENG2
JESSE BARBARA JEAN AGR1
JESSEE MARY LYNNE LAS4
JESSELSON RONALD S LAS3
JESSEN MARILYN E GRAD
JESSIE ELIZABETH LAS1
JESSOP NORMAN SOUTER GRAD
JETER EARL MOSER LAS2
JETER FRANKIE DEAN ENG4
JETT BRYAN THOMAS ENG3
JETTE MAURICE JOHN GRAD
JEZIK MARIE L LAS3
JEZIK VERA S LAS3
JIAMBALUO JAMES JOSE BUS3
JILEK JOHN ROBERT LAS4
JIMENEZ RICARDO L GRAD
JIMENEZ-SANCHEZ R L LAS4
JINDIA JASWANT RAI GRAD
JINKS CLAUD VINCENT PE 3
JIRKOVSKY ALAN GEORG ENG3
JOB NANCY JO AGR3
JOCHMAN DAVID J BUS2
JOCHUMS ARNOLO MILFO LAW3
JOCHUMS CARL EDWIN LAS3
JOERGENS RENEE S LAS1
JOFFE GLEN CHARLES BUS!
JOFFE JULIAN MARC LAS*
JOHANN KATHLEEN MARI LAS4
JOHANSEN JEFFREY E FAA1
JOHANSON ALLAN RAYMO FAA4
JOHAR KULBIR SINGH GRAD
JOHN ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
JOHNS BERNARD JOSEPH GRAD
JOHNS OANIEL L LAWL
JOHNS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
JOHNS MICHAEL R LAS2
JOHNS STEPHANIE A LAS1
JOHNS SUSAN HART LAS4
JOHNSEN CHRISTOPHER ENG2
JOHNSEN JOANNA ED 2
JOHNSEN LAWRENCE LAS3
JOHNSEN LYLE D JR ENG1
JOHNSEN TERRANCE O LAS3
JOHNSEN WILLIAM ARNO GRAD
JOHNSON ABBY A ARTHU GRAD
JOHNSON ADELE M LAS3
JOHNSON ALAN PACKARD GRAD
JOHNSON ALLAN LEE LAS3
JOHNSON ALLEN CURTIS LAS3
JOHNSON ALTHEA D LAS1
JOHNSON ARLENE S ED 1
JOHNSON BANN MILLER GRAD
JOHNSON BARBARA ELAI LAS2
JOHNSON BARBARA JEAN LAS4
JOHNSON BARBARA L ED 1
JOHNSON BELINDA ED 1
JOHNSON BETTY J LAS1
JOHNSON BLAKE RICHAR ENG4
JOHNSON BLANCHE MARI LAS4
JOHNSON BONITA SUE ED 2
JOHNSON BRIAN DEE ENG4
JOHNSON BRUCE CAMERO LAS4
JOHNSON BRUCE CARLTO COM3
JOHNSON BRUCE DONALD LAS4
JOHNSON BRUCE HOLLEY GRAD
JOHNSON BRUCE ROY LAS2
JOHNSON BRUCE W BUS1
JOHNSON CARL E LAS1
JOHNSON CARL JAMES GRAD
JOHNSON CARL PHILLIP AGR3
JOHNSON CAROL LAS1
JOHNSON CAROL A LAS3
JOHNSON CAROLYN WILS GRAD
JOHNSON CATHERINE AN COM4
JOHNSON CHARLES DUAN GRAD
JOHNSON CHARLES R LAS4
JOHNSON CHERYL A GRAD
JOHNSON CLAUDIA ANN LAS3
JOHNSON COLUMBUS L LAS1
JOHNSON CRAIG WILLRE AVI2
URH ALLEN 396 U
105 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
U15 W GREEN 318 U
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
108 E DANIEL C
624 E GREEN 2 C
URH LAR 273 U
302 E GREGORY C
URH WARDALL 1102 U
URH BABCOCK 419 U
708 W ELM U
URH WESTON 358 C
URH SNYDER 323 C
604 E ARMORY 220 C
URH TAFT 227 C
1709 VALLEY RD C
210 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 907 C
508 E ARMORY C
208 E CLARK C
609 LINCOLN 4 U
URH WARDALL 524 U
2020 N MATTIS 201 C
13 HEDGE RD CT C
STOUGHTON 101 C
URH TOWNSEND 476 U
717 BREEN C
URH LAR 231 U
URH LAR 162 U
609 S 4TH C
1004 S 2ND C
2074 B ORCH ST U
806 S STATE C
300 S GOODWIN 104 U
209 E ARMORY C
901 S 2ND C
715 W MICHIGAN U
806 W OHIO U
311 E DANIEL C
311 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 378 U
706 W OHIO U
706 W OHIO U
1211 W CLARK 21 U
311 E ARMORY C
105 E GREEN 5 C
406 E HEALEY C
1403 SCOTTSDALE C
2710 ALTON C
WILSON TRLR PK 21 U
TWIN ORCH MBL CT 5 U
308 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 274 U
WILSON TRLR PK 21 U
URH TOWNSEND 206 U
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
URH HOPKINS 154 C
URH WESTON 336 C
URH HOPKINS 154 C
2108 ORCH 203 U
601 E FAIRLAWN U
URH TRELEASE 1104 U
1608 W HEALEY C
PAXTON ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
URH TRELEASE 630 U
2108 H WHITE C
303 E JOHN C
1101 S EUCLID C
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH ALLEN 71 U
URH ALLEN 353 U
505 E GREEN 303 C
1112 W GREEN C
706 S MATTHEWS U
706 W CHURCH 8 C
BENTON ILL
1004 S 2ND C
BLUE ISLAND ILL
306 N HARVEY U
URH WESTON 111 C
910 S 3RD 514 C
URH OGLESBY 1226 U
107 S PRAIRIE C
2309 S 1ST 204 C
URH TAFT 24 C
409 E CHALMERS C
107 S PRAIRIE C
508 E CHALMERS C
2006 C ORCH ST U
604 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 354 U
URH WARDALL 402 U
903 W ILLINOIS U
211 E ARMORY C
333--3380 225 S MAC ARTHUR
1854 CLAVEY RD
7821 IOWA ST
344--4794 1115 W GREEN
332--4204 24 MAN WAH BLD 16F
RR 1
2 HEMLOCK DR
332--2981 390 N 19TH ST
344--7511 2427 CLINTON ST
332--4527 1616 S MANNHEIM RD
332--3827 121 N MAY ST
RR 1
1120 W CALISTA
332--1759 1937 50TH CT
1114 S 23RD AV
332--0630 1927 WESTERN AV
5514 S ALBANY AV
1513 GLENDALE AV
344--1788 885 HUCKLEBERRY LN
344--0501 3261 CARLSON
356--9505 7940 CLYDE AV
344--1460 441-27 AV NE
332--440 3 3833 S PARK
352--0833 46 BEACON ST
352--7360 1734 VALLEY RD
431 E MITCHELL




356--7809 1444 N MONITOR
344--7373 2405 HAINSWORTH AV
344--4449 909 W FLORENCE
356--2157 806 S STATE
344--5613 SIRKI BAZAR
356--8833 RR 1
344--7541 1213 S 56TH CT
E GREEN ST
2119 W AYRES
810 W DIVISION ST
344--1119 810 W DIVISION ST
334 W CLEVELAND
344--9519 2906 W CHASE AV
344--9519 2906 W CHASE
365-
-1173 2005 EDGEWOOD DR
352--4453 604 GOLFVIEW TERR
4040 VALENTE CT
356--2925 406 E HEALEY
4827 N WOLCOTT
64 W GROVE ST
367--0524 531 W 3RD
367--1473 1219 W HOVEY 52
720 CHESTNUT
332--298 2 5629 DOVER DR
367--0524 531 W 3RD ST
332--4051 1910 N 76TH AV
332--3679 RR 3
3 32--1167 15 WILSON CT
332--2008 442 HARRISON ST
332--1167 15 WILSON CT
2108 ORCH ST 203
365--2838 601 E FAIRLAWN
332--5711 RR 1 BOX 155
359--4210 268 40TH ST
RR 2 BOX 16
359--3232 517 STEVENSON DR
332--0277 1017 ROBINSON ST
332--5586 RR 1
359--1130 2108 W WHITE 144
344--30 75 1305 STRATFORD AV
344--1299 10443 FOREST
332--5465 429 HAWPTON TERR
2150 N 28TH ST
332--3347 360 NORMAN CT
10921 S HOYNE AV
359--1381 1112 W GREEN ST
706 W CHURCH
314 W CHURCH ST
356--7683 1036 25TH AV CT
2357 WALNUT
367--7529 306 N HARVEY
332--1894 1600 W ACRES
344--5000 1714 FERNDALE
332--5407 1451 GLORIA DR
356--4188 107 S PRAIRIE
344--6871 RR 1
332--0583 1104 B MYRTLE PL
99 WAUKEGAN RD
356--4188 107 S PRAIRIE
344--7439 1902 BRUNER ST
344--6221 2006 C ORCH ST
254 GREEN ST
332--2260 66 E SCHREYER PL
332--4358 504 S PINE AV




































































































JOHNSON DARRELL R LAS1 URH SNYDER 442 C 332--1840 1305 EDGERTON OR JOLIET IL
*JOHNSON DARWIN GENE GRAD WILSON TRLR PK 58 U 365--2082 58 WILSON TRLR PK URBANA ILL
JOHNSON DAVID bERT LAS2 URH FORBES 322 C 332--1032 514 W 103RD PL CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON DAVID CARL COM4 401 E DANIEL C 344--7301 RR 1 BOX 164 SUGAR GR ILL
JOHNSON DAVID HARRY GRAD 1103 S 1ST C 344--7724 1103 S 1ST CHAMPAIGN IL
JOHNSON DAVID RAY LAS3 URH WESTON 395 C 332--2051 2008 APACHE RD WAUKEGAN ILL
JOHNSON DAVID RICHAR LAS4 2103 ZUPPKE U 4801 N NORTH ST PEORIA ILL
JOHNSON DAVID THOMAS GRAD 706 S RACE u RR 2 BOX 544A ZION ILL
JOHNSON DAVID W GRAD URH DANIELS 424 u 332--2284 5111 N MONTICELLO CHICAGO IL
JOHNSON DAVID W BUS3 14216 S WABASH RIVERDALE IL
JOHNSON DEBORAH ANN PE 4 403 S BUSEY 10 u 344--4791 15837 MYRTLE AV HARVEY ILL
JOHNSON DENNIS RICHA LAS2 204 E JOHN c RR 2 DURAND ILL
JOHNSON DIANE KAYE LAS1 910 S 3RD 724 c 344--5000 243 W PATTON ST PAXTON ILL
JOHNSON DIANNE E GRAD 1707 RIDGE RD c 3 56--5769 1707 RIDGE RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON DONALD DEAN GRAD URH BABCOCK 116 u 332--3733 337 S EDSON AV LOMBARD ILL
JOHNSON DONALD F II AVI2 609 S 4TH 1 c 205 E OLIVE ST PROSPECT HTS IL
JOHNSON DONALD OTTO GRAD 1803 VALLEY RD c 359--4595 4730 N ALBANY AV CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON DONALD R ENG3 1010 E COLORADO u RR 7 MT VERNON IL
JOHNSON DONALD RAY ENG3 URH OGLESBY 302 u 332--5114 709 E CARROLL MACOMB ILL
JOHNSON DONN E LAS2 212 E CHALMERS c 1027 HUNTER RD GLENVIEW IL
JOHNSON DONNA LAUER ED 3 708 W SPNGFLD c 356--8730 708 W SPNGFLD CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON UUANE HENRY ENG3 URH TOWNStND 478 u 332--4233 RT 2 NOKOMIS ILL
JOHNSON tARL IVAR GRAD URH SHERMAN 947 c 332--4942 6342 N MAPLEWOOD CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON EDWARD FRANK GRAD 2309 CARLISLE c 352--5070 2309 N CARLISLE CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON EDWARD NORMA LAS4 214 GREGORY 102 c 100 NORTHWEST HWY FOX RIVER GR ILL
JOHNSON EDWIN CLIFFO PE 3 1111 S 1ST c 356--3314 1118 9TH AV ROCKFORD ILL
JOHNSON ELIOT RUSSEL GRAD 1003 S MATTIS 1 c 356--7082 1003 S MATTIS 1-4 CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON ELIZABETH C ED 4 902 S LINCOLN u 344--3114 902 S LINCOLN 206 URBANA ILL
JOHNSON ELLEN L LAS1 URH TAFT 424 c 332--0671 RR 2 BOX 100 MAPLE PARK ILL
JOHNSON ELYNE G ED 2 URH TRELEASE 701 u 3 32--5588 1521 HALL EAST ST LOUIS ILL
JOHNSON EMILY POTTS GRAD 306 N HARVEY u 367--7529 306 N HARVEY URBANA ILL
JOHNSON ERIC FOSTER GRAD 1405 KIRBY 4 c 352--5802 3010 PRESCOTT DR GARLAND TEX
JOHNSON ERIC KAI LAS1 URH HOPKINS 171 c 332--1177 715 N FORDHAM AV AURORA ILL
JOHNSON ERIC SHANKS GRAD 1001 S OAK c 356--1597 9372 LIBERTY RD TWINSBURG OHIO
JOHNSON ERICK A GRAD 2315 S 1ST 102 c 344--7894 1140 ROSSELL AV OAK PARK IL
JOHNSON ERNEST WALTO LAS2 URH OGLESBY 924 u 332--5315 3621 N 38TH ST ARLINGTON VA
JOHNSON EUGENE LUNN GRAD TOLONO ILL RR 1 BOX 6 TOLONO ILL
JOHNSON FRANCES KAY AGR3 805 W OHIO u 344--4784 RR 1 DUNLAP ILL
JOHNSON FRANCIS H JR PE 4 BLOOMINGTON ILL RR 1 SAUNEMIN ILL
JOHNSON FRANKLIN R LAS4 2110 E MAIN u 367--1075 401 1/2 W SPNGFLD CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON GARLAND R JR ENG4 904 GREEN 524 u 1925 GREENTREE RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
JOHNSON GARY K FAA1 URH GARNER 489 c 332--0906 901 S CRESCENT PARK RIDGE ILL
JOHNSON GEORGE C LASl 208 E JOHN c 356--9468 1241S INDEPENDENCE CHICAGO IL
JOHNSON GEORGE W GRAD 1806 A ORCH ST u 344--0930 50 B S ARMY DEPOT SAVANNA IL
JOHNSON GERALD DEAN AGR4 1103 S BUSEY u RR 1 MERRILL RD SUGAR GROVE ILL
JOHNSON GLENN C LAW1 URH SHERMAN c 332--5027 3021 BALMORAL CRSC FLOSSMOOR IL
JOHNSON GLENN CARL GRAD 1006 W UNIVERSITY c 352--7224 1006 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON GLORIA J LASl 904 E CHALMERS 903 c 1046 HEATHERFIELD GLENVIEW IL
JOHNSON GREGORY S ENG1 904 W GREEN 428 u 14254 LUNA MIDLOTHIAN IL
JOHNSON GUY HENRY LAS2 URH CARR 430 u 2639 W 107TH ST CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON HAROLD RANDA GRAD 1407 WILEY u 367--9868 713 F ST W VALE ORE
JOHNSON HELEN RUTH ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--3364 7 17 CHESTNUT ST BRIDGEPORT ILL
JOHNSON HENRY C JR GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL 512 S VALE ST BLOOMINGTON ILL
JOHNSON HERSCHEL E J PE 4 708 W SPNGFLD c 356--8730 708 W SPNGFLD CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON JAMES JOHN GRAD 903 S MATTIS 1 c 3 56--0674 903 S MATTIS 1 CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON JAMES LOUIS VM 4 VET CLINIC SA c 333--2980 801 W NEVADA URBANA IL
JOHNSON JAMES PHILLI LAW2 606 E COLORADO u 367--3154 606 E COLORADO URBANA ILL
JOHNSON JAMES S LAS3 311 E GREEN c RR 1 ROCK CITY ILL
JOHNSON JAMES WINFIE LAW2 1004 S 4TH 119 c 344--7157 2630 S RIDGELAND BERWYN ILL
JOHNSON JANE ANN LAS4 URH WARDALL 926 u 332--4502 280 DOUGLAS ELGIN ILL
JOHNSON JANE S LASl URH TRELEASE 530 u 332--5556 107 LINCOLN DR MT CARMEL ILL
JOHNSON JANET CATHER LAS2 URH LAR 469 u 332--3051 3115 31ST AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
JOHNSON JANET V LASl URH VANOGREN 110 c 332--0479 1240 W 14TH ST CHICAGO IL
JOHNSON JANICE L ED 3 URH TRELEASE 324 u 332--5489 600 N 43RD ST BELLEVILLE IL
JOHNSON JARED LOGAN GRAD URH DANIELS 533 u 332--2323 214 E CHERRY OLNEY ILL
JOHNSON JAROL P GRAD RR 1 STILLMAN VALLEY IL
JOHNSON JEANETTE M GRAD 1768 VALLEY RD c 3 59--1150 505 S MIDLOTHIAN MUNDELEIN ILL
JOHNSON JEFFERSON B ENG2 URH GARNER 445 c 332--0864 709 E CARROLL MACOMB ILL
JOHNSON JEFFREY ALAN ED 4 2317 S 1ST 101 c 344--6501 RR 1 BATAVIA ILL
JOHNSON JEFFREY J AVI1 910 S 3RD 424 c 344--5000 BOX 1343 CONRAD MT
JOHNSON JEFFREY MICH LAS4 URH SNYDER 271 c 332--1722 338 E ST CHARLES ELMHURST ILL
JOHNSON JENNIFER S GRAD 2602 SHERIDAN c 359--1495 2602 SHERIDAN CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON JERALD BONAR LAW3 FARMER CITY ILL 213 E MARKET FARMER CITY ILL
JOHNSON JERRY ALAN GRAD 611 W HILL c 359--1854 611 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON JERRY L BUS1 URH OGLESBY 730 u 332--5261 2304 22ND ST NORTH CHICAGO IL
JOHNSON JILL MARIE AGR1 URH LUNOGREN 305 c 332--0261 367 E OTTAWA ST SYCAMORE ILL
JOHNSON JIMMIE L FAA1 URH FORBES 245 c 332--0976 548 CLEVELAND BEECH GROVE IN
JOHNSON JOE A FAA6 102 W MUMFORD u 344--3432 102 W MUMFORD URBANA ILL
JOHNSON JOHN CLEG JR LASl 210 E PARK c 356--9216 210 E PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON JOHN DAVID LAS2 URH WESTON 413 c 332--206 1 RR 2 BOX 7 CHENOA ILL
JOHNSON JOHN F GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL 1108 WICKFORD DR SPRINGFIELD ILL
JOHNSON JOHN H ENG1 URH SCOTT 419 c 332--1854 2334 11TH ST MOLINE IL
JOHNSON JOHN JEROME GRAD 811 S LOCUST c 352--1615 61 SALEM LN EVANSTON ILL
JOHNSON JOHN ROBERT ENG3 211 E GREEN 211 c 501 ROBINSON DANVILLE ILL
JOHNSON JOSEPH G LASl 1010 S 2ND c 344--0046 133 E 4TH ST FLORA IL
JOHNSON JOSEPH MARIO ENG4 305 E JOHN c 344--9424 300 N WALNUT CLINTON ILL
JOHNSON JUDITH ANN GRAD URH DANIELS 367 u 1911 N FAIRVIEW ST PAUL MN
JOHNSON JUDITH ANN ED 1 405 E JOHN c 344--0556 RR 1 SEATON ILL
JOHNSON JUDITH JANE LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 948 NORMAN LN GURNEE ILL
JOHNSON JULIA LYNN LAS4 611 E DANIEL c 344--1840 215 IMPERIAL BLOOMINGTON ILL
JOHNSON KAREN EILEEN FAA3 URH WARDALL 507 u 2700 BEL AIRE DR ARLINGTON HTS ILL
JOHNSON KAREN LOUISE GRAD MAHOMET ILL
JOHNSON KARRELL J GRAD I960 D ORCH ST u 7017 TWINCREST AUSTIN TEX
JOHNSON KATHLEEN JEA LAS2 611 E DANIEL c 344--1840 10921 S HOYNE CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON KATHLEEN NEL LAS2 URH BARTON 19 c 332--0101 220 PEMBROKE AV JOLIET ILL
JOHNSON KAY MARIE COM3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--5859 828 FAIRVIEW BLVD ROCKFORD ILL




































































































































































































ENG1 URH OGLESBY 821
ENG3 1109 W MAIN 24
LAS3 309 E CHALMERS
GRAD 210 E DODSON
AGR2 URH SCOTT 206
BUS1 URH CARR 207
BUS3 1202 W NEVADA
ENG1 RR 2
BUS4 902 S FOLEY
BUS1 809 W PENN
LASi URH GARNER 476
AGR3 58 E GREGORY
GRAD URH DANIELS 239
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 601
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 325
LAS3 306 E DANIEL
LASI URH LAR 369
AGR3 1301 S BUSEY
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 205
FAA4 URH WARDALL 1211
GRAD 308 W GREEN 6
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 306
GRAD 1205 MAIN 2
LAS2 URH BUSEY 325
LAS3 1005 S 6TH 2
ENG4 903 W ILLINOIS
GRAD 1103 S 1ST
AGR1 URH BARTON 103
LAS3 URH LAR 387
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 414
GRAD 408 FAIRLAWN DR
LAS4 402 E ARMORY
ENG2 URH GARNER 216
FAA4 805 W OHIO
LAS4 2105 WHITE
LAS4 209 E STOUGHTON
ENG2 13 MAGNOLA
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1227
AGR1 URH SNYDER 296
BUS1 URH LAR 118
LAS3 URH EVANS 241
ED 2 URH WARDALL 516
AGR1 1004 W NEVADA
LAS4 1780 VALLEY RD
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
LASI URH ALLEN
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA
AGR4 409 E CHALMERS
VM 4 1904 WILLOW RD
GRAD 815 N MCKINLEY
LAS3 510 E STOUGHTON
LAS3 1008 W NEVADA
ENG3 904 W GREEN
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 1027
LASI URH SNYDER 396
LAS3 211 E JOHN
LASI CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 715 S PRAIRIE
BUS1 URH WESTON
VM 1 1205 1/2 W MAIN 2
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 446
GRAD 1403 CENTENNIAL
PE 4 308 E ARMORY
BUS3 URH OGLESBY 403
LAS2 201 E JOHN
GRAD 2105 WHITE 180
ENG4 1108 W NEVADA 8
GRAD 808 N LINCOLN 4
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS 702
FAA4 201 S LINCOLN
ENG3 URH CARR 409
VM 4 2007 PHILO 8
ENGl URH WESTON 356
GRAD 1904 WILLOW RD
GRAD 205 W HIGH
ENGl URH OGLESBY 125
FAA4 URH GARNER 395
GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 601 FAIRLAWN
FAA4 58 E ARMORY 4
GRAD 7 REGENT CT
GRAD 1216 W CHARLES
BUS4 1780 VALLEY RD
FAA3 1 SAFFER CT
ENG4 201 E GREEN
LAS4 404 EDGEBROOK 113
GRAD 110 S GREGORY 2
LAS4 307 E HEALEY 4
LASI 302 E ARMORY
LASI URH GARNER 127
AGR4 URH CARR 325
ENGl URH WESTON 467
LAS2 URH SCOTT 294
PE 1 212 E DANIEL
GRAD 2 SAFFER CT
LAS3 310 E JOHN
AGR4 405 E JOHN
u 332--5282 ROUTE 3 BOX 419
u RR 1
C 214 N BROCKWAY ST
u 367--0279 4502 CHOCTAW CR SE
C 332--4132 RR 3
u 332--3338 1262 E PALATINE RD
u 344--7579 % JOHNSONS HWY SER
u 367--6043 RR 2
c 356--4366 902 S FOLEY
u 933 GAMBLE DR
c 332--0900 7225 S UNIVERSITY
c 356--3152 RR 2
u 332--2192 4004 LANDOLAKES DR
u 332--5203 1120 MCCARTHY RD
u 332--3802 2502 SPRINGFIELD
c 622 N SPRING AV
u 332--3016 5335 ARLINGTON ST
u RR 1 BOX 159
c 332--0496 638 LENOX RD
u 332--4560 1003 N JOLIET ST
u 367--6841 7 LIVINGSTON AV
u 214 E CHERRY ST
u 367--646 5 8503 BARING AV
u 1712 S 7TH AV
C 344--7658 2500 MANCHESTER RD
u 535 E 88TH PL
C 344--7724 1103 S 1ST
c 332--0108 RR 1 BOX 133
u 332--3030 1954 W LAUREL ST
u 6019 N SHERIDAN RD
u 367--4994 408 FAIRLAWN
c 344--1915 MALTMANS LN
c 332--0715 267 MONTEREY AV
u 344--4784 RFD 2
c 356--5607 416 PARKER ST
u 2905 VERMONT
c 519 E WOOD ST
u 332--5408 726 DUNDEE AV
c 332--1739 RR 2
u 1118 9TH AV
u 332--2727 1017 ARLINGTON AV
u 332--4393 9945 S BELL AV
u RR 1
c 356--6324 820 STATE ST
ROUTE 3
u 332--3394 4801 N NORTH ST
u 344--0425 3845 PRAIRIE AV
c 344--5859 2037 53RD ST
u 367--6169 1904 WILLOW RD
c 359--3739
c 352--2984 1107 GRANT ST
u 344--9710 236 E 140TH PL
u 5131 N NASHVILLE
u 332--5348 10413 S TROY ST
c 805 6TH AV
c 356--7563 316 E FREMONT
3530 W 76TH PL
c 356--9366 715 S PRAIRIE
c 122 E MAIN ST
u 367--0200 815 SUMMIT
c 332--1361 BOX 22
c 3 59--3523 1403 CENTENNIAL
c 706 S 2ND
u 332--5145 270 GLENWOOD AV
c 352--4427 ROUTE 1
c 356--5607 416 PARKER ST
u 700 MAIN ST
u 367--6172 267 MIDVALE DR NE
c 5763 W 97TH ST
u RR 1 BOX 59
u 6315 TAMOSHANTER
u 367--2570 321 ALEXANDER
c 332--2020 RR 1
u 367--6169 1904 WILLOW RD
u 367--1201 611 CARLTON DR
u 332--5078 BOX 165
c 332--0842 731 N GARDINER AV
1107 1/2 N PRAIRIE
u 365--2838 601 E FAIRLAWN
c 352--0747 6019 N SHERIDAN RD
c 359--4902 7 REGENT CT
c 352--4551 1216 W CHARLES
c 356--6324 107 LINCOLN DR
u W 3627 ROWAN
c 356--4014 1112 BLENHEIM DR
c 3 56--2327 663 GLENN AV
u DENISON U BX 2318
c 356--4889 721 JACKSON AV
c 344--7323 HOMEWOOD-CHEYNE
c 332--0699 2118 BRENTWOOD DR
u 332--3937 RR 1 BOX 133
c 332--2101 RR 2
c 332--1497 210 HARDING
c 356--7908 2407 CARRELTON
u 344--2329 1330 S 59TH AV
c 2406 BRENDENWOOD


































































































JOHNSON THIRL DAVID GRAD
JOHNSON THOMAS A ENG1
JOHNSON THOMAS ANDER ED 4
JOHNSON THOMAS C GRAD
JOHNSON THOMAS HOEVE GRAD
JOHNSON THOMAS M GRAD
JOHNSON THOMAS MAURI AGR2
JOHNSON TIMOTHY E GRAD
JOHNSON TIMOTHY VINC LAS4
JOHNSON VALERIE A ED 1
JOHNSON WARREN ALBER LAS2
JOHNSON WARREN DOUGL AGR4
JOHNSON WAYNE LEE ENG3
JOHNSON WILLIAM B AVI3
JOHNSON WILLIAM C FAA1
JOHNSON WILLIAM FRAN ENG2
JOHNSON WILLIAM H GRAD
JOHNSON WILLIAM L FAA1
JOHNSON WILLIAM TODD ENG4
JOHNSTON BARBARA F LAS1
JOHNSTON DANIEL LEE ENG4
JOHNSTON DAVID A LAS2
JOHNSTON HERBERT S PE 3
JOHNSTON JAMES A FAA4
JOHNSTON JANET L PE 1
JOHNSTON JANSEELY ED 4
JOHNSTON MANLEY R GRAD
JOHNSTON MARK V GRAD
JOHNSTON MARY EVELYN LAS4
JOHNSTON PAUL HENRY FAA1
JOHNSTON PAUL LESTER LAS4
JOHNSTON RALPH ONEY GRAD
JOHNSTON RAYMOND STE LAS4
JOHNSTON RICHARD LYL ENG3
JOHNSTON ROBERT GEOR GRAD
JOHNSTON ROBERTA K GRAD
JOHNSTON ROSEMARIE GRAD
JOHNSTON THOMAS B FAA3
JOHNSTON WALTER WESL GRAD
JOHNSTON WAYNE A III LAS4
JOHNSTON WILLIAM L LAS1
JOHNSTON WILLIAM R FAA3
JOHRI GIRISH BAHADUR GRAD
JOINER JEWELL LAS1
JOLEY CHARLES LEE GRAD
JOLLY RICHARD JOHN GRAD
JOLLY SHARON KAY AGR1
JONAS ANA MASIULIS GRAD
JONAS CAROLYN LORRAI LAS3
JONASSEN ALLEN DOUGL BUS3
JONCICH DAVID MICHAE GRAD
JONES ADRIAN LYNN LAS2
JONES ANEDRIA A LAS1
JONES BARBARA ANN LAS2
JONES BARBARA B FAA3
JONES BARBARA GAYE LAS2
JONES BRIAN WALTON VM 4
JONES CANDACE S LAS3
JONES CAROLYN M PE 1
JONES CAROLYN RUTH BUSl
JONES CAROLYN TISDEL GRAD
JONES CHARLES THOMAS ENG3
JONES CLARENCE JAMES LAS1
JONES CLAUDE LOWELL AGR4
JONES CLIFFORD ROY ENG4
JONES CLINTON DOUGLA LAS4
JONES COLIN DOUGLAS LAS4
JONES COLIN ELLIOTT GRAD
JONES DANA RAY BUSl
JONES DAVID P ENG1
JONES DEAN PAUL LAS2
JONES DEBORAH ANN GRAD
JONES DELORIS PERCY AGR4
JONES DENNIS E ENG1
JONES DON DENNIS GRAD
JONES EDDIE J LAS1
JONES EDRA A LAS1
JONES EDWIN WESLEY LAS4
JONES ERVIN ELROY GRAD
JONES FRANCES WELLS GRAD
JONES HARRY LEONARO GRAD
JONES HELEN RENEE GRAO
JONES HUGH MARVIN GRAD
JONES IRENE M GRAD
JONES JAKE A III FAA1
JONES JAMES S AGR1
JONES JAMES STEWART LAS4
JONES JUDITH A GRAD
JONES JUDITH A AGR1
JONES JULIE ANN ED 2
JONES KAREN KRISTINE LAS3
JONES KAREN L FAA1
JONES LAWRENCE LYNN GRAD
JONES LELA C LAS1
JONES LESLIE A GRAD
JONES LESLIE CAROL AGR3


















311 E GREEN 209









URH SHERMAN 1248 C
605 S 5TH C
313 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 220 C
URH DANIELS 603 U
1004 W OREGON U
408 E GREEN C
411 E GREEN C
312 W SPNGFLD 11 U
52 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 482 C
URH DANIELS 229 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH WESTON 294 C
1007 S 1ST 7— C
909 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 271 U
CHARLESTON ILL
BOX 963 C
URH ALLEN 126 U
902 S LINCOLN 207 U
1736 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 519 U
807 W ILLINOIS 1 U
601 MUMFCRD RD U
URH WARDALL 924 U
URH TRELEASE 225 U
509 W MAIN U
URH EVANS 111 U
604 W MICHIGAN U
410 E GREEN 11 C
URH NOBLE 113 C
URH WARDALL 921 U
URH SHERMAN 212 C
503 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH TOWNSEND 337 U
704 S LINCOLN U
106 N GREGORY 2 U
1009 W PENN U
URH CARR 120 U
1001 S OAK C
URH GARNER 226 C
URH SNYDER 312 C
1111 S 1ST C
1005 S OAK C
1107 W GREEN 431 U
URH FORBES 340 C
604 N MAPLE 21 U
URH SNYDER 223 C
URH WARDALL 223 U
1503 KIRBY 2 C
1107 W GREEN 431 U
1203 S ELM C
101 W PARK U
301 E WHITE 5 C
1203 S ELM C
102 N GREGORY 9 U
106 E DANIEL C
505 E GREEN 316 C
502 FAIRLAWN U
504 S 5TH C
409 E CHALMERS C
1102 S LINCOLN U
312 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 425 C
ARTHUR ILL
URH WARDALL 1025 U
702 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
URH LAR 292 U
1001 S OAK C
C 352--1368
c 332--1842 516 OAK KNOLLS N
5405 S WOODLAWN
C 356--8102 1834 S BROOKWOOD
u 365--1684 RR 3
C 332--4869 2304 7TH AV NW
c RR 1
BOX 61
367--2464 507 E WASHINGTON
c 332--008 7 51 S SEYMOUR
u
u
344--0700 2110 ZUPPKE DR
RR 2 BOX 7
u 365--2904 WILSON TRLR PK 38
u 365--2637 1280 S 8TH AV
C 713 PARK LN
u 332--5351 219A S MAPLE AV
C 352--9317 906 STRATFORD
C 321 N MAIN ST
C 344--1390 2301 S 1ST 301
u 332--4571 2403 WASHINGTON AV
324 WASHINGTON ST
c 332--2117 4709 W 102ND ST
C 352--5653 802 HESSEL
C 3018 N 79TH ST
u 344--1585
C 352--5653 802 HESSEL
356-2332
8707 STRATHEARN DR




332--2327 URH DANIELS 603
344--1542 4913 N 59TH ST
356- 7939 RR 1
344--1674 876 S RACE ST
367- 0692 2205 35TH AV






344--6072 909 W CALIFORNIA
2316 PIERCE ST
105 WASHINGTON ST
356--9552 46 E JOHN
332--3132 ROUTE 3
344--4753 902 S LINCOLN 207
15W331 HARVARD
332--5190 2724 S WESLEY AV
344--7376 817 MEADOW LN
121 BELOIT CT
332--4500 2104 S HARDING
332--5460 2210 DEWEY ST
367--6991 817 W JACKSON
332--2692 411 SE 3RD ST
344--5425 RR 1 BOX 290
2214 A CASEY
1731 SULGRAVE RD
332--4497 7000 S MORGAN ST
332--4647 20913 MASTICK RD
367--5046 415 S LOCUST ST




356--1597 1001 S OAK
332--0725 212 E NORTH ST
204 N 20TH ST
344--7314 3244 CARLSON AV
356--8266 1005 S OAK
344--1079 1107 W GREEN 431
257 N RAYNOR
367--9560 804 S LOCUST 25
332--1689 1322 S HEATH AV
332--4330 405 S DUNLAP
356--8566 COUNTRY ESTATES
344--1079 1107 W GREEN
352--1210 ELM
367--8116 BOX 128
356--0990 1888 CONRAD AV SE
352--1210 ELM
367--6568 4 COUNTRY CLUB PL





344--4205 415 S LOCUST ST
212 E 10TH
5666 W 175TH
612 S SPRUCE ST
332--4525 19529 FRAZIER DR
359--4658 7646 WALMER LN
332 -2999 5 BIRCH LN
































































































CLVLND HTS 12 OHIO
140
•JONES LINDA K LAS4
JONES MARILYN E LASl
JONES MARION H BUS1
JONES MARY S LASl
JONES MCKINLEY ALFRE LAS2
JONES MERVIN ALLEN GRAD
JONES MICHAEL ALLEN AGR4
JONES MICHAEL E LAW1
JONES MICHAEL LEE LAS2
JONES MOREEN P GRAD
JONES NANCY LYN FAA2
JONES NINA CLAUUETTE GRAD
JONES PAULA JEAN LAS2
JONES PHILIP ANDREW LAS4
JONES RICHARD BRUCE BUS4
JONES RICHARD GLENN ENG4
JONES RICHARD LEE ENG4
JONES ROBERT DAVID GRAD
JONES ROBERT M III LAS3
JONES ROLLAND WYETTE LAS3
JONES RONALD DEAN AGR2
JONES RONALD LYLE ENG4
JONES RONALD S LASl
JONES RONALD VANCE LAS4
JONES RUSSELL S III LAW1
JONES RUSSELL W BUS1
JONES RUTH BOTZ GRAD
JONES SANDRA M LAS2
JONES SHEILA T BUS4
JONES SIDNEY M GRAD
JONES STANLEY TANNER GRAD
JONES STEPHAN E LASl
JONES STEPHEN E COM2
JONES STEPHEN WITSEL LAS4
JONES STUART K LAW1
JONES SUSAN H GRAD
JONES TERRY W AGR1
JONES THOMAS ABRAHAM PE 1
JONES THOMAS HALE LAW2
JONES THOMAS L GRAD
JONES THOMAS MAURICE LAS4
JONES VER1TA D BUS1
JONES WALTER LAS4
JONES WILLIAM H AVI 1
JONES WILLIAM M COM3
JONES WILLIAM MAURIC FAA3
JONES WILLIAM PAUL LAS2
JONESON DALE ALAN FAA2
JONESON DEAN HOWARD LAS4
JONIETZ KARL K LAS4
JONTES CARA DEWALL AGR4
JONTES DAVID RAYMOND BUS4
JORAY PAUL ALBERT GRAD
JORBIN LESLEY ELLEN GRAD
JORCZAK ROBERT LEE LAS2
JORDAN ALBERT GUSTAV GRAD
JORDAN DONALD WAYNE LAS4
JORDAN EUGENE NOEL LAS2
JORDAN GREGORY R LAW1
JORDAN JANIS EVELYN LAS4
JORDAN JOSEPH LOUIS GRAD
JORDAN MARGARET A LASl
JORDAN MICHAEL GRAD
JORDAN THOMAS CONRAD LAS2
JORDANI DAVID A LAS3
JORDON SARAH M LASl
JOKGENSEN ADLON D GRAD
JORGENSEN ANN CATHER LAS4
JORGENSEN ERIC BERTH BUS4
JORGENSEN GEORGE NOR GRAD
JORGENSEN JACLYN ANN LAS3
JORGENSEN JAMES EDWI BUS3
JORGENSEN MARY E FAA1
JORGENSEN ROBERT DUB FAA4
JORGENSEN SHARON S LASl
JORGENSON AVIS K GRAD
JORGENSON JOANN L GRAD
JORGESEN WILLIAM C ENG4
JORPELAND MARSHALL S COM4
JOSEPH CHARLES M GRAD
JOSEPH CRAIG C LAS4
JOSEPH DENNIS F GRAD
JOSEPH RAYMOND A LAS3
JOSEPHITES OANIEL W ENG2
JOSHEL MARJORY B LAS3
JOSHI HARISH CHANDRA GRAO
JOSHl PADMINI TRYAMB GRAD
JOST DENNIS CARL BUS2
JOST JAMES H PE 3
JOST ROBERT CHARLES LAS2
JOST SCOTT C AGR1
JOST SUSAN JANE LAS4
JOSTEN RANDAL LESTER LAS2
JOSMICK RICHARD B JR FAA4
JOTIKASTHIRA VORAVUD ENG4
JOY RICHARD MARKS LAW3
JOYCE CHRISTOPHER P LAS2
311
114
2103 W WHITE 131
409 E CHALMERS 908



























1201 1/2 W PARK
2108 W WHITE 14
URH SCOTT
305 E JOHN 3
306 N MATHEWS
910 S 3RD 25
1709 VALLEY RD














2313 S 1ST 201
2313 S 1ST
EUREKA ILL





218 E GREGORY 101














1108 W NEVADA 1
URH ALLEN 299
2067 D HAZWD CT
URH SAUNOERS 116
302 W LOCUST










2118 S ORCH 303
402 E ARMORY
907 S 3RD 14
214 E GREGORY 101
URH FORBES 413
1408 W UNIVERSITY
STA A BOX 2109
706 S 1ST 303
211 E ARMORY
c 359--3095 BOX 443 ROSEVILLE ILL
c BOX 164 ALPHA IL
u 344--7073 106 S 4TH CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332--4547 5209 FAIR ELMS WESTERN SPRS ILL
c 804 N 24TH ST E ST LOUIS ILL
u 511 SE 14TH TERR GAINESVILLE FLA
c 10 S ABINGDON ST ARLINGTON VA
u 367--3431 229 S DEWEY URBANA IL
c 352--4453 1406 MATILDA PEKIN ILL
c 11 A WABENO ST ROXBURY MASS
c 344--1015 10 S ABINGDON ST ARLINGTON VA
c 9401 PARNELL CHICAGO ILL
c 356--2291 114 W 12TH ST STREATOR ILL
c RR 1 RALEIGH IL
c 356--0246 1034 RIDGE AV ROCKFORD ILL
c 127 S EDGEWOOD LOMBARD ILL
c 359--3095 RR 3 ROSEVILLE ILL
u BOX 268 RIDGWAY ILL
c 352--5151 16 JAN AV KANKAKEE ILL
c GREEN ST LOUISVILLE ILL
c 332--1960 RR ALMA ILL
c 356--0652 7 LEMONTREE CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332--4126 636 E COURT PARIS ILL
c 352--6122 804 S 25TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
u 367--3944 375 HAWTHORN LN WINNETKA ILL
u 367--6786 305 HIGHLAND URBANA ILL
u 344--5447 209 E MUMFORD URBANA ILL




9047 DANTE AV CHICAGO IL
356--2911 2108 WHITE 141 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 4101 W WASHINGTON CHICAGO IL
c RR 2 GREENTOWN IN
u 367--9924 104 9TH ST SCOTT AFB ILL
c 576 ELM ST WINNETKA ILL
c 359--1892 1709 A VALLEY RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c RIDGWAY ILL
u 344--1062 1045 GRAND BLVD AURORA ILL
c 344--5000 2210 DEWEY ST MURPHYSBORO ILL
u 629 N OLIVE FLORA IL
c 356--2028 545 S 6TH AV LAGRANGE ILL
u 332--4318 502 W OAK 204 CHICAGO IL
c 8104 S INDIANA CHICAGO ILL
c 344--0761 RR 1 MENDOTA ILL
c 526 S PERRINE CENTRALIA IL
u 367--3034 1505 N WIELAND ST CHICAGO ILL
u 1348 W GLENLAKE CHICAGO ILL
c 8428 S WOLCOTT CHICAGO ILL
u 344--3780 8428 S WOLCOTT
709 1/2 E GROVE
CHICAGO ILL
BLOOMINGTON ILL
c 344--1731 2042 GREENBRIER DR SPRINGFIELD ILL




c 344--7914 548 OTIS AV ST PAUL MINN
u 332--3744 2139 E 217TH ST SAUK VILLAGE ILL
c 333--2088 1005 BONNIE AV PARK RIDGE ILL
c 344--0540 920 N COURT GRAYVILLE ILL
u 344--2297 2106 W ALICE ST PEORIA ILL
c 906 LINDEN AV ST MARYS OH
u 344--0385 1218 W MARGARET AV PEORIA ILL
u 1560 NW 5TH ST FT LAUDERDALE FLA
u 332--5714 361 SOUTH ST ELMHURST ILL
u 365--2687 1305 KING AV COLUMBUS OHIO
u 344--5402 415 W INDIANA AV URBANA ILL
c 344--9694 7056 N HAMLIN LINCOLNWOOD ILL
u 332--2587 2940 W WILCOX CHICAGO ILL
c 356--9147 210 2 GALEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356--3808 504 GOLDSMITH PITTSBURG 37 PA






u 639 S WALNUT ARLINGTON HTS ILL
u 367--3086 2207 FLETCHER URBANA IL
u 344--1884 2207 FLETCHER URBANA ILL
u 332--3343 236 S WESTLAWN AURORA ILL
u 344--7225 2771 S PERRY ST DENVER COLO
u 332--3598 204 MCPHAIL DR REDWOOD FALLS MINN
u 365--1363 2721 44TH ST MOLINE ILL
u 367--3981 9 W LAKEVIEW DR MUNDELEIN ILL
u 332--2416 79 MURRAY AV UNIONTOWN PA
u 344--4638 433 W BRIAR PL CHICAGO ILL
c 332--4900 3643 S 52ND CT CICERO IL
u 333--5101 NYE NORDSIDEVE 19 ST THOMAS VI
c 344--9445 3239 S UNION CHICAGO ILL





c 602 E 4TH ST DELAVAN ILL
u BOX 474 DELAVAN IL
c 1429 SHERMER AV NORTHBROOK ILL
c 356--4105 % K CRAWFORD RR SIDELL IL
c 344--4922 602 E 4TH ST DELAVAN ILL
c KLEMME RD RR 1 CRETE ILL
u 367--2539 1810 LUDINGTON AV WAUWATOSA WIS
c 344--7552 1906 23R0 ST NW WASHINGTON D C
c 359--2601 706 S 1ST 303 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 344--7424 410 N HUMPHREY AV OAK PARK ILL
141
JOYCE JANET E ED 1
JOYCE JOHN MICHAEL LAW3
JOYCE MICHELE JOANNE AGR3
JOZWIAK CARL A ENG1
JOZWIAK KENNETH L ENG1
*JU FU-SHYONG GRAD
JUAREZ MANUELA GRAD
JUDD BONNIE LEE AGR2
*JUDD DENNIS RAY GRAD
*JUDD JOHN HOWARD LAS2
JUDSON KEITH G BUS1
JUDSON THOMAS WILLIA LAS2
JUDY CONNA E LAS1
JUDY MYRON MAURICE GRAD
JUERGENS SUSAN E LAS1
JUGENHEIMER DONALD M GRAD
JUGOVICH CAROL A GRAD
JUHL ANNE-LISE U GRAD
JUHL GARY ALAN ENG3
JUHLIN DOUGLAS L LAS1
JUHL IN KENTON DUANE LAS4
JUKKOLA LLOYD ALVIN FAA4
JUKOFSKY DENNIS LEE GRAD
JULEY PETER C FAA1
JULIAN DAVID CARLTON LAS3
JULIAN JANICE KAY AGR4
JULIAN RYAN BUS1
JULIUS JOSEPH ROBERT BUS2
JUNCK LARRY R LAS1
JUNCK RONALD LOUIS ENG3
JUNE LEE NOWFT GRAD
JUNG ADELHEIO R GRAD
JUNG ANTHONY GRAD
JUNG DENNIS WILLIAM AGR4
JUNG HOWARD JOHN LAS4
JUNG KATHLEEN INEZ FAA3
JUNGE SILKE-MARGARET GRAD
JUNGLING KENNETH C GRAD
JUNGST MARILYN LEE FAA2
JUNKROWSKI ROBERT S GRAD
JUNOR SUSAN MARZETTE LAS3
JUOLA JOHN PHILLIP LAS2
JURADO GUZMAN ARTURO GRAD
JURCA JOHN T ENG1
JUREK KENNETH JOHN LAS3
JURENAS EDMUND ANTHO LAS4
JURGEMEYER CLARK R FAA3
JURGENS LARRY CHARLE LAS2
JURICH DALE RADE ENG2
JURKIN GARY JAMES ENG2
JURSINIC PAUL ANDREW ENG4
JURY KENTON FARTHING LAS4
*JUSTHAM STEPHEN A GRAD
JUSTICE ROBERT E JR ENG1
JUSTUS BETTE BEEBE GRAD
JUSZAK JERRY JAMES ENG2
JUVINALL TIMOTHY D FAA1
JYLKKA ALAN THOMAS LAS4
KAAP DONALD ROY FAAl
KAAR DAVID R ENG1
KAARE JOHN H GRAD
KABA WAYNE J ENG1
KABAT FREDERICK NEIL GRAD
KABERNA JANET N LAS1
*KABIS ZEINHOM MAHMOU GRAD
KABLE HARRY GEORGE LAS4
KACENA KATHERINE JOA LAS2
KACH JAMES ALLEN BUS4
KACH MARGARET EMMA ED 3
KACHADORIAN WILLIAM GRAD
KACHNER GREGORY L 6NG3
KACIAN DANIEL LOUIS GRAD
KACZMAREK ELIZABETH LAS1
KACZMAREK LORETTA MA LAS3
KADLEC LINDA SUE LAS4
KAOOW CAROL L LASl
KAEGI CHARLES E JR ENG1
KAELIN BENJAMIN E BUS3
KAEMERER DAVID W PE 1
KAESEBIER WILBERT DE AGR3
*KAESS CONSTANCE C GRAD
KAESS DALE WARREN GRAD
KAGAN JOYCE ELLEN ED 2
KAHAN ANDREW JACOB GRAD
KAHAN CHARLES STEPHE LAS2
KAHAN ELLARY STEVEN ENG3
KAHAN JAMES BARRY BUS3
KAHANE CHARLES TOOLE GRAD
KAHANE TAMAR FAAl
KAHL KEITH MILAN BUS4
*KAHLE GLENN W GRAD
KAHLE KENNETH W GRAD
KAHLE PAUL R AGR1
KAHLER JOHN H LAS4
KAHLER LAWRENCE M BUS1
KAHLING MARK A BUS1
KAHN ADRIANNE BETTE LAS3
URH TAFT 319 C
1012 W DANIEL C
URH CLARK 412 C
URH FORBES 236 C
910 S 3RD 428 C
205 E UNIVERSITY C
910 S 3RD 808 C
715 MICHIGAN U
1905 ALTON C
221 S LOCUST 3 C
URH SCOTT 338 C
202 E DANIEL C
201 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 110 U
URH TRELEASE 1108 U
1307 W UNIVERSITY C
URH LAR 268 U
408 N MATHEWS U
410 E JOHN C
URH CARR 42 U
URH CARR 420 U
1108 S 1ST C
807 W NEVADA U
1008 S 4TH C
901 S 2ND C
1204 S LINCOLN U
901 S 2ND C
1714 W UNIVERSITY C
URH OGLESBY 921 U
PEORIA ILL
URH SHERMAN 155 C
1113 W GREEN 320 U
1113 W GREEN 320 U
1010 S 2ND C
313 E ARMORY C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SHERMAN 231 C
1712 ARDEN CT C
115 W MICHIGAN U
501 S ELM C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 120T U
URH DANIELS 535 U
URH FORBES 386 C
201 E GREEN C
508 E SPNGFLD C
706 S 2N0 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 490 C
URH OGLESBY 712 U
308 W GREEN 10 U
1008 S 4TH C
WILSON TRLR PK 50 U
URH OGLESBY 107 U
902 FRANK C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
URH SCOTT 426 C
604 E ARMORY C
809 S 5TH C
402 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 330 U
URH HOPKINS 345 C
508 W HIGH U
URH FLAGG 310 C
1107 W GREEN 636 U
508 E SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 359 U
107 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 309 U
807 W ILLINOIS C
904 W GREEN U
605 S 4TH 211 C
URH VANDQREN 419 C
904 S LINCOLN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 308 U
904 W GREEN 527 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 426 C
1602 HOLSTRON C
811 W HILL 9 C
811 W HILL 9 C
902 S 2ND C
111 E HEALEY 9 C
110 E CHALMERS C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 258 C
808 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD U
312 S PRAIRIE 103 C
URH SHERMAN 756 C
205 W HILL 6 C
URH HOPKINS 309 C
182 9 C ORCH PL U
URH FORBES 490 C
URH CARR 224 U
904 S 3RD C
332--0644 5234 W CUYLER AV
356--5534 3416 N ROCKWOOD RD
332--0060
332--096 3 1525 S 59TH CT
1503 ST VINCENTS




356--5297 221 S LOCUST 3
332--1526 414 ARLINGTON
352--5151 3N225 CUYAHOGA
367--3060 201 W OREGON
332--2137 7931 S PAULINA
332--5715 12 E GARTNER RD
356--3395 1307 W UNIVERSITY
322--2978 37 TUTTLE AV
367--6301 BJORNHQLM TRUSTRUP




-7011 209 WATERVLIET AVE
344--4320 1157 E 100TH ST
575 MERRI OAKS RD
190 ATTERIOGE RD
344--9892 802 SHERMAN




332--4778 ROUTE 1 BOX 43-E
1113 W GREEN 320
344--4790 1113 W GREEN 320
356--0521 4214 N SAWYER AV
344--5966 9202 PLEASANT
344--0136 7347 W 57TH PL
KUCKUCKSTUF 35
359--2014 1712 ARDEN CT
344--6150 1102 W JOHN
359--4944 5615 W WAVELAND AV
344-
-7971 3419 LAUDERDALE LN
3138 BLACKSTONE
332--2325 SAN MIGUEL ALLENDE
332--1074 209 FAIRVIEW DR
356--7794 320 E 163RD
352--8814 4720 S HAMLIN
2699 MAPLE ST
245 N SUMMIT
332--2117 4231 W 108TH PL
5336 N OAK PARK AV
1409 HOSMER ST
344-1207
1039 SCHOOL ST R
332-5064 515 N 6TH ST
352-4589 902 FRANK
7432 W WINONA
332-1951 506 MONTEREY CT
33 WESTPHAL ST
344-5202 79 IVY RD
10721 S TRIPP CT
OAKCREST AV
332-1290 2838 N SHEFFIELD
367-4362 2636 N 96TH ST
332-0301 10512 S CLAREMONT
4 ZOCACK ELBASHNEN
8814 SUNSET HILL
3353 3512 WILLIAM ST
7320 2419 W FARGO AV
7241 N BELL AV
344-3730 67 NELSON RD
701 N ALLEN ST
3737 19784 ROYALTON RD
0550 8553 S KENTON
1391 5535 S TRIPP AV
300 S ALBERT ST







352--4818 3201 PEACH ST
332--1106 290 CLYDE
352--6974 RR 1
352--9809 811 W HILL 9
352--9808 304 W WASHINGTON
344--7246 9054 S PAXTON AV
1126 SKOKIE RIDGE
344--9439 3934 ESTES
344--7613 6236 N HOYNE AV
332--1950 2618 W FARRAGUT AV
344--5494 808 W OREGON
344--5000 808 W OREGON
356--6097 312 S PRAIRIE




332--1148 937 BRAINTREE DR




































































































KAHN JUDITH DEBORAH ED 3
KAHN MAUREEN E ED 2
KAHN PAMELA N ED 1
KAHN PAULA ED 2
KAHN PAULA RAE COM3
KAHN ROBERT CHARLES ENG2
KAHN SUSAN MARCIA LAS3
KAHN WENDY H LASl
KAHN WILLIAM MICHAEL LAS4
KAHR HELGA LASl
KAHR TOBY YALE GRAD
KAHRS KAROL ANNE GRAD
KAIL JACK GRAD
KAIM ALAN M LASl
KAIMAN PAUL RONALD LAS4
KAIN EDWARD JAMES ENG4
KAISER CHRISTINE LEE AGR2
KAISER DIANE CAROLE LAS4
KAISER EDDIE H AGR1
KAISER FRANK J LASl
KAISER FRED CHRIS ENG3
KAISER JEFFERY D LASl
KAISER JOHN LAS2
KAISER JOSEPH MATTHE ENG3
KAISER PAUL RICHARD FAA3
KAISER ROBERT PETER LAS4
*KAJMOWICZ DENNIS E GRAD
KAKITA HARRIET E I KO LAS2
KALAN JONATHAN R LASl
KALCHBRENNER CAROL A LAS4
KALDENBERG JUDITH E GRAD
KALEKO ESTHER LAS4
KALEY ROBERT G II GRAD
KAHN GENE S LASl
KALIN MARY KATHARINE ED 1
KALINA CAROLYN ANNE LAS3
KALINA THOMAS JOHN AVI2
KALINOWSKI ANN JULIA LAS3
KALINOWSKI JUDITH GA AGR2
KALINOWSKI RAYMOND P AGR4
KALISH DAVID RAY LAS2
*KALISH ROBERT GRAD
KALISIK SANDRA LEE LAS2
KALIVODA KATHRYN A LASl
KALIVODA RONALD G BUS1
KALKANIAN GEORGETTE ED 2
KALLAL HENRY JOSEPH AGR3
KALLAL MARY J AGR1
KALLEMBACH FRANCES R GRAD
*KALLEMBACH SHERRY J LAS5
KALLNER NORMAN G ENG1
KALLON MANNAH FODAY AGR3
KALMAN JOHN LAS3
KALMANEK LINDA DIANE LAS3
KALMANSON JANIS SUE ED 3
KALMANSON MARK A FAA1
KALNER JAY E GRAD
KALNES WILLIAM A AGR
I
KALNINS VALDA GRAD
KALNITZ JOANNE H LAS3
KALOWSKI ELIZABETH J PE 1
KALT NEIL CHARLES GRAD
KALTENBORN SARA HELE GRAD
KALTMAN ELAYNE ALLIS LAS4
KALUS ALFRED GABRIEL ENG4
KALUZNA MAUREEN IRIS ED 4
KALUZNY SUSAN MARTHA FAA4
KALVELAGE GERALD C FAA2
KALVER GAIL ELLEN FAA3
KAM DENNIS KOON MING GRAD
KAMARA ALLIEU I GRAD
KAMBA SUSAN I LASl
KAMBER GEORGE W GRAD
KAMENEAR CHARLEYNE LAS3
KAMERMAN RICHARD A LAS4
KAMIN DENNIS ROBERT ENG2
*KAMIN LAWRENCE FLORI GRAD
KAMINSKI MARY GEORGI AGR3
KAMINSKI MICHAEL JAM LAS4
KAMINSKI MICHAEL JOS LAS3
KAMINSKI THOMAS M LASl
KAMINSKI THOMAS MICH BUS3
KAMMAN NANCY LAS4
KAMMAN PAULA ANN ED 4
KAMMLADE MARILYN E LASl
KAMMRATH WILLIAM H GRAD
*KAMP GENE ALAN GRAD
KAMPWIRTH JAMES JOHN GRAD
KAMRADT THOMAS FRANC LAS3
KAMZIK BARBARA ANN LAS4
KAN LU-PING GRAO
KANADY DALE EUGENE BUS2
KANADY JOHNSON 111 COM4
KANAPICKI CHARLES J ENG
1
KANARISH MICHAEL BRE LAS3
KANAZAWA RICHARD MAZ GRAD
*KANCHANADUL VEERAVAT GRAD
URH BLAISDELL 314 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 1016 U
910 S 3RD 916 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1505 W KIRBY C
1106 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1202 U
610 W WASHINGTON U
URH N08LE 20 C
803 PARK LANE C
901 A MUMFORD U
502 E STOUGHTON C
906 S 1ST C
808 N LINCOLN 7 U
URH OGLESBY 316 U
URH WARDALL 524 U
URH WARDALL 1218 U
URH OGLESBY 1226 U
URH OGLESBY 427 U
URH HOPKINS 452 C
URH HOPKINS 157 C
1101 PENN AV U
604 E ARMORY 315 C
1108 S 1ST C
211 E JOHN C
205 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 422 U
910 S 3RD C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 290 U
URH TRELEASE 1004 U
606 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 493 C
URH CLARK 340 C
309 E JOHN C
1005 S 2ND C
611 E DANIEL C
611 E DANIEL C
404 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 218 C
402 W OREGON U
URH EVANS 219 U
URH NOBLE 425 C
URH BABCOCK 222 U
URH ALLEN 283 U
URH OGLESBY 428 U
URH LAR 288 U
DELANO ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
URH HOPKINS 414 C
STA A BOX 2212 C
RR 1 U
508 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 245 C
707 S GREGORY PL U
URH OGLESBY 127 U
902 W ILLINOIS U
1106 S 3RD C
1215 S 4TH C
503 W ILLINOIS U
705 W ELM 7 U
902 S 2ND C
206 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD 1127 C
URH TAFT 109 C
412 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 402 U
102 E ARMORY 12 C
705 W STOUGHTON U
URH NOBLE 404 C
1821 W JOHN C
47 E CHALMERS C
1113 S 3RD C
1005 S 2ND C
1107 E WASHINGTON U
302 E ARMORY C
410 JOHN C
310 E CHALMERS C
310 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1131 U
707 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 404 U
DAVENPORT HALL 220 U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WESTON 220 C
307 E HEALEY 13 C
605 M ILLINOIS U
501 E DANIEL C
312 S COLER U
910 S 3RD 315 C
105 E ARMORY C
408 W HEALEY C






















































806 PLEASANT HIGHLAND PARK ILL
41 MULBERRY CT GLENVIEW ILL
1584 ROBIN HOOD PL HIGHLAND PARK ILL
9232 MASON AV MORTON GROVE ILL






























115 S 54TH ST
560 GOLF RD
1500 AURORA WAY




517 S EDGEWOOD AV
1528 E FOX ST
224 N 28TH ST
3732 N 84TH ST
11255 S LAWLER AV






1105 S 33RD ST
9231 TWIN OAKS LN
1951 TERRACE RD
2834 W 57TH ST







616 CALVIN PK BLVD








2219 S LOMBARD AV
8912 N CRAWFORD AV
8912 N CRAWFORD AV
15 COLUMBINE LN
10551 S SPAULDING
1342 HERRICK AV NE
7519 N CLAREMONT




170 E 25TH ST
6425 N OAKLEY
2753 W 96TH ST
576 E CRYSTAL LAKE





















3454 W 72ND ST
295 KUNMING ST


































































































KANE EDWARD T ENG1
KANE JERRY ALLYN ENG4
KANE MARY JENNIFER LAS3
KANE NANCY ELLEN LAS4
*KANE NORMAN ALLEN 8US4
KANE PATRICK TIMOTHY ENG3
KANE ROBERT MORSE LAS4
*KANEKO AKIRA GRAD
KANEMITSU HARUMI S GRAD
KANES ROBERT JEFFERY LAS2
KANEY SHARON JEAN AGR4
KANGAS SHERRY ANN LAS4
KANIA BRUCE JOHN ENG3
*KANJI MILTON ASSIS GRAD
KANNENBERG RICHARD E ENG3
KANNMACHER WILLIAM F GRAD
KANSY ROBERT JOSEPH ENG4
KANT CAROL R LAS1
KANTAS ALEXANDER A GRAD
KANTER JOYCE LAS3
KANTER NORMAN JAY LAS4
KANTOR JAMES C LAS3
KANTOR SUSAN M LAS1
KANTROWITZ MARC DAVl VM 4
KAO MARIE-LOUISE GRAD
KAO RACE LI-CHAN GRAD
KAO WILLIAM HSIA ENG3
KAPCHE JANET THERESA LAS2
KAPECKI JON ALFRED GRAD
KAPILIAN RALPH HARRY GRAD
KAPLAN ALLENE LEE LAS4
KAPLAN BLAIR HALE LAS1
KAPLAN BRUCE LEWIS LAS2
KAPLAN BRUCE S LAS1
*KAPLAN DEANNA PALMER GRAD
KAPLAN DENNIS ALAN LAS4
KAPLAN EILEEN ADELE LAS2
KAPLAN EILEEN CAROLE GRAD
KAPLAN ILENE S FAAl
KAPLAN JEROME H GRAD
KAPLAN JOEL MORTON LAS4
KAPLAN JOHN E LAS1
KAPLAN LESTER J LAS1
KAPLAN LINDA B AGR1
KAPLAN LINDA ROBIN LAS2
KAPLAN MARK VINCENT LAS3
KAPLAN MARTHA R GRAD
KAPLAN MARTIN LEE LAS4
KAPLAN RONALD ENG2
KAPLAN ROSALYN B LAS3
KAPLAN STEVEN J BUS1
KAPLOVSKY NANCY CYNT COM3
KAPOOR INDER PRAKASH GRAD
KAPOOR SURINDER K GRAD
KAPP ALAN J ENGl
KAPPAUF CATHARINE H GRAD
KAPPEL BRUCE R BUSi
KAPPES JOSEPH MARK ENG3
KAPPES ROSEMARY K LASl
KAPROS LESLIE J LASl
KAPTAN PAULA J LAS3
KAPTURE JUDITH GRAD
KAPTURE ROBERT JOSEP GRAD
KAPUSTKA LAWRENCE J FAA2
KARABELAS ANASTASIUS GRAD
KARABIN MARYBETH ED 2
KARANUSIC MAYA T FAAl
KARAUGUZ ERGUN GRAD
KARCZEWSKI LEONARD P LASl
KARDELL GARY RICHARD BUS4
*KARDONG KENNETH V GRAD
KAREL JOHN A AGR1
KARELA JAMES F LASL
KARELIOTIS SOPHIA T LAS6
*KARELIOTIS SOTIRIOS GRAD
KARGACOS ANDREW WILL ENG4
KARGL KATHRYN ELLEN FAA2
KARI CAROLYN LAS2
KARIUKI WILLIAM K GRAD
KARKOS JERIE B LASl
KARKULA CYNTHIA HELE ED 2
KARL ALAN G LASl
KARL LINDA A LASl
KARLEN DOUGLAS MELVI LAS2
KARLIN BETH LYNN LAS2
KARLIN ROBERT ELLIS LAS3
KARLING DEE ANN LAS3
KARLINSKY LANA REBEC BUS2
KARLINSKY MALCOLM LY LAS4
KARLUUIST DAVID W FAA2
KARLSSON BENGT I GRAD
KARNETT RENEE L LASl
*KARNIG ALBERT K GRAD
KARNOPP RICHARD LERO ENG4
KAROFF PAMELA ELLEN FAA2
KARON MINDA SUE LAS2
KAROW LINOA ANN LAS4
904 W GREEN 409 U
URH TOWNSEND 281 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1007 S 1ST 11 C
1622 CLOVER LN C
205 E ARMORY C
107 E CHALMERS 4 C
903 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 123 U
305 E GREEN C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
904 S LINCOLN U
904 W GREEN U
407 N STATE C
411 1/2 W HILL C
37 E GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BUSEY 157 U
1102 W SPNGFLD U
910 S 3RD C
211 W SPNGFLD 304 C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 708 U
1109 S ARBOR C
904 W NEVADA U
1010 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 171 U
URH TRELEASE 203 U
705 S GREGORY PL U
URH OGLESBY 914 U
URH SAUNDERS 417 U
110 E ARMORY C
502 E WHITE C
URH SCOTT 375 C
2 MONTERY CT C
503 E WHITE 4 C
409 E CHALMERS C
407 S STATE 12 C
URH CLARK 221 C
URH SHERMAN 1366 C
URH TOWNSEND 316 U
52 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 173 U
904 S 3RD C
SKOKIE ILL
707 S 6TH 313 C
901 W SPNGFLD 18 U
110 E CHALMERS C
901 S LINCOLN 5 U
URH GARNER 236 C
1104 W NEVADA U
1103 S 1ST C
300 S GOODWIN 208 U
URH SNYDER 436 C
1401 WAVERLY C
URH SNYDER 236 C
506 E JOHN 5 C
812 W COLUMBIA C
URH ALLEN 446 U
URH WARDALL 926 U
805 S LINCOLN U
805 S LINCOLN 1 U
URH GARNER 232 C
512 E WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 906 U
1005 W GREGORY 17 U
610 E JOHN C
302 E ARMORY C
ROCKFORD ILL
1961 D ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 109 C
URH OGLESBY 108 U
610 W ELM U
610 W ELM 2 U
106 E HEALEY 13 C
URH TAFT 310 C
URH BUSEY 325 U
STA A BOX 2376 C
312 E OANIEL C
1207 W NEVADA U
1010 S 2ND C
URH LAR 208 U
URH BABCOCK 118 U
910 S 3RD 928 C
102 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
907 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 383 U
URH DANIELS 88 U
URH BLAISDELL U
2114 ORCH ST 203 U
609 W MAIN 6 U
URH LUNDGREN 105 C
URH WARDALL 721 U
910 S 3RD C
2420 S WALNUT
332--4108 324 E WELLS ST
2420 S WALNUT
356--2212 12340 N GRANVILLE
359--2958 1622 CLOVER LN
356--1847 2530 S 13TH ST
8511 S OAK PARK AV
344--6260 504 E ARMORY
4-22 5-CHPME OHE
344--6165 368 N DEERE PK DR
406 4TH AV
344-7343 3906 W CULLOM
3901 W 56TH PL
352--2584 806 W IOWA





344--5000 2920 W GREENLEAF
356--1132 6414 N MOZART
322--5000 1850 N NEVA AV
332--4436 1850 N NEVA AV
344--7603 23 W 73RD ST
344--0072
344--3594 9 WEI KUNG RD
332--403 5 ANTUCO 125
332--5439 1258 EARLY AV
344--3751 1438 BRASSIE AV
332--5306 30 LAKE
332--3690 2539 W FARWELL
2920 COMMONWEALTH
356--7735 816 OLD TRAIL
332--1555 4239 OLENTANGY RVR
356--4714 2 MONTEREY CT
352--2445 4821 W KIRK
344--3440 3838 GREENLEAF AV
356--6674 141-45 25TH AV
332--0021 1901 AUBURN ST
332--5049 58-11 246 CRESCENT
332--4125 3823 W WARREN
356--7715 2600 WILMETTE AV
6606 N SEELEY
332--3283 1094 SKOKIE RIDGE
344--3845 8200 S MERRILL
8339 LOWELL
6313 ALLOTT AV
367--3710 6606 N SEELEY
356--7659 4656 N MONTICELLO
8913 KEELER
8714 HAMLIN
344--3994 147 HIBBARD RD
344--7867 8559 ROSHAN ARA RD
344--2290 1024 GIOBIND GARTH
3637 RAYMOND AV
356--5977 1401 WAVERLY DR
21301 TOWER
2320 E MAIN
356--3810 812 W COLUMBIA
204 S LAKESHORE DR
332--4502 2635 N 73RD AV
344--1294 805 S LINCOLN
344--1294 805 S LINCOLN
332--0728 5107 N NEWLAND
352--8495 15 TIMENOUS ST
332--5653 1804 MAPLE AV




6271 NE RADFORD DR
2317 S 15TH AV
332--5065 3716 ARTHUR AV
365--3220 2 VAZATASI STR
365 -3220 KALIVIA ATTIKIS
359--2831 12 N WILLIAM
332--0639 9355 OSCEOLA AV
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KARP ERICA EVE LAS2
KARP WILLIAM THOMAS ENG4
KARPAS ARTHUR BARENO GRAD
KARPS CAROL ANN LAS4
*KARR GERALD RAY GRAD
KARRAS MAUREEN GEORG LAS2
*KARSCH FRED JOSEPH GRAD
KARSON TIMOTHY E LAS2
KARTASASMITA RADEN B GRAD
KARTMAN DAVID PAUL LAS4
KARTUN ALLAN D LAS1
KARWOSKI GEORGE P BUS1
KARZ ROBERT STEPHEN GRAD
KASAB FARIDA LAS2
KASANOV JOEL STEVEN LAS2
KASKO JANET MAY FAA4
KASKUTAS LEE ANN LAS4
KASNICK MARVIN BRADL LAS1
*KASOWSKI MARGARET H GRAD
KASOWSKI WALTER JOHN GRAD
KASPAR DAN WILBERT LAS4
KASPAR GARY C ENG1
KASPER ELLEN JANE LAS2
KASPER KATHY L LAS1
KASPER LLOYD HOWARD LAS3
KASS DAVID ARTHUR BUS2
KASS DONALD JOHN AGR4
KASS IRWIN L BUS1
KASSAIAN IRAJ LAS4
KASSANITS FRANK J ENG1
KASSAWARA ROBERT PET GRAD
KASSERMAN KENT PARKE BUS4
KASSIN ALAN ROBERT LAW2
KAST MICHAEL LOUIS LAS4
*KASTELLO MICHAEL D VM 2
KASTEN RICHARD CHARL FAA4
KASTERN ALAN JOSEPH AGR4
KASTNER STEPHEN JOHN FAA4
*KASTNING JERRY ALBER GRAD
KASZA KENNETH EDMUND GRAD
KATICH JAMES ALAN ENG2
KATOH TAKEHIKO GRAD
KATOVICH KATHLEEN DE LAS3
*KATPATAL BHASKER G GRAD
KATRE RAM KISHORE GRAD
KATSENES JAMES GEORG LAS2
KATSUNO EIICHI GRAD
KATSURA LESTER GENE LAS4
KATZ BARRY EVAN BUS4
KATZ BETH MARSHA ED 4
*KATZ BORIS I GRAD
KATZ CHESTER L GRAD
KATZ DAVID ALAN GRAD
KATZ GAIL MARSHA COM3
KATZ IRENE T LAS1
KATZ IVY RAE LAS2
KATZ LEE D LAS1
KATZ LINDA L AGR1
KATZ LOUIS ENG4
*KATZ LUBITSA N GRAD
KATZ MARSHALL JAY BUS3
KATZ MICHAEL LEE GRAD
KATZ ROBERT SANFORD LAS3
KATZ SHARON E EO 1
KATZ STUART MARC ENG2
KATZ SUSAN AVA LAS2
KATZENBACH MICHAEL J LAS2
KATZMAN BONNIE SUE ED 4
*KAU CHIN-SHAN DANIEL GRAD
KAU KUN-YUAN PAUL GRAD
*KAUFFMAN GARY ALAN ENG4
KAUFMAN ALAN SCOTT LAS2
KAUFMAN BRUCE DAVID LAS1
KAUFMAN DALE M LASl
KAUFMAN EDWIN HENRY GRAD
KAUFMAN GARY LYNN LAS4
KAUFMAN JAMES A LASl
KAUFMAN ROBERT A LASl
KAUFMAN ROY CURTIS LAS4
*KAUFMANN BERNICE K LAS4
KAUFMANN LAWRENCE R PE 4
KAUFMANN LEE EIGE LAS4
KAUFMANN LEON MARK GRAD
KAUFMANN SHARON M LAS2
KAUTZ MARY ANN LAS3
KAUTZ SUSAN JANE LAS2
KAVANAUGH JOHN E LAS3
KAVENEY GEORGE J JR BUS3
KAVINSKY HOWARD DENN LAS4
KAVKA PEGGY LYNN LAS4
KAWABATA KAREN M LASl
KAWACHI RICK TSUTOMU ENG3
KAY CHARLES ROBERT ED 4
KAY JAY ANNE LAS4
KAY JUDITH LESLIE PE 4
KAY MARILYN FREY GRAD
KAY ROBERT K AVI2
URH TRELEASE 318 U
312 E ARMORY C
305 S WHEATON C
2017 C ORCH ST U
208 S COTTAGE GR U
1202 W NEVADA U
2053 D ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 239 C
102 E ARMORY 10 C
1111 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 292 C
2319 S 1ST 204 C
URH LAR 205 U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 225 U
108 S 4TH C
URH SNYDER 228 C
258 S DEWEY U
258 S DEWEY U
1111 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 240 C
URH LUNDGREN 223 C
URH WAROALL 724 U
110 E ARMORY C
108 E CLARK C
108 E CLARK C
URH SCOTT 352 C
STA A BOX 2475 C
310 E CHALMERS U
205 W DELAWARE U
212 E DANIEL C
2315 S 1ST 102 C
309 E HEALEY 15 C
RR 4 C
URH OGLESBY 901 U
1213 W CLARK U
308 W GREEN U
811 N PROSPECT C
URH DANIELS 121 U
312 E ARMORY C
1005 W MAIN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
AN SCI LAB 220 U
909 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SCOTT 296 C
URH SHERMAN 459 C
704 S 3RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 1021 C
201 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN 167 C
810 W CHURCH 3 C
409 E CHALMERS 812 C
URH ALLEN 473 U
47 E CHALMERS C
907 S 4TH C
URH BUSEY 237 U
211 SPNGFLD C
712 W VERMONT U
503 STOUGHTON C
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
706 W OHIO U
URH LUNDGREN 5 C
301 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
1114 W ILLINOIS C
902 2ND C
CHIA-YI CTY TAIWAN
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
410 W CHURCH 3 C
URH OGLESBY 906 U
URH GARNER 376 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 249 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 411 U
URH CARR U
1301 S BUSEY U
105 E CHALMERS 302 C
309 E CHALMERS C
1 SAFFER CT U
105 E CHALMERS 302 C
1106 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 302 U
URH BUSEY 258 U
106 E ARMORY C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
618 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 255 U
URH CARR 303 U
304 S 1ST 2307 C
58 E ARMORY 13 C
URH EVANS 324 U
401 1/2 E MICHIGAN U























































































2711 E 83RD ST
305 S WHEATON











216 VALLEY VIEW CT
1942 WESTCHESTER
501 E SPNGFLD
6540 WHITE DOE TRL
1222 ST PAUL AV
173 DALY AV F
2212 W ANTOINETTE
3732 W 63R0 ST





9481 N HAMLIN AV
181 ABSABAD ST
1507 W 53RD ST
21-68 35TH ST




5820 N 65TH ST
1217 S 101ST ST
1235 DODGE
112 W GLENLAKE










































7945 S YATES AV
1414 GARFIELD AV
ROUTE 3 BOX 375
RR 3 BOX 375
8140 S PAULINA
LAKE BLOOMINGTON







401 1/2 E MICHIGAN



































































































KAYE JOAN M GRAO
KAYE RONALD KENNETH BUS2
KAYHS ROBERT WILLIAM ENG4
KAYSER BRIAN D LAS4
KAZAMA ROONEY M LAS3
KAZANIWSKYI LEO W GRAO
KAZENSKE EDWARD ROBE ENG2
KAZIK RANDALL J ENG1
KAZINKA PATRICIA P LAS4
KAZINKA WILLIAM LOUI LAS4
KAZMERCAK SUSAN M LAS3
KEAL DEAN H ENG1
KEARL GARY W LAS1
KEARLEY TIMOTHY GEOR LAS2
KEARNEY MARYANNE T GRAD
KEARNEY MICHAEL SEAN LAS4
KEARNEY PATRICIA ANN LAS3
KEARNEY PAUL ROBERT BUS4
KEARNEY THOMAS P GRAD
KEASLER WILLIAM E JR ENG1
KEATES JOHN W GRAD
KEATING EDWARD JOSEP FAA2
KEATING GWENDOLYN E AGR2
KEATING LENORE J AGR1
KEAVENEY MADELINE MA GRAD
KEBBON ROBERT N FAA1
KECA DANIEL JOSEPH J LAS2
KECKEISEN PAUL JOSEP ENG2
*KECKRITZ MICHAEL LEE ENG4
KEE BRENDA E GRAO
KEEPER JANE ALLEN GRAD
KEEGAN BETH ED 4
*KEEGAN JAMES FRANCIS PE 1
KEEGAN KENT M GRAD
KEEGAN PETER C ENG1
KEEHNER PEGGY JOANN LAS1
KEELE DHIGHT WENDALL GRAD
KEELER CHERRYL L AGRl
KEELER CLEORA S GRAD
KEELY JAMES LEO LAS4
KEEN JAMES PATRICK PE 2
KEEN JOSEPH WALTER ENG4
KEENAN FRANCIS WILSO GRAD
KEENAN GERALDINE A LAS3
KEENAN KATHLEEN N GRAD
KEENAN RICHARD T GRAD
KEENAN ROBERT E ENGl
KEENAN ROLAND PATRIC BUS2
KEENAN THOMAS ROBERT GRAD
KEENE DONALD M ENGl
KEENER STEVEN G ENGl
KEEVEN KENNETH J LAS1
KEEVIL CHARLES H LAS1
KEFER JOHN A FAA2
KEHE PATRICIA ANN LAS2
KEHOE PATRICK BREEN LAS3
KEHOE RICHARD JAMES BUS1
KEHR DEBERA J ED 1
KEHR RODNEY WILLIAM AGR2
KEHRBERG CHRISTINE L LAS2
KEIGHER WILLIAM FRAN GRAD
KEIGHIN PAULA J ED 1
KEIL EDWARD BYRON LAS3
KEILER JAMES CALVIN ENG3
KEIM JAMES ELVIN GRAD
KEIR LINDA SUZANNE LAS4
KEIR ROBERT A LAS1
KEISER CAROL ANN ED 3
KEISER HAROLD W ENGl
KEISER JOAN MARIE GRAD
KEISER LEROY WAYNE LAS4
KEISER PHILLIP W FAA1
KEISER STEVEN LUVENE LAS1
KEISLER GAIL MAE LAS2
KEISTER MARK QUINN AGR2
KEITH BARTON T ENGl
KEITH GAIL L LAS1
KEITH PHILLIP BOYD ENG2
KELCH FRANCIS DOUGLA BUS3
KELIKIAN ARMEN S BUS1
KELL JAMES R GRAD
KELL KEVIN J ENGl
KELL PAMELA K AGR4
KELLAR ROBERT PHILIP AGR4
KELLEHER NANCY A LAS1
KELLEN RICHARO T ENGl
KELLER CHARLOTTE ANN LAS1
KELLER JAMES C ENGl
KELLER JOSEPH M GRAD
KELLER JUDITH B AGRl
KELLER KIMBERLY J PE 1
KELLER LARRY E FAA1
KELLER LULA GREEN GRAD
KELLER MICHAEL MONTE LAS2
KELLER NANCY J GRAD
KELLER NANCY L LAS1




201 S WRIGHT 7
1004 S 4TH 217
801 N RANDOLPH











2101 W WHITE 118
1831 VALLEY RD
URH SCOTT 452












2008 D HAZWD CT





1201 W OREGON 16
1107 W GREEN 522
1101 W PENN
1109 W MAIN 5
2611 W JOHN





607 W SPNGFLD 11
URH GARNER 268
212 E CHALMERS 3
URH OGLESBY 908
URH SNYDER 150
409 E CHALMERS 610
URH BUSEY 430
507 W ELM
604 E ARMORY 230
URH ALLEN 353
58 E GREGORY
410 E GREEN 21




2068 B HAZWO CT
URH WARDALL 512
URH TOWNSEND 220
307 E DANIEL 6
1709 W JOHN 8
808 S LINCOLN





















202 S LYNN 5
902 S LINCOLN






U 332--2521 645 W 239TH ST
u 332--3927 6237 W WAVELAND
u 332--5218 2325 S FRANKLIN
c 352--8118 1112 E OAK
c 46 KEALOHANUI ST
C 1542 N LONG
c 418 W SANTA FE
u 2714 N ASHLAND AV
c BOX 2305
c 427 N 3RD ST
c 4615 W SCHUBERT
u RR 1
c 332--1099 26W332 TOMAHAWK RD
c 1185 S EAST AV
c 332--4730 1121 N WAVERLY PL
c 180 W LAUREL
c 344--1840 180 W LAUREL AV
c 352--9660
c 356--609 5 2034 W 82ND ST
c 311 SHANNON
c RR 2 BOX 780
u RR 1
u 332--2885 9619 S MOZART
u 332--4339 9619 S MOZART
u 332--2508 76 OAKDALE AV
c 332--1679 2504 BLUECUTT RD
u 344--946 9 630 BETHEL DR
u 365--2344 120 E CUTTRISS PL
c 359--2311 601 W SPNGFLD
u 125 LINCOLN CT
c 356--0733 905 S 1ST 21
u 332--3470 3911 LAWN AV
u 344--0116 8432 LUANNA DR
u 1140 WALNUT LN
c 332--1538 500 W BOBBY LN
u 332--5752 RR 3
c 356--0103 1901 ALDER LN
u 332--3293 RR 2
u 333--1714 1237 MAPLE AV
u 344--5943 511 N MAIN ST
u 344--9469 209 N SOUTHLAND DR
u 365--1057 RR 2
c 356--3968 2611 W JOHN
c 352--1657 607 W SPNGFLD 11
c 6883 E QUAKER ST
c 910 N LAKE SHORE
c 332--1704 4160 S 14TH ST
c 344--7424 1120 RIDGEWAY AV
c 352--1657 162 ANDERSON PL
c 813 N CHICAGO ST
c 2531 KINSER PIKE
u 332--5300 911 SYCAMORE
c 332--1648 1503 LINCOLN ST
c 520 HILLSIDE
u 332--2672 9233 S 51ST AV
u 367--3903 229 E YORK
c 344--1266 1823 N NEWLAND AV
u 332--3347 804 S OWEN ST
c 333--4615 RR 1
c 3 56--7820 122 S ALDIS DR
c 359--1058 32 MAPES AV
u 332--5457 BOX 268
u 332--5384 318 COLE ST
u 367--7085 127 S 3RD AV
u 344--6986 2068 B HAZWD CT
u 332--4392 506 BUELL AV
u 506 BUELL AV
c 344--1779 RR 6
c 3185 WAIAIAE AV 6C
u 344--6201 1507 WORDEN AV
c 352--1832 2053 MARLAND
u 332--5277 1507 WORDEN AV
u 332--4106 RR 6
u 332--5611 RR 1
u 332--5072 104 S JOHNSON
c 344--9445 6800 W MONTROSE
c 332--0252 1246 PITNER
u 171 N CLEARVIEW OR
c 344--9424 215 W NORTH ST
c 6921 RIDGE AV
c 605 W UNIVERSITY 7
c 332--1634 1837 LEE ST
c 359--1962 1013 LINCOLNSHIRE
u 512 WYNOHAM RO
c 332--0674 2220 PINE
c 332--1217 4160 W TOUHY
c 6057 N 27TH ST
c 332--1538 1416 W HAWKINS ST
u 332--2160 13 DUFF LN
u 344--4511 902 S LINCOLN
c 332--0367 908 W BROADWAY
u 1663 SOUTHBROOK OR
u 344--4511 902 S LINCOLN 106
c 359--4709 1609 VALLEY RD 2
c 332--4710 336 W SOUTH ST
c 332--0515 6057 N 27TH ST
52 N GREENLAWN

































































































KELLER RAYMOND EARL GRAO
KELLER RICHARD A GRAD
KELLER STEPHEN BROWN GRAD
KELLER STEPHEN CLAY LAS2
KELLER SUSAN L LAS1
KELLER SUSAN STITT FAA1
KELLER WILLIAM GRIMM BUS2
KELLEY BRADFORD M ENG1
KELLEY CAROL M GRAD
KELLEY DAVID LEE ENG2
KELLEY JAMES T ENG1
KELLEY JEFFRY MICHAE ENG2
KELLEY KARL CORNELL GRAD
KELLEY LARRY CURTISS LAS4
KELLEY LINDA CLAIRE LAS3
KELLEY MAX W ENG4
KELLEY MICHAEL STEPH LAS2
KELLEY PAMELA SUE LAS3
KELLEY PATRICK JOHN GRAD
KELLEY PETER REX LAS2
KELLEY RODGER DENEAN LAS3
KELLING KENT WILLIAM GRAD
KELLNER BARBARA E LAS2
KELLNER FRED N LAW1
KELLOGG JAMES EDWIN FAA2
KELLY BRIGHID A AGR1
KELLY CHRISTOPHER D LAS4
KELLY DUANE J LAS1
KELLY EDWARD F GRAD
KELLY EDWARD GEORGE GRAD
KELLY EUGENE CHARLES FAA2
KELLY GLORIA JEAN LAS3
KELLY JERALD MICHAEL LAS4
KELLY JOHN PAUL BUS2
KELLY JOSEPH FREDRIC ENG4
KELLY JUDITH M GRAD
KELLY KATHLEEN JANET COM3
KELLY LINDA LAS3
KELLY MARIE ROESLER ED 3
KELLY MARY E LAS3
KELLY MARY E LAS3
KELLY MAURICE C JR PE 1
KELLY MICHAEL BURCH LAS2
KELLY MICHAEL JOHN VM 2
KELLY MILTON DOW FAA2
KELLY PATRICIA ELLEN LAS1
KELLY RICHARD BRIAN LAW2
KELLY RICHARD EDWARD LAS3
KELLY RICHARD M LAS1
KELLY ROBERT MICHAEL BUS4
KELLY STEPHEN LYNN FAA3
KELLY SUSAN E LAS3
KELLY SUSAN MARGARET BUS3
KELLY SUZANNE LAS3
KELLY SUZANNE E FAA3
KELLY THOMAS JAMES GRAD
KELLY THOMAS JOSEPH LAS4
KELLY WILLIAM D JR LAS1
KELLY WILLIAM DANIEL BUS2
KELM PHYLLIS ANNE ED 4
KELM STEPHEN EDWARD LAS3
KELMAN BRUCE JERRY LAS4
KELMAN ETHEL B LAS2
KELMAN KEITH NATHAN BUS1
KELPSAS CHARLES A BUS2
KELSEY DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
KELSEY SALLY C GRAD
KELSON LARRY JOHN LAS*
KEM WILLIAM READE GRAD
KEMEZYS KESTUTIS P LAW1
KEMMIS TIMOTHY JOE AGR3
KEMMITT CAROL T GRAD
KEMP ALLEN PHILLIP LAS2
KEMP CAROLYN H GRAD
KEMP FRED VERMEILLET LAS4
KEMP JAMES MARTIN ENG4
KEMP LEONARD D III GRAD
KEMPE SUSAN A LAS3
KEMPF JOSEPH GREGORY GRAD
KEMPKA NORMAN HARVEY ED 5
KEMPKE RONALD LARRY LAS2
KEMPLE MARVIN DAVID GRAD
KEMPTON STEPHANIE AN LAS4
KENDALL DONNA JEAN LAS2
KENDALL LINDA ANNE ED 4
KENDRICK LAURA JEAN LAS2
KENLEY RICHARD ALAN LAS4
KENNARD MARLYS J LAS3
KENNEDY BRENDA T LAS2
KENNEDY DAN W GRAD
KENNEDY FLOYD DANIEL LAS4
KENNEOY FRANK SCOTT GRAD
KENNEDY JAMES MELVIL GRAD
KENNEDY JANE THERESE LAS1
KENNEDY JANICE H AGR3
KENNEDY JANICE LEE AGR3
KENNEOY JOHN TODD LAW2
202 S LYNN 4 U
1304 W CLARK U
1306 U CLARK U
URH HOPKINS 206 C
URH ALLEN 37 U
1609 VALLEY RD C
202 E DANIEL C
1202 W MAIN 7 U
1201 W OREGON U
203 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 111 U
1202 W MAIN 7 U
1908 DIANA LN C
211 E DANIEL C
1102 S LINCOLN U
407 S STATE C
URH FORBES 288 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
810 S 3RD C
PHILO ILL
URH HOPKINS 261 C
907 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD 1013 C
1202 W MAIN U
1108 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 499 U
RIVIERA BEACH FLA
URH SCOTT 296 C
2051 A ORCH ST U
1505 KIRBY C
68 GREENCROFT C
1408 N MCKINLEY 9 C
516 S ELM 1 C
604 E ARMORY 203 C
1301 W COLUMBIA C
708 S 3R0 C
309 E JOHN C
URH LAR 198 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH LAR 313 U
URH LAR 372 U
URH FORBES 325 C
201 E GREEN C
804 S CEDAR U
FISHER ILL
307 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 402 C
508 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 460 C
URH WESTON 458 C
URH BABCOCK 226 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH CLARK 222 C
URH EVANS 235 U
CHICAGO ILL
807 S URBANA U
313 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 458 C
URH CLARK 308 C
2305 S 1ST 201 C
URH CARR 207 U
910 S 3RD 1316 C
URH OGLESBY 603 U
311 E GREEN 209 C
309 E WHITE C
105 E GREEN A-3 C
604 E ARMORY C
809 W ILLINOIS U
509 E STOUGHTON U
58 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 484 U
URH OGLESBY 927 U
602 E STOUGHTON 36 C
URH SNYDER 260 C
URH OGLESBY 1113 U
602 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 1103 C
URH DANIELS U
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 218 C
205 N BUSEY 2 U
309 E HEALEY 2 C
URH TRELEASE 927 U
1112 MUMFORD U
URH LAR 201 U
URH BABCOCK 408 U
508 E ARMORY C
214 ARCADIA C
214 ARCADIA C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
1922 C ORCH ST U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH FLAGG 311 C
314 S PRAIRIE 204 C
805 W OHIO U
301 KELLY C
356--2011 202 S LYNN
1415 W 41ST
367--1794 7718 RIDGELAND
332--1189 2519 OLO TAVERNE
332--3108 5308 ARBER DR
359--4709 1609 VALLEY RD A2




332--3728 765 BAYER DR
914 BIRCHWOOD DR
352--0465 1908 DIANA LN
344--9583 756 UNION CT
344--4205 112 E LIBERTY
352--7321 914 BIRCHWOOO
3 32--1005 921 BIRCHWOOD DR
344--3616 209 TODD LN
208 MONTCLAIR AV
BOX 117
3 32--1228 1426 S 6TH ST
365--2656 809 BLUE RIDGE DR
1110 N JORDAN AV
365--1344 6448 N FRANCISCO
344--7011 1064 SYLVAN CR
332--3423 860 GLENCOE DR
3125 LAKE DR
332--1499 2200 W CRESCENT
344--7489 17 BEECHWOOD DR
352--0957 103 S 3RD
352--3243 68 GREENCROFT
5008 WOODLAND
344--1541 216 16TH AV
155 MITCHELL CT
359--2434 107 N VINE
344--0570 1011 S GRAND W
344--9814 606 EVANSVILLE AV
332--2969 4114 W 78TH ST
1771 GEORGETOWN RD
332--2881 1002 KEMMAN AV
332--3018 535 LONGWOOD AV
332--1035 329 N LOREL AV
5802 MADISON
367--9829 638 OOROTHY LN
502 S 2ND
344--1779 606 EVANSVILLE AV
332--1570 7132 MONROE
598 CEDAR AV
332- 1126 3505 COLONIAL DR
332--2092 516 N 6TH ST
909 53RD ST
344--6977 800 S PARK
100 BASSFORD
9255 S OAKLEY AV
332--2723 2033 SHERMAN
9255 S OAKLEY
367--8269 807 S URBANA AV
1000 S WAIOLA
322--2092 516 N 6TH ST
332--0040 226 W TAYLOR
352--7717 RR 1 BOX 790
332--3888 1030 E PRAIRIE AV
6610 N SACRAMENTO
332--5205 1030 PRAIRIE
3419 W 82ND ST
268 FALL ST
2423 TULIP ST
344- 1267 647 1ST ST
344--4185 1000 HENLEY RD
8918 WOESTBOUL
344--7153 RR 1 BOX 118
332--2557 229 L ST
332--5318 7621 CANYON WOODS
356--2806 1617 BUSSERON ST
332- 1711 PLAINFIELD RD RR 2
332--5365 RR 3




332--1923 1350 WALNUT AV
365-2127 205 N BUSEY 2




332--3816 125 E HILLSIDE
344--0501 RR 4
352--1083 214 ARCADIA
352- 1083 RR 1
367--0630 RR 3
344--3120 1922 C ORCHARD ST
367--6365 1507 COMMANCHE DR
332--0302 824 LORRAINE AV
352-•2045 205 W LASALLE ST




































































































KENNEDY LINDA S ED 1
KENNEDY LUKE J LAS2
KENNEDY MARGARET S L GRAD
KENNEDY PATRICIA A LAS1
KENNEDY ROBERT JOSEP LAW3
KENNEDY ROBERT PAUL ENG3
KENNEDY SANDRA L ED 2
KENNEDY THOMAS DANIE ENG4
KENNEDY WILLARD III FAA2
KENNEDY WILLIAM EDWA GRAD
KENNEFICK SUSAN MARY LAS3
KENNEL BRIAN C ENG1
KENNEL CLINTON W GRAD
KENNETT JOHN BRUCE FAA4
KENNEY JON WESLEY AGR4
KENNICUTT KAREN SUE FAA3
KENNY DIANE MARIE LAS2
KENS LEO E LAS1
KENSHOL KENNETH ALBE AVI3
KENSHUR PHYLLIS M GRAD
KENSTOWICZ MICHAEL J GRAD
KENSTOWICZ TAMARA I GRAD
KENT GARY ALAN ENG4
KENT LEE GREGORY GRAD
KENT WILLIAM H JR GRAD
KENTER MARK R BUS1
KENTISH ROJENE ANNET LAS4
KENTNER RITA M 8US1
KENTNER SUE ELLEN ED 3
KENTRA LEONARD RAYMO ENG1
KENYON JAMES RUSSEL BUS3
KENYON MICHAEL HUBER BUS4
KENZLER FRANK W JR GRAD
KEOGH ROBERT ALLEN LAS2
KEOUGH JAMES P BUS1
KEOWN ELAINE LAS2
KEPERLING GARY ALVIN ENG2
KEPES KATHRYN L LAS1
KEPFORD KIRBY B BUS1
KEPLEY WILLA LEE LAS3
KERASOTES DEAN L LAS1
KERCH JUDITH PE 4
KERCHENFAUT MICHAEL ENG2
KERCHNER GEORGE JOHN LAS3
KERCHNER HAROLD R GRAD
KERCHNER WILLIAM C ENG4
KERESTES TIMOTHY P FAA2
KERKOVE BRUCE MARCEL BUS3
KERLIN SALLY JACKLE LAS3
KERMAN RONALD HARRY GRAD
KERN RONALD A GRAD
KERN THOMAS L LAS1
KERNER JEROME PAUL BUS2
KERNER LINOA JEAN PE 2
KERNICH JAMES ROGER BUS2
KERNIS JUDITH ELLEN ED 4
KERO MARIANNE LAS2
KEROFF FREDERICK M LAS3
KERR ALICE A AGR3
KERR ANN JEANINE COM4
KERR FREDERICK LEE GRAD
KERR JAMES R LAS1
KERR PATRICIA A LAS1
KERR RICHARD GEORGE GRAD
KERR ROBERT HOLLIS GRAD
KERR STANLEY PAUL LAS3
KERR STEPHEN EDMUND ENG4
KERRICK SANDRA SUE LAS3
KERRINS JOHN M BUS1
KERSCHNER MORLEY I FAA3
KERSEVAN ALEXANOER Z GRAD
KERSEY ANTOINETTE L FAA1
KERSHNER MINDELLE S LAS4
KERSTEN FREDERICK PO ENG3
KERTESZ CHRISTOPHER GRAD
KERTESZ LOUISE CRIST GRAD
KERVIN PAUL DENNIS FAA4
KERWIN JAMES JOHN BUS3
KERZNER HAROLD GRAD
KESARIS JIM TOM ENG2
KESLER CHRISTINE DIA AGR3
KESLER JAMES L ENG2
KESLER LINDA S PE 1
KESLER STEPHEN KEITH BUS2
KESSEL RENEE FERN ED 4
KESSEN CHRISTINE LAS3
KESSLER ARNOLD B LASI
KESSLER BEVERLY J PE 1
KESSLER CARLA ANNE LAS4
KESSLER DAVID BRUCE LAS2
KESSLER HAROLD ALLAN LAS2
KESSLER JAMES J JR ENG3
KESSLER JOHN WARREN ENG2
KESSLER JOY SANDRA LAS3
KESSLER KARL REED GRAD
KESSLER KENNETH ALLE ENG4
KESSLER SAMUEL LOUIS BUS1
URH NOBLE 113 C
URH TOWNSEND 304 U
1106 S EUCLID 202 C
URH ALLEN 357 U
402 W SPNGFLD C
CHICAGO ILL
URH VANDOREN 314 C
105 E GREEN 9 C
1101 PENNSLYVANIA C
314 S PRAIRIE C
307 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 445 C
603 1/2 S 1ST C
106 E DANIEL C
1004 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 208 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 240 C
URH HOPKINS 324 C
603 S 1ST C
2049 D HAZWD CT U
2044 D HAZWD CT U
URH TOWNSEND 466 U
TOLONO ILL
2215 S 1ST 104 C
URH SCOTT 343 C
URH CLARK 232 C
URH ALLEN 177 U
URH BLAISDELL 430 U
URH OGLESBY 127 U
410 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 273 C
URH WESTON 152 C
910 S 3RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
309 E JOHN C
1004 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 201 C
501 E DANIEL C
DANVILLE ILL
910 S 3RD 611 C
URH LUNDGREN 211 C
910 S 3RD C
803 W OREGON U
212 E JOHN 4 C
5 BLUE SPRUCE C
211 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 428 C
61 E JOHN C
310 S PRAIRIE C
110 W CHARLES 3 C
URH HOPKINS 472 C
URH GARNER 413 C
URH LAR 326 U
1006 W NEVADA U
303 E JOHN C
903 S 4TH 3 C
52 E ARMORY C
907 W ILLINOIS U
214 E STOUGHTON C
405 W WHITE C
URH WESTON 436 C
URH ALLEN 334 U
PAXTQN ILL
606 OHIO U
URH GARNER 290 C
104 N LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 257 U
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
110 E CHALMERS C
401 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN U
513 BUSH CT 2 C
URH FORBES 239 C
312 W SPNGFLD 1 U
312 W SPNGFLD 1 U
1109 S 4TH C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMERS 411 C
URH GARNER 412 C
805 W OHIO U
804 W OREGON U
805 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 903 C
URH BARTON 17 C
1 SAFFER COURT U
313 E JOHN C
1210 W UNION C
110 E CHALMERS C
105 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 506 U
URH FORBES 3 26 C
910 S 3RD 722 C
101 E DANIEL C
505 PARK HAVEN CT C
907 S 4TH C
332--0371 211 OAK ST
332--4113 10101 5TH AV
344--7914 RR 1
332--3351 824 ELGIN AV
359--1393 6554 W IMLAY
2867 E 77TH ST
208 LACLEDE AV
RT 1
332--6946 1555 WILLIAMS BLVD
352--2045 4309 OMAHA AV
344--2129 5731 W 63RD PL
332--1603 745 MADISON ST
352--8416 609 E ADAMS
356--7879 2293 SCOTT ST
344-
-1542 RR 2
332--0615 212 N KANSAS
344--3685 41 WILLOW
4203 N OVERHILL AV
332--1276 1508 ATWOOD AV
6240 N FRANCISCO
344--5121 2049 D HAZELWD CT
344--5121 2049 D HAZELWOOD
332--4221 306 S ROSEWOOD
BOX 747
2251 WESTERN AV
332--1531 419 W VIRGINIA
332--0027 18411 RIEGEL RD
RR 2
332--3568 RR 2
332--5080 3623 W 107TH ST
344--9477 220 FAIRBANK RD
332--0753 1414 GLORIA
332--1909 2224 YOUNT ST
352--5000 608 CABLE AV
1110 N SCOTT
344-
-2175 123 E NORTH
3704 RIVER RD
332--0235 4115-35TH ST
344--1510 5608 PRIMROSE AV
1210 SARATOGA
1225 LELAND AV
332--0243 2910 STATE ST





332--2075 2717 ILLINI RD
352--3026 61 E JOHN




332--2892 354 RUBY ST
RR 1 BOX 54A
344--1103 2207 E 87TH ST
228 S MAY
356--7715 7411 N TALMAN AV
1415 6TH ST
352--3648 6 CHARLTON OR
405 W WHITE
332--2078 570 W GRANT ST













































348 W FRANCIS RD







7550 N KILDARE AV
1603 W YORK LN
5627 N ST LOUIS












































































































































































































GRAD 404 E CLARK C
GRAD 101 E DANIEL C 344--7474
BUS4 1007 S 1ST C 356--8377
GRAD 910 S 3RD C 344--5000
PE 3 URH NOBLE 119 C 332--037 5
ED 4 1005 S WRIGHT C 344--3142
LAS1 411 GREEN 1 C
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 220 c 332--0507
GRAD 212 E WHITE c 352--0161
GRAD 212 E WHITE c 352--0161
LAS2 URH ALLEN 260 u 332--3313
GRAD 307 S STATE 17 c 359--4608
GRAD 307 S STATE 17 c 359--4608
LAW1 1503 COTTAGE GROVE u 367--1285
LAW3 208 CRYSTAL LK u 367--7677
ENG2 1108 W NEVADA 8 u
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7836
GRAD 304 1/2 E ILLINOIS u 367--7995
ENG4 810 W CHURCH 6 c
LAW3 2035 B ORCH ST u 344--3102
GRAD NORMAL ILL
GRAD 1208 W CLARK u
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--5019
AGR1 205 E ARMORY c
BUS4 51 E JOHN 1 c
GRAD FISHER ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 529 u 332--2321
GRAD 2101 W WHITE c 352--2996
GRAD INDPLS IND
GRAD 505 E WHITE 4 c 356--5575
GRAD HORT FIELO LAB 2 u 333--9430
GRAD 512 W PARK 4 c
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 14 c 356--5433
LAS4 1108 S LINCOLN u 344--7671
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 423 u 332--5164
LAS4 912 S 2ND c 344--9732
LAS1 207 E JOHN c 356--8502
LAS4 614 HESSEL c 3 59--1142
GRAD 105 E GREEN 2 c 356--9301
LAS1 URH FORBES 493 c 332--1151
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 215 u 332--3626
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 325 u 332--1308
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 573 u 332--4292
ENG4 702 W UNIVERSITY 7 c
FAA1 URH FORBES 328 c 332--1037
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 302 c 332--1257
GRAD 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE c 352--5532
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 418 u 332--3691
LAS2 URH ALLEN 176 u 332--32 86
LAS2 319 N FAIR c 356--3140
LAS3 710 W OHIO u 344--6212
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1110 u 332--5362
GRAD URH SHERMAN 649 c 332--4878
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON c 359--4126
GRAD 2113 W WHITE c 359--4004
LAW1 URH GARNER 480 c 332--0902
GRAD SAVOY ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 260 u 332--3313
LAS4 1903 GOLFVIEW u 367--8883
LAS2 1004 4TH c
LAS4 114 1/2 S RACE u
LASl URH NOBLE 122 c 332--0378
GRAD 1207 E GREEN u 367--3504
LAS4 412 W GREEN c 3 56--8057
GRAD 1211 W CLARK 32 u 367--3194
GRAD 2002 S COTTAGE GR u 365--2542
ENG2 URH SNYDER 306 c 332--1743
PE 4 1110 W NEVADA u 344--0425
LAW3 613 W SPNGFLD 1 c 352- 1668
GRAD 2012 A ORCH ST u 344--5897
GRAD 1412 N MCKINLEY 1 c 356--1174
LASl URH TRELEASE 616 u 332--5572
ED 3 URH FLAGG 430 c 332--0346
GRAD 610 W STOUGHTON u 365--2889
AGR3 58 E GREGORY c 344--7153
LAS6 507 W GREEN u 367--6478
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1249 c 332--5010
BUS3 URH GARNER 432 c 332--0868
LASl URH GARNER 271 c
GRAD URH WARDALL 111 u 332--4308
GRAD 704 HAWTHORNE u 365--1446
GRAD 704 HAWTHORNE u 365--1446
LAS2 URH LAR 415 u 332--2917
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 417 u 332--3434
GRAD URH DANIELS 306 u 332--2213
GRAD 506 S LINCOLN u 344--6345
GRAD 2104 ORCH ST 204 u 344--6754
ENG4 STA A BOX 2389 c
GRAD URH DANIELS 203 u 332--2158
GRAD URH SHERMAN 357 c 332--4820
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN u 344--2090
GRAD 1104 W SPNGFLD u 344--1134
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 426 u 332--5167
LASl URH BLAISDELL 209 u 332--3485
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
5616 S MONROE ST
101 E DANIEL
7036 W 29TH ST
RR 1
14223 EDBROOKE AV















539 E MAIN ST
1408 13TH ST
317 W MAIN ST
W HAVEN RD RR 2

























1622 S 55TH CT
319 N FAIR
8509 S PARKSIDE
2742 W 84TH ST
1009 GROVENA
319 BUFFALO RD










106 E HEALEY 13




2012 A ORCHARD ST
1412 N MCKINLEY
261 SUNSET AV







910 S 3RD 619
704 HAWTHORNE
704 HAWTHORNE
6837 W 112TH ST
407 KNOLL CREST OR
506 S LINCOLN






1509 N 17TH AV

































































































KIMBERLY KENNETH J LAS1
KIMBLE CHRISTOPHER J LAS2
KIME DONNA LOUISE LAS3
*KIMMEL LASLEY WEBB GRAD
KIMMEL LESLIE ERVIN AVI2
KIMMICH JOHN E LAS1
KIMSEY ALICE C GRAD
KIMURA BERT YOSHITO GRAD
KIMZEY STEPHEN LEE GRAD
KINCAID GARY D FAA
1
KINCH CONSTANCE M PE 1
KINDER RICHARD PE 1
KINER GARY R BUS1
KINER JEFFREY L ENG4
KING ARTHUR DANIEL VM 4
KING ARTHUR PARKER LAS2
KING ARTHUR R LAS1
KING BARBARA ELLEN LAS3
KING BRIDGET MARY GRAD
KING CAROL MARIE LAS3
KING CAROLINA J GRAD
KING CHARLES ROBERT COM3
KING DAVID MERRILL FAA3
KING DIANA LEE LAS2
KING DONALD LEE ENG3
KING E RAY III AGR1
KING EDWIN HAROLD ENG4
KING ERIC LAS1
KING GERARD FRANCIS FAA4
KING GERTRUDE DIANE ED 1
KING GLORIA JEAN LAS1
KING GRENVILLE C GRAD
KING HARRY A GRAD
KING HERLEIN MINNIE GRAD
KING JAMES EDMUND GRAD
KING JAMES MICHAEL ENG4
KING JAMES P LAS2
KING JANET L ED 1
KING JANICE SMITH GRAD
KING JOHN MARSHALL AGR4
KING JOSEPH BERNARD AGR2
KING JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
KING JOSEPH H GRAD
KING LINDA LOUISE LAS2
KING MARGARET FRANCE LAS2
KING MARVIN MURL LAS3
KING MARYANN ED I
KING MICHAEL EDWARD LAS4
KING MICHAEL RICHARD LAS2
KING RICHARD LEE LAS4
KING ROBERT WILLIAM ENG2
KING ROBIN G LAS1
KING RONALD RUSSELL LAS3
KING WARREN LEE GRAD
KING WILLIAM A LAS1
KING WILLIAM JOHN LAS3
KINGDON DUANE ALAN AGR2
KINGERY NANCY K AGR1
KINGRY KIMBERLY J FAA1
KINGSLEY RONALD LEON LAS2
KINGSTON MICHAEL LEW ED 4
KINNAN JEFFREY D LAS1
KINNEE VERNON BALDWI LAS4
KINNEMANN SUSAN D ED 1
KINNEY DIANE SUE AGR3
KINNEY DONNA LEE AGR3
K1NOSHITA CAROL LAS1
KINOSHITA TAKUO GRAD
KINSELLA JANE ELLEN LAS4
KINSEY JOHN GRANT AGR4
KINSINGER MALCOLM HE ENG4
KINSINGER MICHAEL HE ENG4
KINSTEOT GEORGE CARL LAS3
KINTER SUSAN A LAS1
KINZIE PAULA DIANNE LAS4
KIPHART CHARLES E GRAD
KIPNIS ELLEN HOLLIS LASl
KIPNIS MARK STEVEN BUS4
KIPNIS RONALD MURRAY VM 2
KIRBY CAROLYN JEAN LAS4
K1RBY EDWARD J AGR2
KIRBY GREGORY STEVEN PE 3
KIRBY HARRY DAVID FAA4
KIRBY JACK RANDOLPH GRAD
KIRBY JOHN B GRAD
KIRBY JOHN R LASl
KIRBY PATRICIA ANNE LAS2
KIRBY RICHARD CARL LAS3
KIRCHHOFF CYNTHIA JO LAS3
KIRCHMAN MICHAEL L ENG4
KIRILUK HAROLD JAMES LAS2
KIRINCICH MARLENE K LAS3
KIRK BETTY ISHIDA GRAD
KIRK DAVID HOWARD BUS4
KIRK GIRVIN EATON GRAD
KIRK JAMES B GRAD
KIRK LEONARD JONES GRAD
401 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 412 U
URH LAR 496 U
PAXTON ILL
URH SCOTT 328 C
URH GARNER 458 C
URH DANIELS 377 U
1005 S 6TH 6 C
1729 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY 318 C
URH LAR 498 U
URH FORBES 390 C
401 E GREEN C
505 E GREEN C
9 WAYSIDE U
URH GARNER 408 C
URH FORBES 388 C
211 W HIGH U
URH DANIELS 393 U
307 E DANIEL C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 3 U
409 E CHALMERS 509 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 319 U
611 W HEALEY 1 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
302 E GREGORY C
504 S BUSEY U
618 W GREEN C
URH NOBLE 226 C
URH VANDOREN 410 C
106 N RUSSELL C
2215 S 1ST 104 C
508 E WHITE 12 C
611 W HEALEY 13 C
408 W SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 325 C
605 W UNIVERSITY C
SULLIVAN ILL
URH CARR 211 U
611 W HEALEY 35 C
804 HAWTHORNE U
URH SHERMAN 967 C
URH VANDOREN 216 C
URH BARTON 113 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
211 W HIGH U
409 1/2 W UNIV C
409 E CHALMERS 506 C
805 W OREGON U
1004 S 2ND C
URH VANDOREN 218 C
106 E DANIEL C
2402 CAMPBELL C
URH BABCOCK 427 U
904 W GREEN 308 U
URH CARR 326 U
URH CLARK 337 C
URH NOBLE 319 C
1101 W PENN U
RR 2 U
910 S 3RD 524 C
URH WESTON 224 C
URH BLAISDELL 120 U
URH ALLEN 13 U
URH ALLEN 13 U
URH TAFT 419 C
808 W SPNGFLD U
1006 S 3RD 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 414 U
313 E CHALMERS C
313 E CHALMERS C
112 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 294 U
MONTICELLO ILL
URH DANIELS 708 U
409 E CHALMERS C
907 STOUGHTON U
SAVOY ILL
1207 W SPNGFLD U
306 E GREGORY C
809 MAPLEPARK C
500 W UNIVERSITY U
URH SHERMAN 154 C
408 E GREEN U
401 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 118 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 11 U
306 E GREGORY C
912 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 3 C
503 W WASHINGTON U
DANVILLE ILL
1908 S VINE U
RR 1 U
300 S GOODWIN 115 U
344-
-2111 1391 LYNNWOOD DR
332--4185 1600 S PARK AV
332--3072 1540 FLORIAN AV
353 E CENTER
332--1522 RR 2 BOX 72
332--0882 2033 WILLEMOORE
332--2512 285 SIR OLIVER RD
344--6713 1005 S 6TH 6
356--2443 1729 A VALLEY RD
RR
332--3574 138 E RACINE PL
332--1077 BOX 1
334--1616 11422 S NATOMA AV
BOX 44
367--2850 9 WAYSIDE
332--0847 9 HIGHLAND AV
332--1075 3628 S HONORE ST
367--5164 211 W HIGH
332--2526 10741 S PULASKI
344- 1779 1751 N HIMOUNT
344-
-3017 14 FU-SHING RD
4242 DEYO AV
344--5000 1850 PRAIRIE
332--3661 1314 N HIGHLAND




359--4063 5770 CHIPOLA CIR
332--0401 6425 S LOWE 413
332--0545 236 S 19TH AV
359--2267 11009 S ESMOND
5056 WICK DR
BUSHROD I MONROVIA
356--9394 306 5TH AV NW 2
808 S 2ND ST




352--6950 611 W HEALEY
367--8038 7047 COLONIAL RD
332--4962 839 SHERIDAN PL
332--0504 822 FAIR OAKS
332--0115 1503 E GROVE ST
344--4044 509 E FRANKLIN
367--5164 211 W HIGH
359--4972 409 1/2 W UNIV
344--6391 407 SYCAMORE
1231 E EMPIRE
344--7341 59 MESA RD
458 STRATFORD
383 N NORTH ST
356--5568 2402 CAMPBELL
332--3835 210 LINCOLN TERR
1726 VERDE DR




102 S ELM ST
305 W MAIN ST
337 E GREENWOOD
332--3467 22W301 ARBOR LN
332--3093 2639 E 23RD ST
332--3093 2639 E 23RD ST
332--0666 3929 N JANSSEN AV





356--7936 2269 CEDAR ST
332--3338 4524 LINSCOTT
105 W WILLIAM
332 -2364 752 EAST S ST
6948 N KILBOURN
6948 N KILBOURN


















503 E MAIN ST
14224 S CICERO AV













































































































































































































ENG2 URH GARNER 296 C 332--0773
GRAD 808 W INDIANA U
GRAD 319 FAIRLAWN u
LAS3 611 E DANIEL C 344--1840
ENG1 2105 HAZhD CT 303 u
ENG1 1006 W NEVADA u
GRAD 1804 LARCH PL u 367--7810
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 762 c 332 -4913
LAS3 1101 U PENN u 344--9469
GRAD URH SHERMAN 455 c 332 -4840
GRAD 2025 GREENDALE c 352 -7546
AGR3 WESTVILLE ILL
GRAO 1716 VALLEY RD c 352--046 3
ED 4 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--7582
LASl URH TRELEASE 527 u
LAS3 URH WAROALL 1008 u 332 -4509
GRAD 304 S RANDOLPH c 352--3454
AGRl URH LAR 224 u
FAA4 URH EVANS 235 u 332--2723
LAS2 URH CARR 7 u 332--3845
LASl URH ALLEN 408 u 332--3225
ED 1 URH WAROALL 221 u 332--4328
LAS4 609 W MAIN 11 u 365--1066
LAS3 802 W OREGON 11 u 344--0213
ENG1 HOOPESTON ILL
LAS3 713 W OHIO u 344--9581
GRAD 707 S 6TH 408 c
ED 3 2204 BROCKHAVEN c 356--0373
AGR4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--3487
BUS2 URH SNYDER 340 c 332--1768
BUS3 804 S 3RD c 344--7111
LAS4 910 S 3RD c
FAA3 URH TOWNSEND 364 u 332--4155
LAS2 309 E JOHN c 344--9814
GRAD URH DANIELS 430 u
LAS3 513 S PINE c
LAS2 501 E DANIEL c 344--1510
GRAO URH DANIELS 313 u 332--2220
ENG3 311 E GREEN 215 c
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 706 u 332--5238
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 540 u 332--4269
AGR3 1301 S BUSEY u 344--1752
GRAD 401 EDGEBROOK 203 c 356--3544
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 537 u
BUS2 URH WARDALL 704 u 332--4432
P£ 4 1110 W STOUGHTON u
GRAD 1406 E FLORIDA u 367--0249
GRAD 512 E UNIVERSITY c 352--2057
GRAD 1608 PARKHAVEN c 356--5259
P£ 1 URH NOBLE 411 c 332--0249
ENG1 URH FORBES 367 c 332--1062
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 513 u 332--4250
LAS3 508 S 4TH c
LAS3 URH WESTON 474 c
LAS4 29 MAPLEWOOD u 367--4946
LASl URH FORBES 341 c 332--1043
GRAD 51 E JOHN 2W c
GRAD 406 E GREEN u
LAS3 URH WESTON 346 c 332--2017
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 567 u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 318 c 332--4687
AVI1 312 E ARMORY c 356--7961
ED 1 URH LAR 263 u 332--2974
LASl URH ALLEN 357 u 332--3351
LASl URH WARDALL 818 u 332--4470
AGRl URH OGLESBY 630 u
GRAD 106 E OREGON u 365--2398
FAA4 307 HEALEY c
FAA4 307 HEALEY c
LASl URH ALLEN 378 u 332--3368
GRAD 2009 REBECCA c 352--5823
LAS4 502 W MAIN 117 u 367--8900
GRAD 502 W MAIN 117 u 367--8900
ENG2 311 E GREEN 210 c 344--9445
ENG2 402 E ARMORY c 344--9713
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 718 u 332--5604
COM4 108 N GOODWIN u
LAS3 1203 W MAIN u 365--2807
GRAD U«H SHERMAN 1158 c 332--4997
BUS3 110 E CHALMERS c 356--1422
FAA1 910 S 3RD 906 c 344--5000
VM 2 804 MICHIGAN u
BUS3 505 E WHITE 9 c 352--0446
LAS4 1908 DAVID c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 646 c 332--4875
GRAD 308 E OREGON u 367--0944
LASl URH WESTON 294 c 332--1979
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 210 u 332--5446
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 402 c 332--0279
LASl CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 106 1/2 M IOWA u 365--2456
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA u
ENG2 SUGAR GROVE ILL
ENG4 302 E GREGORY c 344--7511
GRAD 1605 VALLEY RD c 356--4953
LAS4 URH FORBES 402 c 332--1085




8845 N REXLEIGH OR
188 E LORRAINE
BOX 188






























1010 W GREEN 313
128 15TH ST
8056 N KENTON AV












4212 N KEELER AV
116 AW LOCUST
3 N CUMBERLAND
3101 W 54TH PL





242 S PRINCETON AV




































































































































KLEIN LAUREN HARRIET LAS4
KLEIN MARGARET ANN LAS2
KLEIN MARIE ANNETTE GRAO
KLEIN MARTIN E BUS1
KLEIN MICHELE FRANCE LAS2
KLEIN MITCHELL L BUS3
KLEIN NEAL A LASI
KLEIN PAULA A LASI
KLEIN RICHARD BARRY GRAO
KLEIN RICHARD L PE 1
KLEIN SUSAN BETH ED 1
KLEIN THERESA MARY FAA2
KLEIN WILLIAM HARVEY GRAD
KLEINER LARRY E AGR1
KLEINMAN LYNN M LAS5
KLEINSCHMIDT ANN L AGR2
KLEINSCHM1DT GARY D GRAD
KLEISS ALICE JOAN LAS2
KLEKAMP DAVID H LASI
KLEMA ROBERT BRIAN LAS3
KLEMICK HERMAN M III BUS4
KLEMKE JOHN HENRY LAS4
KLEMKE JUDITH A PE 1
KLEMPNER MARTIN JAY LASI
KLEMT LEROY CARL H LAW2
KLEPPER LOWELL ARTHU GRAD
KLEPPER STEVEN C ENG2
KLEPPINGER JOAN M GRAD
KLEVEN BRIAN C ENG2
KLEVINSKY RICHARD C BUS1
KLIBBE DIANE KAY LAS4
KLIER JOHN D GRAD
KLIER ROBERT IRA ENG3
KLIMA ARTHUR JAMES J FAA3
KLIMO PAMELA LOUISE LAS2
KLINE ALAN WALTER GRAD
KLINE BARBARA CRAIG LAS5
KLINE KATHLEEN THERE LAS2
KLINE ROBERT EDWARD LAS4
KLING KATHLYN LOUISE ED 3
KLING RICHARD J AVI1
KLINGEBIEL EDWARD RO AGR4
KLINGEL MARY JO LAS3
KLINGEL STEPHEN CHAR ENG1
KLINGELHOFFER JOSEPH FAA1
KLINGER UWE ROLAND GRAD
KLINGLER RAYMOND P J ENG4
KLINGLER ROBERT JOHN LAS2
KLINK WILLIAM ALAN GRAD
KLINSKY SHELLY I ED I
KLINT RONALD EUGENE AVI2
KLIOT KATHRYN S LASI
KLIPPERT LINDA S LASI
KLISZ ROBERT LOUIS ENG4
KLITCHMAN RICHARD G ENG1
KLOBE LARRY THOMAS BUS3
KLOBUCAR CHRISTINE A LASI
KLOBUCHAR RICHARD L LAS3
KLOC KAJHRYN ANN LAS3
KLOCEK GREGORY WAYNE ENG4
KLOCK DAVID R GRAD
KLOCKAU CHRISTOPHER LAS4
KLOCKE DENNIS R BUS1
KLOCKE ELLEN LOUISE LAS4
KLOCKE NORMAN LEE ENG2
KLOCKENGA MICHAEL E ENG1
KLOCKNER CHARLES RAN ENG4
KLOCZAK JUDITH ANN LAS2
KLOETZLI NANCY CAROL LAS3
KLOGA DIANA C BUS1
KLOHR RONALD LEE ENG3
KLOKKENGA JAMES E AGR4
KLOMP DAVID GERALD GRAD
KLOMP JOYCE M FAAl
KLOMP KAREN E AGRI
KLOMPMAKER DARCY L PE 1
KLONDIKE SHERRY JEAN LAS3
KLOPF DIANE LINDA LAS4
KLOPF GREGORY PAUL LAS2
KLOPFENSTEIN KEVIN L LAS2
KLOSTER SHAREN EARLE GRAD
KLOTT GARY LEONARD LAS2
KLOTWOG PATRICIA L LASI
KLOTZ RONALD ALAN BUS4
KLOWOEN JOYCE ANN LAS2
KLOZA CHRISTINE J AGR2
KLUG CAROL L LAS3
KLUG CHRISTINE EUGEN LAS3
KLUG JAMES HERBERT GRAD
KLUG JAMES JOSEPH ENG4
KLUG MARTHA WINCE AGR4
KLUGE LINDA KAY PE 2
KLUGER MATTHEW JAY GRAD
KLUGMAN MAL S GRAD
KLUMB THOMAS MALEN GRAD
KLUMPP KATHLEEN MORG GRAD
KLUNK LAWRENCE EDWAR ENG4
47 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 324 U
RR 2 U
907 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 804 U
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 619 C
URH EVANS 222 U
1502 S RACE U
907 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL U
URH BLAISDELL 11 U
507 E GREEN U
801 W NEVADA U
904 1/2 W HILL U
URH BUSEY 161 U
402 W FLORIDA U
URH CLARK 320 C
URH HOPKINS 150 C
URH WESTON 476 C
RR 2 C
URH SNYDER 269 C
URH BLAISDELL 111 U
409 E CHALMERS 505 C
1012 W DANIEL C
250 S DEWEY U
1010 S 2N0 C
1001 S OAK C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 490 C
URH LAR 416 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH SCOTT 282 C
604 E ARMORY 131 C
URH BLAISDELL 324 U
1107 W GREEN 428 U
1107 W GREEN 428 U
URH BARTON 408 C
408 W SPNGFLO C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH GARNER 328 C
ARTHUR ILL
URH LAR 407 U
209 E ARMORY C
ELMHURST ILL
1613 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 349 U
URH HOPKINS 314 C
1718 CORGNADO C
URH TRELEASE 1016 U
URH GARNER 326 C
URH NOBLE 409 C
URH BARTON 3 C
609 W MAIN 34 U
1009 W PENN U
2315 S 1ST 204 C
URH ALLEN 394 U
URH TOWNSEND 504 U
URH BLAISDELL 226 U
211 E ARMORY C
502 W MAIN 128 U
2317 S 1ST 101 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 223 C
URH SCOTT 220 C
URH OGLESBY 1119 U
505 W PARK U
URH LAR 275 U
URH EVANS 101 U
URH SAUNDERS 103 U
URH TOWNSEND 280 U
58 E GREGORY C
2601 ALTON C
URH LUNDGREN 9 C
2601 ALTON C
URH EVANS 411 U
501 E SPNGFLD C
1207 W NEVADA U
211 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS C
1101 E DELAWARE U
910 S 3RD 413 C
URH BARTON 203 C
502 E STOUGHTON C
303 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 211 U
404 W CLARK C
409 E CHALMERS 901 C
1005 W FRANCIS C
615 W UNIVERSITY C
615 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
303 JOHN C
1805 ORCH PL U
301 E ARMORY C










































































150 E MAPLE ST
RR 2








5806 N MARMORA AV
507 E GREEN
RR 4



















2623 S 58TH CT
5641 S OAK PARK AV
1107 W GREEN 428
1744 W 106TH PL
123 N ELMWOOD







404 N FOREST AV
404 N FOREST
1718 CORONADO




2711 W THOMAS ST




6939 W NELSON ST
6042 S MULLIGAN AV
21 KENDALL LN
2205 35TH AV





1417 N 46TH ST
339 N KENSINGTON














1909 S HARLEM AV
6204 N RICHMOND
1 S 731 WISCONSIN
634 N OLD RAND RD
1705 W JACKSON
3159 A N 38TH ST
1324 6TH ST
1803 JOANNE OR
7837 W 45TH PL






































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
PARK RIDGE ILL



























KLUSKENS LARRY FRANC LAS4
KMIEC DENNIS CHARLES LAS3
KMIEC NOREEN FRANCES ED 4
KMIEC THOMAS KEVIN PE 2
KMOCH EDWARD GEORGE GRAD
KMOCH JOSEPH WILLIAM LAS3
KNAAK DIANA JANE LAS4
KNAB JOHN W LAS1
KNAPP DAVID J ENG1
KNAPP JAMES D JR GRAD
KNAPP JOHN VICTOR GRAD
KNAPP MORRIS ALVARO GRAD
KNAUEL RICHARD S GRAD
KNAUER CHARLINDA LAS2
KNAUER DAVID ALAN AVI4
KNAUER WARREN LANGE ENG4
*KNAUPP JONATHAN E GRAD
KNAUST LAUREL GRACE AGR1
KNAUTH KENNETH ALAN AGR2
KNECHT EDWARD GENE AGR1
KNECHT RONALD LEE LAS2
KNECHT THOMAS WALTER GRAD
KNEEDY MARK JAY LAS4
KNEISEL THOMAS FREDR ENG3
KNELL CHARLES PINCOF ENG2
KNELL KENNETH WARREN GRAD
KNEPP WAYNE ANDREW ENG4
KNIEF RONALD ALLEN GRAO
KNIEPKAMP MARY MARGA LAS2
KNIERING JOHN HOVELL LAS3
KNIERY JAMES A GRAD
KNIFONG JAMES DAN GRAD
KNIGHT CHARLES F ENG1
KNIGHT CHARLES W ENG1
KNIGHT DENNIE J AGR4
KNIGHT DOUGLAS J FAA1
KNIGHT JACQUELYN V LAS1
KNIGHT JANICE M LAS5
KNIGHT JEFFREY DALE ENG6
KNIGHT MARK VENARD LAS3
KNIGHT MYRTLE U ED 3
KNIGHT RICHARD CHEST GRAD
KNIGHT THOMAS LEWIS LAW2
KNIGHT WOODROW M GRAD
KNIGHTON ROBERT GRAD
KNILANDS SUSAN MAXIN LAS3
KNIPE JAMES STUART GRAD
KNIPP LARRY HERBERT GRAD
KNIRSCH JAMES ROBERT LAS4
KNISKERN DAVID PAUL LAS3
KNISKERN PETER JON GRAD
KNISS GLENNA R LAS1
KNISS RONALD E LAS3
KNITTER DONALD J GRAD
KNOBLAUCH MURIEL ANN ED 4
KNOBLETT GARY LEROY AGR3
KNOCHE ELDON MILTON GRAD
KNODLE BEVERLY A LAS1
KNODLE LARRY LYNN ENG4
KNODLE WALTER S GRAD
KNOKE ERNST-AUGUST LAS2
KNOKE GARY A LAS3
KNOL ROBERT CLAUDE GRAD
KNOLL DEIURA M GRAD
KNOLL HAROLD G GRAD
KNOLL RENEE CELESTE FAA3
KNOPF REBEKAH CAROLI LAS2
KNOPP MARGARET ANN LAS3
KNORR KATHLEEN A LAS1
KNORRING EDWARD I JR LASI
KNOWLES CARY L BUS1
KNOWLES KENNETH G BUS1
KNOWLES MICHAEL HUGH GRAD
KNOWLES NATALIE JAN LAS4
KNOX ENOS P LAWl
KNOX HELEN S AGR3
KNOX JO ANN LAS2
KNUCKLES JEFFRY J LAWl
KNUDSON CHARLES ELBE AGR2
KNUOSON DENNIS LEROY LAS3
KNUDTSON LARRY ROY FAA2
KNUTI ROBERT AUGUST LAW3
KNUTSON DALE OWEN AGR1
KNUTSON GREGORY EUGE FAA4
KOBA ELLEN S LASI
KOBEL KASSANDRA K ED 2
KOBLER MARY A LASI
KOBLISKA GARY KENT LAS4
KOBLITZ CHERYL A AGR1
KOBOS REBECCA M FAA1
KOBOSKY JUDY K LASI
KOBRIN EDWARD GEORGE GRAD
KOBUSSEN ANTHONY J BUS1
KOBYLAR LESTER JOHN ENG4
KOBYLECKY JAMES EDWA LAS3
KOCAL JAMES T LASI
KOCH ARNE J GRAD
910 S 3RD 212 C
URH SNYDER 276 C
URH WARDALL 1111 U
308 E ARMORY C
3 ALDER CT C
URH HOPKINS 389 C
WARRENVILLE ILL
106 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 603 U
806 1/2 N GERALDNE U
2005 A ORCH ST U
TOLONO ILL
707 S 6TH 412 U
WINNETKA ILL
205 E ARfORY C
313 E ARMORY C
2002 B ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 413 C
URH GARNER 121 C
URH WESTON 344 C
711 W GREEN U
36 LAKESIDE TERR U
310 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 169 U
URH OGLESBY 836 U
MAHOMET ILL
1107 W GREEN 435 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 614 U
306 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 471 C
URH SNYDER 364 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
604 E ARMORY 235 C
URH ALLEN 271 U
6 SOUTHWOOD CT C
507 1/2 MITCHELL C
807 S BUSEY U
INDIANOLA ILL
511 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 380 C
2109 HAZWO 301 U
URH SHERMAN 361 C
URH LAR 233 U
1102 S 2ND C
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
211 E ARMORY C
22 OUNELLEN U
22 DUNELLEN U
URH ALLEN 292 U
409 E CHALMERS 609 C
412 E GREEN C
706 S MATHEWS U
2317 S 1ST 303 C
1803 E MICHIGAN U
URH BARTON 15 C
1603 VALLEY RO C
703 W ILLINOIS U
URH CARR 111 U
305 E JOHN C
CERRO GORDO ILL
601 E ILLINOIS U
601 E ILLINOIS U
URH VANOCREN 119 C
910 S 3RD 1006 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1117 U
URH TOWNSEND 367 U
910 S 3RD 219 C
505 E GREEN 309 C
1302 W CLARK 3 U
102 N LINCOLN 6 U
801 W VERMONT U
URH ALLEN 306 U
URH WARDALL 1208 U
URH SHERMAN 1361 C
URH WESTON 462 C
1103 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 446 C
URH FORBES 280 C
6 SAFER CT U
310 E GREGORY C
URH BLAISDELL 126 U
2504 ALTON C
URH ALLEN 73 U
URH TOWNSEND 212 U
URH ALLEN 363 U
URH LUNDGREN 210 C
URH BLAISDELL 414 U
314 S ELM C
402 E ARMORY C
THOMASBORO ILL
512 E WHITE 5 C
310 E CHALMERS C

























6500 W 63RD ST
3641 S CENTRAL
3 ALDER CT
6632 W 26TH ST
BOX 157
611 S GRAY DR
1229 W MARKET






2002 B ORCHARD ST
ROUTE 3
ROUTE 2 BOX 208
RR 3
4101 S PARK DR
36 LAKESIDE TERR
1654 KENTUCKY
209 N LEONARD DR













352-3750 6 SOUTHWOOD CT
352-6303 114 ANN ST
735 N DUNTON
367-8086 7118 DELAWARE
332-0832 8516 S NASHVILLE
344-0544 1120 AUGUSTA AV




344-7863 RR 1 BOX 506
367-1541 1531 DIVISION ST
616 N 4TH
332-3336 423 W LAWRENCE
RR 2








344-9424 2300 WENDY WAY
9645 AVERS AV
367-0009 4338 JOHNSON AV
367-0009 4338 JOHNSON AV
332-0484 1642 EVERGREEN
344-5000 350 PARKVIEW
344-0801 1021 BROOKFIELD RD
2620 W MALONE
332-4158 27W364 WALLACE RD
344-50 00 1108 S 16TH ST
1258 E^DIVISION
367-8253 264 MIAMI
365-1163 102 N LINCOLN
344-3403 801 W VERMONT
BOX 175
332-4557 602 NW 6TH ST
332-5044 205 PARKVIEW DR
332-2096 RR 3
1801 GREENFIELD AV
332-0878 102 BEVERIDGE AV
332-1003 733 LINCOLN ST
BOX 75
356-6112 1949 N PAUL ST
332-3473 5612 DOVER DR
352-9485 2504 ALTON DR
332-3264 851 E PADDOCK DR
332-4057 RFD 2
332-3353 607 S AUGUSTA
332-0242 7626 W MYRTLE
332-3552 210 COLUMBUS OR
356-4214 7538 N OAKLEY AV
344-9713 1516 CAMP AV
5729 S NASHVILLE
352-1205 7506 W 59TH ST
344-9442 1425 JACKSON ST



































































































KOCH BEVERLY ANN AGR2
KOCH CATHERINE C GRAO
*KOCH DAVID CHARLES GRAD
KOCH DAVID M BUS3
KOCH DENNIS LOUIS BUS4
KOCH DENNIS PHILIP ENG4
KOCH DOUGLAS RAY PE 2
KOCH ERIC NEAL GRAD
KOCH HAROLD LEE LAS3
KOCH JAMES R FAA2
KOCH JANET ELIZABETH LAS4
*KOCH JOHN EDWARD GRAD
KOCH LARRY WARREN ENG4
KOCH LOIS JEAN COM3
*KOCH MARY M LAS4
KOCH MICHAEL SILAS LAS2
KOCH PENNY MARIE LAS4
KOCH ROBERT ELMER GRAD
KOCH WILLIAM OTTO GRAD
KOCHE WILLIAM JAMES ENG4
KOCHER DANIEL JAMES ENG3
KOCHER OAVID LEE AGR2
KOCHER FREDERICK PAU AGR4
KOCHER RICHARD WILLI AGR2
KOCHEVAR ROBERT ANTH ENG3
KOCHKIN SERGE ANTHON LAS4
KOCIAN GENE JAMES ENG3
KOCINSKI EDWIN J LAS1
KOCZU MICHAEL JR ENG3
KOE FRANK JR LAS1
KOEBEL LENORE ELAINE LAS2
KOEBRICH CHRISTINE A COM4
KOEHL JACQUELINE SUE LAS2
KOEHLER KENDRA LEE LAS4
KOEHLER LEROY F LAS3
KOEHM JOHN A VM 1
KOELLING BARBARA ELL FAA3
KOELTZOW DONALD EARL GRAD
KOENIG ALICE ANN LAS4
KOENIG OANIEL JOSEPH GRAD
KOENIG JAMES EDWARD BUS4
KOENIG NANCY J ED 1
KOENIG THOMAS C BUS1
KOENIG WILLIAM CARL LAS4
KOENTOPP KURT KREAHL FAA3
KOEPKE OAVID A BUS2
KOEPPEN STEPHEN HOWA GRAD
KOERMENDY ADRIENNE LAS1
*KOERNER BETTY RAYMON FAA4
KOERNER CARL W GRAD
KOERNER NANCY LORRAI LAS3
KOERNER SANDRA S LAS2
KOESTER DAVID GORDON ENG4
KOESTER MARILYN R LAS1
KOESTERER JANE ANN LAS4
KQETS LILA RAE LAS4
KOEUNE EUGENE N III AGR2
KOGLIN CRAIG STEVEN LAS1
KOHALMI CSABA LASZLO ENG4
KOHAN ROBERT D ENGl
KOHEN WILLIAM GRAD
KOHL KATHLEEN HARRIE LAS2
KOHL POLLY ANN AGR4
KOHLER SUE ANN LAS2
KOHLMAN JAMES C ENG2
KOHLMAN RUTHANN GRAD
*KOHLSTEDT DAVID LEE GRAD
*KOHLSTEDT SALLY G GRAD
*KOHN NATHANIEL H LAS4
KOHN STEPHEN G LAS3
KOHNEN DANIEL JOSEPH FAA2
KOHNKE PETER CLAUS GRAD
*KOHNKE RACHEL SLAUGH GRAD
KOHRING KATHLEEN RUT AGR2
KOIKE ANN K GRAD
KOKAL RONALD WILLIAM BUS4
KOKALBLAS RONALD CLA BUS3
KOKJER KENNETH JORDA GRAD
KOLAR GARY D BUS2
KOLAR JAMES ANTON FAA3
KOLATA JUDITH ANN LAS4
KOLAZ DAVID JAMES ENG2
KOLB DAVID A GRAD
KOLB DOROTHY D LAS6
KOLB STEPHEN L ENG3
KOLBUK MICHAEL TED LAS2
KOLCHEVSKA NATASHA LAS4
KOLDITZ DEBORAH KAY LAS3
KOLENS SUSAN M LAS3
KOLESAR JANET DIANE ED 2
KOLESZAR JAMES LEE FAA4
KOLKMEYER WILLIAM E FAA2
KOLLER JAMES DANIEL VM 2
KOLLER JAMES BUS1
KOLLER JAMES PAUL ENG2
KOLLER PATRICIA MAR I GRAD
KOLUNS APHRODITE F FAA2
805 W OHIO U
5 BAY TREE C
801 CENTENNIAL C
301 E CHALMERS C
2315 S 1ST 302 C
311 E GREEN 101 C
1201 S LYNN U
802 W GREEN U
204 E SPRNGFLD C
911 S 4TH C
903 W NEVADA U
2022 C ORCH ST U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
302 E ARMORY C
2022 C ORCH ST U
911 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 205 C
1107 N GREEN 229 U
1854 VALLEY RD C
604 W PARK 3 U
804 W SPNGFLD U
311 E DANIEL C
311 E DANIEL C
CLAREMONT ILL
URH TOWNSEND 303 U
201 S WRIGHT C
1111 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 240 C
305 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 270 C
URH TRELEASE 616 U
409 CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 308 U
URH LUNDGREN 419 C
12 SANDALWOOD C
2110 ORCH ST 201 U
409 E CHALMERS C
25 SYCAMORE C
501 E SPNGFLD C
CHARLESTON ILL
604 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 270 C
604 E ARMORY 230 C
2215 S 1ST 301 C
402 E ARMORY C
201 N ELM C
6 LEMON TREE C
URH NOBLE 419 C
106 N VINE U
511 N EDWIN C
409 E CHALMERS C
511 N EDWIN C
1519 W HEALEY 3 C
URH LAR 108 U
409 E CHALMERS C
710 W OHIO U
206 E JOHN C
ROCHELLE ILL
404 E STOUGHTON 5 C
URH SCOTT 326 C
57 E JOHN 7 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
405 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 106 C
URH HOPKINS 322 C
URH SHERMAN 420 C
1940 D ORCH ST U
1940 D ORCH ST U
202 W BIRCH C
105 E ARMORY C
206 E GREEN C
1213 W MAIN U
1213 W MAIN U
715 W MICHIGAN U
910 S 3RD 1210 C
1101 S MATTIS C
1101 PENN U
902 N GREGORY U
409 E CHALMERS 701 C
1005 S 6TH 8 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
212 E DANIEL C
604 S RANDOLPH C
711 W NEVADA U
904 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 332 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 725 U
910 S 3RD 1221 C
URH TRELEASE 1117 U
LA NAPOULE FR
URH HOPKINS 243 C
604 W MICHIGAN U
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
302 E GREGORY C
111 S BUSEY U


































2022 C ORCHARD ST
309 W SOUTH ST









631 W ARLINGTON PL
2750 W 107TH ST
3034 N MONITOR AV
415 E PARK ST
2401 POPLAR ST









344--1266 5141 W BYRON
332--0586 615 GLENDALE DR
344--1226 5141 W BYRON ST
2215 S 1ST 301
344-
-2357 2 E SUNSET RD
3080 WILLOW RD
3 56--5388 6 LEMON TREE DR
1201 SUMMIT DR
367--9856
352--0630 110 S CHURCH
344--7155 8104 N WISNER ST
352--0630 511 N EDWIN
352--4384 1519 W HEALEY
332--2813 RR 3
204 JACKSON
344- 1412 324 N MAPLE
5509 LINCOLN AV
WENDELL DR RR 2
352--9210 8075 CHARLECOT DR




332--0591 RR 2 BOX 170
332--1274 621 S MCHENRY
332--472 5 RR
344--5359 6021 S HONEY CREEK
344--5359 6021 S HONEY CREEK
352--0356 202 W BIRCH
359--3218 12 SONA LN
1846 W TOUHY AV
367--2541 1213 W MAIN 2
367--2541 1213 W MAIN
344--6150 172 S BOTHWELL
344--5000 3767 NOEAU ST
145 E 2ND AVE
327 GARFIELD AV
365--2630 902 N GREGORY
552 POWELL
6530 W CRESCENT CT
344--0571 1011 N VINE ST
356--7908 1505 N 8TH ST
359--4761 303 E SHERMAN ST
344--5230 711 W NEVADA
303 SHERMAN
2505 N PARKSIDE
344--6460 1714 N HUMBOLDT
332--5611 9340 TIMBER TERR
317 E WASHINGTON
332--5723 201 N WALNUT
2200 E FLORIDA ST
332--1218 633 FRANKLIN ST
2108 W KETTELLE ST
332--4161 65 AKENSIDE RD
7330 SUFFIELD CT
URH SHERMAN 416

















RISER EDGE N J
MT PLEASANT IOWA















































































KOLMAN FRANK LUDWIG ENG4
KOLMAN GABRIEL MARY LAS2
KOLMAN JOSEPH LUDWIG GRAD
KOLMAN LINDA F FAA4
KOLMAN LUDWIG EDWARD LAS3
KOLMER JANET SUE AGR3
*KULMOS ALFRED SOREN GRAD
KOLODNY BARBARA ED 4
KOLODY ROMAN P ENG2
KOLOSKI MICHAEL E ENG6
KOLOVITZ LINDA LOUIS LAS4
*KOLTE GOPAL NAMDEO GRAD
KOLTER JAMES ARTHUR LAS2
KOLTER MARSHA L LASl
KOLTER THOMAS FREDER LAS4
KOLTSE GEORGE LAS3
KOLTUN PHILIP LOUIS LAS2
KOLTVEIT JOHN AGRl
KOMAN THOMAS E GRAD
KOMAR GREGORY MELTON LAS4
KOMAR KIM8ERLY JANE LASl
KOMER ALBERT G ENG1
*KOMIJN RUDOLF EDWARD GRAD
KOMMERS RICHARD W LAS4
KOMORN MARGO LAS3
KONCE DALIA GRAD
KQNDA JEAN M LASl
KONDA JOYCE ANN LAS4
KONEN BRUCE PAUL BUS2
KONEN THEODORE GEORG LAS6
KONETT LEE CHARLES J BUS2
K0NET2KI WILLIAM S LAS4
KONG PEDRO LEE GRAD
*KONGGAARD SOREN P GRAD
KONIG PATRICIA LYNN ED 3
KONISTIS NICK ENG4
KONOPACK RICHARD WIX GRAD
KUNOPKA ALLAN EUGENE LAS2
KONRAD PATRICIA FRAN LAS2
KONRAD PETER ENG1
KONRAD STEVEN SCOTT LAS2
KONRATH EMIL JOHN FAA2
*KONRATH MELVIN DOUGL ENG4
KONTANIS GEORGE ELIA GRAD
KONTOUDAKIS JOHN GRAD
KOO SHIAO-CHI GRAD
KOOI CAROL A P LAS3
KOOI JOHN HERBERT LAS2
*KOONCE JOHN PETER GRAD
KOONCE RICHARD ELDON AGR3
KOONCE WAYNE ALLAN LAS2
KOOP LAUREL L AGR3
KOOS DAVID ALAN BUS3
KOOY RUSSELL GENE LAS4
KOPCHELL MARK CRAIG FAA3
KOPEC ANDREW M LASl
KOPECKY JAN VICTORIA FAA3
KOPECKY VIRGINIA B COM3
KOPEL ROANN R LASl
KOPEL SCOTT ALDEN LAS3
KOPERNIAK JANICE M LAS3
KOPF KEITH A LASl
KOPISCH JAMES ARTHUR BUS2
*KOPP DAVID CHARLES LAW2
KOPP JANICE A LAS3
KOPP JEAN CAROL LAS3
KOPP MARLENE ELAINE LAS2
KOPP PENELOPE ANN ED 4
KOPPEL ROBERTA WYNNE LAS4
KOPPERMAN PAUL EDWAR GRAD
KOPP1TZ CHRISTINE A EO 3
KOPPITZ RICHARD W ED 1
KOPPLIN JOANNE RUTH VM 2
KOPPLIN RONALD PHILI VM 2
KOPRIVA EARL ROBERT LAS3
KORANG EMMANUEL A ENG4
KORANYI ELIZABETH ENG4
KORB ANNE DOUGLAS LAS3
KORB HAROLD WILFRED GRAD
KORBECKI JAMES W ENG3
KORDA DONNA LYNNE PE 4
KOROICK BETTY A GRAD
KORDICK JEAN L LASl
KOREN NANCY MARIE LAS2
KORENBAUM JAN M LAS2
KORENBL1T ALLEN D LASl
KORENCHAN FRANK JOHN LAS4
KOREY MARY LEE GRAD
KOREY MICHAEL S LASl
KORGIE JILL M FAA2
KORICA DIANE LAS4
KQRKOWSKI JAMES ANTO ENG3
*KORKOWSKI SARAH K LAS2
KORN CHERI M LASl
KORN MARTIN ENG2
KORNBLITH SANDER JAY LAS2
KORNBLUM BARBARA LEE LAS2
806 W MAIN U
URH EVANS 319 U
1107 W GREEN 336 U 344-1820
1107 W GREEN 336 U 344-1820
806 W MAIN U
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
17 LEXINGTON U
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
1801 S PARKHAVEN C 356-8105
1610 1/2 W UNION C 359-3145
508 E CHALMERS C
404 1/2 N ROMINE U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 426 C 332-0557
309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
URH WESTON 206 C
URH CARR 313 U 332-3925
URH HOPKINS 415 C
URH DANIELS 334 U 332-2240
203 N HARVEY U 367-9236
409 E CHALMERS 905 C 344-7026
URH HOPKINS 242 C 332-1217
1830 C ORCH PL U 344-5825
1010 S 2ND U
URH SAUNDERS 420 U 332-3693
312 W SPNGFLD U 367-0964
URH CLARK 236 C 332-0030
URH WARDALL 325 U 332-4356
910 S 3R0 217 C 344-5000
2008 C HAZWD CT U 344-0917
309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
1008 W CLARK U
URH DANIELS 196 U 332-2453
1960 A ORCH ST U
508 E ARMORY C 344-4965
507 E UNIVERSITY C
1011 W STOUGHTON U 367-7980
URH TOWNSEND 540 U 332-4269
904 LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH SCOTT 286 C
URH WESTON 209 C 332-1914
311 E ARMORY C 352-4453
603 S ELM C 356-6205
505 1/2 E STOUGHTN C 356-9434
304 1/2 S 5TH C
506 S GREGORY PL 3 U 344-3628
1104 E MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 354 C 332-1293
814 S HOLIDAY C 352-2901
58 E GREGORY C 356-7152
58 E GREGORY C
307 E HEALEY 4 C 356-4889
1111 S 1ST C
1109 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 1201 U 332-5383
211 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 181 U 332-3290
URH NOBLE 302 C
URH SAUNDERS 431 U 332-3704
1004 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 405 U 332-3222
URH HOPKINS 392 C
103 E ARMORY 8 C
FARMER CITY ILL
URH TRELEASE 313 U 332-5479
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
URH WARDALL 916 U
508 E CHALMERS C 344-4875
305 E GREEN 7 C 344-7569
405 E GREEN C
202 1/2 W GREEN U 367-8223
202 1/2 W GREEN U 367-8223
1320 HEDGE RD C
1320 HEDGE RD C
URH GARNER 320 C
512 E WHITE 3 C 356-6397
URH WARDALL 1011 U 332-4512
800 S MATTIS 23 C
800 S MATTIS 23 C
408 E GREEN C 356-7939
URH EVANS 306 U 332-2733
504 S 5TH C
URH ALLEN U 332-3278
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1018 U 332-5339
URH SNYDER 224 C 332-1690
URH DANIELS 285 U 332-2480
110 E ARMORY C 356-7835
309 E JOHN C 344-9814
604 S BUSEY U 344-0291
207 E HEALEY 5 C
207 E HEALEY 5 C
URH TRELEASE 306 U 332-5472
URH OGLESBY 926 U
110 E CHALMERS C




1107 W GREEN 336
726 8TH ST





































611 S ASHLAND AV
4919 N DAMEN AV
444 ALAN DR
3130 N NOTTINGHAM
2728 W 107TH ST
4020 N TROY
627 W 4TH
8809 S UTICA AV
3755 W 112TH PL








3208 15TH ST A




5059 W 31ST PL
1507 E WAKEMAN AV
1507 E WAKEMAN AV
159TH ST BOX 318
1408 E MAIN
500 LAKEWOOD







202 1/2 W GREEN




512 E WHITE 3
3119 W AINSLIE ST
800 S MATTIS 23
4N676 MEDINAH RO
1717 S PROSPECT
3011 N 78TH COURT










816 N WOOD ST
6445 N KNOX





















































































BAY SHORE N Y
CHICAGO IL
WAUKEGAN ILL











KORNBLUTH DIANA E VM 1
KORNEGAY WILLIAM F GRAD
KORRY MICHELLE LAS2
KORS BRIAN ALAN LAS2
KORSGARD WILLIAM W FAA2
KORSHAK SHELLEY JOYC LAS2
KORSMEYER STANLEY JO AGR1
KORTEMEIER ThOMAS HE BUS3
KORTH BRUCE ALLEN GRAD
KORZEC KATHLEEN F LAS2
KORZON WENDY JOY ED 1
*KOSA GEZA ATTILA GRAD
KOSANOVICH JOHN G ENG4
KOSAR CRAIG JAN LAS2
KOSCHE KENNETH T FAA4
KOSCHER WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
KOSIBA PHILIP RICHAR ENG4
KOSKI DAVID DON LAW3
KOSKI GERALD WILLIAM ENG3
KOSKI JOSEPH PAUL LAS3
KOSKI SANDRA LYNN LAS4
KOSOVSKI ARNOLD LAS4
KOSOVSKI ROBIN LAS2
KOSS RUSSELL STANLEY LAW3
KOST STEPHENIE R FAA3
KUST TARA KIM PE 4
KOSTAL DENNIS CHARLE LAS3
KOSTEL PAUL J LAS3
KOSTELECKY JAN AGR5
*KOSTELNlCEK RICHARD GRAD
KOSTELNICK CHARLES J FAA1
KOSTtR MARK REMI PE 2
KOSTRUB FRANCIS GREE GRAD
KOSTRZEWSKI DENNIS G ENG4
KOSTUBA FRANC INE ANN FAA3
KOSZCZUK JANET ANN ED 2
KOT SEE KIT ENG3
KOTARBA ANITA MARY ED 3
KOTEK RAYMOND A GRAD
KOTELES JOHN P ENG1
KOTLER LINDA GRAD
KOTLER LORNE HOWARD GRAD
KOTLER RICHARD LEE GRAD
KOTLICKY MICHAEL LAS2
KOTTEMANN BRUCE C LAS1
KOTTEMANN STEVEN DAL LAS3
KOTVA LOUIS EMIL ENG2
KOTWAS ROSALIE JEAN FAA3
KOTZ MARYANN JEAN LAS4
KOUBEK LINDA J LAS1
KOUGIAS CHRISTOPHER ENG3
KOURIS PAUL A JR BUS3
KOUROUPAS GEORGIA AN ED 2
KOUZIOS JOHN N ENG1
KOVAC PATRICIA E LAS2
KOVACEVIC DANIEL N FAA4
KOVAL JOAN B LAS1
KOVALCIK DAVID JOSEP LAS4
KOVALIC MARY LOU LAS2
*KOVAR ERNEST LEONARD GRAD
KOVAR JANICE SUE PE 3
KOVAR PATRICK JOSEPH LAS2
KOVAR PETER S ENG1
KOVAR SUSAN V GRAD
KOVENER GARY S GRAD
KOVERDAN GEORGE BUS4
KOVES SCOTT EDWARD LAS4
KOWALCZYK HELEN ANN GRAD
KOWALCZYK JAMES J LAS2
KOWALCZYK RICHARD J GRAD
KOWALEWSKI EDMUND F FAA4
KOWALEWSKI WILLIAM J ENG1
KOWALL RICHARD J ENG1
KOWALSKI BRIAN ENG1
KOWALSKI ELAINE M LAS3
KOWALSKI MARY JULIE ED 4
KOWALSKI SUSAN M LAS1
KOYAMA CHRISTINE M LAS4
KOYAMA GLEN C BUSl
KOZAK DAVID WILLIAM ENG4
KOZAK KARYN LYNN FAA3
KOZELKA ROBERT STEPH LAS2
KOZIKOWSKI CONSTANCE LAS3
KOZIOL CARMEN M LASl
KOZIOL CHARLES JOSEP LAS3
KOZIOL FRANK STANLEY BUS4
KOZIOL FREDERICK E FAA1
KOZIOL LYNN S LAS3
KOZLOFF JOANNE G LASl
KOZLOWSKI BARBARA M LASl
KOZLOWSKI CONSTANCE LAS4
KOZLOWSKI GERALD P GRAD
KOZLOWSKI JOHN HENRY LASl
KOZLOWSKI ZENON JOHN ENG2
KOZUCH ANN FELICIA GRAD
KOZUCH JON WASON LAS4
KOZUSZEK DOROTHY ANN ED 4
512 E STOUGHTON C
2033 C ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 261 C
URH OGLESBY 1126 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 503 U
910 S 3RD C
STA A BOX 2255 C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 914 C
1107 W GREEN 334 U
3222 CAMERON C
URH GARNER 245 C
URH HOPKINS 295 C
703 HIGH 1 U
205 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 280 C
801 W IOWA U
901 S 2ND C
1007 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
URH BARTON 122 C
209 W HEALEY C
910 S 3RD 1212 C
1110 W NEVADA U
201 E JOHN C
901 S 2ND C
2012 CURETON U
505 W UNIVERSITY C
URH FORBES 345 C
309 E CHALMERS C
201 DEWEY U
302 E GREGORY C
URH VANDOREN 125 C
URH ALLEN 407 U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
CHICAGO ILL
211 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 495 C
GLENCOE ILL
110 E JOHN 3 C
URH SHERMAN 866 C
402 E GREEN 2 C
URH SNYDER 176 C
809 S 5TH C
1004 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 920 U
URH VANDOREN 320 C
URH TRELEASE 803 U
URH CARR 115 U
105 E GREEN C
802 W OREGON 16 U
URH HOPKINS 338 C
1202 W NEVADA U
609 W SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 273 U
URH OGLESBY 1125 U
313 E JOHN C
3208 CAMERON C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH BABCOCK 210 U
URH SCOTT 258 C
3208 CAMERON C
502 E UNIVERSITY C
902 W ILLINOIS U
1111 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 512 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
RANTOUL ILL
920 S BROADWAY U
URH SNYDER 171 C
URH FORBES 323 U
URH FORBES 264 C
URH BUSEY 105 U
URH EVANS 408 U
URH NOBLE 222 C
102 N LINCOLN U
102 N LINCOLN I U
URH BABCOCK 119 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 454 C
1910 S ROBERT C
URH TRELEASE 204 U
1954 B ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 466 C
1110 S 2ND C
1954 B ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 1210 U
URH TAFT 412 C
URH WARDALL 1213 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH OGLESBY 321 U
28 SALEM RD U
203 S WRIGHT 3 C
1004 S 4TH 109 C
URH TAFT 19 C
5631 N TALMAN AV
344--6883 1305 IDLEWILD DR
801 HAMILTON DR




344--5000 WOODS IDE DR
210 W COLUMBIA
1048 N LECLAIRE AV
344--5000 3143 GREENLEAF
59 BEASLEY ST
352--5987 623 E CLAY
5626 FAIRMOUNT
332--1255 4315 S SACRAMENTO
367--4965 58 HOMESTRETCH
3300 W MARQUETTE
332--1245 ROUTE 1 BRIARWOOD
RR 2 BOX 618
352--9541 4929 W 24TH PL
356--6082 RR 2 BOX 618
332--5337 1123 N ROSSELL
332--0122 3032 W JARLATH
359--3075 209 W HEALEY
342--5000 124 W MEEK
344--0425 426 BARBY LN
6049 S KOMENSKY AV
352--9541 19 N DRYDEN
2012 CURETON
356--1513 8301 NEW ENGLAND
332--1047 2845 EDGINGTON ST
1001 W HILL
367--1423 201 DEWEY
344--7511 5218 W 22ND PL
914 S KENSINGTON
332--3224 7741 W WILSON AV
367--8956 34 LYTTELTON RD
5822 S MASON
367--9801 1430 HOME AV
332--2122 616 PINE AV
210 SOUTH AV
359--4288 110 E JOHN
332--4939 316 S 3RD AV
352--9413 3745 CRAIN ST
332--1665 44 GOLF ST
344--5202 44 GOLF
356--7683 RR 4
332--5666 5445 S KARLOV AV
352--5029 151 S LINCOLN
332--5620 2506 ELMWOOD AV
332--3867 111-A 9TH ST 207-E
928 GUNNISON
3136 W 100TH PL
332--1283 22 W 202 FOSTER
344--1173 265 FOREST
10237 AVENUE H
332--3322 4509 DRENDEL RD
332--5376 1303 N PRAIRIE AV
344--3955 3145 N NEW ENGLAND
359--4916 3208 CAMERON
344--0751 716 WABASH AV
3040 HABER AV
1385 DENNIS PL
359--4916 11220 1ST ST
356--9744 212 KESSLER
344--5306 627 LEXINGTON AV
356--33 14 14428 PARNELL
332--4750 9400 S WASHTENAW
367--7852 933 E MORRIS DR
RR 1 BOX 122
131 NORWOOD AV
332--1660 6606 S KEDVALE AV
332--1033 2415 E GROVE ST
332--0988 6056 W LAWRENCE AV
3322 S 60TH CT
332--2762 6N370 MAPLE ST
332--0398 530 S WESLEY
10537 S PEORIA
10537 S PEORIA ST
515 PINE ST
1201 CYPRESS LN
332--2090 7001 JONQUIL TERR
352--6117 1910 S ROBERT
332--5440 445 LINDEN AV
344--4994 1954 B ORCH ST
332--1616 189 MAY ST
3802 W ALTGELD ST
344--4994 1954 B ORCHARD ST
332--5747 7011 N TRIPP
332--0663 100 E JEFFERY ST
332--4562 5510 N NORMANDY
EDS MOBILE CT
1121 156TH PL
367 -7571 4138 S MAPLE
352--8377 5232 N NEW ENGLAND
344--6950 5232 N NEW ENGLAND



































































































KOZYAK JOHN WESLEY BOS3
*KRABBE DIMITRA TZANN LAS4
KRABBE JOHN LOUIS GRAO
KRACEN SCOTT ANDREW BUS3
KRACHER KAREN KR1STI ED 2
KRAFT CLAIRE IRENE LAS3
KRAFT DIANA MARIE LAS2
KRAFT GREGORY AARON LAS3
KRAFT LARRY ARTHUR GRAD
KRAFT LOIS PEARL LAS3
KRAFT ROBERT A BUS1
KRAGNESS CRAIG PAUL VM 2
KRAHL MARCIA T PE 1
KRAINC JOHN TERRY BUS3
KRAINC NANCY JEAN COM4
KRAITSIK MICHAEL J ENG1
KRAJEWSKl JOHN PHILL LAW3
KRAKORA JAMES PAUL ENG4
KRAL KATHRYN MARY ENG2
KRALL PHILIP E LAS1
KRAMER ANDREW W III LAS4
KRAMER BARBARA L LAS3
KRAMER BRUCE M ENG2
KRAMER BRUCE MARTIN LAS4
KRAMER DARLENE JOYCE FAA4
KRAMER DAVID P LAS2
*KRAMER DON WILLIAM AGR4
KRAMER DOUGLAS HENRY ENG2
KRAMER GISELA M LAS1
KRAMER GREGORY R PE 1
*KRAMER HENRY ANTHONY ED 5
KRAMER JACK B LAS1
KRAMER JEFFREY LAS1
KRAMER LEE FRANKLYN ENG3
KRAMER MARCIA LYNNE LAS2
KRAMER MURIEL JOAN GRAD
KRAMER PETER ALLEN LAS1
KRAMER SHERRY G AGRl
KRAMER STEPHEN MARK LAS4
KRAMP ROBERT C GRAD
KRAMPER BRUCE JOHN LAS2
KRAMSKY CLAUDIA BETH LAS4
KRANICH IRVING L GRAD
KRANZ MICHAEL F LAS1
KRAPAC CLAUDIA ANN LAS3
KRASINSKI KEITH MICH LAS2
KRASINSKI LETITIA LY COM4
•KRASKA PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
*KRASKA SALLY MA I SON GRAD
KRASNOFF JUSTIN F GRAD
KRASNY PHILIP LAS4
KRASNY SANDRA E LAS1
KRATS SHERYL LAS1
KRAUS BARBARA SUE LAS4
KRAUS BETH EILEEN LAS4
KRAUS EMMETT FRANCIS GRAD
KRAUS GEORGE ALBERT ENG1
KRAUSE CAROL SUSAN LAS2
KRAUSE DENNIS WALTER FAA4
*KRAUSE EVA D GRAD
KRAUSE KAREN MARY ED 3
KRAUSE MARTIN JAMES BUS1
KRAUSE RANDALL KANE ENG4
KRAUSS EDWARD A ENG1
*KRAUSS FRED GRAD
KRAUSZ KENNETH J BUSi
KRAUSZ NIKY LYNN LAS3
KRAUT JEROME RICHARD LAS2
KRAUT JULIE ANN . LAS2
KRAUTSTRUNK KENT R PE 4
KRAVITZ DAVID C BUSI
KRAVITZ DAVID JAY COM3
KRAVITZ HOWARD M LAS1
KRAVITZ JODY STEVEN ENG1
KRAVITZ MARILYN A LAS1
KRAMCEWICZ JUDITH MA FAA4
KRAWCZYK LYNN A LAS!
*KRAYBILL DAVID MARTI GRAD
KRAZER KEVIN T LAS1
KRAZINSKI JOHN L ENG1
KRCHAK DAN WARREN BUS4
KREBS ALBERT T III FAA1
KREBS JOHN WILLIAM J LAS4
KREBS KAREN KAY GRAD
KREDA LARRY ALAN BUS2
KREGER JOHN ROBERT LAS3
KREGG GEOFFREY ELLIO BUSI
KREID JOHN THOMAS ENG4
KREIDER CAROL ANN ED 4
KREILING ALBERT LEE GRAD
KREIMEIER VICTORIA L AGR3
KREIMEIER VIRGINIA E ED 2
KREIN MARY R ED I
KREITER FREDRIC J LAS4
KREITER MARC S LAS1
KREITNER GERALD LEE GRAD
KREITNER MARILYN R GRAD
211 E DANIEL C
1201 REDWOOD C
909 S 5TH 866 C
1110 S 2ND C
1207 W NEVADA U
1110 W NEVADA U
903 M NEVADA U
4 ROSEWOOD PL U
1723 VALLEY RD C
URH SAUNDERS 313 U
URH HOPKINS 488 C
505 RACE U
URH NOBLE 411 C
URH FORBES 254 C
212 W WHITE C
1008 S 4TH C
808 E WASHINGTON U
URH SNYDER 241 C
URH TRELEASE 412 U
308 E ARMORY C
401 W GREEN C
URH LAR 122 U
412 E GREEN 10 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 111 U
URH BABCOCK 215 U
308 W ELLS C
URH HOPKINS 352 C
URH WARDALL 1219 U
311 E GREEN 405 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
907 S 3RD C
110 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 581 U
URH VANDOREN 105 C
URH EVANS 106 U
605 S PRAIRIE C
URH TRELEASE 721 U
1505 KIRBY 4 C
CHICAGO ILL
205 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 914 C
BOURBONNAIS ILL
URH HOPKINS 411 C
DECATUR ILL
604 E ARMORY 109 C
URH WARDALL 423 U
2512 POND U
2512 POND U
URH SHERMAN 953 C
503 STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 1315 C
URH LUNDGREN 204 C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 1026 C
611 W HEALEY 2 C
301 E ARMORY C
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
1213 W MAIN 1 U
903 SILVER U
URH TAFT 16 C
MT PROSPECT ILL
1004 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD 517 C
TUSCOLA ILL
URH GARNER 392 C
ROUEN FR
301 E ARMORY C
1202 W NEVADA U
501 E DANIEL C
105 E ARMORY 15 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 238 C
URH BABCOCK 320 U
URH TRELEASE 631 U
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
URH FLAGG 431 C
708 E PENN U
212 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 309 U
805 W OREGON U
1009 W PENN U
1102 S 2ND 2 C
CLEAR LAKE IOWA
105 E ARMORY C
203 N HARVEY U
409 E CHALMERS 614 C
507 E CLARK C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH DANIELS 421 U
710 W OHIO U
710 W OHIO U
URH FLAGG 420 C
108 E HEALEY 17 C
706 W OHIO C
302 E PARK 103 C
302 E PARK 103 C
344--9583 3141 FEHLING RD
352--1087 1201 REDWOOD
332--4939 1604 SILVERLEAF
344--7222 422 N PORTER AV
344--1459 5212 N LECLAIRE
344--0425 3446 3RD ST A
608 ANNE ST
367--6133 6508 PONT I AC DR
356--3074 RR 2
332--3655 416 ELLIS AV
27 GRANDVIEW DR
15531 UNIVERSITY
332--0249 1000 AUSTIN AV
332--0980 2117 LLOYD AV
352--0777 2117 LLOYD
344--1207 226 PARK CT
367--7363 808 E WASHINGTON
1101 N LOREL
332--5508 221 S GIBBONS AV
1306 SHERWOOD PL
359--3171 1935 AVON RD
332--2824 13730 CEDAR RD
1033 BRAEMAR RD
6125 N BERNARD ST
332--3593 677 KINCAID ST
332--3761 975 W GLENCOE RD
RR 3
332--1292 417 N KENILWORTH





332--4300 206 N GREENBAY RD
332--0474 677 KINCAID ST
332--2688 1307 W 6TH AV
356--3887 7433 N ODELL
332--5607 6601 N FAIRFIELD
1615F W GREENLEAF
2217 S 1ST 302
3 56--1847 107 W ROSELAWN
344--7050 1699 ELMWOOD DR
225 SPENCER CT
332--1333 8725 W 45TH PL
1340 FREELAND AV
451 S MAPLE
332--4378 3605 S OAK PARK AV
367--6923 2512 POND
367--6923 2512 POND
332--494 8 1825 FOSTER AV
6034 N WASHTENAW
344--5000 7445 N WASHTENAW
332--0238 428 BROADMEADOW
344--7732 6649 N MAPLEWOOD
344--5000 6649 N MAPLEWOOD
1155 W 54TH ST




332--0576 2613 WEST ST
701 W MILBURN
344--0676 RR 1
344--5000 3619 N OLEANDER
RR 1
332--0839 524 S JEFFERSON ST
805 W WILLIAM
356--7606 8257 S MERRILL AV
344--1173 540 W 7TH ST
344--1511 310 PINEHURST
6230 N CENTRAL PK
359--7986 4427 N SAWYER
332--1696 5455 N KIMBALL
332--3797 3406 WESTERN AV
332--5587 9614 S CHAPPEL
344--7180 11919 S STATE
332--0347 13427 BUFFALO AV
367--7239 8629 ROCKEFELLER
608 SPRINGDALE OR
332--3921 7349 LILL ST
6014 EDGEWOOO RD
344--9518 14814 S WABASH
344--7441 209 W CYPRESS
207 N 4TH ST
359--4240 6415 N KENTON





332--2281 42 INDIANA AV
344--0315 11 ROYAL VALE DR
344--0315 11 ROYALVALE DR
1616 GRENHAM PL
356--9711 6618 N CHRISTIANA
344--9519 7350 N KILBOURN




































































































KREJCI RONALD FRED FAA3
KREKLOW DENNIS J ED 3
KRELLE JAMES R BUS1
KRELOFF MICHAEL A LAWl
KREMERS JAN HOWARD LAS4
KREMESEC VICTOR J JR LAS4
KREMPL ROBERT JOSEPH LAS3
KREPEL PAUL E LAS1
KRESCA LINDA JEAN LAS3
KRESEK ROBERT G ENG1
KRESL JOANNE AMALIA LAS3
KRESL STEPHEN G LAS1
KRESS CHARLES W JR FAA2
KRETCHMER PAULA THER AGR3
KRETSCH LOIS A LASl
KRETSCHMER SARA LYNN LAS4
KREUSCH KAROLYN JEAN LAS2
KREUTER ROBERT LINN ENG4
KREUTZER DANIEL W LAS3
KRIECH8AUM JEANNE LY LAS2
KRIEGER BRADLEY W ENG1
KRIEGER KAREN ANN GRAO
KRIEGMAN DIANE JILL LAS3
KRIISA MARY LAS3
KRILE CHARLES A LASl
KRISCHER JOEL E LASl
KRISTAK RICHARD MICH PE 2
KRISTJANSDOTTIR T J GRAD
KRISTUFEK JAMES ALLE LAS2
KRISTUFEK LARITA WAT LAS3
*KRITSKY DELANE CHARL GRAD
KRIVACEK CHERYL A LASl
KRIWKOWITSCH PETER G COM4
KRIZ DAVID G C ENG1
KRODEL ALLEN LEE ENG4
KROL KATHLEEN ANN LASl
KROL RONALD LEE BUS2
KROLL ALLAN STEWART LAS4
KROLL ARTHUR H JR FAAl
KROLL LINDA LEE GRAD
KROMELIS FRANK JOHN LAS4
KROMENAKER JOSEPH G GRAD
KROMER LESLIE BRUCE BUS4
KROMM STEVE DALE AGR2
KROMPHARDT JAMES F I ENG3
KRON LUCY ELLEN LAS3
KRONE LAWRENCE JAMES GRAD
KRONE MICHAEL LEE FAA4
KRONE NORMA H GRAD
KRONE RICHARD ALLEN ENG4
KRONENBERG CARY ED 4
KRONENBERG CHERI L PE 1
KRONENBERG WILLIAM E LASl
KRONENFELD PHILLIP D PE 1
KROOS DAVID ROWLAND FAA4
KROUPA KENNETH MARTI ENG4
KROWKA MICHAEL J GRAD
KRUECK TERRY F GRAO
KRUEGER JANET MARY LAS3
KRUEGER KARL ALBERT AGR2
KRUEGER KURT A LAS3
KRUEGER NANCY JEAN LAS4
KRUEGER REYNOLD JACK GRAD
KRUEGER RICHARD D ENG5
KRUEGER ROBERT SCOTT LAS2
KRUEGER RONALD LYLE FAA2
KRUEGER TERRY F AGRl
KRUG ALAN DALE GRAD
KRUG RICHARD RUSSELL FAA3
KRUG SAMUEL EDWARD GRAD
KRUGER CHRISTINE A LASl
KRUGER MARY MARGARET GRAD
KRUGER RICHARD KERMI LAW2
KRUGER SARAH L LASl
KRUGGEL KIM ELIZABET LAS2
KRUGH JERRY FRANKLIN PE 2
KRUGLER JOHN DAVID GRAD
KRUGMAN ARLENE I LASl
KRUIDENIER JOHN ROBE LAS2
KRUKENBERG CLAIRE EM GRAD
KRUKEWITT JAMES K BUS1
KRUKEWITT RAYMOND LY AGR4
KRULEWITCH HARRY SCO LAS2
KRUM FAYE E AGR3
KRUMM NANCY L FAA3
KRUMP NANCY LYNN LAS4
KRUMPOCH FRANK AVI 1
KRUMREY WILLIAM A VM I
KRUMWIEDE JEANA E FAA4
KRUPKA MILES ALBERT LAS2
KRUSACK LOUISA MAY LAS3
KRUSE STEPHEN K LASl
KRUSEMARK DAVID L AGRl
KRUSEMARK LARRY LEE GRAD
KRUSEMARK MARY SUE LAS4
KRUSEMARK REBECCA N AGR5
KRUSH ROBERT J ENG1
609 W WHITE C
2319 S 1ST 107 C
URH SNYDER 325 C
URH SHERMAN 1360 C
17 E MARSHALL C
308 E WHITE C
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
URH GARNER 109 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 731 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 223 C
1108 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 408 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH TAFT 426 C
URH OGLESBY 613 U
805 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 219 U
401 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 1209 C
URH BARTON 105 C
URH SCOTT 163 C
1105 S 1ST C
308 E ARMORY C
1002 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 906 U
809 E HIGH U
MAHOMET ILL
URH ALLEN 302 U
509 1/2 ROBINSN CT C
URH WESTON 232 C
1313 1/2 N BERKLEY U
URH ALLEN 224 U
912 S 2ND C
706 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 395 C
58 E ARMORY 7 C
URH BABCOCK 109 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 216 C
URH WESTON 42 8 C
URH VANDOREN 323 C
2072 D ORCH ST U
907 S 3RD C
402 SUNNYCREST CT U
2317 S 1ST 201 C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 447 U
1301 S 8USEY U
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
URH DANIELS 329 U
601 W HIGH U
URH BUSEY 217 U
URH HOPKINS 213 C
310 E GREGORY C
URH ISR 1216 U
610 W ELM 1 U
254 SHERIDAN C
205 E ARMORY C
112 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 313 C
807 S FAIR C
7 SAFFER CT U
401 N CARSON C
URH ALLEN 474 U
613 W SPNGFLD 3 C
407 W PENN U
URH SAUNDERS 422 U
508 E CHALMERS C
104 1/2 E ARMORY C
1001 N BERKLEY U
URH TRELEASE 1107 U




URH TOWNSEND 170 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 436 U
CHICAGO ILL
910 S 3RD 528 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 426 U
1201 W CLARK U
URH WARDALL 305 U
URH OGLESBY 611 U
58 E GREGORY C
1207 GARDEN LN C
910 S 3RD 1102 C
1207 GARDEN LN C
604 E ARMORY 409 C
1913 W 60TH ST
2440 GREENWOOD AV
400 SANS SOUCI OR
332--5043 9233 N KEATING
359--1867 17 E MARSHALL
352--9192 1912 W CERMAK
367--090 8 220 BLUEBONNET LN
332--0 86 7 814 PARKWAY AV
3 MAYFAIR CT
332--5262 14725 PRINCETON
344--5874 3117 YORK RD
332--1928 337 S JULIAN ST
344--7011 745 OAK ST
1332 PRAIRIE LAWN
332--0426 821 DIVISION ST
352--8997 1108 W WILLIAM ST
332--0673 811 E JULES ST
332--5215 RR 1 BOX 107
344--6868 2443 N RUTHERFORD
332--3630 12479 WABASH
3814 MILLBROOK RD
344--0400 621 FREMONT ST
344--5000 26 MALVERN AV
332--0110 1227 S MAFFIT
601 MARKET ST
3009 W SHERWIN
344--9742 3524 S 58TH CT
344--3697 SKAFTAHLID 10
7310 E 108TH ST
367--5247 3751 W 64TH PL
PKHL MBL ESTS 204
322--3181 1405 S WESLEY AV
924 N BRINTON
S 744 SUMMIT AV
367--8103 24 W OGOEN AVE
7715 W CHASE AV
14629 VINE AV
356--0142 706 S 1ST
332--1082 1560 E WOODLAND AV
356--5545 963 JOHN ST
332--3726 84 ISA AV
208 N PINE ST
3336 W COLUMBIA
332--1441 RR 1
332--2075 1821 W BROUGHTON
332--0532 1514 SCOTDALE RD
2072 D ORCH ST
RT 2 BOX 900
367--7237 402 SUNNYCREST CT
3419 S UNION
344--6587 6642 N MOZART ST
344--5000 6142 N CENTRAL PK
6329 N CENTRAL PK
332--4210 3641 NOSTRAND AV
1106 OAKLAND AV




332--1195 188 MIAMI ST
188 MIAMI ST
332--4564 5372 W OTTO PL
610 W ELM
352--3435 2514 SHERIDAN
344--7489 3806 FOSTER ST
356--7936 RR 2
332--1508 RR 2
356--0166 807 S FAIR
344--1457 2026 BURLISON DR
352--2119 7215 S MILLARD AV
332--3404 2525 GUILFORD RD
352--6263 2945 WHARTON ST
344--0117 407 W PENN
332--3695 407 W PENN
344--1170 1416 HINMAN AV
504 W 3RD ST
367--0067 1001 N BERKLEY
332--5714 9660 S LUELLA
367--1522 506 W MAIN
947 4TH ST 16
RR 2
RR 2
332--4034 9231 S CREGIER AV
RR 1
RR I
1400 E 85TH ST
344--5000 2220 MASON AV
ROUTE 3 BOX 41
332--5521 RR 1




352--2506 1207 GARDEN LN
344--3970 231 OAK ST




































































































KRUSKI Af'.THUR WAYNE GRAO
KRUTA JOl NICK LAS1
KRUZIC RONALD WALTER ENG3
KRYOER STEPHEN REED ENG4
KRYSTON KATHLEEN PE 1
KRZECZOWSKI JUDITH 8 LAS2
KRZECZOWSKI THOMAS E LASl
KRZYZEK DUANE J ENG1
KSANDER WILLIAM G LAS3
KSYCKI KAREN THERESE LAS2
KU ROBERT TIEN-HUNG GRAO
KUBALA THOMAS A FAA1
KUBECZKO PATRICIA A LASl
KUBIAK RICHARD JOSEP GRAD
KUBIAK RONALD R LASl
KUBICA LEROY DAVID BUS2
KUBICEK FREDERICK C LAW1
KUBICEK LINDA ANN GRAD
KUBIK NANCY C LASl
KUBIK PHILIP M ENG1
KUBINSKI SHARON LYNN ED 4
KUBY ANDREW EWING II FAA3
KUCABA PATRICIA MARY GRAD
KUCERA GEOFFREY J ENG1
KUCESKI CHRISTINA LAS2
KUCESKI JANE VERONIC LAS3
KUCHARCZYK BARBARA A LASl
KUCHERLAPATI RAJU S GRAO
KUCHINSKY MARCIA ANN LAS2
KUCHLER VICTOR RAYMO FAA3
KUDELKA CLAUDIA JEAN LAS4
KUDRICK JUDITH E LASl
KUDRNA LAUREL LEE FAA2
KUEFFER MICHAEL L ENG1
KUEHL JAMES BRUCE LAS*
KUEHL JEAN ANN GRAD
KUEHL THOMAS WARREN LAS2
KUEHL ING ROSE ELLEN LAS3
KUEHN CLYDE LOUIS LAS3
KUEHN ELIZABETH ANN FAA4
KUEHN LYNN AGR1
KUEHN THOMAS RAYMOND ENG4
KUEMMERLE DANIEL JOH BUS3
KUERGELEIS THOMAS H AGRA
KUFAHL THERON RAHN BUS*
KUFFNER DAVID JOHN FAA4
KUFLICK LESLIE A ED I
KUFLICK LINDA JOAN LAS4
KUHFUSS JOHN DAVID AGR2
*KUHLMAN DONALD EDWAR GRAD
KUHLMAN HENRY F JR ENG3
KUHLMAN JANET DOROTH PE 4
KUHLMAN KAY ROEDER LAS2
KUHLMAN MYRON I GRAD
KUHLMAN SUSAN BETH COM3
*KUHN ALAN K GRAD
KUHN BRENT DEWITT LAS2
KUHN MARGARET ALISON LAS3
KUHN MARSHA A PE 1
KUHN MAUREEN R LASl
KUHN ROBERT HERMAN ENG4
KUHNS GARY LEE AGR2
KUHNS JANICE LOUISE EO 6
KUIKEN DANIEL ALLEN LAS3
KUIKEN RICHARD ALFRE LAW2
*KUIPERS EDWARD JAY GRAD
*KUIPERS MARILYNN KAY LAS3
KUJAWA RICHARD JAMES LAS3
KUJAWINSKI THOMAS A LASl
KUJAWSKI MARY THERES FAA2
KUJOVICH LAWRENCE R ENG4
*KULAS RICHARD E GRAD
KULASA EDWIN LEE LAS2
KULCZEWSKI ALAN JOSE LAS3
KULHAVY RAYMOND W GRAD
KULIEKE DAVID L LASl
KULL JOHN DAVID ENG1
KULLBERG JOHN F GRAD
KULOVANY ROBERT J AVI I
KULWIN DWIGHT ROBERT LAS4
KULWIN JILL LESLIE ED 3
KULWIN LINDA L FAA1
KULWIN MAURY H LASl
KULY KAREN LYNN AGR2
KUMAR KRISHNA A GRAD
KUMMER RICHARD BRUCE BUS4
KUMMEROW KAY L AGR1
KUMNICK RICHARD A FAA2
KUMOREK RAYMOND T LASl
KUNA KENNETH JOSEPH GRAD
KUNDE BRADFORD JAMES LAS2
KUNEY JOHN BRUCE III FAA3
KUNITA EDWARD YOSHIO GRAD
KUNKELMANN CHARLES W ENG1
KUNKLE JAMES E AGR1
KUNNEMANN RHONDA LYN LAS2
KUNTZ DAVID A GRAD
URH DANIELS 315 U 332-2223
910 S 3RD 528 C
URH TOWNSEND 145 U 332-4017
llll S 2ND C 352-3209
313 E JOHN C 344-6858
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
1101 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 471 C
707 W SPNGFLO U
410 E GREEN 19 C
URH SHERMAN 1252 C 332-5013
URH SCOTT 445 C
URH NOBLE 220 C 332-0396
400 BRIAR C
URH OGLESBY 708 U 332-5240
212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
502 W GRIGGS 212 U 367-4185
707 S 6TH 306 C 344-4952
URH FLAGG 312 C 332-0303
URH TOWNSEND 242 U 332-4079
903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
53 E GREEN C
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-6929
313 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 620 U 332-5575
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-7382
URH SAUNDERS 402 U 332-3675
1011 FRANCIS 1 C
URH WARDALL 918 U 332-4494
2319 S 1ST 301 C
1772 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 375 U 332-3365
URH BLAISDELL 309 U 332-3516
312 E ARMORY C
302 W HEALEY C
URH DANIELS 461 U 332-2534
CALUMET CITY ILL
1007 S 1ST 12 C 356-6082
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH BLAISDELL 424 U 332-3562
URH LAR 499 U 332-3075
URH TOWNSEND 278 U 332-4105
URH WESTON 341 C
URH OGLESBY 710 U
URH SCOTT 360 C 332-1540
803 W OREGON 4 U
URH LAR 173 U 332-2948
URH TRELEASE 702 U 332-5589
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
916 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-5508
URH TOWNSEND 307 U 332-4116
313 E JOHN C 344-7493
1204 S LINCOLN U
403 BRIAR 207 C 352-4060
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
1001 FAIRLAWN U
URH OGLESBY 924 U 332-5315
URH EVANS 207 U 332-2705
URH NOBLE 319 C 332-0415
URH TRELEASE 730 U 332-5616
1809 VALLEY RD C
801 M NEVADA U
ROSSVILLE ILL
518 1/2 N NEIL C
518 1/2 N NEIL C
1008 W UNIVERSITY U 367-8663
1008 W UNIVERSITY U 367-8663
URH CARR 424 U 332-3967
URH GARNER 394 C 332-0841
URH WARDALL 806 U 332-4459
RANTOUL ILL
1837 A ORCH PL U 344-4330
URH WESTON 326 C 332-2004
402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
2113 HAZWD 201 U 344-6902
URH FORBES 415 C 332-1095
RR 1 C
105 N ELM C 356-2485
URH OGLESBY 1206 U 332-5388
800 HAMILTON C 352-2081
910 S 3RD 1024 C 344-5000
URH BARTON 318 C 322-0164
301 E ARMORY 8 C
1207 W NEVADA U 344-7697
300 S GOODWIN 604 U 344-4122
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH TAFT 12 C 332-0574
311 E GREEN 204 C
URH SNYDER 152 C 332-1649
708 A S 6TH C
1111 S 1ST C
401 E JOHN C 344-1650
URH DANIELS 530 U 332-2322
URH SCOTT 161 C 332-1416
809 W PENN U 344-4069
409 E CHALMERS 810 C 344-7463
807 M NEVADA U 344-4320
5631 S KILDARE AVE
107 IRENE









615 E ROBERTA AV
4844 W POTOMAC AV
611 W HEALEY
2851 E 97TH ST
4042 N MAJOR
9003 MORGAN
707 S 6TH 306
9741 S LEAVITT ST
1024 PAM ANNE DR
17126 S 70TH AV
315 S VALLEY HILL
9333 S CRANDON AV
RR 1












1004 S 4TH 118
RR 2
10 KENWOOD DR
6147 N LEGETT AV
3312 MADISON






2824 N 75TH CT
RR 1
916 LINCOLNSHIRE
































9815 S MERRILL AV
718 LONGVIEW DR
Z M/S J R SARAN
10511 S RIDGEWAY
28 MONTCLAIR
2114 S 11TH AV
RR 1





201 S CROWN OR



































































































































































































LAS2 1008 4TH C 344--1207 494 CORNELL AV DES PLAINES ILL
LAS4 405 E JOHN c 344--0556 RR 2 EDINBURG ILL
AGR2 URH LAR 106 u 332--2811 187 LAWTON RD RIVERSIDE IL
ENG4 402 E DANIEL c 344--0540 RR 1 BASCO ILL
LAS4 806 W MICHIGAN u 344--443 5 RR 3 VANDAL IA ILL
LAS1 307 E JOHN c 344--2129 3912 PINE CREST ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 1803 A ORCH PL u 344--0078 4661 S SPRING AV ST LOUIS MO
GRAD 813 W MAIN u 367--0693 813 W MAIN URBANA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 95 u 332--2419 3015 STANDISH AV PARMA OH
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1218 u 332--5754 9246 S 50TH AV OAKLAWN IL
GRAD 1603 VALLEY RD 3 c
ED 3 RANKIN ILL BOX 111 RANKIN ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN c 344--0680 122 KIMBERLY PALATINE ILL
LAS2 1207 W SPNGFLD u 344--0511 13028 S SEELEY BLUE ISLAND ILL
GRAD COUNTRY FR 20 c 333 W FRANKLIN AV NAPERVILLE ILL
LAS4 36 E CHALMERS c 333 W FRANKLIN NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAD 2004 C ORCH ST u 344--1285 2004 C ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
BUS3 1110 S 2N0 c 344--7222 6635 W 34TH ST BERWYN ILL
LAS3 710 W OHIO u 344--5583 15158 S HARDING MIDLOTHIAN ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 306 c 332--0776 12400 S 80TH AV PALOS PARK ILL
LAS1 804 VERMONT u 1919 S WASHINGTON DANVILLE ILL
BUS1 103 ARCADIA c 356--5627 103 ARCADIA CHAMPAIGN IL
LAW1 105 E GREEN 16 c RR 4 SOUTH HAVEN MI
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 419 u 332--5160 3838 BRUMMEL SKOKIE ILL
BUS2 URH SNYDER 236 c 332--1695 5142 N CENTRAL PK CHICAGO ILL
BUS2 110 E CHALMERS c 9045 N KILDARE SKOKIE ILL
ED 4 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617 5936 N ROCKWELL CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 410 u 1413 ORCHARD DR PROSPECT HTS ILL
ENG4 209 E CLARK 2 c 8621 PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO IL
FAAl URH SAUNDERS 105 u 332--3587 2445 S 10TH AV BROADVIEW IL
AGR4 1010 S 2ND c 3 56--0521 RR GENOA ILL
BUS4 201 E GREEN c 356--7794 3819 W 212TH PL MATTESON ILL
LAS3 307 E JOHN c 344--3635 4954 OLD ORCHARD SKOKIE ILL
ENG3 1105 S 1ST c 356--7670 4933 N AVERS CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 607 E WASHINGTON u 367--1613 607 E WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 383 u 332--4174 204 E EUCLID ARLINGTON HTS ILL
PE 1 706 W OHIO u 344--9519 4954 OLD ORCHARD SKOKIE ILL
ED 3 904 S 3RD c 344--9579 4729 GREENWOOD SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 608 u 332--5210 104 W WASHINGTON MILLSTADT ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 104 c 332--1888 10743 S MCVICKER CHICAGO RIDGE ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 325 c 332--1277 905 RIVERSIDE DR ELMHURST ILL
VM 2 PRAIRIE VIEW ILL RR 1 BOX 4A PRAIRIE VIEW ILL
FAA3 1207 SPNGFLD u 439 VILLA ST ELGIN ILL
LAS4 311 E DANIEL c 344--5729 3121 CROSBY ST ROCKFORD ILL
LAS3 904 S 3RD c 344-9579 134 S EAST AV OAK PARK ILL
LAS2 706 W OHIO u 344--9519 6549 CHRISTIANA LINCOLNWOOD ILL
AGR2 912 S 2ND c 344--9732 210 E BURLINGTON RIVERSIDE ILL
ENG1 910 S 3RD c 1008 HELEN AV JOLIET IL
COM4 508 E CHALMERS c 344--1170 1035 ROSEMARY DEERFIELD IL
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 121 u RR 1 THOMSON ILL
GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL 2407 LYNNHAVEN SPRINGFIELD ILL
AGR2 URH SAUNDERS 408 u 332--3681 1934 35TH ST MOLINE ILL
FAA2 URH BABCOCK 202 u 332--3748 3462 W DIVERSEY AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 509 E GREEN c 344--0821 2122 S CUYLER AV BERWYN ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 366 u 332--3360 1300 SLEEPY HOLLOW GLENVIEW IL
FAA4 LA NAPOULE 6 FR 210 N 86TH ST WAUWATOSA WIS
GRAD 32 LEXINGTON u 365--2911 32 LEXINGTON URBANA ILL
LAS2 904 S 3RD c 344--7237 1809 CLEVELAND EVANSTON ILL
LASl 302 E ARMORY c 359--4244 403 WESTFIELD DR OFALLON ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 231 u 332--3912 155 UNIVERSITY ST CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
GRAD 606 W CALIFORNIA u 344--5150 606 W CALIFORNIA URBANA IL
LAS3 408 W ILLINOIS 1 u 4021 RUBY SCHILLER PARK ILL
LAS2 904 W GREEN u 1301 E 93RD ST CHICAGO IL
LAS4 404 S 5TH c 352--4719 365 E DALE SOMONAUK ILL
GRAD 709 W OREGON u 344--6096 ARNEBRATVEIEN 33 OSLO NORW
LAS3 URH TAFT 322 c 332--0647 4005 S CLARENCE AV BERWYN ILL
GRAD 903 ADA c 352--4700 4103 D W 98TH ST OAKLAWN ILL
LAS4 300 HESSEL c 352--1558 ROUTE 1 BOX 306 PEOTONE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 125 u 76 WAI CHING ST KOWLOON HONG KONG
ENG4 1746 VALLEY RD c 254 S HIGHLAND AV AURORA ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 395 u 4837 W 107TH ST OAKLAWN IL
BUS1 URH FORBES 216 c 332--0955 969 BLAZE TRAIL WHEELING ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 379 u 332--3369 3319 W 61ST PL CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 311 E GREEN 401 c 608 N LEE ST BLOOMINGTON IL
LASl URH ALLEN 360 u 332--3354 3126 WILSHIRE AV MARKHAM ILL
FAAl URH WESTON 259 c 1308 WINTHROP LN ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 1321 ALMS c 359--4136 1321 ALMS CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 4 1321 ALMS c 359--4136 1321 ALMS CHAMPAIGN ILL
BUS4 URH WESTON 470 c 332--2104 150 BOHLAND BELLWOOD ILL
FAAl URH GARNER 2 74 c 332--0758 1754 LINCOLN AV DES PLAINES IL
LAS4 313 E CHALMERS c 352--4613 2106 NAMEOKI RD GRANITE CITY ILL
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 317 u 332--3794 7611 W CLARENCE AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2 WELLAND PL c 356--3139 2 WELLAND PL CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH BABCOCK 425 u 332--3833 332 OLMSTED RD RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 271 c 332 OLMSTED RD RIVERSIDE ILL
GRAD 922 W CHARLES c 352--5586 BOX 145 CUMMINGTON MASS
LAS2 URH BUSEY 319 u 332--2641 447 HIGHVIEW AV ELMHURST ILL
ED 3 710 W OHIO u 344--6212 CARTWRIGHT LN OREGON ILL
BUS2 702 W WASHINGTON u 344--6530 702 W WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
LAS4 309 E JOHN c 344--5421 2724 HARVEY APT 36 GRANITE CITY ILL
PE 3 URH FORBES 120 c 332--0932 FARINA ILL
FAA4 904 E CHALMERS c 344--6190 5240 LYMAN DOWNERS GR ILL
ENG3 802 S LINCOLN u PEARL ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 377 u 522 BARNSDALE LA GRANGE PARK ILL
GRAD 412 E GREEN c 967 TAFT HINSDALE ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 526 u 1818 S 3RD AV HAYWOOD ILL
LAS4 1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 u 365--2322 510 W 1ST ST ASSUMPTION ILL
160
LACHKY JHSEPH N LAS1
LACCMBE JUDY F FAA4
LACCUEMENT LAWRENCE LAW2
LACQUET JOANN M GRAD
LACRIOLA JOHN PETER ENG4
LACROSSE DIANE M LASl
LACROSSE JAMES PAUL LAS2
LACY JEFFREY LINN GRAD
LADAGE TERRY LEE ED 4
LADOLCE DEBORAH L LASl
LADWIG GAIL JEAN LASl
LAEGELER PATRICK S BUS1
LAESCH JOHN HERBERT AGR3
LAESCH PHILIP T AGRl
LAESCH RUTH E ED 1
LAFF NED SCOTT LASl
LAFFEY TIM LAS2
LAFLEN BETSY FURRH AGR3
LAFLEN JAMES HARVEY ENG4
*LAFLEUR ALBERT L FAA4
LAFLEUR LAWRENCE WAL GRAD
LAFLEUR ROBERT ALFRE BUS4
LAFRANCE JACQUES E GRAD
LAGERQUIST LINDA CAR LAS2
LAGNADO DAGMAR M LASl
LAHEY KATHLEEN A PE 1
LAHEY KATHLEEN ANN LAS4
LAHEY LINDA MARIE LAS2
LAHEY LYNN ANN LAS2
LAHR MICHAEL G LASl
LAHVIC JAMES R ENG1
LAI AMY YUE YUEN FAA4
LAI JEH-HANG GRAD
LAI STEVEN SEESUN LAS3
LAIBLE DAVID M BUS1
LAIPPLE PATRICIA J LAS3
LAIRD OOLORES GOETZE ED 5
*LAIRD JAMES ALLEN GRAD
LAIRD SANDRA D LASl
LAJACK LEXINE MAGDAL LAS2
LAKE FRANCES RENEE LASl
*LAKE JAMES ROGER LAS4
LAKE STEVEN RICHARD LAS3
LAKEN DAVID LASl
LAKIN BARRY KENNETH ENG4
LAKNER EDWARD WILLIA GRAD
LAKOTA ROXWELL J II VM 2
LALEMAN RICHARD LEE BUS3
LALISH GEORGETTE RUT LAS3
LALISH GEORGINE RITA LAS3
LALLA DOUGLAS JOHN LAS3
LALLY OIANE C GRAD
LALLY PATRICIA LEE GRAD
LALLY PATRICK GERARD GRAD
LAM JOSEPH MING-TAK ENG4
LAM KIM WING-LAU LAS4
LAM MIMI YIN LAS3
LAMA MARY K FAA1
LAMAR SUSANNE AGRl
LAMAR YVONNE JANEEN AGRl
LAMARRE ARTHUR G LASl
LAMARSH EDWARD RANDO ENG3
LAMARSH GISELA KOHRS GRAD
LAMB BARTON MARSHALL COM3
LAMB CHARLES WILSON GRAD
LAMB DENNIS JAMES BUS2
LAMB GARY ROBERT FAA4
LAMB JOE ALLEN ENG4
LAMB JOHN HARLAN BUS3
LAMB JOHN PHILLIP ENG4
LAM8 KENNETH STUART FAA3
LAMB PATRICIA LORRAI AGR3
LAMBERT CAROL ANN GRAD
LAMBERT DIANA FAA2
LAMBERT KATHY JULINE AGRl
LAMBERT LINDA MARIE LAS2
LAMBERT MICHAEL T FAA3
LAMBERT STEPHEN R GRAD
LAMBERT WILLIAM EDWA AVI2
LAMBESIS ANASTASIA B GRAD
LAMDEN MARILYN JOY PE 4
LAMERE RICHARD C JR LASl
LAMMERS MARK R BUS1
LAMONT HELEN L GRAD
LAMONT MARY ELIZABET AGRl
LAMONT VALARIE C GRAD
LAMONTAGNE BRUCE C GRAD
LAMOREUX JOHN RUSSEL AGR4
LAMORTE JOSEPHINE LASl
LAMOS CAROL H FAA4
LAMOS KAY CHRISTY FAA3
LAMPERT DENNIS A FAA3
LAMPERTZ DALE ELLIOT BUS2
LAMPKIN GLORIA LASl
LAMPORT MICHAEL BURT LAS4
LAMPROS JOHN PETER FAA6
LAMSZUS JOHN GEORGE ENG1




1107 W MAIN U
407 E STOUGHTON C
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
2505 AROEN C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 249 U
URH WARDALL 706 U
URH BABCOCK 14 U
URH TOWNSEND 233 U
URH FORBES 443 C
URH TAFT 405 C
409 E CHALMERS C
805 OREGON U
1013 W CHURCH C
1013 W CHURCH C
434 FAIRLAWN U
808 BELLEPARK C
104 E GREEN C
103 W OREGON 1 U
URH SAUNDERS 10 U
URH LAR 368 U
URH LAR U
706 S MATHEWS U
1102 S LINCOLN U
903 W NEVADA 9 U
106 E ARMORY 2 C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
URH WARDALL 226 U
1212 W UNIVERSITY U
URH TOWNSEND 471 U
URH SCOTT 310 C
URH LAR 363 U
1106 NOFFTZ C
805 W ILLINOIS U
URH TAFT 316 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE C
1408 N MCKINLEY 9 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
604 E ARMORY 235 C
503 E WHITE 7 C
502 W MAIN 214 U
MAHOMET ILL
904 W GREEN U
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
URH SNYDER 316 C
URH DANIELS 399 U
URH NOBLE 326 C
U OF I MILTARY SCI C
103 S GREGORY U
501 W CALIFORNIA U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
URH FLAGG 312 C
503 E WHITE C
URH SCOTT 418 C
COTTAGE HILLS ILL
PEORIA ILL
1001 S WRIGHT C
604 W MAIN 1 U
306 E DANIEL C
202 N WOOD 6 U
URH CARR 308 U
1752 HESSEL MANOR U
112 E DANIEL C
306 E GREEN 8 C
508 E CHALMERS C
L SQUIRE CT U
URH TAFT 402 C
URH VANDOREN 426 C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 321 C
810 W CHURCH 7 C
804 W OREGON U
713 S 6TH 204 C
902 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
603 S 5TH C
URH BLAISDELL 177 U
AUGERVILLE RD U
1008 S 2ND I C
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 449 U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
URH VANOOREN 119 C
312 S ELM C
402 E ARMORY C
EAST MOLINE ILL
1204 STOUGHTON U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 332 C
332--0764 4332 W 111TH ST
2131 CEDAR ST
352--2158 119 W 7TH ST
352--2419 21 RAINTREE
367--1428 1858 RIVERVIEW AV
803 E 6TH ST
352--4886 BOX 2
3 52--5816 2505 ARDEN
3 56--2008 RR 1
332--3179 125 N WASHINGTON





344--6584 6444 N KIL BOURN
RFD 3
359--4850 1013 W CHURCH
359--4850 1013 W CHURCH
367--6854 426 WINNEBAGO ST
356--455 7 808 BELLEPARK
359--4398 969 LEHNERTZ AVE
367--3176 103 W OREGON
332--3578 810 TULIP LANE
332--3015 3417 MAPLE LEAF DR
635 RUTLEOGE AV
344--0137 635 RUTLEDGE




332--4333 108 E BOUNDARY ST
INST MODRN HISTORY
332--4226 443 E FAIRHAVEN LN
332--1505 RR 1
332--3010 6140 CARPENTER ST
352--3518 1106 NOFFTZ
344--6244 805 W ILLINOIS
3 32--0642 BOX 143
2312 W WALTON ST




352--4365 1629 W SHERWIN
365--1671 502 W MAIN
LKWD GRDNS MBL HMS
2015 9TH ST CT
332--3545 830 N DRYOEN
332--3545 830 N DRYDEN AV
33 2--1752 107 E MAPLE ST
332--2532 121 3RD ST
332--0421 722 N 79TH ST
333--1550 10049 SPAULDING AV
344--2301 HAMMER HILL RD
19 PRINCE TERR
344--0511 12 FUNG WONG TERR
332--5707 7928 SUNSET DR
332--0303 10039 S SEELEY AV
707 N 18TH ST
332--1583 1301 WILSON AV
428 OLD BETHALTO
111 NE ROANOKE
12853 S GREEN ST
365--2917 604 W MAIN
4714 STRONG RD
367--2727 3238 REDLICH
332--3920 304 E ARCHER
1611 OAK ST
356--7936 312 VINE ST
303 E HIGH
344--1170 1611 OAK ST
367--9588 6 SQUIRE CT




352--4979 216 E 8TH ST
344--3914 ROUTE 1
344--4527 6228 S PARKSIDE
344--3384 6712 N BOSWORTH
3823 N BURCHARD DR
4059 GRAND AV
359--4165 404 SOUTH ST
RR 1
367--9965 RR 2
344--7038 ROUTE 5 WALDRON RD
344--3532 RR 1
332--3255 12850 WINCHESTER
344--5689 1107 1/2 W OREGON
334--0484 5719 W EASTWOOD
356--5280 9441 N TRIPP





































































































ROUND LAKE BCH ILL
161
LANAGHAN RICHARD C GRAO
LANAHAN MICHAEL JAME ENG3
LANCASTER DAVID RUSS ENG2
LANCASTER JOSEPH M LAS4
LANCASTER KAKLA K LASi
LANCASTER WILLIAM LA GRAD
LANCE SANDRA EILEEN LAS2
LANCILOTI JOY ANN LAS2
LAND WILLIAM M LASI
LANDAHL GREGORY WILL FAA3
LANDAU RUBIN HAROLD GRAD
LANDAUER MICHAEL R GRAD
LANDEROS MICHAEL ENG4
*LANDERS AMY ELLEN GRAD
LANDERS CHARLES ALBE AGR1
LANDERS DANIEL M GRAD
LANDERS ROBERT EDGAR GRAD
LANDESMAN TOBY ANN LAS2
LANDFRIED MICHAEL W FAA4
LANDGRAF ROBERT M ENG4
LANDGRAF RONALD WILL GRAD
LANDHEER WARREN PAUL AGR2
LANDIS ALAN FRANK AGR4
LANOIS DEBORAH W FAA2
LANDON OIANNE M LAS3
LANDROChE MARIE C LAS2
LANDRY JOHN DYSART LAS3
LANDSMAN LEWIS LEE LAS4
LANDSMAN LOIS LYNN ED 4
LANDSMAN STEVEN OWEN ENG2
LANOY STEVEN B GRAD
LANE CHARLES RAY LAS2
LANE CHERYL A GRAD
LANE DAVID J ENG4
LANE DENNIS DEL ENG1
LANE JERI CLOTILDE LAS4
LANE JOHN J BUS4
LANE JOHN R LAS3
LANE PHILIP E LAS3
LANE PHILIP J ENG1
LANE SUSAN BARBARA PE 4
LANE TIMUTHY XAVIER LAS4
LANEY CARTER CAMERON BUS2
LANFORD FLORENCE LEA GRAD
LANG CAROL SUSAN LAS2
LANG DAVID JAMES ENG2
LANG FREDERICK GRAD
*LANG JAMES DAVID LAS4
*LANG JOELLEN BRISCOE GRAD
LANG JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
*LANG LAWRENCE ARTHUR GRAO
LANG LOUIS I ED 2
LANG MARGARET L GRAD
LANG RITA A LASI
LANG WILLIAM A GRAD
LANGAN JAMES MICHAEL LAW3
LANGDON LOIS M GRAD
LANGE ARTHUR JOSEPH LAS2
LANGE BARBARA ANN FAA3
LANGE GARY B BUSl
LANGE PEGGY M AGRl
LANGE RIDGLEY ELMER GRAD
LANGE ROBERT E LASI
LANGEFELD DOUGLAS RA LAS2
LANGEN JOSEPH G GRAD
LANGEN KATHLEEN C LAS4
LANGER LINDA LAS4
LANGERMAN DEBORAH J FAA1
LANGERMAN PAUL STEVE LAS4
LANGHAM WESLEY S AGRl
LANGHOUT MARY ELLEN LAS4
LANGILL H CHRIS LAS4
LANGILLE BRUCE E BUSl
LANGILLE ROGER WILLI ENG4
LANGKAMP DUANE C ENG1
LANGLEY DENNIS CHARL ENG4
LANGLEY DENNIS WARRE FAA4
LANGLEY DONALD CLARK ENG1
LANGLEY WILLIAM MARK LAS2
LANGLOIS DON PAUL LAS2
LANGLOSS JOHN MILTON VM 2
LANGMAN CHARLES HENR ENG3
LANGNER THOMAS JAMES ENG2
LANGOUSSIS ALEXANDER LASI
LANGSJOEN MARCIA A LASI
LANGSTON DONNELL PE I
LANGSTON IRA M IV GRAD
LANGWORTHY BYRON H ENG4
LANHAM JOHN CHAPMAN BUS4
LANKFORD JAMES JR GRAD
LANNIN SUSAN D LASI
LANN1N WILLIAM JOHN LAS4
LANNING LARRY J ENG1
LANSFORD JAMES EDWAR LAS2
LANSFORD VIRGINIA A GRAD
LANSING PAUL LAW1
LANSING RICHARD H GRAD
10 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
COLLINSVILLE ILL
112 E DAMEL C
13 04 E MAIN U
1303 FAIRLAWN U
YUMA ARIZ
710 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 324 U
URH OGLESBY 908 U
401 E DANIEL C
510 S ELM C
505 E WHITE 9 C
801 W IOWA U
1010 COLORADO 49 U
58 E GREGORY U
RR 2 U
1010 COLCRADO 49 U
URH WARDALL 610 U
1009 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 308 C
1904 B ORCH ST U
28 SALEM RD U
1856 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 474 U
313 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 96 U
203 N HARVEY U
307 S PRAIRIE 5 C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 406 U
1103 W HILL U
604 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 227 C
URH TOWNSEND 273 U
1004 S 4TH C
WASHINGTON C
2309 S 1ST 103 C
705 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
302 E ARMORY C
209 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 404 U
610 W INDIANA U
URH CLARK 207 C
URH HOPKINS 318 C
205 N 6TH C
1105 W OREGON 7 U
2027 A HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 709 U
2710 ALTON C
52 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 804 C
910 S 3RD 809 C
2027 A HAZWD CT U
URH HOPKINS 330 C
7 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
801 W ILLINOIS U
URH EVANS 104 U
URH WESTON 241 C
URH BARTON 3 C
807 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 240 C
102 E CHALMERS C
2107 HAZWD CT 203 U
2107 HAZWD 203 U
902 S 2ND C
1106 S 3RD 5 C
URH GARNER 291 C
505 E GREEN 222 C
STOUGHTON GOODWIN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
309 E CHALMERS C
2307 S 1ST MANOR C
URH GARNER 267 C
OLD BRIDGE N J
EFFINGHAM ILL
URH GARNER 367 C
URH TOWNSEND 235 U
1310 LINCOLNSHIRE C
103 S MCCULLOUGH U
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 474 C
URH WESTON 2 88 C
1203 BROADMOOR C
URH FORBES 362 C
2706 LAWNDALE C
403 BRIAR LN 208 C
1004 S 3RD 3 C
2065 B ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 1108 U
806 S 1ST 5 C
URH WESTON 113 C
402 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 31L U
202 E GREGORY C
710 S BROADWAY 3 U
367- 1366 10 SHUMAN CR
31 LAKEVIEW ACRES
356--7936 603 MAIN ST




332--3196 2824 WALL ST
332--5300 67 MONTGOMERY CR
737 OAK ST
3 56--2652 510 S ELM
352--0446 404 DOUGLAS ST
7616 S DORCHESTER
365--2638 1010 COLORADO
RR 2 BOX 81
367--347 5 RR 2
365--2638 1010 COLORADO 49
332--4414 3004 W SHERWIN
344--7549 RR 1
827 S 15TH AV
332--0446 1904 B ORCH ST
367--7571 RR 1
359--4903 RR 1
332--3055 2680 ORRINGTON AV
221 CATALPA PL
332--3274 55 BOWMAN ST
367--999 1 304 45TH ST
352--6939 3150 LAKESHORE DR
344--9617 2611 W FITCH
332--3814 2416 W JARVIS
367--0686 855 WOOSTER
344--6615 RR 2
332--4662 357 LEXINGTON ST
332--4100 813 E MAPLE ST
BOX 12
828 21ST ST NE
1200 N LINDEN
367--5220 705 W MAIN
344-
-5000 333 ASHLAND
70 N AVENUE B
924 A MILWAUKEE
900 MARENGO AV
332--5146 3536 A PINE GR
344--1928 610 W INDIANA
332--0011 5036 WRIGHT TERR
332--1270 823 BUCKINGHAM CT
205 N 6TH
344--3483 1105 W OREGON 7
344--0717 2027 A HAZWD CT





344--0717 2027 A HAZWD CT
332--1280 832 S 13TH
367--8933 7 SHUMAN CIRCLE
1653 W SUPERIOR ST
RR 3 BOX 77A
332--1939 405 N ROSE AV
8451 S HONORE
344--4320 1049 N ROCK HILL
322--1938 403 E 4TH ST
359-
-3232 1181 S EUCLID AV
1283 HERTEL AV
1283 HERTEL AV 3
344--4677 6507 WASHTENAW
1524 MULFORD
332--0768 9006 S PHILLIPS AV
RR 1
1749 BURR OAK
367--3518 1106 26TH ST
1827 E LIBERTY DR
344--7901 359 ELM
213 S ADAMS ST
18 HILLSDALE. RD
604 E GORDON AV
332--0821 BOX 261
332--4072 823 PRINCETON AV
356--7185 1310 LINCOLNSHIRE
1308 BRYAN
344--5000 2425 36TH AV
332--1140 11036 PRINCESS AV
332--1973 7419 ROGERS ST
356--0605 1203 BROADMOOR
332--1057 4155 W GRENSHAW
356--2675 2706 LAWNDALE
356--2116 1104 LOCUST LN
P BOX 332
344--1625 BOX 417
332--4533 1665 MILLER RD
356--0833 1665 MILLER
332--1896 1317 14TH AV
344--0540 641-7TH ST
332--3658 7412 W 111TH




































































































LANSPERY GLORIA JEAN LAS2
LANTAU RENEE LAS1
LANTZ HERBERT JAMES LAW3
LANUCHA MARY LOU LAS2
LANUTI JOSEPH EUGENE LAS1
LAO TIAN BEN GRAD
LAOYE JOSEPH ADESOLA GRAD
LAPAGE RONALD NEAL PE 3
LAPIDOS MANNY MARK LAW2
LAPIOQS RALPH C LAS1
LAPIUUS JUDITH P BUS1
LAPOINTE KAREN ANN LAS4
LAPOLLA JAMES PETER LAS2
LAPP SUSAN KAY LASl
LAPPIN ALLEN RALPH LAS4
LAPPIN RITA L LASl
LARABEE JAMES W LASl
LARABEE JUDITH MARIE LAS2
LARAMORE GEORGE ERNE GRAD
LARCOMBE ELSA MARGAR LASl
LAREAU LESLIE S LAS3
*LAREN TIMOTHY DANIEL FAA2
•LARGE ROBERT D GRAD
LARKE RICHARD GLENN FAA4
LARKIN JOSEPH P LAS4
LAROCCO DONALD J ENG2
LAROCCO JAMES ROY LAS2
LAROCQUE BARBARA J LASl
LAROCUUE JOSEPH EDWA LAS3
LARRICK BARBARA JANE LAS3
LARRICK JEFFREY C ENG4
LARSEN CAROL MARIE ED 4
LARSEN CHERYL BETH LAS2
LARSEN CLAUDIA A LASl
LARSEN DIANE WYNNE LAS4
*LARSEN LEONARD ANDRE GRAD
LARSEN MARCIA KAY FAA3
LARSEN PATRICIA B LAS3
LARSON CAROL DIANE GRAD
LARSON CAROL JEAN GRAD
LARSON DALE BRADLEY LAS2
LARSON DAVIO W FAA1
LARSON DEAN W ENG1
LARSON DENNIS EARL LAS2
LARSON DONALD W PE 1
LARSON DOUGLAS ERIK LAS3
LARSON DUANE PAUL AGR3
LARSON ELLEN LAS2
LARSON INGRID MARIE LAS4
LARSON JACK J ENG3
LARSON JOHN LEONARD LAS2
LARSON KATHERINE A FAA2
LARSON KATHLEEN MARI COM4
LARSON LARS LESTER GRAD
LARSON LAURA-LEE LASl
LARSON LAWRENCE M AGR1
LARSON LESLIE LAWREN BUS4
LARSON LINDA A LAS3
LARSON MARIE LOUISE LAS4
LARSON MARK EDWARD BUS4
LARSON MARK W LASl
LARSON MYRA JOAN GRAD
LARSON PAUL THOMAS LAS3
LARSON PHILIP PAUL AGR3
LARSON PHYLLIS C LAS3
LARSON RAYMOND E GRAD
LARSON RICHARD DUNCA LAW3
LARSON ROBERT DUANE LAW3
LARSON ROBERT STEVEN FAA3
LARSON ROBERTA JEAN AGR3
LARSON ROBERTA JEANE AGR3
LARSON TIM P ENGl
LARSSEN BRADLEY G LASl
LARUSSA PHILIP STEPH VM 4
LASALLE DANA L FAA2
LASALLE FRANCIS PATR FAA4
LASBY GARY ALAN GRAD
LASH LESLI GAY LAS2
LASH MICHAEL ROBERT LAS4
LASH PAUL L JR AGR1
LASH RALPH M ENGl
LASKOWSK1 RUDOLPH J FAA3
LASKY GERALD L GRAD
LASWELL SUSAN C LASl
LASZEWSKI RONALD MAR LAS4
LATCH MARK HARRINGTO LAS3
LATEER JAMES WILLIAM LAS3
LATHAM SALLY MISNER ED 4
LATHAM SUSAN JO LAS4
LATHAM WILLIAM R III GRAD
LATHAN MARION R JR LASl
LATHOUWERS CLIFFORD ENGl
LATHROP DAVID NEIL ENG4
LATOS LINDA A LASl
LATOZA BRUNO K VM 1
LATTAL JOSEPH M ENGl
LAU CHARLES KIA PING FAA4
URH ALLEN 124 U
URH VANDOREN 416 C
311 W CLARK 203 C
URH LAR 308 U
304 E ARMORY 311 C
104 W OREGON U
109 E HEALEY 2 C
2315 S 1ST 202 C
2053 B ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 267 U
URH ALLEN 183 U
503 E STOUGHTON 11 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 410 U
1510 W PARK C
409 E CHALMERS 905 C
URH SNYDER 395 C
URH LAR 439 U
16 MAPLEWOOO U
URH BLAISDELL 10 U
309 W WHITE C
300 S GOODWIN 605 U
2019 REBECCA C
615 W UNIVERSITY C
202 S GROVE U
7 SAFFER CT U
604 E ARMORY 239 C
URH BARTON 204 C
211 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 115 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 134 U
URH SAUNDERS 401 U
URH WARDALL 904 U
612 W CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 215 U
409 E CHALMERS C
916 FAIRLAWN U
URH CARR 226 U
URH SNYDER 492 C
URH WESTON 293 C
URH GARNER 468 C
412 E GREEN 7 C
802 S LINCOLN 2 U
4 ROSEWOOD PLACE U
1202 W NEVAOA U
1202 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 429 C
904 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS C
904 S LINCOLN U
1014 W JOHN C
URH FLAGG 432 C
URH HOPKINS 163 C
URH GARNER 319 C
313 E JOHN C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1611 W PARK C
212 DANIEL C
705 W ELM 8 U
912 S 2ND C
706 S GREGORY U
910 S 3RD 1103 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
2110 E MAIN U
109 E HEALEY 4 C
609 W MAIN 4 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 927 U
URH BABCOCK 422 U
110 E CLARK C
URH WARDALL 420 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 208 U
URH VANDOREN 207 C
308 W GREEN 9 U
URH SNYDER 296 C
URH GARNER 490 C
URH BABCOCK 219 U
URH SHERMAN 659 C
URH TRELEASE 118 U
I SAFFER CT U
URH SNYDER 406 C
401 E JOHN C
802 E MICHIGAN U
1207 W NEVADA U
802 E MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 459 C
409 W ILLINOIS U
112 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 14 U
907 S 3RD C
604 E ARMORY 112 C
102 N GREGORY U
332--3130 98 BOULEVARD
332 -0548 1820 MICHIGAN
310 N ADAMS
332--2877 10328 OXFORD ST
344--1266 1452 BIRCHLAWN
367 -8858 17 AGNO ST
352--0687 E3/504 ALAFARA
344 -7904 1833 E LIBERTY DR
344--1012 307 W ELM
332--4094 1104 EMERSON
8609 CENTRAL PARK
654 W NEW YORK
356--7958 295 DIAMOND HD DR
332--3683 2207 CUSTER AV
352--2431 1510 W PARK
344--7026 RR 1
332--1808 1220 N RACE ST
332--2937 RR 1
367--6350 790 C ST NE
332--3443 BOX 295
356--2887 309 W WHITE
160 W NORTH AV
352--2084 161 BLOSSOM ST
352--8428 503 W ARMSTRONG
367--7118 107 ELM ST
606 N 6TH AV
211 T STREET
332--0130 1014 W UNIVERSITY
344--7166 1014 W UNIVERSITY
344--1170 1421 W SUNSET
332--3997 1763 27TH ST
344--0695 10122 ST LAWRENCE
332--3136 611 PARKSIDE
332--3674 2926 APPLEGATE RD
23 MEISINGER DR
344-
-3671 6834 VALLEY VW RD
611 S PARKSIDE
332--2709 627 SUFFOLK AV
344--7398 810 ALANN DR
367--0118 1123 S SPRING AV
332--3907 327 KENILWORTH DR
332--1875 507 FAIRVIEW
332--1978 76 S COUNTRY CLUB
356--4208 314 W CENTRAL BLVD
13425 S MACKINAW
344--1019 1640 N 20TH ST
365--1351 RR 2 BOX 137A
344--7217 10618 DAUPHIN
344--1173 3705 RAYMOND AV
2306-7TH ST
344--3622 1351 HOWELL PL
1601 LOWELL
344--1391 372 NUTTALL RD
352--7703 1014 W JOHN
332--0 348 12 TUPELO AV
332--1175 RR 2
332--0788 1820 31ST ST
344--9705 RR 2
344--6150 RR 1
352--0223 1118 E WOODROW
ROUTE 3 BOX 235
2015 N 49TH ST
311 N DRYDEN ST
RR 1
6784 N IONIA
367- 1075 330 W BRIDGEPORT
356--0405 333 W BRIDGEPORT
706 GARFIELD RD
344--3616 5833 MARVISTA DR
344--7076 890 COLFAX
332--5318 RR 1 MULFORD RD
332--3830 2690 W WIN HAVEN
356--042 5 110 E CLARK
332--4375 11927 S 76TH AV
367--1266 39 N 7TH AV
633 37TH ST





332--4888 1202 LAWRENCE AV
332--5418 2126 WHITEFIELD RD
4536 OAK PK AV
332- 1813 104 EISENHOWER
344--1650 1014 LINCOLNSHIRE
367--7631 802 E MICHIGAN
344--1450 322 N JACKSON
367--7631 15 SE 25TH TR
332- 1609 1319 E MONROE
367--1279 409 W ILLINOIS
356--7936 118 N 5TH
332--3447 5742 W AINSLIE ST
1428 S 48TH CT

































































































HAPPY VAL HNG KNG
163
LAU SOPHIE YAU-FUN LAS4
LAUBAUGH RACHEL ANN LAS2
LAUBE CATHERINE S LAS3
LAUBER JOANNE TERESA LAS3
LAUBSTED PENELOPE LAS3
LAUDER OAVIO CHARLES LAS2
LAUDERDALE MONICA LE FAA3
LAUE THOMAS EDWARD COM3
LAUER DAWN MELODEE PE 4
LAUGAL PATTI L LAS1
LAUGHLIN DANIEL C VM 1
LAUGHLIN PAMELA B GRAD
LAUGHTON JOHN F FAA1
LAUNIUS CARL JUDSON LAS2
LAURAITIS KRISTINA N ENG4
LAURENT MARTIN S LAS1
LAURIDSEN CYNTHIA AN FAA2
LAURIE LYNN E ENG1
LAUTER NANCY ANN LAS4
LAUTERBACH DENNIS L BUS1
LAUVER RICHARD WILLI GRAD
LAVENDER HORATIO P GRAD
LAVENDER STEVEN ERRO LAS3
LAVIGNE JAMES E FAA4
LAVIGUEUR HENRY GRAD
LAVIN JAMES KEVIN GRAD
LAVIN LESLIE PATRICK ENG4
LAVIN MARGARET J LAS4
LAVIN PATRICK J LASl
LAVINE GLENN FAA2
LAVINE JAMES FREDERI FAA2
LAVITT ALAN J LASl
LAW ALBERT DAVID JR GRAD
LAW BARBARA LOUISE LAS3
LAW BONITA ANNETTE ED 2
LAW DALE ALLEN AGR3
LAW LORETTA A BUS1
LAWHORN JEFFERY JAME LAS4
LAWICKI JOY M LASl
*LAWLER CONNIE GOKEN LAS3
LAWLER DEL EDGAR LAS3
LAWLER ELIBETH ANN LAS4
LAWLER KEITH B LASl
LAWLER KIM PARK LAS3
LAWLOR MARY DOLORES LAS2
LAWLOR MICHAEL JAMES BUS2
LAWLYES LAIRD D ED 3
LAWRENCE ALLEN RAY ENG4
LAWRENCE HELEN VICTO ED 3
LAWRENCE JAMES ALBER AVI I
LAWRENCE JANET L LASl
LAWRENCE LARRY G ENG1
LAWRENCE LINDA FERN LAS3
LAWRENCE PETER KENNE LAS3
LAWRENCE RICHARD A GRAD
LAWRENCE SUANNE LASl
LAWRENCE WILFRED PAU LAS4
LAWRIE DUNCAN HAMISH GRAD
LAWRY THOMAS F GRAD
LAWS CRYSTAL N ED 1
LAWS DAVID P GRAD
LAWS JOHN W ENG1
LAWS MARVIN NEAL JR LAS2
LAWSER WILLIAM H ENG1
LAWSON JEAN ED 1
LAWSON JOAN ED 1
LAWSON KIM S LASl
LAWSON MARK R LASl
LAWTON NANCY JANE ED 1
LAWTON ROBERT LAWREN LAS3
LAYA RICHARD J FAA1
LAYE PATRICIA MAN-FU GRAD
LAYER BRUCE COBURN BUS3
LAYMAN TERRY JAMES ENG4
LAYMAN THOMAS C GRAD
LAZ BARBARA JEAN LAS3
LAZ PEGGY A PE 1
LAZ SUSAN LESLIE LAS4
LAZAR BURTON WAYNE LAS2
LAZAR JEROME MILES GRAO
LAZAR MICHAEL A LASl
LAZAR PAMELA BETH LAS2
LAZAR WALTER PAUL ENG3
LAZARSKI RICHARD AUG GRAD
LAZARUS JAY L BUS1
LAZARUS JOEL D BUS1
LAZARUS PAUL F LAS3
LAZEKWITH MYRA J GRAD
LAZZARI MARY REGINA LAS2
LE CHI-SANH FAA4
LEACH OAVID MATHEW BUS4
LEACH JOE HERMAN GRAD
LEACH TERESE ANN ED 1
LEADABRAND GEORGE D GRAO
LEAF FAITH E LAS2
LEAFE STEPHEN PAUL LAS4
LEAHY CYNTHIA K LASl
506 S GREGORY PL 1 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 124 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 439 U
1110 S 2ND C
URH LINCOLN 272 U
URH HOPKINS 464 C
URH ALLEN 413 U
URH LUNDGREN 102 C
609 W MAIN U
609 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 439 C
61 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 216 U
URH OGLESBY 1002 U
URH TAFT 402 C
URH GARNER 467 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 496 C
509 4 E GREEN C
2108 ORCH ST 103 U
1008 W NEVADA U
202 W WHITE C
URH SHERMAN 1257 C
RANTOUL ILL
501 W CALIFORNIA U
903 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 267 C
110 E CHALMERS C
1007 S 1ST I C
URH OGLESBY 607 U
506 S GREGORY PL U
URH TRELEASE 503 U
RR 1 U
801 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 374 U
URH TOWNSENO 305 U
URH LUNDGREN 4 U
806 W GREEN U
806 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS 901 C
806 W GREEN 1 U
URH GARNER 458 C
URH LAR 308 U
URH BABCOCK 326 U
505 E GREEN 225 C
910 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 209 C
211 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 119 U
URH SCOTT 318 C
910 S 3RD 1206 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 322 U
URH SAUNDERS 401 U
904 W GREEN 521 U
706 S 1ST C
804 S ELM C
URH LAR 161 U
2005 C ORCH ST U
201 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 472 C
URH LAR U
URH WARDALL 617 U
URH BABCOCK 321 U
910 S 3R0 624 C
910 S 3RD 1315 C
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 289 C
URH DANIELS 284 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 302 C
401 W BUENA VISTA C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 411 U
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
503 E WHITE C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
1852 VALLEY RD C
606 W OHIO U
110 E ARMORY C
706 OHIO U
110 ARMORY C
1208 W OREGON U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH CARR 106 U
402 E ARMORY C
2311 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 509 U
URH DANIELS 194 U
910 S 3RD 1302 C
1515 M KIRBY C
URH ALLEN 492 U
344- 1717 92 WATERLOO RD B
344--7568 3 ALEXANDER CT
332--0489 1101 MUIRFIELD AV
1354 W JARVIS AV
332--3245 8293 ELMORE ST
731 W HIGHLAND AV
332--2851 12738 GREENWOOD
332- 1371 965 COTTAGE PL
3711 W 216TH ST
14 W LONNQUIST
365--3244 1304 NOYES
365--3244 1304 NOYES ST
332--0871 516 ONEIDA ST
356--3024 1100 COLUMBIA
332--4323 2109 S 48TH COURT
332--5324 227 BANBURY
332--0653 241 BRIAR LN 4N
332--0891 522 MARY JANE
344--1223 8553 S MARSHFIELD
332--2123 1650 W GLENN AV
509 E GREEN
344--3500 2108 ORCH ST 103
6722 N MAPLEWOOD
332--5018 1225 COUVRETTE AV
103 B STAFF ROW
365--1189 501 W CALIFORNIA
14913 ASHLAND
203 N CHARLOTTE ST
352--6820 8226 S CLYDE AV
507 BOHLAND AV
332--5209 9037 N TRIPP
344--2227 506 S GREGORY PL





332--0198 144 GRANVILLE AV
367--7904 806 W GREEN
367--7904 21W264 CORONET
344--2143 21W 264 CORNET RD
21 W 264 CORONET
332--0882 21W264 CORONET RD






4410 S STATE 1210
332--1513 1004 SYCAMORE
344--5000 5110 ELM ST
2106 HAGEN LN
107 PARK ST
332--3674 2807 KNOLLWOOD LN
BOX 1212
359--1277 9622 S PROSPECT AV
352--9343 804 S ELM
332--2941 611 E GROVE
C28 WYVIEW VILLAGE
356--7792 316 EKRETT
605 NW 9TH ST
1001 IRONWOOD
332--2948 203 ORLEANS DR
332--4020 203 ORLEANS DR
332--3798 2008 ELM AV
1206 CAROL LN
344--5000 915 PARK DR
344--5000 915 PARK OR
22515 STATE ST
332--2481
356--7908 114 N CATHERINE
332--1982 11615 PRAIRIE AV
352--7765 8049 S LOREL AV
303 CENTRAL AV
332--2764 303 CENTRAL AV
303 CENTRAL AV
344--5000 6050 N CENTRAL PK
356--8463 503 E WHITE 11
5853 N JERSEY
344--5000 8032 S ESSEX AV
352--4718 4314 HOWARD ST




9938 S CALHOUN AV
344--6150 38 N DREXEL AV
332--3858 39 NGUYEN VN THINH
344--9713 701 WALNUT ST
344--7059 RR 1
332--5535 1818 W FORREST HL
332--2451 39 OVERLOOK DR
344--2068 9500 KILBOURNE AV
356--4254 5742 W 22N0 PL
















































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
PALATINE ILL
CHICAGO IL
















































































































































GRAD 304 N WILLIS C 359--4984
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 240 C 332--1215
LAS3 410 E JOHN c
ENG1 410 E JOHN c
GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG4 URH CARR 12 u
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c
GRAD URH WARDALL 417 u 332--4372
LAS1 URH ALLEN 197 u 332--3301
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 URH ALLEN 68 u 332--3262
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 531 u 332--5202
GRAD 503 1/2 W GREEN c 352--6417
LAS2 URH WESTON 465 c 332--2099
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 336 u 332--4137
LAS4 URH CLARK 414 c 332--0070
LAS2 503 E WHITE 3 c 352--5667
BUS1 URH WESTON 396 c 332--2052
FAA1 URH NOBLE 121 c 332--0337
LAS4 510 W GREEN u 365--2165
LAS2 805 W OREGON u
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1029 u 332--5705
LAS5 504 1/2 E SPNGFLO c 356--8054
GRAD 504 1/2 E SPNGFLO c 356--8054
GRAD 401 S COLER u 367--0956
LAS1 URH EVANS 305 u
AGR4 WESTCHESTER ILL
GRAD 1201 M OREGON u 333--1714
LAS3 URH WESTON 243 c 332--1942
GRAD 202 S DODSON u 367--0288
LAS3 202 S DODSON u 367--0288
GRAD 804 DUNCAN RD c 356--5070
FAA2 1108 S 1ST c 344--7240
LAS1 CHICAGO ILL
PE 3 412 W GREEN c 3 56--8057
8US2 201 E GREEN c
LAS5 RANTOUL ILL
BUS3 301 E ARMORY c
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
COM4 212 E DANIEL c 356--7908
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u 367--3320
LAS3 URH TAFT 311 c
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 820 u
GRAD URH TOWNSEND 162 u 332--40 27
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS c 344--0819
GRAD 601 W ILLINOIS u 344--4229
ED 6 1206 W STOUGHTON u
GRAD 1114 W SPNGFLO u 344--7154
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 404 c 332--0539
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--4240
GRAD 802 W GREEN u 367--0428
GRAD 606 S PRAIRIE c 352--6908
GRAD PONTIAC ILL
ED 2 URH LAR 495 u 332--3071
LASl URH SAUNDERS 317 u 332--3659
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1310 c 344--6654
AGR3 210 E JOHN c
COM3 501 E DANIEL c 344--1511
BUS3 604 E ARMORY c 344--1266
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c 3 56--1894
ENG1 URH FORBES 467 c 332--1133
FAA4 910 S LOCUST c 356--4957
ENG4 302 E GREGORY c 344--7511
GRAD 309 E GREEN c 344--7168
LAS4 URH WARDALL 502 u 332--4382
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617
AGR2 5 SALEM RD u 365--1394
GRAD 800 S MATTIS 42 c 359--4558
LASl URH ALLEN 25 u 332--3100
ED 1 URH ALLEN 195 u
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 6 u 344--3968
LASi URH HOPKINS 288 c 332--1248
LAS2 110 E ARMORY c
LAS4 1004 W OREGON u 344--1542
LAS2 110 E ARMORY c
LAS4 705 S 3RD c
LAS2 URH TAFT 223 c 332--0626
LAS3 106 E DANIEL c 356--7823
GRAD 5 SALEM RD u 365--1394
LAS2 910 S 3RD 1220 c 344--5000
GRAD 206 E WHITE c 356--5527
ENG2 904 E CHALMERS 513 c 344--2279
GRAD 306 S 5TH c
LASl 1005 W GREGORY u 332--3407
GRAD 1104 W SPNGFLO u 344--038 8
GRAD 1206 W STOUGHTON u
LAS3 311 E GREEN c
GRAD 1914 A ORCH ST u 344--2355
GRAD URH DANIELS 69 u 332--2395
GRAD 53 E JOHN c 352--9090
LAS3 906 S ANDERSON u
BUS1 1010 S 2 NO c
GRAD 415 S DODSON u 367--9681
ENG1 URH SNYDER 475 c 332--1866
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 511 u 332--5537
ENG1 401 E DANIEL c


















704 N 12TH AV
9121 S 89TH AV
9121 S 89TH
338 N LEWIS AV
141 S SCOVILLE AV
504 1/2 E SPNGFLO









1706 JUL I ANNE DR
3107 W ARTHINGTON

















309 W LINCOLN ST
939 BURTON TERR
8324 N KILBOURN AV
5529 S DORCHESTER
RR 4






309 E GREEN 1
328 ST ANORWS FRWY
5 SALEM RD
















1014 N ELLIS ST
6 LN 28 TUNG-AN ST
1206 W STOUGHTON
4814 W 99TH ST
































































































































LEES LORE PIECK FAA4
LEES NORWYN WENDELL ENG2
LEES PATRICIA K LAS3
*LEEVER DENNIS EUGENE AGR4
LEFAVI BRUCE ANTHONY GRAO
*LEFEBVRE LOWELL LEON GRAO
LEFF DEAN B LASl
LEFFKOwITZ LAUREEN AGR1
LEFFNER RAYMOND S ENG4
LEFLER ROBERT M GRAD
LEFORGE JUDITH LAS2
LEFORT JO C FAA1
*LEFRINGHOUSE RICHARD AGR3
LEFTON IRENE JOAN LAS2
LEFTWICH WILLIAM C I FAA3
LEGAN SALLY JANE ED 5
LEGARE GARY L LASl
LEGARE OWEN L ENG1
LEGEL OENNIS RAE LAS2
LEGEL DONALD A BUS3
LEGEL STEVEN JON VM 4
LEGENSKI DENNIS JOSE ENG3
LEGG MARY TAYLOR COM4
LEGGANS STEPHEN E AVI1
LEGGERO ROGER L LAS3
LEGGS TONI ELIZABETH LAS2
LEGNER LINDA LOUISE LAS3
LEGNER LINDA MARIE COM3
LEGRANJ JAMES ELVIS LAS4
LEGRAND JOE E FAA1
LEHER PAUL S LASl
LEHMAN JOHN H ENG1
LEHMAN JOHN MURRAY LAS4
LEHMAN KAREN ELIZABE AGR4
LEHMAN WAYNE DOUGLAS LAS4
LEHMANN ANNE ELAINE GRAD
LEHMANN CARLA MARIE FAA3
LEHMANN CAROL S GRAD
*LEHMANN JUDITH D AGR2
LEHMANN ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
LEHMANN RONALD ARTHU LAW3
LEHMANN STEVEN GARY LAS3
LEHMKER KENNETH A FAA4
LEHNfc ROBERT MICHAEL LAS2
*LEHR JANE GO I
N
VM 4
LEHR JUDITH G LASl
LEHR LESLIE I LASl
LEHR NULA RUTH LAS2
LEIBOWITZ PHILLIP BUS1
LEIBOWITZ SUSAN E GRAD
LEIBSOHN BARRY LEWIS BUS3
LEI8S0N DAVID ALAN LAS2
LEIBY JACK L LAS2
LEICH HAROLD MCIVER GRAD
LEICHTI JEAN BETH ED 2
LEIDER STEVEN JAY AGR3
LEIDING REBA M AGR1
LEIFER MICHAEL E GRAD
LEIGH SUSAN LAS2
LEIGHTON MICHAEL M GRAD
LEIGHTY WILLIAM G JR GRAD
LEIKEN NATHAN NED BUS4
LEIMBACH DELORES ELA ED 4
LEIN KAREN JUDY ED 3
LEINBERGER PAUL DANI FAA3
LEINGANG HENRY J ENG2
LEININGER DAVID A LASl
LEIS GEORGE HAROLD ENG4
LEISTER SANDRA C GRAD
LEISTER SANDRA JEANN LASl
LEISTRA PHILIP W JR ENG4
LEITER THOMAS EUGENE LAW3
LEITHEM WILLIAM G ENG1
LEITICH NICHOLAS F LAS3
LEITNER GREGORY LEST LAS2
LEITNER MARTIN GRAD
LEKOVISH LARRY KENNE GRAD
LELLMAN JAMES J ENG1
LELLOS JOANN FRANCES GRAD
LEMAN ALLEN DUANE GRAO
LEMAN HOWARD DEAN AGR3
LEMAN JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
LEMAN LORETTA MAE AGR2
LEMAN MARVIN G ENGl
LEMAN PAUL EUGENE GRAD
LEMAN STEVEN J AGR1
LEMAR EARL RAY GRAD
LEMAR REBECCA LASl
LEMAY TERRY EUGENE LAS4
LfcMBKEY JILL K LASl
LEMCOE ROBERT L ENGl
LEMEIN GREGG ENGl
LEMEN DON JOSEPH ENG2
LEMING STEPHEN LOUIS ENG2
LEMKE ALAN K GRAD
LEMKE ARTHUR JOHN LAS3
LEMKE LEE EDWARD AGR2
201 W WASHINGTON U
911 S 4TH C
707 S 6TH 218 C
MAHOMET ILL
RANTOUL ILL
1913 CLOVER LN C
URH HOPKINS 319 C
910 S 3RD C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
909 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 121 C
209 PAUL 6 C
URH BLAISDELL 329 U
904 W GREEN 517 U
GILMAN ILL
1010 S 2ND 205 C
URH HOPKINS 240 C
106 E DANIEL C
718 S ELM C
404 W WASHINGTON 4 C
212 E DANIEL C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 458 C
URH BABCOCK 223 U
URH BARTON C
URH WARDALL 312 U
907 S WRIGHT C
102 E CHALMERS C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 706 U
604 E ARMORY C
512 W SPNGFLD C
605 S COLER U
604 S COLER U
URH DANIELS 390 U
406 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 479 U
406 E STOUGHTON C
1412 N BROADWAY U
URH WESTON 230 C
406 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 420 C
307 E HEALEY 10 C
1412 SCOTTSDALE C
URH VANDOREN 208 C
907 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 340 U
409 E CHALMERS 412 C
URH SHERMAN 511 C
706 1ST C
URH CARR 208 U
605 LOUISIANA C
1213 W MAIN 4 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
904 W GREEN 506 U
URH TAFT 421 C
904 W STOUGHTON U
URH LUNDGREN 216 C
715 S PRAIRIE C
910 S 3RD 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 362 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
902 S 2ND C
URH BABCOCK 104 U
1004 S 4TH 107 C
URH HOPKINS 494 C
1301 LAUREL U
2107 HAZWD 104 U
URH EVANS 108 U
URH TOWNSEND 307 U
1405 KIRBY 15 C
URH SCOTT 438 C
408 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 204 U
2309 S 1ST 101 C
205 E HEALEY 39 C
URH SCOTT 182 C
707 S 6TH 213 C
405 N MATHEWS U
58 E GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 81 U
405 N MATHEWS U
URH GARNER 261 C
2002 1/2 ANDERSON U
106 E ARMORY C
909 S 1ST 17 C
409 E CHALMERS 912 C
JEWETT ILL
URH WARDALL 724 U
URH HOPKINS 478 C
212 E DANIEL 209 C
209 E ARMORY C
1003 N RANDOLPH C
2203 HAZWD CT U
URH TOWNSEND 446 U
RR I C
367- 1663 201 W WASHINGTON
344-•9560 728 N HICKORY
344-7645 1618 RIDGE RD
PKHL MBL ESTS 212
21 VIOLET
356-7448 2307 HERMON AV
332- 1271 7936 S KIRKLAND AV
1333 MAPLE AV
1319 N GREENVIEW
344--9765 207 N HUNTER
1105 N MAPLE LN
332-0377 1060 8TH ST S
RR 2
332-3536 159-14 NORMAL RD
344--4176 301 W 10TH ST
60 5 E 3RD
405 N SHABBONA ST
332--1215 495 E VAN BUREN
356--5856 709 PEORIA ST
356--6625 1919 WASHINGTON ST
359--1893 404 W WASHINGTON
356--7988 5851 W PATTERSON
344--5624 2404 MELROSE DR
RR I
332--3769 11412 S CALUMET
332--0127 918A TRENDLEY AV
RR 1
344--0545 5704 S MADISON
344-
-7232 1616 WILSON AV
1616 WILSON
332--5238 RR 1
344--1266 669 N EAGLE ST
352--9498 RR 1




332--2552 1375 NE 135TH ST
10 KENYON CT
367--3095 405 E 15TH





332--0499 150 N ELMWOOD
150 N ELMWOOD AV
332--3208 203 S W 10TH
7841 CRAWFORD
332--4749 5 WESTMINSTER RD
420 N FRONT ST
332--3889 344 OAKWOOD
352--5316 1812-17TH ST 15




367--5669 904 W STOUGHTON
332--0248 1101 S LYTLE
356--7450 214 N LOCUST
344--5000 1709 15TH ST
332--4154 1001 MAPLE AV
BOX 101
344--7246 6419 N KOLMAR
221 WESTWOOD DR
RR 1 BOX 67B
BOX 185
367--4592 8 CENTRAL DR
344--7641 703 E COLORADO
332--2690 RR 4
332--4116 118 W 105TH ST
352--6726 1405 KIRBY
332--1596 10017 IVANHOE ST
2051 W WAVELAND
332--4049 8150 0CTAV1A
344--4077 525 NEPTUNE AV
352--4489 205 E HEALEY
332--1429 24 N BEREMAN RD
344--4390 408 W BRIAR PL
365--1171 1010 E COLORADO
344--7153 RR 1
332--3271 URH ALLEN 81
405 N MATHEWS
332 -0745 508 W CRUGER AV
367--6381 5606 CLARENDON HLS
352--7459 RR 2
352--9567 405 DOUGLAS RD
LAKEWOOD ADDITION
RR 1
332--4452 384 SUNSET DR
14307 MARKHAM LN
356--6810 407 N HADDOW AV
344--7178 RR I
356 -5145 1003 N RANDOLPH
344--7091 RR 2




































































































LEMKE WILLIAM F LAW3
LEMMON DOUGLAS C GRAO
LEMMONS JAMES CURTIS ENG2
LEMNA JOHN EDWARD AVI2
LEMNA THOMAS EDWIN BUS3
LEMNA TIMOTHY JON LAS4
LEMOINE DAVE HARTLEY GRAD
LEMON DAVID E LAS1
LEMONS KAY FRANCIS GRAD
LENAERTS ARTHUR WARR AVI2
LENART JOHN LAWRENCE LAS2
LENCEK ALICE MARIA FAA4
LENCKOS STEPHANIE M LAS3
LENCZYCKl WAYNE ALAN BUS4
LENDER JUDY ANN GRAD
LENDRUM LESTER MARTI GRAD
*LENFEST DONALD EDGAR GRAD
LENFEST DONNA DUFF GRAD
LENG RICHARD CARL LAS4
LENIHAN DERMOT PATRI ENG1
LENKAITIS LYNDA ANN LAS2
LENKART LINDA B LAS4
LENKART THOMAS ANTHO GRAD
LENNERT JUDITH M GRAD
LENNY DAVID M LAS1
LENSKI LAURENCE J LAS3
LENTI MARY A PE 2
LENTINE FRANK G ENG1
LENTZ ROBERT JOHN GRAD
LENTZE HUGO GRAD
LENZ DEBORAH ED I
LENZ ROBERT L LAS1
LENZ SUSAN ED 4
LENZ I GENE EARL ENG3
*LENZINI PETER ARNOLD GRAD
LEO DONALD DUANE LAS3
LEO KATHLEEN M AGR2
LEO RICHARD JOSEPH ENG3
LEONARD DANIEL GRAD
LEONARD DAVID CHARLE BUS3
LEONARD EDWARD ALBER VM 2
LEONARD GARRY STEPHE FAA2
LEONARD JOHN BARRY LAS4
LEONARD JOHN MICHAEL AGR2
LEONARD KENNETH JAN FAA3
LEONARD LAWRENCE E GRAD
LEONARD LAWRENCE FRA ENG4
LEONARD MARGARET MAR LAS2
LEONARD MARION J GRAD
•LEONARD ROBERT THOMA GRAD
LEONE LARRY ALAN LAS4
LEONE PAUL MATTHEW BUS2
LEONG CAROL UNG GRAD
LEONG DENNIS WEE LAS3
LEONG HAMPTON LAS1
LEOPOLD CHARLES J ENG1
LEOPOLD WILBUR R III LAS2
LEPINSKI JOHN P GRAD
LEPINSKY SUSAN IRIS LAS3
LEPP DONALD LEE VM 2
LEPP LINDA CAROL LAS2
LEPPER CAROLYN SUE LAS3
LEPPER TERRY R VM 1
LEPPERD THOMAS E III LAS1
LERA THOMAS MICHAEL LAS4
LERCHE RICHARD ALLAN GRAD
LERITZ JAMES PETER FAA3
LERMAN CARY BRUCE LAS4
LERMAN HELEN SUSAN LAS3
LERMAN IRWIN HOWARD BUS3
LERMIT RAYMOND J GRAD
LERMOND MARGARET V ED 2
LERNER EDWARD MARK LAS2
LERNER ESTHER L FAA3
LERNER HOWARD DAVIS GRAD
LERNER ISAIAS GRAD
LERNER JANE L LAS1
LERNER LIA SCHVARTZ GRAD
LERNER WAYNE MICHAEL LAS2
LEROY JANE ELLEN LAS3
LESAGE DANIEL EDWARD AGR4
LESAGE OAVID BERNARD AGR2
LESCH ROBERT GEORGE ENG4
LESH CAROL ANN FAA3
LESHNER HELEN MICHEL ED 2
LESHT ROBERTA ANN LAS3
LESHUK JAMES PAUL ENG4
LESK HELENE LAS2
LESKO JACQUELINE JEA ED 3
LESKOSKY RICHARD J GRAD
LESLIE NANCY LEE LAS4
LESLIE PAUL C ENG1
LESLIE RICHARD M LAS2
LESMEISTER JOAN ED 2
LESNAW JUDITH ALICE GRAD
LESNER LYNN MICHAEL LAS3
LESNIAK JERRY PAUL BUS2
402 W SPNGFLD C
1108 W NEVADA U
310 E JOHN C
303 E CHALMERS C
1902 S ANDERSON U
1630 VALLEY RD C
205 E GREEN 19 C
URH OGLESBY 611 U
1308 E FLORIDA U
211 E ARMORY C
203 N HARVEY U
URH EVANS 137 U
501 E SPRINGFIELD C
URH TOWNSENO 270 U
23 SALEM U
905 S 1ST 2Z C
204 W FLORIDA U




URH WARDALL 1216 U
402 N ELM C
URH DANIELS 346 U
URH FORBES 213 C
1207 W CLARK U
URH EVANS 107 U
URH OGLESBY 112 U
RANTOUL ILL
103 E FLORIOA U
URH ALLEN 332 U
URH CARR 203 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
206 E GREEN C
811 S MATTIS 1 C
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1110 STOUGHTON 107 U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
301 E CHALMERS C
708 W ELM U
904 W GREEN 613 U
113 ENNIS LN U
501 E DANIEL C
606 W INDIANA U
709 S MATTIS C
711 W CHURCH 3 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
803 1/2 E OREGON U
803 1/2 E OREGON U
1207 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 222 C
300 S GOOOWIN 301 U
1008 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 418 C
URH SCOTT 274 C
URH WESTON 441 C
1010 E COLORADO U
409 E CHALMERS C
106 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 1018 C
URH WARDALL 312 U
802 S LOCUST 1 C
URH OGLESBY 122 U
313 E CHALMERS C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
URH SNYDER 254 C
2313 S 1ST 101 C
409 E CHALMERS 813 C
706 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 418 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH TQWNSEND 150 U
409 E CHALMERS C
308 W GREEN 3 U
2047 D HAZWD CT U
URH LAR 187 U
2047 D HAZWO CT U
1105 S 1ST C
./M S WRIGHT C
809 S 5TH C
809 S 5TH C
URH OGLESBY 331 U
URH TRELEASE 1101 U
URH TRELEASE 308 U
URH BLAISDELL 323 U
415 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMERS C
1709 MAYFAIR RD C
623 W HILL C
URH ALLEN 419 U
URH FORBES 317 C
610 W WASHINGTON U
URH CLARK 232 C
404 U MAIN U
211 E DANIEL C




































































































































787 N HOLLYWOOD ST




1459 N PARKER DR
236 8TH ST
2210 CATALPA
811 S MATTIS 1
307 E MYRICK AV
836 N STONE AV
24 BLEILE TERR
DIAMND&HOLSTN RNCH







4174 W NELSON ST
0N498 DARLING ST
803 1/2 E OREGON
803 1/2 E OREGON
401 S 8TH ST
4852 N KILPATRICK
300 S GOODWIN 301
11 N VERMILION
727 W ALDINE AV
29 N COUNTRY CLUB
29 N COUNTRY CLUB






1405 BROOKS IDE DR
63 WILLIAMSBURG RD
5204 FAIRMOUNT
700 W VINE ST
5014 N HARDING






807 1/2 W MAIN
2047 D HAZELWD CT
8544 N LAWNDALE AV
909 S 1ST







6017 N CENTRAL PK













































































































LESS LARRY P LAS2
LESS YVONNE VIRGINIA LAS2
LESSEM ALAN PHILIP GRAO
LESSER BARBARA A LAS3
LESSER FERN M LAS1
LESSLEY JAMES V AGR1
LESSLEY NORRIS BROWN ENG4
LESTER GERALD MICHAE LAS4
LESTER KATHRYN EDNA FAA1
LESTON JOAN LORRAINE PE 2
LESTON KRISTINE B LAS3
LESTON PATRICK JOHN COM3
LESZA JAMES J LAS3
LESZCZYNSKI DENNIS E GRAO
LESZKIEWICZ JOANNE M LAS3
LESZKOWICZ JANE M LAS2
LtTHERMAN JAMES B ENG1
LETIZIA MICHAEL F LAS1
LETNER TAMMY L ED 1
LETTER THOMAS JAMES LAS4
LETTNER JANE MARION LAS4
LEU PATRICIA ANN LAS4
LEUCHS EDWARD C FAAl
LEUNG BRIAN HUNG-TAK ENG3
LEUNG CASEY KA CHAI ENGl
LEUNG PAK-TONG GRAD
LEUNIG VICTORIA L LAS3
LEUPP RONALD D GRAD
LEUSBY MARY K GRAD
LEV ALLEN P LAW1
LEVAN STEVE DONALD AGR1
LEVANDER LARK D LAS1
LEVANTI MICHAEL L PE 1
LEVATO CLAUDIO MARIO LAS3
LEVEK RAYMOND JOSEPH ENG3
LEVENE DAVID ARTHUR FAA3
LEVENS JEFFREY B LAS2
LbVERENZ DONALD JAME GRAD
*LEVERENZ ROBERT K GRAD
LEVERETT GLORIA C FAA3
LEVI CARUL E PE 1
*LEVIATAN TALMA GRAD
LEVICK LINDA HASKELL ED 3
LEVIN ARNOLD LAWRENC LAS2
LEVIN BARRY CHARLES LAS2
LEVIN BARRY LESTER LAS4
LEVIN CLIFFORD ELLIS LAS3
LEVIN DAVID ALLEN GRAD
LEVIN ELLIS IRA GRAD
LEVIN HAROLD J GRAD
LEVIN IRA M LAS1
LEVIN JEFFREY A PE 1
LEVIN JOEL C LAS2
LEVIN MARSHA T LAS4
LEVIN MARTIN DAVID ENG3
LEVIN NADYNE MERLE ED 4
LEVIN RICHARD NORMAN ENG3
LEVIN ROBERT MICHAEL LAS2
LEVIN SANDRA ALENE FAA3
LEVIN STEPHEN M LASl
LEVIN STEPHENIE SETO GRAD
LEVINE AMY L GRAD
LEVINE BARRY ARTHUR LAS3
LEVINE DARRYL ADAM LAS3
LEVINE DONALD R LAS3
LEVINE HAROLD JAY ENG3
LEVINE HOWARD CHARLE VM 2
LEVINE HOWARD DENNIS LAS2
LEVINE LAWRENCE M COM3
LEVINE LESLIE A AGR
1
LEVINE MARY B GRAD
LEVINE MAXINfc ED 3
LEVINE PAULA N GRAD
LEVINE RICHARD S GRAD
LEVINE ROBERT MILES LAS3
LEVINE SUSAN RUTH ED 3
LEVINS ALAN SAM LAS4
LEVINSKY SHARON G LAS3
LEVINSOHN KAREN ELLE FAA4
LEVINSON GARY E ENGl
LEVINSON GAYLE LAS2
LEVINSON LOUIS HENRY LASl
LEVISON WILLIAM SAMU GRAD
LEVITAN DANA L FAAL
LEVITAN KENNETH MARK LAS4
LEVITON LAURENCE JOS ENG2
LEVITT ROBERT B BUS1
LEVITZ LEONARD STEPH GRAD
LEVORA CHRISTINE F FAA3
LEVY CAROL R GRAD
LEVY DONALD ALAN LAW3
LEVY JOAN ETTA LAS3
LEVY KAREN I LAS2
LEVY LAWRENCE HARRY LAS4
LEVY MARILYN RUTH LAS3
LEVY MARSHA GAYLE LAS2
LEVY MICHAEL M LASl
1008 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 1206 U
2078 HAZWD CT U
URH TRELEASE 1104 U
URH SAUNDERS 201 U
URH HOPKINS 211 C
URH WESTCN 212 C
717 S MATTIS C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 302 U
501 W SPNGFLD C
501 W SPNGFLD C
206 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 508 U
309 E JOHN 5 C
204 S 6TH C
URH HOPKINS 473 C
URH FORBES 100 C
URH TRELEASE 405 U
URH WESTGN 376 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 316 U
URH WESTON 345 C
210 N HARVEY 1 U
URH BABCOCK 404 U
URH SHERMAN 1163 C
URH WARDALL 419 U
2107 HAZWD CT 201 U
1778 VALLEY RD C
1109 S 3RD C
1004 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 422 C
412 W EUREKA C
212 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 136 U
1108 S 1ST C
706 W OHIO U
1209 W WILLIAM C
2111 W WHITE 216 C
2102 W WHITE 94 C
URH WARDALL U
2085 A ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 914 C
URH WESTON 443 C
907 S 3RD C
107 E CHALMERS C
1009 W SPNGFLD 6 U
808 W ILLINOIS U
1620 VALLEY RD C
2702 E CALIFORNIA U
105 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 236 U
706 W OHIO U
1104 W NEVADA C
301 E ARMORY C
1106 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
103 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 125 C
706 W OHIO U
808 W ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 471 U
URH CARR 209 U
URH OGLESBY 1128 U
204 E JOHN 6 C
URH TOWNSEND 506 U
809 W NEVADA U
105 E ARMORY C
211 W SPNGFLD 201 C
910 S 3RD 1117 C
URH DANIELS 460 U
URH EVANS 403 U
208 E GREEN 3 C
URH SHERMAN 258 C
110 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
105 E SPNGFLD C
URH TAFT 114 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 290 C
URH TRELEASE 325 U
110 E ARMORY C
509 E GREEN 5 C
910 S 3RD 416 C
309 E HEALEY 10 C
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
1004 S 4TH C
402 E GREEN U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1750 VALLEY RD C
1012 S 1ST 5 C
102 N LINCOLN U
802 W OREGON 11 U
505 WHITE 10 C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 405 U
URH BABCOCK 319 U
344--1207 11820 S ARTESIAN
332--4555 2025 OLD GLENVIEW
BOX 318
332-•5711 917 SEWARD ST
332--3612 2654 W RASCHER AV
332--1193 RR 3
332- 1917 RR 3
359--4086 5050 E END
344--3616 603 S VALE




332--2300 6212 N MELVINA AV
2307 N AVERS AV
204 S 6TH
1211 DEARBORN AV
332--0921 6816 N WILSHIRE CT
332--5501 514 N 4TH ST
332--1991 16765 TRAPET AV
344-
-3418 5733 MAGNOLIA
332--4347 1320 DOROTHY DR
332--2016 276 KINGS RD
279 CASTLE PEAK RD
332--3812 64 MACDONNELL RD 5
332--5002 12 CHEUNG SHA WAM
332--4374 405 W TIMBER RIDGE
609 N DEFIANCE
608 W 9TH ST
344--7205 3440 N LAKE SHORE
24W021 MENSCHING
332--0669 4035 W 103RD ST
352--5023 412 W EUREKA
20 W 533 DIVERSEY
332--4010 1120 ELIZABETH
344--7011 209 N ELMHURST
344--9519 3849 BIRCHWOOD
352--6095 6 N 374 NEVA TERR
356--4857 6 N 374 NEVA TERR
359--4092 100 S POPLAR
332--442 8 90 WATER ST
344--1163 42 ANILEVITZ ST
8616 N AVERS AV
332--2085 3137 CENTRAL
10055 LUELLA ST
344--7516 6521 N BOSWORTH AV
367--1098 3346 CAPITOL
344--3734 808 W ILLINOIS
3 52--8621 1620 VALLEY RD
365--2687 65 GLENBROOK RD 6E




356--7606 6017 N CAMPBELL
352--2058 3137 CENTRAL
344--5000 4422 W ESTES
344--2318 3346 CAPITOL ST
332--0606 5721 N WASHTENAW
344--9519 7309 N KEELER
344--3734 808 W ILLINOIS
332--3052 5245 W JARVIS AV
332--3890 8737 KEYSTONE AV




356--7986 6216 N CENTRAL PK
352--0116 7409 N WASHTENAW
344--5000 CLARKS RD
126 CANDA ST
332--2757 4 HILLTOP LN
359--1397 35 ROYAL WAY




332--0597 1922 W ALBION
8231 CRANDON
332--1972 1108 DAYTON OR
332--5490 418 RED HAW
9215 KEATING
344--0108 8527 E PRAIRIE RD
344--3500 600 WILDWOOD RD
356--5398 8535 KEYSTONE
332--42 51 301 HASTINGS RD
232 INDIANA
1102 E GREEN
344--3821 9326 MILLARD AV
359--2302 2850 W GREGORY
344--7370 5145 N LINCOLN
1270 CAVELL
8816 S EUCLID AV
352--6935 505 WHITE 10
356--7663 5710 N CHRISTIANA
332 -4361 9219 S CONSTANCE
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LEVY PETER ALEXANDER LAS2
LEVY ROSE PHYLLIS GRAO
LEVY SUSANNE TERRY LAS2
LEWALD BARRETT C LAS1
LEWANDOWSKI ARTHUR R GRAD
LEWANDOWSKI SUSAN C LAS3
LEWICKI LEONARD P BUS3
LEWIN DAVID IAN GRAD
LEWIN DEIDRE RONNI LAS3
LEWIN MERLE S PE I
LEWIS BARBARA ANN AGR3
LEWIS BARBARA CAROL GRAD
LEWIS BRENDA J LAS1
LEWIS CARL G FAA1
LEWIS CHARLES DEAN GRAD
LEWIS CYNTHIA ANN AGR3
LEWIS DANIEL RUSSELL GRAD
LEWIS DARLEEN K LAS1
LEWIS DAVID JOHN BUS3
LEWIS EDWARD MICHAEL VM 1
*LEWIS EDWIN AUGUSTUS GRAD
LEWIS ERIC D FAAl
LEWIS GEORGE WILLIAM AGR2
LEWIS GERALD H LAS1
*LEWIS GUY LORAN GRAD
LEWIS HERMAN P BUS1
LEWIS JACQUELINE R ED 1
LEWIS JACQUELINE RAE ED 4
LEWIS JAMES DAVID LAS3
LEWIS JAMES LEE GRAD
LEWIS JAMES W GRAD
LEWIS JOHN ALLEN AGR2
LEWIS JOHN EDWARD JR GRAD
LEWIS JOHN LAWSON GRAD
LEWIS KAREN DIANNE AGR3
LEWIS KATHRYN JANE GRAD
LEWIS LESLIE ROBERT FAA4
LEWIS LINDA ALICE ED 4
LEWIS LINDA LEIGH GRAD
LEWIS MAMIE PE 1
LEWIS MARILYN T LAS3
LEWIS MARY REAO ED 5
LEWIS MICHAEL BOYD LAS1
LEWIS MICHAEL J LAS1
LEWIS MICHAEL JAMES LASl
LEWIS MOLLY ANNE LAS2
LEWIS RANDY B GRAD
LEWIS RICKY ENG1
LEWIS ROBERT ALAN 8US4
LEWIS ROBERT W LASl
LEWIS ROBERT WAYNE LAS2
LEWIS ROSALIND J BUS1
LEWIS SHERMAN LUTHER LASl
LEWIS SPENCER H JR GRAD
LEWIS TIMOTHY ALBERT GRAD
LEWITTES MARK EVAN ENG2
LEWKE BARBARA DARL ED 2
LEWTON LARRY L AGR1
LI ANGELA WU GRAD
LI JACK C LAS3
LI KIN MAN GRAD
LI KUANG-PANG GRAO
LI LILIAN Y LASl
LI TI-SHU GRAD
LI TING-I GRAD
LIANG CHARLES SHIHTU GRAD
LIANG SY-YAU GRAD
LIAO KAO HSIUNG GRAD
LIAO SHU SHENG GRAD
LIAUGMINAS RIMANTAS GRAD
LIAW GOANG-TZER GRAD
LIBBIN JAMES D ENG1
LIBBIN ROBERT PHILIP BUS3
LIBERA DANIEL ALEXAN PE 4
LIBERG GAIL ANNE LAS2
LIBERMAN DEBRA A ED 1
LIBERMAN LUIS GRAD
LIBERMAN MERLE F PE 1
LIBERSON MARCIA LEE LAS2
LIBERT ALVA IRIS ED 3
LIBERTY RONALD DEAN ENG4
LIBIT JORDAN MARK LAS4
LIBKIN KENNETH STEVE BUS4
LIBMAN NANCY JANE LAS2
LICARI SAMUEL JOHN LAS2
LICCIARDELLO DONALD GRAD
LICHT RHEA J AGR1
LICHTENWALTER G LASl
LICHTER JOHN CARL ENG2
LICHT I ROGER LYNN GRAD
LICHTY JOHN WILLIAM ED 4
LICINA GEORGE JOSEPH ENG2
LICKISS KAREN P LASl
LICKTON NANCY B LASl
LICKUS WALTER LANCE LAS4
LIDINSKY PAMELA ANN LAS2
LIDSTROM LINDA BETTY LAS4
907 S 4TH C
1764 VALLEY RD C
910 S 3RD C
902 S 4TH C
3 NEWPORT U
302 E ARMORY C
710 W CHURCH C
206 S 4TH C
URH EVANS 404 U
URH LAR U
URH VANDOREN 221 C
URH DANIELS 243 U
URH BUSEY U
URH SCOTT 160 C
803 S MCCULLOUGH U
805 W OHIO U
501 S RACE 5 U
57 E JOHN 9 C
310 E GREGORY C
404 EDGEBROOK 212 C
405 W ILLINOIS U
604 E ARMORY 232 C
URH WESTON 132 C
907 S 4TH C
907 S WABASH U
URH OGLESBY 124 U




905 S OAK C
1002 S LINCOLN U
2805 JUDITH C
1101 S MATTIS 2-5 C
2410 ELIZABETH U
106 E HEALEY 6 C
2903 WILLOW PK C
405 E JOHN C
1107 PATTON U
URH WARDALL U
403 N DRAPER C
3 HAMPTON CT C
404 STOUGHTON C
211 E ARMORY C
URH TCWNSEND 318 U
611 E DANIEL C
407 W WHITE 13 C
URH GARNER 466 C
URH CARR 204 U
URH HOPKINS 488 C
911 S 4TH C
3 APRICOT C
URH CARR 219 U
2205 HAZWD 202 U
1211 W UNIVERSITY C
URH GARNER 263 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH TOWNSEND 269 U
306 E WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 382 C
208 W OREGON U
1107 W GREEN 222 U
URH LUNDGREN 114 C
1016 W GREEN 120 U
306 E WHITE C
212 E JOHN 6 C
813 W MAIN U
1107 W GREEN U
1102 W NEVADA U
55 LAKE PK C
1107 W GREEN 223 U
URH FORBES 311 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 410 C
URH LAR 127 U
URH ALLEN 26 U
URH SHERMAN 452 C
URH TRELEASE 630 U
URH WARDALL 702 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSENO 274 U
301 E ARMORY C
508 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3R0 1213 C
URH BABCOCK 330 U
114 SCOTTSWOOD U
1104 N BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 344 C
URH OGLESBY 1020 U
URH DANIELS 625 U
1111 S 1ST C
URH SCOTT 393 C
URH TRELEASE 1207 U
URH WAROALL 304 U
305 W ELLS C
907 S WRIGHT C























9745 S BRENNAN AV
RR 2
3432 WARRENTON RD





RR 1 BOX 248
2604 ROCK
7831 W 43RD ST























322-1907 214 S 5TH AUBURN ILL
344-9694 1036 MIDWAY RD NORTHBROOK ILL
367-6720 907 S WABASH URBANA ILL
322-5077 546 LINCOLN ST MARSEILLES ILL
344-9167 7345 DORSET UNIVERSITY CITY MO
523 MARTIN ST DANVILLE ILL
365-2645 1107 PATTON PL URBANA ILL
352-1188 401 DAVIDSON CHAMPAIGN ILL
359-4110 905 S OAK CHAMPAIGN IL
335-3532 RR 1 DELAVAN ILL
352-3255
ATWOOD KANS
367-0329 2410 ELIZABETH URBANA ILL
352-4695 503 HENRY ANDERSON IND
359-3867 2903 WILLOW PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
344-0557 206 N MADISON ST BENTON ILL
365-2645 1107 PATTON URBANA ILL
222 W SCOTT ST CHICAGO IL
356-3372 403 N DRAPER CHAMPAIGN IL
359-3105 HAMPTON CT 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
356-3311 9603 S INDIANA AV CHICAGO ILL
344-7424 11647 S SACRAMENTO CHICAGO IL
1771 N DOVER ST PHILA PA
344-1840 1915 N OAK DANVILLE ILL
356-0321 1921 FOOTHILL DR GLENDALE CAL
332-0890 1517 COLLEGE EAST ST LOUIS IL
332-3885 8825 N OAK PARK AV MORTON GROVE ILL
332-1388 2446 6TH STREET CT EAST MOLINE IL
206 N MADISON ST BENTON ILL
359-3507 3 APRICOT CHAMPAIGN ILL
6036 N 19TH ST PHILA PA
344-5094 6343 GARDENIA ST B PHILA PA
352-2476 172 MARYAL DR PITTSBURGH PA
332-0747 1927 WARREN ST EVANSTON ILL
344-6150 831 S CATHERINE AV LA GRANGE ILL
332-4096 RR 1 BARRY ILL
356-5657 306 E WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
1716 MULFORD ST EVANSTON IL
367-3014 71 MACDONNELL RD HONG KONG
76 KWANG MING ROAD TAIWAN CHINA
332-0224 1676 LONGVALLEY DR NORTHBROOK ILL
332-2147 14 AGRICLTR SCH LN PING-TUNG TAIWAN
356-5657 145 KING HWA ST TAIPEI TAIWAN
352-5367 212 E JOHN 6 CHAMPAIGN ILL
367-0693 6 LN 2 HO-KOU ST TAIPEI TAIWAN
344-1837 93 1 WHA YEIHSIANG PINGTUNG TAIWAN
FON YUAN TOWN TAICHUNG TAIWAN
23 N HOME AVE PARK RIDGE ILL
344-1387
333-1021 237 S OAK TERR ATWOOD ILL
3929 W CRAIN ST SKOKIE ILL
332-1090 3730 N TROY ST CHICAGO ILL
626 MEADOW LN LOMBARD ILL
332-3101 5130 W CHASE AV SKOKIE ILL
332-4837 BOX 652 SAN JOSE CSTA RICA
332-5586 5619 N CHRISTIANA CHICAGO ILL
332-4430 2714 ESTES CHICAGO ILL
344-7754 2849 W ARTHUR CHICAGO ILL
332-4101 5210 W BYRON ST CHICAGO ILL
344-9506 2430 JARVIS CHICAGO ILL
2645 W BRYN MAWR CHICAGO ILL
344-5000 643 HILLSIDE DR HIGHLAND PARK ILL
2301 CERRO VISTA ROCKFORD ILL
365-3151 38 BARBARA OR TRENTON NJ
367-0561 1104 N BUSEY URBANA ILL
332-1289 708 E WASHINGTON CLINTON IL
332-5341 20 S PARKWAY DR NAPERVILLE ILL
332-2349 405 N WEAVER HESSTON KANS
356-3314 RR 1 LANARK ILL
332-1566 298 E 157TH ST HARVEY ILL
332-5744 BOX 254 PEKIN ILL
332-4336 310 LAKE ST OAK PARK ILL
2925 W 71ST CHICAGO ILL
344-1653 716 BURNING TREE NAPERVILLE ILL



































































































LAS4 409 E CHALMERS U 344--7187
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1025 U 332--5701
LAS4 QUINCY ILL
LAS4 108 E HEALEY 16 C 356--5113
LAS2 706 OHIO U 344--9519
LAS2 1106 S LINCCLN U 344--3616
BUS1 409 E CHALMERS C
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 382 U 332--4173
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 531 u 3 32--5020
ENG6 URH HOPKINS 316 c
ENG4 117 W DELAWARE u 367--3615
FAA2 THOUSAND OAKS CAL
FAA3 910 S 3RD 710 c 344--5000
LAS4 705 S RANDOLPH c
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 605 u
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 516 u 332--5541
LAS1 URH BARTON 23 c 332--0103
COM3 58 E ARMORY 13 c 352- 1178
GRAD ROUTE 1 BOX 55 u
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 227 u 344--6281
GRAD 411 W ILLINOIS u 367--6024
LAS3 URH CARR 8 u
GRAD 411 W HILL c 352--3957
BUS2 411 W HILL c 352--3957
FAA2 URH LUNDGREN 301 c 332--0257
ENG2 1005 CALIFORNIA u 344--2297
LAS4 216 E GREGORY c 344--6222
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 260 c 332--1227
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS 904 c 344--7595
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7390
LAS2 110 E ARMORY c
BUS4 URH SCOTT 288 c 332--1491
LAS4 613 VENTURA c 352--6133
LAS4 208 S HARTLE u 367--5895
LAS1 208 S HARTLE u 367--5895
PE 1 URH FORBES 246 c 332--0977
GRAD 720 RANDOLPH c
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 106 c 332--0475
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 367--9727
LAS4 307 E DANIEL c 344--1779
GRAD 205 E HEALEY c 359--4720
FAA2 401 E GREEN c 344--0081
FAA1 URH WARDALL 1226 u 332--4574
AGR1 URH EVANS 307 u 332--2734
LAS1 URH CLARK 219 c 332--0019
BUS4 URH CLARK 408 c 332--0066
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 504 u 332--5530
GRAD 811 W MAIN u 367--4288
GRAD 1202 1/2 W PARK u
GRAD 404 BRIAR LN 4 c
LAS1 BELLWOOD ILL
ED 4 914 DEVONSHIRE c 356--9246
LAS1 URH ALLEN 393 u
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 532 u
GRAD 2013 B ORCH ST u 344--4824
GRAD 404 E DANIEL c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 463 c 332--4848
GRAD 60 E HEALEY c 352--6059
GRAD 909 W ILLINOIS 7 u 344--9765
GRAD 601 W ILLINOIS u 344--4229
FAA1 302 E GREEN u 367--5361
LAS4 VILLA GROVE ILL
FAA2 313 E JOHN c 344--3976
LAS2 401 E JOHN c 344--1650
LAS2 URH LAR 198 u 332--2969
ENG4 902 W CLARK u 365--1496
ED 1 URH CLARK 330 c 332--0054
FAA1 URH SNYDER 409 c
AGR3 411 HESSEL c 359--4777
ENGl URH BABCOCK 122 u 332--3739
LAS4 RANTOUL ILL
AVU URH SNYDER 373 c 332--1794
FAA4 2404 BROWNFIELD RD u 365--1117
EO 1 URH LAR 191 u 332--2962
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 305 W ELLS c 359--2925
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 1213 u 332--5395
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
EO i 1220 W CHURCH c 356--1455
LAS3 1220 W CHURCH c 356--1455
GRAD 708 N COLER u 367--4306
AGR2 1106 S LINCOLN u
LAS1 URH BARTON 12 c 332 -0094
ED 1 907 W ILLINOIS u 344--0695
GRAD 1613 VALLEY RD c 359--4150
GRAD 1410 BRIARCLIFF u 367 -1627
EO 4 URH VANDOREN 127 c 332 -0492
GRAD 1712 W CLARK c 359--3563
LAS3 311 E GREEN 107 c
ENG4 MAHOMET ILL
BUS4 305 COUNTRY FR c 352--2331
LASl 801 W ILLINOIS u
LAS3 DANVILLE ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 402 u 332--3219
LAS4 210 E JOHN c
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u






































3807 S WESLEY AV
405 W UNIVERSITY
4960 N ODELL
6101 N SHERIDAN RD
8951 NILES CTR RD
8951 NILES CENTER





3808 W 41ST AV
40 NORTH DR
345 HIGH RIDGE RD
123 N FAIRLAWN OR
869 S 6TH AV
1013 GOLF LN
6624 PINE POINT DR
6624 PINEPOINT DR
3445 218TH ST
3445 W 218TH ST
8143 N PROSPECT AV
2 JALAN BUKIT





2013 B ORCH ST






1640 W 89TH ST
3435 W THORNDALE






1013C N HARLEM AV
2404 BROWNFIELD RD
501 LOCUST AV
RR 3 BOX 135
702 LOCUST ST
911 BUELL AV
















411 W BERKLEY DR
2121 MILTON
1144 ELMWOOD
































































































LINDQUIST LLOYD OSCA ENG4
LINDQUIST NANCY E AGR4
LINDQUIST ROBERT GEO ENG4
LINDQUIST SUSAN LEE LAS2
LINDROTH LINDA DARLE LAS4
LINDSAY CYNTHIA A LAS1
LINDSAY ELIZABETH A GRAD
LINDSAY GLEN ALLAN PE 2
LINDSAY KATHERINE A GRAD
LINDSAY MICHAEL BRUC BUS4
LINDSAY RICHARD B LAS6
LINDSAY RONALD CAMPB GRAD
LINDSEY DONALD ROY ENG2
LINDSEY EUNICE IRENE LAS1
LINDSEY JOHN RUSSELL FAA4
LINDSEY MICHAEL DAY BUS3
LINDSEY WILLIAM F LAS1
LINDSTRAND JOHN E AGR
1
LINDSTROM CARL MICHA LAS2
LINDSTROM DEBORAH JE ED 4
LINDSTROM RICHARD KE LAS1
LING FLORENCE T GRAD
LING NANCY WENJEN FAA4
LINGANE CATHERINE B LAS2
LINGEBACH DAVID S GRAD
LINGLEY DENNIS A AGR1
LINGO LEONARD LEE II LAS4
LINGRELL KAREN N FAAl
LINICK MICHAEL DALE LAS3
LININGER PAULA K LAS1
LINK CAROL BARTUSIAK GRAD
LINK JACQUELYN L BUSl
LINK KAREN MARIE GRAD
LINK M JOAN FAA4
LINKA ROBERT A AGR1
LINN DANIEL S FAAl
LINN EDWARD SHELDON LAS2
LINN HERBERT JAY LAW3
LINNE HERBERT WILLIA ENG4
LINNE JOYCE DAVIES GRAD
LINNELL JAMES MICHAE ENG4
LINNET LINDA MARIE C LAS2
LINSKY MILES ALAN LAS2
LINSKY NANCY CAROL ED 3
LINSKY SALLY A ED 1
LINSTROMBERG THOMAS LAS2
LINTON NORMA JEAN GRAD
LINTON ROBIN J FAAl
LINTZENICH ROBERT W FAA2
LINZ WENDY K ED 1
LIONBERGER DORIS H AGR3
LIONBERGER EOWARD EA ENG3
LIONBERGER JESS RALP ENG4
LIOU YING-CHANG GRAD
LIPINSKI EDWARD J FAAl
LIPINSKI JOHN HOBART LAS4
LIPINSKI LINDA F GRAD
LIPINSKI MARTIN EDWA GRAD
LIPKIN DAVID M LAS1
LIPOVSKI GERALD JOHN GRAD
LIPP CHARLES HERBERT FAA4
LIPP GLENN IRVIN GRAD
LIPP LINDA SHERMAN GRAD
LIPPI BARBARA J LAS1
LIPPINCOTT PETER W LAS3
LIPPMAN RICHARD ARTH GRAD
LIPPY CYNTHIA A FAAl
LIPPY DAVID PAUL ENG3
LIPSCHULTZ LESLIE F ED 3
LIPSCHULTZ PAMELA- AN COM3
LIPSCHULTZ SUSAN F ED 1
LIPSCOMB DARLENE M LAS1
LIPSCOMB MARILYNN E LAS2
LIPSETT LINDA OTTO FAA2
LIPSETT ROBERT C FAA3
LIPSEY KAREN LAS4
LIPSEY RICHARD LYNN GRAD
LIPSKIE LARRY C GRAD
LIPSKY EOWARD S LAS1
LIPSKY IRIS J ED 1
LIPSKY KAREN RHEA LAS3
LIPSON LYNN RENEE ED 2
LISHKA GERALD R FAA2
LISKA WILLIAM M BUSl
LISOWSKI EDWARD A LAS2
LISS PAUL L LAS1
LIST ROBERT NELSON GRAD
LISTON JAMES WILLIAM ENG2
LITCHFIELD ROBERT AL FAA4
LITCHFIELD WILLIAM J ENG1
LITE JOSEPH RICHARD LAS4
LITHERLAND PAUL STEP ENG4
LITHERLAND RICHARD K GRAD
LITMAN NEAL HOWARD LAS2
L1TMAN ROBIN LYNN ENG2
LITROWNIK ALAN JAY GRAD
LITROWNIK HOLLIS G GRAD
403 S RANDOLPH C
805 S LINCOLN 6 U
URH CARR 125 U
313 E JOHN 17 C
URH WARDALL 916 U
URH ALLEN 465 U
URH SHERMAN C
2309 S 3RD C
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
ROCKFORD ILL
715 W CLARK C
800 W CHURCH 12 C
URH SCOTT 222 C
809 W CALIFORNIA U
907 W STOUGHTON U
1101 W PENN U
310 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 309 C
URH CARR 222 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 517 U
605 W ILLINOIS U
1007 S 1ST 2 C
901 S LINCOLN U
104 E JOHN 4 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
307 E HEALEY 11 C
URH LAR 398 U
706 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 354 U
511 E BASH CT C
URH LAR 487 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1805 PLEASANT CR U
URH GARNER 396 C
URH FORBES 488 C
409 E CHALMERS C
101 W PARK U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH BARTON 320 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 230 U
URH ALLEN 392 U
URH OGLESBY 1122 U
URH WARDALL U
URH WESTON 375 C
URH HOPKINS 210 C
URH TRELEASE 610 U
1604 CORONADO C
1289 W CLARK U
1604 CORONADO C
807 W NEVADA U
909 S 3RD C
RANTOUL ILL
708 W ILLINOIS U
708 W ILLINOIS U
2003 BROADMOOR C
104 W FLORIDA U
407 1/2 W CAL U
906 1/2 S VINE 304 U
407 1/2 W CAL U
URH FAR 1019 U
1002 W OREGON U
703 W OREGON U
URH FLAGG 426 C
112 E DANIEL C
904 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL U
1206 CRISPUS C
709 S RACE U
709 S RACE U
URH BLAISDELL 307 U
1922 B ORCH ST U
909 S 5TH 267 C
URH SCOTT 340 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
303 E JOHN C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 236 C
1008 W NEVADA 14 U
URH FORBES 323 C
SAVOY ILL
410 E JOHN C
212 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 262 C
503 E WHITE 6 C
URH SNYDER 300 C
406 W VERMONT U
URH OGLESBY 405 U
URH WARDALL 1110 U
2301 S 1ST 302 C















































541 E PARK AV
4314 N NELSON DR
541 PARK AV
RR 2 BOX 166
4709 MANHEIM RO






















1215 E 161ST PL
2050 W ARTHUR
BOX 494 PRAIRIE RD






RR 1 BOX 75
BOX 41
367--3320 208 CHONG-CHENG RD
5015 W 32ND ST
412 BROADMEADOW RD
367--7468 708 W ILLINOIS
367--7468 708 W ILLINOIS
352--0270 2003 BROADMOOR
367--1726 104 W FLORIDA
367--5652 407 1/2 W CAL
367--9984 RR 1
367--5652 407 1/2 W CALIFRNA
332--5695 1106 KIRBY
421 CAMLIN AV
344--5207 703 W OREGON
332--0342 ASHLAWN AV
356--7936 ASHLAWN AV
344--7237 6435 N RICHMOND
4250 MARINE DR
344--5000 6427 N KIMBALL
332--4549 6832 S CORNELL AV
356--3230 1206 CRISPUS
367--7940 3126 TAGGART ST
367--7940 709 S RACE
332--3514 19 8 I CHOME SHOTO
344--4195 BEAVER APTS 2
332--4808 296 DUMFRIES AV




807 E MILLER ST
332--1935 1515 WILLIAM
7326 W 62N0 ST
332--1033 466 RADCLIFFE
281 BELMEAOE DR
111 N RUSSELL ST
359--7908 544 MORNINGS IDE DR
336--0986 600 CEMETERY RD
9935 S CALHOUN AV
332--1740 RR 1
344--6952 212 N SCHOOL ST
332--5147 4 NASSAU CT
332--4535 7446 N MAPLEWOOD
344--0939 4856 ALCOVE AV



































































































LITTLE CAROL J LAS4
LITTLE CHARLES C ENG3
LITTLE DANIEL EASTMA LAS2
LITTLE JAMES DANIEL ENG2
LITTLE JOAN DOROTHY LAS4
LITTLE JOAN ELIZABET GRAD
LITTLE KATHY J LAS1
LITTLE LINDA L LAS1
LITTLE RONALD ELBERT ENG4
LITTLE VELMA DOBLE GRAD
LITTLE WILLIAM IV ENG3
LITTLEFIELD GLEN PER LAS3
*LITTLEFIELD WILLIAM ED 2
LITWIN LENORE FREDDA LAS2
LITZ EMIL JOE ENG2
LIU CHAO-LI JACK GRAD
*LIU HAL GRAD
LIU HEDY GRAD
*LIU HERBERT GONG GRAD
*LIU HO- YUAN GRAD
LIU JANE LIH GRAD
LIU LIDIA WEI GRAD
LIU MING CHIN GRAD
LIU NAN-I GRAD
LIU NORA YAN-SHU GRAD
LIU TSO-KAI GRAD
LIU WING KI LAS1
*LIU YIU-SING GRAD
LIVAS STEPHAN ENGl
LIVELY PAUL TURNER LAS3
LIVELY REBECCA SUE LAS3
LIVENGOOD KAY R GRAD
LIVENGOOD MARY JO LAS4
LIVENGOOD STEPHANIE LAS2
LIVERMORE LESLIE C ED 2
LIVESAY JAMES RAY II BUS3
LIVEY JAY ALBERT LAS2
LIVINGSTON BETH C FAA2
LIVINGSTON CONSTANCE ED 4
LIVINGSTON DOUGLAS E GRAD
LIVINGSTON JOHN WILL LAS4
LIVINGSTON PARK THOM LAS4
LIVINGSTON SUE A PE 4
LLAGUNO CLARO TORRES GRAD
LLARENA PELAYO FAA1
LLEWELLYN CHARLES S GRAD
LLOYD DAVID H LAS3
LLOYD DAVID RALPH BUS4
LLOYD JAMES P ENG3
LLOYD JOSEPH E LAS1
LO DAVID CHAN-WAI GRAD
LO LINDA HSIU-CHIAO GRAD
LO TANG-YUNG GRAD
LOBB LARRY D GRAD
LOBDELL LINDA HOFFEE COM4
LOBDELL MARC ELBURN LAS4
LOBDELL PATSY M GRAD
LOBELL DAVID PRICE LAS2
LOBERG BRUCE STEFFIN PE 4
LOBOSCO'ANTOINETTE LAS1
LOBOSCO CELIA GRAD
LOBUE DONALD ANTHONY LAS4
LOCANDER ROBERT GEOR COM4
LOCANDER WILLIAM B GRAD
LOCH ROLAND GRAD
LOCHNER FRANK ELMS LAS2
LOCHNER JEROME A BUS4
LOCIN JANET SUE LAS2
LOCK CAROLYN JANE AGR2
LOCKARD HENRY CLAY J GRAD
LOCKARD JOHN LEONARD GRAD
LOCKE JAMES WILLIAM ENG4
LOCKMILLER DAVID GER LAS4
LOCKMILLER RICHARD G LASl
LOCKWOOD CATHERINE LAS3
LOCKWOOD JAMES RILEY GRAD
LOCOCO MARY M LAS3
LODUHA PAUL P FAA1
LOEB DIANE SUE LAS2
LOE8ACH ARTHUR JOHN ENG4
LOEBACH BARBARA KAY LAS3
LOEBACH RUTH A LASl
LOEHMAN WILLIAM C LASl
LOEHR ROBERT JOHN ENG3
LOEW FREDRICK ALLEN ENG3
LOEWEN DAVID BARRETT LAS2
LOEWENSTEIN DAVID H BUS1
LOEWENSTEIN MARK JAY LAS3
LOEWENSTEIN RALPH H BUS3
LOEWENSTEINER DANIEL LAS2
LOEWENTHAL BRUCE IRA LAS3
LOFF DALE L GRAD
LOFTON CHARLES W ED 1
LOFTUS JOHN W JR GRAD
LOFTUS MARY LOUISE LAS2
LOGAN GAY ANN LASl
LOGAN LISA R ED I
906 S VINE 303 U
1005 S 2ND C
311 E GREEN C
GRANITE CITY ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN C
URH NOBLE 119 C
URH SAUNDERS 209 U
908 E PARK U
1501 S MAPLE U
URH BABCOCK 115 U
URH SCOTT 172 C
1506 WINSTON C
904 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 343 C
URH DANIELS 423 U
805 S 6TH C
URH DANIELS 385 U
1010 W CALIFORNIA U
605 W ILLINOIS U
909 W CALIFORNIA U
1010 W CALIFORNIA U
404 E DANIEL C
1114 W SPNGFLO U
605 E CHALMERS C
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
URH CARR 306 U
2087 B ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 425 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH FLAGG 432 C
URH SHERMAN 407 C
508 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 387 U
109 E JOHN 5 C
1105 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 719 U
1106 W STOUGHTON U
404 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 130 C
1106 W STOUGHTON U
308 HIGH U
1206 W MAIN 8 U
URH OGLESBY 931 U
1811 LARCH PL U
904 W GREEN U
601 W UNIVERSITY C
408 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 369 C
603 W NEVADA U
300 S GOODWIN 505 U
1102 W CLARK U
HOOPESTON ILL
502 W MAIN 213 U
502 W MAIN 213 U
1831 W JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 505 C
402 E ARMORY C
207 E JOHN C
307 E HEALEY C
108 E HEALEY 15 C
800 S MATTIS 41 C
800 S MATTIS 4i C
300 S GOODWIN 407 U
505 E GREEN C
URH CARR 429 U
1104 W NEVADA U
805 OHIO U
809 S 1ST 21 C
1207 WESTFIELO C
404 E STOUGHTON C
DECATUR ILL
URH HOPKINS 420 C
URH LAR 337 U
2087 D ORCH ST U
URH BARTON 2 C
URH WESTON 495 C
910 S 3RD 1222 C
URH TOWNSEND 250 U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 375 U
URH OGLESBY 721 U
604 E ARMORY 315 C
2102 ORCH ST 303 U
305 E JOHN C
1105 S 1ST C
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS 407 C
706 W OHIO U
1702 W HENRY C
URH FORBES 382 C
307 S PRAIRIE 8 C
URH SAUNDERS 427 U
URH WARDALL 912 U
URH BLAISDELL 105 U
367-
-5502 2738 STATE ST
344--7712 BOX 22
344--9659 1207 N UNDERHILL
1612 GARFIELD
940 EMERALD
332--4726 1460 KNOLLWOOD TER
2000 HARLEM BLVD
332--3620 6923 CHAPPEL AV
737 S LA GRANGE RD
367--1009 1501 S MAPLE
332--3732 712 GLENWOOD LN
332--1421 BOX 181
356--9742 1506 WINSTON
344--7563 2737 W GREENLEAF
332--2014 RR 1
14 2 HSIN-SHENG S
344--6632 900 W 190TH ST 16
332--2520 SECT 4 SHIN-YI RD
344--3514 1010 W CALIFORNIA
344-
-6177 133 CHUNG-SHAN RD
344--1033 35 YEOU HENG ST
344--3594 118 LN JEN-AI RD
10 EAST I ST
344--7154 LN 119 CHUNGHSIAO
344--1639 NAZARETH COLLEGE
359--1284 1 LN 22 WEN CHOW
332--3918 41 A GRAMPIAN 4/F
50 BLUE POOL RD
3705 N SOUTHPORT
352--5151 2320 S 4TH ST
332--034 8 114TH W NORTH 8TH
332--4712 147-S 3RD ST
344--0501 317 W HINES
1507 CHANDLER ST
332--3373 1520 S MEYERS RD
352--5151 101 WABASH AV
108 MAIN ST
332--5605
367--5064 202 S KENSINGTON
344--3274 1001 HILLCREST
332--0941 RFD 2
367--5064 202 S KENSINGTON
1705 MAPLE LN 6
1206 W MAIN 8
332--5322 16 CALE 1000 ZN 14
365--2530 1811 LARCH PL
140 N EAST AV
352--8221 1403 N VERMILION
9912 S MAPLEWOOD
332--0823 2822 S CALUMET
344--0334 28/3 PAO TOUCHU RD
11 LN 140 HSINSHNG
24 CHIH HSING 2 ST
506 W CHESTNUT ST
367--1998 404 S E 6TH ST
367--1998 301 W COOPER
356--6969 1831 W JOHN
5725 CHAUCER OR
715 BUSSE HWY
356--2945 4918 W WOLFRAM
4918 W WOLFRAM ST
352--5628 521 S ROSEWOOD
356--0225 1905 ELMWOOD AV
356--0225 9622 W HIGGINS 1-D
344--3489 WOLFSANGEL 10
344--3580 340 N QUENTIN RD
332--3972 1396 S 4TH AV
344--9617 1914 DOBSON
344--4784 RR 1




332--1342 422 HACKBERRY DR
366 FLYNN CREEK DR
344--2353 2087 D ORCHARD ST
6508 S CAMPBELL
332--2122 1005 KENSINGTON




332--5252 2308 S 22ND
417 S ILLINOIS ST
344--5663 302 E PARK 202
344--9424 1469 KAMINAKA OR
9424 KARLOV
344--9770 9424 KARLOV





359--2703 135 W CLARK 204












































































































































































LONGWELL CHARLES W J























LORD WILLIAM SWIFT I
LORENTZ CARL WINFREO
LORENTZ EDWARD CHARL
ENGl URH CARR 109 U 332--3861
LAS3 DIXON ILL
LAS4 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 2077 B HAZWD CT u 344--6870
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1108 u 332--5360
LAS4 903 W NEVADA u
AGR4 1752 VALLEY RD C 359--1171
LAS4 MONTICELLO ILL
LAS2 1716 W JOHN c 352--4704
ENG3 1210 CLARK u 367--0770
BUS2 312 E ARMORY c 356--7961
ED I URH ALLEN 232 u 332--3163
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c
PE 1 URH NOBLE 417 c 332--0433
ENG3 2706 E ILLINOIS u 365--1022
AGR1 URH BUSEY 257 u 332--2627
GRAD 2307 S 1ST 201 c 344--7019
LAS1 URH FLAGG 332 c 332--0319
FAA4 1406 S GLENDALE c 359--4382
LAS3 604 E ARMORY c 344--1266
LASl 910 S 3RD 311 c 344--5000
AGR3 URH BABCOCK 301 u 332--3778
ED 2 URH WARDALL 912 u 332--4489
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 408 u
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 311 u 332--3518
LA S3 1207 W NEVADA u
GRAD 618 W HEALEY 1 c 359--3365
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1224 u 332--5905
LASl CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH CLARK 325 c 332--0051
LASl URH FLAGG 428 c 332--0344
LAS3 CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 182 u 332--2441
GRAD 3213 CAMERON c
LASl URH GARNER 274 c
ED 5 218 S DEWEY u
AGR1 URH WESTON 124 c 332--1901
LAS2 903 W NEVADA u 344--1931
AGR3 305 E JOHN 9 c
PE 1 810 W CHURCH 8 c 352--8836
LASl URH VANDOREN 227 c 332--0514
ENG4 512 E STOUGHTON c 352--6339
LAS2 URH SNYDER 320 c 332--1756
ENG3 302 E GREGORY c 344--7511
LASl URH BUSEY 355 u 332--2659
LAS3 URH FLAGG 307 c 332--0289
GRAD 2202 HAZWD CT 104 u 344--3907
LAS2 810 W OREGON u 344--6485
FAA1 URH BUSEY 237 u
LASl 1005 S 2ND c
GRAD 205 W HIGH u 367--8845
ED 4 508 E CHALMERS c 344- 1170
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 367--3518
GRAD ROBERTS ILL
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 13 u 332--3721
LASl 2301 S 1ST c
GRAD 2018 BURLISON u 334--3693
GRAD 1975 A ORCH ST u 344--3464
ENGl URH SCOTT 452 c 332--1605
PE 2 810 W CHURCH 8 c 352--8836
GRAD URH DANIELS 237 u 332--2190
PE 2 1618 SHERIDAN RD c 352--1957
LAS2 URH CLARK 307 c 332--0039
LAS4 URH LAR 305 u 332--2874
ENGl URH SNYDER 236 c 332--1695
AGR3 805 W OHIO u 344--4784
AGR4 809 W PENN u 344--4042
AGR1 URH WESTON 415 c
GRAD 205 E HEALEY c 356--0853
LASl URH BLAISDELL 305 u 332--3512
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 202 u 322--50 84
GRAD 208 E STOUGHTON c 356--3570
LASl URH HOPKINS 344 c 332--1289
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
FAA4 1108 S 1ST c 344--2011
LAS2 611 E DANIEL c 344--1840
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 207 u 332--5089
GRAD 24 APRICOT c 352--2460
GRAD 24 APRICOT c 352--2460
AGR4 URH BLAISDELL 204 u 332--3480
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA u
LAW2 102 E ARMORY 8 c
LASl URH SCOTT 329 u
BUS1 912 S 2ND c
BUS2 912 S 2ND c
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 903 u 3 32--5295
LASl URH ALLEN 4 u
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1012 u 332--5334
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 126 u 344--2385
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 323 u 332--3530
GRAD 2111 ORCH ST 202 u
COM4 103 E ARMORY c 359--262 5
BUS2 1105 S 1ST c 356-7670
FAA3 907 S 2ND 12 c 344--7224
LAS4 103 E ARMORY c 359-2625
ENG3 1004 S 2ND c 344--7341
ENG2 713 W OHIO u
9125 PARKSIDE AV
705 S 3RD
PKHL MBL ESTS 302
2077 B HAZWD CT















1433 E 15TH ST
308 N CARLYSLE
957 W 60TH ST
2725 S 59TH CT















707 S 6TH 308
4218 LANDSTROM RD
200 PROSPECT MANOR
ROUTE 4 BOX 15
RR 2
RR 2 BOX 119
7813 KIMBARK AV
620 ELM








7200 S RHODES AV
2018 BURLISON
1975 A ORCH ST
RR 1 BOX 57
810 W CHURCH 8
URH DANIELS 237
1618 SHERIDAN RD
1005 S 3RD ST
105 INDIANA
105 INDIANA PARK F
RR 2
RR 3
RR 2 BOX 189
BOX 68
2419 27TH ST
319 E ST LOUIS ST
208 E -STOUGHTON
8150 N KENNETH AV
1202 PERRYSVILLE











8615 E PRAIRIE RD
1S350 WINFIELD RD
134 N CORNELL AV





7232 S COLES AV





































































































LORENZ SCOTT ROE BUS4
LORENZ SUSAN ALICE LAS3
LORENZI STEV£ J AVI1
LORENZI SUSAN SADOFF GRAD
LOREY SUSAN M LAS1
LORIG MICHAEL A BUS!
LOR IS MARTHA JOHANNA LAS2
LORTON GRETCHEN A LAS4
*LORTON HAROLD E III GRAO
LOSE GLEN EUGENE GRAO
LOTEMPIO SUSAN M LAS1
LOTHROP JAMES DENNY FAA1
LOTMAN LORETTA LAS2
LOTT ROBERTA J GRAD
LOTTES STEVEN ARTHUR LAS2
LOTZ CHARLES EDWARD VM 2
LOU JENNG-CHING B GRAD
LOUDENBURG STANLEY M LAW1
LOUDERBACK CLIFFORD VM 2
LOUER CRAIG R BUS1
LOUGH VIRGINIA FAA2
LOUIE GLORIA J LAS1
LOUIS BARBARA CLARE FAA4
LOUIS BENJAMIN E GRAD
LOUTTIT JACQUELINE BUS2
LOVAAS ANDREA MARGAR PE 3
LOVDA JOHN MICHAEL ENG4
LOVE CYNTHIA ANNE FAA2
LOVE MADELAINE M LASl
LOVE WILLIAM DRANE GRAD
LOVELESS DAVID W GRAD
LOVELESS TIMOTHY C AGR1
LOVELL DARRELL KENT FAA2
LOVELL PHILIP EUGENE BUS4
LOVENDAHL LINDA M ED 4
LOVENTHAL ANN MARJOR LAS2
*LOVERDE BRIAN VINCEN GRAD
LOVERN PAUL THOMAS ENG3
LOVETT WILLIAM RONAL AGR4
LOVING LINDA SUE ED 1
LOVSTAD LEE WARREN LAS4
LOW CLIFTON L LASl
LOW HELEN LOUISE ED 4
LOW TOM WILLIAM LAS2
LOWDEN JOHN K AVI1
*LOWE JOHN III GRAD
LOWE JOHN WESLEY G GRAD
LOWE KENNETH NORMAN LAS2
*LOWE RANDALL HARR I SO GRAD
LOWE RICHARD WILLIAM BUS2
LOWE ROSEMARY HAYS GRAD
LOWENTHAL JAN M LAS3
LOWENTHAL RICHARD AL GRAD
LOWER JOHN GREGORY ENG3
LOWERY LINDA L AGR1
LOWINGER MARGARET L LAS4
LOWMAN CHARLES JOHN FAA1
LOWMAN LUCIENNE ED 1
LOWRANCE RAYMOND HUG LAS2
LOWREY BRADLEY J LASl
LOWREY GARY STEVEN AGR3
LOWREY GEORGE ANDREW GRAD
LOWREY SHELLEY A ED 1
LOWRY ANN FRANCES GRAD
LOWRY DONALD J FAA1
LOWRY JAMES D GRAD
LOWRY MARY L LASl
LOWRY MICHAEL M LASl
LOWSTUTER WILLIAM JR LAS5
LOWY TED A LASl
LOXAS GEORGENE LAS2
LOY DEAN STANTON FAA3
LOY HAROLD M AGRl
LOY JOHN H LAS4
LOY NICHOLAS JOHN LAS4
LOYET STEVE L VM 1
LOZAR ROBERT CARL FAA3
LOZAR VIRGINIA M GRAD
LUAN SHU-WEI CHENG GRAD
LUBER DANIEL NATHAN LAS3
LUBER DIANE LYNN LAS2
LUBER JOAN M ED 1
LUBERA GENE T GRAD
LUBERSHANE AUDREY LASl
LUBIEN RAYMOND B ENG1
LUBIN STUART FREDRIC LAS2
LUBINA RICHARD H GRAD
LUBITZ RALPH GEORGE GRAO
LUCAS ANDREW DANIEL ENG1
LUCAS AUUIE J FAA1
LUCAS BARBARA LYN PE 4
LUCAS LYDIA ANN GRAO
LUCAS MARK K FAA4
LUCAS RONALD EARL LAS4
LUCCO JOSEPH WILLIAM LAS4
LUCHEON DENNIS M PE 2
LUCHINI ELI ENG4
1707 S PLEASANT U
706 W WASHINGTON U
604 E ARMORY 342 C
1522 1/2 W CHURCH C
URH TRELEASE 903 U
907 S 4TH C
URH LUNDGREN 304 C
2104 WHITE 105 C
2104 WHITE C
2203 HAZWD 101 U
URH LAR 109 U
306 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 124 U
URH DANIELS 497 U
URH OGLESBY 1025 U
LORAL TRLR PK U
URH DANIELS 172 U
409 E GREEN 6 C
GENOA ILL
URH SNYDER 464 C
URH ALLEN 176 U
URH ALLEN 11 U
508 E ARMORY C
1010 COLORADO 12 U
URH VANDOREN 24 C
URH BUSEY 161 U
URH OGLESBY 809 U
312 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 417 U
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
PALMYRA ILL
URH SCOTT 292 C
1209 W CLARK U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1202 W MAIN 5 C
802 W OREGON 22 U
707 S 6TH C
206 S GREGORY U
URH CARR 431 U
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
604 N MAPLE U
URH BABCOCK 319 U
902 S 2ND C
1004 3RD C
URH SCOTT 465 C
506 S MATHEWS U
URH DANIELS 235 U
1010 S 2ND 209 C
2006 VAWTER 2 U
505 E GREEN C
2006 VAWTER 2 U
910 S 3RD 1224 C
U OF I ANTHROPOLGY U
806 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 304 C
303 E JOHN C
1005 E 2ND C
URH ALLEN 461 U
URH HOPKINS 311 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 370 C
206 W MICHIGAN U
URH ALLEN 495 U
910 S 3RD C
402 E ARMORY C
606 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 435 U
URH FORBES 314 C
1206 DEVONSHIRE C
CHICAGO ILL
307 E JOHN C
1010 S 2ND C
904 W GREEN 619 U
411 E GREEN C
106 E ARMORY C
1006 W NEVADA U
806 W OHIO U
8 FISHERS CT U
309 E GREEN 1 C
706 WASHINGTON U
URH EVANS 341 U
URH TRELEASE 628 U
805 SILVER U
URH TRELEASE 922 U
313 E ARMORY C
52 E ARMORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
212 W JOHN C
URH GARNER 350 C
910 S 3R0 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
502 W MAIN 115 U
1004 S 2ND C
403 N 6TH C
401 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSENO 264 U
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
344-•6741 1707 S PLEASANT
344--6723 706 W WASHINGTON
3613 S 61ST CT
1522 1/2 W CHURCH
332--5650 763 CAMBRIDGE
9400 LINCOLNWOOD
332--0260 4721 N WOLCOTT AV
352--7322 2104 WHITE
352--7322 666 W DECATUR 6
344-
-7802 456 PARK ST
332--28 11 244-5TH ST
352--3008 631 GLENDALE DR
332--5432 6538 N MAPLEWOOD
332--2568 317 W GRAND AV
332--5346 105 THRUSH LN
367--1893 RR 1
3 WAN-AN TZE-SHANG
344--9571 RR 2 BOX 86
515 W 2ND
RR I
332--3286 462 FAIRVIEW AV
332--3092 ROUTE 2 BOX 187
344--3289 2355 PONTOON RD
367--6564 1010 COLORADO
332--046 7 6619 S KEDVALE AV
332--2597 2103 14TH AV
5249 W MONTANA
344--0671 735 SHERWOOD
332--2919 918 OTTAWA AV
356--9728 2636 DRAYTON DR
RR 3
RR 1
367--7085 119 S FARNHAM
219 FAIRWAY DR
814 CLINTON PL
344--6608 6728 S OGLESBY AV
344-
-0341 707 S 6TH 512
344--6906 4416 N SAWYER
1440 42ND AV
332--0259 410 S 14TH
367--7151 RR 3
332--3796 8853 S CREGIER AV
344--6866 8853 S CREGIER AV






344--0929 2631 W 97TH PL
367--2505 2006 VAWTER
344--5000 817 S LOCUST
38-25 PARSONS BLVD
344--9876 138 FIELD GROVE
332--0404 555 S AVENUE B
344--3691 183 GREEN BAY RD
344--7300 1840 E EAGLE
332--3395 128 MELROSE CT
2118 LLOYD
352--5151 4800 CENTRAL AV
332--2033 RR 3
367--1752 206 W MICHIGAN
332--3419 4800 CENTRAL AV
344--5000 325 ELLIS AV
344--9713 1108 WOODVIEW RD




9611 S MERRION AV
344--2129 2820 W 99TH PL
2203 N ROCKTON AV
RR 1
344--3494 RR 1
352--7626 723 BOWNIE BRAE
TAYLOR HALL 308
702 N SPRING AV
365--2651 702 N SPRING
344--7168 SECT 1 SHANGHAI RO
344--0200 6715 N KOLMAR
332--2756 1205 12TH ST
332--5584 6715 N KOLMAR
805 SILVER
332 -5668 238 GENTRY ST
5557 FRANKLIN AV
356--7715 8543 N CENTRAL PK
RR I BOX 408
359--2996 212 W JOHN
5338 W 25TH ST
344--5000 5634 S PERRY
1621 N GILBERT
345 GEYER FOREST
356--7684 1616 KINGSTON RO
344 -1261 214 BANNER
332 -4091 11 KETTERING LN













































































LA GRANGE PARK ILL




















LUCIA CAROLE MICHELE VM 2
LUCIE JIM LAW2
LUCIER TERRENCE ARTH ENG3
LUCK ELIZABETH JULIA FAA2
LUCK EMORY FRISSEL GRAD
LUCKERMAN SHARON E LAS3
LUCKETT GARY CLAIR ENG4
LUCKETT MARY EDITH LAW3
LUCY LLOYD HERMAN JR FAA1
LUCZAJ GREGORY JOHN LAS1
LUCZAK JAMES CHARLES FAA2
LUCZAK PAUL JOHN ENG2
LUCZKIW ANTHONY N BUS4
LUDEN EVA LAS3
LUDEWIG DAVID LORENC AGR3
LUDEWIG DONNA JOYCE LAS3
LUDMER CHARLES HENRY ENG4
LUDOWISE MICHAEL J ENG1
LUDVIGSON DAVID G BUSl
LUDVIGSON GAIL C LAS1
LUDWICK LARRY MARTIN GRAD
LUDWIG ELIZABETH C LASl
LUDWIG ERIC WILLIAM BUS4
*LUDWIG GARY LEE AGR4
LUDWIG THOMAS S BUSl
LUDWIG WILLIAM CARL LAS4
LUDWINSKI MITCHELL S GRAD
LUEB8ERS JAMES MATTH BUS4
LUEBKE CHARLES M FAA1
LUE8KEMAN DAVID JOHN FAA3
LUEBS CRAIG JOHN ENG3
LUEDEKE JOHN BARTON GRAD
LUEDTKE LAURA L LAS3
LUEDTKE ROBERT RAYMO LAS3
LUETKEMEYER JOHN L LASl
LUFKIN JOHN K ENGI
LUHR SHERYL LOUISE BUS4
LUHR VICKIE ANN AGR2
LUHRSEN DENNIS L AGR1
LUI WILLIAM CHI-WAI ENG3
LUIS MARITA LINA G GRAD
LUKAS HELEN KATHLEEN COM3
LUKAS JOSEPH V ENGI
LUKAS VIRGINIA KAYE AGR2
LUKASIK FRED JR BUS4
LUKE ELMER KOCNMUNG LAS3
LUKEHART CHERYL L PE 1
LUKENBACH ELVIN RUSS GRAD
LUKENS KARL RICHARD ENG4
LUKENS KATHRYN C LAS3
LUKEVICH JANET E LAS2
LUKINDU PAUL MUYIRA ENG3
LULA MARYANN LOUISE LAS3
LULEWICZ PHILIP F ENG3
LULICH DAVID J BUSl
LULLO THOMAS A LASl
LUM GERALD HOONG WUN FAA3
LUM KENNETH LANG LAS2
*LUMAN ROGER LEE GRAD
LUMPKIN PAUL LASl
LUMPP CURTIS ALAN LAS2
LUNARDI LAWRENCE F LAS2
LUND CARL MEREDITH GRAD
LUND DONALD LAVERNE GRAD
LUND JOHN RICHARD LAW3
LUND ROBERT C BUS3
LUNDAHL JANICE K LAS3
LUNDBERG BARBARA LOU AGR2
LUNOBERG MARY D LASl
LUNDBOM SUSAN ANN LAS2
LUNDE PAULA ANN LAS2
LUNDEEN PEGGY J LASl
LUNDGREN CHERYL ANN LAS2
LUNDGREN DEBORAH MAE LAS3
LUNDGREN DIANE RUTH LAS2
LUNDGREN JAMES C LASl
LUNDGREN JAMES R COM3
LUNDGREN JAMES R GRAD
LUNDHOLM ROGER G AGR1
LUNDIN GARY V ENGI
LUNDIN LAUREN A LAS3
LUNDQUIST RONALD EVA GRAD
LUNDQUIST ROY ARTHUR LAS2
LUNDQUIST THOMAS E LASl
LUNDSBERG CHARLES M ED 4
LUNING TERESA A LAS3
LUNN TERRY CHARLES ENG4
LUNSFORD WILLIE B GRAD
LUNT DANIEL LEE FAA3
LUNT ROBERT GENE VM 2
LUNTE MICHAEL J ENG3
LUPARDO JAMES A JR LAS3
LUPINEK JAN A LAS3
LUPORI CHARLES L LASl
LUSCOMBE GEORGE A II LAW3
LUSCOMBE MARK ALAN BUS3
LUSKIN CAROL ROSALIE GRAD
205 W OREGON U 367--2158
182 5 W JCHN c 352--1463
1924 B ORCH ST u 344--3477
URH TRELEASE 806 u 332--5623
52 E JOHN c 359--2661
1009 W FRANCIS c 359--3774
1836 VALLEY RD c 356--2900
910 S 3RD 908 c 344--5000
URH GARNER 473 c 332--0897
URH GARNER 444 c
310 E CHALMERS c 344--9442
409 E CHALMERS c 344--2279
501 CALIFORNIA u
910 S 3RD 728 c
912 S 2ND c 352--5632
1404 S LINCOLN u
URH TOWNSEND 580 u 332--4293
URH GARNER 269 c 332--0753
URH F0R8ES 240 c 332--0917
URH FLAGG 332 c
1961 B ORCH ST u 344--3218
409 E CHALMERS 909 c
2309 S 1ST 204 c 344-6871
717 W WASHINGTON c 356--2950
1008 S 4TH c
URH FORBES 204 c 3 32--0945
811 FAIROAKES c 352--6272
303 COUNTRY FR 61 c 356--5663
URH WESTON 339 c 332--2010
602 S RACE u 367--6544
311 E DANIEL c
608 S STATE 12 c 356--3754
URH WARDALL 703 u 332--3341
904 W GREEN u 344--1303
URH SCOTT 175 c
URH HOPKINS 338 c 332--1283
313 E JOHN c 344--450 3
URH VANDOREN 224 c 332--0511
1004 W NEVADA u
503 E WHITE 9 c
URH DANIELS u 332--2535
URH TRELEASE 411 u 332--5507
URH DANIELS 112 u 356--7936
URH LAR 296 u 332--3003
713 W OHIO u 344--9581
URH TOWNSEND 512 u 332--4249
URH TRELEASE 1002 u 332--5679
48 E JOHN c 352--0179
URH HOPKINS 430 c 332--1350
RANTOUL ILL
1202 E NEVADA u 344--1173
1003 W MAIN u 367--05 5 8
409 E CHALMERS 801 c 344--2128
112 E DANIEL c 356--7936
URH HOPKINS 289 c 332--1249
URH FORBES 324 c 332--1034
URH WESTON 395 c 332--2051
URH SNYDER 156 c 332--1651
30 FORSYTHIA c 352--4046
URH SCOTT 322 c 332--1519
306 E OANIEL c
URH TOWNSEND 204 u 332--4049
URH DANIELS 219 u 332--2174
905 COUNTRY SQUIRE u 367--0649
707 S 6TH 210 c 344--6218
URH HOPKINS 372 c 332--3709
910 S 3RD c 344--5000
1001 N NEIL c
URH ALLEN 179 u 332--3289
URH BARTON 22 c 332--0102
URH TRELEASE 309 u 332--5475
URH NOBLE 327 c 332--0422
1106 S 3RD c
URH LAR 283 u 332--29 89
URH LAR 192 u 332--2963
URH SCOTT 173 c
205 E ARMORY c 352--1371
URH DANIELS 425 u 332--2285
URH SNYDER 414 c 332--1820
911 S 4TH c
URH TRELEASE 930 u 332--5676
2118 ORCH ST 103 u
401 E DANIEL c 344- 1261
307 S WRIGHT c
802 W PENN u 344-•5166
409 E CHALMERS c
1207 W CLARK u 367--9740
53 E GREEN c 356--1745
4 SAFFER CT u
22 MAPLEWOOD u 367--7843
306 E GREGORY c
301 S WRIGHT c
URH WESTON 104 c 332- 1888
URH FORBES 473 c 332--1139
505 E WHITE 2 c 359--3016
URH TOWNSEND 148 u 332-4020










RR 1 BOX 141
3563 W DICKENS AV
608 FINLEY RD
1321 N LATROBE AV





958 CENTRAL PK AV
3369 WESTERN AV















931 S ARDMORE AV
CONTRY CLB LN RR 3
COUNTRY CLUB LN
RR 1









12421 S 69TH AV
427 C PENFIELD RD




245 E JOE ORR RD
114 SURREY LN
99 039 POOHOLUA DR
8938 OGDEN AV
30 FORSYTHIA
































4B MARION PEPE DR
1631 S 58TH CT
11024 S EMERALD
506 S JACKSON




































































































LUSKIN CHARLENE T GRAO
LUST NANCY L ED 3
LUSTER GORDON RAY LAS2
*LUSTIG STEPHEN M GRAD
LUTH GARY EDWARD AGR2
*LUTH LARRY DALE AGR2
LUTHI ALAN RUDOLPH ENG2
LUTHI WARD E BUS1
LUTKUS JOHN H LAS3
LUTSKY BARRY NEAL GRAD
LUTTRELL VERA JEAN LAS4
LUTTRELL WILLIAM REE AGR3
LUTZ DONALD H AGR1
LUTZ JOLEEN M LASl
*LUTZ JULIE HAYNES GRAD
LUTZ KATHRYN L FAAl
LUTZ RICHARD JOHN BUS*
LUTZ ROLLIN J JR LASl
*LUTZ RONALD JON GRAD
LUTZ THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
LUX FRED EDWIN GRAO
LUXEN WILLIAM PAUL BUS*
LUXION WILLIAM THOMA LAS2
LUYANDO CARLOS JR LASl
LYALL MARY K LASl
LYBARGER LEE HARTSHO GRAD
LYKE MURIEL ALLGOOD GRAD
LYKINS GREGORY BOYD BUS*
*LYKINS JOHN DAVID GRAD
LYKINS LORETTA M AGR1
LYKINS MARGARET MARY AGR2
LYKINS MARILYN H GRAD
LYKKEBAK BARBARA J ED 1
LYLE CHARLES E ENG1
LYLE JANET LOUISE GRAD
*LYMAN ROSS C JR GRAD
LYNCH ALISON F LAS4
LYNCH BARBARA SUE GRAD
LYNCH CHARLES JAMES BUS4
LYNCH FRANCIS EUGENE VM 4
LYNCH FRANCIS L LASl
LYNCH JAMES TIMOTHY LAS3
LYNCH JOHN F BUS1
LYNCH JOHN JOSEPH BUS4
LYNCH KATHLEEN ALYCE ED 3
LYNCH MICHAEL JOHN GRAO
LYNCH RICHARD KENNET LAS3
LYNCH WILLIAM A BUS4
LYNES JOHN WALTER JR GRAD
LYNES KRISTINE K GRAD
LYNK JUDITH ANN LAS2
LYNK WILLIAM JOSEPH ENG4
*LYNN JOHN HUBERT GRAD
LYNN KATHLEEN R GRAD
LYNN MARY E LASl
LYNN MICHAEL W BUS1
LYNN NORMAN S BUS1
LYNN PATRICIA ANN LAS4
LYNN SALLEE DEE ED 2
LYON DANIEL ROGER LAS3
LYON DAVID SCOTT ENG2
LYON JAMES CYRIL GRAD
LYON JOHN E BUS1
LYON RICHARD DEAN ENG2
LYON SANDRA L ED 3
LYONS BETTY J LASl
LYONS DALE RODNEY LAS4
LYONS FREDERICK A GRAD
LYONS NAOMI LASl
LYONS STEPHEN J LAWl
LYPE MERLE EDWARD GRAD
LYTLE MICHAEL JAMES BUS3
LYTLE NANCY M LAS3
LYTLE PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
LYTLE RAYMOND HARLAN FAA4
MA CHARLES CHAN LEE BUS3
MA PAUL KEI-MAN ENG4
MAAS JUDITH FLORENCE ED 4
MABBITT MICHAEL KENN AGR3
MABEE 8RUCE FAAl
MABRY JANE ELIZABETH AGR3
MABRY JEAN MARIE AGR2
MABUNI CLAYTON TOSHl GRAD
MACCABEE LEE ABRAHAM ENG4
MACDONALD BRUCE ANDR BUS3
MACDONALD JEAN M LASl
MACDONALD RAYMOND JO LAS4
MACDONALD SARA JANE GRAD
MACGREGOR DOUGLAS NE LAS2
MACH DIANE MARIE ED 4
MACHACEK JAMES JOHN AGR4
MACHACEK ROBERT W FAA3
MACHADO NELSON C GRAO
MACHENS GEORGE M LASl
MACHMER JEANNE PATRI FAA4
MACHMER THOMAS JAMES LAS2
MACHNE BARBARA J GRAD
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
501 E SPNGFLO C
URH SCOTT 218 C
1723 VALLEY RD C
809 W PENN U
1727 HENRY 4 C
604 E ARMORY 203 C
910 S 3RD 501 C
URH SNYDER 470 C
URH SHERMAN 567 C
610 S 4TH C
708 W HIGH U
505 E GREEN C
URH BARTON 202 C
2070 C ORCH ST U
URH BLAISOELL 301 U
501 E OANIEL C
URH SCOTT 495 C
HUDSON ILL
2070 C ORCH ST U
MILMINE ILL
911 S 4TH C
609 S 4TH 8 C
URH WESTON C
URH FLAGG 433 C
204 W CALIFORNIA U
907 SCOTTSDALE C
BELLFLOWER ILL
VET MED ANNEX 109 U
URH ALLEN 240 U
508 E ARMORY C
MANSFIELD ILL
910 S 3RD 1109 C
1604 CORONODO C
709 W CALIFORNIA U
MONTICELLO ILL
501 W SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 134 C
311 E GREEN C
I OAKWOOD U
URH SCOTT 202 C
URH HOPKINS 418 C
211 E ARMORY C
501 W SPNGFLD C
208 E GREEN 11 C
2103 HAZWD 102 U
1004 S 3RD C
601 W UNIVERSITY C
3104 1/2 BROHNFLD U
3104 1/2 BROWNFLD U
611 E DANIEL C
912 S 2ND C
1208 W CLARK U
1208 W CLARK U
URH NOBLE 407 C
URH SCOTT 302 C
105 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 206 C
1804 REBECCA DR C
URH WESTON 446 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
1804 REBECCA C
URH BLAISOELL 419 U
1503 W KIRBY C
604 E ARMORY C
URH WAROALL 526 U
501 S ELM C
RANTOUL ILL
502 E WHITE C
URH BUSEY 203 U
904 S WABASH U
406 BRIAR LN 4 C
106 N GREGORY 9 C
505 E GREEN C
707 S 6TH 218 C
2080 B ORCH ST U
1010 S 2ND 308 C
805 W OHIO U
URH BUSEY 333 U
208 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 402 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 237 C
606 E OHIO U
805 S 1ST 36 C
1101 W PENN U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 152 C
1914 D ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 363 C
110 E JOHN 5 C
219 S LOCUST C




























532 EDEN PARK DR




312 E GREENWOOD ST
SYCAMORE ST
24 BERKSHIRE LN





2070 C ORCHARD ST




5301 W 149TH ST








101 E CENTER 1
501 W SPNGFLD
332--4739 4607 COLLINWOOD
344-•3752 4453 LINCOLN AV
367--7434 1 OAKWOOD DR
332--1430 306 DRESSER RD
332--1340 RR 1
116 CHESTNUT
356--8662 4 N 751 ITASCA RD
371 YATES
2357 1/2 ONYX
356--5657 34-27 43RD ST
710 CURVE
367--6046 355 S MARSHALL ST
367--6046 3104 1/2 BROWNFLD
2204 PAYNE ST
"2204 PAYNE ST
367--4843 504 NEWPORT AV
367--4843 504 NEWPORT AV
332-0425 7000 PLANTATION RD
332--1500 7022 W MELROSE
1115 SEWARD
1310 MAPLE ST








-3557 26 PANAMA AV
356--2123 RR 4
344--3350
332--4405 1820 S SPRINGFIELD
602 S VERMILLION
504 BROADMEADOW
356--7735 416 N LINCOLN
332--2600 2117 DERDALL DR
367--3470 904 S WABASH
693 ELM ST
20 BONHAM STD W
993 CANTON RD M/F
344--7645 108 NASHUA
344--6335 2080 B ORCH ST
356--0521 RR 1
344--4784 122 W OAK ST
332--2561 122 W OAK ST
356--3570 2037 WAIANUENUE AV
344--5000 941 MARION AV
344--7453 1046 E VILLA DR
332--0031 433 NAVAJO ST
5542 S TRIPP AV
356--6084 805 S 1ST 36
344--9469 1717 HOOVER AV
344--1894 3615 EUCLID AV
367--9930 231 N PRINCETON
332--1409 231 N PRINCETON
344--5893 1914 D ORCH ST
332--1058 2416 W MOSS AV
546 81ST ST
546 81ST ST































































































NIAGARA FALLS N Y

















































MADOEN THOMAS C JR
MADDOX LENORE ADELE
MADDOX MARTHA M







































MAGLIONE FRANK D JR
MAGLOTT LARRY FRANKL
MAGNER EDWARD ALLEN






FAA4 EHLERS TRLR PK 67 U
GRAD 1203 1/2 W MAIN u
AGR1 URH SNYDER 361 c 332--1782
LAS2 508 E GREEN c
FAA1 URH FORBES 344 c 332--1046
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS1 URH SCOTT 159 c 332--1414
LAS4 URH BUSEY 431 u
LAS2 URH ALLEN 459 u 332--3393
GRAD 2118 ORCH ST 101 u
BUS3 211 E JOHN c
BUS1 URH BUSEY u 332--2661
LASl URH SCOTT 321 c 332--1516
LAS1 MANSFIELD ILL
GRAD 2118 ORCH ST 101 u
LAS4 1203 W MAIN u 367--1985
ENG3 609 S 4TH c 356--7809
GRAD 208 S 1ST c
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 604 N MAPLE 31 u 367--3982
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 365--2387
GRAD 2311 S 1ST 103 c 344--5680
LAS3 SAFFER CT 1 u 344--1916
ED 1 URH TAFT 209 c 3 32--0616
LAW1 1008 S 4TH c 344--1207
LASl URH ALLEN 354 u 332--3348
GRAD THOMASBORO ILL
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 22 c
LAS2 313 E JOHN c
GRAD 2109 W WHITE c
ED 2 URH BUSEY 259 u 332--2629
GRAD 423 FAIRLAWN u 365--1004
GRAD 57 E CHALMERS 6 c 352--9733
GRAD 706 S RACE u 367--1309
LASl URH HOPKINS 264 c 332--1231
ENG3 910 S 3RD c 344--5000
ENG3 801 W ILLINOIS u
LAS3 705 S VINE u 365--2029
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 210 u 332--40 55
GRAD 1012 W SPNGFLD u 367--1940
LAS2 910 S 3RD 720 c 344--5000
GRAD 104 N VINE u 367--0965
LASl URH GARNER 436 c 332--0869
GRAD 1500 ROSE c 356--8144
GRAD 504 E GREEN c 352--2635
ED 3 901 S LINCOLN u 344--0385
LAS4 2109 W WHITE 194 c 356--5157
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1030 u 332--5706
ED 2 URH FLAGG 423 c 323--0336
LAS3 URH SNYDER 319 c
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--0205
BUS1 301 E ARMORY c
LAS2 408 E GREEN c 356--1363
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 133 u 332--4007
GRAD 3 BUENA VISTA CT u 367--5629
BUS1 URH SCOTT 308 c 332--1503
GRAD 702 W GREEN c 352--0461
GRAD 502 W MAIN 104 u 365--1992
AGR1 1101 PENN u 344--9469
ED 3 1009 W NEVADA u 344--0676
LAS4 1109 S 4TH c 356--0311
GRAD 1822 VALLEY RO c
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 428 u 332--5523
LASl URH HOPKINS 361 c
BUS4
GRAD




LAS3 URH TAFT 222 c 332--062 5
GRAD 404 EDGEBROOK 102 c
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1024 u 332--5700
BUS1 URH BABCOCK 11 u 332--3714
BUSl 206 E GRENN c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1167 c
LAW1 307 W CLARK c 356-0003
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 510 u 332--4247
GRAD 909 S 1ST 15 c 352--7739
GRAD 210 W JOHN c
GRAD PEORIA ILL
ENG1 URH SNYOER 488 c
LAS3 101 S LINCOLN u
GRAD 2009 SILVER CT u 367--6410
LAW2 1802 W WILLIAM c 359--4915
FAA4 420 £ DANIEL c
PE 3 910 S 3RD c 344--5000
LASl 1004 S 4TH c
LAS4 808 S LINCOLN u 344-3068
BUSl URH SNYDER 278 u 332--1728
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 711 u 332--5598
BUS3 604 S 3RD 5 c 352--4627
GRAO 2701 MAPLEWOOD c 359--1048
LAS2 715 IOWA u
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 137 u 332--4011
ED 4 309 E OANIEL c 344--6560
GRAO 901 S 1ST 4 c 352--6811
LAS4 URH ALLEN 423 u 332--3233
LAS4 604 E ARMORY 304 c
LASl URH BABCOCK 112 u 332--3730












3516 LILY POND RO




2620 W NORTH SHORE
804 S GREENWOOD AV









51 W ADAMS ST
51 W ADAMS
2140 W BALDWIN RD
423 FAIRLAWN













9910 S CALHOUN AV
1 S 160TH FRST TRL
3501 E COOK
3501 E COOK ST RD
13758 S WALLACE
6104 S TRIPP
2136 E 95TH PL
112 CEOAR ST
921 IRVING AV
3 BUENA VISTA CT





















8404 W SUNSET DR
2119 W ERIE ST
2009 SILVER CT E
1802 W WILLIAM
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MAHACHEK DAVID LEE ENG3
MAHAN DONALD CLARENC GRAD
MAHAN JAMES M GRAD
MAHAN LINDA L GRAD
MAHAR WILLIAM F LAS3
MAHARG JAMES GRAD
MAHER ANTHONY THOMAS GRAD
MAHER JOHN T LAWl
MAHER MARTIN J JR BUS3
MAHER RICHARD JEFFRE LAS2
MAHERAS KOSTAS ILIAS ENG4
MAHLBURG SUZANNE E LAS4
MAHONEY DENIS GERARD GRAD
MAHONEY DENNIS F GRAD
MAHONEY ELIZABETH F ED 3
MAHONEY PATRICK M LAWl
MAHONEY ROSLYN M LAS1
MAHONEY TIMOTHY B GRAD
MAIARANA JANE E LAS3
MAIER DEBRA K ED 1
MAIER JOSEPH PETER LAS2
MAIER THOMAS GRAD
MAIERHOFER WILLIAM J LAS2
MAIEWSKIJ VALENTINA LAS2
MAIN FRANCES C ED 3
MAINOUS CLIFFORD G GRAD
MAINWARING DANIEL R ENGl
MAIR RICHARD D ENGl
MAISIAK RICHARD S ENG2
MAISTO KEITH D LAS1
MAITLAND MORRIS HUGO FAA4
MAITZ RICHARD J GRAD
MAJDIAK CATHERINE A GRAD
MAJERCIK LARRY D LAS3
MAJETICH KENNETH A FAA2
MAJOR DAVID ROGERS LAS4
MAJOR DOUGLAS I PE 1
MAJOR JOHN B JR GRAD
MAJOR ROBERT LEAR GRAD
MAJZLER KATHLEEN T FAAl
MAKAR JOHN ANTON ENG3
MAKI DENNIS LEE LAS3
MAKI LINDA J ED 3
MAKI MARY KATHERINE LAS1
MAKI SHARON LYNN COM4
MAKINO YASUKO HOSOYA GRAD
MAKSYM WALTER PETER PE 4
MAKULEC STEVEN EDWAR ENG4
MAKULEC SUSAN ELLEN LAS2
MALAGA JOSEPH F JR LAS1
MALAISE RICHARD E ENG3
MALANY LEGRAND LYNN LAW2
MALATESTA CHARLES AD ENG4
MALCOM JOHN DAVID LAS3
MALE RUTH ANN ENG2
MALEC ROBERT C ENG2
MALECKI FRANCINE V LAS1
MALEK FRANCINE KAY LAS3
MALEK JOSEPH JAMES BUS3
MALEK MARTHA MARY LAS3
MALEKOVIC GEORGE M ENGl
MALEKSETIAN AZAD ENG2
MALENIAK RICHARD F FAA4
MALEY DALE MURRAY LAS2
MALEY SHARON A LAS1
MALEY THOMAS JOHN LAS2
MALFAR HARLAN EARL LAS2
MALHOTRA ROOP CHAND GRAD
MALIK AMIR ALAM GRAD
MALINA BARBARA A FAA3
MALINA JO ANN LAS2
MALINA MARSHALL J LASl
MALINOWSKI MICHAEL E GRAD
MALINSKY STEVEN P LASl
MALISKAS EDWARD NOEL LAS2
MALK ARNOLD BARRY LAS4
MALKIN LAUREEN R GRAD
MALKOWSKI JANE FRANC LAS4
MALL LAURA S GRAD
MALL RONALD MARTIN LAS3
MALLEY CHARLES EDWAR AGR4
MALLICOAT OREN DUANE AGR3
MALLINGER ROBERT G LASl
MALLON STEPHEN J LASl
MALLORY CARLANDUS E ENGl
MALLORY ROBERT M BUS1
MALLORY STEPHEN W FAA3
MALLOY ROBERT GERALD LAS2
MALMBERG VIRGIL L GRAD
MALMGREN HELEN ANNE EO 2
MALMGREN PAUL D FAAl
MALMGREN PAULA DIANE EO 4
MALMROSE JOHN H ENGl
MALNAR ROBERT JOHN ENG4
MALOCHA DUNALD C ENGl
MALONE MARY KIM LAS2
MALONE ROBERT JAMES LAS4
URH BABCOCK 113 U
513 FAIRLAWN U
URH SHERMAN 1258 C
107 E CHALMERS 5 C
205 E ARMORY C
2057 C ORCH ST U
107 E WHITE C
311 E SPNGFLD C
URH SCOTT 362 C
202 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL
307 E HEALEY 16 C
906 1/2 S VINE 102 U
URH DANIELS 198 U
2205 HAZWD CT 203 U
2205 HAZWD CT 203 U
URH CLARK 330 C
905 N CUNNINGHAM U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 528 U
809 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN C
409 E CHALMERS 613 C
URH LUNDGREN 416 C
URH WAROALL 322 U
2084 A ORCH ST U
408 W SPNGFLD C
URH HOPKINS 492 C
112 E JOHN 7 C
URH FORBES 261 C
910 S 3RD 420 C
1106 S 2ND 7 C
204 W INDIANA U
412 E GREEN C
1010 S 2ND C
509 E GREEN C
309 E CHALMERS C
SAVOY ILL
211 W VINE 3 C
URH LAR 404 U
313 E CHALMERS C
505 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 1103 C
URH WARDALL 1012 U
302 E ARMORY C
300 S GOODWIN 315 U
706 S WALNUT 6 U
URH OGLESBY 524 U
URH WARDALL 1124 U
401 E DANIEL C
619 BREEN C
214 W BEARDSLEY C
1511 KIRBY 11 C
111 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 313 U
URH SCOTT 200 C
URH NOBLE 127 C
URH SAUNDERS 311 U
URH OGLESBY 920 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 290 C
STA A BOX 2223 C
806 S 1ST C
URH CARR 311 U
URH NOBLE 407 C
URH WESTON 278 C
1008 W NEVADA U
300 S GOODWIN 209 U
URH DANIELS 323 U
910 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 261 U
URH OGLESBY 606 U
URH DANIELS 318 U
URH GARNER 460 C
1311 W UNIVERSITY C
312 S PRAIRIE 203 C
105 E CHALMERS C
307 E HEALEY 3 C
105 E CHALMERS 305 C
901 S 2ND C
801 W IOWA U
1301 S BUSEY U
716 S ELM C
URH GARNER 338 C
URH FORBES 278 C
211 E ARMORY C
206 S GREGORY 4 U
URH HOPKINS 306 C
URH DANIELS 129 U
URH ALLEN 227 U
505 E GREEN C
URH LAR 265 U
112 E DANIEL C
105 E GREEN C-12 C
URH SCOTT 236 C
URH BARTON 16 C
108 E HEALEY 12 C
332--3730 RR 1 BOX 54
367--9002 513 FAIRLAWN
332--5019 RR IA
344--9717 1940 SHEPHERD DR
1756 CEDAR RO
2057 C ORCH ST
1838 N CLEVELAND
352--5950 28 W 440 MACK RD
332--1542 1455 W MAIN ST
352-
-5151 537 SUNSET AV
4801 W 63RD
359--3403 1109 GRANT AV
367--2018 7833 67TH RD
30 NEHOIDEN ST
344-
-7562 707 E GARDEN ST
344--7562 707 E GARDEN
1653 OAKWOOD AV
367--3728 905 N CUNNINGHAM
1589 SHERDIAN
332--5553 2336 RIVIERA DR
344--406 9 4733 N LAUREL DR
332--4946 158 COMMODORE PKWY
301 CHRISTIE ST









367--0293 805 S LYNN
914 LUCERNE CT




356--2077 211 W VINE 3
332--2907 330 ELMWOOD DR
344--7613 1414 STONEGATE RD
344--9741 264 AHWAHNEE LN
4212 N KEELER
332--4513 1327 W CORNELIA AV
610 GLENWOOD LN
344--3709 HOYAMACHI
367--7275 5837 S MERRIMAC
332--5195 2790 CENTERVL RD
332--4548 2504 ASHLAND AV
533 W PACKARD
356--2886 619 BREEN
356--0190 214 W BEARDSLEY
1511 KIRBY 11
344--0614 610 E 6TH ST
332--3190 212 MCCONAUGHEY AV
440 CLARK ST
332--0382 5816 N SPAULDING
332--3653 8041 W 42ND CT
332--5311 1577 CORA
344--1170 1628 S OAK PARK AV
332--1733 4535 WARSAW AV
USEPHABAD PALEVI
356--0833 806 S 1ST
332--3923 1507 W MAIN
332--0425 1507 W MAIN
332--1969 1301 BUFFALO AV
8426 N ST LOUIS
344--5977 ARONIAN ST
332--2231 BEVIER HALL 580
344--5000 541 KNOX AV
332--2631 4248 ANNA AV
332--5208 1105 WHITFIELD RD
332--2226 40 WEST ST
332--0884
352--6667 1311 W UNIVERSITY
359--4009 2445 S 20TH AV
2815 W JARVIS AV
253 ILLINOIS AV
2554 W FITCH
352--9541 5501 NE RIVER RD
RR 2
RR 1
356--0252 716 S ELM
332--0800 17 W 076 CENTER ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 80
344--7424 4926 BRYAN PL 5
333 GIBSON HALL
332--1259 5328 N OLCOTT
332 -2156 2519 GRAND AV
332 -3161 5726 N RENWOOO AV
7151 S FAIRFIELD
332 -2976 5726 N RENWOOD AV
356--7936 14651 SHEPARD DR
359 -4900 5051 W 31ST PL
332--1455 5627 N MOODY AV
332--0098 1820 FOREST DR


































































































MALONE RONALD W GRAD
MALONEY JOSEPH FRANC COM4
MALOVANY HOWARD ENG1
MALOW JAMES BARRY LAS4
MALSTROM ROBERT ALAN ENG4
MALTBY WILLIAM E LAW3
MALTEN KATHLEEN S LAS1
MALTEN KENNETH C ENG3
MALTMAN ALEXANDER J GRAD
MAMMINGA DAVID F FAA4
*MAMOUN MARGARET FREM GRAD
MAMOUN SUHAYL MICHAE GRAD
MAN JACQUELINE A LAS1
MANAKA HIROAKI GRAD
MANCE STEPHEN R LASl
MANCINI LOUIS J ENG1
MANCUSO CYNTHIA CARO AGR2
MANCZAK JOHN EDWARD ENG3
MANDEL HECTOR PE 1
MANDEL JAMES PAUL GRAD
MANDELL LINDA B LASl
MANDELL MARIANNE LAS2
MANDERA FRANKLIN R GRAD
MANDIBERG SUSAN F GRAD
MANDIC DANICA LAS*
MANDL MARC JEFFREY LASl
MANDLER THOMAS Y LAWl
MANGAS MARY E LASl
MANGEL MARC S ENGl
MANGEL WALTER FARRAR GRAD
MANGEL SDORF RONALD A ENG2
MANGEOT ADOLPHE R GRAD
MANGEOT KAROLYN K GRAD
MANGIERI CAROL ANN LAS4
MANGION GAILE E LASl
MANGKORNKANOK MONTRI GRAD
MANGOLD MARY K GRAD
MANGUM CHARLES EDWAR FAA4
*MANGURTEN BRUCENE B GRAD
MANGURTEN DAVID ISRA GRAD
MANGURTEN HOWARD S LAS3
MANHART MICHAEL CHAR AGR3
MANHART PETER ANOERS LAS4
MANI ATHMANATHAN GRAD
MANIS LYNN DORSEY LAS3
MANKE WILLIAM EUGENE AGR4
MANKEY JENNIFER S PE 1
MANKEY NEAL NORMAN FAA3
MANKIN LAWRENCE GRAD
MANKIN MICHAEL J FAA3
MANLEY LYNN H FAA2
MANLEY MARGARET A LASl
MANLEY SUSAN K LASl
MANN ARTHUR LEWIS LAW2
MANN DAVID GEORGE ENG3
MANN DIANE ELIZABETH FAA4
MANN JAMES LATRELLE LAS4
MANN JAY M LASl
MANN JUDITH KAY LAS2
MANN KEITH BRUCE LAS2
MANN MARGARET EMILY GRAD
MANN RICHARD JOHN ENG4
MANN ROY LEE ENG4
MANN SHELDON H LAS2
MANN STEWART R LASl
MANN THOMAS WILLIAM LAS2
MANNA LYNNE S LASl
*MANNEBACH ALFRED JAM GRAD
MANNEBACH RITA C GRAD
MANNER ING DOUGLA5 DE BUS3
MANNER ING JO L AGR1
MANNER ING STANTON C ENGl
MANNIK MART RAYMOND FAA2
MANNING BOBBIE DENNY ED 4
MANNING CLAIRE A GRAD
MANNING DAVID R VM 1
MANNING GUY HUSTED AGR2
MANNING MARY A ED I
MANNING MICHAEL L AGR3
MANNING PHYLLIS JEAN LAS3
MANNING ROBERT G ENGl
MANNING SUSAN K LASl
MANNING THOMAS A LAS4
MANNS WILLIAM J JR LASl
MANNY CLYDE VICTOR BUS3
MANO NOBUOKI GRAD
MANON KENNETH PAUL AGR4
MANOYAN DANIEL F LASl
MANROSE STEPHEN EUGE LAS4
MANSFIELD RICHARD S FAA2
MANTAS GEORGEP GRAD
MANTEUFFEL DAVID L LAS4
MANTHEI JOANNE M AGR3
MANTON DAVID FRANK ENG6
MANTSCH PAUL MATTHEW GRAD
MANUEL KARLA SUZANNE LASl
MANUEL RALPH NIXON GRAD
DECATUR ILL
1110 S 2ND C
311 E GREEN 410 C
907 S 4TH C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
105 E CLARK C
URH TRELEASE 604 U
112 E DANIEL C
U OF I GEOLOGY U
1002 W OREGON U
1010 W SPNGFLD U
1010 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 296 U
URH DANIELS 33* U
1004 S 4TH 210 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 331 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 236 U
312 W SPNGFLD 12 U
URH TRELEASE 721 U
CINCINNATI OHIO
804 1/2 W CHURCH C
604 S RACE U
URH SAUNDERS 906 U
706 W OHIO U
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
URH SAUNDERS 426 U
URH TOWNSEND 146 U
1101 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 422 U
1107 W GREEN 331 U
1107 W GREEN 331 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH BLAISDELL 120 U
604 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 814 U
806 W SPNGFLD 3 U
2047 B HAZWD CT U
2047 B HAZWD CT U
301 E ARMORY C
1002 S LINCOLN U
209 E GREEN 5 C
URH DANIELS 430 U
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
1856 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 462 U
1004 W NEVADA U
102 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 161 C
URH OGLESBY 1202 U
URH SAUNDERS 010 U
URH ALLEN 191 U
URH SHERMAN 651 C
URH TOWNSEND 383 U
1110 W NEVADA U
308 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 415 C
URH WAROALL 317 U
904 W GREEN 404 U
URH SHERMAN 210 C
214 E GREGORY 201 C
607 W HEALEY 13 C
URH GARNER 418 C
904 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 577 U
URH ALLEN 298 U
1906 D ORCH ST U
1906 D ORCH ST U
205 E HEALEY 28 C
1901 WINCHESTER C
1901 WINCHESTER C
URH FORBES 308 C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 2 U
1408 S VINE U
906 1/2 W NEVADA U
501 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
URH WESTON C
312 DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 416 U
URH BLAISDELL 113 U
2101 HAZWD 303 U
910 S 3RD C
505 E CHALMERS C
405 E GREEN C
1105 S 4TH C
201 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 271 C
1004 S 4TH C
304 1/2 S 5TH C
705 S RANDOLPH C
URH BLAISDELL 906 U
206 N HARVEY U
212 E WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 1025 U
401 GLENN U
BROAOWAY 314 SOUTH ROXANA ILL
344--7222 9658 CALIFORNIA EVERGREEN PK ILL
3010 FOREST GROVE DAYTON OH
344--9693 1440 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
2742 N TROY CHICAGO 47 ILL
356--8689 937 ELDER RD HOMEWOOD ILL
332--5561 691 S MANOR CT DES PLAINES ILL
356--7936 691 S MANOR CT DESPLAINES ILL
1010 W GREEN 604 URBANA ILL
344--4170 163 S BUSLL AURORA ILL
367--3778 1010 W SPNGFLD URBANA ILL
367 -3778 1010 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
332--3340 3377 OLD MILL RD HIGHLAND PARK IL
332 -2240 YAMATO-CITY KANAGAWA-KEN JAP
1422 GRAND AV GRANITE CITY IL
344--0228 6356 N NOKOMIS CHICAGO ILL
332--3673 915 COLD SPRS RD WOODSTOCK ILL
352--5151 1118 S HARVEY AV OAK PARK ILL
332--4073 4933 LOUISE ST SKOKIE ILL
367--7793 1516 DEARBORN ST JOLIET ILL
332--5607 408 WILSHIRE DR W WILMETTE IL
1527 ROBINWOOD AV CINCINNATI OHIO
804 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
969 GREEN BAY RD HIGHLAND PARK IL
3323 N HALSTED CHICAGO ILL
344--9519 4317 ENFIELD SKOKIE ILL
344--7822 1471 LINDEN AV HIGHLAND PARK IL
332--3699 147 MARTHA RD HARRINGTON PARK NJ
332--4018 2843 TWIN OAKS HIGHLAND PARK ILL
344--0515 306 OXFORD RD KENILWORTH ILL
332--4195 1132 BOXWOOD DR MT PROSPECT ILL
1107 W GREEN 331 URBANA ILL
3028 KINGTREE ST SILVER SPRING MD
344--0571 400 S MAIN ST ABINGDON ILL
332--3467 155 OTT AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
448 PETCHBURI RD BANGKOK THAILAND
332--5631 PINECREST MASON CITY IL
14407 ASHLAND HARVEY ILL
344-
-2117 5031 N AVERS CHICAGO ILL
344-
-2117 5323 N ROCKWELL CHICAGO ILL
344--9506 4838 SHERWIN AV LINCOLNWOOO ILL
344--3532 RR 1 STEWARDSON ILL
3 56--0803 RR 1 STEWAROSON ILL
332--2290 URH DANIELS 319 URBANA ILL
332--4076 1212 N WESLEY SPRINGFIELD ILL
813 RAFFEL RD WOODSTOCK ILL
332--3396 432 COLFAX CLARENDON HLS ILL
344--0676 432 COLFAX CLARENDON HLS ILL
344--7347 1521 OCEAN AV BROOKLYN N Y
1006 N MERCHANT ST EFFINGHAM IL
332--5384 309 W CHAMPAIGN AV RANTOUL ILL
332--3578 309 W CHAMPAIGN AV RANTOUL ILL
332--3295 105 CRESTVIEW RO EAST PEORIA IL
332--4880 6301 N TROY CHICAGO ILL
332--4174 513 N 21ST ST MATTOON ILL
344--0426 1013 N STATE RD FLORA ILL
314 FINLEY JACKSONVILLE ILL
3341 W PRATT AV LINCOLNWOOO ILL
332--4348 2841 W BRYN MAWR CHICAGO ILL
310 N LARKIN 6 JOLIET ILL
332--4645 3107 CLARK AV RALEIGH N C
344--7363 1616 SWANWICK ST CHESTER ILL
356--8802 607 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
332--0857 13 PIN OAK LN WHITE PLAINS N Y
6615 N LAWNDALE AV LINCOLNWOOD ILL
332--4296 7 PINTO DR SPRINGFIELD ILL
332--3342 545 WILLGATE TERR GLENCOE IL
344--1713 HOXIE KANS
344--1713 1906 D ORCH ST URBANA ILL
205 E HEALEY 28 CHAMPAIGN ILL
356--0349 1901 WINCHESTER CHAMPAIGN IL
356--0349 1901 WINCHESTER CHAMPAIGN IL
119 TAFT ST BOONTON N J
344--2165 126 E PALM ST ROODHOUSE ILL
367--0091 1408 S VINE URBANA ILL
BOX 95 ROODHOUSE IL
344--1510 BOX 95 ROODHOUSE ILL
332--3595 BOX 95 ROODHOUSE ILL
RR 2 CAMBRIDGE IL
344--0671 5455 W CRYSTAL CHICAGO ILL
822 N LINCOLN PARK RIDGE ILL
332--3460 1080 N 8TH ST ROCHELLE ILL
344--7979 6721 S OAKLEY CHICAGO ILL
344--5000 RR 3 BOX 219C ST ANNE IL
344--6464 IVESOALE ILL
344--4997
352--6741 RR 1 DIXON ILL
352--4427 2036 NORTH AV WAUKEGAN ILL
332--1481 1133 HOFFMAN PARK RIDGE ILL




5911 W LAKE ST
630 WOODLAND DR













MANUS MAUREEN SUE ED 3
MANUS SUSAN LAS3
MANZER KATHLEEN MARY LAS1
MAPLE CLAIRE JANE LAS1
MAPLE SHARON KAY LAS4
MAPLES CARL F GRAD
MAPOTHER ELLEN LAS2
MAR TED GRAD
MARBACH WALTER J LASl
MARBARGER PETER DAVI LAS4
MARBURY EOOIE LASl
MARC PEGGY B LAS3
MARCAOO SUSAN J ED 1
*MARCELL NOAH GRAD
MARCELLOS HARRY GRAD
MARCH DOUGLAS J LAW1
MARCHEL LYNDA L LASl
MARCHEN GAYLE ELIZAB LAS2
MARCHESI JUDITH ANN PE 4
MARCHETTA DIANE DOLO BUS4
MARCHETTA MARILYN F AGR2
MARCHI STEPHEN ALBER ENG3
*MARCHIANDO PETER J GRAD
MARCHLIK MICHAEL D ENG2
MARCIL CLAIRE M GRAO
MARCINEK MARIANNE LAS3
MARCINIAK JOHN JOSEP GRAO
MARCINIAK PATRICIA R AGR2
MARCINIAK SANDRA LEE AGR3
MARCINIAK WILLIAM J LASl
MARCO LESLIE STEPHAN ENG3
MARCOOT ROGER EARL AGR2
MARCOTTE EDWARD LEO LAS3
MARCSON GREGORY STEP LAS2
MARCUCCI GARY LANCE GRAD
MARCUM HOWARD B JR GRAD
MARCUM JAMES KENNETH FAA4
MARCUM JUDITH K R FAA4
MARCUS BARBARA ELLEN GRAO
MARCUS BARRY P GRAD
MARCUS HARVEY STEVEN LAS2
MARCUS JAN RICKA LAS2
MARCUS LAURA HEARNE GRAD
MARCUS LINDA E ED 1
MARCUS MARC RICHARD LAS2
MARCUS RICHARD H BUS1
MARCUS SUSAN NANCY ED 4
MARCUS WILLIAM LAS4
MARDER ROBERT J LASl
MAREK JAMES EDWIN LAS4
MAREK RAYMOND F BUS1
MARENTIC MICHAEL J ENG1
MARER SUSAN HELENE LAS4
MARES GEORGINE GRAD
MARGOLIN ANDREA FAY LAS2
MARGOLIS JEREMY DAVI LAS4
MARGOLIS KAREN JUNE FAA2
MARGOLIS STEPHEN P LAW1
MARHOEFER KURT ERIC LAS4
MARIANI JANET LYNN PE 1
MARIANI JEANNE CELES COM3
MARIANI MICHAEL PAUL ENG4
MARIENTHAL NANCY COM3
MARIN CAROL ANN LAS3
MARINANGEL RICHARD M PE 1
MARINANGELI MARY LOU LAS4
MARINE GARY RICHARD ENG4
MARINE KENNETH LEE BUS2
MARINICH JOSEPH S AGR3
MARINICH NICHOLAS J ENG4
MARINO JOANNE GAYLE LAS2
MARION BARNETT LASl
MARION RAYMOND H ENG1
MARIOTTO MARCO J GRAO
MARITZ PATRICK LYLE ENG1
MARJANCIK ROBERT J ENG4
MARK BARBARA DRAHOS GRAD
MARK EDWARD A GRAD
MARK JANICE DAIGH LAS4
MARK JUDY LEWIS GRAD
MARK KENNETH M GRAD
MARKEN CRAIG DENNIS GRAD
MARKER STEPHEN CHARL ENG4
MARKER TERRY L LASl
MARKERT LILA SUE ED 4
MARKESE JOHN DAVID GRAD
MARKEVICH THOMAS F GRAD
MARKEY RICHARD WALTE COM4
MARKOWITZ MELVIN M GRAD
MARKOWSKI HILDA GRAD
MARKOWSKI WILLIAM D FAA2
MARKS GLENN WARREN GRAD
MARKS JOHN H GRAD
MARKS LESLEE ANN LASl
MARKS PEGGY LASl
MARKS PERRIE MICHELE LAS4
MARKS RICHARD ELLIS GRAD
47 E CHALMERS C
611 E DANIEL C
309 E JOHN C
425 BUSEY U
URH BUSEY 249 U
1114 BROADMOOR C
1005 S WRIGHT C
901 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 343 C
1005 S LOCUST C
URH CARR 223 U
802 W OREGON 13 U
URH TRELEASE 910 U
1113 ARBOR C
807 W NEVADA U
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
URH EVANS 103 U
URH TRELEASE 1006 U
URH EVANS 326 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 385 U
URH FORBES 315 C
2405 LAWNOALE C
405 E CHALMERS 605 C
URH SHERMAN 417 C
URH BUSEY 143 U
301 1/2 U SPNGFLD U
URH BUSEY 425 U
URH BUSEY 303 U
URH GARNER 492 C
URH WESTON 264 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 216 C
1008 W NEVADA U
1970 ORCH ST U
51 E DANIEL C
2101 W WHITE 110 C
2101 W WHITE C
707 W CHURCH C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
904 S 3RD C
1904 S VINE U
910 S 3RD 1004 C
409 E CHALMERS C
110 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
2020 N MATTIS 102 C
URH WESTON 288 C
2215 S 1ST 301 C
604 E ARMORY 220 C
URH SNYDER 465 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 499 U
303 E JOHN C
706 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 513 U
720 S BROADWAY U
401 E JOHN C
URH FLAGG 318 C
904 S LINCOLN U
3222 CAMERON C
1106 S 3RD C
313 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 390 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1834 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 526 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
404 E STOUGHTON 3 C
706 S MATHEWS U
1207 CRISPUS C
URH SCOTT 470 C
804 S 1ST I C
1002 W OREGON U
406 WASHINGTON C
202 S LINCOLN 7 U
202 S LINCOLN U
1615 W WILLIAM C
502 W MAIN 121 U
URH DANIELS 124 U
901 WESTERN U
1809 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 397 U
1110 W NEVADA U
800 S MATTIS 41 C
205 S 6TH C
2309 S 1ST C
504 N ROMINE U
URH SAUNDERS 216 U
604 E ARMORY C
209 HESSEL C
2203 HAZWD CT 202 U
URH BLAISDELL 328 U
URH BARTON 14 C
URH BARTON 101 C
1111 W UNIVERSITY U
6130 N AVERS AV
344--1840 1030 W WOOD
344--9814 5633 SPRINGSIDE AV
410 N RIDGELAND AV
16 PARADISE LN
309 BONA RD








344--4320 99 HOUSTON RD
367--9990 431 MAYWOOD CT
332--2685 1454 GLORIA DR
3 32--5683 7512 PALMA LN
621 E 2ND ST
344-
-0801 707 DRESSER DR
332--3028 707 DRESSER DR





332--2588 28 S MICHIGAN
365--2188 15741 HALSTED ST
332--2667 738 S CUYLER AV
332--2634 738 S CUYLER AV
332--0909 2135 W 49TH PL
332--1956 6129 W 82ND PL
344--3410 RR 5
332--1441 6741 W 87TH PL
344--9710 9806 VANVLISSINGEN
344--0792 9031 W 23RD ST
356--0393 727 DREW ST
359--4314 2101 W WHITE
359--4314 RR 1
352--1017 707 W CHURCH
6114 N HARDING AV
356--6759 2937 W COYLE
344--7960 307 LAMBERT TREE
367--8684 1904 S VINE
2730 W CHASE
344--6629 8549 MONTICELLO
356--7835 3541 W GREENLEAF
356--4432 3026 W CHASE




332--1865 710 BETULA AV
344--0309 7701 S SHORE DR
332--2570 3215 BAINBRIDGE AV
2309 N VERMILION
344--9519 6240 N TALMAN
332--4393 3913 BIRCHWOOD
367--1223 1118 ANN ST
344--1650 11021 S CAMPBELL
332--0306 4320 N NORTH ST
344--1391 4320 NORTH ST
828 COLFAX
52 SAUK TRAIL
344--0680 3405 BOBOLINK LN
332--1077 4 N 240 CHURCH RD
1514 PERU ST
3 56--3820 1036 ELGIN AVE
332--5127 1036 ELGIN AV
344--3532 RT 4
356--1443 RR 4
344--0137 4443 N MANGO AV
356--6782 1207 CRISPUS
332--1620 406 ST THOMAS LN
359--3751 804 S 1ST 1
344--0232 401 N 1ST ST
215 VICTOR ST
367--4188 218 S 48TH AV
367--4188 218 S 48TH
356--5028 1615 W WILLIAM
367--0789 1127 WATROUS AV
332--2151 3464 KALUA RD
344--4211 1151 HIGH ST
149 E WILLIAM ST
11128 S LOWE
344--0425 RR 2
356--0225 3340 GUSTAVE ST
25 GROVE ST
344--2370 ROSEDALE TERR
367--6417 77-26 66TH DR
332--3627 4114 W 55TH ST
332--1266 3412 N HAMLIN
359--1281 209 HESSEL
740 N DELPHIA
332--3535 8954 S ESSEX
332--0096 538 S NEWBURY PL
332--0106 6136 N WINCHESTER




































































































MARKS ROBERT J ENGl
MARKS RUSSELL GRAD
MARKSON CHARLOTTE MA COM3
MARKSTROM CHERYL JAY LAS3
MARKWORTH NORMAN L LAS1
MARLER CARLA JEAN LAS3
MARLIN JENNY M LAS1
MARLIN JON M LAS1
MARLIN MICHAEL P ENGl
MARLOW RICHARD E FAA2
MARLOWE FAYE SUSAN FAA2
MARMA BEVERLY ANN AGR2
MARMO MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAO
MARN ALAN GREGORY FAA4
MAROTZ GLEN ALLYN GRAD
MAROTZ LYNN TUFT GRAD
MAROVITZ MITCHELL E LAS1
MARPLE WENDELL DEAN LAS2
*MARQUARDT CAROL S GRAD
MARQUARDT WILLIAM H PE 1
MARQUEZ DANIEL J PE 1
MARQUIS JACQUES A GRAD
MARQUIS ROBERT JOHN LAS3
MARR KENNETH CHARLES LAS4
MARR MARGARET JOYCE LAS4
MARRERO JUAN F LAS1
MARRIOTT MARGARET V FAA6
MARROCCO MARY A GRAD
MARROCCO ONORATINO GRAD
MARRON JAMIE PATRICI LAS2
MARRQN STEVEN PHILLI LAS2
MARRONE DAVID ALLEN FAA3
MARRS JUDITH KAY GRAD
MARSALA JUDITH A LAS1
MARSDEN CHARLES R ENGl
MARSH CARL M LAS1
MARSH EMILY J LAS1
MARSH ERNEST MICHAEL ENG2
MARSH JEAN E AGR3
MARSH ROGER ALLEN LAW1
MARSH ROGER WALTER ENG4
MARSHAK SHARON LYNN FAA2
MARSHALL BARRY EDWAR LAS4
MARSHALL CHARLES ALA 8US4
MARSHALL CHARLES S GRAD
MARSHALL DON ALLEN GRAD
MARSHALL JEAN C GRAD
MARSHALL JOANN E LAS1
MARSHALL LORELEI T GRAD
MARSHALL MARY FRANCE LAS1
MARSHALL PAUL EDWARD AGR2
MARSHALL RAYMOND D FAA4
MARSHALL RICHARD ALA ENG3
MARSHALL RUSSELL FRA GRAD
MARSHALL SHARON LYNN AGR2
MARSHALL STEPHEN JAM P£ 2
MARSHALL WILLIAM C LAS1
MARSHALL WILLIAM J GRAO
MARSHALLA LINDA ROSE LAS2
MARSHALLA ROBERT A ENGl
MARSIGLIO RONALD L ENG4
MARSTON ALAN DOUGLAS GRAD
MARSTON BOBBE JOANN LAS2
MARSTON SUSAN J GRAD
MARSZALEK CHRISTINE LAS I
MARSZALEK DONALD S GRAD
MARTAN JOSEPH RUDOLF LAS2
MARTEN ELIZABETH LAS3
MARTENS CARL WILLIAM BUS2
MARTENS CAROL LYNN LAS2
MARTENS RANDALL CRAI LAS2
MARTENS VERNON G BUS3
MARTI ORVILLE G JR GRAD
MARTIGNAGO ALEX A BUS1
MARTIN ALICE ELAINE COM4
MARTIN BONITA ED I
MARTIN CATHERINE L LAS1
MARTIN CHERYL ANNE LAS3
MARTIN CHRISTINE ANN LAS4
MARTIN CONSTANCE BAR GRAD
MARTIN DANNY C AVI1
MARTIN DANNY KAY AVI3
MARTIN DAVID K LAS1
MARTIN DAVID LOZELL COM4
MARTIN DAVID STUART LAS3
MARTIN DIANE M LAS1
MARTIN DONALD RAYMON LAS2
MARTIN DONNA LEE GRAD
MARTIN GARY BUS2
MARTIN GARY R BUS3
MARTIN GREGORY CLARK GRAD
MARTIN J L JR GRAO
MARTIN JAMES A LAS1
MARTIN JAMES M GRAD
MARTIN JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
MARTIN JOHN PHILLIP LAS4
MARTIN JOHN R JR FAA3
URH HOPKINS 396 C
URH DANIELS 718 U
3 09 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH SAUNOERS 123 U
URH CLARK 322 C
URH OGLESBY 209 U
URH FORBES 467 C
1107 W GREEN 134 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1023 U
1809 VALLEY RD C
509 E GREEN 300 C
2113 W WHITE 228 C
2113 W WHITE 228 C
URH GARNER 340 C
URH WESTON 469 C
RANTOUL ILL
2018 S COTTAGE GR U
URH SNYDER 424 C
607 W SPNGFLD C
911 S 4TH C
308 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 810 U
URH HOPKINS 263 C
205 N BUSEY U
2103 W WHITE 125 C
1012 W SPNGFLD U
410 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 174 C
URH SCOTT 291 C
BOONTON N J
URH NOBLE 108 C
URH SNYDER 346 C
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 497 U
801 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
203 N HARVEY U
URH TRELEASE 1017 U
105 E SPNGFLO C
401 E GREEN C
109 E CHALMERS 4 C
208 AVONDALE C
208 AVONDALE C
URH ALLEN 361 U
612 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 1221 U
401 E DANIEL C
505 N FAIR C
URH GARNER 220 C
1209 WESTFIELD C
URH SAUNDERS 127 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 120 C
1509 KIRBY 10 C
URH LAR 309 U
URH HOPKINS 338 C
1105 S 4TH C
2032 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 277 U
2032 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN U
U OF I GEOLOGY U
URH WESTON 204 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 482 C
URH TRELEASE 305 U
URH WESTON 320 C
WILSON TRLR PK 35 U
URH DANIELS 433 U
URH SCOTT 278 C
URH BUSEY 158 U
URH VANDOREN 410 C
URH BARTON 125 C
URH EVANS 203 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 408 C
URH HOPKINS 486 C
URH OGLESBY 1131 U
URH OGLESBY 1008 U
205 E HEALEY C
URH TOWNSEND 517 C
URH SAUNDERS 013 U
604 E ARMORY C
505 E WHITE 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 346 U
409 E CHALMERS 613 C
808 S LINCOLN 10 U
1827 A ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 323 C
2201 HAZWD 103 U
301 W SPNGFLD U
802 S LINCOLN U








332-3605 55 CONCORD DR
332-0048 2180 GREENVIEW DR
332-5091
332-1133 739 HIGHLAND AV
ROUTE 4
344-3616 47 N CHURCH ST
332-4523 6712 MONTAGUE RD
356-5237 504 E ARMORY
344-7795 418 HILLCREST DR
352-5750 2113 W WHITE 228
352-5750 2113 W WHITE
332-0802 1423A W TOUHY AV
RR 1
108 B STAFF ROW
367-4294 2018 S COTTAGE GR
332-1830 5011 S MAY
356-6700 383 N JACKSON
344-9560 47 WOOOLEY RD
356-1747 280 VINE ST







332-1494 217 WASHINGTON ST
660 RIDGEFIELD AV
332-0366 2228 S BELL AV
332-1774 510 DEWEY AV
620 E MAIN ST
332-3421 305 MCKINLEY DR
344-7544 4948 N WINCHESTER
344-2008 BARTLETT LN RR 1
344-5000 7550 S EXCHANGE AV
411 FAIR ST
332-5693 375 RUSSET LN
3 59-4813 9215 N AVERS
344-1616 2444 33RD AV
344-4204 RR
352-6085 208 AVONDALE
352-6085 2037 B ORCHARD ST
332-3355 930 NORMAL RD
612 W OHIO





332-3609 GRANART RD 144B
344-7424 RR 2
2151 7TH ST
359-4065 1509 KIRBY 10
332-2878 5N041 MEOINAH RD
332-1283 5N109 MEDINAH RD
11314 S GREEN ST
344-5669 2032 B ORCHARD ST
4452 WILOWOOD LN
344-5669 35 GLENHAVEN CR
332-3251 12741 HOYNE AV
333-0268 2100 N HAYNE AV
332-1911 4056 GILBERT AV
344-1840 1110 SEWARD
332-2113 619 E GRANT HWY
332-5471 908 CHATHAM AV
1010 WASHINGTON




332-0545 2731 S DEARBORN
332-012 5 630 W EVERGREEN802
332-2701 852 E ADAMS
344-6156 5443 S RICHMOND
332-4713 13 BERKELEY PL
332-1387 RR 4 BOX 51 A
332-5382 116 S IOWA
422 LAKESIDE
352-9018 RR 1
332-4254 1235 37TH AV
332-3581 901 S KENSINGTON
344-1266 170 W 157 ST
352-7109 505 E WHITE 1
390 E MAIN ST
2148 WESTCHESTER
808 S LINCOLN
344-4748 1122 E 3RD
332-1275 1939 N 5TH ST
344-6409 1800 SCRIPTURE 1
365-2188 301 W SPNGFLD




































































































MARTIN JOHN WILLIAM LAS2
MARTIN JOSEPH P AGR1
MARTIN JUOITh ELEANO GRAO
MARTIN KATHIE LAS2
MARTIN LARRY J GRAO
MARTIN MARC R ENGl
MARTIN MARILYN E EO 2
MARTIN MURRAY T LAS3
MARTIN MYRA A LAS3
MARTIN NANCY R B ED 4
MARTIN NEIL R JR GRAO
MARTIN PAMELA LEE ED 2
MARTIN PAUL ALBERT VM 2
MARTIN PAUL DAVID VM 4
MARTIN PERRY LYNN GRAD
MARTIN RICHARD PAUL ENG2
MARTIN ROBERT EUGENE FAA4
MARTIN ROBERT GEORGE GRAO
MARTIN ROBERT J JR GRAD
MARTIN ROBERT L ENGl
MARTIN ROBERT ENGl
MARTIN RONALD GUSTAV GRAD
MARTIN RONALD LEE VM 2
MARTIN RONALD TERRY LAW2
MARTIN SHARON B PE 1
MARTIN SHARON MARIE COM4
MARTIN SPENCER JOHN GRAO
MARTIN STEPHEN M BUS2
MARTIN STEVEN WILLIA LAS4
MARTIN STUART SHEPHE AGR2
MARTIN SUE ANN LAS4
MARTIN SUSAN LYNNE LAS5
MARTIN THOMAS CHARLE ENG4
MARTIN THOMAS HENRY LAS4
MARTIN THOMAS JEFFRE AGR1
MARTIN V1CKI ED 2
MARTIN WALDO DEAN GRAD
MARTIN-TRIGONA ANTHO LAW3
MARTINGALE DIANE SHE LAS3
MARTINDALE MICHAEL D LAS2
MARTINEAU EMILE A LAS6
MARTINEAU JEANNE MAR LAS4
MARTINEAU PAUL R LAS1
MARTINEK RUSSELL GEO 8US2
MARTINEZ JAVIER ENGl
MARTINEZ JOSEPH A FAA2
MARTINEZ RAFAEL LOBA LAS4
MAR.ING JOHN CHARLES FAA2
MARTINUCCI GABRIELLA FAA2
MARTZ DEBRA A LAS1
MARUNA JACQUELINE LAS2
MARUYAMA KIYGSHI GRAD
MARVEL ORIN EDWARD GRAD
MARVELLI PATRICIA M FAA1
MARX LEONIE A LAS3
MARX MIRIAM KAPLAN LAS4
MARX ROBERT DAVID GRAD
MARZAL VINCENT A FAA1
MARZAN GENARO T GRAD
MARZEC ELIZABETH L LAS4
MARZEC REGINALD JOHN FAA4
MARZEN RENA MILLER FAA4
MARZEN THOMAS JOSEPH LAS4
MARZO DAVID J LAS1
MARZULLO EL 10 GRAD
MASAR TERRY W LASi
MASCOTTI EDWARD C PE 3
MASEK DAWN MARIE LAS2
MASEK MICHAEL LAWREN LAS3
MASHKES SUSAN LASI
MASKEY REBECCA SUZAN BUS3
MASKO FRANK RICHARD PE 4
MASLAK MARGARET A GRAD
MASNY MICHAEL GARY FAA4
MASON BONNIE LYNN FAA4
MASON CONNY J GRAD
MASON DAVID J LAS3
MASON DONALD C LASI
MASON DONALD E LAS3
MASON EDWARD VINCENT ENG2
MASON GREGORY A ENG2
MASON JAMES R ENGl
MASON JOHN R ENG3
MASON PAUL GEORGE JR LAS3
MASON VERA ERNESTINE LASI
MASON WILLIAM E BUS4
MASON WILLIAM ERNEST ENG2
MASONBRINK ROLLA C BUS4
MASS FREDRICK BRUCE ENG3
MASS RONALD HENRY GRAD
MASSA JOANN THERESE LAS4
MASSANARI CYNTHIA J FAA2
MASSARSKY MICHAEL PE 2
MASSE JEAN PIERRE A GRAD
MASSELL RICHARD WILL GRAD
MASSEY LANNY EDWARD LAS2
MASSEY RAYMOND IRVIN LAS4
1009 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 246 U
URH SHERMAN 329 C
302 E ARMORY 24 C
2039 D HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 620 U
URH ALLEN 348 U
306 W MAPLE C
1011 S LOCUST C
1222 JOANNE LN C
2007 REBECCA C
409 E CHALMERS C
904 W STOUGHTON U
711 W FLORIDA U




901 S 6TH C
URH HOPKINS 494 C
URH GARNER 342 C
2011 REBECCA C
1423 CAMBRIOGE C
1213 W CHARLES C
1246 S 4TH C
302 E ARMORY C
2024 B ORCH ST U
RR I C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 310 U
301 W SPNGFLD U
2039 HAZWD CT U
111 S BUSEY 1 U
URH SNYDER 260 C
313 E ARMORY C
1104 W NEVADA U
2803 MAPLEWOOD C
507 W ELM U
URH LUNOGREN 411 C
412 E GREEN C
203 1/2 FLORA C
URH TRELEASE 401 U
URH SCOTT 493 C
URH WESTON 262 C
URH HOPKINS 244 C
1108 S 1ST C
909 ILLINOIS U
1002 W OREGON U
URH BLAISOELL 311 U
URH ALLEN 449 U
309 E JOHN C
807 W NEVADA U
RANTOUL ILL
URH EVANS 211 U
1716 SALEM RD C
808 BREEN C
1104 N DIVISION U
201 E GREEN C
2072 A ORCH ST U
410 W GREEN U
714 W GREEN C
53 E DANIEL C
53 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 404 C
1202 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 3 73 C
URH FORBES 132 C
URH TRELEASE 126 U
1008 S 4TH C
URH BLAISDELL 127 U
URH LAR 307 U
FISHER ILL
URH SHERMAN 233 C
206 S ORCH U
1111 ARBOR C
CHARLESTON ILL
1002 W OREGON U
URH CARR 204 U
1010 S 2N0 C
702 W SPNGFLD U
1403 ROSEWOOO C
URH TOWNSEND 448 U
URH SNYDER 358 C
ROUEN FR
URH EVANS 217 U
801 W IOWA U
1110 2ND C
MANSFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 142 U
1654 VALLEY RD C
CHICAGO ILL
1215 W PARK C
110 E CHALMERS C
913 S 1ST C
408 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 424 C
URH TOWNSEND 565 U
16 RIVERPOINT
332--0841 3438 W 54TH ST
332--4701 URH SHERMAN 329
356--3323 7718 W 66TH ST
344--6045 2039 D HAZWD CT
332--5221 614 N JACKSON ST
332--3216 6916 W OAKTON ST
511 S 5TH AV
903 GARFIELD
352--9453 1222 JOANNE LN
344--3770 139 STAFFORD OR
344--0205 W WALNUT ST
11 TATES BROOK RD
344--0010 105 JACKSON ST
352--690 6 1835 W JOHN
818 ROWLETT AV
367--3270 1404 CURTISS
352--9453 1222 JOANNE LN
344--3194 308 S ELM
332--1394 115 S PEARL
332--0804 302 W GARFIELD
359--1422 2011 REBECCA
359--4718 903 GARFIELD AV
352--3490 23 BRANDYWINE SQ
332--0668 7849 S EVANS
7718 W 66TH ST
344--0768 79 COMMUNITY DR
604 N MAPLE 37
4N134 COUNTY LINE
332--3787 102 W MEADOWS
RR 1
344--6045 2848 CHATEAU CR
367--7722 315 S DRAPER
332--1711 700 N MAIN
344--9766 RR 1
344--9617 6031 N LAWNDALE
352--9698 2803 MAPLEWOOD
367--1668 STA A BOX 2058
332--0283 1460 WILLIAMSBURG
356--7901 5818 OAKTON ST
155 LIVERPOOL ST
332--5497 8831 GRAND
332--1636 8831 GRAND ST
332--1954 ROUTE 3
332--5419 10833 HOXIE
359--2011 13227 S BALTIMORE
824 E WASHINGTON
ROLLINGWOOD LN RRl
332--3518 2326 W 24TH PL
332--3255 435 W CRYSTAL
1625 S 57TH CT
344--4320 807 W NEVADA
812 SE 6TH CT
332--2708 1388 N BROAO ST





367--9989 410 W GREEN
356--9858 714 W GREEN
359--2174 53 E DANIEL
359--2174 53 E DANIEL
332--1812 605 N EVANSLAWN
367--8519
332--1794 913 BELLEFORTE
332--0942 BLACK RIVER RD
332--5434 247 MARQUETTE
152 N IOLEWILD
332--3474 2450 W GREENLEAF
332--2876 2108 N 6TH ST
404 S 1ST ST
4305 KINGSWOOD DR
344--0700 1615 GLADEWOOD




344--7818 1705 15TH ST
105 OAK PARK DR
356--0676 1403 ROSEWOOD DR
332--4211 420 EVERGREEN
1348 DAKOTA DR
9 GRIFFITH PARK DR
332 -2710 6566 S ROSS AV
1603 E JACKSON ST
344--7222 1141 WENONAH AV
RR 1
332--4016 16 W 161 64TH ST
352--2378 1 FIR LN
1947 W RACE AV
356--6140 1215 W PARK
6615 N RICHMOND
N ATARI AT
367--5189 408 W GREEN
332--2072 1220 E GROVE


































































































MASSICH MICHAEL E ENG1
MASSIE BARRIE JOAN ED 2
MASSIE DUANE KEITH AGR2
MASSIE MICHAEL EARL LAS4
MASSINGILL LARRY W ENG1
MASSINGILL MARSHA E LAS1
MASSINGILL STEPHEN D FAA4
MASSINO FRANK JAMES LAS4
MASSOCK DIANNE COM3
MAST DONALD R LAS1
MAST PHILIP E ENG1
MASTERS BRUCE ALLEN GRAD
MASTERS LARAINE GRAD
MASTERS MARJORIE LUE LAS2
MASTERS RICHARD E JR BUS1
MASTERSON DONALD JOS GRAD
MASTERSON RUTH ANN ED 3
MASTIN MARLENE J LAS1
MASURE PIERRE HENRI LAS2
MASVIDAL SERGIO JURY LAS4
MATALIS THOMAS VICTO LAS4
MATARELLI JAMES MICH FAA4
MATAYOSHI EDMUND D LAS1
MATCH JOEL JONATHAN GRAD
MATEER CHARLES FREDR AGR3
MATEER DON METZ LAW2
MATEJKO JANICE E LAS1
MATEJZEL AUGUST LAS3
MATES SUSAN FAYE LAS4
MATESKI JAMES EDWARD ENG2
MATEVICH NANCY SUSAN AGR4
MATEVICH PETER MICHA LAS2
MATHENY REBECCA J LAS1
MATHER LAUREN RICHAR GRAD
MATHERLY JOSEPH EDWA ENG4
MATHERS LESLIE E III LAS1
MATHESON ALEC L GRAD
MATHESON VANCE LEE FAA3
MATHEWS AVA JOY LAS2
MATHEWS BEVERLY JEAN LAS2
MATHEWS RICHARD HARV ENG3
MATHEWSON GLORIA H LAS6
MATHEWSON THEODORE D ENG4
MATHIA ERNEST WALTER BUS3
MATHIAS BRUCE E ENG1
MATHIAS DARRYLL ADRI ENG4
MATHIS ANGIE E M GRAD
MATHIS CHARLENE C GRAD
MATHIS MARY ANNE LAS3
MATHISEN DOUGLAS JAM LAS3
MATHISEN RALPH E LAS1
MATIS LOUIS P ENG1
MATONE PHILIP JEAN ENG2
MATORY JO ANN LAS3
MATRANGA MATTHEW F LAS1
MATRAS JOHN LYNN LAS3
MATRAS JUDY C GRAD
MATSON HARRISON EUGE LAS2
MATSON JAMES M ENG3
MATSON JON E AVI2
MATSON MARVIN JAY BUS1
MATSON RUSSELL HAYS GRAD
MATSUBARA NOBUKO N GRAD
MATSUI YASUHIRO GRAD
MATSUNAGA ALLEN SADA GRAD
MATSUSHITA KIKUTO GRAD
MATSUSHITA YUTAKA GRAD
MATTAN JOANN M LAS1
MATTCHEN MICHAEL K LAS2
MATTCHEN PATRICIA K LAS2
MATTEN BRADLEY KARL BUS3
MATTEN IRWIN JAY ENG4
MATTENHEIMER SIMONE AGRl
MATTEONI MARSHA MARI FAA3
MATTEONI PAMELA A LAS1
MATTESON MICHAEL A ENG1
MATTHEIS BETTY SUE FAA3
MATTHEIS JAMES R LAS1
MATTHEW CAROLYN J BUS1
MATTHEW KENNETH STUA LAS3
MATTHEWS ALBERT L ENG1
MATTHEWS CAROLYN L GRAD
MATTHEWS CHARLES C VM 2
MATTHEWS CHARLES G COM3
MATTHEWS DALE CURTIS ENG4
MATTHEWS DAVID ALLAN GRAD
MATTHEWS ROBERT J ENG1
MATTHEWS SHELDON HAR LAS2
MATTHEWS SUSAN A FAA3
MATTHEWS WILLIAM G ENG1
MATTINGLEY GREGORY A BUS2
MATTINGLY JEROME A LAS3
MATTIS HENRY EDWARD LAS2
MATTOX BRENDA J LAS1
MATTSON BRENDA L LASl
MATTSON DAVID RAY ENG4
MATTSON JOAN ELLEN ED 1
302 E GREGORY C
904 S 3RD C
904 W GREEN U
402 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 727 U
URH TRELEASE 612 U
1307 S 8USEY U
303 W HIGH U
1102 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY 133 C
2208 S COTTAGE GR U
1731 VALLEY RD C
1106 W CLARK U
URH TRELEASE 904 U
URH GARNER 273 C
1211 W CLARK U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 328 U
805 S LINCOLN U
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
213 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 830 U
802 W PARK C
410 E JOHN C
1003 S MATTIS C
URH EVANS 209 U
1111 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 413 U
URH SNYDER 256 C
102 W GREGORY 3 U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH VAN DOREN 23 C
2083 A ORCH ST U
RR 3 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 615 U
106 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 801 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
1111 S 1ST C
2110 ORCH ST 301 U
2110 ORCH ST 301 U
106 ARMORY C
URH FORBES 275 C
302 E GREGORY C
URH SHERMAN 101 C
107 N BUSEY 4 U
611 E DANIEL C
1101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 128 C
URH SNYDER 412 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 1207 U
1004 S 4TH U
URH OGLESBY 1129 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH WESTGN 432 C
412 E GREEN C
311 E GREEN C
212 E DANIEL C
107 N ELM C
909 S 5TH 215 C
611 W BRADLEY C
1706 RIDGELAND C
URH SHERMAN 1267 C
1115 W GREEN 217 U
URH LAR 431 U
808 W ILLINOIS 7 U
808 W ILLINOIS 7 U
1408 MCKINLEY 7 C
509 S 5TH 17 C
URH BARTON 325 C
URH EVANS 205 U
URH FLAGG 333 C
URH FORBES 441 C
508 E ARMORY C
1108 MAYFAIR C
910 S 3RD 1025 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 445 C
192 D ORCH ST U
710 S BROADWAY 2 U
604 E ARMORY 310 C
1007 FRANCIS 5 C
1920 D ORCH ST U
308 E ARMORY C
706 S 2ND C
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH HOPKINS 343 C
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
2 LEMON TREE C
URH TOWNSEND 137 U
URH VANDOREN 325 C
URH ALLEN 244 U
38 CARRIAGE ESTS U
URH LAR 381 U
110 S RING ST








4300 HARRISON RR 7
365--1900 2208 S COTTAGE GR
359--3237 1731 VALLEY RD B
365--2365 U OF I PSYCH
332--5651 2102 HAGEN LN
332--07 57 415 S 4TH ST
299 E CALUMET BLVD
344--0545 4108 DEVON LN
11411 MAPLE AV
805 S LINCOLN
5602 N CANFIELD RD
4500 FLORENCE
401 CONSTANTINE
332--5291 5630 S DREXEL
185-56 80TH RD
344--9477 320 S KNIGHT AV
352--2833 320 S KNIGHT AV
332--2707 2516 S CLINTON AV
356--3314 1906 TOUHY AV
332--3228 4 BEL AIRE DR
332--1708 618 GIERZ ST
367--4877 2806 SUNNYSIDE AV
344--3089 2806 SUNNYSIDE AV
332--0466 104 S 13TH ST
344--0892 2083 A ORCH ST
356--2584 RR 3
2031 CRESCENT DR
332--2339 U OF WASH MCMAHON
359--2625 5008 HIGHCREST RD
4016 BRUMMEL ST
356--3244 2442 GRUNEWALD ST
356--8517 2442 GRUNEWALD
309 E 5TH ST




-7511 5049 W FULLERTON
332--4606 4005 VESCI
367--2670 2811 W FITCH
344--1840 119 LONGWOOD
344--9469 305 ORCHARD
332--0700 206 CINDY LN
332--1818 577 S GRACE ST
344--1207 209 OLIVE ST
332--4556 1715 ST LOUIS AV
BLAKE ST 1028
332--5380 3221 FEHLING RO






3 56--5476 7316 ROCKWOOD RD
332--4650 TOTSUKA-CHO 2-102
356--1172 5934 ELWOOD ST
359--1053 1706 RIDGELAND
332--5028 URH SHERMAN 1267
344--4713 36 KIKICHO SHNJKU





332--0169 32 FORESTWAY DR
332--2703 2213 S 23RD AV





356--7835 6736 N KARLOV
3941 W ADAMS ST
344--4149 1920 D ORCHARD ST
3405 N SCHULTZ DR
344--1266 RR 1
738 S EUCLID AV




332--1288 8705 TULLEY AV
2316 GRANDVIEW DR
356--4442 3723 N ST MICHAEL
332--4008 912 S MAIN
332--0534 3626 N BOUVIER ST
332--3474 206 DOUGLAS ST
367--0788 38 CARRIAGE ESTS



































































































*MATTSON STEPhEN JOSE LAW2
MATULA JOSEPH PAUL GRAD
*MATULIS JEANNE B GRAD
MATUSEWICZ MICHELLE LAS2
MATUSIAK LOUIS WAYNE BUS2
MATUSKA JAMES H ENG1
MATUSZAK PATRICIA A ED 1
MATUSZEWSKI ANNE E LAS3
MATYSIAK JOAN GERMAI LAS4
MATZKO PAUL JR LAS1
MAUCHEL ELIZABETH A GRAD
MAUCK LAWRENCE MERLE BUS2
MAUER KATHLEEN ANN ED 3
MAUGHMER MARK D ENG1
MAUL RICHARD FREDRIC FAA4
MAUPIN EDWARD OWEN AGR2
MAUPIN ROBERT LEWIS AGR3
MAURER BRUCE LESLIE PE 4
MAURER CHRISTOPHER A LAS2
MAURER DAVID L LAS1
MAURER ROBERT J AGRl
MAURIOES ELLANI JO LAS2
MAURITZSON GARY ENG4
MAURIZI DENNIS DEAN COM4
MAURO KENNETH ALAN ED 4
MAUSER DENNIS JOSEPH LAS4
*MAUTZ ROBERT K II FAA4
MAUZEY JOHN MICHAEL LAS3
MAVEC JOSEPH ALBERT ENG4
MAVERS VAUGHN E ENG1
MAVES GARY GEORGE VM 2
MAW GLEN HAROLD GRAD
MAWHINEY BONNIE JEAN LAS2
MAWULI AGOGO GRAD
MAXEINER DENNIS E AGRl
*MAXEY PHYLLIS F GRAD
MAXFIELD MADONNA R AGR2
MAXHEIMER JEAN E LAS1
MAXON LINDA SUE LAS2
MAXTON JANET LYNN LAS4
MAXWELL BARRY S BUS1
MAXWELL DAVID HAMMAN GRAO
MAXWELL GAIL LAS3
MAXWELL GARY MICHAEL LAS4
MAXWELL MARTHA F FAA3
MAXWELL MICHAEL B LAS1
MAXWELL NANCY ZAHRT FAA4
MAXWELL RICHARD PIER ENG4
MAXWELL RICHARD W LASl
MAY DEBORAH JEANNE LAS2
MAY DOUGLAS ROBERT PE 3
MAY FRAN LEE LAS3
MAY JAMES THOMAS LAS4
MAY JEAN S LAS4
MAY JUDITH ANN GRAD
MAY JUDY PATRICIA FAA2
MAY MARK ANTHONY AGR2
MAY NORMAN WAYNE ENG4
MAY ROBERT EDWARD JR FAA2
MAY SHERRY LYN PE 4
MAY SUSAN LAS2
MAY SUSAN ALICE AGR4
MAY THERESA ANN LAS2
MAY THOMAS LESLIE GRAO
MAY WILLIAM A ED 1
MAYBERRY JAMES B GRAD
MAYBERRY JERRY LEE LAS2
MAYBERRY RONALD DALE GRAD
MAYE ERIKA LUCI LAS2
MAYER ALICE E LASl
MAYER ARLETTE FLORIN ED 2
MAYER ELEANOR LAS2
MAYER JEAN M LASl
MAYER LEE R LAW1
MAYER PATRICIA A LASl
MAYER RICHARD CARL GRAD
MAYER SCOTT HILMAR LAS4
MAYER WILLIAM JOHN ENG3
MAYERHOFER LAWRENCE ENG2
MAYERUFF MARCIA E LASl
MAYERON ROBERT CHARL ENG2
MAYES ARTHUR F JR GRAD
MAYES DIANE LAS4
MAYFIELD JOHN MORGAN LAS2
MAYFIELD PATRICIA D LASl
MAYFIELD TERESA SUE ED 1
MAYLAND POLLY NAN LAS2
MAYLAND RUTH ANN FAA2
MAYNE DIANA GRAD
MAYNES GORDON G GRAD
MAYO CHARLES FRANKLI LAS2
MAYO DAVID ALAN FAA2
MAYOR SALLY JO GRAD
MAYORWITZ LESLIE ELL COM3
MAYS HARRY MACARTHUR LASl
MAYS STELLA LOUISE LAS2
MAZANEC JAMES G ENG4
2102 W WHITE 92 C
606 W OHIO U
DANVILLE ILL
URH LUNDGREN 22 U
311 ARMORY C
311 E GREEN C
2702 KIRBY C
URH TRELEASE 324 U
URH LUNDGREN 321 C
URH WESTON 120 C
807 S RANDOLPH 807 C
URH GARNER 202 C
URH LAR 109 U
URH TOWNSEND 448 U
51 E SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 461 C
1 SAFFER CT U
308 E ARMORY C
610 W DELAWARE U
URH FORBES 346 C
URH TOWNSEND 518 U
URH VANDOREN 212 C
306 E OANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 510 U
601 W GREEN U
508 E WHITE C
1112 MAYFAIR RD C
202 E OANIEL C
308 E WHITE C
1010 S 2ND C
1005 S NEIL C
1808 C ORCH PL U
URH BARTON 315 C
URH SHERMAN 861 C
BRIGHTON ILL
602 S LYNN U
URH LAR 330 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 423 U
URH WARDALL 1102 U
URH FORBES 208 C
1010 E COLORADO 1 U
410 E GREEN C
1110 1/2 ARBOR 201 C
EDUC BLDG U
1004 S 4TH C
1010 E COLORADO U
207 E HEALEY 4 C
URH HOPKINS 352 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1111 S 1ST C
1106 S LINCOLN U
907 W STOUGHTON U
503 1/2 S 4TH C
2108 ORCH ST 303 U
508 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 103 C
URH TOWNSEND 217 U
URH OGLESBY 405 U
1009 GRANT PL U
URH TRELEASE 1229 U
305 E GREEN C
313 E JOHN C
2108 ORCH ST 303 U
1009 GRANT PL U
408 E STOUGHTON 6 C
URH OGLESBY 821 U
1112 S 2ND C
901 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 303 U
910 3RD C
URH CLARK 333 C
URH LAR 474 U
510 W SPNGFLD C
URH WARDALL 1222 U
1207 W MAIN U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
107 E CHALMERS 12 C
1004 S 4TH 213 C
URH LUNDGREN 12 C
URH HOPKINS 374 C
308 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 408 C
URH WARDALL 503 U
107 N WEBBER U
URH LAR 335 U
URH LAR 332 U
506 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 82 U
URH FORBES 110 C
303 E CHALMERS C
1007 S MATTIS 3-2 C
910 S 3RD 717 C
URH SNYDER 211 C
URH TAFT 311 C
URH OGLESBY 221 U
356--8991 2102 W WHITE 92
344--5812 4125 QUINCY ST NE
906 KNOLLCREST
332--0210 3042 N SEMINARY
352--4453 1420 LAKE SHORE DR
1310 STANFORD RD
356--8030 18300 CRAWFORD AV
332--3489 408 9TH ST
322--0273 212 FINSBURY LN
332--1897 17925 WALTER ST
359--4044 611 CLARENCE AV
332--0704 1331 HEIDORN AV
3 32--2814 122 ST ROBERT DR
332--4211 991 PROSPECT AV





-6023 610 W DELAWARE
332--1048 118 ELAINE AV
332--4255 105 W CHERRY
332--0503 9408 OVERHILL
344--6213 2534 28TH ST
332--5182 7429 KENNETH
365--2197 21 OAK CREST RD
1590 ILLINOIS ST
356--5275 1112 MAYFAIR RD
310 PROSPECT
1911 W 23RD ST
344--9776 PINKNEYVILLE ST
415 S GALENA
344--4860 1808 C ORCHARD PL
332--0161 10732 EGGLESTON AV
332--4934 BOX 35
RR 1
367--7736 602 S LYNN
1156 BLATT
RR 1




-2033 1010 E COLORADO
352--0788 RR 1 BOX 963
344--7553 10850 HILLSDALE RD
5532 NORTH AV
344--5623 765 W BRYN MAWR
365--2033 1010 E COLORADO
710 W MEADOW PL
332--1292 3924 WOODLAND AV
344--4205 1030 CALVIN RD
356--7677 4905 W NEWPORT AV
344--3616 1212 PARK LN
2116 MAIN
356--0088 503 1/2 S 4TH




332--5147 23 W ROCKET CIRCLE
367--948 7 1009 GRANT PL
332--5765 97 MAYFAIR PL
344--7897 5419 N OAK PARK
3916 MAY LN
2108 ORCH ST 303
367--9487 1009 GRANT PL
352--0438 219 PEORIA ST
332--5282 220 FAIRVIEW DR
344-
-7188 RR 4
2158 W 18TH ST
332--5469 8140 S YATES
344--5000 5401 HYDE PARK
332--0057 7139 AMHERST
332--3055 822 W AVON
352--6204 256 LAVERNE AV
332--4570 2100 PRAIRIE ST
367--8042 QUINCY COLLEGE
367--6178 6N260 ROSEDALE RD
344--7135 101 MCBRIDE PL
8925 S 79TH AV
332--0202 10051 PAXTON AV
332--1311 2649 JOPPA AV
352--2935 5390 MILESTONE DR
602 S EMERSON
344--7411 202 FAIRWAY DR
321 W EVERGREEN
367--6832 107 N WEBBER
332--2899 ROUTE 4 BOX 237
332--2896 4901 CHENOWETH RUN
344--6345 RR 3 BOX 26
332--2408 19 W MILTON ST
332--0925 600 ENOS
356--7863 531 COOK BLVD
417 E NORTH ST
344--5000 8120 PERSHING



















































































































































MCCALL ISTER CAROL RA


















































LAS3 2219 1ST 104 C
ENG4 408 E GREEN C 356--1363
LAS1 URH TAFT 8 C
GRAD 404 E HEALEY 7 C 359--4217
LAS4 24 DUNELLEN U
BUS1 URH GARNER 219 c 332--0718
GRAD URH SHERMAN 312 c 332 -4684
GRAD URH SHERMAN 525 c
GRAD 202 N WOODS u 367--3119
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS4 906 W NEVADA 9 u 344--4720
BUS4 906 W NEVADA 9 u 344--4720
LAS1 URH SCOTT 426 c
LAS2 405 E JOHN c
ENG4 202 S LYNN 11 u
BUS1 URH TRELEASE 227 u 332--5462
GRAD 2110 W WHITE 153 c 352--8254
LAS3 306 E GREGORY c 344--7252
LAS3 1002 W NEVADA u 344--3697
LAS3 910 S 3RD 513 c
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 23 c 332--0211
COM4 705 S 3RD c
GRAD 1406 WILEY DR u 367--8620
ED 1 CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2070 D ORCH ST u 344--2292
ENG4 RR 1 u 365--1546
GRAD 310 CHURCH c
AGR2 810 W OREGON u 344--6485
LAS3 410 E GREEN u
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 483 u 332--4238
ED 1 WILMETTE ILL
LAS2 309 E DANIEL c 344--7443
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1159 c 332--4998
GRAD URH SHERMAN 433 c
BUS1 URH WESTON 340 c 332--2011
AGR4 801 W NEVADA u 344--3410
GRAD 1835 B ORCH PL u 344--4955
AGR2 801 W NEVADA u 344--3410
LAS2 57 E HEALEY c 356--6872
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1260 c
GRAD 504 ROMINE u 367--6417
ENG2 URH GARNER 468 c 332--0892
LAS3 304 M CALI FORNIA u
ED l 202 E DANIEL c 352--5151
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 307 u 332--3514
AGR4 806 E HIGH u
ED 3 904 S LINCOLN u 344--1391
ENG3 405 E JOHN c 344--0557
LAS2 1111 S 1ST c 356--3314
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 728 u 332--5259
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 319 c 332--0272
GRAD 59 EHLERS TRLR PK c
LAS1 URH EVANS 32 9 u 332--2749
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 224 u 332--3635
ENG1 206 S GREGORY 7 u
PE 2 715 W MICHIGAN u 344--6150
LAS1 309 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571
ED 1 URH BARTON 303 c 332--0151
BUS4 909 S MATTIS 3 c 359--1118
GRAD 909 S MATTIS c 359- 1118
COM3 604 E ARMORY 231 c
LAS1 URH TAFT 419 c 332--0666
GRAD 405 N GOODWIN u
FAAl URH SNYOER 450 c 332--1845
ED 5 2209 W KIRBY c 359--2772
ENG4 102 N GREGORY 8 u 365--3153
GRAD 1204 W STOUGHTON u 367--3548
FAA3 403 S 6TH c
LAS1 URH WARDALL 311 u 332--4343
ED 4 2061 D ORCH ST u 344-4318
GRAD 2061 D ORCH ST u 344--4318
ENG4 910 S 3RD c
BUS2 713 W OHIO u
GRAD 1305 LARKSPUR LN c 352--2347
LAS3 103 E ARMORY c
LAS1 URH WARDALL 726 u 332--4454
ENG1 URH WESTON 467 c 332--2101
8US4 BELLEVILLE ILL
FAA3 1109 S 4TH c 377--0311
LASl 508 W JOHN c 352--1157
ENG4 302 E GREGORY c 359--3521
ENG4 UNIVERSITY APTS c
LASl 112 WHITE c
GRAD 1108 S LINCOLN u 344--7023
FAA4 1108 S 1ST c 344--7011
AGR3 604 N MAPLE 33 u
AGR2 311 E ARMORY c
VM I URH OGLESBY 1222 u 332-5403
ED 2 508 E ARMORY c 344--1123
GRAD 1604 CORONADO c 359- 1100
GRAD 2103 HAZWD CT 101 u 334--7191
PE 1 URH CARR 215 u
GRAD AUGERVILLE RO u
BUS1 211 E DANIEL 11 c 344--9583
GRAD TOLONO ILL








71 BOWMAN DR N
55 ACORN LN
288 CHARMILLE LN
906 W NEVADA 9
906 W NEVADA 9
4128 OLD YORK RD
725 S WALNUT AV


















242 NE AMY ST
PRINCIPIA COLLEGE
650 TIMBER HILL RD
RR 1
2450 CHATSWORTH
4742 S KARLOV AV
239 W CENTER









403 S FRANKLIN ST
8826 MOCKINGBIRD
468 N FAIRMOUNT AV
1402 HILLCREST
401 W BEECHTREE LN
406 E 14TH ST
1023 N MAIN ST












8001 S ST LOUIS AV
9746 WALOEN PKWY
2061 D ORCH ST
BOX 82
2701 W 79TH ST
8001 S ST LOUIS AV














531 W TREMONT ST
RR 4 WAKEFLD RD




610 E POLK ST



































































































MCCLEISH WILLIAM EUG ENG4
MCCLELLAN GAIL J LAS1
MCCLELLAN LEONARD LASl
MCCLELLANO JOHN SIM COM4
MCCLELLAND MARLYS E AGR3
MCCLENAHAN JOHN STEW PE 2
MCCLENOON JOHN EDWAR AGR4
MCCLENDON YVETTE N ED 1
MCCLENNY RUTH L LASl
MCCLINTOCK GREGORY K LASl
MCCLINTOCK MARGARET GRAD
MCCLINTOCK ROBERT WH LAS*
MCCLINTON LOLA C GRAD
MCCLOSKEY MARY K LASl
MCCLUNG ROGER WALTER LAS4
MCCLURE CHRISTOPHER GRAD
*MCCLURE DONALD ELTON GRAD
MCCLURE DONNA LOU AGR2
*MCCLURE GEORGE STEAD BUS*
MCCLURE JIM I LAS3
MCCOACH GEOFFREY A 8US4
MCCOLGIN LINDA C LASl
MCCOLLEY DIANE KELSE GRAD
MCCOLLISTER KENNETH GRAD
MCCOLLUM FRANK STEPH ENG4
MCCOLLUM JANET M LAS4
*MCCOMAS MURRAY R GRAD
*MCCOMBE WILLIAM J GRAD
MCCONACHIE KENNETH R AGR2
MCCONACHIE KRISTINE LAW1
MCCONKEY PAULA JEAN LAS4
MCCONNELL DAVID JAME ENG4
MCCONNELL DAVID W BUS3
MCCONNELL GAIL S AGR2
MCCONNELL JAMES L AGR4
MCCORD MICHAEL SHAWN LAS4
MCCORMACK GARY JOSEP ENG1
MCCORMACK ROBERT P LASl
MCCORMACK RONALD HAR FAA2
MCCORMICK MARY ANN COM3
MCCORMICK NORLYN L AGR1
MCCORMICK RODNEY VAI LAS3
MCCORMICK TERRENCE C GRAD
MCCOURT MARY ANNE LAS4
MCCOY MICHAEL C GRAD
MCCOY MICHAEL D ENG1
MCCOY RICHARD W ENG1
MCCOY STEVEN GEORGE LAS2
MCCRACKEN HUGH T GRAD
MCCRACKEN THOMAS R AGR3
MCCRARY KAY ELLEN LAS3
MCCRARY PAUL T ENG1
MCCRARY RICHARD DEAN GRAD
MCCRAW THOMAS ERWIN LAS3
MCCRAY DONNELL E LASl
MCCRAY LEROY FAA1
MCCREADIE MARSHA ANN GRAD
MCCREARY CAROL ANN PE 1
MCCREARY EUGENE PATR GRAD
MCCREARY ROSEMARY B GRAD
MCCREERY JOHN STANLE LAW3
MCCUE BRIAN JAMES PE 3
MCCUE DON J LAW1
MCCUE THOMAS EDWARD FAA4
MCCUEN PATRICIA RAE LAS4
MCCULLAGH JEFFREY S GRAD
MCCULLEY MICHAEL TOD FAA2
MCCULLOCH CONNIE SUE LAS2
MCCULLOCH ELLEN A LASl
MCCULLOUGH DEAN PAUL GRAD
MCCULLOUGH JAMES D J GRAD
MCCULLOUGH MELINDA GRAD
MCCULLOUGH PATRICK T GRAD
MCCULLOUGH SERENA A GRAD
MCCULLOUGH STEPHEN L LASl
MCCULLOUGH TERESA S GRAD
MCCULLY SAMUEL MARTI LAS4
MCCUMBER DOUGLAS RAY BUS2
MCCUNE DAVID CLARK LAS2
MCCURDY DIANE T LAS2
MCCURDY JAMES THOMAS BUS4
MCCURDY PATRICIA LYN LAS3
MCCUTCHEON WILLIAM J GRAD
MCDADE LINNA SPRINGE LAS3
MCUADE RICHARD LEE GRAD
MCDANIEL BARBARA ED 3
MCDANIEL BARBARA LYN FAA1
MCDANIEL CATHY J ED 1
MCDANIEL FAYE PARDUE GRAD
MCDANIEL GEORGE T FAA3
MCDANIEL JAMES ALBER GRAD
MCDANIEL JANET A PE I
MCDANIEL LINDA K LASl
MCDANIEL MARK ORA BUS2
MCDANIEL TERRY LEE AGR4
MCOERMOTT BRIAN J FAA4
MCDERMUTT KATHLEEN A LASl
502 E WHITE C
URH SAUNDERS 322 U
URH HOPKINS 370 C
901 S 2ND C
805 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 328 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 19 U
URH ALLEN 442 U
211 E DANIEL C
1111 W NEVADA 331 U
806 W FLORIDA U
1107 W GREEN 332 U
URH BLAISDELL 005 U
602 E STOUGHTON C
1208 W CLARK U
TOLONO ILL
URH EVANS 323 U
58 E DANIEL 58 C
URH QGLESBY 511 U
506 E GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 1125 U
1101 S ORCH U
745 S MATTIS C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
NAPERVILLE ILL
709 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 260 C
906 S VINE 303 U
URH CLARK 311 C
URH TOWNSEND 154 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON C
102 N GREGORY 5 U
205 E GREEN 2 C
912 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 444 C
402 E ARMORY C
206 S CEDAR U
912 S 2ND C
1115 W SPNGFLD C
202 S LYNN 7 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
2205 HAZWD 304 U
1101 W PENN U
1004 S 4TH C
904 W GREEN U
1110 1/2 N DIVISIN U
13 LEXINGTON U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 104 C
35 SYCAMORE C
705 W SPNGFLD U
URH WESTON 216 C
URH SCOTT 421 C
U OF I ENGL U
1110 W NEVADA U
1821 VALLEY RD C
1821 VALLEY RD C
2001 VAWTER U
URH SCOTT 294 C
904 W GREEN U
1828 VALLEY RD C
1404 S LINCOLN U
710 W CHURCH C
501 E DANIEL C
1110 W NEVAOA U
URH ALLEN 448 U
1912 B ORCH ST U
50 E HEALEY C
604 E CLARK C
1107 W GREEN 527 U
601 W OREGON U
1008 S 4TH C
1912 B ORCH ST U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH SNYDER 2 73 C
1105 S 4TH C
111 S BUSEY 4 U
111 S BUSEY U
302 E ARMORY C
505 E WHITE 5 C
611 W WASHINGTON U
906 S ANDERSON U
URH WARDALL 710 U
503 W GREEN U
URH LAR 493 U
1824 VALLEY «0 C
112 JOHN C
1932 A ORCH ST U
1601 CORONADO C
URH FLAGG 424 C
URH SNYDER 240 C
1101 W PENN U
1108 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 1206 U
804 S ELMWOOD AV
332--3664 517 S EDWARD ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 60
344-•7541 325 FERNDALE
344-•4784 RR 1
11358 S GREEN ST
344-7152 DEERS RD RR 3
5226 PENNSGROVE ST
332-•3248 ROUTE 2 BOX 110
344-2336 1106 E 2ND AV
332--2649 603 E BROAOWAY
344-•3790 806 W FLORIDA AVE
344-1608 7110 PARK PL
18288 ROY ST
MOQ 2402 MCB
367--8690 1208 W CLARK
305 S MAIN ST
332--2743 RR 1
352-7500 1208 STATE ST
3 32-5183 316 N ASHLAND
367-6398 91 HOWARD AV
332--5731 24 MARBERRY DR
344-•5138 1101 S ORCHARD ST
352--5287 2817 N 23R0 ST
365--1988 1206 W STOUGHTON
365--1988 1206 W STOUGHTON
1335 N MAIN ST
BOX 175
RR 1
367--5502 1110 W NEVADA
1655 N 38TH ST
332--4026 36 AUBURNDALE
356--7908 600 W MCKINLEY ST
3132 REDLICH DR
367--9492 109 CARY ST
1847 E WHITMER ST
630 61ST PL
2043 MINTON ST
344--9713 2724 EZRA AV
1995 ILLINOIS ST
RR 2
352--8835 1115 W SPRINGFIELD
9009 GOLF RD 71
344--2581 BOX 22
344-
-6653 2051 BLUEBIRD LN
344--9469 73 LAFAYETTE AV
1310 N DRYDEN
1315 LUNDVALL AV
365--1649 11 DUANE ST
367--8070 25 LEXINGTON
344--3821 1325 OAK PARK DR
1325 OAK PARK DR
9310 LEASIDE




344--0425 969 W WOOD ST
359--3382 205 E GREEN 10
359--3382 1821 VALLEY RD
367--7590 810 E CHESTNUT
332--1497 10 N CLARK ST
344--7255 200 E NEWKIRK ST
1823 E JEFFERSN ST
344--3821 RR 1 BOX 270
356--6120 843 S CHESTER AV
78 GREENCROFT
344--0425 RR 6
332--3254 611 TOPEKA DR
344--4695 1912 B ORCH ST
359--4459 1019 A 16TH ST
352--6035 726 FOREST DR
BOX 99
522 S BEACH ST
344--4695 456 DREXEL
344--7015 316 N PRAIRIE ST
332--1724 500 E SCOTT ST
344--9645 516 CARLISLE RD
367--4967 17708 GRANDVIEW
367--4967 17708 GRANDVIEW DR
344--7323 424 GREENWOOD RD
359--4879 47-10 215TH ST
344--5400 611 W WASHINGTON
367--4866 906 S ANDERSON
332--4438 1717 N OAYTON ST
367--4989 309 N MARION ST
332--3069 RR 2
3 56--5565 603 S JEFFERSON
122 WENDELL PL
344--0893 1932 A ORCHARD ST
356--6286 1601 CORONADO
332--0340 2645 HILLSIDE DR
3835 CONSTANT VIEW
RR 1














EAST ST LOUIS ILL
LANSING ILL




















































































MCDERMUTT KATHRYN F AGR3
MCDERMUTT PATRICK W 8US1
MCDOLE MARILYN SUE LAS2
MCDONALD BARBARA ANN LAS2
MCDONALD BERNARD II LAS4
MCDONALD DAVID LEE LAS2
MCDONALD DIANA PELC LAS4
MCDONALD GEORGE PAUL COM4
MCDONALD JAMES DELOS BUS4
MCDONALD JEROME JOSE GRAD
MCDONALD LEE F LAS1
MCDONALD MARILYN JAN LAS2
MCDONALD MARY BUESCH GRAD
MCDONALD MARY K FAAl
MCDONALD MILLARD B LAS1
MCDONALD PAUL ANDERS LAS3
MCOONALD ROBERT EDWA LAS2
MCDONALD THOMAS JOHN BUS1
MCDONALD THOMAS M LAS4
MCDONALD VIOLA LAS1
MCDONALD WARD FULFER LAW3
MCDONALD WILLIAM DEN ENG4
MCDONNELL BARBARA A FAA2
MCDONNELL JOYCE MADE LAS3
MCDONNELL ROBERT L LAS1
MCDONOUGH CRAIG V GRAD
MCDONOUGH MARLAINE J FAAl
MCDONOUGH MICHAEL B GRAD
MCDONOUGH MICHAEL P PE 4
MCDONOUGH MOLLIE MAR ED 4
MCDOUGALD ROLAND JR LAS1
MCDOUGALL DONALD T GRAD
MCDOUGALL JOHN G ENG1
MCDOWALL RAYMOND JR GRAD
MCDOWELL CLYDE RICHA LAS4
MCDOWELL JERRY DEAN LAS2
MCDOWELL KARLENE S GRAD
MCDOWELL KENNETH P J LAS2
MCDOWELL NANCY ANN LAS4
MCDOWELL ROBERT ALAN BUSl
MCDUFFY ISADORE N BUSl
MCELFRESH THOMAS W GRAD
MCELHANEY JUANITA CA AGRl
MCELLIGOTT JAMES P LAS3
MCELLIGOTT MARY ELLE LAS2
MCELLIGOTT MAURA H GRAD
MCELVAIN MICHAEL BLA AGR4
MCELVAIN SHIRLEY P AGR3
MCELWAIN JANICE M FAAl
MCEVERS CAROL J LAS3
MCEVOY DENNIS MICHAE BUS3
MCEVOY MARTIN B AGRl
MCEWAN VIRGINIA IDA LAS4
MCEWEN BROOKS A PE 1
MCEWEN CATHERINE LAS4
MCFADDEN ROGER JOSEP LAW2
MCFALL PAMELA JEAN LAS2
MCFARLAND ELSIE W GRAD
MCFARLAND JOSEPH MOR ENG2
MCFARLAND LYDIA F LAS2
MCFARLAND PATRICK A BUSl
MCFARLAND ROBERT M GRAD
MCFARLAND RONALD EAR GRAD
MCFARLAND TERRENCE J GRAD
MCGANN TIMOTHY WILLI ENG4
MCGARRY PATRICIA J FAA4
MCGEACHY JOHN DONALD GRAD
MCGEE DARLENE D LASl
MCGEE DAVID A AGR3
MCGEE JOAN LUCILLE GRAD
MCGEE L C JR AGRl
MCGEE LILLIE M LASl
MCGEE LINDA BEST FAA4
MCGEE MARK WILLIAM AGR3
MCGEE RALPH LEWIS GRAD
MCGEE REALURE ODEAN LASl
MCGEE SUSAN KAY LAS2
MCGEE TERESA DAWN LAS2
MCGEHE ANN SAMUELSON GRAD
MCGEHEE JAMES ALAN AGR3
MCGEHEE RICHARD KEM ENG4
MCGHEE MICHAEL B LAS3
MCGHEE WANDA L LASl
MCGILL GLORIA J GRAD
MCGILL GREGORY K ENG3
MCGILL JOHN ELLIOTT BUS3
MCGILL SHIRLEY A ED 1
MCGILL I VRAY TERRENCE ENG4
MCGINNES PAUL R GRAD
MCGINNIS WILLIAM TRA LASl
MCGINTY MICHAEL LAS2
MCGINTY PATRICIA J GRAD
MCGIVNEY NANCY M LASl
MCGLONE GERALD FIELD LAS4
MCGONNAGLE JAMES DAV LAS2
MCGOUGAN JOHN W LAS2
MCGOUGH MICHAEL P COM3
URH TAFT 103 C
URH WESTON 382 C
309 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 202 U
809 W CLARK U
901 S 2ND C
URH BABCOCK 129 U
503 W ELM U
201 E JOHN C
608 1/2 W STUGHTN U
URH GARNER 111 C
URH FAR 1009 U
1504 DAWSON C
URH NOBLE 213 C
URH GARNER 461 C
301 CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 369 C
URH GARNER 256 C
709 W CHURCH C
URH BABCOCK 129 U
604 E ARMORY 118 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
201 E GREEN C
2103 HAZWD 202 U
URH TRELEASE 1126 U
1003 S MATTIS C
308 E ARMORY C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 378 C
901 S MATTIS 2 C
URH BABCOCK 218 U
2012 PARKDALE C
103 E STOUGHTON 3 C
URH WESTON 367 C
1415 W KIRBY 3 C
URH OGLESBY 1022 U
409 E CHALMERS C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 365 C
312 S STATE C




202 S LYNN 3 U
202 S LYNN 3 U
URH LAR 226 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
212 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 471 C
URH TRELEASE 508 U
URH BLAISDELL 111 U
105 E DANIEL C
315 1/2 S STATE C
URH TAFT 324 C
605 S BIRCH U
1111 S 1ST C
RR 2 U
209 E ARMORY U
2105 HAZWD CT 201 U
605 S BIRCH U
611 W HEALEY C
1788 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
408 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 471 U
809 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN 115 C
URH CARR 411 U




URH ALLEN 446 U
URH BLAISDELL 428 U
410 E GREEN C
502 W MAIN 215 U
106 E DANIEL C
508 E WHITE 5 C
URH GARNER 461 C
URH NOBLE 412 C
2319 S 1ST 104 C
203 E ARMORY C
1101 M PENN U
URH TAFT 404 C
618 E OANIEL C
601 E COLORAOO U
201 E JOHN C
3309 STONEYBROOK C
2305 S 1ST 303 C
URH FLAGG 426 C
1012 W SPNGFLD U
URH OGLESBY 420 U
CHANUTE AFB ILL





816 W MEADOWS PL
5401 W OTTO PL
5737 PLYMOUTH CT






367--8113 606 W OHIO
332--0689 813 GARLAND PL
332--5686 7 SHAWNEE TRAIL
356--4595 1504 DAWSON
332--0391 1210 CENTRAL AV
332--0885 1404 S STATE ST
4416 N DENNIS BLVD
332--1549 3906 15TH AV
332--0741 1321 W PARK AV
1102 E 14TH
5046 W QUINCY
332--3746 URH BABCOCK 129
3906 15TH AV
344--5000 2100 S CENTER
7130 OAKTON CT
10036 S TALMAN AV
344--6909 155 PROSPECT AV
332--5732 3619 N ALBANY
356--8242 1003 S MATTIS
207 N 13TH ST
344--1391 2544 BENNETT
332--1314 696 HOLTON
352--1150 8909 W 121ST ST
332--3764 7915 N MERIDIAN RD
356--3514 1271 NW 58TH TERR
226 N ELM
332--2030 310 EATON ST
352--6791 2214 LARIMORE DR
332--5343 1640 MARK AV
344--3874 523 HIGHLAND AV
301 S GRIFFIN
332--0819 602 E BRADLEY
356--4294 3704 TERRACE DR
332--3308 RR 3
356--9557 1719 ROBERT
356--9557 1719 ROBERT DR
356--9557 1719 ROBERT
365--1051 RR 1
365--1051 202 S LYNN 3
2109 PARK ST
344--7581 4TH £ MAIN
356--7908 192 E HAZEL DELL
332--8612 192 E HAZEL DELL
332--5534 2330 8TH ST
332--345 8 304 S BRAINARD
1310 W 73RD PL
359--2129 10427 S HOYNE
332--0649




344--7578 1499 EMORY RD NE




344--0380 408 W OREGON
510 E 62ND ST
344--4069 RR 1
332--4619 104 BELLEMCADE RD
332--3954 ROUTE 1 BOX 71




332--3252 ROUTE 1 BOX 71
332--3566 608 BROADWAY
352--6757 4911 W ADAMS
367--2356 502 W MAIN 215






344--4046 1105 S NEW ST
332--0655 2514 W VANBUREN311
344--4683 2206 GOEBBERT 410
367--7854 815 SMITH DR
356--7857 208 S 34TH ST
352--9254 815 W UNIVERSITY
344--7472 3309 STONEYBROOK
332--0342 929 N WALLER AV
367--5072 1012 W SPRINGFIELD
332--5161 865 SAYLOR AV




































































































MCGOVERN CAROL JOYCt COM4
MCGOVERN CATHERINE M ED 2
MCGOVERN GERALD MICH ENG2
MCGOVERN MICHAEL BUS4
MCGOWAN CECILIA ANN LAS4
MCGOWAN CYNTHIA LOU ED I
MCGOWAN PHILIP J ENG1
MCGOHAN WILLIAM J PE 1
MCGRADY DENIS A JR LAW2
MCGRADY DOUGLAS J ENG1
MCGRANE JAMES B BUS2
MCGRATH ANN LOUISE LAS1
MCGRATH ANN T LAS1
MCGRATH DANIEL J ENG1
MCGRATH DIANE GRAD
MCGRATH DON J BUS3
MCGRATH GARY M BUS1
MCGRATH JAMES LEO ENG4
MCGRATH KATHERINE M LAS4
MCGRATH LAWRENCE H GRAD
MCGRATH MATTHEW J LAS3
MCGRATH RAYMUND VINC ENG4
MCGRATH THOMAS J LAS1
MCGREAL SHIRLEY S GRAD
MCGREEVY CAROLYN DAL LAS4
MCGREEVY JAMES ROBER BUS4
MCGREEVY MARGARET M ED 1
MCGREGOR GEORGE F JR LAS4
MCGREGOR OTIS WAYNE GRAD
MCGREW CECIL EUGENE GRAD
MCGUIGAN PATRICK M LAS4
MCGUIRE COLLEEN L LAS3
MCGUIRE CONSTANCE L LAS1
MCGUIRE DOUGLAS GRAD
MCGUIRE EDWARD GEORG LAS4
MCGUIRE HOWARD JR GRAD
MCGUIRE JAMES THOMAS BUS4
MCGUIRE JAMES THOMAS LAS2
MCGUIRE JOHN W LAS1
MCGUIRE MARGARET ANN LAS4
MCGUIRE RAYMOND J GRAD
MCGUIRE STEPHEN C LAS3
MCGUIRE THOMAS P BUS1
MCGUIRE WILLIAM J AGR3
MCHALE MAUREEN T ED 4
MCHARRY JOHN DYER ENG4
MCHARRY MARIE CAROLI LAS4
MCHENRY MARY LOUISE LAS4
MCHENRY SALLIE ANN FAA2
MCHUGH CAMPBELL D LAW1
MCHUGH CAROLE A LAS1
MCHUGH HOWARD V GRAD
MCHUGH PATRICIA C LAS4
MCILVOY THOMAS W BUS2
MCILWAIN MARY ELLEN AGR3
MCINNES ALLAN WILLIA GRAD
MCINTIRE ROBERT E LAW1
MCINTOSH BRUCE A ENG4
MCINTOSH CLIFTON D GRAD
MCINTOSH HUGH EUGENE LAS3
MCINTOSH JUDITH LEE PE 4
MCINTOSH L K LAS2
MCINTOSH PAUL AARON AGR4
MCINTYRE DAVID E GRAD
MCINTYRE JANET K FAA1
MCINTYRE PATRICIA E LAS3
MCINTYRE THOMAS EDWA BUS2
MCISAAC MARY C ENG1
MCKASSON STEPHEN C LAS4
MCKAY BARBARA HELEN LAS2
MCKAY SHERRY M FAA1
MCKEAGE GEORGE F GRAD
MCKEAN JAMES DANIEL VM 3
MCKECHNIE JAMES KEIT LAS3
MCKEE KATHARINE SUE AGR3
MCKEE PATRICIA E AGRl
MCKEE RICHARD DONALD GRAD
MCKEIGHEN RONALD EUG GRAD
MCKEITHAN WILLIAM P LAS4
MCKENNA JANET T GRAD
MCKENNA JON FRANCIS GRAD
MCKENNA SUSAN G GRAD
MCKENNA THOMAS M GRAD
MCKENZIE CAROLYN FAY GRAD
MCKENZIE JOHN DAVID FAA2
MCKENZIE KATHLEEN M ED 1
MCKEON ELLEN LORETTA LAS4
MCKEON LAWRENCE M PE 1
MCKEOWN MARY PARK GRAD
MCKEOWN PATRICIA R LAS2
MCKIBBEN CLAUDE FRAN ENG2
MCKIBBEN GARY E VM I
MCKINLEY MARGARET E PE I
MCKINLEY MAURICE D FAA2
MCKINLEY RAYMOND RAL GRAD
MCKINNEY ALICE LAS2
MCKINNEY BILL D ENG1
LA GRANGE ILL
URH WARDALL 1213 U
URH FORBES 394 C
1307 1/2 N MARKET C
URH LAR 297 U
URH WARDALL 802 U
1010 S 2ND C
605 W OREGON U
108 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 290 U
201 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 225 C
URH VANDOREN 324 C
604 E ARMORY 336 C
911 S LOCUST C
307 E WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 459 C
501 E DANIEL C
207 E JOHN 13 C
1940 A ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 402 C
102 E ARMORY C
501 E DANIEL C
1508 ALMA C
905 S 1ST C
1105 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 324 C
URH TOWNSEND 151 U
2301 HAZWD 104 U
604 W MICHIGAN U
509 E CLARK C
URH VANDOREN 311 C
URH VAN DOREN 122 C
708 S 1ST C
505 E WHITE 11 C
604 E STOUGHTON C
1008 W OREGON U
211 E ARMORY C
1010 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMERS C
2311 BARBERRY C
603 S BUSEY U
URH FORBES 336 C
URH FORBES 486 C
504 S LYNN C
106 N GREGORY 5 U
URH WARDALL 912 U
1110 W NEVADA U
302 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 1055 C
2806 SANGAMON C
KANKAKEE ILL
URH BARTON 115 C
604 E ARMORY C
808 S LINCOLN 12 U
URH DANIELS 221 U
604 S 3RD C
810 W CHURCH 6 C
201 E UNIVERSITY 6 C
106 E DANIEL C
212 W WHITE C
903 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 707 U
1804 AUGUSTA C
URH ALLEN 362 U
URH DANIELS 461 U
310 CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 402 U
1112 S 2ND 103 C
URH TRELEASE 428 U
URH 8LAISDELL 105 U
829 W HARVARD C
1005 S NEIL C
URH SNYDER 206 C
URH WARDALL 623 U
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
1711 W UNIVERSITY C
2305 S 1ST 302 C
406 E STOUGHTON 5 C
1011 S 1ST 1 C
URH TRELEASE 1114 U
406 E STOUGHTON 5 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1013 U
410 E GREEN C
URH BUSEY 317 U
URH SCOTT 225 C
803 S WALNUT U
910 S 3RD 1012 C
URH FORBES 308 C
URH OGLESBY 616 U
URH ALLEN 242 U
38 LAKESIOE TERR U
2037 B ORCH ST U
URH LAR 166 U


























































508 W OAK ST
508 W OAK ST
315 MAPLE
119 BIRCHWOOD
722 N CHURCH ST
604 E MAPLE
18 BISHOP BAY OR
912 W LAWRENCE
RR 1










579 E PARK AV
2301 HAZWD 104

























808 S LINCOLN 12
BOX 269
313 E ARMORY
223 S MAPLE ST
TECH FARM RD
223 S MAPLE ST
3085 SPRING LAKE
1510 W 13TH ST




28 W 321 MAIN ST
332--3219 1732 GLEASON DR
21 ARTHUR AV
332--5523 879 WOODLAND DR
332--3452 RR 1




356--5778 1334 POTOMAC AV
1006 W AIKMAN
344--7783
352--6771 2327 GRAHAM AV
359--2716 1011 S 1ST
332--5712 1435 WINONA
352--6771 87 MILLICENT AV
344--4924 606 N NEW
332--5335 212 AUSTIN AV
356--0936 7635 66TH ST
332--2640 634 W 37TH ST
332--1450 603 WESTSHIRE DR
367--7710 1314 SHERWOOD
1314 SHERWOOD PL
332--1018 1445 E COURT ST
RR 2
332--3172 453 EVERETT DR





































































































MCKINNEY JOHN MEREDI ENG4
MCKINNEY MURPHY GRAD
MCKINNEY PATRICIA A LAS1
MCKINNEY PHILLIP VM 2
MCKINNEY RHONDAL LEE ENG3
MCKINNON SARA LOUISE LAS4
MCKISSIC DANIEL EARL LAS3
MCKITRICK DANIEL SCO LAS4
*MCKITTRICK PETER F GRAD
MCKNIGHT CURTIS CLAU GRAD
MCKNIGHT GEORGE FRAN GRAD
*MCKOWN BETTE FURGANG ED 4
MCKOWN JO ANN LAS3
*MCKOWN JOHN WAYNE ENG4
MCLAIN SHARON PE 1
MCLANE BRUCE L LAS2
MCLANE DAVID NEIL ED 4
MCLANE WILLIAM B LAS1
MCLAREN OAVID JAMES LAS3
MCLAREN MARK L AGR1
MCLAREN TIMOTHY STUA ENG2
MCLARNEY KATHLEEN MA ED 4
MCLAUGHLIN JACKIELE PE 2
MCLAUGHLIN JAMES LLO GRAD
MCLAUGHLIN JOHN B GRAD
MCLAUGHLIN MARY E LAS1
MCLAUGHLIN MICHAEL J BUSl
MCLAUGHLIN STEPHEN J AGR3
MCLAURIN VIRGINIA ED 1
MCLEAN CLAYTON DRAKE COM3
MCLEAN MARY B LAS3
MCLEAN MICHAEL HUGH LAS3
MCLEES MARILYN M LAS1
MCLELLAN DAVID ROBER GRAD
MCLELLAN JEFFREY CRE PE 3
MCLELLAN SUSAN R VM 4
MCLENDON HELEN JOAN GRAD
MCLEOD DONALD ROY JR ED 4
MCLEOD DUNCAN M LAS3
MCLEVIGE JUDITH ANN GRAD
MCLURE GAIL THOMAS GRAD
MCLYNN SHEILA M LAS1
MCMACKIN JAMES WILLI BUS4
MCMACKIN LINDA KAY FAA3
MCMAHAN EARL RAY GRAD
MCMAHON JAMES MICHAE LAS4
MCMAHON LAURIE JO LAS3
MCMAHON MARY EDNA LAS3
MCMAHON MARY JEANNET LAS3
MCMAHON PATRICK EDWA LAS3
MCMANAWAY MARC LANE COM4
MCMANUS NANCY ANN GRAD
MCMANUS NORMAN RAY LASL
MCMILLAN CHARLES ANS LAS2
MCMILLAN DOUGLAS W BUSl
MCMILLAN EDWARD LEWI AGR4
MCMILLAN NELSON K JR GRAD
MCMILLAN PATRICIA AN PE 2
MCMILLAN ROLAN TOMMY GRAD
MCMILLIN KIRK EUGENE ENG2
MCMILLIN KRISTI JO LAS3
MCMILLIN ROBERT BLAI FAA3
MCMILLION KATHLEEN J LAS2
MCMORRIS STANLEY ERI LAS4
MCMULLEN CATHERINE P BUSl
MCMULLEN LINDA SUE LAS2
MCMULLEN PATRICK J AGR3
MCMULLEN RICHARD A J VM 4
MCMULLEN ROSEMARY C GRAD
MCMURRAY ALICE LAS2
MCMURRAY DARRELL WAY ENG4
MCMURRAY GUDELIA A GRAD
MCMURRAY LAURA E - LAS2
MCMURRAY MARY B LAS3
MCMURRAY THOMAS W GRAD
MCMURTREY GARRY WALT FAA4
MCMURTRY BARBARA HUG GRAD
MCNABB LOUIS J LAS1
MCNAIR JOHN A LAS1
MCNAIR LEONARD ED 1
MCNALLY DEBORAH JOAN LAS2
MCNALLY DONALD LEON GRAD
MCNALLY JOHN JEFFERS GRAD
MCNAMARA ANNE LOUISE LAS3
MCNAMARA CARLTON PAL GRAD
MCNAMARA JAMES A ENG1
MCNAMARA JAMES WILLI LAS3
MCNAMARA JOHN B FAA1
MCNAMARA MICHAEL L LAS3
MCNAMARA PAMELA M GRAD
MCNAMARA PAULA K LAS2
MCNAMARA ROBERT RUSS ENG2
MCNAMEE NATALIE ANN LAS4
MCNARY GLENN ELDON VM 4
MCNARY JUDITH ANN LAS4
MCNAUGHTON JOHN D JR FAA2


















































805 S 1ST 36
STA A BOX 2264
306 E GREEN 11














































604 E ARMORY 425
604 E ARMORY 329
URH TOWNSEND 211
409 E CHALMERS


















































































1107 W GREEN 524
106 SW 4TH ST





147 N BLAINE AV
RR BOX 35
1826 W WINNEBAGO




322 N 2ND ST






















































































u 332-4311 508 SUNNYCREST URBANA ILL
BOX 66 EAST LYNN ILL
3810 N WATER ST DECATUR ILL
U 332-2935 3810 N WATER DECATUR IL
C 344-7989 WHITTIER AV 28 CHAUTAUQUA N Y
c 356-8738 1009 WEST DR SOUTH ELGIN ILL
102 W PINZON TUSCOLA ILL
u 332-5655 830 S HOME AV PARK RIDGE ILL
r 344-9636 RR 2 BOX 215 EAST MOLINE ILL
u 344-3532 RR 1 MINIER IL
u 367-3583 RR MINIER ILL
u 344-5600 830 S HOME AV PARK RIDGE ILL
C 356-4618 1613 SANGAMON CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344-9581 54 ROSARIA RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 352-1753 1817 HEMLOCK DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-4618 1613 S"ANGAMON CHAMPAIGN IL
C 352-2578 707 W WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 352-2578 88 INDIANOLA RD YOUNGSTOWN OHIO
c 344-1615 4205 S PARK DR BELLEVILLE ILL
c 356-3910 1664 VALLEY RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 1240 ST JAMES 1-C GLEN ELLYN IL
u 332-4242 1606 N 11TH ST PEKIN IL
c 332-0811 609 E GROVE CHAMPAIGN IL
u 332-5764 8321 S LOCKWOOD OAKLAWN ILL
c 359-2324 RR 2 BOX 466 BERRIEN SPRS MICH
c 332-5867 510 N MAIN ST LEWISTOWN ILL
u 332-4518 RR 2 MINONK ILL
c 352-0954 312 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 17726 OAK PARK AV TINLEY PARK ILL
c 344-1266 300 N WILLE ST MT PROSPECT ILL
u 3819 FLORIDA DR ROCKFORD ILL
c 344-7247 925 RALEIGH RD MUNDELEIN ILL
c 352-0620 205 COUNTRY FR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332-4319 119 W SEMINOLE ST DWIGHT ILL
c 107 JOANNE LN ROCHELLE ILL
u 332-3448 6151 S SPAULDING CHICAGO ILL
c 501 S PRAIRIE CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332-4384 NEW CANTON ILL
c 332-2177 10924 GREEN CHICAGO ILL
u 809 S 10TH POCATELLO ID
189
MCNEAR VERNON WAYNE AGR2
MCNEELY JAMES HARRY FAA2
MCNEELY MARY A ED 1
MCNEIL ALTON CHARLES LAS3
MCNEIL BEVERLY E ED 1
MCNEIL CHARLES L BUS1
MCNEIL DEBORAH KAY ED 2
MCNEIL JANET ELIZABE FAA1
MCNEIL KAREN G GRAD
MCNEIL ROBIN GRAD
MCNEILL DEBORAH ANNE AGR4
MCNESS FREDERICKA MA FAA4
MCNETT MICHAEL EDWAR LAS3
MCNICHOLS DANIEL L J LAS2
MCNIChOLS MICHAEL J BUS3
MCNOWN CYNTHIA LYNNE BUS4
MCNOWN LYNNE ELLEN LAW3
MCNURNEY JAMES WILLI LAS2
MCNURNEY JOHN MICHAE LAS3
MCNUTT DAVID W BUS1
MCNUTT FRANK FOREST AGR2
MCNUTT LINDA R FAA1
MCNUTT TODD MICHAEL AGR3
MCPHAIL GARY ROSS LAS3
MCPHAIL JEAN CLAIRE LAS4
MCPHERSON GARY LELAN GRAD
MCPHERSON LINDA C BUS1




MCQUARRIE KATHRYN A GRAD
MCQUAY SANDRA SUE LAS4
MCQUEEN HARRY WAYNE LAS3
MCQUEEN WILLIAM LEON FAA4
MCQUIGG JACQUELINE M GRAD
MCREYNOLDS DANA R LASl
MCREYNOLUS PEGGY ANN LAS4
*MCR03ERTS JERRY W GRAD
MCROBERTS LINDA GRAD
MCSHAN EDITH DELORES LASl
MCSHANE MARCIA E LASl
MCSHANE MARGARET M GRAD
MCSHERRY DONALD T JR LAS4
MCSPADDEN SUZANNE N LAS4
MCSWINE WILLIE PE 1
MCTAGGART TERESA L AGR1
MCVEIGH THOMAS A JR GRAD
MCVEY MICHAEL R BUS1
MCVICKER HARLEY K JR GRAD
MCVOY PATRICIA JEAN AGR2
MCWARD REBECCA L AGR
I
MCWEAY PAULA F AGR2
MCWELL JEROME E ENG3
MCWETHY SANDRA KAY ED 3
MCWHORTER JOHN C III GRAD
MCWILLIAMS ANGELA AN LAS4
MCWILLIAMS BARBARA E GRAD
MCWILLIAMS MICHAEL W ENG1
MCWILLIAMS RONALD D FAA3
MCWILLIAMS STEPHEN J FAA4
MEACHAM HOWARD D FAA1
MEACHAM JEFFREY W ENG4
MEACHUM BRUCE JAY LAS2
MEAD ANDREW L AGR
1
*MEAD JOANNE JOHNSON GRAD
MEAD STEPHEN RUSSELL ENG2
MEADE CYNTHIA ANN LAS2
MEADE JOHN J LASl
MEADE LINDA KAY LAS4
MEADE STEPHEN LEE LAS4
MEADE WILLIAM H PE 1
MEADOR GEORGE C ENG4
MEADORS GAYLE MARLEE LAS4
MEAOORS LINDA LEE LAS2
MEADOWS BYRON DAVID ENG2
MEAGHER JANICE M LAS4
MEAGHER RICHARD BRIA LAS4
MEAGHER SHARON E LAS3
MEALIFF DAVID F AGR1
MEANS OEXTER M LAS4
MEANS JAY COURTNEY FAA4
MEANS JOSEPH BERNARO GRAD
MEARA JAMES LEWIS ENG2
MEARA JOHN WILLIAM BUS4
MEARS MARALEE E AGR1
MEASELL JAMES SCOTT GRAD
MECCOLI ROSEANN LAS3
MECH MARGARET S AGR1
MECH WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
MECHLING SUSAN E LASl
MECKBACH BARRY FRANC BUS4
MECUM JUDITH ANN GRAD
MECUM SCOTT A FAAl
MECUM TIMOTHY G LASl
MEDDOCK ROBERT DODOS GRAD
MEDDOCK TERRY D GRAD
MEDE ROSEMARY ED 4








URH SNYDER 358 C
604 E ARMORY 412 C
URH NOBLE 425 C
DECATUR ILL
URH BARTON 322 C
URH SNYDER 450 C
1707 COTTAGE GROVE U
URH VANDOREN 218 C




URH TOWNSEND 519 U
201 E GREEN C
E GREEN C
E CHALMERS C
S 3RD 1208 C
SCOTT 363 C
URH TOWNSEND 510 U
URH GARNER 236 C
604 E ARMORY 807 C
URH EVANS 311 U
1626 VALLEY RD C
209 E CLARK 8 C
206 E WHITE C
709 W WASHINGTON U
URH LAR 309 U
URH CLARK 334 C
2002 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 352 U
408 W CHURCH C
URH TOWNSEND 203 C
1100 S 1ST C
311 W CLARK 303 C
URH OGLESBY 1026 U
LINCOLN ILL
708 N COLER U
202 E CLARK C
URH VANDOREN 307 C
URH LAR 262 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
2215 S 1ST 102 C
58 E ARMORY 7 C
URH SNYDER 424 C
URH TAFT 421 C
601 S 4TH C
URH CARR 125 U
BOX 658 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 244 U
URH WARDALL 826 U
W ILLINOIS U
S LINCOLN U
1834 B ORCH ST U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1201 W OREGON U
211 E DANIEL C
1109 W MAIN U
1110 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 342 C
205 E GREEN 18 C
205 E ARMORY C
810 W OREGON U
1805 MCDONALD C
603 S BUSEY U
1207 W NEVADA U
704 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 102 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1005 2ND C
MAHOMET ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
1006 S 1ST 3 C
1006 S 1ST C
904 S LINCOLN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
1101 S MATTIS C
710 S GOODWIN U
HOOPESTON ILL
604 E ARMORY 210 C
401 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 12 C
1107 W OREGON 2 U
URH SAUNDERS 219 U
URH ALLEN 349 U
418 FAIRLAWN U
1613 CORNELL DR C
110 E JOHN 7 C
URH BLAISDELL 129 U
4 MEADOW CT C
1700 JEANNE C
602 SCOTTSWOOO U
1206 W STOUGHTON U





RR 4 MT STERLING ILL
5721 N VIRGINIA AV CHICAGO ILL
RR 4 MORRIS ILL











































































1707 S COTTAGE GR













RR 1 BOX 85
BOX 14
RR 3
1212 S 50TH AV
738 N OAK PARK










2219 N ELLORY AV
2110 W WHITE 154
3343 W MONROE
2015 W 102ND ST
734 SUFFOLK AV
18214 PERTH AV
58 E ARMORY 7





3 S 153 ARBORETUM
BOX 21





2414 23RD AV A
2823 ABBOTT PL NW
221 FAIRVIEW
313 N CHARLES ST
1403 GUNNELL LN
245 SPRING AVE


















301 N OAK PARK AVE
718 YOUNG AV














































































































MEDER BENNETT JOSEPH ENG2
MEUIiMTZ AMY RICA LAS4
MEDLEY DALE GEARHART ENG4
MEDLEY DOUGLAS GENE ENG4
MEDLEY JAMES LASi
MEDLIN MICHAEL LEE ENG2
MEDLOCK JAMES R GRAD
MEDNICK ANDREA B GRAD
MEDO JAMES CHARLES ENG4
MEDOFF MARSHALL HILA GRAD
MEDOFF NORMAN JEFFRE COM3
MEDOR JACK STEVEN LAS2
MEDOW ROBERT MYRON GRAD
MEDWAY SUSAN LANGDON GRAD
MEE WILLIAM R JR GRAD
MEECE THOMAS ALLEN ENG4
MEEK CHARLES CAPPS GRAD
MEEK FREDERIC B GRAD
*MEEKER DONALD J GRAD
MEEKER GABRIELLE B GRAD
MEEKS DARRELL EDWARD ENG3
MEENEN HARRIET RUTH GRAD
MEERS EDWARD WILLIAM AGR3
MEERS SHARON S LASI
MEERSMAN PETER MOSS LAS3
MEGGINSON MICHAEL W AGR2
MEGGINSON ROBERT EUG LAS4
MEGGINSON SANDRA KAY LAS2
MEGGINSON THEODORE C AGR2
MEHAFFEY KATHLEEN E AGR2
MEHALL MELISSA MARIE PE 4
MEHARRY TIMOTHY ROSS ENG2
MEHELIC JANIS M PE 1
MEHL DAVID ARTHUR LAS2
MEHL JOHN WALTER LAS3
MEHL LOUIS B ENGl
MEHLBERG LINDA J FAA2
MEHLMAN MARK FRANKLI LAS4
MhHRTENS BRENDA K AGR1
MEHTA RAJ KRISHAN GRAD
MEIER ANN ELIZABETH EO 4
MEIER CARL CARSTEN LAW2
MEIER DUANE EDWARD LAS2
MEIER PAUL F ENGl
MEIER RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
MEIER ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
MEIER WILLIAM DALE LAS3
MEILACH SUSAN ELLEN LAS2
MEILINGER JOHN H LAS2
MEINERT JOHN CHRISTI LAS2
MEINHART LELAND CARL ENG4
MEINHEIT HERBERT BRU GRAD
MEINHEIT SUZANNE MAR LAS3
MEINHOLD VAUN HAROLD AGR2
MEINKOTH DONALD CHAR ENG2
MEINZ MARVIN RUDOLPH GRAD
MEIRINK MICHAEL J LAS3
MEISELS HENRY ISAAC LAS2
MEISENBACH JOSEPH AN LAS3
MEISINGER RICHARD J GRAD
MEISNER DAVID B LASI
MEISNER KEITH GEORGE LAS2
MEISNER MICHAEL J ENGl
MEISS HARRIETTE L LAS5
MEISS LINDA HOUSE GRAD
MEISS RICHARD ALAN GRAD
MEISTAS LINDA SUSAN LAS3
MEISTER EARL EDWARD ENG2
MEISTER GEORGE PHILL ENG2
MEIXNER JOHN BERNARD LAS2
MEIXNER ROBERT HAY J ENG3
MEKKY AHMEDFADEL A A GRAD
MELAHN LEROY CARL FAA3
MELBV CHARLOTTE ANN ED 2
MELCHER DAVID ROGER ENG2
MELCHER KENT MAURICE LAS4
MELCHER RICHARD EARL LAS2
MELCHERT CARLA JEAN LAS2
MELCHING MOLLY JANE LAS2
MELCHNER MELVIN J GRAD
MELDGIN LINDA ANN FAA3
MELHOUSE DENNIS RAY FAA4
MELICHER STEPHEN ALA ENG2
MELLANDER JEFFREY J FAA1
MELLEN JOHN TENNYSON LAS4
MELLEN ROSEMARIE M LAS3
MELLEN SARA GAY LAS3
MELLEN THOMAS J LAW1
MELLER DAVID V ENG2
MELLER LEE R FAA2
MELLER PATRICIA M GRAD
MELLETTE ROBERT R AVIl
MELLICK EDWARD RONAL LAS3
MELLICK KENNETH M LASI
MELLON MILANO H LAS2
MELLOW KAREN R ED 1
409 E CHALMERS 405 C 344-7026
URH TOWNSEND 184 U 332-4047
URH ALLEN 213 U 332-3152
2510 E WASHINGTON U 367-7910
ELMHURST ILL
URH GARNER 250 C
604 N MAPLE 35 U
EVANSTON ILL
URH SHERMAN 426 C 332-4731
1211 W CLARK 22 U
907 S 2ND 5 C 344-7419
706 W OHIO U 344-7833
301 E ARMORY C
1005 W OREGON U 344-1314
607 W HEALEY 3 C 352-1320
406 BRIAR LN 8 C 352-1145
506 E WHITE 3 C 352-0622






706 S GREGORY PL U 344-0743
URH TRELEASE 205 U 332-5441
907 S 3RD C
58 E GREGORY C
305 E JOHN C 344-9424
URH WARDALL 1118 U 332-4542
58 E GREGORY C 344-7153
804 E PENN U 367-8161
1103 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
1004 S 2N0 C 344-9783
URH LAR 425 U
URH GARNER 391 C 332-0838
URH CARR 11 U 332-3841
URH SNYDER 310 C 332-1746
URH WARDALL 1016 U 322-4516
110 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 411 C 332-0662
406 E HEALEY C
214 E GREGORY C 344-4922
2105 WHITE 179 C 352-0357
URH GARNER 339 C 332-0801
URH SCOTT 314 C 332-1509
407 W WHITE 4 C 356-0458
CHARLESTON ILL
401 E JOHN C 344-1650
1104 NEVADA U 344-9617
802 S LINCOLN U
904 W GREEN U
1816 VALLEY RD C
408 E SPNGFLD C
URH BUSEY 159 U 332-2595
URH WESTON 273 C 332-1965
804 W OREGON U
2040 A ORCH ST U 344-4671
604 E ARMORY 343 C
805 W OREGON U 344-0756
URH TOWNSEND 211 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 U 367-3744
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH SNYDER 209 C 332-1675
URH HOPKINS 440 C 332-1355
304 W LOCUST 2 U 367-9774
304 W LOCUST 3 U 367-9774
304 W LOCUST 2 U 367-9774
409 E CHALM£RS C
URH WESTON C 332-1922
URH SNYDER 293 C
205 E ARMORY C 344-7844
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
1977 C ORCH ST U 344-1281
911 S 4TH C 344-3022
URH EVANS 328 U 332-7248
409 E CHALMERS 613 C
URH SNYDER 376 C 332-1797
910 S 3RD 504 C 344-5000
URH ALLEN 94 U 332-3273
ROUEN FR
URH DANIELS 228 U 332-2183
URH WARDALL 702 U 332-4438
310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
1004 4TH C
309 E CHALMERS C
106 E HEALEY 13 C 359-2831
104 BUENA VISTA C
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1171
104 BUENA VISTA C
1106 S EUCLID 2 C
409 E CHALMERS 510 C
1106 EUCLID 2 C
URH HOPKINS 436 C 332-1352
601 S 4TH 3 C 352-0646
URH OGLESBY 1121 U 332-5372
707 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
211 SOUTHCOTE RD











8300 NE PRAIRIE RD
4042 W LAWRENCE AV
570 LYMAN CT






830 E REXFORD AV
RR 2
RR 2
RR 2 BOX 148
2321 13TH ST
RR 2
350 N 1ST ST










401 E LAKE AV
BUNGALOW NO 87




650 7TH ST N
881 1ST ST
6007 N ROSEMEAD DR
4001 W CHASE
509 CEDAR ST
203 N STATE ST
3226 PARK AVE
3719 W 213TH PL
4203 W VOLLMER RD
RR 3
408 E STATE ST
714 EMMA ST
6434 N MOZART ST
NY
9 W CHURCH RD
1827 N ROLLING LN
901 GARDEN AV
639 S BODIN ST
304 W LOCUST 2
304 W LOCUST
304 W LOCUST 2
8040 S LEAMINGTON
152 S RUSSELL AV
310 W CHESTNUT ST
439 N WEST AV
439 N WEST AV





2751 W FITCH AV
3541 N SUMMIT ST
207 PRAIRIE AV
381 MARLBOROUGH RD
1338 S NORMAN DR












5234 N VIRGINIA AV





































































































MELNIK JOYCE C ED 1
MELO NIELS S ENG1
MELONE ANTHONY M ENG1
MELOTTE RALLS CALLAW FAA4
MELSHENKER STEVEN RA LAS4
MELTON BRIAN RICHARD LAS4
MELTON DIANE LOUISA ED 3
MELTON JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
MELTON SUZANNE E VM 2
MELTZER CARLA 8ETH LAS3
MELTZER JUDITH ANNE LAS3
MELVILLE JAMES EDWAR GRAD
*MELVIN BERNICE S GRAD
MELVIN DONNA TEMPLE AGR3
MELVIN JUDITH A ED 3
MELVIN LAWRENCE S JR LAS4
MELVIN LINDA MAE LAS2
MELVIN PETER JOSEPH GRAD
MELVIN RICHARD OWEN ENG3
MELZER BEVERLY M PE 1
MELZER STUART MICHAE GRAD
MEMERING MELVIN N GRAD
MENASCE JULIE LAS1
MENCHER SHARON ELAIN LAS4
MENDEL BARRY M BUS1
MENDELOWITZ DAVID S LAS2
MENDENHALL ERRYL E ENG2
MENDENHALL JOHN P FAA1
MENDIUS BARBARA JANE LAS2
MENOOZA JORGE L LAS3
MENEES DON R AGR1
MENEGHINI ROBERT ENG1
MENG MARCIA LYNN COM3
MENG RONALD L LAS1
MENGES CHRISTOPHER M LAS1
MENTEN THOMAS GRANT LAS3
MENTKOWSKI TIMOTHY F ENG3
*MENZ FREDRICK EUGENE GRAD
MENZEL DAVID LEE FAA3
MENZEL MICHAEL C BUS1
*MERANTO BARBARA S LAS5
MERCER JOSEPH OLIVER GRAD
MERCER JUDITH W S LAS5
MERCER ROBERT L GRAD
MERCER THOMAS K GRAD
MERCHUT WILLIAM J FAA2
MERDIAN F STEWART LAW3
MEREL RICHARD A PE 1
MEREL RONALD HOWARD LAS3
MERHLEY LINDA M LAS1
MERIWETHER ELLEN RAE LAS1
MERKEL EARL L JR LAS1
MERKEL ROBERT RAYMON LAS3
MERKELO MARIA P GRAD
MERKIN ALAN STEVEN LAS4
MERKIN JACALYN N ED 1
MERKLE JUDITH A AGRl
MERLINE ROBERT LEE LAS5
MERMELSTEIN NANCY JE LAS4
MERONEK MICHAEL S LAS1
MERRICK JEFFREY COLE COM4
MERRICK ROBERT E LAS1
MERRICK STANLEY A JR LAS4
MERRICK TERRY LYNN ENG4
MERRIDITH DIANNE KAY LAS2
MERRIDITH DONNA L ED 1
MERRIFIELD EDWIN ART LAS4
MERRILL HAROLD C JR ENG4
MERRILL JOHN THOMAS GRAD
MERRILL MICHAEL BERT ENG4
MERRIMAN EDMUND ALAN GRAD
MERRIMAN JOSEPH FRAN GRAD
MERRION MICHAEL THOM LAS2
MERRITT GARY L AGRl
MERRITT SEARS W LAS1
MERRIWEATHER RONALD ENGl
MERRIWETHER ROBERT L LAS1
MERRY MILDRED B AGR4
MERSCH LINDA L LAS1
MERTES JOSEPH W GRAD
MERTZ JEFFREY ALAN LAS2
MERTZ LINDA M LAS1
MERVIS STEVEN A AGRl
MERZ DONALD NED GRAD
MERZ JAY WARREN BUS4
MESETZ PENNY L LAS1
MESHON NANCY HAGEBAK GRAD
MESHON STEVEN PHILIP GRAD
MESIC DENNIS A GRAD
MESICH JAMES JOHN LAS2
MESKILL SUSAN ADELAI LAS2
MESKIMEN LAUREN LAS1
MESRI GHOLAMREZA GRAD
MESSAMORE TERRY DEAN VM 4
MESSEDER NURIA MARIA LAS1
MESSENGER DAVID L LAS!
505 E UNIVERSITY 2 C
URH LAR 217 U
403 BRIAR LN 214 C
201 E GREEN C
702 N LINCOLN U
309 E HEALEY C
505 E WHITE 11 C
406 S VINE U
905 S MATTIS 4 C
406 S VINE U
1106 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
909 S 5TH 456 C
203 S COLER U
203 S COLER 3 U
910 S 3RD 1015 C
203 S COLER 3 U
URH ALLEN 313 U
203 S COLER U
402 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 422 C
804 S LOCUST 3 C
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH VANDOREN 118 C
1106 S EUCLID 203 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
URH GARNER 268 C
URH OGLESBY 409 U
URH SAUNDERS 117 U
409 E CHALMERS 610 C
URH SCOTT 458 C
URH GARNER 388 C
1207 W NEVADA U
901 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 354 C
URH TOWNSEND 550 U
911 S 4TH C
1618 SANGAMON C
402 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 471 C
902 HOLIDAY C
605 S PRAIRIE C
1112 NOFFTZ C
2205 HAZWD 103 U
1112 NOFFTZ C
404 E STOUGHTON 11 C
105 S VICTOR C
CHICAGO ILL
105 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1221 U
903 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 467 C
URH FORBES 214 C
1615 W PARK C
URH CARR 408 U
URH TRELEASE 526 U
URH ALLEN 111 U
305 E GREEN 6 C
URH BLAISOELL 211 U
URH SNYDER 411 C
URH HOPKINS 380 C
211 E ARMORY C
619 W SPNGFLD C
1109 S 4TH C
URH EVANS 108 U
808 HAWTHORNE U
912 S 2ND C
408 E GREEN C
1310 W UNIVERSITY U
807 W ILLINOIS 11 U
1616 CHEVY CHASE C
419 W MAIN U
402 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 209 U
URH FORBES 338 C
901 S 1ST C
URH WESTON 222 C
LINCOLN ILL
57 E JOHN 9 C
405 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 339 C
URH LAR 322 U
907 S 4TH C
610 W ELM U
1105 S 4TH 7 C
URH TRELEASE 1102 U
1107 S EUCLID 7 C
1107 S EUCLID 7 C
2219 S 1ST 203 C
URH OGLESBY 1212 U
URH ALLEN 265 U
URH FLAGG 422 C
1110 W SPNGFLD U
422 FAIRLAWN U




247 E CHESTNUT ST
356-7792 3041 N ODELL AV
344-7232 304 ADRIAN BLVD
2857 W PRATT
356-3649 2043 WALTERS AV
367-8686 11840 LONGWOOO
352-8844 403 S MARSHALL
367-8686 11840 S LONGWOOD




367-9816 203 S COLER
344-5000 1214-16TH AV
367-9816 203 S COLER
332-3190 RR 2
1010 NE 61ST
344-1056 RR 1 BOX 138
332-0438 5932 LONGVIEW DR
359-4243 732 CORNAGO CT




332-3993 2411 W JARVIS
332-0752 RR 2
332-5151 510 W HICKORY ST
332-3599 300 N DELAPLAINE
3468 SW 23RD ST
ROUTE 2
11317 COTTAGE GR
344--3199 2141 HENLEY ST
344--7541 606 WESTMORELAND
332--1777 1006 WESLEY AV
332--4277 BLACKMAN RD





3 56--3887 1046 LINDEN
352--1257 1112 NOFFTZ
1015 CARDENAS SE 4
352--1257 39-A ARROWHEAD RD
356--7463 8734 OLCOTT
356--2815 105 S VICTOR
6317 MONTICELLO
356--7986 6317 N MONTICELLO
332--4569 RR 1 BOX 100
344--5925 10350 KOMENSKY B3
332--1617 1705 THEODORE LN
RR 2
356--8160 1615 W PARK




332--3487 2009 E D ST
332--1817 2042 E 218TH ST
332--1315 6754 MEADOW CREST
344--7424 723 FOREST AV
2449 S 9TH
344--7311 1205 BEECH ST
332--2690 808 HAWTHORNE
367--7658 808 HAWTHORNE
352--5632 4837 W ADDISON ST
2360 LOST BRIDG RD
365--2137 1166 WESTBAY
344--7896 807 W ILLINOIS
352--6925 1616 CHEVY CHASE
329 EUREKA AV
344--0540 7053 LORRAINE TERR
332--5197 RR 3
332--1040 15701 MINERVA
352--5194 513 ANDERSON ST
19C ORRWEATHERS
318 N KANKAKEE
356--6827 1230 LAFAYETTE ST
369 2ND AV N
707 S LA GRANGE RD
332--2888 1439 W ST JAMES PL
8708 F GREGORY LN
367--8960 302 W UNIVERSITY
344--7722 421 S VINE ST
332--5709 338 BUCKTHORN LN
344--7721 709 ST OLAF AV
344--7721 1844 FOX CHASE RD




344--1942 1110 W SPRINGFIELD
367--7297


































































































MESSENGER STEPHEN LE LAS4
MESSERSMITH LINDA LO LAS4
MESS:TT JANE A LAS1
MESSiER RONALD FRANC GRAD
MESSINA JAN C LAS1
MESSMAN GERALD PAUL FAA3
MESSMAN JOHN HENRY LAS1
MESSMAN RONALO ALBER LAS2
MESSMAN STEWART ALBE ENG4
MESSMER JANET CHRIST LAS3
MESSMORE JACQUELYN LAS1
MESSMORE SUSAN JEAN LAS3
MEST LOWELL P LAS1
METAFERIA DEMREW GRAD
METCALF ROBERT A LAS2
METCALF ROBERT ALLEN LAS4
METHENY LINDA JO PE 4
METTER ADRIENNE JOY LAS4
METTER KAREN SUE LAS4
METTLIN CURTIS JAMES GRAD
METTLING STEPHEN RAY LAS2
METZ ALAN LEROY LAW2
METZ KRISTIN ADELE FAA4
METZ MICHAEL VINCENT LAS4
METZ PATRICIA A AGR1
METZ RAYMOND J LAS!
METZ RICHARD CHARLES LAS2
METZEL PEYTON S LAS1
METZGER DANIEL JOSEP ENG4
METZGER HAROLD FRANK FAA2
METZGER STEPHEN LEIG FAA4
METZGER TIMOTHY MICH LAS4
METZLER LINDA N GRAD
*MEY ANNETTE MCNISH LAS4
*MEY DWIGHT ALLEN FAA4
MEYER ALAN HARVEY GRAD
MEYER ALLEN E FAA2
MEYER BERNHARDT ALLE VM 4
*MEYER BRUCE DENEEN LAW2
MEYER CAROLYN A LAS1
MEYER CATHERINE M ED 4
*MEYER CHARLES THOMAS GRAD
MEYER DARRYL GLEN AGR4
MEYER DAVID ARTHUR FAA4
MEYER EDWARD L III PE 4
MEYER ELKE COM3
MEYER EUGENE HERBERT BUS4
MEYER GARY DOUGLAS BUS3
MEYER GAYLE LEE LAS3
MEYER GRACE ANN LAS4
MEYER JAMES E AGR
1
MEYER JANE ANN LAS3
MEYER JOAN E LAS1
MEYER JOHN CHARLES LAS4
MEYER JOHN J LAS1
MEYER JOHN RICHARD LAS3
MEYER JOHN V JR LAS4
MEYER JOHN WARREN LAS4
MEYER JOSEPH MICHAEL COM4
MEYER JUDITH M LAS1
MEYER LARRY L LAW1
MEYER LEONARD C ENG1
MEYER LINDA ANNE GRAD
MEYER MARCIA EPSTEIN LAS4
MEYER MAREN LOIS AGR4
MEYER MARY PYLES GRAD
MEYER MEINERT ARND GRAD
MEYER MICHAEL JAMES LAS3
MEYER MICHAEL LAWREN FAA2
MEYER MICHAEL LOUIS LAS2
MEYER NANCY ANN LAS4
MEYER PAUL MICHAEL LAS4
MEYER ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
MEYER ROGER DOUGLAS GRAD
MEYER ROGER FRED BUS3
MEYER ROLAND WENDELL GRAD
MEYER RONALO A ENG1
MEYER RONALD D GRAD
MEYER RONALD MILTON LAS4
MEYER RUSSELL W FAA1
MEYER SANDRA L W AGR4
MEYER SANDRA M GRAD
MEYER STEPHEN B BUSl
MEYER STEPHEN TAYLOR BUS2
MEYER THURE LAS2
MEYER WILLIAM A GRAD
MEYER WILLIAM JEFFRE GRAD
MEYERHOLZ RONALD L LAS3
MEYERS ALBERT L III GRAD
MEYERS CHARLES J GRAD
MEYERS CHARLES K GRAD
MEYERS GLENNA R LASl
MEYERS JOYCE M ED 1
MEYERS MARC OAVID BUS4
MEYERS PATRICIA ANN ED 4
MEYERS RUSSELL WILLI FAA4
MEYERS WARD FAY GRAD
309 E HEALEY 15 C
URH BARTON 213 C
URH ALLEN 475 U
512 E JOHN C
URH LAR U
URH SCOTT 278 C
1214 JULIE C
URH GARNER 218 C
205 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 413 U
URH ALLEN 415 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 313 U
URH DANIELS 78 U
2002 GOLFVIEW U
311 W NEVADA U
BOX 71 U
URH EVANS 424 U
1110 STOUGHTON 303 U
1712 W GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
701 S BUSEY U
110 W OHIO U
702 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 1212 U
URH GARNER 215 C
904 W GREEN U
URH SCOTT 177 C
505 E GREEN C
202 E DANIEL C
303 COUNTRY FR 67 C
412 E GREEN C
1764 VALLEY RD C
713 S ELM C
713 S ELM C
402 S LYNN C
1004 S 4TH 206 C
1831 B ORCH PL U
TWIN CTY MBL HOMES C
URH TRELEASE 810 U
1205 MAIN 2 U
509 S PINE C
1110 GOODWIN U
904 S WEBBER U
129 DEWEY U
1003 S 3RD C
207 E HEALEY C
306 E DANIEL C
910 S 3R0 1011 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
809 E PENN U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 474 U
206 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1011 U
URH WESTON 306 C
609 W MAIN 34 U
402 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
URH FLAGG 424 C
910 S 3RD C
WILSON TRLR PK 3 U
307 S PRAIRIE C
402 S LYNN C
URH LAR 261 U
509 S PINE C
URH SHERMAN 965 C
1004 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 242 C
URH OGLESBY 1204 U
3 SALEM RD U
512 E STOUGHTON C
511 C MITCHEL CT C
RR 2 U
110 E CHALMERS C
CISSNA PARK ILL
1004 S 3RD C
301 W WASHINGTON U
URH OGLESBY 827 U
1004 S 4TH C
1510 GRANDVIEW C
RR 2 U
URH OGLESBY 1109 U
309 E HEALEY 15 C
URH TOWNSEND 464 U
508 W GREEN C
1510 GRANDVIEW 2 C
805 N MCKINLEY 27 C
2706 KIRBY C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
307 S PRAIRIE 15 C
URH ALLEN 117 U
URH BARTON 202 C
1770 VALLEY RD C




332--0137 PO BOX 300
332--3405 1314 DOBSON ST
14 CLAREMONT ST
332--2914 11 S AUSTIN BLVD
332--1487 712 PLEASANT ST
352--8743 1214 JULIE
332--0717 2224 TEPEE AV
356--4392 1214 JULIE OR
332--5509 1012 E WILLCOX AV
332--3229 ROUTE 3






332--2770 2308 W FARWELL
367--4298 2308 FARWELL
352--8046 742 WILSON AV
2141 KENILWORTH AV
344--4129 701 S BUSEY
344--6212 10357 S CAMPBELL
3249 S 2ND
332--4561 3249 S 2ND
332--0714 12210 S 71ST AV
344--3084 136 N WESTON
332--1426 9219 N PICTURE RDG
345 LAMASK OR
352--5151 443 LEITCH AV
359--1827 303 COUNTRY FR
21404 MAPLE ST
356--06 39 1826 HIGHWOOD
359--2827 713 S ELM
3 59--2827 713 S ELM
6316 GREENSPRING
ROUTE 1




359--4014 208 E BEECHWOOD
8824 WISNER




-2712 207 E HEALEY
117 S ELM ST
3535 ROSWELL RD NE
344--38 21 1859 SYCAMORE RD
6121 ROUTE 53
344--3685 PINE RD
332--3404 1019 S ASHLAND
2012 N 20TH
332--5333 RR 1
332--1984 3209 E YALE WAY
367--9827 609 W MAIN 34
344--9713
356--7908 11339 W 63R0 ST
332--0340 2429 OAK ST
344--5000 BOX 79
365--2964 RR 2
307 S PRAIRIE 15
4020 ESSEX RD
332--2972 26 W HILLSIDE
332--4960 21 AM MELMENKAMP
3946 GARDEN AV
120 5 DAWN DR
332--5386
367- 0175 3 SALEM RO
ROUTE 1
352--8829 511 MITCHEL CT
365--3106 508 RILEY
819 E MARKET ST
344--7081 3946 GARDEN AV
367--3408
332--5288 RFD 1
12 N ADAMS ST




332--4219 4619 W PRATT
508 W GREEN
359--4786 1510 GRANDVIEW
352--5963 805 N MCKINLEY
2706 KIRBY
367-•0443 1132 W LUNT AV






































































































































































































MILES SARA J W
MILES WILLIAM C
MILESIS CHRIS ANTHON
GRAD 1739 WESTHAVEN C 352--2565
GRAD 308 W MAPLE C
FAA2 URH LUNDGREN 110 C 332--0220
LAS4 508 E WHITE 7 C
LAS1 510 E STOUGHTON c
LAS3 URH WESTON 112 c 332--1895
LAS3 4 02 E HIGH 4 u
AGR1 106 E ARMORY c 352--7409
LAS1 URH FORBES 442 c 3 32--1115
BUS3 URH TRELEASE 1118 u 332--5724
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS2 URH GARNER 428 c 332--0866
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS 150 c
PE 1 105 E ARMORY c
GRAD URH SAUNDERS 129 u 332--3611
LAS3 911 S LOCUST 2 c 359--4402
LAS4 911 S LOCUST 2 c 359--4402
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS c
BUS4 509 E STOUGHTON c 344--9583
PE 2 312 E ARMORY c 3 56--7961
FAA4 2315 S 1ST 204 c
ED 1 309 E JOHN c 344--9814
GRAD URH DANIELS 204 u 332--2159
LAS1 106 E DANIEL c
ENGI URH FORBES 358 c 332--1053
GRAD 910 S 3RD 3 c 344--5000
GRAD HORT FIELD LAB 2 u 333--0430
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 304 c 332--1258
LAS1 URH EVANS 339 u 332--2754
BUS3 ELMWOOD PARK ILL
LAS3 102 S GREGORY u
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 623 u 332--5224
LAS1 URH ALLEN 362 u
LAS1 910 S 3RD 628 c 344--5000
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1212 u 332--5394
LAS3 URH WESTON 416 c 332--2064
LASL 211 E DANIEL c 344--9583
LAS3 1838 VALLEY RD c 356--9296
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1216 u 332--5752
GRAD 811 S MATTIS c 352--3700
ED 1 URH BUSEY 328 u 332--2646
LAS3 URH BUSEY 328 u 332--2646
ED 2 312 E DANIEL 7 c 344--0671
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 902 u 332--5649
GRAD 901 S 1ST c 356--7487
GRAD 112 E CHALMERS c 344--6005
GRAD 112 E CHALMERS c 344--6005
ENGI URH GARNER 222 c 332--0721
PE 1 3004 VALLEY BROOK c 352--3004
GRAD 608 S 1ST c 3 56--8122
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA u 344--7241
BUS4 508 E SPNGFLD c 352--8814
ENG2 604 E ARMORY 429 c
LAS2 URH CARR 323 u 332--3935
FAA3 URH SNYDER 254 c
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID 12 c 344--4588
GRAD 102 N GREGORY 8 u 365--3153
BUSl URH SCOTT 323 c
AGR3 809 W PENN u 344--4069
ENGI 1008 S 4TH c
LAS1 URH ALLEN 352 u 332--3346
LAS2 1004 S 4TH c
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 730 u 332--5516
LAW3 302 W WHITE c 359--4300
LAS6 607 W HEALEY 2 c 356--4874
GRAD 607 W HEALEY 2 c 356--4874
ENG3 1109 W MAIN u
GRAD URH DANIELS 612 u 332--2336
LAS3 URH TAFT 110 c 332--0595
ENGI URH TOWNSEND 475 u
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 524 u 332--5549
ENG3 601 W GREEN u 365--2197
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 711 u
GRAD 616 E DANIEL 3 c 344--1918
LAS1 URH TAFT 411 c 332--0662
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 407 u 332--3680
LAS4 801 W GREEN u 344--6597
LAS2 910 S 3RD 821 c 344--5000
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u 332--3006
ENG3 18 MAPLEWOOD u 367--0180
AGR1 URH VANDOREN 405 c 332--0540
GRAD 607 W HEALEY 8 c 356--8012
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 365 u 332--4156
BUS2 URH GARNER 256 c 332L-0741
GRAD 1824 VALLEY c 356--5565
BUS4 3 HIGH CT u 367--6998
FAA3 204 E JOHN c
ENGI 202 E DANIEL c 352--5151
LAWI URH SCOTT 102 c 332--1406
GRAD URH SHERMAN 167 c 332--4786
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN u 344 -3821
GRAD 2101 HAZWD 104 u 344--6982
LASl URH ALLEN 403 u 332--3220
GRAD URH WAROALL 414 u 332--4370
GRAD 2101-104 HAZWO u 344--6982
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 236 c 332--1212
GRAD 306 E DANIEL c
1739 W HAVEN DR
18804 WATERBURY AV





819 W MT VERNON
RR 2















9835 S LEAVITT ST









146 W WOOD ST
3235 E CHESTNUT AV
611 E ILLINOIS ST
611 E ILLINOIS ST




6830 W 113TH PL
238 SUNNYSIDE
5242 WILLIS AV















7510 W 57TH PL
3834 W FARGO


















607 W HEALEY 8
1803 E GATE PKWY
626 S KASPAR
1540 W 105TH ST
3 HIGH CT
I OLD COLONY LN
318 HILL ST
URH SCOTT 102
1517 18TH WAY SW
4 MILES CT
GLOUCESTER































































































1640 BLACKTHORN DR GLENVIEW IL



































































































LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 112 U 4501 S HERMITAGE
BUS4 202 S LINCOLN U 367-2595 202 S LINCOLN
PE I URH WARDALL 425 u 332-4380 1131 PAM-ANNE DR
LAS2 1009 M CALIFORNIA u 344-9696 1131 PAM AV
LASl URH HOPKINS 489 c 332-1389 1920 S 6TH AV
LAS3 311 E GREEN 407 c 10950 AV J
ENG3 201 E GREEN c 356-7738 14349 S KEATING
LAS2 URH WARDALL 612 u 332-4416 1222 W NORDIC ST
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 802 u 2007 39TH ST
LAS4 1102 W STOUGHTON u 367-5107 3002 W GEORGE ST
GRAD 1109 S 3RD 301 c 344-7599 ROUTE 2 BOX 108-Y
LASl 52 E ARMGRY c 356-7715 6236 N ALBANY AV
LAS3 611 E DANIEL c 344-1840 55 DOVER ST
LAS4 800 S MATTIS 36 c 359-3543 800 S MATTIS 36
LAW2 207 CCUNTRY FR c 359-2584 207 COUNTRY FR
PE 3 409 E CHALMERS c 344-0309 110 GLIDDEN RD
LAS3 604 S COLER u 102 MONROE
ENG1 904 W GREEN u 6N311 CIRCLE
VM 1 TWIN CTY MBL HM PK c ROUTE 1 BOX 2
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1174 RR 2
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c 344-0571 1204 S CROSS
GRAD 1106 W STOUGHTON u 509 GARRISN CRSCNT
ED 4 605 S 4TH 103 c 352-5463 25 OTIS RD
LAS'* URH WAROALL 605 u 332-4409 4332 MOCKINGBIRD
GRAD 58 E ARMORY 15 c 6561 WHITE DOE TRL
FAA1 401 E JOHN c 344-1650 320 BARRINGTON RD
GRAD 51 E JOHN 4 c 356-7180 59 WINFIELD RD
LASl URH TRELEASE 224 u 332-5459 6840 N KEYSTONE
PE 2 URH ALLEN 289 u 332-3334 10525 S HALE
FAA3 603 S 8USEY u 6 N 311 CIRCLE AV
BUS1 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261 500 W BEVAN DR
GRAD 1106 W STOUGHTON 2 u 367-4636 1106 W STOUGHTON
BUS3 URH GARNER 410 c 332-0849 BOX 142
ENG4 509 S 6TH c RR 2 BOX 166
LAS4 1772 VALLEY RD c 743 BUENA
LA S3 URH BLAISDELL 326 u 332-3533 5901 WOLF
GRAD 810 W INDIANA 11 u 344-0111 810 W INDIANA
LAS3 URH CLARK 238 c 332-0032 RR
LAS4 705 S GREGORY u 344-1721 705 S GREGORY
GRAD 1213 ANDERSON u 365-2368 2404 GLENWOOD AV
BUS4 URH OGLESBY 529 u 332-5200 5216 EMERSON
BUS1 402 E ARMORY c 1830 BARBERRY LN
LASl 2205 FLETCHER u 367-0850 2205 FLETCHER
PE 2 URH SNYDER 225 c 332-1691 135 S MCARTHUR
LAS2 513 S RUSSELL c 356-5922 513 S RUSSELL
BUS4 URH WESTON 3 86 c 332-2043 212 NORMA AV
ENG2 112 E JOHN c 356-1034 40 E 3RD ST
GRAD 311 E JOHN 14 c 344-4616 311 E JOHN
AVU 412 E GREEN 5 c 356-7901 ROUTE 1
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 630 u 5757 S MOZART ST
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 115 u 332-3997 11658 E DAKOTA
FAA1 URH BABCOCK 209 u 332-3755 6061 S LAFAYETTE
ENG3 403 W GREEN u RR 2
GRAD 2081 D ORCH ST u 344-4399 1420 GRND CONCURSE
GRAD 1821 W JOHN c 352-8122 9331 FREDRIC CT
GRAD URH DANIELS 433 u 10401 HAYWOOD OR
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 216 u 332-4061 RR 1
ENG4 300 S GOODWIN 415 u 344-5392 300 S GOODWIN 415
AGR1 1107 W GREEN 625 u RR
LASl URH BLAISDELL 12 u 332-3445 RR 2
ED 1 303 E JOHN c 344-1103 655 LINCOLN AV
GRAD URH SHERMAN 959 c 332-4954 443 OAKLAND AV
BUS1 912 S 2ND c 1000 BELL AV
AGR4 505 E GREEN c RR 1 BOX 96C
LASl 513 S RUSSELL c 356-5922 513 S RUSSELL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 510 c 1302 LONG CT
GRAD ZZ MAGNOLIA c 356-2001 123 N MATTHEWS ST
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 550 u 332-4277 5719 S CHRISTIANA
AGR4 1107 W GREEN 430 u 344-3288 1107 W GREEN 430
AGR1 URH TAFT 22 c 701 W FORREST HILL
AGR3 1005 S WRIGHT c 344-0571 2035 75TH AV
LAS2 URH SAUNOERS 426 u 332-3699 3901 W FARGO
FAA1 URH ALLEN 336 u 332-3204 BOX 2
GRAD 408 E COLUMBIA c 356-1280 DANIEL CT 3
LAS4 303 E JOHN c 344-1103 8956 N KNOX AV
LASl URH ALLEN 350 u 332-3344 100 E JEFFERY
LA S3 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0114 4312 WILCO OR
GRAD 1107 S EUCLIO 5 c 344-7779 1912 DIAL CT
LASl 1310 W HILL u 367-8662 840 EDGEHILL RD
AGR4 1107 W GREEN 430 u 344-3288 RR 1
GRAD URH SHERMAN 652 c 332-1884 2916 BERNADETTE DR
FAA2 1010 S 2ND c 356-0521 300 S 52ND ST
PE 2 URH WARDALL 819 u 332-4471 13 BELHAVEN DR
ENG1 URH GARNER 3 50 c 33 CIRCLE DR
LASl URH SCOTT 489 c 9129 S LUELLA
GRAD 2116 ORCH ST u
AGR4 308 1/2 PRAIRIE c 352-7764 RR 1 BOX 118
GRAD FAIRBURY ILL 113 W OAK
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 503 u 332-5529 242 LINDEN AV
LAS2 URH LAR 186 u 332-2959 915 CHERRY ST
LAS2 1207 W SPNGFLD u 344-0511 402 N 2ND AV
LAS2 408 W CHURCH 5 c 451 GREENBAY RD
LASl URH TRELEASE 211 u 332-5447 944 MITCHELL
GRAD URH TRELEASE 1014 u 332-5691 837 N ELM ST
ED 1 1104 W NEVADA u 344-7302 6444 N ROCKWELL
LA 54 203 E ARMORY c 622 N LINCOLN G06






















































































































MILLER MARLA G LAS3
MILLER MARSHA L LAS1
MILLER MARTHA JUNE LAS2
MILLER MARY ANN ED 4
MILLER MARY LINDA ED 3
MILLER MARY LOU STOK GRAD
MILLER MAURICE H LAS3
MILLER MELINDA JANE LAS3
MILLER MELVIN ENG3
MILLER MERVYN KEITH GRAD
MILLER MICHAEL ALAN LAS3
MILLER MICHAEL ALLAN LAS1
MILLER MICHAEL E ENG3
MILLER MICHAEL E BUS1
MILLER MICHAEL EUGEN FAA2
MILLER MICHAEL ROGER ENG2
MILLER NANCY L PE I
MILLER NANCY LYNN AGR3
MILLER PAMELA CLAIRE LAS3
MILLER PATRICIA L GRAD
MILLER PAUL ALBERT GRAD
MILLER PAUL FRANCIS LAS2
MILLER RALPH ARLEN AGR3
MILLER RICHARD STUAR AGR4
MILLER RICHARD W LAS3
MILLER ROBERT A LAS3
MILLER ROBERT ALAN GRAD
MILLER ROBERT ALAN LAS3
MILLER ROBERT JOSEPH LAS2
MILLER ROBERT LEWIS LAS4
MILLER ROBERT VERNE GRAD
MILLER RODNEY KERMAN LAS3
MILLER ROGER DOUGLAS GRAD
MILLER RONALD LEE LAS2
MILLER ROSANNE E LAS3
MILLER SAMUEL CHRIS ENG4
MILLER SANDRA LASl
MILLER SANDRA LOU LAS2
MILLER SCOTT W LASl
MILLER SHIRLEY A GRAD
MILLER SIDNEY R LAS4
MILLER STEPHEN D GRAD
MILLER STEPHEN J GRAD
MILLER STEPHEN LEE GRAD
MILLER STEVEN J ENG1
MILLER STEVEN VAUGHN ENG4
MILLER SUSAN E LASl
MILLER SUZANNE V LAS3
MILLER SYLVIA ANN ED 4
MILLER TERI FAITH LAS4
MILLER THOMAS J FAA1
MILLER VICKI S AGR2
MILLER VINCENT T LASl
MILLER VIVETTE H GRAD
MILLER WALTER HUGH GRAD
MILLER WANDA JOHNSON GRAD
MILLER WARREN GLENN LAS2
MILLER WENDY LASl
MILLER WILLARD MARSH GRAD
MILLER WILLIAM CARL ENG3
MILLER WILLIAM GOSSE LAS2
MILLER WILLIAM H JR GRAD
MILLERING JANE E AGR
1
MILLETT MARK LEWIS FAA4
MILLHOUSER ROBERT JO LAS3
MILLIGAN KEVIN R LASl
MILLIGAN RICHARD ALA LAW2
MILLIGAN STUART CARR BUS2
MILLIGAN TONI MARIE LAS3
MILLIGAN VICKIE LYNN LAS2
MILLIKIN PAUL STANLE GRAD
MILLIREN ALAN PERSON GRAD
MILLNER R05ALD A ENG1
MILLNS JAMES G JR ENG2
MILLS BARBARA KAY FAA2
MILLS BEATRICE ANN LAS4
MILLS CARL EDWARD LAS4
MILLS ELAINE P GRAD
MILLS GEOFREY THOMAS BUS3
MILLS JANET M GRAD
MILLS JEFFREY A ENG1
MILLS KELLY R JR LASl
MILLS PAUL D LAS3
MILLS ROBERT L FAA1
MILLS ROBERT WADE JR LAS2
MILLS RONALD WILLIS BUS4
MILLS ROSE JOAN LAS2
MILLS ROXANNE E PE 2
MILLS STEPHEN WILLIA LAS3
MILLS STEVEN HARLON GRAD
MILLS TERESA KAY LAS4
MILLSAP LARRY DONALD GRAD
MILLSTEIN CORLYS FER LASl
MILNE MARGARET MARY LAS2
MILNE WILLIAM P FAA6
MILOCH KAREN E LASl
MILOS THOMAS ANDREW VM 2
58 E DANIEL 1 C
URH SAUNDERS 431 U
URH SAUNDERS 425 U 332-3698
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
URH WARDALL 920 U 332-4496
106 N VINE U 365-3262
705 S GREGORY PL U 344-1721
RACINE WIS
804 OREGON U
311 E SPNGFLD 102 C
310 E DANIEL C
300 GOODWIN 610 U
1109 W MAIN 4 U
410 E JOHN C
210 E JOHN 18 C
1001 S 1ST C
URH LUNDGREN 17 C 332-0207
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3926
1216 W ARMORY C 359-3781
103 E HEALEY C
URH TOWNSEND 342 U 333-4143
FARMER CITY ILL
706 S GREGORY PL U 344-0743
URH SCOTT 475 C 332-1625
910 S 3RD 407 C
2313 S 1ST 303 C 344-0555
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1002 W OREGON U 344-4109
2317 S 1ST 201 C 344-1775
800 S MATTIS 36 C 359-3543
601 S 4TH C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U 344-3826
URH GARNER 132 C 332-0702
URH BLAISDELL 107 U 332-3454
2114 S ORCH ST 102 U
405 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 34 U 332-3105
804 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 1014 U 332-4515
408 CHURCH C
2203 HAZWD CT 204 U
URH SHERMAN 667 C 332-4896
106 N VINE U 365-3262
URH GARNER 267 C 332-0751
1511 KIRBY 10 C 352-8223
URH TRELEASE 1110 U 332-5717
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0546
URH WARDALL 1209 U
URH TRELEASE 317 U 332-5482
URH SCOTT 345 C 332-1533
URH TRELEASE 304 U 332-5470
1009 PENN U
311 E JOHN 14 C 344-4616
1216 W UNIVERSITY C 359-2432
214 EDGEBROOK C 356-6767
306 E GREGORY C
URH CLARK 215 C 332-0018
2312 E MAIN U 367-0461
205 COUNTRY FR 42 C 359-4527
904 W GREEN 404 U
2118 ORCH ST 302 U
615 W GREEN C 356-2364
306 E DANIEL C
308 E HEALEY C
URH CARR 415 U 332-3958
1825 W JOHN C 352-1463
URH WESTON 211 C 332-1916
URH TAFT 311 C
URH BARTON 211 C 332-0135
DANVILLE ILL
715 BREEN C 356-9804
RANTOUL ILL
409 E CHALMERS 507 C
URH WARDALL 1202 U 332-4551
1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-0585
URH OGLESBY 828 U 332-5289
210 E STOUGHTON C 352-1884
312 E ARMORY C 344-7995
URH SHERMAN C
URH CARR 230 U 332-3911
PHILA PA
907 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 494 C
SAFFEN CT 4 U 344-1201
1306 WINDING C 356-1084
URH LAR U 332-2911
1106 3RD C
102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
1802 B ORCH PL U 344-5502
511 W OREGON U
50 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD 819 C 344-5000
URH BUSEY 233 U 332-2617
1808 LARCH PL U 367-1505
URH ALLEN 437 U







705 S GREGORY PL
























































631 S FOREST HILL
905 N KASPAR AV
402 E COOK ST
711 ARGYLE AV
402 E COOK ST
224 HOMESTEAD











480 E BODMAN ST
5816 MASTER ST







1802 B ORCH PL
RR 2
5159 S ASH ST
5303 W COYLE
503 N GROVE AV
1808 LARCH PL
2401 GLENVIEW RD




































































































MILTON JOHN WHITNEY GKAO
MILTON JUDITH ELLEN LAS3
MILTON MARY TAYLOR GRAD
MINAGA STEVEN Y ENG1
MINALE BRUCE RAYMONO BUS4
MINCEY ETHEL BERRY GRAO
*MINCH WILLIAM RAYMON ENG4
MINDEL CHARLES HOWAR GRAO
MINDEL GLORIA CHRIST LAS6
MINDRUM ROBERT L LAS1
MINER JANICE M LAS1
MINER LYNN ELDRED GRAO
MINERT FRANCIS MARSH FAA4
MINGE BARBARA ELAINE GRAD
MINICH DUNALD R GRAO
MINICK DAVID WESLEY BUS4
MINIKEL SUSAN C LAS1
MINISCALCO JUDITH AN LASl
MINISCALCO WILLIAM J GRAO
MINK HARVEY RAY JR LAS2
MINKALIS SYLVIA JEAN GRAD
MINNER JUDITH ELLEN LAS2
MINNICK TIMOTHY VAN VM 2
MINOR JAMES RICHARD LAS2
MINOR JEFFREY LEE LAS3
MINOR PENELOPE ANN LAS2
MINOTT BRUCE C BUS1
MINSTER DEBORAH MAE ED 3
MINTER JOHN B ENG4
MINTON MARK A LASl
MINTZ PATRICIA FAYE FAA2
MINUS BRUCE ALLEN AVI2
MINUSKIN MICHAEL DEA BUS2
MINYO ANDREW PETER LAS4
MIRANDA DANIEL R ICHA LAS4
MIRANDA JOSE GALANG GRAD
MIRANDAVARGAS SARA A FAA4
MIRICH BARBARA A BUSl
MIROCHA LAWRENCE THO ENG2
MIROCK RICHARD LEONA ENG2
MIS BARBARA BERNICE LAS2
MISFELDT MICHAEL L LASl
MISHLOV.E EDWARD HOWA BUS4
MISHRA SANAK GRAD
MISKELL LANI ELLEN LAS4
*MISKIE RUBY CAROL FAA4
MISKIV CAROL ANN AGR4
MISKOVIC LINDA SUSAN ED 2
MISNER JAMES E JR GRAD
*MISNER MARILYN S GRAD
MISSAVAGE ARLENE F AGR4
MISSAVAGE ROGER JOSE LAS2
MISSEL GARY WAYNE LAS4
MISSLER LEONARD R GRAD
MISTICA FRATERNIDAD GRAD
MISTRETTA MARTIN JOS LAS2
MITA JEANNE YVONNE FAA4
MITCHACK JAMES A GRAD
MITCHELL ANNE C PE 1
MITCHELL BARBARA LEE LAS3
MITCHELL CARL DAVID LAS2
MITCHELL CHARLES RON LAS4
MITCHELL DAN CHARLES LAS3
MITCHELL DAVID JOHN ENG3
MITCHELL DENNIS F LASl
MITCHELL EARL V ENG1
MITCHELL ELIZABETH S LAS3
MITCHELL JAMES KENT GRAD
MITCHELL JANE A LASl
MITCHELL JANET ANN LAS2
MITCHELL JEFFREY JOH FAA1
MITCHELL JEFFREY W ENG4
MITCHELL JERRY V BUSl
MITCHELL JOHN EDWARD ENG4
MITCHELL JOHN ROBERT GRAD
MITCHELL KATHRYN C GRAD
MITCHELL LARRY ROSS LAS3
MITCHELL LERAE JON FAA1
MITCHELL LINDA SUE COM3
MITCHELL LOUIS MACK ED 1
MITCHELL LYCURGUS LAS3
MITCHELL MICHELE LYN LAS2
MITCHELL PAMELA SUE ED 2
MITCHELL PATRICIA AN LAS4
MITCHELL PHYLLIS ANN COM3
MITCHELL ROBERT DAVI ENG3
MITCHELL SALLIE GRAD
MITCHELL SALLY JO LASl
MITCHELL SANDRA T GRAO
MITCHELL SHARON E BUS3
MITCHELL TERENCE ROB GRAD
MITCHELL THOMAS E JR LAS3
MITCHELL THOMAS EDWI ENG4
MITCHELL THOMAS LEE BUS4
MITCHELL VICKI L AGR1
MITCHOM WILLARD LEON LAS2
URH VANOOREN 319 C
300 S GOODWIN U
URH WARDALL 1013 U
300 S GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 364 C
URH WESTON 376 C
2079 C HAZWO CT U
26 WAYSIDE U
1022 W VINE C
1022 W VINE C
904 W GREEN U
URH FLAGG 409 C
1517 W KIRBY 8 C
701 W GREEN U
109 E CHALMERS 6 C
203 W AVONDALE C
1813 VALLEY RD C
309 E JOHN 2 C
409 E CHALMERS C
711 S RANDOLPH I C
URH WESTON 106 C
901 S 1ST C
902 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 130 C
604 E ARMORY 341 C
210 E JOHN 9 C
105 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 474 C
URH CLARK 2 04 C
206 E JOHN 9 C
910 S 3RD 517 C
ST LOUIS MO
URH 0GLES8Y 520 U
URH GARNER 402 C
311 E DANIEL C
206 E GREEN C
404 S 6TH C
URH WARDALL 905 U
URH ALLEN 374 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 328 C
URH VANDOREN 106 C
209 E ARMORY C
301 E ARMORY C
605 W MAIN U
URH BUSEY 143 U
406 W OREGON U
307 E HEALEY 14 C
URH TRELEASE 1219 U
1732 LINCOLN RD 1 C
1732 LINCOLN RD 1 C
URH WARDALL 1104 U
1004 S 4TH 105 C
908 W NEVADA U
609 W MAIN 2 U
URH SHERMAN 228 C
601 S 4TH C
URH CLARK 213 C
URH SHERMAN 163 C
URH BLAISDELL 426 U
URH TRELEASE 728 U
URH BABCOCK 119 U
1210 W CLARK U
209 E ARMORY C
408 E STOUGHTON 4 C
URH SCOTT 413 C
URH FORBES 382 C
URH LAR 203 U
808 S ELM C
URH LAR 398 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 350 C
HUNTINGTON N Y
URH SNYOER 211 C
703 W OREGON U
101 W PARK 304 U
2111 W WHITE 208 C
URH WESTON 369 C
511 S PINE C
410 E GREEN C
1310 W HILL U
203 W UNIVERSITY C
URH ALLEN 215 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 204 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
112 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 118 C
URH BLAISOELL 117 U
1309 W HILL C
WESTCHESTER ILL
2307 S 1ST C
707 S 3RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
501 E DANIEL C
313 E JOHN C
903 ILLINOIS U
332--0528 310 WILLARD AV
344--2031 300 S GOODWIN
332--4514 3011 FARGO
344--2031 300 S GOODWIN
332--1301 6538 N BOSWORTH
332--2039 10011 ESTELLE OR
344--7498 718 N FRANKLIN ST
367--0106 26 WAYSIDE OR
352--0794 1022 W VINE
352--0794 1022 W VINE
5824 FAIRMOUNT
3 32--0325 421 S GIBBONS AV
352 -6343 1040 2ND ST
RR 2 BOX 126
344--3892 BALL CAMP PIKE
356--0 510 1442 PRINCETON NE
352--9360 7 NORTHERN DR
206 E CLARENDON
1904 EVERGREEN RD
356--5058 1519 IDLEWILD LN
626 S MEMORIAL ST
352--5471 2727 N PINE GROVE
344--7732 2525 38TH AV
332--1906 5627 N HAMILTON RO
344--1145 WALTONVILLE RD
356--3675 404 BELLEVILLE AV
8123 S PARK AV
332--1865 845 14TH AV
332--0009 8019 S OGLESBY
42 N CUMBERLAND
344--5000 112 CRESTVIEW CR
7238 PERSHING
332--5191 10025 PALMER AV
6121 N RICHMOND ST
7150 S WHIPPLE
7150 S OKETO
352--2188 404 S 6TH
332--4482 522 DIVERSEY PKWY
352--3364 14128 EDBROOKE
356--7936 3013 N WASHTENAW
5475 N NEWLAND AV
332--4137 4236 N MENARD
2238 GROVE' ST




352--2846 3133 W 84TH ST
332--5755 5731 S TALMAN AV
113 E HILL ST
2257 WOODMERE DR
332--4529 RT 1 BOX 323
RR 1 BOX 323
344--7009 412 FULLER AV
365--2724 609 W MAIN 2
3 32--466 3 U OF PHIL ENG
1607 MACARTHUR OR
332--0016 4908 N GLENWOOD AV
332--4782 1454 THOME
332--3564 400 COUNTRY CL B RD
332--5614 4804 EDGEWOOD HLS
520 DILGER AV
367--0770 203 S 9TH ST
344--7375 3027 N LEHMAN RO
359--1563 2624 AUBURN ST
332--5876 14428 LOWE AV
1207 COPPINGER RD
511 E MARGARET ST
359--1087 808 S ELM




3 32--1670 4920 LEE AV
344--6344 703 W OREGON
1086 HILLCREST RD
352--8083 938 37TH AV N
332-
-2032 1212 S OAK ST




523 S 2ND ST
344--9892 615 HAINES 8LV0
332--0611 3623 S CUYLER AV
344--7221 410 W GREEN
356--7936 902 ROBERT DR
322--0120 193 ORCHARD ST
332--3464 112 W LINDELL ST
356--2995 1309 W HILL
10740 W CERMAK 2W
344--7019 2307 S 1ST
352--0606 1207 COPPINGER RD
356--1894 1500 COURT ST














































































































































































MOLLER ARTHUR C III
























LAS2 303 E CHALMERS C
LAS2 501 E DANIEL C 344--1510
BUS3 604 E ARMORY C 344--1266
FAA4 URH WARDALL 1120 U 332--4544
GRAD 909 S 5TH 550 C 332--4857
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1162 C 332--5003
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344--5812
ENG4 1005 S 2ND C 344--7712
GRAD URH SHERMAN 460 C 332--4845
LAS3 1105 S 1ST C 344-2268
ENG4 308 E ARMORY C 344-•7027
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344--5000
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 200 C
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN u 344--6150
GRAD 605 S 4TH c 359--3097
ENG2 310 E JOHN c
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1107 u 332--5359
GRAD URH DANIELS 260 u 332--2457
LAS4 707 W CHURCH u 367--3982
GRAD 103 1/2 S 3RD c 352--4582
FAAl URH BARTON 303 c 332--0151
GRAD URH SHERMAN 415 c 332--4720
FAA2 URH LUNDGREN 19 c 332--0209
BUS4 URH TOWNSEND 524 u 332--4260
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1013 u 332--4214
BUS4 826 W HARVARD c 359--3143
GRAD 216 8R00KW000 DR c 3 56--5606
ENG1 306 E GREGORY c 332--9675
GRAD 2062 A ORCH ST u 344--4258
LAS4 711 W GREEN u
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 403 c 332--0280
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 229 u 332--3775
ED 4 904 W GREEN 629 u 344--3780
LAS3 410 E GREEN c 352--0788
LAS2 URH SCOTT 259 c 332--1469
AGR4 401 W GREEN c
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 313 u 332--3790
VM 2 1110 STOUGHTON u 367--4372
GRAD 1529 LINCOLNSHIRE c 359--2297
LAS'* 306 E MAIN u 367--2431
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS1 URH FORBES 362 c 332--1057
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN u 344--3532
BUS1 1111 S 3RD c
LAS1 URH WESTON 394 c 332--2050
LAW3 307 S PRAIRIE 18 c 356--4126
BUS4 204 E ARMORY c 344--7375
GRAD MORRILL 283 u 333--6844
BUS4 405 E JOHN c 344--0557
GRAD 2203 HAZWD u
AGR2 106 E DANIEL c
GRAD 2201 FLETCHER u 367--2650
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN u 344--1391
AGR1 URH FORBES 486 c
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 308 u 332--5120
GRAD URH DANIELS 273 u 332--2470
GRAD 407 S STATE 11 c 3 59--2523
FAA3 1104 W STOUGHTON u
GRAD URH DANIELS 199 u 332--2456
ED 2 1404 S LINCOLN u 334--3128
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 423 c 332--02 88
GRAD 406 1/2 N MATHEWS u 365--2871
LAS3 909 S 3RD c
GRAO 302 HOLIDAY PK 234 c
ENG3 406 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD 3219 KIRBY c 356--9544
GRAD 1013 S 1ST c 356--6920
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 326 c 344--1266
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 1203 u 332--5385
AGR3 1004 NEVADA u 344--7056
GRAD 1005 S WEBBER u 365--2509
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 105 u 332--3587
LAW1 301 E WHITE c 352--3804
ENG4 510 S 4TH c 352--8295
FAAl URH ALLEN 24 u 332--3099
FAA2 604 E ARMORY 2 c 344--1266
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 422 u 332--5163
LAS3 URH BARTON 417 c 332--0177
LAS3 601 W GREEN u
GRAD 808 W ILLINOIS u 344--0861
LAS1 URH CLARK 233 c
BUS3 202 E DANIEL c 352--5151
GRAD 2202 POND u 367--3622
ENG3 BOX 2088 STA A c
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 314 c 332--1266
GRAD PHILA PA
GRAD 2706 WILLOWPARK c 356--7125
LAS3 1107 S EUCLID 6 c 344--4973
GRAD 312 W SPNGFLD 12 u 367--7793
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 109 u 344--4515
GRAD 301 S 1ST c
GRAO 1004 S 1ST c 344--7586
LAS4 1004 S 1ST c
GRAD ROUTE 3 c 359--1528
FAA3 URH FORBES 309 c 3 32--1019










7706 N KQSTNER AV
2151 W 120TH ST
9010 KARLOV AV
2721 LYNN RD RR 2
1103 S COTTAGE GR
RR 2
610 CENTER AV
641 E PEARL ST
1505 WOODSDALE RD
707 W CHURCH
63 N MCLEAN BLVD
LINCOLN LN RR 3
BOX 102

















1347 W 97TH PL
804 E 81ST 303
RR 1
320 E DICKENS AV
5247 MONROE ST








8713 W 124TH ST





209 N ELMHURST AV
10424 S DRAKE





CARERA 17 SUR 5-41





























































































































MONHART JANE L GRAD
MONIGOLD GERALD EDWA GRAD
MONINGER WILLIAM II GRAD
MONK JANICE JONES GRAD
MONKEN LESLIE JANE PE 3
MONKEN LINDA JEAN PE 4
MONNEYANG RENE MEKA ENG4
MONROE DONALD STUART GRAD
MONROE JEFFREY PAUL ENG3
MONROE RANDALL LEE ENG4
MONROE RANDY B ENG1
MONROE RONALD LEE AGR3
MONROE SAUNDRA LE LAS3
MONSEES JAMES EUGENE GRAD
MONSUN DANA M ENGI
MONSON JOHN FRANCIS ENG4
MONSON TYRUS KENT LAS1
MONTAGNO MARIANNE C LAS1
MONTAGUE CHARLES ERN ENG4
MONTAGUE JAMES ROBER AVI2
MONTAGUE PHYLLIS R GRAD
MONTALBANO SANDRA BE LAS3
MONTANELLI DALE S GRAD
MONTANELLI RICHARD G GRAD
MONTASSER SAADIA HAF GRAD
MONTBLANC MICHAEL R ENG3




MONTGOMERY CHARLES L GRAD
MONTGOMERY DONALD C ENG4
MONTGOMERY ELSYA T AGR4
MONTGOMERY GEORGE K GRAD
MONTGOMERY GEORGE P GRAD
MONTGOMERY GREGG CLO FAA4
MONTGOMERY JEANNE M ED 3
MONTGOMERY LYNN A LAS2
MONTGOMERY ROBERT M GRAD
MONTGOMERY THOMAS JA LAS4
MONTGOMERY THOMAS WA BUS4
MONTGOMERY WILLIAM L ENG4
MONTI DAVID BLASE AGR4
MONTI JANICE MARIE LAS2
MONTI R08ERT LOUIS PE 3
MONTOOTH DOROTHY JAN AGR2
MONTOYA RONALD J GRAD
MUNYPENNY ALICE LAS2
MONYPENNY LAURA LAS1
MONYPENNY LESLIE F COM4
MONZURES PETER LOUIS ENG4
MOODY DOUGLAS WILLIA PE 1
MOODY ERNEST DUOLEY AGR3
MOODY WILLIAM LEE ENG2
MOOGK GARY W ENG6
MOON JAMES LOMAN JR COM3
MOON JANICE SUE COM4
MOON JOYCE A GRAD
MOON MICHAEL MARK LAS3
MOON THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
MOON THOMAS PAUL LAS2
MOONIN RONALD BUS4
MOORE ALBERT III BUS1
MOORE ANDREW JAY FAA2
MOORE ANNA M LAS3
MOORE BARBARA ANN LAS4
MOORE BARBARA H GRAD
MOORE BECKY L LAS1
MOORE BRENDA JOYCE LAS1
MOORE BRUCE LAWRENCE BUS2
MOORE BRUCE WILSON LAS2
MOORE BYRON KEITH GRAD
MOORE CARL R PE 1
MOORE CATHERINE S LAS4
MOORE CHARLES L GRAD
MOORE CLAUDIA E GRAD
MOORE CONNIE RAE GRAD
MOORE DENNIS DALE ENG4
MOORE DIANA HENRY GRAD
MOORE DIANE ELAINE LAS2
MOORE DOUGLAS W FAA2
MOORE EDWIN G AGR1
MOORE EVELYN M LASl
MOORE EVELYN MULRY LAS4
MOORE FRED ALVIN ENG4
MOORE FRED BENJAMIN LAW2
MOORE GARY S LASl
MOORE GLORIA D ED 3
MOORE HARRY F LASl
MOORE JAMES C III ENG3
MOORE JAMES CLARENCE LAS2
MOORE JAMES DONALD AGR4
MOORE JAMES RAY GRAD
MOORE JAMES STRAIGHT LAS2
MOORE JEFFREY R FAA2
MOORE JOHN C GRAD
MOORE JOHN JORDAN LAW3
URH DANIELS 376 U
206 S DRAPER C
1106 W STOUGHTON U
624 E GREEN 14 C
302 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
1007 S OAK C
403 BROOKWOOD C
URH TOWNSEND 372 U
508 W WHITE 3 C
URH BABCOCK 217 U
801 W NEVADA U
1202 W NEVADA U
2708 KIRBY C
1008 S LINCOLN U
307 S PRAIRIE 13 C
URH SCOTT 202 C
URH TRELEASE 921 U
1002 W OREGON U
804 W OREGON U
1008 STRATFORD C
1202 U NEVADA U
205 E GREEN 6 C
205 E GREEN 6 C
URH ALLEN 270 U
604 E ARMORY 403 C
URH OGLESBY 919 U
212 E CHALMERS 12 C
URH SCOTT 436 C
URH HOPKINS 370 C
OAKWOOD ILL
312 E ARMORY C
506 RIDGEWOOO CT C
1001 1/2 W HILL C
503 N MCCULLOUGH 1 U
1709 W JOHN 5 C
3217 KIRBY C
URH WESTGN 268 C
BEMENT ILL
URH WESTGN 268 C
508 W COLUMBIA C
506 S WEBBER U
409 W GREEN C
URH BUSEY 205 U
801 W ILLINOIS U
URH BUSEY 345 U
104 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 324 C
URH CLARK 323 C
209 E CLARK 5 C
1809 C VALLEY RD C
302 E JOHN C
309 E DANIEL C
1110 S 2ND C
2307 S 1ST 202 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1601 W UNIVERSITY C
1601 W UNIVERSITY C
803 W OREGON U
SCHENECTADY N Y
URH WESTON 359 C
URH SHERMAN 867 C
URH GARNER C
601 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 124 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
ST LOUIS MO
URH LAR 482 U
URH FLAGG 326 C
URH TOWNSEND 351 U
603 S BUSEY U
1004 W CLARK U
412 FAIRLAWN U
1304 S VINE U
708 W SPNGFLD 4 C
URH SHERMAN 112 C
1108 N CHAMPAIGN C
603 S BUSEY U
1004 W CLARK U
URH BLAISDELL 327 U
204 BLISS U
801 W NEVADA U
1406 N NEIL C
SADORUS ILL
URH TOWNSEND 265 U
1415 KIRBY C
URH BABCOCK 219 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 440 C
URH TOWNSEND 474 U
CHICAGO ILL
203 S WRIGHT C
CHARLESTON ILL
401 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 436 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL































































404 E STOUGHTON 4
403 BROOKWOOD
323 PARK AV W
RR 5





2310 W 80TH ST
200 FORSYTHE LN
519 VICTORIA CT




205 E GREEN 6
205 E GREEN





ROUTE 2 BOX 78
BOX 338
15 E PLEASANT LN
506 RIDGEWOOD CT
6 CHURCH ST
503 N MCCULLOUGH 1
205 W ELM
1319 HARMON
1727 W 103RD ST
280 E MORRIS



















505 W NORTH ST
1039 MARYLAND AV
81 N ELIZABETH
2947 W ESTES AV
4015 W CULLERTON
18 DROMS RD EXT
2024 E JACKSON
204 W BURBANK ST
4340 MARYLAND 17C
1339 W NORTH ST
3852 W MADISON


























506 W MONROE ST




































































































































































































GRAD 704 W OREGON U 333--3862
LAS2 URH CLARK 433 C 332--0080
VM 1 URH TOWNSEND 282 U 332--4109
AVI6 108 E SPNGFLD c 352--0320
ENG1 313 E ARMORY c 344--9766
LAS4 605 1/2 S NEIL 1 c 359- 1214
LAS2 1008 S 4TH c 344--1207
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 708 u
LAS1 URH TAFT 308 c 332--0637
ED 1 URH ALLEN 108 u 332--3121
COM4 904 S LINCOLN u 344--1391
GRAD 9009 1/2 S LYNN u 367--2435
GRAD 1205 W CHURCH 3 c 352--8871
LAS2 URH EVANS 240 u 332--2726
LAS1 201 E GREEN c 356--7794
ED 3 517 FAIRLAWN u 367--1344
LAS2 URH SCOTT 389 c 332--1562
FAAl 303 S ELM c 352--3735
FAA4 806 W ANN u
AGR3 807 S BUSEY u 344--5940
ENG1 1004 S 4TH c
GRAD GREENVALLEY ILL
ED 3 URH LAR 206 u 333--2814
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1208 u 332--5745
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 312 u 332--3519
ENG4 310 S PRAIRIE 204 c 359--4250
GRAD 605 E CHALMERS c 344--5888
LAS 3 211 E DANIEL c 344--9583
GRAD 303 S ELM c 352--3735
FAAl URH TOWNSEND 453 u 332--4216
AGR1 URH FORBES 104 c 332--0293
ENG2 URH SCOTT 354 c 332--1536
ENG4 1006 S 3RD c 344--7096
LAS4 709 W MAIN u
LAS3 1006 S 3RD c 344--7094
LAW2 709 W MAIN u 367--4567
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 116 u 332--3998
LAS1 URH WARDALL 807 u 332--4460
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 301 u 332--3643
GRAD URH SHERMAN 204 c 332--4639
GRAD URH SHERMAN 957 c 332--4952
ENG1 URH SCOTT 323 c
GRAD 1208 W OREGON u 333--1714
LAS2 URH EVANS 323 u 332--2743
LAS1 URH ALLEN 326 u
LAS4 604 E ARMORY 305 c 344--1266
AGR4 URH ALLEN 485 u 332--3412
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA u
GRAD 307 W CLARK 104 c 356--0771
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 238 c 332--1213
GRAD 128 DEWEY u 367--1269
GRAD 2108 W WHITE 142 c 359--2270
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
GRAD WESTVILLE ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 107 c 332--0365
GRAD SAVOY ILL
LAS2' 311 E DANIELS c
GRAD URH SHERMAN c
LAS3 2011 PHILO 9 u 367--0287
FAA6 URH DANIELS 530 u 332--2322
GRAD 2313 S 1ST c 344--0555
BUS3 URH FORBES 359 c 332--1054
AGR1 URH NOBLE 218 c 332--0394
ENG2 URH WESTON 423 c 332--2071
GRAD 307 CEDAR c 359--4637
ENG1 211 E DANIEL 5 c 344--9583
GRAD 108 S 5TH c 356--6544
ENG2 312 E WHITE c 356--6806
LASl URH SAUNDERS 213 u 332--3624
AGR4 1010 E COLORADO 39 u 365--2314
LAS2 312 E WHITE c 356--6806
LASl URH FORBES 288 c 322--1005
GRAO 502 W MAIN 220 u 367--2305
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--6633
FAA3 1208 LINCOLNSHIRE c 356- 1592
LAS3 URH FORBES 374 c
FAA4 1005 S 6TH 26 c 344--2272
FAA4 405 E GREEN c
GRAD 2080 D ORCH ST u 344--0375
BUS4 llll S 1ST c 356--3314
GRAD 2080 D ORCH ST u 344--0375
FAA2 312 W SPNGFLD u
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 312 u 332--5478
LAS2 303 E CHALMERS c 3 56--7863
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS 406 c
GRAO 909 S 5TH 230 c 332--4665
FAA4 809 S 5TH c 344--0378
GRAD 2102 W WHITE 96 c 359--4872
AVI I URH HOPKINS 441 c 332--1356
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 318 u 332--5129
GRAD 910 W NEVADA u 344--3488
LAS4 URH WARDALL 516 u 332 -4395
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7449
ENG4 1111 S 1ST c 344--7888
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 392 c 332--1322
704 W OREGON
217 S 18TH





6624 W 171ST ST
2417 W ADAMS
807 E OREGON




602 S FINLEY RD
517 FAIRLAWN
500 WILMAR DR
331 S COLLEGE AV
1914 W ANN
RR 1
MCCLINTOCK RD RR 3
BOX 246
11 LAKESHIRE DR
706 S GREENWOOD AV
5230 DREXEL AV

















237 S WEST ST
16755 HARLEM AV
200 W SMITH ST
RR 1
4640 N PAULINA
307 W CLARK 104
1443 N WASHTENAW
4215 W PONCA ST
128 S DEWEY




2115 W LAWRENCE AV
5318 5TH AV




999 HALF DAY RD
95 CIRCLE DR W




210 E 4TH ST






















436 S VILLA AV
40 FLORENCE AV
5241 N BERNARD
523 N DIXON AV
914 RIDGE CT


































































































MURITZ FREDRIC ALAN FAA4
MORITZ MICHAEL THOMA AGR2
MORITZ SANDRA RUTH LAS2
MORITZ SUSAN ADA LAS2
MORK STEVEN ANDREW GRAD
MORLAN EDWARD GEORGE ENG4
*MORLEY LARRY JOHN GRAD
MORPURGO HAROLD B GRAD
*MORPURGO JANE S GRAD
MORR GARY FRANCIS GRAD
MORR JOANN CATHERINE GRAD
MORRIS ALAN E LAS1
MORRIS BERTRAM C JR LAS2
MORRIS BILLY J LASi
MORRIS BISETTE U U H GRAD
MORRIS CAROLYN SUE PE 1
MORRIS CHARLES D ENGI
MORRIS CYNTHIA A LASI
MORRIS DAVID S LASI
MURRIS DONALD CHARLE BUS2
MORRIS EDGAR EUGENE GRAD
MORRIS GARY L LASI
MORRIS GEOFFREY B LASI
MORRIS GEORGE E SR GRAD
MORRIS GEORGE F ENG2
MORRIS GEORGE QUENTI LAS4
MORRIS JACQUELINE M LASI
MORRIS JEFFREY A ENGI
MORRIS JEFFREY MICHA ENG3
MORRIS JOEL P LASI
MORRIS JOHN GILBERT GRAD
MORRIS JOHN R ENGI
MORRIS JUDITH MARGAR COM4
MORRIS LARRY EUGENE ENG4
MORRIS LEE PETER LAS3
MORRIS LYNN K BUS1
MORRIS MARGARET N FAA1
MORRIS MARTHA ELLEN FAA2
MORRIS MICHAEL B PE 1
MORRIS MICHELE E PE 1
MORRIS PAUL WILLARD GRAD
MORRIS PAULINE M LAS5
MORRIS RENAY FAA4
MORRIS RUBALEE M GRAD
MORRIS SUSAN WETHERI COM4
MORRIS THOMAS M LAS2
MORRIS VICKY K LAS4
MORRIS WILDA WEBBER GRAD
MORRISON BRUCE ANDRE GRAD
MORRISON CATHY ANN LASI
MORRISON DWAYNE IRWI BUS4
MORRISON GARY LEE LAS4
MORRISON JAMES LESTE AGR3
MORRISON JAMES R LAW1
MORRISON JANICE E AGR1
MORRISON JOHN FORD LAS4
MORRISON JOHN FREDDY ENG4
MORRISON JOHN RAYMON FAA4
MORRISON KEVIN PATRI BUS3
MORRISON LARRY J LASI
MORRISON LOUISE GRAD
MORRISON MARGARET M FAA4
MORRISON MARY J GRAD
MORRISON MATTHEW G LAS2
MORRISON ROGER L AGR1
MORRISON RONALD CHAR ENG4
MORRISON RONALD STEP ENG3
MORRISON STEVEN LEON ENG2
MORRISON WILLIAM ABB ENG4
MORRISSEY RICHARD W PE 1
MORRISSEY THOMAS R AGR1
MORROW DIANE LAS3
MORROW ROBERT D GRAD
MORROW ROBERT SCOTT LAS4
MORROW WILLIAM WALLA ENG4
MORSCHEISER JOHN C LASI
MORSE CONSTANCE L LASI
MORSE SAMUEL ARTHUR GRAD
MORSE SAUL JULIAN LAS4
MORSTAOT ROBERT ALAN ENG4
MORTARA DONA UNTI GRAD
MORTHLAND JANET LYNN LASI
MORTHLAND SUZANNE E ED 4
MORTIMORE BETTY W GRAD
MORTLAND DANIEL LEE ENG3
MORTON DAVID RAY AGR2
MORTON HARLEY CRAIG AGR3
MORTON JAMES HERMAN GRAD
MORTON JOHN FRANKLIN GRAD
MORTON ROSS WILLARD LAS4
MORTON SALLY JEAN LAS2
MORTON WILLIAM DALE ENG3
MORTON WILLOW SEKIYA GRAD
MORTVEDT DONALD F GRAD
MORZLOCK FRANK VUC IC GRAD
MOSCHEL BRUCE CARY LAS2
MOSCHEL DONNA GERI LAS4
1108 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 393 C
URH BLAISDELL 431 U
URH BLAISDELL 428 U
402 W STANAGE C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
2067 A HAZWD CT U
733 S MATTIS C
733 S MATTIS C
1502 WILEY U
MONTICELLO ILL
52 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 471 C
URH SCOTT 310 C
1107 W GREEN 635 U
URH BLAISDELL 13 U
URH WESTON 124 C
URH ALLEN 250 U
URH WESTCN 413 C
URH HOPKINS 274 C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
505 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 265 C
615 W CLARK C
URH SNYDER 480 C
URH TOWNSEND 547 U
URH LAR 403 U
904 W GREEN U
309 E HEALEY 9 C
URH SCOTT 171 C
2114 ORCH ST 103 U
URH FORBES 421 C
313 E JOHN C
909 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 407 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH NOBLE 413 C
URH WARDALL 405 U
URH SNYDER 294 C
URH TAFT C
201 S COTTAGE GR U
ADMIN BLDG 54 U
URH VANDOREN 318 C
2201 HAZWD 104 U
706 S MATHEWS U
911 S 3RD 6 C
812 W CHURCH 7 C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
510 E JOHN C
615 W SPNGFLD C
1007 S 1ST 1 C
904 W GREEN U
311 E GREEN C
1106 S EUCLID 103 C
URH NOBLE 325 C
1106 W STOUGHTON 2 U
104 1/2 E ARMORY C
1903 ROBERTA LN C
211 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 343 C
407 W WHITE 17 C
1106 W STOUGHTON 2 U
108 E JOHN I C
1111 S 2ND 5 C
URH FORBES 292 C
906 W SPNGFLD 2 U
NEWMAN ILL
URH SNYDER 313 C
URH TOWNSEND 234 U
URH SCOTT 436 C
ST MARYS RD U
501 E SPNGFLD C
902 E DELAWARE U
501 E DANIEL C
313 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 475 C
URH TRELEASE 208 U
705 HAWTHORNE U
URH WESTON 126 C
URH SNYDER 224 C
308 E THCMPSON U
URH TRELEASE 930 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
307 W GREEN 2 C
1102 S 2ND 1 C
313 E CHALMERS C
FT MADISON IOWA
URH SHERMAN 151 C
202 S LYNN 2 U
707 S 6TH 515 C
508 E ARMORY C
1804 W WILLIAM 1 C
202 S LYNN 2 U
URH SHERMAN 1059 C
714 W CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMERS 610 C

















































































11610 S HALE AV
200 S 34TH ST
200 S 34TH ST
11313 S LOWE AV
732 ENTERPRISE CT









101 S EDWARD ST




RR 4 BOX 154
101 S EDWARD ST
615 W CLARK
535 S BOWMAN AV
101 S EDWARD ST
8714 S PEORIA
ROUTE 1 BOX W-58
7912 LOTUS AV
3407 PINE RIDGE DR
4237 LYNNBROOK DR


































225 W CARROLL ST
5322 FAIRVIEW
950 2ND AV
RR 1 BOX 10
1467 W~FARGO AV
HAVANA MOBILE CT









1346 S JASPER ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 155
1102 S 2ND 1
1903 ARIZONA AV
RR 1 BOX 85
405 N MAIN
202 S LYNN 2
159 COTTAGE HILL
200 RIVER BLUFF RO
419 W DAVID ST
1822 VANCOUVER PL





































































































MOS£ EDITH ANNE PE 4
MOSE JUDITH E ED 1
MOSEL SHARON E GRAD
MOSELEY CYNTHIA LAS3
MOSEK CYNTHIA LOUISE LAS2
MOSER JAMES EARL ENG2
MOSER JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
MOSER RICHARD JAY PE 3
MOSES DENNIS ALLAN LAS1
MOSES JAMES ROBERT LAS2
MOSES MIKEL LEE LAS2
MOSES SHELLEY ED 1
MOSHER DONNA P GRAD
MOSHER ERIC CLARK LAS3
MOSHER JAMES C LAS1
MOSHER JEANETTE CARO ED 2
MOSHER KEVIN L BUS1
MOSKAL ROBERT A VM 1
MOSKOWITZ DANIEL MOR LAS3
MOSKOWITZ MARILYN ED 1
MOSKOWITZ SUSAN M ED 1
MOSLEY KIM FAA4
MOSLEY STEVEN W LASL
MOSNY EMIL KENNETH LAS3
MOSS ARTHUR Z GRAD
MOSS DIANE L ED 4
MOSS FREDERICK J GRAD
MOSS GROVER ZACK LAS4
MOSS JAMES C GRAD
MOSS JONATHAN YOST BUS2
MOSS MARY FRANCES GRAD
MOSS ROBERT STEWART ENG4
MOSS THOMAS WAYNE BUS3
MOSS WILLIAM GRAD
MOSSBERGER GREGG LEE LAS2
*MOSSIOSSIAN VAROUJAN GRAD
MOSTAFAVI MASOUD GRAD
MOSTAFAVIREJALI M H GRAD
MOTEL JOEL LURIE LAS2
MQTEW STUART IRWIN ENG4
MOTOSAKA SANDRA NATS LAS3
MOTT CANUACE JEAN LAS4
MOTTAR BONNIE LOUISE LAS4
MOTTO PATRICIA ANN LAS4
MOULDER MARY SUSAN GRAD
MOULDER THOMAS C FAAl
MOULIC JAMES RANDAL ENG2
MOULTON STEPHEN WAYN ENG3
MOUNT HENRY RICHARD AGR4
MOUNTZ TERRIE ANNE GRAD
MOUTVIC RONALD RAY ENG4
MOWBRAY JOHN RANDOLP GRAD
MOWERS DAVID RAY AGR3
MOWERS RONALD PAUL LAS3
MOWRY MAXWELL REED J GRAD
MOY ALFRED BING GRAD
MOY AUDREY L ED 1
MUY CAVIO GUY LAS3
MOY DONALD FAAl
MOY HERMAN YUNCHEE ENG3
MOY MAY M LASl
MOY PAUL W ENG1
MOY ROBERT FAAl
MOYE CHRISTINE E LASl
MOYE DONALD W FAAl
MOYER CHRISTOPHER AL GRAD
MOYER GEORGIA ANN LAS2
MOYER JAMES EARL BUS3
MOYER JOHN EDWARD BUS4
MOYER MARK ALBERT LAS3
MOYER THOMAS W BUS1
MOYNIHAN JAMES J LAW1
MRAZ RONALD ALAN VM 2
MROCZYNSKI RICHARD P GRAD
MROZEK JANICE MARIE FAAl
*MROZEK RONALD ALFRED LAW3
MROZEK WILLIAM LOUIS GRAD
MROZOWICZ MICHAEL E ENG1
MRSTIK BERNARD J GRAD
MUASHER RAJAI SALEH GRAD
MUCCI DAVID MICHAEL ENG3
MUCCI WAYNE DELPHO FAA4
MUCH PAUL J BUSl
MUDRON MAUREEN DOLOR LAS3
MUEHLENBEIN DAN EDMA FAA2
MUEHLENPFORT CARRIE LASl
*MUEHRING GENE H GRAD
MUELLER BRUCE L ENG1
MUELLER DAN ENG1
MUELLER DANIEL JOHN GRAD
MUELLER OAVIO PHILIP LAS4
MUELLER DON G LASl
MUELLER DONNA LOUISE LAS3
MUELLER ELIZABETH LI LAS3
MUELLER GARY FRANCIS BUS4
MUELLER HARLAN LYNN GRAD
MUELLER HENRY E LAW1
309 E JOHN C
URH VANDOREN 408 C
1611 VALLEY RD C
102 N LINCOLN 3 U
405 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 394 C
2805 E CALIFORNIA U
1111 S 1ST C
211 E DANIEL C
411 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 217 U
URH ALLEN 305 U
1819 ALDER LN C
URH OGLESBY 811 U
URH SCOTT 454 C
903 W NEVADA 7 U
URH FORBES 336 C
URH CARR 423 U
1004 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 718 U
1215 S 4TH C
308 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 321 C
508 E SPRINGFIELD C
URH DANIELS 312 U
214 E GREGORY 301 C
TOLONO ILL
805 W OREGON U
16 WAYSIDE RD U
911 S 4TH C
1110 S PINE C
301 E ARMORY C
309 E CHALMERS C
707 W CHURCH C
URH BABCQCK 126 U
2003 ORCH ST U
STA A BOX 2146 C
802 S LOCUST 2 C
301 E ARMORY C
107 S PRAIRIE 5 C
URH BARTON 403 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SNYDER 454 C
105 E GREEN C
URH TQWNSEND 175 U
1856 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 470 U
1108 W NEVADA 9 U
907 S 2ND 8 C
501 S BROADWAY U
809 S 5TH C
506 E SPRNGFLD C
1208 1/2 N WALNUT C
URH TAFT 320 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 289 C
URH TOWNSEND 567 U
URH BUSEY 204 U
904 W GREEN 609 U
URH GARNER 495 C
URH ALLEN 136 D U
505 E GREEN 308 C
609 BREEN C
409 E CHALMERS C
306 BURKWOOD U
30 SALEM RD U
505 E CHALMERS C
306 BURKWOOD U
1304 FLORIDA U
420 E FAIRLAWN U
709 W CHURCH I C
URH BLAISDELL 228 U
SAVOY ILL
602 E WHITE 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 278 U
URH DANIELS 167 U
DE KALB ILL
URH FORBES 495 C
201 E CALIFORNIA 3 U
URH WESTON 488 C
URH EVANS 102 U
URH OGLESBY 628 U
URH TAFT 411 C
502 W MAIN 219 U
URH BROMLEY C
311 E GREEN C
1101 W OREGON U
2311 S 1ST 101 C
URH TOWNSEND 147 U
URH TRELEASE 605 U
207 E JOHN C
801 S MATTIS 2 C
205 E GREEN 13 C











512 W N 1ST




ROUTE 2 BOX 312
2805 E CALIFORNIA
2303 S 1ST MANOR
GARY 3412
RR 1
1502 W LILLIAN ST
2244 W ARTHUR
1819 ALDER LN
RR 1 BOX 5 8A





332--5604 4621 N ROSEMEAD DR
8719 LOCKWOOD
308 E HEALEY
332--1031 6C JOHN DESHIELDS
352--8814 118 S HIGH ST
332--2219 340 RIVERSIDE DR
344--7627 PLAZA DR RR 1
367--5418 718 E FELLOWS ST
367--3922 16 WAYSIDE RD
344--9560 1004 MICHIGAN AV
356--2498 1110 S PINE
344--7980 916 JUDSON AV
356--1894 2197 HOYT DR
352--1017 707 W CHURCH
332--3743 13 THRUSH ST
344--3362 AINETSCHIESTR 96
19 OSTANDARI AV
352--6459 69 SAIID AV
356--7606 9034 S BENNETT AV
359--4174 5454 S SHORE DR
332--0172 3508 COUNTRYSIDE
344--6150 14432 NORMAL AV
344--7944 565 N KANSAS ST




332--4039 1400 BELL AV
359--4903 RR 1 BOX 146
332--3402 123 HAMPTON AV
344--7364 6411 W SINCLAIR AV
344--7040 907 S 2ND 8
365--2422 116 N HENDERSON
344--5202 116 N HENDERSON
359--3742 129 CHURCH ST
1025 S FLOAT
332--0645 312 W GENEVA ST
204 N NEIL
4449 BROADWAY
332--4286 940 W GUNNISON ST
854 W 79TH ST
3220 N CLARK ST
332--0912 4449 N BROADWAY
332--3138 RR 1
RR 1




344--9741 1537 W 186TH PL
367--7909 306 BURKWOOD
367--3756 1304 FLORIDA
367--6290 420 E FAIRLAWN
352--3923 BOX 122
332--3405 S 652 EUCLID AV
202 W MAIN
359--3009 2104 15TH
332--4105 435 S CENTER
332--2426 172 HAWTHORNE LN
1102 NORMAL RD
332--1151 62 BIRCH ST
365--1438 248 LINWOOD CT
332--2115 ROUTE 1 BOX 328
332--2684 1503 N MAY ST





344--0826 609 S PARK
12421 82ND AV
332--4019 RR 4
332--5562 306 N PINE ST
356--8947 113 S 15TH AV
204 KOENIGSMARK
3 56--8626 205 E GREEN ST


































































































MUELLER JACALYN ROOT LAS*
MUELLER JAMES F AGRl
MUtLLER JAMES J ENG1
MUELLER JERIN BARBAR PE 4
MUELLER LAURA F GRAD
MUELLER LINDA S LAS1
MUELLER MARY LOU ED 2
MUELLER MELINDA MAE BUS1
MUELLER RALPH S GRAD
MUELLER RAYMOND CHAR ENG3
MUELLER ROBERT J GRAD
MUELLER SANDRA R LAS4
MUELLER STEVE ROGER ENG2
MUELLER TERRY K ENG1
MUELLER THOMAS EDWAR AGR2
MUELLER THOMAS OWEN ENG4
MUELLER WILLIAM ALBE LAS4
MUESING RICHARD ARTH GRAD
MUETH DAVID JOSEPH ENG2
MUETH PAUL F LAS1
MUFF JOHN CHRISTOPHE FAA4
MUI DAVID LAS2
MUI RUTH LAS3
MUIR CHARLES R FAAl
*MUIR ROBERT W ENG1
MUIRHEAD ALAN ROSS GRAD
MUIRHEAD ARTHUR BOYD LAS3
MUIRHEID WILLARD K AVI I
MUIRURI JOSEPH K BUS6
MUIRURI KATHLEEN L GRAD
MUISE ROBERT EDWARD ENG3
MUKHOPADHYAY ANUP K GRAD
MULACEK VICTOR CARL ENG4
MULARZ THOMAS E LAS1
MULCAHEY DANTON FRAN BUS4
MULCAHEY ROBERT W LAS1
MULCAHY DANIEL G GRAD
MULCAHY JOHN HENRY LAS2
MULDER JOHN ALLEN AVI 2
MULDER LARRY ALBERT LAS4
MULDOWNEY KENNETH J BUS3
MULGREW ELIZABETH AN BUS4
MULHALL MICHAEL HUGH LAS3
MULKEY HEATHER LYNN FAA2
MULLAN DAVID P ENG1
MULLARKEY MARY E LAS4
MULLARKEY THOMASINA LAS3
MULLEN CATHY SUE AGR2
MULLEN JOHN GRANT BUS1
MULLEN MAUREEN ANNE LAS2
MULLEN MAUREEN D LAS4
MULLEN MICHAEL J ENG3
MULLEN MIRIAM CARPEN GRAD
MULLEN PATRICIA M LAS5
MULLER CHERYL LEE FAA2
MULLER GORDON J GRAD
MULLER RICKI SUE ED 1
MULLER WALTER G GRAD
MULLIGAN CHRISTOPHER BUSl
MULLIGAN PATRICIA AN LAS2
MULLIKEN AMANDA RUTH COM3
MULLINS ROBERT LEE LAS3
MULLOR-SEBASTIAN A GRAD
MULROONEY RAYMOND JA LAS3
MULROY PATRICK F LAS1
MULVANEY LYNNE ROBER LAS2
MULVEY JOHN MICHAEL ENG4
MULVIHILL EILEEN R AGRl
MULVIHILL FLORENCE A PE 2
MUMFORD STEPHEN EUGE ENG4
MUMM RUSSELL CRAIG LAS2
MUNAKATA YOKO HIRASA FAA4
MUNARETTO RAYMOND F LAS1
MUNCASTER ALAN W GRAD
MUNCH PAUL THOMAS LAS2
MUNGER MICHAEL LEE FAA3
MUNK CONNIE M GRAD
MUNN JAMES R AVU
MUNNO MARY L ED 3
MUNROE JAMES HAROLD GRAD
MUNSON ARNOLD ISAAC LAS2
MUNSON C R ENG1
MUNSON CHERYL WHITE GRAD
MUNSON ELAINE MARIE COM4
MUNSON JACK MICHAEL GRAO
MUNSON JERALD EDWARD LAS4
MUNSON JOHN MICHAEL ENG2
MUNSON PATRICK J GRAD
MUNSON ROBERT MARTIN ENG4
MUNSTERMAN JOHN LEO ENG4
MUNTNER MICHAEL S ENG2
MUNTZ RONALD LEE GRAD
MUNZ JOHN HARTZELL BUS2
MURAOKA YOICHI GRAD
MURASKI KAROL ANN AGR4
MURAWSKI MICHAEL PAU BUS4
MURBACH CARLA ANN FAA3
L101 W OREGON 9 U
URH HOPKINS 410 C
URH SNYDER 462 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 362 U
URH TAFT 422 C
URH ALLEN 123 U
1005 W GREGORY U
URH DANIELS 534 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 513 U
205 E GREEN C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
904 W GREEN 409 U
809 W PENN U
URH OGLESBY 1205 U
805 W GREEN 1 U
RR 1 C
604 E ARMORY C
311 E GREEN C
209 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 263 C
URH TRELEASE 409 U
1005 S 2ND 11 C
1011 S 1ST 2 C
606 W OHIO U
405 N RACE U
1013 W JOHN C
STA A BOX 2009 C
906 W SPNGFLD 8 U
WILSON TRLR PK 12 U
102 S LINCOLN U
1654 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY 418 C
1004 S 2ND C
310 S STATE C
624 1/2 S 5TH 4 C
604 E ARMORY 141 C
505 E GREEN C
4 HOLLY C
604 E ARMORY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
506 E GREEN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1004 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 816 U
URH VANDOREN 121 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 272 C
URH TRELEASE 326 U
305 1/2 S NEIL C
7 RAIN TREE C
RANTOUL ILL
305 1/2 S NEIL C
508 E CHALMERS C
STUDENT SERV C
910 S 3RD C
610 W STOUGHTON 5 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 188 U
910 W ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 515 U
URH DANIELS 8 U
1005 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY C
URH LUNOGREN 209 C
908 E PARK U
URH SAUNDERS 403 U
1407 CENTENNIAL C
506 E GREGORY C
URH GARNER 286 C
2006 BOUDREAU U
URH SCOTT 423 C
106 E HEALEY 18 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 252 C
URH SHERMAN 506 C
WILSON TRLR PK 9 U
URH BLAISDELL 203 U
205 E GREEN 20 C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 371 C
1102 S 2ND 3 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
1525 LINCOLNSHIRE C
404 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 107 C




1828 B ORCH PL U
URH OGLESBY 304 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U
411 W SPNGFLD U
202 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 206 C
344--0826 1101 W OREGON
332--1332 ROUTE 1 BOX 163
332 -1853 525 BENTON ST
344--0309 7829 KENTON AV
332--2497 5438 A SOUTHWEST
332--066 9 319 W WINDSOR AV
332--3129 RR 2
332--3119 1302 EDGEWOOD LN
332--2324 316 WALWORTH DR
344--1510 527 S TAYLOR AV
332--2305 10109 KARLOV AV
356--8626 205 E GREEN
465 S KENILWORTH
929 W WALNUT
344--4069 RR 1 BOX 139
3 32--5387 465 S KENILWORTH
344--7219 214 N 4TH
356--1915
344--1266
3 56--8833 RR 22
332--1955 7117 N RIDGE AV
807 RIDGE RD
910 N 4TH AV
359--2944 1650 CHURCH RD
344--5812 1105 CHANTICLEER
367--9862 BOX 37
352--2312 1013 W JOHN
365--2275 BOX 43
365--2275 906 W SPNGFLD 8
WILSON TRLR PK 12
367--3963 PO ANDAL DST-BRDWN
102 1/2 E JEFERSON
6114 N MASON
356--7683 511 N CENTER ST
352--4486 310 S STATE
359--2238 21 MT FARN ASUMPTN
RR




367--3038 506 E GREEN
344--4205 1548 RENDERER DR
2309 WILLOW LN
332--446 8 10357 S LAWNDALE
911 GUNNISON ST




3 59--4722 703 PEORIA AV
1436 KENNETH DR
94 CRESCENT
344--7076 3432 N COURT ST
333--0604 DAVENPORT HALL 252
3420 LAKE SHORE DR
367--7055 381 E CENTER ST
1795 TAFT AV
332--2961 1326 N LOCKWOOD




-7784 3 KENWOOD PL
344-
-1266 138 S LINDEN AV
332--0241 RR 2 BOX 164
367--3788 6136 N KILDARE
1407 CENTENNIAL
359--3710 1407 CENTENNIAL
356--7995 15 MILBURN DR
24 PINE ST 4
344--6272 2006 BENDREAN
737 N LAWNDALE
352--6241 212 SHOOTING PARK
344--5000 2326 BURR OAK AV
322--1465 RR 3 BOX 200 A
332--4744 1025 N 6TH ST 3
367--6385 WILSON TRLR PK 9
8508 S KEATING AV
359--4942 3432 S ADAMS AV
5435 KIMBALL
332--1066 RR 1
344--7108 1010 N BROADWAY
7350 S FRANCISCO
352--3227 1680 BINFORD ST
608 LAWN DR
332- 0925 RR 3







367--8007 449 RICE AV
352-
-5151 628 S HAMILTON



































































































MURDOCK JOSEPH P LAS2
MUREN GARY PATRICK GRAD
MURPHY CHARLES JOSEP FAA3
MURPHY DENNIS ROY LAS3
MURPHY DEVEREUX H JR GRAD
MURPHY ELBY JAMES GRAD
MURPHY EVA KATHLEEN ED 3
MURPHY JAMES J II GRAO
MURPHY JAMES JOSEPH ENG4
MURPHY JAMES MICHAEL LAS2
MURPHY JAMES PATRICK BUS3
*MURPHY JAMES THOMAS GRAD
MURPHY JANIS I LAS1
*MURPHY JEFFREY LANE LAS2
MURPHY JOAN MARY BUS2
MURPHY JOHN CHARLES FAA4
MURPHY JOHN THOMAS ENG4
MURPHY JULIA C LAS1
MURPHY KENNETH MICHA BUS3
MURPHY LINDA BUTTS GRAD
MURPHY MARY CATHLEEN LAS3
MURPHY MICHAEL M LAS4
MURPHY OCTAV1A MARIE LAS5
MURPHY OLGA H GRAD
MURPHY PATRICIA A LAS1
MURPHY PATRICIA A LAS3
MURPHY PAUL JUSTIN BUS2
MURPHY RICHARD WALLA LAS3
MURPHY SHARON MARIE LAS2
MURPHY SUSAN M PE 1
MURPHY THERESE ANN FAA2
MURPHY THOMAS J GRAD
MURPHY THOMAS P PE 1
MURPHY WILLIAM T ENG2
MURRAY BARBARA C LAS1
MURRAY CHRISTOPHER C BUS2
MURRAY GERALDINE A LAS1
MURRAY JERROLD MICHE 8US4
MURRAY LANCE R ENGl
MURRAY RICHARD C II ENG2
MURRAY ROBERT DALE LAS4
MURRAY ROSETTA DOROT COM4
MURRAY WILLIAM FRISB LAS3
MURRAY WILLIAM JOSEP PE 4
MURRIE DAVID MICHAEL ENG2
MURRIN GALE F III LAS4
MURTAUGH CHRISTOPHER LAW2
MURTAUGH MICHAEL E BUS2
MURTAUGH MICHAEL K LAW3
MURTAUGH TERENCE S LAS4
MURVAY PATRICIA A ED 1
MURVIN HERMAN LOWELL FAA4
MUSCH THOMAS OWEN PE 3
MUSCHEWSKE LYNN M ED 2
MUSE DOROTHY ANN LAS4
MUSE JOHN E ENGl
MUSGROVE MONTE R VM I
MUSGROVE STEVEN EUGE BUS3
MUSGROVE WILLIAM CLO LAS2
MUSHNICK PHILIP H GRAD
MUSICK LYLA LEA £D 3
MUSIL KENNETH JOHN BUS4
MUSLIN STEVEN BARRY LAS3
MUSSELMAN EUGENE JR GRAD
MUSSER PHILLIP DONAL GRAD
MUSSON ROBERT ALLEN ENG4
MUSSULMAN MAVIS ANN ED 4
MUSSULMAN RONALD LYN GRAD
MUSZYNSKI DAVID DONA LAS2
MUSZYNSKI WALTER ADA LAS4
MUTSCHLER HELEN M GRAD
MUTTER ALAN D LAS3
MUTZ RONALD RAYMOND LAS3
MUZOS STEVEN JAMES LAS4
MYERS BEVERLY JEANNE LAS3
MYERS DALE F ENGl
MYERS GEORGE DOUGLAS AGR2
MYERS GORDON £ II FAA4
MYERS HERBERT ALLEN ENG3
MYERS JANETTE A GRAD
MYERS JOHN E LAS1
MYERS JOHN RILEY LAS2
MYERS JOHN SCOTT LAW2
MYERS KARIN RUTH GRAD
MYERS KATHARINE ANN GRAD
MYERS KATHERINE ANN LASl
MYERS LAUREL G LASl
MYERS LAWRENCE J ENGl
MYERS LINDA RUTH LAS2
MYERS PATRICIA ANN GRAD
MYERS PATRICIA KAY FAA4
MYERS REBECCA L AGR1
MYERS STEPHANIE ANN LASl
MYERS THOMAS WILLIAM VM 2
MYERS VICTORIA L GRAD
MYERS WILLIAM RALPH FAA4
MYHRE MARGARET J GRAD
URH WESTCN 108 C
501 S RACE 4 U
CHICAGO ILL
1008 W NEVADA U
306 W MICHIGAN U
806 S 3RD C
907 S WRIGHT C
PHYSICS BLDG 211 U
751 MATHIAS C
713 OHIO U
URH WESTON 365 C
1817 B ORCH PL U
URH TAFT 406 C
205 E HEALEY 9 C
URH LAR 461 U
509 E GREEN 203 C
1105 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 716 U
2317 S 1ST 202 C
804 W CHURCH C
URH BLAISDELL 4 U
751 S MATTIS C
751 S MATTIS C
800 S MATTIS 1 C
URH ALLEN 453 U
URH ALLEN 82 U
912 S 2ND C
410 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 317 U
URH LAR 42 5 U
409 E CHALMERS C
508 W GREEN U
911 S 4TH C
1111 S 2ND C
URH CLARK 237 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 202 C
2305 S 1ST 102 C
CENTURY HOUSE 3 C
URH OGLESBY 1218 U
URH SNYDER 274 C
URH WARDALL 803 U
102 E CHALMERS C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
311 W GREEN C
901 S MATTIS 2 C
1307 STOUT U
401 EDGEBROOK C
1106 S EUCLID 302 C
309 E HEALEY 13 C
URH ALLEN 483 U
LA NAPOULE FR
URH SCOTT 228 C
409 E CHALMERS U
URH BUSEY 107 U
URH FORBES 306 C
URH CARR 410 U
URH WESTON 321 C
URH WESTON 321 C
2105 W WHITE 178 C
309 E JOHN C
503 E WHITE C
105 E ARMORY C
1705 GEORGETOWN C
1807 1/2 W WILLIAM C
1009 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH LAR 384 U
1007 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1200 WILLARD U
URH FORBES 200 C
503 E STOUGHTON 12 C
806 W OHIO U
508 W MICHIGAN U
URH HOPKINS 226 C
1105 S 4TH C
310 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 378 C
2201 HAZWD 104 U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 136 U
URH SNYDER 280 C
706 W GREEN U
901 W SPNGFLD 9 U
URH LUNDGREN 117 C
URH WARDALL 1204 U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 625 U
URH SHERMAN C
906 S VINE 102 U
TOLONO ILL
305 S BUSEY U
709 M NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 345 U
1010 E COLORADO U
904 E CHALMERS C
332-1891 RR 2 BOX 63
501 S RACE 4




344-0545 213 S PARK ST
356-2870 804 W CHURCH
352-8289 1709 WHITTIER
344-9581 RR 1 BOX 1
332-2028 826 E WASHINGTON
344-0684 1817 B ORCHARD PL
332-0657 BOX 2 83
352-9466 205 E HEALEY
117 W BLAIR ST
344-4473 2408 WEBSTER ST
344-9645 RR 2
332-5602 903 S CARLE
344-3030 3327 W 112TH PL
356-2870 804 W CHURCH
332-3437 3515 CROSBY ST
352-8289 1709 WHITTIEL
1709 WHITTIER
352-3093 800 S MATTIS 1
332-3387 120 W 59TH ST
11214 S ALBANY
103 E SUFFIELD DR
344-9477 2141 N BONNIE BROK
332-2640 5137 N NOTTINGHAM
332-2925 265 MARION ST
BOX 337




354-1510 1025 ROYAL ST
332-3143 5927 RIDGE AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 56
332-5399 2046 BROADWAY
332-1725 447 ARGYLE AV
332-4456 14808 LANGLEY AV
352-6691 362 TURNER AV
3802 ST ANNS LN
201 N GREEN ST
352-1150 3126 181ST ST
216 ORCHARD RD
359-7691 401 EDGEBROOK




334-4750 2020 N BONNIE BROK
332-2585 1114 COACH RD
332-1017 1114 COACH RD
332-3953 1200 N SILVER ST
332-1998 121 VICTORIA DR
332-1998 121 VICTORIA DR
359-4820 1379 KINGSTOWN RD
344-9814 970 N MCCLELLAN
352-039 3 8500 W 129TH PL
6330 LAWNDALE
359-4285 464 PRINCE ST
359-4864 504 SHIPHERD 212
2187 HOYT DR
332-3027 RR 2 BOX 359
344-4294 RR 2 BOX 359
332-4048 508 S MAIN
344-9696 387 PAXTON AV
367-0691 1200 WILLARD
332-0943 6530 N TROY ST
1404 THEODORE
344-7296 2201 18TH ST C
344-1042 50 MOUNTAIN RD
332-1208 800 GEORGE AV
344-9645 206 W WING ST




332-4009 233 N 1ST ST
332-1729 1909 S VINE
BOX 97
367-7546 3210 OXFORD RD
332-0227 512 SPRING ST
332-4553 6001 N MONITOR
332-4428 11229 W 72ND ST
U OF OREGON MUSIC
367-1807 23 DELAINE
2009 BROADMOOR
344-1137 1300 N DEARBORN
344-1869 709 W NEVADA





































































































MYLES BARBARA C AGR1
MYLES HOWARD LEE ENG4
MYLES KEVIN MILTON LAS3
MYLES RAYMOND LAS1
MYLES ROSIE L LAS1
MYRICK JAMES F GRAD
MYRONUK DONALD JOSEP GRAD
MYROW DAVID LOUIS LAS4
MYTKOWICZ PAULETTE L LAS2
NAAB ELISABETH MARIA LAS2
NAATZ ROBERT WARREN ENG2
NABERS TRACY B LAS4
NACCARATO EL I SE F LAS3
NACE GREGORY A ENG3
NACHENBERG CAROL S ED I
NACHENBERG HAL IRA FAA1
NACHENBERG SUSAN R LAS2
NACHMAN JAMES BURT LAS3
NACHTMANN CHRISTINE LAS1
NACHTMANN RITA C LAS1
NAFFZIGER FREDERICK LAW2
*NAFZIGER CYNTHIA C PE 4
NAFZIGER TIMOTHY A FAA3
NAGAI ALAN KEN ENG4
NAGAMATSU BRIAN HENR GRAD
NAGATA KIYOSHI GRAD
NAGEL JON WILLIAM ENG4
NAGEL MARC BUS1
NAGEL MICHAEL ZWI GRAD
NAGEL RICHARD A ENG1
NAGEL STEVEN RAY ENG4
NAGEL SUZANNE R GRAD
NAGLE DENISE M LAS1
NAGLE MARY B LAS2
NAGLER CATHERINE J LAS4
NAHIN MARK P GRAD
NAHLIK FRANK JOSEPH ENG2
NAHLIK RICHARD L LAS1
NAIDITCH ELLEN BETH LAS3
NAIK MOHAN R GRAD
*NAIK SHUBHADA MOHAN GRAD
NAIMON EDWIN ROLAND GRAD
*NAIR KATHARINE GALE GRAD
NAIR RAJASEKHARAN S GRAD
NAJBAR ANNE DOLORES LAS2
NAJIB OMAR MAHMOUD GRAD
NAKAJIMA TAKASHI GRAD
NAKAMURA HARUMI GRAD
NAKAMURA ROY MASARU ENG4
NAKAZAWA LAURA GAIL LAS4
NALYWAJKO JEROME J ENG4
NANCE IVA DENE GRAD
NANETTI RAFFAELLA GRAD
NANNINGA JAMES ALLEN ENG4
NANUS SALLY R LAS1
NAPIER WILLIAM EDWAR GRAD
NAPONIC ROBERT ANDRE PE 4
NARANG SHADI LAL GRAD
*NARASIMHA RAO K V V GRAD
NARAYANAN ADACHANI V GRAD
NARGELENAS LAIMUTIS PE 3
*NARRAGON EUGENE ALAN GRAD
NARTKER WAYNE R ENG1
NASH JUNE DOLORES GRAD
NASH KENNETH GRAD
NASH MICHAEL LAS2
*NASH REBECCA J GRAD
NASLUND HOWARD R LAS1
NASLUND SEBASTIAN GRAD
*NASS ROGER GRAD
NATAF PHILIPPE C GRAD
NATHAN ALLEN LAS4
NATHAN JOHN EDWARD LAS2
NATHAN ROBERT ALAN COM4
NATHANSON ALAN HOWAR VM 3
NATHANSON ELLEN SUE PE 2
NATKER ANDREW JAY BUS2
NAUER KATHLEEN YVONN FAA3
NAUGHTON FRANK XAVIE LAS4
NAUGHTON MICHAEL M ENG4
NAUMAN DANIEL L BUSL
NAUMES JEANETTE S LAS1
NAUS DAN JAY GRAD
NAUSEDA JAMES J FAA1
NAUTA MICHAEL L GRAD
NAUTA VERA REYNOLDS LAS4
NAUYALIS MADELON L ED 1
NAUYALIS MARY MARCIA LAS4
NAVA LYNETTE ALBERTA LAS4
NAVARA BEVERLY C LAS2
NAVICKIS ROBERTA JOY LAS4
NAVIK LANCE K LASL
NAVIK ROGER LEE LAS4
NAVIN PETER B LAS3
NAWARA JAMES EDWARD GRAD
NAWROCKI ALOYSIUS D GRAD
NAYLOR CORLISS R LAS1
URH ALLEN 365 U 332--3359
812 W MAIN U 367--0580
901 S 2ND C 344--7541
URH HOPKINS 315 C
URH BARTON 125 C 332--0125
101 N BUSEY 1 U 367--0734
704 N BROADWAY U 367--2993
URH TOWNSEND 574 U 332--429 3
409 E CHALMERS C
901 S LINCOLN u 344--0385
URH SNYDER 326 c 332--1762
2307 S 1ST 201 c
710 W OHIO u 344--6212
806 W MAIN u
URH TRELEASE u 332--5703
907 S 4TH c 344--9694
URH ALLEN 385 u 332--3372
1105 S 1ST c
610 W JOHN c 356--8706
610 W JOHN c 356--8706
202 W CLARK c 352--8724
107 E JOHN 102 c 352--9083
107 E JOHN 102 c 352--9083
URH TOWNSEND 118 u
URH SHERMAN 551 c 332--4858
705 S GREGORY PL u 344--3751
1515 KIRBY 4 c 352--1908
110 E ARMORY c 344--7616
URH DANIELS 127 u 332--2154
URH TOWNSEND 354 u 332--4153
1829 VALLEY RD c
304 1/2 N COLER u 367--2388
URH ALLEN 32 u 332--3104
312 E DANIEL c
202 E GREGORY 202 c
800 W CHURCH c 356--9445
URH GARNER 420 c 332--0859
URH GARNER 396 c 332--0846
904 S 3RD c 344--9579
1828 D ORCH PL u 344--6887
1828 D ORCH PL u 344--6887
2027 D HAZWD CT u 344--3118
2 06 N NEW c 356--0736
206 N NEW c 356--0736
URH TRELEASE 928 u 332--5674
URH DANIELS 426 u 332--2286
URH DANIELS 184 u 332--2443
204 E JOHN c 356--9697
307 HEALEY 11 c 352--6051
URH WARDALL 821 u 332--4473
112 E DANIEL c 356--7936
811 S VICTOR c
URH DANIELS 8 u
305 W PARK u
URH LUNDGREN 11 c 311--6118
URH SHERMAN 849 c 332--4922
1101 W PENN u 344--9469
101 S GREGORY u 344--5201
602 W STOUGHTON u 365--3232
300 S GOODWIN 107 u 344--7349
GEORGETOWN ILL
2210 BROOKSHIRE c 356--7061
URH HOPKINS 482 c
SOUTH BEND I ND
404 E DANIEL c 344--2069
URH GARNER 436 c
HOMER ILL
URH FORBES 273 c 311--0997
409 W CLARK c 352--7848
300 S GOODWIN 603 u
201 E UNIVERSITY c
201 CALIFORNIA u
907 S 4TH c 344--969 3
1110 S 2ND c 344--7222
URH CARR 212 u 332--3893
URH TRELEASE 204 u 332--5440
1105 S 1ST c 344--9770
URH CLARK 304 c 332--0036
1405 KIRBY c
902 S LOCUST c
URH HOPKINS 204 c 332--1188
URH WARDALL 823 u 332--4475
306 E THCMPSON u 367--4544
904 W GREEN u
2806 CLIFTON u 367--4614
2806 CLIFTON u 367--4614
URH LAR 126 u 332--2828
ROUEN FR
URH BUSEY 107 u
309 E JOHN c 344--9814
508 E STOUGHTON c
URH SNYDER 476 c
URH TOWNSEND 373 u 332--4164
604 E ARMORY 228 c
506 E HEALEY 1 c 352--1738
1108 WESTFIELD c 356--3521
URH LAS 113 u 332--2817
677 MAWMAN












601 S MAIN ST
9124 PAXTON
9045 S CREGIER




202 W CLARK 7
314 E ADAMS
107 E JOHN 102







535 N 2ND AVE
75 CLOSTER DOCK RD
1208 GRANVILLE





8118 S OGLESBY AV
1828 D ORCH PL
1828 D ORCHARD PL












11 BROOKS IDE LN
1736 E 86TH PL
909 S 5TH 849
702 FAIRWAY DR
INDRAPURI
NARSAPUR W G DT
COMERCIAL WORLINAK









116 E PEARL ST
7406 ^S OGLESBY
7011 N KENTON










ROUTE 4 BOX 540
2806 CLIFTON
2806 CLIFTON
529 W 4TH ST
529 W 4TH ST
193 LESTER RD




228 W CLEVELANO ST
6235 S KOLMAR
ROUTE 1 BOX 227C
































































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
205
NAYLOR DENIS LEE COM3
NAYLOR GARY L AGR1
NEADERHOUSER CARLA C GRAO
NEADERHOUSER DALE L GRAD
NEAL MARGARET CRIDER GRAD
NEAL MARGARET MARY BUS4
NEAL MARTHA SENTENEY GRAD
NEAL PATRICIA SUE FAA4
*NEAL ROGER ALAN GRAD
*NEAL SHIRLEY ZWOYER GRAD
NEASE ARDELL WILLIAM ENG4
NEAU GERARD JEAN M GRAD
NEBECK JOHN H ENG1
NEBEN MICHAEL E BUS2
NEBES CHARLES LAS2
NEBOSKA KENNETH EDWA ENG2
NEDWED RICHARD ALLEN LAS4
NEEDELMAN HUWARD H LAS1
NEEDELMAN JEROLD LEW VM 2
NEEOHAM TERENCE EDWA GRAD
*NEEL THOMAS CHARLES GRAO
*NEELY ROGER CHARLES LAS3
NEELY SUSAN E BUS1
NEENAN ALICE MARIE GRAD
NEER MICHAEL R LAS2
*NEESE MAURICE LOWELL ENG4
NEFF ALLEN RICHARD GRAD
NEFF HOLLY ANNE PE 4
*NEFF ROBERT JEROME LAW3
NEFF THOMAS LOUIS GRAD
NEGELE JAMES ROBERT ENG2
*NEGI SUNIL KUMAR GRAD
NEGRETE LOLA J LAS1
NEHER TIMOTHY JAMES GRAD
NEIDERT KATHERINE AN COM4
NEILS EILEEN T AGR1
NEILS JOHN JOSEPH JR FAA4
NEILSON JAMES ALLEN AGR3
NEIMAN EUGENE HESS LAS1
NEIMAN GARY SCOTT COM4
NEISTEIN JACK DOUGLA LAS3
NEIWEEM BERNARD MICH LAS3
NEJDL IRWIN FRANK ENG4
NEJDL LYNN FRANCINE LAS3
NEKOLA CHARLES E LAS4
NEKOLA MARY VIRGINIA GRAD
NEKOLNY PAMELA JAN LAS2
NELLESSEN EDWARD P GRAD
NELLI R KEITH PE I
NELLIS DANIEL ALBERT GRAD
NfcLMES JAMES JOSEPH FAA3
NELSEN HARRY BRUCE LAS4
NELSEN PHILIP THOMAS LAS4
NELSEN SUSAN E GRAD
NELSON ADRIANE L BUS1
*NELSON BRADLEY WARD ED 4
NELSON BRIAN TERRILL BUS3
NELSON BRUCE GORDON AVI2
NELSON BURR LAS2
NELSON CARL LEONARD GRAD
NELSON CARL SHERWOOD FAA2
NELSON CHARLES JOSEP FAA4
NELSON CHERYL A LAS1
NELSON CHRISTINA AIL LAS2
NELSON CLAIRE LOUISE LAS4
NELSON CLAYTON CHARL GRAD
NELSON CYNTHIA C LAS1
NELSON DANNY LEE ENG3
NELSON DAVID LEE AGR4
NELSON DAVID MUELLER FAA4
NELSON DAVID THEODOR ENG4
NELSON DEANE ARTHUR BUS4
NELSON DOUGLAS ALLEN ENG4
NELSON DOUGLAS WILLA BUS4
NELSON ELLEN P ED 1
NELSON FRED ALLAN LAS2
NELSON GEOFFREY B LASl
NELSON GLEN ALBERT LAS4
NELSON GREGORY LLOYD LAS2
NELSON JAMES ALAN FAA4
NELSON JAMES PLATT GRAD
NELSON JANET A COM2
NELSON JANET BARBARA LASl
NELSON JANET DUGGER GRAD
NELSON JANET SUE AGR4
NELSON JEFFREY E ENGl
NELSON JEFFREY H GRAD
NELSON JEFFREY L ENGl
NELSON JILL MARCIA LAS4
NELSON JOANN NEVILLE GRAD
NELSON JOHN F JR ENG4
NELSON JOHN PAUL ENG4
NELSON JOHN R GRAD
NELSON JOHN RAYMOND ENG4
NELSON JOSEPH BERNAR BUS2
NELSON JOSEPH RANDAL LAS4
NELSON KENNETH RUSSE FAA2
58 E GREGORY C
58 E GREGORY C
1107 W GREEN 427 U 344-3995
1107 W GREEN 427 U 344-3995
DANVILLE ILL
309 E HEALEY 6 C
MATTOON ILL
503 E WHITE 3 C 352-5667
DANVILLE ILL
TUSCOLA ILL
1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
URH SHERMAN 655 C 332-4884
URH SCOTT 424 C 332-1589
URH TOWNSEND 351 U 332-4150
410 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 276 C 332-1243
2315 S 1ST 304 C
URH SCOTT 319 C 332-1514
401 EDGEBROOK 102 C 352-6701
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-0619
906 1/2 S VINE 303 U
809 W STOUGHTON U
URH FLAGG 418 C 332-0332
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U
311 E GREEN C 344-9659
1110 E MAIN U 365-2352
CHARLESTON ILL
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WILSON TRLR PK 45 U 367-0675
612 W CALIFORNIA U 344-4740
1009 W PENN U 344-9518
VET MED BLDG U 344-5512
URH LAR 234 U
205 E HEALEY 3 C 359-2915
303 E JOHN C 344-0243
1504 W WILLIAM C 352-3894
1504 W WILLIAM C 352-3894
URH WESTON 363 C 332-2026
CHICAGO ILL
308 E ARMORY C 356-9742
201 E JOHN C 356-7857
704 S 3RD C 344-0704
URH OGLESBY 711 U 332-5243
802 W OREGON 12 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 494 U 332-2565
URH TRELEASE 713 U
2042 B ORCH ST U 344-7744
URH GARNER 202 C 332-0704
DECATUR ILL
904 W GREEN 425 U
URH TOWNSEND 340 U 332-4141
1004 S 2ND C 356-7683
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
URH ALLEN 178 U 332-3288
2118 ORCH ST 204 U 344-5958
URH OGLESBY 919 U 332-5310
706 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 308 U 332-4117
5 BEL AIRE CT C 352-1081
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
URH WESTON 445 C 332-2087
URH TRELEASE 612 U 332-5569
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
URH BUSEY 326 U 332-2644
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
URH CLARK 435 C 332-0081
708 W HIGH U 367-3958
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
RANTOUL ILL
404 E HEALEY 8 C 356-6112
804 S LOCUST 65 C 359-2531
913 H CHURCH 11 C 352-1472
602 W MICHIGAN U 344-0055
URH NOBLE 424 C 332-0439
URH TOWNSEND 148 U 332-4020
URH SNYDER 344 C 332-1772
202 GREGORY 101 C
303 E CHALMERS C 356-7863
URH OGLESBY 305 U 332-5117
1974 A ORCH ST U 344-4086
URH WARDALL 920 U 332-4496
URH BUSEY 345 U 332-2656
1203 W MAIN 1 U 367-4316
502 W ELM U
URH CARR 305 U 332-3917
URH CARR 116 U 332-3868
URH FORBES 310 C
409 E CHALMERS C
2501 MAPLEWOOD C 359-2062
212 E OANIEL C 356-7603
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
210 E GREEN C
604 N MAPLE 2 U 367-0496
604 E ARMORY 203 C 344-3651
1101 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 389 C
RR 1
1107 W GREEN 451







































RR 3 BOX 300
2 54 2 5TH AV
1703 W 18TH PL
1703 W 18TH PL
4549 CENTER AV
103 JANA RD
116 S 48TH AV






2118 ORCH ST 204
18445 POPLAR
5420 N LYNCH AV
1146 OXFORO RD
5 BEL AIRE CT
2421 13TH ST










701 E DAVIS ST
606 N ROHMANN CT
14428 EGGLESTON
646 S SEIGEL ST
8 CAROL CT
1015 W GROVE ST
4033 25TH AV
326 WESTCOTT ST
110 S 1ST ST
376 HIGHLAND DR
10 CHESTNUT ST










216 S MAPLEWOOD DR



































































































NELSON LYNETTE H LAS1
NELSON MARIE C GRAD
NELSON MARK D LAS3
NELSON MARK IRVIN GRAD
NELSON MARY JANE ED 4
NELSON MAUDE HINE GRAD
NELSON PAMELA RUTH ED 4
NELSON PATRICIA GAIL AGR1
NELSON PATSY JO LAS3
NELSON PAUL KENNETH ENG3
NELSON PEGGY LEE LAS3
NELSON RICHARD HERBE LAS2
NELSON RICHARD LLOYD GRAO
NELSON ROBERT ALAN LAS2
NELSON ROBERT CURTIS LAS3
NELSON ROBERT MARK I LAS2
NELSON ROBERT M LAS3
NELSON RONALD DAVID LAS2
NELSON RONALD JARL GRAD
NELSON ROSEMARY L GRAD
NELSON RUDOLPH E BUS1
NELSON SANDRA SHARON LAS2
NELSON SHIRLEY M ED 1
NELSON STEPHEN R BUS1
NELSON STEPHEN T LAS1
NELSON SUZANNE J LAS1
NELSON TERRY LEE LAS2
NELSON THOMAS E ENG1
NELSON THOMAS OZZIE GRAD
NELSON WALTER EARL ENG2
NELSON WILLIAM DELBE FAA2
NELSON WILLIAM E JR GRAD
NELSON WILLIAM EDWAR ENG2
NEMA DWARKA PRASAD GRAD
NEMEC DONALD OTTO ENG2
NEMECEK MARTIN ANTHO LAS3
NEMETH LUDWIG WOLFGA LAS3
NEMEYER SUSAN RUTH BUS2
NEPOLA NOREEN SERAN FAA4
NEPON GARY REID LAS2
NEPOTE JOSEPH J II LAS3
NERSTROM JAMES STANL ENG4
NESBIT JOHN ARTHUR LAS3
NESBIT ROGER W LAS1
NESLADEK NANCY K LAS1
NESLER DAVID JAMES BUS3
NESPOR JOHN FRANK ENG4
NESS ARNOLD RUEBEN GRAD
NESS SHARON F GRAD
NESTER TONY RUDY LAS4
NESTOR DANIEL C LAS4
NESTOR JON ONTARIO LAS4
NESVIG JACKLYN A LAS1
NETHERS GLORIA JEAN GRAD
NETHERTON MARTHA JAN LAS2
NETKE SHRIRANG P GRAD
NETTELHORST SUSAN LAS2
NETTER CRAIG C BUS1
NETTER MARK JAMES LAS3
NETTER MAURICE ALLEN LAS2
NETTIFEE CYNTHIA MAR LAS2
NETTLES JESSIE B GRAD
NETTLES STEVEN S AGR1
NETZKY FERN SUSAN LAS4
NETZKY SUSANNE GAY ED 4
NEU JOHN A ENG4
NEU MICHAEL C GRAD
NEUBAUER CHARLES H J GRAD
NEU8AUER DAVIO WILLI GRAD
NEUBERGER GAY C LAS3
NEUBERGER KARL ENG1
NEUFELD ELIZABETH M GRAO
NEUFELD GERARD J JR GRAD
NEUMAN BRAD H LAS1
NEUMAN DANIEL MOSES GRAD
NEUMAN DOUGLAS A BUSI
NEUMAN MICHELE D GRAD
NEUMANN ALAN EDWARD GRAD
NEUMANN BETH A AGRl
NEUMANN CHRISTINE FAA4
NEUMANN DANIEL ALAN ENG4
NEUMANN OOROTHY R GRAD
NEUMANN EVA A GRAD
NEUMANN MARK J BUSI
NEUMANN NANCY L ED 2
NEUMANN NEAL CRAIG ENG4
NEUMANN RONALD F FAA1
NEUMANN THEODORE HEN LAS4
NEUMARK JONATHAN JAY LAS2
NEUMEYER FREDERICK S LAS3
NEUPERT JORJA LYN LAS3
NEUSCHWANDER JAMES H GRAD
NEUSTADT DONALD HOWA LAS2
NEUSTADT ELIZABETH F AGR4
NEUSTADTL SARA JANE LAS2
NEVELL PATRICK L ENG1
NEVENHOVEN RICHARD A ENG1
URH ALLEN 397 U
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C 352-7117
211 E JOHN 2 C
1654 VALLEY RD C 352-2378
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
2108 GRANGE U 344-5600
URH BUSEY 143 U 334-2080
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
URH BARTON 222 C 332-0144
URH TOWNSEND 218 U 332-4063
URH BARTON 222 C 332-0144
URH GARNER 352 C 332-0809
702 PARK LN C 352-6754
205 E ARMORY C 344-1876
52 E ARMORY C
1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
904 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 309 U 332-4118
1203 W MAIN 1 U 367-4316
1974 A ORCH ST U 344-4086
URH SNYDER 490 C
910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
URH LAR 187 U 332-2960
URH TOWNSEND 569 U 332-4288
URH HOPKINS 150 C 332-1165
URH NOBLE 415 C 332-0432
URH WESTON 362 C 332-2025
URH OGLESBY 218 U
1112 ARBOR 204 C 344-7547
1111 S 1ST C
103 E ARMORY C 359-2625
1107 W GREEN U 344-3260
URH CARR 32 5 U 332-3937
909 W CALIFORNIA 1 U 344-7992
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
403 BRIAR LN C
303 W WASHINGTON U 367-8920
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
URH EVANS 406 U 332-2760
301 E ARMORY C 344-4312
1714 W UNIVERSITY C 352-2091
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SMYOER 264 C 332-1715
URH FORBES 446 C 332-1119
URH FLAGG 414 C 332-0330
1004 W NEVADA U 344-0700
CHICAGO ILL
203 COUNTRY FR 18 C 356-4677
203 COUNTRY FR 18 C 356-9677
311 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 200 C 332-0942
URH OGLESBY 325 U 332-5136
URH TRELEASE 1024 U 332-5700
1403 S ANDERSON U 365-2025
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
1825 A ORCH PL U 344-6666
URH BLAISOELL 204 U 332-3480
URH FORBES 490 C 332-1148
E ARMORY C 344-9766
SNYDER 216 C 332-1682
URH LAR 299 U 332-3006
1006 W CHURCH C 356-7326
1010 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 1308 C 344-5000
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
412 GREEN U
URH DANIELS 409 U 332-2269
508 N WILLIS C 359-4356
1104 MAPLEPARK C
910 S 3RD 703 C 344-5000
URH TOWNSEND 304 U 332-4113
E STOUGHTON C 359-3185
E STOUGHTON C 359-3185
SNYDER 476 C 332-1867
312 W SPNGFLO U 365-2274
URH WESTON 446 C
W SPNGFLD 10 U 365-2274
S LOCUST C 352-1206
E CHALMERS 910 C
E GREEN C 356-3569
URH OGLESBY 724 U
507 W CHARLES C 356-2779
805 W PENN U 333-6513
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
URH WARDALL 822 U 332-4474
216 E OHIO U
URH SNYDER 486 C 332-1870
604 E ARMORY C
1001 S 1ST C 359-2093
502 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 225 U 332-4332
MELVIN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 437 U 332-4202
409 E CHALMERS C 344-7746
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
1010 S 2ND 202 C 344-9776










225 W 113TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 359
1332 S TRENTON
RR 1




304 S 7TH ST
4444 W 143RD ST
COLLEGE BLVO 226
10740 S HAMLIN AV
49 INTERLACKEN
3718 ORIOLE LN
2730 CENTER ST C

















418 S 5TH ST
% N PANCHAMLAL NWG
1535 W 75TH ST









2416 S 57TH CT
RR 2 BOX 191














1822 NW 6TH AV
1402 W LINCOLN
2521 JEROME
3045 W FARGO AV
1454 RYHDE AV
196 PARK BLVD
STAR ROUTE 1 BX 28
1104 MAPLEPARK
7241 S LUELLA









306 N 1ST ST
1551 COTTAGE AVE
507 W CHARLES










6115 W WARWICK AV






































































































NEVILLE DOUGLAS JOHN AVI3
NEVILLE GARY M ENG1
NEVIN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
NEVINGER RONALO DALE ENG3
NEVINS ANN LAS3
NEW NASH HARRISON PE 3
NEWBERRY RALPH J LAS1
NEWBILL NANCY LAS1
NEWCOMB PHILLIP LANE LAS4
NEWCOMER ANNE LOUISE AGR2
NEWELL CHARLES ED 1
NEWELL DANNY JEROME LAS2
NEWELL DELILAH A GRAD
NEWELL DONALD MARK ENG4
*NEWELL ROBERT MAX GRAD
NEWHAGEN PAUL ENG2
NEWHOUSE JOHN ALAN BUS3
NEWHOUSE SHERRILL L BUS1
NEWHOUSE WILLIAM R LAS1
NEWMAN BARBARA B GRAD
NEWMAN DAVID IRA LAS3
NEWMAN LYNNE MARCIA LAS3
NEWMAN MARVA ANN LAS1
NEWMAN MERWYN G ENG1
NEWMAN NORMAN B BUS!
NEWMAN ROBERT N LAS1
NEWMEYER JEFFREY LAN GRAD
NEWPORT TERESA A LAS1
NEWTON DALE E FAA1
NEWTON DAVID R LAS3
NEWTON DAVID WAYNE GRAD
NEWTON DIAN LAS3
NEWTON GRANT L ENG1
NEWTON JOHN ROBERT LAS3
NEWTON LINDA JEAN AGR4
NEWTON MICHAEL A LAS3
NG HOW NGEE GRAD
NG PATRICK SHIU CHEU LAS4
NG SPENCER WAH-FUNG GRAD
NICE RICHARD LEE FAA4
N1CHELSON WILLIAM L GRAD
NICHOLAS EDEN GRAD
NICHOLAS GENO MARTIN ENG4
NICHOLAS HOWARD DEAN BUS4
NICHOLAS JAMES CULLE GRAD
NICHOLAS MARGARET J LAS1
NICHOLAS MILTON JAME GRAD
NICHOLAS WILLIAM W BUS2
NICHOLLS SAMUEL R GRAD
NICHOLS CHRISTINA LAS1
NICHOLS JOELLA ENNES PE 4
NICHOLS JOHN CURTIS AGR2
NICHOLS JOHN H BUS1
NICHOLS KAREN S LAS4
NICHOLS MICHAEL G GRAD
NICHOLS NEAL WARREN ENG4
NICHOLS RONOA A ED 2
NICHOLS SALLY ANN PE 1
NICHOLS WILLIAM E ENG1
NICHOLSON DEBRA JEAN LAS2
NICHOLSON GARRY C LAS1
NICHOLSON JAMES III GRAD
NICHOLSON JOHN DEAN LAS3
NICHOLSON LANCE W ENG3
NICHOLSON T R SR GRAD
NICKAS GEORGE D GRAD
NICKAS MILDRED MCKEE GRAD
NICKELL JAMES F GRAD
NICKELSON LEE ERNST LAS2
NICKERSON CHERYL ANN LAS3
NICKESON HOLLY K LAS1
NICKLAS SANDRA KAY LAS3
NICKOLLS JOHN R ENG1
NICKSARLIAN MARY H LAS3
NICKSARLIAN RALPH S LAS4
NICKSIC BEVERLY J LASl
NICKSIC TERRENCE D GRAD
NICKUM GARY JOHN LAS2
NICOL ARTHUR DUEY LAS2
NICOLAY DAVID E AGR1
NIEBRUEGGE FRANK W LAS2
NIE8UHR BRUCE RICHAR LAS2
NIED JANICE JUDITH LAS3
NIEDER JANET M LASl
NIEDER MARILYN ANNE FAA4
NIEDERBRACH JOHN R ED 4
NIEDERMAYER LYNN MAR LAS2
NIEHAUS RONALD CARL AGR2
NIEHOFF DENNIS DEAN ENG2
NIELSEN EILEEN ANN LAS2
NIELSEN GLENDA RUTH EO 4
NIELSEN JILL VIVIAN LAS3
NIELSEN LARRY ANDREW LAS3
NIELSEN LINDA L LAS3
NIELSEN MICHAEL C LASl
NIELSEN PAUL HOWARD LAS3
NIEMAN JOYCE A LASl
809 W ILLINOIS 2 U 344-2387
1004 S 4TH 207 C
1405 KIRBY 5 C 359-4956
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
901 S 2ND C 344-7541
TOLONQ ILL
707 TAWNEY CT C
TOLONO ILL
URH TRELEASE 405 U
URH TOWNSEND U
901 S 1ST C
8 CANTERBURY CT C 352-7119
1766 VALLEY RD C 352-3354
808 W UNIVERSITY 3 U
URH BABCOCK 3 U
URH OGLESBY 721 U 332-5252
URH ALLEN 299 U 332-3343
409 E CHALMERS 406 C
509 W MAIN U 367-3306
704 S 3RD C 344-070 4
1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1026 U 332-5347
52 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 356 C 332-1052
URH DANIELS 636 U 332-2358
URH TRELEASE 528 U 332-5553
URH GARNER 363 C 332-0817
311 E GREEN C
903 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMERS 809 C
URH CARR 6 U
907 S 3RD C
805 W OHIO U 344-4237
904 W GREEN 517 U 344-4176
URH DANIELS 310 U 332-2225
1010 W SPNGFLD U
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C 352-2249
505 E GREEN C 344-6947
GIRARD ILL
TOLONO ILL
604 E ARMORY 424 C 344-1266
URH SNYDER 300 C
1910 D ORCH ST U 344-4742
URH TRELEASE 416 U 332-5511
105 E CHALMERS 101 C 344-7734
401 E JOHN C 344-1650
NORMAL ILL
URH LAR U
URH ALLEN 485 U 332-3412
409 E CHALMERS 510 C 344-3564
URH SCOTT 496 C
1010 W CHURCH U
603 S 5TH C
URH TOWNSEND 354 U 332-4153
405 E JOHN C 334-0356
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
URH GARNER 475 C
405 E JOHN C 344-0556
URH SCOTT 250 C
1001 W OREGON 5 U 344-3504
910 W CALIFORNIA U
604 E ARMORY 420 C 344-4275
URH DANIELS 97 U 333-2421
300 S GOODWIN 316 U 344-3733
300 S GOODWIN 316 U 344-3733
RIDGEFARM ILL
904 W GREEN 607 U
URH FLAGG 330 C 332-0317
URH TRELEASE 125 U 332-5433
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 338 C 332-1040
URH WARDALL 322 U 332-4353
URH TOWNSEND 222 U 332-4067
URH ALLEN 436 U 332-3242
606 W OHIO U
209 E ARMORY C 344-1733
URH WESTON 228 C 332-1932
212 E DANIEL C 356-7809
URH GARNER 217 C
URH SCOTT 262 C 332-1472
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
URH TRELEASE 1018 U 332-5694
1007 S 1ST 2 C
URH CARR 418 U 332-3961
URH LAR 428 U 332-2927
URH FORBES 122 C 332-0934
603 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 206 U 332-2842
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
URH TRELEASE 1006 U 332-5683
URH OGLESBY 330 U 332-5141
URH FLAGG 411 C
URH HOPKINS 321 C 332-1273
901 S 2ND C
URH LAR 401 U 332-2904
809 W ILLINOIS
608 N CHICAGO ST
1405 KIRBY 5
721 N 6TH ST
2102 DOUGLAS ST



















616 N ELMHURST AV












1305 C KAMIAKEN ST
BOX 286
113 E MILL
319 N VORCEY ST
56 W FRANKE AV
1511 PAULA AV
7050 SW 87TH CT
3408 DEER PATH
68 ELWOOD ST




711 N OLEANDER AV
1903 SYRCLE DR
BOX 111
29 1/2 W EDWARDS
614 CARROLL PKWY
1028 ENGLEWOOO DR













450 N AYRSHIRE LN
68 MONSON RD
5726 HOWARD AV







1526 N SEMINARY AV










W I U OLSON 44 3
5508 N OLCOTT
116 S CHESTNUT




































































































































































































LAS3 303 E JOHN C 344--1103
AGR1 URH NOBLE 312 C
AGR3 58 E GREGORY C 344 -7153
COM4 508 W ELM U
BUS1 URH FORBES 246 C 3 32--0977
ENG2 URH SCOTT 220 C 332 -1445
FAA3 1210 W CLARK U
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 342 C 332 -1287
LAS* 505 E CHALMERS C
ENG1 URH FORBES 414 C 332 -1094
GRAD 609 W HEALEY 4 c 352 -2668
GRAD 1402 E GRANDVIEW c 352--2458
GRAD BLOOM1NGTON ILL
GRAD 1004 SCOTTSDALE c 356--3219
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 465 c 332--1372
AGRl 1002 S LINCOLN u 344--3532
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN u 344--3532
GRAD URH SHERMAN 429 c 332--4734
GRAD 1107 S 3RD 303 c 344--0302
GRAD 1009 S LYNN u 367--1550
ENG4 DEWEY ILL
GRAD 404 E DANIEL c
GRAD 1974 B ORCH ST u 344--0429
LAS2 508 E ARMORY c 344--0501
BUS2 URH GARNER 350 c
LAS4 2101 HAZWD 201 u 344--6080
ENG3 2101 HAZWD 201 u 344--6080
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 524 u 332--5549
GRAD 306 S LOCUST c
AGR4 306 S LOCUST c 359--4976
LAS1 URH WARDALL 706 u 332--4434
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD STA A BOX 2112 c
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 618 u 332--5574
GRAD 1010 S 1ST 8 c 344--7506
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 149 u 332--4021
ENG1 311 E GREEN 401 c
GRAD URH DANIELS 515 u 332--2307
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 716 u
ED 1 408 E GREEN 11 c
GRAD 1012 S 1ST 4 c 344--6290
FAA3 URH WARDALL 917 u 332--4493
ED 4 2031 B ORCH ST u 344--5878
LAS4 2031 B ORCH ST u
GRAD 2014 VAWTER 4 u 367--7866
LAS2 907 S 4TH c
GRAD 4 POMPTON PL u 367--6192
GRAD 13 WOODHAVEN u
ENG1 URH SNYDER 388 c
FAA4 2109 HAZWD 303 u
ENG4 MANSFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 111 c 332--0113
BUS3 URH SAUNDERS 303 u 332--3645
GRAD 1112 S 2ND 304 c 344--7053
LAS2 URH BARTON 25 c 332--0105
LAS4 1110 S ARBOR c 344--7913
LAS4 400 BRIAR LN 6 c 352--7782
GRAD 910 S 3RD 5 c
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 902 u
GRAD ENG BLDG 100 u
AVI3 URH HOPKINS 454 c 332--1363
LAS3 1003 S RUSSELL c 352--3883
AGR3 301 E CHALMERS c 356--7675
ENG3 112 E JOHN c
GRAD 916 W HILL c 352--8492
AGR2 URH WESTON 328 c 332--2005
GRAD 708 S 1ST c 352--3391
LAS3 URH FLAGG 30 7 c 332--0298
GRAD 1011 S MATTIS 5-3 c 352--4490
AGR4 CISCO ILL
LAS4 310 GREGORY c
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS c
LAS1 URH BARTON 8 c
BUS4 907 DOGWOOD c
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 419 c
LAW1 401 W GREEN c 359-3171
BUS4 URH GARNER 228 c
ENG1 1207 W CLARK u
GRAD URH DANIELS 285 u 332-2482
ENG4 1205 1/2 W MAIN u
GRAD URH SHERMAN c
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
ENGI 412 E GREEN c 356-7901
LAS1 402 E OANIEL c
FAA4 1004 W NEVADA u 344-0700
BUS3 802 S LINCOLN u 344-0493
GRAD 209 E CLARK I c
GRAD 209 E CLARK 1 c 359-•2461
LAS3 2037 B ORCH ST u
GRAO 608 E STOUGHTON c 352- 8216
FAA1 505 E CHALMERS Q c
ENG2 505 E CHALMERS c 344- 3713
BUS2 1101 W PENN u 344-•9469
ENG3 609 S 4TH c 356-•7809
LAS3 URH TAFT 107 c 332- 0592
LAS4 303 FAIRVIEW c 352-5304
2130 N 75TH AV
1015 W STJAMES ST
RR 2
10719 S TALMAN





577 E TWYMAN ST
8117 LAKE ST



























504 1/2 E SPNGFLD
602-A KILAUEA AV
1221 W CARMEN AV























834 W OUTER DR
916 W HILL ST
RR 1
7 HERMAN AV
1210 W WALNUT ST
18 BELLERIVE ACRES
RR I
610 S 4TH AV
1023~LYMAN













39 S EDGEWOOD AV
209 E CLARK 1











































































































NOR ARTHUR GEORGE AGR1
NORBECK LINOA S LAS3
N0R8ER RAPHAEL ENG4
N0R8ERG CHARLES EDWI ENG2
NORCOM THOMAS ALFRED LAS4
*NORD RONALD STEVEN VM 2
NORD8ERG DONALD E ENG2
NORD8Y A EUGENE ENG4
NORDEN DENNIS ARTHUR LAW3
NORDER BARBARA K ED 1
NORDGREN CAROL A LAS1
NOROHEDEN RITA-MARIE GRAD
NORDIN GERALD LEROY GRAD
NORDIN HAROLD OELWIN GRAD
NOROLUND JEFFREY R ENG1
NORDMANN BERNARD J GRAD
NORDMARK ERIC B FAA1
NORDSTROM ERIC W ENG1
NORDSTROM PETER J ENG1
NOREEN BRYAN CARROLL LAS2
NOREM ROBERT JAMES BUS3
NOREM ROXANNE KAY ED 3
NOREN GLEN RUSSELL BUS4
NOREN TERRY JOHN ENG4
NURGAARD CONSTANCE A LAS4
NORMAN VALERIE W LAS1
NORMAND CLARENCE W LAS3
NORMILE DANIEL K FAA1
NORRIS ANITA GAYLE LAS4
*NORRIS CAROL S GRAD
NORRIS CATHERINE CAS LAS4
NORRIS CHARLES HOWAR LAS4
NORRIS CURTIS LAS1
NORRIS JEFFREY B BUS1
NORRIS JOHN M GRAD
NORRIS JOHN W LAS1
NORRIS JULIE A LAS1
NORRIS LYNDA L LAS1
NORRIS MARILYN A AGR3
NORRIS MELANIE K LAS1
NORRIS RAYMOND MICHA COM2
NORRIS REBECCA SUZAN LAS2
NORRIS SANDRA FAYE LAS4
NORSTROM GAIL P JR GRAD
NORTH JAMES B GRAD
NORTH KRISTIN D FAA1
NORTH LAURENCE RANDA LAS4
NORTH ROBERT ARTHUR LAS3
NORTH WILLIAM C LAW1
NORTH WILLIAM GORDON GRAD
NORTHCOTE PATRICA B GRAD
NORTHCRAFT SALLY JO LAS4
NORTHRUP KEVIN LYLE GRAD
NORTON ANITA GAY BAD ED 2
NORTON CAROLE LYNN LAS4
NORTON JAMES MICHAEL LAW2
NORTON LAUREN L PE I
NORTON THOMAS CARTER COM3
NORTON WENDELL LEE BUS3
NOSAKA FRED GARY ENG2
NOSEK RICHARD D LAS1
NOSKO KATHRYN EVE COM3
NOTHNAGEL MARGARET E LAS1
NOTKO RANDY MICHAEL LAS4
NOTTOLl JANICE A FAA1
NOrTOLI MARGARET MAR LAS2
NOUR GAMAL E E GRAD
NOVACK THOMAS E LAS1
NOVAK ALLEN LESLIE LAS4
NOVAK BARBARA ANN ED 3
NOVAK CATHERINE A LAS1
NOVAK DAVID PAUL GRAD
NOVAK EDWARD E LAS3
NOVAK EDWARD M ENG1
NOVAK ELAINE SUSAN LAS2
NOVAK GREGORY C ENG1
NOVAK JAMES RICHARD ENG4
NOVAK LUCILLE H GRAD
NOVAK RICHARD EDWIN GRAD
NOVEROSKE JAMES WILL GRAD
NOVEY WILLIAM EDWARD ENG3
NOVOSAD DEBORAH LOUI LAS2
NOVOTA ROBERT EDWARD FAA6
NOVOTNEY LAWRENCE G LASl
NOVOTNY PAMELA KAREN LAS3
NOVY DAVID RICHARD LAS3
NOVY MICHAEL EDWARD AGR4
NOVY STEVEN BRADLY LAS3
NOVY STEVEN R FAA1
NOWACK PAUL FRED LAS3
NOWAK EDWARD DANIEL ENG2
NOWAK FRANK JOHN GRAD
NOWAK JOHN E LAW1
NOWAK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
NOWAK THOMAS ALLAN BUS4
NOWAK WILLIAM STANLE PE 4
NOWICKI ELLEN CAREY GRAD
URH GARNER 264 C
URH WARDALL 516 U
309 E GREEN C
715 W IQrtA U
URH TOWNSEND 378 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
609 S 4TH C
2219 S 1ST 302 C
409 W WASHINGTON C
URH VANDOREN 408 C
URH LAR 115 U
1200 N GOODWIN U
1601 N KILER C
CHARLESTON ILL
311 E GREEN C
1814 D ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 382 C
URH FORBES 310 C
URH HOPKINS 394 C
1101 W PENN U
804 OREGON U
501 E SPNGFLD C
212 E DANIEL C
COUNTRY FR 239 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 117 C
604 E CLARK C
URH GARNER 394 C
URH EVANS 440 U
2102 ORCH PL 102 U
URH BUSEY 435 U
508 E WHITE 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 207 U
URH SCOTT 270 C
2102 ORCH ST 102 U
2017 FLETCHER U
URH LAR 172 U
URH VANDOREN 420 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH NOBLE 220 C
1004 W OREGON U
URH VANDOREN 122 C
1301 W CLARK U
308 W COLUMBIA C
305 W PARK U
306 E THOMPSON U
205 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 310 C
URH SHERMAN 748 C
1007 S MATTIS 1 C
1308 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH LAR 438 U
DANVILLE ILL
10 APRICOT C
309 E CLARK C
10 APRICOT C
URH LUNDGREN 13 C
409 E CHALMERS 614 C
10 APPRICOT C
URH GARNER 345 C
URH SNYDER 244 C
URH LUNDGREN 121 C
URH ALLEN 281 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH VANDOREN 210 C
409 E CHALMERS C
2115 HAZWD 304 U
URH OGLESBY 216 U
302 W HEALEY C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 269 U
1973 B ORCH ST U
209 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH CARR 230 U
403 S LINCOLN U
1973 B ORCH ST U
807 1/2 W MAIN U
10 LEXINGTON U
URH SNYDER 265 C
URH TRELEASE 1109 U
URH SHERMAN 851 C
URH WESTON 364 C
URH BLA1SDELL 326 U
711 W GREEN U
1829 VALLEY RD C
1829 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 244 C
805 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 215 C
3217 CAMERON C
502 W MAIN 211 U
2505 POND U
URH HOPKINS 328 C
310 E CHALMERS C
302 W AVONOALE C
332--0748 8705 RT 173
332--3495 1811-25TH ST
344--7171 15 NAHAROEAH
207 E 154TH ST
332--416 9 600 WESTERN AVE
RR 3
4230 W 79TH PL
1017 S DUNTON AV
359--4898 409 W WASHINGTON
332--0543 RR 2
120 ROBIN HILL DR
367-4241 1200 N GOODWIN
352--9320 1601 N KILER
735 10TH ST
3905 EAGLE LN
344--2200 1015 MILLEDGE RD
332- 1316 1404 LEITH





356--7908 713 IOWA ST
1016 WASHINGTON ST
344--0425 640 S WINFIELD AV
332--0743 1462 S DAYTON PL
1650 N ORCHARD
332--0814 2032 SEWARD ST
332--2780 725 MARY JANE ST
344--6440 4001 NE BELVOIR PL
332--2676 1104 W UNIVERSITY
RR BOX 91
7525 GREEN
332--1480 173 CIRCLE DR
344--6440 4001 NE BELVOIR PL
367--6194 205 S NEW
332--2947 725 MARY JANE
332--0551 723 S RIDGE AV
1323 N VERMILION
332--0396 ON 321 COUNTY FARM
7951 S MOZART
332--0487 142 GARDEN PKWY
7840 CREGIER
10339 AVENUE N
365--3248 305 W PARK
365--1872 251 ALLEGHENY ST
3 56--1847 709 S WISCONSIN
332--1262 2144 HOYT DR
3 NASSAU CT







332-0203 7915 W 98TH ST
300 S 6TH AV
3 56--8888 RR 2
332--0807 254 MORRIS DR
332--1702 2116 LOST BRIDGE
332--0229 21W 204 THORNDALE
332--3329 2261 W 113TH ST
344--9683 2417 4TH AV
332--0501 511 N PROSPECT
511 N PROSPECT
501 E 32ND ST
332--5097 217 S HI-LUSI AV
1939 S HARLEM
344--3010 4800 CHICGO BCH DR
22 JUNIPER WAY
344--0011 1973 B ORCH ST





344--0011 1973 B ORCHARD ST
367--8593 1917 S WISCONSN AV
367--8503 10 LEXINGTON
332--1716 5732 DUNHAM RD
332--5716 223 MAY ST
110 EVERGREEN DR
332--2027 1002 PAINTER ST
332--3533 5931 S GILBERT
802 ELORIDGE
359--3644 725 WASHINGTON
359--3644 725 WASHINGTON ST
332--1462 376 E FULLERTON AV
529 MEMORY LN
332--1440 OS 639 SUMMIT AV
359--2223 9221 S DAMEN
1775 EVERGREEN LN
367--0922
332--1279 8132 S KOMENSKY



































































































NOWICKI ILENE JANET GRAO
NOWICKI JOHN JAMES GRAD
NOXON WILLIAM C COM4
NOYES JOHN A FAA1
NUDO ALAN FRANK LAS3
NUGENT JAMES K BUS1
NULL MICHAEL ELLIOT LAS3
NULL NEU LYNN AGR2
NUNEMAKER RICHARD AL BUS3
NUNN LARRY EUGENE BUS5
*NUNN WALTER MELROSE GRAD
NUNO TERESA LAS1
NUSBAUM STEVEN VM 4
NUSBAUM THEODORE JAY LAS2
NUSIIMOW ALAN IRA BUS2
NUSINOW HILLARY ANN LAS4
NUSINOW MINDY A AGR1
NUSS WILLIAM EDGAR I BUS2
NUSTRA CHERYL S LAS1
NUSTRA SUSAN CLAIRE LAS4
NUTE CHARLES ROBERT LAS2
NUTT ALFRED WALTER J GRAD
NUTT RICHARD DALE AGR4
NUTTALL CHRISTINE AN LAS3
NUTTALL JOHN L III LAS1
NUZZI MICHAEL JOSEPH VM 4
NWABARA MACAULAY U GRAD
*NYBERG DENNIS WAYNE GRAD
NYBERG WILLIAM ARTHU LAS4
NYENHUIS RONALD JAY GRAD
NYHQLT DEBORAH L AGRl
NYMAN DONALD ADAM LAS3
NYMAN WILLARD NATHAN LAW2
NYSTEDT STEVEN PAUL ENG3
NYSTROM DONNA KAY BUS2
NYSTROM GUSTAV ADOLP ENG3
NYSTROM HALVARD E ENG1
NYSTROM NANCY LEE ED 3
NYSTROM PAUL HENRY BUS4
NYUHA ELAINE GRAD
OAKES GARY NORMAN LAS4
OAKES HOWARD L BUS1
OAKES JOHN FRANCIS ENG2
OAKES ROBERT LYNN AGR2
OAKES SALLY L ED 3
OAKES THOMAS E LAS1
OAKLEY DONALD D GRAD
OAKLEY SUSAN BURKS LAS4
OAKLEY WILMETIA M LAS1
OAKWOOD JUDITH K GRAD
OAKWOOD MAYBELLE KAY PE 4
OATMAN MARGARET P LAS2
OBAL MARY A LAS1
OBAN BRUCE ALLAN ENG3
OBAN TERRANCE DEAN LAS2
OBEJDA DARLENE JOY AGR3
OBENAR JOHN DEMARION GRAD
OBENAUF ALAN E BUS1
OBENAUF CARL D LAS1
OBENLAND ROBERT JAME FAA3
OBERBECK PETER ERNST GRAD
OBERC LEONARD WAYNE ENG4
OBERG MARGARET BETH LAS4
OBERMAN MARVIN N BUS1
OBERROTMAN ALAN M BUS1
OBI IGNATIUS U AGR3
OBRIEN BONNIE RITA LAS4
OBRIEN DANIEL S LASL
OBRIEN DOROTHY ANN LAS2
OBRIEN GEORGE PATRIC LAS4
OBRIEN JAMES J LAS1
OBRIEN JAMES MICHAEL GRAD
OBRIEN JOHN FRANCIS LAS3
OBRIEN JOSEPH ALBERT BUS4
OBRIEN KAREN NEUENDO GRAD
OBRIEN LAURA ANN LAS4
OBRIEN LINDA M FAA4
OBRIEN MARTIN CYRIL BUS2
OBRIEN MAUREEN GRACE LAS4
OBRIEN MICHAEL R LAS1
OBRIEN MICHAEL W BUS3
OBRIEN MICHAEL WILLI GRAD
OBRIEN ROSELLYN MARY LAS3
OBRIEN ROSLYN ANN GRAD
OBRIEN TERRENCE E LAS1
OBRIEN THOMAS P LAS2
OBRIEN WILLIAM D JR GRAD
OBRIG TOM GORDON GRAD
OBRYAN MARGIE C GRAD
OBRYAN NELSON BOYD J GRAD
OBRYAN PHILIP BRANSO AGR3
OBRYANT DAVID CLAUDE GRAD
OBRZUT GREGORY JAMES COM4
OBYRNE STEPHEN M LAS1
OCENASEK ROBERT PAUL ENG4
OCHS DANIEL STUART BUS2
OCHS DAVID NICHOLAS ENG3
503 N MCCULLOUGH I U 367-2515
302 W AVONDALE C 356-1078
URH FORBES 132 C 332-0942
URH OGLESBY 1021 U 332-5342
713 OHIO U
URH FORBES 471 C 332-1137
113 W GREEN C
URH WESTON 358 C 332-2021
209 E ARMORY C 344-7159
606 N LINCOLN U
300 S GOCDWIN 503 U
URH TRELEASE 219 U 332-5454
206 S ORCH U
409 E CHALMERS 505 C
706 OHIO U 344-9519
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
URH TRELEASE 1008 U 332-5685
PAXTON ILL
URH LAR 204 U
URH BUSEY 232 U 332-2616
912 S 2N0 C
WESTMONT ILL
401 E DANIEL C 344-5901
URH WAROALL 421 U 332-4376
2 IMPERIAL CT C 359-2263
S EUCLID 1 C
1301 W CLARK U 367-4292
GIFFORD ILL
URH BABCOCK 208 U 332-3754
2116 ORCH ST 203 U
2409 HATHAWAY C 356-5601
1004 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 430 C 332-1108
URH TOWNSEND 518 U 332-4255
URH TRELEASE 123 U
URH TOWNSEND 368 U 332-4159
URH HOPKINS 212 C 332-1194
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
1004 W NEVADA U 344-0700
1201 W OREGON 13 U 333-1714
1104 S BUSEY U 344-9581
1507 W COLUMBIA C
805 W CLARK C 356-1569
URH SNYDER 228 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SCOTT 182 C 332-1429
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH FLAGG 309 C 332-0300
URH WARDALL 217 U 332-4324
OAKWOOD ILL
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
URH LAR 378 U
1010 S 2ND C 344-9776
310 E CHALMERS C 344-9442
URH CLARK 415 C 332-0071
314 E STOUGHTON C 356-5443
URH WESTON 340 C
309 E CHALMERS C
306 E DANIEL C
503 S WEBBER U 367-8508
URH CARR 302 U 332-3914
1107 S 5TH 101 C
URH GARNER 414 C
1105 S 1ST C
4 FLORA CT C 356-5147
1106 EUCLID 102 C 344-0069
URH TOWNSEND 406 U 332-4179
1110 W NEVADA 11 U 344-0425
604 E ARMORY C
209 E ARMORY C 344-7733
1206 W MAIN U
201 E GREEN C
1770 VALLEY RD C
408 W HILL C 356-1190
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
910 S 3RD 1125 C 344-5000
URH OGLESBY 530 U
1744 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 386 C
URH HOPKINS 160 C 332-1172
408 W HILL C 356-1190
URH LAR 269 U
2511 LAWNDALE C 356-4350
URH SNYDER 456 C 332-1848
1008 S 4TH C
710 W WESTERN U 367-7343
1107 E DELAWARE U 367-3395
SAVOY ILL
URH DANIELS 403 U 332-2263
1109 S 3RD 302 C 344-7278
35 SHERWIN U 344-5631
208 E JOHN C
9 OCONNOR CT C 356-6277
URH TOWNSEND 574 U 332-4293
RR 3 U 367-3016
510 E HEALEY C 356-2095


















































1423 N CHESTNUT ST




ROUTE 1 BOX 435
3005 LONGFELLOW
86 INGLES IDE DR
503 S WEBBER
5515 S NOTTINGHAM








1642 W 33RD ST
27 BAY VIEW RD
3823 W 106TH ST
1004 E 8TH ST






1204 E MAPLE ST













1614 S 60TH CT
23 N COUNTRY CLUB

































































































OCHS HARRY TILGHMAN GRAO
OCHS KENNETH WILLIAM ENG4
*OCHS MYRON HENRY GRAO
OCIEPKA MARY R AGR1
*OCKEN NANCY HAYS EO 4
OCKEN RANDALL GENE LAS4
OCKERT JILL A LAS1
OCONNELL DAVID JOSEP BUS2
OCONNELL JOHN PATRIC LAS3
OCONNELL JOSEPH J LAS1
OCONNELL RICHARD HAR ENG2
OCONNOR ARTHUR HAROL LAS3
OCONNOR CATHLEEN JAN ED 4
OCONNOR DONALD STEPH ENG2
OCONNOR GARY LEN LAS2
OCONNOR JON T GRAD
OCONNOR KIM LEE LAS2
OCONNOR LOIS MAE ED 4
OCONNOR MARIAN E LAS5
OCONNOR MARY E LAS1
OCONNOR MICHAEL JOHN ENG4
OCONNOR PATRICIA ANN FAA4
OCONNOR ROBERT D GRAD
OCONNOR THOMAS P FAA1
OCVIRK ROBERT JOE LASl
OCZKOWSKI PHILIP J LASl
ODA CHRISTINE KIHOKO ENG2
ODANIELL ROBERT K LAS2
ODCHODNICKY SUSAN CA LAS3
ODE MICHAEL ALLEN AGR4
ODEKIRK JOHN ALLEN BUS4
ODEN JAMES RUSSELL GRAD
ODENTHAL WILLIAM ART LAS2
ODGERS LARRY DON ENG4
ODLE CLARENCE B LASl
ODLE MICHAEL ALAN LAS2
ODQM SHELLA JEANNE LAS2
ODOM THOMAS R ENG1
ODOM VERN ERIC JR ENG1
OUONNELL EMMETT LEO LAW3
ODONNELL EMMETT LEO LAW3
OUONNELL JOHN PATRIC ENG1
ODONNELL KATHLEEN M LASl
ODONNELL MAUREEN C PE 1
ODONNELL MICHAEL JOS LAS2
OOONNELL THOMAS JAME GRAD
ODONNELL WILLIAM SEN FAA4
ODONOGHUE MICHAEL J LASl
ODUM JAMES ALTON GRAD
OEHLER HARRY GEORGE ENG4
OEHLSEN DENNIS W ENG1
OEHMKE RONALD T LASl
OERTLEY THOMAS EARL ENG3
OESTERREICH DUANE G GRAO
OETTING DOUGLAS CRAI ENG4
OETTING GEORGE DAVID GRAD
OETTING ROBERT L GRAD
OETTING VICKI R AGR1
OETTINGER JOAN SUSAN LAS4
QFTEDAHL GLEN FRANK BUS1
OGDEN JOAN MARY LAS3
OGG ANN MARIE ELIZAB LAS4
OGILVIE PAMELA J FAA1
OGILVIE PETER HAROLD ENG4
OGLE DIANE VICHA GRAD
OGLE JAMES ADELBERT ENG3
OGLE ROBERT RAY GRAD
OGLESBY THOMAS DALE ENG2
OGLETREE MYRTLE M LASl
OGLIETTI BERNARD ALA AVI2
OGOLIN WILLIAM J JR LASl
OGRADY ALICE PATRICI ED 2
OGREN ARTHUR BRIAN LAS2
OGUNDELE EMMANUEL B GRAO
OGUREK ROBERT FRANC I ENG2
OGUT SONER GRAO
OHALLA JOHN L FAA3
OHARA FREDERICK M JR GRAD
OHARA MICHAEL DENNIS FAA4
OHARA RICHARD EDWARD LAS3
OHARA TERRY MICHAEL LAS4
OHARE RANDALL SCOTT BUS2
OHEA EUGENE KEVIN GRAD
OHEARN JOHN ANTHONY LAS3
OHEARN PAUL THOMAS LAS4
OHERON JOHN JOSEPH J AVI2
OHIRA SUZUKO GRAD
OHLENDORF RICHARD J LASl
OHLSEN BARBARA JEAN EO 2
OHLSON GLENN WILLIAM ENG4
OHM LAWRENCE KENNETH BUS3
OHM SHARILYN H FAA2
OHMAN KATHLEEN MARIE LAS3
OHMAN SANDRA M LASl
OHMAN TIMOTHY ALAN VM 2
OHR KENNETH LASl
OHRAN RICHARD S GRAO
BOX 2007 C
2305 S 1ST 302 C
2301 S 1ST 203 C
URH NOBLE 103 C
802 S LOCUST C
802 S LOCUST 3N C
URH NOBLE 122 C
1010 S 2ND C
1900 S PHILO RD U
604 E ARMORY 127 C
111 S 4TH 2 C
904 W GREEN 511 U
302 ARMORY C
408 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 262 C
711 S RANDOLPH 7 C
URH LAR U
URH BLAISDELL 320 U
804 HOLIDAY C
URH BARTON 124 C
617 W HILL C
1202 W NEVADA U
804 HOLIDAY C
604 E ARMORY 405 C
URH HOPKINS 152 C
URH SNYDER 288 C
URH WAROALL 820 U
705 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISDELL 214 U
508 E STOUGHTN 205 C
312 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
801 W ILLINOIS U
URH GARNER 366 C
409 E CHALMERS 404 C
URH BABCOCK 126 U
URH CLARK 430 C
URH HOPKINS 291 C
109 E JOHN C
58 E HEALEY C
58 E HEALEY C
URH BABCOCK 218 U
URH ALLEN 331 U
URH ALLEN 236 U
604 E ARMORY 305 C
306 DAVIDSON C
609 4TH C
904 E GREEN 421 U
609 W MAIN 2 U
URH OGLESBY 401 U
URH SNYDER 292 C
DANVILLE ILL
PRINCEVILLE ILL
312 W CLARK 304 C
503 E WHITE 9 C
2903 SANGAMON C
503 E WHITE 9 C
URH LAR 487 U
902 S 2ND C
805 MAIN U
URH BLAISDELL 107 U
716 S BROADWAY U
URH ALLEN 6 U
URH CARR 225 U
202 HAZWD 2105 U
URH OGLESBY 210 U
2105 HAZWD 202 U
1006 W CHURCH C
URH LUNDGREN 225 C
URH FORBES 242 C
URH WESTON 242 C
409 E CHALMERS C
202 E JOHN C
111 E HEALEY C
URH CARR 210 U
URH SHERMAN 1153 C
URH BABCOCK 315 U
2114 ORCH ST 204 U
URH WESTON 324 C
1207 W CLARK U
1105 E DELAWARE U
211 E DANIEL C
504 E GREEN C
308 E ARMORY C
1609 VALLEY RO C
312 W CLARK C
111 E HEALEY 7 C
910 S 3RD C
1506 DAWSON C
1102 S 2ND C
808 W ILLINOIS 2 U
808 W ILLINOIS 2 U
207 E JOHN C
URH VANOOREN 420 C
1115 W WASHINGTON C
URH CARR 126 U




























































S SHORE YACHT CLUB
2301 S 1ST 203
















1414 N AUSTIN BLVD
617 W HILL










4538 NW 11TH ST
1504 HAWTHRONE
512 PLYMOUTH LN





12532 S 73RD CT
12532 S 73R0 CT
510 RAMEY ST
1529 E 85TH ST


























7 S 742 RICHMOND
1025 E CORRINGTON




20 A2 OMR SK AYRNC
5350 S NATOMA AV
131 ATHENS RO


























EAST ST LOUIS ILL















































































































OLD ROBERT LEE JR
OLD SYLVIA MARGARET










































































LAS4 910 S 3RD 1301 C
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN 9 U
GRAD 603 W GREEN U
AGR1 1215 S 4TH C
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 375 U
LAS4 2309 S 1ST 203 C
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS 912 C
FAA1 URH GARNER 289 C
LAS2 URH CLARK 324 C
ENG3 904 W GREEN 317 U
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 6 U
LAS1 URH GARNER 264 C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 43 U
GRAD URH DANIELS 250 U
GRAD 2101 HAZWD 304 U
GRAD 2101 HAZWD 304 U
GRAD 2049 C HAZWD CT U
LAS4 202 E GREGORY 202 C
GRAD 1838 D ORCH PL U
LAW1 909 S 1ST 16 C
GRAD 2006 VAWTER 1 U
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 504 U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 504 C
LAS4 106 E HEALEY 14 C
GRAD 105 E HEALEY C
GRAD 409 E GREEN C
AGR4 709 W ILLINOIS U
LAS3 URH LAR 275 U
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 410 U
AGR1 909 S 3RD 5 C
BUS3 URH TOWNSEND 120 U
LAS2 URH BUSEY 245 U
GRAD 216 E GREGORY 304 C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 463 U
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 809 U
BUS4 2801 SANGAMON C
FAA1 910 S 3RD 920 C
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 343 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 428 C
LAW3 615 W HEALEY 7 C
FAA2 URH SAUNDERS 320 U
BUS3 503 E STQUGHTON C
ENG1 URH 0GLES8Y 111 U
FAA2 DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 301 S WHEATON C
GRAD 301 S WHEATON C
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 316 U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 104 C
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 408 U
GRAD URH DANIELS 419 U
ENG2 308 E GREEN C
ENG4 306 1/2 E GREEN C
LAS2 307 E DANIELS C
ED 3 302 E ARMORY C
ENG3 311 E GREEN 115 C
LAS3 707 S 6TH 318 C
LAS2 707 S 6TH 318 C
LAS2 211 E DANIEL C
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1216 U
ENG2 URH CARR 427 U
GRAD 2105 HAZWD CT 204 U
FAA4 503 N MCCULLOUGH 6 U
VM 2 URH BABCOCK 125 U
ED 2 URH LAR 383 U
ED 4 611 E DANIEL C
LAS2 1004 S 4TH 105 C
LASl 910 S 3RD 1205 C
LASL URH SNYDER 365 C
ED 4 503 N MCCULLOUGH U
LAS4 307 E DANIEL C
GRAD EUREKA ILL
LASl URH FORBES 267 C
GRAD 704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
LAS2 405 W PARK U
FAA2 910 S 3RD 317 C
LAW3 103 N COLER U
GRAD 301 W ILLINOIS U
LAS4 ROUEN FR
ENG1 URH SCOTT 465 C
GRAD 1112 CENTENNIAL C
BUSl 604 E ARMORY 426 C
ED 4 409 E CHALMERS 120 C
AGRl URH HOPKINS 409 C
LAWl 2215 S 1ST 102 C
ENG4 1203 W MAIN 2 U
GRAD 2704 JUDITH C
LAS2 URH WARDALL 320 U
BUS3 207 N GOODWIN U
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 546 U
AGR3 109 S BUSEY 6 U
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 465 U
LAS3 310 E JOHN C
AGRl 801 W NEVADA U
GRAD 412 W CHURCH C
GRAD 611 FAIRLAWN U
BUSl 306 E GREGORY C
BUS2 106 E DANIEL C
344--5000 1429 47TH AV
SUGINAMI-KU
367--4600 1-6 ENJYO-CHO
332--0343 4038 W 81ST ST
332--4166 13 N OWEN ST
513 ASTER LN
318 S PINE ST
332--0766 75 SALEM LN
332--0050 5410 S HERMITAGE
1702-241 5TH AV N
332--3709 379 HAMPTON RD
332--0748 OKESON RD 9715
332--3112 1210 E 93RD ST
332--2203 869 ALAMUKU ST
3236 RODGER AV
344--7497 320 BOSTON ST
344--5612 5275 11 A AV
7317 N HONORE
344--2071 1215 20TH AV
356--5596 6149 N KNOX
367--4818 2006 VAWTER 1
332--4241 431 SELBOURNE RD
URH SHERMAN 504
356--5433 500 S 18TH ST
12 ENGELHARDSTR
417 WESTSIDE AV
344--1177 1111 S SUMNER
332--2983 1111 S SUMNER ST
364 CALUMET BLVD
3608-7 1/2TH ST
332--4002 1210 DAVIS ST
332--2622 204 N SCHOENBECK
344--7235 216 E GREGORY
332--3397 115 LEGRANDE BLVD
332--5626 3390 W HOLLYWOOD
367--1541 9122 A SKOKIE BLVD
333--5400 7930 JEFFERY AV
332--1288 4600 S SPRINGFIELD
332--4733 909 S 5TH 428
352--3297 4915 N RIDGEWAY
332--3662 516 W JUDD
909 SUMMIT AV
332--2508 120 W MOUND RD
504 HARVEY ST
356--5038 301 S WHEATON
356--6038 301 S WHEATON
332--5481 73 MARQUETTE ST
332--4608 202A SR OFICRS ROW
1335 POLK ST
CALLE 65A 16-45
356--8902 4906 OLD ORCHARD




344--0565 707 S 6TH
344--0565 707 S 6TH
344--9853 256 MERTON AV
332--5752 1703 NITA LN
332--3970 26W285 BLACKHAWK
344--7574 4622 HARVEY AV
367--4278 7251 W CLARENCE AV
332--3742 26 W 285 BLACKHAWK
332--3026 155 N OAK CREST
344-1840 4131 GROVE AV
16236 HOMAN
344--5000 501 JOHN ST
332--1786 5603 MIDDAUGH
367--4278 7251 W CLARENCE
344--1779 501 JOHN ST
108 E COLLEGE
322--0991 6 WH.METTE DR
367--0519 408 E STOUGHTON
367--7417 RR
344--5000 2617 JODORE
367--0126 103 N COLER
301 W ILLINOIS
435 REX BLVD
332--1615 3143 MAPLE AV
352--6744 1112 CENTENNIAL
486 DEER TRAIL
344--5583 2627 JACQUELYN LN
332--1331 RR 1
18554 DUNDEE AV
367--0283 1332 S DOUGLAS 103
356--5260 503 N PROSPECT
332--4351 2345 EDGEBROOK
367--4545 1620 WARREN RD
332--4273 SWEDENBURG RD
367--3085 RR
332--4220 388 ELM AV
344--4461 924 S BRUNER ST
344--3410 RR 2
356--4837 319 W MADISON
367--6483 ROUTE 3




































































































OLSON JOHN M AGR2
OLSON KAREN M BUS1
OLSON KAREN M GRAO
OLSON KATHLEEN JEAN AGR2
OLSON KEITH MARTIN VM 2
OLSON KENNETH JAMES GRAO
OLSON KENNETH ROBERT ENG4
OLSON LEONARD EUGENE GRAD
OLSON LINDA ADELE ED 4
OLSON LINDA JEAN LAS2
OLSON MARCIA J LASi
*OLSON MARY SALISBURY LAS3
OLSON MICHAEL RICHAR ENG4
OLSON NELS A LAS3
OLSON PAUL R ENG1
OLSON RICHARD PAUL GRAD
OLSON ROBERT A AGR1
OLSON ROBERT EDWIN LAS3
OLSON ROBERT L LASI
OLSON RONALD EUGENE AGR4
OLSON STEVEN T LAS3
OLSON SUSAN SCHULTZ LAS4
OLSON VICKI MAY LAS2
OLSON VOIZA A GRAD
OLSON WILLIAM J LAS3
OLSON WILLIAM RICHAR FAA4
OLSSON WILLIAM A GRAD
OLSWANG STEVEN G LAW1
OLSZEWSKI DONALD J GRAD
OLSZOWY JOYCE A GRAD
OLTMAN GREGORY R AGR1
OLTMANN NANCY ELAINE AGR4
OLTMANNS GERALD WAYN ENG2
OLTMANNS ROGER W JR ENG4
OLUND LORETTA J AGR1
OLUND LOUISE MARIE LAS3
OMAHEN SUSAN C ED 1
OMALLEY BERNARD M LASI
OMALLEY JAMES EDWARD LAS3
OMALLEY JOHN ALLEN BUS4
OMALLEY KATHLEEN ANN LAS2
OMALLEY MONICA A LASI
OMALLEY WILLIAM P LASI
OMAN STEPHEN PAUL BUS3
OMEARA DANIEL CLARE LAW2
OMEARA JAMES hANLON GRAD
OMEARA SANDRA J GRAO
OMEARA THOMAS MICHAE LAS3
OMER FRED WAYNE GRAD
OMHOLT-JENSEN JAN ENG4
OMULLEN BRIAN J BUS4
OMUNDSON JAMES HOWAR LAS4
ONCHANDRA TONGROJ GRAD
ONCKEN GERALD RODNEY GRAD
ONCKEN NANCY LORAINE LAS4
ONDRAKA WILLIAM F JR ENG1
ONEAL LANCE J COM3
ONEAL LARRY DWAYNE LAS2
ONEAL LARRY K ENG2
ONEIL DENNIS MICHAEL GRAD
ONEIL NORENE MARIE GRAD
ONEIL ROBIN DONLEY LAS3
ONEIL SALLIE ROBINSO GRAD
ONEIL WILLIAM FRANCI AGR3
ONEILL PAMELA J PE 1
ONEILL PATRICIA ANN LAS3
ONEILL PATRICIA LYNN LAS2
ONG KAO-TWAN GRAO
ONISCHUK STEVEN JAME ENG3
ON I SHI HARUO GRAD
ONO JOYCE KAZUYO GRAD
ONUMA DAVID MANABU LASI
OOMS DOUGLAS W ENG1
OPACKI DENNIS GEORGE LAW3
OPELKA JAMES HOWARD GRAD
OPHEIM VERNON HOLMAN GRAD
OPLATKA ELLEN ROSE ED 3
OPPERMAN JOHN H FAA1
OPREA DAVID M ENG1
OPSKAR JANE ROIS GRAO
OQUINN JANICE MARIE LAS2
ORANGE CHARLES HERBE ENG4
ORAVA JAMES ANDREW VM 3
ORAVIS LARRY T ENG3
ORCUTT DANIEL W LASI
ORDAL CAROLYN A LASI
ORE ALICE CARLS GRAD
ORE THOMAS M BUS1
ORENGIL KIVANC ENG3
ORESKY LAWRENCE J GRAD
ORFALI MAGDI ROBERT ENG3
ORGAN PATRICIA ANN BUSl
OR I BARBARA NANCY LAS4
ORIA ROBERT R BUSI
ORIZONDO FRANK RENE LAS4
ORLANDINO RICHARD AL BUS4
ORLINSKY GARY DAVID LAS4






707 S 6TH 303




109 S BUSEY 6
2215 S 1ST 101
101 S 1ST
URH BABCOCK 214



























604 E ARMORY 405
URH GARNER 382
2315 S 1ST 301















505 E WHITE 1
1005 WRIGHT
211 N COLER
















2116 ORCH ST 204
URH TRELEASE 1028













102 N GREGORY 4
212 E DANIEL













































































































1808 W 54TH PL





2006 D ORCHARD ST
RR
271 E 2ND ST
388 ELM AV
RR 2












111 N MCKENDRIE AV
RR 1
9019 BECK PL
9019 S BECK PL
RR 1 BOX 5 B
7915 S WINCHESTER












1645 W 105TH ST
4949 W GEORGE ST
KASETSART UNIV
2105 W WHITE
RR 3 BOX 24

















1337 DATE PALM DR
24901 CURIE






1238 S TROY ST
317 S CATHERINE
4132 GROVE AV






12626 S STEWART AV
COLISEE ST HAMRA








































































































ORLOWSKI DUANE E GRAD
ORLOWSKI THERESA MAR AGR3
ORLOWSKY ALAN GEORGE BUS2
ORLOWSKY EOWARD PAUL BUS2
ORMS THOMAS R BUS1
ORNATEK ANTHONY C LAS2
ORNER WILLIAM RICHAR BUS3
ORNSTEIN BARBARA ELL LA S2
OROURKE BERNARD JOSE FAA2
OROURKE PATRICK DANI AGR4
OROURKE THOMAS WILLI GRAD
ORR HAROLD D LASl
ORR JOHN ANDREW ENG4
ORR RICHARD KENNETH FAA2




ORRELL JOHN KENNETH GRAD
ORRIS JAMES BURDEANE GRAD
ORSAY CHARLES PRESTO LAS2
ORT HUIBERT FAA1
ORTIZ BONNIE PROVART AGR2
ORTMAN JAMES WAYNE AVI2
ORTO FRANKLIN S LASl
ORTON MICHELE KAE ED 4
ORTSCHEID ROBERT ALL ENG3
ORVIS DEONNE BETH GRAD
ORWIG LYLE E AGR1
ORWIG ROBERT RICHARD ENG3
OSBAKKEN MARGARET AN AGR4
OSBERG THOMAS THEODO BUS4
OSBORN KEVIN S LASl
OSBORN PAMELA J AGR2
OSBORN SUSAN LOUISE LAS4
OSBORN TERENCE A VM I
OSBORNE JOAN THORSON BUS5
OSBORNE WARREN WILLI ED 4
OSCARSON DENISE CARO LASl
OSCHERWITZ JANICE LAS4
OSDIECK JOAN M GRAD
OSGOOD RICHARD WRAY LAS4
OSGOOD THOMAS WENDEL GRAD
OSHEA PATRICIA ANNE LAS4
OSHITA KEANE J BUS1
OSIEK ROBERT E LAS3
OSMER WILLIAM GILBER ENG2
OSSYRA WILLIAM P ENG1
OSTAFIN DOROTHY MARY PE 4
OSTASZEWSKI GERALDIN BUS3
OSTEN RICHARD MICHAE GRAD
OSTENSEN RAYMOND W GRAD
OSTERBACH JUDITH ELL COM4
OSTERBERG ARVID ERIC FAA4
OSTERBUR CAROL LYNN LAS3
OSTERBUR RANDALL LEW BUS2
OSTERMANN WALDEMAR G GRAD
OSTERTAG EDWARD LOUI ENG3
OSTFELD LYNNE RUTHAN LAS3
OSTHOFF FREDA IRENE GRAD
OSTLER RAYMOND J LASl
OSTRAND JANET LOUISE GRAD
OSTRANOER CHARLES W ENG2
OSTRANDER LYNN MARIE LAS4
OSTRANDER WENDY FAA4
OSTREM DAWN EMITA LAS2
OSTRIHON CHERYL A ED 1
OSTRODKA DAVID LEON ENG4
OSTROF ADRIANE B LAS2
OSTROM GORDON A GRAD
OSTROWSKI BARBARA A LASl
OSTROWSKI CHRISTINA LASl
OSTROWSKI THOMAS A LAS4
OSTROWSKY LENORE S LAS3
OSTROWSKY ROSALIE LAS3
OSUCHOWSKI MICHAEL J BUS1
OSWALD BARBARA ANN LAS4
OSWALD GAYLE LOUISE FAA2
OTANI SHUNSUKE GRAD
OTIS CRAIG HOWE ENG3
OTIS ROBERT L GRAD
OTMASKIN DENNIS JOHN LAS2
OTOOLE DANIEL F GRAD
OTREMB1AK MICHAEL M LAS2
OTT KAREN LEE BUS5
OTT SANDRA MORGAN GRAD
OTTERBACHER ALAN GLE GRAD
OTTERBACHER SUZANNE LAS2
OTTI RITA J GRAD
OTTLE THOMAS C ENG1
OTTO MARY SUSAN E LAS3
OTTO NORMAN CHARLES GRAD
OTTO WALTER F ENG3
OTTSEN HENNING GRAD
OTTSEN LINDA FOLSOM GRAD
OURADA ROBYN RUTH LAS2
OUSLEY QUENTIN N GRAD
2120 ORCH ST 302 U
URH BUSEY 337 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
313 E ARMORY C
201 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 316 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1227 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
209 E CLARK 4 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 312 C
308 W GREEN U
1304 W CLARK 3 U
URH WARDALL 404 U
32 1/2 E DANIEL C
32 1/2 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 190 U
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
910 S 3RD 427 C
1010 S 2ND C
122 SCOTTSWOOD U
804 W OREGON U
604 E ARMORY C
113 W GREEN 2 C
408 E GREEN C
URH DANIELS 483 U
URH SCOTT 313 C
501 E DANIEL C
207 E JOHN C
RIVERSIDE ILL
URH TRELEASE 531 U
NAPERVILLE ILL
702 W CHURCH C
701 S PROSPECT C
1011 S OAK 3 C
1011 S OAK 3 C
904 LINCOLN AVE C
307 E HEALEY 12 C
209 W PENN U
509 1/2 ROBINSN CT C
206 S 4TH C
URH CLARK C
URH SCOTT 488 C
412 E GREEN C
311 E GREEN 306 C
URH SNYDER 440 C
URH SAUNDERS 115 U
1202 W NEVADA U
1509 W KIRBY C
612 W HEALEY C
URH BLAISDELL 108 U
1110 E MICHIGAN U
URH LUNDGREN 219 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 1046 C
412 E GREEN C
508 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 124 U
URH HOPKINS 474 C
1010 W ILLINOIS U
911 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 126 U
706 S MATHEWS U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISDELL 208 U
URH OGLESBY 722 U
904 S 3RD C
405 S RANDOLPH C
URH ALLEN 451 U
URH SAUNDERS 415 U
URH TOWNSEND 108 U
801 S COLER U
1207 SPNGFLD U
URH SNYDER 394 C
705 W GREEN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
808 W CALIFORNIA U
904 W GREEN U
2120 ORCH ST 202 U
URH CARR 320 U
403 W NEVADA U
911 S 3RD C
MANCHESTER MO
2009 PHILO 14 U
308 SUNRISE U
308 SUNRISE U
703 S BROADWAY U
910 S 3RD 313 C
508 E ARMORY C
911 S MATTIS 4 C
409 E CHALMERS 706 C
BOX 2377 C
BOX 2377 C
1402 SUMMIT RIDGE C
710 S ELM C
14571 SUSSEX
1004 E MAIN ST
344--5000 793 RICE ST




3950 LAKE SHORE OR
332--5408 100 N COTTAGE AV
344--3532 RR 1
356--9532 8922 185TH ST
344--1080 143 S 4TH ST
332--1989 906 CHERRY ST
367--2319 504 N MAIN
365--1121 RR 1
332--4360 2601 LONGMEADOW
359--4840 STA A BOX 2365
359--4048 STA A BOX 2365
332--2447 411 CONGRESS ST
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE
344--5000 2918 CHERRY LN
1502 W COLUMBIA
367--0825 122 SCOTTSWOOD DR
819 N GRAND W
1420 VICTORIA
352--0898 519 E MCKELLIPS RD
352--1820 1849 N CHESTNUT








352--9490 702 W CHURCH
RR 2
359--2314 1011 S OAK
359--2314 1011 S OAK 3
344--7343 2701 DAIQUIRI
1122 N IITH





356--7901 921 W STATE
344--1279 615 1ST AV
332--1838 2246 RIDGE AV
332--3597 NEW AV RR 3
344--1173 16000 CAROL AV
352--1116 601 E 32ND ST
359--2969 612 W HEALEY
332--3455 2325 W MORSE
367--6315 1110 E MICHIGAN
332--2050 RR
344-
-3901 613 E SEMINARY ST
332--4963 728 RIPLEY ST
356--7901 2139 E RESERVOIR
344-1170 6851 N MENDOTA AV
344--4151 1107 W GREEN 124
332--1381 612 E OAKTON ST
332--4322 513 WESTERN AV
344--9560 489 HAMPSHIRE
332--3608 121 PARKSIDE
344--0136 66 FLINT DR
344--3616 211 NICHOLSON ST
332--3484 263 WALKER AV
332--5253 11245 ST CLEMENT
344--7563 3005 W CHASE
359--4754 ROUTE 2
332--3385 2137 N 74TH AV
RR 2 BOX 72
332--3990 3110 S 48TH CT
344--6254 2775 FT SHERIDAN
344--0511 819 N HOMAN AV
332--1807 3327 JOHNSON RD




344--1496 2120 ORCH ST 202
332--3259 1215 IOWA ST
239 ELMHURST
8774 S KILBOURN
ROUTE 1 BOX 323




-2249 3637 SHEFFIELD RD
344--5000 13520 SW 74TH AV
344--0501 1116 BRYAN AV




359--1018 1402 SUMMIT RIDGE



































































































OUTIS ROBERT R GRAO
OUTLAW JESSE LAS1
OUTTEN TERESA ANN LAS3
OUYANG LILY TEN-HUI GRAD
OVERBECK JOY ANNE LAS4
OVERDECK MICHAEL T GRAO
OVERMAN SALLY B GRAD
OVERMAN STEVEN J ENGl
OVERMAN WILLIAM HENR LAS2
OVERMEYER JACK E GRAD
*OVERMIER DOROTHY L GRAD
OVERMYER PHILLIP IRV ENG3
OVERTON TREVOR CHARL ENG3
OVERTURF BRAD WILLIA ENG2
OWEN CAROL DORIS LAS3
OWEN DANIEL P LAS1
OWEN DEBORAH A LAS1
OWEN EDWARD SHERMAN PE 4
OWEN HOWARD HENRY FAA3
OWEN JANICE R ED 1
OWEN JILL ANNE LAS2
OWEN MARTHA ANN LAS3
*OWEN PHILIP J GRAD
*OWEN TERRY WAYNE GRAD
OWEN WILLIAM M LAW2
OWENS ALBERT JR GRAD
OWENS GILBERT W LAS1
OWENS JAMES L GRAD
OWENS JOHN R LAS1
OWENS LINDA JEANNEAN LAS1
OWENS LOREN LAS1
OWENS MARCIA J FAA1
OWENS PATRICIA A LAS1
OWENS ROBERT JESSEN LAS4
OWENS TYWANA R LASl
OWINGS DONALD LLOYD AGR4
OWINGS NICK STAFFORD LAS2
OYARZUN LUIS A GRAD
OYARZUN MARTHA J K GRAD
OZEKI TATSUO GRAD
OZGA MARTIN GRAD
OZOR JOSEPH EVARIS ENG6
OZYURT GUNES E ENG2
OZYURT YILDIZ G PE 1
PAALMAN GRETCHEN GRAD
PAAPE JOHN CONRAD FAA3
PAAPE VALERIE ANN GRAD
PAAR PATRICIA ANN LAS2
PACANOWSKI RONALD F LAS3
PACE BENJAMIN E GRAD
*PACE BERNADETTE KNUE GRAD
PACE DENNIS STEPHEN PE 4
PACE GARY JAMES GRAD
PACE MILLARD L GRAD
PACE RICHARD RANDALL LAW2
PACEK JAMES LEE BUS2
PACEY STEPHEN ROBBIN LAS3
PACHECO KEITH A LAS2
PACHECO WINSTON W R ENGl
PACHOLKE JAMES BENHA FAA3
PACHTER FREDERICK JO LAS2
PACIN MARILYN SUE LAS2
PACIN PHYLLIS A FAA6
PACKER ROBERTA JOYCE ED 2
PACKERTOVA VERA GRAD
PACKO JOANN LASl
PACZAK DOROTHY LOUIS EO 2
PADDICK MARTHA ANN COM3
PADDOCK ROBERT R GRAD
PADEN JAN PATRICK EO 4
PADILLA RAUL H GRAD
PADILLA VIRGINIA A H GRAD
PAETAU GERHARD E FAA1
PAfcTZ STEPHEN H ENGl
PAGANO MONIQUE LAS3
PAGE ARLENE MAE COM4
PAGE CHARLES HENRY GRAD
PAGE DANNY JOE LAS2
PAGE ELIZABETH C GRAD
PAGE GERARD B LASl
PAGE JANE ANN LAS3
PAGE JAY PATRICK ENG4
PAGE KENNETH RAY VM 2
PAGE LARRY MERLE GRAD
PAGE MARY WARD GRAD
PAGE MICHAEL LIND BUS2
PAGE PAMELA LOUISE PE 4
PAGE PATRICIA A ED 1
PAGE RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
PAGE ROBERT ALLEN LAS2
PAGE ROGER L BUS1
PAGE THEOOORE J JR LAS4
PAGE WAYNE BYRON AGR4
PAGE WILLIAM THOMAS GRAD
PAGEL DORIS B GRAD
PAGEL SHERWOOD H ENGl
PAGONE VINCENT C ENGl
408 W HILL C
URH HOPKINS 323 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 347 U
911 W MAIN U
404 N GOODWIN U
URH DANIELS 367 U
URH FORBES 396 C
1110 S 2ND C
1707 PRINCETON C
902 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1008 U
URH TOWNSEND 118 U
112 E DANIEL C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 273 C
URH LAR U
402 E DANIEL C
713 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 531 U




URH SHERMAN 557 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH SNYDER 423 C
ST LOUIS MO
604 E ARMORY 219 U
URH LAR 418 U
904 W GREEN 415 U
URH BLAISDELL 230 U
URH TAFT 407 C
URH OGLESBY 909 U
1215 S 4TH C
412 W HILL 2 C
DANVILLE ILL
57 E JOHN 11 C
57 E JOHN 11 C
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 453 C
102 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
URH NOBLE 315 C
URH SHERMAN 430 C
1004 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 723 C
URH TRELEASE 727 U
URH TOWNSEND 504 U
1010 W CALIFORNIA U
109 N BUSEY U
1802 A ORCH ST U
501 E ELM C
1415 KIRBY 2 C
1009 S ANDERSON U
402 E ARMORY C
1111 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 407 U
URH TOWNSEND 117 U
502 STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 348 U
802 W OREGON U
1208 W CLARK U
904 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS U
URH TAFT 10 C
URH ALLEN 213 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1102 S 2ND 3 C
505 E GREEN C
406 BRIAR LN 6 C
406 BRIAR LN 6 U
URH FORBES 375 C
URH FORBES 291 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
508 W ELM U
2079 D HAZWD CT U
209 E ARMORY C
1811 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 723 U
302 E ARMORY C
1812 VALLEY RD C
503 S WEBBER U
804 W MICHIGAN U
1905 ROBERTO LN C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
508 E CHALMERS C
103 2ND C
205 E GREEN C
904 W GREEN U
401 E JOHN C
801 W HILL 4 C
URH OGLESBY 1207 U
1811 VALLEY RD C
URH SHERMAN 216 C
401 E GREEN C














706 E 39TH ST
330 LEBANON






















332--1829 2119 N 15TH ST
URH SHERMAN 1348
520 WIRT ST
332--2920 414 W CHESTNUT
344--4265 RR 2
332--0658 1514 W MASTER ST
332--5301 1309 MOSSMAN AV
332--3013 813 W OAK ST
RR 1
1520 MYRTLE DR
359--4283 57 E JOHN 11
359--4283 1108 W NEVADA 3
356--7577 504 1/2 E SPNGFLD
332--4838 4774 PALMER





344--5000 206 W DOUGLAS
332--5613 877 STEWART AV
14800 PARK AV
406 E SUMMIT ST
367--9710 109 N BUSEY
344--0561 1802 A ORCHARD PL
356--9220 1997 WYNDHAM RD
352--3512 5506 WALSH RD
367--0844 1208 W SPNGFLD
344--9713 1221 KEMMAN AV
344--7900 530 W ORLEANS
332--4180 930 GREENFIELD CT
332--3999 BUSCH 1205
571 KILLARNEY PASS
332--4147 14524 LEXINGTON AV
1478 GLENCOE AV
367--212 5 1478 GLENCOE





344--7850 420 ROUNTREE ST
339 S CEOARWOOD
356--4608 520 E SEMINARY
356--4608 619 S WHEATON AV
332--1070 701 S OAK PARK AV
332--1008 6607 INVERNESS DR
344--4205 196 S WABASH
5234 30TH ST
344--4437 2079 D HAZLEWD CT
356--8833 1904 WILLOW RD
359--1525 1811 VALLEY RD
332--5254 9956 S MAPLEWOOD
1603 BROPHY AV
204 W 17TH ST
365--3214 503 S WEBBER
501 N VERMILLION
356--7038 1905 ROBERTA
344--1095 200 CEMETARY RD
344- 1170 2641 OAKWOOO DR
352--1276 RR 4
359--4630 136 N PORTLAND AV
2916 SHEFFIELD DR
344--1650 2104 N MINTHROP
352--3479 801 W HILL 4
332--5389 RR 3
359--1525 1811 VALLEY RD
620 CHURCH AV
344--1616 320 MAPLE ST

































































































PAGORIA SHARON M LAS1
PAHLKE BARBARA J ED I
PAHLKE ERIC CHARLES ENG4
PAHN JOEL ALAN FAA2
PAHUCHY ANNA LAS3
PAIGE MICHAEL R GRAD
PAINE ARTHUR RAY ENG3
PAINE CECELIA ROSE FAA1
PAINE GORDON DAVID GRAD
PAINTER LINDA B FAA4
PAINTER ROGER ALAN FAA4
PAINTER WILLIAM THOM GRAD
PAIPOLAS LAVERNE L GRAD
PAISLEY DEEANN LAS2
PAISLEY DONALD L ENG1
PAITL JANET LYNN FAA4
PALASCHAK DOUGLAS A AGR2
PALASCHAK JEROME R AGR1
PALBY SUSAN CYRILLA LAS2
PALCIAUSKAS VYTAUTAS GRAD
PALINCSAR JOHN ERNES LAS4
PALIT DAVID K GRAD
PALIT MARTHA HOERDT GRAD
PALKE DONALD JOSEPH GRAD
PALKQ JUDITH A LAS1
PALLEVA THOMAS JOSEP BUS4
PALLY EVA CAROLINE LAS2
PALM CYNTHIA ANN LAS2
PALM JONATHAN CLAUDE ENG2
PALM-LEIS LILLIAN C LAS4
PALMATIER DAVID A LAS1
PALMATIER NANCY ANN LAS3
PALMBERG ADEL T GRAD
PALMBERG CARL ALAN ENG3
PALMBERG STEPHEN L GRAD
PALMER BARBARA JANE AGR2
PALMER CYNTHIA L LAS1
PALMER DONNA JEAN LAS3
PALMER DONNA M LAS1
PALMER FREDERICK ENO ENG4
PALMER GEORGE LOUIS GRAD
PALMER HOWARD J JR ENG2
PALMER JAMES L LAS5
PALMER JENNIFER RUTH LAS4
PALMER JOHN RAYMOND LAS2
PALMER JULIE EILEEN LAS4
PALMER KATHLEEN CARR COM3
PALMER KENNETH LEE AGR4
PALMER LARRY A FAAl
PALMER LAVONNE A GRAD
PALMER LYNN DAN ENG4
PALMER MARC I A GAIL FAA4
PALMER MARY J GRAO
PALMER RONALD GAIL ENG4
PALMER SUSAN LYNNE FAA2
PALMER THOMAS STUART LAS4
PALMIERI VINCENT L BUS1
PALMIOTTO ALPHONSO J GRAD
PALMORE LARRY MITCHE ENG3
PALMQUIST DIANE MARI ED 4
PALO MICHAEL F GRAD
PALO ROBERT T LAS1
PALS RICHARD W FAAl
PALUCH PETER GRAD
PALUCH ROBERT JOHN ENG4
PALUCK STEVEN GEORGE AVI 2
PAMPE SHARON A LAS3
PAN LINDA Y LAS3
PAN PAUL SHENG-DER GRAO
PANANOS WILLIAM J GRAD
PANCOE FRANKLIN PHIL BUS2
PANCRAZIO SALLY BULK GRAD
PANCZNER JOAN MARIE GRAO
PANDINA RUSSELL A GRAD
PANDIT ONKAR NATH GRAD
PANDYA BINDESHWARI P GRAD
PANG ENG FONG GRAD
PANICALI ANTONIO R GRAD
PANICE MICHAEL M BUS1
PANICHI MARILYN R GRAD
PANICHI WILLIAM TERR LAW3
PANICO VINCENT DANIE ENG4
PANIGRAH1 GODAVARISH GRAD
PANIGRAHY PRAFULLA C GRAD
PANIKIS KIRK G FAA3
PANIZZI ROGER LEE LAS4
PANJWANI PREM N GRAD
PANKO IDA EUGENIA LAS2
PANKOW DIANNfc E VM 1
PANKRATZ ALAN EUGENE GRAD
PANN HAROLD DAVID FAA3
PANN NICHOLAS A FAA4
PANNIER STEVEN R AGR1
PANNO PHYLLIS P LAS1
PANOZZO CAROL M GRAD
PANOZZO ROBERT JAMES ENG4
PANSINO LOUIS P GRAD
URH ALLEN 264 U
URH LAR 382 U
214 W WASHINGTON C
203 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 410 U
510 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 571 U
URH LAR 260 U
1907 SANGAMON C
511 W NEVADA U
511 W NEVADA U
404 S PRAIRIE 6 C
506 S MATHEWS 8 U
URH TAFT 21 C
305 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 447 U
URH WESTON 269 C
URH WESTON 444 C
URH TRELEASE 1228 U
202 S LINCOLN U
312 E ARMORY C
1507 CENTENNIAL C
1507 CENTENNIAL C
311 E SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH LUNDGREN 2 C
405 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 119 U
204 W PENN U
911 S 4TH C
706 S MATTHEWS U
106 E GREEN 4 C
205 E ARMORY C
106 E GREEN 4 C
805 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 415 U
904 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 409 C
URH OGLESBY 1103 U
1302 SILVER 10 U
2705 SANGAMON C
805 1/2 W WHITE C
307 JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
URH SAUNDERS 112 U
URH LAR 337 U
URH TOWNSEND 436 U
URH TOWNSEND 579 U
1609 CORNELL C
705 1/2 W PARK C
409 E CHALMERS C
1701 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 374 U
508 E ARMORY C
205 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 360 C
618 W GREEN C
402 E ARMORY C
903 S 4TH 4 C
URH DANIELS 328 U
402 E DANIEL C
1301 S BUSEY U
PASSAIC N J
1007 FRANCIS 5 C
504 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 132 U
URH SAUNDERS 220 U
608 E STOUGHTON C
612 LASELL C
410 S 3RD 321 C
1009 S MATTIS C
814 W DANIEL C
903 E MICHIGAN U
KASHMIR INDIA
103 S GREGORY U
URH SHERMAN 960 C
1818 A ORCH PL U
1110 S 2ND C
810 W CHURCH 4 C
810 W CHURCH 4 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 361 C
MET & MIN BLDG U
907 S 3RD C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
URH SHERMAN 967 C
409 E CHALMERS C
908 S LINCOLN U
35 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY C
1405 STOUT U
URH FORBES 296 C
URH BUSEY 156 U
305 E GREEN 2 C
206 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
332--3317 1007 WINTHROP AV
666 GLENVIEW AV
6234 W 63RD ST
359--4701 2652 E 73RD
332--5506 2740 N VISTA LN




367--5274 511 W NEVADA
367--5274 511 W NEVADA
352--642 5 408 N MATTHEWS
344--0718 10943 S MILLARD
332--1580 1413 PRAIRIE
727 W MCDONOUGH
332--3253 3627 S RIDGELAND
332--1961 RR
332--2086 RR
332--5764 7700 S LONG AV
367--3451 1523 S 59TH CT
149 E GOEBEL DR
359--1366 1507 CENTENNIAL
3 59--1366 1507 CENTENNIAL
359--4660 3323 N KOSTNER AV
1308 HAWTHORNE RD
3619 S 61ST AV
332--0196 322 WALDMANN DR
344--0556 803 TULIP LN
352--4001 116 B W AUSTIN AV
36 7--0291 7 SAFFER CT
408 S PATTON
344--0136 408 S PATTON AV
3 56--4438 127 N PEWABIC ST
RR 1




332--0660 533 N COLUMBIA
332--5355 RR 1
1111 JOANNE LN
356--5356 4406 OAKWOOO AV
352--5012 805 1/2 W WHITE
2855 LEWISTON RD
324 KENT AV
332--3594 122 DEAN DR
332--2901 122 DEAN DR
332--4201 3712 S HIGHLAND AV




356--9075 1116 WALNUT ST 3
332--4165 1501 LEMON ST
352--2041 1111 THEODORE DR
356--1847 1415 S GAMON RD
332--0814 1806 N 79TH AV





























309 1/2 S CAMP
2140 OOBSON








17 JALAN LABU AYER













RR 1 BOX 236
28 S ELMWOOD
RR 2
9100 S 83RD AV
10843 S KING OR




































































































PANT SHR1DHAR P GRAO
PANTALEON LOUROES Q GRAO
PANTALL LINDA G GRAO
PANTHER MICHAEL J BUS1
PANWAR JAIPAL SINGH GRAO
PANZICA PATRICIA MAR LAS4
PAONE JOSEPH FRANCIS LAS3
*PAPAIOANNOU G M GRAO
PAPANIKOLAOU BASIL GRAD
PAPAS THtOOORE THQMA GRAO
PAPE BRIAN JOHN FAA4
PAPE CAROLYN J AGR1
PAPERNER LESLIE JULE ENG4
PAPKE MARY ELIZABETH LAS2
PAPKE NORMAN L GRAO
PAPKE SUSAN A LAS1
*PAPP GILBERT JAMES GRAD
PAPPERT EDWARD B LAWl
PARAOEE PAMELA L LASL
PARALKAR VEENA V GRAD
PARANILAM JOHNNY V GRAD
PARAPETTI JOHN CLAUD FAA4
PARAS RUTH E ED 3
PARCELL KATHY LU ED 2
PARCHETA THOMAS GENE LAS2
PARDEE FRANCES G GRAO
PARDEE JOHN K III LAWl
PARDEE WILLIAM JOSEP GRAD
PAROYS MICHAEL A LAS1
PAREKH HARI KANT B GRAO
PARENTE DONALD EDWIN GRAD
PARFITT LYNN THERESE LAS2
PARHAMI BIJAN GRAD
PARI GORDON A BUS1
PARISH DARREL F LAS1
PARISH JEFFREY LEE GRAD
PARISH SHEILA DIANE LAS4
PARISI DOMINIC JOSEP ENG4
PARISI WILLIAM PATRI LAS2
PARIZEK RICHARD E GRAD
PARK ROBERT MARSHALL FAA2
PARK ROBERT T LAWl
PARKAY FORREST WINST GRAO
PARKE GLENN RAYMOND PE 1
PARKER BARBARA FERN ED 3
PARKER BETSY M FAA4
PARKER CHRISTOPHER G GRAD
PARKER DENNIS WINSLO ENG2
PARKER GEORGE ORA JR LAS1
PARKER GLORIA M EO 1
PARKER HARRIET GRAD
PARKER HARVEY W 111 GRAD
PARKER HENRY HERB1N GRAO
PARKER JAMES L GRAD
PARKER JOHN WAYNE ENG3
PARKER KAREN KENDALL LASl
PARKER KATIE P LASl
PARKER KENNETH P ENG1
PARKER KENNETH PAUL LAS4
PARKER LINOA K PE 1
PARKER MARTHA CAROLY LAS2
PARKER MARY ELIZABET LAS2
PARKER MICHAEL T ENG4
PARKER NANCY JEAN LAS3
PARKER NANCY KAY GRAO
PARKER PENNY J EO 2
PARKER RICHARD EARL GRAD
PARKER ROBERT GEORGE GRAO
PARKER STUART J LAS3
PARKES JOHN JOSEPH ENG3
PARKHURST CHRISTINA LAS2
PARKHURST GERALD ALL ENG4
PARKHURST HUGH J JR GRAD
PARKHURST RUTH BRADY GRAD
PARKIN MARK A LASl
PARKINSON DONALD R LAWl
PARKINSON RICHARD GI ENG3
PARKS ALFRED LEON GRAD
PARKS DAVID LESLIE FAA3
PARKS DAVID MOORE ENG2
PARKS DONNA JEAN LAS4
PARKS FLOYD WARREN FAA4
PARKS NOREEN MARY LAS3
PARKS PAT1LYNN AGR4
PARKS PAUL BROWNLEE LAS2
PARKS RODNEY THOMAS ENG4
PARKS STEVE A LASl
PARKS TERRANCE C GRAD
PARLANTI DAVID N ENG4
PARMENTER DAVID J PE 1
PARMENTER WILLIAM J GRAD
PARMER JESS HENRY GRAD
PARMLEY JANE A FAA1
PARNELL JOHN EDWARD GRAD
PARNES LAURENCE CHAR GRAD
PAROLA JERRY FRANK GRAO
PARR NANCY E AGR3
909 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SHERMAN 121 C
202 S LINCOLN U
201 E GREEN C
705 W CALIFORNIA U
227 EVANS U
310 E GREGORY C
1934 ORCH ST U
50 E GREEN C
509 S 5TH 21 C
305 1/2 S NEIL C
URH ALLEN 461 U
506 E SPNGFLO 2 C
URH TRELEASE 128 U
1832 A ORCH PL U
URH ALLEN 398 U
1114 W JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1125 U
URH DANIELS 247 U
1306 W CLARK 3 U
LA NAPOULE FR
URH SAUNDERS 228 U
URH LAR 418 U
URH SNYDER 204 C
2069 B HAZWD CT U
216 E GREGORY 103 C
2069 B HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 805 U
JABALPUR MP INDIA
1012 W SPNGFLO U
URH ALLEN 309 U
URH DANIELS 304 U
URH HOPKINS 375 C
URH CARR 412 U
HOWE IND
710 W OHIO U
405 W WHITE 2 C
201 E GREEN C
OVERLAND PARK KANS
401 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
1782 VALLEY RD C
513 S MCKINLEY C
URH FORBES 339 C
307 E JOHN C
209 W PENN U
51 E SPRNGFLD C
210 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 228 U
URH LAR 236 U
URH SHERMAN 508 C
808 S LINCOLN U
210 BLISS U
615 W SPRNGFLD C
610 W STOUGHTON 2 U
DECATUR ILL
URH SAUNDERS 120 U
URH FORBES 316 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 223 U
URH LAR 163 U
URH LAR 366 U
707 S 3RD C
1207 W NEVADA U
RR 1 U
URH TAFT 211 C
MAHOMET ILL
606 W OHIO U
1004 S 4TH 117 C
1108 W SPNGFLO U
611 E DANIEL C
907 S 2N0 4 C
URH DANIELS 230 U
907 S 2ND 4 C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
URH DANIELS 98 U
URH TOWNSEND 218 U
1006 W STOUGHTON U
209 W UNIVERSITY C




1204 S LINCOLN U
205 E ARMORY C
1918 CRESCENT C
URH WESTON 204 C
PARIS ILL
707 S 6TH 412 C
616 E DANIEL 5 C
LAFAYETTE IND
1213 W MAIN U
1215 S 4TH C
806 S RANDOLPH C
URH SHERMAN 755 C
1102 E PENN U
302 S 2N0 C
344-6457 F41 KRISH1NAGAR
332-4631 2031 8 LEVERIZA
7247 S PHILLIPS
356-7794 650 SYDNEY AV
344-5765 MUZAFFARN AGAR
332-2718 540 5TH ST
344-7122 1227 DUBOIS CT
2 ESPEROU
356-7021 50 E GREEN
3222 WYNFORD OR
1515 E BRIDGE ST
332-3395 775 W MACON
356-6259 7340 WAYNE
332-5436 1126 WILLARD ST
344-6957 2304 WILLOW CREEK
332-3382 413 E IRVING PK
356-9910 1906 HEMLOCK
344-5000 1216R0YAL ST GERGE
332-5719
332-2200 4B RAGHAV WADI
367-0709 1304 W CLARK
615 N 1ST ST
332-3639 912 W NEWPORT
332-2920 210 SIMPSON ST
181 ONEIDA ST
344-3456 2069 B HAZWD CT
344-6222 805 SCHOENBECK RD
2069 B HAZWD CT
332-3567 7650 N KNOX
JAWAHARGARJ
365-2892 1012 W SPRINGFIELD
4125 N MONITOR AV
332-2211 22 KHORSHID ST
332-1213 2307 CHERRY LN
RR 3 BOX 284
RR 2
344-6212 W GRANT
359-1969 6051 W 63RD PL
7844 N TRIPP
6913 W 100TH ST
359-3285 421 BURTON AV
356-9530 2317-44TH ST
356-7308 513 S MCKINLEY
332-1041 15333 DORCHESTER
344-3007 2640 W MORSE
367-5083 10 ROSSCRAGGON DR
2348 ORCHARD
356-3675 612 EDEN PARK DR
332-3774 2606 GATY AV
1739 BELMONT AV
5850 BROADWAY
344-2340 20680 CARNIEL AV
344-1617 210 BLISS
359-3872 615 W SPRINGFIELD
365-1334 CREME RD
424 W PRAIRIE 6
332-3602 903 1/2 SYCAMORE
332-1026 835 WILMOT RD
344-9761 618 MORGAN ST
332-4330 1006 BROADMOOR
332-2943 626 BEACH AV
332-3013 725 E EMORY
1255 N SANDBURG
344-1450 209 46TH ST
365-1822 ROUTE 1
332-0618 20 W LOGAN ST
RR 1
344-5812 6616 N NEVADA ST
344-1272 196 N 8TH AV
344-1743 2008 S 24TH AV
1607 W MARGARET
344-1018 RR 2
332-2185 58 RENTELL RD
344-1018 314 W KRENZ AV
332-1396 7307 S EUCLID AV
332-2422 2744 W WINNEMAC
332-4063 42 LANGE
367-4763 219 W IDAHO





344-1947 1144 S OLYMPUS
4225 JOHNSON AV
356-8081 1918 CRESCENT DR
210 ARCAOIA
122 E DOLE
344-3553 7133 W 34TH ST
344-4326 BOX 276
405 E TULIP DR
367-3402 1213 W MAIN
332-0206 2720 GRANO AV
352-2361 266 CHILI AV
332-4906 315 AVENUE C


















































EAST ST LOUIS ILL

















































PARRGTT WILLIAM HENR GRAD
PARRY DONALD STEWART GRAD
PARRY RICHARD ROGER ENG4
PARSELL LARRY L AGR1
PARSONS ALAN CLIFFOR LAS3
PARSONS DAVID J LAW1
PARSONS DONALD F GRAD
PARSONS GERALDINE A LAS2
PARSONS GLENDA KAY GRAD
PARSONS JON R LAS1
PARSONS JOSEPH A GRAD
PARSONS JOSEPH R JR ENG4
PARSONS LYNN ELLEN LAS2
PARSONS MARK A LAS1
PARSONS PATRICIA B GRAD
PARSONS PATRICIA ELL AGR3
PARSONS THOMAS LEE BUS4
PARTH DONALD JAMES ENG3
PARTHEN WARREN JOSEP ED 4
PARTLOW GENE GEORGE ENG4
PARTRIDGE EUGENIA JO AGR1
PARVIN CHARLES LANDO BUS3
PARZ DANIEL J LAW1
PASBY TERRY LYNN GRAD
PASCHEN JANE FRIESZ LAS4
PASCHEN ROBERT J LAS4
PASCO WILLIAM JOEL VM 1
PASDIORA PATRICIA AN LAS2
PASH KAYE LADD GRAD
PASKIET CLARE A G GRAD
PASKOWSKI ROSE MARIE GRAD
PASS RICHARD ALAN FAA4
PASSARELLA MICHAEL P VM I
PASSEN ADRIENNE C FAA1
PASTA BETTY BENTZEN GRAD
PASTA DIANE LASl
PASTOR RICHARD A ENG1
PASTORE JOHN JOSEPH FAA4
PASTOREK BARBARA A GRAD
PASZCZYK JOSEPH R LAS3
PATAKY BEVERLY ANN LAS3
PATARI JANE MARIE LAS4
PATCH JAMES C LAS4
PATCH ROBERT WARNER LAS2
PATCHETT JUNE JAEGER GRAD
PATE MITCHELL V ENG2
PATEL MOTIBHAI R GRAD
PATER FRANKLIN GEORG LAS3
PATERSON ANDREW A JR LAW3
PATINKIN LYNN D LASl
PATINKIN MARSHA GAIL LAS2
PATINKIN TERRY ALLAN LAS2
PATINO GEORGE PRADO ENG3
PATRICIAN THOMAS J GRAD
PATRICK GEORGE DEMET GRAD
PATRIDGE JAMES M ENG1
PATRIE STEPHEN C BUS1
PATT DANIEL ELIHU ENG6
PATT IRVING THEODORE FAA4
PATT NANCY JEAN LAS4
PATTEN KEITH DAVID LASl
PATTEN LEE IRWIN AGR2
PATTERMAN STEVEN PAU GRAD
PATTERSON ANN E GRAD
PATTERSON CANDYCE M GRAD
PATTERSON CAROL A LASl
PATTERSON CAROLYN M LAS2
PATTERSON CHARLES H LAS5
PATTERSON DONALD LES LAS2
PATTERSON ELAINE SUE LAS2
PATTERSON FRANC INE G LAS4
PATTERSON GARRY JOEL GRAD
PATTERSON GEORGE STE LAS4
PATTERSON JAMES EDWA ENG2
PATTERSON JAMES ROGE BUS4
PATTERSON JOHN ROY ENG4
PATTERSON KENNETH H ENG4
PATTERSON LAWRENCE W GRAD
PATTERSON MARK A LASl
PATTERSON MICHAEL R FAA2
PATTERSON POLA N LAS4
PATTERSON RICHARD AL ED 4
PATTERSON ROBERT C ENG4
PATTERSON RODNEY ALF FAA4
PATTERSON STANLEY D GRAD
PATTERSON SUSAN CARO LAS3
PATTERSON SUSAN L LAS3
PATTERSON TARA M LASl
PATTON CARL VERNON J GRAD
PATTON DAVID BRUCE BUS3
PATTON DAVID DRAKE LAW3
PATTON GRETCHEN W GRAD
PATTON JAMES MARK AGR4
PATTON JOHN MCDOWELL FAA4
PATTON MARCIA EMILY LASl
PATTON MARYLYN KAY COM3
PATTON RICHARD FROST COM3
URH SHERMAN 846 C
807 W CHARLES C
302 E GREGORY C
URH SCOTT 411 C
URH OGLESBY 728 U
51 E SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 963 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH VANDOREN 126 C
URH GARNER 215 C
2113 HAZWO CT 202 U
507 E CLARK C
1404 S LINCOLN U
205 E ARMORY C
1107 W GREEN 622 U
URH ALLEN 426 U
105 E GREEN 8 C
4 SAFFER CT U
1008 W STOUGHTON U
1111 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 517 U
1909 JOANNE LN C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
410 W HIGH 2 U
53 E JOHN 6 C
53 E JOHN 6 C
909 W OREGON 208 U
URH WARDALL 1105 U
307 W SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 382 U
1009 S MATTIS C
LA NAPOULE FR
709 W VERMONT U
URH ALLEN 76 U
305 W INDIANA U
305 W INDIANA U
URH BABCOCK 308 U
505 E WHITE C
1778 VALLEY RD C
1509 KILER C
URH BLAISDELL 418 U
910 S 3RD 1301 C
108 E HEALEY 15 C
URH CARR 10 U
310 W HILL C
405 E GREEN C
406 E HEALEY 4 C
URH FORBES 342 C
207 COUNTRY FR C
URH ALLEN 193 U
910 S 3RD C
907 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 160 C
404 E WHITE 4 C
1110 NOFFTZ C
308 E GREEN C
313 E ARMORY C
1302 SILVER 3 U
906 W CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 388 C
URH HOPKINS 373 C
1807 ORCH PL U
1702 ANTHONY 2 C
URH DANIELS 281 U
URH LAR 108 U
410 W CHURCH 6 C
1008 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD 503 C
904 S LINCOLN U
603 W MAIN U
410 W CHURCH 6 C
URH TOWNSEND 305 U
102 E CHALMERS C
306 E WHITE C
609 W HEALEY C
508 E WHITE 3 C
2110 ORCH ST 203 U
URH FORBES 236 C
312 E ARMORY C
201 COUNTRY FR 2 C
1216 W CHURCH C
1511 KIRBY 11 C
409 E CHALMERS 605 C
2003 A ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 323 U
URH WARDALL 825 U
URH LAR U
809 W NEVADA U
402 W ELM U
I FISHERS CT U
809 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 628 U
URH BABCOCK 407 U
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
709 LASELL C
332--4919 STAFFORD RD
352--1201 807 W CHARLES
344--7511 1010 W CALIFORNIA
RR 1
332--5259 ROUTE 1 BOX 284
4247 JOHNSON AV
332--4958 BOX 280 BEETON
332--0491 RR I BOX 370
5712 W 127TH ST




344--6473 264 CRESCENT CR
332--3236 414 W SWISHER
356--7324 414 W SWISHER
344--1210 432 W LIBERTY ST
365--3223 2618 N AVERS
344--7594 10616 S KILDARE
332--4396 309 W GROVE ST
356--0110 1909 JOANNE
138 N WASHINGTON
367--8581 501 N 8TH
356--8413 53 E JOHN
356--8413 208 MCKNIGHT RD
723 N ELM ST
332--4530 8219 N OZARK
356--9961 614 E MORGAN
332--2517 10029 S KEDVALE
3 56--6275 2623 STATE ST
RR 5 BOX 270
3129 N RUTHERFORD
332--3267 1028 MIDWAY RD
367--8573 305 W INDIANA
367--8573 305 W INDIANA
332--3785 804 S ILLINOIS ST
1708 N BROADWAY
4054 W 57TH ST
352--6918 1509 KILER
332--3556 795 OAKWOOD AV
344--5000 2500 HYDE PK AV
352--5628 1434 REYNOLDS OR
332--3848 1434 REYNOLDS OR
356--9522 RR 1
2321 33RD ST
359--4620 56 MALL RD MHOW MP
3 32--1044 235 IROQUOIS RD
356--0442 1218 N HARVEY
1060 W ALBION
344--5000 8218 CRANDON
344--9693 1741 W PRATT BLVD




344--7427 6059 S KENSINGTON
367--1603 18925 WARRINGTON
344--3052 7445 S EUCLID AV
1033 DEMPSTER
1637 77TH CT
332- 1310 RR 3
344--6765 688 LEFFERTS AV
352--9308 3798 AVONDALE
20800 OAK LN OR
2905 W 97TH PL
352--8121 410 W CHURCH 6
31 LINDEN
344--5000 118 N KENDALL ST
344--1391 4 S WALKER
367--3877 603 W MAIN
352--8121 410 W CHURCH ST
332--4114 2320 37TH ST
107 W CYPRESS
262 N CRAIG PL
352--3548 RR 1
352--6862 204 W LATIMER
2110 ORCH ST 203
332--0968 3320 W 205TH ST
1525 GRACE ST
356--2858 120 ENT BLVD
356--7590 1018 2ND ST
3621 W MARQUETTE
111 JENNINGS ST
344--4221 ROUTE 5 BOX 224-A
332--5488 1011 S DUNTON
332--4477 107 W CYPRESS
1206 MITCHELL ST
344--4571 5381 PEMBINA DR
367--4354 402 W ELM
365--1983 1 FISHERS CT
344--4571 809 W NEVADA
332--5229 874 HILLSIDE AV
332--3817 112 N ANDERSON ST
874 HILLSIDE AV
1329 SPRUCE ST



































































































PATTON THOMAS D LAS4
PATTUN VERNON L LAS1
PATZKE FRANK T FAA1
PAUKSTiS STEVEN J FAAl
PAUL DIANE LOUISA LAS4
PAUL DONALD DEAN AGR3
PAUL DOUGLAS CHARLES LAS3
PAUL JEROME ERWIN ENG4
PAUL LAUREN JUNE LAS2
PAUL LYLE EDWARD AGR4
PAULASKAS ANNETTE M LASL
PAULASKAS LINDA C LAS4
PAULAUSKIS JOHN ANTH ENG4
PAULAUSKY SUZAN MILD FAA4
PAULICK THOMAS CLAUD GRAD
PAULS PAMELA J LAS3
PAULSEN KAREN CLOTHI LAS4
PAULSEN LENNARD GEOR ED 4
PAULSEN MARSHA J AGR1
PAULSEN ROBERT G GRAD
PAULSEN ROBERT WALTE ENG4
PAULSON ALWYNNE GREE BUS2
PAULSON DAVID ALAN LAS4
PAULSON GARY GLENN GRAD
PAULSON GERALD ARTHU AGR4
PAULY JOHN JAMES JR LAS2
PAUSCH LOIS M GRAD
PAUTZ JAMES FREDRICK ENG4
PAVA ENID G LAS1
PAVEK RICHARD EDWARD ENG4
PAVILONIS BARBARA ED I
PAVIS DENISE C GRAD
PAVLAK THOMAS JAMES GRAD
PAVLETIC MICHAEL M LAS1
PAVLIK EDWARD DONALD GRAD
PAVLIK MICHAEL EDWAR ENG2
PAWELAK JEROME EDWIN LASl
PAWLAK LEONARD PETER ENG5
PAWLAN ANDREW HOWARD FAA4
PAWLISCH JAMES RAY ENG4
PAWLOWSKI DANIEL S LASl
PAWLOWSKI DIANE J ED 1
PAWLOWSKI GEORGE EDW LAW3
PAXTON THOMAS C FAAl
PAYDON ANITA ARLENE ED 1
PAYDON MARTHA JANE AGR4
PAYET CHARLES ROBERT GRAD
PAYNE BETTYE J LASl
PAYNE CAROLE ANN LAW2
PAYNE EARL R ENG1
PAYNE GWENDOLYN ANN LAS3
PAYNE JAMES GREGORY LAS2
PAYNE JAMES R III BUS2
PAYNE JOHN R GRAD
PAYNE JULIA ELLEN LAS4
PAYNE MARY ELLEN GRAD
PAYNE MICHAEL EDWIN LAS4
PAYNE NANCY ELIZABET ED 4
PAYNE PETER PAUL AVI3
PAYNE SHARRON JEAN FAA3
PAYNE THOMAS HEADLY ENG4
PAYNE THOMAS GRAD
PAYNE VANESSA M ED 1
PAZDRA LARRY J LAS3
PAZWASH HORMOZ GRAD
PEABODY JOHN LYNN LAS4
PEABODY SHARON H LAS3
PEACE GEORGE EARL GRAD
PEACH JANIS KAY LAS4
PEALE THOMAS RAY LASl
PEARCE ANDREA AGR4
PEARCE JOHN WILFRED AGR2
PEARCE KIRMA LYNNE AGR4
PEARCE SCOTT GILBERT LAS2
PEARL BARTON LEE ENG2
PEARL STEPHEN LEE GRAD
PEARLMAN BARBARA R LASl
PEARLMAN ELLEN RAY LAS2
PEARLMAN ROBERT STUA LAS3
PEARLSTEIN ROBERT SC ENG3
PEARSE MARY KATHRYN LAS2
PEARSON ALAN HARVEY GRAD
PEARSON ARTHUR LEE GRAD
PEARSON CAROL LASl
PEARSON CHARLES E LASl
PEARSON DAVID ALAN ENG4
PEARSON GLENN GARY ENG4
PEARSON GREGORY EDWI BUS2
PEARSON HEATHER JEAN PE 2
PEARSON JAMES RICHAR FAA4
PEARSON JEAN ELIZABE LAS3
PEARSON JOHN CLAUDE LAS3
PEARSON JULIE LYNN ED 4
PEARSON KATHLEEN MAY GRAD
PEARSON KENNETH WAYN ENG3
PEARSON LARRY J AGR
1
PEARSON LILLIAN B GRAO
307 HEALEY C
URH GARNER 356 C
311 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 418 C
URH WARDALL 504 U
URH OGLESBY 827 U
URH HOPKINS 480 C
504 1/2 E GREEN C
47 E CHALMERS C
1109 S JTH C
URH ALLEN U
URH WARDALL 1216 U
2101 W WHITE 111 C
URH BARTON 418 C
URH DANIELS 428 U
DECATUR ILL
502 W MAIN U
808 W MICHIGAN U
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 1147 C
1109 W MAIN U
803 S 2ND C
201 N BUSEY U
716 BREEN C
URH FORBES 111 C
URH OGLESBY 404 U
1411 GARDEN HILLS C
311 E ARMORY C
1104 W NEVADA U
201 E GREEN C
URH BUSEY 154 U
308 E OREGON U
606 ALABAMA C
URH SNYDER 396 C
110 CHARLES 4 C
206 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 321 U
2006 VAWTER 7 U
213 E CHALMERS C
1109 S 4TH C
201 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 487 U
706 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1202 U
805 W OHIO U
805 W OHIO U
1914 B ORCH ST U
URH LAR 338 U
URH TAFT 202 C
805 W OREGON U
901 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS C
PHILO ILL
101 W PARK 103 U
URH WARDALL 616 U
302 HOLIDAY PK 235 C
URH FORBES 402 C
URH TAFT 14 C
401 E GREEN C
1404 S LINCOLN U
300 S GOODWIN 101 U
102 S GREGORY 3 U
URH VANOOREN 418 C
604 E ARMORY 129 C
406 E GREEN 202 U
503 E STOUGHTON C
503 E STOUGHTON C
606 W OHIO U
URH LAR 483 U
1101 W PENN U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
410 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 613 C
316 S PRAIRIE C
URH TRELEASE 608 U
910 S 3RD 822 C
URH GARNER 209 C
URH OGLESBY 310 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
408 E SPNGFLD C
408 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH TAFT 23 C
1209 MAYFAIR RD C
URH TOWNSEND 524 U
1009 W PENN U
URH GARNER 260 C
611 E DANIEL C
2215 S 1ST 304 C
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 467 U
URH WARDALL 825 U
404 EDGEBROOK 110 C
1008 S 4TH C




344-4930 307 S PARKWAY
332-0857 258 N GREENVIEW
332-4384 100 E CHERRY
RR 1
332-1385 1163 W 106TH ST
352-2292 122 S ADAMS
359-2023 5140 N BERNARD
344-7311 RR
332-3249 13545 BUFFALO AV
13545 BUFFALO AV
356-4641 2013 N 7TH
332-0178 18034 SACRAMENTO
332-2288 984 KELLOGG ST
1316 CALIFORNIA AV
367-5922 37 DRUID HILL RD
344-0642 808 W MICHIGAN
344-5000 510 ILLINOIS AV
332-4986 260 W 14TH ST
614 S ARLINGTON




332--5146 4836 S LAWN
352--6318 1411 GARDEN HILLS
344-7453 421 N DWYER
344-9617 6739 N GREENVIEW
356--1714 435 VILLAGE RD
332--2590 10626 CENTRAL PARK
367-0944 435 N EAST
352--7958 4827 S SEELEY
320 CRESCENT KNOLL
702 COLLINS
356--7794 176 W 28TH PL
332--4130 5636 S TROY ST
365--2002 2006 VAWTER 7
126 FULLER LANE
212 HARRISON
332--3413 1704 S CLIFTON
356--5796 706 S 1ST
332--5384 4 S 600 FENDER RD
344--4784 RR 1
344--4784 RR 1
1914 B ORCHARD ST
332--2902 1025 RANDALL ST
332--0609 3521 MADISON
1405 N COLER
344--0 38 5 RR 2
ROUTE 1
112 W JEFFERSON
365--2446 101 W PARK 103
332--4419 710 CENTER ST
2205 VERMILION
332--1085 611 HELEN AV
332--0575 38 S ELMWOOD AV





1823 W 21ST ST
367--0044 23 HOMA ST BLVD
503 E STOUGHTON
1118 W WASHINGTON
344--5812 900 ANNA ST
332--3061 908 ACTON
829 N BELMONT AV
344--1319 610 E CLARK
332--4240 RR 3
344--3616 1603 DOUGLAS ST
607 NW 9TH
344--5000 3355 W LEE ST
352--8200 316 S PRAIRIE
332--5565 3601 W AINSLIE
344--5000 901 FOREST AV
332--0708 URH GARNER 209
332--5122 4950 N DRAKE
RR 4
356--0986 408 E SPRINGFIELD
804 N MAIN ST
8014 S LAFLIN
359--3310 1209 MAYFAIR
1746 40TH ST CT
344--4170 4640 N KARLOV
332-0744 515 ST LOUIS AV
693 SPRING RD
1837 37TH ST
116 E 11TH ST
332--4222 1209 MAYFAIR RD
332--4477 207 S SEMINARY ST






































































































PEARSON RICHARD LEE LAS3
PEARSON RICHARD W ENG1
PEARSON ROGER WILLIA GRAD
PEARSON THOMAS G GRAD
PEARSON WILLIAM RAYM LAS2
PEASCOE WARREN JOSEP GRAD
PEASE 6IRNEY T GRAD
PEASE DAVID WARD GRAD
PEASE SARAH G LAS1
PEAVOY SUSAN J ED 1
PECHARICH ANDREW JAM AGR2
PECHINSKI JOSEPH M GRAD
PECHMAN KENNETH JOSE LAS4
PECHOUS MARY BETH COM3
PECHTER EDWARD ALLEN LAS2
PECHTER EILEEN DIANE LAS2
PECHTER EL1SE HANNAH LAS4
PECHTER GARY E 6US1
PECK DAVID LYMAN LAS4
PECK KEN E ENG2
PECK LINDA G FAA1
PECK MICHAEL ROBERT LAS2
PECK PATRICIA A ED 3
PECK RICHARD N GRAD
PECK ROBERT KENNIE GRAD
PECORI SERGIO A ENG1
PEDDICORD KENNETH LE GRAD
PEDERSEN BERTEL S GRAD
PEDERSEN ROBERT G LAS1
PEDERSEN ROY EGIL BUS4
PEDERSON PETER EDWAR AGR2
PEDICONE MARY AGNES FAA2
PEDTKE LAWRENCE JOSE LAS4
PEERENBOOM BRUCE D GRAD
PEGG GARY D FAA1
PEGORARO ROBERT ANTH PE 2
PEKALA RAE SUSAN LAS3
PEKAR RUSSELL GEORGE LAS2
PELANT EDWARD D LAS1
PELC PAULETTE AYN LAS2
PELC RUTH ANN LAS3
PELECK JAMES MICHAEL ENG4
PELINI GREGORY EUGEN LAS2
PELLEGRINO NICHOLAS GRAD
PELLETIER DONALD H GRAD
PELLETIER NELSON EDW LAS3
PELLETIER VINCENT E BUS4
PELLICCIONE MARIO JR GRAD
PELMAN CHARLES WILLI ENG4
PELMORE WILLIE MAE LAS1
PELOQUIN RICHARD PIE LAS3
PELOQUIN SHIRLEY T GRAD
PELTON MARY ANNE LAS4
PELTZ FREDERICK D LAS3
PELZ ANN ARTHUR LAS3
PEMBERTON DAVID M LAS4
PEMBERTON STEPHEN C LAS!
PEMBROKE MICHAEL JAM LAS4
PENCA JOHN S GRAD
PENCE MICHAEL M LAS1
PENCE RUSSELL EUGENE GRAD
PENDERGAST THOMAS J BUSl
PENDERGRASS DANIEL B GRAD
PENDERGRASS JUDITH S GRAD
PENDLETON BETTY FRAN FAA2
PENDLETON JOHN T GRAD
PENKA ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
PENLEY MICHAEL W GRAD
PENN DALE M LAS3
PENNA JUDITH MELVIN GRAD
PENNA MICHAEL A GRAD
PENNELL DANNY J LAS3
PENNELL DONALDA H GRAD
PENNELL KAREN LOU AGR4
PENNER RAYMOND G JR LAS1
PENNER VIVI H AGR1
PENNING JOHN ARTHUR BUS4
PENNINGTON BRYNN S LAS1
PENNOCK CLIFFORD D GRAD
PENNY NORMAN D GRAD
PENTECOST EDWIN DEAN GRAD
PENTECOST JUDYTH K GRAD
PEO GEORGE EDWIN JR ENG2
PEPPARD KEVIN DONAL LAS4
PEPPER ALAN M FAA4
PEPPING RICHARD E ENG1
PEPPLE CECLIA SUZANN AGR4
PEPPLE DARRELL MASON AGR4
PEPPLE MARY FRANCES LAS3
PERALTA CAROL AILEEN LAS1
PERCEFULL AARON WILL LAS3
PERCIACH SUSAN J LAS1
PERCY JOHN HOWARD LAW2
PERDUE FRANKLIN BELL GRAD
PEREBINOSSOFF P R GRAD
PEREIRA JOSE F GRAD
PEREZ PABLO E ENG1
308 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 314 C
2104 ORCH ST 101 U
URH DANIELS 303 U
URH BABCOCK 318 U
405 W VERMONT U
1619 W UNIVERSITY C
107 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 399 U
URH TRELEASE 1208 U
809 W PENN U
2107 HAZWD 103 U
URH CARR 304 U
508 E ARMORY C
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
47 E CHALMERS C
110 E CHALMERS C
505 E GREEN 208 C
URH GARNER 454 C
309 E JOHN 6 C
308 E ARMORY C
309 E JOHN C
SIDNEY ILL
410 W GREEN U
212 DANIEL C
102 N GREGORY U
209 E GREEN 2 C
URH OGLESBY 806 U
713 S ELM C
1002 S LINCOLN U
DANVILLE ILL
505 STOUGHTON C
400 E STOUGHTON C
URH WESTGN 494 C
ROCKFORD ILL
URH WARDALL 308 U
205 E ARMORY C
402 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 717 U
URH WARDALL 925 U
21 BLUE SPRUCE C
604 E ARMORY 122 C
2 SHAFFER CT U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
310 E GREGORY C
1852 VALLEY RD C
2111 HAZWD 301 U
801 W IOWA U
606 E CHURCH C
502 W ELM U
RANTOUL ILL
1107 S EUCLID 6 C
904 W GREEN 317 U
508 E CHALMERS C
501 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 367 C
501 E DANIEL U
603 1/2 E CLARK C
URH SNYDER 177 C
2104 W WHITE 102 C
URH FORBES 361 C
502 E HEALEY 309 C
502 E HEALEY C
RR 3 U
1829 D ORCH PL U
DCL 193 U
1101 N COLER U
2 04 E JOHN 5 U
109 E CHALMERS 8 C
109 E CHALMERS 8 C
1960 C ORCH ST U
1903 WILLOW RD U
1011 S LOCUST 3 C
URH OGLESBY 230 U
URH BLAISDELL 403 U
308 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 378 U
2202 HAZWD 202 U




URH OGLESBY 818 U
1104 S BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 1221 U
1801 VALLEY RD C
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
1801 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 1126 U
106 E HEALEY 3 C
URH BLAISDELL 325 U
909 S 5TH C
1804 CYPRESS C
110 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 848 C




685 NW 12TH TERR
332--2210 114 BERKLEY LN
332--3795 1925 HAMILTON CT
344--6618 405 W VERMONT
359--1108 191 CLARENDON AV
107 E JOHN
332--3383 2204 HARLEM BLVD




344--0501 1005 ROYAL ST GEO
6504 S WHIPPLE ST
344--5000 6504 S WHIPPLE ST
3 56--7663 7709 S YATES
7709 S YATES BLVD
2413 S 8TH
332--0880 122 S WASHINGTON
1521 CUYLER AV







332--5268 1012 W DOUGLAS
356--5310 713 S ELM
344--3532 BOX 82 RR 4
2047 N 76TH CT
1736 BRYN MAWR
133 ROCKFORD AV 5
332--2121 217 W MAIN
1115 ST ANDREWS
332--4340 17044 OAKWOOD
3 56--1847 40 W 24TH ST
344--9713 1909 S WESLEY AV
332--4445 1425 N UNION ST
332--4501 6004 WEST A ST
352--8414 21 BLUE SPRUCE
4118 N KEENLAND
344--2329 2 SAFFER CT





352--5409 606 E CHURCH
1161 CLARENCE
1251-A FINLETTER
344--4973 10611 S CLAREMONT
44 HIGHLAND SHORE
344--1171 605 WOOOBINE
344--6736 880 LOTUS AV
332--1788 1401 THORNWOOD OR
344--1510 GREEN ACRES DR
RR 3 BOX 382
5846 CEDARHURST ST
352--5582 2602 ST JAMES
1503 SEQUOIA TRAIL
352--0615 502 E HEALEY
352--0615 1634 FRANKLIN
367--5747 RR 3
503 N MAIN ST
333--6145 2527 17TH ST
367--0647 837 HIGH ST
2040 S 32ND ST
344--7964 109 E CHALMERS 8
333--7946 109 E CHALMERS 8
344--1690 1066 N.DIAMOND
365--1949 404 DAWN
1019 N MICHIGAN AV
332--5111 2027 77TH AV
332--3541 2027 77TH AV
344--9742 42 CHATEAU DR
332--3023 7220 W 73RD ST
344--4290 ST ANNE DE BELEVUE










332--5732 522 N FULTON AV
359--1550 232 PERSHING PL
5959 S KENNETH AV
332--4943 12 FORDYCE LN
359--3889 1804 CYPRESS

































































































































































PtRRIER JANICE R P
PERRIN DUN CHARLES I
PERRIN MARY T
*PERRINE GEORGE EMORY














































PETERS DONALD F JR
PETERS GEORGE GARF IE





LAS3 1110 S 2ND C
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 259 C 332--1226
PE 2 URH LUNDGREN 15 C 332--0205
ENG3 801 W NEVADA U 344--3410
LAS1 904 W GREEN 502 U 344--6427
BUS4 1105 S 1ST C 344--7680
LASl 1120 W PARK C
PE 1 1120 W PARK C 356--6566
LASl 311 E ARMORY c
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--9892
GRAD 1120 W PARK c 356--6566
LAS3 807 S BUSEY u
ED 2 URH VAN DOREN 225 c 332--0512
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS c 344--1999
FAA2 1605 CORCNADO c 356--4822
LASl URH OGLESBY 604 u 332--5206
LAS2 1002 W OREGON u
AGR3 807 S BUSEY u
ENG4 URH BA8C0CK 211 u 332--3757
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 314 u 332--379 1
BUS2 52 E ARMORY c 356--7715
ED 2 URH LUNDGREN 205 c 332--0239
LASl URH SCOTT 319 c
LAS3 109 E CHALMERS c
GRAD URH DANIELS 605 u 332--2324
COM3 1007 S 1ST 1 c 352--6738
ED 4 URH TAFT 114 c 332--0597
LAW3 2219 S 1ST c
GRAD 405 S NEW c 356--5497
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 404 u 332--4177
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID 1 c 344--1909
LASl 110 E ARMORY c
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--6687
LAW3 307 S LINCOLN u
LASl URH FORBES 442 c 3 32--1115
LAS2 URH LAR 325 u 332--2891
GRAD 502 W MAIN 231 u 367--3433
FAA2 URH SCOTT 395 c 332--1568
ENG4 1105 S 4TH c 344--9645
GRAD 806 W STOUGHTON u 367--8287
LAS3 806 W STOUGHTON u 367--8287
BUS4 206 E JOHN c
LASl URH BARTON 12 c 332--0094
GRAD 212 CRYSTAL LAKE u 367--0553
GRAD 212 CRYSTAL LAKE u 367--0553
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT c 344--0545
LASl 1111 W NEVADA 156 c 332--2592
LAS3 1108 N WALNUT c 352--8825
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS u
LASl URH LAR 277 u 332--2985
BUS3 306 1/2 E GREEN c 352--5332
GRAD 2011 SOUTHWOOO c 352--0347
FAA1 URH BROMLEY 317 c 344--5000
LAS2 1412 N MCKINLEY 5 c 352--0930
GRAD 2308 PHINNEY c
GRAD SEYMOUR ILL
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD RR 2 u 367--9536
GRAD 1962 D ORCH ST u 344--4369
LAS4 211 E ARMORY c 344--6070
LAS 3 312 E ARMORY c 356--8689
ENG1 URH SNYDER 315 c 332--1751
ENG2 1004 S 2ND c 344--9783
FAA4 1405 STOUT u 367--8717
ENG2 706 OHIO u 344--9519
LASl URH SAUNDERS 227 u 332--3638
LASl URH LAR 432 u 332--2930
FAA2 URH CLARK 319 c 332--0045
ENG3 URH WARDALL 1110 u 332--4535
LAS3 1006 S OAK c
LAS4 1006 S OAK c
FAA2 URH VANDOREN 119 c 332--0484
ENG4 210 E JOHN c
ENGl URH SNYDER 494 c 332--1877
LAS4 910 S 3RD c
LAS4 305 E GREEN c 344--7569
GRAD 1508 S MATTIS c 356--1184
LASl URH BARTON 224 c 332--0146
LAS6 1508 S MATTIS c
LASl URH LAR u 332--2914
LAS4 1831 VALLEY RD c 356--6095
GRAD NORMAL ILL
LAS4 311 E DANIEL c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 109 c 332--4613
FAA1 URH ALLEN 381 u
LAW3 URH DANIELS 133 u 332--2129
LASl URH ALLEN 398 u 332--3382
BUS2 1007 S OAK 2 c 359--4741
GRAD 1608 OXFORD c 356--4484
ENG4 1008 W NEVADA u 344 -9710
LAW2 URH WESTON 380 c 332 -2041
ENG4 1006 W NEVADA u
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 426 u
GRAD 11 HEDGE CT c 356--2794
GRAD 1833 C ORCH PL u 344--0528
ED 4 1768 VALLEY RD c 359--1150
PE 2 1202 W NEVADA u 344--1173






















7061 OLD KINGS RD
2130 E 95TH PL







































10755 S VERNON AV
13236 CARONDOLET
13236 CARONDOLET











8340 W 95TH ST
654 EVERGREEN AV
8641 BENNETT AV
1010 W GREEN 133
BOX 214




101 W PORTER ST
OSTFRIESLAND
11 HEDGE CT




































































































































































































GRAD 1116 SCOVILL U
LAS2 URH LAR 42 8 U
LAS5 717 S FOLEY C
AGR1 URH SCOTT 464 C
8US4 212 E CHALMERS C
GRAD NEW BERLIN ILL
LAS3 907 S 2ND C
ED 3 URH WESTON 282 C
ENG2 URH BUSEY 1301 U
COM3 1004 W NEVADA U
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 402 U
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON U
LAS1 URH TAFT 10 C
LAS3 1010 S 2ND C
LAS3 611 W HEALEY C
ED 3 URH TRE LEASE 424 U
GRAD 1005 S 6TH 25 C
GRAD 1112 WESTFIELD C
FAA4 802 W OREGON 33 U
ENG1 406 E ARMORY C
GRAD 504 FAIRLAWN U
GRAD 2106 ORCH ST 201 U
LAS3 2011 B ORCH ST U
LAS2 URH EVANS 105 C
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 226 U
PE 3 URH ALLEN 175 U
GRAD 2201 HAZWD U
AGR2 501 5TH C
LAS2 904 W GREEN U
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 208 U
ENG1 URH CARR 229 C
FAA2 604 E ARMORY 144 C
ENG2 URH GARNER 454 C
ENG2 1004 S 4TH C
GRAD 917 1/2 W WSHINGTN C
LAS3 206 E JOHN C
8US4 202 E JOHN C
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1121 U
GRAD 1208 BRIARCLIFF U
LAS6 4 HOLLEY C
LAS1 URH FORBES 212 C
AVU URH FORBES 444 C
GRAD 611 W SPNGFLD C
GRAD 720 S RANDOLPH C
LAW2 1825 W JGHN C
GRAD 1208 BRIARCLIFF U
LAS4 910 S 3RD 1306 C
LASl URH OGLESBY 523 U
LAW1 300 S GOODWIN 508 U
LAW3 107 W GREEN C
ENG2 1105 S 4TH C
GRAD 2011 PHILO RO U
LAS3 URH WESTON 493 C
GRAD 2011 B ORCH ST U
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN 103 C
ENG3 RR 2 U
ENG1 URH FORBES 365 C
GRAD 1414 CAMBRIOGE C
LAS4 312 E WHITE 3 C
LAS4 907 S WRIGHT C
LASl URH WESTON 412 C
AGR2 URH LAR 161 U
VM 2 401 EDGEBROOK 102 C
PE 4 2011 GREENDALE C
COM4 58 E DANIEL 3 C
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 111 C
LAS2 URH FORBES 224 C
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 822 U
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 825 U
GRAD 312 E WHITE 3 C
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 475 C
GRAD 1103 W HILL U
ED 3 1112 N DIVISION U
ED 5 1410 MCKINLEY 7 C
GRAD 610 S 4TH C
GRAD 1410 N MCKINLEY 7 C
GRAD 917 1/2 W WASHNGTN C
LAS3 402 S LINCOLN U
BUS2 206 S GREGORY 3 U
ENG2 306 E GREGORY C
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS 705 C
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN U
LASl URH ALLEN 436 U
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 903 U
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 282 C
COM4 309 E DANIEL C
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 225 U
LAS3 53 E DANIEL C
AGR4 53 E DANIEL C
COM4 URH SAUNDERS 303 U
LAS3 402 E ARMORY C
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 390 C
LAS4 1107 W OREGON 5 U
LAS4 1107 W OREGON 5 U
367--8839 1116 SCOVILL
332--2927 1103 N INSTITUTE





332--1971 353 DOVER OR
507 N 3RD ST
344--0676 125 S CHESTER AV
332--3540 846 HOWARD
367--9727 1110 W STOUGHTON
9628 S KENNETH
356--0521 7135 N HARLEM AV
356--60 51 1618 N 23RD
332--5519 2131 N 73RD CT
344--7385 839 JAMES CT
356--0775 2018 HIGHLAND AV




-7017 509 E 6TH N
344--4305 7241 W 109TH PL
5744 NE CIRCLE
344--5000 922 PARK VIEW AV
1630 18TH ST C
332--5107 8221 NEWCASTLE
332--3285 16 8TH AV SE
344-








359--4811 3931 N HUGHES AV
600 LORRAINE AV
352--9313 1301 LOWDEN RD
332--5727 8545 S HERMITAGE
365--1688 1208 BRIARCLIFF
121 S LEWIS
332--0951 1255 E RIVERSIDE
RR 1
356--3575 611 W SPRINGFIELD
352--1502 808 SLAVENS MANOR
352--1462 RR 1
365--1688 1208 BRIARCLIFF
344--5000 7456 W MAIN
12048 S STATE ST
344--7681 1116 NORTH SHORE
356--2478 107 W GREEN
3048 FOREST GR LN
3339 CARMAN AV
332--2120 101 E 141 ST
344--4305 2011 B ORCHARD
356--5320 BOX 152
367--3455 RR 2
332--1060 5407 N BERNARD ST
359--3388 RR 2 BOX 279A
359--1483 710 W CHURCH 8
344--0836 915 BRINTON AV
332--2060 1718 N 72ND CT
332--2941 753 BLAINE ST




332--0975 5407 N BERNARD ST
1233 W 183RD ST
332--5286 7653 OLEANDER AV
359--1483 8037 LAKE ST
96 N FOREST GLEN
367--06 86 1659 CHAMBER ST
365--2218 26928 210 AVE SE
536 E 1ST
356--5538 849 MONROE ST
352--4833 536 E 1ST ST
359--4811 445 TOWNSEND DR
344- 1932 2815 N MAGELLAN DR
1122-29TH ST
236 S HICKORY
344--7941 700 E BROWN ST
344--3532 RR 1
332--3242 4905 HIGHCREST RD
3 32--5295 11204 CHARLES
665 LANDAU AV
344--3078 2900 W 102ND PL
332--5106 427 S 47TH ST
356--5360 53 E DANIEL
356--5360 53 E DANIEL
332--3645 1119 23RD ST
344--9713 6018 S KILBOURN AV
3 32--1320 1508 STEPHENS
344--1705 621 WASHINGTON ST
344-


































































































*PETRITZ DAVID C GRAD
PETROFF DIANE V ED 2
PETROFF LINDA C BUS1
PETRONIS GEORGE ALBI ENG2
PETROSKEY OOROTHY C LAS1
PETRULIS KENNETH G LAW2
PETRUSKA TERRENCE LE BUS4
*PETRY JOANNE F GRAD
PETRYK MARILYN R ED 1
PETRYSHYN KATHLEEN E ED 3
PETTAY KATHLEEN DORO AGR3
PETTAY ROBERT H ENG1
PETTI ROBERT C LASl
PETTIJOHN BARBARA A AGR
1




PETTIT JAMES CURTIS FAA3
PETTIT REID A BUS1
PETTY LOIS V LASl
PETTY RANDOLPH A BUS3
*PETTY THOMAS D ENG3
PETTY WILLIAM DOOLEY GRAD
PETUSKY KERRY S AGR3
PETZOLD WERNER PAUL GRAD
PEUGH WAYNE RUSSELL AGR4
PEVERLY JOHN HOWARD GRAD
PEYTON SHIRLEY L PE 1
PFAEiMDER THOMAS G ENG1
PFAFF THOMAS ELSON GRAD
PFAU JOHN ERNEST BUS3
PFEFFER MARIAN A GRAD
PFEFFERLE NORMAN WAL LAS3
*PFEIFER BONNIE F FAA3
PFEIFER DAVID FAAl
PFEIFER DAVID ELMER GRAD
*PFEIFER DENNIS ROY LAS4
PFEIFER PEGGY E LAS4
PFEIFER ROBERT F GRAD
PFEIFFER RICHARD HEN AGR2
PFEISTER JOSEPH LARS LAS4
PFEISTER RAYMOND LYN AGR4
PFISTER LESLIE GAINE GRAD
PFISTER WILLIAM J JR GRAD
PFLAUM SUSAN M LASl
PFLEDERER JANE LYNN PE 3
PFLUGER MARVIN ELMER ENG4
PFLUM THEODORE STEVE AGR3
PFOLSGROF JANICE M LASl
PFORDRESHER WILLIAM ENG1
PHALEN DENNIS T ENG4
PHARR DAVID MASON GRAD
PHEBUS WILLIAM E LAS3
PHELAN DAVID J GRAD
PHELAN JAMES HARRY LAS2
PHELAN LEO JOHN GRAD
PHELAN MARY ELLEN GRAD
PHELAN TERRENCE ROBE ENG2
PHELPS DEBORAH ANN LAS3
PHELPS JAMES HOWARD AGR*
PHELPS KAREN HOPKINS PE 4
PHELPS KEITH RICHARD GRAD
PHELPS LINDA CHRISTI LAS2
PHELPS MARGARET L LASl
PHELPS SAMUEL DAVID GRAD
PH1FER LARRY DALE GRAD
PHIFER SCHERRIE LYNN LAS2
PHILBIN GREGORY JOHN COM4
PHILBIN JEFFREY STEP GRAD
PHILBRICK DONALD J GRAD
PHILIPAITIS GREGORY LAS3
PHILIPP MARY W PE 4
PHILIPPE KATHERINE E LAS2
PHILIPPI THOMAS R AGR1
PHILIPS DAVID ENG1
PHILLIPS ANDREA L LASl
PHILLIPS BARBARA J ED 4
PHILLIPS BEVERLY RUT LAS2
PHILLIPS BILLY B LAW1
PHILLIPS DAVID M BUSl
PHILLIPS DENNIS WILL ENG2
PHILLIPS DUANE LESLI LAS3
PHILLIPS ELLIOTT R LAS2
PHILLIPS FORREST J I FAA3
PHILLIPS GEOFFREY D LAS3
PHILLIPS GLADYS LEE FAA3
PHILLIPS GWEN E LASl
PHILLIPS JAMES E GRAD
PHILLIPS JAMES ELLIS ENG4
PHILLIPS JANE MELANl GRAD
PHILLIPS JOHN PATRIC GRAD
PHILLIPS JOHN ROBERT LAS4
PHILLIPS JOHN VINCEN ENG2
PHILLIPS JORDAN DAVI GRAD
PHILLIPS KAREN C PE 2
PHILLIPS KEM FORDHA'M GRAD
2303 S 1ST 304 C 344-6686
URH WARDALL 1219 U 332-4567
URH BLAISDELL 127 U 332-3474
1004 S 4TH C
URH FLAGG 310 C 332-0301
501 S RACE U 367-0471
1213 W CLARKE U
1202 WAVERLY C 352-4734
URH CLARK 419 C 332-0072
URH LAR 227 U 332-2860
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 606 U 332-5208
URH GARNER 221 C 332-0720
URH NCflLE 211 C 332-0398
604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
503 W NEVADA U 367-7245
URH LUNDGREN 9 C 332-0200
URH LAR U
1005 S 2ND C 352-3300
URH SCOTT 454 C
23 OAKWOOO U 367-0529
310 E DANIEL C
23 OAKWOOD U 367-0529
1610 PARKHAVEN C 356-0218
107 W VINE C
105 S LINCOLN U
802 S LOCUST 4 C 356-0669
2417 E ELM U 367-0875
2305 BRETT C 352-5682
URH CARR 118 U
2001 E MAIN U 367-8352
URH OGLESBY 710 U 332-5242
11 MONTCLAIR RD U 344-0719
URH SCOTT 224 C 332-1449
1408 N MCKINLEY C 359-4530
URH GARNER 389 C
MACOMB ILL
1408 N MCKINLEY C 359-4530
808 W ILLINOIS 6 U 344-7416
904 E DELAWARE U 367-5258
URH WESTON 109 C 332-1892
106 E HEALEY 12 C 356-0877
108 E HEALEY 13 C 352-6948
1204 W OREGON U 333-1979
2063 B ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 730 U 332-5616
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
806 N GERALCINE U 367-5859
2106 ORCH ST 301 U
URH ALLEN 360 U 332-3354
201 E GREEN C
604 E ARMORY 128 C
807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
9 MONTCLAIR U
410 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 481 U 332-4236
502 W MAIN 320 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN I U 367-4405
URH FORBES 127 C 332-0939
802 W OREGON U
1103 S BUSEY U
1106 E MICHIGAN U 367-4175
1106 E MICHIGAN U 367-4175
URH ALLEN 458 U 332-3392
URH LAR 136 U 332-2835
WATSEKA ILL
911 S MATTIS 3 C 359-1818
911 S MATTIS 3 C 359-1818
509 1/2 W ROBINSON C
612 W HEALEY C 359-2969
1222 W DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 307 C
1307 S WESTFIELD C 356-2630
URH BARTON 126 C 332-0126
URH SCOTT 409 C 332-1578
201 S LINCOLN U 344-3720
URH ALLEN 43 U 332-3112
307 W HIGH U 367-2555
310 W WASHINGTON U 367-5526
URH SHERMAN 650 C
1005 S 2ND 10 C
1711 MAYFAIR C 352-6728
URH CARR 6 U 332-3844
805 M OREGON U 344-7550
1711 MAYFAIR RD C 352-6728
CHICAGO ILL
URH BUSEY 226 U 332-2610
URH VANDOREN 12 C 332-0458
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
URH SHERMAN 517 C 332-4755
1819 C ORCH PL U 344-1188
1004 S 2ND 57 C 356-7684
URH OGLESBY 304 U
805 S LINCOLN 7 U 344-0453
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
907 W STOUGHTON U 365-2586
RR 1 BOX 381
8510 W WINONA ST
8510 W WINONA ST
10928 S LOWE AV
6550 S TALMAN AV
3858 W 59TH PL
1828 SEYMOUR
1202 WAVERLY












213 N 3RD ST












365 S 1ST ST
1408 N MCKINLEY






202 E 7TH ST
202 E 7TH ST
1304 MELLON





















RR 1 BOX 201
310 S PINE
310 S PINE
817 W GREEN ST
6592 JOCELYN HLLW
19 ROBINHOOD RD
508 W 4TH ST
1307 WESTFIELD
224 E HICKS PL
619 S 4TH ST
























































































































PHILLIPS KENNETH VM 2
PHILLIPS LUELLA SUE GRAD
PHILLIPS MARY P LAS3
PHILLIPS MONTE LERQY GRAO
PHILLIPS NANCY E GRAO
PHILLIPS NANCY JOAN LAS4
PHILLIPS NORMA LEE GRAO
PHILLIPS PATRICIA A LAS1
PHILLIPS PHILLIP D GRAO
PHILLIPS RICHARD LEE LAS3
PHILLIPS ROBERT EOWI LAS2
PHILLIPS ROBERT J LAS1
PHILLIPS ROGER WILLI GRAO
PHILLIPS SHARON KAY LAS5
PHILLIPS SHARON L LAS1
PHILLIPS SUSAN LAS3
PHILLIPS TERRY CARYN FAA2
PHILLIPS WILLIAM FRA FAA4
PHILLIPS WILLIAM YAT LAS1
PHILLIPS YORK LEE FAA4
PHILO BRADLEY RALPH ENG2
PHILO JAMES C BUS1
PHILOPOULOS ANDREW C LAS2
PHILPOTT JAMES R GRAD
PHILPOTT LYNNE T LAS4
PHIPPS CHARLES W BUS1
PHIPPS GEORGE STEVEN AGR4
PHOTIADES JOHN G GRAO
PHOT1ADES MARY C GRAO
PIACENTINI RITA ELIZ LAS3
PIANO LAWRENCE J BUS3
PIASKOWY ANDREW JAME FAA2
PIASKOWY PAUL ANTHON LAS3
PIATT JAMES HOBART FAA2
PIAZZA BARBARA E LAS4
PICACHE URSULA DEGUZ GRAO
PICARD JULIE LAS1
PICARELLI JOHN GERAR GRAD
PICHAMUTHU JOSEPH P GRAD
PICHMAN JANICE M LAS1
PICHMAN THOMAS PHILL BUS2
PICKARD JOANNE M ED I
PICKARD JOHN GRAHAM GRAD
PICKARD KENNETH J ENG1
PICKARD SCOTT STREET ENG2
PICKEL THOMAS WESLEY GRAD
PICKELS GEORGE H GRAD
PICKENS SCOTT E LAS1
PICKER DENNIS J GRAD
PICKERING MICHAEL D BUS1
PICKERL BARBARA LOUI ED 2
PICKETT DAVID LEE LAS4
PICKETT JAMES STEWAR GRAD
PICKETT JAMES W GRAD
PICKETT LARRY C BUS1
PICKRELL WILLIAM H BUS!
PICONE MICHAEL D LAS1
PIECH MICHAELENE J LASl
PIECHOCINSKI JANICE LAS2
PIEFER ROGER M LAS3
PIEKARSKI JOHN R AGR3
PIEKARZ JUDY I LAS3
PIEKOS JERALD LEE ENG4
PIELIN EUGENE N AGR4
PIELSTICK JAMIE SUE LASl
PIEN DIANA LEE LAS4
PIENKOS JAMES M ENG1
PIEPER CAROL ELAINE LAS3
PIEPER GAIL WORSNOPP GRAD
PIEPER GARY G FAA3
PIEPER JOHN NAGEL LAS2
PIEPER JUDITH LOUISE LAS4
PIEPER KAREN CHRISTI AGR4
PIEPER RICHARD WAYNE ENG2
PIEPER STEVEN CHARLE GRAD
PIERCE ARLENE SUSAN PE 3
PIERCE GLEN R JR AVI 1
PIERCE GROVER CLEVEL LAS2
PIERCE HENRY F JR GRAD
PIERCE JEFFREY L BUS1
PIERCE MARK R LASl
PIERCE MICHAEL EOWAR FAA4
PIERCE NANCY A E LAS4
PIERCE PAMELA KAY FAA1
PIERCE PATRICIA MARI LAS2
PIERCE ROBERT C ENG1
PIERCE ROBERT WILLIA GRAD
PIERCE RONALD G VM 1
PIERCE SANDRA LYNN ED 4
PIERCE STEVEN DOUGLA LAS2
PIERCEY JANET LOUISE PE 2
PIERDILUCA MICHAEL V LAS2
PIERRO ANGELA NANCY LAS4
PIERSALL JUDY K LAS3
PIERSKI LORRAINE A GRAD
PIERSOL DEBORAH L LASl
PIERSON GERALD G GRAD




1735 VALLEY RD C
HARVEY ILL
606 N PRAIRIE C
URH TRELEASE 1120 U
307 W HIGH U
URH TOWNSEND 112 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 260 C
606 W HIGH U
307 W WHITE C
URH BLAISDELL 219 U
808 W ILLINOIS U
302 E ARMORY C
LA NAPOULE FR
802 BRIGHTON U
306 E DANIEL C
713 W OHIO U
713 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 1023 U
209 1/2 W VINE C
209 1/2 W VINE C
310 E GREGORY C
1006 S 1ST 6 C
2002 D ORCH ST U
2002 ORCH ST U
URH LAR 202 U
604 E ARMORY 229 C
URH SCOTT 245 C
1306 SILVER U
409 E CHALMERS 601 C
207 E JOHN C
1201 W OREGON U
URH LAR 176 U
1609 HEDGE RO C
URH DANIELS 107 U
URH TRELEASE 623 U
912 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 926 C
2011 D ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 458 C
205 E ARMORY C
2609 E CALIFORNIA U
2105 HAZWD CT 103 U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 71 U
URH WESTON 241 C
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH DANIELS 128 U
807 W NEVADA U
1003 W ILLINOIS U
URH SCOTT 306 C
604 E ARMORY 314 C
URH NOBLE 311 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
1016 W MAIN U
408 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 1103 U
1210 W CLARK U
305 E THOMPSON U
URH BLAISDELL 228 U
603 S 1ST 1 C
URH SNYDER 440 C
903 W NEVADA U
RR 2 U
102 E CHALMERS C
211 E DANIEL C
1110 W NEVADA U
903 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 454 C
RR 2 U
410 E GREEN 11 C
401 E DANIEL C
219 S LOCUST C
2103 W WHITE 132 C
URH TOWNSEND 451 U
706 W OHIO C
LA NAPOULE FR
URH TRELEASE 602 U
910 S 3RD 1202 C
410 E GREEN 3 C
URH SCOTT 344 C
1723 ROBERT C
2111 HAZWD CT 203 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 102 C
303 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 530 U
URH WARDALL 1019 U
409 E CHALMERS 802 C
1002 S 2ND 5 C








352--8192 606 N PRAIRIE
3225 MCBREEN
367--2555 33 E CEDAR ST 8-C
332--3994 465 PERRY ST
344--1261 16 VIOLET VALLEY
355--1470 905 FAIRFIELD RD
365--1557 606 E HIGH
356--4568 307 W WHITE
332--3495 6033 N CLAREMONT




















































































1109 N DUNTON ST
1109 N DUNTON ST
9440 S RIDGEWAY AV
350 E PRAIRIE
726 S SLEIGHT ST
1516 LAFAYETTE
RR 1
2002 D ORCH ST
2002 D ORCH ST
E HENNEPIN ST
327 W 2ND ST
3503 MADISON ST







13002 S 86TH AV
13002 S 86TH AV



















5220 W 22ND PL
17122 S OCONTO
13315 HICKORY LN





















924 S THURLOW ST




201 S BUSSE RD
6432 N RIDGE BLVD
72 SHERWOOD AV
742 GOODING
709 S GRANGER ST



































































































PIERSON MERLE DEAN GRAD
PIERSON ROBERT BbNNE BUS3
PIERSON STEVEN J FAA1
PIERSON SUSAN GEORGE LAS4
PIESZKO HENRY JOSEPH GRAD
PIETRASEK THOMAS FRA LAS4
PIETRUCHA MICHAEL A ENGi
PIETRZAK JOHN J LAS1
PIETRZAK MICHAEL JOS LAS2
PlbTSEK DAVID J J LASl
PIGG TERRY MICHAEL COM4
PIGGOTT DONALD WILLI ENG3
PIGNATELLI LOUIS F LAW1
PIKE GERALD ADOLPH LAS2
PIKE SHIRLEY JEAN LAS2
P1LGER THEODORE ROBE AGR2
*PILGRAM HENRY W GRAD
PILIBOSIAN DIANE JEA LAS2
PILLAl JANARDANAN K GRAD
PILLATH JEROME ARTHU AGR4
PILLER DANIEL L ENGI
PILLOTE SHARON A LASl
PILTZ GLENDA S FAA2
PIME JERROLD STEPHEN LAS3
PIME LESLIE I BUSl
PINAS GERALD JAMES GRAD
PINAS ROBERT FRANCIS ENG4
PINC MARJORIE ANN COM3
PINCHOTT GORDON A ENGI
*PINE GERALD DEAN ENG4
PINE JERRY JEROME GRAD
PING CHIEH-MIN GRAD
PINI GARY JAMES FAA3
PINIANSKI PATRICIA R GRAD
*PINKHAM CARLOS FRANK GRAD
PINKSTAFF LANNY CHAR ENG2
PINO JACOBO FELIX GRAD
PINTER ELIZABETH ANN LAS3
PINTO EDWARD JOSEPH LAS3
PINZARRONE JOSEPH J FAA4
PINZUR MICHAEL STEVE LAS2
PIONATI FRANCIS ANTH GRAD
PIOTROWICZ JOSEPH PE LAS4
PIOTROWSKI THOMAS CA ENG2
PlOVfcSON BRADLEY A ENGI
PIPAS JAMES MOORE LASl
PIPER ARTHUR RAYMOND GRAD
PIPER JOYCE LEA LAS2
PIPER KENNETH M AGR3
PIPER MELISSA K LASl
PIPER PAMELA L ENGI
PIPER PATRICIA K LASl
PIPER RICHARD ALLAN FAA3
PIPER RONALD R LASl
PIPER STEPHEN ROBERT LAS2
PIPKIN CYNTHIA E PE 1
PIPPINS DAKOTA ARCHI LAS3
PIRNAT CHARLES RAYMO GRAO
PIRNAT JANET WENGER GRAD
PIRTLE WILLIAM F LAS3
PISCHL CHRISTINE MAR LAS4
PISCOPO ANTHONY VINC LAS4
PISKULE FAYE M LASl
PISOCKYJ SONIA LAS3
PISTORIUS KAYE E LAS3
PISTORIUS NANCY JEAN FAA2
PISTORIUS ROSEMARY LASl
PISZ KAREN ANN BUSl
PITCHER EUGENE S LAS4
PITCHFORD TERRY L GRAD
PITNEY RONALD WATTS LAS4
PITTMAN MARY H LASl
PITTMAN NORMA MOSIER GRAD
PITTMAN VERNON C BUSl
PITTS ALICE A LASl
PITTS DONALD S BUSl
PITUK THOMAS L GRAD
PITZ JAMES PATRICK GRAD
PIVOVAR GREG MICHAEL LASl
PIZER SYDNEY EO 4
PJOJIAN MARGARET H GRAD
PLACE DONALD CHESTER LAW2
PLACE KENNETH CRAIG LAS4
PLACEK BRUCE PHILLIP PE 2
PLACHNO RONALD JOHN ENG6
PLACK JAMES A BUSl
PLAGER ANNA K LASl
PLAIN THOMAS ANDREW GRAO
PLAINE DAVID ALLAN BUS3
PLASSMEYER CRAIG EDW GRAD
PLATER WILLIAM M GRAD
PLATT CYNTHIA ANN LAS2
PLATT HARRY RICHARD LAS2
PLATT JOEL ROBERT LAS4
PLATT STEVE ANOERSON GRAD
PLATZ SARAH BUSl
PLATZ SUSAN LAS3
1930 C ORCH ST U
211 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 290 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 862 C
201 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 250 C
URH WESTON 240 C
505 E CHALMERS C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH WESTON 404 C
208 E JOHN C
1202 N LINCOLN U
404 S 6TH C
307 E JOHN C
809 W PENN U
URH DANIELS 435 U
URH SAUNDERS 327 U
209 EDGEBROOK C
310 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 421 U
URH BLAISDELL 227 U
URH BUSEY 219 U
503 E STGUGHTON C
105 E ARMORY C
505 E UNIVERSITY C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
URH WARDALL 309 U
201 E GREEN C
RR 3 U
DECATUR ILL
706 W GREEN U
1002 W OREGON U
101 N BUSEY 5 U
LAKEWOOD GARDENS C
URH WESTON 254 C
701 W WASHINGTON U
URH CLARK 222 C
311 E GREEN C
URH WESTGN 220 C
907 S 4TH C
1102 W NEVADA U
310 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 127 C
URH CARR 329 U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
3 ROXBURY U
805 W OHIO U
502 E SPNGFLO C
URH NOBLE 315 C
URH CLARK 422 C
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
311 E ARMORY C
402 ARMORY C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 121 C
707 S 3RD C
305 1/2 W WASHNGTN C
305 1/2 W WASHNGTN C
904 W GREEN 628 U
205 E GREEN 17 C
609 W HEALEY C
URH NOBLE 20 C
705 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 1116 U
URH LUNDGREN 122 C
URH TRELEASE 609 U
URH TAFT 221 C
1205 W CHARLES C
URH DANIELS 119 U
707 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 9 U
1303 W UNIVERSITY C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 358 U
URH HOPKINS 362 C
104 W OREGON U
AUGERVILLE RD U
URH SCOTT 325 C
910 S 3R0 C
URH DANIELS 480 U
707 S 6TH 505 C
707 S 6TH 505 C
URH TOWNSEND 210 U
2006 VAWTER 7 U
401 E JOHN C
605 E COLORADO U
CHICAGO ILL
505 E CHALMERS C
410 W CALIFORNIA U
801 W PARK C
URH LUNDGREN 417 C
910 S 3RD 523 C
1216 W CHURCH C
603 W COLUMBIA C
URH CLARK 215 C
409 E CHALMERS C
344-1787 ROUTE 1 BOX 169B
2114 N 77TH AV
332-0767 2815 VINE LN
356-0501 OLD ELM ROAD
909 S 5TH 1258
356-7738 15207 MARSHFIELD
2231 MAPLEWOOD AV
332--1938 8424 MANISTEE AV
344-
-9741 1434 KEMMAN AV
1032 E ENTERPRISE
332--2054 224 CASEY AV
3755 OAK AV
365--1631 725 9TH AV
1500 S 4TH ST
12931 MONITOR AV
344--4069 RR 2
332--2293 1230 N SEMINARY
332--3669 1542 HYDE PARK AV
356--0993
RR 1 BOX 143A
4929 N NORMANDY AV
332--3503 1871 JONQUIL CR




367--0047 7801 S CRONIN










344--4548 3517 CAMELLIA DR
332--0022 2934 N MASON AV
344--9659 1027 PLSNTVIEW TER
332--1925 4828 NEWBURG
344--9693 19019 JODI TERR
20 5 EUCLID AV
344--9442 7351 N HOYNE
332--0930 2659 N CENTRAL PK
332--3941 104 S BROWNING ST
332--1359 305 LEVERT ST
ROUTE 1
344--4784 ROUTE 1 BOX 135
352--7459 RR 4
1174 W KING
332--0075 RR 1 BOX 160
332--5707 102 S MAIN ST
352--4453 704 E ROSEDALE
4911 SARATOGA
359-
-3232 2822 W PINE HILL
1804 N GILBERT
1130 HIGHLAND AV
352--4530 305 W WASHINGTON
352--4530 305 1/2 W WASHNGTN
344--4056 31 OAKWOOD PL
359--3226 11248 S NATOMA AV
356--9400 609 W HEALEY
RR 3 BOX 167
1013 N FRANCISCO
332--4540 RR 2 BOX 172
332--0230 RR 2 BOX 140
332--5566 215 N HANOVER
332--0624 6516 S KOLIN
356--0443 1205 W CHARLES
332--2146 415A S MARION
359--3224 707 S 2ND
737 CHERRY LN
356--0004 1303 W UNIVERSITY
RR 1
332--3352 112 GEORGE ST
8716 S 50TH AV
367--8858 45 RUBIN ST
521 ILLINOIS AV
332--1520 201 HERBERT RD
344--5433 4800 CHICAGO BEACH
332--2553 101 PARK FOREST RD
344--7074 25 S WESTERN AV
344--7074 25 S WESTERN AV
332--40 55 21 FAIRVIEW ST
365--2002 2006 VAWTER 7
2608 N BIGELOW ST
367--2128 605 E COLORADO
10109 S WINSTON AV
40 FOOT RD
2118 BRUMMEL ST
RR 1 BOX 124A
332--0285 342 GREENWOOD
344--5000 830 HEMLOCK DR
344--9693 7937 ARCADIA




































































































PLAUT JOHN ERNST ENG1
PLAYER J SCOT LAS2
PLAYER JAMES BARREN PE 3
PLAYTIS ANTHONY J GRAD
PLAZAK COREY J 8US1
PLEASON BARBARA RUTH LAS2
PLECK MICHAEL HEALY GRAD
PLEIMANN LARRY G GRAO
PLENCNER LARRY ALLEN LAS3
PLESKO JEFFREY M LAS3
PLESKO JOHN TODD LAS1
PLESKO TIMOTHY JOHN LAS2
PLETCHER DOUGLAS HAV LAS2
PLETCHER WILLIAM R LAS3
PLETT TERESA MARIE LAS3
*PLEVIAK ANTHONY JOSE PE 4
PLEVIAK JUDITH CODD ED 4
PLEWA JAMES WILFRED ENG3
PLIEIMIS ANTHONY J LAS1
PLIKAITIS PAUL STANL LAS3
PLODZIN RICHARD A ENG1
PLOG LYNN H BUSl
PLONDKE JAMES CHARLE FAA3
PLOTKIN STEVEN JOEL LAS2
PLOTKIN WENDY LAS2
PLOTZKER MADELINE FAA3
PLOWMAN SHARON ANN GRAD
PLUMER MICHAEL DEAN AGR2
PLUMLEY CHRISTINE MY LAS2
PLUMMER CAROL J FAA
I
PLUMMER RALPH WALTER ED 4
PLUMMER VERNON L LAS1
PLUNK MARTHA JANE LAS3
PLUNK THOMAS M ENG1
PLUTH MARTIN JOHN BUS4
PLUZYCKI ROBERT BOB PE 2
PLYMIRE RUTH S LAS2
PNAZEK KARL STEVEN PE 3
*POCHAN JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
POCHOS STEPHEN P BUS2
POCHOWICZ FRED JOSEP LAS3
POCHYLY SUSAN GALE BUS4
POCIASK THOMAS JOHN FAA4
POCIUS CHARLES R JR LAS1
POCKLINGTON MARTHA A LAS2
POCKLINGTON MARY A AGR1
POCKLINGTON TERRENCE GRAD
POCKROSS JAMES SAMUE LAS4
POCKROSS KEITH MARTI LAW3
*PODAGROSI ERNESTO G LAS2
PODBELSEK ALLAN ROY GRAD
PODESCHI JOHN BATTIS GRAD
PODJASEK ANNE M ED I
PODJASEK PAUL E BUS3
PODJASEK RAYMOND F BUS3
PODLIPNIK CAROL JOY LAS2
PODOLAK JOHN J BUS6
PODOLSKY BARRY M BUSl
PODOLSKY BONNIE LYNN BUSl
PODOLSKY SHARON R £0 3
*POE CLYDE DOUGLAS GRAD
POE SHIRLEY LEE LAS4
PQEHLER JANE E AGRl
POELLEIN JOHN ALFRED GRAD
*POELLEIN ROBERTA P GRAD
POER 10 DIANE MARIE LAS4
POESCHL ROBERT HENRY FAA2
POFFENBERGER GAIL L LAS4
POGGIO ANDREW JOHN GRAO
POGOFSKY TERRY JAY LAS2
*POHLEN THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
POHLMAN GAIL GRAD
POHLMAN JEFFREY THOM ENG2
POHLMAN PAMELA RAE LAS4
POHLMANN JAMES A BUSl
POHLOD PATRICIA ANN LAS2
POKORNY DONN E LAS1
POKORNY JACQUELINE A LAS1
POKORNY LINDA SUE LAS2
POLACEK WILLIAM CHAR GRAD
POLACH RAYMOND F BUSl
POLAK PENELOPE MARIE LAS4
POLAN DAVIO J LASl
POLAN ELLEN SUE LAS3
POLANSEK THOMAS JR BUS3
POLCYN GAIL ANN LAS4
POLESKEY CARL J LAW!
POLESKEY GARY LYN BUS3
POLESKY RICHARD M ENG1
POLETTl PETER JOSEPH AGR3
POLHEMUS JOHN MICHAE LAS4
POLHILL DENNIS LEE ENG4
POLICH WILLIAM J ENG1
POLIN GLENN MICHAEL LAS3
POLING BRUCE EARL GRAO
*POLISKI PAUL LEONARD GRAD
POLISKY JEFFREY IAN LAS2
208 JOHN C
505 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 507 C
URH SHERMAN 759 C
URH OGLESBY 524 U
910 S 3RD 913 C
15 LEXINGTON U
2112 ORCH ST 101 U
URH TOWNSEND 366 U
402 E ARMORY C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 175 C
1005 CALIFORNIA U
URH WESTON 319 C
URH TRELEASE 720 U
314 S PRAIRIE 202 C
314 S PRAIRIE 202 C
URH SNYDER 212 C
URH SNYDER 242 C
306 E GREGORY C
105 E GREEN 11 C
URH SCOTT 392 C
URH FORBES 286 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 303 U
1104 W NEVADA U
107 E WHITE 3 C
URH WESTON 424 C
710 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 220 C
912 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1101 PENN U
209 E ARMORY C
311 E GREEN C
108 N RUSSELL C
410 E JOHN C
402 S RACE U
201 E GREEN C
702 W WASHINGTON U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 200 C
205 E ARMORY C
312 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 222 C
607 W HEALEY 16 C
503 E WHITE 6 C
2105 W WHITE C
RANTOUL ILL
1321 FREDERICK C
406 N PROSPECT C
URH NOBLE 18 C
313 E CHALMERS C
313 E CHALMERS C
1110 W NEVADA U
1219 JOANNE LN C
910 S 3RD 215 C
902 S 2ND C
URH LAR 312 U
105 N SABIN C
URH VANOOREN 203 C
805 W OHIO U
803 S MATTIS C
803 S MATTIS 2 C
URH WARDALL 705 U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
802 W OREGON 24 U
610 W WASHINGTON U
910 S 3RD C
2062 D ORCH ST U
506 S MATHEWS 10 U
URH CARR 7 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 218 C
URH WARDALL 922 U
URH WESTON 238 C
URH TRELEASE 622 U
URH BARTON 114 C
609 E PARK C
604 E ARMORY 204 C
URH BUSEY 332 U
105 E ARMORY C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 318 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SHERMAN 165 C
306 E GREGORY C
604 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 289 C
1008 W CLARK U
408 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 486 C
407 E FLORIDA U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
1002 W NEVAOA U
410 S BUSEY U
PATTENS LUMBER
344-3797 1706 19TH AV
BX 322 WINFIELD RD
332-4910 103-24 118TH ST
332-5155 142 CHEWINK CT
344-5000 6535 S CAMPBELL
367-7003 15 LEXINGTON
2109 8TH ST
332-4157 17706 CHURCH RD
1313 E HICKORY
359-3232 618 S MILL
332-1181 201 S MITCHELL
344-2294 3133 WENONAH AV
332-1996 1001 WISCONSIN AV
332-5606 1838 LAKENOLL OR
314 S PRAIRIE
332-1678 4930 W QUINCY
9841 TRUMBULL AV
356-7995 284 HILLSIDE AV
4905 MCVICKER
FREEPORT RD RR 1
332-1004 243 BERKLEY
356-7835 8504 DRAKE
332-9872 1607 W FARWELL




332-0396 2005 12TH ST




344-7834 14 E ROSELAWN
2338 S ST LOUIS ST
352-3868 108 N RUSSELL
344-9477 8837 W 131TH PL




332-0943 3852 E SOMERS AV
356-1847 458 W 127TH ST
344-06 71 BOX 131
RR I
352-7151 RR I





332-0356 3715 W WRIGHTWOOD
344-7613 3715 W WRIGHTWOOD
344-7572 5742 ELSTON AV
344-0425 7659 W 124TH PL
352-7256 RR 1
344-5000 8908 N BENNETT
344-6064 2334 BIRCHWOOO




359-3057 SPRING HILL RO
359-3057 RR 3 BOX 42
332-4433 10536 S VERNON
344-2294 7012 W 43RD ST
344-3551 207 N DIVISION
344-5830 610 W WASHINGTON
344-5000 6826 N KOSTNER AV
344-0874 2062 D ORCHARD ST
344-6788 506 S MATHEWS 10
332-2845 159 N R-IDGELAND AV
344-1170 125 E MAIN ST
332-1200 1 GARY CT
332-4498 RR 1 BOX 225
332-1936 16210 SPRINGFIELD
332-5578 12 WARWICK PL
332-0116 3905 FOREST AV
359-4843 6036 W 63RD PL
344-1266 1430 HARRISON AV
332-2650 5011 S KARLOV
2522 HARRISON ST
344-3821 710 E 15TH ST
332-1995 133 N GRETTA
344-0136 7032 CHURCH ST
332-4784 1610 BERKLEY LN
344-7431 1610 BERKLEY LN
344-6869 1404 13TH ST
332-1004 2206 LAURA AV
351 S EDGEWOOO AV
356-1363 533 E CENTER ST
4948 W RICE ST
8948 N OAK PARK
367-0504 ROUTE 4




































































































POLISKY RANDALL JAY LAS4
PQLITIS GREGORY D ENG4
POLITIS NICK D ENG4
POLITO FRED DEAN FAA4
POLITO JAMES ENG4
PULITSCH KENT EUGENE LAS3
POLIVKA TERRY GEORGE BUS2
POLIZZOTTI RICHARD S GRAD
POLJACK DIANE M LAS1
POLK IVA LOUISE GRAD
POLLACK CHARLES J BUS3
POLLACK SHARON LAS4
POLLACK SHARON LEE LAS1
POLLANS LANNIE AARON LAS3
POLLARD CALVIN N GRAD
POLLARD DAVID RAY LAS2
*POLLARD JELIA TARMAN GRAD
POLLARD VERNON M PE 1
POLLINA RONALD R GRAD
POLLOCK IRENE E GRAD
POLLOCK JOHN MICHAEL ENG3
POLLOCK KIM CLANCY ENG3
POLLOCK MICHAEL EDWA LAS1
POLLOCK RANDALL JAME ENG3
POLLOCK STEVEN MARTI LAS3
POLLYEA EDWARD J LAS3
POLON JEFFREY MICHAE LAS3
POLOVIN DANIEL PAUL PE 2
POL SON DUANE ROBERT ENG3
POLUDNIAK NORMAN HEN GRAD
POLZ RANDY STEVEN FAA4
POMERANTZ MEIRA A FAA1
POMERENKE JUDITH K ED 3
POMEROY MYLES ELLIOT LAS4
POMRENKE BONNIE J LASl
POMRENZE SANDRA LOUI LAS2
PONCEDELEON IRMA LASl
POND DONALD ALLEN AVI2
POND MARY EDITH LAS4
POND PAMELA MOON GRAD
POND RUSSELL KENTON ENG4
*PONO STEPHEN FULLERT GRAD
PONDER GREGG C AGR1
PONGPRAYOON CHATCHAI GRAD
PONICKI CHARLES J ENG1
PONSONBY CHARLES EDW BUS4
PONTIOUS LINDA A GRAD
POOLE BARBARA L LAS3
POOLE BOBBY CALDWELL FAA4
POOLE JEAN C ED 3
POOLE KENNETH LEE FAA4
POOLE MARSHALL EVERE COM4
POON RAYMOND SEK-YAN GRAD
POOR GEOFFREY WAYNE LASl
POOR GRETCHEN LINN FAA3
POORMON JANICE LEE FAA3
POPE ALVIN J ENG3
POPE HAROLD LOUIS ENG4
POPE JAMES W LASl
POPE KIP RANDOLPH LAS4
POPE PAUL WILLIAM ENG2
POPE RICHARD T LASl
POPE SHIRLEY A GRAD
POPE WHITNEY SUZANNE LAS2
POPELKA JASON PAUL FAA2
POPKINS DANNY J ENG1
POPKO SUSAN ELLEN FAA2
POPMA CHRISTOPHER M LAS2
POPOV BRANKO N GRAD
POPP CLARENCE J LASl
POPP DANIEL L BUS1
POPP GREGORY T ENG1
POPP JOHN EDWARD GRAD
POPP KAY M LAS3
POPPELL CHARLES A FAA1
POPPER ALLAN ROBERT BUS2
PORADA ROBERT M FAA1
PORCELLA BREWSTER GRAD
PORDY MICHAEL GREGOR LAS2
POREBSKI JAMES MATTH LAS2
POREMBSKI WALTER A FAA3
PORGES LAUREN E PE 2
PORQUERAS JANET M LAS5
PORT ROBERT D ENG3
PORTA MURRAY MICHAEL LAS4
PORTELLI ALAN FRED BUS4
PORTER BRUCE T BUS1
PORTER DAVID LEE ENG3
PORTER DONALD ROBERT ENG4
PORTER GAIL A GRAD
PORTER JAMES CARLTON GRAD
PORTER JANICE L GRAD
PORTER JOHN WENDELL LAS2
PORTER LAWRENCE N JR LAS2
PORTER LINOBERGH JR LASl
PORTER MARY ELIZABET EO 3
PORTER MARY J PE 1
1850 VALLEY RD C 356-8602
310 1/2 E GREEN C 356-1776
310 1/2 E GREEN C 356-1776
LA NAPOULE FR
802 W ILLINOIS U
308 E ARMORY C 344-9742
URH FORBES 324 C 332-1034
52 1/2 E DANIEL C 359-3063
URH NOBLE 211 C 332-0558
URH DANIELS U 332-2538
1626 VALLEY RD C
303 E JOHN C 344-1855
URH TAFT 216 C 332-0620
110 E ARMORY C
1808 S PROSPECT C 352-4731
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
MARTINSVILLE ILL
404 S LINCOLN U
603 W SPNGFLD 2 C
705 W GREEN 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 353 U
URH TOWNSEND 139 U 332-4103
907 S 4TH C 344-9693
502 E WHITE C 356-7735
URH TOWNSEND 167 U
URH OGLESBY 329 U 332-5140
110 E ARMORY C 356-7835
105 E ARMORY C
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
702 W UNIVERSITY C 352-2624
CICERO ILL
URH WARDALL 1006 U 332-4507
URH TRELEASE 512 U 332-5538
1111 S 2ND C 356-5320
URH ALLEN 341 U 332-3209
1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
URH TRELEASE 219 U 332-5454
412 E GREEN C
URH BLAISDELL 415 U 332-3553
602 E STOUGHTON 33 C 359-1450
URH OGLESBY 925 U 332-5316
1973 D ORCH ST U 344-0838
URH FORBES 311 C 332-1021
704 W OREGON U 367-8858
URH OGLESBY 203 U
511 A MITCHELL CT C 352-0116
901 S 1ST 21 C
409 E CHALMERS C
LA NAPOULE FR
URH LUNDGREN 411 C 332-0283
WILSON TRLR PK 55 U 367-3223
102 E ARMORY 11 C 344-7600
407 E STOUGHTON C
2313 S 1ST 203 C 344-6320
2313 S 1ST 203 C 344-6320
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
403 LINCOLN U 344-7696
URH FORBES 317 C
703 FAIRWAY C 352-3661
URH OGLESBY 506 U 332-5178
URH WESTON 107 C 332-1890
608 E CHALMERS C
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
311 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 488 C
URH CLARK 323 C
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
URH DANIELS 524 U 332-2316
URH SNYDER 443 C 332-1841
URH FORBES 423 C 332-1103
URH SCOTT 209 C
300 S GOODWIN 103 U 344-4057
1203 1/2 MAIN 3 U
URH FORBES 488 C 332-1146
301 E ARMORY C 344-1253
604 E ARMORY 140 C
404 N GOODWIN U
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
URH TOWNSEND 317 U 332-2196
406 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
304 BLISS U
2208 E UNIVERSITY U 367-4530
RANTOUL ILL
2309 S 1ST 203 C
1010 S 2ND C
505 E GREEN C
2 PERSIMMON C 352-9350
110 S GREGORY 2 U
901 W SPNGFLD 16 U 367-6298
402 BRIAR LN 5 C 356-2337
URH BABCOCK 10 U 332-3713
308 E ARMORY C 344-7505
URH SNYDER 239 C
URH LAR 278 U
1219 FOOTHILL C 356-4946
2019 72ND CT
449 W 79TH ST




6037 S SAWYER AV
52 E DANIEL









































204 W 3RD ST
WILSON TRLR PK 55
337 N EDGEWOOD AV
2015 HASTE ST
2313 S 1ST






RR 1 BOX 55
710 S SEE-GWUN




4138 W 81ST PL
2739 W HUNT
RADE KONCAR 10
397 N MILWAUKEE AV
7413 W HORTENSE
620 ELMWOOD DR



























































































































PORTER MARY JGSEPHIN LAS2
PORTER PENNY ANN El) 3
PORTER PETEk J LAW1
PuRTER RICHAHD EARL LAS3
POKTEk ROBERT D LAS1
PORTER SUSAN J PE 1
PORTER SUSAN M 3US1
PURTER VERNJiM LEE GRAO
PORTERFIELU CHARLES PE 4
PORTES STEVEN ALAN LAS3
PURTSCHtLLER ARTHUR PE 1
PORTSCHELLER JAMES I ENG4
POSADA MIGUEL GRAO
PJSAVAC EMIL JAMES GRAO
PUSKA DAVID LEE BUS4
PGSKJZIM JAMES G ENG2
POST LESLIE C LAS1
PJST MADISON JOhN ENG4
POST WARREN M LAS1
PUSTERNACK WILLIAM C LAW2
POSTOIM BOYD STEPHEN GRAD
POSTOLA MICHAEL J LAS3
POTASEK MARY JUYCE GRAU
POTEET DANIEL POWELL GRAD
POTEMPA EDWARD MIChA ENG4
POTEMPA GREGORY L LAS3
POTEMZIANI JO ANN LAS3
POTHIER oUY CHARLES GRAU
POTISH HERBERT AARON LAS3
PUTISH KAREN SUE ED 3
POTNAR CAROLYN C ED I
POTOCKI ALENE OuRCTri FAA3
POTRATZ BRUCE W LAS2
PUTSCH RONALD A LAS I
POTSIC SANDRA A LAS2
POTT CAROL LYNN AGR2
POTT EDWARD J ENG2
POTT JANICE GRACE BUS4
POTTER DONALD IRWIN GRAD
POTTER JAMES hERBERT GRAD
POTTER JAMES MARTIN GRAD
POTTER KENT FREDERIC FAA4
PUTTER OTIS LEE GRAD
POTTER PATRICIA LYNN BUS2
POTTER RAND E LAS4
POTTER WENDELL H JR GRAD
POTTER WENDY T GRAO
POTTORFF ROSEMARY A FAA4
POTTS MARTIN GILBERT ENG4
POTTS NOEL LAWRENCE ENG3
POTTS ROBERT DANIEL LAS4
POTUZNiK CHARLES L LAS4
PuTYNSKl VICTORIA FAA1
POULAKUS EMMANUEL M ENG1
POULOS THOMAS JOHN ENG2
PuULTON MARY SUZANNE LAS1
POUND JOHN W LAS4
POVENMIRE HARLO K GRAU
POVENMIRE ROBERTA A GRAO
POVILUS DAVID S ENG1
POVILUS ROGER PETER LAS2
POVSE FRANK LEO ENG3
PUwE BRENDA J ED I
POWELL ARTISS L LASl
POwELL DOUGLAS E GRAD
POwELL EDMUND R JR B0S4
POWELL EILEEN TERRY LAS4
POwELL ELAINE LOUISE BUS4
POWELL GEORGE DUNCAN GRAU
POWELL GREuORY JOE LAS4
POWELL KENNETH GEORG GRAD
PUWELL LANNY C GRAD
POwELL MARITA ANN LAS2
POwELL PAULA L LASl
PUWELL RICHARD R GRAD
PUwELL RONALD ROWE GRAD
POWELL THEO JAY GRAD
POWER DIANE ELIZABET LAS2
POWER LUIS ALFREDO GRAD
POWER ROBERT JAMES FAA3
POWERS CAROLE DIANE COM3
POWERS CHARLES T GRAD
POWERS DAVID ALLEN LAS4
POWERS DAVID W BUS1
POWERS DIANE LINDA AGR1
POWERS DUOGLAS F AVI 3
POWERS EOLA EVELINA GRAO
POWERS FRED ALLEN FAAfa
PJwERS GEORbE R BUS4
POWERS JAMES EARL FAA2
POWERS KATHRYN ANN PE 2
POWERS ROBERT THOMAS ENG3
POWERS SARAH L LAS3
POWERS THOMAS ANTHON LAS2
POWLESS JAMES KENNET BUS2
POwLEY DOUGLAS JACK LAS2
POY PAUL CHRISTOPHER LAS2
903 W NEVADA
904 S LINCOLN










1727 LI NCCLN RO
1010 E CCLCRADO








URH DANIELS 24 1
904 WESTHILL









604 E ARMORY 416
ORH WARDALL 811
313 E JOHN
2112 ORCH ST 301
313 E JOHN
2062 C ORCH ST
URH GARNER 126





911 S MATTIS 5
911 S MATTIS 5
RR 3
512 E STOUGHTON















1512 W HEALEY 2
314 S PRAIRIE 203










2309 S 1ST 104
508 E ARMORY









1210 S COTTAGE GR









































































































































2010 SILVER CT W
2 5 E 6TH
1123 WOODBINE











27 E 11TH ST
310 62N0 WAY
113 RUMSON RD
3535 S 60TH CT





























3669 BASIN VIEW DR HOLIFAX NS CAN
9300 KOSTNER
1906 ILLINI RD
3520 E U4TH ST
5505 W CULLOM AV
2805 S LAKE ST
2824 WALNUT AV
4727 W 19TH ST
908 ELSIE DR
4045 W 90TH PL
908 ELSIE DR
2062 C ORCHARD ST
533 PINE AV
123 MICHAEL CT































ALTAMCNT ILLE DIVISION ST
E JEFFERSON AV EFFINGHAM ILL
2303 E KILE DECATUR ILL
URH SCOTT 436 CHAMPAIGN ILL
1614 W AUGUSTA CHICAGO I Li
2Z9 DESOTO ST OTTAWA ILL
105 PFEFFER RO RR 3 URBANA ILL
146 EASTVIEW DR NORMAL ILL
RR 1 SULLIVAN IL





2854 N 8TH ST
216 N CHERRY ST


















215 S WESTERN AV
8561 W CLARA OR
604 W PARK





8561 W CLARA DR
414 N OAK PARK AV
440 E CRESCENT
905 N VAN 60REN
17410 EMERSON








































POYNTER RICHARD ELLI ENG2
POYSER JOAN R AGR
I
POYSER MARY MARGARET AGR4
POZNACK CATHY F LAS1
POZNANSKI LINDA MARE GRAD
PRAG LAUREL ELLEN LAS2
PRALL GEORGE MICHAEL LAS4
PRANAITIS ALPHONSE J LAS3
PRASER SUSAN M AGR
1
PRATA RAYMOND GEORGE VM 4
PRATER JOHN WILLIAM COM3
PRATER LINDA LEE LAS3
PRATHER CHERYL LYNN ED 3
PRATT GWEN E PE 1
PRATT RUTH JEANENE GRAD
PRATTEN DON H ENG2
PRAUER EVELYN JOAN LAS4
PRAUS ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
PRAY ROGER MERLE VM 2
PRAZAK LEONARD CHARL COM4
PRAZAK RICHARD ALLEN LAS4
PRAZMA JANICE LOUISE PE 2
*PRECURE JOAN F GRAD
PREOICK PAUL ROBERT ENG2
PREISENDANZ JANE E LAS3
PREISSNER ROBERT MAR GRAD
PRENDERGAST JOHN P FAA5
PRENDERGAST RICHARD LAW1
PRENTICE GAIL PATRIC AGR3
PRENTICE JOAN D LAS1
PRESCOTT EVELYN K LAS2
PRESCOTT JAMES RAMON LAS4
PRESCOTT JOHN KIMBER LAS4
PRESCOTT RAUSIE L LASl
PRESCOTT RONALD WALT GRAD
PRESCOTT VICKI L LASl
PRESS JEFFREY MAURIC BUS2
PRESSLER DONALD W ENG1
PREST CHERILUE H FAA2
PREST KEVIN LYNN LAS2
PRESTIN SHARON SCOTT LAS4
PRESTON DALLAS DWAIN GRAD
PRESTON FREDRICK JR GRAD
PRESTON GREGOR ASHJI GRAD
PRESTON JOHN FRED GRAD
PRESTON SHIRLEE JEAN PE 2
PRETNAR MICHAEL WILL ENG3
PRETORIUS KAY P ED 3
PRETORIUS MURVEL JR LAW1
PREY JEROME W ENG3
PRICE ANNA LESLIE LAS2
PRICE BARBARA J GRAD
PRICE CONNIE KNAPP AGR2
PRICE EDDIE WAYNE GRAO
PRICE ELBERT G GRAD
PRICE GLENN RUSSELL LAS2
PRICE JACQUELINE L GRAD
PRICE JAMES FRANCIS LAW3
PRICE JAMES HENRY GRAD
PRICE JAMES L GRAO
PRICE JEFFREY LAWREN LAS2
PRICE JEFFREY UPTON ENG4
PRICE JUDITH LESLEY FAA4
PRICE KENNETH DAVID ENG3
PRICE LARRY WAYNE GRAD
PRICE LINDA SCIPPER GRAD
PRICE MICHAEL THOMAS PE 3
PRICE NED LAROY LAS4
PRICE RICHARD KENTON ENG4
PRICE RONALD A VM I
PRICE THOMAS HOWARD GRAD
PRICE TONI LAS4
PRICKETT CHARLES LAS3
PRIDE DOUGLAS ELBRID GRAD
PRIEBE CHARLES HENRY ENG2
PRIEOE JANIS ENG3
PRIEGNITZ ROBERT A ENG3
PRIESTLEY THOMAS JUS FAA4
PRIGGIE NAN KATHRYN GRAD
PRIMDAHL RICHARD DEA ENG4
PRIMEAU RONALD R GRAD
PRIMMER ANITA D FAA1
PRIMUS STEVAN R LAS3
PRINCE MARY HELEN LAS4
PRINCIC WALTER F GRAD
PRINDABLE DAVID FRAN BUS4
PRINDLE JEAN M LASl
PRINTZ LOUISE ANN LAS4
PRITCHARD LESTER THO LASl
PRITCHARD MARIANNE LAS4
PRITCHETT CYNTHIA R LASl
PRITCHETT JAMES BERN FAA4
PRITIKIN STEVEN MICH LAS4
PRITKIN DALE ALAN LAS2
PRITKIN STEVEN BLAIR VM 2
PRITZ MICHAEL BURTON LAS4
PRITZKER BERNARD BER LAS3
1111 S 2ND C
URH BARTON 303 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 18 C
203 N LYNN 38 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1606 MAYNARD C
106 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 135 C
916 W DANIEL C
1010 E COLORADO 46 U
1010 E COLORADO U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 117 U
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
401 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 417 U
1610 JEANNE C
809 W PENN U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 625 U
URH SAUNDERS 212 U
2017 S ANDERSON U
205 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 140 U
802 W ILLINOIS 6 U
901 S 2ND C
510 E STCUGHTON C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LUNDGREN 324 C
URH LAR 185 U
URH OGLESBY 203 U
2315 S 1ST C
URH LAR 128 U
2208 EASY U
URH ALLEN 366 U
910 S 3RD C
311 E ARMORY C
608 S MATTIS C
608 S MATTIS C
1116 W WASHINGTON C
311 HESSEL C
707 S VINE U
713 S 6TH 202 C
408 S DODSON U
309 E JOHN C
806 W MAIN U
1107 W GREEN 330 U
1107 W GREEN 330 U
1207 W CLARK U
URH SAUNDERS 206 U
URH SHERMAN 509 C
2107 W WHITE 184 C
1802 W WILLIAM 1 C
2105 HAZWD 104 U
102 E CHALMERS C
1305 E GREEN U
2110 W WHITE C
1305 E GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 648 C
105 E ARMORY C
2305 S 1ST 102 C
1901 WEAVER U
807 S BUSEY U
1209 S RACE U
COLUMBUS MISS
URH HOPKINS 378 C
107 E CHALMERS C
501 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 123 U
502 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD 1328 C
STA A BOX 2421 C
1011 FRANCIS 4 C
404 S 6TH 4 C
904 W GREEN U
904 W GREEN 127 U
312 W SPNGFLD 5 U
300 S GOODWIN 313 U
607 W HEALEY 6 C
503 1/2 S BIRCH U
RR 4 C
URH SCOTT 450 C
URH BUSEY 354 U
410 W CHURCH 1 C
2319 S 1ST 303 C
URH TRELEASE 709 U
URH EVANS U
URH FORBES 102 C
1007 S 1ST 11 C
URH TRELEASE 207 U
SAFFER CT 4 U
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS 612 C
108 E HEALEY C
110 E ARMORY C
301 E ARMORY C
344-1383 RR 1
824 ASHLAND AV
344-•0501 824 ASHLAND AV
332--0100 7601 W TALCOTT
356--02 20 7625 S EAST END
344--0205 5722 N ST LOUIS AV
359--4378 226 S PINE ST
356--5856 2114 WASHINGTON
332--3137 1233 HERCULES LN
352--4740 11 DODGE AV
1010 E COLORADO
1010 E COLORADO
344--0695 1322 WHEELER ST
332--2821 11306 S PEORIA ST
344-0510 1206 W CALIFORNIA
344-
-1650 25 INGERSOLL BLVD





332--3623 6523 S KARLOV
2017 S ANDERSON
344--7847 1022 N RACE AV
332--2697 2107 EAST B ST
22 TOTTENHAM PL
352--9541 33 DEEP DALE DR
359--3863 104 W LARUE ST
344--1788 522 N 6TH
332--0276 1013 U LINCOLN HWY
332--2958 HICKORY HILLS RR 3
332--5085 437 N MELROSE AV
388 RAVINE PARK DR
108 BUNN DR
367--1856 2208 EASY
332--3360 HICKORY HILLS RR 3




356--4741 1116 W WASHINGTON
359--2248 1134 MADISON ST
367--4337 707 S VINE
406 N MATHEWS
367--6788 408 S DODSON
344--9814 RR 2
367--9289 11605 S KENNETH
1107 W GREEN 330
367--9740 430 JORDAN ST
332--3626 HILLSBORO RD
332--4747 1007 NORMANDY DR
356--3970 2107 W WHITE
359--1568 1802 W WILLIAM 1
344--1340 RR 2
MIDLOTHIAN WAY 822
367--2415 1305 E GREEN
359--3750 2110 W WHITE
367--2415 815 G CHERRY LN
332--4877 2214 FERNCLIFF
359--4840 622 DUNDEE RD




ROUTE 2 BOX 366C
332--1314 2530 EASTERN AV
GRAND VIEW DR 2
344--1510 503 W DECATUR
332--5076 URH OGLESBY 123
367--7260 502 W MAIN
344--5000 171 OAK KNOLL TERR
624 E PIERCE
352--8337 205 N ORCHARD ST
352--2188 1518 ARGYLE RD
621 ELLWOOD AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 157
367--7107 27 UNION ST
344--6004 6919 W 31ST ST
60 W GRANVILLE AV
3804 RAYMOND AV
352--6070 RR 4
6420 N ARTESIAN AV
332--2658 2112 W FLOURNOY
356--0898 819 19TH ST 32
5418 N NOTTINGHAM
332 -5596 3524 PLAINFIELD
421 HOWARD
332-0922 345 PARK LANE DR
356 -2212 1121 N WALNUT ST
332 -5443 1935 GAY
344--3080 1226 JERSEY ST
344--5000 7755 CLYDE AV
7744 CHURCH ST
344--9693 9934 5 CALHOUN
183 LIVINGSTON AV































































































NEW BRUNSWICK N J
PEORIA ILL
230
PRITZKER EDWARD BRUC LAS3
PROANO LAWRENCE LAS1
PROBST CARL S AGR2
PROBST DAVID GLEN FAA2
PROBST LINDA ROSE GRAD
PROCH KENNETH RICHAR ENG3
PROCTER LUCILLE GRAD
PROCTOR BETTY L ED 1
PROCTOR LINDA LEA COM3
PROCTOR MICHEAL W ENGl
PROCYK JAMES M ENG4
PROEFROCK DAVID W LAS1
PROFF DOROTHY LORETT ED 2
PROJAHN JUOITH ELAIN LAS2
PROKOP LEOTA M LASl
PROKOP LINDA LEE LASl
PROLA ROBERT HILL BUS3
PROPER ROBERTA S FAA1
PROPP LAWRENCE WAYNE LAW1
PRORAK DONALD E FAA1
PROSEK ALLEN RICHARD LASl
PROSEN MICHAEL ALLEN BUS4
PROSISE JAMES ROBERT ENG2
PROSKIN PAMELA LORRA AGR4
PROTEAU GREGORY BUS1
PROUSIS MICHAEL LAS4
PROVAN DAVID ERIC ENG4
PROVAN EVA BETH LAS2
*PROVENZANO GEORGE P GRAD
*PROVENZANO NOLEN J R GRAD
PROVINSE JAMES M ENG2
*PROWSE RONALD W GRAD
PRUESKE ELEONOR C GRAD
PRUETT RICHARD K LAS3
PRUITT CLAUDIA ANN LAS2
PRUNKARD DONNA E LASl
PRUSKI BOHDAN THOMAS ENG3
PRUSKI RICHARD J GRAD
PRUTTING CAROL ANN GRAD
PRYBYLO THOMAS MICHA ENG2
PRYMULA ADAM ANTHONY VM 4
PRYOR CRAIG E BUS2
PRYOR PAUL ORVILLE LAS4
PRZETACZNIK THOMAS M BUS1
PRZYBYCIN JEROME MAR ENG3
PRZYBYLSKI JAMES T GRAD
PRZYBYLSKI NANCY JEA LAS3
PRZYWARA KENNETH P LASl
PSIHARIS PETER L ENGl
PTASZYNSKI PAMELA A ED 3
PUA KONG HUI GRAD
PUCHNIARZ CHRISTINE LASl
PUCI JOHN GRAD
PUCKETT DIANE LEE LAS2
PUCZYNSKI MARK S LASl
PUDDICOMBE THOMAS WA ENG3
PUIG CARLOS MANUEL LAS3
PUKSZTA FAITH MARIE LAS2
PULFORD LYNN BUS3
PULFREY MARIANNE R LASl
*PULLANO FRANK LOUIS GRAD
PULLEN RONALD EUGENE LASl
PULL IN ETHEL ANN AGR2
PULLMAN MARC HOWARD LAS4
PULSA JAMES BRUNO BUS3
PULSFUS DWIGHT WESLE LAS2
PULVER CAROL J GRAD
PUMILIA GARY VITO LAS4
PUMPLIN DAVID W GRAD
PUMPLIN SUSAN W GRAD
PUNCH LINDA GAYLE LAS2
*PUNO REYNATO SERRANO GRAD
PURCELL JAMES FRANC! LAS2
PURCELL JUDITH LEE LAS4
PURDES JUOITH ANN PE 4
PURDY CAROL JEAN AGR4
PURDY DAVID J ENG2
*PURDY GEORGE BARRY GRAD
PURDY KATHERINE A FAAl
PURDY ROBERT JOHN GRAD
PURKISER WILLIAM R PE 2
PURSE BRADFORD WILLI FAAl
PURSELL WAYNE BRUCE LAS4
PURSLEY BETTY RUTH GRAD
PURVY ROBERT E ENGl
PUSEY SHEILA ANNE BUS4
PUSICH MICHAEL MORRI FAA3
PUSKAR ROSS E LAS2
PUTER8AUGH GERALD DU ENG3
PUTMAN MARY KATHERIN ED 4
PUTNAM DANIEL EATON LAS4
PUTNAM TIMOTHY DUANE LASl
PUTTCAMP CAROL E LAS2
PUZEY HAROLD WILLIAM AGR3
PUZEY JANET K BUSl
PYE STEVEN R ENGl
PYHRR STEPHEN A GRAD
URH CARR 9 U
910 S 3RD C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 177 U
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
401 E GREEN C
506 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 922 U
308 1/2 W WILLIAM C
URH BABCOCK 15 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 217 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 479 U
URH ALLEN 111 U
1009 W PENN U
URH LAR 478 U
508 E WHITE 2 C
907 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 401 U
401 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 408 U
212 E GREGORY C
911 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 244 C
505 E WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
504 W DELAWARE U
504 W DELAWARE U
904 W GREEN U
708 S 1ST C
909 S 5TH C
904 W GREEN 308 U
URH ALLEN 261 U
URH NOBLE 421 C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
406 E GREEN 303 U
1733 VALLEY RD C
912 S 2ND C
309 E GREEN 9 C
1009 W PENN U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
313 E CHALMERS U
URH TOWNSEND 110 U
URH DANIELS 629 U
URH TRELEASE 201 U
URH SCOTT 444 C
URH WESTON 442 C
URH LAR 35 U
409 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 406 U
1006 C ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 813 C
URH SCOTT 340 C
211 E ARMORY C
711 W GREEN U
805 W OHIO U
1206 S STATE C
URH ALLEN 193 U
2210 S LYNN U
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 124 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
201 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 122 C
URH DANIELS 380 U
910 S 3RD 214 C
1 LEMCN TREE LN C
1 LEMONTREE LN C
URH SAUNDERS 213 U
1107 W GREEN 534 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 413 C
212 E GREGORY 101 C
URH LAR 278 U
1010 S ARMORY C
204 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN 464 U
URH DANIELS 507 U
1605 SHERIDAN C
210 E JOHN 18 C
409 E CHALMERS 514 C
URH BARTON 306 C
URH HOPKINS 246 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1111 S 1ST C
7 SAFFER CT U
URH HOPKINS 454 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 315 U
URH TOWNSEND 151 U
URH LAR 123 U
URH WESTON 370 C
URH FLAGG 327 C
URH SCOTT 386 C
1611 WILLIAMSBURG C
332--3847 3520 N LINDEN LN
344--5000 2031 ERBBE NE
344--3414 RR 1 BOX 7
332--4041 512 BROADMEADOW RD
344--7180 RR 1
344--1616 8 S DERBYSHIRE LN
352--1738 4 HARVARD PL
332--566 8 410 SANDBURG ST
352--4401 308 W WILLIAM
332--3718 322 N BELMONT AV
344--9776 6200 W WAVELAND AV
332--0956 1001 W MAIN
158 WAMENTON
344--3265 524 HAL I EN TER
332--3409 592 COLUMBINE AV
332--3123 ROUTE 1
344--4014 1625 RUTH PL
332--3058 2754 CRAWFORD AV
356--2898 3127 N SHERIDAN RD
344--9730 40 E KATHLEEN DR
332--3809 308 VAN DAMIN





352--2755 2723 W LOGAN BLVD
344--5000 2723 LOGAN BLVD
344--6389 504 W DELAWARE
344--6389 504 W DELAWARE
2214 VORHOF
3 52--9830 MELBOURNE
332--4652 2413 S 60TH CT
1438 LAYMAN ST
332--3314 206 S CHICAGO ST
7417 HAYWOOD DR
367--6166 3751 N SAWYER
3751 N SAWYER AV
356--6953 116 ORCHID RD
1021 N SPRINGFIELD
344--1070 1127 SIBLEY BLVD
344--9518 219 N MAIN ST
344--9696 226 N ELM
1610 PLEASANT AV
332--3992 8139 WHIPPLE ST
332--2353 URH DANIELS 629
5312 W WELLINGTON
332--1602 8628 W WILSON AV
332--2084 7716 PALATINE AV
332--2883 4605 OZANAM AV
I BLCK LEI-SHUN CT
332--3223 1528 N ROCKWELL
344--6148 HLINY F PANL F20/C
344--7045 509 GROVE AV
6201 W MELROSE
344--7120 502 N SPRINGFIELD
367--0446 6316 N HAMILTON RD
344--4784 107 S FORREST AV
356--0697 1206 S STATE
332--3297 3258 ECHO LN










































238 W 115TH ST
204 S 6TH






















































































































































































































BUS3 URH FORBES 218 C 332-0957 6424 N TAHOMA AV
GRAD 501 N MCCULLOUGH U
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136 517 W MORRIS
LAS1 URH SNYDER 428 C 332-1833 4910 N WASHTENAW
GRAD 910 S NEW C 356-0407 910 S NEW
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR c 359-4428 141 HALSTEAO AV
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA u 344-4493 RR 1 BOX 83C
ENG2 604 E ARMORY 406 c 344-1266 ROUTE 4
LAS2 313 E ARMORY c 539 63RD ST
LASl URH NOBLE 324 c 2114 W 112TH ST
AGR3 309 E CHALMERS c MONEE MANHATTAN RD
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 303 c 332-3780 RR 3
ENG2 1218 W WASHINGTON c 356-3563 1218 W WASHINGTON
LAS3 1203 W STQUGHTON u 344-2019 VIA GEPPA 4
PE 1 1010 S 2ND c 344-0046 1203 W STOUGHTON
GRAD 909 W OREGON 102 u 344-345 8 909 W OREGON
GRAD 909 W OREGON 102 u 344-3458 909 W OREGON
ENG1 URH CARR 15 u 332-38 53 1546 KENILWORTH
GRAD URH LAR 221 u 302 CONEJO SCH RD
FAA1 URH BUSEY 207 u 332-2604 1805 BUCKINGHAM AV
GRAD URH DANIELS 282 u 332-2479 429 W MAIN ST
FAA3 61 E JOHN c 356-0024 BOX 153
ENG2 1009 W PENN u 344-9518 2241 RAMSEY DR
LASl 2015 S ANDERSON u 367-6137 2015 S ANDERSON
LAW3 COUNTRY FR 305 c 359-4257
ENG4 URH CARR 117 u 332-3869 2069 W SUNSET
BUS3 URH CARR 105 u 1443 N 1ST AV
LAS3 305 COUNTRY FR 78 c 305 COUNTRY FR
LAS3 405 E JOHN c 344-0557 5611 N GRACELAND
GRAD URH SHERMAN 423 c 332-4728 123 W 6TH ST
COM4 1813 VALLEY RD c 352-9882 1706 GARAND
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN u 344-1391 306 N JAMES ST
GRAD 1817 CRESCENT c 359-3256 RR 2
GRAD THOMASBORO ILL BOX 147
FAA1 604 E ARMORY 404 u 10808 KOLMAR AV
GRAD 811 W DANIEL c 352-1197 811 W DANIEL
GRAD 1202 W CALIFORNIA u 333-3020 500 E VAN ALLEN
LASl URH VANDOREN c 332-0544 2137 CEDAR RD
GRAD 408 N PRAIRIE 8 c 352-6418 408 N PRAIRIE
ENG4 102 E ARMORY 11 c 344-7600 5921 S WOLF RD
PE 1 URH WESTON 225 c 332-1930 230 E SYCAMORE
LASl URH NOBLE 419 c 332-0435 230 E SYCAMORE ST
LAS4 709 W CHURCH 5 c 359-2407 709 W CHURCH 5
GRAD CLINTON ILL 409 S CENTER
GRAD 1612 MAYNARD c 233 BENHAM RD 8
AGR1 810 W OREGON u RR 2
ENG4 904 W GREEN 302 u 10 N SMITH ST
LAS2 910 S 3RD 1110 c 344-5000 44 N BRAINARD AV
ED 3 URH WARDALL 722 u 119 MILL ST
GRAD 1402 N MCKINLEY 4 c 356-0998 1060 EDISON AV
LAS3 URH WESTON 250 c 14527 S CLARK ST
GRAD 1402 N MCKINLEY 4 c 356-0998 1402 N MCKINLEY 4
BUS4 1004 W NEVADA u 344-0676 1710 E LIBERTY OR
GRAD 605 W WASHINGTON u 344-6772 605 W WASHINGTON
LAS3 609 W HEALEY 15 c TWOMBLEY RD
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 623 u 344-3368 BALAGAWAN SILAGO
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 623 u 344-3368 CRISOLOGO ST
LAS4 1760 VALLEY RD c 352-0329 4310 W NORTH AV
LAS3 URH CARR 14 u 332-3852 3358 1ST MYUMGYUN
GRAD 1404 E FLORIDA u 365-2727 1404 E FLORIDA
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 120 u 332-3737 132 SUTTON DR
PE 1 URH BLAISDELL 223 u 332-3499 9813 S 54TH AV
GRAD URH DANIELS 184 u 332-2443 1618 NW 29TH
LASl URH OGLESBY 809 u 332-5271 537 TURNER AV
BUS1 URH SCOTT 240 c 115 S DONALD
GRAD 2205 HAZWD 101 u RR 1
LAS4 107 E CHALMERS 11 c 344-0275 4431 N ST LOUIS AV
GRAD 1809 VALLEY RD c 356-5237 1809 VALLEY RD
ENG6 MAHOMET ILL BOX 78
LASL URH SNYDER 219 c 9018 CHURCH ST
LASl 409 E CHALMERS 905 c 344-7026 104 GRAYMOOR LN
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA u 344-9617 1792 CLIFTON AV
LAS3 505 E WHITE c 352-4541 3200 LAKESHORE DR
BUS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344-2279 6038 N ALBANY
GRAD URH SHERMAN 750 c 332-4901 1945 W HENDERSON
LAW3 18 LEXINGTON u 367-0878 838 N ELM
GRAD URH SHERMAN 466 c 332-4851 AMER U OF BEIRUT
LAS3 URH SNYDER 157 c 332-1652 3118 W FULLERTON
LAS4 URH WARDALL 216 u 332-4323 13705 S STEWART
LASl URH ALLEN 395 u 332-3379 5113 S LAPORTE AV
LAS3 URH LAR 273 u 332-2981 704 N WAIOLA AV
GRAD 103 S MCCULLOUGH u 367-9872 504 W ELM
GRAD DANVILLE ILL 2211 N VERMILION
PE 2 308 E ARMORY c 18140 NARY ANN LN
GRAD 207 S URBANA u 367-5292 207 S URBANA
LASl URH TOWNSEND 384 u 124 S SLEIGHT ST
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON c 356-9690 508 E STOUGHTON
LASl URH SNYOER 162 c 332-1657 124 S SLEIGHT ST
GRAD 311 E CLARK c 1609 GREENLEAF AV
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 422 c 332-0287 3012 ALLINGTON AV
LAS3 311 E CLARK c 311 E CLARK
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS c 344-0205 702 FRANKLIN ST
BUS1 URH FORBES 376 c 332-1071 1245 TAFT AV
ENG2 1105 S 4TH c 622 F S MILWAUKEE
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616 622F S MILWAUKEE
















































































LA GRANGE PK ILL
URBANA ILL
DANVILLE ILL














RADISON TAMARRA DANV AGR4
RADIVOJEVIC B M VM 6
RADKE SUSAN NELL LASl
RAOKEY ROBERT LAWREN ENG4
RADKEY WILLIAM A LASl
RADLOFF STUART JAY LAS2
RADOCHONSKI PIERRE A ENG2
RADOSAVLYEV ANNE COM3
RADOSH DAVID JAMES LAS4
RADOSTA ELIZABETH A PE 1
RADOVICH CHARLES A LAWl
RADTKE ELYSE V LAS3
RADTKE RICHARD ERNES ENG2
RADUE ROGER MARTIN LAS4
RADY DANIEL JAMES LAS4
RADZEVICIUS IRENE ED 4
*RAECKE DAVID ALBERT GRAD
RAFALOSKI DENNIS PE i
RAFF HOWARD V LASl
RAFFERTY KATHLEEN W LAS3
RAFFERTY PATRICK K BUS1
RAFILSON WENDY E LASl
RAFIQ SHAHID ENG2
RAFOLS ALBERTO PEDRO GRAD
RAFOTH THOMAS JAY LAS3
RAFTERY TIMOTHY MICH BUS2
RAGINS MARCY BERYL ED 3
RAGO FRANK ROSARIO LAS2
RAGONA JOHN EDWARD FAA4
RAHIM AYESHA A LASl
RAHIM DWYNIELLE Y LASl
RAHIM MRIGNAINI LAS3
RAHN CHRISTINE LOUIS LAS4
RAHN DIANNE ELLEN COM4
RAHN JOHN ROBERT LASl
RAI SHEO DARSHAN GRAD
RAIDL ROBERT FRANCIS LAS3
RAIFF JANET FAA1
RAIM BARBARA ANN LAS4
RAIMAN RANDALL GRANT FAA4
RAIMER 8URTON MURRY GRAD
RAINER BRIAN L GRAD
RAINEY THOMAS EARL ENG4
RAISCH VERONICA ANN LAS2
RAITHER SIEGBERT W GRAD
RAITZ KEITH LYNN GRAD
RAJALA JOANNE PATRIC LAS3
RAJAN SURYANARAYANIA GRAD
RAJFER SOL LAS3
RAJPUT BALRAM SINGH GRAD
RAK JANICE A LAS2
RAKER DAVIE SUE LAS3
RAKERS HAROLD BERNAR BUS4
RAKERS JAMES BERNARD ENG3
RAKUNAS RAYMOND JOHN ENG4
RALEIGH ROBERT W JR VM 1
RALLO MICHAEL JAMES LAS2
RALSKY STUART LEE LAS3
RALSTON LINDA J COM3
RALSTON ROBERT WALLA AGR2
RAMANA VENKATA K GRAD
RAMARAO GANGAVALLI GRAD
RAMBACH ROCHELLE SIE ED 3
RAMBACH ROSALIND S AGR3
RAMME MARSHALL MYRL AGR4
RAMMON RICHARD SCOTT LAS2
RAMMON ROBERT DALE LAS2
RAMOS GLORIA ESPARZA LASl
RAMSAY FREDERICK J GRAD
RAMSDEN RONNEY WILLI GRAD
RAMSEY CATHERINE K GRAD
RAMSEY DOUGLAS JESSE BUS3
RAMSEY PATRICIA W LAS3
RAMSEY RICHARD N GRAD
RAMSEY ROBERT A GRAD
RAMSEY SANDRA K ED 1
RAMSPOTT KATHLEEN AN FAA3
RAMU GADDEHOSUR N GRAD
RAMULT CAROLYN J LASl
RANALLI GIORGIO GRAD
RANCE BARBARA LEE LAS3
RAND CYNTHIA AGR1
RANDA BETTE M FAA1
RANDALL AMY LEE LAS2
RANDALL DANIEL DOUGL FAA1
RANDALL DOROTHY Y PE 1
RANDALL ERIC BEACH ENG1
RANDALL JUDITH ANN LAS2
RANDALL MARK C AGR1
RANDALL PATRICIA KAY AGR4
RANDALL PAUL GEORGE LASl
RANDALL PAULETTE L BUS!
RANDALL ROBERT FLOYD GRAD
RANDALL RODNEY J GRAD
RANDALL TOM MICHAEL LAS4
RANDAZZO MARILYN LAS3
RANDELL ALAN WILLIAM GRAD
1768 VALLEY RD C
2417 E NEVADA U 367-0592
URH BLAISDELL 10 U 332-3443
URH TOWNSEND 226 U 332-4069
URH FORBES 273 C
1105 S 1ST C
1110 S 2ND C
307 W OREGON U
401 E JOHN C 344-1650
URH ALLEN U
2315 S 1ST 301 C 344-7450
URH TRELEASE 409 U 332-5505
806 W MAIN U
610 W OHIO U
109 E JOHN 11 C
URH BUSEY 416 U 332-2666
2421 E NEVADA U 367-4214
URH TOWNSEND 165 U 332-4029
301 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 77 U
URH OGLESBY 406 U 332-5148
URH LAR 218 U 332-2853
LAHORE PAK
URH DANIELS 413 U
RR 3 C 586-3303
URH GARNER 488 C
1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
604 E ARMORY 414 C 344-7676
1007 S 2ND C
1003 h CLARK U
1003 W CLARK C
1003 W CLARK C
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
108 E HEALEY 7 C 359-4103
1105 S 4TH C
TURNER HALL 307 U
URH GARNER 364 C 332-0818
URH SAUNDERS 304 U 332-3646
URH VANDOREN 209 C 332-0500
404 E HEALEY 8 C
509 S 5TH 2 C
509 W GREEN 11 C 352-6115
112 E DANIEL C 359-1095
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
207 S BUSEY U 367-0428
702 W WASHINGTON 1 C
URH LAR 323 U 332-2889
111 S BUSEY U 367-7928
910 S 3RD 425 C 344-5000
314 E STOUGHTON C
URH BUSEY U 332-2640
313 E JOHN C 344-3976
1110 W STOUGHTON U
401 E JOHN C
1207 W CLARK U 367-9740
1604 CORCNADO 4 C
1004 2ND C 344-9783
110 E ARMORY C 356-7835
309 E JOHN C
402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
905 W ILLINOIS U 333-2070
HORT FIELD LAB 106 U 333-0583
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
409 E CHALMERS C
37 E GREEN 1 C 359-2526
801 W ILLINOIS U
801 M ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 175 U 332-2950
EVANSTON ILL
609 W SPNGFLD C
203 1/2 W AVONOALE C 356-6351
URH TOWNSEND 424 U 332-4196
408 W HEALEY 2 C
203 1/2 W AVONDALE C 356-6351
408 W HEALEY C 352-7291
409 E CHALMERS C
307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
URH LAR 342 U 344-7105
URH SAUNDERS 329 U
1906 C ORCH ST U 344-0125
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS C 332-3625
URH CLARK 307 C 332-0039
URH VANDOREN 26 C 332-0469
904 W GREEN 502 U 344-6427
URH NOBLE 19 C
URH TOWNSEND 246 U 332-4081
URH WARDALL 202 U 332-4310
311 E GREEN C
707 S 6TH C
URH CARR 219 U 332-3900
URH TRELEASE 207 U 332-5443
905 HARDING U 367-7220
908 S 1ST C 344-4815
503 E WHITE 12 C
URH TRELEASE 1105 U







2514 E 91ST ST
1206 W MARGARET







6615 S CAMPBELL AV
2421 E NEVADA
614 CORBIN ST
7525 W LAKE ST
149 BELLWOOD
875 SMITH ST







3909 W 82ND ST
1440 W 14TH ST


























RR 3 BOX 230
9439 LEAMINGTON
STEPHENS C BX 1884
BOX 63
1205 W MAIN




8544 ST LOUIS AV
8544 ST LOUIS AV




850 N 10TH ST





300 S GOODWIN 611
14315 PENNSYLVANIA
29 VIA DEL LUCILII
ROUTE 2 BOX 593
240 TOWER RD




RR 2 BOX 204
15730 TURNER AV
RR 2 BOX 108A
205 FLEETWOOD
2600 W COLUMBIA AV
2600 COLUMBIA AV
320 WEST ST
1014 1/2 W DECATUR
2113 E BURR OAK LN
3926 S GROVE AV



































































































RANOELL JAMES M AGR3
RANDELL JOHN ALAN GRAD
*RANOELL ROSCOE GRAO
RANDELL WILLIAM LEE AGR4
RANOLE JOHN BRIDGES FAA4
RANDLE PAUL ALLAN GRAO
RANDOLPH BELINDA Y LASl
RANDOLPH DAVID C GRAD
RANDOLPH LOUIS RICHA ENG4
RANDOLPH VIRGINIA P GRAD
RANDOLPH WILLIAM WOO ENG3
RANDT BEAU GRAM FAA4
RANEY CYNTHIA ANN AGR3
RANIERI MICHAEL L GRAD
RANK JOSEPH STEPHEN COM4
RANK JUDY ELIZABETH LAS3
RANKAITIS JANET J LASl
RANKAITIS SUSAN ANNE FAA2
RANKEN RANDALL EUGEN GRAD
*RANKIN ELMER E GRAD
RANKIN JOHN P LASl
*RANKIN ROBERT L JR GRAD
*RANNEY ANN GLENN LASl
RANNEY THOMAS C BUS1
RANSOM EVELYN NAILL GRAD
*RANSOM PRESTON LEE GRAD
RANSOME EMERSON J JR GRAD
*RAO C PRASADA GRAD
RAO V R GOPALA GRAD
RAPIN LYNN S GRAD
RAPP JAMES ANTHONY LASl
*RAPP JOHN PIERCE II FAA6
RAPP MICHAEL DUER LAW2
RAPP PAUL ERNEST LAS2
*RAPP STEPHEN JAY AVI4
RAPPAPORT ILENE RONA FAA1
RAPPAPORT JOEL H EO 1
RAPPAPORT LARRY BRUC LAS3
RAPPAPORT STEPHEN M LAS4
RAPTIS MARY L LAS4
RAREY CHARLES RUSSEL GRAD
RARICK JOSEPH F JR LASl
RASANE LYNNE S FAA1
RASBID LAWRENCE U ENG2
RASGUS JEROME WAYNE FAA4
RASHID MOINUDDIN SIR GRAD
RASHID SAAD GRAD
RASK ROGER MANNIE ENG2
RASKE DAVID T GRAD
RASLAVICIUS RAMINTA LAS4
*RASMUS DONALD HOWARO AGR4
RASMUSSEN DONALD NIE VM 2
RASMUSSEN MARYANN LASl
RASMUSSEN MICHAEL C ENG1
RASSI KATHY ANNETTE LAS2
RATCLIFF JANICE ELAI LAS4
RATEY FRANK J JR ENG1
RATH MYLES GRAD
RATHBUN PHILIP EDWAR LAS4
RATHGEBER TERRANCE W AGR3
RATLIFF HAZEL A LASl
RATLIFF KATHLEEN W GRAD
RATNAM BHARATI ASOKA GRAD
RATNER DHEENA ELAINE LASl
RATNER DONALD HENRY BUS4
RATTNER ILENE SUE LAS2
RATTONETTI ANTHONY L AGR4
*RATZLAFF KENNETH LLO GRAD
RATZLAFF VIRGINIA L LAS3
RAU SUE A LASl
RAUBITSCHEK WILLIAM LAS2
RAUCH JANET GRANT GRAD
RAUCH RUSSELL B GRAD
RAUGLAS DIRK J ENG1
RAUH MICHAEL MERLYN ENG3
RAUSCH JACOB HENRY ENG3
RAUSCH PATRICK G ENGl
RAUSCH THOMAS J ENGl
RAUSCHENBERGER LAURE LAS3
RAUSER KATHY LYNN ED 3
RAUTER THOMAS C GRAD
RAVENHALL MARY D GRAD
RAVLIN HAROLD GEORGE ENG4
RAWAL KANTILAL M GRAD
RAWLS HENRY JAMES GRAD
RAWSON JEROLD SCOTT LAS3
RAWSON SUE ELLEN LAS2
RAWSON THOMAS R ENGl
RAY ALLEN LEONARD LAW2
RAY BRIAN C GRAD
*RAY CHARLES WILLIAM ENG4
RAY DAVID R PE 1
RAY JOHN DENNIS LAS3
*RAY LEONARD ALAN VM 2
RAY MARTHEA ANN FAA1
RAY USHARANJAN GRAD
RAYA PAMELA ANNE LAS3
TUSCOLA ILL
808 S CEDAR U
2004 CURETON U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
800 W CHURCH 13 C
1971 C ORCH ST U
URH VANDOREN 11 C
1101 S 1ST C
301 W UNIVERSITY C
513 S PROSPECT C
513 S PROSPECT C
909 S 3RD C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN C
1005 E PENN U
802 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 409 C
URH TRELEASE 1007 U
307 E HEALEY 15 C
202 N COLER U
605 S PINE C
ASSEMBLY HALL 123 C
1303 S WESTERN C
URH TOWNSEND 411 U
102 N GREGORY U
1909 MEADOW C
506 N MCKINLEY C
1962 B ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 173 U
URH BUSEY 155 U
604 E ARMORY C
913 S 1ST C
401 E MICHIGAN U
URH CARR 114 U
507 W WASHINGTON C
508 E ARMORY C
TWIN ORCHARD PK U
URH TOWNSEND 368 U
606 W OHIO U
307 E JOHN C
1416 N MCKINLEY 4 C
URH TOWNSEND 242 U
URH ALLEN 464 U
URH CARR 308 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
MIN 6 MET LAB U
707 W SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 309 U
106 S FAIR C
705 W GREEN 7 U
205 E GREEN 7 C
2051 B ORCH ST U
URH LUNDGREN 105 C
URH HOPKINS 363 C
URH TRELEASE 1122 U
URH WARDALL 616 U
URH OGLESBY 604 U
2083 ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 3R0 8 C
URH ALLEN U
406 W CLARK 103 C
URH SHERMAN C
URH SAUNDERS 215 U
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS C
901 W CALIFORNIA U
2078 D HAZWD CT U
2078 B HAZWO CT U
URH WARDALL 508 U
URH TOWNSEND 138 U
502 W ILLINOIS U
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 402 U
2012 C ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 456 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 468 C
URH ALLEN 101 U
URH BLAISDELL 220 U
2027 B HAZWD CT U
1302 W CLARK C
801 S URBANA U
URH DANIELS 336 U
2008 A HAZWD CT U
710 W INDIANA U
URH CLARK 324 C
URH SCOTT 392 C
107 1/2 E JOHN C
1614 MAYNARO C
509 W GREEN C
1517 W GREEN C
907 S 3RD 23 C
AHOMET ILL
URH NOBLE 218 C
1114 W SPNGFLD U






344-1497 1971 C ORCH ST
332-0465 2605-A NORRIS CT
823 S CARROLLTON
356-3707 224 JESSIE ST
352-9659 513 S PROSPECT
352-9659 513 S PROSPECT
344-4996 320 PINE DR
344-1166 409 W COOK
1615 N 20TH AV
367-8701 1005 E PENN
344-5784 111 LEE ST
332-0660 12761 EMERALD
332-5684 12761 EMERALD AV
352-3568 RR 1
367-1965 1209 ROYAL AV
356-9946 605 S PINE
24 FIELDCREST LN
356-549 5 1303 S WESTERN
352-4184 527 CLARK ST
367-1567 102 N GREGORY
352-9230 1909 MEADOW DR
1121 PENN AV
344-1559 601 W ILLINOIS
1009 W SPRINGFIELD
322-2591 708 NE 16TH CT
344-7007 2325 ELM ST
LEVIS LN RR 6
367-7268 1655 KENTUCKY ST
5572 N ELSTON AV
352-7255 507 W WASHINGTON
344-3270 645 WINSTON DR
367-4507 TWIN ORCHARD PK
332-4159 2003 PRESIDENT ST
4913 WESTMORELAND
344-2129 18 ASHLAND AV
352-5315 1416 N MCKINLEY
332-4079 608 E BOYD
332-3398 6811 W HIGHLAND AV
332-3920 3320 W WARNER AV
359-4983 8221 S WHIPPLE ST
332-2310 U OF I MMB 303
D-30 KDA SCHEME 1
RR 1
352-6380 312 W WASHINGTON
7234 S SACRAMENTO
356-7503 RR 1 BOX 23




332-4419 1823 S MONTROSE AV




359--1966 406 W CLARK
27 CIRCULAR RD
332--3626 9014 A SKOKIE BLVD
344--9693 9616 S MERRION
3511 PRATT
RR 1
344--5444 2078 B HAZWD CT
344--5444 300 S GOODWIN 410
332--4388 1104 COOLIDGE
332--4012 9007 SAMOSET TRAIL
365--2821 502 W ILLINOIS
356--0419 505 1/2 E SPNGFLD
332--5144 BOX 85
344--2077 2012 C ORCH ST
332--1364 444 W COLUMBIA
344-3306 20 MARIAN LN
332--1618 421 S OAKLAND AV
322--3114 MSU 225 N HARRISON
301 E WINFIELD
344--5949 2027 B HAZELWD CT
356--4678 1302 W CLARK
367--5613 801 S URBANA AV
332--2242 AHMEDABAD 14
412 BERKELEY RD
344--7877 5840 N DRAKE AV
332--0050 RR 2
332--1565 RR 2
356--9831 8804 JEFFERY BLVD
352--2834 532 PRINCETON WAY
352--1039 509 W GREEN
352--962 3 1517 W GREEN
1251 E DECATUR
905 E PARK 8
401 N 4TH AV
344--1908 71 SADAR BUXI LN
































































































HOWRH W BENGAL IND
DENVER CO
234
RAYBUN JESSE DANIEL GRAO
RAYBON NORMA LEWIS GRAO
RAYBOULD WARREN ARTH BUS3
RAYBURN ERNEST W BUS3
RAYBURN SHIRLEY J AGRl
RAYFORO MARVIN ABE LAS1
*RAYMER DENISE C PE 1
*RAYMER JERRY N ENG3
RAYMOND DAVID WILLIA ENG4
RAYMOND EDWARD AUBRE PE 3
RAYMOND GARY EARL AGR4
RAYMOND JAMES SCOTT GRAD
RAYMOND RANDALL E ENG1
RAYMOND ROBERT C JR COM3
RAYNOLDS GARY GOODAN AGRl
*RAYNOLDS JOHN LLOYD FAA4
RAZER CHESTER RAY ENG1
REA JAMES LEE ENG4
READ EILEEN COHN FAA6
READ JOHN STEVENSON GRAD
READ KATHLEEN LOIS ED 2
READ MARTIN LEWIS LAS2
READ PHILLIP N FAA2
READ STANLEY ALTON GRAD
READ STEVEN EWING ENG3
READ WILLIAM THOMAS LAS4
REAOUS SPENCER L III LAS1
READY JAMES FRANCIS LAS1
REAGAN MARY PATRICIA LAS4
REAGAN TIMOTHY JOHN LAS2
REAGOR PAMELA ANITA GRAD
REAM JOHN KENNETH ENG4
REARDEN PHYLLIS C GRAD
REARDON EDWARD J LAS2
REARDON KAREN SUE ED 4
REASON ROGER C LAS3
REAVILL SCOTT L ENG1
REAY ROSEMARY ANN ED 3
REBACK JOHN STEVEN ENG3
REB8E LOIS RUTH LAS2
REBECHINI ALICE IREN FAA1
REBER ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
REBHUHN DEBORAH GRAO
REBITZER SANDY J LASl
RECHKEMMER MICHAEL L LAS2
RECHNER JOHN A BUS3
RECKA JOSEPH M LAW1
RECKLEIN LINDA LEE LAS2
RECTOR LOIS ANN LAS3
RECTOR MICHAEL L ENG1
REDBORG KURT ERIC LAS2
REDD MICHAEL D LAS3
REDDEN PHYLLIS J LASl
REDDING KENNETH RAYM LAS4
REDDY CHILECAMPALLI GRAD
REDDY THOMAS MARTIN FAA3
REOEKER GLEN RICHARD VM 2
REOFIELD CAROLE ANN LAS2
REOLICH RENATE GRAD
REDMAN ARNOLD LEONAR BUS2
REDMAN MARY MORRISON ED 4
REDMAN MILTON BEMENT GRAD
REDMAN TERI ANN LASl
REDMANN DOUGLAS HARO PE 3
REDMON JOANN FAA1
REOPATH JUNE GRAD
REOSHAW MICHAEL DENN LAS2
REE BUREN RUSSEL GRAO
REED CHARLES L LASl
REED CLARENCE APPLIN GRAD
REEO DAVID C FAA1
REEO ELLEN GRANT GRAD
REED GAIL ANN LAS4
REED HAROLD G ENG6
REEO JAMES L GRAO
REEO JANICE KATHLEEN GRAD
REED JEANETTE W GRAO
REEO JOHN ALAN LAS4
REEO JOHN VM I
REEO JOHN RICHARD AGR3
REEO JOHN W VM 1
REEO KAREN ELIZABETH LAS3
REEO LARRY DEAN ENG3
REEO LAURENCE WILCOX VM 4
REEO LINDA PARKER LAS4
REEO LINDSAY W J GRAO
REEO LUETENAH LASl
REEO MARGARET ANN PE 4
REEO MARGARET JANE GRAO
REEO MARY V ED 3
REEO PERRY WILLIS COM4
REEO RICHARD C ENG1
REEO RONALD OWEN BUS2
REED SHARON ANN LAS4
REEO THOMAS ANDERSON ENG4
REEO THOMAS ARTHUR BUS4
REED TIMOTHY JOHN FAA4
204 W VERMONT U
204 W VERMONT U
911 S 4TH C
2309 S 1ST 303 C
BONDVILLE ILL
URH SCOTT 367 C
1608 MAYNARD C
1608 MAYNARD C
23 BLUE SPRUCE C
409 E CHALMERS 507 C
801 W NEVADA U
603 S ELM C
URH BABCOCK 321 U
1782 VALLEY RD C
410 E JOHN C
504 W ELM 13 U
911 S 4TH C
810 W CHURCH I C
2109 RAINBOW VIEW U
2109 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH VANOOREN C
310 GREGORY C
309 E CHALMERS C
LA MESA CAL
112 E DANIEL C
2315 S 1ST 304 C
URH CARR 213 U
806 W OHIO U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 444 C
205 E HEALEY 1 C
2111 HAZWD CT 101 U
CHARLESTON ILL
114 W WILLIAM C
MANSFIELO ILL
904 W GREEN U
URH CLARK 330 C
URH LUNOGREN 204 C
310 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 486 U
PAXTON ILL
URH DANIELS 280 U
URH TRELEASE 203 U
106 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 462 C
519 FAIRLAWN U
URH LAR 408 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1607 W JOHN C
URH GARNER 470 C
URH TOWNSEND 254 U
URH NOBLE 317 C
2020 N MATTIS 302 C
1204 W UNIVERSITY U
401 E JOHN C
29 LINDEN C
105 E OANIEL C
1010 W CALIFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 1120 U
URH WARDALL 707 U
800 W CHURCH C
910 S 3RD C
1111 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS 910 C
DECATUR ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
702 S BROADWAY U
110 E CHALMERS C
MUMFORO HALL 305 U
URH OGLESBY 719 U
URH SHERMAN 333 C
1003 W OREGON U
205 E GREEN 4 C
1905 N CUNNINGHAM U
2319 S 1ST 104 C
1013 HOLLYCREST C
211 E OANIEL C
OVERMAN TRLR PK U
58 E GREGORY C
803 W OREGON U
URH LAR 407 U
505 E GREEN C
702 W MAPLE C
209 W JOHN C
URH OANIELS 217 U
URH LAR 127 U
212 E GREGORY 101 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 1118 U
306 E OANIEL C
URH SNYOER 263 C
505 E GREEN C
705 W GREEN 5 U
URH CARR 216 U
1002 STOUGHTON U
209 W JOHN C
367-7666 204 W VERMONT
367-7666 204 W VERMONT
344-9560 12033 S 73RD AV
344-2370 2309 S 1ST 303
332-1547 5745 S CARPENTER
356-7482 830 BARNETT
356-7482 200 W SULLIVAN
356-1098 23 BLUE SPRUCE
8655 LOCKWOOD AV
344-3410 410 PARK AV
352-1282 RR 1 BOX 88
2304 ELM AV
356-9530 1612 N VAIL AV
1911 W CARDINAL OR
1911 CARDINAL OR
352-9506 423 W 5TH
810 W CHURCH
365-1034 2109 RAINBOW VIEW
365-1034 2109 RAINBOW VIEW
332-0496 781 REVERE RD
356-1112 1425 WALNUT ST
356-1894 605 S EDWIN
8567 GATESIDE RD
359-2476 RR 1
344-6562 4431 FRANKLIN AV
332-3894 9634 S PARK
44 MAYWOOD
344-1174 1018 JUNIPER TERR
332-0876 6783 JEAN AV





332-3942 2529 S 10TH AV
332-0238 232 ARCADIA DR
344-9752 410 BAINBRIDGE RD
334-3638 8425 N LOTUS
332-3064 1300 S CHESTER AV
421 E FULTON
332-2477 67 HEMPSTEAD RD
332-5439 6207 N SPRINGFIELD
359-5951 500 W 4TH ST
332-1369 617 FAYETTE AV
418 N EAST AV
332-2911 2101 COLUMBIA BAY
3512 MORTON AV
356-4098 1607 W JOHN
332-0894 1419 WOOORIDGE DR
6534 GODFREY RD
332-0413 672 1/2 N 62ND ST
1908 GREENTREE
NANOIMANOALAM
344-1650 3N435 PATRICIA LN
657 N EAGLE LN
7545 S CALUMET
344-0793 AVD AMER EOF MSCOT
332-5371 7155 S SACRAMENTO
332-4435 816 S MILL ST
352-6207 800 W CHURCH





6221 N MOZART ST
MUMFORD HALL 305
2040 PILGRM PKWY E
332--4705 2484 TAMI-SOLA ST
344--7880 103 ELM
356--9866 3 HUDSON CT
367--7670 W VERMILLION ST
344--6973 RR 1
356--7355 1013 HOLLYCREST




332--2910 531 HARVEY AV
325 N 16TH ST
352--0427 702 W MAPLE
356--9203 2920 SHERWOOD AV
332--2172 1124 W 11TH AV
1118 S CALIFORNIA
344--5591 757 N 72ND ST
EASTERN ILL U
332--5724 1226 VERMILION
344--6310 2208 E 69TH ST
332--1714 1751 W 187TH ST
325 N 16TH ST
BOX 183
332--3897 1019 WOODLAND AVE
1206 HONEY LN


































































































REEOER DENNIS CLYDE FAA4
REEDER ELISABETH ANN LAS4
REEDER GERALD WILLIA AGRI
REEDER GUY S LAS1
REEOER KIRSTEN R LAS1
REEDY CAROL LUE LAS3
REEDY JOSEPH B ENGl
REEDY WILLIAM JOHN ENG4
REEL AIMEE SUE AGR2
REEM DAVID WARD LAS4
REEM DENISE ELAINE FAA2
REEN MARJORIE LYNN LAS4
REENTS DAVID GEORGE LAS2
REEP JOHN DOUGLAS AGR2
REES LEMUEL R JR LAS2
REES MICHAEL L ENGl
*REESER PATRICK W ENG4
REESER PHILIP DEAN AGR2
REETZ HAROLD F JR AGR3
REETZ KEITH ERNEST ENG3
REEVE JOHN ALLAN GRAD
REEVE MARY REBECCA AGRI
REEVE STEWART A AGRI
REEVES CHERYL V GRAD
REEVES PHILIP GAYLE GRAD
REEVES ROGER ALLEN ENG4
REFF SUSAN M LAS1
REFIEUNA LAURIE J LAS1
REGAN GERALDINE LYNN LAS3
REGLI PHILIP JOSEPH AGR4
REGNIER EMILY C FAAl
REGNIER PHYLLIS R GRAD
REGNIER RACHEL A PE 3
REGNIER RICHARD JOSE BUS4
REHMER JUDITH ANNE LAS4
REHN LYNN EDWARD GRAD
REHNBORG RUTHANN LAS4
REICH ROBERT E VM 1
REICHEK ELISSA RUTH LAS4
*REICHELT KARL L GRAD
REICHMANN DIANNE C GRAD
REICHMANN IRENE C LAS5
REICHS ARVILS ENG2
*REICOSKY DONALD CHAR GRAD
REICOSKY JOAN C GRAD
REID DEBORAH F AGRI
*REID FRANK LAS3
REID FRANK R JR ENG4
REID JOHN HARVEY LAS3
REID PEGGY HARRISON LAS3
REID ROBERT W BUS1
*REID RUSSELL MARTIN GRAD
REID RUTH YVONNE ED 1
*REID THOMAS AUGUSTUS GRAD
REIFF ANN ESTELLE AGR4
REIFF RICHARD PAUL FAAl
REIFSCHNEIDER ROBERT AGR4
REILING GLENN H LAS4
REILLY- BARBARA M GRAD
*REILLY IVAN LEON GRAO
REILLY JOHN P FAAl
REILLY MICHAEL GRAD
REILLY ROBERT J LAS3
REIMANN DAGMAR GUDRU LAS3
REIMANN JOHN WILLIAM LAS3
REIMERS THOMAS JOHN GRAD
REIMERS TONI PHYLLIS LAS2
REINEMANN MARY L ED 2
REINER DAVID LAWRENC LAS2
REINER GLENN BERT BUS2
REINERS GARY R AGRI
REINERT NANCY ANN LAS4
REINHARDT JAMES ROE BUS4
REINHARDT JOANN BUS3
REINHART CAROL LOUIS LAS2
REINHART TERRY EUGEN AGR2
REINKE CATHERINE A AGRI
*REINSCHM1DT ALBERT J ENG4
REINSCHMIOT MILDRED LAS2
*REINWALD KRYSTAL L LAS1
REINWANO STEPHAN F FAAl
REIS MARILYN LAS4
REIS THOMAS L AGR2
REISINGER GENE A LASl
REISINGER LEE WALTER ENG3
REISLER JANICE M FAAl
REISLER LYNN E LASl
REISMAN CARY STEVEN BUS2
REISMAN PAUL L LASl
REISMAN TERRI LYNNE LAS2
REISS GERALDINE H GRAD
REISS WILLIAM L AGRI
REITER KEITH ENGl
*REITH DAVID JEROME GRAD
REITHEL DAWN CHERYL LAS2
REITMAN JOYCE S AGRI


















































1005 S 6TH 12
109 E ARMORY




















































u 332--2813 1381 SOMERSET LN
u 332-•2924 866 LILAC LN
C 332--1080 125 DELMAR DR
u 332--3943 125 DELMAR DR
u 332--3580 621 CALUMET
u 332--3858 1075 WILLARD ST
u 332--3199 1075 WILLARD ST
C 7929 S MAPLEWOOD
u 4411 DUNBAR PL
C RR 1
u RR 1
u 3 32--5114 520 BROAOMEADOW RD
u 367--8591 RR 2
C RR 1 BOX 87
u 344--3532 BOX 148 RR 2
u 2231 SUNNYSIDE AV
u 344--1152 2068 C HAZWD CT
u 332--2931 599 W STATE
u 344--3901 RR 2
u 332--4491 171 HAWTHORNE ACRE
c 356--8196 ROUTE 2
u 208 LYNN ST
c 332--0199 7267 DARTMOUTH AV
u 332--3194 7425 PRESCOTT LN
c 344--0671 2612 W 89TH PL
u 332--3742 RT 4 BOX 67
u 367--3483 1304 S VINE
u 367--3483 1304 S VINE
u 367--3483 1304 S VINE
c 344--9795 828 S SPENCER
c 332--0289 RR 2
u 230 N HURON AV
u 332--2581 3509 MACARTHUR
u 332--5217 RR 3
c 207 W JOHN
c 359--4464 1207 ALTON
c 3 56--2872 205 PELL CIRCLE
u 344--6509 205 PELL CIRCLE
c 332--0769 5 N HOWARD AV
u 367--3802 WILSONS TRLR PK 57
u 367--3802 WILSON TRLR PK 57
u 45 CLAYMONT CT
u 344--3661 404 1ST AV
c 344--7646 2040 LAURA LN
u 332--3820 637 RIDGE AV




1652 N KELLOGG ST
332--0555 610 MARTIN ST
305 N CENTER
u 344--6212 9214 HIGHLAND PK
c 332--1082 707 N WHITCOMB DR
c 356--3231 RR 1
u 344--5075 105 OLIVE ST
u 367--2971 2 POMPTON PL
u 367--2971 2 POMPTON PL
c 11427 S ARTESIAN
c 332--4891 CASTLEREA
c 359--4827 404 E HOWARD
u 1708 S HIGHLAND AV
c 344--9861 4929 W WAVELAND
u 344--4320 RR 3
u 617 EASTWOOD AV
u 820 N 7TH ST
c 1647 N SPRINGFIELD
u 344--0676 8310 RIDGEWAY AV
c RR 2
c 13342 PEYTON DR
u 367--8717 355 MONTCLAIR
u 332--4551 46 FAIRWAY DR
c 352--1262 507 HESSEL BLVD
c RR 1
u 332--3422 206 FOREST PAK PL
c 344--5376 311 E JOHN 13
c 344--5376 311 E JOHN
c 352--0832 123 ROY ST
c 332 -1274 138 MC HENRY AV
c 344--4677 2507 W COYLE
c 725 SHERIDAN
ROUTE 1
u 332--4244 RR 1
u 332--3306 3601 LYONS ST
u 332--3283 1120 RIDGEWOOD DR
c 332--1357 2237 E 98TH ST
c 344--5000 3820 BIRCHWOOD
u 2721 32ND AV CT
u 367--5177 2003 S ANDERSON
u 365--1348 1102 COUNTRY SQI
c 344--9732 4824 LINSCOTT
c 359--2487 909 ARROWHEAD OR
u 332--5629 371 W HICKORY



































































































RfclTZ LESLIE LEE LAS4
REITZ RANDY LOUIS LAS2
REKER WILLIAM FRANCI PE 4
RELIHAN ROBERT JAMES LAS4
REMAFEDI SUSAN MARY LAS3
REMBERT CAROLYN L LAS1
REMBERT GEORGE E AGR1
REMBOLOT JUNE VIOLET GRAO
REMEC THOMAS MICHAEL LAS4
REMPE DAVID MAHER GRAD
REMPEL RICHARD STANL GRAD
RENOE LINDA MARIE LASl
RENDER CHARLES RAY GRAD
RENFREW MARC LOUIS BUS2
RENFREW REX ALLEN BUS3
RENFRO CHARLES R LASl
RENFRO CLIFFORD WAYN ENG3
RENFRO WILLIAM V LASl
RENKEN GERALD WALTER ENG4
RENKES DEAN ARNOLD BUS2
RENKES ROBERT JOSEPH LAS4
RENNER FRANKLIN L LAW2
RENNER ROBERT FLOYD BUS3
RENNER ROSINA LASl
RENNICK JAMES ARTHUR BUS4
RENNIE LORRAINE C LAS2
RENSCH RANDALL S COM3
RENSVOLD RANO E GRAD
RENTFRO CYNTHIA D LASl
RENWICK BRUCE ALLEN ENG2
RENZAGLIA GARY J LAS3
REOCK SUSAN AGR1
REPETTO DAVID WILLIA ENG4
REPS ROBERT EUGENE LAS4
REPULSKI EDWARD F JR AGR3
REQUA SUSAN IRENE FAA2
RESCH MARGIT GRAD
RESCHO RICHARD FARRE COM3
RESIS SANDRA LEE LAS4
RESNICK CECILY ANN GRAU
RESNICK DAVID LLOYD LAS4
RESNICK DONALD I LASl
RESNICK LYNNE KAREN LAS2
RESNIK ELENA LAS3
RESSER ELLYN ANNE BUS3
REST SANORA LASl
RETERSTOFF JANE F FAA1
RETONDO TERESE ANN PE 4
RETT JOEL WILTON ENG2
RETT8ERG WILLIAM ART ENG2
RETTIG JOHN M GRAD
RETTOF GEORGE RICHAR LAS2
REUBEN BRUCE MICHAEL LAS2
REUBEN GAIL BETH LAS2
REUBEN GILBERT WAYNE LAS2
REUBEN YVONNE CHARLO BUS4
REUBER JEFFERY A AGRl
*REUL JAMES G FAA4
REULER JAMES BRUCE LASl
REULER PEGGY ROSE LAS2
REUSNOW CHARLES DALE ENG4
REUSS DAVID LEE ENG1
REUTELL KENNETH PAUL ENG2
REUTER EDWARD CARL BUS2
REUTER JOSEPH LAS4
REUTTER KENNETH DALE BUS4
REUTZEL DAVID ERNEST GRAD
REVAK JOANN LASl
REVAK ROBERT STEPHAN GRAD
REVELL JOSEPH LAWREN AGR3
REVENKO LUDMILLA V LAS4
REVZEN RUTH ELLEN LAS3
REWERTS JILL ANNE LAS4
REXROAD WILLIAM MAX GRAD
REYLER FANNY ADELA BUS3
REYNOLDS ANNE E LASl
REYNOLDS BARBARA JOA LAS4
REYNOLDS CAROLYN A GRAD
REYNOLDS DAVID BRUCE GRAD
REYNOLDS DAVID M LAS3
REYNOLDS DAVID MARK GRAD
REYNOLDS DEBORAH MAR PE 3
REYNOLDS DONALD L ENG6
REYNOLDS DONALD Q LAS6
REYNOLDS GEORGE BERN GRAD
REYNOLDS JAMES B LAS3
REYNOLDS JAMES P PE 1
REYNOLDS JUDY KAY FAA4
REYNOLDS MICHAEL R ENG1
REYNOLDS PAMELA HUNT AGR3
REYNOLDS PETER BUCK LAS4
REYNOLDS RENEE HOPE AGR2
REYNOLDS ROBERT JOSE LAS2
REYNOLDS ROBERT W GRAD
REYNOLDS SALLY ANN ED 4
REYNOLDS SHELLEY P LASl
REYNOLDS SUSAN A LASl
1106 EUCLID 301 C
809 INDIANA U
505 E UNIVERSITY 6 C
URH SNYDER C
URH WARDALL 716 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH SCOTT 366 C
URH DANIELS 244 U
205 W HIGH U
121 N RACE 12 U
1118 W CHURCH C
909 W CALIFORNIA U
102 E ARMORY C
2817 E MAIN U
125 DEWEY U
309 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 301 C
URH CARR 206 U
201 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 441 C
1107 S 3RD 203 C
404 E GREEN 304 U
905 S WABASH U
URH TRELEASE U
1838 VALLEY RD C
ABSECON N J
904 W GREEN U
713 S MATTIS C
URH ALLEN 198 U
URH WESTON 4 74 C
208 E JOHN C
URH LAR BOX 317 U
310 E CHALMERS C
410 S BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 476 C
URH LAR 107 U
RISING RD C
803 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
506 S 3R0 C
2313 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 823 U
902 S 2ND C
907 S 2ND 11 C
910 S 3RD 1205 C
URH ALLEN 297 U
URH BARTON 316 C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
2101 HAZWD 302 U
501 E DANIEL C
301 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 342 C
URH BARTON 24 C
URH HOPKINS 346 C
606 S COTTAGE GR U
711 W CHURCH 12 C
URH WAROALL 1106 U
1107 W GREEN 131 U
URH SNYDER 467 C
URH FORBES 326 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
STA A BOX 2164 C
6 SAFFER CT U
806 W OREGON U
URH BLAISDELL 404 U
201 HESSEL C
401 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL U
605 S RACE U
508 E CHALMERS C
SAVOY ILL
1106 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 1203 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 307 C
107 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 450 C
617 W SPNGFLO C
URH ALLEN 166 U
104 DANIEL U
410 W HIGH U
205 COUNTRY FR 44 C
URH DANIELS U
RIVER FOREST ILL
312 W CALIFORNIA U
2421 E ILLINOIS U
300 S GOODWIN 309 U
300 S GOODWIN 309 U
910 S 3RD 728 C
URH GARNER 442 C
4 C JUNIPER C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 377 U


























































































402 N 15TH ST
402 N 15TH ST
2422 CEOAR ST
260 ADDISON AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 193A
1118 W CHURCH









203 S BASE ST
1912 GARFIELD
905 S WABASH
5740 N WINTHROP AV
207 OAK RIDGE RD




521 E WALL ST
RR 2
22 W 584 AHLSTRAND
3629 N KIMBALL AV
4945 S ROCKWELL ST















4821 W GEORGE ST







606 S COTTAGE GR
179 PIERCE RD
179 PIERCE RD
462 W 125TH PL
707 N HARRISON ST



































































































































RfcYNOLDS TERi ELAINE LAS2
REYNOLDS TERRY LEE BUS4
REYNOLDS VINSON B GRAD
REYNOLDS WILLIAM DON GRAD
REZEAU LAUREL LEA GRAD
REZNIK RONALD J LAS1
RHEA JAMES DAVID LAS4
RHEA RANDALL M ENG4
RHEINECKER THOMAS R VM 1
RHEINWALD JAMES GEOR LAS3
RHINE GORDON K VM 1
RHINEHART ROBERT E BUS1
RHGAQES BRADLEY M JR LAS4
RHOADES CATHY A BUS1
RHOADS DEAN BERNARD LAS2
RHOADS RANDALL RAY LAS4
RHOADS RICHARD JOSEP FAA4
RHOADS WILLIAM BARON LAS2
RHODES JEFFREY CARLT LAS3
RHODES KANDA D ED 1
RHODES LANDON HARRIS AGR4
RHOTON JUNE t LASl
RHYNE LINDA D GRAD
RHYIME WILLIAM JON LAS4
RIBBLE DAN A LAS3
RICCA DAVID ERNEST ENG2
RICCARDI NICOLYN FAA1
RICCHIO DAWN COM2
RICE DAVIDA N PE 1
*RICE EDWARD J ED 4
RICE HAROLD MICHAEL GRAO
RICE JAMES ALLEN GRAD
RICE JAMES S GRAD
RICE JEROME ENG1
RICE JOHN HIRAM- LASl
RICE KARL C GRAD
RICE MARTHA J LASl
RICE ONEIL LASl
RICE PAMELA K LAS2
RICE RAYMOND DONALD GRAD
RICE RICHARD JAY BUS3
RICE ROBIN RAE GRAD
RICE RODNEY CRAIG AGR4
RICE SUSAN JEAN LAS4
RICE THOMAS GLENN AGR2
RICE VIRGINIA ADELE LAS4
RICE WILLIAM CHARLES AGR4
RICH GARY R FAA1
RICH PATRICIA A FAA1
RICH PHILIP J ENG1
RICH ROBERT M JR LASl
RICH ROBERTA FAA4
RICH STEVEN CHARLES ENG1
RICH STUART LAS3
RICH WILBUR CORNELIU GRAD
RICHARD ARTHUR PAUL LAS2
RICHARD CAROLE A LAS3
RICHARD MONTE D GRAD
RICHARDS DAN LEO LAS3
RICHARDS DANNY SCOTT LAS4
RICHAROS GARY LEE AGR4
RICHARDS HARLAN JAME LAS3
RICHARDS JAMES C LAS3
RICHARDS JAMES EARL GRAD
RICHAROS LAUREL A LASl
RICHARDS LINDA M PE 1
RICHARDS MARGARET E PE 2
RICHAROS MEREDITH M GRAD
RICHARDS PHILLIP ALA ENG4
RICHAROS ROSS L AGR2
RICHARDS STEVEN CRAI LAS2
RICHARDSON BETH CARS GRAD
RICHARDSON BRADLEY J LAS2
RICHARDSON BRENDA K LASl
RICHARDSON BRIAN W GRAO
RICHARDSON BRUCE C LAS3
RICHARDSON ELIJAH ENG1
RICHARDSON EL IN ANN AGR4
RICHARDSON GARY ALAN ENG4
RICHARDSON JAMES L GRAD
RICHARDSON JANE A ED 1
RICHARDSON JANE ELLE LAS4
RICHARDSON JAY W GRAD
RICHARDSON JEAN MARI LAS2
RICHARDSON JOAN A PE 1
RICHAROSON JOHN ERNE LASl
RICHARDSON JOYCE N GRAO
RICHARDSON KATHLEEN LASl
RICHARDSON KENT T GRAD
RICHARDSON MICHAEL J AGR3
RICHARDSON PAMELA JA LAS3
RICHAROSON RICHARD R AGR4
RICHARDSON RUTH ANN BUS3
RICHARDSON SHARON R GRAO
RICHAROSON VERLIN D FAAl
RICHARDSON WILLIAM C ENG4
RICHARDSON WILLIAM F 8US3
URH WAROALL 718 U 332-4446
209 E CLARK 7 C
207 CCUNTRY FR 28 C 359-3812
URH DANIELS 730 U 332-2386
601 W OREGON U 344-3710
URH CARR 211 U 332-3892
201 S WRIGHT 4 C
908 S 1ST C
508 W MICHIGAN U 344-5550
211 E WHITE C 352-0832
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT U 367-8004
313 E ARMORY C
803 1/2 W GREEN U 344-5303
URH LUNDGREN 14 C 332-0402
URH WESTON 367 C
203 S WRIGHT 1 C 359-4435
309 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 415 U
910 S 3RD 616 C
URH VANOOREN 112 C 332-0480
1301 S BUSEY U 344-7015
URH LAR 488 U
301 E WHITE 5 C 356-0990
ROCK FALLS ILL
111 W PENN U 344-4366
URH TOWNSEND 411 U 332-4184
URH BUSEY 237 U
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-7971
URH ALLEN 104 U 332-3117
WELLINGTGN ILL
SAVOY ILL
URH DANIELS 509 U 332-2301
2030 B ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 271 C 332-0995
URH FORBES 352 C 332-1050
1101 W PARK C 356-7397
URH ALLEN 22 U 332-3097
URH TAFT 111 C
URH LAR 295 U
2004 B ORCH ST U 344-4319
105 E ARMORY C 356-7986
509 E GREEN 6 C 344-7147
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
1203 1/2 W MAIN U 365-1921
URH GARNER 339 C 332-080 1
405 E JOHN C 344-0557
1406 JOANNE LN C
911 3RD C
URH LAR 436 U
URH CARR 11 U 332-3849
URH TOWNSEND 369 U 332-4160
910 S 3RD 902 C 344-0107
603 S BUSEY U
110 E ARMORY C 356-2762
218 E GREGORY 202 C
URH OGLESBY 326 U
URH LAR 467 U 332-3049
2103 HAZWD 303 U 344-7731
705 S 3R0 C 356-7676
2424 E GREEN U 367-7252
201 N BUSEY U
409 E CHALMERS C 344-1127
509 E STOUGHTON C 352-7161
HOOPESTON ILL
URH TAFT 409 C 332-0660
OGOEN ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
1601 N MCKINLEY C 356-2280
1205 W MAIN 1 U
1107 MAIN U 367-1428
309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
URH WARDALL 813 U 332-4466
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH WARDALL 1016 U
800 W CHURCH 6 C
URH OGLESBY 1006 U 332-5328
URH OGLESBY 311 U 332-5123
616 E DANIEL C 344-4061
1004 S 4TH 104 C
2025 C ORCH ST U 344-6085
URH ALLEN 332 U
URH BUSEY 115 U 332-2586
HUDSON ILL
1202 W NEVADA U 344-7165
URH LAR 487 U
URH FORBES 360 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH NOBLE 207 C 332-0385
811 W HILL C
URH FORBES 450 C 332-1120
URH TRELEASE 228 U 332-5463
URH OGLESBY 1003 U 332-5325
URH WARDALL 602 U 332-4406
609 W MAIN 25 U 365-3290
URH SCOTT 446 C 332-1604
502 E UNIVERSITY C





































53 W 59TH ST
1503 S ANDERSON
MONTACUTE














3716 W LAKE SHORE























ROUTE 2 BOX 135
9407 RICHARDSON RD
RR 4
101 S EAST ST
14562 WEST AV
18 DOUGLAS OR
ROUTE 1 BOX 332
RR 1
ROUTE 2 BOX 571 C
811 W HILL 4
531 ANTIETAM







































































































RICHART ALFREO WILLI FAA4
RICHART LANNY RONALD LAS2
RICHERT PAUL LAS3
RICHMAN DAVID J LAS1
RICHMAN JACK EUGENE GRAD
RICHMAN KAREN M GRAD
*RICHMAN STEVEN S GRAD
RICHMOND SUSAN L ED 3
RICHTER BONNIE LEE ED 4
*RICHTER DAVID JEROME LAW2
RICHTER ELVER STUART FAA3
RICHTER ERIC ESTES LAS3
RICHTER JAY D ENG1
RICHTER MARY J PE 1
RICHTER PETER GRAD
RICK EDWARD LEE LAS4
RICKARD RONALD G LAW1
RICKER JAMES THOMAS LAS1
RICKER JANE ELIZABET LAS4
RICKER PATRICIA L LAS4
RICKER WALTER H GRAD
RICKERT CLAUDIA RAE LAS3
RICKERT MICHAEL THOM BUS2
RICKETTS PATRICIA JE LAS3
RICKETTS ROY SAMUEL BUS4
RICKMAN JAMES THOMAS GRAD
RICKS CYNTHIA STERLI LAS2
RIDDLE JOHN R GRAD
RIDDLE LYLE VICTOR AGR3
RIDER ALLEN R GRAD
RIDGEWAY GEORGE E JR LAS2
RIDGLEY CINDY LYNN P£ 3
RIDGWAY KAYE ADELLE PE 4
RIDGWAY NINETTE E LAS1
RIEBEL DAVID A BUS1
RIEBOLD THOMAS W VM 1
RIECHERS PAUL DEAN GRAD
RIECK ELAINE M GRAD
RIEDEL PHILIP A LASl
RIEFF ALAN DAVID ED 1
RIEGER BRIAN L BUS1
RIEGER RODNEY WALTER ENG3
RIEGER SUSAN RUTH LAS3
RIEHLE JOHN SCOTT ED 4
RIEKE ARTHUR R AGR1
RIEKE BRENT EDWARD ENG2
RIEKENA GLORIA I NGA PE 3
RIEKER KEITH E AGR1
RIEMER PEGGY ANN LAS3
RIEPENHOFF DEBORAH L LAS2
RIES ROGER PHILIP GRAD
RIES TERRY ALLEN FAA4
RIESTER MARK W ENG1
RIEXINGER VINA M LAS3
RIFAS SUSAN HARRIET LAS2
RIFKIN IRIS A GRAD
RIFKIN WILLIAM TERRY LAW1
RIGDON SUSAN MARIE GRAD
RIGERT JAMES ALOYSIU GRAD
RIGG LARRY JOE GRAD
RIGG SUSAN JANET LAS4
RIGGIN LINDA J LASl
RIGGINS BETTY S BUS4
RIGGINS JANET K ED 2
RIGGINS MARVEN PAGE ENG3
RIGGINS ROBERT ELDON ENG2
RIGGS BRIAN MICHAEL LAS2
RIGNEY JANET CECILE LAS3
RIGSBY CONSTANCE M LAS3
RIHA KENNETH JAY FAA4
RIKE GALEN EDWIN GRAD
RIKER GLENN C GRAD
RIKSHEIM MARY ANN LAS4
RILEY ANN R FAA1
RILEY JAMES K ENGl
RILEY KENT DOUGLAS LAS2
RILEY MATTHEW THOMAS ENG4
RILEY MAUREEN JULIA LAS3
RILEY PATRICIA J LASl
RILEY ROBERT A LASl
RILEY ROBERT E JR GRAD
RILEY THOMAS ROY LAS2
RIM EUI-DO GRAD
RIMINGTON ELISE MAUR LAS4
RINALDO MARIO A GRAD
RINCK LESLIE P ENGl
RINCKER H GENE ENGl
RINCKER JAMES DARREL AGR2
RINDONE RONALD A BUS3
RINEHART RONALD EARL GRAD
RING CHARLES M ENG3
RING DAVID ARTHUR GRAD
RING EVA ED 4
RING MERRY G GRAD
RINGBERG KEITH E LASl
RINGENBERG RICHARD R GRAD
RINGENBERG STEVEN EA BUS1
209 E CLARK 7
409 E CHALMERS 506
URH SNYDER 218
1010 S 2ND 115
306 N ROMINE
306 N ROMINE



















































609 W MAIN 5
604 E ARMORY












105 E GREEN B-12








































C 9407 JACKSON AVE
C 233 E 6TH ST
C 332-1684 45 SUMMIT RD
c 6601 N SEELEY
u 367-7789 306 N ROMINE
u 367-7789 306 N ROMINE
u 344-0321 147-44 70TH RD
u 344-1590 9 PAYNE PL
u 367-2860 511 FAIRLAWN
u 367-2860 511 FAIRLAWN DR
c 332-1968 1412 2ND AV
u 344-1542 10709 WEYMOUTH ST
c 332-1972 407 S MAIN ST
u 19 MESA RD
u 344-7644 1109 S ORCH ST
c 1309 4TH AV
c 344-5000 3860 EDGEVIEW DR
c 356-7901 21 E PINE AV
C 14743 HOMAN 104
u 344-042 5 2610 S STRATFORD
u 367-4885 205 BRNSDS RES LAB
u 344-7697 RR 2
C 356-7961 2437 E 24TH ST
c 344-7 244 746 GROVE
u 344-9469 4711 EDGEBROOK DR
c 344-1581 ROUTE 6
c 344-1840 528 N TAYLOR
c 332-4969 62 N SAGE AV
c 332-0926 RR 1
c 359-4000
c 209 E STOUGHTON
c 359-4617 1102 MAYFAIR RD
u 344-4784 RR 2
u 332-4534 RR 2
c 332-1597 3724 W 65TH ST
u 344-0788 RR 2
c 359-3650 RR 1 BOX 141
c 344-7197 6605 W HILLSIDE
c 356-7794 104 N CHARLOTTE ST
c 8943 BRONX AV
c 2729 LONGMEADOW DR
u 238 GILLICK ST
c 147 E ELM ST
c 3517 LINCOLN ST
u 332-5171 RR
u 344-6343 RR
u 332-2986 RT 1
u 344-4393 RR 1
u 332-5467 809 FULLER ST
u 332-4538 6044 LEYCROSS DR
c 352-7576 1707 W CLARK
u 911 CHANDLER
c 332-2069 17 PAWNEE DR
c RR 1
u 332-2915 7731 EASTLAKE TERR
u 155 E 84TH ST
u 367-3944 2933 W FARWELL
u 367-3219 609 W MAIN 21
c 344-3350 604 E ARMORY
c 3948 LAMONT ST
u 332-2632 3706 W 81ST PL
c 352-9857 304 FAIRVIEW
c 359-1129 305 N GARFIELD
c 344-0556 518 W JACKSON
u 332-4278 2306 N COURT ST
c 719 S CHESTNUT
c 352-9745 201 S WRIGHT
u 332-2618 542 WACO LN
c 356-5194 RR 1
c 356-1917 1646 MAPLE
u 344-669 5 155 W NORTH ST
c 56 FAIRMONT AV
u 313 OAKWOOD
u BOX 52
1508 N 5TH ST
c 2116 MARLAND AV
c 356-8552 605 W JUDD ST
c 344-1840 1403 62ND PL
u 332-3295 2 HEATHER DR
c 1126 E BOSTON
c ROUTE 2 BOX 161
c 344-9424 106 W LINCOLN
u 344-2090 SUNGBUK-KU
c 344-1840 1324 ELIZABETH CR
509 SHADOWLAWN
c 332-2069 252 E 141ST ST
c 332-1737 RR 1
u 344-3532 RR 1
c 356-7857 1400 N WALLER AV
u 367-9007 703 PFEFFER
u 344-1577 383 E KENSINGTON
c 352-6104 301 1/2 E UNIV
u 332-4381 100 E JEFFERY
u 332-4418 50 EAST 150
u 332-5264 3821-17TH ST





































































































































































































LAS2 URH EVANS 137 U 332--2695 601 VENTURA
AGR3 GRIOLEY ILL 314 E 6TH ST
AGR3 URH SNYDER 212 C 332--1678 131 E VILLAGE
BUS4 URH TQWNSEND 568 U 332--4287 3927 S CLARENCE
AGR2 URH WESTGN 478 c 332--2111 RR 1
AGR4 1103 S BUSEY u RR 1
LAW3 312 W SPNGFLD 7 u 70 E WALTON
LAS3 2110 ORCH ST 104 u 4 WASHINGTN SQ VIL
LAS3 2110 ORCH ST 104 u 2110 ORCH ST 104
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 917 u 332--566 3 RR 2
LAS2 URH WESTGN 432 c 332--2113 320 E 5TH ST
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 1116 u 332--5367 RR 2
LASl URH SCOTT 363 c RR 2
ENG4 305 E GREEN 4 c 344--7554 130 S CIRCLE AVE
LAS3 212 E CHALMERS 4 c 501 W JOE ORR RD
BUS1 URH SNYDER 219 c 332--1685 3218 N HALSTED
ENG2 URH GARNER 346 c 332--0808 105 N MAIN
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 534 N RIDGELAND
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 221 u 332--4066 254 W 1ST
GRAD 808 S 5TH c 344--4779 808 S 5TH
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 211 u 332--3622 2623 W 75TH ST
LAW2 307 W CLARK 301 c 359--3203 307 W CLARK 301
FAA4 902 S 2ND c 508 SPRING ST
PE 4 20 MAGNOLIA c 356--9773 20 MAGNOLIA
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 204 u 332--5086 139 N BUTTERFIELD
GRAD 1729 VALLEY RD c 207 W DELAWARE
ENG2 302 E GREGORY c 344--7511 5032 DOBSON ST
ENG4 1728 VALLEY RD c 359--2461 29 SANAI AV
PE 3 1110 W NEVADA u 1055 B PETERSON
LAS3 URH FLAGG 422 c 405 N 3RD AV
LAS3 1206 W PARK u 365--1888 6519 N ASHLAND
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 404 u 332--4177 9441 S LOOMIS
LAS3 401 E DANIEL c 821 16TH ST
GRAD 508 S MATTIS c 3 52--1056 508 S MATTIS
ENG3 311 E GREEN 303 c 509 GARDEN AV
LAS2 910 S 3RD 1317 c 344--5000 131 MILLBROOK LN
PE 1 URH VANDOREN 219 c 332--0 506 RR 3
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c RR 1
LASl 910 S 3RD 525 c 344--5000 4026 W GREENWOOD
ED 3 305 W PARK 5 u 367--1694 305 W PARK
LAS4 106 E HEALEY 18 c 356--6241 33 OAKWOOD PL
BUS2 810 W OREGON u 344--6485 RR 2
BUS1 108 E HEALEY 13 c 352--6948 33 OAKWOOD PL
ENG4 802 W ILLINOIS 5 u 344--4059 6902 N HAMILTON AV
AGRl 804 W OREGON u RR 1
AGR1 URH ALLEN 174 u 332--3284 5309 WOODLAND AV
FAA2 URH SCOTT 256 c 332--1467 LEE ST
GRAD URH SHERMAN 653 c 332--4882 M J OTHON 2615 OTE
LASl 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 6238 N OAKLEY
LASl CHICAGO ILL 1833 W ELLEN
GRAD 2319 S 1ST 104 c 344--6973 3012 ST JOHN
AVIl URH GARNER 200 c 2469 N 28TH ST
LASl PARK FOREST ILL 412 MONITOR ST
FAA2 URH BLAISDELL 13 u 332--3446 607 S MAIN ST
PE 1 910 S 3RD 1016 c 344--5000 4550 DAVIS ST
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 264 c 1111 N 20TH AV
FAA1 3 08 E ARMORY c 18546 CHICAGO AV
PE 1 URH BABCOCK 112 u 1139 N SPRINGFIELD
BUS1 URH BUSEY 254 u 332--2624 RR 1 BOX 202
LASl URH ALLEN 459 u 332--3393 920 FRONTENAC 7
ENG3 52 E ARMORY c 6 6TH ST
GRAD 308 LINCOLN u 344--3605 308 S LINCOLN
LAS4 1680 VALLEY RD c 1011 RANDOLPH ST
LAS4 URH EVANS 240 u 332--2726 6108 N HOYNE
ENG4 112 E DANIEL c 356--7936 1021 E MAPLE
LASl URH ALLEN 406 u 332--3223 1416 N BOSWORTH
LAS2 URH LAR 103 u 332--2808 418 N 8TH ST
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS c 7430 DAVIS
GRAD 505 S 4TH c 359--3305 1010 W GREEN 314
ENG2 804 OREGON c 18 GREENWAY PARK
LAS3 307 E HEALEY 15 c 37 SHADETREE LN
BUS1 110 E CHALMERS c 9629 S 50TH CT
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--6187 5648 N TALMAN
LAS2 706 W OHIO u 344--9519 3945 ESTES
GRAD URH SHERMAN 559 c 332--4866 436 S STONE AV
LAS3 609 S 4TH 7 c 356--7809 1654 2ND ST
GRAD 2085 B ORCH ST u 344--2145 704 PARK PL
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA u 344--7757 382 RIDGEWOOD AV
GRAD URH DANIELS 353 u 332--2259 421 JACKSON ST
GRAD URH LUNDGREN 109 c 332--0219 713 W MELBOURNE
AGR4 1211i W CLARK 21 u 365- 1173 515 N CHANDLER
FAA4 1108 W GREEN c 352--8094 1108 W GREEN
LASl 410 E GREEN c 986 MITCHELL AV
AGR3 URH HOPKINS 304 c 332--1258 RR 1
FAA3 911 S 3RD c 582 PERSHING
ENG4 509 S RACE u 367--4772
GRAD 809 W CALIFORNIA u 344--5552 705 INDIANA AV
GRAD 2012 B ORCH ST u 344--3601 5 NEWTON PARK VIEW
FAA1 URH WARDALL 219 u 332--4366 RR 1
LASl URH GARNER 426 c 332--086 5 519 E 37TH ST
BUS1 212 W SPNGFLD c 352--0643 11206 ST LAWRENCE
LAS4 410 E GREEN c 986 MITCHELL AV
LAS4 509 W MAIN u 367--6296 307 S WEST ST
LAS2 1003 W OREGON u 344--7880 15940 HOMAN AV
LAS3 501 E DANIEL c 344--1510 10801 S MILLARD AV
ENG2 702 WASHINGTON u RR 3




































































































ROBERTS MARY A LAS1
ROBERTS MARY ANN LAS2
ROBERTS MICHAEL DAVI BUS4
ROBERTS MONICA FAA1
ROBERTS MURIEL JUNE LAS4
ROBERTS RODNEY EUGEN AGR4
ROBERTS RUTH A GRAO
ROBERTS SARAH C FAA4
ROBERTS SILVIA S EO 4
ROBERTS STEVEN C GRAO
ROBERTS STEWART ELLI ENG3
ROBERTS SUSAN S LAS1
ROBERTS THOMAS ALAN COM4
ROBERTS TONI DALE LAS2
ROBERTS VICTORIA LAS2
ROBERTS WILLIAM MOOR LAW2
ROBERTSON ALAN SPENC ENG4
ROBERTSON BRUCE D GRAO
ROBERTSON DAVID R BUS3
ROBERTSON DAVID R ENG1
ROBERTSON JAMES BAIL ENG4
ROBERTSON JANICE E ED 1
ROBERTSON JOHN ALLEN GRAD
ROBERTSON KATHLEEN M GRAD
ROBERTSON MARC ANDRE LAS2
ROBERTSON MARGARET D GRAD
ROBERTSON WAYNE BARR LAW2
ROBERTSON WILLIAM C GRAD
ROBERTUS PATRICIA E GRAD
ROBICHAUX JOSEPH E J GRAD
ROBIE MICHAEL EDWARD LAS3
ROBIN ERWIN L LAS1
ROBIN NEIL A LASl
ROBIN RONALD W GRAD
ROBINS LAWRENCE A LAS3
ROBINS SAMUEL ALBERT LAS4
ROBINSON ALAN GEORGE LASl
ROBINSON ALYCE ANN LAS2
ROBINSON ANN CHRISTI EO 4
ROBINSON CHARLES D PE 1
ROBINSON DOUGLAS SCO AGR4
ROBINSON DWAYNE A LASl
ROBINSON EILEEN JUDI ED 4
ROBINSON ELMER R GRAD
ROBINSON EUGENE JUNI LASl
ROBINSON GARY E BUS1
ROBINSON GUY CECIL LAS3
ROBINSON HARRY JR GRAD
ROBINSON HUGH D LASl
ROBINSON JAMES EVERE GRAD
ROBINSON JERALO F GRAD
ROBINSON JOHN JR PE 1
ROBINSON JOHN P LASl
ROBINSON JOSEPH MURP LAW3
ROBINSON LINDA KING GRAD
ROBINSON LOUETTE GRAO
ROBINSON MICHAEL RAY GRAD
ROBINSON RANDALL SCO FAA1
ROBINSON RICHARD BRU LAS2
ROBINSON ROBERT GEOR LAS2
ROBINSON RONALD F LAW3
ROBINSON SCHUYLER W GRAD
ROBINSON SHIRLEY LAS4
ROBINSON SUSAN K LAS4
ROBINSON WILLIAM C GRAD
ROBINSON WILLIAM JR GRAD
ROBKE DORIS ANN LAS2
ROBNETT QUENTIN LAVE GRAD
ROBY KAThLEfcN SHERRI LAS4
ROCCANOVA BERNARD LAWl
ROCHE JAMES EDWARD GRAD
ROCHE JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
ROCHE JOHN MICHAEL LAS2
ROCHE KRISTA B FAA3
ROCHMAN MARSHA ELLEN AGR1
ROCK RICHARD ALAN BUS2
ROCK ROY BRADLEY FAA1
ROCK STEVEN L GRAD
ROCK THOMAS L ENG1
ROCKENBACH JOHN FORE BUS2
ROCKENBACH LESLIE AN LAS4
ROCKENBACH PHILIP C ENG2
ROCKENBECK JOHN D GRAD
ROCKWELL KENNETH M ENG2
ROCKWOOD WALTER GENE GRAO
RODA SANDRA RAE LAS4
RODDY OAVIU J LASl
RODE ALEXANDER M ENGl
RODE CLAUS HEINRICH GRAD
RODEFFER HAROLD E AGR4
RODELL DANIEL ELIAS LAS2
ROOEN PATRICK H VM 2
RODENBURG JOHN R JR BUS2
RODERICK GEORGE K JR GRAD
RODERICK LARRY E GRAD
RODERICK MARIANNE C GRAD
RODERICK ROGER DUANE GRAD
URH LUNDGREN 24 C 332--0212
URH TRELEASE 109 U 332--5421
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 1107 U 332--4532
URH WARDALL 206 U 332--9314
1113 JOANNE LN C 352--8218
1007 S 1ST 2 C 352--1504
207 CCUNTRY FR 25 c 356--0175
106 1/2 E CHALMERS c
207 COUNTRY DR 25 c 356--0175
URH SCOTT 336 c 332--1525
URH NOBLE 460 c 332--0436
409 E CHALMERS 606 c 344--4082
1405 MAYFAIR RO c 356--8139
105 E DANIEL c 344--9523
1004 W STOUGHTON u 367--2436
1706 S PLEASANT u 367--7649
1601 KILER 9 c 356--3607
802 W PENN u
1005 S 2ND 11 c
112 E DANIEL c
URH LAR 217 u 332--2852
704 W STOUGHTON u 367--7036
903 ILLINOIS c
1706 PLEASANT u
2219 S 1ST 101 c
611 W UNIVERSITY c
603 S 5TH c
1956 C ORCH ST u 344--3379
906 STOUGHTON u
105 E ARMORY c
301 E ARMORY c
709 W WASHINGTON u 344--5265
907 S 4TH c 344--9693
909 W MAIN u
112 E JOHN c
1202 W NEVADA u 344--7380
URH LAR 312 u 332--2880
URH FORBES 276 c
202 E DANIEL c
URH OGLESBY 620 u 332--5221
910 S 3RD c 344--5000
2101 W WHITE c
707 S 3RD c 352--8314
1105 S 1ST c 344--9770
URH HOPKINS 270 c 332--1237
2005 D ORCH ST u 344--1815
910 S 3RD 607 c 344--5000
502 W MAIN 305 u 365--3159
2502 MAPLEWOOD c 352--2377
URH SCOTT c
URH CARR 222 u 311--7216
1111 JOANNE LN c 359--3515
2 ONEIL CT c 356--5183
URH DANIELS 369 u 332--5504
1206 N NEIL c 352--8643
URH GARNER 389 c 322--0836
URH TOWNSEND 150 u 332--4022
310 E JOHN c 344--9752
URH SHERMAN 251 c 332--4792
2 ONEIL CT c 356--5183
URH WARDALL 712 u 332--4440
1813 VALLEY RD c 352--9882
1601 VALLEY RD 2 c 352--0865
606 W OHIO u 344--5812
GIBSON CITY ILL
1302 BRIARWOOD c 359--4855
102 N GREGORY 3 u 367--4877
301 S WRIGHT c 356--6023
407 S NEW c 359--2334
2035 A ORCH ST u 344--5099
911 S 4TH c 344--9565
407 S NEW c 359--2334
URH TRELEASE u 332--5743
URH GARNER 402 c
910 S 3RD 318 c
606 W OHIO u 344--3812
URH SNYDER 422 c 332--1828
401 E JOHN c
611 E DANIEL c 344--1840
1101 W PENN u
1113 W GREEN 319 u
801 E ILLINOIS u
1922 WINCHESTER c 359--1859
URH TRELEASE 417 u 332--5512
URH SNYDER 150 c 332--1648
URH SCOTT 423 c 332--1588
VILLA PARK ILL
1301 S BUSEY u
URH FORBES 496 c 332--1154
709 W VERMONT u
912 S 2ND c
DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
502 W MAIN u
















































119 E SHERIDAN CT









8939 S CRANDON AV




RR 2 BOX 277
1601 VALLEY RD 2
320 S UNION ST
SYCAMORE ST
1302 BRIARWOOD
102 N GREGORY 3
















405 S COLUMBIA AV
1223 ELMWOOD AV
76 BLISS RD









































































































RODERICK TERRY K GRAO
RODGERS ALICE LYNN ED 5
RODGERS EDWIN B GRAD
RODGERS FRANKLIN L GRAD
RODGERS GLORIA J PE 1
RODGERS JERRY WAYNE AGR3
RODGERS LARRY WAYNE GRAO
RODGERS MILES E II AGR1
RODGERS RANDALL RENE PE 4
RODGERSON JANET R LAS1
RODIN CURT N LAS1
RODIN JOANNE DALE FAA2
RODIN MIRIAM BETH LAS4
RODRIGUEZ CAROL ANN LAS1
RODRIGUEZ FLORA V LAS4




ROE ADA CLASON LAS3
ROE CLAUDIA C FAA1
ROE DAVID HARTLEY GRAD
ROE MARGARET JANE AGR3
ROE PETER G GRAD
ROE REBECCA JANE AGR2
ROEBUCK STEWART M LAS1
ROECKER FREDERICK J FAA4
RUECKER JAMES ALLEN FAA4
ROEDL FRANCIS EUGENE BUS3
ROEDL FREDERICK W LAS2
ROELLE DAVID R ENG1
ROEMER ARTHUR SOLLIS GRAD
ROEMER JOHN G JR PE 1
ROEN LANA LOUISE LAS3
ROESCH DEIDRE ANN FAA3
ROESCH DOUGLAS E PE I
ROESCH SUSAN R LAS1
ROESCHLEY STEPHEN R LAS2
ROESKE ALLISON LEE GRAD
ROESKE FRANKLIN JR LAS3
ROETTGER CINDY K ED 1
ROETTGER LARRY WAYNE AGR3
ROGAL BRIAN J ENG1
ROGALLA LYNN PATRICI LAS4
ROGAN DANIEL P LAS3
ROGAN DEAN L LAS1
ROGAN LEONARD F ENG1
ROGAS JAMES LYNN FAA2
ROGAS PAMELA ANN ED 3
ROGER CHARLES EDWARD LAS3
ROGER JOHN FRANCIS BUS1
ROGERS BARRY WILLIAM ENG3
ROGERS BONNIE APRIL FAA4
ROGERS BRUCE ALLAN GRAD
ROGERS CHARLES GRAD
ROGERS DANNY FREDERI LAS4
ROGERS DAVID MARTIN ENG3
ROGERS DAVID RAY LAS2
ROGERS DERYL CURTIS FAA4
ROGERS DONALD DOUGLA LAS2
ROGERS FRANKIE B JR LAS5
ROGERS JAMES EDWARD GRAO
ROGERS JAMES SAMUEL GRAO
ROGERS JOHN ERNEST LAS4
ROGERS JOHN S FAA1
ROGERS JOHN STEPHEN ENG4
ROGERS LINDA SUE FAA6
ROGERS MARK JEFFREY LAS3
ROGERS PHILIP L PE 2
ROGERS ROBERT MICHAE LAW3
ROGNA LAWRENCE G LAW1
ROGOFF HARVEY IRA FAA4
ROGOWSKEY THOMAS ALL ENG2
ROGOWSKI GARY S LAS1
ROGOWSKI RITA ELLEN FAA2
ROGOWSKI ROBERT J BUS3
ROH CHAI SUNG GRAD
ROHAN JAMES SIDNEY LAS4
ROHAN PAUL EDWARD GRAD
ROHDE DENNIS E VM i
ROHDE JANET G LAS1
ROHDE MARK DOUGLAS FAA4
ROHLFING KENNETH EDW FAA4
ROHLFING MARY K D LAS4
ROHLFING RUTH ANN AGR4
ROHNER MARJORIE L LAS5
ROHR BRIAN PAUL LAS4
ROHRBACH JAMES M PE 1
ROHRBACK STEVEN J LAS1
ROHRBAUGH JOHN W GRAD
ROIT MARSHA LEA GRAD
ROJAS GENTIL GRAD
ROJAS GUILLERMO GRAD
ROJAS JUDITH Z GRAD
ROJEK CHRISTINE H FAA3
ROKOSCH DONALD K J LAS1
ROLAND GAIL KAREN COM2
BISMARCK ILL
2424 E ELM U
502 W GRIGGS 312 U
POTOMAC ILL
207 E JOHN C
58 E GREGORY C
2424 E ELM U
URH BABCOCK 323 U
809 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 1222 U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH FLAGG 408 C
URH BARTON 404 C
URH CLARK 212 C
505 E WHITE 1 C
505 E UNIVERSITY C
URH NOBLE 209 C
URH GARNER 450 C
708 S 3RD C
1007 S MATTIS 3-3 C
910 S 3RD C
1007 S MATTI S3 C
URH BLAISOELL 106 U
URH DANIELS 209 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 413 U
906 S VINE 104 U
906 S VINE 104 U
806 OHIO 16 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 340 C
BALTIMORE MD
URH TOWNSEND 165 U
611 E DANIEL C
1408 W WILLIAM C
1408 W WILLIAM C
URH ALLEN U
802 W IOWA U
408 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 369 C
UP.H LAR 493 U
804 W OREGON U
110 E CHALMERS 304 C
201 S WRIGHT 8 C
412 E GREEN C
1819 A ORCH PL U
URH GARNER 211 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH LAR 195 U
708 W HIGH U
URH TOWNSEND 245 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 213 C
807 W CHURCH 9 C
808 W CALIFORNIA U
503 E WHITE 12 C
112 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 411 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
2317 S 1ST 301 C
1208 W UNIVERSITY U
104 N 5TH C
TURNER HALL 212 U
303 W ELM U
217 ARCADIA C
611 S STATE 5 C
CHICAGO ILL
310 E GREGORY C
217 ARCADIA C
1005 S 2ND C
403 W HEALEY C
LA NAPOULE FR
306 E GREGORY C
604 E ARMORY C
1202 W NEVADA U
1009 W PENN U
103 S GREGORY U
910 S 3RD C
102 N GREGORY 2 U
URH DANIELS 91 U
URH TRELEASE 911 U
LA NAPOULE FR
1102 S 2ND C
1102 S 2ND C
207 E JOHN U
3341 STONYBROOK C
URH CARR 314 U
706 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 216 U
505 HEALEY C
URH SHERMAN 410 C
2108 ORCH ST 202 U
905 S 1ST 17 C
905 S 1ST 17 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 392 C

























































































































809 W PAULINE ST
2902 N FARWELL AV
803 E MAIN





574 W BROOKS ST
748 UNIVERSITY AV






564 W LANCE DR
505 DELMAR LN
RR 1 BOX 97




632 B MCNEILL STR
3218 NORTHWESTERN






807 W CHURCH 9
611 W STOUGHTON
102 N CLIFTON
324 E 1ST N
407 S VAN BUREN ST
6444 S KING OR










121 ST JAMES LN
3700 GLENEDEN DR
3 W RUTH ST
2828 KNOLLWOOO LN
1928 N BURKE DR
10743 S EBERHART
1928 BURKE








212 VAN BUREN ST
3341 STONYBROOK
216 S GLADSTONE
5323 N ST LOUIS AV


























































































12 WELLINGTON HILL MATTAPAN MASS
APARTDO AEREO 2188 CAL I COLOMBIA
GENERAL DELIVERY GREGORY TEX









ROLAND JAMES EDWIN GRAO
ROLANDO RONALD LEE LAS4
ROLANDO STEVEN A ENG1
ROLEWICZ RONALD BRUN LAS2
ROLEY DANIEL GAY ENG3
ROLEY OAVID RAY ENG3
ROLF JAMES K AGRl
ROLF MELBA LOUISE AGR2
ROLFE GARY L GRAD
ROLL CHERYL LYNN LAS1
ROLL JOHN L LAS3
ROLLAND JOHN PAUL FAA2
ROLLENHAGEN DAVID C GRAD
ROLLINS BARBARA LEE FAA4
ROLLINS BRUEL KEELER ENG2
ROLLINS ROGER DEAN GRAD
ROLSKY FREOI BETH LAS3
ROMAIN PAUL L LAS1
ROMAN JAMES EDWARD LAS3
ROMANEK ELIZABETH KA LAS1
ROMANO CATHERINE R GRAD
ROMANO GEORGE R GRAD
ROMANOTTO PETER J ENG1
ROMANYAK JAMES A LAW3
ROMEIN DEAN LORIN ENG4
ROMEO PAUL PETER ENG2
ROMERO HECTOR R GRAD
ROMERO SANTIAGO LAS1
ROMERO ZOILA GARCIA GRAD
ROMERSBERGER EMILY J FAA2
ROMES JAMES WILMORE GRAD
ROMINE DEBORAH KAY FAA1
ROMINE REED MARSHALL LAS3
ROMINE ROSS M LAS1
ROMINGER SUE A ED 1
ROMITO JOSEPH A JR LAS3
RUNALO NANCY ANN COM3
RONAN PATRICIA J LAS1
RONAT CHERI R LAS1
RONAY EMESE VANDA GRAD
RONE JOHN DRAYTON LAS2
RONEY DANIEL RALPH LAS1
RONEY JAMES PHILIP ENG3
RONSPIES SANDRA JEAN LAS3
RONSVALLE JOHN LYNN GRAD
ROOF JULIA GENE ED 2
ROOK DENNIS WILLIAM LAS4
ROOK JACK DOUGLAS LAS2
ROOK JACQUELINE F ED 4
ROOK RENEE R LAS1
ROOMBOS JAMES RICHAR AVI2
ROOP RAYMOND MERVIN GRAD
ROORDA CAROLYN MARY FAA2
ROOS BRADLEY ALDEN LAS4
ROOS CYNTHIA ELAINE LAS3
ROOT DEANE LESLIE GRAD
ROOT MICHAEL D GRAD
ROOT ROBERT GERALD GRAD
ROOT TAMARA G GRAD
ROPER CHRISTINE DENI LAS3
ROPER TYRONE DELANO FAA1
ROPP ANN LESLIE FAA3
ROREM RALPH ROY JR FAA3
RQSBACH JAMES HENRY LAS2
ROSBOROUGH GEORGE W AGR3
ROSBOROUGH JAMES M ENG4
ROSBOROUGH KATHLEEN FAA4
ROSBOROUGH MICHAEL J LAS3
ROSBOROUGH TERR ILL K LAS3
ROSCETTI THOMAS LEE ENG4
ROSE ANDREA DAWN ED 1
ROSE CYNTHIA J LASl
ROSE DAVID ALLEN LAS2
ROSE DENNIS EDWARD LAS4
ROSE GREGORY ALLAN FAA4
ROSE ILA MAY ED 1
ROSE JAMES EDWARD ENG2
ROSE JANICE ANN LAS4
ROSE JERRY THOMAS PE 3
ROSE MICHAEL HOWARD BUS1
ROSE RICHARD A ENG3
ROSE RICHARD HERSCHE FAA4
ROSE WALTER D JR LASl
ROSE WILLIAM WARREN LAS2
ROSEEN JAMES RICHARD ENGl
ROSELLI RONALD C LASl
ROSELLINI JAY JULIAN LAS4
ROSEN BARBARA ANN GRAD
ROSEN BARBARA RUTH LAS4
ROSEN BARRY I BUS2
ROSEN BRENDA C LAS4
ROSEN DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
ROSEN DEAN LAWRENCE GRAO
ROSEN DOROTHY SCHACK GRAD
ROSEN ELAINE ROCHELL ED 4
ROSEN ELISSE A LASl
ROSEN ELLEN FAA3
1505 RUTLEDGE U
604 E ARMORY 328 C
URH SCOTT 290 C
604 E ARMORY C
1004 S 2ND C
1004 S 2ND C
809 W PENN C
URH TAFT 21 C
21 MAPLEWOOD U
URH ALLEN 262 U
102 E DANIEL C
404 E OREGON U
703 W OREGON U
1107 W GREEN 632 U
URH WESTON 270 C
1107 W GREEN 632 U
910 S 3RD 726 C
URH OGLESBY 1009 U
708 W HIGH ST U
910 S 3RD 817 C
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
610 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 394 C
604 W MICHIGAN U
508 E WHITE 5 C
409 E CHALMERS C
2120 ORCH ST 102 U
210 E JOHN C
2120 ORCH ST 102 U
URH BUSEY 361 U
307 W CLARK C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TCWNSEND 347 U
211 E DANIEL C
507 S CHICAGO C
PALOS PARK ILL
302 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 475 U
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
504 S 5TH C
1012 S 1ST C
URH BABCOCK 217 U
URH TOWNSEND 117 U
URH LUNDGREN 123 C
705 W STOUGHTON 2 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
202 E DANIEL C
502 W MAIN 331 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 1102 U
706 S 2ND C
901 W SPNGFLD 8 U
115 LUNDGREN C
401 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1003 U
210 W JOHN C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 86 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 278 C
411 LANDO PL C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH OGLESBY 328 U
102 E CHALMERS C
411 E HEALEY 5 C
411 E HEALEY 5 C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 313 C
609 W WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 523 U
URH TAFT 321 C
URH BABCOCK 329 U
URH SNYDER 271 C
307 HEALEY 5 C
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 414 U
URH VANDOREN 114 C
310 E JOHN C
105 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 303 U
LINCOLN TRLR PK 3 U
409 E SPNGFLD C
903 W ILLINOIS U
615 W HEALEY 12 C
URH WESTON 354 C
609 W MAIN 4 U
1106 W CLARK U
URH LAR 102 U
URH SCOTT 373 C
403 E GREEN 2 C
505 W SPNGFLD C
705 S 3RD C
1417 MAYFAIR RD C
URH CLARK 321 C
URH TRELEASE 1207 U















































































212 S COLUMBIA AV
804 S 2ND












1107 W GREEN 632
9021 GRACE
9545 S CONSTANCE
2123 S 59TH AV
8037 KEELER AV
2024 N 77TH CT
10 GRANT ST









1663 N GILBERT ST
1001 W 2N0 AV
600 CUSHING
507 S CHICAGO
8631 W 131ST ST
529 N WAIOLA AV
2207 FARWELL AV
7 BALDWIN RD


























546 N ALFRED ST
2924 N 75TH CT
RR 3 BOX 65
737 3RD AV
















1 S HIGHWAY 21














































































































































































































ED 4 1104 W NEVADA U 344--9617 307 VISTA DR
LAS3 1109 S 4TH C 356--6883 9115 LAMON
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 62 7 u 332--5583 7419 N KARLOV
ENG3 403 E GREEN 2 C 403 E GREEN 2
BUS3 910 S 3RD 526 c 344--5000 1623 N 77TH CT
VM 2 307 S PRAIRIE 17 c 2800 W GREGORY
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 549 u 332--4276 9051 FORESTVIEW
BUS1 1105 S 1ST c 4708 W PRATT
FAA4 202 N WOODS u 6030 N SHERIDAN
FAA3 URH BUSEY 304 u 332--2635 1050 BALMORAL AV
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 327 u 3 32--5138 543 ROMONA RD
GRAD 705 S 3RD c 90 UNION ST
FAA2 URH WESTON 289 c 332--1974 7225 A N CAMPBELL
GRAD 306 W IOwA u 365--1813 306 W IOWA
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 18 c 332--0208 6048 N FAIRFIELD
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 820 u 332--5636 7337 S SHORE DR
GRAD 306 W IOWA u 365--1813 707 S 6TH 418
GRAD 1778 VALLEY RD c 6120 N HOYNE
GRAD 809 S MATTIS c 352--2877 7400 SHORE FRONT
LAS4 URH CLARK 421 c 332--0074 8940 SAMOSET TRAIL
ENG3 CREVE COEUR MO 97 BEACHCOMBER
GRAD 800 W CHURCH 11 c 800 W CHURCH
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--6888 5456 W WALTON
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 369 u 332--4160 30 60 83RD ST
LAS1 URH GARNER 423 c 332--0 86 2 605 WOODLAND TRAIL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 416 u 332--5511 1101 BOB-O-UNK
AGRI URH TRELEASE 830 u 332--5646 8642 ST LOUIS AV
LAS3 URH EVANS 301 u 332--2728 3244 EARLY RD
LAS3 307 E JOHN c 344--2129 6614 N ARTESIAN AV
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 3418 W 114TH ST
LAS4 108 E HEALEY c 359--1507 3011 W CHASE
ENG4 714 ELM u 691 CHIDESTER
BUS2 URH GARNER 469 c 9840 S YATES AV
GRAD URH SHERMAN 232 c 6833 N KEDZIE 804
GRAD URH DANIELS 253 u 1911 FIRETHORN
BUS2 52 E ARMORY c 356--7715 7720 BECKWITH RD
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 176 c 332--1182 23-35 BELL BLVD
LAS4 110 FLORA CT c 352--6691 110 FLORA CT
FAA3 110 FLORA CT c 352--669 1 110 FLORA CT
FAA3 609 W MAIN 22 u 367--3242 1325 E 7TH ST
AGR2 801 W NEVADA u 344--3410 RR 3 MIDDLE RD
LASl URH TOWNSEND 418 u 332--4191 4052 W ARGYLE
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 3525 MONTROSE
GRAD NORMAL ILL 1219 W HOVEY
LAS2 52 E ARMORY c 356--7715 7418 N KOLMAR
GRAD 910 S 3RD 21 c 344--5000 4998 BATTERY LN
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 610 GREENBAY RD
BUS1 401 E GREEN c 344--1616 9104 UNDER AV
ENG4 1111 S 2ND c 344--7594 2319 N NEWCASTLE
ENG2 URH CARR 124 u 322--3876 102 S CHERRY ST
GRAD URH SHERMAN 952 c 332--4947 IDLEWILD E 7TH ST
FAA2 706 W OHIO 11 u 344--9519 2851 W BALMORAL
LAS4 1105 S 1ST c 344--9770 5664 WASHINGTON
VM 2 510 S STATE c 356--3124 1722 N PIKE ST
LASl URH FORBES 344 c 332--1046 7044 KILBOURN
LAS3 802 BRIGHTON u 367--7227 4705 HELEN PL
LASl URH OGLESBY 128 u 7401 ARCADIA
LASl URH GARNER 494 c 945 GAY AV
FAA2 301 E ARMORY c 11227 BYBEE ST
AGR2 505 E GREEN c 344--0382 RR 3
AGR3 910 S 3RD 1020 c 344--5000 6252 N DRAKE
GRAD 2020 N MATTIS 204 c 356--0637 2020 N MATTIS 204
GRAD 1803 PLEASANT u 142 WEST 4TH NORTH
BUS1 1004 S 3RD c 5515 W QUINCY
LASl 211 E DANIEL c 12434 S YALE AV
AGR2 URH BUSEY 202 u 332--2599 KNOX C BX 1297
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1218 u 332--5399 131 W 155TH ST
LASl 910 S 3RD 221 u 344--5000 3844 DOBSON
LASl 105 E ARMORY c 6822 N KENNETH AV
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--1999 6200 N SPRINGFIELD
LAS2 103 E ARMORY 1 c 355 RUSSET LN
LAS2 URH WARDALL 318 u 332--4349 5975 N NINA
FAA3 URH WARDALL 402 u 332--4358 1314 CHURCH ST
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 582 u 332--4301 512 W LAUREL
ENG1 904 W GREEN 529 u 6 CONNECTICUT AV
LASl 301 E ARMORY c 19049 S JONATHAN
BUS1 URH FLAGG 429 c 332--0345 1925 N 23RD ST
GRAD 2805 1/2 CLIFTON u 365--3109 RR 1
GRAD 2112 W WHITE c 356--9734 4714 ARBOR DR
AGRI 409 E CHALMERS 910 c RR 1
FAAl URH WESTON 111 c 332--1894 ST ANDREWS SCHOOL
GRAD 403 E GREEN 3 c 344--0235 81 IRVING ST
BUS4 9 SANDELWOOD c 356--9142 9 SANDALWOOD
FAA4 906 W STOUGHTON u 5925 OLD MILLSTONE
8US3 401 E DANIEL c 344--1261 1110 S PROSPECT
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 523 u 3939 GREENWOOD ST
LASl URH SAUNOERS 209 u 332--3620 8908 CLYDE
LAS4 301 E ARMORY c 356--7506 59 SHRUBHOLLOW RD
AGRI URH TRELEASE 407 u 332--5503 3219 W 97TH ST
LAS3 804 W OREGON u 619 N SCHOOL ST
GRAD 2112 W WHITE c 356--9734 4714 ARBOR DR
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c RR 1
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571 404 WOODROW DR
LASl 310 GREGORY c 1051 ROLLING OR
LAS4 203 S WRIGHT 3 c 352 -8377 3716 LANE
GRAD URH SHERMAN 265 c 332--4806 ROUTE 1 BX 334



































































































ROSS RICKEY DEE LAS2
ROSS ROBIN LAS2
*ROSS SUSAN ADELLE ED 4
ROSS SUZANNE LAS2
ROSS THEODA JR FAA1
ROSS THOMAS LYNN LAS2
ROSS VIRGINIA MACK LAS2
ROSS WILLARD LLOYD BUS4
ROSS WILLIAM Z LAS3
ROSSEN MARJORIE E LAS1
ROSSEN SALIE J GRAD
ROSSI ALFRED N LAS3
ROSSI HARRIETT M GRAD
ROSSI JON ALEXANDER GRAD
*ROSSI THOMAS PAUL COM4
ROSSMAN RICHARD JAY VM 4
ROSSO MARGARET MARY FAA4
ROSSO PATRICIA M FAA1
ROSSOFF MERRY C AGR1
ROSSOL JAMES JOSEPH COM4
ROSSON BRENDA ELENE LAS2
ROSZHART TERRY VICTO ENG4
ROSZKOWSKI MARK EDWA BUS2
ROTENBERRY WAYNE DEA ENG3
ROTH BEN M BUS1
ROTH CHARLES WALTER GRAD
ROTH CHARLES WILLIAM BUS4
ROTH FRANCIS DALLIER ENG2
ROTH GARY FRANCIS LA S2
*ROTH GEORGE GRAD
ROTH GERALD LEE LAS3
ROTH HARVEY ADOLPH LAW3
ROTH JOHN MARTIN GRAD
ROTH JUDITH LYNNE ED 2
ROTH LONNIE JANE GRAD
ROTH PAUL CURTIS GRAD
ROTH REBECCA L LAS1
ROTH RICHARD WALTER GRAD
ROTH ROLAND RAY GRAD
ROTH STEPHEN L LAS1
ROTH STEVEN DOUGLAS ENGl
ROTH WILLIAM H ENGl
ROTH WILLIAM PETER BUS2
ROTHAMEL WILLIAM J GRAD
ROTHBART ANDREA MAY GRAD
ROTHBERG KATHLEEN M LAS3
ROTHBERG PETER ALAN FAA6
ROTHBLATT DEBORAH E LAS2
ROTHBLATT STEPHEN H LAS4
ROTHE ROBERT R VM 1
ROTHENBERG MARTIN R LAW2
ROTHENBERG ROBERT PA LAS4
ROTHERMEL CECIL J FAA4
ROTHMAN HELEN LAS3
ROTHMEELER ALAN JOHN LAS2
ROTHROCK SUSAN RUTH LAS2
ROTHSCHILD MARILYNN LAS3
ROTHSCHILD MARK L LAS1
ROTHSTEIN LAWRENCE E LAW3
ROTHSTEIN VERA LAS4
ROTMENSCH JACOB LAS2
ROTT DENNIS ALBERT ENG4
ROTTER DOUGLAS L BUS1
ROTTMAN BARRY H BUS1
ROTTMAN DAVID BRUCE LAS2
ROTTSCHAEFER WILLIAM GRAD
ROTZOLL DANIEL W PE 1
ROUDEBUSH REBECCA ED 4
ROUDER WENDY PHYLLIS GRAD
ROUFFA MICHAEL ALAN LAS2
ROUGHTON MICHAEL V LAS2
ROUHAS GUST PAUL LAS4
*ROUK DONALD JAY GRAD
ROUNDCOUNT GERVESE J ENG3
ROURKE TIMOTHY J LAS1
ROUSE BERNADETTE B GRAD
ROUSE JOHN M FAA1
ROUSE RICHARD F GRAD
ROUSE RICHARD RAY LAS3
ROUSE ROBERT SCOTT GRAD
ROUSE WESLEY D ENGl
ROUSH JOHN M PE 1
ROUSH PAUL KEITH ENGl
ROUSH RICHARD WALTER FAA4
ROUSSEY MADELEINE L FAA4
ROUSSIN ROBERT WARRE GRAD
ROVEL JEROME EDWARD LAS1
ROVEL MERLE N LAS4
ROVETTQ RICHARD PHIL LAS2
ROMANO KATHRYN DAVIS GRAD
RQWDEN HUGH HENRY LAS4
ROWE DAVID C PE 1
ROWE DAVID D LAS1
ROWE GARY MICHAEL ENG4
ROWE GARY NEIL COM4
ROWE JEFFREY B LAS1
ROWE JOHN PETER BUS4
URH BABCOCK 322 U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
614 W CHURCH C
URH CLARK 239 C
URH FORBES 328 C
311 E GREEN 102 C
1207 W NEVADA U
407 S RANDOLPH C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 234 U
1107 W OREGON 1 U
904 W GREEN U
502 W MAIN 130 U
811 S FOLEY C
57 E CHALMERS 5 C
2305 S 1ST 101 C
URH BUSEY 215 U
URH EVANS 321 U
910 S 3RD 1214 C
207 W ILLINOIS U
SADORUS ILL
2212 E UNIVERSITY U
401 E DANIEL C
201 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
704 W STOUGHTON U
1104 S BUSEY U
203 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 417 U
1717 WESTHAVEN C
310 E GREGORY C
1216 W CHURCH C
2074 C ORCH ST U
904 S 3RD C
U OF I MATH U
314 S PRAIRIE C
2508 MAPLEWOOD C
402 N ELM C
505 S 1ST C
1005 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 254 C
URH SCOTT 286 C
106 E DANIEL C
1070 VALLEY RD C
902 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3R0 711 C
1106 S EUCLID C
904 S 3RD C
1204 STOUGHTON 31 U
1009 W PENN U
208 S 1ST C
307 S PRAIRIE 14 C
202 WHITE C
URH SAUNDERS 119 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 331 U
URH WARDALL 812 U
904 W GREEN U
305 E GREEN 9 C
408 E HEALEY 4 C
URH OGLESBY 804 U
505 E GREEN C
1109 MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 388 C
URH CARR 315 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 425 C
1006 S 3RD C
624 E GREEN C
311 E GREEN 107 C
621 W HILL C
604 S 3RD C
604 E ARMORY C
609 S 4TH C
310 E CHALMERS C
1825 B ORCH PL U
URH WESTON 345 C
1219 W DANIEL C
904 W GREEN U
1825 B ORCH PL U
URH SNYDER 336 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH OGLESBY 928 U
901 S 2N0 C
URH EVANS 337 U
205 COUNTRY FR 38 C
URH TOWNSEND 235 U
307 E HEALEY 12 C
1009 W PENN U
HOMER ILL
1111 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 170 C
URH HOPKINS C
609 W MAIN 6 U
708 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 441 C















































































1124 N 6TH ST









909 S 1ST 24
1374 DIVISION ST
811 S FOLEY
944 N WINNEBAGO ST
5749 N WASHTENAW
RR 2 BOX 344
RR 2 BOX 344
ROUTE 29 W











534 BEACH 25TH ST
RR 1
45 RIVER BLUFF RD







































































600 20TH ST L AWRENCEV ILLE ILL
4357 PROSPECT AV WESTERN SPRINGS IL











16 W 311 THORNDALE
RR



























3100 S MICHIGAN AV
2008 E TAYLOR
205 COUNTRY FR 38
211 LEE ST
211 LEE ST
6550 W TOWERS CR
ROUTE 1
2256 RAMSEY DR
2 56 MAY ST
313 N CASS
616 BURNETTE AV

























































ROWE JOHN THOMAS AGR4
ROWE KAY A LAS1
ROWE MARIANNE RENEE LAS2
ROWE RAYMOND GRANT GRAD
ROWE RICHARD D ED 6
ROWE RICHARD FRANCIS FAA4
ROWE SANDRA JEAN COM4
ROWEKAMP BERNARD P AGR1
ROWELL RONALD LEE AGR2
ROWLAND JAY ALAN BUS4
*ROWLANO JEAN SMITH GRAD
ROWLAND SHERYL ANN PE 2
ROWLAND WILLIAM T LAS3
ROY DEBASISH KUMAR GRAD
ROY DIPALI GRAD
ROY ELSA BARANDUN GRAD
ROY KENNETH EUGENE BUS3
ROYEM REED P ENG1
*ROYER ERLIND G GRAD
ROYER JAMES MICHAEL GRAD
ROYSTER CAROL DEAN PE 3
ROYSTER TIMOTHY D PE 3
ROZENSKY RONALD HOWA LAS2
ROZICH RITA CAROL FAA4
ROZICH ROBERT L FAA1
ROZMARIN JUDY ANN LAS3
ROZNOWSKI DREW OWEN LAS4
ROZYCKI PATRICIA MAR LAS3
ROZYCKI TIMOTHY L ENG4
RUBEL BARRY SAUL LAS4
RUBEL ROBERT CHARLES LAS2
RUBEL ROBERT WILLIAM BUS4
RUBENACKER KATHLEEN LAS1
RUBENKING MARLA K ED 1
RUBENS HARVEY D LAS1
RUBENSTEIN SHARI DEE LAS2
RUBENSTEIN SHELLEY E FAA2
RUBERRY THOMAS M LASl
RUBIANO ALFONSO GRAD
RUBIANO CONNIE LAS2
RUBIN BERNARD R LAS1
RUBIN BONNIE ELLEN ED 4
RUBIN CAROL J ED 1
RUBIN CONSTANCE A LAS1
RUBIN OAVID BERNARD LAS2
RUBIN DAVID I LASl
RUBIN DEBORAH FAA3
RUBIN FRED A LASl
RUBIN HARRY L GRAD
RUBIN JEFFERY FRED LAS3
RUBIN JERRY A BUS!
RUBIN JOH JOSEPH GRAD
RUBIN JOYCE MARILYN COM4
RUBIN LAWRENCE C BUS4
RUBIN MARC R FAA1
RUBIN MARLENE SUE LAS3
RUBIN MICHAEL ALAN BUS3
RUBIN MICHAEL RICHAR LAS2
RUBIN PATRICIA KAY LAS3
RUBIN ROGER ALLAN LAW2
RUBIN RONALD T BUS1
RUBIN SHELLEY E AGR1
RUBIN WILLIAM STEWAR LAS4
RUBINOFF MITCHELL J LASl
RUBINSTEIN CHARISSA LASl
RUBINSTEIN JOEL SHEL LAS4
RUBLE MARCELLA LEE FAA2
RUBLEY BARBARA GALE ED 4
RUBOVITS JAMES JAY GRAD
*RUBOVITS PAMELA C GRAD
RUBY BARBARA LYNN LAS3
RUCH JOHN ANTHONY LAS2
RUCH PAUL DEAN AGR2
RUCH PEGGIE M LASl
RUCHTI RANDAL C GRAD
RUDD MICHAEL WENDELL BUS1
RUDD NANCY MARIE GRAD
RUDDELL BRIAN WAYNE BUS2
RUOE CAROLYN DETJEN GRAD
RUDE DONALD WARREN GRAD
RUDESILL MARY GAIL LAS4
RUDICH ROGER DAVID PE 2
RUDIN CYNTHIA H BUS4
*RUOIN STEPHEN GERALD GRAD
*RUDIO JACK L GRAD
RUOISILL EVELYN Y GRAD
RUDMAN DANIEL STEPHE BUS4
RUDMAN SHERWIN MICHA LAS2
RUDNICK GERALDINE MA COM4
RUDNICKt MICHAEL FRA PE 4
RUDOLF HOMER GRAD
RUOOLPH BENNETT LLOY GRAD
RUDOLPH BOWMAN GRAD
RUDOLPH BUNNIE Z ED 2
RUDOLPH RICHARD GERA BUS4
RUDOLPH STEPHEN EDWA GRAD
RUOULPHI BEVERLY ANN PE 3
801 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 704 U
URH SAUNDERS 411 U
307 S PRAIRIE 6 C
MATTOON ILL
LA NAPOULE FR
URH LAR 332 U
URH HOPKINS 367 C
309 E CHALMERS C
212 N MCCULLOUGH U
1209 S RACE U
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
407 W GREEN 6 U
URH DANIELS U
608 E CHALMERS C
908 W CALIFORNIA U
1512 HEDGE RD C
910 S 3RD 405 C
50 E CHALMERS C
307 S PRAIRIE 6 C
901 W SPNGFLD 10 U
901 W SPNGFLD 10 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH BLAISDELL 317 U
URH CARR 431 U
URH LAR 132 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
1202 W NEVADA U
311 E GREEN 105 C
URH BABCOCK 407 U
106 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 322 U
1003 N JAMES C
405 E JOHN C
301 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 828 U
604 E ARMORY C
204 N GREGORY U
URH WARDALL 612 U
URH SCOTT 265 C
902 S 2ND C
296 N LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 10 C
218 E GREGORY 302 C
910 S 3RD 227 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 396 C
URH SHERMAN 563 C
310 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 390 C
409 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD 721 C
907 S 4TH C
310 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 207 C
706 W OHIO U
URH BUSEY 104 U
1012 W DANIEL C
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 803 C
106 E HEALEY 10 C
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
1106 S 3RD 4 C
706 W OHIO U
809 W CALIFORNIA U
1205 MAIN 2 U
807 S WABASH U
807 S WABASH U
1205 THOMAS C
URH OGLESBY 910 U
803 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 222 U
URH DANIELS 99 U
URH SNYDER 324 C
58 E ARMORY 1 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
604 W CALIFORNIA U
604 W CALIFORNIA U
802 W OREGON 33 U
105 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
807 S VICTOR C
2120 ORCH ST 101 U
WELDON ILL
URH GARNER 432 C
52 E ARMORY C
55 E GREEN C
505 E GREEN C
1103 W HILL U
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
1111 W WASHINGTON C
1111 W WASHINGTON C
512 E STOUGHTON C
508 E ARMORY C
344--7544 RR 1
332--5591 133 BAKER ST
332--3684 233 W ELIZABETH ST
356--2647 307 S PRAIRIE 6
2709 DE WITT
507 LINDBERG CT
332--2896 903 HOBAN AV
332--1043 685 N ELM
3 59--1894 RR 1
367--8653 5504 HUNTINGTON
365--2758 1209 S RACE





3 52--3802 1512 HEDGE RD
344--5000 4N163 PINE GROVE
359--3611 50 E CHALMERS
356--2647 2415 DOIOGE AV
367--0867 3715 PETERSON CT
367--0867 1224 N COURT ST
109 WELL ST
332--3524 700 W PALLADIUM
332--3979 700 W PALLADIUM DR
332--2832 6931 W 26TH ST
367--4842 503 E WHITE 8
344--1143 219 RAINBOW DR
344--98 18 3343 N PIONEER AV
332--3815 1322 E 51ST ST
2559 LUND AV
332--3799 22 N YALE AV




344--7732 7255 S OGLESBY
332--5644 3525 21ST ST
10335 S HALE AV
230 S GRACE
332--4416 230 S GRACE ST
332--1475 1845 S WALNUT ST
2914 RASCHER
332--3003 640 PINE ST




332--0 843 4952 N ST LOUIS
332--4870 18 MARSHALL ST IB
344--2375 310 DANIEL
332--1563 9334 N KOSTNER
14522 MAORIS AV




344--5000 9923 S CALHOUN
344--7793 8231 N SPRINGFIELD
332--2582
356--5539 1238 GLENCOE AV
344--7673 504 N 27TH ST
984 ORCHARD LAKES
359-1957 2710 W FITCH AV
332--4239 1708 S BOULEVARD
10056 BRONX AV
344-9519 9512 N KEELER
407 W GREEN 6
367-9674 1210 FRANKLIN AV
365-2161 4800 CHICAGO BCH




332-5457 700 HILLYER ST




344--45 97 513 E 2ND




356--9607 807 S VICTOR
344--7530 RIMINI ROUTE
332--0868 1760 N BROAD
356--7715 8226 N HAMLIN AV
359--4760 5740 HAWTHORNE AV
118 POLLOCK ST
367--7367 1103 W HILL
344--7097 8109 N KENTON AV
1203 SARATOGA DR
359--2845 1111 W WASHINGTON
359--2845 1111 W WASHINGTON
3 59--4126 4931 MIDDLEOALE RD



































































































RUOOLPHI THOMAS J ENG4
RUDSINSKI JANICE R LAS1
RUDY KATHARINA MARIA LAS1
RUE MARY ANNE LAS3
RUEB PHYLLIS K GRAD
RUEBCKE ELSBETH MONI GRAD
RUEOI JANE WINJE GRAD
RUEFER MICHEL DAVID ENG2
RUEHRDANZ JEAN K ED 4
RUEKBERG MADELEINE LAS3
RUEMMLER JOHN DAVID LAS3
*RUEMMLER MARY A LAS2
RUETER CAROL ANN LASl
RUETER LORRAINE E FAA3
RUETER MARILYN L PE 1
RUFENER WILLIAM H JR GRAD
RUFF DEBORAH ELIZABE PE 4
RUFF DONALD EUGENE LASl
RUFF PAUL HOWARD BUS3
RUFFIN BALIDA L LASl
RUFFIN WILLIE ED LASl
RUFFNER MICHAEL W BUS4
RUFFOLO LAWRENCE M LASl
RUFLI JOHN HERMAN LAS2
RUGE GEORGE NORMAN ENG3
*RUGELES JULIO GRAD
RUGEN KAREN ANN LAS2
RUGH PATRICIA A GRAD
RUHAAK THOMAS ALFRED LASl
RUHL JOHN ALLEN GRAD
RUHTER DON FREDRICK COM4
RULE ERMA JEAN BUS1
RULE HOWARD KEITH FAA3
RULEY EDWARD J ENG1
RULISON ROBERT C LASl
RULISON VIRGINIA LEE FAA1
RUM AN RONALD ENG4
*RUMBAUGH STANLEY A GRAD
RUMBLER WILLIAM R GRAD
RUMMEL GEORGE THEODO LAW2
RUMORE ANNE MARIA LAS3
RUNCHEY KATHLEEN GRAD
RUND ERIC B AGR2
*RUND LAURETTA F AGR5
RUNDELL EDWARD N BUS1
RUNDLE JOHN B ENG1
RUNDQUIST ANN ELIZAB LASl
RUNDQUIST GARY C LAS4
RUNESTAD CORNELL JES GRAD
RUNGE TEDD ROBERT FAA3
RUNGE THOMAS FRED LAS2
RUNKLE TERESA NAN ED 3
RUNNING SALLY A FAA1
RUPNICK JAMES F ENG1
*RUPNOW ALLAN ARNOLD GRAD
RUPNOW JIM ALLEN VM 4
*RUPNOW SUSAN MOTTER GRAD
RUPP JAMES FREDERICK LAS4
RUPP LAWRENCE E ENG1
RUPP LINDA ELIZABETH ED 4
RUPP MARY LASl
RUPPECK SHIRLEY S GRAD
RUPPEL STEPHEN CRAIG LAS4
RUPPRECHT JEAN A AGR2
RUSCHLI EDWARD J JR BUS2
RUSCIOLELLI THOMAS M LASl
RUSEK LILY HELEN LAS4
RUSH JAMES HARVEY ENG2
RUSH KARMA LEE LAS2
RUSHING CHARLES W ENG1
RUSHING PHILIP JAY GRAD
RUSHTON RICHARD G VM 1
RUSIN JOHN VICTOR LAS3
RUSK STEVEN DAVIS LAS4
RUSS BONNIE M COM3
RUSSELL ALAN H FAA3
*RUSSELL ALLISON DEAN GRAD
RUSSELL ARMINAH LASl
RUSSELL CAROL AM ED 4
RUSSELL CHARLES E JR BUS4
RUSSELL DANIEL KASBE LAW3
RUSSELL DAVID E AVI1
RUSSELL DAVID EUGENE ENG4
RUSSELL DAVID L GRAD
RUSSELL DIANNA K GRAD
RUSSELL DONALD CLIFF FAA4
RUSSELL DONALD J ENG2
RUSSELL DOROTHA M LASl
RUSSELL EODIE LEE PE 4
RUSSELL GAYLE BETH ED 3
RUSSELL GEORGE A III ENG4
RUSSELL JOHN C BUS1
RUSSELL JOSEPH MICHA BUS4
RUSSELL LINDA DOROTH GRAD
RUSSELL MICHAEL BLAI GRAD
RUSSELL PAULINDA GEN LAS4
RUSSELL RICHARD B BUS1
403 S RANDOLPH C
URH ALLEN 103 U
URH LAR 367 U
910 S 3RD C
611 W SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 309 C
DECATUR ILL
604 E ARMORY 339 C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
53 E DANIEL C
53 E DANIEL C
1106 S 3RD C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 221 U
807 W NEVADA U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH FORBES 463 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 907 U
URH FORBES 420 C
907 S 2ND 10 C
URH FORBES 423 C
URH GARNER 393 C
URH WESTON 342 C
53 E JOHN 2 C
URH BUSEY 325 U
713 S 6TH 203 C
312 E ARMORY C
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
203 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 371 U
310 E GREGORY C
URH SCOTT 412 C
URH BABCOCK 203 U
210 W HILL C
URH CARR 123 U
1414 N MCKINLEY 6 C
801 W PARK C
URH GARNER 152 C
608 S STATE 11 C
RR 2 U
604 E ARMORY 126 C
IVESDALE ILL
URH FORBES 313 C
904 W GREEN U
313 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 407 C
7 FISHER CT U
1004 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 204 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISDELL U
URH SNYDER 292 C
1828 A ORCH PL U
2410 E MAIN 14 U
2410 E MAIN 14 U
310 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 246 U
901 W SPNGFLD 12 U
URH BLAISDELL 207 U
1505 S WESTERN C
1602 S GROVE U
URH SAUNDERS 207 U
409 E CHALMERS 514 C
URH OGLESBY 928 U
901 W CALIFORNIA U
904 W GREEN 529 U
105 E CHALMERS 104 C
URH GARNER 294 C
103 S MAPLE U
113 WASHINGTON U
403 E GREEN C
1813 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 323 U
803 W OREGON U
910 N BUSEY U
URH ALLEN U
RANTOUL ILL
505 E WHITE 11 C
800 S MATTIS 8 C
URH SCOTT 244 C
117 E DANIEL C
2315 S 1ST 304 C
URH DANIELS 278 U
57 E CHALMERS 3 C
409 E CHALMERS 513 C
MAHOMET ILL
401 S 6TH C
508 E ARMORY C
606 FAIRLAWN U
URH GARNER 360 C
URH SNYDER 243 C
URH TRELEASE 514 U
607 FAIRLAWN U
508 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 394 C
RR 2
332--3116 88 FAY AV
110 N MAIN ST
344--5000 1902 JUL I ANNE OR
3 52--5870 BOX 742
332--4681 TULIP TREE HOUSE
58 WOODHILL CT
344--5443 1432 W HIGH ST
2111 SPRUCE OR
344--7997 72 SHERIDAN RD
107 E WHITE APT 2
107 E WHITE APT 2
344--9636 11916 S TIMBERLANE
344--0545 12002 S TIMBER LN
332--5456 12002 S TIMBERLANE
344--4320 ROUTE 1 BOX 161-A
344--5111 7040 OLCOTT AV
332--1129 502 TENBROECK
344--7589 502 TEN BROECK
332--4484 5760 S PRINCETON
332--1100 1210 ST LOUIS AV
344--5881 907 S 2ND 10
332--1103 6316 N OLCOTT AV
332--0840 1020 FERRY ST
332--2014 3721 W 86TH ST
352--3542 CALLE 44 27A-49
332--2643 1972 SUMMERTON PL
136 N FRONT ST
344--7961 1323 E NEBRASKA AV
359--2064 1609 VALLEY RD 3
18 W 278 SIDNEY AV
ROUTE 4 BOX 178
356--6112 203 JULIA
1650 SUNNYSIDE AV
359--3159 210 W HILL
332--3875 9357 S HAMLIN AV
356--0910 1414 N MCKINLEY
1414 LILL AV
332--0703 4041 N MENARD
352--7770 706 E JEFFERSON
367--9716 381 GREENBRIER SE
356--1266 RR 1
RR
332--1023 5855 N SHERIDAN RD
8 BARNSLEY RD
344--0032 EVERGREEN FARMS
5641 N RENWOOD DR
367--2822 CONCORDIA COLLEGE
344--0676 2301 MARSHALL




1828 A ORCHARD PL
365--2362 2410 E MAIN 14
365--2362 2410 E MAIN 14
356--6112 54 FOREST KNOLLS
332--4081 5142 S TALMAN
367--4654 304 S 11TH
332--3483 2003 S 6TH AV
356--0952 1505 S WESTERN
367--6842 1602 S GROVE
332--3618 343 E GREENWOOD
8651 FERNALD AV
332--5319 820 BRENTWOOD DR
404 S BATAVIA AV
ASHELFORDS CT
344--3401 406 E GREEN
801 DOGWOOD LN
367-
-8277 103 S MAPLE
331 ORIENT ST
1066 ASH ST
352--9360 235 S 20TH ST
332--2882 518 W PARK AV
344--2346 1413 MERIDEN ST
367--2677 910 N BUSEY
8544 S MAY
327 CIRCLE DR
356--3649 3140 FLORAL DR
356--9641 532 S PLEASANT ST
332--1642 741 S SCOVILLE AV
359-4073 229 CRESTWOOD
344--6562 209 W CLAY
332--2475
356--7428 9515 S MARION












2314 N 77TH AV







































































































RUSSELL RICHARD C LAS3
*RUSSELL RICHARD K GRAD
RUSSELL RONALD WILLI ENG2
RUSSELL SUZANNE J LASl
RUSSELL WARREN KEITH GRAD
RUSSIAN THOMAS P LAW1
*RUST BERT W GRAD
RUST GREGORY J LAS1
RUSTANO JAMES L GRAD
RUSTEBERG WENDY ANN LAS2
RUSTIN MARCIA CLAIRE ED 3
RUTAN BRUCE ALAN LAS4
RUTGARD MARLA B FAA1
RUTGER MARTHA LACY ED 4
RUTGER RONALD RUSSEL ENG4
RUTGER TERESA J LAS1
RUTH CHARLES W AGRl
RUTHENBERG ERIC J ENG2
RUTHER CAROL L GRAD
RUTHERFORO REGINALD GRAD
RUTHERFORD ROGER LYN AGR3
RUTKOFF GAIL SUSAN ED 3
RUTKOWSKI LYDIA S GRAD
RUTLEDGE DEBORAH A AGRl
RUTLEDGE JAMES EDWAR LAS2
RUTLEDGE JEANNE MARl ED 4
RUTLEDGE PATRICIA P GRAD
RUTLEDGE THOMAS L AGRl
RUTLEDGE WILLIAM ALL AGR3
RUTSCHMANN DONALD F GRAD
RUTTENBERG ALLEN ROB LAS2
RUTTENBERG LEON B ENG1
RUTTER PAMELA S BUS1
RUTZ PATRICIA ANN LAS2
RUUD JAMES E BUS1
RUUD JON MICHAEL LAS3
RUWE ALAN LEE ENG4
RUXTON LINDA M PE 4
RUZAS ANTHONY MARTIN LAS3
RYAN GEOFFREY REDMON LAS4
RYAN HALFORD ROSS GRAD
RYAN JOAN MARIE GRAD
RYAN JOHN EDWARD ENGl
RYAN JOHN M FAA4
RYAN KATHERINE E LASl
RYAN KATHLEEN ANN LASl
RYAN KATHLEEN ANNE AGR2
RYAN LAWRENCE DAVID GRAD
RYAN MARGARET MARY LAS3
RYAN MARY ANNETTE GRAD
RYAN MICHAEL JOSEPH PE 2
RYAN MICHAEL PHILLIP BUS4
RYAN NORMAN SMYTH LAS4
RYAN RICHARD JOHN ENG2
RYBA DENNIS A GRAD
RYBACK JOANNE ANNE LAS3
RYBAK MICHAEL GORDON ENG3
RYBEL VINCENT WALTER ENG2
RYBEL WILLIAM J ENGl
*RYBICKI MICHAEL JAME LAW2
*RYCKMAN NORMAN LEROY LAS4
RYCZEK RICHARO ALLEN LAS4
RYDEN STEVEN WILLIAM ENG4
RYDER DAVID ALLEN ENG3
RYDER JAMES T GRAD
RYDER JOAN RAE LAS4
RYDER JOHN S LASl
RYDER STERLING MAC LAW1
RYDER SUSAN KROGH GRAD
RYDING DAVID GENE LASl
RYDZ KENNETH EUGENE ENGl
RYHERD MARCIA JOAN LAS3
RYLANDS JOHN CRAIG LAS3
RYMAS CHRYSILIS MARI ENG3
RYNNE THOMAS JAMES LAS4
RYSDON ALICE GRACE LAS3
RZECHULA CASEY SCOTT LAS2
RZEMIENSKI WALTER E ENGl
RZYMSKI JOHN E ENGl
ROSS ROBERT EDMUND GRAD
SA NGUYEN VAN GRAD
SABATINO PAULA J ED 1
SABET JOSEPH A ENG5
SABIN CRAIG LEE LAS2
SABIN MARLENE KAREN ED 4
SABIN PHILIP D AVU
SABITT MARK NEIL LASl
SABO ALAN W AGRl
SABOL JOHN THOMAS LAS3
SACADAT STEFFI SUE LASl
SACERDOTE CAROL R GRAD
SACERDOTE GEORGE STE GRAD
SACHS JANICE ELLEN LAS4
SACHS JEAN L LASl
SACHTLEBEN DALE R LASl
SACHTLEBEN DALE W LASl
SAC I UK BOHDAN GRAD
302 E ILLINOIS U
109 1/2 W WASHNGTN U
illl S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 389 U
URH DANIELS 193 U
182 9 VALLEY RD C
2101 HAZWD 102 U
ROCKFORD ILL
704 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 103 C
910 S 3RD 1328 C
1109 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 12276 U
107 S PRAIRIE 7 C
107 S PRAIRIE 7 C
URH ALLEN 264 U
809 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 250 C
105 E GREEN 2 C
1306 COTTAGE GROVE U
1008 S LINCOLN U
904 S 3RD C
1002 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 206 U
URH WESTON 315 C
110 S GREGORY U
1201 W HEALEY C
58 E GREGORY C
58 E GREGORY C
1107 W GREEN U
110 E CHLMERS C
URH FORBES 271 C
URH LAR 105 U
508 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY C
806 W OHIO U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TAFT 212 C
708 W HIGH U
503 W GREEN 1 U
URH SHERMAN 747 C
406 E SPNGFLD C
URH BABCOCK 3 U
2020 N MATTIS 304 C
URH BARTON 8 C
URH ALLEN 421 U
URH LAR 299 U
LOU FRANCIS C
URH CLARK 436 C
URH DANIELS 466 U
309 E CHALMERS C
201 E GREEN C
907 W STOUGHTON U
302 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 462 U
901 S LINCOLN C
THOMASBORO ILL
URH SNYDER 363 C
URH SCOTT 361 C
800 W CHURCH 7 C
URH VANDOREN 315 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 140 U
803 W OREGON U
709 W CHURCH 4 C
URH CLARK 230 C
211 E ARMORY C
1105 W OREGON 10 U
1105 W OREGON 10 U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
801 W ILLINOIS U
903 W NEVADA U
901 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 216 U
308 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 205 U
1004 OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 438 C
912 S 2ND C
503 E PENN U
URH SHERMAN 363 C
URH ALLEN 392 U
121 N RACE 4 U
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3R0 1128 C
505 E GREEN C
52 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 446 C
505 E GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 430 U
2057 B ORCH ST U
2057 B ORCH ST U
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 1205 U
URH OGLESBY 612 U
URH OGLESBY 227 U
300 S GOODWIN 302 U
ROUTE 1 BOX 222






802 N ROCKFORD AV
604 1/2 OAK ST
332--0472 726 W HASTINGS
344--5000 704 LAMON AV
1112 OAKLEY AV
332--5763 5124 W FAIRVIEW LN
RR 1
227 E CHESTNUT




367--9504 1306 COTTAGE GROVE
344--3901 RR 2
344--9579 6053 N FAIRFIELD
344--5661 603 WASHINGTON
332--3147 RR 1
332--1992 431 FREDERICK AV
344--4534 RR 2





332--0995 3024 W CHASE
2000 GREENBRIAR
344--0683 1703 E MAIN ST
3858 27TH AV
344--9876 3858 27TH AV
344--2297 RR I
200 POPLAR ST
367--3958 1112 ROCKWELL ST
503 W GREEN
332--4898 123 HAVERHILL DR
352--8161 92-11 215 PLACE
332--3706 3067 ALBY
356--4777 69 N GILBERT AV
322--0092 ROUTE 2
332--3231 14725 KEYSTONE
332--300 6 69 N GILBERT AV
359--1950 317 OVERLOOK DR
332--0083 323 MARBLE ST
332--2539 5641 PERNOD
356--1894 1044 E WASHINGTON
356--7794 6316 W BERENICE
367--4204 320 S WAIOLA AV
344-
-7511 20 HOMESTEAD DR
332--4218 5936 W WRIGHTWOOD
344--0385 4915 N KOSTNER AV
8206 S LATROBE
332--1784 15560 NATALIE DR
332--1541 15560 NATALIE DR
352--2790 544 SPRUCE DR
333--0065 315 VAN DOREN ST
2144 WYNNEWOOD LN
332--4014 1900 S POPE
1709 OUTER PARK DR
352--5800 1709 OUTER PARK DR
332--0025 11256 AVENUE L
344--7424 19 MCCARTHY RD
344--5782 1103 W CHURCH
344--5782 1105 W OREGON 10
332--1359 4720 DOVER
3809 MADISON
344--1931 1364 8TH ST CT
352--9541 3515 HOME AV
332--4323 2911 W 40TH ST
332 S EUCLID
332--2703 2325 S 20TH AV
5400 W OTTO
10304 WIGHT ST




121 N RACE 4
344--9693 6038 N FAIRFIELD
344--5000 2629 W BIRCHWOOO
344--3580 RR 3
356--7715 2922 TWIN OAKS DR
332--1844 121 SERVANT ST
344--3480 RR 1
2200 SYCAMORE
344--6107 212 CLEVELAND ST
344--6107 253 E PALISADE AV
356--2872 5251 W GALITZ 211
332--5742 2921 CHAYES PK DR
332--5214 RR 2
332--5108 RR 1


































































































*SACIUK HELEN HIKAWYJ GRAO
SACK SUSAN MARY LAS2
SACKETT PHILIP B GRAO
SACKETT VERNON P 8US1
SACKHEIM GILBERT MAR LAW3
SACKHEIM JACQUELINE ED 1
SACKHEIM RUTH M LAS3
SACKHEIM SUSAN A ED 1
SACKLER ANITA HELENE ED 3
SACKS DEBRA G PE 1
SADEWATER VIVIAN M BUS5
SADILEK RICHARD A GRAD
SADIQ ABDULLAH GRAD
*SADLER ALICE RICE GRAD
SAOOCK LAURENCE ALLE LAS2
SADOWSKI ANDREW LAS3
SAELE MARTIN PETER ENG2
SAENGER RUDOLF WOLFR GRAD
SAFARCYK DIANE MARIE ED 3
SAFERSTEIN MARY A GRAD
SAFFOLD GUY STARK 11 LAS4
SAFFOLD ROSIE M LAS1
SAFFORD SHARON ANN LAS2
SAFFORD STEVEN GIRAR AGR4
SAFFRO RICHARD KENNE BUS1
SAFIR GENE ROBERT GRAD
SAGER CRAIG ALLEN LAS4
SAGER JUDITH LYNN LAS3
SAGER ROCHELLE GRAD
SAGER TERRY M LAS3
SAGETT MICHAEL LEE FAA4
SAGI DIANE LOUISE LAS4
SAGUCIO STEVEN ESTEB FAA4
SAHARACK KAREN F FAA4
SAHARACK PAUL TED LAW3
SAHAYOA CHRISTINE G GRAD
*SAIDI FARKHONDEH GRAO
SAIKKONtN VALERIE RA LAS2
SAIKLEY GILBERT HAVE BUS3
SAIKLEY JOANNE FAA3
SAILE DAVID GEORGE GRAD
SAINATI LEONARD GEOR ENG3
SAINSBURY DAYLE LAS3
SAINTEN CARL B LAS3
SAIPE GARY SCOTT LAS3
SAJDAK BARBARA MARY LAS4
SAJDAK JOANNE MARIE LAS2
SAKAL ANTHONY CHARLE VM 2
SAKEN ELLEN ANITA LAS3
SAKOL BARRE M 8USI
SAKRY DOLORES JEAN GRAD
SAKS ARNOLD HENRY FAA2
SAKURAI JUNJI GRAD
SALAMONE JUHANNA MAR ED 1
SALAS RICHARD JAMES LAW3
SALAT BARBARA J LAS1
SALATA JOHN DAVID GRAD
SAL8EG0 LENA MARY LAS4
SALCH MICHAEL C ENG1
*SALE GLEN A JR GRAO
SALEFSKI GARY L ENG1
SALEMI PETER JOSEPH FAA3
SALETTE JOSEPH C III BUSl
SALIAN SCOTT C LASi
SALISBURY GARY LLOYD VM 4
SALISBURY ROBERT LEE ENG4
SALKIN MARC J LAS2
SALLINGER RICHARD J LAS2
SALLY WILLIE MAE LASI
SALM CORAVONNE THADY LAS3
SALM EDWARD RAYMOND ENG4
SALM KURT LEE FAA3
SALM ROBERT JAY ENG3
SALMO VIRGINIA ANN FAA3
SALMON JACK KENDALL GRAD
SALMON JANET M GRAD
SALMON JOHN FRANCIS LAW2
SALNA HARRY V LASI
SALNICK RICHARD EUGE ENG2
SALOGA WILLIAM ALBER AVI3
SALSTROM STEPHEN L LASI
SALTIEL JOHN GRAD
SALTZ IRWIN JAY COM3
SALTZBERG JOYANNE L LASI
SALVESEN BRUCE MICHA GRAD
*SALZ NORBERT J ENG3
SALZMAN ANTHONY M GRAD
SALZMAN BONNIE RENEE ED 4
SALZMAN MELINDA C PE I
SALZMAN STEVEN RAYMO LAS2
*SAM KWESI ABBEY GRAD
SAMATA SAM N ENG1
SAMELSON JERRY VICTO LAS4
SAMELSON SCOTT LINCO LAS2
SAMELSON STEWART LAS2
SAMET ALLAN THOMAS COM4
SAMFORD GARY L LAS3
300 S GOODWIN 302 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1611 1/2 N MARKET C
URH OGLESBY 602 U
URH SHERMAN 1305 C
URH TRELEASE 610 U
910 S 3RD 918 C
URH TRELEASE 822 U
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3R0 C
1617 W UNIVERSITY C
URH SHERMAN 1067 C
300 S GOODWIN 213 U
FITHIAN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 322 U
RANTOUL ILL
1105 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN C
1202 W NEVADA U
1110 STOUGHTON 301 U
1008 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 75 U
710 W OHIO U
1103 S BUSEY U
706 W OHIO U
809 W ILLINOIS U
309 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 901 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
408 E GREEN C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1106 S 3RD C
106 E ARMORY C
618 W SPNGFLD C
618 W SPNGFLO C
913 W CHURCH 6 C
URH SHERMAN C
409 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
102 N LINCOLN 6 U
1206 W CLARK U
URH OGLESBY 609 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 338 C
907 S 4TH C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH BARTON 424 C
URH CARR 4 U
1104 W NEVADA U
301 E ARMORY C
306 E GREEN C
910 S 3R0 C
URH DANIELS 715 U
URH VANDOREN 109 C
311 W CLARK 203 C
1207 W SPNGFLD 4 U
300 S GOODWIN 410 U
503 E WHITE 10 C
709 S 2ND C
1806 W WILLIAM 7 C
URH GARNER 361 C
306 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 42 8 U
910 S 3RD 418 C
1317 S STATE C
34 ROXBURY U
110 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 306 C
CHICAGO ILL
RR 2 C
URH SNYDER 3 80 C
106 E OANIEL C
1ST ST RD C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
31 E DANIEL C
509 S 5TH 7 C
1003 S MATTIS 1 C
URH WESTON 491 C
URH CARR 412 U
505 E CHALMERS C
310 E GREGORY C
1204 W CALIFORNIA U
804 W OREGON U
URH LUNDGREN 12 C
604 N MAPLE 38 U
704 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 556 C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
WILMETTE ILL
1104 W GREEN 232 U
URH SNYDER 491 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 374 C
906 S 1ST 3 C
508 E WHITE C
904 W GREEN 511 U
344--3106 300 S GOOOWIN 302
344--6654 3801 W 76TH PL
352--6658 1611 1/2 N MARKET
332--5204 4105 STEARNS AV
332--5048 43-30 46TH ST
332--5567 9542 S PAXTON AV
344--5000 9542 PAXTON
332--5638 9542 S PAXTON
18-65 211TH ST
344--5000 2450 W GRANVILLE
352--7749 1617 W UNIVERSITY
332--4984 1544 D AV NE
CHARIBABAD
332--4131 9043 S EUCLID AV
616 N SWIFT ST
4759 S KILOARE AV
332--4964 URH SHERMAN
344-
-1173 1101 POWELL ST
367--6205 6859 CHERRY
344--3036 1550 N STATE PKWY
332--3266 ROUTE 1 BOX 56
344-




356--1894 1321 CHESTNUT ST
344--2143 2145 THORNWOOD AV
356-4066 2708 W ARGYLE ST
356--1363 59 GLENDALE RD
356--9696 4250 N MARINE DR
352--2058 1330 BRUMMEL ST
61 ALALOA RO
356--1101 618 W SPNGFLD
356-
-1101 6330 N KEDZIE
1378 HADDEN CR
332--4643 55 KH ITALIA
344--7276 1195 BLACKHAWK DR
202 PROSPECT
365--1163 102 N LINCOLN 6
EVINGTON
332--5211 352 GATESBY RD
344--4207 800 N LOMBARD
332--1526 5469 INGLESIDE
344--9693 8732 MERRILL AV
7125 S HOMAN
332--0191 220 S YALE
332--3842 271 94TH ST
344--9617 8635 N CENTRAL PK
7852 W CHURCHILL
7113 S CLYDE
344--5000 2429 W FARGO AV
332--2371 7-5-15 AKASAKA
332--0478 3412 SPRING CREEK
359--2455 1702 S LOOMIS
344--0511 295 SHADY LN
344--6717 2221 7TH AV
7807 OCTAVIA
911 MACARTHUR AV
356--2916 17130 CANTARA ST
332--0815 14 W FAIRVIEW
344--9541 1650 N 40TH AV
11 CANTERBURY RD
344--5000 11441 S BELL AV
356--6690 1317 S STATE
367--9069 212 N CHERRY
5104 N HAMLIN
3 32--1259 121 LARUE ST
11 E 59TH
7 REGENT CT
332- 1799 1918 E LILLIAN LN
356--3291 2455 S OPLAINE RD
736 CHICAGO AV
332--5632 716 N PARK AV
352--3351 BOX 118
356--6243 86 FAIRHAVEN RD
352--2833 7226 S LUELLA AV
332--2118 T43A OSAGE RD
332--3955 124 WISCONSIN AV
344--6464 RT 1 BOX 239
900 N LEWIS
344--1599 1204 W CALIFORNIA
2734 W BIRCHWOOD
332--0202 9054 S OGLESBY
4522 WILDWOOD DR
RR 3
3750 LAKE SHORE DR
344--7732 9246 KILDARE
344--5000 871 BURR AV
200 VALLEY VIEW DR
4C/4 BERAKU RO
345--4066 411 N 5TH AV
356--7606 8101 E PRAIRIE
332--1554 7N140 SQUIRE LN
8030 N KEWTON AV
356--9644 4217 W 149TH ST



































































































SAMLAN ALAN BARRY ENG3
SAMMANN ERNEST A ENG1
SAMMIT GARY MATTHEW LAS2
SAMMONS JERRY KENT PE 1
SAMOJEDNY GEORGt S PE 1
SAMOKHINE MICHEL B ENG1
SAMPLE MICHAEL OAVID AGR4
SAMPSON JAMES ALAN FAA4
SAMPSON KAREN L LAS1
SAMPSON LAWRENCE EDW LAS1
SAMPSON LESLIE R LAS1
SAMPSON RICHARD G FAA1
SAMPSON SUSAN A FAA1
SAMPSON SUSAN KAY LAS2
SAMS REBECCA JANE ED 2
*SAMSON DONALD EVAN GRAD
SAMSON JACQUES GRAD
SAMUELS JEFFREY PAUL LAW2
SANAZARO STEVEN PAUL LAS3
SANBORN RUTH PAULINE GRAD
SANBURG LARRY LEE GRAD
SANBURG VIVIENNE H GRAD
SANCES SUSAN V LAS4
SANCHEZ DRUCILLA J LAS2
SAND DOUGLAS STUART GRAD
SANDAGER MARK S LAS1
SANDBERG EARL LEON ENG6
SANOBERG JERI ELIZAB PE 2
SANDBERG JERRY LEE LAS4
SANDBERG JUDITH ANN LAS4
SANDBLOM LINDA JEAN LAS2
SANDERFORD MARK V FAA3
SANDERLIN BARBARA J FAA1
SANDERS ALICE JEANET FAA4
SANDERS BARRETT LAW3
SANDERS CLAUD DUANE GRAD
SANDERS FATIMA MAE ED 1
SANDERS GEORGE LEONA LAS4
SANDERS HOLLY TRUE LAS4
SANDERS JAMES ALLEN AGR4
SANDERS JAMES KEMBER VM 4
SANDERS JOANN M GRAD
SANDERS KAREN L GRAD
SANDERS KATHLEEN ANN AGR3
SANDERS KATHLEEN MAR ED 2
SANDERS MICKEY L LAS3
SANDERS PATRICIA ANN LAS1
SANDERS PHILLIP ANTH ENG2
SANDERS RICHARD PAT GRAD
SANDERS STANLEY CHAR LAS1
SANDERS STEVEN P LAS1
SANDERS VIRGINIA M LAS1
SANDERSON BETTY LEE PE 2
SANDERSON GRETCHEN L LAS1
SANOFORD COLLEEN M GRAD
SANDFORD SUZANNE MAR AGR2
SANDHU HARPRIT SINGH GRAD
SANDIFER BETTY RUTH AGR2
SANDMAN SUSAN CAROL PE I
SANDNER MARY A LAS1
SANDROLINI ELLEN LAS1
SANDS LARRY DALE ENG4
SANDS SCOTT CARY BUS4
SANDVALL DALE K LAS1
SANES FRANCINE SHEIL ED 2
SANFIELD LINDA LAS1
SANFORD JAMES D ENG1
SANFORO JEFFERY A LAS1
SANGHA GURCHARAN K GRAD
SANHAPHANIJ YUPHA GRAD
SANKS GENE D AGR3
SANNER JAMES DAVID LAS4
SANOSKI PAMELA J FAA3
SANTANA ROSINA LAS2
SANTANGELO JAMES ANG ENG3
SANTIAGO ALFREDO JR LAS1
SANTINI VETO J PE 1
SANTOGROSSI DAVID A LAS4
SANTOGROSSI MARY ANG LAS2
SANTORI MARY-JEANNE LAS1
SANTOSDECASTRO ESTER GRAD
SANTOW MICHAEL I LAW2
SANTUCCI CARLO ENG1
SANZONE GEORGE GRAD
SAPIENZA GEORGE VERN LAS1
SAPIENZA JAMES F ENG1
SAPORA JEANNE ELAINE ED 2
SARAL TULSI BHATIA GRAD
SARD MARY B FAA4
SARFATTY GEORGE M FAA1
SARFF MARY MARGARET GRAD
SARGENT UAVID H GRAD
SARGENT MARK EDWARD LAS1
SARGENT MICHAEL LERO GRAD
SARGENT ROBERT AISNE FAA2
SARGENT STEVEN L FAA1






206 S GREGORY U
1110 S 2ND C
URH BABCCCK 225 U
URH FORBES 2 92 C
URH FORBES 476 C
STA A BOX 2337 C
URH WESTGN 374 C
713 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 252 U




URH LAR 181 U 332-2953
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
401 W GREEN U 367-5002
300 S GOODWIN 403 U 344-4576
20 MAPLEWOOD U 367-8819
URH WESTON 267 C
904 W NEVADA U 344-0072
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U 367-1247
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U 367-1247
URH TAFT 26 C 332-0585
URH WARDALL 422 U 332-4377
URH SHERMAN 458 C 332-4843
URH HOPKINS 490 C 332-1390
605 EVERGREEN CT U 365-1989
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
202 E DANIEL C 359-1070
MOLINE ILL
URH LAR 223 U 332-2856
URH BABCOCK 409 U 332-3817
URH ALLEN 192 U 332-3298
902 W OREGON 1 U
URH DANIELS 717 U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH LUNOGREN 303 C
1730 LINCOLN PL 3 C
1730 LINCOLN PL 3 C
609 E PARK 4 C
705 W HIGH 4 U
609 E PARK C
CHARLESTON ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 430 U
URH SNYDER 238 C
1729 VALLEY RD C
501 E DANIEL C
912 S 2ND C
URH NOBLE 415 U
URH VANDOREN 109 C
URH BLAISDELL 113 U
910 1/2 S LOCUST 2 C
URH BUSEY 245 U
2502 W CARROLTON C
410 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 352 U
URH ALLEN 356 U
1302 SILVER 7 U
407 S 4TH C
URH TQWNSEND 572 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 722 U
URH GARNER 243 C
URH SCOTT 354 C
905 S 1ST 23 C
901 S 1ST 19 C 352-9781
804 W OREGON U 344-4870
URH WESTON 226 C 332-1931
URH BUSEY 427 U 3 32-2669
URH LAR 287 U 332-2996
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
URH FORBES 373 C 332-1068
URH FORBES 124 C 332-0936
URH GARNER 230 C 332-0727
URH SAUNDERS 411 U 332-3684
URH CLARK 234 C 332-0029
URH DANIELS 264 U 332-2461
1509 KIRBY C 352-1116
311 E GREEN 56 C 344-9818
2404 KIRBY C 352-1971
409 E CHALMERS 403 C 344-6373
302 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMERS 810 C 344-7463
1973 A ORCH ST U 344-0415
401 W NEVADA U 367-9067
110 E CHALMERS C
611 W INDIANA U 344-7098
103 N COLER U
URH HOPKINS 288 C 332-1248
2607 E HIGH U
502 E WHITE C 356-7735
912 S 2ND C













































605 S 10TH AV
906 W SPNGFLD 3






2517 31ST AV CT
1013 KRINGS LN
2517-31ST AV CT







1730 LINCOLN PL 3




1534 3RD ST 6
RR 2
948 BRANTWOOD AV
211 S MAPLE LN
1716 EDWARDSVILLE
4104 N PARK ST
1420 E FOREST AV
RR 1
1400 RUDY AV
391 E PARK AV
338 DUTCH LN
1109 TILTON PARK
634 E BUCHTEL AV









2623 W LUNT AV
8648 STOLTING RD
BOX 231
194 R MODEL TOWN
16831 THURD THA RD
BOX 145
419 NORTHFIELD DR




3016 N MAIN ST
1200 S WALNUT ST
1200 S WALNUT
1232 W EDDY ST
AUDA ALEM 551
169 N GROVE
4700 N OAK PARK AV
2404 W KIRBY
3425 W 79TH ST
544 FERDINAND AV
916 W CHARLES




710 W CENTER 3








































































































SARMIENTO JOSEPH J ENG1
SARSANY OENN1S MICHA LAW1
SARSANY FELECIA A LAS6
SARTON H MICHAEL LAW3
SARTORIO DIANE M LAS4
SARVER FORREST H GRAD
SARVER OLIVER P LAS1
SARVER PATRICIA OARL FAA2
SASAKI TADAHIRO GRAO
SASH DOROTHY KNIGHT LAS4
SASH RICHARD WAYNE LAS4
SASSE CONNIE RICHARD GRAD
SASSMANN DONNA MARIE LAS3
SATHER JAMES S LAS3
SATHRE ELLEN ELAINE LAS3
SATI PARAMESKARAN GRAD
SATO LINDA AYA LAS2
SATTER SHARON LAS1
SATTERFIELD DONALD G 8US3
SATTERFIELD TONDA D LAS2
SATTERTHWAITE L N GRAD
SATTERTHWAITE MARGAR LAS2
SATTERWHITE DAVID G ENG2
SATYANARAYANA P GRAD
SAUDER ELLEN P GRAD
SADDER RICHARD A AGR
1
SAUDER SHARON B LAS3
SAUDER SHEROL LEE FAA2
SAUDER STEVE E AGR1
SAUER ANDREW HUNTER AGR1
SAUER CATHLEEN MARIE ED 2
SAUER DUNCAN C LAS1
SAUER KATHLEENE FAA3
SAUER RITA MARLENE LAS4
SAUER THOMAS LEONARD BUS4
SAUERBRUNN CHARLOTTE LAS2
SAUERBRUNN GARY L GRAD
SAUL DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
SAULOG TEOFILO M GRAD
SAULT RUTH JEAN GRAD
SAUNDERS FRED M GRAD
SAUNDERS JOHN T FAA3
SAUNDERS RICHARD L J GRAD
SAUNDERS ROGER STEPH LAS2
SAUPE PHYLLIS JEAN LAS2
SAURBORN EDWARD G GRAD
SAUTTER DIANNE LEE ED 2
SAUTTER MARY LOUISE LAS4
SAVAGE DEBORAH S AGR5
SAVAGE HELENE SUSAN LAS3
SAVAGE LEON H FAA2
SAVAGE SUSAN FRANCES LAS4
SAVAGE WILLIAM A ED 4
SAVIGNON SANDRA K GRAD
SAVILLE DAVID M ENG1
SAVILLE KATHERINE M LAS2
SAVITZKY DAVID B LAS1
SAVITZKY HELEN BADON LAS4
SAVITZKY VICTORIA LAS3
SAVOIE RICHARD E AVI2
SAVULA MICHELE LEA LAS2
SAVULA NANCY ANN LAS2
SAWDEY BARBARA M GRAD
SAWDEY MICHAEL RAYNO GRAD
SAWICKI SANDRA D PE 4
SAWIN STEVEN PAUL GRAD
SAWTELLE JEROME A LAS4
SAWYER CHARLOTTE JEA LAS3
SAWYER GAIL PATRICIA LAS4
SAWYER V1KI LUAHN LAS4
SAX ENID BEVERLY LAS4
SAXBY LARRY STEPHEN ENG4
SAXENA SOHAN PRASAD GRAD
SAXINGER WILLIAM CAR GRAD
SAXMAN NANCY J LAS1
SAXON MICHAEL P BUSl
SAYDEL KENNETH M LAS1
SAYERS ROBERT HOWARD LAS4
SAYERS STEPHEN RICH BUS2
SAYLES MELANIE SUSAN BUS2
SAYLOR CYNTHIA V LAS5
SAYRE MICHAEL LEE LAS3
SAYRE ROBERT J BUSl
SAYRE WILLIAM CHARLE COM3
SBERTOLI ROBERT L JR ENG1
SCAFE DOUGLAS LYNN LAS4
SCAFURI RALPH L LASl
SCALETTA SAMUEL L BUSl
SCALIATINE MARY P D LAS4
SCALISE ANNE J GRAD
SCANNELL WILLIAM J GRAD
SCAPECCHI BRUCE ALAN LAS2
SCARBROUGH AUBREY GL GRAD
SCARICH GREGORY VINC GRAD
SCARICH KATHRYN WEST GRAD
SCARLETTE PHILIPP L ENGl
STA A BOX 2078 C
211 E ARMORY C
702 E GREEN 1 U
702 E GREEN 1 U
1111 JOANNE LN C
409 E CHALMERS C
1831 A ORCH PL U
109 E JOHN C
207 E JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
104 1/2 S MCULOUGH U
104 1/2 S MCULOUGH U
803 N PROSPECT C
313 E JOHN C
402 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 902 U
URH DANIELS 498 U
1001 COLLEGE CT U
URH ALLEN 25 U
412 LOUISIANA C
410 E GREEN C
51 E CHALMERS C
51 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 427 C
U OF I LINQUISTICS U
URH SHERMAN 234 C
1103 S BUSEY 7 U
URH WARDALL 720 U
URH WARDALL 510 U
1103 S BUSEY U
URH SNYDER 258 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 108 U
611 E DANIEL C
510 E STOUGHTON C
313 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 18 C
HOOPESTON ILL
PHYSICS BLDG C
URH SHERMAN 367 C
502 E HEALEY 108 C
7 OAKWOOD U
604 E ARMORY 404 C
STA A BOX 2410 C
310 E GREGORY C
URH BUSEY 245 U
1514 GRANDVIEW 6 C
907 S WRIGHT C
501 E SPNGFLD C
1604 WILEY U
1106 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 250 U
619 RICHARDS LN C
ILLINI UNION 284 U
503 HAROING U
URH SCOTT 242 C
910 S 3RD 221 C
URH VANDOREN 102 C
URH WARDALL 225 U
GILMAN ILL
URH LAR 201 U
URH BUSEY 204 U
408 W CHURCH 6 C
408 W CHURCH 6 C
RR 1 U
2034 B ORCH ST U
2120 ORCH ST 304 U
URH WARDALL 926 U
URH LAR 111 U
URH WARDALL 809 U
904 S LINCOLN U
510 E STOUGHTON C
1107 W GREEN 321 U
810 S 3R0 4 C
URH LAR 486 U
713 W OHIO U
912 S 2ND C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH CARR 427 U
907 S WRIGHT C
502 W MAIN 124 U
1203 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY C
808 N LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 202 C
707 W CLARK C
904 GREEN U
URH SNYDER 341 C
811 W HILL U
510 E STOUGHTON C
607 N ORCH U
904 W GREEN 321 U
706 S BROADWAY U
227 S WRIGHT 1 C
207 S WRIGHT 1 C


































































































104 1/2 S MCCULOGH
























6748 £ ENO AVE
405 S MAIN
323 S 4TH ST
2751 BEECHWOOD
131 TREMONT AV SE
















413 E ILLINOIS RD
6628 N ARTESIAN
4698 N KASSON







2034 B ORCHARD ST



























227 S WRIGHT 1




































































































SCAVONE MARY V LASl
SCHAADT PHILIP L ENG1
SCHAAF RONALD A AGR
1
SCHAAL KEVIN DEAN ENG2
SCHAAR MARVIN B LAS3
SCHACHOWSKOJ NELLIE GRAD
SCHACHOWSKOJ SERGEJ GRAO
SCHACHT ROBERT JOHN GRAD
SCHACHT SYLVIA NORTE GRAD
SCHACHT WILLIAM EUGE ENG4
SCHADD HELENA ADELA FAA2
SCHADT KENNETH J LAS4
SCHAEFER EDWIN MARTI GRAD
SCHAEFER JAMES A GRAO
SCHAEFER JAMEY LOU LAS2
SCHAEFER JANE LAS1
SCHAEFER JANE A LAS1
SCHAEFER STEPHEN C GRAD
SCHAEFER STEPHEN H GRAO
SCHAEFFER ALLEN JAY BUS4
SCHAEFFER JENNIFER A ED 3
SCHAEFFER JOHN GERHA GRAO
SCHAEFFER MARILYN AL AGR4
SCHAEFFER MARY-ELLEN ED 4
SCHAEFFER SHIRLEY R EO 1
SCHAER MICHAEL VM 2
SCHAFER ELTON DUANE GRAD
SCHAFER LESLIE E GRAD
SCHAFER MARY T LAS1
SCHAFF DAVID BRUCE LAS2
SCHAFF JfcRI LAS3
SCHAFFENACKER GLORIA LAS1
SCHAFFER ALAN RIEPE BUS4
SCHAFFER CONSTANCE J LAS2
SCHAFFER LANA GRAD
SCHAFFER SHELDON ART GRAO
SCHAFFNER ROGER ROLL ENG2
SCHAFFNER THEODORE M LAS2
SCHAFFNER TRUDY MICH ED 1
SCHAFFRAN CARLA RENE ED 4
SCHAIBLE JOHN F LAS2
SCHAIDLE CHARLES LEE ENG3
SCHALLER CAROL A LAS1
SCHALLER GAIL LINDA LAS2
SCHALLER LINDA JEAN LAS4
SCHAMBACH DUANE D AGR4
SCHANAMANN STEPHEN R LAS2
SCHANBACHER SUSAN BU LAS3
SCHANLER RICHARD J GRAD
SCHAPER SHERRY R LAS1
SCHAPS ALAN J GRAD
SCHAR LEE RAYMOND LAS4
SCHARF MARY KATHLEEN LAS2
SCHARLAU CAROL Z GRAD
SCHARLAU EDWIN A II GRAD
SCHARR PATRICIA M GRAO
SCHAR JUDITH SHARYN LAS4
SCHATZ RICHARD MICHA ENG4
SCHAUB GUNTER R LASl
SCHAUBERT DANIEL HAR ENG4
SCHAUBLE CAROL EVERS FAA4
SCHAUBLE JAMES HENRY ENG4
SCHAUBLE LINDA KAY LAS3
SCHAUFELBERGER JUDIT AGR2
SCHAUFF MICHAEL EUGE LAS2
SCHAUL GENE J GRAD
SCHAUM JOAN L LASl
SCHAUM SANDRA AGR4
SCHAUMBURG MURRAY M BUS3
SCHAYE IVAN MARK FAA4
SCHEAFNOCKER GLENN S FAA3
SCHECHTMAN MERRILEE ED 2
SCHECHTMAN PERRY BRU BUS3
SCHECK LOUIS PAUL FAA3
SCHECK MARGUERITE AN ED 4
SCHECKEL DANIEL PATR LAS2
SCHEER DORA B ED 3
SCHEFF DEBRA KAYE LASl
SCHEFFNER DIANE LYNN ED 3
SCHEIB MARY A AGR1
SCHEIBEL CLETA ANNE BUS2
SCHEI8EL SHARON KAY LAS4
*SCHEICK WILLIAM JOSE GRAD
SCHEIDEL ROY JOSEPH FAA2
SCHEIDT JAMES E JR BUS1
SCHEIFLEY WILLIAM C GRAD
SCHEIN FREDERICK LES FAA3
SCHEIN HOWARD KARL GRAD
SCHEIN LAWRENCE B GRAD
SCHEITLER LAWRENCE E LAS2
SCHEIWE DAVID ARTHUR ENG4
SCHEIWE KENNETH E LASl
SCHELL RICHARD M JR LAS2
SCHELLBERG JOHN DAVI LAS6
SCHELLING MARILYN SU LAS2
SCHELLSCHMIOT ANN MA LAS2
SCHEMSKE DOUGLAS W LAS3
URH ALLEN 2 r)l U
URH OGLESBY 408 U
910 S 3RD 628 C
URH WESTON 344 C
URH SCOTT 211 C
1011 W ILLINOIS U
1011 W ILLINOIS U
1 WESTWOOD PL U
703 LASELL C
804 W OREGON U
URH LAR 104 U
501 E HEALEY C
311 W SPNGFLD 2 C
URH DANIELS 67 U
904 S LINCOLN 11 U
URH SAUNDERS 306 U
1607 PARK HAVEN C
1854 VALLEY RD C
615 W GREEN C
2006 S VAWTER 10 U
URH LAR 422 U
URH GARNER 280 C
URH WARDALL 1104 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 19 U
2009 PHILO RO U
215 W JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 424 C
URH ALLEN 73 U
105 E ARMORY C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH SAUNDERS 218 U
505 E GREEN C
1106 S LINCOLN U
609 S 5TH 5 C
2062 B ORCH ST U
402 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1024 U
URH TRELEASE 518 U
47 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSERO 234 U
URH ALLEN 268 U
303 E JOHN C
313 E JOHN C
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 405 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 1349 C
URH TRELEASE 430 U
URH SNYDER 180 C
404 BRIAR LN 5 C
409 E CHALMERS C
S 1ST RD C
S 1ST RO C
1211 W CLARK 14 U
802 W OREGON 33 U
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
URH SNYDER 288 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
302 HOLIDAY PK 240 C
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
1404 S LINCOLN U
805 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 452 U
1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH NOBLE 308 C
707 S 6TH 514 C
2073 D ORCH ST U
LA NAPOULE FR
904 W GREEN 315 U
409 E CHALMERS C
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS 706 C
URH SAUNDERS 421 U
URH FORBES 364 C
207 E JOHN C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNOERS 107 U
URH ALLEN 499 U
URH VANDOREN 25 C
1202 W NEVAOA U
3223 CAMERON C
706 S STATE C
URH SCOTT 370 C
1212 W MAIN 6 U
1002 FAIRLAWN U
1002 FAIRLAWN U
1008 W CLARK U
1004 S 2ND C
CISSNA PARK ILL
505 E CHALMERS C
904 W GREEN 523 U
URH TOWNSENO 114 U
313 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 826 U
URH FORBES 100 C
252
10128 FAIRFIELD
332--5150 3138 S HOME AV
332-•5000 112 S LIBERTY ST
108 N ST CLAIR
332--1481 78 MONTGOMERY PL
344--4865 63 E PLEASANT LK
344--4865 318 W 25TH ST
365--1340 1 WESTWOOD PL
356--3467 703 LASELL DR
344--0652 1477 CAMPBELL AV
332--2809 7964 25TH COURT
356--00 81 5607 S HOMAN
311 W SPRINGFIELD
3 32--2393 405 EDGEWOOD TERR
15 WESTERN AV HTS
332--3648 RR 1
352--6487 1607 PARK HAVEN
359-
-2322 2324 TERRACE RD
356--2364 615 W GREEN
3 54--1508 4300 MARINE DR
332--2922 4300 MARINE DR
332--6762 RR 1
332--4529 806 PEORIA ST
4626 W MELVINA AV
2252 W EDGELY ST
365-
-2913 2009 PHILO RD 12
359--2570 215 W JOHN
332--4729 529 W ELK ST
332--3264 403 W BERKLEY DR
356--7986 895 HUCKLEBERRY LN
344--9617 895 HUCKLEBERRY LN
RR 3
819 METROPOLIS ST
344--3616 308 RIEBELING ST
4433 GRANGER ST




356--7663 1529 SOUTHLAWN PL
344--5000 203 HAWTHORNE LN
332--40 71 RR 2
332--3320 442 S 24TH AV
344--0243 9360 S PLEASANT
344--9705 442 S 24TH AV
344--6875 ROUTE 2 BOX 295
332--4178 6620 BILLINGS DR
2002 WIGGINS
332--5032 433 STEWART AV
332--5525 1007 LAWNDALE
332--1668 5801 N SHERIDAN
1459 SPEECHLEY
344--1999 643 S 22ND AV
344--4516 S 1ST ST RD
344--4516 S 1ST ST RD













344--6490 2073 D ORCH ST
1142 OAKWOOD DR
1614 SHADYWOOD AV
6087 N WHIPPLE ST
344--9694 3244 W ARDMORE
344--7428 4404 WILSON AV
332--3694 512 BANBURY RD
332--1064 222 N PROSPECT AV
356--8738 499 E 4TH
356--7663 6317 N MOZART
332--3589 9 PAMELA RD
332--3423 17 N KENILWORTH AV
332--046 8 RR 2
344--1173 4316 MEMORIAL DR
359--1479 3223 CAMERON
359--3558 706 S STATE
332--1550 100 OLYMPIA ST
333--0324 3221 BRYAN AV
365--1669 1345 ESTES
365-1669 1345 W ESTES AV
365--2788 30 W AMHERST RD
356--7683 RR 2
BOX 277
344--9741 411 N 2ND ST
344--5822 37 N DOUGLAS AV
332--3996 32 COUNTRYSIDE RO
344--4332
332--4478 2620 N DECHMAN AV


































































































SCHENCK GEORGE ROBER LAS2
SCHENK EDITH C GRAD
SCHENK NQRBERT PETER AGR4
SCHENKEL ROBERT H GRAD
SCHER OORRIE MERLE FAA3
SCHER JOEL HOWARD LAS3
SCHERBROECK SUSAN L LAS1
SCHERCK GARY R GRAD
SCHERER CAROLE H GRAD
SCHERER MARY A LAS1
SCHERER NANCY ELEANO FAA4
SCHERER ROBERT RUSSE AGR2
SCHERER RONALD E GRAD
SCHERER STEPHEN EUGE BUS3
SCHERER STEVEN JAMES AGR2
SCHERFFIUS JAMES H ENG2
SCHERKENBACH LELAND ENG2
SCHERTZ DONALD RALPH GRAD
SCHERTZ GLENN A BUS3
SCHERTZ MICHAEL E AGR1
SCHETTLER THOMAS K AGR2
SCHEU JUDITH ANN GRAD
SCHEU LINDA LEE FAA3
SCHEUBER JANE F LAS3
SCHEWE PHILLIP F LAS1
SCHIAMBERG LAWRENCE GRAD
SCHIAVQNE PATRICK A BUS1
SCHIAVONI ROGER MICH ENG2
SCHICK DANNY LYNN AGR3
SCHICK JAMES ARTHUR BUS4
SCHICKEDANZ ALLANLEE AGR3
SCHICKEDANZ DAVID I GRAD
SCHICKEDANZ JOHN C FAA2
SCHICKERT WILLIAM G GRAO
SCHIEFELBEIN SUSAN E LAS1
SCHIEK JANE BERYL FAA4
SCHIEL JOSEPH B JR GRAD
SCHIELD SUSAN ARLET GRAD
SCHIELE TERESA J LAS1
SCHIELKE CRAIG ANTHO AGR2
SCHIERER CHARLES RAL PE 4
SCHIERER RONALD A AGR1
SCHIFF GEORGE WILLIA LAS4
SCHIFFMAN JERALD ALA ENG2
SCHIFFMANN MICHAEL F LAS1
SCHIFFRIN DAVID WHAR LAW2
SCHILBE SHARON LYNN LAS4
SCHILI ARNOLD ENG3
SCHILL KATHRYN JOAN LAS4
SCHILLING DAVID E LAS1
SCHILLING LINDA JOAN LAS3
SCHILLING ROBERT P AGRl
SCHILLING STEPHEN R AGR2
SCHILLING WILLIAM J LAS4
*SCHILMOELLER JANICE ED 5
SCHILSKY STEPHEN W LAS3
SCHILSON DAVID LEE LAS3
SCHIMEL DAVID LAS3
SCHIMMEL JOHN R BUS1
SCHINDEL BARBARA ANN LAS2
SCHINDEL LINDA MARIE PE 2
SCHINDEL RICHARD HEN BUS3
SCHINDLER ERIC L GRAD
SCHIRMANG FRANCES CA LAS2
SCHLACHTER GAY LEE COM4
SCHLADE SONDRA CAROL COM4
SCHLAN LESTER LAWREN LAS2
SCHLAPP GAIL JOYCE ED 3
SCHLAPP GARY DEAN LAS2
SCHLEEF ROBERT EOWIN VM 2
SCHLEETER GERALD W AGR3
SCHLEGEL DONALD CHAR GRAD
SCHLEGMAN NETA CORRI LAS2
SCHLEICH JACK ENG4
SCHLEMBACH DAVID L FAA1
SCHLEMBACH JOHN M LAS3
SCHLEMMER RAYMOND F LAS1
SCHLESINGER JAMES AL LAS3
SCHLESINGER MORTON L ENG2
SCHLESINGER PAUL LOU LAS3
SCHLESINGER STEPHEN LAS4
SCHLESINGER STEVEN C AGRl
SCHLESINGER THOMAS M LAS1
SCHLESSER JOSEPH E LASl
SCHLICH JERRY D FAA1
SCHLICHTER JEROME J BUS3
SCHLICKSUP MARY E LAS2
SCHLIE LAVERNE ARTHU GRAD
SCHLIFKE JAMES STEVE ENG4
SCHLINK DAVID V LAS3
SCHLITT JOHN WILLIAM ENG1
SCHLITT MARYGENE GRAD
SCHLORFF BETTIE ANN LAS2
SCHLOTZHAUER ROBERT GRAD
SCHLOZ CARLA J LASl
SCHLOZ MARY S LASl
SCHLUCKEBIER SUSAN K LAS3
211 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 103 C
316 S PRAIRIE 205 C
305 E GREEN C
307 E DANIEL C
801 W IOWA U
URH BLAISDELL 305 U
606 W OHIO U
BROWNFIELD RO U
URH SAUNDERS 405 U
904 S 3RD C
803 1/2 S PRAIRIE C
906 1/2 S VINE 304 U
202 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 324 U
URH TCWNSEND 272 U
1613 HEDGE RD C
311 E GREEN 211 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY U
314 S PRAIRIE 201 C
506 E SPNGFLD 3 C
URH TAFT 206 C
URH SNYDER 368 C
1302 SILVER 4 U
URH SNYDER 426 C
URH GARNER 336 C
313 E CHALMERS C
514 E JOHN 5 C
1010 S 2ND 218 C
URH SHERMAN 546 C
URH SNYDER 372 C
1008 W STOUGHTON U
URH TAFT 321 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
2031 A ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 185 U
URH NOBLE 107 C
URH CARR 13 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 108 C
309 E INDIANA U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 475 C
URH FORBES 230 C
1202 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 331 C
URH TRELEASE 705 U
URH OGLESBY 626 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 293 C
58 E GREGORY C
401 E DANIEL C
905 E SUNNYCREST U
101 W PARK 301 U
604 E ARMORY C
1105 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER 350 C
URH LUNDGREN 122 C
URH CLARK 319 C
604 E ARMORY U
404 EDGEBROOK 214 C
710 W OHIO U
1204 S LINCOLN U
303 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 406 C
2305 S 1ST 301 C
909 S 3RD C
1202 N LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 239 C
6 ROSEWOOD PL U
305 E JOHN 7 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1105 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS 501 C
URH TOWNSEND 519 U
911 S 3RD 3 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 222 C
BELLEVILLE ILL
1002 W OREGON U
611 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 512 U
907 W STGUGHTON U
104 E ARMORY 1 C
904 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 314 U
908 S LINCOLN U
BEMENT ILL
URH ALLEN 179 U
405 E JOHN C



































352--0576 129 RYAN LN B
306 GENEVA AV
332--0613 720 CLEMENT ST
332--1789 2850 KEYSTONE RD
367--3473 7747 S MARQUETTE
332--1832 808 S CARPENTER AV
3506 N NORA AV
344--7613 RR 4




365--3223 551 FAIR ST
332--0646 4732 FRANKLIN
344--4205 1721 MAYFIELD AV
344--40 11 463 N PENNSYLVANIA
332--3292 917 S 6TH AV
332--036 5 3663 ARDEN AV
332--3851 731 ORCHARD AV
359--3232 121 N HANCOCK
332--0927 825 S 4TH ST
42 BOWKER RD
6511 N ALBANY
332--0889 1627 N MEADE
13 HATHAWAY LN
344--1173 RR 2 BOX 84
344--1266 1214 ILLINOIS AV






367--7607 905 E SUNNYCREST
718 E SCARRITT
344--5662
344--9770 9233 S BENNETT
332- 1775 306 PIPER LN
332--0230 18-03 SPLIT RCK RD
332--0045 639 MORNINGSIDE
344--1112 639 MORNINGSIDE
356--9442 143 FAIRMOUNT ST
344--6212 1011 HUCKLEBERRY
344--7426 73 FAIRVIEW PL
344--1103 3950 LAKE SHORE DR
344--5000 5455 N SHERIDAN RD
344--3946 303 JACKSON ST
332--2055 303 JACKSON ST





332--1457 622 S GLENWOOD
367--4480 622 S GLENWOOD
609 E MADISON ST
9349 N KEYSTONE
3000 KENWOOD ST




332--1204 211 E ROUTE 120
1811 SCHEEL ST
17 W POPLAR ST
344--1840 3210 N LINNHILL CT
332--2304 1103 S MOLFORD RD
36 5--2247 8115 KINGSTON
4826 N BIGELOW
709 N WASHINGTON
332--5480 501 N GRAND AV W
344--2170 509 W UNION
132 W BOWYER
18 FILE DR
403 E 4TH ST
344--7100 RR 2
ROSELLE ILL
REGO PARK N Y
CHICAGO IL















































































































































































































































































































1835 D ORCH PL



































































































C 332-•0788 518 HICKORY DR
u 115TH AND ARCHER
c 352-2736 641 POLK AV
C 212 CHARLOTTE
u 344--5075 235 S BENCH ST
u 332--2824 1105 CASTLEWOOD LN
u 332-5285 2622 CENTRAL DR
u 332--2872 2522 GRAND AV
u 344-1247 1835 D ORCHARD PL
u 344--1247 1835 D ORCHARD PL
u 332--440 5- 745 S CATHERINE
c 183 HARTWAY DR
c 352--8435 4425 B 31ST
c 356--0639 205 S WASHINGTON
C 352--7342 418 N MAIN
u 332--2967 2259 SHERIDAN RD
c 332- 1579 640 WEHRLI DR
C 344--0382 RR 1
u 332--2936 RR 1
u 367--0170 804 W SPNGFLD
u 720 OREGON AV
c 356--1918 1290 LINDBERG LN
C 272 WOODSTOCK AV
c 15 OLD ORCHARD LN
C BOX 186
u 305-4 DIAMOND VIL
202 SOUTH H
c 356--3152 RR I
u 344--3616 RR 4
u 332--3753 510 N MAPLE ST
C 433 N COOK ST
u 332--3808 3612 S EUCLID AV
c 332--1210 424 E SCARRITT
c 720 OREGON AV
u 332--2766 ROUTE 1
c 352--6151 2718 178TH ST
RR 3
u 344--6212 5940 PECK
u 332--2956 9317 OLCOTT
c 510 N MAPLE
u 21W248 BRIARCLIFF
u 344--0870 204 E CHESTER
C 3 59--1630 1108 S 6TH ST
c 356--0730 26 S 21ST AV
u 332--0994 ELIZABETH RD
c 352--9750 210 CHALMERS
c 344--7011 920 N FARES
u 332--3945 5200 BROWN
c 352--6339 110 SHARON DR
u 3 32--2646 660 SUNNYSIDE
u 344--0511 1401 S ELMWOOD AV
u 3612 ROCKWOOD RO
c 332--1011 1007 1/2 OAKLEY AV
u 3 32--3048 RR 1
c RR 1 A
c 352--0279 1805 VALLEY RD
u 367--3408
c 4934 W MEDILL AV
u 192 S ROSE ST
c 344--9477 830 E 2ND S
c 2507 W 54TH ST
u 344--4320 2507 W 54TH
u 344--9876 RR 1
u 11015 AVENUE L
c 100 E MAPLE
u 332--3049 6728 OGLESBY
u 800 HOLLY
u 6413 N HOYNE
u 6413 N HOYNE
c 344--7732 6933 N KEDZIE
u 332--3148 RR 1
c 356--7766 RT 1
u 332--5321 105 WALNUT DR
c 6216 N MONTICELLO
c 208 W 16TH ST
c 332--0822 4020 N MANGO AV
c 332--4949 1658 WOODSIDE OR
c 359--1268 2944 W JEROME
c 9422 BALOWIN DR
u 365--2067 303 IOWA AV
c 344--7152
c 332--4839 2702 S PENINSULA
c 352--1504 1007 S 1ST 2
c 2772 E 75TH ST 4C
c 6213 N ST LOUIS
c 344--2129 2772 E 75TH ST 4C
c 2012 WILMETTE AV
u 367--2332 802 E HIGH
c 332--1416 RR 1
u 344--0756 1163 WILLOW RD
u 332--3260 1352 GREEN BAY RD
c 332--1618 515 S RIVERSIDE OR
u 344--5322 RR I
c 6314 N HAML IN
u 332--4208 180 S CLOVER LN
c 7900 MERRILL



































































































SCHNELL THEODORE A FAA3
SCHNELL WILLIAM EMME GRAD
SCHN/ERLE HAROLD S LAS1
SCHN1TTGRUND GARY D ENG4
SCHNITZ KAREN LYNNE ED 3
SCHNITZLEIN CHARLES GRAD
SCHNUR STEPHEN HENRY GRAD
SCHOB DAVID EUGENE GRAD
SCHOCK 60NITA J FAA1
*SCHOEN JANICE SIRLES GRAD
SCHOEN PAUL GERALD LAW2
SCHOENBECK KAY ELLEN GRAD
SCHOENBERG DANIEL R LAS2
SCHOENBERG KURT F ENG1
SCHOENEBERGER EDWARD ENG4
SCHOENEMAN LARRY LAS1
SCHOENFELD PAUL M LAS3
SCHOENHERR NORMAN KA FAA2
SCHOENING MICHAEL PA LAS4
*SCHOENING STEPHEN R GRAD
SCHOFIELD BRUCE E LAS1
SCHOFIELD CHERIE LYN LAS3
*SCHOKNECHT JEAN DONZ GRAD
*SCHOKNECHT WILLIAM E GRAD
SCHOLER WILLIAM C GRAO
SCHOLL JACK HOWARD GRAD
SCHOLTENS EUGENE E FAA2
SCHOLZ DAVID ANTHONY LAS4
SCHOLZ JOLINE H ED 4
SCHOMER PAUL DAVID GRAD
SCHON JEFFREY KENT LAWl
SCHONFELD JODEY B LAS3
SCHONHOFF RICHARD D BUS4
SCHONSETT EDWARD D J ENG4
SCHOO VALERIE GAE LAS2
SCHOOF GARY DUANE AGR3
SCHOOLEY ELIZABETH J ED 3
SCHOON GARY A ENG1
SCHOONHOVEN MARGEL J LAS3
SCHOPFER DONALD KEIT LAS2
SCHORN SUSAN JANE LAS4
SCHORR MORRIS EDWIN GRAD
SCHORR SYLVIA LAS1
SCHORY KENNETH CALVI FAA4
SCHOTT KRISTINE M ED 1
SCHOTT LAWRENCE H LAS1
SCHOTTMAN FREDERICK ENG2
SCHOTTMAN RONALD P ENG1
SCHRADER CAROL E LAS1
SCHRADER ESTHER MARI AGR4
SCHRADER PAUL R GRAD
SCHRADER WALTER KURT LASl
SCHRAFT DORIS MARIE LAS4
SCHRAMER MATHIAS C GRAD
SCHRAMM HAROLD L JR LAS3
SCHRAUF LINDA M FAA2
*SCHRAUT RUSSELL W JR FAA4
SCHREIBER ALAN K LAWl
SCHREIBER EARL GEORG GRAD
SCHREIBER LQREN BENN LAS3
SCHREIER WARREN RAY BUS4
SCHREINER JANET A ED 1
SCHREINER THOMAS K ENG4
SCHREINER THOMAS RAL LAS3
SCHRENZEL STEVEN NOR LAS3
SCHRICKEL SUSAN M LASl
SCHRINER MARILYN G LAS2
SCHRIVER JANE ELIZAB AGR2
SCHROCK CARL M LASl
SCHRODER CHERRYL L LASl
SCHROEDER ALAN CONRA ENG2
SCHROEDER ALAN RANDA LAS2
SCHROEDER CAROL L LASl
SCHROEDER CHARLES B GRAD
SCHROEDER DAVID H GRAD
SCHROEDER EARL JOSEP ENG4
SCHROEDER GENE ROGER COM3
SCHROEDER GLENN M GRAD
SCHROEOER GREGORY L VM 1
SCHROEDER JEAN E LASl
SCHROEDER JERENE C LAS3
SCHROEDER JOAN R FAA4
SCHROEOER JOHN RUSSE ENG4
SCHROEDER KATHLEEN A LASl
SCHROEDER LOIS J LASl
SCHROEDER LORING W LAS3
SCHROEDER MARGERY K GRAD
SCHROEDER PAUL R LASl
SCHROEDER PAUL WALTE LAS4
SCHROEDER RICHARD II AGR1
SCHROEDER STEPHAN A AGR3
SCHROEDER THERESA AN LAS2
SCHROEDER THOMAS E ENG4
SCHROEDER WILLIAM A LAW3
SCHROEN LINOA J LASl
SCHROER ANN E EO 1
SCHROF LARRY DON ENG3
211 E DANIELS C
2113 W WHITE 219 C
URH SCOTT 156 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH BLAISDELL 215 U
URH DANIELS 503 U
1201 W UNIVERSITY U
URH SHERMAN 1356 C
URH LAR 194 U
1646 VALLEY RU C
1646 VALLEY RD C
URH SHERMAN 121 C
910 S 3RD 322 C
URH FORBES 356 C
410 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 280 U
501 E GEORGE C
URH OGLESBY 820 U
604 E ARMORY C
2112 ORCH ST 204 U
804 VERMONT U
611 E DANIEL C
2069 D HAZWD CT U
2069 D HAZWD CT U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 129 U
810 W IOWA U
105 E CHALMERS 206 C
105 E CHALMERS C
2020 N MATTIS C
HOLCOMB ILL
URH EVANS 403 U
206 E GREEN C
1010 S 2ND 306 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH WESTON 378 C
904 S LINCOLN U
METAMORA ILL
910 S 3RD C
202 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
1505 KIRBY 7 C
URH ALLEN 344 U
URH HOPKINS 320 C
URH ALLEN 341 U
URH GARNER 122 C
URH SCOTT 364 C
URH SNYDER 410 C
901 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 220 C
URH DANIELS U
2106 PLYMOUTH C
URH BUSEY 143 U
606 S PRAIRIE C
1004 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 507 U
1944 D ORCH ST U
910 S 3R0 C
909 W MAIN U
907 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 411 U
URH BLAISDELL 206 U
1106 W UNIVERSITY U
409 E CHALMERS 708 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 319 C
904 S LINCOLN U
903 NEVADA U
911 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 418 U
305 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 108 C
URH LAR 232 U
DANVILLE ILL
FISHER ILL
URH WESTON 296 C
809 W SPNGFLD U
105 E GREEN C
1812 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 302 U
URH WARDALL 418 U
611 E DANIEL C
mi s 1st c
URH LAR 394 U
203 W UNIVERSITY U
URH OGLESBY 328 U
812 W CHURCH C
URH WESTON 371 C
310 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 222 C
909 S 3RD 4 C
1102 W PARK C
1101 S EUCLID 1 C
609 W HEALEY C
409 E CHALMERS 908 C
URH VAN DOREN 23 C
115 M BIRCH C
344--9583 785 WALDEN RD
359--4017 530 SUNSET RD
332--1411 1304 GILBERT
344--1207 409 21ST ST
332--3491 8136 S SPAULDING
332--2295 2943 EDGEWOOO AV
731 W STATE ST




344--462 5 44 HUNTLEIGH WOODS
344--5000 1078 MT PLEASANT
105 N LOUIS ST
344--9477 503 S WAPELLA




2112 ORCH ST 204
621 SHERMAN
344--1840 FAIRFIELD ADD RR 3
344--4744 273 ILLINOIS DR
344--4744 3842 N 68TH ST
367--3477 1065 19TH AV NE
332--2156 309 NORBOURNE BLVD
344--6224 1116 S WISCONSIN
344--7397 31 N COURT DR
344--7397 2531 WILLOW DR
359--2938 2109 W WHITE
7736 S PHILLIPS
356-7794 522 S 22ND
7703 S ABERDEEN ST
344-7487 6N134 ROSEDALE AV
332-2040 RR 1
344-1391 504 W SPNGFLD
518 E MT VERNON
344-5000 RR 3
352-5151 716 W HOLMES ST
344-1391 1726 ESTES AV
352-0957 4902 HENRY HUDSON
332-3212 RR 2 BOX 182
332-1272 535 PARKPLAIN AVE
332-3209 2607 GARDEN WALK







332-2588 232 S YORK ST
356-0146 901 JEFFERSON ST
344-1125 520 HERMITAGE
332-4387 50 S CLIFTON AV
344-6048 1944 D ORCHARD ST
777 N MICHIGAN
367-4720 STRATTONS FALLS RD
344-9693 530 PURDUE AV
332-5153 4N 311 HAWTHORNE
332-3482 344 HUNTINGTON
367-1448 4040 EVERGREEN LN
344 HUNTINGTON LN
344-9406 4321 N MOZART
1127 E SAYLES DR









332-1981 107 N FERKEL ST
367-8907 RR I
356-8871 600 HUNTER RD
518 W 8TH
332-2871 414 LAKE AV
332-4373 1250 1/2 S GALENA
344-1840 1632 PORTSMOUTH AV
344-7555 1255 ALLEGHANY LN
332-3036 811 N BELMONT AV
367-2881 203 W UNIVERSITY
332-5139 2135 W FROST RD
352-9075 6 RIOGEMONT RD
332-2034 11743 HIGHWOOD DR
344-9752 374 OAK ST
332-0961 3736 N TRIPP AV
RR 3 BOX 152
352-2547 1102 W PARK
344-1968 1404 NAN ST
352-7282 609 W HEALEY
116 N 5TH ST
332-0466 405 E MELBOURNE



































































































SCHROM LINDA K LAS1
SCHRUMPF FREDERICK B PE 2
SCHUB ORA NEHAMA LAS2
SCHUBERT DONALD K LAS1
SCHUBERT JEFFREY P LAS1
SCHUBERT KENNETH J LAS3
SCHUBERT LARRY C ENG1
SCHUBERT SAUL MICHAE GRAD
SCHUBERT VIRGINIA S ED 1
SCHUCH PAUL MICHAEL ENG2
*SCHUCK KENNETH PAUL LAW3
SCHUCKEL HARRY P LAS2
SCHUCKER RUSSELL C LAS1
SCHUCKERS GORDON H GRAD
SCHUCKMAN ILENA ANN LAS2
SCHUELER CHERYL J ED 1
SCHUERING ERIC ROGER ENG2
SCHUERING STEVEN T ENG1
SCHUETT DENNIS EDWAR LAS4
SCHUETT MARLEN V LAS1
SCHUETTE DONNA MARIE LAS3
SCHUtTTE KARLYN A ED 1
SCHUETTE LYNN VIRGIN FAA2
SCHUETTNER RICHARD C BUS2
SCHUETZ DENNIS L LAS1
SCHUFREIOER CHARLES LAW3
SCHUH GERALD EUGENE BUS4
SCHUH JANET PATRICIA LAS2
SCHUH MARK WILLIAM GRAD
SCHUIT KENNETH EDWAR GRAD
SCHULDINER PHYLLIS LAS4
SCHULER GEORGE J ENG4
SCHULER MARTHA LEE LAS3
SCHULER MICHAEL J ENG1
SCHULER SHELLEY S LAS1
SCHULHUF ROBERT PAUL LAW3
SCHULLER NANCY L LASL
SCHULMAN RICHARD ARN BUS2
SCHULT BARBARA LYNN LAS3
SCHULT CHARLES WILLI FAA4
SCHULT ROGER RALPH FAA3
SCHULTE JAMES LEO BUS3
SCHULTE RICHARD HARO VM 2
SCHULTE STEPHEN JOHN AGR2
SCHULTHEIS DAVID EDW ENG4
SCHULTZ CATHERINE JE LAS4
SCHULTZ DAVID LEONAR ENG3
SCHULTZ DAVID VICTOR LAW3
SCHULTZ DAVID W LAS1
SCHULTZ DAWN MARIE LAS2
SCHULTZ EMERIC GRAD
SCHULTZ GERALD THOMA FAA2
SCHULTZ JEFFREY A GRAD
SCHULTZ KATHY A FAA1
SCHULTZ LAURA ANN BUS2
SCHULTZ LAURA LYNN LAS3
SCHULTZ LINDA JEAN FAA4
SCHULTZ PETER FRANK GRAD
SCHULTZ RHONDA B ED I
SCHULTZ' RICHARD C ENG1
SCHULTZ RICHARD JOHN GRAD
SCHULTZ RICHARD M LAS2
SCHULTZ TERRY ALLEN FAA4
SCHULTZ THOMAS EDWAR BUS1
SCHULTZ WILLIAM JOSE FAA4
SCHULZ ALAN WALTER ENG4
SCHULZ DANIEL ROBERT ENG3
SCHULZ HELEN SHEPHER LAS4
SCHULZ ROBERT GORDON ENG3
SCHULZE EDWARD TERRY ENG4
SCHULZE GORDON DAVID ED 4
SCHUMACHER CLARKE M FAA3
SCHUMACHER DANNY E ENG1
SCHUMACHER DONNA M LAS5
SCHUMACHER EDWARD G ENG3
SCHUMACHER KENNETH N GRAD
SCHUMACHER KURT GREG LAS2
SCHUMACHER RICHARD W AGR4
SCHUMACHER RUTH D GRAD
SCHUMAKER JOHN WALDO ENG4
SCHUMAKER LINOA G T ED 3
SCHUMAN PETER A LAS4
SCHUMM MARILYN JEAN LAS3
SCHUMOW ELINOR CAROL ED 4
SCHUNK MARCIA ANN LAS3
SCHUPBACH WILLIAM E AGR1
SCHUPP ELVA STEWART FAA6
SCHURMAN DONALD LEE GRAD
SCHURTER PATRICIA D GRAD
SCHUSTEFF HELENE LAS2
SCHUSTER CARL JOHN ENG2
SCHUSTER DIANE L BUS3
SCHUSTER DONALD DEAN LAS4
SCHUSTER GARY EDWARD LAS3
SCHUSTER JAMfcS E GRAD
SCHUSTER STEWART ARN GRAD
SCHUTH JAMES N LAW1
URH ALLEN 217 U
URH FORBES 238 C
206 S SEDAR U
URH WESTON 394 C
URH FORBES 419 C
1004 S 4TH 102 C
URH FORBES 228 C
URH SHERMAN 763 C
1106 3RD C
604 E ARMORY 415 C
802 W DANIEL C
1001 S WRIGHT C
904 W GREEN U
2014 B ORCH ST U
URH VANDOREN 210 C
URH TRELEASE 826 U
URH HOPKINS 294 C
URH 0GLES8Y 1216 U
URH TOWNSENO 104 U
URH ALLEN 4 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 226 U
URH TAFT 107 C
713 W OHIO U
804 W OREGON U
213 W JOHN 4 C
1007 S 1ST 3 C
URH BLAISDELL 419 U
108 E JOHN C
1007 S ANDERSON U
URH WARDALL 816 U
804 W PARK C
409 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 2ND C
URH FLAGG 323 C
57 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 273 U
105 E ARMORY C
311 E SPNGFLD C
57 E CHALMERS C
104 E JOHN C
1008 S LINCOLN U
ARBOR SUITES 104 C
401 E DANIEL C
EULERS TRLR CT U
510 E STOUGHTON C
404 S 5TH C
306 E THOMPSON U
1519 S 2ND 301 C
URH TRELEASE 422 U
309 E GREEN 4 C
URH GARNER 232 C
2102 W WHITE 91 C
URH BARTON 103 C
URH TRELEASE 811 U
901 U CALIFORNIA U
508 E ARMORY C
510 FAIRLAWN U
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
URH FORBES 494 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1002 W OREGON U
LA NAPOULE FR
1010 S 2ND C
9 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
205 1/2 N BROADWAY U
1106 S 1ST C
205 1/2 N BROADWAY U
412 1/2 N NEIL C
101 N BUSEY 3 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
114 1/2 E UNIV C
URH BABCOCK 213 U
WHITE HEATH ILL
412 E GREEN 9 C
801 S VINE U
412 E GREEN C
500 W UNIVERSITY U
801 S VINE U
49 CARRIAGE ESTS U
49 CARRIAGE ESTS U
URH HOPKINS 324 C
304 ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
ROUEN FR
1002 S LINCOLN U
MAHOMET ILL
1012 W CLARK U
1010 E COLORADO U
URH TAFT 303 C
URH OGLESBY 826 U
URH ALLEN 105 U
203 WRIGHT 1 C
ROCK ISLAND ILL
510 S 1ST C
105 E SPNGFLD C
103 1/2 3RD C
332-3154 4926 N KILDARE
332-0969 408 E PENN
9666 S BRENNAN AV
8237 KILBOURN
332-1099 1125 BLACK OAK DR
344-5197 MAHAN HOUSE
332-0966 1611 REBECCA OR
332-4914 7540 N RIDGE AV
344-9636 617 S 10TH AV
344-6368 11258 FRONT ST
352-7195 802 W DANIEL
344-1352 197 EDGEMONT LN
RR 3
344-3185 RR 6 BOX 122E
332-0501 8326 MONTICELLO
332-5142 825 TURES LN S
332-1254 1026 N 20TH ST
332-5397 6543 OAKWOOD DR
332-3987 106 W POMEROY
332-3086 106 W POMEROY ST
344-1170 885 MORRIS AV
885 MORRIS AV
332-0592 310 N ELM
344-5427 450 W DANIELS
BOX 24
352-3249 2218 N TRIPP AV
356-0773 724 DEWEY
332-3557 207 ST JOHN DR
356-1411 108 E JOHN
1007 S ANDERSON




332--0315 2816 W 97TH PL




356--7362 1515 E FAIRCHILD
808 S IOKA AV
352--9326 808 S IOKA
344--3901
RR 2
344--1261 ROUTE 2 BOX 253
415 MULBERRY
352--1782 335 5TH ST
352--4719 196 VREELAND
365--1872 5757 N SHERIDAN
352--6450 3337 186TH ST
332--5517 603 27TH ST
344--1398 2327 DERBY ST
332--0728 930 RAINBOW OR
356--2989 2102 W WHITE 91
332--0108 RR 4




332--5707 3420 MOUNTAIN LN
1320 WOOD RD
1709 W JACKSON
344--4714 326 W JACKSON
147 S KENNICOTT
ARENZVILLE RD
352--3668 1646 N 18TH AV
367--3627 2013 S 19TH AVE
344--7857 1106 S 1ST
367--3627 2102 S 18TH AV
412 1/2 N NEIL





356--7901 3129 KENILWORTH AV
367--3124 801 S VINE
356--7901 3129 KENILWORTH AV
6631 S HONORE
367--3124 801 S VINE
367--2647 49 CARRIAGE
367--2647 3021 E HARRISON
332--1276 17 LOVELL ST
344--7393 405 LAUREL





367--7397 1010 E COLORADO
332--0632 8712 N OLCOTT AV
332--5287 8211 W EASTWOOD AV
2808 NE 36TH ST
359--4435 203 ANNA ST
4406-14TH AV
356--0880 602 SUMMIT ST


































































































SCHUTT ERNEST GEORGE LAS2
SCHUTT PAJLA LORENE GRAO
SCHUTT RODERICK HENR ENG4
SCHUTZ RONALD WALTER LAS2
SCHUWERK ANDREW 8 AGR
1
SCHUWERK WILLIAM A J LAS3
SCHUYLER PETER JAMES FAA4
SCHWAB CAROLE PAMELA AGR2
SCHWAB JAMES NELSON LAS3
SCHWAB JULIE ANN LAS2
SCHWAB MICHAEL J LAS1
SCHWAB SCOTT JAY BUS4
SCHWAGER MELVIN SOL GRAD
SCHWAL8E JESSICA S H LAS4
SCHWALBE LARRY ALLEN GRAD
SCHWALBE THOMAS ALLA AGR4
SCHWALBE THOMAS LEE LAS3
SCHWALL WILLIAM A LAS2
SCHWALLENSTECKER M LAS3
SCHWAPPACH KATHLEEN LASl
SCHWARBERG JAN A LAS2
SCHWARER RONALD DOUG ENG4
SCHWARTZ BONNIE HELE LASl
SCHWARTZ CARL W II LAS2
SCHWARTZ CAROLYN S AGR1
SCHWARTZ CHARLES F LAS3
SCHWARTZ CHRISTINE M LASl
SCHWARTZ DANIEL L FAA4
SCHWARTZ EDWARD H GRAD
SCHWARTZ EILEEN DONN ED 2
SCHWARTZ ELLIOT 8US3
SCHWARTZ FLORENCE BL GRAD
SCHWARTZ GAIL DIANE ED 1
SCHWARTZ HARVEY S PE 1
SCHWARTZ JANICE B GRAD
SCHWARTZ JEFFREY MAR LAS3
SCHWARTZ JERROLD F LAS2
SCHWARTZ LAWRENCE BA LAS2
SCHWARTZ LENARD CARL LAS2
SCHWARTZ LYNNE BETTY AGR3
SCHWARTZ MARK B LASl
SCHWARTZ NADINE SUSA ED 2
SCHWARTZ PAUL MICHAE GRAD
SCHWARTZ PAUL MORTON GRAD
SCHWARTZ SANDRA SUE AGR2
SCHWARTZ STEPHAN A GRAD
SCHWARTZ TERRY ANN LASl
SCHWARTZ VALERIE J GRAD
SCHWARTZBERG ALLEN ENG1
SCHWARTZENBERG CHARL FAA4
SCHWARZ DIANNE MAURfc PE 4
SCHWARZ MARILYN ANN BUS3
SCHWARZ SUSAN ELIZAB BUS2
SCHWARZENTRAUB DENNI VM 2
SCHWEBEL JOHN CHARLE GRAD
SCHWEICKERT BRUCE JA LAS4
SCHWEIGERT ALAN L AGR1
SCHWEIGHART SANDRA K LAS2
SCHWEIKLE ROBERT H BUS2
SCHWEITZER OAVID KAR BUS2
SCHWEITZER JEAN E GRAD
SCHWEITZER KEITH EUG LAS2
SCHWEITZER MARILYN L LASl
SCHWEITZER SUSAN RUT LAS2
SCHWEMMER DANIEL J LASl
SCHWENDNER DONALD E BUS4
SCHWENGEL BONITA ELL LAS2
*SCHWENKER ROBERT OTT GRAO
SCHWERDTFEGER GARY K ENG4
SCHWERTFEGER HAROLD LAS4
SCHWIERJOHN ROGER G BUS1
SCHWIESOW JON PETER VM 2
SCHWILK DONNA L ED 1
SCHWING JAMES EDWARO GRAD
SCHWURTZ CAROL GRAD
SCHWULST WARREN PAUL FAA2
SCIFRES DONALD R GRAO
SCOBBIE MICHAEL ROBE LAS3
SCOGGIN HENRY EDWARO LAS6
SCOGGINS ELIZABETH A FAA1
SCORAH JOHN EDWARD GRAD
SCORSONE JOSEPH SAMU GRAD
SCOTT ALLAN NORMAN LASl
SCOTT BARBARA JEAN GRAO
SCOTT BERNICE M GRAD
SCOTT BOBBY RANDOLPH GRAO
SCOTT BODE C LASl
SCOTT CAROL A LASl
SCOTT CHRISTINE HOLD GRAD
SCOTT CYNTHIA JEANNE PE 4
SCOTT DANIEL ROBERT LAS4
SCOTT DAVID JOHN LAW2
SCOTT DAVID RICHARD LASl
SCOTT DOUGLAS EARL ENG4
SCOTT EDWARD RAY GRAD
SCOTT FRANK JEREMIAH LAS4
SCOTT JAMES DONALD AGR3
1110 S 2ND
408 E STOUGHTON 2








































306 N HARVEY 2












800 S MATTIS 19













2101 W WHITE 113
313 E ARMORY
717 S MATTIS
604 E ARMORY 208





102 S GREGORY 5




702 1/2 E GREEN
606 W PARK 19











2202 ORCH ST 204
RR I 64
410 E JOHN
c 352--4222 124 S CRAIG PL
C 359--4123 205 14TH AV
c 344--7561 124 S CRAIG PL
C 344--9693 6701 S BENNETT AV
c 1416 OAK ST
u 332--5149 1416 OAK ST
u 367--634 7 6923 N SENECA AVE
c 356--7663 3123 W CHASE
u 344--946 9 2407 E BISHOP
c 344--9630 25 3RD OR
«: 6208 N RIDGEWAY
c 3123 W CHASE AVE
c 344--6091 2035 S 1ST
u 309 HIGH
u 332--2189 1764 HUNT CT
u 1276 E WALNUT
1764 HUNT CT
c 1109 W MAIN
c 3 32--1810 BOX 215
u 332--3532 717 TERRY LN
c 332--0037 2217 E RESERVOIR
c 356--6815 809 CEDAR LN
u 332--5565 4706 N DRAKE AV
1136 LAKE RIDGE RD
u 332--3281 RR 1
c 356--9715 76C1 KENTON
u 344--1931 8402 BRUCE DR
u 367--8276 308 W GREEN
c 2739 W SUMMERDALE
c 344--5000 3816 BIRCHWOOD
c 2920 W JARVIS
c 356--0789 1605 VALLEY RD
c 332--0499 1119 N KENILWORTH
u 344--9519 2101 W HOOD
310 ELLEN ST
u 332--4031 354 RUTHERFORD
c 9746 CRANDON
c. 352--5832 952 A GLENCOE RD
c 333--1000 2632 W FARGO AV
c 344--9636 6418 N FAIRFIELD
u 332--3864 12 WINDSOR CIRCLE
c 344--5072 9681 S MERRION AV
u 367--2258 306 N HARVEY 2
u 1449 S 7TH ST
c 344--1788 RR 1
u 3 67--4926 106 LINCOLN RD
c 344--5000 8842 LOWELL
c 344--5000 8343 S KENTON
c 332--1918 541 NW 190TH ST
u 10 S 501TH GLENN
c 356--8637 606 GOODING ST
u 344--3821 5818 MAIN ST
c 1136 S DOUGLAS
c 356--3720 ROUTE 1
c 344--7274 1113 S ARBOR
u 332--3810 5443 W LELAND
u RR 2
c 356--4291 2003 CYPRESS DR
c 356--5424 436 WHITE PINE RD
c 332--1209 2320 PHINNEY DR
c 3 59--2151 1002 OUNDEE RD
(J 344--4069 RR 3
c 332--0376 1002 DUNDEE RD
U 332--300 7 9310 N FRYE RD
c 332--1853 200 GILBERT ST
c 332--2040 819 S EUCLID
u 332--5761 RR 3 PIN OAK RD
c 356--5733 BOX 80 RR 2
c 344--9766 812 CHAPEL ST
c 359--4086 23 BRENTWOOD DR
c 1570 LIVINGSTON ST
c 352--0800 317 E MAIN
u 3 32--5546 1336 CANDLEWOOD HL
c 356--1642 313 NORWAY AV
c 332--4690 BAYBERRY HILL RD 5
c 201 MAIZEFIELD AV
u 344--5750 1650 LINDBERG RD
c 12401 S EGGLESTON
c 356--2830 RR 3
u 332--29 71 1949 HILLTOP CT
u 367--6718 1116 SUNSET LN
u 367--8163 702 E GREEN
c 356--3523 606 W PARK 19
c 436 SELBOURNE
u 367--3483 207 FALL CREEK DR
u 367--0428 BOX 532
u 332--4136 420 N 6TH ST
335 W DOUGLAS AV
c 1105 N COLER
c 356--9690 357 RIDGEWOOD AV
u RR 1
c 359--4684 809 S 1ST
c 524 S EDGEWOOD AV
c 356--0717 815 N MCKINLEY
u 414 OLEANDER ST
u 1126 LAKESIDE DR



































































































SCOTT JOHN T LAS3
SCOTT JOSEPH LEE GRAO
SCOTT JOYANNE GRAD
SCOTT JUDITH ANN LAS2
*SCOTT JUDITH DOLEZAL BUS4
SCOTT JUDITH ELAINE ED 2
SCOTT KATHY L LAS1
SCOTT LARRY HOWARD LAS4
SCOTT LINDA ANN LAS3
SCOTT LINDA KAY LAS4
SCOTT MAKGARET ANN ED 2
*SCOTT MICHAEL HOWARD ENG2
SCOTT PATRICIA A LAS1
SCOTT RANDY JOE LAS1
SCOTT RAYMOND DALE PE 3
SCOTT RICHARD DEAN GRAD
SCOTT RONALD STAFFOR GRAO
SCOTT ROSE ANNE GRAD
SCOTT SANDRA LYNN LAS4
SCOTT SHARON A ED 1
SCOTT STEVE WOODSON LAS4
SCOTT SUSAN E LAS1
SCOTT SUSAN L LAS3
SCOTT SUZANNE ELIZAB LAS3
SCOTT THOMAS GORDON GRAD
SCOTT THOMAS JOSEPH PE 3
SCOTT TIMOTHY RALPH LAS3
SCOTT WILLIAM R LAS1
SCOTTBERG BARBARA AN LAS4
SCOTTON PAUL DUUGLAS LAS3
*SCOUFFAS JOHN R FAA2
SCOVILLE RICKY D ENG1
SCOVILLE THOMAS HOWA BUS4
SCRANTON DELBERT DEA GRAD
SCRANTON LYNDA KAY PE 4
SCRANTON STEPHANIE LAS2
SCUOAMORE SHULAR R ENG2
SCULLE KEITH ALDWYN GRAD
SCULLIN MICHAEL GRAD
SCULLY BRUCE WILLIAM LAS4
SCUTERI GLENN ANDREW LAS2
SEABERG ROBERT JOHN FAA2
SEABOLD TERRY R AGRl
SEABOLD *ALTER G JR LAS3
SEABORN STEVEN E LAS1
*SEAGREN CHARLES F LAS1
SEAMAN DONALD HAROLD BUS4
SEAMAN MARGUERITE L LAS3
SEARIGHT SHARON LEE ED 2
SEARLS PAUL RICHARD ED 4
SEARS LYNNE MARIE PE 2
SEATON MARY FRANCES LAS2
SEAVEY SUZANNE MARIE ED 4
SEBASTIAN JAMES DION GRAD
SEBAT FRANK LAS4
SEBEK JAMES JOSEPH LAS2
SEBELA KAREN M LAS1
SEBENIK MARCIA K LAS1
SEBRIGHT TERENCE FAY LA S4
SEBRING RANDAL WILLI VM 2
SECEMSKY REBECCA REG ED 3
SECKMAN LLOYD L ENG4
SECOR GARY LEE COM4
SECRIST JOHN A III GRAU
SEDERBERG KAREN L AGRl
SEOIVY JOANN M FAA1
SEDLACEK CAROL ANN ED 2
SfcDLAK JOSEPH E JR GRAD
SEDLER BONNIE ANN GRAO
SEDLOFF CARYN G LAS1
SEEBER KIM E ENG1
SEEFELDT CLARK WILLI BUS4
SEEGER MARC A LASl
SEEGERS MARCIA LYNN LAS4
SEELEY CHARLES BARNE ENG4
SEELIG JEROME MARC FAA2
SEELY LYNN KENDALL AGR4
SEEMAN TIMOTHY J ENG1
SEET JAMES DAVID FAA2
SEETO AMY DAHSUN GRAD
SEEVERS ALLEN DALE BUS4
SEFCIK RICHARD L VM 1
SEGAL DIANE CLAUDIA LAS2
SEGAL JORY H ED I
SEGALL STEVEN WALTER LAS4
SEGEL MARC KALMAN FAA2
SEGERS BARBARA L LASl
SEGHERS PATRICIA A PE 1
SEGLER SAMUEL LOUIS GRAD
SEGLER SYLVIA A GRAO
SEGLIN VICKI L AGR2
SEGOVICH FRED ANDREW LAS2
SEHY DENNIS MARTIN LAS2
SEIBEL JACOB N ENG6
SEIBEL MARGARETTE A GRAD
SEIBERLING LESLIE K LASl





212 E CHALMERS 4




























































107 E CHALMERS 4
1109 S 4TH
2035 D ORCH ST
URH ALLEN 21







910 S 3RD 204
706 S MATHEWS






















c 311 HILLSIDE AV
c 356--5575 505 E WHITE 4
u 332--2564 1111 MT RAINIER
u 344--6150 511 W DELAWARE
u 3810 S 59TH AV
u 332--3633 RR 4
c 344--9686 RR 2
c 332--1373 5408 W OTTO PL
c 411 S SHERMAN ST
c 4405 HARVEY AV
c 332--4488
c 356--4729 221 S LOCUST 1
u 332--3335 407 S WALNUT ST
u 3 32--4285 ROUTE 1
c 332--0808 302 INDIANA ST
u 367--2884 1202 8TH AV
c 352--3600 612 MOHAWK AV
c 359--4684
u 344--1391 615 S LOCUST
u 332--5465 250 RIDGELAND
c 1302 PARADISE OR
u 308 W 3RD ST
u 3 32--5492 310 E BRAYTON RD
c 344--0501 4405 HARVEY
u 344--5812 2107 LOCUST AV
c 332--1564 2203 3NE
u 367--9692 822 W HILL ST
c 332--1123 6 CHESTNUT CT
u 332--5504 1646 N MOZART
u 344--7905 307 S LINCOLN 3
c 352--1542 303 COUNTRY FR
c 332--1567 207 W MAIN ST
c 1915 STRATFORD LN
642 W JEFFERSON
u 332--4450
u 344--5426 630 ECHO LN
u 344--4703 614 N GLENWOOD PL
c 1124 21ST AV
c 510 UNIVERSITY AV
C 359--1334 700 VINE
c 332--1130 GOLF RD ROUTE 2
c 356--7675 11008 KILBOURN
c RR 1
c 344--7664 15 E HARDING AV
c 332--1994 1065 UNION ST
c 356--0395 706 S DUNCAN
c 356--6920 RR 2




332--0276 1807 HOLIDAY LN
332--3190 1436 CIRCLE AV
u 261 NEWTON
c 344--5591 910 WILLIAM ST
c 7608 ROGERS
34 MAYWOOO DR
c 332--1436 2816 S HIGHLANO AV
u 332--3250 2320 GUNOERSON AV
u 332--3394 755 S ELMWOOD AV
203 W N 3RD ST
c 1314 GARDEN LN
c 6644 N ROCKWELL ST
c RR 4
c 344--7883 2074 E PRAIRIE
u 344--1902 2035 D ORCH ST
u 2840 VIRGINIA LN
c 344--5000 3515 BIANCHAN
c 332--0552 5733 MAIN ST
c 332--4994 110 TRENK AV
c 332--0383 104 S OAK KNOLLS
c 332--0410 5028 LEE ST
u 332--5102 BOX 57
c 93 N GILBERT
c 344--5000 205 HIBBARD RD
u 344--0136 224 S KENILWORTH
c 356--6839 205 E HEALEY
c 344--9694 300 W CHICAGO
c 356--8867 715 S 7TH ST
u MARVIN LN ROUTE 2
c 344--1207 7901 LANTERN RO
LN 313 AN TUNG ST
u 2517 N OUNN DR
c 356--0693 1751 N NEVA
u 344--5697 105 DEER PATH
u 332--5541 3022 GREGORY AV
c 352--1832 10615 S PARNELL
c 332--1663 20 REDWOOD ST
ABERDEEN DR
c 332--0428 19055 JODI TERR
L) 344--5435 2057 A ORCH ST
c 352--7531 30 CLIFFSIDE OR
u 332--2758 1918 COLFAX
u 332--3794 903 PAINTER ST
u 308 N 2ND
411 S 3RD
u 302 E SUPERIOR
u 332--3324 RR 1 LEDGES


































































































SfclBERT MARY L LAS3
SEIBERT TOM FOX AGR2
SEIBOLU WILLIAM HARR LAS3
SEIOEL BRUCE RICHARD LAS2
SEIDENBERG LEWIS VM 3
SEIDENBERG ROBIN B GRAL)
SEIDENBERG STEVEN LAS2
SEIDENFELD GLENN K J LAW3
SEIDENSTICKER CAROLE BUS2
SEIDLER BARBARA JEAN FAA2
SEIGEL LYNNE N PE 1
SEIGLE DGNNA LYNN FAA3
SEIL hlLLIAM J LAS1
SEILER KEITH EDWARD ENG1
*SEILER LAUREN HAROLD GRAD
SEIN HLA HLA GRAD
SEIPEL PATRICIA ANN LAS4
SEITZ CHARLES CLAREN AGR2
SEITZ ERNEST FREDERI ENG3
SEITZ HAROLD LEROY ENG2
SEITZ MICHAEL W ENG1
SEKETA THOMAS JOSEPH ENG2
SEKON JOSEPH ANDREW GRAD
SEKYRA WILLIAM J BUS1
SELAN ROBERT ALLEN ENG2
SELBST HOWARD L GRAD
SELBY SUSAN JANE LAS4
SELESKI MICHAEL PAUL ENG4
SELF BRUCE ALLEN BUS3
SELF PHYLLIS KENNEDY LAS4
*SELIVONCHICK DANIEL GRAD
*SELL DOUGLAS KEITH GRAD
SELL MAURINE D GRAD
SELLE RONALD H GRAD
SELLECK TIMOTHY D LAW1
SELLERGREN KAREN ANN LAS2
SELLERS DANIEL BERNE LAS4
SELLERS EARLANE L C FAA2
SELLERS GREGORY JUDE GRAD
SELLERS KATHLEEN ANN FAA2
SELLERS MICHAEL W ENG4
SELLERS ROBIN ALLISO LAS3
SELLERS SUE A LASl
SELLKE DAVE WILLIAM FAA3
SELLS CRAIG LAMONTE ENG2
SELOCK DEAN P JR ED 3
SELVO GERALD VICTOR BUS4
SEMEL JEFFERY DAVID LAS4
SEMENIUK CATHERINE M LAS3
SEMILLA LILIA V GRAD
SEMLER LUCINDA JANE LAS2
SEMLOW DAVID J ENG1
SEMMEL FRANCINE D GRAD
SEMMELMAN PATRICIA A ED 3
SEMPLE DANIEL JOHN ENG2
SEMPLE ROBERT MORTON GRAD




SENGBUSCH JULIE M FAA1
SENN ARNOLD RALPH COM4
SENN DEBORAH LAS2
SENNE MARY KATHRYN LAS2
SENNEFF MICHAEL DALE ENG2
SENNELLO LAWRENCE T GRAD
SENNELLO RHODA JEAN GRAD
SENNER DIANE ANITA LASl
SfcNNER WILLIAM LEWIS LAS2
SENSENBRENNER KENNET ENG2
SENTMAN PATRICIA ANN FAA4
SENTMAN PETER THOMAS LAS4
SENTZ JANET MORRISSE GRAD
SENYSZYN JAMES GRAD
SEPESI JOHN PAUL VM 4
SEPICH JOHN EDWARD ENG4
SEPKE ARNOLD LEONARD FAA3
SEPP PAUL EDWIN AGR3
SEPTON ALLEN M LASl
SERAGE JEFFREY B GRAD
SERBIN JOHN J JR GRAD
SERBIN KATHLEEN H GRAD
SERBY MICHAEL A LASl
SERCZYK KENNETH LOUI ENG3
SERENCO MARILYN JOAN PE 4
SERENE LARRY DAVID LAS3
SERFASS ROSALIND E FAAl
SERGEANT RAYMOND F BUSi
SERGO NANCY LEE PE 4
SERGOTT PAULETTE A ED 2
SERGOYAN EDWARD GEOR ENG4
SERNEL JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
SERNEL LUCILLE F GRAD
SEROKA JOSEPH JAMES LAS4
SERPE ROGER A BUSi
SERRANO-MALPICA H GRAD
SERRITELLA FRANK PAU ENG4
501 E SPRINGFIELD C 352-3817
809 W PENN U 344-4069
URH OGLESBY 1105 U 332-5357
1505 KIRBY C
2001 COUNTRY SQURE U 365-1694
2001 COUNTRY SQ U 365-1694
502 E WHITE C
603 W CHURCH C
URH TRELEASE 1109 U 332-5716
URH BUSEY 343 U 332-2655
URH NOBLE 320 C 332-0416
910 S 3RD 717 C 344-5000
URH GARNER 348 C 332-0910
209 E JOHN C 352-4039
7 WESTWOOD U 365-1492
1820 C ORCH PL U 344-6701
URH WARDALL 1112 U 332-4537
804 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 313 C 332-1749
URH SCOTT 492 C
URH FORBES 396 C 332-1083
URH SNYDER 343 C 332-1771
906 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
211 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 759 C 332-4908
307 E HEALEY 14 C 352-2846
1513 KIRBY C
309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
ROCK ISLAND ILL
702 1/2 E GREEN U 367-0306
1704 VALLEY RD C 352-9705
DANVILLE ILL
202 E GREGORY 302 C 359-4469
1111 S 1ST C
508 E CHALMERS C 344-7998
107 E CHALMERS 9 C
2905 W WILLIAM C 359-4968
URH OANIELS 525 U 332-2317
URH TRELEASE 923 U 332-5669
1005 M UNIVERSITY U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 803 U
911 S 3RD C
1109 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 178 C
205 E ARMORY C
907 S 4TH C
ROUEN FR
1206 N CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 1026 U
1208 N LINVIEW U
2202 COMBES U
1207 W NEVADA U
401 E GREEN C
2202 HAZWD U
URH HOPKINS 221 C
806 W SPNGFLD U
URH BABCOCK 423 U
URH HOPKINS 417 U
910 S 3R0 C
908 W NEVADA U
206 S CEDAR U
508 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 300 C
1975 C ORCH ST U
603 W GREEN ( U
URH TRELEASE 518 U
52 E ARMORY C
1202 MUMFORO U
110 S GREGORY U
1400 N MCKINLEY 1 C
101 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 1065 C
508 W GREEN C
URH TQWNSEND 303 U
409 E CHALMERS 567 C
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
URH TOWNSEND 381 U 332-4171
2101 W WHITE 117 C 356-4143
1105 1/2 W OREGON U 344-5939
1105 1/2 W OREGON U 344-5939
URH SCOTT 324 C 332-1519
609 S 4TH C 356-7809
URH EVANS 102 U 332-6848
308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
URH NOBLE C 332-0369
1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
2305 S 1ST 303 C 344-7472
309 E JOHN C 344-9841
209 E CLARK C
402 W OREGON U 367-8260
402 W OREGON U 367-8260
2002 OLA C 356-3976
URH SCOTT 428 C 332-1592
URH SHERMAN 664 C 332-4893






























2001 CNTRY SQRE OR
2001 CNTRY SQUIRE
7350 CLYDE























702 1/2 E GREEN
BROOKTREE PARK
216 CEDAR






5350 BIG HOLLOW RD
1005 W UNIVERSITY
507 SIGNAL HILL RD
6841 RIVERSIDE OR
1763 CORA ST
225 S INDIANA AV
2258 ORCHARD ST
1018 N WEST ST









1606 W MONROE ST
MALTEPE
6145 N SHERIDAN RD
1104 MINNESOTA ST





1975 C ORCHARD ST
603 W GREEN 7
4604 CHURCH ST
7120 N SHERIDAN RD






118 VAN DYKE DR




1105 1/2 W OREGON
3744 S 61ST AV
422 E RAILROAD ST











4817 OAK PARK AV
MIGUEL SCHULTZ




































































































































































































LAW1 URH DANIELS 406
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
ENG4 1008 S 4TH
GRAD 705 W ELM 5
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
GRAD 901 N MCKINLEY
GRAD 901 N MCKINLEY
AGR1 209 E ARMORY
GRAD URH DANIELS 412
GRAD 910 W NEVADA
LAS4 109 E HEALEY 1
LAS1 409 t CHALMERS
LAS3 209 E STQUGHTON
GRAD 209 E STOUGHTON
AGR2 1301 S BUSEY
GRAD 1222 FOOTHILL
BUS4 612 W CALIFORNIA
GRAD 612 W CALIFORNIA
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 333
LAS3 308 E ARMORY
LAS4 605 W NEVADA
FAA4 605 W NEVADA
LAS2 209 E ARMORY
LAS2 309 E JOHN
PE 1 502 HARDING
ENG3 502 HARDING
ENG4 URH GARNER 366
LASl MUMFORD HALL 1303
GRAD URH SHERMAN 532
AGR2 BAYL1S ILL
BUS2 URH WESTON 392
GRAD URH DANIELS 309
LAWl 305 E GREEN 4
GRAD 1910 A ORCH ST
LASl URH LAR 485
GRAD 909 S 1ST 11
GRAD 907 W STCUGHTON
BUS1 URH FORBES 313
LASl URH LUNDGREN 226
LAS4 609 W MAIN 11
GRAD URH SHERMAN 358
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN
AGR4 1711 PARKSIDE TERR
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 505
AGR3 401 E JOHN
FAA4 102 E CHALMERS
ENG3 302 1/2 W HEALEY
FAA3 1005 W OREGON
PE 1 106 E DANIEL
GRAD 502 W MAIN 311
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON
ENG2 DECATUR ILL
LAS5
AGR4 1415 KIRBY 5
LAS4 1003 W OREGON
GRAD 703 W ILLINOIS
GRAD 1007 W CLARK
GRAD 1101 S MATTIS
LAS2 URH LAR 102
LAS3 URH TAFT 326
ENG4 404 E STOUGHTON 5
GRAD HORT FIELD LAB 107
LAS2 402 E HIGH
PE 4 102 N LINCOLN 3
BUS2 52 E ARMORY
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 421
BUS3 1004 S 2ND
GRAD URH SHERMAN 529
BUS2 604 E ARMORY 201
ENGl URH OGLESBY 730
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 4
AGR1 URH ALLEN 349
LASl URH TRELEASE 916
ED 4 URH WARDALL 906
LAS2 910 S 3RD
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA
GRAD URH DANIELS 218
ED 4 303 JOHN
LAS2 2315 S 1ST
ED 1 910 S 3RD
BUS2 110 E ARMORY
LAS4 904 S 3RD
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 227
LAS2 105 E ARMORY
COM4 107 E CHALMERS 6
LASl 301 E ARMORY
AGR3 1104 W NEVADA
LASl URH BLAI SDELL 206
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
GRAD 1010 S 1ST
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
GRAD URH DANIELS 395
LASl URH SAUNDERS 201
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 19


























































































RR 3 BOX 200




901 N MCKINLEY AV
RR 3




190 1 MARYKNOLL DR








605 W NEVADA ST
833 MORGAN
301 W MADISON ST
502 E HARDING
502 HARDING DR
RR 2 BOX 61
1303 MUMFORD
















608 N EAST ST
906 S CLAYTON ST




3817 N MCARTHUR RD
1614 MONROE ST
1415 KIRBY 5






1001 SILVER LK RD
U OF I FOOD SCI













6653 E FARM ACRES
URH DANIELS 218
3325 W 205TH ST
500 E MARKET
8707 N SPRINGFIELD














32 N JEFFERSON AV
4214 PARRISH AV
































































































EAST CHICAGO I NO
CHICAGO IL
260
SHAPIRO TfcRRY HARLAN LAS3
SHAPiRO WAYNE STEWAR BUS1
SHAPLAND DAVID P ENG4
SHAPLAND HELEN S GRAD
SHAPLAND JOHN OBYRNE ENG4
SHAPLAND MARY C LAS1
SHAPLAND ROBERT ROSS BUS2
SHARE JUDITH MARCIA GRAD
SHARE LAWRENCE H LAS1
SHARP JACQUELINE M LAS2
SHARP SUSAN JANE LAS4
SHARMA OM PRAKASH GRAD
SHARP CAROLYN LAS2
SHARP EVELINDA H GRAD
SHARP JACK DANIEL FAA4
SHARP PHILLIP ALLEN GRAD
SHARP ROBERT R ENG3
SHARPS BEN GRIDLEY FAA4
SHARPE PETER ALLEN BUS2
SHARROCK MICHAEL PET GRAD
SHARUM MARILYN KAY GRAD
SHATKOWSKI RONALD E LAS2
SHATON GEORGE A GRAD
SHAULIS CAROL LYNN LAS2
SHAUMAN KENNETH H AVI I
SHAVER CECIL BRUCE ENG3
SHAVER DAVID JAMES COM4
SHAVIN WYLIE S FAA1
SHAW BERNARD EVAN LAS1
SHAW BETTY L GRAD
SHAW CANDACE C ED 4
SHAW CAROL ANN LAS1
SHAW CAROLYN J LAS1
SHAW CHRISTINE LEE PE 2
SHAW CRYSTAL A PE 2
SHAW DAVID JGHN FAA3
*SHAW GAYLORD EDWARD GRAO
SHAW GRANT W ENG1
SHAW GRETCHEN LOUISE LAS4
*SHAW HAROLD THOMAS PE 4
SHAW HARRY BERNARD GRAD
*SHAW JAMES EDWARD GRAD
SHAW JILL CLARK LAS3
SHAW JOHN F GRAD
SHAW KATHLEEN ANN PE 2
SHAW KEITH A LAS1
SHAW LLOYD MARVIN VM 4
SHAW MARLENE VANCLEV GRAD
SHAW MICHAEL MARTIN LAS1
SHAW NANCY A LASi
SHAW PAMELA KAY AGR4
SHAW PAULINE JUDITH GRAD
SHAW PETER LAWRIE BUS4
*SHAW RALPH EUGENE ED 4
SHAW RONALD J BUS!
*SHAW STANLEY STUART PE 1
SHAW TERRY GENE ENG4
SHAW VONDRA R GRAD
*SHAW WILLIAM P GRAD
SHAW WILLIE G LASI
SHAWGO DALE ALLEN BUS3
SHAWKAT ABDULLATIF B GRAD
SHAYMAN CAROLYN G ED 1
SHEA BRIAN J GRAD
SHEA CHRISTINE RITA LAS2
SHEA MERRILYN FRANCE PE 2
SHEA PATRICK DAVID GRAD
SHEAOE EUDICE ED I
SHEAFF CHARLES M ENG3
SHEAGREN THOMAS GEOR LAS2
SHEAHAN STEPHEN T FAA1
SHEAR LINDA SUE LAS3
SHEARD PATRICIA JEAN LAS4
SHEARER DANIEL LOGAN FAA2
SHEARER GEORGE F AGR2
SHEARER JANIS ELAINE FAA4
SHEARER JOHN WESLEY BUS3
SHEARER PAUL SCOTT AGR3
SHEARER STEPHEN R ENG3
SHECHTMAN STEVEN LAS2
SHEDLETSKY LEONARD J GRAD
SHEDLOCK THOMAS E LASI
SHEEHAN MARIA S FAA4
SHEEHAN STEVEN LEE LAS3
SHEEHY STEPHANIE F LASI
SHEESE RONALD LEE GRAD
SHEETS BASEL BURNETT BUSl
SHEETS JUDITH A PE 2
SHEETS ROBERT KENNET LAS2
SHEETS ROBERTA L FAA1
SHEFFER STEVEN JOSEP BUS2
SHEFFIELD ELEANOR B GRAD
SHEFFOLD ARLENE ANN LAS2
SHEFNER JEREMY M LASI
SHEFTEL CHARLES LEE LAS4
SHEKIB AIDA ABD EL H GRAD
SHELANGOUSKI BEVERLY LASI











U OF I AN SCI LAB
1106 S LINCOLN





















































2010 D ORCH ST
URH ALLEN 2Z
URH HOPKINS 346
904 W GREEN 413
URH HOPKINS 172
58 E ARMORY 101
410 W JOHN
1617 S MATTIS





910 S 3RD 201
207 E GREEN
URH GARNER 271
2106 ORCH ST 104











711 W CHURCH 12
1910 A ORCH ST
207 E JOHN
c 6230 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO ILL
c 344-9506 8815 S PAXTON AV CHICAGO ILL
u 365-1594 1305 LAUREL URBANA ILL
C 356-9662 1515 GRANDVIEW CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-50 64 3221 STONEYBROOK CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-9662 1515 GRANDVIEW CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 356-8142 1101 LINCOLNSHIRE CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-6252 22 N 5TH ST BANGOR PA
c 332-2056 4525 CLEVELAND SKOKIE IL
u 332-5503 463 RIDGE RD HIGHLAND PK ILL
c 344-1103 368 N ALFRED ELGIN ILL
u 344-2393 SULTAN SINGH BANEL BULNDSHHR UP INDIA
u 344-6764 535 W ALDINE AV CHICAGO ILL
c 1601 S NEIL CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 332-0825 905 S JOLIET ST WILMINGTON ILL
u 367-4179 24 LEXINGTON UR8ANA ILL
227 1/2 WALNUT ST MT CARMEL IL
c 213 CLARK ST WATERTOWN WIS
c 344-9442 140 FRANKLIN AV RIVER FOREST ILL
u 332-2277 3743 DENNIS LN WHITE BEAR LK MINN
2730 TOWNWAY E-60 DANVILLE ILL
c 4531 FISHRMNS TERR LYONS ILL
c 332-4879 3028 SHAKESPEARE BETHLEHEM PA
u 332-5514 RR 1 ASHTON ILL
u 344-3401 BIGGSVILLE ILL
u 332-4199 RR 2 CARMI ILL
u 367-4997 106 FAIRWEIGHT DANVILLE ILL
c 344-9579 9000 N TRIPP AV SKOKIE ILL
u 6725 N REDWOOD CT PEORIA ILL
c 332-0228 6940 S CLYDE CHICAGO ILL
u 367-9973 109 S EAST ST HOMER ILL
u 332-2829 306 OHIO AV WESTVILLE ILL
u 332-4385 511 N 21ST ST MURPHYS60R0 IL
u 367-4672 715 S BROADWAY URBANA ILL
u 367-3661 601 W NEVADA URBANA ILL
c 359-1322 3 BRYANT LN SPRINGFIELD ILL
u 367-8935 503 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
c 332-0985 820 MORGAN ST ELGIN ILL
u 332-2662 820 MORGAN ST ELGIN ILL
u 704 W WESTERN URBANA ILL
218 S COOLIDGE NORMAL ILL
u 367-8268 2901 CLIFTON DR URBANA ILL
u 344-7104 439 W MAIN ST BARRINGTON ILL
c 356-3402 67 JENNINGS AV DALTON MA
u 367-4672 715 S BROADWAY URBANA ILL
u 332-3874 RR 1 BROWNING ILL
c 356-6696 5402 N RT 47 WOODSTOCK ILL
u 1207 N MARKET CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 8257 N RIDGEWAY SKOKIE ILL
u 332-3357 813 W 5TH ST OFALLON IL
713 OAKCREST DR RANTOUL ILL
c 332-4689 3605 HOME AV BERWYN ILL
u 344-7139 904 W GREEN URBANA ILL
1100 E CHAMPAIGN RANTOUL ILL
c 332-2123 514 S PINE ARTHUR IL
u 367-1634 705 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
u 344-1752 541 W JEFFERSON LOVINGTON ILL
u 332-2470 1340 N 35TH ST LINCOLN NB
u 367-5256 64 S ALDINE ELGIN ILL
c 332-1824 8011 S STEWART CHICAGO IL
u 332-3804 RR 1 MASON CITY ILL




332-5541 1829 PINE ST DES PLAINES ILL
332-0131 4334 LAWN AV WESTERN SPRS ILL
u 332-5718 1705 AR6YLE RD LA SALLE ILL
u 344-4537 RR 1 BOX 194 EUREKA ILL
u 332-3097 232 MAISON CT ELMHURST ILL
c 332-1291 627 E MAIN ST OTTAWA IL
u 535 4TH AV AURORA ILL
c 332-1178 937 WAVERLY RD GLEN ELLYN ILL
c 352-0502 6825 N- SHERIDAN CHICAGO ILL
c 356-3243 410 W JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-3438 1617 S MATTIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 344-1266 RR 1 BOX 109 SYCAMORE ILL
c 356-3438 1617 S MATTIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356-7961 CULLOM ILL
u 344-3410 RR 1 VILLA GROVE ILL
c 12TH ST BOX 41 ST FRANCISVILLE IL
c 344-5000 2619 W BIRCHWOOO CHICAGO ILL
c 356-7617 550-G-GRAND ST NEW YORK NY
c 332-0755 14 DELAWARE DANVILLE ILL
u 2106 ORCH ST 104 URBANA ILL
u 104 TURNER DR MAHOMET ILL
u 332-2840 409 CRESCENT OR LAKE BLUFF ILL
c 359-4813 4 MEADOW CT GREENSBURG IND
c 332-1665 ROUTE 3 SANDYVILLE W VA
u 332-4367 RR 1 OAKLEY IL
c 332-1900 236 SANGAMON PARK FOREST ILL
u 332-3355 603 S SPRUCE VILLA GROVE IL
c 344-7236 1245 SANDPIPER LN NAPERVILLE ILL
1269 B PERIMETER RANTOUL ILL
c 356-8738 315 KENTUCKY WESTVILLE ILL
u 332-5152 5450 E VIEW PK CHICAGO ILL
c 359-1280 474 BROADVIEW HIGHLAND PK ILL
u 344-0486 1910 A ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
c 356-8502 310-15TH ST RAPIDS CITY IL
261
SHfcLBY BRUCE D
































































































LAS1 URH SCOTT 346
GRAD
GRAD 254 DEWEY
GRAD URH SHERMAN 526
GRAO 905 W GREEN
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID
ED 3 203 BLISS
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 182
ENG3 712 W GREEN
GRAD 503 E WHITE 11
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1018
LA SI URH BUSEY 206
ENG4 10 JUNIPER
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
GRAD URH DANIELS 113
GRAO URH DANIELS 378
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA
GRAD 608 E STOUGHTON
LAS2 1105 S 1ST
LAS3 2313 S 1ST 104
GRAD 2202 HAZwO 103
AVI3 RR 2
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 331
LAS1 910 S 3RD 919
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 402
LAS3 112 E DANIEL
LAS2 406 E GREEN 1
LAS1 112 E DANIELS
AGR3 2120 ORCH 203
LAS1 1008 S LINCOLN
FAA4 402 S LINCOLN
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN
BUS2 409 E CHALMERS 409
LAS4 1204 STOUGHTON 32
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 209
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 208
GRAD 33 COACHMAN
ED 2 405 E HIGH
GRAD 33 COACHMAN
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1222
FAA4 907 DOGWOOD
LAS4 URH LAR 483
LAS1 WILSON TRLR PK 18
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA
LAW3 310 S PRAIRIE 105
LAS1 URH SNYDER 463
ED 3 URH WARDALL 420
GRAD 2081 B ORCH ST
GRAD 2081 B ORCH ST
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA
LAS4 410 E JOHN
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 318
GRAD URH DANIELS 213
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 111
LAS5 1942 B ORCH ST
GRAD 1942 B ORCH ST
GRAD URH ALLEN 230
LAS4 107 S PRAIRIE 1
LAS4 58 E ARMORY 12
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1023
GRAD 1605 VALLEY RD
FAA4 805 W OREGON
LAWI URH SHERMAN 1266
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS1 URH SYNDER 420
GRAD URH SHERMAN 166
LAS1 URH EVANS 228
GRAD 901 W SPNGFLO
8US1 URH SCOTT 494
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 926
ED 3 910 S 3RD
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 213
LAS4 1105 CENTENNIAL
GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL
LAS2 1102 S WABASH
GRAD 1607 HOLMSTROM
PE 3 211 E ARMORY
GRAD 703 W NEVADA
BUS3 URH OGLESBY 512
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 611
LAS2 110 E ARMORY
LAWI 135 W CLARK 306
FAA2 311 E GREEN 106
VM 2 1708 GOLFVIEW
LAS3 906 1/2 W NEVADA 3
LAS4 906 1/2 W NEVADA 3
LAS4 201 N GOODWIN 6
AGR1 URH WESTON 462
GRAD URH DANIELS 384
GRAD 210 E JOHN
ENG3 901 SPNGFLD
LAS4 314 S ELM 3
LAS1 1204 W CHARLES
ED 1 URH VANDOREN
LAS2 601 S 4TH 2
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 725










































































































906 S ELIZABETH ST
4225 26TH AV
306 E ILLINOIS




2554 W 67TH ST
108 RD 4 TIEN MOU




508 N VALE AV
915 E DUANE BLVD
715 LAMON AV
931 S 12TH
1306 N 11TH ST
6622 N CHRISTIANA
1306 N 11TH ST
RR 1
RR 1
2928 TWIN OAKS DR








1239 S SEELEY AV
315 W PATTERSON ST
213 BENDER AV
WILSON TRLR PK 18
9417 N KILOARE
438 W OAKDALE AV
818 A GREENBRIER
2704 W ARTHUR
2081 B ORCHARD ST
2081 B ORCH ST
5147 N KILDARE




1942 B ORCH ST
1942 B ORCH ST
30 RIDGE RD
4433 CONCORD
1742 E 84TH ST
9544 S EUCLID AV
263 N SCHUBERT







6619 W 95TH ST
803 WOODLAND DR
8022 N KEELER
206 S ORCHARD OR
1105 CENTENNIAL DR
1592 B ARNOLD DR
1102 S WABASH
3103 RIDGE RO



















































































































1820 S 13TH AVENUE BROADVIEW ILL
3 PARK LN NE H ATLANTA GA
262
SHIELDS WAYNE ROBERT LAS2
SHIER WAYNE THOMAS GRAL)
SHIFFLETT LEONARD S LAS2
SHIFLETT SAMUEL CLIN GRAD
SHIFRIN HARVEY SAUL LAS2
*SHIH SO CHING GRAD
SHIKE OARYL DEAN AGR1
SHIKIAR BARBARA W GRAD
SHIKIAR RICHARD GRAD
*SHILGALIS THOMAS W GRAD
SHILLING BONNIE R LAS3
SHILLING LINDA K LASl
SHIM KYUNG-KU GRAD
SHIMADA SHOKO GRAD
SHIMEL DENNIS W AGR1
SHIMIZU KATSUMASA GRAD
SHIMIZU MARGARET CHI FAA2
SHIMKUS RONALD BRUCE GRAD
SHIMOJIMA ANNE L LASl
SHIN BYONG SIK GRAO
*SHIN DOH CHULL GRAD
SHIN SOO SONG GRAD
SHIN SUN KYUN GRAD
SHINALL JULIA ANNE R GRAD
SHINER RANDY SUE LAS4
SHINGI PRAKASHCHAND GRAD
SHINN BYRON M JR GRAD
SHINN RICHARD ALLAN ENG3
SHINNER SUSAN MERLE ED 2
SHINNERS THERESA ANN LAS4
SHIPLEY ROBERT ELLIO FAA4
SHIPLEY WILLIAM MAUR LAS3
SHIPP PETER ENG1
SHIPP WILLIAM LEE GRAD
SHIPPERT STANLEY J ED 5
SHIPTON CURT C LAS4
SHIRAKAWA ROBERT A LAS3
SHIRK JAMES ARLO LAW3
SHIRK JOSEPH DAVID FAA4
SHIRLEY RICHARD H JR BUS4
SHITZER AVRAHAM GRAD
SHIVE RUSSIE JERRALO GRAD
SHIVELY JOHN E GRAD
SHIVELY LOUISE E LAS4
SHLENS EDMUND NORTON GRAD
SHMIKLER DAVID JOEL BUS3
SHOBE STANLEY CLARK 6US4
SHOCKLEY GLENN ARGEL PE 3
SHOEMAKER DAVID CRAI BUS4
SHOEMAKER RICHARD LE GRAD
SHOEMAKER SUSAN KAY GRAD
SHOGER NEAL GLENN BUS3
SHOKOFF JAMES GEORGE GRAD
SHOLAND RONALD CARL ENG3
SHOLDER MARC STUART LAS2
SHOLLENBERGER DEBQRA AGR3
SHONKWILER DIANNE K AGR1
SHONKWILER JIMMY L LAS5
SHONKWILER LARRY R GRAD
SHONTZ WILLIAM C GRAD
SHOOK BRUCE ALAN AVI I
SHOOK ROBERT CHARLES ENG4
SHOOK ROGER LYNN ENG3
SHOOKS WESLEY R GRAD
SHOOLIN JOEL S LASl
SHOOP JOHN CLARENCE ENG4
SHOOP JOHN EVERETT LAS2
SHOOPMAN THOMAS ALAN ENG4
SHORES DANN CLARK LASl
SHORT DENNIS E AGR1
SHORTLE ROBERT HAWOR ENG2
SHORTNESS JOHN MALCO LAS4
SHOSTROM GENE VICTOR LAS4
SHOTLIFF STANLEY GRO ENG2
SHOUP CRAIG NELSON LAW2
SHOVER NEAL ELWOOD GRAD
SHOWALTER GERALD R GRAD
SHOWERS HENRY G ENGl
SHOWN HUGH WAYNE ENG4
SHOWTIS WILLIAM JOHN BUS3
SHRADER RALPH WILLIA GRAD
SHRIBER PAUL E FAAl
SHROOE RICHARD IRVIN BUS4
SHU TSAO-WEN GRAD
SHUB ARLENE CAROL ED 4
SHUDROWITZ LESLIE P ENG3
SHUFELDT WARREN EUGE GRAD
SHUGAN CHERYL NAOMI LAS4
SHUKLA TRIVENI PRASA GRAD
SHULAR MARCIA LYNN LAS3
SHULER BURL A ENG3
SHULER LINDA CAROL AGR1
SHULKE JOY PANKEY GRAD
SHULL JANICE T GRAD
SHULL JIM HERBERT LAS4
SHULL ROBERT O GRAO
SHULMAN RICHARD WALT GRAD
207 W GREEN C
URH DANIELS 206 U
URH WESTON 478 C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SNYDER 220 C
813 W MAIN U
58 E GREGORY C
2064 ORCH ST U
2064 ORCH ST U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
302 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 133 U
URH DANIELS 503 U
URH DANIELS 361 U
1010 S 2ND C
512 E UNIVERSITY C
URH TRELEASE 901 U
506 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 237 U
401 S LINCOLN U
300 S GOODWIN 405 U
URH SHERMAN 666 C
603 FAIRLAWN U
1109 W WILLIAM C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 185 U
WESTERN SPGS ILL
505 E GREEN C




URH SNYDER 320 C
1904 KIRBY C
DIXON ILL
209 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
703 COLORADO 205 U
106 E HEALEY 13 C
410 E JOHN C
2073 B ORCH ST U
1307 PAULA C
506 E HEALEY C
506 E HEALEY 5 C
210 W SPNGFLD C
110 E ARMORY C
407 E FLORIDA U
URH FORBES 222 C
1207 N LINCOLN U
406 BRIAR LN 7 C
309 E CLARK C
311 E ARMORY C
2048 C HAZWD CT U
URH SNYDER 317 C
1105 S 1ST C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISDELL 426 U
5 CEDAR CIRCLE U
203 W WILLIAM C
1006 W CLARK U
URH TOWNSEND 147 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
201 E GREEN C
1003 S MATTIS C
110 E CHALMERS C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
911 S 4TH C
405 N GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 300 C
1105 S 4TH C
202 E DANIEL C
1 ROXBURY U
1001 S WRIGHT C
409 E CHALMERS C
207 DEWEY U
701 W INDIANA U
2106 ORCH ST 101 U
URH SNYDER 486 C
URH TOWNSEND 126 U
604 E ARMORY C
2024 BURLISON U
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
509 S 6TH C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 2 U
1106 S 3RD C
910 W SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 536 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 530 U






2113 HAZWO CT 303 U




































































































RR 1 BOX 78G
27 GREENCROFT
25 HERITAGE
4022 S STATE 1301
1904 KIRBY
215 S DIXON AV














406 BRIAR LN 7
204 E BONO
RR 2 BOX 49
2048 C HAZELWD CT



























29 LN 165 CHNG HSR
5309 W MAIN ST
2351 S 10TH
9001 S CLYDE AV





BALL STATE TRLR 49
205 PROSPECT AV
4 HINGATE RD



































































































SHULMAN SALO L FAA1
SHULRUFF CHARLES LAS1
SHULTZ CHARLES S FAA1
SHULTZ JOHN AUSTIN FAA4
SHULTZ KATHY ANN PE 3
*ShULTZ KENNETH LOWEL PE 3
SHULTZ PAUL STEPHEN ENG4
SHUMAKER BETSY JAN M LAS4
*SHUMAKER CLARENCE MA BUS4
SHUMAKER MARGOT M LAS4
SHUMAN ROY GORDON ENG1
SHUMWAY ALAN GENE AGR4
SHUMWAY CONSTANCE M LAS3
SHUMWAY DAVID LUCIUS AGR2
SHUMWAY DORICE DWIGH VM 2
SHUPACK MARTIN ALAN LAS4
SHUPE CHARLES E JR AGR2
SHURE MARTIN LAS4
SHURMAN DAVID JOHN ENG2
SHURMAN LINDA K BUS1
SHURR MARY J LAS1
*SHURTLEFF MARGARET J GRAD
SHURTLEFF ROBERT G LAS1
SHUTA JAMES M BUS1
SHUTE MEREDITH L PE 1
SHUTE TERESA N ED 4
SHUTT MICHAEL ALAN ENG4
SIADAK JOHN WILLIAM LAS2
SIATT WAYNE JOEL LAS2
SIBLEY JACKIE R FAA1
SIBLEY RICKI DEAN FAA2
SICHTA MARGARET ANNE ED 2
SICKS CAROL J LAS1
SIDDIQUI AHMAD HASAN GRAD
SIDDIQUI ISLAM AHMED GRAD
*SIOELL NANCY JEAN ED 4
SIDER STEVEN SAMUEL FAA4
SIDERS CAROL PE 2
S1DOR EDWARD FAA1
SIDOR MARTIN ANTHONY VM 2
SIEBE JAN L ENG4
SIEBENTHAL RONALD LE FAA4
*SIEBERT DENNIS CHARL ENG4
SIEBERT DONNA GENE LAS1
SIEBOLD BRUCE ANDREW LAS3
SIEBRECHT MARGARET A GRAD
SIEDBAND LEONARD BUR LAS2
SIEDENTOP CHERYL KAY GRAO
SIEFERT OALE F VM 1
SIEFERT MALEN REX ENG4
*SIEG HERBERT CARL GRAD
SIEGEL BRENT M BUS3
SIEGEL CATHY ROSE ED 2
SIEGEL ELEANOR HEATH LAS2
*SIEGEL HOWARD SHELDO GRAD
SIEGEL LINDA FAYE ED 2
SIEGEL MARTIN ALAN LAS4
SIEGEL NED R LAS1
SIEGEL RICHARD AURUM LAS4
SIEGEL RONALD FLOYD BUS4
SIEGEL RONNIE E BUS2
SIEGEL SANDRA LYNN PE 1
SIEGEL SHARON A GRAD
SIEGEL SHERRY JO ED 3
SIEGEL WILLIAM KARL LAS1
SIEGELMAN VICKI L ED 2
SIEGLE RUTH A LAS1
SIEGLER RICHARD DENN FAA3
SIEGLER ROBERT STUAR LAS3
SIEGMAN FRED HENRY BUS2
SIEGMUND RALPH CHARL ED 4
SIEGRIST BEVERLY ANN LAS3
SIEGRIST JAMES IVAN VM 2
SIEHR STEVEN F COM3
SIEKMAN NORMAN ROY ENG4
*SIEKMAN PATRICIA W PE 5
SIEKMANN HENRY CHARL BUS4
SIEMER RICHARD C LAS1
SIEMS WAYNE P ENGl
SIENI GUIDO LAW3
SIENKO FREDERICK THO GRAO
*SIERACKI CHARLES A GRAD
SIERACKI NANCY L ED 4
SIERACKI RAYMOND JOS ENG2
SIEREN DAVID JOSEPH GRAO
SIEVERING HERMAN C GRAO
SIEVERS GLORIA KAY LAS2
SIGGELKOM RONALD LOU FAA2
SIGNORETTI LANA MAE LAS3
SIGSWORTH GRANT WILK GRAD
SIKICH JAMES ANTON BUS3
SIKKUT JURI ENG2
SIKORA GEORGE R LASl
*SIKORA JAMES P GRAD
SIKORA RICHARD A GRAO
SILAVIN SUSAN LAURIE LAS2
SILBER MARK ELLIS GRAD
409 E CHALMERS 402 C
URH TOWNSEND 418 U
URH BABCOCK 422 U
9 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH EVANS 435 U
410 W CHURCH 9 C
URH BABCOCK 410 U
57 E JOHN 8 C
57 E JOHN 8 C
710 W OHIO U
910 S 3RD 512 C
RR 3 U
802 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 356 C
VET CLINIC SA U
711 W ILLINOIS U
58 E GREGORY C
309 E HEALEY 9 C
302 E GREGORY C
URH BARTON 15 U
URH LAR 488 U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SCOTT 263 C
URH ALLEN 487 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 493 C
URH SNYDER 261 C
URH BARTON 13 C
402 E ARMORY C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 65 U
U OF I LINGUISTICS U
304 N WILLIS C
910 S 3RD 1120 C
LA NAPOULE FR
904 S LINCOLN U
311 E ARMORY C
103 S MCCULOUGH U
806 W OHIO 11 U
804 W SPNGFLD U
205 E HEALEY 36 C
1106 S LINCOLN 3 U
409 E CHALMERS 714 C
105 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 5 U
613 W SPNGFLD C
21 TULIP TREE C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
307 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD 1318 C
URH TRELEASE 321 U
1009 FRANCIS C
904 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 139 U
URH SNYDER 408 C
309 E HEALEY C
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
105 E ARMORY 2 C
910 S 3RD 817 C
211 W SPNGFLD 104 C
307 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 225 C
910 S 3RD 1003 C
URH LAR 178 U
URH SNYDER 250 C
1706 UNIVERSITY C
907 S 4TH C
104 W OREGON U
URH LAR 214 U
711 W FLORIDA U
205 N CENTRAL U
1004 W NEVADA U
WESTERN SPRS ILL
604 E ARMORY 104 C
614 E ARMORY 127 C
1105 N CLOCK C
405 W ILLINOIS U
509 S 5TH 24 C
300 S GOODWIN U
URH WARDALL 1002 U
URH GARNER 336 C
108 S 5TH C
206 S GREGORY 13 U
903 W NEVAOA U
URH WESTON 295 C
URH FLAGG 407 C
URH SHERMAN 252 C
407 W WHITE C
208 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 452 C
1208 W BEARDSLEY C
1829 VALLEY RD C
URH VANOOREN 204 C
905 S MATTIS 4 C
9101 S YATES
332--4191 1207 MANOR DR
332--3830 880 DEBORAH
352--3668 9 1/2 E SPNGFLD
332--2777 916 S SAX8Y AV
352--2359 410 W CHURCH
332--3818 129 STURTZ ST
352--6293 111 N WASHINGTON
352--6293 6321 CORNELL ST
BOX 1




3 33--2980 RR 2
1506 S JOHNSON DR
356--3152 RR 2
352--7774 7648 S KINGSTON
344--7511 813 RIVERSIDE BLVD
332--0097 813 RIVERSIDE BLVD
916 MYERS ST
359--1117 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE
3 59--1117 1213 SILVER CT W
332--1473 2697 COSTA DR
332--3413 1114 S CRESCENT
1114 S CRESCENT
359--3232 RR 1
332--0910 16325 WOODLAWN E
332--1712 2942 N WISNER AV
332--0095 1103 MARQUETTE DR
344--9713 945 N CHURCH
344--0695 524 W RIDGE ST
332--3260 380 MCHENRY AV
VARANASI CANTT
359--4984 1505 S GROVE
344--5000 5450 FOSTER
128 BROOK LN
344--1391 201 E FREMONT
6218 S SEELEY
1504 S BELMONT
344--9876 102 E SOUTH ST
367--2333 1008 W NEVADA
356--8214 216 BLACKHAWK TERR
344--3616 1607 MARGARET LN
300 S LOUIS ST
352--6985 61 CLARK ST
332--4251 5017 FAIRVIEW LN
RR 1
359--1088 120 W COLE AV
106 N W 4TH ST
RR 3
356--4326 3000 U FARGO
344--5000 1171 ELM PARK DR
332--5486 126 S MENARD AV
359--3774 1009 W FRANCI
344--9579 534 W STRATFORD PL
332--4013 6040 N TROY
332--1814 38 CREST HAVEN DR
1349 GREENLEAF
359--2829 7930 N KOSTNER
344--7545 2946 JARVIS
8231 CRAWFORD
715 E TYLER AV
344-
-2129 7442 LAKE ST
332--1207 815 N 8TH AV
344--5000 9303 N MAJOR AV
10507 S PROSPECT
332--1705 1024 S CLARENCE
1808 KEENEY ST
344--9693 777 N MICHIGAN
367--8858 712 W OREGON
332--2849 RR
344--0010 5 BARN LN
205 N CENTRAL
344--0676 191ST £ CENTRAL
5223 HOWARD AV
520 LAFAYETTE DR
213 N GARROTT ST
356--5494 1105 N CLOCK
367--1859 VIA ALP I 5
500 FRANCIS ST
344--7604 1317 W KILBOURN
10042 CRANDON
332--0799 5311 W PENSACOLA
359--2390 1018 STUNTZ AV
344--1071 904 W GREEN
344--0776 RR 1
332--1280 1321 ELIDA ST
332--0323 514 N GALENA RD
332--4793 300 HUMBER AV




356 -1407 5615 S NEENAH AV
332--0495 8907 OLCOTT AV



































































































SILBER STEVEN KEITH LAS2
SIL8ERMAN RICHARD G ENG2
SILSERNIK MARTIN LAS2
SILER ADA MAXWELL LAS5
SILER PEGGY D AGR1
SILES MADONNA MARGAR COM3
SILHA EDWARD JOHN JR GRAD
SILHAN WILLIAM ANTHO GRAD
SILIC NINOSLAV ENG2
SILIGMUELLER DALE SC 8US2
SILIKOVITZ RONALD G GRAD
SILITONGA MANGASA GRAD
SILKEY ERMA SHARON LAS4
SILL GARY LEE 8US4
SILLETTI DUN NICHOLA LAS4
SILLETTI ROBERT JOSE LAS4
SILLMAN WILLIAM C ENG3
SILVA-TULLA F ENG2
SILVER BARRY STEWART LAS2
SILVER DEBORAH ELLEN LAS4
SILVER HOWARD A GRAD
SILVER MICHAEL DUANE LAS3
SILVER STEVEN LESLIE LAS3
SILVER SUZANNE LAS1
SILVER VICKY DALE LAS3
SILVERMAN CHERYL ANN GRAD
SILVERMAN DAVID LEE LAS2
SILVERMAN ELLEN L GRAD
SILVERMAN HOWARD S LAS2
SILVERMAN MALCOLM N GRAD
SILVERMAN MICHAEL H LAS4
SILVERMAN RICHARD BL LAW3
SILVERMAN RONALD 6 LAS2
SILVERMAN RONALD N LAS4
SILVERMAN STEVEN ELL LAS2
SILVERMAN TERI ELLEN ED 3
SILVEY JACK D LAS1
SILVIS SUSAN LYNN FAA4
SIMANEK CHARLES E LAWl
SIMANTON JAMES MICHA ENG2
SIMCOX PAUL DAVID LAS2
SIMEK JAMES A FAAl
SIMEK STANLEY M ENG1
SIMER DONNA LOU AGR2
*SIMER JEAN FELZ GRAD
SIMER RICHARD D AGR2
SIMMONS ERIC LESLIE FAA4
SIMMONS GEORGE H III LAS2
SIMMONS LARRY CARL LASl
SIMMONS PETER C GRAD
SIMMONS SAMUEL RAY AGR3
SIMMONS SANDRA ROSE LAS4
SIMMONS VICTOR H BUS1
SIMMS DAVID ALLEN AGR3
SIMMS RANY LEE LAS4
SIMON CAROL ANN LAS2
SIMON ERIC E LAS!
SIMON HOWARD S BUS1
SIMON ILENE PE 1
SIMON JEFFREY M LASl
SIMON MARC STEVEN LAS3
SIMON MARK FREDERICK ENG4
SIMON NITA HELAINE ED 3
SIMON PETER D LASl
SIMON ROBERT A PE 1
SIMON ROGER MITCHELL LAS3
SIMON ROZANNE LAS4
SIMONDS CHARLES HENR GRAO
SIMONE STEPHANIE LAS2
SIMONICH DALE MARTIN GRAD
SIMONICH GENEVIEVE A LAS3
SIMONICH WILLIAM LOU LAS4
SIMONINI NANCY JEANN ED I
SIMONS ARTHUR GRAO
SIMONS BRUCE ARTHUR BUS4
SIMONS DAVID R LAS3
SIMONS DAVID STUART GRAD
SIMONS DONNA JEAN LAS2
SIMONS KAREN J ED 1
SIMONS MARK NELSON LAS4
SIMONSEN HARRY L ED 3
SIMONSON LLOYD L GRAD
SIMONSON RICHARD D ENG2
SIMPKINS CARL E BUS3
SIMPSON AARON LEE AGR1
SIMPSON DAVID ALEXAN GRAD
SIMPSON GARY KEITH FAA4
SIMPSON GARY LAVERN LAS4
SIMPSON GERALD F GRAD
SIMPSON JACK LESLIE GRAO
SIMPSON JAMES GILMOU LAS2
SIMPSON JAMES R FAAl
SIMPSON JAMES RAY ENG4
SIMPSON JAMES ROBERT AGR3
SIMPSON JEROME D GRAD
SIMPSON JOHN THOMAS ENG4
SIMPSON NORMAN L JR LASl
URH HOPKINS 369 C
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD 327 C
1508 S MATTIS C
URH NOBLE 421 C
URH TRELEASE 817 U
106 N MCCULLOUGH U
1914 SOUTHWOOD C
611 W HEALEY C
310 E GREGORY C
800 S MATTIS 21 C
104 E ARMORY C
410 E GREEN C
807 S BUSEY U
711 W CHURCH 8 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH BA8C0CK 406 U
URH TOWNSEND 174 U
52 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E GREEN U
URH CARR 404 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 61 U
URH WAROALL 602 U
1211 W CLARK U
102 E CHALMERS C
1701 VALLEY RD C
706 W OHIO U
805 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD 228 C
800 S MATTIS C
URH CARR 313 U
URH SNYDER 232 C
105 E ARMORY C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 436 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN C
907 S 3RD 11 C
URH OGLESBY 430 U
URH HOPKINS 489 C
URH HOPKINS 319 C
1202 W NEVADA U
SEASON ILL
302 E ARMORY C
602 E WHITE C
URH GARNER 368 C
907 W HILL U
105 E CLARK C
URH GARNER 241 C
ATWOOD ILL
URH SCOTT 394 C
URH OGLESBY 518 U
505 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 317 U
409 E CHALMERS 402 C
409 £ CHALMERS 410 C
URH LAR 485 U
105 E ARMORY C
105 E ARMORY C
301 E ARMORY C
303 E JOHN C
904 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 103 U
203 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD C
602 S BROADWAY U
URH TRELEASE 621 U
204 S HARTLE 3 U
ROUEN FR
URH FORBES 241 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
2024 BURLISQN U
1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SCOTT 480 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
1202 NEVADA U
URH BUSEY 307 U
110 E ARMORY C
402 E GREEN C
MAHOMET ILL
310 E GREGORY C
2102 S ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 360 C
1950 A ORCH ST U
12 LEXINGTON U
501 E DANIEL C
804 W SPNGFLD U
1015 W UNION C
URH OGLESBY 907 U
URH SNYDER 339 C
304 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 245 U
2102 ORCH ST 101 U
URH WESTON 386 C
URH TOWNSEND 413 U
332--1306 8140 S ODELL AV
344--9770 6436 N GREEVIEW
344--5000 4224 W GREENWOOD
356--1184 15C8 S MATTIS
332--043 7 136 AUGUSTA AV
332--5633 7457 KEENEY ST
367--3115 106 N MCCULLOUGH
352--9525 1544 EVERS AV
11018 S SAWYER
356--6112 760 PARKSIDE
359--1522 800 S MATTIS 21
DI TJ BOROBUDUR 3
356--1946 548 24TH ST
344--1973 RR 3
352--8477 4410 DUNBAR PL
367--7852 4410 DUNBAR PL
332--3814 BOX 114
332--4038 GPO BOX 2168




356--0018 3624 m GROVE ST
332--3258 1543 S WALNUT
332--4406 9101 SKOKIE BLVD
356--2759 8425 S KILPATRICK
344--7232 7453 N SHERIDAN
352--9148 731 MICHAEL ST 53
344--5919 3411 LAKE
144-46 JEWEL AV
344--5000 3438 MAIN ST
359-
-3017 2851 W RASCHER
332--3925 2101 MAGNOLIA LN
6700 S SHORE DR
344--7875 3905 W BIRCHWOOD
2420 W ARTHUR
413 N VIRGINIA AV
344--3821 18346 PERTH
332--4983 3610 S 59TH CT
22W746 HACKBERRY
332--5171 2051 BROWNLOW CT
332--1389 1544 NEWCASTLE AV





3 32--0822 310 WARWICK
367--0741 907 W HILL
356--8689 2456 178TH ST
332--0733 RR 5




332--4348 5138 N AVERS AV
8850 S CORNELL
4315 CHURCH ST
332--3063 6225 N HARDING
8548 KARLOV AV
344--7425 6225 N HARDING AV
344--950 6 8733 N RIDGEWAY
344--6590 6322 N RIDGEWAY AV
344--5203 1185 WILLOW RD
10622 S HARDING
359--4071 300 N STATE
344--5000 7459 N ARTESIAN
507 HOWARD ST
332--5577 285 MAYWOOD LN
367-
-3173 404 E WHITE
402 PROSPECT AV
332--0972 811 W JASPER ST
344--4024 213 GRACE ST
344--6226 4547 N 7TH
356--7986 6708 N BOSWORTH
3 32--1628 8844 S PLEASANT AV
365--2586 622 OVERLOOK DR
344--1173 12246 CHEYENNE DR
332--2638 2625 ROGERS CT
3200 N LAKE SHORE
359--4498 8923 STONY IS AV
6995 CHESTNUT DR
344--1843 1813 BURLINGTON AV
344--5697 450 W 16TH ST
RR 2 BOX 95
344--0817 1950 A ORCHARD ST
546 LUCIA RD
344--1510 704 EPWORTH ST
4632 FORSYTHE AV
352--0641
332--5299 2341 DE COOK CT S
332--1767 514 N 8TH ST


































































































PRAR DU RCHR ILL
URBANA ILL
265
SIMPSON ROBERT BLAKE LAS4
SIMS BRENDA JO LAS2
SIMS DAVID H LAWl
SIMS GREGORY BRIAN LAS4
SIMS INA JEAN VERONI FAA1
*SIMS JOHN TAYLOR JR GRAD
SIMS JUDITH KAY AGR3
SIMS MAURICE LAS1
SIMS MICHAEL A ENG1
*SIMS MILDRED J LURTZ ED 4
SIMS NORMAN HOWARD LAS2
SIMS PATRICIA ANNE AGR3
SIMS RANDALL LEE AGR4
SIMS SUSAN JANE AGR2
SIMS TERRY ELDON ENG4
SIMUTIS FRANK J LAWl
SINADINOS CHRISTINE LAS4
SINADINOS NICHOLAS C FAA1
SINCLAIR BRIAN JAMES GRAD
SINCLAIR JAMES STEWA LAS2
SINCLAIR JOAN E FAA1
SINDELAR SHARON K D LAS4
*SINEATH TIMOTHY WAYN GRAD
SINGER ROBERT GARY LAS2
SINGER SHARON LYNN ED 2










SINGLER RONALD EUGEN AGR2
SINGLETARY TED JUSEP LAS4
SINGLETON GARY WILLI GRAD
SINGLETON RONALD WAY BUS4
SINGLETON T R JR PE 1
*SINGLEY JOHN DAVID AVI2
SINGLEY SUSAN KAY FAA4
SINGWI KUSUM L LAS1
SINHASENI SERMCHITR GRAD
SINKEVITCH LINDA MAR LAS3
SINKIAWIC STEVEN FRA LAS2
SINKS STEPHEN ALAN LAS2
SINN CARL ALBERT BUS2
SINN DAVID R LAS1
SINON STEPHEN JOSEPH LAS4
SINQPOLI JACQUELINE ED 1
SINOW DAVID MARTIN LAS3
SINSABAUGH FRANCINE FAA4
*SINTQN JOAN HANSON LAS3
*SINTOV JOSEPH DANIEL LAS3
SIOSHANSI FEREIDOON ENG1
SIPES GERALD EUGENE GRAD
SIPICH JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
SIPP STANLEY KENNETH GRAD
*SIREN RAUL ALVAR R FAA3
SIRKAR KAMALESH KUMA GRAD
SIRON DEAN A LAS1
SISK RICHARD MILTON LAS2
*SISKA DALE EDWARD FAA4
*SISKA LETITIA POLAK LAS3
SISKIND SHARON LEE LAS3
SISLER ROBERT E ENG3
SISLOW JAMES WILLIAM LAS3
SISSON CHARLES EDWAR LAS4
SISSON VERNE ALLEN AGR3
SISSURS DANIEL LELAN LAS2
SISTER BLOOM ALBERT GRAD
SISTER CALLAHAN K S GRAD
SISTER COR6IN G GRAD
SISTER DELANEY V A GRAD
SISTER ELSBERND H GRAD
SISTER ETZEL MARION GRAD
SISTER FELLIN JO ANN GRAD
SISTER GREINER M J GRAD
SISTER GUTOSKI PIUS GRAD
SISTER HANNA K GRAD
SISTER HARBAUER M F GRAD
SISTER HAYES LUCINA GRAD
SISTER HAYES NEOMI GRAD
SISTER KLEINHEINZ L GRAD
SISTER KORTAS MAUREE GRAD
SISTER KRZMARZICK M GRAD
SISTER LUTZ LOUISE M GRAD
SISTER MCCANN MARY GRAD
SISTER MCKEAN G GRAD
SISTER PREBIL M GRAD
SISTER SCHMALZ MARY GRAD
SISTER SCHMIDT MONIC GRAU
SISTER SCHRADER M M GRAD
SISTER STAPLETON M M GRAO
SISTER WORBY ANITA L LAS3





























300 S GOODWIN 514
314 E STGUGHTON
707 W SPNGFLO
58 E ARMORY 3
102 N LINCOLN 5
1007 W OREGON
1801 A ORCH PL
102 N LINCOLN









806 W GREEN 6









509 S 5TH 12
509 S 5TH 12
URH BABCOCK 201
E CHEM 51








URH TAFT 12 5
28 JUNIPER
505 E CHALMERS




























































































































229 E PERRY ST
2716-8 1/2 AV
502 E EVERETT
22 W 60TH 2A
18128 RIEGEL RD
RR 3
2350 S STATE 608







3551 W 98TH ST
2510 S PARK AV
2510 S PARK AV

















2345 S 11TH AV





241 W 9TH ST
428 CHAKRAWAT
1043 WENONAH










23 KHAZAN LN SANAI
392 N WASHINGTON
5132 S AUSTIN
RR 1 BOX 282
311 W HIGH
22A JHAMAPUKUR LN





107 W TURNBAUGH ST
RR 1 BOX 202
223 GARDEN ST
























320 E RIPA AV
27TH t TRINIDAD ST



































































































SISTLER FREDERICK EA ENG4
SIT ELAINE CAROLYN LAS1
SITARAMIAH RAMA RAO ENG4
*SITHICHAIKASEM S GRAO
SITRICK DAVID H BUS1
SITTIG HILDEGARD KAR LAS4
SIUTA MARILYNN VICTO LAS4
SIVERTSON RONALD CHR LAS4
SIX ROBERTA JEAN LAS3
SIXSMITH NANCY E LAS3
*SIZE WILLIAM BACHTRU GRAD
SIZEMORE CLARENCE J GRAD
SIZEMORE MICHAEL J LAS2
SKADDEN JOHN DONALD BUS2
SKAGGS DALE A AGR1
SKAGGS LINDA J AGR1
SKAPERDAS CLAIRE KOZ LAS3
SKARBONKIEWICZ ROBER ENG3
SKAU MICHAEL WALTER GRAD
SKELTON BRIAN LAUFER FAA2
SKELTON JAMES DwIGHT FAA2
SKELTON WILLIAM G LAS3
SKENDER JOSEPH M ENG1
SKIBBE DAVID WILLIAM AGR4
SKIBBE JANET RUTH LAS2
SKIBBE JEFFREY BUS2
SKIBBE WILLIAM G LAS1
SKIDMORE JAMES ROBER GRAD
SKIDMORE RONALD HART FAA3
*SKIERSKI JAMES EDWIN GRAD
SKILES LANDA SUE LAS2
SKILES LISSA L AGR1
SKINN CATHY ALETA GRAD
SKINNER GILBERT J LAS1




*SKLAR MICHAEL IRVING GRAD
SKOGLUND GERALD EVER LAS4
*SKOGSBERG BIVEN JOEL ENG4
SKOGSBERG DUNCAN ERI LAS2
SKOGSBERG JAMES W ENG4
SKOGSBERG KATHY IREN LAS2
SKOKOWSK1 HENRY FAA3
*SKOLASKI PAUL E GRAD
SKOLNIK CAROL S FAA1
SKOLNIK LINDA M LAS3
SKONECZKA DENNIS LEE ENG2
SKONY STEVE ANTHONY FAA4
SKOV CHERYL JEAN LAS2
SKOWRONSKI JOSEPH P LAW3
SKOWRONSKI ROBERT V ENG3
SKRABALA ARLENE LAS4
SKRZYNIECKI ALAN F GRAD
SKUBISH PATRICIA MAR PE 4
SKUDRNA LINDA RUTH LAS4
SKUDRNA LYNN MARSHA ED 1
SKVORC ROBERTA M LAS1
SLACK JAMES L FAA2
SLACK MARK BENNETT ENG2
SLAOE BARRY STEVEN ENG4
*SLADE ROBERT EUGENE LAS2
SLADKY KARLA ANN LAS4
SLAGELL DANIEL LEE AGR2
SLAGER JOSEPH ARTHUR AGR2
SLAGER LARRY DEAN AGR1
SLAGLE JAMES HOWARD AGR4
SLAMAR CHARLES JR LAS3
SLAMP GREGORY PAUL ENG4
SLANINA WILLIAM EUGE BUS4
SLANKER BARBARA OLSE GRAD
SLATER CARL HOWARD GRAD
SLATER THEDA ED 1
SLATER THOMAS P PE 1
SLATTERY JOAN MARY FAA4
SLAUGHTER DEBRA J LAS2
SLAUGHTER JUDITH M GRAD
SLAUGHTER PATRICIA M LAS2
SLAVIN BARRY MICHAEL BUS4
SLAVIN JANET SUE LASl
SLAVIN SUSAN T ED 1
SLAVIN THOMAS JOHN LAS4
SLAWEK JOHN M BUS3
SLAYMAKER ROBERT G AGR2
SLAYMAN TIMOTHY K FAA1
SLAYTON JERRY PAUL AGR2
*SLAYTON ROBERT S JR ED 3
SLEDZ CATHERINE MARI LAS4
SLEDZ HENRY WALTER BUS1
SLEICHTER C G III FAA3
SLEIGHT LYNN G GRAD
SLEKYS ARUNAS GEORGE GRAD
SLENCZKA LENORE JOAN LAS3
SLENCZKA MICHAEL JOH BUS3
SLENTZ ROBERT J LASl




1113 W GREEN 119
105 E ARMORY
1005 S WRIGHT
910 S 3RD 1001
URH OGLESBY 705



















906 W NEVADA 8


















910 S 3RD 1203
910 S 3RD
201 E JOHN
EHLERS TRLR PK 67
715 W MICHIGAN
URH SHERMAN 751
604 E ARMORY 337
URH BUSEY 332


















































C 2920 W FOSTER AV
C 820 OAKTON ST
U 344-5865 5017 16TH ST
C 8211 N KEATING
C 344-462 531 LAKEWOOD
C 344-5000 6564 W DEVON AV
u 332-5237 115 BRIARWOOD DR
u 7 MORNINGSTAR CT
u 332-3466 79 FIR ST
c 356-7439 1834 N SAYRE
u 365-1621 285 E GRAND 14
C 356-7995 2509 STATE ST
u 344-5798 3 FLORIDA CT
C 344-0061 RR 1 BOX 113
u 332-3632 RR 1
c 356-6985 912 W PARK
u 1013 BEAU BRUMMEL
C 344-4391 25 TRAFALGER DR
C 344-7629 403 ORCHARD LN
u 332-5084 1302 BUCHANAN
RR 1
c 332-1801 5619 S KENNETH
u 344-0676 234 CAMBRIDGE RD
u 344-038 5 234 CAMBRIDGE RD
C 359-2170 332 MARGARET TERR
c 344-1207 2005 S WASHINGTON
u 344-4336 906 W NEVADA
u 239 S KANSAS
u 367-2965 1205 E DELAWARE
u 332-3617 BOX 267
u RR 2
u 200 E SUMMER
c RR 2
c 344-0540 120 MINNESOTA
c 352-7940 403 WOOD ST
u 332-5659 825 ORCHARD AV
c 332-0344 5837 N WHIPPLE
3527 STONEHILL PL
u 344-0676 725 W FAIRVIEW ST
c 359-2246 309 S STATE
u 332-5088 1360 RAYMOND DR
c 356-7936 219 S MONROE
c 332-0665 219 S MONROE ST
u 5857 N LUNA
108 S MEYERS
c 344-5000 8917 KENTON
c 344-5000 5208 GALITZ
c 356-7857 313 AZALEA CT
u 3469 WOODLAWN
u 344-7100 5716 WOODLAND DR
c 332-4902 453 29TH AV
c 344-1266 1312 TONTI ST
u 332-2650 639 BUFFALO AV
c 54 E HUDSON ST
u 332-4390 1018 GRAND AV
u 332-3010 7039 W 40TH PL
u 332-3475 6473 BLACKHAWK TRL
u 332-2970 10342 S CENTRAL PK
c 344-9776 309 N JOHN ST
c 332-0777 904 MYRTLE AV
c 356-45 71 4207 CHURCH
u 365-2528 SOUTH DODSON 111
u 344-0589 6029 S SACRAMENTO
c 344-1510 RR 1
u 332-3737 RR 1
u RR 3
u 332-3855 517 S YALE
c 344-1207 8506 S KENNETH
c 314 E MAIN
c 356-8533 607 W HEALEY 15
u 367-4162 603 W GREEN
901 S WOLCOTT ST
c 332-0661 947 E 84TH PL
c 332-1781 16145 SUSSEX




344-9723 16543 S MARSHFIELD
332-2849 248 FAIR ACRES OR
u 344-9519 8151 S ESSEX
c 344-5000 8730 N KIMBALL
c 344-5000 8629 N AVERS
c 356-6051 207 PIGEON RD
c 927 N FAIRFIELD AV
c RR 1
u 8111 W 125TH
u 344-3532 RR 1
c 356-1056 205 E GREEN
u 344-0426 9209 S 51ST AV
c 344-9741 9209 S 51ST AV
c 302 HIGHLAND DR
c 359-4610 RR 1
u 367-6417 34 GOOCH AV
u 332-3668 6022 S SACRAMENTO
c 7331 W 60TH PL





















































































































































SLIFE VICKIE JO AGR2
SLIFER DONNA E LAS1
SLIGER HERBERT J JR BUS3
SLIGER MARY L AGR1
SLINGERLANO BARRY A AVI 1
SLIVA NANCY A PE 1
SLIVA OSCAR JOSEPH ENG3
SLIVE ARLEEN F GRAD
SLIVE JACQUELINE DEE LAS3
SLIVKEN BETH J LAS1
SLIVKEN EDWARD CHARL BUS2
SLIVKEN ROBERTA ANN LAS2
SLIVON CHRISTINE ALI LAS3
SLIVON MARY GRACE AGR4
SLIVON SYLVIA LOUISE LAS2
SLIZ DEBORAH V LAS3
*SLIZ THOMAS RUDOLPH LAS2
SLOAN CINDY SUE LAS2
SLOAN EUGENE DENNIS ENG2
SLOAN KATHRYN JEANNI LAS4
SLOAN MICHAEL ALBERT GRAO
SLOAN RICHARD ELMONT LAS2
SLOAN STEPHEN JACOB LAS3
SLOANE SCOTT I LAW!
SLOCUM DAVID K LAW1
SLOCUM THOMAS JAMES COM3
SL0CUM3 CATHERINE E LAS1
SLONEK MARYLOU JEANN FAA4
*SLONIGER CARL ROGER GRAD
SLONKOSKY CARL STEVE LAS4
SLONKOSKY CRAIG LOUI LAS2
SLONNEGER KENNETH RA GRAD
SLOTNICK HENRY BARRY GRAD
SLOTNICK IRA GRAD
SLOTNICK SHERRILL LAS2
SLOTT DONN RICHARD BUS2
SLOTTER MARILYN JUNE LAS4
SLOUF JAMES EDWARD LAS4
SLOVAK CHARLES J III GRAD
SLOVER JOHN ASHBY JR LAW3
SLOWIK JOHN HENRY GRAD
SLUSHER CARROLL WAYN ENG2
SLUTKIN GARY LAS2
SLUTSKY GARY SHELDON ENG4
SLUTSKY RAEL DON FAA2
SLUTZ CRAIG P LAS3
SLUZEVICH SAM CHARLE ENG4
SLYKAS JAMES L BUS1
SMAARDYK JANE E FAA1
SMAARDYK JOHN E GRAD
SMALE WILLIAM B JR ENG3
SMALL ELLEN L LAS1
SMALL MARY CHRISTINE LASL
SMALL NOLAN STEVEN LAS2
SMALL SAMUEL WINNE ENG4
SMALL SARAH ELLEN LAS2
SMARGN JOSEPH JAMES BUS2
SMARON RONALD JOSEPH FAA4
SMART BARBARA J ED 1
SMART JOHN ROBERT GRAD
SMART WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
SMAW ALONZO L LAS1
SMECK NEIL EDWARD GRAD
SMEETH SARA ELOER LAS4
SMEJKAL DONNA MARIE LAS2
SMEJKAL RUTH ANN LAS4
SMELCER WILMA JEAN ED 2
SMELTZER MICHAEL K LAS1
SMETANA JOHN STEPHEN LAS2
SMETANA LAWRENCE E ENG1
SMICKLAS KATHLEEN M LAS2
SMICKLAS PAMELA ESTH LAS3
SMID JANICE MARIE LAS2
SMIDT LAWRENCE J BUS1
SMIEJEK ROBERT JOSEP LAS3
SMILER ILENE CECELIA LAS4
SMILEY ELLEN E GRAD
SMILEY JOHN MILTON PE 2
SMILEY LAWRENCE KENT ENG4
SMILEY LOIS LAWRENCE GRAD
SMILEY PRISC1LLA B GRAD
SMILEY SANDRA SERENA GRAD
SMILGIS FRANCIS DENN ENG4
SMILJANIC MILAN M GRAD
SMISKO MARSHA JEAN LAS3
SMITH ALAN CLARENCE ENG3
SMITH ALICE MARIE GRAD
SMITH ALLEN HENRY ENG1
SMITH AMELIA EDITH LAS2
SMITH ANDREW J LAS3
SMITH ARNOLD RAY GRAD
SMITH BARBARA JEANNE GRAD
SMITH BARRY C LASl
SMITH BEVERLY A B FAA3
SMITH BRIAN L AGR1
SMITH BRUCE HAROLD FAA2




















58 E ARMGRY 1



















2020 N MATTIS 304
URH DANIELS 634
410 E JOHN -
907 S 4TH
602 E STOUGHTON
















506 S MATHEWS 20
URH SCOTT 422




















EHLER TRLR PK 40
URH DANIELS 212













u 332--4455 2025 BURL ISDN
u 332--2930 915 E JEFFERSON
u 367--6226 1406 PHILO RD
u 367--6226 1406 PHILO
c RR 1
C 332--0583 1506 BLANCHAN AV
c 352--6171 4148 S FOREST AV
c 332--0538 6426 N ALBANY
c 344--2129 3034 GREGORY AV
u 332--5455 3011 20TH AV
C 1727 W HENRY 2
u 332--5589 3011 20TH AV
C 332--0150 512 SUNSET AV
u 344--0020 1144 S ELMWOOD
u 332--3673 1144 S ELMWOOD AV
c 356--6286 211 E WHITE
c 356--6280 211 E WHITE
u 332--3461 7632 S SHORE DR
C 344--1650 2808 S 14TH
c 352--0502 1807 SUSQUEHANNOCK
C 2327 PIONEER RD
c 356--7961 BOX 222
c 344--5000 2525 W ARMITAGE
c 332--4788 45 RUTGERS ST
1631 NORTH AV
c 344--6786 303 W MAIN
C 332--0332 302 PARK AV
c 5 GARDEN CT
c 356--5843 1821 HEMLOCK
c 107 THOROUGHBRED
c 107 THOROUGHBRED
c 344--48 8 1 311 E JOHN 16
c 356--6578 3205 W KIRBY
u 367--3415 6422 N CLAREMONT
c 332--0402 1921 W HOOD AV 1A
c 332--1991 25W767 DURFEE RD
c 344--1840 3010 W GILBERT
c 359--3171 612 CAMPBELL
c 359--2451 108 E HEALEY
c 356--4777 800 4TH AV
u 332--2356 ROUTE 16 BOX 177
c 344--9477 411 N CENTRAL
c 344--9694 2924 W JARLATH ST
c 356--7552 6716 N SEELEY
u 367--3242 2109 HAYMAKER RD
u 26 E ARMITAGE AV
c 355 4TH ST
c 3 32--1769 3619 W 70TH PL
u 332--3438 257 MIDDAUGH RD
u 344--5760 257 MIDDAUGH RD
c 620 MASSENA AV
u 332--3184 6334 N BELL
c 344--7288 RR
c 344--5000 6143 N CLAREMONT
u 367--9611 215 BACON ST
u 344--7759 354 S GLENCOE
c 14621 DIVISION ST
c 14621 DIVISION ST
c 332--0400 1235 S 23RD ST
u 356--3685 1730 CEDAR
u 344--3506 602 PRICE ST
c 236 N HOBART ST
u 344--6480 2075 B ORCHARD ST
u 367--7752 BOX 193
u 344--7209 341 KENT RD
u 341 KENT RD
u 332--3548 606 PINE ST
c 344--9752 1323 CENTRAL
c 352--4687 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE
c 332--1577 1861 STRATFORD AV
u 1257 W 95TH PL
u 332--446 5 1257 W 95TH PL
u 332--3516 1632 W 21ST ST
c 332--1234 1112 IOWA ST
c 356--8235 8121 EXCHANGE AV




367--3548 4136 STATE ST
356--0521
225 DOX AV
c 332--4618 710 CATHY LN
u 9142 BARBERRY LN
u 332--2167 SINDJELICEVA II
u 344--1779 2325 LAFAYETTE ST
u 367--3958 BOX 177
u 332--3292 RR 4 BOX 157
c 332--1089 WINAKI TRL RR 1
c 344--0671 RR 1
u 332--3784 69-llB 188TH ST 1A
u 344--5800 RR 1
3220 S 6TH ST
c 8958 S CHAPPEL AV
u 365--2736 704 E GREEN
c 332 -2046 ROUTE 1
c 332--1087 409 N I ST
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268
SMITH BRUCE WERNER BUS3
SMITH CAMILLA ANN ED 3
SMITH CAROL SUE LAS2
SMITH CAROLYN LEWIS GRAD
*SMITH CAROLYN S A GRAO
SMITH CATHERINE F LAS3
SMITH CHARLES A LAS1
SMITH CHARLES LEE JR FAA2
SMITH CHARLOTTE PULL FAA4
SMITH CHERIE B PE 4
SMITH CHRISTIANA KOL GRAO
SMITH CHRISTINA ROTH ED 4
SMITH CYNTHIA L LASl
SMITH DARRELL WILLIA AGR4
SMITH DARRYL L GRAD
SMITH DAVID b ENG1
SMITH DAVID EDWARD AGR
1
SMITH DAVID J LAS3
SMITH DAVID MORRIS LAW2
SMITH DAVID R GRAD
SMITH DEBORAH K LASL
SMITH DENISE M LAS3
SMITH DENNIS EUGENE ENG3
SMITH DENNIS WILLIAM LAS3
SMITH OENOTRA LINNAT LASl
SMITH DIXIE DELL GRAD
SMITH DONALD CARLSON FAA5
SMITH DOROTHEA F ED 4
SMITH DRAIN P ENG1
SMITH EDWARD W D GRAO
SMITH ELIZABETH J BUS1
SMITH EVA M GRAD
SMITH FRED L AGR1
SMITH FREDERICK ALVI GRAD
SMITH GARY EDWARD LAS2
SMITH GARY G LASl
SMITH GARY LOYAL ENG3
SMITH GEORGE KENT AGR3
SMITH GEURGE L GRAD
SMITH GERALD ALLEN ENG4
SMITH GERALD EDWARD COM4
SMITH GERALD RAY LAS4
SMITH GINGER ANN ED 3
SMITH GLORIA FULLER GRAD
SMITH GREGORY DEAN LAS3
SMITH GREGORY L AGR3
SMITH GREGORY P LASl
SMITH HOWARD ARTHUR GRAO
SMITH HOWARD DUANE GRAD
SMITH HOWARD WAYNE GRAD
SMITH JAMES B GRAD
SMITH JAMES BLAIN JR ENG3
SMITH JAMES EDWARD ENG1
SMITH JAMES EDWARD J LAS3
SMITH JAMES GORDON GRAD
SMITH JAMES L LASl
SMITH JAMES L LAS4
SMITH JAMES M JR FAA3
SMITH JAMES WARD ENG1
SMITH JEFFREY B GRAD
SMITH JENNIFER JOY LAS2
SMITH JESSE ROBERT GRAD
SMITH JESSIE W FAAl
SMITH JOANN COM3
SMITH JOANN P LASl
SMITH JOE T ENG3
SMITH JOHN D GRAD
SMITH JOHN EDWARD GRAD
SMITH JOHN HOWARD GRAD
SMITH JOHN LAUREN SP GRAD
SMITH JOHN MAYNARD GRAD
SMITH JOHN ROBERT ENG4
SMITH JOHN T GRAD
SMITH JONATHAN AGR2
SMITH JUNE ANN COM4
SMITH KATHLEEN LASl
SMITH KATHRYN WATFOR GRAD
SMITH LARRY FRANCIS ED 4
SMITH LARRY HERBERT BUS2
SMITH LARRY JACK GRAD
SMITH LARRY RICHARD GRAD
SMITH LAWRENCE N GRAD
SMITH LEE VINCENT LAS4
SMITH LEIGH A GRAD
SMITH LEONARD ALLEN ENG2
SMITH LESTER RAY GRAO
SMITH LINDA AGNES GRAD
SMITH LINDA SUE ED 2
SMITH LOUIS C GRAD
SMITH LOWELL B LASl
SMITH LOWELL VINCENT LAS3
SMITH LUCILLE OLIVIA LAS2
SMITH LUTHER A JR ENG1
SMITH LYNETTE LOHR LAS4
SMITH MARCIA ANN PE 3
SMITH MARILYN L LAS3
SMITH MARJORIE ALICE LAS2
1008 S 4TH
1202 W NEVADA
409 E CHALMERS 812
504 E STOUGHTON
114 W MUMFORD




619 1/2 S WRIGHT
1708 W PARK






409 E CHALMERS 609







805 S LINCOLN 3
404 1/2 E GREEN




















410 1/2 W HIGH
506 W ELM
802 S WESTLAWN







































604 E ARMORY 226
1004 S 2ND 6
URH LAR 304
URH SNYDER 494
1113 S 3RD 103
URH VANOOREN 12




c 344--1207 4 GALE CT PEKIN ILL
u 344--7380 BOX 100 RR 2 LOCKPORT ILL
c 227 N HOUSTON TAYLORVILLE ILL
c 610 VENTURA CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344--5800 114 W MUMFORD URBANA ILL
c 359--446 8 910 BIRCHWOOD AV BLOOMINGTON ILL
C 332--1168 609 PORTER ST DANVILLE ILL
c 344--7011 TILINE KY
C 359-1392 1503 S WESTERN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 352--6814 407 HAINES AV PEKIN ILL
c 359--2690 1708 W PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 238 N ILLINOIS AV MORTON ILL
u 332--2855 301 N WILL IAMS DR PALATINE IL
c 344--9424 RR 3 MT CARROLL ILL
u 332--2302 5708 CREEK VALLEY EDINA MN
c 352--9376 1205 W PARK
RR 1 BOX 108
CHAMPAIGN IL
MASON ILL
c 344--7353 1518 N PRAIRIE JOLIET IL
u 365--2544 101 W PARK URBANA ILL
u 367--3881 1 SALEM RD URBANA ILL
u 332--2965 980 STEPHEN AV ELGIN ILL
c 352--8957 305 N WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356--3231 RR 1 BOWEN ILL
c 1002 S WASHINGTON PARK RIDGE IL
u 332--2879
u 344--0643 RR 1 BOX 532 MONROE WASH
C 404 1/2 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 367--0567 2213 S PHILO RD URBANA ILL
c 8450 S SANGAMON ST CHICAGO IL
c 352--9451 6009 BROOKBANK RD DOWNERS GROVE ILL
u 332--3104 1002 S WASHINGTON PARK RIDGE ILL
c 332--4678 BOX 76 VOLGA IA
u 344--3410 RR 1 FINDLAY ILL
c 359--2483 1602 W JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332--5174 10553 NORMAL CHICAGO ILL




u 344--4069 RR 1 BOX 103 OSWEGO ILL
u 344--5332 1320 SPRINGFIELD FT COLLINS CO
u 367--968 1 415 S DOOSON DR URBANA ILL
c ELMHURST ILL
u 344--1569 1008 S BUSEY URBANA ILL
c 344--7204 22W456 ROUTE 53
1559 A WHITE DR
GLEN ELLYN ILL
RANTOUL ILL
c 332--1698 12 S COURT OR DECATUR ILL
u 344--6485 RR 1 STEWARDSON IL
c 336 FERNOALE ELMHURST ILL
u 367--9094 410 1/2 W HIGH URBANA ILL
u 367--3420 506 W ELM URBANA ILL
c 356--5420 1904 W GRAND AV DECATUR ILL
c 105 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 12631 S LAPORTE ALSIP ILL
C 332--1548 736 WALNUT ST CARTHAGE ILL
c 1446 BRISTOL WESTCHESTER ILL
u 365--2736 705 N VIENNA ST RUSTON LA
u 230 N CEDAR ST WATERMAN IL
u 332--3960 BOX 86 BYRON IL
u RR 3 DANVILLE ILL
c 807 RAINBOW DR GLENWOOD ILL
c 344--5328 108 W CHERRY ST NORMAL IL
C 1401 AVENUE D STERLING ILL
u 367--3885 528 BROADMEADOW RANTOUL ILL
c 332--146 1 327 N 13TH SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 344--7008 1230 N MONITOR CHICAGO ILL
c 332--0658 1520 W HASTINGS ST CHICAGO IL
c 356--1034 STA A BOX 2048 CHAMPAIGN ILL




u 332--3959 RR 2 ALEDO ILL
c 356--626 3 1008 N WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332--48 71 905 E MAIN ST BENTON ILL
c 352--8760 ARMSTRONG ILL
u 532 VIRGINIA ST EAST LANSING MI
c 332--1195 54 MONEE RD PARK FOREST ILL
c 4325 N HERMITAGE CHICAGO ILL
u 332--3243 8842 S CALIFORNIA EVERGREEN PARK ILL
u 367--8872 607 SUNNYCREST CT URBANA ILL
c 344--7571 RR 1 BOWEN ILL
c 1105 E CLAY ST DECATUR ILL
c 359--1044 1102 WESTFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 3 52--9549 19 BLUE SPRUCE CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 367--3415 40 ORCHARD CIRCLE SWAMPSCOTT MA
u 367--1994 611 W GREEN URBANA ILL
c 509 E HAUSER MARCELINE MO
u 8148 S EASTEND CHICAGO ILL
u 367--6117 1001 W UNIVERSITY URBANA ILL
c RR 1 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 1010 ROBERTA DR MARION ILL
u 344--1751 % NORTHWOOD SCHOOL LAKE PLACIA N Y
c 344--1266 1030 HIGHVIEW AV ROCKFORD ILL
c 356--7684 206 S MCCULLOUGH URBANA ILL
u 332--2873 122 W FRANKLIN ST DUQUQIN ILL
c 332--1877 333 WOODLAWN AV AURORA IL
c 344--5609 1113 S 3RD 103 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332--0158 4721 W 78TH ST CHICAGO ILL
c 344--9814 3510 CORBY BLVD SOUTH BEND IN
u 344--0695 736 WALNUT ST CARTHAGE ILL
269
SMITH MARY ALICE BUS1
SMITH MARY BETH GRAD
SMITH MARY DOREEN AGR4
SMITH MARY LORETTO COM*
SMITH MAXINE THOMAS PE 1
SMITH MICHAEL ALLEN AGR1
SMITH MICHAEL F ENG3
SMITH MICHAEL GARY LAS2
SMITH MICHAEL HENRY LAS3
SMITH MICHAEL J ENG1
SMITH MICHAEL J ENG1
SMITH MICHAEL R ENG1
SMITH MILBURN HARRIS GRAD
SMITH MILES OLIPHANT LAS4
SMITH MIRIAM REBECCA GRAD
SMITH MORRIS LEE AGR2
SMITH MYRON JAMES LAS4
SMITH NANCY DELLA LAS4
SMITH NANCY LOOISE FAA4
SMITH PATRICIA ANN LAS4
SMITH PATRICK EDWARO ENG4
SMITH PAUL ARTHUR ENG2
SMITH PAUL THOMAS BUS4
SMITH PAULA JEAN LAS1
SMITH PAULA L GRAD
SMITH PENELOPE ANN LAS4
SMITH PHILLIP A ED 4
SMITH PhlLLIP JOHN GRAD
SMITH PHILLIP ROY FAA4
SMITH PORTER ALEXIAN LAS1
SMITH RANDY JACK ENG3
SMITH RANDY LEMUEL LAS2
SMITH RAYMOND DEAN ED 2
SMITH REGAN G GRAD
SMITH RICHARD DARREL AGR3
SMITH RICHARD DON ENG3
SMITH RICHARD GORDON GRAD
SMITH RICHARD LEE GRAD
SMITH ROBERT ALAN LAS2
SMITH ROBERT ARTHUR ENG3
SMITH ROBERT C BUS2
SMITH ROBERT DAVID LAS4
SMITH ROBERT DENTON LAW2
SMITH ROBERT G GRAD
SMITH ROBERT HARLAN GRAD
SMITH ROBERT LEE BUS1
SMITH ROBERT LEROY ED 3
SMITH ROBERT W LAS1
SMITH ROBERT WILLIAM LAS4
SMITH ROGER KENT AGR4
SMITH ROGER L LAW1
SMITH ROLAND H AGR2
SMITH RONALD F GRAD
SMITH RONALD L LAS4
SMITH RONALD NEAL AGR4
SMITH RONALD ROY LAS2
SMITH RUSSEL EUGENE AGR2
SMITH SAMUEL PHILIP PE 3
SMITH SANDRA SUE LAS4
SMITH SARA WAGGENER GRAD
SMITH SCOTT MARTIN LAS2
SMITH SHARYN L LASL
SMITH SHIRLEY M AGR1
SMITH STANLEY S GRAD
SMITH STEPHEN A GRAD
SMITH STEPHEN A LAS2
SMITH STEPHEN CARROL GRAD
SMITH STEPHEN L LAW1
SMITH STEVEN ALLEN AGR3
SMITH STEVEN LYNN GRAD
SMITH STEVEN M BUS1
SMITH SUSAN ELIZABET LAS3
SMITH SUSAN ELIZABET LAS2
SMITH SUSAN I LAS1
SMITH SUSANNAH A LAS3
SMITH SYDNEY RUTH LAS3
SMITH TERRY G ENG1
SMITH THEODORE FRANK GRAD
SMITH THOMAS EARL LAS4
SMITH THOMAS G LAS3
SMITH THOMAS WILLIAR GRAD
SMITH TIMOTHY OHREA LAS3
SMITH TOBY SHARON LASl
SMITH TOMMIE L LASl
SMITH WALTER S PE 1
SMITH WALTER W ENGl
SMITH WARD WHITLOCK LAS2
SMITH WARREN DEAN GRAD
SMITH WARREN JEFFERY LAS4
SMITH WAYNE E FAA1
SMITH WENDI S PE 2
SMITH WENDY A LASl
SMITH WILLIAM C JR LAS4
SMITH WILLIAM D GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM GENE ENG4
SMITH WILLIAM JAMES LAS2
SMITH WILLIAM RAY GRAD
LEXINGTON MISS
603 S 5TH 2
409 E CHALMERS
1404 S LINCOLN




110 E JOHN 1
URH TOWNSEND 178










1203 1/2 W MAIN 1
BELLWOOD ILL
1908 DIANA LN
910 S 3RD 716
URH ALLEN 30
506 E SPNGFLD 7
1008 S 2ND
407 W WHITE




































312 S PRAIRIE 104
504 E STOUGHTON








707 S 6TH 211
802 W OREGON 23
URH HOPKINS 217
311 S PRAIRIE
706 W CHURCH 3
809 S 5TH
510 S ELM 7
609 W OHIO






910 S 3RD 417
URH FORBES 400













344--1768 604 W SOUTH
RR 3
c 332--1777 4744 N OLCOTT
c 344--1650 325 E WATSON ST
c 110 E JOHN 1
u 332--4042 1010 N FORREST AV
u 367--3369 602 E BURKWOOD CT
c 422 S YALE AV
c 1620 JACKSON
u 332--3710 1334 BURNETT RO
c 359--4363 1112 S FOLEY
c 344--7152 RR 3
u 332--5316 1129 W LOCUST ST
u 332--3001 4838 W 97TH ST
u 332--438 1 31 WYNNEWOOD RO
c 344--5000 RR 2
u 614 N COOPER
3621 WILCOX AV
c 352--0465 20 OAK DR
c 344--5000 1003 N CHURCH ST
u 332--3103 2928, S BELT W
c 506 E SPNGFLD
c 344--7038 310 SPELTER
c 352--0674 2620 S LOWE AV
c 344--5609 1113 S 3RD 103
u 332--4849 37 E GARFIELD
c 344--1510 1301 WAVERLY
u 332--4145 285 W CENTER ST
c 130 COUNTRY CT





356--1687 401 S WILLIS
c 356--3112 1303 GARDEN LN
c 420 SWISHER
c 344--7286 710 WESTGATE RD
c 352--7551 2247 W 123RD PL
c 1604 CORONADO I
c 356--390 5 307 N MAPLE
c 332--4787 257 NICHOLSON ST
c 344--7518
312 PARK
c 352--6963 714 DOVER PL
c 332--1890 RR 1 BOX 141
c 344--9742 7726 W CATALPA AV
u 344--3532
c 356--5464 2101 WHITE 109
c RR 1
c 50 WILSHIRE DR
540 BRIAR PL
u 344--3410 BOX 33
u 207 E JEFFERSON ST
c 344--9645 RR 1
c 356--7986 2928 W JARVIS
c 344--0571 1421 W HARRISON
u 367--8050 203 N GOODWIN
c 332--0740 1413 EARL ST
u 210 JEWETT ST
u 332--2997
u 367--4918 902-26TH ST
c 352--3860 439 N SCOVILLE AV
c 124 POLK ST
u 344--3736 2009 B HAZWD CT
u 3 32--3793 1240 WALTERS AV
u 332--3909 RR 1
u 344--2281 37 WYOMING DR
c 356--3830 1404 MAPLECREST
u 344--1391 18526 CLYDE
u 332--2641 880 HAWTHORNE LN
c 356--8197 2102 W WILLIAM
c 344--1203 RR 2
u 344--3117 3417 ITHICA
c 332--1199 527 FRANKLIN
c 352--1847 311 S PRAIRIE
c 2036 N GRACELAND
c 344--5202 15250 LARAMIE
c 352--2710 510 S ELM
u 344--6922 609 W OHIO
u 332--3549 8047 N KEDVALE
c 714 W DIV ST 1510
c 332--0819 4513 WEST END AV
c 332--1842 14300 S KENWOOD AV
c 332--1278 74 PENNSYLVANIA DR
c 352--9746 2000 S DOUGLAS
c 344--5000 8958 CHAPPEL AV
c 607 W SCHUETZ ST
c 5929 N DRAKE AV
c 332--0417 43 G H BAKER
c 332--1942 3734 W 82ND ST
u 356--8069 SALEM RD
c 332--1426 101 RACILL CT
c 332--1081 48 N JEFFERSON AV

































































































SMITH WILLIAM ROY JR GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM YANCIE LAW2
SMITH WINTON LEROY GRAD
SMITH YQLANOA MARIE LAS2
SMITHE ALAN JOHN VM 2
SMITHWICK THOMAS M ENGl
SMITTKAMP JAMES ARTH ENG4
SMOCK LEONARD ALFRED LAS4
SMOGOR KENNETH W FAA2
SMOLEN ROBERT STANLE 8US3
SMOLIK KENNETH FRANK ENG4
SMOLINSKI JOSEPH S LAS3
SMOLLER BARBARA GAIL LAS2
SMULTICH KATHLEEN A LAS1
SMOLTZ BARBARA ANN GRAD
SMOOT DENNIS G LAS2
SMOOT SUSAN SPENCER AGR3
SMOSNA RICHARD ALLAN GRAD
SMRZ GENE EDWARD GRAD
SMUDA FRIEDMAR FRANZ BUS3
SMYLY JERRIE LAS1
SNAPP WILLIAM DORSEY LAS4
SNEAD CHERYL MUELLER LAS4
SNEAD MICHAEL VERNON COM4
SNEARLY CYNTHIA L ED 1
SNEED LEONARD CAY AGR4
SNEIDERS RITA LIVIA AGR4
SNELL KENNETH EUGENE AGR4
SNELL LINDA LEE LAS3
SNELSON RHONDA S LAS3
SNIDER LANE S LAS1
SNIOER WILLIAM T II BUS1
SNIESKI GARY L LAW1
SNIVELY GAYLE ENG4
SNIVELY ROBERT ANDRE GRAD
SNIVELY STEPHEN WAYN LAS2
SNOBLE KAREL ANTHONY LAS3
SNODGRASS CAROL LESL LAS4
SNODGRASS KIRK A ENG2
SNODGRASS NANCY THER GRAD
SNODGRASS RODGER JOH VM 2
SNOKE THOMAS EDWIN ENG5
SNOOK MARGARET LOUIS GRAD
SNOOK RANDALL A ENGl
SNOPKO PAUL ADAM GRAD
SNOUFFER MARY GRAD
SNOW JACK E VM 2
SNOWDEN CAROL S ED 1
SNOWDEN CLAUD R LAS1
SNOWDEN MARGARET A GRAD
SNUGGS JEAN C PE 1
SNYDER ANN KNABB GRAD
SNYDER CHARLES WILLI LAW2
SNYDER DAN EUGENE GRAD
SNYDER INA RUTH LAS4
SNYDER JAMES EDWARD LAS3
SNYDER JAMES EDWARD FAA3
SNYDER JAMES LEE BUS4
SNYDER JOHN JACOB GRAD
SNYDER KATHERINE M COM3
SNYDER LUELLA MOORE GRAD
SNYDER LYNN J GRAD
SNYDER MARY J BUS1
SNYDER MARY JANE LAS3
SNYDER REBECCA SUE LAS2
SNYDER ROBERT BRUCE GRAD
SNYDER ROBERT DAROLD GRAD
SNYDER ROBERT J JR ENGl
SNYDER RUSSELL WILLI LAS4
SNYDER SANDRA JEAN FAA3
SNYDER STEVEN DANIEL ENG2
SNYDER SUZANNE LAS4
SNYDER TERRY LEE BUS2
SNYDER THOMAS E AGR1
SNYDER TIMOTHY MILTO ENG4
SO HYUNSOO GRAD
SO WAI-CHEONG GRAD
SOBCZAK JANE E LAS1
SOBEL JOY FLORENCE LAS3
SOBEL ROBERT STEVEN GRAD
SOBER PETER JULIAN LAS4
SOBHAN-ARDAKANI M GRAD
SOBOL GARY DUDLEY ENG3
SOBOLEWSKI JAMES M ENG2
SOCHACKI ZACHARY J LAS1
SOCHON IRENE HELEN LAS4
SOCHOR JOHN ALBERT LAS4
SOCOL MICHAEL LEE LAS3
SODEN DAVID THOMAS COM3
SODER CHERYLL M ED 1
SODERBERG MARILYN KE GRAD
SODERBERG ROBIN M BUS3
SODERSTRQM JANE ANN LAS2
SODERSTROM SCOTT LEE PE 4
SODIKOFF GALE LYNN ED 4
SUDIKOFF ROBERT NOEL LAS3
SODOMKA DENNIS GEORG COM4
URH DANIELS 227 U 332-2182
2013 C ORCH ST U 344-0582
BOX 3164 c 352-1474
URH ALLEN 216 u
709 W WASHINGTON u
604 E ARMORY 115 c
609 W WHITE 2 c
1109 S 4TH c 356-0311
211 E ARMORY c
MARKHAM ILL
URH TOWNSEND 140 u 332-4014
408 E GREEN u
910 S 3RD 1216 c 344-5000
URH NOBLE 410 c 332-0428
2506 POND u 367-3162
URH TOWNSEND 445 u 332-4208
FAIRMOUNT ILL
2113 HAZWD CT 302 u
SAVOY ILL
705 S LINCOLN u 344-0522
URH BLAISDELL u
205 E ARMORY c 344-3559
611 W CHURCH c
611 W CHURCH c
502 E FLORIDA u 367-6885
108 E CLARK c 359-4337
109 E CHALMERS 5 c 344-6659
WILSONS TRLR CT u
1404 S LINCOLN u 344-3821
501 E SPNGFLD c 352-3817
URH GARNER 294 c 332-0771
1008 S 4TH c 344-1207
205 E ARMORY c 344-7414
3 SALEM RD u 367-0175
909 S 5TH 449 c 332-4834
910 S 3RD c
URH SCOTT 219 c 332-1444
1772 VALLEY RD c
412 E GREEN 20 c 356-7901
909 S 5TH 213 c 332-4648
URH SHERMAN 766 c 332-4917
RANTOUL ILL
URH SHERMAN 224 c 332-4659
412 E GREEN 12 c
405 E WHITE 7 c 352-2755
URH SHERMAN 310 c 332-4682
RANTOUL ILL
URH LAR 191 u 332-2962
URH HOPKINS 182 c 332-1186
107 E CHALMERS 5 c 344-7197
URH ALLEN 355 u 332-3349
912 W CHURCH c 352-5851
111 W CHARLES c 359-3829
508 W HIGH u 365-1662
URH LAR 306 u 332-2875
503 E WHITE 12 c 352-3700
1009 W PENN u 344-9518
URH OGLESBY 1101 u 332-5377
912 W CHURCH c 352-5851
1102 S LINCOLN u
2304 S ANDERSON u 365-1695
1118 W HEALEY c 356-7049
URH VANDOREN 219 c 332-0506
1102 LINCOLN u 344-4205
URH TAFT 122 c 332-0603
URH DANIELS 18 u 332-2440
1019 W JOHN c 356-0965
911 S 4TH c
508 E WHITE 9 c 356-4681
706 S MATHEWS u 344-05 77
MONTICELLO ILL
302 E ARMORY c 344-7244
501 E DANIEL c 344-1510
URH SCOTT 325 c 332-1520
504 1/2 E GREEN c 352-2292
URH DANIELS 617 u 332-2341
910 W NEVADA u 344-3488
URH ALLEN 326 u 332-3198
47 E CHALMERS c 356-7663
205 E HEALEY c 356-0436
401 BUENA VISTA c 352-7765
1728 VALLEY RD c
505 E GREEN c 344-0 38 2
1004 S 4TH c 344-4071
URH HOPKINS 150 c
1110 W NEVADA u
402 E ARMORY c 344-1915
301 E ARMORY c 344-9506
210 E JOHN c 352-8790
URH TAFT 426 c 332-0673
1712 CAROLYN c 359-4273
910 S 3RD c 344-5000
URH WARDALL 608 u 332-4412
509 E STOUGHTON c 352-8379
902 S 2ND c 344-7732
105 E ARMORY c




















607 W 6TH ST
5035 W ADAMS





1307 S 8TH AV
RR 1



















3314 W SHOFF CR
44 W KENILWORTH








714 11TH ST A
912 W CHURCH
50 COUNTRY CLUB DR









602 E NORTH ST
732 N CLIFTON CT
111 N 3RD ST
3324 N MISSOURI AV
5128 GRAND
SUHDAEMOON-KU
114 R WATERLOO RD
4411 W 182ND ST
2728 W FARRAGUT
97-41 63R0 DR
2958 W 38TH PL
102 E ARMORY 8
14459 S GREEN ST
311 E LAKE SHORE



































































































































SOfcNENS BOPP GUIDO GRAD
SOER BARBARA SUE LAS2
SOERENSEN CHERYL G ED 4
*SUERENSEN GARY LEE FAA4
SGFO NORMA CARA LAS3
SOGIN DAVID CHARLES LAS3
SOGIN MITCHELL LOYD GRAD
SOGIN STEPHEN JULES GRAD
SOHAN NORMAN JOHN GRAD
*SOKAN ROBERT GRAD
SOKKAR FAT-HI F GRAD
SOKOL NANCY JOY LAS3
SOKOL RONALD J LAS1
SOKOL RONALD P LAS1
SOKOLOWSKI RICHARD J PE 2
SOKOLOWSKI STEPHEN J LAS2
SOKOLSKY PIERRE V GRAD
SOLA PETER A GRAD
SOLAK RICHARD GEORGE ENG4
SOLAUN JOAN DAVIES GRAD
SOLDWEDEL PERRY DEAN LAS4
SOLDWEDEL STEVE ALAN BUS4
SOLER NILDA M GRAD
SOLFRONK JACQUELINE GRAD
*SOLGANICK IRWIN JAY LAS4
SOLIN JOHN RICHARD GRAD
SOLING JOE LEONARD ENG2
SOLIWON LOTHAR ERNES LAS3
SOLLARS VIRGINIA L ED 4
SOLOCK MARK WARREN LAS2
SOLOF MARILYNN ANNET LAS2
*SOLOMON ARTHUR ROBER GRAD
SOLOMON EDWARD L GRAD
SOLOMON JEFFREY P LAS1
SOLOMON JERRY S LAS2
SOLOMON LAURIE GRAD
SOLUMON LINDA CAROL LAS2
SOLOMON ROBERT LEE GRAD
SOLOMON STEVEN DALE LAS4
SOLON BART J AGR2
SOLON EDWIN G AGR1
SOLOW SHELDON L LAS1
SOLTAU JAMES MELVIN GRAD
SOLTER MARY MARGARET LAS2
SOLTWEDEL RUTH ANN AGR3
SOMENZI CANDACE JOYC FAA2
SOMERS LUCKY LANDT BUS4
SOMMER PETER U FAA1
SOMMER RANDALL G ENG1
SOMMER ROBIN ANNE LAS4
SOMMERFELD ANN L ED 1
SOMMERFIELD TERRY C LAS3
SOMMERS DAVID ARTHUR ENG2
SOMMERS RICHARD LEO AGR3
SOMMERVILLE DUANE N AGR4
*SOMMESE LANNY BEAL GRAD
SONDELL JILL ESTELLE LAS2
SONDERBY STEPHEN OTT LAW2
*SONDERBY TINA S GRAD
*SONG HAE-KYUN GRAD
SONIER DOMINIQUE C GRAD
*SGNIER JOSEPH IVAN GRAD
SON IN JEFFREY ENG2
SONNA LINDA G LAS1
SONNEMAKER MICHAEL W LAS2
SONNEMAN TOBY FRIEDL LAS2
SONNENFELD CHARLOTTE GRAD
SONNEVILLE STEPHEN T ENG3
SONNI STEPHEN JOSEPH ENG3
SONS BUCKLEY ENG4
SONS SHARON LEE LAS3
SONSINI FRANK CHARLE LAS2
SONTZ ROSALYN CYNTHI ED 4
SOONG JUDY YANG LAS2
SOPER MARY ELLEN GRAD
*SOPIARZ RICHARD L VM 2
*SOPKO MICHAEL JOHN BUS3
SOPP BARBARA JO LAS3
SOREN GAIL R FAA2
SORENSEN BONITA JEAN LAS3
SORENSEN JANET I LASl
SORENSEN JOYCE CAROL LAS4
SORENSEN LARRY R LASl
SORENSEN LYNN E GRAO
SORENSEN MARK W LASl
SORENSEN TERRY E GRAD
SORENSON JEFFREY L ENG3
SORENSON LARRY RICHA FAA2
SORK CINDA M AGRl
SORKIN SAMUEL M BUS1
SOROKIN BEVERLY ROSE FAA2
SOROSKY LAURA JEAN FAA2
SORROUGH GAIL L FAA2
SORUIKA GEORGIA K AGRl
SOSNOSKI GLEN LEE LAS4
707 S 6TH 419 C
707 S 6TH 419 C
URH SHERMAN 1366 C
URH TRELEASE 108 U
1015 S ANDERSON U
1015 S ANDERSON U
1808 VALLEY RD C
212 E STOUGHTON C
212 E STOUGHTON C
212 STOUGHTON U
301 W UNIVERSITY C
207 1/2 N BUSEY U
1114 W SPNGFLD U
1104 W NEVADA U
110 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 454 C
201 E JOHN C
URH CARR 231 U
307 E GREEN C
URH DANIELS 103 U
URH TOWNSEND 276 U
TOLONO ILL
1111 S 1ST C
502 W MAIN 103 U
1010 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 414 U
903 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 1061 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 295 C
1211 W CLARK 32 U
105 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 312 U
614 COLORADO U
URH DANIELS 519 U
52 E ARMORY C
907 S 4TH C
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
47 E CHALMERS C
306 N ROMINE U
57 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 273 C
URH SCOTT 294 C
910 S 3RD C
1007 W OREGON U
1106 S 3RD C
805 W OHIO U
1207 W NEVADA U
2219 S 1ST 203 C
URH FORBES 466 C
URH OGLESBY 626 U
2217 S 1ST 102 C
URH LAR 434 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 545 U
URH BABCOCK 304 U
URH OGLESBY 303 U
1954 A ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 1313 C
920 W CHURCH C
920 W CHURCH C
2114 ORCH ST 201 U
2042 C ORCH ST U
2042 C ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 1112 U
URH SAUNDERS 13 U
1101 W PENN C
URH BARTON 317 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
604 E ARMORY 420 C
URH FORBES 486 C
URH TOWNSEND 564 U
904 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY 123 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 307 C
51 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 535 U
309 PFEFFER U
710 W OHIO U
910 S 3RD 1212 C
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
URH ALLEN 242 U
710 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 177 C
609 W CALIFORNIA U
909 S 3RD C
2215 S 1ST 203 C
URH WESTON 350 C
URH HOPKINS 162 C
FAIRFIELD ILL
1105 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS C
1207 W NEVADA U
307 E JOHN C
1106 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
344--7448 77/2 PAHOLYOTIN 7
344--7448 77/2 PAHOLYOTIN 7
332--5049 AV CARLOS PORRAS
201 W 5TH
367--6732 1015 S ANDERSON
367--6732 1015 S ANDERSON




352--3707 761 MCDONOUGH ST
367--9572 122 N VOLUTSIA
344--6103 1114 W SPNGFLD
344--4405 23219 GREENLAWN AV
356--7835 6118 N HARDING
332--1847 RR 2
1N410 FOREST AV
332--3912 4852 S UNDER AV
344--0794 14920 N BLVD
161 EVERGREEN RD
5930 W BERENICE
STA A BOX 2029
344--7314 1833 HIGHWOOD
367--9742 207 W WALNUT
344--0793 SAN MARTIN
2926 PRAIRIE
344--1809 3171 N HUDSON AV
332--497 8 55 TALLYHO DR
1590 HILLCREST AV
332--1738 2237 S PASFIELD
367--3194 BOX 23
3800 HOWARD ST
332--3519 13 SUNSET DR
367--5685 614 COLORADO
332--2311 13 BROOKDALE RD
356--7715 1020 BLUFF RD
344--9694 3950 LAKE SHORE DR
3 56--5634 415 W 37TH ST
6329 N MONTICELLO





550 WHITE OAK DR
521 BUENA VISTA
344--4784 RR 2
344--1459 870 HALF DAY RD
608 S BURTON PL
332--1132 6650 MEADOWOOD LN
332--5227 5339 BIG HOLLOW RD
320 E HIGH POINT
14732 S LASALLE ST
7004B S CHAPPEL AV
332--4272 1926 MANOR LN
332--3781 RR 1
332--5115 RR 2
344--2017 228-S FLAVET III
344--5000 3200 N LAKE SHORE
352--8052 1524 W 104TH ST
352--8057 605 W UNIVERSITY 6
CHEONG WON GUM
344--4472 2042 C ORCH ST
344--4472 2042 C ORCH ST
332--5364 9328 PARKSIDE DR
605 S CATHERINE AV
344--946 9 7613 N EDGEWILD DR
7400 BENNETT AV
367--3830 1417 W ADDISON
344--4275 1303-4TH ST
536 S MAIN ST
332--428 3 2032 ELIZABETH
344--0223 PARKHILLS SBDV
227 S 18TH ST
344--6587 3724 CHEVY CHASE
332--0636 8246 TRIPP ST
352--2472 51 E CHALMERS
344--2030 1107 W GREEN 535
367--2700 309 PFEFFER RD
344--6212 10 CAMBRIDGE DR
344--5000 6157 N SHERIDAN RD
332--3525 2402 DUNLAY CT
332--3172 1869 WEEG WAY








334--9770 8343 S KENWOOD
344--0440 4157 TOUHY AV
344--1459 1217 NORTH SHORE
4651 SEMINARY T-l





































































































SUSTRIN ELLIS MARK LAS2
SOSTRIN JACK MARVIN LAS3
SOSTRIN JUDITH SUSAN LAS2
SOUKUP CAOY A LASl
SOULE PHILLIP E ENG1
SOULSBY RUSSELL RONA LAS2
SOURUUR AHMED RAMZY GRAD
SOUTHAM ANDREW THOMA GRAD
SOUTHAM JOHN RALPH GRAD
SUUTHARD DAVID ELWIN BUS2
SOUTHON EDWARD HENRY LAS2
SOUZA JAMES H LASl
SOVA JEFFREY L LASl
SOWERBY ROGER L GRAD
SPACEK DIANE MARIE LAS2
SPACINSKY JOHN JOSEP ENG3
SPADONI DANIEL JOHN ENG4
SPAETH MICHAEL F GRAD
SPAGNA JAMES ROBERT ENG4
SPALDING FREDRIC EAR LAS2
SPALDING JAY A ENG.l
SPALTEN KAREN ED 3
SPANBAUER RONALD FRA AGR4
SPANGLER DOUGLAS R AGR2
SPANGLER SUZANNE PAM PE 3
SPANGLER WILLIAM J BUS4
SPANNAUS TIMOTHY W GRAD
SPANO JOLENfc M ED 3
SPARACINO DENNIS J GRAD
SPARBEL MARY L GRAD
*SPARESUS JAMES E GRAD
SPARKS PAUL GLEN GRAD
SPASKOS ATHINA COM3
SPATA JAMES MARTIN GRAD
SPATZ DIANE LEA LAS2
SPAULDING JOHN R AGR1
SPAULDING KATHLEEN S GRAD
SPEAR MICHAEL AGR1
SPEAR STUART LAS4
SPEARS KAREN MARIE GRAD
SPEARS SARAH YOUNG GRAD
SPECHT CHARLES WESLE AGR3
SPECHT DONALD A ENG1
SPECHT JAMES EUGENE GRAD
SPECK SARAH MARSHALL LAS2
SPECTOR GARY BRIAN LAS3
SPECTOR STEPHEN LEE LASl
SPEER DAVID J 8US1
SPEERS DAVID LEE ENG3
SPEERS RICHARD COOK GRAD
SPEIER PATRICIA MARI LAS4
SPEIR GEORGE A III FAA2
SPELLMAN BUDDY BYRON AGR2
SPELLMAN JAMES F GRAD
SPELMAN WILLIAM C GRAD
SPELTER HENRY N AGR1
SPELTZ KAREN W ED 4
SPELTZ MATTHEW LOUIS LAS2
SPENADER JOHN BRIAN ENG4
SPENCE DAVID ROGER ENG1
SPENCE JANET L LASl
SPENCE LINDA S COM4
SPENCE MELANIE JEAN LAS2
SPENCE RICHARD K LASl
SPENCER BRUCE WALTON GRAD
SPENCER DUNSTAN GRAD
SPENCER ERIC JIMMY LASl
SPENCER GLENN RICHAR ENG3
SPENCER JAMES D GRAD
SPENCER JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
SPENCER OTHELDA A FAA1
SPENCER PATRICIA W GRAD
SPENCER PAUL ROGER GRAD
SPENCER RICHARD DALE GRAD
SPENCER ROGER LEE ENG2
SPENCER SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
SPENCER STEPHEN C ENG2
SPENCER WILLIAM A GRAD
SPENCER-KRAUS PETER GRAD
SPENGLER RICHARD A ENG1
SPENGLER SUSAN LYNN FAA3
SPENN THEODORE ROBER 8US3
SPERLING PATRICIA A LAS3
SPERLING ROBERT YALE LAS4
SPERLING VALERIE P PE 4
SPEROTTO EDWARD DAVI ENG3
SPERRY JODONNA S GRAD
SPEYER BARBARA KAY LAS2
SPICER GARY RUSSELL GRAD
SPICER JAMES LOUIS VM 4
SPIEGEL DEBORAH LOUI LAS3
SPIEGEL EARL BARRY LAS4
SPIEGEL GEORGE F JR LAS3
SPIEGEL HARRIET LAS3
SPIEGEL SUZANNE ED 1
SPIELMAN CHERYL SUE LAS3
URH EVANS 105 U 332--3687 5529 N NASHVILLE
1315 S GRANDVIEW C 352--8349 6901 N KENNETH
URH OGLESBY 1104 u 332--5356 9536 N KILBOURN
URH TRELEASE 1220 u 2540 W MORSE
URH TAFT 427 c 4703 HIGHLAND AV
URH HOPKINS 423 c
1006 W NEVADA u 344--1400 600 W 3RD SOUTH ST
107 E HEALEY c 359--3214 107 E HEALEY
1107 W OREGON 3 u 344--0814 576 EASTLAND RD
408 E STOUGHTON 3 c 359--4535 408 E STOUGHTON 3
1009 W PENN u 344--9518 3513 NE BREVIS ST
URH SCOTT 214 c 3 32--1439 3134 S HIGHLAND AV
URH SCOTT 490 c 814 N MARKET
910 S 3RD c 1403 OLD FARM DR
URH DANIELS 177 u 332--2436 BOX 669
901 S LINCOLN u 4638 1ST AV
LOMBARD ILL 804 E WILSON RD
1110 W STOUGHTON u 367--4372 443 N RIDGEWAY
706 S 2ND c 75-09 137TH ST
106 E DANIEL c 352--5951 116 DANA DR
604 E ARMORY 211 c 344--1266 108 MAIN ST
URH HOPKINS 446 c 332--1361 108 MAIN ST
1110 W NEVADA u 344--0425 40 YORKSHIRE WOODS
WOODSTOCK ILL 606 W PARK
409 E CHALMERS 707 c
1102 S LINCOLN u 344--4205 333 S EVANSLAWN AV
616 E DANIEL 1 c 344--4591 312 SPENCER ST
311 E SPNGFLD c 356--2748 221 WALNUT
1909 S VINE u 344--6249 1909 S VINE
2072 B ORCH ST u 344--6102 2220 STOKES AV 1
PRAIRIE VIEW TR CT c 4702 CLAREWOOD
205 W WHITE c 1510 N KEDVALE AV
1727 VALLEY RD c 359--2990 1727 VALLEY RD
802 W OREGON u 3234 COLGATE PL
706 S 1ST c 356--9468 724 LENOX RO
URH VANDGREN 8 c 332--0455 2826 W STATE ST
URH FORBES 489 c 332--1147 100 N 21ST
611 W DELAWARE u 344--5997 611 W DELAWARE
URH FORBES 473 c 332--1139 BOX 291
105 E ARMORY c 356--7986 2750 TRAIL WAY
PEORIA ILL 328 E BAYFIELD
203 S WRIGHT 5 c 356--8295 609 HARWOOD CT
FARMERSVILLE ILL RR 1 BOX 121
URH FORBES 472 c 332--1138 435 S WEST AV
807 W NEVADA u 344--4320 RR 2
1110 W NEVADA u 320 WAVERLY RD
1502 WAVERLY c 344--1097 1922 24TH ST
1008 W NEVADA 11 u 344--9710 8946 CHAPPEL AV
URH WESTCN 346 c 70 HAMPTON RD
1004 W OREGON u 344--1542 402 E FLORIDA AV
301 COUNTRY FR c 356--06 8 1 301 COUNTRY FR DR
URH EVANS 208 u 143 W 107TH ST
409 E CHALMERS 601 c 418 W OAKWOOD DR
206 S 4TH c 2241 RAINWATER DR
BROOKLYN N Y 1092 CARROLL ST
718 W WASHINGTON c 356--9460 718 W WASHINGTON
URH SNYDER 236 c 332--1770 739 W ADDISON ST
511 W CHURCH 9 c 359--3361 511 W CHURCH 9
210 E JOHN c 352--9278 2008 44TH ST
609 E PARK 2 c 352--7146 717 E MAIN
URH BABCOCK 424 u 332--3832 RR 1
URH TRELEASE 1116 u 332--5722 1019 EASTVIEW DR
1012 S 1ST c 344--7869 1204 W UNION
1204 W UNION c 344--7869 1204 W UNION
URH TOWNSEND 311 u 332--4120 2201 MANOR LN
1111 W MAIN u 367--7267 1111 W MAIN ST
906 W SPNGFLD u 365--2689 1 BYRN LN MURRY TN
URH CARR 213 u 332--3859 9320 S PARK AV
URH TOWNSEND 113 u 332--3995 308 FINLEY
607 W STOUGHTON u 367--6382 RR 2
300 S GOODWIN 110 u 344--3484 300 S GOODWIN ,110
URH HOPKINS 365 c 7708 ABERDEEN
605 FAIRLAWN u 367--0030 605 FAIRLAWN
1101 W STOUGHTON u 344--0224 PHYSICS BLDG
605 FAIRLAWN u 367--0030 605 FAIRLAWN
1006 W NEVADA u 344--0772 309 S 5TH ST
906 W CALIFORNIA 2 u ROUTE 2 BOX 186
URH OGLESBY 525 u 332--5196 701 JEFFERSON ST
310 S PRAIRIE 104 c 352--5988 609 S WALL
41 1/2 MAIN 4 c 359--1062 45 E MAIN
904 W GREEN 410 u 225 N OAKCREST
URH VANDOREN 206 c 332--0497 121 BLODGETT AV
401 E GREEN c 344--1616 309 S JACKSON
409 E CHALMERS 803 c 344--3418 332 CATALPA AV
707 S 6TH 216 c 344--3433 707 S 6TH 216
707 S 6TH 216 c 344--3433 707 S 6TH 216
URH OGLESBY 621 u 1124 E WOODROW ST
NORMAL ILL RR 2
URH SAUNDERS 210 u 3 32--3639 859 YALE LN
CATLIN ILL BOX 436
1504 HOLLY HILL c 359--2994 RR 2
URH WARDALL 421 u 332--4376 BOX 332
112 E JOHN c 352--2925 5221 W FOSTER ST
810 W WHITE c 356--3161 810 W WHITE
CHICAGO ILL 3018 W TOUHY
URH SAUNDERS 312 u 332--3654 5604 N ST LOUIS




















































































































SPIELMAN LINDA J GRAO
SPIELMAN STEWART A LAS1
SPIER EDWARD MICHAEL LAS2
SPIERS VIVIEN DAGMAR COM2
SPIES JOANNE L LAS1
SPILKER GAYLORD J AGR1
SPILLER JOHN W 8US1
SPINA ALAN JAMES LAS3
SPINAZZOLA BETTY J GRAO
SPINDLER JEAN M FAA1
SPINHIRNE JAMES DALE ENG3
*SPINHIRNE KAREN E ED 3
SPINHIRNE RICHARD H AGR3
SP INKS G ALONZO ENG3
SPINiNER DIANNA MARIE LAS4
SPINNER GERALD A LAS1
SPINNER LEE LOUIS BUS3
SPIRA NEAL E LAS1
SPIRDUSO GARY A LAS1
SPIRES LARRY WAYNE ENG4
SPITLER DALE HARLEY LAS3
SPITTLER GERALD ROMA GRAD
SPITTLER KAREN ANN LAS2
SPITZE GLENNA D LAS1
SPITZER BRUCE CRAIG LAS4
SPITZER EILEEN M GRAD
SPITZER JEFFREY MEL LAS3
SPITZER KAREN ANN AGR2
SPITZER LINDA ROSE LAS3
SPITZER ROY HENRY LAS2
*SPITZER WILLIAM JOHN BUS3
SPITZNAS ANDREW CARL ENG4
SPITZNER LEE HOWARD LAS2
SPIVAK OON ALLEN AGR3
SPIVEY BRUCE E GRAD
SPIVEY DONALD PE 2
SPOETH STEPHEN ALLEN 6US3
*SPOHN JANET COOPER FAA3
SPOKES PEGGY LAS2
SPOKES PENNY LAS3
SPONZILLI JOhN THOMA ENG4
SPOONER PETER MICHAE GRAD
SPOOR ROBERT LOUIS ENG2
*SPORiMY DAVID DARRELL GRAD
SPORNY SUZANNE L FAA4
SPORTSMAN WAYNE DOUG ED 4
SPRADLEY BRUCE S LAS1
SPRAGUE LINDA SUSAN PE 3
SPRAGUE RICHARD LEIG BUS3
*SPRECHER CLARENCE R GRAD
SPRECKMAN JEFFREY AL PE 1
*SPRENKEL RICHARD K GRAD
SPRIETSMA SUZANNE RO LAS3
SPRING DONALD JACOB GRAD
SPRINGER CHARLES R ENG3
SPRINGER GEORGIA M LAS3
SPRINGER GREGORY JAM LAS3
SPRINGER PATRICIA JE AGR2
SPRINGFIELD EZELL FAA1
SPRINGS STEPHANIE S LAS3
SPRINGWATER DAVID K LAS1
SPROAT DAVID A LAS1
SPROUL GORDON DUANE GRAO
SPROULS ERIC P LAS4
SPRUANCE HOPE BROWN LAS3
SPURGEUN CHARLES WAR LAS2
SPURGEON WILLIAM A GRAD
SPURGETIS JAMES P PE 1
SPURGETIS THEODORE D LAS2
SPURLING GARY ALAN FAA4
SPURR SUSAN M LAS1
SPYTEK SUE ANN GRAD
SQUIRES JAMES JEROME GRAD
SUUIRES JOHN H LAW1
SQUIRES PATRICIA A GRAD
SREOL MURIEL REIDER GRAD
SREDNICK SANDRA DONA LAS1
SRINIVASAN CADAMBI A GRAD
SRINIVASAN R GRAD
SRIPLAKICH CHIRAPORN GRAD
SROKA JOAN MARIE LAS4
SROKA THOMAS LAS2
SRONCE GARRET J LAS1
SRONCE LAUREN CAROLE ED I
SRONCE MARY ELLEN GRAD
STAAHL JAMES FREDERI LAS3
STAAS JAMES G LAS3
STAAT LARRY GEORGE ENG2
STABILE CAROLYN A LAS3
STABILE STEPHEN M LAS1
STABLER MARK D LAS1
STABLES JOHN RICHARD LAW3
STACEY DAVID RUSSELL LAS2
STACHMUS DENNIS ANTH VM 4
STACHURSKI MARY J FAA3
STACK CAROL BERMAN GRAD
STACK CHERYL E AGRl
URH SHERMAN 205 C
URH OGLESBY 831 U
URH TCWNSEND 253 U
URH TRELEASE 1111 U
URH TRELEASE 226 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 173 C
402 S 6TH C
URH SHERMAN 126 C
URH LAR 116 U
206 S GREGORY 5 U
906 W NEVADA 7 U
906 W NEVADA 7 U
903 W ILLINOIS U
207 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 162 C
604 E ARMORY 211 C
URH BABCOCK 302 U
URH WESTON 364 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 516 U
403 BRIAR LN 109 C
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
URH EVANS 423 U
URH TOWNSENO 562 U
URH SHERMAN 117 C
307 E HEALEY C
URH LUNDGREN C
URH LAR 193 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 522 U
604 E ARMORY 132 C
URH GARNER 440 C
URH TOWNSEND 464 U
CHICAGO ILL
1003 W ILLINOIS U
312 E ARMORY C
601 W GREEN U
5 02 ELM U
502 W ELM 15 U
1001 S 1ST C
2221 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
INTERLOCHEN MICH
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH SNYDER 202 C
URH FORBES 269 C
405 E JOHN C
302 HOLIDAY 232 C
104 N MCCULLOUGH U
105 E ARMORY C
801 W HILL C
URH WARDALL 709 U
1507 KIRBY 6 C
311 E GREEN C
900 W PARK C
URH OGLESBY 408 U
URH FLAGG 429 C
CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 475 U
212 E CHALMERS 7 C
1803 W JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 462 C
905 S 1ST C
505 E CHALMERS C
505 E CHALMERS C
1405 STOUT U
URH BLAISDELL 207 U
2918 S 1ST ST RD C
HUNTINGDON VAL PA
403 BRIAR LN 202 C
OLNEY ILL
701 HAINES C
URH CLARK 220 C
1115 W GREEN 118 U
707 S 6TH 308 C
300 GOODWIN 206 U
URH BUSEY 260 U
URH CARR 5 U
1001 £ FLORIDA U
1001 E FLORIDA U
1001 E FLORIDA U
1782 VALLEY LN C
1006 W NEVADA U
1009 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 605 U
URH SCOTT 157 C
URH FORBES 210 C
3227 CAMERON C
1101 W PENN U
714 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 717 U
404 W DELAWARE U















344--4026 117 HYDE ST






332--3779 6712 N BOSWORTH
332--2027 720 S PARK
603 S 9TH ST
332--5187 BOX 477
352--8197 403 BRIAR LN 109
411 RUSH ST
332--2769 1406 S VINE
332--4282 2843 W FITCH
332--4621 127 DUNBAR DR
3839 WARREN
332--0195 RR 2
332--2964 2843 W FITCH
344--1510
332--5193 8441 S WINCHESTER
16756 LINCOLN AV
332--0872 216 E 3RD ST
332--4219 9023 S PAXTON
1713 E COURT
344--1062 1209 S RACINE
356--796 1 1710 S CHESTERFLD
367--1781 601 W GREEN
5N151 WOODDALE RD
5N151 WOOD DALE RD
359--2093 330 E LEMOYNE




332--1671 160 HILL AV
332--0998 173 N 24TH ST
344--0556 925 VALLEY LN
202 S PRINCETON
367--7954 104 N MCCULLOUGH
3725 W ROSEMONT AV
352--6477 801 W HILL
332--4437 4729 DUMOULIN AV
352--0201 2103 HARRIS RD NW
216 HARDING AV
352--8570 900 W PARK






356--5153 1803 W JOHN





344--9741 2125 22ND ST
367--8717 BERTINETTI LAKE
236 MARENGO AV
344--4386 215 W MILTON
1250 JUNE RD
356--9363 1941 S COLLEGE ST
210 N MORGAN
352--1744 701 HAINES
332--0020 950 N LATROVE
344--4608 NUNGUMBAKKAM
344--5505 85-A RADWAY QTRS
URH DANIELS 356
332--2630 17216 WENTWORTH AV
332--3843 17216 WENTWORTH AV
367--0060 1001 E FLORIDA
367--0060 1001 E FLORIDA
367--0060 1001 E FLORIDA
356--9530 1341 N HIGHLAND
344--0144 1560 S CHICAGO
225 N KENSINGTON
332--4409 11738 S ARTESIAN
332--1412 11738 S ARTESIAN
332--0949 910 S CENTRAL
352--0813 3227 CAMERON
344--9469 624 RANCH RD
12252 S THROOP
332--5603 208 N HICKORY ST
344--16 11 404 W DELAWARE




































































































































































































AGR4 URH FORBES 417 C 332--1097 7701 W 123 PL
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN U 7381 N WINCHESTER
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 244 c 332--7219 13 YORK ST
GRAD 2108 ORCH ST 203 u 2 E COLLINGS AV
ENG4 RANTOUL ILL 336 S GARRARD 2
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 422 u 3 32--4195 14196 CROSS TRAILS
GRAD 411 W GREEN u 367--7181 501 S RANDOLPH
ENG4 907 S 2ND c 344--7452 3174 MEADOWLANE OR
LAS5 107 E JOHN 301 c 359--3208 107 E JOHN 301
GRAD 107 E JOHN 301 c 359--3308 107 E JOHN 301
LAS1 URH CLARK 339 c 332--0062 275 ALLEGHENY
ENG4 URH CARR 128 u 332--3880 URH CARR 104
LASl 910 S 3RD 1321 c 344--5000 1108 5TH ST
AGR1 URH FLAGG 427 c 332--0343 RR 3
BUS1 URH SNYDER 472 c 19 WREN CIRCLE
FAA4 LANA POULE 6 FR 1421 E 65TH PL
GRAD 809 S 5TH c 344--2220 809 S 5TH
LAS3 53 E DANIEL c RR 1
ENG3 1016 W CHARLES c 352--2648 1016 W CHARLES
BUS1 906 LINVIEW u 367--2282 906 LINVIEW
AGR2 313 E JOHN c 344--0032 RR 3
GRAD BOX 2139 STA A c
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 RR 1
PE I URH ALLEN 35 u 332--3106 4505 LINSCOTT
ENG1 URH FORBES 338 c 332--1040 210 HARVARD LN
LASl 313 E ARMORY c 3 44--9766 305 E DEKALB
AGR3 801 W NEVADA u 344--3410 RR 3
ENG3 201 E GREEN c 356--7794 1761 CENTRAL RD
LAS2 URH WESTON 127 c 332--1904 S MAIN EXT RR 2
LASl URH FORBES 109 c 332--0927 4513 N RIVERDALE
LAS3 URH SNYDER 264 c 332--1715 1113 BROADWAY
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS c 131 N ELMWOOD AV
GRAD 304 W IOWA u 365--2487 304 W IOWA
GRAD 502 W MAIN 112 u 367--0909 94 CLINTON AV
BUS4 911 S 1ST c 359--3158 10905 EWING AV
FAA4 1407 W PARK c 352--3148 1407 W PARK
FAA1 1407 W PARK c 352--3148 1407 W PARK
ED 4 1002 W NEVADA u 344--4867 RR 6
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL 2001 S 9TH ST
GRAD 806 S 3RD c 344--7476 208 RENFREW
GRAD 715 S ELM c 356--4786 715 S ELM
ENG4 2020 N MATTIS 103 c BOX 127
LAS4 URH TAFT 123 c 332--0604 1332 MEADOW LN
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 517 u 332--5188 1502 N 9TH
AGR1 URH ALLEN 8 u 334--3090 RR I BOX 11
AGR4 1004 W NEVADA u 344--0676 ROUTE 1
LASl URH GARNER 321 c 127 CRESTVIEW
COM3 106 E DANIEL c RR 1 BOX 216
ED 2 URH BUSEY 258 u 332--2628 211 DIERKS DR
LAS4 1101 W PENN u 344--9469 211 DIERKS DR
LAS2 303 E JOHN c 344--1103 6635 N WHIPPLE
VM 2 1205 PHILO RD u 367--4110 802 E MICHIGAN
AVI 2 URH WESTON 270 c 1402 23RD AV
LASl URH GARNER 343 c 1402 23RD AV
LASl URH ALLEN 193 u 332--3302 1480 LADD AV
LASl URH SCOTT 317 c 332--1512 605 E VANALLEN
LAM2 URH WESTON 330 c 332--2006 1005 ATLANTIC AV
LASl 311 E ARMORY c 535 S BRISTOL LN
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 230 u 332--5111 332 TEE LN
LAS3 1110 W STOUGHTON u 367--6205 6333 BLACKHAWK TRL
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 7 u 1410 HARRISON AV
ED 3 URH LAR 339 u 110 VERNE AV
LAS4 2319 S 1ST c 344--7278 1301 BRIGHTON
LAS4 508 E WHITE 10 c 1409 S 7TH ST
ENG3 402 E DANIEL c 344--0540 1624 26TH ST
BUS4 906 S OAK c 356--8778 77 AIRPORT RD
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 135 u 332--4009 1606 W CIRCLE RD
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS c 847 CAMBRIDGE AV
PE 2 1106 S LINCOLN u 1009 W WASHINGTON
FAA4 URH BABCOCK 104 u 332--3721 1942 LINDENWOOD CT
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--1318 155 COBB AV
LASl URH VAN DOREN 423 c 332--0554 155 COBB AV
LASl URH SAUNOERS 427 u 332--3700 263 W 10TH ST
PE 4 1207 W SPNGFLD 1 u 344--0511 8142 S RICHMOND
LAS3 501 E SPNGFLD c 3347 S EMERALD
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1207 u 332--5389 407 OAK ST
LASl 904 W GREEN u 318 SOUTHCOTE RD
GRAD 2410 E MAIN 9 u 365--2847 2410 E MAIN 9
ENG2 URH SNYDER 432 c 2196 N SUMMIT
GRAD 2410 E MAIN 9 u 365--2847 2410 E MAIN 9
LASl URH ALLEN 162 u 5829 CLOVER DR
ENG1 URH SNYDER 246 c 332--1704 2196 N SUMMIT
ENG3 502 E WHITE c 356--7735 6336 S LOCKWOOD
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1156 c 356--4805 711 LASELL
ENG2 910 S 3RD 428 c 344--5000 108 WILSHIRE DR
LAS2 URH ALLEN 255 u 332--3308 3642 POPLAR RD
LAW1 TWIN ORCH TRLR CT u 8 SANGAMON CT
BUS3 306 E GREGORY c 542 MUHLENBERG AV
LASl URH LAR u 332--3011 1829 S KEDZIE
LAS4 703 S BROADWAY u 367--09 31 2125 BRENTWOOD DR
GRAD 508 W HIGH u 367--4362 1525 GEORGINA AVE
GRAD 402 W OREGON u 365--2073 402 W OREGON
GRAD 207 E CLARK c 352--5987 207 E CLARK 3
GRAD URH DANIELS u 332--2546 502 CLAREMONT
FAA1 309 E CHALMERS c 8909 MCCONNELL RD
LASl 207 E GREEN 7 c 356--7617 2203 BIRCH LN


































































































































































































































































LASl URH ALLEN 41 U 332--3111 803 FAIRVIEW DR
ENG3 801 W ILLINOIS u 344--3926 5601 N SHERIDAN
LAS3 1404 S LINCOLN u 344--1073 320 ROOSEVELT RD
GRAD 218 E GREGORY c 320 ROOSEVELT RD
LAS2 RIVER FOREST ILL 236 KEYSTONE
LAS4 909 W ILLINOIS u 344--9765 2964 IOWA
LASl URH LAR 427 u 1107 N GREGORY
ED 4 307 E JOHN c 344--3007 1334 W TOUHY
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1157 c 332--4996 737 W COLORADO
ED 3 1204 LINCOLN u URH WARDALL 503
LAS3 910 S 3R0 625 c 344--5000 802 W BROADMOOR RD
ED 2 1601 S ANDERSON u 367--7959 709 E FLORIDA AV
LAS4 910 S 3RD 712 c 344--5000 3760 W GRANVILLE
GRAD 1905 E MICHIGAN u 365--1498 1905 E MICHIGAN
GRAD BAYSIOE N Y 15-74 BELL BLVD
FAA3 901 S 2ND c 344--7541 901 S 4TH ST
GRAD 604 E ARMORY c 344--3350 604 E ARMORY
ENG4 60 E HEALEY c 18 W JACKSON ST
BUS3 601 W UNIVERSITY c 356--3239 601 W UNIVERSITY
ENG2 1974 D ORCH ST u 8619 BALTIMORE AV
BUS4 212 E DANIEL c 356--7908 1620 E 8 ST
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 6641 S RICHMOND
AGR4 901 S 2ND c 344--7541 9609 S 52ND AV
GRAD 1310 GRANDVIEW c 359--1514 1310 GRANDVIEW
LAS5 1310 GRANDVIEW c 359--1514 1310 GRANDVIEW A
LASl URH TRELEASE u 332--5740 9326 N PINETREE RD
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c 344--0456 2309 S LEAVITT
GRAD 1950 C ORCH ST u 344--6352 217 DRAVIS ST
ENG2 1004 S 4TH c RR 1
FAA4 URH BUSEY 228 u 332--2612 102 WILLISTON
BUS2 402 E DANIEL c 344--0540 2002 46TH ST
ENG2 URH FORBES 445 c 332--1118 8080 LONG AV
ENG3 URH TCWNSEND 478 u 332--4233 225 S ELM
AGR1 URH BARTON 14 c 332--0096 825 S WALNUT AV
LASl URH OGLESBY 705 u 332--52 3 7 18259 BURNHAM AV
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS c BOX 146
GRAD 53 E CHALMERS c 356--9432 53 E CHALMERS
COM2 509 E GREEN c 412 S 10TH
LAS3 509 E GREEN 2 c 344--0026 1124 E BROADWAY
ED 1 URH OGLESBY 1223 u 332--5404 448 MAIN ST
LAW3 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 6205 A N CICERO
ENG1 16 03 W PARK- c 356--4357 1603 W PARK AV
GRAD DECATUR ILL 335 N COUNTRY CLUB
LAS4 908 W NEVADA 2 u 344--4188 21941 CENTRAL PARK
LASl URH 6A8C0CK 103 u 332--3720 16913 S WOODLAWN E
LASl URH HOPKINS 336 c 332--1282 418 S WASHINGTON
ED 2 URH TAFT 42 5 c 332--0672 12852 SANGAMON
LAS2 211 E ARMORY c 344--7424 9413 S RIDGEWAY AV
GRAD URH DANIELS 414 u 332--2274 804 BROADWAY
GRAD 307 E HEALEY 15 c 352--3568 307 E HEALEY
GRAD 806 S BIRCH u 367--6456 806 S BIRCH
GRAD 802 W ILLINOIS u 8 4TH AV S
AGR4 URH EVANS 215 u 506 E ADAMS ST
8US3 806 S BIRCH u 367--6456 806 S BIRCH
BUS1 912 S 2ND c 680 S LINCOLN
LAS3 910 W CALIFORNIA u 1209 S 4TH
FAA4 604 E ARMORY c 344--1266 770 JAY ST
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 407 c 1020 E LAKE DR
BUS2 URH TOWNSEND 310 u BOX 283
LAS3 410 E JOHN c 344--9477 250 SOUTHGATE
FAA1 URH SNYDER 495 c 332--1878 RR 2
GRAD 406 BRIAR LN 5 c 356--3137 302 MOORE
LAS4 907 S 4TH c 344--9694 1524 JONQUIL TERR
FAA2 1727 HENRY c 356--4417 9928 HOMAN AV
LAS2 URH CARR 326 u 332--3938 RR 2
ENG3 1004 S 4TH 112 c RR I
AGR4 1008 S 2ND c RR 1
LAS2 URH WESTON 489 c 332--2117 100 W ORCHARD PL
LASl 1010 S 2ND 301 c 3 56--0521 402 LOGAN AV
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID 102 c 344--0069 1025 E IRVING
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 828 u 332--5644 4620 PRINCE
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 128 c 1823 SPRING ST
LASl 604 HESSEL c 410 E JOHN
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 931 u 332--5322 730 JACKSON ST
FAA3 1111 S 3RD 303 c 525 N STONE AV
LASl URH TOWNSEND 269 u 332--4096 RR I
AGR4 1110 W STOUGHTON u RR 1
ED 4 URH OGLESBY 325 u 332--5136 698 CHAMBERS RD
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 206 u 332--3752 524 DREXEL AV
LAS3 URH GARNER 100 c 332--0681 18 LAKESHORE LN
LASl 910 S 3RD 225 c 344--5000 9701 N TRIPP AV
LA S3 1750 VALLEY RO c 359--2302 24 RIO VISTA DR
LAS3 907 S 4TH c 344--9694 4105 W PRATT
FAA2 910 S 3RD c 344--5000 7061 N KEDZIE 916
GRAD 1408 MCKINLEY 11 c 356--2878 26080 SALEM RD
LASl 1104 W NEVADA u 344--9617 6212 N HOYNE
LASl 47 CHALMERS c 356--7662 9520 KEDVALE
PE 1 305 W GOOOWIN u 365--2861 305 N GOODWIN
LAS2 URH LAR 406 u 332--2909 7634 GREENVIEW
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 913 u 332--5305 4050 GREENWOOD ST
LAS4 1005 CALIFORNIA u 344--2297 104 LAWRENCE AVE
LASl URH VANDOREN 118 c 332--0483 1439 W FARGO
LAS3 URH BUSEY 302 u 332--2633 9520 N KEDVALE
GRAD HINDSBORO ILL ROUTE 1
FAA2 URH SAUNDERS 7 u 332--3575 RR 1
LASl 910 S 3RD 1002 c 344-5000 2936 BALMORAL




































































































































































































LAS3 907 S 4TH C
ENG2 201 E JOHN C
LAS2 URH ALLEN 235 U
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 320 C
GRAD 706 S DUNCAN RD C
ED 6 4 OCONNOR CT C
LAS3 URH NOBLE 21 C
LAS3 313 CHALMERS C
LAS4 303 E JOHN C
LAS2 710 W OHIO U
LAS1 URH TCWNSEND 375 U
LAW1 401 S STATE C
LAS4 706 W OHIO U
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
GRAD 706 S DUNCAN RD C
GRAD 107 1/2 E JOHN 104 C
FAA2 URH BLAISDELL 422 U
ENG1 211 E DANIEL U
ENG1 URH FORBES 309 C
LAS2 URH FORBES 304 C
AGR4 207 E JOHN C
AGR4 URH ALLEN 419 U
BUS4 102 E CHALMERS C
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
ED 1 URH WARDALL 1006 U
BUS4 110 E ARMORY C
LAS3 URH LAR 281 U
GRAD 612 E PARK C
GRAD 101 N BUSEY U
BUS2 401 E DANIEL C
LAW3 303 W GREEN U
GRAD 303 W GREEN U
LAS4 901 W SPNGFLD U
LAS6 602 W DELAWARE U
LAS3 206 E GREEN C
LAS4 URH TAFT 203 C
FAA1 URH SCOTT 293 C
ENG4 112 E DANIEL C
LAS1 307 E JOHN C
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 727 U
LAS1 URH CLARK 233 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 261 U
LAS4 203 N HARVEY U
ENG2 URH SCOTT 274 C
LAS1 URH WESTON 362 C
ENG2 212 W SPNGFLD C
GRAD 108 E HEALEY 2 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 666 C
PE 4 URH SAUNDERS 15 U
GRAD BOTANY ANNEX U
LAS4 NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS3 506 E SPNGFLD 11 C
LAS3 1113 S 2ND C
LAS2 907 S 4TH C
BUS4 107 1/2 E JOHN 204 C
AGR2 604 E ARMORY C
LAS2 206 E GREEN C
GRAD 509 S 4TH C
GRAD 411 W CALIFORNIA U
LAS4 URH LAR 227 U
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 425 U
LAS2 URH WESTON 112 C
ENG4 112 E OANIEL C
LAS3 501 E HEALEY C
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C
BUS1 URH SNYDER 396 C
ENG1 URH FORBES 290 C
BUS2 211 E ARMORY C
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 502 U
GRAD DAVENPORT HALL U
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 226 C
GRAD NORMAL ILL
ENG3 1003 U ILLINOIS U
ENG2 1009 W PENN U
ENG1 URH CARR 407 U
GRAD 1106 EUCLID L04 C
BUS3 MONTICELLO ILL
LAS3 910 S 3R0 412 C
AGR3 509 STOUGHTON MANR C
BUS3 1004 S 4TH 208 C
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 292 C
GRAD 605 S 4TH 103 C
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 596 U
BUS2 URH WESTON 418 C
GRAD 101 E DANIEL C
GRAD 101 E DANIEL C
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C
FAA1 URH GARNER 416 C
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1207 U
LAS4 910 S 3RD 903 C
FAA1 910 S 3RD 424 C
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA U
LASi URH WARDALL U
LAS1 910 S 3RD 426 C
FAA3 902 W OREGON U
ED 2 URH TRELEASE U












































































































429 S SUMMIT AV
15229 PINE DR
1118 W CRESCENT AV
706 S DUNCAN RD
4 OCONNOR CT






6101 N SHERIDAN E
2939 W GREGORY






RR 1 BOX 42


















803 BIG ROCK AV
803 BIG ROCK AV
564 TROTWOOD RIDGE
2215 XERXES N
1215 E 15TH ST
1217 N WINDSOR DR
11422 S LOWE AV
108 E HEALEY 2
15425 PARK LN
1315 S WENONAH AV
U OF I BOTANY
1511 SUNSET RIDGE
116 E COOK AV
5456 W WALTON



















2401 N MAIN ST






318 N LARKIN 58
774 POLYNESIAN DR







8233 S MAY ST










































































































STERN RICHARD B FAA1
STERN ROBERT S BUS1
STERNBERG GENE H JR AGR2
STERNBERG SHERYL GAY LAS3
STERN ICKLE KENNETH J ENG4
STERNSTEIN ALLAN JOE ENG3
*STERRETT WILLIAM D BUS4
STETSON GREG GUY ENG3
STETSON MICHAEL B GRAO
STETZLER REBECCA J LAS1
STEUART RAYMOND C GRAD
STEURY CHARLES P ENG1
STEVENS CAROL LYNN LAS3
STEVENS CYNTHIA S GRAD
STEVENS GAIL I LAS2
STEVENS GARY WARREN GRAD
STEVENS JAMES AKCE GRAD
STEVENS JAMES EDWARD ENG4
STEVENS JOHN NEIL ENG4
STEVENS JUDITH P GRAD
STEVENS MITCHELL FRA BUS4
STEVENS RANDALL GREG ENG4
STEVENS RICHARD JOSE GRAD
STEVENS RONALD G GRAD
STEVENS STANLEY C GRAD
STEVENSON CRAIG A LAS3
STEVENSON EUGENE D GRAD
STEVENSON JAMES M I
V
VM 4
STEVENSON JAMES RICH ENG4
STEVENSON JOHN D LAS1
STEVENSON JULIE C GRAD
STEVENSON SHARON K AGR1
STEVENSON TERRANCE A GRAD
STEVES GRANT V GRAD
STEWARD CAROL DENISE LAS3
STEWART BRUCE EDWARD LAS2
STEWART CHARLES NEIL GRAD
STEWART DIANE L LAS1
STEWART DONALD K ENG1
STEWART GARY G ENG1
STEWART JAMES LOCKHA GRAD
STEWART JOHN CHARLES LAS4
STEWART JOHN H JR BUS6
STEWART JUDITH ANN LAW2
STEWART KATHLEEN M LAS3
STEWART KEITH L ED 3
STEWART LAURA JAYNE LAS4
STEWART LINDA LEE LAS4
STEWART LYNDA J LAS3
STEWART RAYMOND STAN GRAD
STEWART RICHARD TYLE LAS2
STEWART ROBERT D LAS1
STEWART ROBERT DOUGL ENG2
STEWART ROBERT LEROY LAS4
STEWART SUZANNE LAS3
STEWART THOMAS RAY GRAD
STEWART THOMAS S ENG1
STEWART WILLIAM BENN LAS4
STEYTLER JEANNE E GRAD
STGERMAIN DENNIS M BUS3
STGERMAINE JOHN H LAS1
STGERMAINE MARY G LAS2
STIAK JUDITH K LAS3
STICH PHILIP PETER GRAD
STICHA PAUL J LAS1
STICKELS MARGARET A PE 3
STICKLEN ROBERT W ENG1
STICKLER JAMES HART ENG2
STICKLER JOSEPH COLL GRAD
STICKLER RONALD LEE GRAD
STICKNEY FRANCES M GRAD
ST1E8EL VICKI ANN LAS4
STIEBER DOUGLAS JOSE BUS3
STIEGEMEIER TAMRA LY PE 1
STIEGLITZ RONALD DEN GRAD
STIEGMAN GREGORY VAN LAS2
STIER GLENN R ENG1
STIER PATRICIA S P AGR4
STIFEL PAUL MCDONALD LAS3
STIGBERG DAVID KENNE GRAD
STIGHANI DANIEL J J GRAD
STILES RANDALL JAY ENG4
STILLERMAN GLORIA JE LAS1
STILLINGER SHIRLEY V GRAD
STILLMAN DAVID M GRAD
STILLMAN RONNI G GRAD
STILLWELL HENRY S II BUS2
STILTZ RICHARD LEE AGR2
STIMSON MARILYN JANE PE 4
STINAFF CAROLE BEK& GRAD
STINAFF RUSSELL OALT GRAD
STINDL HtRIBERT GRAD
STINE BRYAN ANDREW FAA3
STINE CURTIS LEE LAW2
STINE OWEN JAY FAA3
STINE PATRICIA ANN ED 4
STINEBAUGH LORELEI J LASl
URH SCOTT 489 C
301 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 228 U
URH TOWNSEND 584 U
1836 B ORCH PL U
URH WESTON 389 C
2201 HAZWD 103 U
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
1109 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 389 C
URH WARDALL 822 U
804 S FOLEY C
URH EVANS 202 U
804 S FOLEY C
106 E GREEN C
801 W IOWA U
URH CARR 10 U
1602 W CHARLES C
2319 S 1ST 101 C
709 W CLARK U
708 W GREEN U
202 S LYNN 1 U
1611 VALLEY RD 2 C
311 E ARMORY C
805 S 1ST 5 C
605 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
URH SNYDER 438 C
502 W ELM 8 U
2600 LAWNDALE C
913 S LOCUST C
URH DANIELS 0179 U
URH BLAISDELL 15 U
211 E JOHN C
800 S MATTIS 11 C
URH NOBLE 319 C
URH GARNER 258 C
URH BABCOCK 308 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
313 E ARMORY C
1400 W WASHINGTON C
URH VANDOREN 327 C
800 S MATTIS 11 C
401 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1205 U
305 E GREEN 3 C
URH TRELEASE 411 U
805 S LINCOLN 8 U
URH FORBES 343 C
URH CARR 411 U
112 E DANIEL C
1005 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
1807 B ORCH PL U
URH FORBES 494 C
URH BABCOCK 331 U
URH TRELEASE 214 U
OAKLAWN ILL
310 GREGORY C
URH LAR 292 U
1106 S 3RD C
2022 B ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 412 U
URH TRELEASE 909 U
1107 BROADMOOR C
OAK PARK ILL
31 E JOHN C
DANVILLE ILL
111 S 8USEY 6 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 213 U
URH LAR 396 U
1207 S OAK C
URH BABCOCK 203 U
URH SCOTT 340 C
1302 SILVER 5 U
ALTON ILL
409 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 514 U
501 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 720 C
608 W DELAWARE U
1833 D ORCH PL U
1833 D ORCH PL U
2509 STANFORD C
809 W PENN U
302 E ARMORY C
707 E CALIFORNIA U
707 E CALIFORNIA U
707 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BABCOCK 418 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
1108 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 301 U


































































2246 E 100TH ST













211 N 7TH ST
818 W COLUMBIA
106 E GREEN
9116 W 120TH ST







RR 2 BOX 268
900 GALE LN
WORCESTER ACRES















554 N CEDAR ST
60 ACADEMY RD





GLENWD ADDTN RR 1
ROUTE 1 BOX 185
916 MICHIGAN AV
18330 PERTH AV
2139 N 78TH AV




4839 W 99TH ST
913 E FREDERICK
913 E FREDERICK ST









332--40 5 8 1741 DELOGIER DR
332--3038 702 S WRIGHT ST
332--1521 6216 W SCHOOL ST
367--2597 1302 SILVER 5
2206 NORSIDE DR
367--0876 409 W ILLINOIS
332--2306 1010 W GREEN 514
344--1510 RR 2
344--5000 9116 S EUCLID AV
344--6743 608 W DELAWARE
344--3945 1833 D ORCHARD ST
344--3945 80 WOODCLIFF AV
356--1292 2509 STANFORD
344--4069 RR 1
344--1085 4110 WHITACRE RD
707 E CALIFORNIA
367--0174 707 E CALIFORNIA
707 W CALIFORNIA
332--3826 1205 GRANT
365--1467 107 W CALIFORNIA
615 W SOUTH ST
332--3180 515 ELSIE ST



































































































STINGLEY DANA C PE 1
•STINNETT CHARLES LEE ENG4
STINNETT ELIZABETH G AGR4
STINSON CRAIG M PE 1
STINTON CYNTHIA LOU LAS2
STIPANUK GERALD STEV LAS4
STIREWALT LAWRENCE D BUS1
STIRN EILEEN FRANCES LAS4
STIRNIMAN ROBERT PAU LAS2
STISSER RANDY DALE AGR1
STITT JAMES STEVEN LAS2
STITT JOHN HARTING J LAS4
STIVERS ALICE 6 GRAD
STIVERS RALPH MERLE GRAD
STJOHN GREGORY J LAS1
STJOHN RICHARD DENNI GRAD
STLUKA GARY W FAA1
STLUKA THOMAS HAROLD LAS3
STOCK UARRELL A ENG1
STOCK DUANE RICHARD AGR2
STOCK KENNETH RICHAR FAA2
STOCK TIMUTHY J LAWl
STOCKBARGER DANISE E LAS3
STOCKDALE STEVEN E AGR1
STOCKER ELFRIEDE A GRAD
STOCKER MANFRED FRAN GRAD
STOCKERT DRAKE W BUS1
STOCKMAN THUMAS J GRAD
STOCKMENT RICHARD LE BUS1
STOCKNER ALAN RAY ENG2
STOCKS UUNALO WARING FAA4
STOCKUS PATRICIA J LAS1
STODDARD AMY ELIZABE FAA3
STODDARD ANNE L FAAl
STOODART LINDA LAS4
STOODART STEWART ALA ENG4
STODDEN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
STOEBER JEROME DOUGL FAAl
STOECKER MAGDALENA M LAS3
STOECKER SUSAN MARGA ED 2
STOETZEL JOHN LLOYD BUS3
STOETZEL LENOR H FAA5
STOFFEL H RONALD BUS3
STOJAK JOSEPH ANTHON BUS4
STOJAN CRAIG THOMAS LAS3
STOKER DOUGLAS F FAA4
STOKES ALVIN ARDWAY LAS3
STOKES CAROL M GRAD
STOKES JOHN C GRAD
STOKES LARRY DEAN ENG4
STOKVIS EUGENE W BUS3
STOLARIK MICHELE MAR ED 3
STOLL CHARLES PETER LAS2
STOLL HARRY GENE GRAD
STOLL JOHN ELDON AGR3
STOLL JOHN FREDRICK LAS4
STOLL MARIAN MAE LAS2
STOLL MICHAEL E LAS1
STOLL PATRICIA D GRAD
STOLL STEVEN GABRIEL VM 4
STOLLBERG DEENA E LAS3
STOLLER GEORGE EDWAR ENG2
STOLLER HAROLD L JR LAW3
STOLLER JAMES E LAWl
STOLLER JAMES JOSEPH AGR2
STOLLER LEE MARVIN GRAD
STOLLER ROBERT CHARL LAS2
STOLLER ROBERT JOHN AGR2
STOLMAN DAVID BRIAN LAS3
STOLTEY TERRY R ENG1
STOLTZ TERRY LEE LAS3
STOLUROW MARA E LAS3
STONE ANNE M LAS1
STONE CAROL M FAA3
STONE CHARLES W GRAD
STONE CHARLES WILLIA ENG4
STONE DANIEL LAWRENC BUS2
STONE DAVID HARLAN LAS2
STONE FREDERICK CARS GRAD
STONE GAYLE ELLEN BUS3
STONE GEORGE LAWRENC GRAD
STONE HERBERT MAC AGR2
STONE JEFFREY WILLIA GRAD
STONE JOHN ALLAN LAS3
STONE JOHN HARRY LAS2
STONE KENNETH BRUCE LAS2
STONE MARC JAY LAS2
STONE MARSHA R LASl
STONE MAUREEN C ENG1
STONE MICHELLE J LASl
STONE PAUL FRED BUS4
STONE PAUL LEE LAW2
STONE PHILLIP DOUGLA LAS3
STONE ROBERT GEORGE GRAD
STONE ROBERT LEROY GRAD
STONE SANDRA KAY PE 3








































1107 W GREEN 224














1829 A VALLEY RD





706 S 1ST 201
URH VANDOREN 402









































RR 1 BOX 46
c 359--4590 30C PAINT VREEK
C 359--1967 1715 W CHURCH
u 344--0136 1531 FREELAND AV
C 1706 COLLEGE OR
u 367--9780 1403 FAIRLAWN
c 352--1167 1307 NEWCASTLE
c 332--1285 ROUTE 2
U RR 1
u 344--9518 1309 N 50TH ST
u 2118 E MINER
RR 4
RR 4
c 332--1500 1932 N NEWLAND AV
c 352--9 72 6 58 S PADINA RD
c 9020 KEDVALE AV
u 9020 N KEDVALE AV
c 332--069 1 RR 1
u 344--3901
c 622 OLIVE ST
c 352--8750 605 S RANDOLPH
c 332--0223 4720 GRAND AV
c 332--1310 CROWLEY RD
u 367--2503 304 LOCUST
u 367--2503 5 ALPENSTRABE
c 332--0736 1300 HIGHLAND
u 805 N CHARLES
c 344--7231 812 E LOCUST ST
c 332--0854 RR 1
u 7700 S YATES
c 11322 INDIANA AV
u 332--2613 657 RICE ST
c 332--0479 657 RICE ST
u 344--4492 1107 W GREEN 224
u 344--4492 1107 W GREEN
u 344--0508 613 NEWBERRY
c 20 KNOLLCREST CT
u 332--5538 1016 DANWORTH CT
u 1534 FOREST AV
u ROUTE 2 BOX 60
u 94 N OLD BARINGTON
u 332--4301 121 N 49TH ST
c 356--7794 15741 FINCH AV
u 332--5322 BOX 113 RR 2
u 367--2176 808 N LOTT BLVD
u 1904 18TH AV
914 W WASHINGTON
311 E 89TH ST
c RR 2
u 314 10TH
u 332--3218 2022 CATALPA AV
c 332--0812 128 N MARTIN AV
u 367--8118 717 VERNON AV
u RR 1
c 356--8878 411 COLLEGE AV
c 332--0537
u 344--5240 11503 S HALE AV
u 367--8118 301 COUNTRY FR
c 352--2525 1 BEL AIRE CT
u 3301 MAINE
c 344--9475 RR 1 BOX 187
c 352--4654 1014 S OAK
c 107 W 4TH
c 344--9475 RR 1
u 332--2165 2775 W 5TH ST
c 8052 E PRAIRIE RD
c 359--4043 107 W 4TH
c 344--9770 2462 A BIRCHWOOD
c 352--3771 1705 W UNIVERSITY
u 332--3836 RR 1
702 W GREEN
u 332--3390 3223-29TH AVENUE
u 332--440 7 530 WOODSTOCK ST
209 N CROSSLEY
u 367--00 24 925 GLEN CT
u 3300 S FEDERAL ST
u 367--7085 8515 MENARD
c 359--2984 1605 VALLEY RD
c 332--0517 7507 N CRAWFORD
14900 WASHINGTON
RR
c 352--5359 BOX 433
228 W FRANKL IN
u 344--9469 720 5TH AV
c 8523 N KEELER AV
c 356--7735 2540 W SUMMERDALE
c 332--0638 RR 3 BOX 142
u SOUTH POINT TERR
u 332--4345 530 WOODSTOCK ST
c 344--1379 2929 N PINE GR
BOX 86
u 292 ADDISON
u 367--5080 1205 W MAIN 3
c 332--4927 6221 S MAY ST
u 344--4784 RR 1























































































































































































































FAA1 URH OGLESBY 505 U 332-5177
COM4 310 S PRAIRIE 201 c 352--8419
GRAD 2005 LAWNDALE c 352-•3647
ENG2 908 DOGWOOD c 356--7504
FAA1 URH BUSEY 426 u 332--2668
LAS2 903 W NEVADA u 344- 1931
GRAD 1950 D ORCH ST u 344--3472
GRAD 1950 D ORCH ST u 344-•3472
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 716 u 332--5247
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 313 u 332--3520
COM3 508 E ARMORY c 344--5855
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 928 u 332--5674
LAS4 910 S 3RD 417 c 344--5000
GRAD 707 W CHURCH c 356--4393
BUS2 URH TAFT 302 c 332--0631
GRAD URH SHERMAN 266 c 332--4807
GRAD 2113 BOUUREAU u 344--5574
GRAD 2113 S BOUDREAU u 344--5574
GRAD 1808 B ORCH PL u 344--2334
ENG1 310 E GREGORY c 344--9810
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 125 u 332--5433
AGR2 505 E CHALMERS u
BUS1 309 E CHALMERS c
ENG2 URH GARNER 2 89 c 332--0766
BUS2 409 E CHALMERS 809 c
ENG2 1004 S 2ND c 356--7683
COM3 URH WARDALL 922 u 332--4498
VM 2 408 W SPNGFLD c
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA u 344--1459
VM 2 URH BABCOCK 106 u
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 573 u 332--429 2
GRAD ALLENTOWN PA
GRAD 33 JUNIPER c 356- 144 5
LAS3 503 E WHITE c
FAA4 1208 E MAIN u
AGR1 702 W WASHINGTON u 344--1309
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
LAS3 702 LINCCLN u
ENG1 URH SNYDER 150 c 332--1648
ENG2 URH SCOTT 393 c 332--1566
LAS1 1105 S 1ST c 344--9770
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 14 u 332--3447
LAS1 URH WESTON 240 c 332--1938
LAS2 URH LAR 415 u 332--2917
ENG1 URH GARNER 388 c 332--0835
ENG2 URH SCOTT 174 c 332--1423
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA u 344--1173
ED 2 URH ALLEN 263 u 332--3316
ENG3 206 S GREGORY 12 u 344--0071
LAS2 URH GARNER 406 c 332--0846
FAA3 809 S 5TH c
GRAD 54 E DANIEL c 356--4472
GRAD 54 E DANIEL c 356--4472
GRAD 1508 LINCOLNSHIRE c 352--0619
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 164 u
ED 4 URH SAUNDERS 124 u
LAS1 1003 W OREGON u 344--7880
LAS1 401 E CHURCH c 352--2296
FAA1 URH NOBLE 408 c 332--0426
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 109 u 332--5421
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 823 u 332--5284
ED 2 303 E JOHN u 344--3519
LAS2 URH CARR 329 u 332--3941
LAS3 709 W NEVADA 6 u 344--0133
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--7204
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 492 c 332--1396
LAS4 URH WARDALL 705 u 332--4433
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 579 u 3 32--4298
FAA1 DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 403 W NEVADA u 365--2155
LAS2 301 E AMRORY c 344--9506
ENG1 1009 W PENN u
ENG4 1803 VALLEY RD c 356--9571
LAW3 207 COUNTRY FR 35 c 352--3608
LAS1 URH NOBLE 426 c 332--0441
FAA1 505 E GREEN 306 c
LAS2 207 E JOHN c
ENG3 PRINCEVILLE ILL
ENG2 1111 S 2ND c 344--1383
ENG4 6 SAFFER CT u 344--0870
BUS4 309 E HEALEY 15 c 352--2573
PE 1 409 E CHALMERS c 344--4241
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS c 344--7613
BUS3 313 E CHALMERS c 344--7613
GRAD URH NOBLE 402 c 332--042 3
GRAD 1002 W WILLIAM c 359--4770
LA S3 1002 W WILLIAM c 359--4770
GRAD 803 W GREEN u 344--7408
GRAD 403 W HILL c 356--7497
AGR3 RR 3 c
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 420 u 332--5515
GRAD URH DANIELS 321 u
LAS4 510 E STOUGHTON c 352--1782
AGR4 URH OGLESBY 428 u 332--5169
GRAD 509 S 5TH c 359--1300






4918 W 106TH ST
1950 D ORCH ST
1950 D ORCHARD ST
1117 FONDULAC DR
805 PARK AV W
2408 W CALLENDER
5818 S MEADE





2113 S BOUDREAU DR






















6932 W ARGYLE ST
RR 1 BOX 184
10117 CHERRY PKWY















































1010 W GREEN 321





































































































STROHACK.bR FRED MART ENG2
STROHECKER JERILYN K LAS3
STROHM CHERYL A LAS3
STROHM TERRY JOHN LAS4
STROHMAN DARRELL PAU LAS4
STROM DAVID CLIFFORD BUS3
STROM DEBORAH K LAS1
STROM JULIE KAY COM4
STROM WARREN ELOF LAW3
STROMBERG EDWIN ALLE GRAO
STROMBERG FRANK R BUS1
STROMBERG ROBERT R FAA1
STROMBERG SUSAN MARI ED 3
STROMBERG SUZANNE S GRAD
STROMPOLOS ANDREW PE i
STRONACH JAMES P LAS1
STRUNG PAUL LEON GRAD
STRONG VAUGHN D LAS3
STROTHMANN JAMES CUR LAS3
STROUD THOMAS R LAS4
STROUGAL PAULA MARIE LAS4
STROUP SIDNEY F ENG1
STROUP STINSON WEIME LAS3
STROUSE LAWRENCE HAL LAS1
STROW NANCY L GRAD
STRUBBE MARY A LAS1
STRUBE DAVID C LASl
STRUdE PAUL U LASl
STRUEBER THOMAS J AVI2
STRUEBING wESLEY ALA LAS3
STRUHAR JOHN M JR GRAO
STRUHS THOMAS HASER FAA4
STRUKEL JOHN W AGRl
STRUNK RICHARD DEAN GRAD
STRUS DAVID F GRAD
STRUTIN CAROL ROCHEL LAS2
STTHOMAS STEPHEN F ENG1
STUART SHARON E LASl
STUCKEMAN ALAN R GRAD
STUCKEMEYER RAY A BUS3
STUCKEY FREDA C GRAD
STUCKEY HELENJEAN L GRAD
STUDIER ANNE C FAA1
STUDIER EMMYLOU FAA1
STUDWELL DONNA P PE I
STUDWElL RICHARD L COM4
STUOZ SUSAN ELLEN COM4
STUEBE JOHN WALTER BUS2
STUEBE PATRICIA L LASl
STUEHM HARRIET C AGR3
STUEMPFIG DANIEL W GRAD
STUEVE HENRY E AGR3
STUEVE PAULA MARGARE AGR4
STUKEL MARY HELPLING GRAD
STUKENBERG DAVID C AGR3
STULGIN PATRICK W LASl
*STULL WILLIAM H JR GRAD
STUMM RICHARD LYNN LAW2
STUMPF DAVID BURTON BUS3
STUMPF DIANE RUTH LAS2
STUMPF LAURA L GRAD
STUNGIS ELAINE C LAS2
STUPAR MARK JOSEPH ENG2
STUPP GEORGE BERNARD ENG4
STURDEVANT RAY CLARK LAS4
STURGEON DIANE M GRAD
STURIES GRETCHEN A GRAD
STURM MARY M LASl
STURM SYLVIA JEAN ED 3
STURM TERRY WAYNE ENG4
STURM TIMOTHY DWAIN AGR2
STURROCK THOMAS HENR BUS4
STUTSMAN CAROL LEE FAA4
STUTZ DOUGLAS RAY GRAD
STUTZ MARY JEAN LAS4
STUTZKE RICHARD DAVI GRAD
STVAN DENNIS J ENG3
STYKEL ANDREW E ENG1
STYNES DANIEL JOSEPH GRAD
SUBBARAO KARUMURI V GRAD
SUBBARAO SARALA K LAS6
SUBECK STANTON IRWIN LAS2
SUBER DAVID ALAN LAS2
SUBERKROPP SHARON A LASl
SUBICK WILLIAM A GRAD
SUBJECT DAVID PAUL ENG3
SUBLETTE DORIS MOORE GRAD
SUBRIN RICHARD I ENG1
SUCH MARK R ENG1
SUCHAN RICHARD ANTON AGR2
SUCHARD SUZANNE J LASl
SUCHERMAN EDWARD S COM3
SUCHY LINDA SUSAN LAS2
SUCKOW LEE GERHARDT BUSl
SUDALNIK JAMES E ENG1
SUDANO GARY REYNOLDS GRAD
SUDDER RICHARD MICHA BUS3
URH CARR 413 U
URH BUSEY 360 U
1744 VALLEY RD C
801 W PARK C
208 E JOHN C
1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
URH ALLEN 23 U
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
719 S 2ND C 352-0882
617 W SPNGFLD C 356-8963
URH FORBES 418 C
URH TCWNSEND 520 U 332-4257
URH LAR 423 U 332-2923
617 W SPNGFLD C 356-8963
URH GARNER 375 C 332-0829
601 S 4TH 7 C
1505 W KIRBY C 356-5709
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH CARR 108 U 332-3860
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH LAR 426 U 332-2926
URH HOPKINS 452 C
203 HARVEY U
706 W CHURCH - C
URH SHERMAN 201 C 332-4637
309 E JOHN C
1008 S LINCOLN U 344-3901
604 E ARMORY 419 C
409 E CHALMERS 608 C
URH GARNER 293 C 332-0770
602 E STCUGHTON 24 C
213 E CHALMERS C 344-7815
URH HOPKINS 441 C
2020 N MATTIS 202 U 352-8187
CERRO GORDO ILL
URH VANDOREN 326 C 332-0535
604 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 1009 U 332-5686
909 S 5TH 253 C 332-4794
57 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN U 332-3200
PIPER CITY ILL
URH ALLEN 307 U 332-3186
URH ALLEN 450 U 332-3384
212 N MCCULLOUGH U
212 N MCCULLOUGH U
313 E JOHN C 344-9705
1111 S 1ST C 344-7314
URH NOBLE 18 C 332-0356
1011 S LOCUST 7 C 359-4551
605 S 3R0 C 356-3905
1004 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 805 U 332-4458
912 W UNIVERSITY C 356-5428
1004 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 446 C 332-1604
1944 C ORCH ST U 344-7778
502 W MAIN 217 U 367-4784
102 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 312 C 332-0524
506 S MATHEWS 15 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1104 U 332-5356
61 E JOHN C 356-0024
709 W CHURCH U
URH BLAISDELL 416 U 332-3554
312 S WILLIS C 352-4544
URH WARDALL 1105 U 332-4530
URH CLARK 220 C 332-0020
270 DEWEY U 367-7357
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
URH BABCOCK 421 U 332-3829
1109 STOUGHTON U 344-0050
1506 CURTISS U 365-2737
URH ALLEN 205 U 332-3146
1101 W STOUGHTON U 344-0224
409 E CHALMERS 707 C
1004 W DANIEL C 352-4656
URH DANIELS 188 U 332-2446
1102 W CLARK U 367-3645
1102 W CLARK U
URH HOPKINS 288 C 332-1248
URH OGLESBY 1024 U 332-5345
URH BLAISDELL 301 U
408 E STOUGHTON 5A C
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
804 W HEALEY C 352-3703
110 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 467 C 332-1858
313 E ARMORY C 356-7766
URH TRELEASE 603 U 332-5560
110 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C 344-6654
409 E CHALMERS 506 C 344-6391
URH GARNER 296 C 332-0773
707 S 6TH 203 C
806 W MAIN U
160 LINDEN AV
MAIN ST BOX 362
515 W JACKSON ST
515 W JACKSON ST
RR 2
112 N BROADWAY
919 W LINCOLN AV
516 S PROSPECT AV
RR 2 BOX 150










1910 A LILAC LN
830 COMMUNITY OR







629 W ELM ST
264 TEE LANE
8646 N HARDING AV
1016 BRINTON AV
BOX 59









901 S 4TH ST
SOUND VIEW CT
3700 W ARMITAGE
RR 1 BOX 555
858 E MAPLE ST
6018 W SCHOOL ST
1129 N CHURCH
605 S 3RD
RR 2 BOX 145
2938 W PARKWOOO DR
912 W UNIVERSITY
616 SPRINGDALE DR





1015 E ANN 3A
30 OAKWOOD DR
BOX 444




4613 RED BLUFF DR




115 N~W 5TH ST
1506 CURTISS
RR 2














4611 S ARTHUR AV
711 S CEDAR ST
8421 N DRAKE AV
13000 BALTIMORE AV
4832 WARNER


































































































SOUTH RIVER N J
281
SUDERMAN STEVEN J LAS3
SUDETH GARY LEE LAS4
SUDLUW WILLIAM JOSEP ENG2
SUE HARRY ENG3
SUFFERN BRUCE C BUS1
SUFFRIN EDWARD STEVE LAS2
SUFRIN BARRY WARREN LAS4
SUGAR BONNIE LYNN ED 3
SUGAR DAVID S BUSI
SUGAR MARK FREDRICK ENG4
SUGARMAN ANITA F LAS1
SUGARMAN BARRY BUSI
SUGERMAN SUSAN K LAS1
SUH RAYMOND H GRAO
SUHRE DENNIS RAY ENG4
SUIDAN MUBADDA T GRAD
SUJAK DAVID ALAN LAS2
SUKACH JOHN THOMAS FAA2
SUKENIK TERRY GENE LAS3
*SUKEY LARRY MICHAEL ENG2
SULA LADDIE JOSEPH GRAD
SULAK CLIFFORD NORMA LAS3
SULAK CRAIG ALLEN LAS4
SULENSKI JEFFREY M LAS2
SULKIN ROSALYN ED I
SULLIVAN CHESTER S ENG3
SULLIVAN EDWARD £ JR GRAD
SULLIVAN EMILY M GRAD
SULLIVAN GAIL ANN LAS4
SULLIVAN GEORGE R FAA1
SULLIVAN JAMES A ENGI
SULLIVAN JAMES DWIGH GRAD
SULLIVAN JOHN E III GRAD
SULLIVAN JOHN F ENG3
SULLIVAN JOHN PETER GRAD
SULLIVAN KAREN SUE LAS4
SULLIVAN LYNN LEE AGR4
SULLIVAN MARCIA JEAN PE 3
SULLIVAN MARSHALL F LAS1
SULLIVAN MARY A LAS1
SULLIVAN MARY SHARON LAS4
SULLIVAN MICHAEL E GRAD
SULLIVAN MICHAEL KEN LAS4
SULLIVAN NORMA JEAN GRAD
SULLIVAN PATRICIA AN LAS2
SULLIVAN PATRICIA LO LAS3
SULLIVAN PAUL JOSEPH ENG4
SULLIVAN RALPH L ENGI
SULLIVAN ROBERT W GRAD
SULLIVAN STEPHEN LAW1
SULLIVAN SUSAN M GRAD
SULLIVAN TIMOTHY C GRAD
SULLIVAN TIMOTHY E BUSI
SULLIVAN WILLIAM D GRAD
SULLIVAN WILLIAM JOH GRAD
SULLIVAN ZOLA JILES GRAD
SULOWAY JOHN J ENGI
SULTAN STEVEN AARON LAS3
SULTZMAN KAREN M BUSI
SUMIEC KENNETH F LAS1
SUMMER JAY L LAS4
SUMMER JOEL SHERWOOD LAS2
SUMMER WILLIAM LEE BUS4
SUMMERFELT ANN T LAS1
SUMMERFIELD PHILLIP LAS4
SUMMERHILL STEPHEN J GRAD
SUMMERS BRUCE JOSEPH GRAD
SUMMERS CURTISS DAVI BUS4
SUMMERS FRANCIS E GRAD
SUMMERS GREGORY ALLE LAS4
SUMMERS HOLLIS S III GRAD
SUMMERS JAMES D FAA1
SUMMERS LYNN THOMAS ENG3
SUMMERS MARCIA PERRY GRAD
SUMMERS MICHAEL ROGE ENG4
SUMMERS RALPH WILLIA FAA3
SUMMERS STANLEY P GRAD
SUMMERVILLE CAROLE R GRAO
SUMMERVILLE VALERIAN ED 4
SUMMITT ANITA L LAS1
SUMNER STEVEN ALAN ENG4
SUMP GARY DEAN GRAD
SUMSION CALVIN JOHNS GRAD
SUN CHERNG-YUAN GRAD
SUND DEBORAH LYNN LAS1
SUNDAHL DAVID LYNN FAA3
SUNDAY ALEXANDER A GRAD
SUNDBERG JEFFREY PER LAS3
SUNOBERG KIM S BUSI
SUNDELL ESTHER H GRAD
SUNDERMAN WILLIAM A LAW1
SUNDIN ROBERT L ENG6
SUNDINE STEPHANIE M FAA4
SUNDLOF KENNETH C LASl
SUNG STEPHEN H GRAO
SUNKEL MORRIS ARTHUR BUS3
SUNLEAF DAVID REED J ENG3
1207 W CLARK U
502 W MAIN U
809 S 5TH C
URH TUWNSEND 312 U
URH SNYDER 460 C
URH OGLESBY 630 U
URH TOWNSEND 319 U
902 S 2ND C
110 E CHALMERS C
408 E STOUGHTON 3 C
URH ALLEN 277 U
301 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 120 C
605 W OREGON U
408 E GREEN C
309 E GREEN C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 209 C
URH OGLESBY 911 U
1904 MELANIE LN C
408 ELM U
102 E CHALMERS C
312 W SPNGFLO U
601 S 4TH C
URH EVANS 233 U
URH TOWNSEND 565 U
506 S GREGORY PL U
1111 S 3RD 103 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 474 C
URH SCOTT 242 C
1 SUTTON PL U
404 E STOUGHTON 2 C
904 W GREEN U
210 W COLUMBIA C
1202 W NEVADA U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
805 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 207 U
URH TRELEASE 226 U
URH WARDALL 1209 U
2104 S ORCH ST 302 U
1111 JOANNE LN C
CLINTON ILL
URH SAUNDERS 413 U
URH WARDALL 611 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH FORBES 344 C
1804 MELINDA C
1830 VALLEY RD C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
306 E GREEN 12 C
1004 S 4TH C
300 S GOODWIN 602 U
609 W WHITE C
300 S GOODWIN 602 U
URH WESTON 294 C
URH OGLESBY 107 U
URH TAFT 219 C
URH WESTON 388 C
910 S 3RD C
301 E ARMORY C
2315 S 1ST 202 C
102 W FLORIDA U
206 W WASHINGTON C
709 W CHURCH C
URH SHERMAN 1246 C
904 W GREEN 523 U
CHARLESTON ILL
504 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 230 C
URH GARNER 439 C
505 E GREEN C
800 S MATTIS 16 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 463 C
103 S BUSEY U
TOLONO ILL
1403 HEDGE RD C
URH NOBLE 320 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 255 C
2053 C ORCH ST U
806 W GREEN U
302 E ARMORY C
EHLERS TRLR PK 10 U
URH SHERMAN 856 C
508 E WHITE 2 C
URH FORBES 240 C
URH DANIELS 237 U
CHARLESTCN ILL
1517 W KIRBY 9 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 361 C
URH DANIELS 74 U
1101 W PENN U
















































































































1236 E MADISON PK
3046 W FARGO AV
10920 SANTA MONICA
RR 3 BOX 211
309 E GREEN
933 S GREENWOOD RD








2237 W WARWICK OR












1110 W 63R0 ST














11601 SW 141ST ST
1108 S BLOOMINGTON
11601 SW 141ST ST










6346 N LEGETT AV
2847 N MERRIMAC
9 BROSAM DR
1810 S VINE ST
181 N CONGRESS















364 HIGH ST 229
4616 CLAREWOOD DR





75 WONGNEICHONG RD HONG KONG
RR 5 PARIS ILL































































































*SUOJA GARY ERNEST LAW3
SUP ELLEN DECHICIO LAS4
SUP FRANK CHARLES AGR4
SUPERFINE RICHARD JA LAS4
SUPERFINE RUSSELL A LAS2
SURAFIEL MENBERA AGR1
SUR8AUGH ROGER DWAYN LAS4
SURMA ANDREA F FAA2
SURMAN DONNA GRANT GRAD
SURMAN JOHN KENNETH LAW3
SURPRENANT LARRY JOS AGR4
SUS CAROL ROSE AGR2
SUSIE BOBBIE JEAN LAS3
SUSIN JAMES A ENG1
SUSINA LAWRENCE MILA BUS2
SUSKIN KENNETH EDWAR LAW3
SUSLER BEVERLY ANN LAW3
SUSLER JANIS M LAS2
SUSSMAN PAUL JOEL LAS3
SUTARIK EDWARD J LAS1
SUTCLIFFE LINDA BETH LAS2
SUTER CARL ALEXANDER LAS3
SUTER RONALD EUGENE ENG3
SUTFIN WILLIAM SCOTT ENG4
SUTHERLAND CHARLES A GRAD
SUTHERLAND JOHN R JR LAS2
SUTHERLAND MILLICENT LAS4
SUTHERLAND PAUL W JR LAS1
SUTHERLAND PETER G GRAD
SUTIS ROBERT WILLIAM LAS3
SUTKER ALLAN NATHAN LAS2
SUTKER WILLIAM LEVIN LAS3
SUTLIFFE JAMES S GRAD
*SUTOR JANICE POTTER LAS4
SUTOR MARY ELIZABETH LAS3
SUTTER CRAIG BERNARD ENG3
SUTTER LESLIE TERESA FAA1
SUTTERLIN WESLEY L LAS3
SUTTLE BRUCE BOEHMER GRAD
SUTTLE MARCIA KAY LAS2
SUTTLES KERRY LYNN FAA3
SUTTON JAMES W AGR1
SUTTON JEFFREY A LAS1
SUTTON JOEL BRETT LAS3
SUTTON KAREN K LAS1
SUTTON KENNETH CHARL ENG2
SUTTON LEE ANDER GRAD
SUTTON LEE F LAS1
SUTTON MICHAEL R AVIl
SUTTON REID EDWARD 1 LAS4
SUTTON ROBERT ALAN ENG4
SUTTON RONALD LEE ENG3
SUTTON SARAH M GRAD
SUTTON STEPHEN ARTHU ENG2
SUTTON THOMAS HENRY BUS3
SUTTON WAYNE MARO GRAD
SUTTON WILLIAM M LAS4
SUZUKIDA JANE HOLLY LAS1
SVANOE RICHARD F GRAD
SVARAS JONAS VYTAUTA AGR4
SVARAS MARIJA BIRUTE AGR4
SVEAN KENNETH R AGRL
SVOBODA GAIL E LAS1
SVOBODA JEAN ANN FAA4
SVOBODA WAYNE ETNYRE AGR2
SWAGER RONALD JOHN LAS4
SWAIM JOSEPH V GRAD
SWAIN CARL EUGENE GRAD
SWAIN CHARLES EUGENE GRAD
SWAIN PAULA C ED 2
SWALVE DAVID GEORGE ENG4
SWAN GALE SUZANNE LAS2
SWAN LARRY GENE ENG2
SWAN PAMELA JEAN LAS2
SWANDER R J ENG4
SWANGREN PAMELA ROSE COM3
SWANGREN VALERIE L ED 1
SWANLUND SHARON LOUI EO 4
SWANN SANDRA T LAS1
SWANSON ALFRED M JR GRAD
SWANSON ARTHUR R LAW3
SWANSON BARBARA L GRAD
SWANSON BARTON MARSH BUS2
SWANSON CURTIS JAMES GRAD
SWANSON DAVID HERBER ENG2
SWANSON DAVID ROY FAA4
SWANSON DOUGLAS HALE ENG1
SWANSON ELIZABETH JE GRAD
SWANSON GERALD JOHN GRAD
SWANSON GERALD L LAS3
SWANSON JAMES STANFQ GRAD
SWANSON JANET ELIZAB PE 2
SWANSON JANIS SUE FAA3
SWANSON JEFFREY LEE BUS4
SWANSON JOAN MARGARE LAS4
SWANSON JOHN LAWRENC ENG3
SWANSON JON C GRAD
1101 S MATTIS 1-2 C 359--4849 1101 S MATTIS
307 ELM U 367--5004 3737 RAYMOND AV
307 ELM u 367--5004 3737 RAYMOND
503 STOUGHTON c 424 MELROSE
910 S 3RD c 344--5000 910 S 3RD
URH BABCOCK 310 u 332--3787 BOX 1747
505 E GREEN c 344--3580 2327 S SACRAMENTO
URH WARDALL 519 u 332--4398 HILLCREST AODITION
901 S 1ST 18 c 359--4547 901 S 1ST
901 S 1ST 18 c 359--4547 805 E 1ST SOUTH ST
608 S STATE c 359--4333 608 S STATE
URH TRELEASE 907 u 3 32--5654 1823 S HARLEM AV
706 S MATTHEWS u 344--7487 119 ST CLAIR DR
URH TOWNSEND 440 u 332--4205 1345 E WOOD
URH SNYDER 344 c 3 32--1772 717 W MAIN ST
507 W ELM u 367--1668 6220 N RIDGE
910 S 3RD 1108 c 344--5000 834 N UNION ST
910 S 3RD 706 c 344--5000 2431 W FOREST
311 S PRAIRIE 6 c 3800 N LK SHORE DR
URH SCOTT 482 c 332--1629 9928 TURNER AV
URH TRELEASE 919 u 3 32--5665 8237 S ESSEX AV
URH BABCOCK 123 u 332--3725 4245 PAXTON RD
URH OGLESBY 1005 u 3 32--5327 106 E HITT ST
503 W GREEN 2 u 503 W GREEN 2
207 W VINE c 356--6289 207 W VINE
URH SCOTT 371 c 332--1551 1612 28TH ST
URH LUNDGREN 315 c 332--0269 746 WILLOW DR
URH SCOTT 254 c 332--1466 303 LINCOLN DR
502 W MAIN 112 u 367--0909 502 W MAIN 112
501 £ DANIEL c 1525 HERBERT AV
1105 S 1ST c 344--9770 6539 S RICHMOND ST
1105 S 1ST c 344--3052 6539 S RICHMOND
URH SHERMAN 162 c 332--4781 5625 CRAB TREE RD
619 RICHARDS LN c 359--3854 7405 MACARTHUR AV
307 E DANIEL c 344--1779 5623 S FRANCISCO
URH TOWNSEND 276 u 332--4103 534 S 4TH
URH SAUNDERS 403 u 332--3676 4112 S ARTESIAN
311 E GREEN 310 c 9228 CLIFTON PK AV
505 1/2 S RACE 3 u 367--9056 505 S RACE
URH WARDALL 1211 u 3 32--4560
409 E CHALMERS c 897 EUCLID ST
URH GARNER 309 c 332--0778 3308 33RD AV CT
1914 HARDING u 367--4840 1914 HARDING
1202 W MAIN 4 u 1914 HARDING
URH EVANS 303 u 332--2730 1212 HICKORY ST
URH CARR 309 u 332--3921 2601 BORDEAUX
509 W NEVADA u 367--0172 32 W 19TH ST
505 E GREEN c 344--3430 286 OAKLEY
URH FORBES 242 c 17214 ELM ST
505 E GREEN c 344--3430 286 OAKLEY
URH OGLESBY 305 u 3308 33RD AV CT
URH BABCOCK 108 u 332--3725 RR 1 BOX 97
1207 S BUSEY u 1207 S BUSEY
'JRH BABCOCK 405 u 937 E MADISON
401 E DANIEL c 344--5176 205 SW 10TH
1904 SOUTHWOOD c 352--3437 124 ELM ST
104 S GREGORY u 6708 N LAKEWOOD
URH TRELEASE u 332--5669 9432 CRAWFORO AV
SPRINGFIELD ILL 80 ISLAND BAY LN
604 E ARMORY c 344--1266 4527 S SACRAMENTO
1203 W MAIN u 365--2807 4527 S SACRAMENTO
URH GARNER 225 c 4902 N MASON AV
URH TRELEASE 925 u 332--5671 N MIX ST
313 E JOHN c MIX ST
312 E ARMORY c N MIX ST
10 LEMON TREE c 356--4176 10 LEMON TREE
409 E GREEN c 344--9571 1227 N ALLEGHENY
1110 W STOUGHTON u 367--7065 111 CARTER DR
1807 BROADMOOR c 359--1285 RR 4 W 161
1102 S LINCOLN u 344--2248 206 W PIERCE
1110 W STOUGHTON u 367--2317 RR 1
URH TRELEASE 1221 u 332--5757 1411 NAN ST
URH TOWNSEND 535 u 332--4264 412 S FAIRFIELD
903 W NEVADA u 3407 FRANKLIN AV
1009 PENN u 1119 PEALE AV
802 W OREGON 26 u 344--3117 BOX 240 J RR 3
URH BARTON 1215 c ROUTE 3 BOX 240J
611 E DANIEL c 344--1840 3006 BURRMONT RD
URH BUSEY 349 u 332--2587 407 W ELM
808 S LINCOLN 14 u 344--4350 808 S LINCOLN
205 W HIGH 1 u 367--7075 234 KENILWORTH DR
1106 S EUCLID 204 c 344--7745 RR 1 BOX 215
URH BABCOCK 423 u 3811 TENNESSEE DR
505 W WASHINGTON u 344--1250 5255 N ST LOUIS
401 E GREEN c 344--1616 4325 LYONS
1111 1/2 S 3RD 201 c 611 ELMWOOD AV
URH SNYDER 493 c 518 FITCH RD
311 E JOHN 9 c 344--1900 1836 HARDING AV
2309 CAMPBELL c 356--6506 2309 CAMPBELL
108 E HEALEY 14 c 359--3258 RR 1
1826 C ORCH PL u 1826 C ORCH PL
URH LAR 163 u 332--2943 2226 PAYNE ST
207 E JOHN c 356--8738 516 N BOURNE
106 HEALEY 1 c 356--0734 1039 E WOODROW
URH TRELEASE 511 u 332--5537 253 FIR ST
URH SCOTT 316 c 1726 CENTRAL ST




































































































































































































LAS4 URH WARDALL LL 12 U 332--4537
GRAD 307 S WRIGHT c 352--2302
LAS5 1826 C ORCH PL u 344--3618
LAS3 106 E ARMORY 7 c
COM3 508 E CHALMERS c 344--1170
BUS1 URH TCwNSEND 568 u
LAS2 URH FORBES 302 c 332--1015
LAS3 808 S LINCOLN u 344--4350
GRAD 3005 ARLENE u
BUS4 502 W GRIGGS 310 u 367--3195
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN u 344--6150
FAA1 URH WARDALL 1108 u 332--4533
FAA2 URH BARTON 314 c 332--0160
LASI URH ALLEN 262 u
BUS3 303 E CHALMERS c 344--7596
LAS4 2307 S 1ST 103 c
GRAD 2105 WHITE 176 c 356--2312
LAS3 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO u 344--5812
AGR4 409 E CHALMERS 608 c
LASI RR 3 c 356--2066
AVIl URH HOPKINS 294 c
GRAD 610 W STOUGHTON 12 u 365--2404
6US2 1010 S 2N0 c
LAS3 URH CLARK 332 c 332--0056
GRAD 6 TULIP TREE c
GRAD 610 W STOUGHTON 12 u 365--2404
GRAD URH SHERMAN 657 c 332--4886
GRAD 1101 S 1ST c 352--8930
GRAD 707 S 6TH 414 c 344--7018
ENG4 1203 1/2 W MAIN u
LAS2 112 E DANIEL c 352--7936
LAS4 609 W MAIN u
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 209 u 332--5445
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 4 SAFFER CT u 344--3080
LAS4 803 S COLER u 367--3568
ENG4 106 E HEALEY 12 c 3 56--0877
GRAD 2311 S 1ST 303 c 344--3389
ENG6 2005 REBECCA c 352--2336
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 314 u 332--3656
AGR4 707 HAWTHORNE u
LAS2 URH FORBES 266 c 332--0990
LAS4 306 E DANIEL c
LASI URH TRELEASE 1106 u 332--5713
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON c
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 627 u 332--5228
BUS4 907 S 2ND c
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 608 u
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 608 u
BUS2 URH FORBES 458 c
ENG3 URH CARR 409 u 332--3952
AGR1 910 S 3RD 714 c 344--5000
GRAD 910 S 3RD 1226 c 344--5000
BUS3 409 E CHALMERS c
BUS3 URH CARR 310 u 332--3922
PE 4 610 E DANIELS 301 u
GRAD 502 E HEALEY 307 c 356--2193
GRAD URH SHERMAN 667 c 332--4896
ED 4 404 E STOUGHTON 11 c 356--7463
GRAD URH DANIELS 225 u 332--2180
GRAD 603 W CHURCH 11 c 356--6940
ENG2 15 MAPLEWOOD u 367--46 32
ENG4 603 W CHURCH 11 c 356--6940
AGR2 URH SNYDER 258 c 332--1709
LAS3 23 LEXINGTON u
GRAD 304 N WILLIS c 359--4984
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 1130 u 332--5381
ENG2 806 W MAIN 9 u
FAA1 RR 3 u 344--5733
VM 4 312 W CHURCH 2 c 352--1452
FAA1 URH SCOTT 396 c 332--1569
ENG4 1503 KIRBY 4 c 356--2123
LAS2 URH SNYDER 361 c 332--1782
FAA3 209 E ARMORY c 356--8833
AGR1 1001 S WRIGHT c 344--1351
FAA3 RANTOUL ILL
LASI URH SNYDER 163 c
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 702 u 332--5234
GRAD 1205 W MAIN 3 u 367--5090
AVI2 URH OGLESBY 911 u
LAS4 501 E GREEN c 344--6656
GRAD 105 E CHALMERS 303 c 344--7149
ENG1 804 W OREGON u
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS 206 u 367--1287
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA 2 u 344--7107
LAS2 URH LAR 178 u
LAW2 HOMER ILL
GRAD 101 W OREGON u
BUS4 501 E WHITE c
LASI 211 E DANIEL c
LAS3 URH WESTON 332 c 332--2007
LAS2 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 1101 W UNIVERSITY c 356--2733
LAS3 1002 W OREGON u
GRAD 307 W GREEN c 356--3611
LASI URH NOBLE 209 c 332--0387
3638 W 80TH ST
307 S WRIGHT
1826 C ORCH PL
GRAND VIEW TERR
316 S YALE
1652 W 137TH ST
4130 N MEADE AV
808 S LINCOLN
ROUTE 2 BOX 48


























603 S MAIN ST


































ROUTE 1 BOX 89
5641 S KEELER AV
RR 1
RR 2
812 S 10TH ST
1010 W LINCOLN HWY
1205 W MAIN
465 E HEATHER LN
410 N 28TH ST
2700 S CLARENCE AV
7749 W SUBURBAN LN
502 W GRIGGS
224 NANKING W RD
319 E 95TH ST
608 5TH AV S





































































































































SYTKO THOMAS HENRY GRAD
SYZ SUSAN MARION PE 2
SZA8ADUS STEPHEN MAR ENG4
SZABLEWSKI GERALD ST LAS4
SZABO PAUL LAS2
*SZABO STEVEN GRAD
SZALKOWSKI LINOA ANN LAS4
SZATAN JERRY W BUS1
SZERSZEN CAROL ANN FAA2
SZESNY HENRY C JR BUS3
SZETU CATHERINE Y GRAD
SZOT BARBARA ANN ED 3
SZUNYOG JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
*SZWAJKOWSKI RONALD W LAW3
SZYMANCZYK CANDACE L LAS4
SZYMANSK1 JOHN THEOD LAS3
SZYMANSKI MARIANNE J ED 1
SZYMANSKI PAUL S ENG3
*TABER ELLA J BAKER ED 5
*TA6ER THOMAS DEAN GRAD
TA6IN ROSALIE P LAS4
TABOR FRANK G JR BUS4
TABOR JEANNE FRANCES 1AS4
TABOR WILLIAM THOMAS COM3
TABUJARA AGNES U GRAD
TABUJARA ERNESTO G GRAD
TABUJARA JOSEFINA A GRAD
TACKITT JACK E FAA1
TADLOCK SHARON E BUSl
TAETS DENNIS RAY LAS3
TAFFE WILLIAM GAVIN LAW3
TAFT-BARROWS C A GRAD
TAGGART JEFFREY C LASl
TAGGART WINSTON JAME LAS3
TAGLER GEORGE J LASl
TAKACS PETER A GRAD
TAKAGI TOSHIO GRAD
TAKAGISHI MARK SAMUE LAS3
TAKAGISHI STEPHEN K ENG1
TAKAHASHI RANDALL N FAA4
TAKAKOSHI WILLIAM KE ENG4
TAKIFF LOIS T ED 1
TAKIFF STEVEN JOEL GRAD
TALAMO JOHN J II FAA1
TALBERT RICHARD C FAA
1
TALBOTT CRAIG R GRAD
TALIAFERRO MARY L ED 2
TALIB MOECHTAR GRAD
TALLANT DANNY THOMAS BUS3
TALLEY JEFFREY W LASl
TALLEY RANDALL CRAIG LAS2
TALLMAN MICHAEL G GRAD
TALLON LYLE DUANE AGR3
TALMADGE PATRICIA AN LAS3
TALMADGE RICHARD N ENG1
TALMAGE PAUL KENYON ENG2
TAMAN BONNIE CAROL PE 2
TAMILLOW ROBERT L LASl
TAMILLOW TERRY NORBE LAS4
TAMM WILLIAM HENRY J BUS2
TAMMEN DALE RYLAND AGR3
TAMMEUS MARY BERTHA LAS4
TAMNEY NANCY E LASl
TAN MARIA LIDWINA B GRAD
TAN WINSTON IRVING LAS2
TANAKA CHIYOZI GRAD
TANAKA JEANETTE H GRAD
TANAKA JUDITH MARIE PE 3
TANAKA SHIRO GRAD
TANAKATSUBO NILES S FAAl
TANANA ROSALIND S GRAD
TANENBAUM BARBARA I ED 2
TANENBERG MARSHA JO LAS3
TANGMAN ERIC SCOTT ENG3
TANGTIANG PRAMOTE GRAO
TANK MARY ELIZABETH GRAD
TANKERSLEY JOSEPH BUS2
TANKERSLEY TERRY DAV BUS2
TANKSLEY WILLIAM RON GRAD
TANNENBAUM GARY N BUS*
TANNER JAMES WILLIAM LAS3
TANNER JOAN ELEANOR LAS4
TANNER JOSEPH R ENG1
TANNER JUDITH RITA COM4
TANNER PHILIP A LASl
TANNER RICHARD ARTHU LAW3
TANNER THEODORE LEA FAA4
TANOUYE RONALD LASl
*TANRIKUT METE GRAD
TANTILLO KAREN KOEHN ED 5
TANTILLO PATRICK CAR LASl
TANTON RICHARD WILLI AGR2
TANTQN ROBERT LYLE BUSl
TAO BINH GRAD
TAPELLA CAROL JEAN LAS2
TAPHORN ELLEN C LASl
TAPHORN MICHAEL H FAAl
210 N CENTRAL U
1204 S LINCOLN U
313 E CHALMERS C
201 E JOHN C
605 S PRAIRIE C
1008 S ORCH U
802 W OREGON 21 U
910 S 3RD 215 C
409 E CHALMERS C
911 S 4TH C
58 E ARMORY 7 C
409 E CHALMERS C
802 W ILLINOIS 6 U
201 COUNTRY FR C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 389 C
URH TAFT 209 C
URH OGLESBY 1211 U
1306 S ORCH U
306 W COLUMBIA C
706 W PARK C
2309 S 1ST 103 C
808 S LINCOLN 12 U
URH TOWNSEND 338 U
URH DANIELS 297 U
2059 A ORCH ST U
2059 A ORCH ST U
1110 S 2ND C
URH LAR 218 U
311 E ARNORY C
2116 ORCH ST 102 U
URH DANIELS 104 U
911 S 4TH C
202 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 288 C
109 HEALEY C
2 04 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 537 U
URH HOPKINS 214 C
707 S 6TH 508 C
117 W DELAWARE U
URH BARTON 203 C
1924 C ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 231 U
URH FORBES 389 C
602 E STOUGHTON 22 C
URH TRELEASE 1219 U
104 S GREGORY U
807 S BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 916 U
URH OGLESBY 206 U
1732 LINCOLN PL 2 C
807 S BUSEY U
503 BURKWOOD CT U
503 BURKWOOD CT U
112 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 1314 C
502 E WHITE C
1210 W CLARK U
505 E CHALMERS C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH BUSEY 232 U
URH BARTON 224 C
URH BLAISDELL U
409 E CHALMERS 605 C
300 S GOODWIN 105 U
URH SHERMAN 320 C
URH TAFT 103 C
1103 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 436 C
1005 S 6TH C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 213 U
URH OGLESBY 624 U
102 E ARMORY 7 C
814 N PROSPECT C
URH SNYDER 371 C
URH CARR 110 U
1003 S MATTIS 1-7 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 392 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 392 C
303 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 244 C
1410 N MCKINLEY C
LA NAPOULE FR
URH SCOTT 344 C
300 S GOODWIN 306 U
1402 DOBBINS C
206 E GREEN C
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C
705 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 9 U
URH ALLEN 199 U
URH OGLESBY 930 U
367--0492 210 N CENTRAL
344--6674 404 CALHOUN ST
344--7275 103 RUTH CT
3 56--7857 1421 LEE ST
356--3887 3123 W CULLOM




159 COUNTRY CLB RD
356--5545 7 NORFOLK RD
8111 WISNER ST
4590 ANGELA DR
359--4383 201 COUNTRY FR
344--0114 17228 WENTWORTH AV
3 32--1319 116 MARQUETTE
332--0616 116 MARQUETTE
332--5393 626 S HAMMERSCHMDT
344--5536 1306 S ORCH
352--9716 306 W COLUMBIA
352--7269 706 W PARK
10853 ROBINHOOD ST
344--4684 130 E KATHLEEN DR
332--4139 2232 S MARSHALL
332--2492 BACOLOD CITY
344--6097 2059 A ORCHARD ST
344--6097 52 G AGLIPAY ST
2113 N 75TH AV
332--2853 1517 ST CLAIR
344--7453 RR 2
344--6007 2116 ORCH ST 102
332--2131 8TH ST CENTRAL AV
2011 PROSPECT AV
352--5151 512 N MORGAN
2720 W 94TH PL






332--0129 900 YALE ST
344--3757 1924 C ORCHARD ST
332--5112 7129 N OTTAWA AV
332--1076 810 E 73RD ST
356--7552 187 W ADAMS
332--5755 700 RIVARD BLVD
344--1454 BULAK SUMUR B/18
268 E 148TH ST
332--5307 737 NORTH AV
332--5088 737 NORTH AV
359--3440 302 S BELMONT
344--5940 RR 1
367--6750 503 BURKWOOD
367--6750 503 BURKWOOD CT
1112 HICKORY RD
344--5000 4750 N CLARENDON
3103 N CHRISTIANA
367--0770 3103 N CHRISTIANA
1642 MANCHESTER AV
344--0676 RR 1
3 32--2616 415 W SOUTH ST




332--4692 2928 KAAMALIO DR
332--0588 4924 N MAGNOLIA AV
344--7867 1-23 MIYAMOTOCHO
1243 W FOSTER
344--4595 4845 W 24TH PL
7242 YATES-
332--4321 2714 W COYLE AV
561 MARGUERITE ST
344--7552 261 CHAKAPADIPONG
356--5189 7423 W CLARENCE AV
6425 S LOWE
332--3862 6844 LORRAINE DR
1003 S MATTIS
36-04 205TH ST
3 32--1079 RR 3
344--0070 8234 N CENTRAL PK
RR 3
344--1103 1204 W PARK
332--1462 111 E MADISON
356--1902 904 W GREEN
61 LOCUST DR
3 32--1532 1714 PHEASANT TRL
KAVAKLIDERE
356--6493 819 SHERIDAN






COORD SCI LAB 291
420 N 21ST ST
1905 HAWTHORNE AV



































































































TAPPAN RICHARD JAMES ENG4
TAPSCOTT JAMES F LAS1
TAPSCOTT MARGARET E LAS2
TAR ZOLTAN GRAD
TARA60RI BARBARA JEA LAS4
TARA8QRI JAMES ALLEN ENG1
TARACIDO LOURDES M FAA1
TARAOEJNA RAYMOND MA ENG3
TARESKI VAL GERARD GRAD
TARGETT CAROL ANN GRAD
TARGOS RICHARD JAMES LAS2
TARKINGTON GREGORY V LASl
TARKOY PETER J GRAD
TARNEY WILLIAM L BUS3
TARNOFF GERALD MARK LAS4
TARR ROBERT STUART GRAD
TARR S BYRON GRAD
*TARR SUSAN ERICKSEN LAS4
TARTER TuNI SUE LAS4
TARY STEPHEN L AVI 1
TASA DAVID WAYNE FAA3
TASA RONALD D FAA4
TASCA DIANE A GRAD
TASCH ALOYSIOUS F JR GRAD
TASHMAN IRA H BUSl
TASLEY LENNA B FAAl
TASSIO THOMAS ROY BUS4
TATARCHUK TERRENCE W LAS4
TATARCZYK ROBERT J ENGL
*TATE DONALD ELDO ENG4
TATE PAMELA JEAN GRAD
TATE ROBERTA ELAINE LAW1
TATJE GARY B LASl
TATOOLE SANDRA MARIE AGR1
TATTER RUTH J GRAD
TATUM LAJAN AGR3
TAUFER DANA A FAAl
TAUNIS PAULA CATHERI LAS3
TAUSIG CARL M JR GRAD
TAWAKULI ZOHREH GRAD
TAWNEY JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
TAWNEY JUDITH H GRAD
TAYLOR ANITA JEAN LAS4
TAYLOR BILLY MILES GRAD
TAYLOR CHARLES RANDA ENG2
TAYLOR CHRISTINE JUL LAS2
TAYLOR CONSTANCE E ED 3
TAYLOR CURTIS STEVEN FAA2
TAYLOR CYNTHIA KAY LAS2
TAYLOR DAVID ROBERT ENG3
TAYLOR DEBORAH ANN AGR2
TAYLOR OELANOR E LASl
TAYLOR DIANE E LASl
TAYLOR DIANNE LAS4
TAYLOR DONALD P JR AGRl
TAYLOR DONNA RAE LAS3
TAYLOR EDWARD A GRAD
TAYLOR EDWARD L LASl
TAYLOR FLYNN ANTHONY LAS3
TAYLOR FRED LADON AGR2
TAYLOR FREDERICK R LASl
TAYLOR FREDRICK GEOR BUS2
TAYLOR GARY CHARLES LAS4
TAYLOR GARY STEVE ENG3
TAYLOR GLORIA A LASl
TAYLOR GWENDOL LYNN LAS2
TAYLOR JAMES NICHOLS BUS2
*TAYLOR JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
*TAYLOR JEAN Z LAS5
TAYLOR JOHN MURRAY GRAD
TAYLOR JOHN ROBERT ENG2
TAYLOR JUDITH ANN AGR4
TAYLOR KATHLEEN B LASl
TAYLOR KEITH J FAAl
TAYLOR LANCE DOYL LAS2
TAYLOR LARRY HUGH GRAD
TAYLOR LINDA SUZANN LAS2
TAYLOR LYNN LOUISE LAS3
TAYLOR MARCUS J BUSl
TAYLOR MARY LYNN LAS2
TAYLOR MICHAEL DON LAS4
TAYLOR MICHAEL GRAD
TAYLOR NANCY JANE FAA3
TAYLOR PARIS ATTEE LASl
TAYLOR PEGGY JO LAS2
TAYLOR PHYLLIS BAKER ED 5
TAYLOR RICHARD B LAS4
TAYLOR RICHARD EUGEN LAS2
TAYLOR RICHARD HARRI AGR4
TAYLOR RICHARD LOUIS FAA2
TAYLOR ROBERT V II ENG3
TAYLOR RODNEY VERIL LAS4
TAYLOR ROGER LEON LAS2
TAYLOR RONALD P GRAD
TAYLOR STEPHEN DALE BUS4
TAYLOR STEPHEN M GRAD
TAYLOR SUSAN LAS2
RR 2 U
URH CARR 220 U
1209 S WESTERN C
703 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 1217 U
URH HOPKINS 408 C
URH WARDALL U
408 E GREEN 14 C
1835 C ORCH PL U
502 W MAIN 313 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 406 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 413 U
910 S 3RD 203 C
102 N GREGORY 1 U
1102 W NEVADA U
102 N GREGORY 1 U
DECATUR ILL
URH CARR 229 U
URH FORBES 286 C
URH FORBES 286 C
URH DANIELS 385 U
1910 C ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 831 U
URH ALLEN 491 U
1105 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 510 C
604 E ARMORY 140 C
201 N LINCOLN U
503 E STOUGHTON 3 C
URH SHERMAN 413 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 625 U
URH NOBLE 126 C
URH LAR 276 U
URH FORBES 295 C
508 E ARMORY C
405 W NEVADA U
506 S GREGORY U
207 1/2 M OREGON U
2 07 1/2 W OREGON U
1110 W NEVADA U
RANTOUL ILL
604 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 123 U
URH WARDALL 1026 U
208 E JOHN C
URH LAR 185 U
URH SCOTT 275 C
URH BLAISDELL 012 U
URH LAR 209 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH BLAISDELL 220 U
910 S 3R0 410 C
1110 W NEVADA U
57 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 215 C
URH TOWNSEND 470 U
URH TOWNSEND 311 U
URH SNYDER 2 72 C
311 E GREEN C
610 1/2 E GREEN C
DUPO ILL
URH LUNOGREN 124 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 106 C
806 W JOHN C
57 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 523 U
URH FORBES 294 C
106 E GREEN C
URH NOBLE 226 C
604 E ARMORY 423 C
URH BABCOCK 128 U
509 1/2 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN 325 U
409 E CHALMERS C
311 E GREEN C
URH LAR 188 U
508 E WHITE 9 U
2116 ORCH ST 303 U
1003 S 3R0 C
URH LAR 477 U
URH VANDOREN 222 C
BEMENT ILL
1306 SILVER U
604 E ARMORY C
107 E CHALMERS 3 C
410 S BUSEY 1 U
904 W GREEN 405 U
CISNE ILL
706 S 2ND C
1806 B ORCH PL U
201 E JOHN C
1301 MCHENRY U
URH LAR 177 U
709 MCHENRY AV
332-•3901 766 E 163RD ST
352--5639 1209 S WESTERN AV
344--1556 502 S RACE
332--4568 2338 W 25TH ST
332- 1330 2338 W 25TH ST
BOX 160
9208 ANTHONY
344--4643 1835C ORCHARD PL
365--1203 ROUTE 1 BOX 304
344--9776 6140 N MASON
4936 S INDIANA
367-
-7852 305 E 70TH ST
332--3821 106 MASON ST
344--5000 6037 N MONTICELLO
102 N GREGORY
1102 W NEVADA
365- 1525 102 N GREGORY 1
50 RIDGE AV
332--3910 BOX 143
332--1004 100 E SUNSET DR
332--1004 100 E SUNSET DR
332--2520 2200 PKWY PK TWN
344--0269 717 FIELD AV
332--5292 8818 LINCOLNWOOD
344--3415 811 DODGE AV
344--9645 249 SAUK TRAIL




332--4718 2918 PERHAM AV
344--7911 732 KEMMAN AV
332--5581 7849 OAK RIDGE DR
332--0831 BOX 26
RR 2
3 32--1012 248 EDGEWOOD
344--0501 1707 OREGON AV
367--7034 405 W NEVADA
714 7TH ST
367--5998 ADOLPH SPATZ
367--5998 207 1/2 W OREGON
344--0425 1310 W 190TH
1338 MAGNOLIA
9 N OAK
332--2825 631 HINMAN AV
332--4526 418 1/2 S 12TH
10537 S CHURCH ST
332--2958 RR 1




6 PINE LAKE DR
344--5000 501 W PENN
344--0425 305 SHADY DR
2669 E 18TH ST
332--1197 36 CYPRESS DR
332--4225 1312 GAYMAN DR
332--4120 RR 3
332--1723 3671 HUDSON MANOR
344--4930 408 CORNELIA ST
RR 2
RR 1 BOX 468
1230 N LARRABEE
RR 2




352--1442 515 S 20TH
332--0401 7532 S PERRY
1644 VALLEY RD
332--3745 1512 CENTRAL ST
359--1948 509 S 6TH
332--3197 2541 DUNLAY CT
2323 SWAINWOOD DR
344--4930 408 CORNELIA ST
332--2961 708 MAPLE












4508 S COTTAGE GR








600 CHATHAM PK DR
5 DUKES LANE
1301 MCHENRY

































LA GRANGE PARK ILL
PALOS PARK ILL
































































TAYLOR SUSAN POZZI COM4
TAYLOR THUTHY N GRAO
TAYLOR TRUDY ANN GRAO
TAYLOR VtCI L LAS1
TAYLOR VIRGINIA ANN LAS3
TAYLOR WARREN GIFT ENG4
TAYLOR WILLIAM L LAS1
TAYLOR WILLIAM MICHA ENG3
TAYMAN MARTIN EDWARD BUS1
TAZZA JUDITH ANN LAS3
TEAGUE DONALD W GRAD
TEAGUE RONALD EVERET BUS4
TEAL LINDA LOUISE FAA4
TEAL MARY CAROLINE COM3
TEBO LEON MICHAEL GRAD
TEBUSSEK CHARLES D AGR2
TE8USSEK WILLIAM ARN PE 4
*TECLAW ROBERT F VM 1
TEOOR MICHAEL CLAUD LAS4
TEDROW JOYCE E GRAD
*TEEPLE TERRY R ENG4
TEETS SUSAN h FAAl
TEEVAN PEGGY S LAS1
TEEVEN KEVIN MICHAEL LAW2
TEGELER PHILLIP ARTH ENG4
TEGEN ALAN RICHARD LAS4
TEICHART ROBERT E JR PE 4
TEIJIDO JOSEPH ALBER ENG2
TEINOWITZ IRA BUS2
TEISING JOHN RICHARD LAW3
TEITELMAN LOIS MARTH ED 3
TELFER HELEN S GRAD
TELLO JEAN C GRAD
TEMKE LESTER W AGR2
TEMMAR AHMED GRAD
TEMPEL MARY KATHERIN LAS2
TEMPIA FRANK NICHOLA LAS2
TEMPLE CAROL KAY AGR2
TEMPLE STEVEN RAY AGR4
TEMPLETON BRYCE GRAD
TEMPLETON JOHN E JR LAS1
TEMPLETON JUSTUS S GRAD
TEMPLETON MARK E BUS1
TEMPLIN JOHN ANDREW LAS3
*TEMPLIN NANCY JO GRAD
TEMPLIN NORMA MEEHAN ED 3
TENCATE DALE ROBERT LAS4
TENCZAR CHARLENE T GRAD
TENCZAR PAUL JOHN GRAD
TENENBAUM JAN I GRAD
TENENHOLTZ RAYMOND L LAS4
TENGA MICHAEL R GRAD
TENNANT BRENDA J LAS3
TENNANT HARRY RALPH ENG2
TENNER GERALD MARTIN LAW3
TENNEY JEFFREY WILLI LAS4
TENNIS SALLY BYRNE GRAD
TENTE GLENN A BUS1
TENUTA BRUCE ROBERT LAS1
TENZER VIRGINIA C LAS1
TEPPER BLOSSOM ALEX GRAD
TEPPER LAWRENCE J GRAD
TEPPER SHERRY BARBAR LAS2
TEPPER SUSAN FAYE LAS1
TERAO DAVID ENG2
TERAS MARKUS LAS4
TERDICH JOHN G ENG1
TERHARK DANIEL GEORG LAS3
TERLIZZI JAMES R BUS4
TERLIZZI LAURA M LAS3
TERPENING ELLEN LOUI AGRl
TERPSTRA DALE GEORGE AVI 2
TERRAS RIHO GRAD
TERREAULT BERNARD GRAD
TERRELL JAMES JOE BUS2
TERRELL SUZANNE PE 3
TERRILL DAVID STANLE LAS3
TERRILL MARILYN J FAAl
TERRY ALBERT F BUS2
TERRY DEBORAH L LAS1
TERRY DENNIS WILLIAM ENG3
TERRY ELLEN LOUISE ED I
TERRY EUGENE ROBERT GRAD
TERRY JAMES OLIVER LAS1
TERRY ROBERT E ENG4
TERTOCHA JOCELYNE M LAS4
TERWILLIGER EDITH R BUS3
TESCH ALLEN LEROY GRAD
TESDALL JAMES HOWARD LAS4
TESHIMA RICHARD M LAS1
TESKA JAMES ALLEN GRAD
TESSAR PAUL A LAS1
TESSIER CONNIE RAE LAS2
TESSIN JERRY GEORGE GRAD
TESTIN ROBERT A ENG3
TESTOLIN RENO B LAS1
TETON GAIL R PE 1
2116 ORCH ST 303 U
1808 MCDONALD c 352--0973
MATTOON ILL
URH ALLEN 177 u 332--3287
712 S URBANA u 367--4715
909 W ILLINOIS u 344--9765
304 EVERGREEN CT u 367--8829
URH OGLESBY 720 u 332--5251
102 E CHALMERS c 344--3025
907 S WRIGHT c 344--0545
1012 S 1ST 4 c
1012 S 1ST 4 c 344--0231
URH TAFT 210 c 3 32--0617
URH DANIELS 298 u 332--2493
2107 W WHITE 191 c 356--9204
401 E JOHN c
401 E JOHN c 344--1650
2120 ORCH ST 303 u
305 W ELLS c
1110 STOUGHTON u 367--6205
1107 W GREEN 231 u 344--5384
URH WARDALL 918 u 332--4494
URH ALLEN 222 u 332--3156
2110 ORCH 302 u
33 BLUE SPRUCE c 352--8333
URH SCOTT 341 c 332--1529
2319 S 1ST 301 c 344--1046
604 E ARMORY c
URH CARR 112 u 332--3864
3216 CAMERON c 356--2018
1104 W NEVAOA u 344--5580
709 HAWTHORNE u 367--8692
URH BLAISDELL 116 u 332--3463
1115 WESTFIELD c 359--4156
URH SHERMAN 1167 c
508 W BRADLEY c 356--5030
URH GARNER 467 c 332--0891
URH WARDALL 704 u
801 W NEVADA u 344--3410
GLENVIEW ILL
401 E DANIEL c
300 S GOODWIN 409 u 344--3595
URH BABCOCK 411 u
906 S 1ST c 344--0751
2311 S 1ST 304 c 344--2059
605 BURKWOOD CT u
707 W INDIANA u 344--2108
705 W ELM u 367--1909
705 W ELM u 367--1909
905 S 1ST 11 c 352--1767
1310 GRANDVIEW c 352--1671
URH DANIELS 434 u 3 32--2292
URH WARDALL 709 u 332--4437
URH TOWNSEND 473 u 332--4228
2311 S 1ST 204 c 344--4201
203 S WRIGHT c
1611 VALLEY RD 1 c 359--4726
201 E GREEN c 356--7794
URH FORBES 216 c
URH ALLEN 174 u 332--3284
2303 S POND u 367--4152
URH DANIELS 84 u 332--2410
910 S 3RD 713 c 344--5000
URH BARTON 225 c 332--0147
412 E GREEN c 356--7901
306 1/2 E GREEN c
URH WESTON 342 c 332--2013
1 HILL ST CT u 367--0006
1011 FRANCIS c 356--8714
URH ALLEN 3 u 332--3085
URH TRELEASE 908 u 332--5655
505 E GREEN 322 c
812 W ILLINOIS u 344--0904
205 W HIGH u
309 S RUSSELL c 352--6316
1103 W MAIN u
501 E DANIEL c 344--1510
1707 W UNIVERSITY c 356--5059
URH CARR 322 u 332--3934
URH TAFT 218 c 3 32--0621
URH SCOTT 269 c 332--1479
URH ALLEN 119 u
1810 B ORCH PL u 344--7633
1310 W WASHINGTON c 352--1944
1004 S 4TH 119 c
805 S 5TH c 344--3633
801 W HEALEY c 356--0963
1209 W MAIN u 367--2866
310 E JOHN c 344--9752
604 E ARMORY c 344--1267
1620 LACKRAVEN c 352--9229
URH SNYDER 290 c
URH WARDALL 1208 u 332--4557
903 ADA c 352--4700
206 E GREEN c 356-•7794
904 W GREEN 311 u
910 S 3RD 919 c 344--5000




712 S S URBANA
32 S ALMANSOR ST




19802 S MOKENA ST
19802 S MOKENA ST






80 N GREEN BAY RO
RR 3
1035 MAPLE AV




500 HILLSIDE DR 5
8102 TENNESSEE AV
1825 S 12TH ST
1123 FOREST
3216 CAMERON























119 S KASPAR AV
2772 E 75TH ST
7 SHERRY LN
1611 VALLEY RD 1






6231 N WHIPPLE ST
5425 S DORCHESTER





202 E MARKET ST
10607 PARNELL
812 W ILLINOIS







RR 1 BOX 580
305 E CHURCH
1810 B ORCH PL
108 E WHITE


































































































































TETThH PHILIP AMARH ENG4
TEWES SHIRLEY HILL GRAD
THACKA3ERRY MARK D J GRAO
THACKER WILLIAM C GRAD
THACKERAY ANN MARIE ED 4
THAKUR TUKREL R GRAD
THAL NANCY LYNN BUS4
THALENBERG CHRISTINA GRAD
THAPLIYAL POORHA N GRAD
THARP PHYLLIS GALE LAS3
THAVARASOOK C GRAD
THAYER GARY RICHARD GRAD
THAYER LOUIS C GRAD
THAYER NANCY DARLE FAA2
THEEDE NOREEN GRACE GRAD
THEESFELD TIMOTHY LY BUS4
THEILKEN MARK S LAS1
THEIS ALAN ROBERT FAA4
THEIS CHARLES THOMAS LAS1
THEIS KENNETH R ENGl
THEIS RANDALL L ENGl
THEISS CYNTHIA C AGR4
*THEISS MICHAEL JOHN FAA4
THELAN JOHN D ENG3
*THELIN ALAN L GRAD
*THELIN VIRGINIA P ED 4
THEOBALD BARBARA L LAS4
THEOBALD DONALD D ENGl
THEOBALD JAMES R FAA1
THEOBALD MICHAEL RAY ENG3
THEOBALD STEVEN B GRAD
THEOBALD WILLIAM FRA LAS2
THEODORAKOPOULOS N GRAD
THEODORE JOHN MICHAE LAS3
THEPPACHONSHEWIN P GRAD
THERIOT MARILYN FAY LAS3
THESEN ARNE GRAD
THETFORD JAMES CHARL BUS2
THEWIS ALBERT G JR FAA4
THIBEAUX JEROME F GRAD
THIEL ERIC GEORGE FAA2
THIEL NANCY ELIZABET LAS3
THIEL ROBERT JOHN LAS4
THIELKE STEPHEN C FAA1
THIEMAN GREGORY GEOR FAA2
THIEMAN THOMAS J GRAD
THIES GREGORY THOMAS ENG2
THIESING STEPHEN M FAA4
THIESS CAROLYN W GRAD
*THIESS PAUL ERIC GRAD
THIESSEN JONATHON WA LAS2
THIESSEN PHILLIP W ENG4
THIGPEN CHERLYNNE T LAS3
THINNES CHARLES J JR LAS4
THINNES DAVID PETER LAS4
THIRUVENGADAM T R GRAD
THODE SHARON LYNN GRAD
THOLIN KEITH VICTOR LAS2
THOLL DONALD EUGENE ENG4
THOMA ARTHUR JOHN JR LAS2
THOMAN BRUCE JEFFERY AGR1
THOMAN GARY EDWARD ENG2
*THOMANEK ERICH KARL GRAD
THOMANN ALLAN M BUS1
THOMAS ALBERT L BUS3
THOMAS ALEXANDER JR LAS1
*THOMAS ARTHUR F GRAD
THOMAS BARBARA LAS1
*THOMAS BARBARA JANET GRAD
THOMAS BARBARA LAS6
THOMAS BETH A ED 1
THOMAS CHARLES A FAA2
THOMAS CHARLES RUEL GRAD
THOMAS CHARLES SCOTT GRAD
THOMAS DALE R ENGl
THOMAS DANIEL A 8US3
THOMAS DAVID LEE ENG4
THOMAS DAVID LEROY LAW1
THOMAS DAYTON L LAW1
THOMAS DON ROY GRAD
THOMAS DONNA V GRAD
THOMAS DWIGHT LEE AGR3
THOMAS EL IN DOLEEN LAS4
THOMAS FRANCIS M GRAD
THOMAS GENE LEROY ENG4
THOMAS GERARD PHILLI ENG4
THOMAS JAMES DOUGLAS ENG4
THOMAS JAMES E GRAD
THOMAS JOHN DAVID LAS4
THOMAS JULIA B ED 3
THOMAS KAREN NANCY EO 2
THOMAS KATHERINE ED 1
THOMAS LARRY C GRAD
THOMAS LELAND M ENGl
THOMAS LEWIS POTTER VM 2
THOMAS LINDA A GRAD
THOMAS LINDA KAY ED 3
106 S 3RD 3 C
206 HESSEL C
707 S 6TH 401 C
308 S LINCOLN U
URH EVANS 325 U
58 E ARMORY 8 C
URH LAR 314 U
901 S 6TH C
DAVENPORT HALL 252 U
MAHOMET ILL
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH DANIELS 94 U
209 E HEALEY 4 C
URH EVANS 341 U
102 N GREGORY 9 U
706 E CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 390 C
LA NAPOULE FR
112 W IOWA U
URH GARNER 441 C
302 E GREGORY C
509 W NEVADA U
509 W NEVADA U
1110 S 2ND C
405 N GARFIELD C
405 N GARFIELD C
906 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH GARNER 113 C
URH SCOTT 446 C
MONICA ILL
906 W SPNGFLD U
904 W GREEN 304 U
2106 C ORCH ST 202 U
306 E DANIEL C
901 S 1ST 26 C
611 E DANIEL C
607 W UNIVERSITY C
706 S 2ND C
1007 S 2N0 C
1801 B ORCH PL U
910 S 3RD 520 C
URH SAUNDERS 202 U
904 W GREEN 127 U
URH SNYDER 495 C
310 E GREGORY C
112 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 1107 U
904 S LOCUST C
814 W CHURCH C
814 W CHURCH C
601 S 4TH C
WASHINGTON U
409 E CHALMERS C
306 W JOHN C
605 E CHALMERS 3 C
URH DANIELS 516 U
707 S 6TH 317 C
112 W IOWA U
OSCO ILL
1002 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 352 C
URH WESTON 125 C
300 S GOODWIN 116 U
URH SCOTT 217 C
STA A BOX 2479 C
URH BABCOCK U
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 723 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
102 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1226 U
501 E DANIEL C
2020 BOUDREAU U
404 W CALIFORNIA U
211 E ARMORY U
212 E CHALMERS C
6 SAFFER CT U
1208 W CLARK U
MAHOMET ILL
19 LEXINGTON RD U
1733 VALLEY RD C
1209 W CLARK U
624 E GREEN 7 C
URH DANIELS 207 U
1110 W STQUGHTON U
1809 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 1001 U
1806 M WILLIAM C
310 E JOHN C
DANVILLE ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 411 C
203 N LYNN C
URH HOPKINS 363 C
40 ROXBURY RD U
1418 N MCKINLEY C








404 E STOUGHTON 4
206 HESSEL







352--4030 11 BUMROONG MUANG
332--2418 217 W 5TH ST
352--2757 209 E HEALEY 4
332--2756 929 5TH ST
915 RUSH ST 304
367--1766 706 E CALIFORNIA
3 32--1320 1816 W ILES
15090 SANTA MARIA
367--0609 233 MANTUA
332--0873 131 FREY LN
344--7511 707 NORTH ST
365--1246 9216 CLIFTON PK
365--1246 47 HEMP LANE
376 PARK ST
352--1079 437 SPRING ST
352--1079 6609 BROOKVILLE RD
365--3292 603 CLARKSVILLE RD
3 32--0691 RR 1
RR I
365--3292 603 CLARKSVILLE RD
321 N WASHINGTON
77 OMIROU ST
344--6310 90 S 6TH AV
431/7 KAO-MAO LN
344--1840 213 S PARK
352--9874 9 GUSTAV VIGELANDS
213 W 13TH ST
334--7300 545 E 169TH ST
344--1858 268 MONTEIGNE DR
344--5000 571 WHITE OAK DR
332--3613 1306 CHANDLER
984 S MYRTLE AV
474 S MIDVALEBLVD
344--7789 1122 N PATTON AV
356--1918 2531 TENNYSON AV
3 32--5359 806 S 4TH ST
352--0964 904 S LOCUST
352--6924 814 W CHURCH
352--6929 814 W CHURCH
356--5532 1214 3RD ST
330 E MAIN
409 S DESPLAINES
352--2521 306 W JOHN
344--1009 1000 NORTH AV
332--2308 URH DANIELS 516
344--7052 570 S 13TH E 509
367--0609 112 W IOWA
RR 1
8909 LA CROSSE AV
332--1050 13 S MILL ST
601 BANGS ST
344--1753 300 S GOODWIN 116
332--1442 206 EDWARDS
BOX 121
332--3767 2840 STATE ST
8 N GILBERT ST
332--5609 6124 N WASHTENAW
312 ROWE DR
352--9000 1026 W 32N0 ST
332--5762 42 8 N OAK
344--1510 3644 177TH ST
344--2020 2020 BOUDREAU
365--2520 404 W CALIFORNIA
222 WILCOX
344--3782 50 N ASHLAND AV
1924 W CASHMAN





356--646 306 N 3RD AV
332--2162 RR 1
367 -4376 133 E 4TH ST
8507 S DANTE
332--5323 946 PAMELA DR
352--0428 6168 N WOLCOTT
344--1961 2311 RANCHLAND










































































































































































































LAS4 URH CLARK 432 C 332--0079 7845 S SPAULDING CHICAGO 52 ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 440 U 332--3246 9859 S BELL AV CHICAGO IL
ENG4 1001 S LYNN U 367--6970 1001 S LYNN UR6ANA ILL
BUS3 1806 W WILLIAM 6 C 352--0428 6168 N WOLCOTT CHICAGO IL
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 207 U 332--3753 316 N WRIGHT ST NAPERVILLE ILL
AGR2 601 E COLORADO U 367--7854 RR 1 HOPEUALE IL
PE 3 URH BUSEY 261 u 332--2631 2145 MARLAND AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
ED I URH ALLEN 37 u 332--3108 RR 2 MANITO ILL
ENG1 803 W OREGON u RR 2 BOX 9 8 PAXTON ILL
ENGl URH BABCOCK 210 u 2031 PRAIRIE AV QUINCY ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 286 c 332--1730 439 S FQRDHAM AV AURORA ILL
GRAD CASEY ILL RR 2 CASEY ILL
FAA3 URH FORBES 370 c 1645 CRESCENT DR BELOIT WIS
AGR2 MONTICELLO ILL 602 E WASHINGTON MONTICELLO ILL
BUS1 TOLONO ILL 611 E BROADWAY TOLONO IL
LAS2 URH GARNER 107 c 332--0685 418 W MAIN ST MORRIS ILL
LAS1 7013 S PEORIA CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 105 E DANIEL c 344--9723 105 E DANIEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 404 u 332--3677 104 S HAMLIN CHICAGO IL
GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL 49 LINDEN LN SPRINGFIELD ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD 417 c 344--5000 422 E ASH ST WATSEKA ILL
BUS3 505 E CHALMERS c 344--9741 1315 W RIVERVIEW DECATUR ILL
BUS3 URH WESTON 215 c 4335 SARATOGA AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 465 c 332--1372 1010 N WEST ST LE ROY ILL
BUS3 401 E JOHN c 352--5151 23 BODIW ST HINSDALE ILL
LAW2 1307 STOUT u 423 N MAIN FLORA ILL
ENG4 RR 1 u 367--2091 RR 1 URBANA ILL
LASl 604 E ARMORY 135 c 5008 N NEVA CHICAGO IL
ENG4 602 E STOUGHTON 22 c 356--5772 3920 SEWARD ROCKFORD ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 442 u 332--3232 8 PRINCETON RD ALLENDALE N J
BUS3 302 STANAGE c 352--8659 302 STANAGE CHAMPAIGN IL
BUS4 1110 STOUGHTON u 2728 LINCOLNWOOD EVANSTON ILL
ENGl 710 W NEVADA u 344--5756 710 W NEVADA URBANA ILL
GRAD 705 1/2 E CAL u 367--5589 1922 PICHER JOPLIN MO
LAW2 404 EDGEBROOK c 26 WILMAR QUINCY ILL
ENGl URH WESTON 342 c 332--2013 8620 FRONTAGE RD MORTON GROVE IL
GRAD 212 HIGH u 367--9703 212 W HIGH URBANA ILL
COM4 URH WESTON 274 c 332--1966 8545 ROCKEFELLER BROOKFIELD ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 307 u 332--5119 1037 S LESLIE LN VILLA PARK ILL
COM3 RR 1 u 367--3570 RR 1 URBANA ILL
BUS4 URH CLARK 431 c 332--0078 1517 WOLF RD HILLSIDE ILL
GRAD 105 E CLARK c 3 56--8689 10536 CALUMET CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH TCWNSEND 239 u 332--4076 2511 DAVISSON ST RIVER GROVE ILL
FAA3 305 E JOHN c 344--3705 323 BLACKSTONE THORNTON ILL
FAA2 1110 W NEVADA u 344--0425 271 DONLEA RD BARRINGTON ILL
GRAD 409 E CHALMRS 1104 c 334--5732 BOX 145 PANA ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--6654 429 N GARFIELD HINSDALE ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 121 c 332--0486 3030 N SEMINARY AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 801 W OHIO u 344--4237 RR 2 SHEFFIELD ILL
GRAD 1101 W OREGON 3 u 344--1132 200 GLEN PARK AV TORONTO 19 ONT CAN
LAS4 512 E JOHN c 821 S STATE ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 464 c 4923 S KOLIN AV CHICAGO ILL
LASl 201 E GREEN c 356--7794 1634 VICTORIA ST NORTH CHICAGO IL
LAS2 1110 S 2ND c 352--4222 745 BRISTOL AV WESTCHESTER ILL
GRAD 2039 C HAZWD CT u 344--3253 2039 C HAZWD CT URBANA ILL
BUS3 2112 ORCH ST 202 u 344--5454 536 S MAIN NAPERVILLE IL
GRAD 1101 W OREGON 3 u 344--1132 1101 W OREGON 3 URBANA ILL
FAA6 103 GREENCROFT c 352--3241 103 GREENCROFT CHAMPAIGN ILL
BUS2 409 E CHALMERS 810 c BOX 33 CANTRALL ILL
GRAD 135 W CLARK 302 c 1762 N CHURCH DECATUR IL
GRAD TOLONO ILL RR 1 TOLONO ILL
COM4 802 W OREGON 31 u 344--6269 3244 S HAMILTON AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2014 BOUDREAU u 344--0910 2014 BOUDREAU URBANA ILL
GRAO 1703 RIDGELAND c BOX 89 ELSMORE KANS
LAS2 1102 W STOUGHTON u 3912 GREEN VALLEY GLENSHAW PA
ENGl URH SNYDER 2 52 c 332--1706 2511 DAVISSON ST RIVER GROVE ILL
GRAD 814 W CHURCH c 356--3482 29 CATON RD CORNING N Y
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA u 344--1173 8516 N OSCEOLA NILES ILL
PE I 409 E CHALMERS c RR 1 QUINCY IL
ENG4 108 S GREGORY u 344--4961 GOOD HOPE ILL
GRAD 805 S WABASH u 251 E TABERNACLE ST GEORGE UTAH
LAS4 508 E WHITE 10 c BOX 6 KANEVILLE ILL
GRAD 509 S 5TH 24 c 352--1123 423 FREMONT WEST CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 207 E JOHN c 356--8738 3907 H KANE AV MC HENRY ILL
LAS3 903 W ILLINOIS u 154 S HAMLIN CHICAGO IL
LASl URH TAFT 124 c 332--0605 804 E WASHINGTON MORRIS ILL
VM 1 909 W OREGON 208 u 278 KENMORE ELMHURST IL
GRAD MELVIN ILL MELVIN ILL
FAA4 1005 S WRIGHT c 2511 GREELEY AV EVANSTON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1284 c 332--5025 2121 OAKDALE AV GLENSIDE PA
ENG3 TOLONO ILL 507 LINCOLN TOLONO ILL
FAA4 LA NAPOULE 6 FR RR 1 MT HOREB WIS
GRAD 505 E WHITE 8 c 356--3610 359 VIRGINIA AV STUARTS DRAFT VA
GRAO 105 E HEALEY c 356--7959 105 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
BUS2 505 E CHALMERS c 344--9741 2124 STADIUM DR ROCK ISLAND ILL
BUS3 505 E CHALMERS c 344--9741 2124 STADIUM DR ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS4 312 W SPNGFLO 9 u 367--6182 361 SYCAMORE DR NAPERVILLE ILL
BUS4 312 W SPNGFLD 9 u 367--6182 361 SYCAMORE DR NAPERVILLE ILL
BUS4 URH SNYDER 466 c 332--1857 1417 N NORTHWEST PARK RIDGE IL
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON c 1593 CAMPBELL DR HUNTINGTON W VA
LASl URH BLAISDELL 221 u 332--3497 1602 S HILLCREST URBANA ILL
ENG4 RANTOUL ILL 1300 S SUMMIT DR ROSSELLE I'LL
GRAD 502 W MAIN u 367--7808 502 W MAIN 114 URBANA ILL
GRAD 1208 1/2 N WALNUT c 356--1726 1626 15TH SEATTLE WASH
GRAD 502 W MAIN u 367--7808 2249 RIDGE EVANSTON ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344--6192 6536 STOUGH ST HINSDALE ILL
ENG2 1010 W HILL c 352--4476 1010 W HILL CHAMPAIGN IL
289
THORNE KARL SEYMOUR FAA4
THURNE ROBIN JUDY LAS4
*THORNES LINOA COVEY GRAO
THORNES RICHARD H GRAD
THORiMLEY ELEANOR E FAA4
THORNTON MARY V GRAD
THORNTON MICHAEL A LAS1
THORNTON ROBERT JAME GRAO
THORNTON SUSAN L LAS1
THORP NANCY SIMPSON AGR4
THORPE BARBARA ANN LAS2
THORPE JOHN GARRET FAA4
THORSEN PAMELA ANN LAS2
THORSTENSEN CURTIS W FAA4
THRASHER CHESTER LEE ENG4
THREEWITT THOMAS B GRAD
THROCKMORTON WILLIAM LAS1
THROOP DAVID PAUL GRAD
THUERWACHTER MARY L LAS1
THUNE CAROLYN MARGAR AGR4
THURE KARLYN A GRAD
THURMAN BRUCE RANDOL FAA3
THURMAN VIRGIL LEON GRAD
THURMOND EDWARD N LAS1
THURMOND RUTHIE M LAS1
THVEDT JOHN E ENG1
TIBBETTS OONALD LEON GRAD
*TIBBETTS EDITH WHITE GRAD
TIBBETTS VIOLA J LAS1
TIB3S MARVIN RAY BUS1
TIBBS MICHAEL JOHN LAS2
TICE DAVID DWIGHT LAS4
T1CE RICHARD W PE I
TIDD JONATHAN GARONE LAW2
TIDRICK DANIEL RAY GRAD
TIEBOUT BARBARA LAS2
TIEBOUT HARRY M LAS1
TIEDEMAN HERMAN JOHN GRAD
TIEKEN PATRICIA ANN LAS4
TIEMEIER KATHLEEN JI LAS2
*TIEN COR1NNE GRAY GRAD
TIEN JAMES PEI CHUN LAS4
TIERI VINCENT JOHN LAS2
TIERNAN JOAN E FAA2
TIERNEY BRIDGET K FAA2
TIERSKY DAVID MARK LAS2
TIGCHELAAR PETER VER GRAD
TIGELAAR HOWARD LEE GRAD
TIHINEN PAUL ELWARO LAS2
TIKALSKY JEROME R BUS3
TIKKALA TERRY JOHN ENG2
TILDEN SCOTT J LAS3
TILLEY GRESILDA ANNE LAS4
TILLING JAMES RALPH GRAD
TILLROCK SANDRA L COM3
TILMANN BARRY JOSEPH FAA3
TILTON PRISCILLA A LAS1
TIMBERLAKE GEORGE W LAS3
TIMKO CRAIG STUART ENG4
TIMKO JOSEPH MICHAEL LAS2
TIMM BETSY ELLEN LAS2
TIMM BEVERLY JEAN LAS4
TIMM TERRY W LAS3
TIMMEL LINDA K FAAl
TIMMER RICHARD B GRAD
TIMMEKMAN ERICA JEAN LAS2
TIMMERMAN MARY JANE GRAD
TIMMERWILKE MARTIN D AGR4
TIMMONS PATRICIA A LAS3
TIMMS PATRICIA ANN AGR4
TIMRECK THEODORE W FAA4
TIMS FREDERICK E BUS2
TIMS JEANETTE L LAS1
TINDALL CHARLES ROBE LAS4
TINDELL JAMES U JR GRAD
TINDILL JANIS LEE LAS2
TINGLEFF THOMAS ALAN BUS4
TINGLEY LOYAL H III BUS2
TINICH ANDREW JOSEPH LAS2
TINKHAM GEORGE WARRE ENG4
TINKHAM SPENCER FELT GRAD
TINSLEY DAVID L LAS3
TINSLEY DEBORAH G LAS1
TIPP MICHAEL HARVEY LAS4
TIPSWORD THOMAS NATH LAS2
TIPTON CARL W BUSl
TIPTON CHARLES F ENG4
TIPTON CRAIG DANIEL GRAD
TISCHER LINDA ANN ED 4
TITCHENAL JOHN ALLEN LAS4
TITTER INGTON GARY DA AGR4
TITUS PETER K ED I
TIVNAN TERESA MARIE AGR1
TIWAKI ANAND DEV GRAD
TJAOEN DEAN ANDERSEN LAS2
TOAL MARGARET LYNN LAS2
TOAN NGUYEN THANH GRAD
2103 HAZWD 103 U
URH WARDALL 1004 U
904 S RACE U
904 S RACE U
1202 W NEVADA U
1304 HEDGE RD C
URH SNYDER 302 C
1204 6RIARCLIFF U
URH TAFT 423 C
1616 W LOCK RAVEN C
URH WARDALL 1021 U
213 E CHALMERS C
904 S LINCOLN U
311 E JOHN 3 C
URH GARNER 275 C
OLD STATE RD U
810 HAWTHORNE U
1831 VALLEY RD C
URH CLARK 339 C
URH LAR 160 U
509 S 5TH 15 C
1009 W PENN U
301 E GREEN U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH BLAI SDELL 213 U
1004 W NEVADA ST U
1509 N KILER C
1509 N KILER C
URH LAR 177 U
402 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 210 C
911 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 426 C
1005 S 6TH 24 C
909 S 1ST 24 C
2014 BURLISON U
2014 BURLISON U
412 W WASHINGTON 2 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH VANDOREN 25 C
607 W IOWA U
106 N GREGORY 12 U
205 E ARMORY C
704 N RANDOLPH C
508 E ARMORY C
706 W OHIO U
4 WESTWOOD PL U
URH DANIELS 603 U
URH SCOTT 395 C
909 W ILLINOIS 14 U
URH OGLESBY 521 U
310 E DANIEL C
URH 8USEY 428 U
909 S MATTIS 6 C
URH NOBLE 302 C
103 S MCCOLLOUGH U
URH ALLEN 122 U
307 E GREEN 6 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
GEORGETOWN ILL
313 E JOHN 17 C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 210 C
URH VANDOREN 411 C
URH DANIELS 305 U
904 S LINCOLN U
1911 CRESCENT C
806 S 1ST 3 C
SAVOY ILL
URH EVANS 337 U
302 W HEALEY C
URH SCOTT C
URH BLAI SDELL 412 U
1813 VALLEY RD C
RANTOUL ILL
URH SAUNDERS 325 U
1111 S 1ST C
2106 S VINE U
310 E CHALMERS C
RR 2 U
102 E ARMORY 12 C
URH SNYDER 221 C
1210 W CHURCH U
URH BABCOCK 418 U
URH GARNER 216 C
2303 CAMPBELL C
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH BLAISDELL 211 U
1110 S 2ND C
51 E JOHN 5 C
805 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 293 U
909 W CALIFORNIA U
307 E HEALEY 10 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1009 W SPNGFLD U
344--7279 12 GORDN ST MAYPEN
521 E HIGHLAND AV
367--5100 904 S RACE
367--5100 904 S RACE
344--1446
356--6783
332- 1741 64 E 98TH PL
367--6191 1204 BRIARCLIFF
332--0670 8609 S NEW CASTLE
352--0793 1616 W LOCK RAVEN
332--4521 170 MARICOPA LN
344--7815 2410 FIR
413 OAK KNOLLS AV
6714 HAMILTON RD
332--0759 430 W KING
365--1102 RR 2
367--2594 810 HAWTHORNE
356--6095 1831 VALLEY RD
332--0062 150 BOND ST
332--2940 12303 69 COURT
18551 WALTER ST
3 44--9518 9639 KEYSTONE
367--0014 205 DEDHAM DR
220 S MARSHALL ST
332--3489 6726 S RHOADES
1360 CAROL LN
352--9043 1509 W KILER
352--9043 1509 N KILER
332--2952 407 1/2 E STOUGHTN
344--9713 708 DOUGLAS ST
332--1676 328 ORR AV
344--9560 224 S MASON ST






344--0545 RR 1 BOX 80
332--0468 5340 GRAND AV
344--6173 607 W IOWA
8 SOMERSET RD
3 56--1847 481 W 8TH ST
352--6077 3103 N UNIVERSITY
211 N BATAVIA AV
344--5919 1811 MONROE
365--2134 4 WESTWOOD PL
332--2327 4010 32ND AV
7509 N OXFORD PL
344--9765 716 W GALENA AV
332--5291 1056 N LIN HWY
208 AHRENS CT
34 GREENFIELD RD
3 56--1418 170 FAIRHAVEN RD
3308 59TH CT
416 S FANCHER
332--3128 412 MAPLE AV
344--6675 306 W 3RD
356--4482 294 LAWTON RD
RR 1
344--7269 2419 S 17TH AV
344--4240 622 CHESTER AV
18840 W LOUISE DR
332--0546 1010 S WOLF RD
332--2712 7147 WINDCREST SE
344--1391 2009 CAMARGO RD
352--2657 1911 CRESCENT DR
356--3252 806 S 1ST 3
48 LANGE AV
332--2753 603 E WASHINGTON
352--7711 530 E PARK BLVD
428 N JACKSON ST
332--3550 428 N JACKSON
352--9360 1011 E 161ST PL
332--3667 22 W 520 BURR OAK
20 ESTHER ST
367--90 33 2106 S VINE
344--3940 304 W 118TH ST
344--7347 ROUTE 10 BOX 365
332--1687 345 S MARION
367--8842 1210 W CHURCH




352--6863 1603 VALLEY RD 3
332--3487 4800 RIVER RD
352--0295 915 LINCOLNSHIRE
352--2017 RR 1





































































































TQBEY LINDA SUE LAS2
TOBEY TED A LASL
TOBEY THOMAS JAY ENG4
TOBEY TIMOTHY LEt ENG3
TOBIAS LESTER LEE GRAD
TOBIASZ FRANCES M FAA
i
TOBIN NEALA LAS1
T060R MARK S BUS1
TUCK JEFFREY WAYNE AGR3
TQCKMAN LEE HARRIS SUS4
TODAS RICHARD AGR2
TODD GARY LEE LAS2
TODD MARY A LAS3
TODD MICHAEL ALLYN GRAD
TODD MOLLIE ALBERTA COM6
TODD ROSEMARI LAS2
*TODD WILLIAM ROBIN LAS2
TODOROVIC BRANISLAVA LAS1
TOEDTER DENNIS LEE BUS2
TOELKE ROGER A AGRI
TOELLE LYNNE ANN GRAO
*TOEPKE CLARA PROTHE GRAD
TOEPKE IVAL LEE GRAD
TOFT FREDERICK JOHN LAS2
TOFT THOMAS ANTON LAS2
*TOIDA SHUNICHI GRAD
TOIGU JOHN WAYNE LAS2
TQKARCHUK ANNA VERA LAS4
TOKARZ MICHAEL THEOD LAS2
TOKESHI RICHARD J FAA5
TOLAN LOIS DIANE LAS2
TOLBERT LARRY CHARLE GRAD
TOLBERT LARRY V LAS1
TOLE ANIL BHASKAR GRAD
TOLIAN JOHN ROBERT BUS2
TOLSON JAMES HENRY ENG3
TOLZIEN JAMES R BUS1
TOMAMICHEL JAMES ROB ENG4
TOMASEK BRYAN J LAS1
TOMASEK JANIS ELLEN LAS3
TOMASEK JUDITH A LAS1
TOMASKA DENNIS LEE LAS2
TOMASKA DONALD JOHN LAS2
TOMASSINI PETER ANGE ENG2
TOMBERLIN JACQUELYN LAS1
TOMCZYK JAMES LAWREN AVI2
TOMCZYK JANICE AGRI
TOMISEK JANE E LASl
*TOMKO LAWRENCE ANDRE GRAD
TOMKO THOMAS NORBERT LAS2
TQMLAN PATRICK FRANK GRAD
*TOMLINS RICHARD IVOR oRAD
TOMLINSON CAROLE A ENG1
TOMPKINS CHRISTOPHER LAS2
TOMPKINS WILLIAM EAR LAS3
TOMS HAZEL ANNE GRAD
TONDEUR CLAIRE-LISE GRAD
TONEGAWA KOICHI GRAO
TONELLI ERNEST JOSEP LAS4
TONER ROCHELLE ANN GRAD
TONEY JUE DAVID GRAD
TONG VIVIAN WEI FAA1
TONGATE RONALD EUGEN GRAD
TONON SUSAN S LAS3
TONSOR PAUL D AGRI
TONSOR SHARON KAY AGR2
TOOLEY GORDON A ENG3
TOOSHI ALI GRAD
TOPOREK HELEN ED 1
TOPPING HARRY F FAA1
TORAASON JUDITH ANN LAS3
TORAASON MARY CAROL LAS4
TORAN REUBEN L III LASl
TORCHIA WILLIAM A GRAD
TORGERSEN THOMAS LEE LAS2
TORGERSON ALAN CLOYC LAW2
TORII DIANE OSAKO LAS2
*TORKELSON ANTHONY R GRAD
TORMAN CHARLES ROBER LAS3
TORRES DAVID GRAD
TORRES JAMES F GRAD
TORRES JOHN F COM3
TORREST MICHAEL A GRAD
TORSAN JANETTE LORET LAS3
TORTORELLA GEORGINE LAS4
*TORTORELLI EILEEN D AGR4
TORTORELLI ROBERT LO GRAD
TORTORELLO ROBERT J ENG2
TOSCANO JOSEPH MICHA ENG4
TOSCHAK DIANA STEPHA LAS4
*TOTEL GREGORY LEE GRAD
TOTH ROBERT LOUIS BUS1
TOUCHBERRY ROBERT W ENG2
TOURKI RACHID GRAD
TOUSEY WALTER CORNEL GRAD
TOUSSAINT JEANNE E LAS4
TOWELL WILLIAM P GRAD
303 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 365 C
URH OGLESBY 828 U
URH CARR 127 U
710 W CHURCH 3 C
URH WARDALL 1203 U
URH SAUNDERS 225 U
110 E ARMORY C
202 E DAMEL C
312 S PRAIRIE 205 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 920 U
1107 S EUCLID 5 C
1740 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 130 U
URH TAFT 308 C
707 S 6TH 219 C
URH TAFT 307 C
903 WESTERN AV U
409 E CHALMERS C
411 W WHITE C
29 LEICHNER C
29 LEICHNER C
URH OGLESBY 211 U
URH OGLESBY 507 U
1820 B ORCH PL U
URH CARR 320 U
1203 W MAIN 2 U
URH SNYDER 213 C
812 W PENN U
805 W OHIO U
306 E GREEN 6 C
URH SCOTT 223 C
URH DANIELS 511 U
URH OGLESBY 223 U
1203 W GREEN U
URH CARR 423 U
311 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1019 U
802 W OREGON U
PALOS PARK ILL
201 E GREEN C
313 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 394 C
URH WARDALL 1005 U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 456 U
URH VANDOREN 107 C
2015 D ORCH ST U
313 E ARMORY C
606 W OHIO U
2032 D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 481 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 405 U
201 N LINCOLN 3 U
712 W PARK C
URH DANIELS 727 U
604 E ARMORY C
610 1/2 W COLUMBIA C
300 S GOCDWIN 501 U
URH TRELEASE 905 U
1103 W CHURCH C
MIALOTHIAN ILL
URH HOPKINS 293 C
805 W OHIO U
904 W GREEN U
1004 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE U
309 E CHALMERS C
904 S LINCOLN U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 238 U
URH SHERMAN 1148 C
URH TOWNSEND 466 U
URH SNYDER 330 C
303 E JOHN C
1614 W PARK C
202 E DANIEL C
STA A BOX 2153 C
706 M SPNGFLD C
904 E GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 860 C
URH SAUNOERS 119 U
802 W OREGON U
1804 D ORCH PL U
1804 ORCH PL U
URH TOWNSEND 268 U
105 E GREEN 7 C
409 E CHALMERS C
800 S MATTIS 13 C
URH HOPKINS 443 C
410 E JOHN C
W ILLINOIS U
1201 N COLER U
1005 S WRIGHT C
105 E GREEN 3 C
344--2302 203 HUBER
627 EDWIN DR
332--5289 627 EDWIN AV
332--5289 627 EDWIN
356--8812 710 W CHURCH 3
3 32--4552 5236 N LUDLAM AV
3 32--3636 1359 W ESTES
7324 SUFFIELD
352--5151 1404 WAVERLY
35 2--1691 6038 N FAIRFIELD
344--9696 815 RURAL ST
3 32--5311 2911 YONGE ST
344--7779 511 GARY AV
7643 SINGLETON DR
332--3134 1929 S HAMLIN
332--0637 2517 W ADAMS 1201
630 MARTHA LN
332--0636 4640 N MONTICELLO
344--1255 STAR ROUTE
344--0865 5224 DOBSON
352--5029 36 E PERSHING
3 59--3587 29 LEICHNER
359--3587 29 LEICHNER
332--5093 905 S CHERRY LN
332--5179 905 S CHERRY LN
344--3636 111 SUDOSHI
332--39 3 2 14216 PARNELL
2125 KIRCHOFF
332--1679 108 PAMELA DR
344--0623 1125 N SANTA ANITA
344--4784 RR 1
3021 BUXTON
8024 S MICHIGAN AV
332--2303 1091 NAPIER TOWN
817 N OHIO ST
344-
-1120 1805 15TH ST
332--3966 42 PARKVIEW RD
367--7103 1808 JEFFERSON ST
332--5340 1054 W GARFIELD
344--0213 12901 S 85TH CT
12901 S 85TH CT
3522 N NATOMA
344--9659 3522 N NATOMA
332--2050 23 N VICTORY
332--4506 312 E CORNING
205 TAYLOR
332--3390 716 S HOME AV
1618 S 58TH AV
344--3183 2015 D ORCHARD ST
344--9766 KOKE MILL RD
344--5812 512 E STOUGHTON
344--0283 MURRE WELINGTON AV
332--3410 RR 1
344--9583 1320 E WASHINGTON
8710 TRUMBULL AV
365--2017 201 N LINCOLN




344--49 71 300 S GOODWIN 501




344--4784 RR I BOX 118
214 S MAIN
MARAGHE
332--5609 1914 W FARWELL
2 ISLAND VIEW
344--1391 504 GRANT ST
504 GRANT ST
332--40 75 8037 S PERRY AV
332--4987 2004 MARKET ST
332--4221 1412 S WASHINGTON
332--1764 1304 11TH AV
344--3411 1344 W ELMDALE AV
352--5962 1614 W PARK
352--5151 RR 1
344--0752 STA A BOX 2153
356--4153 4551 MONTROSE AV
1014 S HUMPHREY
2171 BRAGG ST





344--7021 4445 N AUSTIN
332--4095 408 N LAVERGNE
2612 S 58TH AV





367--2662 1201 N COLER
344--0571 8516 SPRINGFIELD



































































































TOWER ROGER EDWIN GRAD
TOWERS SUSAN P LAS1
TUWLE BRADLEY PATRIC AVI2
TOWLE LYNN MARIE LAS2
TOWLE ROSS A LAS1
TOWLES GREGORY THOMA LAS3
TOWN ROXANNE J LAS1
TOWNER GAYLE A LAS1
TOWNER ROBERT BRUCE BUS4
TOWNER ROBERT L FAA2
*TOWNSEND AUDREY S GRAD
TOWNSEND DONALD J LAS4
TOWNSEND LEONARD WAY LAS4
TOWNSEND MARY ADELIA LAS1
TOWNSEND RICHARD CRA LAW2
TOWNSEND WALTER LLOY AGR4
TOY ALBERT V ENG1
TRABAND MICHAEL LAYN BUS4
TRABER RICHARD L ENG1
TRABER THOMAS ALAN ENG3
TRABUE JEAN ANN AGR4
TRACHTENBARG DAVID E ENG2
TRACHTMAN STEVEN B LAS4
TRACY JOHN S LAS1
*TRACY MARTIN BOOTH GRAD
TRACY NORMAN L ENG1
TRACY PATSY DILLS GRAD
TRACY PHILIP EDWARD GRAD
TRACY ROBERT DOUGLAS LAS2
TRACY WILLIAM B M II FAA4
TRACY WILLIAM R BUS1
TRAFTON WALTER E JR GRAD
TRAGER GARY MITCHELL LAS2
TRAGER JOHN C III LAS1
TRAHEY STEPHEN DANIE AVI 1
TRAIL JAMES HERBERT GRAD
TRAINOR DENNIS RICHA FAA1
TRAMM MARTHA ANN LAS2
*TRAN JOSEPH DINH C GRAD
TRANDEL DAVID VICTOR ENG4
TRANKINA WILLIAM WAY PE 4
*TRANQUILLI ELLEN D ED 4
TRANQUILLI JEAN A ED 3
*TRANQUILLI JOHN A GRAD
TRANT RITA L LAS1
TRANTER GARY WAYNE LAS4
*TRANTINA GERALD GENE GRAD
TRAPANI AURORA MARIA GRAD
TRAPP CHERYL ANN ENG3
TRAPP LOUIS HENRY AGR2
TRAPPEY JOYCE ELAINE LAS3
TRASK RICHARD M GRAD
TRATTLER LARRY LAS3
TRATTLER ROSS ALAN LAS1
TRAUB JAMES NORMAN GRAD
TRAUGHBER ARLIE EUGE LAS3
TRAUM HENRY S BUS3
TRAUSCH JEANNE F LAS3
TRAUSCHT JOHN M LAS2
TRAUTMAN JACK P ENG1
TRAUTMAN MICHAEL L LAS1
TRAUTMAN WILLIAM E LAS1
TRAUTMANN CLAUDIA E LAS4
TRAVAGLIO JOHN A LAS!
TRAVER DOUGLAS S LASl
TRAVERS CHERYL A LASl
TRAVERS ROBERT MICHA LASl
TRAVIS ANN ELLEN GRAD
TRAVIS MARY JANE M GRAD
TRAVIS RICHARD BRUCE 8US4
TRAVIS SHfcRRIE LEE LAS4
TRAXLER THOMAS J BUSl
*TRAYLOR MARVIN LEE J GRAD
TRAYSER CHARLES VERN VM 2
TREADMAN VALERIE A ED 3
TREADWAY WILLIAM J J LAS2
TREBBE SUSAN E LAS2
TREBELHORN RICHARD J ENG3
TREBELHORN THOMAS E ENG4
TREDON THOMAS ANTHON GRAD
TREES ANN MARY PE 3
TREES SCOTT CLYDE AGR3
TREESE GERTRUDE ANN GRAD
TREFZGER RICHARD C LAS3
TREGER BARBARA GAIL LAS3
*TREGU WILLIAM HENRY BUSl
TREITLER ROBERT EDWA LASl
TREITLER WILLIAM 8 LAW3
*TREMBLAY CLIFFORD W GRAD
TREMBLAY MICHAEL A ENGl
TRENT DAVID A AGR
I
TRENT JAMES E JR GRAD
TRENT THOMAS MARTIN LAS2
TRENTACOST1 JOHN R ENG4
TREONIS JANICE ELAIN LAS4
TREPANITIS TU SING S LAS4
TRESNAK CHERYL L GRAD
URH DANIELS 505 U
URH ALLEN 15 U
URH BABCOCK 201 U
URH TAFT 305 C
URH OGLESBY 223 U
URH TOWNSEND 237 U
URH VANDOREN 411 C
PHILO ILL
PHILO ILL
URH FORBES 319 C
DECATUR ILL
501 W CALIFORNIA U
MONTICELLO ILL
URH ALLEN 424 U
URH BABCOCK 416 U
506 1/2 N ELM C
URH WESTON 252 C
36 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 468 C
1101 W PENN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1121 U
301 E ARMORY C
58 E GREGORY C
300 S GOCDWIN 112 U
URH OGLESBY 527 U
300 S GOODWIN 12 U
605 S PRAIRIE C
URH WESTON 419 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 464 C
URH SHERMAN 1254 C
910 S 3RD C
1211 W CHURCH 2 C
306 E GREGORY C
908 W CHARLES C
URH HOPKINS 232 C
URH LAR 131 U
612 E PARK C
616 W HEALEY C
FITHIAN ILL
2111 HAZWD 302 U
URH LAR 182 U
2111 HAZWD 302 U
URH ALLEN 27 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
1930 D ORCH ST U
602 S BUSEY U
URH WARDALL 520 U
58 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
2109 HAZWD U
110 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
201 W CHARLES C
URH WESTON 324 C
410 E JOHN C
1744 VALLEY RD C
CHICAGO ILL
910 S 3RD 310 C
1 MAYFAIR CT C
URH SCOTT 270 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 829 U
URH OGLESBY 303 U
URH LAR 373 U
205 E ARMORY C
307 E HEALEY 16 C
1613 VALLEY RD 133 C
URH OGLESBY 729 U
710 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SCOTT 356 C
MAHOMET ILL
6 POMPTON PL U
URH WARDALL 1003 U
1005 S 2ND C
1004 W NEVADA U
1004 W NEVADA U
403 BRIAR LN 105 C
URH VANDOREN 108 C
URH OGLESBY 1028 U
102 S GREGORY 4 U
URH SCOTT 336 C
URH LAR 422 U
HOOPESTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 124 U
704 S 3RD C
1009 SCOTTSDALE C
URH GARNER 244 C
URH FORBES 443 C
CLINTON ILL
308 E ARMORY C
2305 S 1ST 301 C
URH VANDOREN 116 C
LINCOLN ILL
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
332--2297 STA A BOX 2043
332--3094 110 E 17TH ST
332--3747 2 NORTH LN
332--0634 822 S MICHIGAN
332--5104 42 CHIPPEWA DR
332--4074 1025 W GILBERT
3 32--0 546 BOX 415
204 W TYLER
204 W TYLER
3 32--1029 1911 GRIGGS ST
1850 W MARIETTA ST
5500 W FULLERTON
113 CHASE
332--3234 1850 W MARIETTA
332--3824 80 CLUBVIEW PL
RR 1 BOX 249
332--1946 1440 W OLIVE AV
607 ST LOUIS ST
771 WINGATE
344--4366 771 WINGATE RD
344--6764 4 WOODFIELD DR
332--5372 1881 25AV CT
344--7556 3600 LAKE SHORE DR
344--7152 RR 1
344--4083 300 S GOODWIN 112
3 32--5198 1111 S JACKSON
344--4083 300 S GOODWIN
356--3887 605 S PRAIRIE
120 ASPENWOOD
GREENVILLE
332--0888 9130 S CRANDON
332--5015 13020 SW 82ND CT
344--5000 6618 N ARTESIAN
226 LORD AV
356--7995 5120 WOLFE DR
352--0157 908 W CHARLES
332--1211 9326 S ELIZABETH
332--2831 464 ENOS AV
352--8364 698 TRONG MNH GRNG
300 S EDWARD ST
MAIN ST
344--7868 161 E MONROE
332--2954 161 E MONROE ST
344--7868 161 E MONROE
332--3102 1101 20TH AV
367--0227 8233 W BELMONT AV
344--6688 1930 D ORCH ST
367--8218 501 N PROSPECT
332--4399 1917 S 12TH AV
344-
-7152 RR 6






344--9477 1409 NORTHWEST HWY
507 W 3RD
3453 W 84TH PL
344--5000 5038 W 23RD ST
352--1234 1 MAYFAIR CT
332--1480 57 W HAZEL DELL
344--1459 2N640 DIANE
332--5290 6679 N IONIA AV
332--1551 4626 HALLMARK
332--3019 1427 S ASHLAND
344--7847 415 S OAK
359--3403 307 E HEALEY 16
3 52--0826 1613 VALLEY RD
332--5264 1211 DARTMOUTH
344--7295 1862 W BERENICE AV
3 32--1537 127 N FORREST AV
502 W SPRINGFIELD
365--2239 362 OAKWOOD ST









332--1525 16 WOODRUFF DR





332--0736 300 N POPLAR
332--1116 RR 1
1206 E VAN BUREN
1104 WILKIN RD
344--7639 450 W 126TH ST
332--0482 8600 S KENNETH AV
323 OAKLEY AV



































































































TRETHEWAY JAMES A GRAD
TREVARTHEN MARILYN K LAS4
TREVARTHEN ROBERT W GRAO
TREWARTHA JOHN RICHA AGR2
TRIANDAFILLIDIS S G ENG4
TRICHE JACQUELINE LAS4
TRIFFLER RICHARD DAV LAS4
TRIGGER JEFFREY CHAR PE 4
TRIMBLE DANA AGR1
TRIMBLE DEBORAH LYNN ED 4
TRIMBLE DOLLY PRICE GRAD
TRIMBLE JAMES B BUS4
TRIMBLE JOHN PARISH VM 2
TRIMBLE RICHARD LEON GRAO
TRIMBLE RICHARD THOM GRAD
TRINH LE GIA ENG3
TRIOLO FRANCO GRAD
TRIPATHY DEOKI NANDA GRAD
TRIPP DAVID HERBERT ENGL
TRIPP PATRICIA LOUIS LAS3
TRIPP PETER AMES BUS1
TRIPP THOMAS A LAS1
TRISLER JAMES WILLIA -AGRI
TRITT TERRY L FAA3
TROBE PETER MICHAEL BUS3
TROEHLER GEORGE E LAS4
TROJAN WILLIAM THOMA LAS4
TROJANIAK JO ANN BUS4
TROMMER WILLIAM C GRAD
TROMPETER JEAN E BUS3
TROMPETER WILLIAM E AGR1
TRONC MARK ALAN ENG3
TRONE THOMAS N BUS1
TROSKY GEORGE ALBERT FAA1
TROST BARBARA L LAS1
TROST DAVIO RALPH LAS3
TROST JOYCE ELIZABET LAS2
TROTH JOHN LAWRENCE AGR3
TROTT JAMES R ENG2
TROTTER BETTY MARIE LAS2
TROTTER ERIC JOHN VM 2
TROTTER SUSAN BETH LAS3
TROUGHTON JEAN ANN LAS2
TROUSIL ELAINE 8EVER GRAD
TROUT ELEANOR A GRAD
TROUT HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
TROUT STEVEN A AGR1
TROUTT GEOFFREY III LAW2
TROVER DAVID ROY 8US3
TROWBRIDGE EVERETT W AGR3
TROWBRIDGE JOAN ELLE FAA2
TROWBRIDGE LYNN MASO GRAD
TROWBRIDGE RICHARD E ENG4
TRUCKENBRODT RANDALL BUS1
TRUCKSA ROBERT C VM 2
TRUITT HENRY FAA2
TRUITT JACK FRANKLIN GRAD
TRUITT SHARON T GRAD
TRULLEY JANE FRIEDA LAS2
TRULOCK JANET LAS4
TRULOVE JAMES EARLE ENG4
TRUMAN ROBERT HAYWAR GRAD
TRUMBO STUART R LAS1
TRUMMEL JOHN E LAS1
TRUMMEL SUSAN KAY LAS2
TRUMPETER PAUL WILLI GRAD
TRUSCHKE DEBORAH L LAS1
TRYBUS DENNIS FREDER LAS4
TSAI ALICE CHUNG GRAD
TSAI JOYCE MAHN GRAD
TSAI PAUL WEN ENG3
TSAI RANDOLPH LIEN-C GRAD
TSANG DORA C GRAD
TSANG HERBERT HINPOK GRAD
TSAO HSUEH-SHENG GRAD
TSCHOPP JOANNE CLARK GRAD
TSCHOPP LARRY LEROY GRAD
TSE BERNARD KAPANG ENG2
TSIANG HWAI KEE ENG4
TSUJII HIROSHI GRAD
TSUKUNO GARY WAYNE LAS3
TU KAI-WEN GRAD
TUBIS RICHARD IRVING GRAD
TUCEK PAUL CHARLES VM 2
TUCKER CAROL PATRICI AGR3
TUCKER CINDY L PE I
TUCKER DANNY L LAS1
TUCKER JAMES JOSEPH ENG4
TUCKER JAMES LLOYD ENG4
TUCKER JOYCE ELAINE LAS3
TUCKER LLOYD JR LAS4
TUCKER LU A LAS1
TUCKER MARGARET LEIG LAS2
TUCKER MARILOU AGR4
TUCKER PAUL THOMAS ENG3
TUCKER RAY BOEHM GRAD
TUCKER ROBERT JAMES LAS4
1008 S 4TH C
1830 A ORCH PL U
1830 A ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 374 C
202 S FAIR C
URH LUNDGREN 215 C
211 W SPNGFLD 304 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1216 U
URH LAR 178 U
1408 N MCKINLEY C
2014 S RACE U




808 E OREGON U
705 W CALIFORNIA U
URH FORBES 360 C
URH LAR 330 U
URH SCOTT 173 C
URH FORBES 460 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH WESTON 272 C
103 E ARMORY C
1525 LINCOLNSHIRE C
901 S 2ND C
URH WAROALL 621 U
312 W CLARK 302 C
URH TRELEASE 808 U
URH WESTON 296 C
802 S LINCOLN U
1010 S 2ND 207 C
2103 HAZWD 301 U
URH ALLEN 215 U
1004 S 2N0 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 3 74 C
1002 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 211 U
1604 CORONADO 9 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 441 U
406 W SPNGFLD U
URH SHERMAN 308 C
PHI LA PA
1010 S 2ND 208 C
1203 BLOOMINGTON C
SAVOY ILL
URH OGLESBY 731 U
URH TAFT 924 C
206 HARTLE 2 U
212 E CHALMERS C
313 E CHALMERS C
2810 W WILLIAM C
URH SCOTT 234 C
111 W WASHINGTON U
111 W WASHINGTON U
URH WARDALL 202 U
710 BALBOA C
611 W HEALEY 2 C
2110 ORCH ST 202 U
URH OGLESBY 508 U
URH CARR 408 U
URH CLARK 305 C
906 S MAPLE U
URH NOBLE 18 C
1011 W STOUGHTON U
506 S MATHEWS 16 U
506 S GREGORY 3 U
505 E GREEN C
506 S MATHEWS 16 U
607 W HEALEY 9 C
607 W HEALEY 9 C
1102 W CLARK U
304 1/2 W HILL C
304 1/2 W HILL C
URH GARNER 320 C
409 E HEALEY C
707 S GREGORY 911 U
1008 S 4TH C
309 E GREEN C
107 E CHALMERS 12 C
33 E CHALMERS C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 313 C
39 MAPLEWOOO U
412 E GREEN C
210 E JOHN C
URH FLAGG 306 C
39 MAPLEWOOO U
910 S 3RD 1223 C
409 E CHALMERS C
907 W ILLINOIS U
606 S VINE U
6 ONEIL CT C
210 E GREEN C
344--1207 1008 S 4TH
344--7395 1830 A ORCH PL
344--7395 2222 LINNEMAN
332--1311 RR 2
710 S ADA ST
332--0247 8449 S INGLESIDE
356--1132 6543 N SEELEY AV
356--1894 705 W COLUMBIA
332--5397 RR 1 BOX 170
77 E FAIRFAX AV
352--6709 RR 2
344--5579 2014 S RACE
367 -8512
817 GRAND AV
359--1874 2047 A HAZELWD CT
136 BEN NGUYEN-DUY
302 S EXETER ST
344--5765 VIL DAIRI
332--1055 1421 NORTH AV
332--2894 2015 MAPLE
332--1422 989 LELAND AV
332--1126 2015 MAPLE ST
344--7152 RR 2
332--1964 1802 W 169TH ST
344--7063 2949 W LUNT
359--467 1525 LINCOLNSHIRE
344--7261 0S714 VALLEY RD






344--3590 2103 HAZWD 301
332--3153 545 S WASHINGTON
356--7683 545 S WASHINGTON
356--4474 5317 CAROLINE
332--2037 RR 1
344--4109 1721 MARCEE LN
332--3151 RR 1
359--2398 1604 CORONADO
344--0571 131 GALE AV





3 59--1868 404 W MAIN
305 CHURCH ST
332--5262 RR 1
332--0671 9027 LUNA AV
365--2937 206 HARTLE AV
344--0035 RR 2
344--7613 361 FAIRVIEW AV
3324 W 110TH ST
332--1457 8 W SYCAMORE
367--6120 BOX 7202 N T
367--6120 BOX 7202 NT
332--4310 3929 W 147TH PL
356--9743 710 BALBOA DR
352--5519 607 S YALE AV
344--4360 2110 ORCH ST 202
332--5180 310 E 2ND
511 FOX RD
332--00 3 7 BOX 64
367--3364 906 S MAPLE
332--0356 3233 W FULLERTON
2455 N MASON AV
344--2122 51 LN 145 TUNG HWA
344--3628 132 CHIEN-PEI LEE
251 W 22ND PL
U OF CAL CHEM
352--0974
352--0974 12 LUEN FAT ST 1/F
22 FUSHUN ST
352--3530 RR 3
352--3530 440 N 2ND ST
332--0789 43 CAINE RD 1/F
GREAT GEORGE BLDG
344--0752 508 E WHITE
344--1207 5827 ELM ST
KOWLOON
107 E CHALMERS 2
359--4070 33 E CHALMERS
344--3821 2 S SHIRLEY ST
332--0411 128 BROWNING OR
RR 1
419 S BODIN ST
RR 1
332- 0297 638 S 20TH AV
367--6967 RR 1
344--5000 210 E MONROE
315 N GROVE AV
344--0695 RR 2


















CHOLON 8 VIET NAM
BALTIMORE CITY MD
DWARAHAT INDIA











































































































































TURNER ANITA G F
TURNER BERNARD CHARL
TURNER BRYCE E


































LAS2 305 E ILLINOIS U 365-2086 305 E ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
ENG6 ROUTE 3 HUDSON ACR URBANA ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1166 C 332-5005 GBAP SIERRA LEONE W AFR
LAW3 1510 GRANDVIEW 9 C 352--0237 ROUTE I MENOON ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 109 U 332--3456 561 W ARLINGTON PL CHICAGO ILL
AGR4 1002 S 2ND c 344--7876 N PLEASANT HILL RD EAST PEORIA 8 ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 394 u 332--3036 N PLEASANT HILL RD EAST PEORIA ILL
GRAD 6 ONEIL CT c 356- 1758 RR 2 COBDEN ILL
BUS* 1701 W CLARK c 352--8955 1701 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 704 1/2 W STOUGHTN u 367--7839 1630 YALECREST AV SALT LAKE CITY UT
BUS4 715 KENWOOD c 3 56--5969 BOX 61 WENONA ILL
GRAD 508 E WHITE 2 c 3 56--2898 3978 W BARRY CHICAGO IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 704 u 332--2360 12106 S EGGLESTON CHICAGO IL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 215 c 332--1197 RR 4 CLINTON IL
BUS4 URH SCOTT 200 c AUF DEN STEINEN 26 4005 BUDERICH WGER
ENG2 505 E GREEN 304 c 344--6215 RR 1 BOX 273 CHICAGO HEIGHTS IL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 425 u 332--32 3 5 3946 GILBERT AV WESTERN SPRS ILL
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON c 359--4203 2402 MCCARRELL ST MCKEESPORT PA
FAA4 905 E DELAWARE u 365--3297 905 E DELEWARE URBANA ILL
GRAD 1825 PARKDALE c 359--2157 1825 PARKDALE CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR4 1103 W MAIN 2 u 127 N SPRING LAGRANGE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 613 u 332--2337 NECATIBEY CADDESI YENISHR ANKAR TURK
GRAD 300 S GOGDWIN 512 c 344--5123 15 EPWORTH CIRCLE NIAGRA FLS ONT CAN
GRAD 601 N PROSPECT c 352--1351 601 N PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 2047 C HAZWD CT u 344--1986 2047 HAZELWOOD CT URBANA ILL
GRAD 616 E DANIEL c G M KEMPAL BLVD ANKARA TURK
GRAD 1110 WESTFIELD c 359--3367 1110 WESTFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 409 E STOUGHTON 9 c 352--2249 20 GRAMPAIN RD KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAW2 2110 WHITE 149 c 356--7352 2110 W WHITE 149 CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 711 S RANDOLPH 2 c 359--1902 711 S RANDOLPH CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 7 LEXINGTON u 367--1431 721 MONROE ST WASHINGTON ILL
LAS2 7 LEXINGTON u 367--1431 721 MONROE WASHINGTON ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 410 c 200 W 3RD ST KINGSTON ILL
LAS3 URH NOBLE 415 c 332--0432 203 N BUTTERFIELD LIBERTYVILLE IL
AGR2 624 E GREEN c 3 52--9870 509 S 5TH CHAMPAIGN IL
ED 4 624 E GREEN 16 c 352--9870 16019 TRUMBULL MARKHAM ILL
LAS1 MORTON GROVE ILL 9249 MAJOR MORTON GROVE ILL
GRAD 1306 SILVER u 367--7663 1306 SILVER URBANA ILL
GRAD 1306 SILVER u 367--7663 1306 SILVER URBANA ILL
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD 3 c 1611 VALLEY RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 302 E ARMORY c 344--0155 1811 W CHERRY MARION ILL
GRAD 1727 HENRY 6 c 356--4417 5312 W 22ND PL CICERO ILL
PE 4 109 E JOHN c 5729 W 23RD ST CICERO ILL
LAS3 1010 S 2ND 302 c 352--4818 1516 S 60TH CT CICERO IL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 215 c 3 32--1440 OS 626 EUCLID AV VILLA PARK ILL
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN 212 c 352--1805 1986 MANOR LN PARK RIDGE IL
LAS4 RANTOUL ILL 1005 JUNIPER DR 6 RANTOUL ILL
ENG1 402 E ARMORY c 334--9713 1524 SHIRLEY DR CALUMET CITY IL
GRAD 205 HESSEL c 352--8573 128 BYRON RD PITTSBURGH PA
GRAO URH DANIELS 73 u 332--2399
GRAD 205 HESSEL c 352--8573 128 BYRON RD PITTSBURGH PA
BUS4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 7820 NORDICA NILES 48 ILL
GRAD 105 E GREEN 133 c 1535 PARK AV NORTH.CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 109 u 1535 PARK AV N CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 325 u 332--3667 119 N OAK ST COTTAGE HILLS ILL
ED 1 URH VANDOREN 405 c 332--0540 722 GREENWOOD RD WHEATON ILL
GRAD 503 E STOUGHTON 3 c 303 S MAIN MONMOUTH IL
LAS2 205 E ARMORY c 356--1847 3905 22ND AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 610 u 332--5212 722 GREENWOOD RD WHEATON ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 156 c 332--1651 11 GRENADLER CT DEERFIELD ILL
FAA3 1307 E GREEN u 367--9831 1307 E GREEN URBANA IL
LAS2 1003 W ILLINOIS u 344--1062 175 N SUMNER AV AURORA ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 469 c 332--1376 420 CRESTVIEW MATTOON ILL
LAS3 3220 CAMERON c BOX 245 MT CARMEL IL
ENG4 1902 E UNIVERSITY u 367--5673 RR 1 THAWVILLE ILL
ENG2 713 W OHIO u 829 S KENSINGTON LA GRANGE ILL
FAA6 2102 ORCH ST 201 u 344--5690 903 DANNER AV DAYTON OHIO
LAS3 20 BLUE SPRUCE c 356--9192 20 BLUE SPRUCE CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 12 ROXBURY u 367--3471 12 ROXBURY URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 723 u 332--4451 2004 RAINBOW VIEW URBANA ILL
LAS3 307 S LINCOLN u BOX 319 MITCHELL AURORA ILL
GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL 6 PARKER DR MT VERNON ILL
ENG1 1010 S 2ND 202 c 344--9776 4212 S MICHIGAN AV CHICAGO IL
BUS2 1202 W NEVADA u 344--1173 RR 1 MAHOMET ILL
ENG3 URH WESTON 300 c 1811 HABBERTON AV PARK RIDGE IL
LAS2 405 E JOHN c 344--0556 2004 RAINBOW VIEW URBANA ILL
FAA3 306 E ARMORY c 207 JULIE DR KANKAKEE ILL
GRAD MONTICELLO ILL 1692 W WAGGONER DECATUR ILL
FAA4 2108 ORCH ST 304 u 2212 MARTHA ST ROCKFORD IL
GRAD 406 E SPNGFLD c 352--8161 RR 1 CENTERVILLE PA
VM 1 URH CARR 410 u 332--3953 821 N 5TH ST CHILLICOTHE IL
FAA3 312 W SPNGFLD u 636 PAYSON AV QUINCY ILL
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571 RR I CAMARGO ILL
BUSl URH TOWNSEND 242 u 332--40 79 2114 CENTRAL ST EVANSTON IL
ENG4 809 S 5TH c 344--5202 600 WILLOW RD MARENGO ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 236 u 39-G JOHN ROBINSON EAST ST LOUIS IL
ENG2 904 W GREEN 408 u 2801 TOWNWAY RO DANVILLE IL
ENG4 214 E GREGORY 301 c 344--7627 163 BARBARA LN NEW LENOX ILL
GRAD 1206 PAULA c 352--7657 281 WASHINGTON ST HOMER LA
LAS3 1307 E GREEN u 367--9831 1008 S 20TH QUINCY ILL
BUSl 313 E ARMORY c 829 S KENSINGTON LA GRANGE ILL
LAS4 712 S RACE u 367--4343 234 OAK WHEATON ILL
GRAD 712 S RACE u 367 -4343 919 N CROSS ST WHEATON ILL
BUSl 209 E ARMORY c 15 RAILROAD AV LAKE BLUFF ILL
LAS2 313 E JOHN c 344--9705 S 4TH ST RD EFFINGHAM ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 211 c 332 -0950 1771 GEORGETOWN RD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD MAHOMET ILL 318 S 5TH DE KALB IL
294
TURREl JANE MARIE VM 2
TURSKI PATRICK A LAS1
*TURSMAN DONALD LEE VM 4
TURSMAN LUCINDA LQUI LAS3
TUTT RONALD WAYNE FAA4
TOTTLt ANN FAA1
TUTTLE DALE M AGR4
TUTTLE JACK LYMAN LAS4
TUTTLE LAURENCE HEAT GRAD
TUTTLE PAMELA JANE LAS3
TUTTLE PENNY J LAS1
TUTTOILMUNDO LYNNE M LAS4
TWARANOVICA JOSEPH A GRAD
TWARDOSZ DEBORAH A LASI
TWARDOSZ SANDRA LOUI LAS4
TWARDY RONALD DAVID LASI
TWAROG KRISTINA ESTH LAS2
TWENHAFEL CALVIN EDW AGR3
THIETMEYER FAITH D LASI
TWINE KAYLA D FAA1
TWINE RONALD EARLE ENG4
TWYNING JAMES V LASI
TYACK DOROTHY LLOYD GRAD
TYAGl HARI RAM GRAD
TYBERG GARY A LASI
TYGRET REGINALD LEE ENG2
TYKVART BONNIE JEAN PE 3
TYLER ANN C FAA1
TYLER CHRISTINE ED 2
TYLER JEFFREY JAMES ENG2
TYLER MARGARET C GRAD
TYLER RALPH S III LAS4
TYLER ROBERT BLAKE LAS4
TYMCHEK JENNIFER S LASI
TYNAN DANIEL P FAA1
TYNE JAY ROBERT GRAD
TYREE RICHARD LEE LAW3
TYREY ELMER LEE GRAD
TYTLER GRAEME DOUGLA GRAD
TZENG KENNETH KAI-MI GRAD
TZENG MARJORIE KAO LAS5
TZENG SIN-FU GRAD
UBELL FRANKLIN DAVID ENG2
UCHIDA MARK FREDRICK GRAD
*UCHIDA RITA M GRAD
UCHIGAKIUCHI PATRICK FAA2
UCKAN YUKSEL G GRAD
UDOW MICHAEL WILLIAM FAA2
UEDA YORIKO FUNAOKA GRAD
UFKES TED G ENG1
UGOLINI DONNA LEE LAS4
UHE RONALD EUGENE AGR4
UHL ROSEANN C ED I
UHLENBERG ROBERT ALA LAS2
*UHLHORN IVANKA MEJZR GRAD
UHLHORN ROGER WALTER GRAD
UHLIR RICHARD FRED GRAD
ULANOWSKI VERA LAS4
ULATOWSKI THOMAS EDW LAS4
ULBRICHT GERALD THOM LAS2
ULIE THOMAS RALPH LAS4
ULIS DAVID BERNARD PE 3
ULLMANN JAY RONALD ENG4
ULMER EDWIN LAWRENCE ENGl
ULMER KENNETH CARVER LAS4
ULRICH CLARE MARY LAS4
ULRICH NEIL E LASI
ULRICH RICHARD LELAN GRAD
ULRICH ROBERT D BUSl
ULRICH SUSAN K LAS3
ULRICH WILLIAM JUDSO BUS4
ULVILA JACOB W ENGl
UMBERGER FORREST G GRAD
UMHOLTZ CLYDE ALLAN LAS4
UMPLEBY STUART A GRAD
UMSTED CARL ALBERT LASI
UMSTOT SUSAN GEORGIA ED 4
UNATIN JANICE ELLEN ED 2
UNDEEN ALBERT HAROLD GRAD
UNDERWOOD BETHEL L LASI
UNDERWOOD DEBORAH M LASI
UNDERWOOD DENNIS LYN AGR4
UNDERWOOD DONNA JEAN GRAD
UNDERWOOD GERALD LEE AGR3
UNDERWOOD MARILYN E LASI
UNDERWOOD NEAL ROGER LAS2
UNE TOSHIKO AGR4
UNERTL AMY JO GRAD
*UNGER CHARLES BYRON AGR4
UNGER DAVID EARL ENG4
UNGER EDWARD L LAS3
UNGER LLOYD G JR FAA1
UNGER MICHAEL WILLIA LASI
UNGLAUB ROBERT K JR LAS3
UNGLAUB RONALD KARL LAS2
UNRAU ROBERT REMPEL FAA4
UNRUH JANICE LOUISE PE 3
1860 VALLEY RD C
910 S 3RD 622 C
901 W SPNGFLD U
URH WARDALL 1016 U
502 W MAIN 318 U
URH NOBLE 427 C
211 DEWEY U
401 E DANIEL C
1101 W OREGON 6 U
805 W OHIO U
805 W OHIO U
404 E STOUGHTON I C
802 S URBANA U
URH WAROALL U
110 S GREGORY 4 U
409 E CHALMERS 508 C
207 E JOHN C
904 W GREEN 530 U
URH TRELEASE 716 U
URH ALLEN 113 U
2215 S 1ST 203 C
604 E ARMORY 130 C
704 S GREGORY PL U
909 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 391 C
URH SCOTT 204 C
URH VANDOREN 321 C
URH NOBLE 207 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 220 U
608 S STATE C
605 S 4TH 201 C
714 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 404 U
URH HOPKINS 490 C
URH SHERMAN 1265 C
609 W MAIN 24 U
4 SQUIRE CT U
908 S RACE U
2030 C ORCH ST U
2030 C ORCH ST U
909 W ILLINOIS 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 320 U
2109 HAZWD 204 U
2109 HAZWD CT 204 U
1004 S 4TH C
1107 W GREEN 626 U
202 N WOODS U
URH DANIELS 468 U
1111 S 1ST C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 306 U
URH LAR 473 U
URH CARR 425 U
402 BRIAR LN C
402 BRIAR LN 1 C
800 1/2 W WHITE C
URH TAFT 205 C
208 W WASHINGTON U
312 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 405 U
910 S 3RD 604 C
URH HOPKINS 300 C
903 W ILLINOIS U
903 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 406 C
1306 E FLORIDA U
URH TOWNSEND 170 U
910 S 3RD 1116 C
2215 S 1ST C
URH BABCOCK 230 U
2309 S 1ST 104 C
505 E GREEN C
URH DANIELS 96 U
URH HOPKINS 176 C
CHICAGO ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
912 S LYNN U
1005 E GREGORY U
410 E GREEN 9 C
URH BABCOCK 224 U
DECATUR ILL
58 E GREGORY C
URH LAR 318 U
URH SNYDER 490 C
307 E HEALEY 13 C
207 COUNTRY FR 26 C
205 W BEARDSLEY C
807 S BUSEY U
604 E ARMORY 407 C
604 E ARMORY 319 U
URH SNYDER 175 C
WILSON TRLR CT 28 U
401 E DANIEL C
107 W CALIFORNIA 4 U














































































































RR 1 ROUTE 43
12534 LAFLIN
12534 S LAFLIN
704 N STATE ST










918 D CHAMBERS RD






65 FEITOW VIL I
2030 C ORCHARD ST
6 LN 20 YU-TA RD
204 W LOCUST
2109 HAZWD
2109 HAZWD CT 204
98-1308 KULAWAI ST
ASAGL AYRANCL
700 ELK INS AV A-l
41 MIYANOMA HOZUCH
RR 1
1014 S RIDGE RD
RR 1
16258 SAWYER
3909 W 70TH PL








8905 S DANTE AV









73 E 4TH NORTH








1005 S 21ST ST
RR 1
1001 E 153RD ST
4617 JOHNSON AV
SUZINAMI-KU
207 COUNTRY FR 26
205 W BEARDSLEY










































































































UNTER JAN EUGENE ENG2
UNTERMAN DAVID HAYM LAS3
UNTI DAVID L ENG1
UNUM8 LU LORRAINE FAA4
UNZICKER DENNIS LYNN ENG4
UPCHURCH JUNATHAN E ENG1
UPHOFF DARYLE LEE LAW!
UPHOFF ROGER ALLAN ENG2
UPIN IRA FAA3
UPTMOR TERRY BERNARD LAS4
UPTON JERRY DEAN ENG2
URBAN BONNIE JEAN LAS2
URBAN FRANCES ANN COM3
URBAN JUHN L LAS1
URBAN LESLIE J LAS3
URBAN MELISSA LAURA LAS2
URBAN RICHARD JUHN BUS1
URBANCE JOHN EDWARD ENG4
UR6ANEK LEILA ANN LAS3
UKBANIAK JEROME CHES LAS4
URBANQ RICHARD CHARL GRAD
URBANSKI MICHAEL GRAD
URBAS MARTIN ADAM LAS3
URBROCK LAURITA SUE FAA4
UREK JAMES FRANK ENG2
URICK RONALD S ENG3
URISH MARY ANN AGR3
URISH PATRICIA DIANE LAS1
URMAiM ROBERT IRA ENG4
URSICH ROBERT J LASl
USAS JANET LEE LAS4
*USHER GLURIA STOREY GRAD
USPEL RICHARD VINCEN GRAD
USRY SUSAN K LASl
UTLEY JONATHAN GARRl GRAD
UTNt FRED TRYGVE BUS3
UTZ TERRY R ENG3
UTZINGER DENNIS M FAA1
UYAR KIVILCIM MEHMET GRAD
UZARSKI DUNALD RAY ENG4
VACHERLON JAMES F ENG4
VACKETTA NINA ADELE FAA4
VAGTS JANE A GRAD
VAICAITIS RIMAS GRAD
VAICIUS ELENA VIOLET LAS2
VAIL BERNARD FRANCIS GRAD
VAIL GARY ALLEN LAS3
VAIL JAMES RUSSELL LAS3
VAITKUS DONALD R GRAD
*VAITKUS JANICE P GRAD
VAKOC JAMES LAURENCE ENG4
VALADE PETER K ENG6
VALBUENA AMPARO G GRAD
VALBUENA FELIX MARIO GRAD
VALOES BERARDO J GRAD
*VALOES RICHARD A GRAD
VALOEZ DAVID LAS2
VALDEZ GARZA I ENG6
*VALEK MICHAEL HENRY GRAD
VALENCIA ERNESTO C GRAD
VALENCIA LEONOR U GRAD
VALENTA JOSEPH F ENG3
VALENTINE FREIDA J LASl
VALENTINE GEORGE H LAS4
VALENTINE KAREN PE 3
VALENTINE KENNETH G GRAD
VALENTINE MICHAEL DA ENG4
VALENTINE ROBERT I J VM 4
VALENZIA THOMAS SAMU ED 4
VALERINE JAMES DANIE BUS4
VALERIO CHARLES J ENG1
VALIQUET LINDA SUSAN COM3
VALIS ERNEST F JR ENG3
VALKO JOHN RICHARD FAA4
VALLANDIGHAM PAUL H LAS4
VALLANDIGHAM PETER L ENG4
VALLEJO RICHARD BUS1
VALLENI PAMELA ANNE GRAD
VALLENI ROBERT RICHA GRAD
VALLINA PAUL LEWIS LAS2
VALLOW JOE ALAN ENG4
VAN JOHNSON C ENG3
VANA LINDA KATHERINE FAA4
VANA ROY JOSEPH LAS2
VANAGAS LOUIS F AGR1
VANAKEN HARRY WILSON ENG4
VANANTWERP LEROY LEW BUS3
VANARENDONK ARTHUR M GRAD
VANARSDALE JANET L LASl
VANARSDALL ROY T LAS4
VANARSDELL PAUL M JR LAS3
VANATTA MICHAEL R ENGl
VANAUWELAER JAMES M ENG3
VANBAERLE JULIE LOUI ED 1
VANbERG JULIANA E GRAD
VANBERGEN JEAN LAS4
VANBLADEREN JOHN A ENGl
102 E CHALMERS C
502 E STQUGHTON C
URH CARR 211 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1500 WESTERN C
URH WESTON 252 C
301 W BIRCH C
URH BABCOCK 227 U
409 E CHALMERS 401 C
904 W GREEN 623 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 383 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 200 C
402 E GREEN C
URH LAR 112 U
713 W OHIO U
508 E STOUGHTON C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 241 U
1105 1/2 N COLER U
624 S 5TH 3 C
310 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDQREN 211 C
604 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 707 C
URH WARDALL 826 U
URH BLAISDELL 302 U
URH OGLESBY 808 U
310 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 718 U
RANTOUL ILL
RHINELANDER WIS
URH SAUNDERS 410 U
404 E WHITE C
308 E ARMORY C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 332 C
305 E GREEN 1 C
URH SNYDER 172 C
811 S MATTIS 6 C
URH WARDALL 919 U
309 W VINE C
1308 S GRANDVIEW C
URH TRELEASE 719 U
105 E CHALMERS C
1110 STOUGHTON 204 U
1004 S 3RD C
1801 D ORCH PL U
1801 ORCH PL U
58 E DANIEL 3 C
1828 C ORCH PL U
1828 C ORCH PL U
2109 HAZWO 104 U
309 W ELLS C
1004 S 4TH C
1206 W CLARK 2 U
306 OAVIDSON 8 C
1107 W GREEN 624 U
1107 W GREEN 624 U
904 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 127 U
1314 GARDEN LN C
URH CLARK 239 C
URH DANIELS 335 U
604 E ARMORY C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
URH CARR 318 U
1403 CURTISS U
URH SNYDER 436 C
URH BLAISDELL 224 U
312 W CLARK 204 C
110 W CHARLES C
501 W CALIFORNIA U
2206 EASY U
URH WESTON 250 C
1712 TARA C
1712 TARA C
212 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 908 U
STA A BOX 2056 C
URH BUSEY 330 U
402 E GREEN 2 C
URH FORBES 292 C
URH SNYDER 3 76 C
202 E JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
URH LAR 391 U
505 PARKHAVEN CT C
209 W MICHIGAN U
URH HOPKINS 238 C
311 E GREEN 215 C
URH TAFT 320 C
URH SHERMAN 431 C
209 GREEN 3 C
311 E GREEN 406 C
359--3232 5024 SUNNYS1DE DR
352--3858 36 E CHALMERS
2741 N MENARD AV
344--3821 214 RAINBOW
356--8267 1500 WESTERN





344--1510 ARMOUR RD BX 41
332--3371 616 N LOCKWOOD
344--7581 521 WASHINGTON ST
1305 FENWICK DR
359--4498 2 ROBIN RD
332--2816 2030 WALNUT CR
1001 E WESTLEIGH
816 S STERLING
344--1894 1514 ALIMA TERR
116 S OAK ST
367--0507 1105 N COLER
297 PARKDALE
344--9442 7864 S KEDVALE
332--0502 425 MARSHALL AV
4425 S WULCOTT
819 N HIGHLAND AV
332--4478 BOX 259
332--3509
332--5270 8649 NILES CENTER
919 VINE ST
332--4446 1104 WEBSTER
3184 S CHANUTE ST
ROUTE 4
332--3683 2320 CUSTER AV
356--0454 404 E WHITE
2228 N KEDZIE BLVD
603 PEORIA AV
3 32--1281 740 KENILWORTH
305 E GREEN 1
332--1661 250 HARRISON ST
811 S MATTIS 6
332--449 5 426 S STATE
359--3726 1308 S GRANDVIEW
332--5605 329 LOCUST ST





















































263 NEW BRITAIN AV
263 NEW BRITAIN AV
240 HILLCREST RD
44 GLENALLEN ST
1348 1/2 W ESTES
1348 1/2 W ESTES
1044 W HOLLYWOOD




131 MINN ST CUBAO
1107 W GREEN
8TH £ S WOOD ST






















ROUTE 1 BOX 109
1210 EASTVIEW RD














































































































VANBUREN OAVIU MARTI PE 2
VANBUREN JOHN LAWRfcN FAA4
VANBUSKIRK JAMES H J AGR2
VANCE CARL BRUCE FAA2
*VANCt DAVID RUSSEL GRAD
VANCE GARY MILES ENG2
VANCE JON ELLIS LAS3
VANCE MARY MARTHA LAS2
VANCE STEPHEN PETER ENGl
VANCE THOMAS CARTER AGR4
VANCE WILLIAM F AVI 1
*VANCLEAVE JAMES ROBE GRAO
VANDEBERG MICHAEL JA LAS3
VANDEGEEST LARRY R LAS3
VANDEKERCKHOVE GARY LAS4
VANDELINDER DONNA JE LAS2
VANDELL CRAIG A ENGl
VANDELLO DONALD H LAS1
VANDENBERG GEORGE E ENG4
VANOENBROUCKE RUSSEL LAS3
VANDERHYE BONNIE CAR ED 4
VANDERJAGT GAIL AGR3
VANDERKLOOT PETER D ED 4
VANOERMEER KEES WILL AGR5
VANDEROSTYNE DEBORAH LASl
VANDERPOL DOROTHY MA GRAD
VANDERPORT GENE MICH LAS2
VANDERSTEEG JEFFREY LAS3
VANDERVORT JOHN WILL AVI3
VANDERWERFF ARLENE LAS2
VANDERWERFF JOSEPH A ENG2
VANDEUSEN DEREK L LASl
VANDRESER JODY K LAS4
VANDRESER PATRICIA L FAA2
VANOUYN THEODORE W J LAS2
VANDUYNE HERMAN J ENG4
VANDUZOR WILLIAM M LAS2
*VANOYCK DAVID E LAS4
VANOYCK LOIS M FAA1
VANDYKE BARBARA RAE LAS2
VANDYKE GARY V AGR
I
VANDYKE LINDA F PE 1
VANECEK DAVID J LAS2
VANECHTEREN MARILYN GRAD
VANEK TAMARA S LASl
VANGILDER KAY LOUISE ED 3
VANGUNTEN KATHERINE ED 2
*VANHALL SHARON KAY GRAD
VANHAZEBROECK THOMAS BUS4
VANHOESEN ROBERT HUG COM3
VANHOFF JOHANNES J GRAD
VANHOOK JO ANN LAW2
VANHOOSER DOUGLAS PA LAS2
VANHOOZEN ALLEN L ENGl
VANHUELE DENISE M PE 2
VANINWEGEN RICHARD G GRAD
VANKERK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
VANKO DIANE FAA3
VANLOOZENUORD WAYNE GRAD
VANMEENEN DENNIS F GRAD
VANMETER JERRY R GRAD
VANMETER NANCY JANE GRAD
VANMULLEM LOUIS D JR BUS1
VANN MARGARET L LASl
VANNIER GRETCHEN GAY LASl
VANNOY TERRY K ENG2
VANORMAN DAVID M AGR1
VANOSDUL MARY P LAS3
VANOSTEN ROBERT J ENGl
VANOUREK JANET M PE 3
VANPRAAG SALLY MARIE LAS2
VANPROYEN WILLIAM ENGl
VANPUYENBROECK RENE LASl
VANRHEEDEN CONNIE JO LAS2
VANSCHELTEMA ROBERT LAS4
VANSCHYNDEL ROBERT L ENGl
VANSELOW CATHERINE L AGR1
VANSELOW HAROLD RICH BUS4
*VANSELOW NORMA FRANC FAA4
*VANSICKLE CATHERINE LAS3
VANSICKLE RICHARD W FAA3
VANSLYKE LE GRAND A LAS3
*VANVOORHIS NED F GRAD
VANWEELOEN ROGER M FAA4
VANWESSEM KATHERINE GRAD
VANWINKLE ROBERT W COM3
VANWYE BENJAMIN DAVI GRAD
VANZELE GARY JOHN BUS2
VARGA ANNE KATHRYN LAS3
VARLEY CHARLES E FAA2
VARNADO MILLIE B AVU
VARNER PAUL PHILLIP ENG3
VARNOLD PAUL MARTIN VM 2
VARNOLD RICHARD MARK AGR3
VARTIAK GAIL ANN LAS2
VARYU DONALD LESLIE COM3
URH TOkNSEND 340 U
1111 S 1ST C
616 W HEALEY C
412 W GREEN C
312 E ARMORY C
WHITE HEATH ILL
URH HOPKINS 252 C
2112 NOEL C
307 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 200 C
305 CLARK C
509 S PROSPECT C
1103 S HOLLYCREST C
310 E GREGORY C
604 E ARMORY 114 C
604 E ARMORY 218 C
URH BLAISDELL 3 U
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
URH BABCOCK 110 U
URH TCWNSEND 213 U
501 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 221 C
MAHOMET ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH EVANS 303 U
306 E GREEN C
901 W SPNGFLO U
713 W OHIO U
210 W JOHN C
1204 E PENN U
URH HOPKINS 241 C
URH WESTON 238 C
URH EVANS 421 U
URH EVANS 304 U
URH TOWNSEND 551 U
SAVOY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 384 U
2080 A ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 309 C
1110 NEVADA U
904 W GREEN U
URH NOBLE 422 C
309 E HEALEY 4 C
URH SHERMAN 305 C
URH TAFT 2 19 C
1110 W NEVADA U
1204 S LINCOLN U
2020 C ORCH ST U
706 S GREGORY PL U
212 E CHALMERS 5 C
2110 ORCH ST 101 U
103 E SPNGFLO C
1009 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 414 C
URH ALLEN 115 U
2201 HAZWD 303 U
405 N RACE U
URH CLARK 406 C
1206 EASTERN U
2307 S 1ST 203 C
2210 BRETT C
URH TAFT 9 C
910 S 3RD 514 C
URH WARDALL 1122 U
URH TRELEASE 1108 U
RANTOUL ILL
58 E GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 105 U
URH WESTON 442 C
URH WARDALL 802 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH SCOTT 478 C
URH FORBES 459 C
313 E JOHN C
1105 S 4TH C
402 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 819 U
1101 W PENN U
1415 KIRBY 6 C
919 W HILL C
919 W HILL I C
277 W OREGON U
MATTOON ILL
808 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 277 U
904 W GREEN 301 U
405 W ILLINOIS U
202 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 608 U
URH HOPKINS 161 C
URH FORBES 444 C
911 S 3RD C
URH CARR 4 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 397 U
mi s ist c
332--4141 16 N 1ST ST
344--7198 5 INGLEWOOD RD
727 BROWN
356--7901 408 W HOWARD ST
359--2234 7520 HOOVER RD
RR I
332--1222 131 CH DETERVUEREN
352--5546 1517 WAVERLY DR
344--2129 611 LAUREL AV
127 WESTWOOD DR
15 PROSPECT PL
352--2294 509 S PROSPECT
356--6986 1103 S HOLLYCREST
416 INDIANWOOO
344--1266 1825 40TH ST CT
1500 31ST AV
332--3436 1219 WOOD ST
RR 1 BOX 10
332--3727 2516 RIDGEWAY AV
332--4058 16 LAKEVIEW DR
344--1510 470 ELM PK
2035 HAGEN LN




356--5990 306 E GREEN
2442 GEORGETOWN RD
124 SIOUX AV
352--7471 7735 MIDDAY LN
367--3997 1204 E PENN
332--1216 424 MCKINLEY AV
2130 N ASH ST
332--2767 629 S STEWART
332-
-2731 629 S STEWART AV
233 N HINKLEY AV
109 W CHURCH ST
332--4175 567 GARFIELD AV
344-
-1857 307 CATHERINE ST





332--4677 1257 N 121ST ST
15917 WOODLAWN E
344--0425 306 E CRAWFORD ST
344--9892 502 N VALLEY FORGE
344--6493 16145 GARY ST
344--0743 17953 PARK AV
OAKLAWN CT




332--3125 429 S LINCOLN LN
S U N Y BOX 563
367--9862 501 1/2 S GLENWOOD





344--5000 5542 N LAKEWOOD AV
332--4546 423 W 98TH ST
332--5715
GREEN ACRES RR 1
344--7152 RR 1
332--3118 521 N HARRISON
332--2084 22W343 TURNER AV
332--4455 2623 HOME AV
542 BUCKINGHAM DR
332--1627 12229 S MORGAN ST





332--5635 505 WITHERSPOON DR
344--9469 505 WITHERSPOON DR
3 52--4403 1415 W KIRBY
3723 BROOKVIEW RD
2001 CUMBERLAND
500 E VAN ALLEN
352-0993 808 S 1ST
332-2474 3176 HAMPTON AV
209 E ELLINGTON DR
365-2922 219 ORIOH LN
736 17TH AV
332-4412 1309 E RIVER ST
332-1173 100 PARK CIRCLE DR
332-1117 9711 S FOREST AV
509 4TH ST
332-3842 BOX 145
344-5940 BX 145 % E VARNOLD
332-3039 RR 3 BOX 175
344-7496 6506 N OLYMPIA AV
PRINCETON ILL
































































































VARYU RICHARD A BUS1
VASAK JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
VASELESKI RAYMOND C LAS2
VASSER CAROL ANN FAA1
VASSOS IRENE N LAS4
VASUDEVAN RAMANI GRAD
VAUGHAN BARRY C ENG1
VAUGHAN HAROLD EUGEN AGR4
VAUGHAN PATRICK MICH LAS2
*VAUGHAN WILLIAM MACE GRAD
VAUGHN CAROL E LAS4
VAUGHN CLIFFORD LISL ENG3
VAUGHN JANICE COLEEN AGR3
VAUGHN JERRY WAYNE ENG2
VAUGHN MICHAEL A BUS1
VAVRA BRIAN R ENG1
VAVRA GREGG ARNOLD FAA1
VAVRA TERRY GWYN GRAD
VAZQUEZ JOANNE MARIE LAS1
VAZQUEZ-CARO LUIS J GRAD
VEACH ROBERT ROSS ENG3
VEAL KENNETH DEKALB ENG2
VEAR TIMOTHY RAYMOND LAS3
VEASMAN KENNETH FRED ENG3
VEATCH JAMES F GRAD
VEATCH KATHRYN ANN GRAD
VEDDER HELLMUTH ENG3
VEE GEORGE LEE LAS4
VEENSTRA GEORGE F GRAD
VEENSTRA RONALD LEE PE 4
VEJTASA STANLEY ALAN GRAD
VELANDER JAMES EDWAR ENG2
VELAS MARGARET LYNN LAS2
VELAZQUEZ MICHAEL AN LAS3
VELKOVRH BEVERLY ANN LAS2
*VELU JOHN GLADSTONE GRAO
VENA DENNIS JAMES LAW3
VENATTA BRENDA J AGR1
VENET BARBARA H LASl
VENET CHERYL LYNN FAA4
VENEZIA KENNETH R ENG1
VENHUIZEN DAVID LEE LAS4
VENIAMIN MICHAEL PHI GRAD
VENKATESWARAN S GRAD
VENSON LARRY BUSl
VENTURA PATRICK JOSE FAA4
VENTURELLA MARILYNNE LAS4
VENUS RAYMOND SIDNEY BUS4
VENZON MICHAEL A BUS3
VERBIN HELAINE Z ED 1
VERBIN JEFFREY HAROL ENG2
VERCELLINO DAVID LEE ENG3
VERCELLOTTI GREGORY LASl
VERCELLOTTI TONI GAY LAS4
VERCIMAK JEAN CAROL BUS4
VEREECKE MELANIE C LAS2
VERHEECKE RICHARD C AGR4
VERHULST ROBERT M LASl
VERICKER BARBARA ANN LAS2
VERKLER VERONICA JAN LAS2
VERMA RAJ BHUSHAN LAS3
*VERMA SHIV PRAKASH GRAD
VERMILION JANICE LYN LAS2
VERMONT HARRIET I GRAD
VEKNER HELEN DELORIS GRAD
VERNES PATRICE JEAN GRAD
*VERNON EDWIN WILLS GRAD
VERNON NANCY L BUSl
VERNON SHARON J GRAD
VERPLAETSE JAMES ALFAGR2
VERPLAETSE RICHARD S AVI1
VERSCHAVE SALLY ANN LAS3
VERSHAW JAMES T ENG1
VERSMAN BEYLA LOUISE LAS4
VERTUNO BEVILLE GEYE GRAD
VERTUNO EDWARD MICHA GRAD
VERVERS LINDA LEA LAS4
VERVILLE ROBERT ALAN LAS3
VESELY KENNETH A ENG1
VESPA ROBERT E JR LASl
VEST PATRICIA S AGR1
VETRIE MICHAEL T GRAO
VETROVEC KENNETH A ENG1
VETTER JOHN R LASl
VETTER MARTHA M LASl
VEVERKA DONNA MARIE LAS2
VEVERKA JANET MARIE ED 2
VEVERKA JOYCE ANN PE 2
VEZA1N DIANE E LASl
VEZZOLI EMMLEE LOUIS ED 4
VIALL PETER L AGRl
+VIAR SARA JEAN HYDE GRAD
*VIAR TERRY PAUL BUS4
VICHICH WILLIAM MICH BUS4
*VICK LINDA HELGERSON GRAD
VICK LYNN M FAA1

























705 W MAIN 5




2106 S ORCH ST 203 I












































1807 C ORCH PL















604 E ARMORY 244
207 COUNTRY FR 31
207 COUNTRY FR
URH FORBES 258
506 W ELM 4
URH TAFT 221
506 W ELM
C 332-1589 6506 N OLYMPIA AV
u 367-4473 1205 FOREST 2
c 344-4777 100 DALZELL ST
u 39 BURCH VILLAGE
u RR 1
u 367-7928 WEA KAROL BAGH
c 332-0802 21 MAIN 2D
u 344-4961 RR 4
C 332-1183 3837 S SACRAMENTO
u 367-0795 501 W CALIFORNIA
507 N BOONE
c BOX 161
u 344-4784 711 FRANKLIN ST
u RR 1
c 1618 N 28TH ST
C 332-1582 234 WALKER PL
c 332-0709 234 E WALKER PL
c 352-3227
u 1206 N KEDZIE ST
c 352-5988 CARRERA 15 14-12
u 367-4105 406 W ELM
c 352-4222 1533 S HARLEM AV
C 10227 S WOOD ST
u 332-4258 4550 LAKE SHORE RD
u 367-3295
c 352-6228 361 ALEXANDER
u 332-3906 5524 WILCOX AV
u 1430 GRANVILLE
c 352-2696 3205 CAMERON
u 344-7486 2106 ORCH ST 203
u 367-4371 536 S 3RD AV E
c 332-1986 427 N KENSINGTON
u 344-3946 12 MELWOOD OR
C 356-1906 701 N PROSPECT
u 705 KELLER PKWY
u 344-5187 6 BERACAH RD
u 332-5276 5015 S LACROSSE
c 332-0638 RR 1
u 332-3342 224 LOCUST RD
C 344-1041 224 LOCUST
c 332-1470 ASHLEY RD
c 344-9583 RR 3
c 332-4804 28 PRAXITELUS ST
c 356-2449 MADURAI
c 1958 ROWAN ST
c 352-1204 306 E GREEN
u 344-7582 3423 S 57TH AV
u 332-3929
c 332-1435 531 PHELPS ST
c 332-0382 6300 N TRIPP
c 344-9770 6300 N TRIPP
C 344-1221 RR 2
c 413 MILLS RD
u 344-5490 3704 GINGERBREAD
c RR 2
c 309 E JOHN
c 344-9761 RR 1
c 332-1029 RR 1 BOX 207
u 367-3530 403 S COLER
c 332-0030 1501 W VIRGINIA AV
c 352-9264 311 DOUGLAS
u 367-3303 U OF I DCL
u 332-4538 19 N WINDSOR DR
c 332-4704 2334 BOSTON RD
c 359-3621 413 W ADAMS ST
u 903 W OREGON
c 359-1358 1608 WILLIAMSBURG
u 332-3409 260 WASHINGTON CR
u 365-2483 335 S SMITH
u 332-3750 RR 4 BOX 84
c 332-1387 RR 4
108 W OLIVER ST
c 332-1706 230 WHITNEY AV
u 344-9617 4532 12 AV
u 344-5215 1807 C ORCH PL
u 344-5215 1807 C ORCH PL
u 332-4364 4608 PERSHING RO
u 1445 W RASCHER
u 4806 DADRIAN DR
c 344-1650 423 STONEGATE RD
c 332-0411 264 S FOREST AV
c 344-4980 ROUTE 4 BOX 101AA
c 344-4077 3200 S ELM AV
c 332-1507 452 S GRANO W
u 332-3179 424 MONTEREY
u 344-6150 629 THORNWOOD DR
u 332-3047 2300 S 12TH AV
u 332-2892 2300 S 12TH AV
u 332-2759 212 VINE ST
u 332-3275 503 S MAIN
c 344-1666 RR 1
c 413 W JACKSON PKWY
c 2106 GRANT ST
c 332-0982 506 LAWNDALE DR
u 367-4455
c 332-0624 1108 BEL AYR DR


































































































































































































FAA2 409 E CHALMERS C
GRAD URH DANIELS 371 U
ED 4 311 S PRAIRIE 1 C
FAA1 URH EVANS 227 U
COM4 URH EVANS 333 U
GRAD 201 S HARTLE U
GRAD 201 S HARTLE U
GRAD 706 S WALNUT 4 U
FAA1 311 E ARMORY C
GRAD 2068 D HAZWD CT U
ENG1 912 S 2ND C
LAS4 716 BROADWAY U
AVU URH SCOTT 442 C
GRAD 504 W ELM 6 U
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 408 U
GRAD URH DANIELS 245 U
LAS3 URH EVANS 229 U
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
LAS4 1001 W OREGON U
LAS3 307 E JOHN C
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS C
BUS4 1110 W STOUGHTON U
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 469 U
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 366 C
ED 3 COLLISON ILL
BUS2 501 E DANIEL C
BUS2 URH HOPKINS 388 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 344 U
AGR1 URH ALLEN 494 U
LAS1 URH TAFT 19 C
AGR2 URH ALLEN 289 U
BUS3 1010 S 2ND C
LAS4 509 STOUGHTON 206 C
LAS1 URH NOBLE 120 C
ENG2 OAKLAWN ILL
GRAD 610 W ELM U
GRAD 404 1/2 N ROMINE U
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 414 U
AVI2 502 E WHITE C
LAS1 402 E ARMORY C
LAS1 URH BUSEY 207 U
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
LAW3 407 W WHITE 3 C
EO 5 807 W SPNGFLD U
AVI2 2513 MAPLEWQOD C
LAS4 2513 MAPLEWQOD C
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 358 C
ENG4 6 FISHER CT U
BUS3 711 W GREEN U
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 410 C
GRAD 505 W MAIN U
ENG4 806 W MICHIGAN U
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 308 C
ENG4 WILSON TRLR PK 42 U
GRAD 1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
LAS3 1104 W MAIN U
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
BUS1 310 E JOHN C
AGR2 705 W OREGON U
GRAD 2302 ROLAND C
ENG4 209 E ARMORY C
COM4 URH LAR 393 U
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 10 U
BUS2 410 E JOHN C
LAS1 2901 SANGAMON C
LAS3 307 E JOHN C
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 509 U
GRAD URH DANIELS 262 U
LAS2 URH WESTON 125 C
FAA2 URH SCOTT 376 C
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 237 U
ED 3 805 W OHIO U
LAS2 URH LAR 376 U
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 831 U
AGR4 406 E SPNGFLD C
GRAD WAKEFIELD ILL
GRAD 204 E CLARK C
AGR3 1301 S BUSEY U
ED 1 URH TAFT 209 C
PE 4 509 E STOUGHTON C
ENG4 508 E STOUGHTON C
LAS1 904 W GREEN 611 U
GRAD 906 S VINE 201 U
GRAD 409 W BEARDSLEY C
ENG2 URH GARNER 213 C
LAS4 108 E WHITE 2 C
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 322 C
BUS1 URH FORBES 491 C
ENGl 308 E ARMORY C
GRAD 2120 ORCH ST 204 U
LAS2 URH WESTGN 408 C
LAS4 901 W SPNGFLD 3 U
ENG4 601 S 4TH C
ENG3 402 S 6TH C
LAS4 310 E JOHN C




359-9430 311 S PRAIRIE 1
332-2718 1135 E CARROLL
332-2751 1135 E CARROLL
367-0934 PARKHILL MBL ESTS
367-0934 201 S HARTLE
367-7557 706 S WALNUT 4
654 ORCHARD ST




367 -6164 504 W ELM




344--2129 694 N WEST ST
2641 W COYLE
8001 BRADDOCK
332--4224 12600 S 83RD AV
332--1303 8414 S SCOTTSDALE
BOX 3
344--1510 RR 4
332--1318 7428 W 56TH PL
332--2250 DR TORES BONEN 840
499 IRIS AV
332--0578 17106 GREENWOOD AV
332--3334 7640 KEDVALE AV
1410 N ROBINSON ST
352--1167 113 MORRIS AV
332--0376 615 N LAGRANGE RD




356--7735 4315 CENTER AV
2209 TYSON RD
332--2587 233 48TH AV
LINCOLN HWY RD RR4
356--8504 305 53RD ST
367--1467 807 W SPNGFLD
352--6872 5633 SAYRE AV
352--6872 5633 S SAYRE
332--1295 210 FAIRWAY LN
367--0970 6 FISHER CT
367--7664 4311 N LOWELL
3 32--1332 RR 1 BOX 199
367--3752 322 E 4TH ST
344--44 3 5 131 INGALTON AV
332--0521 266 SOUTH ST
365--1020 402 W 3RD
352--0619 617 MANOR ST
367--1428 RR 1
1561 MARCIA
117 S CHICAGO ST




332--3713 146 S MICHIGAN
344--9477 331 E BOONE
352--5053 2901 SANGAMON
344--0907 109 WOODY WAY
344--4823 300 S GOODWIN 509
332--2459 1536 SCHEFFER AV
332--1902 4001 LIBERTY BLVD
332--1556 RR 1
332--40 74 1203 W MACQUEEN
344-
-4784 RR 2
332--3022 407 S ELIZABETH DR
332--5647 1406 N 9TH
1734 KING ST
STAR ROUTE
352--8138 236 NOFSINGER RD
344--3414 BOX 23
332--0616 9953 S BENSLEY AV
352--1501 509 E STOUGHTON
616 S BLOOMINGTON
RR 2
367--6228 407 1ST AV
356--5026 409 W BEARDSLEY
332--0712 428 MARK AV
359--4949 9249 N PARKSIDE AV
332--0274 7125 W 177TH PL
1620 W 104TH PL
504 TANA LN
RR 1110 ROUTE 25A
1607 HOMEWOOD
701 FORREST
906 E GEORGIAN DR
3826 S 56TH CT






































































































































































































LAS2 URH SNYDER 261 C 332- 1712 1051 FRANKLIN CARLYLE ILL
GRAD 905 E WASHINGTON U 3136 GARTOW NIEDERSACHSEN GER
LAS4 507 W COLUMBIA C 3 56--0039 507 W COLUMBIA CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW3 507 W UNVERSITY C 356--0039 507 W COLUMBIA CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 2302 S RACE u 1210 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
GRAD 1711 CRESCENT c 352--7315 1711 CRESCENT CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 1106 LINCOLN u 1108 STRATFORD DR PEORIA ILL
PE 1 URH SNYDER 391 c 771 S 3RD ST DE KALB IL
AGR3 6 SAFFER CT u 344--6817 RR 1 SOMONAUK IL
FAA2 36 E CHALMERS 4 c 352-5108 8840 UTICA EVERGREEN PK ILL
FAA4 2007 CURETON u 367--0736 2033 PRAIRIE AURORA ILL
GRAD 707 S 6TH 404 c 344--3639 4110 SUNRIDGE RD PEBBLE BEACH CAL
8US3 212 E DANIEL c 356--3470 301 CHURCH BLVD HARVARD ILL
ENG4 LA GRANGE PARK ILL 1501 OSTRANDER LAGRANGE PK ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1011 u 332--5688 2551 MAYFAIR WESTCHESTER ILL
COM4 206 E GREEN c 3 56--7794 206 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c 359--2011 1314 EMPIRE CT FREEPORT ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 409 c 332--2057 5316 W 90TH ST OAKLAWN ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 178 c 332--1427 6080 NAVARRE AV CHICAGO ILL
AGR2 URH TAFT 312 c 332--0640 2800 11TH AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c 490 MCKINLEY AV HINCKLEY ILL
LAS3 203 N HARVEY u 624 SPERRY LOUP WHEELER AFB HA
GRAD 909 SUNNYCREST u 367--0977 909 SUNNYCREST URBANA ILL
LAS4 2020 N MATTIS 101C c 316 CASTLETON MT VERNON IL
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 228 c 15415 ASHLAND AV HARVEY IL
ENG4 TINLEY PARK ILL ROUTE 2 BOX 360B TINLEY PARK IL
FAAl 910 S 3RD 605 c 344--5000 719 FRANKLIN AV RIVER FOREST IL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 703 u 8928 FAIRVIEW AV 8R00KFIELD ILL
LAS3 310 E GREGORY c 356--6112 424 FRANKLIN DOWNERS GROVE IL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 152 c 332--1409 2338 EAST BERWYN ILL
LAS4 PHYSICS BLDG 361 u 333--3452
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c 413-6TH AV FULTON IL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 268 u 332--4095 ROUTE 1 BOX 995 WEST CHICAGO ILL
BUS4 1111 S 2ND c 5805 S FAIRFIELD CHICAGO 29 ILL
LAS3 212 E CHALMERS c 555 SHERMAN EVANSTON ILL
ENG1 URH WESTGN 417 c 332--2065 14506 MINERVA DOLTON IL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY 105 c 344--4092 1919 CASEY AV MT VERNON ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 119 u 332--3871 530 S LINCOLN ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
PE 1 604 E ARMORY 221 c 9617 WRIGHT AV ROCKFORD IL
PE 1 604 E ARMORY 227 c 9617 WRIGHT AV ROCKFORD IL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 306 u 332--4338 700 GREENWOOD RD NORTHBROOK ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 202 u 332--2459 URH WARDALL 1222 URBANA IL
LASl URH HOPKINS 421 c 4220 VERNON AV BROOKFIELD ILL
AGR3 810 W OREGON u 344--6343 RR 1 EDINBURG IL
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 17 c 352--3928 3411 S 53RD CT CICERO IL
FAA2 1111 W SPNGFLD c 356--5217 1111 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 301 E ARMORY c 344-•9506 2750 191ST ST LANSING ILL
GRAD 1106 S 2ND 6 c 344--7972 RR 2 ALTAMONT ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 420 c 332--0859 RR 1 FREEBURG ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 1022 u 332--5343 343 E WELLS ST GENESEO ILL
GRAD 505 E OREGON u 505 E OREGON URBANA ILL
GRAD 505 E OREGON u 365--2585 505 E OREGON URBANA ILL
FAAl URH OGLESBY 707 u 327 N OAKCREST DECATUR ILL
GRAD 205 W EUREKA c 3 56--3859 205 W EUREKA CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA3 URH EVANS 221 u 1317 CAROL ST PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS2 910 W CALIFORNIA 9 u SMITHSHIRE ILL
BUS2 1101 W PENN u 344--9469 900 N 19TH SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 2103 GALEN c 352--4467
GRAD 1972 B ORCH ST u 344--3724 1972 B ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
LAS2 1006 W NEVADA u 344--3915 ROUTE I NOBLE ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 307 c 332--0405 1335 S CALIFORNIA CHICAGO ILL
LAW1 300 S GOODWIN 207 u GUNR JOHNSNS VEI 6 OSLO 8 NORW
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 207 u GUNAR JHNSNS VEI 6 OSLO 8 NORW
LAS2 URH LAR 164 u 129 RIDGE AV EVANSTON ILL
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 326 u 332--5287 4022 VESCI AV GRANITE CITY ILL
LASl 102 S GREGORY u 2201 ELISHA ZION IL
LAS4 501 E SPNGFLD c 2201 ELISHA AV ZION ILL
AGR3 MILLEUGEVILLE ILL RR MILLEDGEVILLE ILL
GRAD 901 S LINCOLN u 344--5955 ROUTE 1 BOX 287 BARRINGTON ILL
GRAD 316 S PRAIRIE 201 c 359--1259 1306 BRENTWOOD CORPUS CHRISTI TX
PE 3 LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 705 19TH ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
ENG2 201 E JOHN c BOX 83 XENIA ILL
ENG4 713 W OHIO u 1620 SHERBORNE DR BELLEVILLE ILL
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS 401 c BOX 86 GOLCONDA ILL
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571 224 W NORTHRIDGE PEORIA ILL
BUS2 706 S 2ND 2 c 1229 W FARWELL AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 606 ALABAMA c 352--7458 510 E LAMOTTE ST PALESTINE IL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 407 u 332--4363 710 GERTEN AV AURORA ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 535 u 332--4264 810 FOREST AV EVANSTON ILL
BUS2 910 W CALIFORNIA u 1815 E JOHNS AV DECATUR ILL
LAS4 1110 W SPNGFLD u 344--1942 610 S MORGAN ST OLNEY ILL
LAS3 904 W GREEN u 5241 W 88TH ST OAKLAWN IL
FAA4 URH DANIELS 171 u 332--2430 8118 S HARVARD ST CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 410 E JOHN c 344--9477 2291 MAYFIELD DR PK RIDGE ILL
LASl URH BLAISDELL 225 u 332--3501 ROUTE I BOX 181 OSWEGO ILL
8US4 704 S LINCOLN u 344--0036 DUBOIS ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1020 u 332--4520 10901 S WASHTENAW CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 713 W OHIO u BOX 27 GARDEN PRAIRIE IL
ENG3 501 E DANIEL c 344--1510 509 W LIVINGSTON PONTIAC ILL
GRAD 809 W NEVADA u 344--7459 1207 SHERWOOD RD GLENVIEW ILL
BUS2 URH BARTON 223 c 332--0145 RR 1 LITCHFIELD ILL
BUS2 URH GARNER 302 c 332--0774 21154 S LOCUST ST MATTESON ILL
EO 2 URH TRELEASE 902 u 332--5649 8752 CORNELL CHICAGO ILL
PE 2 410 E GREEN c 4011 ELMWOOO AV BERWYN ILL
GRAD 508 1/2 E SPNGFLD c 356--7349 3203 W 8TH ST TOPEKA KANSAS
GRAD 809 W NEVADA u 344--7459 809 W NEVADA URBANA ILL
























WAKEFIELD NEC IA T
WAKELEY CYNTHIA E
WAKELEY MARTHA A







































































WALKER WILLIE LEE JR
LAS1 405 E JOHN C 344--0557 RR 1
LAS3 402 E ARMORY C 344--9713 201 E LIVINGSTON
GRAD 810 W PARK U 810 W PARK
LAS4 102 N GREGORY 4 u 367--7735 9249 S LOOMIS
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA u 422 S MASON ST
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 126 u 2618 N HARDING
LAS3 404 S 6TH c 352--2188 512 JEFFERSON AV
GRAD 300 HESSEL c MUMFORD HALL 305
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 317 u 332--5128 124 W PARK DR
FAA4 1 SAFFER CT u 344--6083 3709 25TH ST
LAS1 URH WARDALL 325 u 332--4356 5441 S KENWOOD AV
LAS4 URH GARNER 432 c 332--0868 1580 WOOD ST
AGR3 URH CARR 12 u 332--3850 RR 4
FAA1 URH ALLEN 41 u 332--5111 230 W MAIN ST
LAS4 501 E SPNGFLD c RR I
GRAD 606 W ELM u 365--1068 606 W ELM
LAS3 URH WARDALL 723 u RR 1
GRAD 110 S DEWEY u 367--2607 110 S DEWEY
GRAD 110 S DEWEY u 367--2607 110 S DEWEY
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 367--4298 1804 EDGELAWN CT
PE 1 URH SAUNDERS 110 u 332--3592 2727 LINCOLN ST
LAS3 URH VANDORtN 108 c 332--0477 107 N ELLEN ST
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u 1005 S LINCOLN
AGR4 403 S COLER u 367--3530 204 W CONRON
BUSl URH BLAISDELL 313 u 332--3520 204 W CONRON
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 366 c 332--1303 939 N HAZEL
AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 403 u 332--3541 9813 S TRUMBULL AV
AGR1 URH LAR 288 u 332--2997
GRAD 1826 A ORCH PL u 39 E 1400TH S
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 328 u 332--3670 8729 S CREGIER
GRAD 27 RAINTREE c 352--0339 27 RAINTREE
GRAD URH WARDALL 514 u 332--4394 199 LESTER RD
LASl URH LAR 286 u 332--2994 3028 WILMETTE AV
FAA1 URH EVANS 304 u 332--2731 199 LESTER RD
GRAD 1806 MAYNARD c 359--3124 1806 MAYNARD
LAS4 904 W GREEN u 100 N INDIANA AV
BUS4 805 W OREGON u 344--340 2 RR 3 BOX 60
LAS3 408 E GREEN c 356--1363 3309 GUION RD
LAS3 112 E JOHN 4 c 421 S ALEXANDER
FAA1 URH WAROALL 811 u 332--4464 1029 S SEMINARY
GRAD 1827 VALLEY RD c 359--4828 1827 VALLEY RD
LAS2 URH FORBES 102 c 332--0922 9418 S WENTWORTH
FAA4 802 W OREGON 31 u 344--6269 RR 2
LASl 1010 N DIVISION u 367--3993 1010 N DIVISION
LASl URH SAUNDERS 409 u 332--3682 435 EDGEWOOD DR
PE 3 1010 N DIVISION u 367--3993 1010 N DIVISION
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 436 u 332--4201 RR 1 BOX 160
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN c 359--4609 317 S RANDOLPH
LAS3 52 1/2 E DANIEL c 3 56--5932 2640 S 58TH AV
FAA3 URH SNYDER 400 c 1547 W DUNDEE RD
LASl URH WARDALL 818 u 332--4470 1963 SPRUCE ST
GRAD 2044 C ORCH ST u 344--7299 RR 1 BOX 98
PE 1 URH NOBLE 407 c 332--0425 535 N MICHIGAN AV
GRAD CHICAGO ILL 7226 COLES AV
FAA4 1108 W NEVADA 4 u 344--4414 260 E CHESTNUT ST
GRAD 502 W ELM 9 u 367--2861 502 W ELM 9
AVI3 URH SCOTT 378 c 7815 S CENTRAL AV
LASl URH TAFT 321 c 332--0695 RR 1 BOX 55
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 330 u TOMAGENE DR
FAA3 1207 W NEVADA u 344--1459 RR 2
LAS4 105 E DANIEL c 344--9723 189 MAPLE ST
AGR3 URH WESTON 295 c E 10TH ST
GRAD 1509 KIRBY 9 c 356--7028 9742 EBY
FAA4 306 N MATHEWS u 367--9924 705 S 2ND
LASl URH OGLESBY 527 u 332--5198 603 E WALNUT
AGR4 604 S COLER u RR 1
LAS4 807 1/2 H MAIN u 53 HAVENDALE DR
BUS2 URH CARR 210 u 332--3891 1242 N 46TH ST
GRAD BOODY ILL BOX 145
GRAD 2030 D ORCH ST u 344--5560 3932 HAWLET ST
GRAD 2 044 C ORCH ST u 344--7299 ROUTE 1 BOX 98
LAS4 606 OHIO u 344--5812 603 E WALNUT
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 344--3046 RR 2
ENG1 URH FORBES c 2205 MARKET
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 576 u 332--4295 2861 N BROADWAY
LAS3 711 W ILLINOIS u 344--5075 1029 HOLLYWOOD HTS
GRAD 2105 WHITE 171 c 3416 KNOXVILLE AV
LAS3 URH FLAGG 306 c 332--0297 645 S 21ST AV
BUSl URH TRELEASE 302 u 332--5468 12421 JUSTINE
FAA1 509 S RUSSELL c 509 S RUSSELL
GRAD PEORIA ILL 311 S MAIN
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 208 u 332--4053 RR 1
ED 3 405 E JOHN c 344--0557 1603 W FOREST
GRAD 708 S RACE u 365--1451 708 S RACE
ED 4 815 N MCKINLEY 56 c 359--1380 1507 SPRINGFIELD
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN u 344--3532 RR 1
LAS3 910 S 3RD 704 c 344--5000 1929 N NEWLANO AV
AVI2 409 E CHALMERS c 109 W WILSON ST
FAA1 911 S 4TH c 3637 SUSSEX LA
BUS4 815 N MCKINLEY 56 c 359- 1380 1507 SPRINGFIELD
LAS4 1012 W SPNGFLD u 8045 CHAMPLAIN
GRAD URH SHERMAN 250 c 332--4791 40 ASQUITH AV
LAS2 JACKSON MISS 189 MAPLE ST
LAS4 2006 S ANDERSON u 367--7290 2006 S ANDERSON
LAS3 105 E ARMORY c 2952 JARVIS
ENG1 306 E GREGORY c 515 N 61ST ST



































































KINGSTON 8 JAM WI




























EAST ST LOUIS ILL
KANKAKEE ILL
301
WALKOWIAK VINCENT S LAW1
WALKUP MICHAEL JOHN LAS2
WALL ALLEN FRANCIS GRAD
WALL CAROLYN E GRAD
WALL JON THOMAS LAS2
WALL LESTER BUS4
WALL SUSAN AGNESS GRAO
WALL THOMAS P LAWl
WALL VICKY LYNN LAS3
WALLACE CHARLES ROBE BUS3
WALLACE DAVID A AGR2
WALLACE DAVID BURTON LAS4
WALLACE DAVID C BUS1
WALLACE DIANE LOUISE LAS3
WALLACE DOUGLAS CRAI AGR4
WALLACE GARY CHARLES FAA3
WALLACE JAMES NEAL LAS4
WALLACE JERRY LEE AGR2
WALLACE JUDITH A LAS1
WALLACE ROBERT MATTH GRAD
WALLACE ROBERT RAY LAS4
WALLACE SCOTT BELDEN GRAD
WALLACE THOMAS E LAS1
WALLACE TIMOTHY G LAS3
WALLACE VINCENT C LAS1
WALLACE WILLIAM D AGRl
WALLACK HELEN K GRAD
WALLACK PHILIP J GRAD
WALLAT RICHARD J GRAD
WALLBAUM RIChARD W LAS1
WALLEN BARBARA S GRAD
WALLEN MICHAEL GLENN ENG3
WALLER BARRY H ENG1
WALLER CATHY LYNN LAS1
WALLER CHARLES SIDNE BUS2
WALLER JANE LOUISE LAS4
WALLER PHILIP BRUCE ENG4
WALLER RONALD W LAS3
WALLER STANLEY ARTHU LAS2
WALLER WILLIAM STITE BUS2
WALLERSTEIN SUSAN LAS3
WALLIES BRUCE GARY FAA3
WALLIN DIANE RUTH LAS2
WALLIN KAREN LOUISE FAA4
WALLIN LINDA KAY LAS4
WALLIN STEVEN CRAIG ENG2
WALUS MARK D LASl
WALLIS ROGER GARY ENG3
WALLIS STEVEN EARL ENG4
WALLMAN HOWARD J GRAD
WALLMAN LAWRENCE HEN GRAD
WALLNER PETER M LAS2
WALROTH PHILIP ROBER BUS2
WALSEMANN DONALD W ENG4
WALSH BARBARA E ENG1
WALSH HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
WALSH JAMES LINDSEY LAS2
WALSH JAMES W ENG3
WALSH JANE ELLEN LAS2
WALSH JEANMARIE LASl
WALSH JOHN M LAWl
WALSH KATHLEEN C GRAD
WALSH KATHLEEN TERES LAS2
WALSH MARY ELLEN GRAD
WALSH PATRICK J PE 1
WALSH RICHARD ANDREW AGR2
WALSH ROBERT D LAS3
WALSH ROBERT MILTON LAS4
WALSH TtRRENCE M ENGl
WALSH THOMAS ALLAN 3US3
WALSH THOMAS JEROME ENG2
WALSON ROBERT PAUL GRAD
WALSTEN MICHAEL COLE AGR3
WALTEMATE THOMAS LEE LAS2
WALTER B OLIVER GRAD
WALTER DAVID F ENG4
WALTER JAMES E AGR3
WALTER JERRY R LAS3
WALTER JOHN A AGRl
WALTER JOHN H 8US3
WALTER MARC GRAD
WALTER MICHAEL F GRAD
WALTER PHILIP EARL 7
WALTER ROGER WILLIAM AGR3
WALTER STEPhEN EDWAR LAS4
WALTER STEVEN LOUIS LAS2
WALTER THOMAS CHARLE LAS2
WALTER WENDY M LASl
WALTER WILLIAM CHARL LAS4
WALTERS DONALD SCOTT ENG3
WALTERS DOROTHY E GRAD
WALTERS GERALD ROBER LAS4
WALTERS KATHLEEN ANN LASl
WALTERS LORINE P LAS4
WALTERS LYNN FAA1
WALTERS LYNN C GRAD
WALTERS MARGERY JEAN GRAD
1010 S 1ST 12 C
1111 S 2ND 4 C
300 S GOODWIN 216 U
URH DANIELS 274 U
106 E DANIEL C
907 W MAIN U
1754 VALLEY RD C
MAHOMET ILL
803 1/2 W GREEN U
505 E GREEN C
1004 S 4TH 107 C
308 E ARMORY C
1510 PAULA C
1102 S LINCOLN U
802 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 275 C
WESLEY FOUNDATION U
809 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 219 U
1107 W GREEN 327 U
URH SCOTT 267 C
2110 W WHITE 156 C
904 W GREEN 407 U
URH SCOTT 176 C
URH FORBES 332 C
URH SCOTT 456 C
801 HAINES C
801 HAINES C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 282 U
408 S ELM C
502 E WHITE 7 C
311 E GREEN 411 U
URH TRELEASE 1008 U
310 E JOHN C
603 S 1ST C
1217 W SPNGFLD C
1105 LOCUST U
705 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 614 C
URH TAFT 104 C
410 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 220 U
1105 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 225 U
505 E GREEN C
408 E HEALEY C
608 S STATE C
704 W CALIFORNIA U
1105 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 267 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH VANDOREN 427 C
407 E GREEN U
URH SCOTT 212 C
410 E JOHN C
URH LAR 174 U
URH CLARK 337 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
302 E ARMORY C
401 EDGEBROOK 303 C
604 E ARMORY 142 C
URH TOWNSEND 141 U
1821 W JOHN C
135 W CLARK 208 C
212 E DANIEL C
212 E DANIEL C
505 E CHALMERS C
1110 W SPNGFLD U
809 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 433 U
202 WOOD U
904 W GREEN 617 U
809 W PENN U
404 DUNCAN RD C
URH WESTON 444 C
MAHOMET ILL
608 E STOUGHTON C
2120 ORCH ST 301 U
URH DANIELS 76 U
1111 S 1ST C
602 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH SCOTT 154 C
604 E ARMORY 223 C
URH BARTON 224 C
51 E SPNGFLD C
806 W MAIN U
1005 S 6TH C
912 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 801 U
1416 N MCKINLEY 5 C
URH NOBLE 217 C
URH SHERMAN 203 C
405 W DELAWARE U
344-4400 203 S WRIGHT 1
5305 N WALKUP AV
344-7077 4622 11TH ST NE
332-2471 208 N WEST ST
356-1766 RR 2
7000 S SHORE OR
356-3623 701 ST JOHN
1321 N RUTLEDGE
344-5303 338 N COMMONWEALTH
633 HOFFMAN PKWY
344-1272 2643 HOBSON RD
344-7806 1202 GLENWOOD
2305 S 1ST 301
344-4205 4631 WHITE HORSE
344-1019 108 W LINCOLN ST
332-1485 1441 WILLIAMS ST
817 A N RANDALL RD
344-4069 RR 1
1325 N HOLLYWOOD
344-0301 197 OXFORD RD
332-1477 1822 SOUTHVIEW
352-3943 2110 WHITE 156
344-5240 717 S YORK ST





344-9696 309 KEYSTONE ST
332-4109 513 GROVELAND
408 S ELM
224 W CARROLL ST
1509 GLEN VISTA DR
332--5685 8535 SPRINGFIELD
344--9752 1153 W STOVER
4800 CHICAGO BEACH
356--1674 1217 W SPRINGFIELD
1603 E OLIVE
344--0522 415 SHERMAN ST
610 LINCOLNWAY W
332--0589 488 SUMAC RD
344--9477 112 N RUSSELL
33 2--3526 305 FOREST AV
344--1392 727 S STONE AV
332--3631 256 N FREMONT
356--7645 409 HILTON AV
332--5106 17 JOSEPH DR
344--3465 17 JOSEPH DR
774 E COLLEGE
352--2159 9028 S RIDGELAND
344--1698 704 W CALIFORNIA
155 STRATFORD RO
332--1234 1407 BIRCH RD
1501 E HARRISON
332--0558 812 ARLINGTON AV
367--0747 27 MOHAWK AV
332--1437 2814 GRANT ST
646 S WEBSTER
332--2949 814 N CENTER
332--0060 7552 S SEELEY AV
367--9744 5335 S HARPER AV
367--9744 7247 N OSCEOLA
344--7323 15048 S KILDARE




191ST & RIEGEL RD
356--7908 7041 N OLEANDER
356--7908 7041 N OLEANDER AV
334--1804 ROUTE 2
344--1942 512 E STOUGHTON
344--4069
332--4198 510 S PARK AV
367--3119 BOX 352




92-A E GRAND AV
356--3481 E CHEM 56
344--7871 RR 2
332--2402 26920 FT MEIGS RD
150 PORTER ST
356--6066 104 MILES CT
332--1410 748 HAWTHORNE AV
344--1266 1936 S AUSTIN BLVD




3 56--7832 2568 STATE ST
332--5618 120 LINDEN DR
356--6640 1416 N MCKINLEY 5
332--0393 36 GOLDEN LARCH DR
332--4638 2349 WOOLSEY



































































































WALTERS MICHAEL S N VM 4
WALTERS PATRICIA LYN LAS4
WALTERS RICHARD COBU LAS4
WALTERS RONALD ERWIN ENG4
WALTERS TIMOTHY L GRAD
WALTERS TIMOTHY LAWT ENG2
WALTERS WILLIAM HOWA LAS3
WALTHER CAROLE J FAA4
WALTON CLYDE DUANE LAS2
WALTON ERIC KELLER GRAD
WALTON LAMONT LASl
WALTON SAMUEL GEORGE VM 2
WALTZ ROBERT KEITH GRAD
WALTZEK JILL M ED 2
WALZ RICHARD S LASl
WALZER NORMAN CHARLE GRAD
WAMPLER JAY L AGR1
WAMPLER ROBERT N LASl
WAMSER ROSELLA GRAD
WANAT CAMILLE A GRAD
WANAT JOHN A GRAD
WANDfcLL DENNIS N FAA2
WANDS JAMES PAUL ENG3
WANG BENJAMIN S GRAD
WANG CHARLES YI-JER GRAD
WANG FENG-JOU GRAD
WANG JOHN H GRAD
WANG JOY HUI-CHUNG LAS4
WANG LOUISE YU-JUNG GRAD
WANG PAUL JANG-CHING GRAD
WANG RAYMOND C T GRAD
WANG SHIRLEY H GRAD
WANG YU GRAD
WANGARD ROBERT EUGEN LAW3
WANGERIN DEBORAH J LASl
WANKERL VERNON J LASl
WANNA SALMA S GRAD
WANNOS STEPHEN J BUS1
WANSERSKI JAMS M LAS2
WANTLAND LARRY RALPH GRAD
WANTROBA LEROY FRANK ENG4
WANZEK STEPHEN JOHN ENG3
WARADY MONICA S LASl
WARBLE GENEVIEVE M LASl
WARD BARBARA ELIN ED 2
WARD CLAUDIA N LASl
WARD ELIZABETH BRUCE ED 4
WARD ELIZABETH W GRAD
WARD ETHEL M LASl
WARD JAMES GERALD 8US1
WARD JAMES GILBERT GRAD
WARD JEAN STAEHLING GRAD
WARD JOHN D LASl
WARD JOHN ROBERT LAS4
WARD LESLIE JEANNE LAS2
WARD ROBERT DEE ENG4
WARD ROBERT F ENG3
WARO ROBERT LAWRENCE BUS4
WARD ROBERT LEIGH GRAD
WARD RONALO KENT LAS3
WARD ROYAL A GRAD
WARD THOMAS MICHAEL GRAD
WARD V1VIANLEE GRAD
WARD WILLIAM TRENT LAS2
WARDEN ROBERTA M LASl
WARDLAW FRANCES D GRAD
WARDROPE JUDITH MARI LAS4
WARE BENNIE RAY GRAD
WARE SHERIDAN WELCH GRAD
WARE THOMAS EDWIN AGR2
WARE WILLIAM CLAY BUS3
WAREHAM ANN J GRAD
WAREHAM DONALD J GRAD
WAREN WILLIAM T LASl
WARFIELD MARGARET J GRAD
WARFORD THOMAS EOWAR LAS2
WARGO LINDA MARY LAS2
WARHOL CINDY A FAA1
WARHOL DONNA LEE ED 4
WARING GEORGE R LAS3
WARING SARAH E FAA1
WARKINS MICHAEL S ENGl
WARMA AMY MARIE LAS2
WARMBIER PAUL ALBERT ENG4
WARMBOLD BARBARA ANN LAS4
WARME PAUL KENNETH GRAD
WARNECKE DENNIS RAY FAA3
WARNECKE GLENNA JEAN AGR4
WARNER DAVID ALAN AGR3
WARNER FRANCES CLAIR GRAD
WARNER HANSFORD B II FAA2
WARNER HENRY A LASl
WARNER ROGER ANDREW BUS1
WARNER STEPHEN B ENGl
WARNER TERRY W ENGl
WARNES WILLIAM C GRAD
WARNKE DEAN K LASl
1306 W CLARK U
503 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH SCOTT 2 64 C
1416 N MCKINLEY 5 C
2108 ORCH ST 104 U
URH CARR 13 U
URH SNYDER 232 C
URH SAUNDERS 407 U
809 S 5TH C
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
URH SCOTT 150 U
ARCOLA ILL
FAIRMOUNT ILL
URH ALLEN 427 U
URH SNYDER 368 C
909 S 5TH 261 C
1004 S 4TH C
205 E ARMORY C
DECATUR ILL
1211 W CLARK 13 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
209 ARMORY 301 C
619 W SPNGFLO C
306 S 5TH C
1102 W NEVADA U
813 W MAIN U
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
404 E STGUGHTON 4 C
309 E GREEN 1 C
234 DCL C
1008 W MAIN U
506 S GREGORY PL 3 U
URH DANIELS 267 U
2215 S 1ST 201 C
URH NOBLE 219 U
URH FORBES 241 C
URH SHERMAN C
ELMHURST ILL
802 W OREGON U
2061 B ORCH ST U
1788 VALLEY RD C
URH 8ABC0CK 105 U
URH TRELEASE 331 U
URH BLAISDELL 109 U
URH BLAISDELL 306 U
URH ALLEN 239 U
611 E DANIEL C
1101 S MATTIS 1-3 C
URH SAUNDERS 428 U
911 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 529 U
2405 W WILLIAM C
310 E GREGORY C
1626 VALLEY RD C
URH SAUNDERS 8 U
37 MAPLEWOOD U
904 W GREEN 604 U
1111 S 1ST C
MONTICELLO ILL
207 1/2 E GREEN C
2110 ORCH ST 102 U
1005 FRANCIS 3 C
503 E STOUGHTON 3 C
404 E WHITE 3 C
URH VANDOREN 307 C
URH DANIELS 472 U
URH WAROALL 1212 U
300 S GOODWIN 305 U
300 S GOODWIN 305 U
211 E ARMORY C
402 E DANIEL C
803 S MATTIS 1 C
803 S MATTIS 1 C
URH HOPKINS 424 U
URH SHERMAN 523 C
803 W OREGON U
710 W OHIO U
URH BARTON 318 C
URH LUNDGREN 314 C
806 W OHIO 7 U
URH ALLEN 383 U
URH SCOTT 438 C
409 E CHALMERS C
702 W UNIVERSITY 1 C
904 S LINCOLN U
502 E UNIVERSITY C
1108 S 1ST C
URH BUSEY 160 U
MAHOMET ILL
502 M MAIN 313 U
401 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 516 U
205 E ARMORY C
112 E DANIELS C
URH HOPKINS 492 C
512 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 242 C
367--4782 4 DELHI ST ST JAMS TRINIDAD B W I
423 2ND AV DIXON ILL
332--1474 1103 HICKORY LN MONTICELLO ILL
1416 N MCKINLEY 5 CHAMPAIGN ILL
344--0532 BOX 302 JACKSON UH
332--3851 1115 10TH AV ROCKFORD ILL
406 S BRUNER HINSDALE ILL
332--3680 910 HAYES OAK PARK IL
344--5202 530 FREDERICK AV BELLWOOD ILL
356--1230 409 HAMILTON RD GLASSBORO N J
332--1408 1510 W 13TH ST CHICAGO ILL
212 W WASHINGTON ARCOLA ILL
BOX 114 FAIRMOUNT ILL
332--3237 660 GRAY AV HIGHLAND PARK IL
332--1789 20 RUTLEOGE PL QUINCY ILL
332--4802 RR 2 MENDOTA ILL
RR 2 EAST BERLIN PA
345--1847 22 WOODLAWN OR EAST ST LOUIS ILL
46 GLENVIEW DECATUR ILL
367--7314 5315 W MELROSE ST CHICAGO IL
352--0770 5315 W MELROSE ST CHICAGO IL
344--1062 RR 3 URBANA IL
900 W JEFFERSON SPRINGFIELD ILL
359--3387 119 POWELL ST E PITTSBURGH PA
1912 LAMBORN AV SUPERIOR WIS
367--0693 55 TAICHUNG RD TAICHUNG TAIWAN
359--1284 404 E STOUGHTON 10 CHAMPAIGN ILL
352--3393 S HANG-CHOW RD TAIPEI TAIWAN
344--7168 SAN HSIA TAIPEI SHIN TAIWAN
HSINTIEN TAIPEI TAIWAN
367--453 5 2 SHIN-PU LEE TAIPEI TAIWAN
344--3628 25 LN 17 YUNG KAY TAIPEI TAIWAN
332--2464 15 FU-GWU ST HSIN-CHU TAIWAN
1362 N DEARBORN ST CHICAGO ILL
1101 NICHOLS LN MAYWOOD ILL
BOX 326 LYNDON ILL
332--462 2 RAS BEIRIT BEIRUT LEBANON
851 PARKSIDE ELMHURST ILL
344--2076 315 BLOOM ST HIGHLAND PARK ILL
344--3839 604 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
4540 N OZAHAM AV NORRIDGE ILL
332--3722 1708 CHAPEL CT NORTHBROOK ILL
332--5496 3812 W LUNT AV LINCOLNWOOD ILL
332--3456 1153 W GRACE CHICAGO ILL
332--3513 568 S ELIZABETH DR LOMBARD ILL
332--3169 RR 3 BOX 212 WEST CHICAGO ILL
344--1840 603 IROQUOIS DR AURORA ILL
1223 GOROON RD LYNDHURST OH
332--3701 4954 W FULTON CHICAGO IL
344--5672 RR 3 BOX 303 NAPERVILLE ILL
332--2321 1007 BALFOUR ST MIDLAND MICH
902 BRIGHTON URBANA ILL
1210 BURR OAK LN BARRINGTON IL
RR 2 MT VERNON ILL
332--3576 809 EDGEWOOD DR GLEN ELLYN ILL
367--6144 37 MAPLEWOOD URBANA ILL
344--7255 315 E 9TH ST MT CARMEL IL
344--7231 7004 OGLESBY AV CHICAGO ILL
314 S CHARTER ST MONTICELLO ILL
359--2756 207 1/2 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
344--7758 18212 SCHOOL ST LANSING IL
917 W LASALLE AV SOUTH BEND IND
359--2744 703 BIG HOLLOW RD INGLES IDE IL
3060 S CHANUTE RANTOUL ILL
332--0520 1209 S RACINE 405 CHICAGO IL
332--2545 1017 TRAVERS DR CHARLESTON SC
332--4561 6845 W CRANDALL AV WORTH ILL
344--4506 512 N STEPHEN PONCA CITY OKLA
344--4506
1118 N HARLEM AV RIVER FOREST ILL
344--0540 708 DUCKWORTH ST PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
356--6559 224 KINGSTON DR D ST LOUIS MO
356--6559 224 KINGSTON OR D ST LOUIS MO
603 HESTER AV NORMAL ILL
9809 SUGAR LOAF DR DAMASCUS MD
MATTAKEESETT MDWS BOURBONNAIS ILL
344-
-6212 102 S MARTHA LOMBARD ILL
332--0164 217 N BUCHANAN ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
332--0268 217 N BUCHANAN ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
8003 W POTOMAC AV MILWAUKEE WIS
332--3371 8003 W POTOMAC AV MILWAUKEE WI
332--1546 102 SUNSET DR ROCK FALLS IL
507 WESTFIELD DR OFALLON ILL
359--2993 702 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
344--1391 669 MAPLE AV LAKE BLUFF ILL
923 W 3RD ST WILLMAR MINN
344--7011 RR 2 POCAHONTAS ILL
332--2596 ROUTE 2 POCAHONTAS ILL
RR 1 MAHOMET ILL
365--1203 1722 39TH ST GALVESTON TEX
344--1650 1740 W HUNT DECATUR ILL
332--4253 % OAK GLEN HOME COAL VALLEY ILL
5607 WESTVIEW LN LISLE ILL
356--7936 225 WASHINGTON SAVANNA IL
332--1392 315 W 3RD S STREET MT OLIVE ILL
352--4558 5700 S GRANT HINSDALE ILL
332- 1941 923 E NORWOOD AV PEORIA ILL
303
WARNOCK THOMAS WILLI E!\lG2
WARNOCK WILLIAM W GRAO
WARREN CHARLES ALLEN GRAO
WARREN CHARLES DAVID GRAD
WARREN DON ENG2
WARREN DOUGLAS RICHA ENG2
WARREN JOHN MICHAEL ENG3
*WARREN JOHN THOMAS GRAD
WARREN LINDA LOU LAS2
WARREN MICHAEL LEE GRAD
WARREN MICHAEL THOMA FAA2
WARREN NEIL FAA4
WARREN RICHARD M LASl
WARREN STEVEN EDWARD BUS3
WARREN WILLIAM DUNCA LAS2
WARREN WILLIAM T III GRAD
WARSING RICHARD W ENG1
WARYJAS CRAIG M GRAO
WARZYNSKI LEONARD F LAS3
WASHATKO ALLfcN F ENG1
WASHBURN MARK FISHER ENG3
WASHBURN RICHARD W LAS4
WASHBURN ROBERT BRUC ENG2
WASHBURN SHARON SUE LAS2
WASHBURN THEODORE E GRAD
WASHINGTON BOBBY L LASl
WASHINGTON DONNA J ED I
WASHINGTON LILLIE J ED 1
WASHINGTON OSCAR LASl
WASHINGTON WALTER H GRAD
WASHKUHN WILSON CHAR LAW3
WASIK JAMES ANTHONY LAS4
WASMER MICHAEL L LASl
WASNIEWSKl THOMAS R LASl
WASSEL LYNN GAIL ED 3
WASSEL TINA J ED 1
WASSERMAN BARBARA M FAA4
WASSERMAN LOUIS FAA1
WASSERMAN PAUL I LASl
WASSERMAN RICHARD A LAS2
WASSERMAN SUSAN IDEL LAS4
WASSON AUDREY D GRAD
WASSON STEVEN WAYNE LAS2
WASTAK JAN C LASl
WASZAK SANDRA SUE LAS2
WATANABE MISAO GRAD
WATERMAN DONALD LEE ED 3
WATERMAN SUSAN KAY FAA1
WATERS DIANA HALE LAS3
WATERS JAMES MARSHAL LAS3
WATERS JOHN MICHAEL LAS4
WATERS JOSEPH ROBERT ENG4
WATERS LINDA KAREN PE 3
WATKINS ALFRED H LAS2
WATKINS DAVID LAVERN ENG4
WATKINS DENNIS KEITH ENG3
WATKINS IRVIN LAS2
WATKINS JAMES OARREL AGR4
WATKINS JUANITA M LASl
WATKINS MARVIN SCOTT LAS4
WATKINS MICHAEL WILL LAS2
WATKINS NOEL HARVEY GRAD
WATKINS RICHARD WARR FAA2
WATSON BARBARA L AGR1
WATSON CHARLES EDWAR GRAD
WATSON DIANN LOUISE LAS3
WATSON JAMES LEE LAS2
WATSON LONA JANET VM 2
WATSON LOUISE CAM1LL PE 4
WATSON RESA MARGARET FAA4
WATSON RICHARD A GRAD
WATSON RICHARD ALAN GRAD
WATSON RICHARD CHARL ENG2
WATSON RICHARD OEAN ENG2
WATSON RICHARD NOBLE GRAD
WATSON ROBERT JOHN ENG2
WATSON SAMMIE EARL LASl
WATSON THOMAS HENRY BUS2
WATT MARGARET KATHRY ED 4
WATTERSON DAVID GEOR AGR4
WATTERSON JAMES R LAS3
WATTERSON JEAN MARIE LAS4
WATTERSON LOUIS E W AVI1
WATTERSON SUSAN L AGR4
WATTS DORAL MORRIS AGR3
WATTS GRAEME HENRY GRAD
WATTS JAY M LASl
WATTS LINDA LOUISE LAS3
WATTS SHERRY KAY LAS3
WATTS SUSAN J FAA4
WATTS WILLIAM HENRY ENG4
WAUDE MARK LASl
WAUGH GRANT REED GRAD
WAUNG SHERREN GRAD
WAX JOHN ERVIN AGR
I
WAX KARfcN COLEEN AGR3












104 1/2 N 6TH




305 E JOHN B-4
3214 CAMERON



















































































c 344--9541 614 PARKER DR LOMBARD ILL
U 3 32--5350 BOX 482 ALEXIS ILL
c 356--8463 4912 AUGUSTA RD GARDEN CITY GA
c 332--4813 111 S MCCOMB ST MARTIN TENN
c 352--1757 700 DOVER PL CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 108 GEORGE MORRIS ILL
U 332--5223 1805 LIN-LOR LN ELGIN ILL
c 352--7590 1000 GENEVA RD 14B ST CHARLES ILL
u 332--3515 808 SPRINGFIELD RD EAST PEORIA ILL
c 356--1273 4850 N HARDING CHICAGO IL
c 3 56--0070 521 N LIBERTY ST ELGIN ILL
u 367--2539 700 DOVER PL CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 505 SHERIDAN RO EVANSTON ILL
u 344--9518 1317 29TH AV MOLINE ILL
c 525 E 8TH MINONK ILL
C 615 N POPLAR ST PARIS TENN
c 601 ORCHARD ST ANTIOCH ILL
u 367--2245 553 WHITE PINE RD BUFFALO GROVE ILL
c 77C1 W 65TH ST ARGO ILL
c 332--1062 1327 FAIRVIEW AV RUCKFORD ILL
c 280 WESTGATE JACKSONVILLE ILL
c 332--2045 1613 S HIGHLAND AV FREEPORT ILL
c 356--7901 253 S PLUM GROVE PALATINE ILL
u 332--3151 BOX 284 KANSAS ILL
u 332--2393 72 WILLOW AV JAMESTOWN NY
c 332--2000 1516 HENRIETTA
6215 S WABASH
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
CHICAGO IL
c 332--0602 2323 CARVER ST GARY IND
c 332--1313




u 323 155TH ST CALUMET CITY ILL
c 352--7342 807 S CRESCENT GILMAN ILL
c 332--1841 7529 LYONS ST MORTON GROVE IL
c 344--0501 6316 PONTIAC DR LA GRANGE ILL
u 332--3056 6316 PONTIAC DR LAGRANGE ILL
c 344--1840 215 SUPERIOR SHEBOYGAN WIS
c 344--5000 215 SUPERIOR AV SHEBOYGAN WIS
u 332--5258 5821 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO ILL
c 332--1203 5433 CORNELL CHICAGO IL
u 332--2698 9038 OLEANDER AV MORTON GROVE ILL
u 367--8090 208 W PENN URBANA IL
c 344--9741 RR 2 ELDORADO ILL
u 332--3205 6825 W 109TH ST WORTH ILL
u 332--3494 5006 S KILDARE AV CHICAGO ILL
u 332--2381 1604 OMIYA-CHO TOKYO JAP
c 332--1032 658 N LIBERTY ST ELGIN ILL
c 6609 W 34TH ST BERWYN ILL
u 332--5630 240 W WASHINGTON LAKE BLUFF ILL
u 332--3880 7545 S LATROBE OAKLAWN ILL
c 356--7908 PO BOX 435 EDINBURG ILL
c 18630 COWING CT HOMEWOOO ILL
c 344--5000 524 ORCHARD CT DES PLAINES ILL
c 332--1824 334 W 92ND ST CHICAGO IL
c 1233 BROWN ST ALTON ILL
c 1126 HIGHLAND AV ALTON ILL
c 5135 S FEDERAL CHICAGO ILL
c RR 1 NEOGA ILL
u 5135 S FEDERAL 509 CHICAGO IL
c 344--5000 225 CENTRAL AV AURORA ILL
u 332--3879 9425 W HICKORY MOKENA ILL
u 1201 W CASON ST PLANT CITY FLA
c 117 S WESTLAWN AURORA ILL
u 332--4326 RR 2 FRANKLIN IL
c 356--1230 1345 OJAI RD SANTA PAULA CAL
u 332--2623 1504 N 5TH ST QUINCY ILL
c 352--4538 50 GREENCROFT CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 367--4302 408 W ILLINOIS 5 URBANA ILL
c 356--1560 12 ELMWOOD LA GRANGE PARK ILL
c 332--0461 404 BRIGHT ST NORMAL ILL
u 344--1088
303 S PROSPECT WAVERLY ILL
c 332--1031 1811 RANDOLPH DR ROCKFORD ILL
c 133 NEWTON ST HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
u 344--0499 2929 FONDREN DALLAS TEX
c 216 W HALE EDWARUSVILLE ILL
u 332--5121 5247 S FEDERAL CHICAGO ILL
c 344--9752 801 CLINTON AV OAK PARK ILL
u 332--2598 829 FAYETTE SPRINGFIELD ILL
u 344--5555 RR 1 CALEDONIA ILL
u 1717 LINCOLN RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 356--1916 1717 LINCOLN RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 2435 W MASTER ST PHILA PA
u 344--5555 RR 1 CALEDONIA ILL
u 332--1838 BOX 167 RR 3 ROCKFORD ILL
c 356--5702 507 S VICTOR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 3109 CHAMPAIGN AV MATTOON ILL
u 332--4460 RT 4 OTTAWA ILL
u 343 W CARROLL MACOMB ILL
u 1906 MERIDIAN DANVILLE ILL





c 110 MORNINGSIOE DR NEW YORK NY
c 332--1250 RR 1 NEWMAN ILL
u 344--4784 RR 1 NEWMAN ILL
u 344--3410 RR I NEWMAN ILL
304
WAXLER ROBERT DEE LAS2
WAXMAN BERNARD MICHA GRAO
WAXMAN JAMET L LAS3
WAYHAM SUSAN CAROL BUS3
WAYLAND CHERYL LAS4
WAZNIS THOMAS E LASl
•WEAKLEY JOHN ROBERT PE 4
WEAKLEY WILLIAM MONR ENG4
WEATHERBY DAVID E GRAO
WEATHERHEAO MARGARET LAS5
WEATHERHEAD MARY ANN LAS2
WEATHERHEAD PAUL D ENG1
WEATHERS GARY BRENT BUS2
WEATHERS JAMES R GRAD
WEATHERS VICTOR LYNN BUS3
WEATHERWAX BEVERLY A ED 4
WEATHINGTON DAVEY E BUS1
WEAVER DIANNfc SUE LAS3
WEAVER JANICE E GRAD
WEAVER JOHN BERNARD GRAD
WEAVER KENNETH LEE GRAD
WEAVER KENNETH M LASl
WEAVER KENNETH R ENG2
WEAVER LOREN EARL GRAD
WEAVER MARK DENNIS ENG2
WEAVER MARK EDWIN BUS4
WEAVER ROBERT LOREN LAS3
WEAVER RONALD J ENG1
WEAVER STANLEY 8 JR BUS1
WEAVER WALTER LESLIE GRAD
WEBB BRUCE RONALD LAS2
WEBB CHARLOTTE ELAIN FAA1
WEBB DAVID LEE AGR2
WEBB GROVER CLEVELAN AGR4
WEBB JAMES EDWARD GRAD
WEBB JOSEPH MORRIS GRAD
WEBB JUDITH ANN PE 4
WEBB KAREN LYN LAS4
WEBB MARIA ELENA LAS4
WEBB MARY J R LAW2
WEBB ROBERT DEAN GRAD
WEBB ROGER MONROE LAS2
WEBB RONALD DUANE BUS2
WEBB RONALD EDWARD LAS3
WEBB SUSAN E LASl
WEBB TERRENCE BYRNE PE 2
WEBB THOMAS JOSEPH LAS4
WEBBER NED M JR ENG3
WEBBER ROBERT CHAPMA ENG4
WE8ER CHARLES R LASl
WEBER CHARLES SCOTT LAS3
WEBER DANA RAYMOND LAS4
WEBER DENIS JOSEPH LAW3
WEBER DIANE M LASl
WE3ER DON WAYNE LAS2
WEBER ELIZABETH ANN LAS4
WEBER FRANK JERALD LAW3
WEBER GLENN CHARLES BUS3
WEBER JAMES RICHARD ENG4
WEBER JEROME LEONARO ENG3
WEBER JOYCE KAY LAS3
WEBER KIMBERLY JANE AGR1
WEBER LARRY FRANCIS ENG4
WEBER LOIS JEANNE GRAD
WEBER LORRAINE W GRAD
WEBER MARY JANE FAA4
WEBER MICHAEL ROBERT AGR2
WEBER MICHAEL ROSS ENG4
WEBER NANCY M AGR1
WEBER PENNY SUE LAS2
WEBER RAYMOND PHILIP LAS2
WEBER RONALD F GRAD
WEBER RONALD JOE AGR3
WEBER RONALD L GRAD
WEBER SHARI VICKI ED 1
WEBER SHIRLEY NIXON FAA1
WEBER STANLEY ALLEN AGR3
WEBER THOMAS LLOYD AGR3
WEBER TIMOTHY JOHN ENG2
WEBER TOM LOFTIN LAS4
WEBER WAYNE EUGENE AGR2
WEBSTER CHARLES KIMB ENG4
WEBSTER CLYDE H ENG2
WEBSTER DENNIS MICHA VM 4
WEBSTER JANE ANN LAS3
WEBSTER LAUREL ANN LAS2
WEBSTER THOMAS W ENG2
WECHTER JO ANN PE 2
WECHTER NANCY MARIE AGR4
WEDDING JAMES BURROU ENG4
WEDDLE JACK A LAS4
WEDDLE RICHARD CHARL GRAD
WEDEKING EDWINA C FAA3
WEOEKING PHILLIPS SC FAA4
WEDEL DIANA SUE LAS4
WEEBER JEAN MARIE LAS2
WEECH EUNICE HOVIS GRAD
1105 S 1ST























805 W OREGON 4
RR 2
806 W OHIO 5











610 W STOUGHTON 4









309 W UNIVERSITY 3
URH GARNER 252
URH CARR 115
404 E STOUGHTON 8








































1107 S EUCLID 9




c 344--9770 2710 W SUMMEROALE CHICAGO ILL
c 352--0243 7248 BALSON UNIVERSITY CITY MO
c 9046 N LACROSSE SKOKIE IL
u 344--6777 1316 S GRAND W SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 344 -1840 309 E CONRON DANVILLE ILL
c 909 OTIS AV ROCKDALE IL
u 344--3762 601 W OREGON URBANA ILL
u 1 WACH OR BLOOMINGTON ILL
u 2507 PLYERS MILL SILVER SPRING MD
u 525 N WASHINGTON HINSDALE ILL
u 526 LAUREL AV WILMETTE ILL
c 526 LAUREL AV WILMETTE ILL
u 23 E WEST ST RIDGEFARM ILL
u 104 ISLAND DR RICHARDSON TX
u 23 E WEST ST RIDGEFARM ILL
u 344--3616 212 E WASHINGTON VILLA PARK ILL
c 614 N POPLAR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332--2966 209 E GRAHAM ST DIXON ILL
c 332--4748 2818 N LAMON CHICAGO IL




c 352--3428 1219 REDWOOD CHAMPAIGN IL
u 367--5056 2718 E HIGH CT URBANA IL
u 344--4401 4609 BALDWIN DR MCLEAN VA
u 344--7550 1800 CEDAR CT DES PLAINES ILL
u 367--2592 RR 2 URBANA ILL
u 209 E GRAHAM ST DIXON ILL
c 4618 RED BLUFF DR ROCKFORD IL
u 367--5361 801 W PENN URBANA ILL
c 352--0440 450 W JACKSON WEBSTER GR 19 MO
c 356--6112 774 KENILWORTH GLEN ELLYN ILL
C 2131 MAC ARTHUR DR GLENVIEW ILL
c 332--1768 227 TEE RD CARPENTERSVL ILL
c RR 2 SIMPSON ILL
C 501 W BRIDGE ST
914 W NORTH ST
STREATOR ILL
DECATUR ILL
u 332--2815 1101 DELPHINIOM DR BILLINGS MT
c RR 1 EWING ILL
u 367--0345 703 W CLAY CLINTON ILL




c 332--1755 RR 1 EWING ILL
c 332--1469 17823 WALTER ST LANSING ILL
c RR 1 EFFINGHAM ILL
u 332--4522 1377 S 31ST ST DECATUR ILL
c 1332 SANFORD LN GLENVIEW ILL
c 332--0733 17823 WALTER ST LANSING ILL
c 332--1421 221 W WASHINGTON MT STERLING ILL
c 359--1565 421 BOBOLINK RD MT PROSPECT ILL
c 332--0739 77 W WALNUT ST DES PLAINES IL
u 332--3867 8424 CAMDEN ST ALEXANDRIA VA
c 5652 S CALIFORNIA CHICAGO ILL
c 356--3272 409 1/2 W WASHNGTN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332--0672 3429 MADISON AV BROOKFIELD ILL
c 332--0994 506 FOREST DR COLLINSVILLE ILL
c 333 W UNION ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
c 352--0853 BOGOTA IL
u 344--7544 8207 N ELMORE AV NILES ILL
u 332--40 53 ANCHOR ILL
c 344--1207 RR 1 CHENQA ILL
u 332--4381 2514 THAYER ST EVANSTON ILL
u 332--5522 12643 RICHARD PALOS HTS ILL
u 332--4134 602 COWLES AV




c 344--7845 TROUT VALLEY CARY ILL
u 344--3532 RR 1 THAWVILLE ILL
u 367--7639 1007 S 1ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332--4417 602 COWLES AV JOLIET ILL
u 332--2967 1011 MYRTLE DIXON ILL
c 344--7064 1406 JEFFERSON ST LOCKPORT ILL
u 344--7344 512 CLOVERDALE CRESTLINE OH
u 333--3839 RR 1 BUSHNELL ILL
u 1173 W WALNUT STOCKTON CA
c 332--0643 3729 W EASTWOOD CHICAGO ILL




u 344--5877 RR 2 SAVANNA ILL
u 344--1919 519 PALMER AV AURORA ILL
c 332--1180 430 S ELLIOTT OLNEY ILL
u 344--3414 STAR ROUTE WAKEFIELD ILL
c 344--9645 832 S THURLOW HINSDALE ILL
u 367--5255 705 S RACE URBANA ILL
u 332--3025 RR 2 SHELDON ILL
c 332--0478 496 S NELSON AV KANKAKEE ILL
u 344--3616 832 S THURLOW HINSDALE ILL
u 806 W ST JAMES CT ARLINGTON HT ILL
u 332--2808 927 HAWTHORNE LN KANKAKEE ILL
u 927 HAWTHORNE LN KANKAKEE ILL
c 23 MONTCLAIR RD URBANA ILL
c 352--4132 312 S PLUM ST HAVANA ILL
u RR 1 URBANA ILL
c 344--7770 1107 S EUCLID CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 344--7770 RR 1 WILLIAMSVILLE ILL
u 344--3656 616 WABASH AV MATTOON ILL
u 2435 34TH AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
u 365--2283 107 N COLER URBANA ILL
305
WEECH TERRY L GRAO
WEEDEN TIMOTHY J AGR1
WEEDMAN STEPHEN DALE PE 3
WEEKE DONALD ROBERT LAS4
WEEKS ARTHUR BRUCE FAA3
WEEKS CHARLES BRACE AGR3
WEEKS LARRY R BUS4
WEEKS ROBERT JOHN ENG3
WEEKS VIRGINIA L LAS3
WEGENER HANS HERMAN LAS2
WEGLARZ DENNIS M ENGl
WEGMAN LARRY W LAS1
WEGMANN WILLIAM HENR BUS4
WEGNER THEODORE H GRAD
WEGRZYN LAWRENCE M BUSl
WEGRZYN ROBERT CHEST LAS4
*WEGS JAMES ROBERT GRAD
*WEGS JUYCE M GRAD
WEHLING CONSTANCE LE LAS2
WEHLING EDWARD W BUS2
WEHMER JUHN H GRAD
WEHR CATHERINE MARIE LAS2
WEHR ELLEN M LAS3
WEHRLE JUDITH LEE LAS3
WEI CATHERINE KUEN GRAD
WEI JOHN SHI SUN GRAD
WEICHSEL PAUL M FAA6
WEICHSEL TAUBY DIANA GRAD
WEID WILLIAM LEONARD AGR3
WEIDEMANN ELISABETH GRAD
WEIOEMIER BEVERLY JO LAS3
WEIDEMIER JANET KAY LAS4
WEIUENFELD DANNY DAV GRAD
WEIDER DEBURAH JEAN LAS4
WEIDNER ALBERT J ENG5
WEIDNER GARY WAYNE LAS2
WEIDNER JEANINE H ED 4
WEIDNER JOHN ROBERT BUS3
WEIDNER LENORA ANN AGR3
WEIDNER NANCY ELLEN FAA2
WEIDNER PAMELA INEZ LAS3
WEIGEL BARBARA M ED 2
WEIGEL MARTHA L LAS1
WEIGEL MARYJO LAS1
*WEIGEL RICHARD CRAIG LAS4
WEIGLE NORMA ELAINE GRAD
WEIK RICHARD DALE ENGl
WEIL BARBARA D BUSl
WEIL JOHN DAVID LAS4
WEIL MARGARET S LAS1
WEILAND ANDREA LOIS LAS2
WEILBACHER ROBERT L BUS4
WEIMER GARY LEE 8US4
WEINARD GAROLD RAYMO AGR4
WEINBERG CATHERINE E LAS4
WEINBERG DEBORAH MAR LAS1
WEINBERG JACQUELINE GRAD
WEINBERG JAMES C ENGl
WEINBERG JOHN S ENGl
WEINBERG RICKY ARTHU AVI2
WEINBERGER KAREN SUE LAS3
WEINBERGER ROBERT AL LAW3
WEINDLMAIER JOHANN GRAD
WEINDRUCH RICHARD H LAS1
WEINDRUCH RONALD LYN BUS4
WEINER BARRY A LAS1
WEINER DAVID GRAD
WEINER LEE H PE 1
WEINER MARSHA L ED 1
WEINER PAULETTE L ED 4
WEINER RICHARD ARDEN LAS2
WEINGART SANDRA P LAS1
WEINGLASS CLAIRE ANN LAS3
WEINHOFF SAMUEL J LAS1
WEINHOLD PAUL MARTIN LAS4
WEINHOUSE VALERIE MA FAA4
WEININGER DAVID ALAN LAS4
WEINLAND LINDA LORRA LAS1
WEINMAN JAMES R AGR2
WEINMANN KLAUS JUERG GRAD
WEINMANN SIGRID BIRK GRAD
WEINMEISTER KENT P LAS1
WEINSTEIN ANDREA J BUSl
WEINSTEIN DEBORAH JE LASl
WEINSTEIN LEfc IVAN GRAD
WEINSTEIN LESLIE G LASl
WEINSTEIN LYNN E LASl
WEINSTEIN LYNN GAIL LASl
WEINSTEIN STANLEY H BUS3
WEINSTEIN STEVEN IRA LAW1
WEINSTEIN SUSAN LYNN LAS2
WEINTHALER JEANNE M LAS2
WEINTRAUB ALAN I LAW1
WEINTRUB DEBORAH L PE 1
WEINTROB MEDA REBECC LAS3
WEINZERL THOMAS H FAA3
WEIPERT LINDA DIANNE LAS3
107 N COLER U
URH SNYDER 414 C
1006 W NEVADA U
1004 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 395 C
58 E GREGORY C
602 E WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 262 C
713 W WASHINGTON U
URH OGLESBY 105 U
1004 S 4TH 2 C
URH SNYDER 236 C
307 S PRAIRIE 1 C
911 S MATTIS 4 C
604 E ARMORY 417 C
2305 S 1ST C
202 S LINCOLN 2 U
202 S LINCOLN 2 U
URH WARDALL 702 U
1301 S BUSEY U
805 S 4TH C
URH CLARK 338 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 321 U
909 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
903 W OREGON U
305 W OREGON U
305 W OREGON U
708 W HIGH U
16 COACHMAN U
URH TAFT 122 C
36 E CHALMERS C
NUC ENG LAB U
URH BUSEY 315 U
59 CARRIAGE EST U
501 E DANIEL C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
802 W OREGON 33 U
URH VANDOREN 27 C
URH TAFT 204 C
URH VANDOREN 305 C
URH LAR 477 U
1005 WRIGHT C
316 COTTAGE CT C
URH SHERMAN 527 C
URH HOPKINS 473 C
URH ALLEN 424 U
106 E HEALEY 15 C
URH ALLEN 121 U
910 S 3RD 828 C
804 S 3RD C
1004 W NEVADA U
108 S 4TH I C
1012 N BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 139 U
503 E STOUGHTON C
713 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 263 C
904 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 212 U
307 S PRARIE 18 C
URH SHERMAN 946 C
301 E ARMORY C
2011 PHILO 8 U
402 E GREEN 2 C
1208 W MAIN U
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
106 E HEALEY 15 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 425 C
1106 S 3RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
1006 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 118 U
1105 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 507 U
725 S FOLEY C
33 1/2 E DANIEL C
33 1/2 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 415 C
910 S 3RD 714 C
409 E CHALMERS C
617 W SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 216 U
URH TRELEASE 1224 U
URH BLAISDELL 202 U
910 S 3RD C
208 E GREEN 6 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 339 U
URH SHERMAN 1358 C
URH ALLEN 364 U
902 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY 209 C
410 E GREEN C
365-2283 107 N COLER
332-1820 519 E UNION
1204 W SPRINGFIELD
344-0676
332-1325 2001 PARKWOOD OR
344-7152 RR 1
332-1229 10 CAMELLA CT
344-6510 713 W WASHINGTON
332-5062 4421 ARTESIAN
5622 S NEVA AV
332-1730 BOX 7
352-3924 307 S PRAIRIE 1
359-1981 W136 N7084 CLAAS
1310 SPRUCE LN
344-7783 6037 S NORMANDY
367-5532 202 S LINCOLN 2
367-5532 205 E GREEN 11
332-4430 724 INDIANA AV
1104 S MAIN ST
3634 STMARYS LN
332-0061 3228 N RUTHERFORD
344-6977 4214 APPLEWOOD LN
12223 S 73RD CT
344-7107 146 CHAO CHOW ST
56 HIGH ST
365--2406 305 W OREGON
365--2406 305 W OREGON
367--3938
367--493 5 16 COACHMAN
332--0603 617 WILLOW RD
617 WILLOW
30 WINDSOR DR
332--2639 123 MOUNDS AV
367--5139 59 CARRIAGE ESTATE
344--1510 815 E DUNNE ST
3918 N NORTHWOOD
3918 N NORTHWOOD
344--0745 815 E DUNNE ST
332--0470 913 CHESTNUT ST
332--0611 8328 OKETO AV
332--0518 360 N MYRTLE
4320 W MELROSE AV
671 S WASHINGTON
359--3878 360 MYRTLE
332--476 5 543 S ERIE
824 LINCOLN
332--3234 7817 W FOSTER AV
356--8432 640 GREENBAY
332--3127 122 N 5TH ST
344--5000 3039 W FARGO AV
344--7111 3 ASH ST
344-0676 5028 W WINDSOR AV
356--0808 108 S 4TH




332--1473 RR 3 BRACKEN ACRES
310 S WASHINGTON
332--4320 1624 IDLEWILD LN




352--9413 4946 N CHRISTIANA
2005 CENTER AV
1030 EOGEBROOK LN
344--5000 3142 W FARGO
356--8432 1030 EOGEBROOK LN
344--0129 1649 PARKVIEW AV




332--3600 1055 OAK RIDGE OR
5754 N CHRISTIANA
332--5533 1132 CARDINAL LN
352--2186 725 S FOLEY
352--2315 714 7TH ST
352--2315 WINDMUHLENSTR 40
332--1337 404 NW 4TH AV
344--5000 6634 KIMBALL AV
344--7288 7958 LUELLA
352--2054 617 W SPNGFLD
332--5451 9359 KILBOURN
332--5760 9359 KILBOURN
332--3478 7615 N TRIPP AV
344--5000 I COW LN
36 E 38TH ST
344--7288 8540 N DRAKE
7001 IONIA ST
332--5041 1616 E 50TH PL
332--3358 6251 N HAML IN AV
344--7732 6251 N HAMLIN
344--1266 RR 1 BOX 93



































































































WEIR ERIC EDWARD GRAD
WEIR MARY J GRAD
WEIR WILLIAM THOMAS BUS4
WEIRICH BRUCE ROBERT LAS2
WEIRICH ROBERT ARTHU ENG4
WEIS EDWARD WAYLAND GRAD
WEIS VERNON JAMES LAS4
WEISBART HOWARD S LAS1
WEISBERG ANNETTE RUT FAA3
WEISBbRG DAVID RICHA ENG3
WEISE EVA-MARIA U LAS4
WEISE RICHARD CHARLE AGR4
WEISE ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
WEISEL EDWARD BERRY LAW3
WEISEL REBECCA LYNN LAS2
WEISEL ROBIN ESTHER LAS4
WEISEL TERRI KAY LAS4
WEISEMANN JANE M GRAD
WEISER MALCOLM JAMES AGR2
WEISHAR MICHAEL CHAR ENG2
WEISHAUS ENID R PE 1
WEISIGER RITA SHURTS LAS4
WEISKOPF JOAN LAS1
WEISMAN JACQUELINE D ED 4
WEISMAN JAMES ALAN BUS1
WEISMAN JEANNE OOROT FAA4
WEISMAN LARRY EDWARD LAS2
WEISMAN ROBERT AVERY BUS3
WEISS BARBARA LYNN LAS2
WEISS BARBARA SHARI LASl
WEISS CRAIG ALLEN LAS4
WEISS DONALD GEORGE ENG4
WEISS EDWARD JAY LAW2
WEISS ERIC WILLIAM LAS3
WEISS FANCHON D PE 2
WEISS HARVEY ALAN LAS3
WEISS JONATHAN DAVID GRAD
WEISS CATHERINE MARI LAS2
WEISS KATHRYN A LASl
WEISS KENNETH OGDEN FAA3
WEISS LYNNE GRONER ED 4
WEISS MARILYN SUE ED 4
WEISS MERLE ELLEN AGR1
WEISS MERLE MADELYN GRAD
WEISS MITCHELL ALAN BUS3
WEISS MITCHELL SIMON GRAD
WEISS PAMELA A LASl
WEISS PATRICIA SUE GRAD
WEISS ROBERT LOUIS J FAA2
WEISS ROXANNE B ED 1
WEISS STEVE Z ENG4
WEISS STEVEN HENRY LAS4
WEISS SUSAN R GRAD
WEISSBERGER MARSHALL GRAD
WEISSHAPPEL ROBERT N GRAD
WEISSHAPPEL V B LAS3
WEISSKOPF RICHARD DA LASl
WEISSMAN DEBRA NAOMI ED 4
WEISSMAN MADALYN K LAS3
WEISSMAN MARILYN D GRAD
WEISSMAN ROBERT MERR LAS4
WEISSMAN SANDRA T ED 1
WEISSMANN CAROL HOEH LAS4
WEIST LINDA K AGR1
WEITH GARY GEORGE FAA1
WEITNER KEITH JOHN FAA4
WEIZMANN ONA TEPER GRAD
WELBORN MICHAEL E LASl
WELBOURN WILLIAM ASH AVI2
WELCH BRYANT E LASl
WELCH GEORGE LEE FAA2
WELCH GLORIA JEAN BUS4
WELCH GRACE E LAS3
WELCH HOLLY MAXINE LASl
WELCH JAMES MICHAEL PE 4
WELCH JANE ED I
WELCH JOHN C LAS3
WELCH MARY LAS3
WELCH MICHAEL T 8US1
WELCH ROBERT F LASl
WELCH STEVEN LOUX FAA3
WELCH SUSAN KAY GRAD
WELCHKO GARY LOUIS LASl
WELCOME EDWARD JR BUS1
WELKER FRED CARL AGR4
WELKER WILLIAM LEE FAA4
WELLER ARTHUR RANDAL LAS2
WELLER PATRICIA ANN AGR4
WELLER RAY S LASl
WELLER RODNEY ALAN AGR3
WELLMAN DAVID HARVEY FAA4
WELLMAN MARCIA JEAN LAS3
WELLS CHRISTOPHER N ENG3
WELLS GARY NEIL GRAD
HELLS GERALD DENNIS LASl
WELLS JAMES DANIEL GRAD
WELLS JAMES EVERETT GRAD
2205 HAZwD 201 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 4 U
31 FORSYTHIA C
206 S GREGORY U
305 W LOCUST U
502 E HEALEY 303 C
310 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 367 C
47 E CHALMERS C
907 S 4TH C
502 W MAIN 224 U
705 W OREGON U
1829 VALLEY RD C
914 W HILL C
914 W HILL C
914 W HILL C
303 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 496 U
URH WESTGN 344 C
409 E CHALMERS 709 C
URH LUNDGREN 110 C
1203 E MICHIGAN U
URH SAUNDERS 104 U
409 E CHALMERS 801 C
706 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMERS C
105 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 331 U
910 S 3RD C
1006 S MATTIS C
104 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 409 U
904 S 3RD C
1105 S 1ST C
909 S 5TH C
URH BLAISDELL 327 U
URH NOBLE 210 C
1006 S MATTIS C
106 E HEALEY C
1104 W NEVADA U
1001 S COLLEGE CT U
603 S 1ST C
1121 WESTFIELD C
106 E HEALEY C
URH BLAISDELL 9 U
URH DANIELS 299 U
URH CARR 426 U
URH ALLEN 452 U
2020 N MATTIS 101 C
URH SCOTT 304 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
307 E GREEN C
502 W MAIN 110 U
502 W MAIN 110 U
UPH SNYDER 158 C
WILMETTE ILL
910 S 3RD 710 C
409 1/2 W UNIV C
1102 COUNTRY LN C
910 S 3RD 927 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1005 S WRIGHT C
309 E DANIEL 5 C
URH WESTON 282 C
1019 S ANDERSON U
1308 LARKSPUR LN C
35 E GREEN C
604 E ARMORY 306 C
401 E GREEN C
URH BARTON 24 C
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
URH BLAISDELL 229 U
603 1/2 S WESTERN C
URH TAFT 119 C
905 CUNNINGHAM U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 415 C
401 E DANIEL C
703 N OHIO U
609 W MAIN 5 U
URH GARNER 465 C
ALEXANDRIA LA
URH OGLESBY 306 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH CARR 319 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 416 C
58 E GREGORY C
210 HESSEL C
URH EVANS 105 U
MAHOMET ILL
1011 S LOCUST C
URH CARR 206 U
2002 JOANNE LN C
311 E SPNGFLD 202 C
440 ROBINSON CT
344--63 78 7374 PRINCETON ST
352--6442 1909 MARLAND
344--2356 614 E NEW YORK
367--4265 305 W LOCUST
352--0375 1031 AUSTIN AV
344--3940 11318 S WENTWORTH
332--1788 3010 W BIRCHWOOD
356--7663 2914 W PRATT
344--9693 6705 N MOZART
367--4150 1109 W STOUGHTON
442 CHICAGO AV
356--1407 RR 5 BOX 151
356--8719 914 W HILL
356--8719 914 W HILL
356--8719 914 W HILL
344--1103 7417 W DAVIS




367--3111 1203 E MICHIGAN
332--3586 10 GLENBROOK DR
4429 N WHIPPLE
344--9519 4321 SUFFIELD CT
4429 N WHIPPLE
5925 N DRAKE
356--7739 4 W MASON ST
356--7663 2456 BROMLEY RO
332--5496 6551 N CALIFORNIA
344--5000 7337 S SHORE DR
359--3133 1006 S MATTIS
356--3049 2927 W FITCH
332--4182 9 ANDREA DR
344--7413 5124 HYDE PK BLVD
344--9770 2915 W BIRCHWOOD
332--4915 909 S 5TH
332--3534 6331 N RIDGE
332--0388 2436 SHERWOOD
359--3133 1006 MATTIS
352--1723 106 E HEALEY
344--9617 2927 W FITCH
332--5564 7445 N KENNETH
2905 W FARRAGUT
359--4087 299 BRADLEY DR
352--1723 106 E HEALEY
332--3442 3542 S WESLEY
332--2494 266 MARLENE AV
332--3969 38 RIDGEWOOD
332--3386 2544 W COYLE
356--0693 7445 KENNETH
332--1501 299 BRADLEY DR
367--6205 1535 W FARWELL
344--0794 871 N MCLEAN BLVD
502 W MAIN 110
365--2923 502 W MAIN 110
332--1653 2100 W FARGO
208 VALLEY VIEW
62 BRIARCLIFF
352--3052 301 RIDGEVIEW RD
356--4070 1102 COUNTRY LN
344--5000 208 VALLEY VIEW DR
344--0090 550 52ND ST
221 PIERCE ST
2 OAKWOOD DR
332--1974 8522 N 63RD ST




344--1616 854 1 N LOTUS
332--0104
332--3588 630 LORRAINE AV
332--3505 300 OELNOR AV
3 59--1836 305 S DOUGLAS
332--0600 7425 N ROUTE 88
905 CUNNINGHAM
344--4205 7425 N ROUTE 88
332--1580 26W275 TOMAHAWK
1070 WASHINGTON
111 E HILLSIDE AV
367--3219 609 W MAIN 5
332--0889 4353 CLEVELAND ST
705 E BRIGHTON
332--5118 RR 1
344--7232 814 PLAZA DR
332--3931 406 S PECK AV
344--4136 RR 1

















































































































































































































FAA2 URH BAriCOCK 328 U 332--3805 443 N BANCROFT INDPLS IND
ENG4 42 CARRIAGE ESTS U 2104 N 24TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U 344--1173 2252 OAKLAWN DECATUR ILL
LAS3 1211 W CLARK 11 u 367--3104 9613 S CRANDON AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1011 S LOCUST 2 c 1011 S LOCUST 2 CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 2503 LAWNOALE c 352--1956 2503 LAWNDALE CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 2503 LAWNDALE c 352--1956 2503 LAWNDALE CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 212 S DEWEY u 365--1325 212 S DEWEY URBANA ILL
BUS3 311 E ARMORY c 344--7453 8150 W 95TH HICKORY HILLS ILL
LAS2 DANVILLE ILL 122 S BOWMAN DANVILLE ILL
FAA1 URH FORBES 436 c 600 S YORK RD 2E ELMHURST ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDfcR 452 c 332--1846 2428 S 8TH AV N RIVERSIDE ILL
BUS2 URH HOPKINS 459 c 332--1366 117 N MAIN ST WATERLOO ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 365 u 332--3359 271 GREEN ST PARK FOREST ILL
PE 1 URH SCOTT 225 c 332--1450 11140 S NASHVILLE WORTH IL
BUS1 303 E CHALMERS c 3604 N MISSOURI AV PEORIA ILL
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS c 344--4436 265 RIVOLI ST SAN FRAN CAL
ENG3 103 S GREGORY u 356--3252 RR 5 QUINCY ILL
GRAD URH SCOTT 160 c 3113 HAMILTON AV BALTIMORE MD
PE 4 101 N BUSEY 1 u 365--3114 6944 N WOLCOTT CHICAGO 26 ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 220 c 332--1202 1926 CANFIELD PARK RIDGE ILL
ENGl URH SNYDER 366 c 332--1787 114 S WALNUT ASSUMPTION ILL
GRAD 1102 W CLARK u 132 SUNGCHIANG RD TAIPEI TAIWAN
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 421 u 332--4194 14 CHING WAH ST N POINT HONG KONG
GRAD SULLIVAN ILL 30 COTTON TAIL LN SULLIVAN ILL
BUS1 508 E ARMORY c 344--0501 2028 N HOYNE AV CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1211 W CLARK 22 u 367--9058 1824 PROSPECT PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 409 u 332--2912 310 UNION ST PLAINF IELD IL
AGR1 URH ALLEN 243 u 332--3173 601 CHATHAM GLENVIEW ILL
ENG2 URH CARR 110 u RR 1 LA MOILLE ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN c RR 2 OAKLAND ILL
GRAD 408 W NEVADA 1 u 3512 HUGHES RD LOUISVILLE KY
GRAD 408 W NEVADA u 367--4369 8004 DERONIA AV LOUISVILLE KY
PE 1 410 E GREEN c 2573 THATCHER RIVER GROVE ILL
FAA2 1108 S 1ST c 344--7011 1542 GRANT ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
AGR3 58 E GREGORY c 344--7339 DEWITT IL
ENG4 710 W CHURCH 2 c 1032 CLINTON AV OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 2111 WHITE c 2111 WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS 503 c 9 S REGENCY CT W ARLINGTON HTS ILL
FAA4 1213 W MAIN u 2811 GLADSTONE AVE ROCKFORD ILL
ED 1 910 S 3RD 1225 c 1670 SUNNYSIDE AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
FAA2 212 W WHITE c 531 MITCHELL ELMHURST ILL
ENG3 212 W WHITE c 531 MITCHELL ELMHURST ILL
PE 2 305 E JOHN 2 c 344--9424 RR 1 ST JOSEPH ILL
ENG3 1840 VALLEY RD c 344--9583 7 HICKORY HILL EFFINGHAM ILL
ENGl 211 E DANIEL c 344--9583 BOX 159 EFFINGHAM ILL
BUS4 202 S LINCOLN u 367--2466 8800 W NORTH AVE MAYWOOD ILL
GRAO 2113 HAZWD u 3511 E LINCOLNWAY STERLING IL
AGR3 URH SCOTT 176 c 332--1425 RR 1 WARRENSBURG ILL
AGR1 URH SCOTT 456 c 332--1607 RR 1 ARGENTA ILL
ENG2 505 E GREEN 227 c 322 BLUE RIDGE OR BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 430 u 332--5525 116 BOSKYDELLS COLLINSVILLE IL
AGR2 805 W OHIO u 344--4784 KENT ILL
LAS3 1105 S 1ST c 344--9770 6040 N TROY CHICAGO ILL
PE 2 URH EVANS 315 u 332--2738 1236 OAK ST HIGHLAND IL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 248 u 332--40 83 3738 N PITTSBURGH CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH GARNER 132 c 332--0702 3312 W FAIRWAY OR MCHENRY ILL
GRAD 1813 C ORCH PL u 344--7313 1813 C ORCH PL URBANA ILL
GRAD 2070 A ORCH ST u 344--1798 2070 A ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
ED 3 303 E JOHN c 344--3582 455 LAKEWOOD 8LVD PARK FOREST ILL
LAS4 912 W CHURCH c 359--4157 1903 S 61ST CT CICERO ILL
PE 4 308 E ARMORY c 344--3742 6264 W HYACINTH CHICAGO ILL
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
ENGl URH OGLESBY 402 u 3 32--5144 529 S ELM AV KANKAKEE ILL
ENGl 409 E CHALMERS 409 c 17938 GLEN OAK AV LANSING IL
GRAD WEBSTER GROVES MO
ENGl 1004 S 2ND c RR 2 ASTORIA IL
LAS3 310 E GREGORY c 344--4598 RR 2 STREATOR ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 489 c 510 CRESTWOOD MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS1 URH FLAGG 412 c 9406 N LATROBE AV SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 URH BA8C0CK 309 u 332--3786 RR 1 LENA ILL
ED 3 902 S 2ND c 344--7270 7018 N KEDVALE LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 4250 MARINE DR CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 611 W GREEN 2 u 365--2647 205 W ILLINOIS ST TRENTON ILL
BUS4 2307 S 1ST 202 c 344--7901 720 JEFFERSON HINSDALE ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD 610 c 344--5000 2108 PARK LN HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAW3 MUMFORD HALL 1403 u 367--7749 2108 PARK LN HIGHLAND PARK ILL
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 522 u 332--5547 9629 KARLOV SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 1708 W GREEN c 356--6600 1708 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 1708 W GREEN c 356--6600 1708 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 303 E JOHN c 344--1103 7727 S PAXTON AV CHICAGO ILL
LAW3 407 S STATE 4 c 352--6611 2701 W JEROME CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 606 E ELM u 367--48 8 3 606 E ELM URBANA ILL
LAS4 501 E DANIEL c 344--1510 RR 2 DELAVAN ILL
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 210 u 332--3715 2710 CENTERVILLE ROCKFORD ILL
AGR2 1004 W NEVADA u 344--0676 RR 1 BOX 204 HAMPSHIRE ILL
FAA4 504 W BEARDSLEY c 504 W BEARDSLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 504 W BEARDSLEY c 504 W BEARDSLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 1202 W WHITE 89 c 5632 S KOLMAR CHICAGO IL
GRAD 412 E GREEN I c 359--3339 7300 ARCHER RD JUSTICE ILL
LASl 604 E ARMORY 336 c 814 S MICHIGAN VILLA PARK IL
ENG3 112 E DANIEL c 356--7936 28 W 2ND ST TRENTON ILL
GRAD 904 W GREEN u 344--7628 702 W CENTRAL AV PRINCETON ILL
ED 3 1110 W NEVADA u 344--7241 610 GREEN ST ROCKTON ILL
AGR1 803 W VINE c 352--5323 803 W VINE CHAMPAIGN ILL
PE 4 711 W CHURCH c 1629 JONATHAN ROCKFORD ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 1208 u 332--5390 62 PUEBLO RD AURORA ILL
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LAS4 801 S COLER U
GRAD 801 S COLER U
GRAO 409 E CHALMERS 611 C
GRAD RR 1 U
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 403 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 484 U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 454 U
LAS1 405 E JOHN C
GRAD 406 W GREEN U
LAS1 617 W SPNGFLD C
ENG3 1902 S ANDERSON U
LAS3 802 W OREGON 11 U
GRAD 1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
LAS2 206 E GREEN C
FAA3 1010 S 2ND C
FAA4 603 E CHALMERS C
GRAD RR 1 U
LAS1 308 S 4TH C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 366 C
LAS2 1005 S 2ND C
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 202 C
FAA3 404 S BUSEY U
BUS3 URH HOPKINS 462 C
LAS1 910 S 3RD 727 C
GRAD 2057 ORCH ST U
GRAD URH DANIELS 103 U
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 508 U
FAA4 706 S MATHEWS U
AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 209 U
GRAO 909 W OREGON 104 U
GRAD 2207 PHILO RD U
GRAO URH DANIELS 388 U
AGR4 209 E HEALEY 3 C
COM4 102 E CHALMERS C
FAA4 212 E CHALMERS C
FAA3 SCHIFFS ESTATES 3 U
FAA2 909 E FAIRLAWN U
LAS3 2110 ORCH ST 304 U
BUS4 105 E CHALMERS 203 C
GRAD 142 1 ROSE C
GRAO 2110 ORCH ST 304 U
LAS3 1C04 S 4TH 117 C
BUS2 406 E GREEN 4 C
LASi URH FORBES 406 C
ED 4 1204 S LINCOLN U
ENG3 1705 MAYFAIR RD C
GRAD URH DANIELS 261 U
BUS4 102 E ARMORY 11 C
BUS3 202 E DANIEL C
LAS4 311 E GREEN C
GRAD 709 W OREGON U
GRAO 1507 GRANOVIEW C
LAW1 SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 609 W MAIN 17 U
ED 3 1104 NEVADA U
LASI URH FORBES 290 C
LAW3 609 W MAIN 17 U
BUS4 110 E CHALMERS C
ED 1 409 E CHALMERS 813 C
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 404 U
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 404 U
ED 4 URH WESTON 272 C
GRAD 1620 W CLARK C
LAS3 303 E CHALMERS C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 412 U
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS C
AGR2 URH TAFT 325 C
LAS4 2303 S 1ST 10 C
LAS3 22155 1ST 103 C
GRAD 205 W CALIFORNIA U
GRAD 205 W CALIFORNIA U
LAW1 502 W SPNGFLD 6 C
LAS3 508 E GREEN C
ENG1 URH SCOTT 461 C
GRAD 605 S 4TH C
LASI 401 E JOHN C
ENG2 URH SNYDER 350 C
PE 3 805 W OHIO U
FAA2 307 S LINCOLN U
LASI URH VANDOREN 322 C
COM3 URH OGLESBY 110 U
ENG4 202 E DANIEL C
LASI URH LUNOGREN 4 U
LAS2 908 S 1ST C
LAS4 503 W GREEN 1 U
GRAO PEORIA ILL
LAS3 1004 S 2ND C
LAS4 105 E JOHN C
GRAD 805 M CHURCH U
GRAD 805 W CHURCH U
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 484 U
BUS2 410 E JOHN C
ED 5 1607 WILLIAMSBURG C
LAS4 210 W HARVEY 2 U
LAS4 302 ARMORY C
GRAD 704 W NEVADA 2 U
GRAD 800 W CHURCH C
344--6254 801 S COLER
344--6254 801 S COLER
3 67--6834 RR
332--0280 516 N CLIFTON AV
332--2557 BOX 32
332--3388 939 W GILBERT
344--0556
406 W GREEN
352--3678 617 W SPNGFLD
11 MAPLE AV
344--0213 2842 N 76TH CT
367--1643 700 S MACOUPIN
8601 S NEW CASTLE
344-9776 1496 BIEMERET ST
COVELL ST
367--6834 RR 1
352--8056 308 S 4TH
332--4829 ROUTE 2 BOX 1954
11 WESTERN AV HTS
332--1187 5172 ST LAWRENCE
1232 HARRISON
332--1369 944 WILLIAMS
344--5000 944 WILLIAMS BLVD
344--5917 2057 D ORCHARD ST
332--2130 3952 BURGEN AV
332--4245 320 ANOOVER CT
344--1534 300 PARK BLVD
332--40 54 RR 1
RR 1
367--5307 RR 1
332--2522 1040 W 71ST TERR
209 E HEALEY 3
344--7438 RR 4
5141 W STATE RD
367--7675 706 LINCOLN
601 EDISON ST
344--7484 11347 CLOVER AV
344--5994 7388 N WINCHESTER
352--1730 1411 ROSEWOOD OR
344--7484 2220 DWIGHT WAY
103 S ADAMS ST
RR 2
332--1087 2525 WILMETTE AV
344--1947 806 N JACKSON
352--2800 1705 MAYFAIR RD
3 32--2458 103 LIVINGSTON ST
480 COTTAGE HILL





367--8939 7057 N CRAWFORD
344--9617 539 DUNDEE
139 W 36TH
367--8939 6433 N KENTON
3 56--7659 10111 S LUELLA AV
344--7546 10111 S LUELLA
300 S GOODWIN 404
300 S GOODWIN 404
332--1964 2304 5TH ST
356--5185 1620 W CLARK
3 56--7853 1708 CAROLINE ST
332--5154 4465 FRANKLIN AV
344- 1171 3309 W 84TH ST
332--0650 RR I
344--0056 2303 S 1ST 101
344--5085 405 BARBARA AV
367--0569 205 W CALIFORNIA
367--0569 205 W CALIFORNIA
356--6821 8037 _S INDIANA
6854 S KEDVALE
332--1161 RR 1





3 32--0531 737 S CALIFORNIA
3 32--5067 9513 LINCOLNWD DR
352--5151 205 E HIGH ST
332--0198 41 W GLENLAKE AV
344--4287 1812 GRANT AV
25 W 646 ORCHARD
414 W HIGH
3 56--7683 1108 SWEETBAY CT




344--947 7 417 KINGSWAY OR
352--0681 1607 WILLIAMSBURG






































































































WHISLER GAIL L AGR4
WHISLER KAREN JULIA FAA4
WHISLER NORMAN LEE GRAO
WHISNANT DAVID E LAS6
WHISTON BRIAN RICHAR ENG2
WHITAKER JAMES WAYNE LAS2
WHITAKER LARRY CARL AGR4
WHITCOMB JOHN G GRAD
WHITE ANDREW BURTON ENG2
WHITE ARNOLD HARVEY LAS2
WHITE BARBARA J LASl
WHITE CAROL S ED 1
WHITE CATHERINE E ED I
WHITE CHARLES ROBERT LAS3
WHITE CHARLOTTE LANI LAS2
WHITE CHERRYL V FAA1
WHITE CONARD LORIN GRAD
WHITE CONSTANCE D LASl
WHITE DAVID EARL ENG4
WHITE DIANE KATHERIN FAA3
WHITE DONALD J GRAD
WHITE DONALD Z FAA1
WHITE DORIS ANN GRAD
WHITE DOUGLAS BRIAN ENG3
WHITE DOUGLAS G LASl
WHITE EILEEN FOOTE FAA3
WHITE ELAINE A LASl
WHITE ERIC BORDERS LAS2
WHITE EVELYN P GRAD
WHITE EVELYN SUZANNE GRAD
WHITE FABIENE VIOLA LAS2
WHITE GORDON EUGENE GRAD
WHITE JACQUELINE P LAS2
WHITE JAMES EDWIN AGR4
WHITE JAMES LAS3
WhlTE JOHN ABIATHAR FAA3
WHITE JOHN B JR ENG2
WHITE JOHN CLINTON ENG3
WHITE JOHN DAVID GRAD
WHITE JOHN EARL AGR4
WHITE JOHN LAWSON GRAD
WHITE JOSEPH WILLIAM GRAD
WHITE JUDITH C ED 3
WHITE JUDITH FULTON FAA4
WHITE KATHERINE S AGRl
WHITE LINDA AGR4
WHITE MARGARET IMOGI GRAD
WHITE MARGARET J GRAD
WHITE MARILYN CLARK ED 4
WHITE MARILYN DOMAS GRAO
WHITE MARILYN EATON FAA2
WHITE MARSHALL D BUS3
WHITE MARVIN STUART LAS4
WHITE MARY PATRICIA GRAD
WHITE MAX LEfc GRAD
WHITE MICHAEL IRWIN LAS2
WHITE UKLA THOMAS BUS3
WHITE PAUL E III LAS3
WHITE PHILLIP ANTHON ENG2
WHITE qUENTIN J LASl
WHITE RAYMOND DEAN ENG4
WHITE RICK ALAN LAS3
WHITE RITA K LASl
WHITE ROBERT H GRAO
WHITE ROBERT JAMES LAS3
WHITE ROGER FRANCIS LAW3
WHITE ROGER G FAA1
WHITE ROGER LEE LAS3
WHITE ROGER STUART GRAD
WHITE SARA LYNN LAS2
WHITE STEPHEN T LASl
WHITE STEVEN RAY COM4
WHITE SUE ELLEN LAS2
WHITE SUZANNE LEIGH AGR2
WHITE WILLIAM FREDRI LAS3
WHITE WILLIAM JOHN LAS4
WHITE WILLIAM RAYMON ENG3
WHITED ROBERT RAY GRAD
WHITEFORD MIRIAM JEA AGR2
WHITEHEAD RAYMOND E GRAD
WHITEHOUSE CHRISTINA PE 1
WHITEHURST GROVER JA GRAD
WHITEHURST MARTHA F GRAD
WHITENHILL WILLIAM E FAA4
WHITESIDE JAMES BRAD PE 4
WHITESIDE THOMAS MAR FAA2
WHITFIELD NANCY EILE LAS2
WHITFIELD SUSAN E AGRl
WHITING PAMELA SUE LAS2
WHITLOCK HARRY L VM 1
WHITLOCK PHYLLIS KAY ENG1
WHITLOCK SUE ELLEN LAS2
WHITMAN DOUGLAS LEE BUS4
WHITMAN JOAN L GRAD
WHITMAN MYRON ALAN GRAD
WHITMAN RAY ALAN AGR4











409 E CHALMERS 502
110 E ARMORY









URH VAN DOREN 124









































































502 M MAIN 316











C 637 ELDER LN
U 332--4490 BOX 126
u 367--8570 2405 ELIZABETH
c 1311 W SPNGFLD
c 352--4453 624 KENILWORTH ST
u 332--4122 RR 2
c 356--7794 308 SIDELL
1000-3 JUNIPER DR
c 511 COLVILLE PL
c 356--7835 1249 W LOYOLA
u 332--3391 606 GEORGIA ST
u 332--3392 1808 S ARAGO
c 332--0534 5540 MORTON ST
c 130 GLENWOOD PL
c 825 S WINNEBAGO
c 332--0393 7830 ST LAWRENCE
u 367--2491 1403 E PENN
u 332--5458 4111 W CERMAK RD
c 356--2736 RR 1 BOX 97
c 332--0489 2513 S 5TH ST
u 365--2347 RR 3 BOX 8 7
c 301 N 2ND ST
c 352--6004 1740 W GRAND BLVD
109 S OWEN ST
u 332--3788 423 W BUTTERFIELD
c 3 56--5831 1201 W CHURCH
u 332--2919 1160 ENGLEWOOD
c 332--1539 2116 ST MICHAELS
u 367--0506 201 W DELAWARE
c 356--0152 1806 GARDEN HILLS
U 332--2992 447 E 89TH ST
c 356--0316 3309 LAKESHORE
c 356--3829 1212 DORIE MILLER
RR
u 367--06 78 201 S WRIGHT
c 4311 HAWTHORNE LN
1663 TWINING DR
c 344--1650 401 N PRAIRIE 2C
c 723 WOODWARD AV
u 367--7571 RR 4
258 SPENCER CT
c 352--5668 140 W BRIDGE ST
c 332--0327 319 S HARVARD AV
c 352--9400 1213 MAPLEPARK
u 332--3484 137 TUTTLE AV
u 344--0784 3569 OLYMPIA RD
702 6TH
u 332--2540 4217 FRANKLIN ST
u 365--2957 707 E FLORIDA
u 344--1936 706 S COLER
u 367--0644 302 BARR AV
c 344--9730 721 DUNBAR
c 156 LINDEN AV 3
u 367--0565 503 W GREEN
u 367--1065 706 MUMFORD
c 356--7835 471 LAKESIDE PL
c 8915 S HARPER AV
c 611 CLEARMONT DR
c 422 ORCHARD PARK
c 7830 ST LAWRENCE
109 N 2ND ST
c 356--7986 5214 GALITZ
u 367--2975 614 W WASHINGTON
u 344--0784 1040 THE LANE
u 367--0123 106 N VINE
c 410 EDWARDS ST
c ROUTE 2
c 344--5000 6400 S ELM
u 344--1936 1078 N BROAD ST
RR 1
u 332--5224 2250 GREENFIELD
c 344--6882 308 NEWMAN ST
c 332--0462 RR 1
c RR 2
u 530 CALVIN PARK
c 344--3408 301 S PINE ST
c 332--1525 1105 S EAST ST
c 344--0671 RR 1
1360 INDIAN TRAIL
c 332--0248 1425 DAVIS ST
u 367 -1310 107 S DEWEY
u 367--1310 107 S DEWEY
u 790 E 100TH
u 3536 W 83RD PL
c 344--7011 18204 EXCHANGE
c 332--0063 158 WESTWOOD
c 332--0206 1509 EXECUTIVE CR
c 501 W ADAMS ST
u RR 2
u RR 4
c 122 SUNSET POINT
c 356--1496 85 MIDDLE PK DR
u 367 -0520 502 W MAIN 316
u 367 -0520 2834 W BERWYN
c 344--7586 415 S U 4TH AV


































































































WHITMORE DOUGLAS M LAS4
WHITMORE JAMES JONAT GRAD
WHITNEY DAVID ERNEST LAS*
WHITNEY ELIZABETH F PE 3
WHITNEY JOHN CHARLES LAS2
WHITNEY KATHIE LYNN ED 1
WHITNEY PAUL JOSEPH ENG4
WHITNEY RICHARD BOYN GRAD
WHITSITT TIMOTHY J LAS1
WHITSON SUE M GRAD
*WHITT LEWIS ALAN VM 2
WHITTAKER JON R GRAD
WHITTAKER PAUL A ENG1
WHITTAKER VICTOR A GRAD
WHITTEMORE MARTHA LY LAS4
WHITTINGTON CHARLES ENG4
WHITTINGTON SUELYN A LAS3
WIAND RICHARD NORMAN ENG3
WIATER MICHAEL JOSEP BUS4
WIBERG RODERICK A GRAD
*WICE MARSHA N GRAD
*WICE PAUL B GRAD
WICHMANN WILLIAM EDW LAS1
WICHTERMAN KEITH ALL LAS2
WICK JOHN D GRAD
WICK80LDT WAYNE WILL LAS2
*WICKE HERBERT NORRIS GRAD
WICKERSHAM DONALD N PE I
WICKERSHAM KATHRYN G LAS3
WICKERSHAM PHILIP HY GRAD
WICKERSHEIMER DAVID GRAD
WICKLEIN ANDREW A GRAD
WICKRAMASEKERA IAN E GRAD
WICKS EDWARD E LASl
WICKS JAMES WILLIAM FAA4
WICKUM DAVID PAUL LAS3
WIDAMAN BRIAN LANE LAS3
WIDDERSHEIM MARY ALI LASl
WIDE PATRICIA ANN LASl
WIDELL KATHY ANN ED I
WIDHOLM BETH A AGRl
WIDMAR CANDACE H LASl
WIDNER FARRELL DAVID BUS2
WIEBERS LAURIE ANN FAA2
WIECHERT CURTIS ROBE ENG3
WIECZOREK CHERYL S LAS4
WIECZOREK THOMAS E LAS3
WIEDEMAN CRAIG PARKE FAA1
WIEGAND GEURGE BACH GRAD
WIEGAND JOHN MARK ENGl
WIEGAND RICHARD E LASl
WIEGEL DOROTHY J GRAD
WIEGEL JEFFREY ALAN LAS2
WIEKHORST WAYNE B GRAD
WIELAND DONALD L ENGl
WIELAND NANCY KAY LAS4
WIELOSINSKI MARCUS P ENGl
WIELT JOHN LOUIS JR COM4
WIEMAN STEVEN CLYDE GRAD
WIEMERSLAGE FRANK R LAW2
WIENER ALISSA K GRAD
WIENER DAVID MORTON GRAD
WIENRANK GEORGE D AGR3
WIER KAREN J LASl
WIERCIAK RICHARD TED LAW3
WIERDAK JAMES MICHAE BUS3
WIERS MICHELLE E FAA1
WIESBROOK GREGG E LASl
WIESENMEYER FRANK M GRAD
WIESENMEYER HILDA R FAA5
WIETECHA MARGARET B COM4
WIETFELDT WILLARD J GRAD
WIETING JUDITH B GRAD
WIETING MARK WILLIAM GRAD
WIGGAM ELIZABETH S GRAD
WIGGAM SHARON ANN LAS2
WIGGINS JEROME GRIER LASl
WIGHTMAN JANE EMMA GRAD
WIGNER CHRISTOPHER B LASl
WIGNER DANA MICHAEL LAS3
WIGTON GREGORY L LASl
WIJAS MARCIA IRENE ED 1
WIKENHAUSER CHARLES LAS2
WIKER STEVEN LEE LAS2
WIKOFF JOHN PRESTON LASl
WIKOFF KENNETH EUGEN AGR4
WIKOFF TERRILL J LASl
WIKOFF WINN FINLEY AGR4
WILBAT BRUCE B BUS2
*WILBER KAETHE QUITTI LAS4
WILBERG RICHARD W JR ENG3
WILBRANDT ROBERT A LASl
WILBUR CAROL S LASl
WILCHER PAUL D LAW1
WILCOCK DEBORAH J PE 1
WILCOX ALVIN LEE GRAD




















2104 ORCH ST 104
2112 ORCH ST 304
2112 ORCH ST 304
URH GARNER 265
URH TOWNSEND 467


















604 E ARMORY 103
907 S WRIGHT
112 E DANIEL
PRAIRIE VW TRLR CT
PRAIRIE VIEW TRLR
1108 S 1ST
2315 S 1ST 203
URH GARNER 276
URH OGLESBY 816
408 W I LLINOIS
URH WESTON 463
916 FAIRLAWN


















805 W GREEN 3
























u 2200 CRESTVIEW LN
c 359--1276 1829 PARKDALE
u 332--4101 1461 WENTWORTH
u 344--6351 1461 WENTWORTH AV
c 332--1287 RR 3 BOX 27A
u 332--2719 RR 1 BOX 106
u 367--3121 1236 W 97TH ST
c 3 52--2877 1137 HUDSON RD
c 332--1564 304 NEBRASKA ST
u 332--2524 ROUTE 3
c 356--3955 1001 S WESTERN
C 356--8424 1822 N NORMANDY AV
c 332--1328 RR 1
c 33 QUEEN ST
c RR 3
u 367--7185 RR 1
u 332--5624 1020 GROVE 306
c 332--3972 1960 S 32ND ST
c 344--9442 5015 OCONTO
u 246 EAGAN
u 344--4801 220 FRANKLIN ST
u 344--480 1 220 FRANKLIN ST
c 332--0 749 117 N EASTWOOD AV
u 332--422 2 403 BERLIN RD
c 356--1267 5603 S KENWOOD AV
c 332--1682 6333 FLETCHER
RR
c 314 W HELLEN RD
c 332--0528 1425 ANDREWS
u 367--2690 2413 OREGON
u 8200 W FAIRMONT LN
1822 HILLCREST RD
c 3 56--2269 316 PARK ST
c 332--1943 641 E CALHOUN ST
c 332--1947 RR 2 BOX 480
u 4034 N PITTSBURGH
c 591 SPRUCE ST
u 332--3048 RR 1
u 7955 S RIDGELAND
c 332--0503 433 STRIEFF LN
c 332--0386
u 332--5696 10 8TH ST
c 651 COLWYN TERR
c 344--1630 156 W LANARK AV
c 356--7936 21 EDNICK DR
c 643--6739 PRAIRIE VIEW TRLR
c 901 S 1ST
c 344--7011 CATERPILLAR TRAIL
c 317 E FRANKLIN ST
c 332--0760 130 B E OAKWOOD RD
u 332--5277 2600 GRANDVIEW AV
u 616 E MAIN
c 332--2097 616 E MAIN ST
u 367--0118 4540 FLECHA DR
c 2507 WEDEMEYER ST
u 332--4441 17 SUNNYSIDE DR
u 332--3940 9133 CHAPPEL AV
u 10 LINCOLN DR
c ROUTE 1 BOX 95
c 352--6105 3324 ROSE ST
u 3 67--3786 1620 HILLCREST AV
u 3 62--3786 82 N MISS R BLVD
u RR 2
u 332--5471 RR
u 3419 S 56TH CT
u 332--5182 5303 OTTO PL
u 332--2609 1472 ST LOUIS ST
c 475 COTTAGE
u 365--2020 602 S WALNUT
u 365--2020 602 S WALNUT
c 356--3987 ROUTE 1 BOX 684
c 352--8057 ROUTE 1
u 344--1526
u 344--1526 805 W GREEN 3
u 367--9467 502 SUNNYCREST
u 367--946 7 502 SUNNYCREST
c 110-35 196TH ST
c 352--4395 109 TAHOMA RD
c 1620 W STATE ST
c 332--0808 1620 W STATE ST
c 2801 RICHMOND
u 332--5619 5037 N NEVA AV
u 332--3773 RR 1
c 356--7901 RR 2 BOX 353
u 344--6035 708 W WASHINGTON
u 344--9876
u 332--2655 2120 NOEL
c 344--5000
c 235 NOTTINGHAM AV
u 367--6110 912 LINVIEW
c 352--4503 807 SHERWOOD DR
c 480 OXFORD LN
c 332--0600 61 LAFAYETTE AV
u 365--1238 1905 N CUNNINGHAM




































































































WILCOX DAVID MARLIN GRAD
WILCOX JOHN A ENG1
WILCOX STANLEY WATER LAW2
WILCOX WILLIAM HOWAR LAS4
WILD ARTHUR MONROE FAA6
WILD JEREMY ALAN GRAD
WILD JOHN JOSEPH LAS4
WILDE CARLYLE BUS4
WILDE DONNA JEAN LAS2
WILDEMUTH JAMES H ENG1
WILDER MARCIA LYNN LAS3
WILDERMUTH RICHARD J FAA2
WILDEROTTER JAMES A LAW3
WILDHAGEN ERIC C ENG3
WILDMAN LINDA LAS1
WILENSKY SARA L S LAS1
WILER NEAL THOMAS BUS4
WILEY DARLENE C GRAD
WILEY GALE FREDERICK GRAD
WILEY MARY LOUISE LAS2
WILEY SAMUEL D GRAD
WILEY WILLIAM HAROLD GRAD
WILFORD JAMES ROBERT ENG2
WILHAM GREGORY LYNN LAS4
WILHELM CHARLES MICH BUS2
WILHELM JOSEPH L LAS1
WILHELMI KENNETH L ENG3
WILHELMSON ROBERT B GRAD
WILKE WILLARD LEE VM 4
WILKEN LYNDELL K PE 1
WILKEN RAYMOND EDWIN GRAD
WILKENING ROBERT JOH ENG4
WILKENING RON H ENG1
WILKENING STUART ELR ENG4
WILKER ELLEN LEE ED 2
WILKER LAWRENCE J GRAD
WILKER MARILYN G GRAD
WILKERSON JACK P ENG3
WILKERSON JERRI LEE LAS1
WILKES MARY LINDA LAS3
WILKEY MICHAEL L ENG1
WILKEY WALTER DENNIS VM 4
WILKIN JUDITH ANN GRAD
WILKIN PETER JULIAN GRAD
WILKIN REBECCA S LAS2
WILKINS GORDON ALLEN FAA4
WILKINS MICHAEL GRAY GRAD
WILKINS RONALD WAYNE GRAD
WILKINS SALLY FOOTE GRAD
WILKINS THOMAS WILLI FAA4
WILKINSON CAROLYN JO LAS2
WILKINSON GARY W AGR1
WILKINSON ROBERT W GRAD
WILKINSON SANDRA L LAS3
WILKINSON SUSANN L LAS3
WILKINSON THOMAS HAR ENG4
WILKINSON THOMAS W LAS4
WILKS ANDREW CARLETO FAA3
WILKUS JANICE A ED 1
WILL HARTMUT JUERGEN GRAD
WILL KAREN J GRAD
WILL RAYMOND LAWRENC GRAD
WILL RICHARD E 8US2
WILLARD AMY REXROAD LAS5
WILLARD CHARLES ARTH GRAD
WILLARD DERALD DEAN GRAD
WILLARD GORDON LEE COM3
WILLARD JOHN WILLIAM BUS2
WILLEM RAYMOND ALFRE GRAD
WILLENBORG DAVID L ENGl
WILLENBORG PATRICIA LAS6
WILLEY BARRY ALAN LAS2
WILLEY DAWN M FAA1
WILLEY VERA MARIE GRAD
WILLIAMS ALBERT M LASi
WILLIAMS ALLAN RICHA ENG3
WILLIAMS AMY KAY ED 3
WILLIAMS ANNE CELEST LAS2
WILLIAMS ANNE LYNNET FAA4
WILLIAMS BARBARA J LAS3
WILLIAMS BENNETT LAW3
WILLIAMS BEVERLY A GRAD
WILLIAMS BILL ALVIN GRAD
WILLIAMS BRIAN R GRAD
WILLIAMS BRUCE A VM 4
WILLIAMS BRUCE J ENG3
WILLIAMS BRUCE THOMA VM 2
WILLIAMS CASSENDRA A LAS5
WILLIAMS CHARLES DAV GRAD
WILLIAMS CHARLES R FAA4
WILLIAMS CHERYL ANN LAS3
WILLIAMS CLARENCE J GRAD
WILLIAMS DALE D ENGl
WILLIAMS DANIEL L LASI
WILLIAMS DANIEL T JR LAWl
WILLIAMS DAVID LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS DAVID LEE GRAD
57 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 218 U
1501 LINCOLNSHIRE C
713 W OHIO U
604 W MAIN 5 U
709 W NEVADA U
1109 S 3RD 202 C
URH SCOTT 360 C
URH BLAISDELL 409 U
URH HOPKINS 417 C
409 E CHALMERS C
209 E ARMORY C
3213 KIRBY C
1215 W CHARLES C
910 S 3RD 803 C
URH TRELEASE U
1205 W MAIN 1 U
608 HARWOOD CT C
608 HARWCOD CT C
903 W NEVADA U
807 N LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 325 U
308 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 106 U
TOLONO ILL
604 E ARMORY 216 C
URH SNYDER 482 C
311 E DANIEL C
408 W ELM U
URH ALLEN 175 U
URH SHERMAN 347 C
AUGERVILLE RD U
305 W PARK 4 U
1503 KIRBY 6 C
URH WARDALL U
2118 ORCH ST 203 U
2118 ORCH ST 203 U
311 E GREEN C
URH LAR 101 U
URH WARDALL 409 U
URH OGLESBY 116 U
806 W SPNGFLD U
710 1/2 W JOHN C
710 1/2 W JOHN C
1813 VALLEY RD C
804 W DANIEL C
817 W HILL U
2 BUENA VISTA CT U
2 BUENA VISTA CT U
707 S BROADWAY U
URH LAR 383 U
URH SNYDER 240 C
804 W MICHIGAN U
307 W GREEN i C
910 S 3RD 807 C
505 E GREEN 207 C
309 E INDIANA U
1203 W MAIN 1 U
URH LAR 402 U
1974 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 398 U
1702 W CHURCH C
1006 W NEVADA U
135 W CLARK C
135 W CLARK C
2311 RAINBOW VIEW U
502 E UNIVERSITY C
URH HOPKINS 282 C
502 W SPNGFLD 5 C
URH SCOTT 286 C
909 S MATTIS C
306 E DANIEL C
URH ALLAN 7 U
914 CRESCENT C
URH GARNER 313 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 98 U
1110 W NEVADA U
DECATUR ILL
URH LAR U
205 W UNIVERSITY C
604 S GREGORY U
2301 S 1ST 201 C
2017 A ORCH ST U
2012 CURETON U
URH BABCOCK 312 U
502 E HEALEY 32 C
RANTOUL ILL
1107 W GREEN 634 U
815 N MCKINLEY C
1009 GRANT PL U
1713 RIDGELAND C
URH SNYDER 494 C
URH FORBES 456 C




























































































103 W 13TH ST
204 7TH AV
1839 WESTCHESTER
9625 S CENTRAL PK
604 W MAIN
709 W NEVADA
414 N 5TH ST
RR 2
2233 S 1ST ST
RR 1
124 DORCHESTER CT









1418 SW 13TH AV
1726 LARKSPUR DR
2023 GROVE LN

















1440 LAKE SHORE OR
710 1/2 W JOHN
RR 1
1813 A VALLEY RD
410 MAUDE AV
817 W HILL
2 BUENA VISTA CT









1203 W MAIN 14









6004 W EDDY ST
502 W SPNGFLD 5
RR 2








451 E OLIVE ST
1566 OAK AV
4480 N KASSON AV
5 SPRUCE ST
311 ELLS
2017 A ORCH ST
2012 CURETON DR
18W054 APLEY LN
502 E HEALEY 2
64 CIRCLE DR
ROUTE 2 BOX 161
815 N MCKINLEY
14522 ST LOUIS AV
1713 RIDGELAND
828 S QUINCY






































































































WILLIAMS DAVID W ENGI
WILLIAMS DEE DAVIS GRAD
WILLIAMS DENNIS PAUL COM4
WILLIAMS DENNIS R GRAD
WILLIAMS DUNALD LAS1
WILLIAMS DONNIE GALE GRAD
WILLIAMS DUROTHY W GRAD
WILLIAMS DOUGLAS AMO BUS3
WILLIAMS EARL H ENGI
WILLIAMS EDDIE LEE LAS1
WILLIAMS ESTHER AMY GRAD
WILLIAMS ETHEL MCCOY GRAD
WILLIAMS FRED L GRAD
WILLIAMS GEOFFREY P GRAD
WILLIAMS GEORGIANNA GRAD
WILLIAMS H E IV ENGI
WILLIAMS HELEN E GRAD
WILLIAMS HELEN S LAS5
WILLIAMS HUGH EDGAR GRAD
WILLIAMS IAN DAVID GRAD
WILLIAMS IRENE LAS1
WILLIAMS JAMES G Jk ENGI
WILLIAMS JEAN L ' BUS1
WILLIAMS JEFFREY LYN ED 3
WILLIAMS JOANN E AGR1
WILLIAMS JOHN A ENGI
WILLIAMS JOHN WESLEY GRAD
WILLIAMS JOSEPH CLAU LAS2
WILLIAMS JOSEPH LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS JUDITH ANN LAS4
WILLIAMS JULIA ANNE GRAD
WILLIAMS KATHLEEN AN LAS2
WILLIAMS KEITH B LAS1
WILLIAMS KENNETH LEE ENG2
WILLIAMS LARRY JAMES GRAD
WILLIAMS LAURA LEE LAS3
WILLIAMS LAURIE LAS3
WILLIAMS LAWRENCE A LAS1
WILLIAMS LINDA MARIE ED 1
WILLIAMS MARGARET B LASl
WILLIAMS MARK B LAS3
WILLIAMS MARLA KAY ENG2
WILLIAMS MARY L LASl
WILLIAMS MARY W GRAD
WILLIAMS MELVIN DEAN GRAD
WILLIAMS MICHAEL NEA GRAD
WILLIAMS NANCY CAROL LAS3
WILLIAMS OWEN RHYS LAW2
WILLIAMS PATRICIA LASl
WILLIAMS PATRICIA K ED 1
WILLIAMS PEGGY J BUS1
WILLIAMS PEGGY LOUIS LAS2
WILLIAMS REBECCA J GRAD
WILLIAMS RENEE M LASl
WILLIAMS RIChARD ALA LAS4
WILLIAMS RICHARD LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS ROBERT CLAR GRAD
WILLIAMS ROBERT HENR GRAD
WILLIAMS ROBERT JOSE ENGI
WILLIAMS ROBERT KIM LASl
WILLIAMS R08ERT WESL LAS2
WILLIAMS ROGER DEAN GRAD
WILLIAMS ROGER EMIL ENG4
WILLIAMS ROGER JOHN AGR4
WILLIAMS ROSIE L LASl
WILLIAMS RUSSELL K FAA4
WILLIAMS SHARON PARV LAS2
WILLIAMS STEVEN D BUS2
WILLIAMS STEVEN M ENG2
WILLIAMS TERRY LEE FAA4
WILLIAMS THOMAS H GRAD
WILLIAMS VIOLET L GRAD
WILLIAMSON ALVIN LEE GRAD
WILLIAMSON CHARLOTTE GRAD
WILLIAMSON HAROLD E LAS2
WILLIAMSON JAMES F LASl
WILLIAMSON JAMES J ENGI
WILLIAMSON ROGER K BUS3
WILLIAMSON WILLIAM R GRAD
WILLIGER LINDA ANN ED 4
WILLIS ANTHONY G GRAD
WILLIS GRANT LESLIE GRAD
WILLIS HARRY GLEN ENG2
WILLIS JEFFREY OWEN ENG3
WILLIS JOHN W JR ENG4
WILLIS LEON M ENGI
WILLIS PAUL P ENG3
WILLIS RAMONA S LASl
WILLIS REBECCA MARY LAS4
WILLIS RICHARD DAVID GRAD
WILLIS ROBERT DAVID LAS4
WILLIS WILLIAM JOSEP AGR2
WILLMAN GARY PAUL ENG4
WILLMER JAMES LESTER ENG2
WILLMORE THOMAS F ENGI
WILLMOTT GAIL ANN LAS2
WILLOUGHBY DAVID J LASl
URH GARNER 442
THOMASBORO ILL
504 W GRIGGS 306











2017 A ORCH ST
URH FORBES 316










2062 B ORCH ST
URH SCOTT 264
1976 A ORCH ST
910 S 3RD 1207
ST JOSEPH ILL












502 E HEALEY 2











505 E WHITE 2
2022 D ORCH ST
URH SHERMAN 847
URH TOWNSEND 173
305 E JOHN 7
1105 S 4TH
2304 S 1ST 104



































c 332--0874 680 S MANOR CT
JACOBSON DR
u 367 -1470 RR 1
c 3 56--2669
c 1939 PIGGOTT AV
210 ELM ST
u 365--1994 501 E MUMFORD
c 344--9560 1 W LONNOUIST PKWY
c 332--1751 RR I BOX 64
c 3337 MARKET AV
c 356--0216 SUNSET LAKE
301 W HUFFMAN
c 344--9571 169 TROPICANA 25
906 W CHURCH
u 344--3585 2017 A ORCH ST
c 332--1026 124 FORESTWAY DR
u 344--7415 1961 A ORCH ST
c 356--6781 101 E CLARK
c ALDWICK N BOGNOR
u 367--1259 241 S OEWEY
u ROUTE 1 BOX 185
c 344--5000
c 332--0624 13300 GREGORY ST
c 332--1743 RR 1
u 94 SULLIVAN DR
c 332--1475 1721 WHITTIER
u 344--0942 1214 BARCELONA DR
c 332--1474 604 S CENTRAL AV
u 344--3393 1976 A ORCHARD ST
c 333--5000 2450 RIDGEWAY RD
210 ELM ST
c 344--5000 2112 BARBERRY DR
c 816 S 15TH AV
u 332--3552 1650 N MAIN ST
511 TAFT ST
u 332--5599 48 CARROLL DR
c 915 ARLINGTON
c 356--0607 1004 N POPLAR
u 332--4379 RR 4
c 332--0553 1049 WISCONSIN ST
u 344--9519 8446 ST LOUIS AV
u 332--4429 642 S MEMORIAL
u 332--3695 BOX 418
c 356--1634 RR 1
u 344--1382 604 S GREGORY
JACOBSON DR
c 332--0231 744 SUNSET DR
c 1897 NOTRE DAME AV
u 5652 S INDIANA
u 332--5495 451 E OLIVE
1932 HERVEY AV
u 332--3136 RR 1
u 6903 LAKE OR
u 1656 BUENA VISTA
c 359--3016 1370 S HAWKINS AV
u 344--4746 73 FELLS RD
c 332--4920 722 S GRANT ST





344--4609 610 CYANIDE AV
u 344--6600 105 N DREXEL
c 344--7314
u 332--5726 13823 UTICA
c 352--1615 5021 N KENNISON AV
c 332--0608 8536 S VERNON AV
c 332--2005
c 422 S YALE AV
u 367--0580 3109 20TH ST
c 356--6781 101 E CLARK
c 352--8285 2503 TRAFALGAR SQ
c 352--3919 1307 W GREEN
39 SPRING LAKE
c 401 S 4TH BOX 514
c 344--9776 4633 W 105TH PL
u 344--9518 1307 W GREEN
u 356--93 5 7 521 S DORCHESTER
c 356--5714 1310 HIGH ST
u 332--4342 9280 COURTLAND
c 332--5017 3764 COTE MEIGES
c 352--3848
c 332--0824 260 W OAK ST
c 332--1949 25 PUTNAM RD
u 367--7166 2005 RAINBOW VIEW
1256 S KARLOV
c 830 PARKS IDE DR
u 332--5610 1206 W PROSPECT ST
u 332--2875 7714 LEAWOOD BLVD
u 367--1678 204 WOODS
c 356--0774 9924 3RD ST RD
c 332- 1191 RR 1
c 344--1266 1812 SCHUYLER ST
c 332--0711 15121 LEXINGTON
c 1455 ARCADY DR
u 332--3300 1232 GREENWOOD AV




























































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
DECATUR ILL
AKRON OHIO









































WILLOUGHBY KENNETH C AGR3
WILLS ANN CHRISTINE AGR
1
WILLS BILLY KAY AGR4
WILLS DONALD N LAS1
WILLS GARY PAUL LAS2
WILLS SCUTT GORDON FAA2
WILLSKEY ROBERT T LAS1
WILLSON DONALD ERIC LAS4
WILLWERTH MARY T LAS1
WILMOT TERRY MILLER GRAD
WILMUTTE THOMAS M GRAD
WILNER DOUGLASS OWEN ENG2
*WILSON ALAN G BUS2
WILSON ARNOLD GILBER LAS2
WILSON BARBARA LYNN ED 3
WILSON BRUCE ELLIOTT BUS4
WILSON CAROL H AGR2
WILSON CHARLES tVERE AGR4
WILSON CLYDE D JR GRAD
WILSON CONNIE MAE GRAD
WILSON CORAL1E A FAA1
WILSON DARYL LEE ENG1
WILSON DELLA BENNETT ED 4
WILSON DENNIS PAUL AGR4
WILSON DENNIS WAYNE ENG2
WILSON DONALD BATES LAS1
WILSON DONALD EUGENE ENG2
WILSON DONALD W 8US1
WILSON DOYLE WAYNE ENG2
WILSUN GARY R GRAD
WILSON GEORGE EARL GRAD
WILSON GEORGE F GRAD
WILSON GREGORY S 8US4
WILSON JAMES EDWIN LAS2
WILSON JAMES H LAS1
WILSON JAMES M BUSl
WILSON JOHN WILLIAM LAS6
WILSON KATHLEEN E LAS1
WILSON KENNETH EARL ENG4
WILSON LARRY LEE BUS4
WILSON LARRY LEON GRAD
WILSON MARCIA JEAN LAS2
WILSON MARILYN D LAS2
WILSON MARJEAN KAY LAS3
WILSON MARK FREDERIC FAA4
WILSON MARK SHELTON GRAD
WILSON MARLIN LANNIS BUS4
WILSON MARY OLSON COM4
WILSON MICHAEL G LAS2
WILSON MICHAEL STEVE ENG4
WILSON MICHAEL W FAA1
WILSON NANCY JANE GRAD
WILSON PAUL WALLACE LAS1
WILSON PAULINE C GRAD
WILSON RAY ALLARD 8US3
WILSON RICHARD ARTHU LAW3
WILSUN ROBERT HARRY COM3
WILSON ROBERT PAUL AGR4
WILSON RUTH A FORYS AGR3
WILSON STEPHAN D FAA1
WILSON SUSAN ELIZABE LAS4
WILSON THOMAS EDhARD FAA4
WILSON THOMAS HENRY GRAO
WILSON WINNIE R GRAD
WILT SUSANNE LAS3
WILTBERGER CAROLYN R ED 3
WILTON DONALD ROBERT GRAD
WILTON WILLIAM THQMA BUS4
WILZBACH KENNETH SCO LAS4
WIMMER BARBARA DIANE ED 3
WINAND JOHN H LAS1
WINBURN JOHN TEMPLE ENG4
WINCE JEFFREY H ENG2
WINCUP GARY KIM LAW3
WIND WILLIAM KENDAL LAS3
WINDECKER RICHARD CH GRAO
WINDELBORN AUGDEN FR LAS3
WINDER ROSALIND P LAS1
WINDH JOHN ERNFRID GRAD
WINDHORN ROGER DEAN AGR1
WINDLE PHYLLIS N LAS1
WINDMILLER JEAN M LASl
WINDMILLER ROBERT A PE 2
WINDSOR JAMES SWAN GRAD
WINtLAND SHARON L GRAD
WINER JOYCE CAROL COM4
WINFREY SAMUEL JOHNS ENG4
WING LAURA LAS4
WING PHILIP LEWIS LAS6
WINGADER THOMAS ARTH LAW3
WINGATE DAVID LEE LAS2
WINGET CHARLfcS RICHA LAS4
WINGLtR tDWARD FELLI GRAD
WINGO EDGAR E ENG4
WINHOLD LARRY M BUSl
WININGS THOMAS R GRAD
WINJE GILBERT LAWREN GRAD
URH OGLESBY 426 U
URH TAFT 325 C
58 E GREGORY C
211 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 162 C
103 E ARMORY C
204 W CHARLES C
2319 S 1ST 302 C
URH LAR 112 U
102 S GREGORY 1 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH HOPKINS 286 C
3211 CAMERON C
505 W VERMONT U
313 E JOHN C
707 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 211 C
505 W VERMONT U
1401 CURT1SS U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 346 U
URH SCOTT 250 C
CHRISMAN ILL
1010 E COLORADO U
URH FORBES 470 C
910 S 3RD 607 C
112 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 515 U
505 E GREEN C
809 1/2 LYNWOOD C
URH SHERMAN 857 C
1114 BROADMOOR 3 C
710 S VINE U
601 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 208 C
201 E GREEN C
906 E WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 422 U
111 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 608 C
1723 VALLEY RD C
URH BLAISDELL 230 U
1837 B ORCH PL U
409 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 2ND C
2307 S 1ST 203 C
30 COACHMAN U
804 W CHURCH C
1837 B ORCH PL U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 471 C
URH SCOTT 369 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
910 S 3RD C
804 W CHURCH C
706 W CHURCH 10 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
53 E JOHN 3 C
URH FORBES 225 C
URH BLAISUELL 418 U
53 E JOHN 3E C
2001 B ORCH ST U
1906 A ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 201 U
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
604 N MAPLE 45 U
502 E SPNGFLO C
URH CARR 123 U
409 E CHALMERS 906 C
URH OGLESBY 825 U
14 APRICOT C
604 E ARMORY C
1403 MUMFORD U
805 W OREGON C
1101 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 570 U
URH NOBLE 225 C
1401 WESTFIELD C
403 N RACE U
URH ALLEN 476 U
URH SAUNDERS 302 U
URH SNYDER 225 C
2004 S VINE U
1754 VALLEY RD C
302 E ARMURY C
URH TOWNSEND 379 U
908 W NEVADA U
809 S 5TH C
105 E JOHN 101 C
705 W SPNGFLD U
511 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 1347 C
RR 2 U
URH HOPKINS 216 C
510 S 4TH C






















226 S EVANSTON AV ARLINGTON HTS ILL
60 12TH ST RANTOUL ILL
332--1247 RR 2 BOX 400A MUNDELEIN ILL
356--0684 1105 E MAPLE ST KANKAKEE IL
365--1474 505 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
311 DEVON AV BARTLETT ILL
359-4917 7221 S PRAIRIE CHICAGO ILL
332--0618 22 S GRANGER HARRISBURG IL
344--6060 505 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
367--0459 920 LAKE ST OAK PARK IL
2-10 27TH AV LONG ISLAND N Y
332--3214 519 SANGAMON RANTOUL ILL
ROUTE 4 MCCONNELSVL OHIO
308 N VERMONT CHRISMAN ILL
365--2739 RR 1 WEST LIBERTY ILL
332--1136 301 E WINTER DANVILLE ILL
344--5000 1513 E MATHENY SPRINGFIELD ILL
72 HILLCREST DR CLINTON ILL
332--4252 2229 N 77TH CT ELMWOOD PARK IL
RR 1 OMAHA ILL
359--1996 18415 FIELDING DETROIT MI
332--4930 952 JEFFERSON HILLSBORO ILL
356--8585 6 3RD AV KINGSTON JAM WI
4806 PROSPECT RD PEORIA HTS ILL
215 DOROTHY CT ISLAND LAKE ILL
332- 1913 940 RAMONA TERR ROCKFORD ILL
356--7794 10331 5TH AV CUTOF LA GRANGE ILL
367-
-4156 5909 TRENTON LN PEORIA ILL
1760 LUNT AV DES PLAINES ILL
344--0614 1021 NORMAL ST HENRY ILL
ALSEY ILL
356--3074 RR 2 FARMINGTON IOWA
332--3500 3324 N BILTMORE PEORIA ILL
1711 11TH ST NW WASHINGTON D C
344--2315 845 ROSEMARY TERR DEERFIELD ILL
356--7683 1105 E MAPLE KANKAKEE ILL
344--3259 22 S GRANGER HARRISBURG ILL
367--4748 30 COACHMAN URBANA ILL
352--0896 7812 CRYSTAL SPRS WOODSTOCK ILL
1711 11TH ST NW WASHINGTON D C
3332 S 1ST ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
332--0895 THAWVILLE IL
452 OAKDALE CHICAGO ILL
332--1549 218 MOORE ST WESTVILLE ILL
104 EISENHOWER OR B'LOOMINGTON IL
17 S GRANGER ST HARRISBURG ILL
352--0896 5452 GREENLEAF ST SKOKIE ILL
359--3509 706 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
344--2297 RR 1 SULLIVAN ILL
356--2335 311 S BRYAN ST NASHVILLE ILL
332--0964 2917 N SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO IL
332--3556 275 N MYRTLE ELMHURST ILL
5909 N TRENTON LN PEORIA ILL
344--3209 700 GARLAND 10A FAYETTEVILLE ARK
344--3659 1906 A ORCHARD ST UR B A NA I L
332--3142 112 E PENN ST MUNCY PA
367--0908 619 LEONARD AV DE KALB IL
367--2006 604 N MAPLE 45 URBANA ILL
352--8760 BOX 559 LAMESA TEX
332--3875 9727 S SPRINGFIELD EVERGREEN PK ILL
308 HALE ST BETHANY ILL
2335 SANDERS RO NORTHBROOK ILL
352--2810 4640 N TOPPING KANSAS CITY MO
1803 JO ANNE DR PERU ILL
367--7749 1403 MUMFORD URBANA ILL
344--0042 4252 N HERMITAGE CHICAGO ILL
344--0224 102 COLEMAN AV CHATHAM N J
332--4289 1701 LIVINGSTON EVANSTON ILL
332--0400 2376 W GLENWOOD AV PHILA PA
356--7422 ROUTE 1 BOX 360 KENOSHA WIS
367--4964 331 S EVERGREEN ONARGA ILL
332--3406 104 W WILLOW ST FORRESTON ILL
332--3644 387 PLUM ST AURORA ILL
110 LAFEVER ST OSSIAN IND
367--6150 1 GREYSTONE CRSCNT DUMFRIES SCOT
356--3623 HAMBURG ILL
344--7244 216 N WESTON AV ELGIN ILL
RR 2 SALEM ILL
422 WINNEMAC PARK FOREST ILL
1574 W WOOD ST DECATUR ILL
352--7254 1717 BASSWOOD LN MT PROSPECT ILL
367--8054 78 ELM ST CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
367--5618 1406 16TH ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
332--5030 312 W WOOD HILLSBORO ILL
367--2312 RR 2 URBANA ILL
332--1198 2016 S DOUGLAS SPRINGFIELD IL
352--8295 RR 1 LOVINGTON ILL
356--9842 BOX 284 GRANITE FALLS WASH
314
WINKELHAKE BONNIE & GRAD
WINKtLHAKE CLAUDIA J LAS2
WINKELHAKE JEFFREY L GRAO
WINKELMANN CHRISTINE LAS4
WINKELMANN GAIL L BUS1
WINKLEBLACK ROBERT M LAS3
WINKLEMAN LARRY JAME LAS3
WINKLER DALE PAUL LAS3
WINKLER JOHN ALAN BUS4
WINKLER LOUIS MICHAE LAS2
WINKLER MARIE L LAS4
WINKLER RICHARD GEOR LAS4
WINLEY RONALD R LAS1
WINN DOROTHY LILLIAN LAS2
WINN PAUL RICHARD GRAD
*WINN ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
WINNETT DAVID ADAMS LAS1
WINSKE OAN GRAD
WINSLOW LINDA S GRAD
WINSLOW THOMAS E AGR4
*WINSOR ROGER ANOREW GRAD
WINSTON ANDREW SPENC GRAD
WINSTON BEATRICE L GRAD
WINSTON MICHELLE ED 2
WINTER BARBARA A AGR2
WINTER BECKY GAIL LAS3
WINTER BRIAN PATRICK GRAD
WINTER BRUCE L GRAD
WINTER DALE E ENGl
WINTER DOUGLAS E LAS1
WINTER JOHN KEITH LAS4
WINTER KATHLEEN M LAW1
WINTER LAUREEN LAS1
WINTER MARILYN S GRAD
WINTER MICHAEL GRAD
WINTER ROBERT GRAD
WINTER ROBERT ROY EO 4
WINTER STEPHEN M ENGl
WINTER THOMAS A BUS3
WINTER WILLIAM CRAIG BUS4
WINTERBAUER ALBERT L LAS4
WINTERBAUER CAROLE A LAS1
WINTERBAUER NANCY V LASl
WINTERMUTE ROBERT LE LAS2
WINTERS CAROLYN RAE LAS3
WINTERS LOUISE F AGR1
WINTERS MARY VERONIC COM3
WINTERS SARAH BETH LAS2
WINTHEISER JOHN G LAS3
WINTHEISER ROBERT WE GRAD
WINTON BETH L LAS4
WIPPOLD WILLIAM M LAS4
WIRE GARY LEE GRAD
WIREMAN JOHN WAYNE GRAD
WIRKA ROBERT CASEY J ENG2
WIRSING ROBERT KURTH LAS4
WIRSING WALTER ALAN LAS3
WIRTH ROBERT DEAN ENG4
WIRTH RONALD FAAl
WIRTZ JANET M LAS3
WIRZ DOLORES E GRAD
WISAN GAIL RAE GRAD
WISE CARL E ENGl
WISE CATHY P LAS2
WISE CHARLES ROBERT AGR3
WISE CYNTHIA CURTISS GRAD
WISE GERI A LASl
WISE GWEN JEANETTE AGR4
WISE LINDA LU LAS3
WISE MICHAEL E ENGl
WISE NEIL KENT LAS4
WISE RICHARD L GRAD
WISE SHERWOOD W JR GRAD
WISE TRACY LEON LAS3
WISEMAN BEVERLY JANE LAS3
WISEMAN DAVID ALTON GRAD
WISEMAN EMORY ELDRED GRAD
WISEMAN JANE M GRAD
WISEMAN JOHNNIE WILS VM 2
WISEMAN MARCIA L LASl
WISEMAN MARJORIE W LAS4
WISHART CHARLES M GRAD
WISHINSKY JANET LAS2
WISHOP JOHN RICHARD AGR3
WISINSKI ROBERT C LASl
WISLOW LEONARD ALEX COM3
WISLOW NANCY L AGR1
WISNIEWSKI ERNEST E GRAD
WISNIEWSKI FREDERICK AVI 1
WISNIEWSKI MARY F AGR1
WISNIEWSKI VIRGINIA FAA6
WISNOSKY JANICE GAYE LAS2
WISNOSKY MARK G LASl
WISOVATY PAUL W LAS2
WISS JAMES E LASl
WISSE DIANNE S GRAD
WISSEHR JAMES H ENG3
711 W CHURCH 10 C
205 MUMFORD U
711 W CHURCH 10 C
903 W NEVADA U
32 BAKER U
CHARLESTON ILL
501 E DANIEL C
1101 W CLARK U
514 1/2 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
URH TRELEASE 605 U
URH TOWNSEND 435 U
2083 B ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 304 C
911 S 1ST C
1408 N MCKINLEY 12 C
URH WESTGN 406 C
URH DANIELS 310 U
1400 N MCKINLEY 3 C
1400 N MCKINLEY 3 C




405 E JOHN C
URH LAR 281 U
201 E CALIFORNIA 4 U
URH SHERMAN 859 C
URH HOPKINS 412 C
URH OGLESBY 602 U
106 N VINE U
URH SHERMAN 411 C
409 E CHALMERS C
201 E CALIFORNIA 4 U
POTOMAC ILL
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
MAHOMET ILL
URH FORBES 107 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 501 U
212 W SPNGFLD C
URH CLARK 320 C
URH ALLEN 27 U
309 E CHALMERS C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 404 C
501 E SPNGFLO 10 C
URH SAUNDERS 108 U
2108 ORCH ST 204 U
800 S MATTIS 34 C
409 E CHALMERS C
STA A BOX 2101 C
606 W PARK C
2105 HAZWD CT 101 U
306 E DANIEL 4 C
108 E HEALEY 14 C
108 E HEALEY 14 C
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
401 E DANIEL C
105 E JOHN 301 C
URH DANIELS 471 U
501 S RACE U
202 E DANIEL C
613 W UNION C
URH OGLESBY 420 U
809 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 522 U
903 W NEVADA U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 463 C
743 S MATTIS C
VILLA GROVE ILL
809 S 1ST C
613 W UNION C
907 W ILLINOIS U
913 W CHURCH 5 C
URH SHERMAN C
601 E CALIFORNIA U
802 1/2 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 624 U
913 W CHURCH 5 C
PARIS ILL
URH ALLEN 389 U
809 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 208 C
308 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN C
502 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 461 C
URH NOBLE 409 C
2506 S COMBES U
URH EVANS 117 U
1008 S 4TH C
508 E WHITE 1 C
URH OGLESBY 608 U
202 S LINCOLN 6 U
306 E GREGORY C
352--8996 2046 S GREENWOOD
344--6413 205 E MUMFORD DR
352--8996 711 W CHURCH 10
344--1931 210 OAKWOOD CR
367--3987 32 G H BAKER
2402 4TH ST
344-
-1510 5924 CLEVELAND ST




332--4200 120 S DERBYSHIRE
191-25 WOODHULL AV
332--0633 5544 N OLCOTT
352--7408 911 S 1ST
356--8093 5544 N OLCOTT
332--2055 529 N 6TH
332--2217 901 W 8TH
356--5338 1400 N MCKINLEY 3
356--5338 520 65TH ST






367--0813 201 E CALIFORNIA 4
332--4932 801 J ST 6A
332--1334 105 N ST CLAIR
19 MIAMI CT
365--1407 966 LINDEN AV
332--4716 2601-35TH AV
1415 LINDEN AV
367--0813 201 E CALIFORNIA 4
BOX 423
365--1516 1727 W NORTH SHORE
RR 1
516 N 9TH ST
356--7908 231 GALE AV
332--5173 19 MIAMI CT
352--0948 RR 1
332--0046 4701 OLD JACKSNVIL
332--3102 20415 KEDZIE AV
424 S 7TH AV





356--2317 4871 S CHEROKEE
2215 ARTHUR
438 WOODLAWN AV
352--3309 606 W PARK
344--7034 2105 HAZWD CT 101
617 S ARL HTS RD
10 HERON DR
359--3258 10 E HERON DR
332--4161 3348 GUSTAVE ST
204 HICKORY
356--9092 6615 W SCHREIBER
332--2544 118 FOREST WAY DR
2065 VAN HOESEN AV
352--5151 215 EDGEBROOK




344--0776 112 S CLARK ST
344-
-343A BOX 207
332--1613 8421 PALOMA DR
356-
-2028 503 W WASHINGTON
204 N FRANKLIN
356--3493 3839 EASTOVER OR
359--2189 613 W UNION
344--0695
1114 RIDGEWOOD
332--4812 303 PHOENIX AV
367--8525 347 FOREST CIRCLE
RR 2
332-5580 1206 MCKINLEY BLVD
913 W CHURCH 5
2 BRIAR HILL RD
332-3374 17341 DAROEN RD






332-0427 7400 S MADISON
367-0695 2506 S COMBES
332-2693 RR 1 BOX 59
RR I
356-9644 506 S MADISON ST
2006 ROBINCREST LN




































































































WISSMILLfcR JAMES ELW AGR2
WISSMILLER KATHRYN A FAA1
WlTEK RICHARD STANLE LAS4
WITHAM DOUGLAS RICHA LAS2
*WITHEE CARL J GRAD
W1THEFT DAVID J LAW2
WITHERS ROSALYN Y LAS1
WITHERSPOON STANLEY BUS1
WITHROW DANIEL CHARL ENG3
WITHROW JAMES MCCLAN 6US2
WITHROW ROBERT GUY ENG4
WITHROW STEPHEN PARK GRAD
WITKOWSKI ALLEN JOHN LAS2
WITKOWSKI MARTHA L FAA2
WITMER ROBERT EARL GRAD
WITNEY RUSSELL E GRAD
WITORT HELEN MARIE LAS3
WITSCHY JAMES KENTON LAS4
*WITT ANN LAZAR LAS4
WITT CANDACE JEAN LAS2
WITT GARY AUSTIN GRAD
*WITT PETER ARTHUR GRAD
WITTE BENJAMIN M ENG1
WITTE DAVID ALLEN ENG4
WITTIG CURT FRANKLIN GRAD
WITTIG MICHELE A GRAD
WITTKAMP JOEL M GRAD
WITTKAMP SHERRY N ED 4
WITTLER CHERYL ANNE PE 3
WITTWER STEVEN M FAA1
WITZIG ROBERT JOHN BUS3
WITZIG VIRGINIA NELL LAS2
WITZIG WILLIAM E GRAD
WITZLEB MARY KAY LAS4
WLODARCZYK JOANN ED 4
WLODEK ROBERT ANDREW ENG4
WO YIU KWAN GRAD
WOAN RONALD JEN-JIN GRAD
WOAN WEN-JIN GRAD
WOCHNER MARY F LAS3
WODETZKI CYNTHIA S LAS1
WODTKE KENNETH LEROY ENG4
WOEHLBRANDT ERWIN LAS2
WOELFEL JOHN C GRAD
WOfcLFLE SARA J LAS1
*WUELLNER WILLIAM C GRAD
WOEPPEL JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
WOERNER JAMES ALLEN AGR2
WOERTZ GLENN RUSSELL LAS2
WOESSNER DAVID CARL BUS2
WOFFORD FRANCES L LAS1
*WOHLSTEIN RONALD T GRAD
WOJAKOWSKI CAROLYN R AGR4
*WOJAKOWSKI JOHN B GRAD
WOJAKOWSKI LOIS ANN LAS4
WOJCIECHOWSKI JAMES BUS3
WOJCIK ANTHONY STEPH GRAD
WOJDULA LINDA CAROL LAS3
WOJDYGU THOMAS ANTHO LAS4
WOJEWNIK JUDITH A FAA
1
WOJICK CHRISTOPHER L FAA1
WOJNAR DEBORAH LOUIS LAS2
WOJSLAW RICHARD JOSE LAS4
WOJSLAW ROBERT STANL LAS2
WOJTAN LINDA SUE LAS2
VIOJTAS KEITH ENG1
WOJTENA JOSEPH STANL AVI2
WOJTOWICZ DAVID E LAS4
WOJTOWICZ JANIS F LAS2
WOJTOWICZ PATRICK JO LAS2
WOLAK KATHLEEN M LAS1
WOLBER STUART JAMES BUS1
WOLCHOCK CAROLYN W COM4
*WOLCHOCK ROBERT SAMU COM4
WOLCOTT CHRISTINA GRAD
WOLD BARBARA ROSE LAS3
WOLF BARRY LAS4
WOLF BRENDA J ED I
WOLF BRUCE RANDY LAS2
WOLF CRAIG VAN DYKE BUS3
WOLF DANIEL JAY LAS3
WOLF EARL STEWART PE 1
WOLF FRED WILLIAM AGR4
WOLF GARY K GRAD
WOLF GREGORY ERHARD ENG2
WOLF JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
WOLF JEFFREY MICHAEL Pfc 4
WOLF JOHN JACOB JR GRAD
WOLF JON ROBtRT LAS1
WOLF LIBBY C LAS1
WOLF LINDA RUTH LAS4
WOLF LOUIS M BUSl
WOLF MARK RICHARD LAS2
WOLF MARVIN ROBERT J PE 2
WOLF MARY ELLEN LAS5
WOLF NORMAN BARRY LAS3






202 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 124 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH SNYDER 245 C
HI S BUSEY 5 U
URH SHERMAN 950 C
707 S 3RD C
604 E ARMORY 340 C
1004 NEVADA U
705 W SPNGFLO U
705 S 3RD C
1111 S 1ST C
URH SAUNDERS 5 U
2064 A ORCH PL U
405 S 6TH 4 C
508 E CHALMERS C
606 W OHIO U
1805 C ORCH PL U
1217 THOMAS C
205 E GREEN 16 C
1805 C ORCH PL U
URH WESTCN 213 C
502 W MAIN 113 U
705 W HAINES C
705 HAINES C
2120 ORCH ST 201 U
2120 ORCH ST 201 U
URH ALLEN 165 U
URH HOPKINS 296 C
E HEALEY 2 C
TRELEASE 904 U
E HEALEY 2 C
E JOHN C
TAFT 314 C
URH TCWNSEND 554 U
STA A BOX 2112 U
808 W CALIFORNIA U
808 W CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 296 U
12 SALEM RD U
RANTOUL ILL
315 AVONDALE C
URH LAR 488 U
FAB 142 U
BUFFALO N Y
303 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 512 C
URH GARNER 308 C
URH WARDALL 1123 U
2105 HAZWD 302 U
406 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
406 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH FORBES 450 C
806 S 1ST 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
713 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 76 U
1004 S 4TH C
1503 W CHARLES C
URH TUWNSEND 435 U
URH WESTON 320 C
URH SAUNDERS 313 U
URH HOPKINS 225 C
401 E DANIEL C
706 S GREGORY PL U
URH TAFT 220 C
URH TOWNSEND 133 U
URH TAFT 219 C
311 E GREEN C
901 S 1ST 1 C
901 S 1ST 7 C
2303 S 1ST 202 C
309 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 109 U
910 S 3RD 910 C
URH CARR 306 U
URH BABCOCK 413 U
311 E GREEN C
105 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
305 COUNTRY FR 76 C
1009 W PENN U
307 S PRAIRIE C
1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH DANIELS 523 U
809 W PENN U
URH FLAGG 418 C
910 S 3RD 901 C
110 E CHALMERS C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 259 C
909 S 1ST 14 C
110 E CHALMERS C



























































































2064 A ORCH PL
555 W CORNEL IA
1480 N MILWAUKEE
517 N MILL
1805 C ORCHARD PL
1217 THOMAS DR
309 SW 11TH
1805 C ORCH ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 49
11920 GREENWOOD AV
2731 W ST GERGS CT
705 HAINES
2417 GINAHN
2120 ORCH ST 201
716 E CHERRY
925 TOMAHAWK LN
309 E 1ST ST
RR 1
106 E HEALEY
1416 W 9TH ST
43 W HELLEN RD
5244 W 25TH PL
STA A BOX 2112
138 TONG CHIN VIL
138 TUNG-CHUG
2804 E OAKLAND AV
90 FRANKLIN AV
RR 1






113 S VICTORY ST
1109 BEECH DR
202 WILSON ST
406 1/2 W SPNGFLD




5424 W 31ST ST
1627 NEWCASTLE
5416 W KIMBALL PL
5010 9TH ST
1503 W CHARLES
34 W 14TH ST









901 S 1ST 7










































































































































WOLF STEPHEN MICHAEL LAS3
WOLF STEVEN ALAN LAS4
WOLF TERRY LYNN AGR4
WOLFE ANUREA L PE 1
WOLFE JAMES ROBERT LAS2
WOLFE JOHN HENRY BUS3
WOLFE LINDA JANE LAS2
WOLFE LYNN M LAS1
WOLFE MICHAEL THOMAS BUS4
WOLFE RICHARD ALAN LAS4
WOLFE RICHARD BRUCE ENG4
WOLFE ROLAND W GRAD
WOLFE SALLY JANE LAS4
WOLFE SUSAN MARY LAS3
WOLFE TIMOTHY LYNN LASl
WOLFER CHRISTINE ROS LAS4
WOLFER TINA FAA3
WOLFF BEVERLY A LAS3
WOLFF CHARLES PAUL PE 3
WOLFF DALE FRANKLIN AGR3
WOLFF GEORGE M LASl
WOLFF HARVEY ELI GRAD
WOLFF HENRY PAUL LAS2
WOLFF LINDA GRAD
WOLFF LYNNE C GRAD
WOLFF MERCEDES M LASl
WOLFF QUENTIN A LAS2
WOLFF RICHARD CARL LAS4
WOLFF ROLAND CLAIR ENG4
WOLFF SANDRALEE A ED 1
WOLFINGER KENNETH F ENG1
WOLFLEY PETER FRANKL BUS3
WOLFRED TIMOTHY ROBE GRAD
WOLFSON BARBARA JEAN LAS2
WOLFSON HENRY ALLAN LAS4
WOLGAMOT JOHN P GRAD
WOLGAST KENNETH L BUS3
WOLIN ROBERT JON LAS2
WOLINETZ MIRIAM L ED 1
WOLINSKY HOWARD NEIL COM4
WOLKEN OAVID LAWRENC COM4
WOLKEN DENNIS E FAA4
WOLKEN LELAND PAUL GRAD
WOLL PEGGY MAUDINE AGR1
WOLL STANLEY BERNARD GRAD
WOLLACK DEBORAH SUE PE 1
WOLLEK ELLEN K AGR1
WOLLENBERG SUSAN ANN GRAD
WOLLERSHEIM DAVID E GRAD
WOLLMAN JACK BURTON GRAD
WOLLMANN NANNE SUE FAA4
WOLLOCK ANDREA JOY LAS3
WOLLSCHLAGER GLENN D BUS2
WOLLSCHLAGER MARCIA LAS4
WOLOWITZ DAVID LAS2
WOLPOFF BARRY NILES ENG2
WOLSKE DONNA LEE FAA2
WOLSKI CHRISTINE ANN LAS2
WOLSKI JUDITH MARIE LAS3
WOLSTED SHARON MARIE LAS2
WOLSZON MARSHA A LASl
WOLTER GAYLA JEAN AGR4
WOLTERS BRUCE D BUS1
fWOMICK JOHN P LAW1
WONDQLOWSKI MICHELE LAS2
WONG ALBERT YAG CHEE GRAD
WONG ANTONIO YEE GRAD
WONG CHI SONG GRAD
WONG CHUN MUI PANG GRAD
WONG EDWARD HUNG-HAY ENG4
WONG HAROLD H LAS2
WONG JOSEPH TSO-KIM ENG4
*WONG KAI-TAK GRAD
WONG KIN FAI GRAD
WONG KWOK-Y1NG GRAD
WONG LAWRENCE K LAS3
WONG MARIANA WING-FA GRAD





WONNEBERG STEPHEN D LAS3
WONSOWICZ JOHN ROBER ED 4
WOO ANNA M BUS1
WOO LOUISE MOY LAS2
WOO RICHARD M ENG1
WOO TONY C GRAD
WOO WILLIAM MAN-FEI LAS4
WOOD BARBARA ANN LASl
WOOD BRENDA D FAAl
WOOD CAROLINE RUTH GRAD
WOOD CHARLES F PE 1
WOOD CHARLES MILTON LAS4
WOOD CHRISTINA R GRAD
WOOD DONALD ANDERSON BUS4
WOOD EDWARD SNOWDEN GRAD
WOOD FRANK PROUT ED 4
WOOD JACKIE DALE GRAD
106 E HEALEY 3 C
1004 W OREGON U
HOMER ILL
URH FLAGG 420 C
URH OGLESBY 1005 U
20 APRICOT C
URH WARUALL 610 U
URH VANDOREN 423 C
503 N PROSPECT C
110 E ARMORY C
106 E HEALEY 4 C
2201 HAZWD CT 203 U
36 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 1105 U
402 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 280 C
801 W NEVADA U
205 E ARMORY C
608 S STATE 5 C
301 E ARMORY C
1010 W GREEN 485 U
URH DANIELS 372 U
URH LAR 476 U
PALOS HTS ILL
306 W JOHN C
713 W OHIO U
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
URH SNYDER 314 C
505 E CHALMERS C
502 W MAIN 112 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
505 WHITE 10 C
1008 S 2ND C
503 E WHITE 4 C
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 803 C
901 W SPNGFLD 18 U
2410 E MAIN 16 U
243 S DEWEY U
707 E MAIN U
URH VANDOREN 219 C
URH SHERMAN 547 C
1005 W GREGORY 104 U
URH ALLEN 239 U
903 S 4TH 3 C
COLUMBIA MO
1106 S EUCLID 104 C
203 S WRIGHT 4 C
910 S 3R0 1211 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 305 U
409 E CHALMERS 506 C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 223 C
URH TRELEASE 229 U
309 E JOHN C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 117 U
URH BLAISDELL 425 U
URH FORBES 247 C
1107 EUCLID C
URH TRELEASE 616 U
URH DANIELS 130 U
URH DANIELS 720 U
1107 W GREEN U
1107 W GREEN 422 U
504 E WHITE C
711 W GREEN U
407 E STOUGHTON C
102 N COLER U
909 S 5TH 1351 C
913 S LYNN U
STA A BOX 2435 C
404 E STOUGHTON 4 C
URH TOWNSEND 506 U
706 W GREEN U
STA A BOX 2109 C
611 W HEALEY C
502 E SPNGFLD C
URH BARTON 304 C
URH BARTON 304 C
URH SNYDER 4 86 C
212 E JOHN 6 C
306 S 5TH C
URH ALLEN 126 U
URH BUSEY U
607 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 472 C
505 E CHALMERS C
1977 D ORCH ST U
904 W GREEN 313 U
1977 D ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 708 C
232 S DEWEY U
4210 BOBOLINK
344-1542 600 1 N LAWNDALE
RR 2
2608 CITY VIEW DR
138 HARVEY AV
107 S WALNUT 3A
332--4414 632? N FAIRFIELD
332--0 544 829 GREENWOOD AV
3 56--5514 1927 36TH ST
359--4506 6052 N LAWNDALE
359--4058 106 E HEALEY
344--6459 ROUTE 1
356--6103 311 N ELMHURST AV
332--5712 3800 WENONAH AV
344--9713 420 E 7TH
344--7244 1411 N 5TH ST
344--3616 1701 GOOD AV
864 E BALDWIN RD
332--1488 104 S ALDINE AV
344--3410 RR 1
205 N 3RD ST
356--1402 608 S STATE 5
344--9506 6334 N MONTICELLO
332--2558 645 ELM ST
332--2507 1633 N HUDSON AV
3 32--3057 5141 W AGATITE
7331 PALOS AV
356--1847 664 ENTERPRISE
344--9581 7331 PALOS AV
332--3826 813 S ARDMORE AV
9503 GROSS POINT
344--3767 1717 BRADLEY RD
402 E 37TH ST
45 LINDEN LN
352--6935 45 LINDEN LN
344--7038 601 N JEWELL
1251 OSWEGO RD
356--7659 2609 JARLATH
344--5000 2915 W SHERWIN AV
367--3710 10144 S YATES
367--9559 2410 E MAIN
367--1915 DEWEY ST 243
367--6368 RR I
332--0506
344--4854 7207 JARBOE ST
332--3117 9351 N KEELER AV
880 BRYN MAWR AV
4117 N HARDING AV
1609 STANFORD
344--7345 7507 N CRAWFORD AV
352--5997 5482 S GREENWOOD
344--5000 1860 SHERMAN AV
344--9766 9619 S AVERS AV
332--4337 9619 S AVERS AV
8219 RIDGEWAY
8319 E PRAIRIE RD
332--0626 13340 S MAPLE
332--5464 4200 WOLF RD
1247 S 58TH AV
1304 VACKETTA DR
332--2821 10859 LOWE AV
332--3563 1161 OAK KNOLL DR
332--0998 1009 SUMMER ST
344--7605 102 E SPRING ST
332--5572 10000 WONDELL WDS
332--2157 URH DANIELS 130
332--2376 32-A ESPANA EXT
1107 W GREEN 422
344--4243 1107 W GREEN 422
359--4259 144A BOUNDARY ST
637 EVERGREEN LN
4D CHATHM GDN FLTS
367--1460 102 N COLER
332--5034 5-8738 JASPER AV
367--3857 913 S LYNN
213 FAYUEN FLAT B
352--3393 404 E STOUGHTON
332--4243 3514 HARDING AV
367--1933 410 W ELM
344--7552 344 KROK TAO
356--60 51 1805 N DRURY LN
352--8760 4227 N ORIOLE AV
332--0152 14 S GALENA AV
332--0152 14 S GALENA
332--1870 219 W 22ND PL
344--5778 25 LOCK RD
359--3387 28 MING YOEN ST W
209 PINE LN
332--2579 533 CIRCLE DR
2130 N ST NW
332--1379 1966 LEE ST
344--9741 1050 RANDOLPH
344--0875 1977 D ORCH ST
344--0607 19 SLEEPY HOLLOW





































































































WOOD JUOITH Z1NDARS ED 4
WOOD KATHLEEN ANN LAS1
WOOO LARRY C 6US1
WOOD LAWRENCE WILLIA LAS2
WOOD MICHAEL THOMAS GRAD
WOOD PATRICIA A LASi
WOOD RICHARD BRUCE GRAD
WOOD ROBERT FRANK GRAD
WOOD ROSA CAREY LASI
WOOO RUSWALD D LAS2
WOOO SHELLEY LOUISE LAS3
WOOD SHIRLEY JEAN GRAD
WOUD STEVEN K LAW1
WOOD SUSAN CHARLENE LAS3
WOUD THOMAS C LASI
WUOD WILLIAM BERRY ENG2
WOOO WINIFRED J LASI
WOODALL GERALD DEAN ENG4
WOODALL JOSEF F ENG1
WOODALL JOSEPH UENNI ENG4
WOODARD ALAN HENRY FAA4
WOODCOCK CHRISTINE L FAA3
WOODCOCK LARRY R VM 2
WOODHOUSE DAVID CONL FAA3
WOODIN MARC C LASI
WOODRICK MARLA D LASI
WOODROW KAREN A LASI
WOODRUFF BENJAMIN W GRAD
WOODRUFF DANIEL THOM LAW2
WOODRUFF LOIS WRIGHT GRAD
WOODRUFF ROBYN D LASI
WOODRUM JERRY WAYNE LAS2
WOODS DEBORAH A ED 1
WOODS DENNIS MEADE AGR4
WOODS HAROLD DEAN GRAD
WOODS JOAN PHYLLIS LASI
WOODS MARY L LASI
WOODS MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAD
WOODS RAYMOND L LAS3
WOODS ROBERT JAMES FAA2
WOODS RUBY C ED 1
WUODS THOMAS STEPHEN GRAD
WOODS WILLIAM FRANC I LAS3
WOODSUM SUSAN M LASI
WUODUL BARBARA LOUIS PE 4
WOODWARD BOBETTE FAA1
WOODWARD CARL STANLE LAS3
WOODWARD DAVID B BUS1
WOODWARD WILLARD E GRAD
WOODWORTH LARRY A ENG2
WOODWORTH RAMON W LASI
WOODY PATRICIA J LASI
WOOLDRIOGE KENT E GRAD
WOOLEN LINDA D ED 1
WOOLERY WILLIAM C COM4
WOOLEVER MAX LEE AGR2
WOOLEY ORLAND WAYNE GRAD
WOOLEY SUSAN CLARK GRAD
WOOLLEY GRETCHEN ED 4
WOOLMAN FRANK J LASI
WOOLSEY CHRISTOPHER GRAD
WOOLSEY THOMAS RICHA LAS2
WOOMER EARL W JR LAS3
WORBOYS CHARLES HOWA LAS3
WORBY DONALD GEORGE GRAD
WORK CAROL LYNN PE 4
WORKMAN LAWRENCE ROB GRAD
WORLEY CHRISTINE R ED 1
WORLEY JIMMY WELDON GRAD
WORLEY JO ELLEN LAS3
WORMLEY JOHNNY DEON FAA2
WORMLEY RICHARD B AGR2
WORMLEY SUSAN M LAS4
WORNER JONFRED KEITH AGR4
WORRALL HAROLD WAYNE ENG4
WORRELLS CECIL E GRAD
WORSHAM PATRICK MICH BUS2
WORSLEY THOMAS RAVMO GRAD
WORSTER KARL F BUS1
WORTHEN JOHN S ENG2
WORTHY ROBERT HUBERT GRAD
WORTMAN JEAN METCALF GRAD
WORTMAN ROBERT HILTO GRAD
WORYN JOHN R LASI
WOYTASH JOHN PAUL GRAD
WOYWOD FEROINAND ANT FAA3
WOZNIAK JOANN F GRAD
WOZNIAK KATHLEEN S FAA4
WOZNIAK PAMELA A FAAI
WRAIGHT ROBERT CLAY ENG2
WRAY CHRISTINE J ED 1
WRAY TAWNEY A LASI
WREN BILLY WAYNE LAS2
WRENCHER ROSE M BUSl
WREND CHERYL SUSAN PE 2
WRENN ARLEEN T LAS3
WRENN ROBERT E LASI
MONTICELLO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 203 2 U
207 E GREEN C
1832 C ORCH PL U
URH NOBLE 408 C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
1516 MARIGOLD LN C
1210 W EADS U
URH TOWNSEND 345 U
URH TAFT 225 C
1108 S LINCOLN U
1204 S ANDERSON U
URH BUSEY 431 U
URH GARNER 496 C
201 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 1106 U
901 W SPNGFLD 5 U
URH SCOTT 394 C
226 DEWEY U
1409 KIRBY C
405 E JOHN C
605 E UNIVERSITY C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 163 C
URH LAR 498 U
312 E DANIEL C
605 S 4TH 207 C
905 S 2ND 5 C
905 S 2ND 5 C
URH TRELEASE 418 U
1114 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 319 U
URH CARR 227 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH LAR 468 U
URH TRELEASE U
312 WHEATON C
1205 W MAIN I U
URH GARNER 120 C
1005 S LINCOLN 411 U
2039 B HAZWD CT U
211 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 106 U
710 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 416 U
205 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 376 C
1814 A ORCH PL U
MAHOMET ILL
TOLONO ILL
URH BLAISDELL 322 U
208 W JOHN C
2206 N WALTERS C
910 S 3RD 415 C
URH OGLESBY 518 U
403 S POPLAR U
403 S POPLAR U
URH BUSEY 228 U
URH FORBES 128 C
1509 KIRBY C
URH WESTON 463 C
1107 W GREEN 328 C
303 E CHALMERS C
7 PLYMOUTH RD U
1404 S LINCOLN U
ARMSTRONG ILL
URH 8ART0N 13 C
1976 D ORCH ST U
207 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 459 C
905 S 6TH C
58 E DANIEL 4 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
508 E WHITE C
502 W MAIN 315 U
904 W GREEN 630 U
1115 W GREEN 317 U
910 S 3RD C
906 S 1ST C
804 W CHURCH C
702 W MICHIGAN U
702 W MICHIGAN U
412 GREEN C
111 S BUSEY 2 U
206 E GREEN C
1 ROSEWOOD PL U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 201 C
URH GARNER 415 C
URH LAR 136 U
URH BARTON 322 C
URH 8ABC0CK 228 U
URH LUNDGREN 225 C
903 S 4TH 2 C
901 S 1ST 2 C




344-5578 1151 ELMTREE RD
332-0426 307 N WILKE RD
344-0940 1105 1/2 W OREGON
356-4146 1513 MARIGOLD LN
367-8909 507 E PARK
332-4144 126 S 15TH AV
332-0628 2 CAl.bE VIEW DR
612 W ELM^^^
367-4976 804 S VANBUREKh-ST
332-2673 1966 LEE ST
332-0913 333 S HARVARD AV
504 EDEN PARK DR
332-5713 25 MAIN ST
367-3080 RR 1




352-3485 605 E UNIVERSITY
344-5000 304 HIGH POINT RD
332-1418 907 JEFFERSON ST
921 1ST AV
344-0671
352-1659 515 OTT RD
344-7477 905 S 2N0 5
344-7477 815 CENTER ST
332-5513 18 GREENWOOD CT




332-3050 3732 S PRAIRIE AV
332-5729 1547 S CENTRAL PK
352-1619 312 WHEATON
1608 W CIMARRON
332-0692 242 N WOLF RD
332-2913 1510 W 13TH ST
344-2174 2039 B HAZWD CT
344-9583 914 W WILLIAM
332-3119 2806 SHANNON
344-2236 123 PRYOR DR
332-5511 625 MIDWAY PK
344-4885 1605 HIGH RIDGE
332-1071 513 S ELMHURST




352-3111 2122 9TH ST
356-1479 2206 N WALTERS
344-5000 BOX 164
RR 2
365-3280 403 S POPLAR
365-3280 1312 WILLOUGHBY RD
221 S EAST AV
332-0940 8052 N KNOX AV
352-1116 1213 W MAIN
332-2097 105 HOLLOW AV
344-5602 1107 W GREEN 328
121 E MECHANIC
367-5549 200 RENFREW AV
344-3821 5838 W SCHOOL ST
BOX 4
332-0095 301 W BRAYTON RD







367-1084 445 VIRGINIA AV
344-3069 411 S CROSS AV
344-7253 1017 8TH AV
344-5000 1117 DAVIS AV
BOX 567
333-1515 1915 NORDAN LN
344-5205 702 W MICHIGAN
344-5205 702 W MICHIGAN
423 W 117TH ST
365-1475 3229 N KENNETH AV
356-7794 1722 GREENWOOD ST
365-1036 1 ROSEWOOD
344-1459 OET 2 1141 SPECTRN
332-0385 386 E NORMAN LN
332-0854 727 S CHESTNUT ST
332-2835 58 ELM ST
332-0166 141 W 145TH ST
332-3774 1745 N 57TH ST
1224 S TROY
344-4264 4952 BRAEWILD RD
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UU HORACE CHI SING


























LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 431 U 332 -3569
LAS1 URH CARR 205 U
LAS3 URH LAR U
ENG3 302 E GREGORY C 344--7511
LASi URH ALLEN u
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 223 c 332--1205
LAS4 URH BUSEY 223 u 332--2612
FAA4 LA NAPOULE FR
BUS4 2301 S 1ST 103 c 344--7597
GRAD 14 BAY TREE c 356--0618
LASI URH BUSEY 221 u 332--2608
LAS5 105 E CHALMERS 105 c 344--1410
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u
LASI URH HOPKINS 386 c
GRAD URH HOPKINS 180 c 332--1185
ENG4 206 E GREEN c
AGRl 58 E GREGORY c
GRAD 502 E HEALEY 208 c 356--7149
LAW2 1110 S ARBOR 304 c 344--7146
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS c
GRAD MUMFORD HALL 116 u 333--2664
LAS2 MONTICELLO ILL
LAS4 705 W STOUGHTON u 367--1510
AGR4 58 E GREGORY c 344--7265
LASI
LAS2 705 W STOUGHTON u 367--1510
GRAD URH SHERMAN 214 c 332--4649
LASI 401 E DANIEL c_ 344--1261
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 228 u 332--5463
PE 1 2112 GALEN c 352--1658
GRAD 203 W OREGON u 3 67--2563
LASI URH SAUNDERS 404 u
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 6 c 352--4695
LASI 910 S 3RD 719 c 344--5000
ED 4 903 S 4TH 2 c 344--4264
LASI URH GARNER 421 c 332--0860
LAS4 802 W OREGON 26 u 344--7968
GRAD 2067 C HAZWD CT u 344--4866
LASI PHILA PA
FAA2 1204 LINCOLNSHIRE c 352--6981
GRAD 502 E HEALEY 208 c 356--7149
LAS3 808 S 5TH c
LASI URH HOPKINS 156 c
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 810 c 344--7463
BUS3 401 E JOHN c 344--1650
AVI1 URH BLAISDELL 429 u 332--3567
GRAD 115 W GREEN 201 c 356--6713
LASI 604 E ARMORY 319 c
GRAD PHILO ILL
LASI URH SNYDER 250 c 332--1705
LASI URH GARNER 463 c 332--0887
FAA3 1005 S WRIGHT c 344--0571
GRAD URH DANIELS 735 u 332--2389
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 434 u
LAS4 1007 S 1ST c 356--0595
LAW2 1007 S 1ST 9 c 356--0595
LAS3 URH TAFT 323 c 3 32--0648
GRAD URH SHERMAN 218 c 332--4653
ENG5 RR 2 u
LASI URH FLAGG 431 c 332--0347
ENG4 309 E HEALEY 1 c 352--5359
GRAD 108 E HEALEY 1 c 359--2026
ENG3 802 S LINCOLN u
ENG3 2309 S 1ST 203 c
LASI URH SCOTT 413 c 332--1578
GRAD URH DANIELS u 332--2246
GRAD URH DANIELS 255 u 332--2208
GRAD 705 W ELM u 367--9416
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 129 u 344--6602
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA u 344--3697
FAA3 URH CARR 118 u 332--3870
GRAD URH DANIELS 616 u 332--2340
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 512 u 332--4249
GRAD U OF I ENTOMOLOGY u 333--0229
GRAD URH DANIELS 733 u
GRAD 705 W ELM 4 u 367--9416
ENG1 URH SNYDER 346 c 332--1774
ENG4 702 W UNIVERSITY c
ENG3 805 W OREGON u
GRAD 207 W JOHN c 356--2612
ENG2 URH CARR 422 u 332--3965
LAS4 URH TAFT 109 c 332--0594
FAA1 URH VANDOREN 326 c 332--0535
ENG2 URH SCOTT 222 c 332--1447
LAS2 URH WESTON 309 c 332--1986
LAS3 603 S BUSEY u
AGR2 URH HOPKINS 312 c 332--1264
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS c 344--3777
GRAD 702 ARLINGTON CT c 356--3740
FAA1 URH GARNER 486 c 332--0904
ENG1 URH FORBES 209 c 332--0948
ENG4 58 E DANIEL 4 c
LAS2 URH SCOTT 322 c 332--1517
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1219 u 332--5400
LAS2 URH FORBES 496 c 332--1154
GRAD 2111 S HAZWD u 344--7557





ROUTE 4 BOX 192H
501 CRESTVIEW
80 1ST S SHORES AV
981 N WEST ST
14 WOODMERE DR
2964 CHICAGO




708 E MEADOWCL IFF
17 W 354 HALSEY
BOX 66 A

















8557 S CREGIER AV
918 MAPLE AV



















520 N EAGLE ST





1400 N 5TH AV











7 LIOU CHOU ST
















650 N MAIN ST
41 PRAIRIE
RR 6 LEVIS LN
9647 S DOBSON


































































































WYFFELS PATRICK LYNN LAS3
WYFFELS STEPHEN C BUS3
WYLDE ELROY EUGENE LAS2
WYLIE ANNE ELIZABETH GRAD
WYLIE DOUGLAS JOSEPH ENG2
WYLIE LAURENCE TOWNE LAS4
WYLIE MARY K FAA3
WYMAN JOHN FOWLER LAS2
WYNE CARL EDWARD LAS4
WYNES KENNETH D ENG3
WYNN ALICE LOUISE LAS1
WYNN JEFFREY C GRAD
WYNSTRA ROBERT JOHN GRAD
WYSOCKI BERNARD LAS2
WYSSMAN JOHN EDWARD LAS4
*YABE SEIICHI GRAD
YACKEL RICHARD ALAN GRAD
YACKEL WALTER CARL J GRAD
YACOE DONALD CRAIG LAS3
YADAVA UMEDI LAL GRAD
YADEAU WILLIAM R GRAD
YAEGER LINDA RAE AGR3
YAFFE CAROL SUE AGR2
YAGOW DANNY R AGR1
YAGOW EUGENE RAY ENG4
YAGUCHI KOJI ENG1
YAHN STEVEN WILLIAM COM3
YAHNKE GAYLE AGR2
YAISER JAMES FREDERI ED 4
YAKOS DONNA KAY LAS4
YAKUBINIS JOHN EDWAR ENG4
YALE PATRICIA R FAA1
YALEY BARBARA J LAS1
YALEY JOHN CARTER ENG2
YAMAMOTO KATHLEEN FAA2
YAMAMOTO SHIGERU GRAD
YAMASHIRO ROY KAZUO GRAD
YAMAYE MAKOTC GRAD
YAN BING KWAN ENG4
YANCEY LEAH LOUISE COM4
YANCEY ROBERT M LAS3
YANCY KAREN M GRAD
YANDA SHERYL A PE 1
YANOELL KAREN L LAS1
YANDELL MARTHA ALICE FAA3
YANG BUNLI GRAD
YANG CHANG-YUNG K GRAD
YANG CHARLES Y ENG2
YANG ESTHER MING-SEE GRAD
YANG KUO-SHU GRAD
YANG MICHAEL ENGl
YANG PEN-HUA LEfc GRAD
YANG VIRGINIA I CHI LAS4
YANG VIVIAN E PING LAS1
YANGUEZ-BERNAL J A GRAD
YANNAY YEHUDA GRAD
YANNEY WILLIAM S GRAD
YANNOW ALLAN IRWIN LAS3
YANO KAZUYUKI GRAD
YANUV JOAN M LAS2
YANZER DONALD THOMAS ENG2
YAO HSUEH-CHUN GRAD
YAPHE MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAD
YARBER ARNOLD DARYL LAS1
YARDE ROBERT L AGR
1
YARDLEY SERENA SAVAG GRAD
YARUY DAVID WALTER LAS4
YARHAM LINDA LEONORE LAS4
YARNELL MICHAEL ALLA LAW2
YARRINGTON PAUL ENG3
YASHKO CAROLYN MARIE GRAD
YASSKY CHARLES L FAAl
YASUI TOSHIO GRAD
YATES MICHAEL GEORGE LAS3
YATES THOMAS RAY LAS3
YAU LEOPOLDO DY GRAD
YAUCH KENT MARTIN BUS4
YAVITZ BARRY E LAWl
YAVITZ DAVID BRUCE LAW3
YAW ROBERT RIES LAS2
YAWKEY THOMAS DANIEL GRAD
YAXLEY THOMAS EDWARD BUS3
YEAGLE GARY MICHAEL BUS4
YEANEY DAVID A E ED 5
YEATMAN FRANK RAYMON GRAD
YEATMAN JANET C LASl
YEATMAN PATRICIA E LAS4
YEATS ELIZABETH H LASl
YEDINAK JAMES E ENGl




YEH MARY CHANG-LOH GRAO
YEH YU YAN GRAD
YELLEN MARLU ANN ED 3














212 E CHALMERS 11
910 S 3RD 1311





58 E ARMCRY 5









2319 S 1ST 302
URH TRELEASE 920







1111 1/2 S 3RD 202
URH DANIELS 122











102 N LINCOLN 2
1108 W NEVADA 7
URH TOWNSEND 371




603 1/2 W UNION
1207 HOLIDAY PARK
508 E WHITE 6



















800 W CHURCH 8
711 S RANDOLPH
501 E DANIEL
2014 D ORCH ST
















c 356- 1672 213 E MAIN
c 356- 1672 213 E MAIN
c RR 2
u 367--6497 1326 E GROVE ST
c 344--9477 1326 E GROVE ST
u 332--3869 1545 N WILLOW RD
C 352--2058 1545 N WILLOW ST
c 332--1478 2227 SCOTT RD
u 842 S 19TH ST
c RR 2
c 344--5000 204 N HARVEY
u 344--7179 2413 DRILLER AV
u 16 RUTLEDGE PL
c 1613 LYONS CT
C RR 1
u SETAGAYA-KU
c 352--2488 529 PARK OR
c 352--2488 529 PARK OR
c 35 2--0653 4 LITTLE LEAF CT
u 344--1910 ISHAKPUR
u 332--2184 325 SYLVAN AV
u 332--4382 805 GRANT
u 332--2724 5678 SHADY GLEN RD
c RR 1
c 344--2357 RR 1
c 332--1471 906 E PATTEN OR
c 3516 CONSTANCE
u 332--5666 8606 LINDEN ST
C 352--5902 5641 HARVEY AV
331 N EDWARDSVILLE
u 332--3732 134 W CENTER ST







1000 GENEVA RD 12
3168-B E MANOA RD
u 344--6394 TAMADAIRA HINO
u 103 LOCKHART RD
u 344--6269 253 E PELLS ST
u 344--5000 903 ROBERT OR
c 344--7254 BOX 34
c 124 WESTMORELAND
u 332--3241 699 DIANE AV
u 3 32--2635 312 S 19TH ST
u 169 WOODSTOCK RD
u 344--3697 HORT FIELD LAB 103
u 367--8956 2110 COLICE RD
u 365--2408 102 N LINCOLN
u 344--3840 1107 W GREEN
u 332--4162 25 SUSAN PL
u 344--3840
u 332--3068 10021 W 146TH ST
u 332--3021 10021 W 146TH ST
c 332--5008 CARRERA 14 24-01
c 3 56--8567 603 1/2 W UNION
c 356--6086 1207 HOLIDAY PARK
c 356--9570 6225 N WHIPPLE
c 359--3015 VCHIKO-CHO
u 332--4349 9104 CHERRY AV
u 3841 N SACRAMENTO
c 605 W ILLINOIS
u 3013 VALENTINE AV
c 332--1459 54 E COLUMBIA
c 344--7787 RR 2
c 356--1063 1601 ROSEWOOD
u 1104 MITCHEM
c 344--0275 206 NASHUA
u 333--5186 504 SALLY LN
c 352--9065
c 332--4636 4945 N HARLEM AV
c 332--0817 1 07 LYONS AV
u 332--2227 536 MUROMCH BUKOJ
I
u 11745 CENTER OR
c 344--1261 1064 LAFAYETTE CT
u 332--2267 1010 W GREEN 407
c 344--7453 2303 R0B1NCREST
c 356--9445 4414 LUNT AV
c 359--2389 3200 N LAKE SHORE
c 344--1510 1628 N WEST ST
u 344--4551 2014 D ORCHARD ST
c 344--6259 311 E JOHN 8
u 332--5376 RR 2
u 4649 BROWN AV
c 352--1473 311 W GREEN
c 352--1473 311 W GREEN
c 8012 S LANGLEY
u 332--3400 542 CARPENTER
c 332--1110 1015 WEBSTER ST
c 356--1166 1305 N WASSON ST
c 332--2089 500 COTTAGE HILL
u 332--3071 108 W WALNUT ST
u 332--2292 8 LN 51 PO-AI RD
u 344--5388
u 332--4354 603 N ELMWOOD































































































YELMOKAS WANDA E GRAD
YELVERTON RICHARD WA ENG4
YELVERTON ROBERT GLE ENG2
YEN ANDREW CHIEN-CHO GRAD
YEN GEORGE SHIH-TUNG GRAD
YEN JONG-TSENG GRAD
YENERICH MARCIA L AGR3
YEOMAN LYNN CHALMERS GRAD
YERGLER GARY MICHAEL BUS4
YES1NOWSKI JAMES PAU LAS2
YESINOWSKI JANE CARO LAS4
YESLIN KATHERINE JUD BUS4
YEUNG IDRIS M LAS4
YEUNG NANCY CHUNG GRAD
YEUNG SZE KWONG ENG4
YIM YONG SOON GRAD
YIN CHANG-LUNG GRAD
YIN CHERRY Y GRAD
YIN SHARON C GRAD
YINGER RICHARD L BUS3
YOCHES DIANE MARY LAS4
YOCKEY LYLE DUANE ENG3
YOCOM KENNETH £ LAS1
YOCUM PHILIP SCOTT LAS4
YOOER PAMELA RUTH LAS2
YOHNKA SUSANNE B GRAD
YOKOYAMA MELVIN TAKE GRAD
YON DONALD RAY AGR3
YONCE HENRY DERYL GRAD
YUNGKITTIKUL T GRAD
YONKE MARTIN DAVID LAS4
YONTZ LINDA LOUISE ED 4
*YOON BOOMIE HONG GRAD
YOUN YONG NAM GRAD
YOPP STEVEN EDWARD BUS2
YORK BRUCE ALLAN ENG4
YORK GARY LEE BUS4
YORK LINDA M LAS1
YORK RICHARD C ED 3
YOSELL JUDITH ANN PE 1
YOSHIKAMI ROGERS T GRAO
YOSHIKAWA ATSUSHI GRAD
YOSHIMURA OWEN K S ENG3
YOSHIZUM1 CURTIS FAA4
YOUAKIM MAURICE Y GRAD
YOULE VALERIE MARIE LAS2
YOUNG ALAN HERSHEL GRAD
YOUNG ANNE MARIE FAA2
YOUNG ARNOLD MICHAEL ED 4
YOUNG CATHERINE A LAS2
YOUNG CHARMAINE L GRAO
YOUNG CHUNG CHANG GRAD
YOUNG OARREYL MARIE LAS2
YOUNG DIANA LYNNE LA S4
YOUNG DONALD JAMES BUS4
YOUNG DUANE DANIEL AGR4
YOUNG EDWARD C FAA1
YOUNG GARY LYNN AGR4
YOUNG GARY OWEN AGR4
YOUNG HARRY CHIN ENG2
YOUNG HARRY W LAS1
YOUNG ILYSE GAIL LAS3
YOUNG JAMES ORVILLE LAS4
YOUNG JAN A LAS1
YOUNG JANIS ANN FAA3
YOUNG JERRY CLAIR AGR3
YOUNG JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
YOUNG KERRY A LAS3
YOUNG LINDA RUTH ED 2
YOUNG LLOYD MARTIN GRAD
YOUNG MARILYNN C LAS4
YOUNG MARY E ED 1
YOUNG MAUREEN CAROLE COM4
YOUNG MICHAEL A AVI I
YOUNG MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
YOUNG MICHAEL MAURIC FAA4
YOUNG NORMA fc ED 1
YOUNG RANDY SUE LAS2
YOUNG RINDA STOWELL GRAD
YOUNG ROBERT LAS1
YOUNG ROGER A ENG1
YOUNG RONALD DALE BUS3
YOUNG RONALD DAVID LAS4
YOUNG RONALD ROBERT GRAD
YOUNG ROSEMARY ANNE GRAD
YOUNG RUSSELL M BUS3
YUUNG STEPHEN WARREN BUS3
YOUNG STEVEN R PE 1
YOUNG THOMAS JACOB LAS4
YOUNG VIRGINIA F LAS1
YOUNG WANDA JEAN LAS1
YOUNG WENDY CAMPBELL GRAD
YOUNG WILLIAM FREDER ENG4
YOUNG WILLIAM LAUREN GRAD
YOUNGBERG IVAN G GRAD
YOUNGBERG PHYLLIS M GRAD
YOUNGDAHL PAMELA LEE FAA4
1106 S EUCLID 303 C
508 E WHITE 9 C
412 E GREEN C
STA A BOX 2383 C
305 W VERMONT U
1103 W OREGON U
508 E CHALMERS C
2808 WILLOW PARK C
URH OGLESBY 504 U
URH HOPKINS 292 C
URH TAFT 109 C
409 E CHALMERS C
501 1/2 W CAL U
1120 WESTFIELO C
306 S 5TH C
1008 1/2 W UNIV U
706 W GREEN U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 4 U
909 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
URH SCOTT 400 C
809 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 210 C
910 S 3RD 517 C
1005 S 6TH 19 C
URH SAUNDERS 226 U
URH SHERMAN 311 C
300 S GOODWIN 201 U
409 E CHALMERS 401 C
2038 D HAZWD CT U
105 E CHALMERS 202 C
707 W CALIFORNIA U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1960 B ORCH ST U
408 E MAIN U
1004 S 2ND C
201 E JOHN C
509 E STOUGHTON C
OAKLAWN ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 1026 U
PEORIA ILL
102 E ARMORY 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 512 U
CHICAGO ILL
303 S BUSEY U
URH SAUNDERS 004 U
URH OGLESBY 101 U
URH TRELEASE 926 U
505 E GREEN C
URH EVANS 327 U
2203 HAZWD 301 U
406 E GREEN 203 U
URH BUSEY 306 U
URH TAFT 208 C
505 E GREEN C
1212 JOANNE LN C
URH SNYDER 445 C
314 S LOCUST C
URH OGLESBY 718 U
URH WESTON 2 76 C
URH GARNER 496 C
1003 W OREGON U
711 W GREEN U
2704 SHERIDAN C
410 E GREEN C
106 1/2 W IOWA U
ALLERTON ILL
2704 SHERIDAN C
907 S WRIGHT C
1920 C ORCH ST U
URH LAR 427 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH SAUNDERS 421 U
URH WESTON 438 C
DECATUR ILL
310 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 105 U
802 W OREGON 22 U
1405 PERKINS RD U
URH GARNER 200 C
1014 W VINE C
24 MAPLEWOOD U
505 E GREEN C
1405 PERKINS RD U
ST JOSEPH ILL
509 W MAIN U
DECATUR ILL
1010 2ND 203 C
310 E JOHN C
URH LAR 481 U
105 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 101 U
313 E ARMORY C
708 W GREEN U
324 FAIRLAWN U
324 FAIRLAWN U
307 E DANIEL C
344--2363 4629 SOUTHLAND AV
RR 1
ROUTE 1
STA A BOX 2383
367 -2556 HSINT IEN
344--5388 10 CHANG-LO ST
344--0685 1304 BURLINGTON
352--0660 2808 WILLOW PARK
332--5176 615 E HICKORY ST
332 -1252 159 E WALNUT ST




359--3387 37 YIN CHONG ST
367--0247 230 CHOONGANGDONG
367--1933 PU-YEN
344--6378 807 FEDORA ST 301
344--1033 16 ALLEY 7 LN 18T
212 WESTWIND DR
2223 W OVERBROOK
3 32--1192 319 W BOND ST
200 E MAIN ST
16 FA1RVIEW PL
332--3637 BOX 245
332--4683 552 S WALNUT
344--6101 300 S GOODWIN 201
359--2291 1908 GALEN DR
344--7631 ROUTE 2
344--7808 21 CHAKPET ST
344--6932 810 FRANKLIN AV
344--3423 4910 GRANDVIEW
344--3450 1201 HENRY ST
367--8051 487-13 JUNPO DONG
356--7683 512 N SEYMOUR
356--7857 235 N GARFIELD
352--7161 203 DENEEN LN
10816 S KILBOURN
919 PHILADELPHIA
332--5702 2643 W FARRAGUT
2255 A PALOLO AV
344--5432 102 E ARMORY 8
332--4249 3153 HUELANI PL
4520 N CHRISTIANA
344--4100 705 W HIGH
332--3572 614 S SCHOOL ST
332--5061 1107 W GREEN 630
332--5672 801 N LONG BOX 7
9655 S 78TH CT
RR 2 BOX 40
344--6690 3532 VIRGIL BLVD
367--4213 TAICHUNG HSIEN
332--2637 9734 S LA SALLE ST
332--0615 BOX 504
344--6947 9655 S 78TH CT
356--5914 RR
332--1843 4149 W 26TH ST
RR 1
332--5249 3900 N CICERO AV




35 2--7145 2704 SHERIDAN
356-




344--6283 1165 E CLEVELAND
344--5457 1920 C ORCHARD ST
1806 E 4TH AV
344--0571 8 22 _N BROADWAY




332--5417 641 W 6TH
344--6608 6033 N DAMEN
367--3484 1405 PERKINS RD
2130 N 20TH ST
352--7553 1014 W VINE
367--8048 24 MAPLEWOOD
9655 S 78TH CT
367--3484 1405 PERKINS RD
BOX 13
367-
-7578 509 W MAIN
124 S CALHOUN
34 S ADAMS
344--9752 822 N BROADWAY
332--3059 409 S 11TH ST
7050 CALUMET
332--5061 1107 W GREEN 630
RFD 2






































































































YOUNGER RAYMONO L GRAL)
YOUNGQUIST ROBERT R LAS2
YOUNGREN CARA T LAS1
YOUNKEK CHERYL M LAS1
YOUNKER WILLIS F ENG1
YOUTHER CHARLES F LAS2
*YSSELDYKE FAYb D LAS2
YSSELDYKE JAMES E GRAD
YU CHANG-AN GRAD
YU CHING-CHIEH GRAD
YU GRACE CHIEH-HENG GRAD
*YU LINDA SHUN-WAN C GRAD
*YU MARINA SU-CHIN GRAD
*YU MING TSUNG GRAD
YJUCHITZ WILLIAM L FAA1
YUOIN FREDERICK LEE LAS2
YUEN SIK KEE ENG3
YURI EC I DEANNA LOUIS COM3
YURIECI MARY H LAS1
YURISICH DUNALD J FAA1
YURTIS BARRY ANTHONY PE 3
YUSIM ALLAN LEE LAW2
YUSUF ANWAR ENG4
ZABA LINDA VICTORIA LAS4
*ZABEL THOMAS ALLEN BUS3
ZABINSKl LAWRENCE FR BUS4
ZABINSKI ROSfcMARIE C GRAD
ZACCARDI MICHAEL JOS LAS4
ZACHARY CAROLYN JEAN LAS3
ZACHARY LILLIAN SYLV LAS2
ZACHARY TERRY ALLEN LAS4
ZACHER JENNIFER J LASl
ZACHERT DAVID LEE ENG3
ZACHMAN MARK T FAA4
ZACK ANITA M LASl
ZACK GREGORY WILLIAM ENG2
ZACNY LYNN KAREN LAS4
•ZADORA WALTER L FAA2
*ZAGON IAN STUART GRAD
*ZAGORSKI LAWRENCE A GRAD
ZAHORIK ANTHONY JOHN GRAD
ZAIDEMAN BARBARA JO COM3
ZAIS JAMES PETER GRAD
ZAITZ BARBARA DONNA LAS2
ZAJAC JOSEPH LAS3
ZAJKOWSKI MICHELE M LASl
ZAJONC MARGARET E LASl
ZAKARAS DALIA MARIA FAA2
ZAKAS JOSEPH C LASl
ZAKRZEWSKI PAUL LASl
*ZAKS RICHARD LAS3
ZALAR CHARLES RAYMON LAS4
ZALCBERG IRWIN LARY LAS3
ZALECKI CATHERINE AN ED 4
ZALEWA JAMES DAVID ENG4
ZALL LAWRENCE R BUS1
ZALLY GEORGE DANIEL GRAD
ZALTZMAN LAUREN S LASl
ZALUSKY DENNIS LAINE LAS3
ZANCHO WILLIAM FRANK ENG2
ZANDER JOHN CHARLES GRAD
ZANDER SANDRA K ED 4
ZANDER VICTORIA M PE 3
ZANGHI WILLIAM A GRAD
ZANONI JOSEPH E ENG1
ZANT BERNARD JOSEPH GRAD
ZANT JOSEPH THOMAS LAS3
ZANT KENNETH RUSSELL ENG1
ZAPF LINDA KAY LAS3
ZAPUSHEK CATHY L AGR
1
ZAPUSHEK JOHN B JR ENG4
ZAR LEON R LASl
ZAR LOREL E LASl
ZAR MARK STEVEN ENG3
ZAREMSKI MILES J LAS3
ZARKO MARCIA ELEANOR AGR3
ZARNDT MICHAEL W LASl
ZARNECKI LINDA R LASl
ZARNECKI WAYNE EDWAR LAS4
ZARUBA JOHN V GRAD
ZASTERA CRAIG G ENG3
ZAVAGLI STEVEN BENJA LAS2
ZAVARELLA VICTOR GRAD
ZAVERL FRANK ENG2
ZAWILA CHRISTINE M LAS4
ZAWILENSKI ALICE D GRAD
ZBINDEN WILLIAM ROSS GRAD
ZBORAY JAMES A GRAD
ZBOROWSKI CHESTER AL BUS2
ZBOROWSKI THOMAS F ENG4
ZBYLUT RICHARO LAWRE BUS4
ZDANOWICZ RICHARD J ENG2
ZDENEK WILLIAM A PE 1
ZEBRAUSKAS KRISTINE PE 3
ZEBRAUSKAS ROMANAS G LAS4
ZECK WILLIAM JOHN FAA4
ZEUIKER PHILLIP LORE GRAD
1005 S OAK C
1101 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 621 U
805 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 261 C
1004 S 4TH C
1965 B ORCH ST U
1965 B ORCH ST U
2112 ORCH ST 203 U
MORRILL HALL 320 U
404 E STOUGHTON 4 C
2112 ORCH ST 203 U
CHARLESTON ILL
508 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 482 C
DANVILLE ILL
1104 W STOUGHTON U
802 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 287 U
1004 S 4TH 108 C
URH WESTON 214 C
911 S MATTIS 2 C
508 E WHITE 4 C
URH WARDALL 316 U
803 S 2ND C
1511 KIRBY C
URH DANIELS 396 U
601 S 4TH C
URH EVANS 226 U
47 E CHALMERS C
105 E GREEN 15 C
URH BLAISDELL 304 U
402 E DANIEL C
205 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 924 U
212 E CHALMERS C
313 E JOHN C
2120 ORCH ST 104 U
2020 N MATTIS 301 C
1414 N MCKINLEY C
108 E HEALEY 4 C
303 E JOHN C
1603 VALLEY RD E-2 C
902 S 2ND C
806 W IOWA U
URH LAR 291 U
URH LAR 222 U
URH WARDALL 1124 U
URH OGLESBY 717 U
URH WESTON 469 C
2311 S 1ST 301 C
308 E ARMORY C
1102 W UNIVERSITY U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1511 KIRBY C
907 S 4TH C
809 W ILLINOIS U
910 S 3RD 904 C
URH CARR 305 U
URH CARR 209 U
105 E CLARK C
407 S STATE 5 C
207 E JOHN 13 C
509 E GREEN 303 C
904 W GREEN 428 U
510 W UNIVERSITY 2 C
510 W UNIVERSITY 2 C
510 W UNIVERSITY 2 C
URH SAUNDERS 229 U
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
303 COUNTRY FR 61 C
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 26 U
URH SNYDER 352 C
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 416 C
URH ALLEN 337 U
2307 S 1ST 203 C
910 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
306 E GREGORY C
302 S KELLY CT C
103 E ARMORY 5 C
55 E GREEN C
URH SHERMAN 418 C
601 E HIGH U
URH DANIELS 436 U
URH FORBES 469 C
604 E ARMORY C
310 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 265 U
312 E ARMORY 1 C
409 E CHALMERS C
502 E SPNGFLD C
303 W AVONDALE C
KANKAKEE ILL
352--4923 231 N RIDGE ST
344--946 9 320 S WE GO TRAIL
3 32-5577 225 N PINE ST
344--4784 RR 1
332--0745 RR 1 BOX 140
344--5131 RR 2
344-
-6219 614 COLLINDALE NW
344--6219 1965 B ORCHARD ST
703 W ILLINOIS
333--1397 133-1 7TH LIN
352--3393 20 LN 12 CHNG TIEN
344--7800 155 CHNNG-HWA RD
609-12TH ST
367--1928 11 LANE 393
332--0903 901 MEADOWLAWN
15 SHADY LN
367--8956 18 TONG SHUI RD
344--5784 111 S LEE
332--3332 111 S LEE
344--6396 5324 S MERRIMAC
332--1919 152 PLUM GROVE
352--2779 4600 CHURCH ST
2951 S PARKWAY
332--4347 3220 NARRAGANSETT
359--4270 803 S 2ND
3111 W 53RD ST
332--2529 5616 S NEW ENGLAND
356--5532 514 S EAST AV
332--2717 17945 ESCANABA AV
356--7663 6324 N AVERS
3 59--3162 BOX 485
332--3511 9916 S WINCHESTER
344--0540 RR 1 BOX 125
359--4718 1134 LAURA ST
332--5670 570 CRUIKSHANK CT
1225 TILTON PK DR
344--4677 825 MADISON AV
3352 N SPRINGFIELD
356--3040 201 TOMPKINS DR
359--4857 1414 N MCKINLEY 5
359--2451 1529 GARFIELD AV
344--6492 2215 W ARTHUR AV
3 56--5634 BOX 176
344--3384 2629 W JARLATH
344--3738 2537 W CHICAGO AV
332--2998 2245 W 18TH PL
332--2855 311 E NORMAN DR
3 32--4548 5347 S MAIN ST
332--5248 6617 S WASHTENAW
332--2103 2917 E 127TH ST
344--7346 410 W CALIFORNIA
3 59--4692 1206 CATON AV
7023 N SHERIDAN
344--7417 2048 N MARLAND
1511 KIRBY
1021 WHITEHALL DR
344--1466 1205 W UNIVERSITY
344--5000 3330 GREENWOOD
100 N 21ST AV
332--3890 8126 S LOTUS AV
8851 ABERDEEN ST
352--7465 407 S STATE 5
133 N JULIAN ST
344--7629 155 VIRGIL AV
1000 S 23RD AV
902 S LOUISA
902 S LOUISA ST
902 S LOUISA ST
332--3640 RR 1 BOX 367
332--3672 2123 W ANTOINETTE
1510 WINSTON
344--5000 1000 BOB-O-L INK RD
332--3101 5001 WRIGHT TERR
332--1776 5001 WRIGHT TERR
344--9694 1919 OAKTON ST
344--7746 5716 DUNHAM RO
332--1822 549 BARRINGTON AV
332--3205 6736 W 106TH ST
344--3257 6736 W 106TH ST
344--5000 5235 FAIR ELMS AV
160 MAIN ST
344--9795 827 PINE VALLEY
356--9726 302 S KELLY CT
114 E JEFFERSON
5040 N RIDGEWAY
5336 N OSEOLA AV
367--2970 601 E HIGH
332--2294 822 N STILES ST
332--1135 3309 S 59TH CT
344--1266 1311 PULASKI ST
344--9442 6455 N NATOMA
332--4092 2108 N RICHMOND ST
11021 LINN CT
3103 W 71ST ST
5200 S SAYRE
1504 E MITSCHER



































































































ZEDROW JOHN DANIEL AVI 2
ZEEVAERT ADOLFO E GRAD
ZEFFIRO RICHARD ANTH BUS3
ZEGERS DAVID A LAS3
ZEGERS JOHN HENRY LAS3
ZEGLIS JOHN D BUS4
ZEHNER MARY JOSEPHIN ED 4
ZEHR SCOTT REAU GRAD
ZEIGLER BARBARA ANN FAA2
ZEIGLER ROBERT S LAS1
*ZEIGLER TIMOTHY W GRAD
ZEINZ MARIANNE PE 2
ZEISLER SUSAN JANE FAA3
ZEITLER CARL ANDREW GRAD
ZEITLIN OREEN INEZ FAA3
ZEITZ EILEEN MOLLIE LAS3
ZELAC KENEE A ED 3
ZELEDON KATHRYN MICH LAS2
ZELENER VICTOR MARVI LAS2
ZELENKA SUSAN M LAS1
ZELENKO DANIEL B AVI I
ZELENT CYNTHIA KAY ED 2
ZELISKO SANDRA P LAS1
ZELL WILLIAM ROGER ENG2
*ZELLMER CAROL W GRAD
ZELLMER DAVID LOUIS GRAD
ZELNICK STtPHfcN CHAR GRAD
ZEMAN ANDREW E LAS1
ZEMAN ARTHUR FRANK I LAS3
ZEMAN CAROL ANN AGR4
ZEMAN JAMES A BUS3
ZEMAN JAMES F LAS1
ZEMAN PAUL ALFRED LAS4
ZEMANEK JANICE ROSE GRAD
ZEMEL RONNIE SANDRA LAS3
ZEMITES WILLIAM R GRAO
ZEMM SANDRA PHYLLIS 8US4
ZENISEK STEVEN C LAS1
ZENK THOMAS EDWARD LAS2
ZERBY ROBERT KENESSO LAS2
ZERWEKH JOSEPH EDWAR LAS3
ZERWEKH ROBERT A LAS1
ZEVIN ROBERT J LAS1
*ZIA RALPH KHAN LAS4
ZIAK ADRIENNE G LAS1
ZIARKO MITCHELL J JR LAS2
ZIBMAN DIANTHA ED 3
ZICK GREGORY LEONARD ENG3
ZIECri JAMES FOLTAN ENG4
ZIECH THOMAS R LAS1
ZIEGENHORN CLIFFORD VM 4
ZIEGLER DONALD BURR ENG2
ZIEGLER EUGENE LYLE GRAD
ZIEGLER MARY E LAS1
ZIEGLER NANCY R LAS1
*ZIEGLER NORMA LURTZ GRAD
ZIEGLER WILLIAM PAUL AGR4
ZIEHMANN GERHARD ENGl
ZIEHN WILLIAM CHARLE FAA4
ZIEL JANET MARIE LAS2
ZIELINSKI GERALD LEE ENG4
ZIEROT CONRAD H III GRAD
ZIEREN JOHN RICHARD BUS4
ZIERFUSS RANDALL W LASl
ZIERK BRUCE A LASl
ZIFF HOWARD D BUSl
ZIFF SANDRA JOY LAS2
ZILLMAN DANIEL CARL ENG4
ZIMA JUDITH A LASl
ZIMA KONSTANTIN I GRAD
ZIMA PAUL JOHN LAS4
ZIMBEROFF JEROLD D LAS4
ZIMBLEMAN SUSAN M FAA1
ZIMKA JEROME EDMUND VM 2
ZIMMER ALAN GRAD
ZIMMERLY ISABELLE M GRAD
ZIMMERMAN ANN MARGAR FAA3
ZIMMERMAN BRUCE ALAN LASl
ZIMMERMAN CAROL IRIS FAA4
ZIMMERMAN DANIEL JOS BUS4
ZIMMERMAN EARL GRAVE GRAD
ZIMMERMAN EURA 6 LASl
ZIMMERMAN FRANK BUS4
ZIMMERMAN FRANK AVI 2
ZIMMERMAN FRANK WILL FAA2
ZIMMERMAN JAMES A GRAD
ZIMMERMAN MARK ALLEN AGR3
ZIMMERMAN MARTHA C ED 4
ZIMMERMAN MARY KELLE PE 3
ZIMMERMAN MARY SUSAN LAS2
ZIMMERMAN RICHARD R LASl
ZIMMERMAN TERRY LYN FAA3
ZIMMERMAN THOMAS F FAA4
ZIMMERMAN WILLIAM L LASl
ZIMMERMANN JOHN L VM 2
ZIMONT LINDA L LAS3
ZIMRING JANIE EILEEN LAS4
410 E JOHN 1 C
URH DANIELS U
URH FORBES 418 C
305 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1027 U
205 E GREEN 14 C
URH ALLEN 77 U
FISHER ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 436 C
1009 W STOUGHTON U
URH BARTON 424 C
604 S BUSEY U
2313 S 1ST 302 C
802 W OREGON U
1106 S 3RD C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
1125 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 438 U
URH CARR 421 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 154 U
URH FORBES 454 C
2038 B HAZWD CT U
2038 B HAZWD CT U
1400 W WASHINGTON C
URH SCOTT 490 C
510 E HEALEY C
710 W OHIO U
1004 S 4TH 212 C
URH HOPKINS 406 C
2309 S 1ST 304 C
102 N GREGORY 7 U
47 E CHALMERS C
1305 CAMBRIDGE C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 410 C
URH GARNER 314 C
1009 W PENN U
URH FORBES 404 C
URH GARNER 124 C
910 S 3RD C
1008 W NEVADA 6 U
URH ALLEN 102 U
URH SCOTT 245 C
URH CLARK 304 C
602 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 339 U
URH SNYDER 465 C
1510 GRANDVIEW 7 C
URH TOWNSEND 348 U
RR 1 U
URH LAR 262 U
URH LAR 328 U
1819 W JCHN C
1607 W CHARLES C
URH GARNER 211 C
707 S 6TH 418 C
URH FLAGG 313 C
409 E CHALMERS 702 C
URH OGLESBY 129 U
2301 S 1ST 103 C
URH SNYDER 2 70 C
URH HOPKINS 208 C
110 E ARMORY C
9L0 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 204 C
910 S 3RD 1022 C
URH SHERMAN C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 430 C
1110 CENTENNIAL C
URH SHERMAN C
103 E STOUGHTON 12 C
2019 BURLISON U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 326 C
214 LANDO PL APTS C
201 E JOHN C
5 DUNELLEN U
URH GARNER 200 C
307 E HEALEY 9 C
907 S 4TH C
URH BABCOCK 305 U
1912 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 220 C
312 W CHURCH 3 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 416 C
URH CARR 202 U
907 S WRIGHT C
312 W CHURCH 3 C
911 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 504 U
903 W NEVADA U
618 E DANIEL C
356--9477 206 N COLUMBIA ST
332--2429 URH DANIELS 168
10914 AV L
408 N HEBBARD ST
332--5348 9123 S LEAVITT
352--1942 305 HILL ST
332--3268 105 E VIRGINIA
RR 1
344--042 5 307 DELAWARE
2008 S ANDERSON
367--8054 1116 WINTHROP AV
1564 N HIGHLAND AV
7 BIRCHWOOD CT
344--4180 626 SANDY LN
2814 W GREGORY ST
822 S MILLER ST
344--7732 2333 W LUNT
344--5000 3204 S WELLS ST
2424 W ESTES
332--3244 641 E TAHOE TRAIL
1535 FULLER RD
344--1590 635 HILLSIDE
332--2590 7159 S HOMAN
332--1122 1112 VALLEY STREAM
344--6762 2038 B HAZELWD CT
344--6762 2038 B HAZELWD CT
352--1395 1400 W WASHINGTON
224 N WARWICK
1133 RAGO AV
344--6212 234 N LINCOLN ST
5115 W WRIGHTWOOD
332--1329 234 N LINCOLN ST
344--7923 1301 NEWCASTLE
367--1252 ROUTE 2
356--7663 755 HIGHLAND PL
356--1489 758 A-BARNEBY ST
344--6150 3253 S HALSTED ST
332--1575 3200 S HARVEY AV
419 DIETZ ST
BOX 24
332--1086 3003 W MALONE
332--0696 3003 W MALONE
344--5000 6215 N FRANCISCO
344--9710 10061 S MAPLEWOOD
332--3115 1256 HIGH RIDGE
332--1463 17529 MAPLE ST
332--0036 7553 GREENHILL RD
344--1284 602 S LINCOLN
332--4140 1011 ALANN DR
332--1856 1011 ALANN DR
356--8586 RR 1
190 W 154TH ST
RR 1
332--2953 9610 S WINCHESTER
332--2893 RR 1 BOX 72
352--9050 102 S EAST ST
356--2984 1607 W CHARLES
332--0710 RR 1
1036 JEANNETTE AVE
332--0304 4732 55TH AV
8005 S MAPLEWOOD
BRIARCLIFF TERR
344--7597 323 W COURT
332--1721 977 CLARK LN
332--1190 252 S MELROSE AV
6022 N CAMPBELL
344--5000 6022 N CAMPBELL
332--1431 902 E MAIN ST
344--5000 3733 S 59TH AV
332--4847 RESEARCH INSTITUTE
356--2135 100 TWIN LAKES OR
332--0867 2100 W WARREN AV
352--7432 1110 CENTENNIAL
2023 N SAWYER AV
356--5143 1820 S VINE ST
344--6003 2019 BURLISON
334--60 71 5508 HYDE PK BLVD
1424 S 12TH AV
782 GREEN BAY RD
356--7857 7521 W ARCADIA
365--1069 5 DUNELLEN DR
ROUTE 1 BOX 69
352--3760 1020 N TAYLOR
344--9694 2618 W FARGO
332--3782 RR 1
344--1181 1912 A ORCHARD ST
332--1686 7839 S SAGINAW
352--7439 1307 MARSEILLAISE
344--1391 1212 W GALENA BLVD
332--0664 3935 W CORNELIA AV
332--3883 4532 FRANKLIN AV
344--0545 103 S COLLEGE AV
352--7439 1212 GALENA BLVD
410 PIKE ST
346--8409 142 KEYSTONE AV




































































































ZINDELL STUAkT MARK LAS2
ZINGA ANDREA LANE FAA2
ZINK JEFFREY IRVE GRAD
ZINK JEROME FRANCIS ENG4
ZINK SALLY A LAS1
ZINN CHARLES MADISON ENG2
ZINN OENNIS A GRAD
ZINNER HOLLIS LESLIE LAS2
ZINSMEISTER DOROTHY GRAO
ZINSMEISTER PHILIP P GRAD
ZIOLKO DAVID M FAA3
ZIOMEK THERESA ANN LAS2
ZIPKIN MARTIN VICTOR VM 4
ZIPPRICH GREGORY ADA ENGI
*ZIRKLE KAY TAYLOR ED 5
ZISKA VERONICA EU 2
ZISKAL WAYNE STUART AVI 2
ZISLIS PAUL MARTIN LAS4
ZITKA JUNE MARIE LAS4
ZITO HUGH JOHN PE 3
ZITZMAlM LEWIS HENRY GRAD
ZIV JAMES KENNETH LAS2
ZIVNEY TERRY LEE ENG3
ZLABIS SUSAN LAS1
ZLETZ ELYN MARCIA AGR2
ZLOTNIK DEBORAH JEFF FAA2
ZLOTN1K IRENE BARBAR ED 2
ZLOTNIK PAUL JAY LAS3
ZMRHAL CYNTHIA ANNE FAA4
ZMUDKA JAMES FRANCIS AGR1
ZOBAC GREGORY S ENGI
ZOBRIST BARBARA LEE ED 4
ZOCH ROBERT J LAS1
ZOCHERT UAVID J LAS1
ZQELLICK WILLIAM N LAS2
ZOKAITIS VICTOR A LAS1
ZOLOAN JACK SHELDON LAS2
ZOLL VERNE JOSEPH ENG2
ZOOK JAMES PATRICK LAS3
ZOPP GERALD MARTIN J LAW2
ZORDAN BARBARA ANN LAS2
ZORDAN DON J GRAD
ZOSTAUTAS BEVERLY AN LAS1
ZRNIC DUSAN GRAD
ZUBER JOHN CHARLES AGR3
*ZUBER KAREN K GRAO
ZUBER KRISTNA S AGR
1
ZUBINSKI PAUL K LAS1
*ZUCH TIMOTHY CHARLES GRAD
ZUCKER ELLEN L LAS1
ZUCKER NAIDA DEBORAH GRAD
ZUCKERMAN DIANE M LAS1
ZUCKERMAN ROBERT ALL PE 3
ZUCKOFF MIKE H LAS3
ZUECK V1ULET MARY LAS2
ZUHLKE KENNETH ERNES BUS3
ZUIDEMA GREG A LAS1
ZUKERMAN ILENE FAA2
ZUKOSKY CYNTHIA RUTH LAS1
ZULEGER JERRILYN A LAS3
ZUMPF JOSEPH EDWARD AVI3
ZUMSTEIN BRUCE L GRAD
ZUMWALT ANN A AGR1
ZUMWALT GENE EDWIN AGR3
ZUMWALT WAYNE L BUS1
ZUNKEL DAVID EUGENE LAS4
ZUPANCIC JAMES fcDWAR BUS2
ZUPKUS KATHLEEN ANN LAS2
ZUPKUS ROBERT ALLEN LAS4
ZURAWSKI PHILIP JOSE AGR2
ZURBRIGG KATHRYN RUT LAS4
ZUREK MICHAEL W BUS1
ZUVERS CHARLES E ENGI
ZVAN GARRY R GRAD
ZVAN NANCY LEE LAS4
ZWANZIGER MARIE E GRAD
ZWART MICHAEL J ENGI
*ZWEIG HERBERT M GRAD
ZWICKER DAVID EUGENE AGR4
ZWICKER HARRY RICHAR GRAD
ZWICKER MARILYN KAY AGR3
*ZWICKY ANN D GRAD
ZWIERZYNA ANNE M LAS1
ZWILLING JAMES J LAS3
ZWILLING KENNETH W AGR
ZWOLINSKI THOMAS J GRAD
ZYDOWSKY MARY ELLEN LAS2
ZYSKOWSKI RONALD PET FAA4
ZYTKO JAMES S ENGI
706 W OHIO
URH ALLEN 103





































604 E ARMORY 325


























































































































517 E JACKSON ST
803 1/2 S LOCUST











115 S CHERRY ST








2232 W 23RD PL
523 WINCHESTER
469 GLENDENNING
7301 B N CAMPBELL
6536 N KENTON
7118 RIVERSIDE DR
2087 LA HARPE ST
8919 S MAY ST
1904 OLIVE ST
1645 W ADAMS






















305 N ORANGE ST
7009 KEYSTONE
307 W 1ST N








2453 N MONITOR AV
1768 N MAPLE
150 EDDY LN












5536 N OKETO AV
502 CEDAR LN













NEW HYDE PK LI NY
JERSEYVILLE ILL
ONARGA ILL
URBANA ILL
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
CHICAGO ILL
WAUKEGAN ILL
PROSPECT HTS ILL
OGDEN UTAH
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
ROANOKE ILL
CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO HTS ILL
WAUKEGAN ILL
CHICAGO ILL
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
BERWYN ILL
LA SALLE ILL
CHICAGO IL
HIGHLAND ILL
SPRINGFIELD IL
MAYWOOD IL
NAPERVILLE ILL
CHICAGO ILL
MORTON GROVE ILL
BELVIDERE ILL
BLOOHINGTON ILL
NILES ILL
ROCKFORD ILL
WESTCHESTER IL
CHICAGO ILL
OLNEY ILL
WAKEFIELD ILL
OLNEY ILL
CHICAGO ILL
WATERLOO ONT CAN
SKOKIE ILL
WHITESTONE N Y
CHICAGO ILL
PARK FOREST ILL
URBANA IL
NOKOMIS ILL
PETERSBURG ILL
MORRISON IL
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
WENONA ILL
EVERGREEN PARK IL
ORLAND PARK ILL
ELMWOOD PARK IL
NEW HOLLAND IL
NEW HOLLAND ILL
PEORIA ILL
PRINCETON ILL
PLAINFIELD ILL
WESTERN SPRS ILL
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
CHICAGO ILL
DECATUR ILL
NORTHFIELD IL
ST CHARLES ILL
LANSING IL
LANSING ILL
STRAWBERRY PT IA
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
BROOKLYN N Y
PREEMPTION ILL
AKRON OHIO
PREEMPTION ILL
URBANA ILL
LOMBARD IL
CLAREMONT IL
OLNEY ILL
BAYONNE NJ
CHICAGO ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
PRAIRIE VIEW ILL
324



391 s. pi






